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Methods of Impedance Calculation*

Robert L. Gluckltern
Physics Department

University of Maryland, College Park, MD 20742

Abstract Eq. (3) can be converted to a surface integral, leading to[l]

We premst several analytic techniques to calculate the 101IZI(k)= dS2.h-OxR = fdS ilA x #R , (5)
impedauce of an obstacle in a beam pipe in a variety of
applications. S20st s, s

where the first integral is over the surface of the obstacle
I. INTRODUCTION different from the beam pipe and where the second integral

is over the surface at e = a which is different from the
In the present paper we shall review methods of calculat- obstacle. For :, = V = 0, the solution for A• and fl in
ing the longitudinal and transverse coupling impedances the ultrarelativistic limit is
of an obstacle (e.g. pillbox, hole) in a beam pipe of radius
Q for a point charge traveling at ultra-relativistic speeds E1, = ZoH 1, = -0-0exp(-jkz), E 3 = 0. (6

-1 >-, 1). Since the coupling impedance is the fre- 2r
quency domain equivalent of the wakefield written in thetime domain, the drive current in the frequency domain Thus we need to solve Maxwell's equations for t 2, A2, with
has a sinuoidal dependence on z of the form the drive beam given in Eq. (1), and use Eq. (5) to calcu-late the longitudinal impedance.

J.(z, y, z; k) = /o6(z - zl)6(y - gi) exp(-jkz), (1) The entcrgy loss of the particle traveling past an obstacle
can be obtained directly from the real part of the longitu-

where k = w/c and where the time dependence is exp(jwt). dinal coupling impedance. Specifically it is
Here the point charge travels in the z-direction with con-
stant offset x = :l, V = y1. The definition of the longitu- AW = - ( dA Re Z|(k), (7)
dinal coupling impedance is then 21c

1 fM0 where we have used Z 1(-k) = Zj(k). Contributions to
Z*(k) = -o J dz E5 (zl,y,z;k)eihz AW can come from wall losses, energy radiation to the

_0 outside through the obstacle, and generation by the obsta-
lo - • dv P..J (2) cle of outgoing propagating modes in the pipe.

I12 fThe transverse coupling impedance can be analyzed sim-

where the volume integral is a more general form which will ilarly. Starting with the axial dipole drive current
also be used in the transverse impedance. The longitudinal = Io6(b(x - xl) - 6(x + 21)] exp(-jkz), (8)
impedance is obtained by setting z1 = y1 = 0.

We now consider two situations. The irst, denoted by the transverse impedance can be expressed as the limit for
the subscript 1, is the lossless pipe and the second, denoted small :I of
by 2, is the pipe with the obstacle. We then construct

(3)o.2 Z(k) 1 dz- Je) (9)

I[ (kk) + Z(''(k)J d Y + 9l' -1, (3)Mo•()
whe l iWriting the derivative with respect to : as the difference

where is imaginary. (It actually vanishes in the for z = ±r, divided by 2:l, we find
ultrarelativistic limit.) Using

f=Vx H1 ,2 - jweE1 ,2 , V X E.92 = -JWPHI.2, (4) Z-Mk) = -4Io d[E, (i, 0, z)

•Work mppowd by the Deprtme ry - E,(-z, 0, z)]•e . (10)
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Using the drive current in Eq. (8), the transverse k vanishes, and we can expreu Ezu in terms of Hue and
impedance can be written in terms of the same volume the surface impedance. Specifically
integral as before, namely E, = -(I + j)(kZo6/2)Hj@,

Z.(k) = 4kz- 1l 2 fdvt .. P. (11) where Zo = 377 ohms is the impedance of free space and 6
Jo is the skin depth of the wall material at frequency kc/2r.

As before the volume integral can be converted to a surface Thus the impedance per unit length is given by

integral, leading to(23 IIoI2ZrW = (1 + j)(kZo6/2)fdeIHie', (18)

4 z -Jf012  dSf4 2 f*4 x 1#= dS161 42 x i1. (12) where the line integral is over the circumference of the
s30s," sosa beam pipe. Using Eq. (6) we find for a length of pipe 2zR

In this case, for small ,, !n = (I + I)k6R = (1 + )±n(,
=Zo 2a 2a

S= -exp(--jkz)V±i, z0I 1 = -i x , (13) where the second form in terms of n = kR, the harmonic

where of the rotation frequency in a circular accelerator, is the

01(rG) = ZoIos 0(1 r) (1 one usually used.
-'1 0  1 (14) The corresponding analysis for the transverse impedance

for a pipe length 2irR, using Eqs. (12)-(14), leads to
satisfies the boundary condition 1 (a, 0) = 0 at the beam
pipe radius r = a. Here i is a unit vector in the z-direction. Zw = (I + j)6Rip -6 (20)

In the sections that follow we will apply the formulation Zo
outlined above to a variety of different problems. These results, first obtained by Nielsen, Sessler, and

Symon[6], have been extended to pipes of rectangular[7, 2]
II. NUMERICAL CALCULATION and elliptical[2] cross section.

For an arbitrary obstacle, the fields g2 and # 2 can be IV. IMPEDANCE OF HOLES
written as

E2 = El + e, H2 = H, + h, (15) Equation (5) is also a natural starting point to calculate

where the fields F and K now satisfy Maxwell's equations the impedance of a small hole in a beam pipe. Taking the
with no drive current, and the boundary condition along integral over the inside surface of the beam pipe we have

the metallic walls of the pipe and obstacle is I1012Zfl(k) - JdSE, H., = E10* ejk. (21)

g2 X F= -i x El- (16) hole hole

For holes whose dimensions are small compared to theFurthermore one can consider only a finite section of the wavelength, the integral can be expressed in terms of the
beam •ipe and apply an outgoing boundary condition to fields E1 ,, Hj# near the hole and the electric polarizability,
E and h at both ends of the truncated pipe. In this way a X, and magnetic susceptibility, 0, of the hole. Specifically,
mesh code can be constructed with given k and the solution we find
for 92 and 1/2 obtained numerically. Z11(k) = Jk

The program SUPERFISH[3] has been adapted to the Z- W - X)i..id., (22)
calculation of the longitudinal coupling impedance for where 0 and X here are the "inside" susceptibility and
an obstacle of azimuthal symmetry[41. Clearly one can polarizability for a wall of finite thickness[81.
similarly adapt programs like URMEL and MAFIA[5] It should be noted that the impedance in Eq. (22) is
to calculate the transverse coupling impedance and the inductive, implying no energy loss by radiation through
impedances of azimuthally asymmetric obstacles if desired. the hole. This radiation is proportional to the square of

The above method appears to be somewhat superior to the induced dipole moments of the hole, and therefore to
that used in time domain codes to calculate the wakefields, •2 and X2. The real part of the impedance of a small hole
followed by a Fourier transform to obtain the impedances. is therefore much smaller than its imaginary part.

The result for the transverse impedance is obtained in
Ill. RESISTIVE WALL IMPEDANCE an analogous way, using Eqs. (12)-(14), and is

Equation (5) can be used directly to calculate both the Ion- Z.(k) cos 2 0 9i(
gitudinal and transverse resistive wall impedances. Specif- Z0 2-'a 4  ),.asd,, (23)

ically, subscripts I and 2 denotes the pipe with infinite and where 0 is the azimuth of the hole measured from the z-
finite wall conductivity respectively. Therefore the term in axis.
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V. FIELD MATCHING Expanding the ratio of Bemel futctions in terms of thereidues at the seros of Jo(Ka), we can write
The impedance of a pill-box has been calculated by many

authors using field maching techniques either at the axial J.(Ka) 02 1
locations of the sides of the pill-box[0] or at the inside KaJo(Ka) a q2  /2' (27)

radius of the beam pipe[10]. In either case, results are

obtained by expanding the fields into a complete set of where Jo(p.) = 0 and b.2 = k2 a2 - pS. Writing
functions in either z or r, matching coefficients in the two
regions, truncating the resulting set of matrix equations, Adz) fff z-) (28)
and solving for the coefficients by matrix inversion. Results 2r f
have been given for a variety of parameters (pill-box radius where f(z') = E,(a, z';k) is the axial electric field in the
and length) as a function of frequency. opening, we can perform the integral over q by properly

Similar field matching techniques also work for rectan- closing the contour for z > z' and z < Z', and obtain
gular irises[11] (pill-boxes extending inside the beam pipe
radius). Since the driving current on axis is proportional Zoa;k) = jie -ka

onal (a z; 1 k) =_ I- dz'f(z')K,(z, x'),
to exp(-jkz) = cos kz - j sin kz, the problem is simplified Ira
by obtaining results for an even driving current (cos kz) (29)

and an odd driving current (-j sin kz) separately. In each where the pipe kernel is
case the fields are expanded with appropriate z symmetry 2 0j e- '
into a set of Bessel functions in both the pipe regions and Kp(z, z') = j e- (30)
the iris region. One set of coefficients can be eliminated by a.= b8

matching the fields at the axial location of the end of the
iris, and the solution is then obtained by truncating and When buis negative, b f = -js., with e5 = (obst k2ac)1/2.
inverting the resulting matrix equations. (Our experience We must now write the fields inside the obstacle in terfi
is that the numerical work is more convergent if the final of Ei at r = a. This can be done by expanding the fields
matrix is obtained in terms of the coefficients in the iris in the cavity-like obstacle (shaped like a tors) into a com-
region.) plete set of cavity modes. In this way we find

ZoH* (a, z; k) = jka [dz'f(z')K,,(z, z'), (31)

VI. INTEGRAL EQUATION METHOD wJ
where the cavity kernel is

We here consider an azimuthally symmetric obstacle which

does not extend inside the beam pipe radius, and represent K,(z, z') = 4w2 h )h&1() (32)
the field E, for r < a as -

E , z; k) = dq e-JrzA(q) Jo(Kr) (24) Here hL(z) = h'l)(a, z) is the normalized azimuthal mag-
Jo(Ka) netic field in the tth cavity mode with frequency kic/2r.

where K 2 =_ V - q2 and where the contour in the q plane Equating the magnetic field in the opening, we then obtain

goes below any poles on the negative real axis and above f dz'F(z')[K,(z, z') + K,(z, z')] = je-jk', (33)
any poles on the positive real axis[10]. This choice of con- j
tour guarantees that the obstacle will only create outgoing
waves in the beam pipe. The driving fields are those in Eq. where F(z) = -ha 2 !(z)/Zolo and
(1) for zi = yj = 0. It is easy to show that the longitudinal 2)

impedance defined in Eq. (2) becomes Z11(k)/Zo = (1/ka)I dzF(z)ejkz. (34)

Zg(k) = - 2iA(k) -- -odzE laz; k)ej (25) We therefore need to solve the integral equation [Eq. (33)]
I0 TO'I for F(z) and obtain ZU(k) from Eq. (34).

where the second form is obtained from the Fourier trans-
form of Eq. (24) at r = a, and where the integral over
z extends only over the obstacle (pill-box) region. Thisz exend onl ovr te obtace (pll-ox)regin. hisFor an obstacle of outer radius b extending from z = 0 to
equation corresponds directly to the more general result in F a obsta of o rad < extend in fo p0o
the second form of Eq. (5). z = g, with kg o 1,k(b - a) C. 1, we can obtain approx-

The azimuthal magnetic field at the pipe radius can be imate values for Kn(z, z') and Ke(z, z'). Specifically, thewrittn a.pipe kernel iswritten as

ZoH, =- 2Ia + aqe aJ A(q). (26) K, = a + j (35)
322 =
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where S is the largest value of. for which ps _5 ka, and Clearly the impedance arises from the smooth part of G(z),
where SA..- a/- is a logarithmic cutoff needed in the which itself will come from the smooth part of the kernel
second sum. The cavity kernel is dominated by the mode in Eq. (39). Writing
with ki = O, for which 00

ho(z) = (2wga(b - a)]-1/2 (36) k,(z' Z') = 2srj/a E exp(j 0.)/(k2a2 - p.) 1/2, (42)
8=1

and is K. 2w where

a(b- a) (37) = k(z - z') - Iz - z'I(k - p2/a2)1 /2, (43)

Using these values of K, and K., we can obtain f dz'F(z')
from Eq. (33) and are led to the following expression for we see that there are rapid oscillations everywhere except

the admittance near p. C ha for z > ze. Expanding (k2a 2 -p3,) 1/ 2 for small
pl/ka, and keeping only the lowest order non-vanishing

Z = 2 ka +,= e-j3b./8b +2n2] smo&2eterm in the exponent, we obtain for the average of the
ZoY1(k)b =-rk a) + iI b. +J1I smoothed pipe kernel(38)~t X, >a

where the exponential cut-off factor and the third term < >'

come from a more careful treatment[12] of the divergent K z ,/ 3 < (
term in Eq. (35). Numerical simulations agree very closely
with the result in Eq. (38) for b = 1.1 a, g = 0.05 a.[123 where we have converted the sum over s to an integral.

Moreover, the corresponding results for the impedance The evaluation of the cavity kernel for large ka depends

agree very well with the series calculation of Henke.[10] on the cavity geometry, but in the form in Eq. (32), the

The result in Eq. (38) is dominated at low frequency sum over modes can be approximated by an integral over

by the first term, which is inductive. Clearly the second mode number. This has been done for a pillbox, as well

and third terms provide both an increasing capacitive term as for several obstacles of triangular cross section and, the

and resistive term as the frequency increases. In fact, the results suprisingly depend only on (z - z'). In fact the

familiar broad resonance occurs when the inductive and cavity kernel contribution turns out to be exactly the same

capacitive contributions cancel. as that in Eq. (44) for the pipe kernel. Thus the integral

Another interesting feature of Eq. (38) is its simplicity equation reduces to

when expressed as an admittance. In fact the real part is r" dz'G(z') (1 - j)Vd'k
independent of all features of the pill-box for g -C a. It is J0 2 (45)
not hard to show that this term corresponds to the energy
which is lost as the pill-box generates outgoing propagating whose solution is
modes in the pipe. Apparently the reactive part arises from
the evanescent pipe modes generated by the pill-box. G(z) 2! "-2ja - (46)

VIII. IMPEDANCE AT HIGH FREQUENCY leading to the impedance

The high frequency behavior of the impedance has been Z1i(k) 1 -1j F (47
of concern since Lawson's diffraction calculation[13] sug- Z0 2va V rk
gested a k- 1 1 2 behavior which, according to Eq. (7) im- Numerical results for the impedance are consistent with
plied an infinite energy loss. This k-1/ 2 behavior (which the k- 1 / 2 average behavior of the impedance, but show
does not violate energy conservation when we have an ul-
trarelativisitic particle of infinite energy) was confirmed a pert osona wt f requencyias w elluei
by others[14, 15]. The integral equation of Section VI is a
convenient starting point for this calculation.

We write Eqs. (33), (34) for a pill-box as IX. IMPEDANCE OF MANY OBSTACLES
AT HIGH FREQUENCY

J0 We now apply Eq. (39) to a beam pipe containing a large
number of obstacles, and assume that they are all identical
and separated from each other (center to center) by a con-

=dG stant distance L. Specifically we write the coupled system

Z*f(k)/Zo = (1/2ira) Jd: (z). (40) of integral equations

Here K ) - ). (41) dz G(z4)[Kp(znZ')+6mnKc(zn.,z)] = j, (48)
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Space-Charge Calculations in Synchrotrons

S. Machida
Superconducting Super Collider Laboratory

2550 Beckleymeade Ave., Dallas, Texas 75237

Abstract has been increased more than the design value experimen-

One obvious bottleneck of achieving high luminosity in tally in some machines. An example would be the AGS

hadron colliders, such as the Superconducting Super Col- of BNL and the PS Booster of CERN, and the maximum

lider (SSC), is the beam emittance growth, due to space- tune shift like -0.5 to -0.6 has been achieved. The tune

charge effects in low energy injector synchrotrons. Al- shift criterion such as -0.2 is by no means a fixed number.

though space-charge effects have been recognized since More importantly, the Laslett tune shift itself does not

the alternating-gradient synchrotron was invented, and the predict the emittance behavior. If it is small enough,
Laslett tune shift usually calculated to quantify these ef- the beam is, for sure, free from any resonances and no

fects, our understanding of the effects is limited, especially emittance growth is expected. When the tune shift be-
when the Laslett tune shift becomes a large fraction of comes large, say -0.5, some particles in the beam would
the integer. Using the Simpsons tracking code, which we be at some resonance. Once the amplitude of the particles

developed to study emittance preservation issues in pro- changes, the particles can escape from the resonances and

ton synchrotrons, we investigated space-charge effects in become stable again. The strong nonlinear nature of the

the SSC Low Energy Booster (LEB). We observed detailed space-charge force, namely detuning, makes it difficult to

dependence on parameters such as beam intensity, initial estimate emittance evolution.

emittance, injection energy, lattice function, and longitu- As for a source of resonances, the space-charge force it-

dinal motion. A summary of those findings, as well as the self, can excite it without lattice imperfections. In late

tracking technique we developed for the study, are pre- '60s, Montague discussed the importance of zero-th har-

sented. monics of the fourth order resonance; 2v, - 2vy = 0, which
is inevitable due to the octupole component of the space-

I. INTRODUCTION charge force [1]. According to the recent work by Parzen
and Machida, non-zero harmonics of the even order res-

One of the challenging issues for proton synchrotrons onances should be also avoided because they are excited
is to store and accelerate a high brightness beam, that is by the space-charge force coupled with periodicity of lat-
an intense beam with a very small emittance. In a high tice functions [2]. One way to weaken those resonances is
energy accelerator complex such as the Superconducting to make the lattice with higher periodicity. The effect of
Super Collider (SSC), the luminosity at the final collider half-integer resonance excited by lattice imperfections was
directly depends on the brightness in the preceding injector studied for the coasting beam [2]. A study by Machida
chains. Space-charge effects in the low energy end of an shows that maximum tune shift can be more than the dis-
accelerator complex, for instance, the Low Energy Booster tance between the bare tune and the half-integer resonance.
(LEB) and possibly the Medium Energy Booster (MEB) The ratio of possible tune shift to the distance depends on
at the SSC, could be a potential problem for the emittance the charge distribution and it is about two for Gaussian
and thus brightness prerervation. distribution.

As a measure of space-charge effects, the Laslett tune In this paper, we first describe the recent develop-
shift is usually calculated, that for Gaussian distribution ment of the space-charge modelling by multi-particle track-
is Am- = -(rpn1)/(41Try2•CB,); where rp is the classical ing. Then, we discuss systematic exploration in parameter
proton radius, nt is the total number of particles in a ring, space; beam intensity, initial emittance, injection energy,
8 and 7 are the Lorentz factors, en is the normalized rms lattice function, and longitudinal motion, using the LEB
emittance, and B1 is the bunching factor. I The con- as an example.
ventional design criterion imposes the small Laslett tune
shift, such as -0.2, to keep the entire beam stay away II. MODELLING OF THE SPACE-CHARGE
from lower order resonances. Although most of existing IN SYNCHROTRONS
machines has been designed in that way, the brightness

"Operated by the Universities Research Association, Inc. for A. The Simpsons Program
the U.S. Department of Energy under Contract No. DE-AC35- The Simpsons program has been developed to study
sgER404W6Inthissmplified formula, we ignored the effects of image charge emittance preservation issues in proton synchrotrons [3].

and current in surroundings such as magnets and beam pipe. The program consists of two major parts. One is a par-
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tidle tracking part that tracks macro particles in the 6-D tion without updating the emittance. That approximation
phase space with acceleration. Realistic modelling of longi- should be adequate, when the beam emittance growth is
tudinal motion is essential for a rapid cycling synchrotron small and when one wants to see either initial behavior
such as the LEB in which the synchronous momentum of the emittance growth using many macro particles or
ries from 1.219 GeV/c to 12 GeV/c within approximately stability of single particle. We call it "weak-strong" ap-
26,000 turns. The space-charge force is strongly time de- proximation. Most of the following simulation results are
pendent. The independent variable is time, in which one based on "semi strong-strong" approximation.
can obtain a snapshot of macro particle distribution at each Initial charge distribution was made as Gaussian in both
time step. All lattice elements including an RF cavity are transverse planes, and we examined emittance each turn by
represented by thin lenses lattice created by the program two independent definitions. One is the the rms emittance
TEAPOT [4]. calculated from 1000 to 10000 particles. The other is the

The other part of the program calculates the space- emittance by fitting a transverse beam profile to Gaussian.
charge force. It is incorporated as a thin lens kick in each In the following exercise, we found that these emittance
time step and typically 100 to 2000 kicks are applied in definitions agree with each other, implying that the charge
one turn. We made three different degrees of approxima- distribution remains Gaussian throughout one simulation.
tion to compute the space-charge field. The most advanced
one, though it is most time consuming as well, employes B. Fermilab Booster Simulation
the Particle-In-Cell method [5]. Three dimensional grids, A simulation of the Fermilab Booster was performed
in real space, are assigned to enclose the entire beam. At for comparison with its experimental data that shows the
every intersection of the grids, a fractional charge is allo- emittance growth as a function of beam intensity [7]. AI-
cated according to location of macro particles nearby, and though our previous study indicated that asymptotic emit-
then the Maxwell equations are solved in a difference form. tance depends on multipoles and misalignment of lattice to
A boundary condition is imposed such that the scaler po- some degree [2], we assumed the same magnitude of errors
tential is zero at the beam pipe radius, which is constant in the Fermilab Booster model as in the LEB because there
around the ring. Electro-magnetic fields, at the location is no information available on the lattice magnets. (Those
of macro particles, are interpolated by the fields at neigh- are the rms misalignment of 0.4 mm in both horizontal
boring grids and it changes the momentum. Typically, and vertical planes, the rms rotation angle of 1.0 mrad,
more than 10,000 macro particles are necessary to repre- the rms closed orbit distortion after correction of 1.0 mm,
sent the charge distribution accurately and it takes about and the same multipole in the dipoles and quadrupoles.)
100 Cray cpu hours to simulate the first 10 msec of the We tested five different lattices with five different seeds to
LEB, which is one fifth of a cycle. We call it "strong- calculate asymptotic emittance of the first 9 msec by "semi
strong" approximation, because the emittance and charge strong-strong" and "weak-strong" approximations.
distribution are updated continuously and it is expected Figure 1 shows the comparison. The error bar of simula-
to be self-consistent. tion results shows the range due to different seeds. There is

The second approximation assumes that charge distribu- apparent discrepancy between the experimental data and
tion is always Gaussian and the image charge and the longi- the simulation results when the beam intensity is high.
tudinal space-charge forces are negligible. By that assump- The following remarks should be made. First of all, the use
tion, the transverse space-charge force can be computed of the multipole and misalignment data of the LEB may
analytically with a certain truncation [6]. By using approx- not be a good model for the Fermilab Booster. Therefore,
imately 1000 macro particles, t;he rms emittance calculated we do not have rigorous basis for one-to-one comparison.
at the end of each turn and tie space-charge field are com- However, a trend such that the emittance start growing
puted based on that emittance. Although the charge distri- when the beam intensity is 1.5 x 1010 per bunch, agrees in
bution is assumed to remain Gaussian, it is self-consistent the experiment and the simulations. In addition, the sim-
that the space-charge force is a function of the instanta- ulation shows that the emittance growth lasts about 5 or 6
neous emittance. We call it "semi strong-strong" approx- msec after injection and it agrees with the recent measure-
imation. In the longitudinal plane, the emittance is fixed. ment by Graves et al., who took the time dependence of the
The bunch shape is, however, fitted on the matched bucket emittance growth in the Fermilab Booster [8]. The same
which is a function of the bending field, its derivative, and experimental data also unveils that the emittance evolution
RF voltage at each time so that the time dependence of has two steps, one is after injection and the other after the
a bunching factor is included. It requires 10 Cray cpu transition energy crossing. We may have missed a part of
hours when 1000 macro particles are tracked to complete emittance growth at the transition energy crossing which
the LEB simulation. is not included in the simulations. The asymptotic emit-

The third approximation, which is the most simpli- tance as a sum of the two steps by Graves is more or less
fled model, assumes that the charge distribution is always equal to experimental data of Figure 1.
Gaussian and the emittance does not change. The same
formula is used to calculate the space-charge force of Gaus-
sian distribution as the "semi strong-strong" approxima-
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__Below I GeV, less injection energy is taken, more asymp-

.3 totic emittance is observed as expected.

B. Lattice Superperiodicity
j2

-The present LEB lattice has three fold symmetry with

""Boot.: three long straight sections. If the structure resonance
K, ujrm,1.b Soe. •tiont, 7 dominates the emittance growth, the higher periodicity lat-

s3 r .tro- Lo tice should help reducing the emittance growth. By tak-
0 1 2 3 4 ing only arc part of the present LEB lattice, we made a

b*ea intensity (-'.O/bunchl higher superperiod lattice, 16-fold symmetry with almost

Figure 1. Emittance growth in the Fermilab Booster. same circumference and looked at the emittance growth
as a function of the beam intensity. Each lattice element
has the similar magnitude of multipoles and misalignment

III. SIMULATION RESULTS as the three-fold symmetry lattice and the closed orbit are

A. Beam Parameter Dependence corrected as the same level, namely about I mm as rms. As
shown in Figure 11, not much improvement was obtained.

The design beam parameters of the LEB are 1 x 1010
particles-per-bunch (total number of particles are 1.14 x C. Synchrotron Oscillation 7nne
1012) with 0.40 w. mm . mrad rms emittance. 2 The beam Synchrotron tune becomes as high as 0.05 at 4 msec after
energy rises from 600 MeV to 11.1 GeV in 50 msec with injection and gradually decreased toward the final energy.
sinusoidal ramping curve. We explored three parameter injetio an thadualydece ta th e fin e
space, namely beam intensity, initial emittance, injection To look at the dependence of the emittance growth on the
energy, keeping other two constant. The asymptotic emit- synchrotron tune, we fixed the energy and rf voltage and
tance is defined as the emittance about 15 msec after in- tracked particles under constant synchrotron tune. Keep-
jection, at that time emittance growth has completed. The ung the peak intensity constant, we varied synchrotron tune
model lattice has multipoles, misalignment, and closed or- under three different conditions, namely with constant
bit errors. We used measured multipole data of the AGS Ap/p, with constant longitudinal emittance, and with con-(9].Befre oingsysemaic pramterstant bunch length. Figures 12 and 13 show the rmns emit-
Booster magnets [9].tance after 6000 turns as a function of synchrotron tune.
search, we made a preliminary run to test five different Since there was no energy ramping and the turn number
seeds for lattice randomness and picked up the worst lat- was no en e rmingande turn they
tice in the following simulations, was not enough to have the emittance saturation, they

Figure 2 shows asymptotic rms emittance as a function are not asymptotic in value. The horizontal emittance at
of beam intensity. Figures 3 and 4 show the emittance evo- larger emittance but the overall synchrotron tune de-
lution and maximum tune shift. There is slight emittance pendence is marginal.
growth already started when the intensity is 1 x 101t. Be-
low that intensity, no emittance growth is observed. The
asymptotic emittance is almost linear with respect to the IV. DISCUSSIONS
intensity when the intensity becomes higher. The simulation results described previously indicate that

Figure 5 shows asymptotic rms emittance as a function there is a certain limit of the maximum brightness. That
of initial rms emittance. Figures 6 and 7 show the emit- can be seen in Figure 14 in which we plotted the brightness
tance evolution and maximum tune shift. When the ini- defined by the rms emittance divided by beam intensity,
tial emittance is 0.60 r. nun rmrad, there is almost no as a function of 1) beam intensity, 2) inverse of the initial
emittance growth. When the initial emittance is less than rms emittance, and 3) the initial 6-72 which corresponds
that, the emittance growth is inevitable and the asymp- to injection energy. The horizontal unit is scaled such that
totic emittance cannot be less than 0.44 r- mmi mrad no the design value of each parameter is one. Figure 14 shows
matter how small emittance is injected at the beginning, at least two things. One is that the brightness has a certain
Overshoot phenomena, namely smaller initial emittance limit no matter how small initial emittance or intense beam
ends up with larger asymptotic emittance, is not observed ae injected as long as the injection energy is fixed to 600ase leeate wihi tone iniia thettc rangeio werg exploered.60
as least within the initial emittance range we explored. MeV. That brightness limit is about 10% higher than the

Figure 8 shows the rm• emittance as a function of injec- design value. The other is that if the injection energy is
tion energy. Figures 9 and 10 show the emittance evolution increased, the brightness can be as high as 20% with the
and maximum tune shift. If we make the injection energy design beam intensity and initial emittance.
I GeV or higher, almost no emittance growth is observed. A question is then what makes that brightness limit.

2'Thren is Mother opationAl Mod, Caned tea bea Mode, Which From Figures 4, 7, and 10, when the tune shift is more
is mspposed to have 5 x 1010 perticles per bunch with the rms emit- than -0.60 or so, beams are not stable. Since the verti-
taaem 4.0 r. numn mrad. cal bare tune is 11.80, the maximum loaded tune is about
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11.20. According to findings of the previous work, there V. SUMMARY
are two possible maechanism which could explain that limit.One is the structure fourth integer resonance, that is sitting Using the LEB of the SSC as an example, we explored

S1.25. The other is resonances excited by lattice parameter space and investigated space-charge effects. Weacto1.25. Theonthemrthe strongest one is the hatticeimer- found that there is brightness limit. The brightness is
fections. Among them, t half-integer bound, no matter how small emittance or intense beam
resonance at 11.50. By half-integer resonance, emittance . .
growth becomes visible when the maximum tune shift i is njected. That limit is independent of the lattice super-

twice the distance between the resonance and bare tune periodicity and synchrotron tune. The source of the limit is

according to the previous study [2]. Both mechanisms caused by lattice imperfections of the practical magnitude.

possibly increase the rme emittance because of the super-
periodicity of the LEB and lattice imperfections. Similar VI. REFERENCES
results in the lattice with 16-fold symmetry implies that [1] B. W. Montague, "Fourth-Order Coupling Resonance
the latter is more plausible. Excited by Space-Charge Forces in a Synchrotron",

3.0 CERN 68-38, CERN, 1968.

*2.5 - c0c 0
*. o X [2] G. Parzen, "Space Charge Limits in Proton

Synchrotrons", Nuclear Instruments and Methods,
:.5 - A281, p.413, 1989. BNL Report 44562, 1990. and

: 1.0 ? S. Machida, "Space-Charge Effects in Low-Energy
0.5 .0 . . Proton Synchrotrons", Nuclear Instruments aadS0.0 * ... •... ' ... ... JMethods, A309, p.43, 1991.

0 2 3 4 5

intensit,. 1/*Me,- ..... 9 se, a-2-• [3] S. Machida, "The Simpsons Program: 6-D Phase
Figure 14. Brightness vs. beam intensity, inverse of initial Space Tracking with Acceleration", Proc. of the Coin-
emittance, and j92. putational Accelerator Physics Conference, 1993.

[4] L. Schachinger and R. Talman, "TEAPOT: A Thin-
To confirm that, we looked at the emittance growth in Elements Accelerator Program for Optics and Track-

the present LEB and the 16-fold symmetry lattices both ing", Particle Accelerators, Vol.22, p.35, 1987.
without multipole, misalignment, or closed orbit distor-
tion. In these lattice, only the nonlinear elements are chro- [5] M. L. Sloan, "Calculation of Electromagnetic Self
maticity correction sextupoles. We took 5 x 1010 particles Forces for LEB Parameter Beams", March 1991, un-
as beam intensity to see the difference if any. Table 1 lists published.
the asymptotic emittance of two different superperiodic-ity lattices, with and without attice imperfections. The [6] M. A. Furman, "Practical Approximations for the

ity attces wih an wihou 'lttie imerfctins.The Electric Field of Elliptical Beams", SSC-N-312, SSC
uncertainty of emittance in the LEB lattice with imper- Lectric F 9B ,.
fections indicates the dependence of five seeds. From that Laboratory, 1987.
table, it is clear that the brightness limit is caused by lat- [7] C. Ankenbrandt and S. D. Holmes, "Limits on the
tice imperfections in the both lattices. Although the lattice Transverse Phase Space Density in the Fermilab
of higher superperiodicity shows the better behavior with- Booster", Proc. of the 1987 IEEE Particle Accelerator
out lattice imperfections, the difference of the two lattice Conference, p.1066, 1987.
becomes marginal once the practical imperfections are in-
cluded. (8] W. Graves, D. McGinnis, and R. Tomlin, "Measure-

Table 1 ment and Causes of Emittance Growth in the Fermi-
Asymptotic Emittance in the LEB and lab Booster", in these proceedings.

the 16-fold Symmetry Lattice with
and without Lattice Imperfections (9] E. Bleser, private communication

LEB 16-fold
lattice lattice

without
imperfections 1.2 w mm mrad 0.66 7r mm mrad

with
imperfections 2.0 ± 0.2 w mm mrad 2.1 v mm mrad
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ADVANCED COMPUTER3W AmDWUAO

Robert D. RYne
Los MaMaS NationalLabOrao

LOS Alamo., NMI 87545 USA

Abatu~ high current accelerators. We will show preliminary Moblt of
beaus dyamaics calculations wish 16,777,216 (=234) particles.

Accemauwphysics today have scuus to computers that
wre far mor poweMu aim Showe avAill just 10 years ago. ADANE COMPUTERS
In the eary 1960s, dstpworsatWion performed less than
one million 501o1ting point operations per second (Milopa), ud Workstations
the realied peformanemofvector s1u x oqueu wasmtbest One of do motsgiiatdvlpe of Me ata few hundred Milops. Today vector processing is .vailable 198's So eal 190' , die emre of ver hihpu
on She desktop, providing researchers with perforunace a,- num womo During dfe early 1960s, dsopWork-
lXDachini 100 Mflops at a price that bs meaurted in dionsa sttios See~ pefre atls ha fapTncnof doftm. Furthermuore advances in Massively Forllel Ptra-cetoa ilndmche(wchc otinndkiv
cessors (MMP have made performance of over 10 gigafops a dwugput of a n pu eined pe machine (h chycle frei inv fective~a
reality, and around mid-decad MPPI wre expected to be ca- tis wason resultd fer machmline cyclelfr vecto sperao-
pabl of Sciatich performnance. Along with advances in 14P lions) woay neserved for g mu-mlin dol vuerctr saqumeam-
harlware, researchers have also mae& significant progress tn can beotorne anrocessing fo ad upucar impemensurd -
developin algorithms and software for MPhs Thee -l~ tiousnds of beobained onpca heradeskstocs for a ie moerasted in
have had, and will continue so have, a significant. impact on di thousaendso dollrsThicst characte993) stics foll amodras:
Work of computational acceerator physicists. Now, instead ofhitenwosain(n193ar olw:
running particle simulations with just a few thousand particles, 1. RISC CPU
we cmn perform desktop simulation with amn of thousands of 2. RAM: up So 512 MB (16 SIMMS @ 32 MB/SIMM)
simulation Particles, and calculation with well over I mil- 3. Hard Disk: 1 GB So a few GB
loio particles are being performed on MPPs. In die area of 4. Performance: 10-40 Milcps
counputatonal electromagnetics simulations that used So be '5. Price: $10,000 to $80,000
performed only on vector supercoqmpuesnow nunin seveal oktd fti aiera o nwdsra eahours on desktop workcstations, and researcisrs, are hoping to Wrsain fti aie snwi iepeduea
perform simulatons with over one billion mesh points on fa- may labratus. uownvrUies and institutons. Such machines
ture MPhs. In this paper we will discuss- the latest adacs wes often dedicated so rnnming 3D elec=nmsgntics simulation
and what can be expected in the near flaume, in hardware, prgrm such as ARGUS and MAFIA. It is not unicommon
softwwae uid applications codes for advanced simulation of for times jobs So require several hours on a high end work-
patil awlra station. Even so, for many prolems the tumn-around time is

fhote on a dedicated workstadwtion d that obtained running
kdrouctonon a time-shared vector supe-rc puter. Tle performnance of

workstatao will likely increas significantly in die near fu-
Today accelerato physicists are finding it possible to per- mue, with the advent of multiprocessor machines, 64-bit CPUs

form particle simulations mid electromagnetic cac5tinsof (or which doubl precision calculations will be umnrecessary),
unpecdenedprecision and complexity. Such calculations an more CPUs operaftinwaound 200 M19.

would have been impractical only two So d~ime years ago but ibble I shows performance benchmnarks for a sample of
they arn possible now because of two major developments: widely used worktstations:
(1)tbe availability of very high performance, affordab work-
stations and (2)the availability of Massively Parallel Processors
(MPPs) and distributed computing environments. These topics
will be discussed In the first part of this pawe.

In the second part of this paper we will discuss simu-
lations we have performed usin the Connection Machine 5
at the Advanced Computing Laboratory of Los Alamos Na-
tional Laboratory. We are developing computer codes that
will support efforts related So the desig'n of nex-3eneration,

Work supported byv the U.S. Dept. of Energy, Office of Energy Researh: Office of High Energy and Nuclear Physics, Office
of S upemrcon - cting Super Coilder, Office of Fusion Energy, and Office of Scientific Computing

0-7803-1203-W3$0.00 0 1993 MME
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Thble I Benchmarks for a sample of workstations Massively Parallel Processing and

Mahin SpC92t sp92P MF LOPS Distributed Processing

hal 486/50 30.1 14.0 Another major advance that has occurred in recent years
-is the development of computer platforms, software and algo-

Intel 486W6 32.4 16.1 rithnms for massively parallel processing and distributed pro-

hltel P 64.5 56.9 ceasing. These environments are aimed at solving problems
- - - that are on the (present) leading edge of high performance

DEC 3k/400 (Alpa) 65.3 112.2 18.7 computing, and which require performance on the order of 10

DEC 3k/500 (Alpha) 74.3 126.0 Oflops tO 1000 Oflops. Typical applications include: global
-P 7climate modeling, quantum chromodynamics, molecular dy-iP 710 (PA RISC) 32.7 56.4 - namics, self-comistent electronic structure calculations, 3D

HP 730 (PA RISC) 52.0 86.7 seismic calculations, and high resolution simulations in compu-
HP -5 -A Rtaional fluid dynamics, electromagnetics, and structwal anal-

HP 735 (PA RISC) 80.0 150.6 40.8 ysis, to name a few.

Sun Sparc IPC 26.4 21.0 Lar scale MPPs typically fall into one of two categories:
Sun Spa-c 10/30 44.2 52.9 SIMD (Single Instmctio/Multiple Data) and MIMD (Multi-

Sun Sparc 10/41 52.6 64.7 pie Instrucuon/Multiple Data). The SIMD model is the least
- complex and the easiest to utilize from a user standpoinL In

IBM RSM6000 320H 20.9 39.4 11.7 this case, all the processing elements operate in synchronism,

IBM RS/6000 350 35.4 74.2 performg the same operation on different sets of data. Typi-
cally, programmers can write code using array constructs like

IBM RS/6000 580 59.1 124.8 38.1 that found in Fortran 90 (for example, a-b+c, where a, b and

SOl Indigo (R4000) 57.6 60.3 16.0 c are arrays); the compiler will recognize this as an operation
- - that can be done in parallel. Thus, from the standpoint of a

When choosing a workstation, benchmarks like that scientific programmer, it is easy to use MPPs for problems that

shown above should be regarded along with several other are inherently data parallel. The drawback of this approach
factors.o r ea mple .s d is wrteadedong mindths rat otheper- is that it is restrictive with respect to the types of calculationsfactors. For example, it is worth keeping in mind that the per- tha ca be impeente (in a straightforward manner). In
fornance of workstations from various manufacturers often ta a eupaetd(nasrihfrad=nr.Ileap-frog ofe wnotheriatio rme varios manuatuorders oftayen. contrast, in the MIMD approach all the processing elements
leap-frog one anothe in a time span on the order of a year. can be performing different instructions, asynchronously, on
Long term stability of a workstation pmac ntoaones lalnet- different sets of data. While this approach is flexible, it is alsoability to incorporate a specific machine into one's local net- far more difficult to make use of from a programming stand-
work are also important considerations. Finally, benchmarks pf. In MIMD-style programming, the programmer specifies

obtained by running frequently used applications p operations at tIe level of individual processors and makes use

are a more valuable indicator of expected performance thanofessage pasin outines processor comm un o

SPCmnark results, particularly when comparing machines of of message passing routines for isor communication.

comparable sophistication from different manufacturers. Table The implementation of massively parallel processing is
2 shows the performance of some workstations in running a complicated by many factors. One factor is the type of mem-
MAFIA eigenvalue problem [I]: ory requirement for a given problem: Do the processors re-
Table 2 Benchmarks based on a MAFIA eigenvalue problem quire only local memory, nearest-neighbor communication, or

increasingly global communication? If the communication is
Machine MNLoPS global, are the required panerns regular or random? Another

E important factor is the issue of load balancing: It is pointless
DEC 3k/500 (Alpha) 22.1 to allocate a large number of processing elements to a job if
HP 730 (PA RISC) 12.3 only a few processors are working while many others are idle.

There are many operations, common to large applications pro-
Sun Sparc 1 1.36 grams, that are not obviously parallelizable and do not lend
Sun Sparc IPC 1.71 themselves easily to load balancing. For such operations, it
Sun Sparc 2 3.9 is necessary to devote a great deal of effort to circumvent the

difficulties (if it is possible at all). An example of this is
Sun Sparc 10/30 10.4 the operation of laying down a distribution of charge or mass
I onto a regular mesh. If the distribution is highly nonuniform

I(sirh as a Gaussian distribution), then Processors associated
IBM RS/6000 550 13.4 with the tails of the distribution will cease to be utilized long
I before processors associated with the core of the distribution,

unless an effort is made to deal with this issue. Researchers in
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teield of plama prtlcle-ln-cefi (PlC) simulation have made velopaeem of high speed networks tha operae at neary a
sigificant prupus in this rea [2]. gigabit per second. Many of tmese bt based on the High

For many problets, computational Physicists can obtain Perfonnmce Paralel Inteface (HlPt). which operes at 0.
modrately Whiperfomancewithouthaving top spon atoma Obitecm.ao, 5 Obi/sec networks we under developmen.
level of individual procesaing elements. Two duing Make this Using high speed networs, it will soon be possible to coor-
possle: Frk man. y MPP manufacturers in developing scal- diat e high performauce comlptng platforms at several
able softwae libraries to perform operations of widespread ap- u y separated suacomputer centers to run Gruand
plicability to scientific programmers. Secondly, as mentioned Challenge simulations.

above, many MPP compilers recognize Forman 90 comstructs
as operations than are to be performed in parallel. Just as pro- ADVANCED ACCELERATOR SIMULATION
grammers in the 1980's learned to write "clean code" with vec-
torizable do4og. to achieve high performance on vector su- Today there ae several important problems in wmpu-
pecompulerm, scientific programmers of the 1990's will learn tational accelerator physics that cannot be handled without
to write "clean code" in Foan 90 to obtain high performance making use of high performanmce computing platforms. These
on MW's. (In addition to Fotran 90, some MPP manufactur- include:
era also provide support for the C programming language.) Of
course, the very highest performace will still be obtained by I. Self-consistent beam dynamics problems involving very
researchers who have the time, energy, and need to program large numbers of particles (> 10s particles)

at the individual processor level. 2. Electronmagnetics simulations involving very large num-

Today theme me several MPPs available, and many are ber of mesh points (> 108 points)

under developmen One of the early successful MPPs was 3. Long term tracking in circular machines
the Intel Touchstone Delta: It consists of 540 i860 CPUs and 4. Optimization of beamlines and electromagnetic structures,
is capable of a peak performance of 32 Gflops. It has been where each iteration in the simulation is itself difficult or
used very successfully for large scale astrophysical simulations impossible to perform on a single workstation or vector
[31. One of the leading MMs at this time is the Thinking supercomputer
Machines CoporMaion Connection Machine 5 (CM-5): It is atim-onncte MII) achne hatconist ofa nmbe ofBelow we will discuss the simulation of intens beams using

PRee-comected M D machwineth a 4vetounsists. of a02 nuber o- large numbers of simulation particles, motivated by the need
Sparc-based CPUs each with 4 vector units. A 1024 node ma-
chine is capable of a peak performance of 128 Oflops. A third predict beam halo in next-generation, high inteity CW

example of an MPP is the T-3D, which is under development accerators.

by Cray Research Incorporated. The T-3D is planned to con- During the past several years, many technical advances
sist of a large number of Digital Equipment Corporation Alpha have been made in the field of Accelerator Technology that

CPUs, each running at 150 MHz. A 2048-processor system are opening up new areas of research and application. Sev-

is expected to have a peak performance of 300 Gflops. Many erl projects, of major importance to the environment and to

MPP manufacturers believe that performance of a teraflop will international competitiveness, now seem feasible. These in-

be achieved soon after mid-decade. clude the Accelerator Transmutation of Waste (ATW), Acceler-
tworkstation ator Production of Tritium (APT), accelerator-based production

It is worth pointing out advances in thelorkstaof of 14 MeV neutrons for fusion materials testing, Accelerator
market have had a significant impact on the development of Based Conversion of Plutonium (ABC) and the development
MPPs. The goal of an MWP manufacturer is not just to of a next-generation, high intensity spallation neutron source.
build a high performance machine, but also to build a cost These projects ae also extremeely challenging- They rely on
effective, affordable machine. As should be evident from very high intsity, continuous wave acleratcu (as opposed
the previous paragraph, MPP manufactures are now building to the moderately low intensity, pulsed machines of the past).
systems around mass produced, inexpensive RISC CPUs. In Adding to the difficulty is the fact that these projects are con-
addition, they make use of inexpensive DRAM memory. A sidered acceptable only if hands-on maintenance of the accel-
typical MPP will have 16MB to 64 MB per node. erator is possible. (Remote handling increases the complexity

Another approach to high performance computing is to and the cost of these projects significantly.) In order to meet
use collections of computers to perform parallel computations, scheduled maintenance requirements and Occupational Safety
In the simplest case, it consists of a homogeneous collection and Health requirements, the radioactivity level must be a few
of machines, such as a cluster of workstations (or worksta- millirem/hour shortly after shutdown of the accelerator. This
tion "farm"). In a more sophisticated approach, it consists of corresponds to very strict beam loss requirements: the allowed
a heterogeneous collection of computers, including worksta- beam loss is on the order of 0.1 nanoamper/meter, or equiv-
tios, vector supercomputers, and even the nodes of an MPP; alently, about 1 part in 10 to 100 million. These projects are
all the processors involved in the computation are connected expensive (some are expected to cost over 1 billion dollars).
by a variety of networks. Software such as PVM (Parallel It will be difficult to get approval for any of them unless one
Vitual Machine) is now available to support such calcula- can demonstrate clearly and convincingly that it is possible to
tions. [4]. Distributed processing has been aided by the de- meet the beam loss requirements.
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Bem loom at fhs low level am caused by pailtces in Thes results were obtained using boa versions of the oper-
the very sparsely populneed beam hMa, a a distace of 6 or sing efvi uonment and run time library (CMOST 7.2, Beta I,
min standard deviatlion fom the beam axis. Boam halo and peach 4), the CM Foctran compiler (CMF 2.1, Boa 0.1) and
rsuling beam loss ae doe to space h•age eflects coupled the CM Scientific Software LAbwy (CMSSL 3.1, Beta 3).
with eff•e such beam mismach, machine es and field In the future, we plan to extend our model to peifonm sim-
nonlinewitie 1Underam dIng and predicting beam hao has usmm of 3.dindonal beam prpeaimS tough syms
became a critical isse for nny dvanced aOf quadrubule umgnets and acceem ating strucgtr s.
procts. In order to have confidence tha we can meet these
ult4ow loss requirements, we need to perform particle sim-
ulatons with on he order of 100 million particles. Cosider, Figure bIitial Beam Density
for example, that if one simulated a round Gaussian beam
with 100 million particles, only about 4 particles would be lo-
cased in the region beyond six standard deviations. Acceleraor
simulations of this magnitude are impossible with vector n- -. _04

peconpMrM but with the advent of MPft such simulations 04

We are developing simulations using the CM-5 at the Los
Alamos National Laboratory Advanced Computing Laboratory 0.02 A. "- . .- -

in order to bener understand and predict beam halo in high:
inrensity, ultra-low 1oss accelernaor. Ultimately, we expect . .
to be able to perform simulations with on the order of 100 *.

million particles. Accelerato simulations of this magnitude 0 ...... ....I,.
(in which we would propagate a beam in fine detail through
up to a kilometer of acceeratn Muctu) are unprecedented
in the field and represent a quantum leap beyond what has been . - -.
accomplished in the pst. We hope to be able to accurately -0.02 - ...

predict beam halo, and thereby help demonstrate the soundness
of advanced accelerator designs.

In orde to learn t utilize the CM-5, we have begun -0.04
by developing a simulation for a simple test problem. Our -0.04 -0.02 0 0.02 0.04
program models an intense beam in a periodic focusing chan-
nel (im two dimensions). The beam and the external fields
are assumed to have cylindrical symmetry (the transport sys-
ten consists of magnetic solenoids.) Our simulation includes
nonlinearities from the beam self-fields and from the external Figure 2 Final Beam Density
fringe fields of the focusing magnets. The particles are prop-
agated using a 4th order symplectic integration algorithm [5].

Figures 1 and 2 show the initial and final beam density,
respectively, from a typical run of an initially mismatched, 0.04
Gaussian beam propagating in the focusing channel. Figures
3 and 4 show the initial and final horizontal phase space,
respectively. The parameters of this CM-5 simulation are
shown below: 0.02

# of particles 16,777,216 (=224) ................ ...............

# integration steps 100

# processors 512
-0.02

CPU time 26 min

-0.04
-0.04 -0.02 0 0.02 0.04
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FPgur 3 Jald al Nodaaal Phase Space OC ilN

Acckratcr physicists Pffealy have aces. to resources
0.4 do =A iresuperorto whowvailable Justadecade ao.

The perflornmuc co desktop woukustatons naw ~p; ru1,ithi
of die early Qray supow-pomper wi thde mvaK Of.uivcdy
parallel and distribuled processag igai S ~ fasuIn is be-

0.2 coming inrawshtgly comman. By the titu of tho 1995 Part-
cle Acceleautc Confueaece. many of doe prhiclpusm will have
begun to use IAPPs, and most will probambly propun them in
a language that resembles Fotau 90. These admoe will

0 have an especially prolbund impact in this inea of 3-d mod-
cling. At preent~, simulations on high end woibtatiow may
requir many hour, mWkg optimization of structures a Off-
cult task; and dhough same elcrongeftl codes have been

-0.2 ported so MPPs, few researchers have access to these plat-
forms. In the twar future, with fth adveft of 64 bit CPUs
operating at very high clock speeds. end with dhe introduc-
tion workstations and several thousand node MPPs based on

-0.4thewe structures, researchers will have access to machines of
-0.04 -0.02 0 0.02 0.04 unprecedented performaxce.

Figure 4 Fina Horizontal Phase SpaceI-110 dMIOf

This research was performed in pani using the resources
located at the Advanced Computing Laboratory of Lm Alamos

0.4 1 National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM 87545.
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Measured Optimum BNS Damping Configuration of the SLC Linac*
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Abstract compromises must be made. Furthermore, several SLC
conditions make the matching conditions difficult: the

Trasverse wakefield (or BNS1 ) damping has been distances between quadrupoles change along the linac, the
sucenas, y used In the linac of the Stanfonl Linear Collider phase advance per cell changes along the linac, and the energy
(SL) to reduce emiuance enlargement from beam trajectory correlation (spread) is difficult to change rapidly with
jsr qied with transverse wakefelds 2 .We am •resenty in distace4.
ft process of raising the bunch intensities from 3 x 1010 To show the taetory enlargement effect from bunsverse
particles per bqnch to ova 4 x 1010. With these higher wakefields without BNS damping, a horizontal oscillation in
currents the RF phasing configuration which produces BNS the beam was made at about the 1.8 kin location along the
damping sust -be improved. Too little "damping" allows linac and the ensuiug beam oscillation was recorded. The
excessive emimce growth from jitter but too much damping oscillation is shown in Figure 1. A rapid growth without BNS
incream emittance growth from chromatic effects and damping is very evident.
produces an unacceptable loss of overall energy. Several
experitnts wer perforned to fin the optimum settings for , ,
the present situation. An empirical optimum was found with a
combination of 1) somewhat stronger BNS RF phase settings
in the upstream section of the linac and 2) a stronger
quadrupole lattice in the downstream section. X

(MM)
Transverse (BNS) Wakefield Damping 0

In the SLC linac high intensity bunches must be

accelerated in the 3 km S-Band structure without significant
emittance eulargement. Position and angle jitter of the injected
beam or bean deflections along the linac can cause significant
emnluance growth from transverse wakeflelds. The equation of I I .•O •LI:.•:.LII., IL212 ILI%& II. i . ,I L .I
motion of the particles within a bunch indicates that the head
of the bunch will resonantly excite the longitudinal tail of the -.
bunch to ever increasing amplitudes as the bunch makes a . 2 '
bemam oscillation along the inac. A technique to reduce the
resonant blowup of the tail by the head is called BNS Distance (m)
dampingl where the energy of the longitudinal tail of the Figure 1 Growth of beam tails and centroid position without
bunch is reduced from that of the head by offsetting the initial BNS damping from a dipole kick starting at about 1800 m.
RF phases. With this technique, the net "defocusing"
transverse wakefield forces on the tail are to a large extent
cmaceed by the hieased focusing of the quadrupole lattice for The present BNS conditions for the SLC linac are listed
the tail. An analytical model3 gives the condition for "BNS" in Table 1 and are made by (back) phasing the first 56
duampg in the discrete focusing case. klystrons at -20 degrees and (forward) phasing the remaining

176 klystrons at +15 degrees. In this way the desired correlated
[4P>Utt e2N<W>beu] < [2<d2 i/d8 ds>E<82>l/2be=J energy spread is produced along the linac as can be seen in

Figure 2. One constraint is that the total energy spread be
where P is the lattice betatron function and e is the electron small (0.26% rms or so) at the end of the linac as needed by
charge. N is the number of particles, W is the transverse the final focus system downstream. Horizontal oscillations for
wakefield, # is the betatron phase advance per cell, 8 is the a bunch with 3 x 1010 e- generated at three locations along the
fractional energy offset, s is the distance along the accelerator, linac using this nominal BNS configuration are shown in
and E is the beam energy, Figure 3. Note the significantly reduced growth effects as

Ibis condition can be expressed for a multi-particle bunch compared to Figure 1.
but canmot be easily produced over the bunch length, so that

Work supported by the Deportment of Energy contract DE-ACO3-76SFO05 15.
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U than tie nominal for jitter enhanced enlargmeu, The sligbtly-
stronger case is better than the nominal. The moderately-
strner case qIpasM slightly better than the slightly-stoger
case but has too large a chromatic emittance enlfgement.
Thus, the empirically determined best case is the slightly
stronger case. The resulting oscillations am shown in Figure

S4, allowing a comnparson with the nominal caw in Figure 3.
For a exercise, a much stronger BNS condition was tried

in the early linac, as is shown in Figure 5. Here, chromatic
effects are quite strong and the two nodes in the downstream
oscillations show complicated bead-tail offset changes.

0 iso 100 IS 2W 29D
AL 15 A

Figre Coreltedand uncorrelated energy spreadsalnth
liHn for t natural case and for the old and new BNS cases.

! .. !.;. ..1 . 1!I +hW N'*

0 3 kn
Distanee

the linac with the new stronger BNS phases: 56 klystrons at

-22 degrees and 176 klystrons at +16 degrees.
0 3km

Distanc

Figure 3 Induced horizontal oscillations at three locations in 6 11l,

the linac with the nominal BNS phases: 56 klystrons at -20 [ ,1IJi, QlI TA, k J.I -" I
degrees and 176 klystrons at +15 degrees. X

Optimum BNS Tests 0 3 m
Distance

The question we addressed in these tests was: When the Figure 5 Induced oscillation with a much stronger BNS.
beam charge is raised from 3 x 1010 to over 4 x 1010 will a
new RF phase configuration be needed? Simulations 5 indicate Stronger Quadrupole Lattice
that increased energy spreads might help but that issues of
energy overhead, stability, and chromatic emittance growth In the downstream half of the linac, BNS damping is no
will make the exact optimum choice difficult to predict, longer very effective against jitter starting midway along the
Became of these complications, an experimental determination linac. This is because the BNS optimized head-tail energy
of the best configuration was used. correlation can no longer be maintained, as can be seen in

Several predetermined configurations were studied using Table 1 and Fig. 2. Thus, a study of potential improvements
the limited accelerator physics time available on the SLC. The suggested stronger quadrupole strengths in that region. By
measure of comparison was the ratio of the final oscillation increasing the quadrupole lattice strengths from the present 45
aun;"tude at 47 GeV to the initial amplitude at the source of to 60 degrees per cell, the betatron function could be reduced
the dipole change, made at three locations. The studies and the phase advance per cell increased. Historically, the
inchided four cases: 1) weaker BNS than the present case, 2) quadrupole lattice in this region has been operated somewhat
the nominal case, 3) a slightly stronger case, and 4) a below its maximum so that the lattice could be rescaled to an
Ioderately stronger case. The results of these studies are listed RF configuration without BNS damping. Since BNS damping

in Table 1. The results indicate that the weaker case is worse is now used continuously, a lattice with an increased strength
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Is fasible. Reducing the betatron functions helps In two offsets must be increased slightly to maintain optimum
ways: 1) lW oscillation amplitude given a source deflection is suppression of injection jitter enlargement of the mnittances.
smaller for the redxd Ps u• d 2) the effects of wakefields frm In the SLC BNS damping is ineffective in the downstream
the head of the bunch on the tail are also reduced. half of the linac. Here a stronger quadrupole lattice has been

To implement the improved lattice, 1) the quadrupole generated to reduce the effects of jitter.
strengths wer incrased, 2) the betatron functions were Further empirical tests will be made in the next running
matched at the sector boundaries (every 100 m) with small cycle to determine the fine details of the new BNS
adjustments, and 3) the chromatic effects on the betatron configuration including effects of bunch length, luminosity,
functions were studied, showing only small sensitivites. A and detector backgrounds. Tests aiming at higher currents (5 x
comparison of the vertical betatron functions before and after 1010 or so) are also being considered.
the change is shown in Figure 6. The horizontal functions are
similar. Beam tests of the old and new lattices are shown in
FIgure 7. The amplitudes of oscillations starting in the middle
of the inac (Sector 15) show that the new lattice reduces the I.Il
resulting oscillation by about 30%, a significant gain. a I J, I

80...

:~ 40

20
S0 3km

0 0 Distance
S 2000 Figure 7 Induced horizontal oscillations at the 1500 m

80 location in the finac with the old (upper) and new (lower)
lattices with the new stronger BNS phases: 56 klystrons at -22

so degrees and 176 klystrons at +16 degrees.
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Table I Accelerator conditions for several BNS damping measurements at the end of the linac. The last three columns show the
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Linac Test Condition # klys A # klys B e ( x(3lan)/x(l0m) x(3km)/x(0.Skm) x(3km)/x(.5km)
Nominal BNS -2 d 176 +15 deg 1.0 1.6 5.0
WealrBNS 56 -15 den 176 +13 dex 1.3 2.5 5.5
Shinbly Stronger BNS* 56 -22 den 176 ÷16 deg 0.5 1.1 4.7
Moderately Stronger BNS 64 -23 des 168 +18 den 0.25 0.8 4.4
New Lattice + BNS of(*) 56 -22 des 176 +16 deg 0.46 1.0 3.3
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Abstract also determined by measuring the tune shifts as a function
of beam current, which is in the form of:

Beijing Electron Positron Collider (BEPC) is operated

as a colliding beam facility as well as a synchrotron radi- AQ eR 2RT)F(,I)
ation source. The maximum single bunch beam currents - 2QE= "
of 85mA and the maximum multibunch beam currents of150mA are reached which are stronger than the designed Q is the tune and I, E are the beam current and energy

respectively. RT implies the impedance and F(ag) is agoal(1]. In this paper the dependence of BEPC single beam function of the bunch length. R is the average radius of
phenomena on the beam current and the single beam in- the storage ring. So the impedance can be easily deduced
stabilities are described; the beam current limitations are and it is quite in accord with other methods. The averaged
discussed and the single beam phenomena are analysed. impedance obtained above is: IZ/nlo = 4.00.

I. INTRODUCTION III. CURRENT DEPENDENT PHENOMENA

BEPC has been operating stably since the first e-e+ A. Bunch Lengthening
collision in 1988. The injection energy is 1.3 GeV for
the 2.015 GeV colliding and the 2.2 GeV dedicated syn- The bunch lengthening is one of the most important
chrotron radiation research at the present operation. No issues in electron positron collider for the bunch length
serious beam instability has been observed in BEPC at would influence the achievable luminosity, which could be
the present operation level which is attributed to the ef- observed in BEPC[41 .
forts of making the coupling impedance well controlled. This phenomenon is explained with two sorts of the-
The colliding beam current limit is due to the beam-beam ories, i.e. potential well distortion and longitudinal turbu-
interaction[2]. As for the synchrotron radiation operation, lence instability. When the beam currents are over certain
the limitation is from the RF power that the cavity ceramic value, the stronger bunch lengthening as well as the energy
windows permit. widening increases with it. The bunch lengthening effect

Many interesting phenomena are observed, including has been measured in BEPC with the different methods:
the bunch lengthening, the energy spread widening, the the synchrotron light monitor and the wall current moni-
transverse beam blow up, the tune shift, the head tail in- tor. The scaling law for the bunch lengthening[5J predicts
stability, the beam-cavity interaction, the longitudinal co- that the bunch length is a function as follows:
herent oscillation and the multibunch effects. 0 = a *

II. COUPLING IMPEDANCE E v,2

where a and b are constant for a certain machine. The

The coupling impedance expresses the interaction be- bunch lengthes are measured under the different conditions
tween the beam and the environments. It is a key param- v,, I, E, and ap and the preliminary parameters a and b
eter for the single beam instabilities, are obtained for BEPC. The rms bunch length is about

At the beginning of the BEPC construction, we have 5-10cm. The threshold of turbulence is about 8-10 mA
paid more attentions to making the vacuum chamber as at 1.55 GeV. The measurement errors are caused by the
smooth as possible, to reducing the angle of the taper instrument rising time and non-gaussian form of the beam.
smaller where the dimension of the vacuum chamber is For the accurate measurement of the bunch length, several
changed, to using two levers bellow to expand the wave methods are being studied under way.
length, to designing the injection kickers and the vacuum
gates carefully and to forming the flange gaps more narrow
and shallow. All of these considerations result in a quite The energy spread increases above a current thresh-
small coupling impedance. For every component, the cou- old. It is measured by limiting the longitudinal bucket
pling impedance was estimated by means of the computer acceptancels[ via decreasing the RF voltage until the quan-
code TBCI and UMREL or estimated semi-analytically. tum life time becomes dominant in BEPC. Therefore it can
During the machine building, the coupling impedance of be carried out by measuring the synchrotron frequency and
some typical components such as RF cavities, kickers, bel- beam life time. The results at 1.7724 GeV are shown in
lows, tapers, flanges are measured by the simulation cur- Fig. 1. It is obvious that the energy spread widening begins
rent method[3l. The whole machine coupling impedance is at 8-10mA, which is quite in agreement with the bunch
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lengthening measurements and the results detector people at 1.3 GeV first, then with a much smaller slope later
obtained in r mam determination experiments, above 20 mA. The horisontal tune and the synchrotron

tune changes slightly with the beam current.

to IV. SINGLE BEAM INSTABILITIES

A. H I

. ]The basic theory of this transverse instability is well
' '".. .. understood and the phenomenon is observed in many ac-

I(MQ celerators. The beam current threshold is less than ImA.
Fig. 1 Energy Spread Measurements The lower mode of the head-tail instability is overcome

when the chromaticity is corrected to 0.5 . At the normal
C. Transverse Beam Blow-up operating condition we choose it as 2 or 3 by four families

The transverse beam blow up is a very important sub- of sextupole. The chromaticity is set to 4 or 5 to avoid
ject especially to BEPC upgrade plans[1 . The scraper was the beam los during the energy ramping, detuning and
applied to reduce the beam life time to the transverse quan- separators turning off.
tum life time and therefore the beam sizes oa, aw can be
found. The emittance and the transverse coupling at dif- B. Beam-cavity Interaction
ferent energy and different currents have been measured,
which are shown in Fig.2. The horizontal beam emittance There are two 200MHz RF cavities in BEPC storage
is proportional to -f as the theory predicted but the verti- ring and two more RF cavities will be installed in the ring

cal beam emittance is almost unchanged with energy. At for enhancing the RF voltage to shorten the bunch length.

least 20% increment of the beam emittance occurs if the Higher order modes can be excited in the cavity. The pa-

beam reaches 50mA. rameters of the higher order mode have been calculated
by the computer program URMEL and compared with the

ttne vs. Br a ittance v. Cu s measurement results. The beam could be unstable if the
tuner of the idle RF cavity is not put into the correct po-
sition. The observation on Robinson effect in BEPC is&NMI "identical with the theory. The detuning angle of the RF

sea cavity is controlled by tuning lo in normal operation to
damp it and the similar effects fb the higher order mode
and the frequency variation influenced by temperature.

2(G.Y) (G(m)
C. Longitudinal Coherent Oscillation

Fig.2 Emittance Measurements The longitudinal coherent oscillation could be excited
D. Tnae SA ift in a bunched beam(91 , caused by some noises especially

in the RF system. The signals of the oscillations can be
The theory of the single beam effects predicts that observed on the wall current monitor and the spectrum

the tune will be changed when the beam gets stronger. analyser, and also can be picked up from the strip line
The measured betatron and the synchrotron frequency as monitor shown in Fig.4.
functions of the beam current[Sl are showed in Fig.3.

a. . . I I. . .

Fig.3 Tune Shift Measurements Fig.4 Longitudinal Signal Spectrum

The normal luminosity records are shown in Fig.5a.
The signal is picked up from a monitor with four strip Occasionally the luminosity decreases during a short pe-

lines. The observation shows that the vertical tune de- riod and then returns to the normal level as shown in
creases with the beam current in a slope of -0.00025/mA Fig.5b. When the oscillation occurs, the beam life time
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decreases slightly and the significant signal of the longitu- were tried in BEPC and the multibunch instabilities have
dinal coherent oscillations especially the dipole mode can been found. The possible multibunch patterns ane shown
be found in three kinds of monitor as mentioned above, in Fig.6. The results exhibit that the more bunches are,
The luminosity decreas about 20% usually and the am- the less particles can be filled in each bucket; the farther
plitude of the dipole mode oscillation can be estimated distance between the bunches the more particles will be
about 3* from the signal on the wall current monitor. filled in each bunch; it is better that the distances between

adjacent bunch are the same and the preferable patterns
-4. 4.9 .4.0.3 01411, ...... Tare 4 or 8 bunches distributed uniformly.

J.1112~3 WM u, !i 4

Ia.... U,,
Fig.5 Luminosity Records

When both the electron bunch and positron bunch
execute the longitudinal dipole coherent oscillations, there Fig.6 Multibunch Patterns
are two possible phases, i.e. in phase or out of phase.
If they are in phase, which means the electron bunch and V. CONCLUSION
the positron bunch arrive at the designed interaction point Many interesting phenomena have been obseived in
in the same time because they advance or delay in the BEPC. For future luminosity upgrade plans, stronger beam
same manner. But in the out of phase oscillation case, the currents are desired and some limitation for the higher lu-realrrnt inerceo poinre and some bimitctio altrnte aroun highe u-
real interaction point of two bunches alternates around the minmosity might be come from the single beam effects such
designed interaction point with the same amplitude and as the bunch lengthening, the beam transverse blow up,
the same frequency of the dipole longitudinal oscillation, the energy spread widening and other instabilities. Much
Because the e function and the transverse beam size are more RF power and higher RF voltage are required for
minimized at the designed interaction point, the luminosity adding other two RF cavities to store stronger beam and
should be decreased if the real interaction point deviates to suppress the bunch length. The longitudinal feedback
from the designed one. In the higher mode cases m=2, system has to be set up effectively for keeping the inte-

3, 4,..., the real interaction point does not move from the

designed point, but the bunch length will be disturbed and grated luminosity at the highest level.

oscillated in the different modes at the different harmonics. VI. ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
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L O Oself limiting because of the 3
1. IIRODUCHN nonlinear nature of the short::

The SLC damping rings function to provide low emitnce, range wake fields responsible
short bunches for injection into the linac. As the beam for blowing up the bunch.
intensity in the ringis was raised, as pert of the SLC Once the blowup ceases the
luminh y iprovme program[l], we observed a threshold bunch damps down until the
above which beam jitter would occur in the linac. Frequent threshold is reached again,
machine trips, caused by beam loss on some bunches, were causing a cyclical repetition
associated with the jitter. These erratic "flier- pulses were of the instability. The time dependent nature is seen in the
traced to extraction phase eors from the damping rings. This following two signals.
paper covers the diagnosis of this condition and the
observations of the transient bunch length instability Bunch length signal
phenomena. The evidence of this turbulent (microwave) bunch
length instability is seen in both time domain and in frequency This is derived from the sum signal of a pair of Beam Position
domain measurements. The instability has been dubbed the Monitor (BPM) electrodes. Passage of the bunch gives a
"sawtooth" because of the characteristic time dependent nature bipolar pulse whose height is proportional to intensity+bunch
of the phase and bunch length signals. It is present in both the length. This signal is peak sampled-and-held at the revolution
SLC electron and posiron damping rings at about the same frequency of 8.5 MHz. The sampled output connected through
threshold of 3.1010 particles per bunch. a low pass filter to an oscilloscope gives a real-time display of

An interim solution to this instability problem has been t the inverse of the bouch length during the beam ste tm. An

exercise control over the bunch length via the RF voltage. The example is shown in fig. 2.

peak current is kept below the instability threshold by ramping Bunch phase signal
the voltage during the store cycle. The blowup in the bunch
length as the threshold of peak current (--intensity+bunch The behavior of the beam phase is important since it has direct
length) is crossed, is the res"lt of short-range wake fields. The bearing on how the bunch is launched into the linac. The
main contributors to the vacuum chamber impedance are step bunch phase can be referenced to either the 714 MHz RF of the
discontinuities in transition pieces, radiation masks and pump damping ring or to the 2?56 MHz S-band RF of the linac. The
slots. We are at present building a new, smoother vacuum 714 MHz beam phase shown in fig. 2 also exhibits
chamber to reduce the impedance and thus increase the sawtooth-like jumps at the same time that the bunch length

intensity in the damping rings. signal blows up. The synchronous beam phase angle is given

Earlier measurements of bunch lengthening[2] in the by s=sin-l1 Uloss/Vrf so the changing phase during an

damping rings led us to believe that the lengthening was an instability reflects a changing energy loss per turn of the

equilibrium process. It was the tight tolerance on the phase of bunches. The higher order mode losses of the bunch are a
function of the line charge density and so are inversely

the extracted beam that signaled to us the transient behavior of proportional to bunch length. As the bunch blows up the
the bunch lengthening. Such tight tolerances on beam phase higher order mode losses decrease and the beam phase shifts.
do not occur in storage rings and so the transient behavior is We observe an approximately 0.50 phase shift at 714 MHz
less important, although there is some evidence that during a sawtooth, which implies that at the nominal
"sawteeth" have been observed elsewhere[3]. There is also operating conditions of Vrffl MV and *s- 90 , the energy loss
some evidence in numerical simulations of transient bunch per turn changes by 9 kV. This is to be compared to the
lengthening phenomena, which is discussed later in this paper. 80 kV radiation losses and the nominally 80 kV higher order

mode losses.
U. INSTABIIJTY OBSERVATIONS The 0.50 phase jump at 714 MHz translates into a 20

The time dependent nature of the bunch length during the jump at S-band in the linac. This magnitude of phase error
8.3 ms store time in the damping ring is shown causes a problem with the RF bunch length compressor in the
diagramatically in fig. 1. The bunch length decreases rapidly Ring To Linac beam line. A phase error at extraction
after injection, with a longitudinal damping time of the order transforms to an energy error in the compressor, resulting in
of 2 ms. When the bunch length passes below a threshold a both orbit and chromatic errors.
sudden blowup in bunch length occurs in a time span
comparable to the 10 Hs smchrotron period. The process is
• Work supported by Department of Energy Contract DE-AC03-76SF00515.
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100 0Hz range, well beyond the reach of our conventional RF
Smeasurement equipment. W ith some care in the setup we have

WAVY . ... 39 .. ...... ..... ............. been able to detect useful signatures of the instability at

4" '. frequencies of up to 20 GHo"..• :.... :..,,.,....... .. .... : .... -4The bunch evolves rapidly during the store tune so the

; :.' • e mphais of our measurements has been on separating the
.frequency spectrum of the turbulent bunch lengthening from

. .. ..... the spectrum generated by the bunch at injection. The..........
.application of a Digital Signal Processing spectrum analyzer

..... ". has proven very useful here[4].
:": . : : When the bunch is injected in the damping ring there is a

considerable longitudinal mismatch. The bunch oscillates withS.. .. . . . . .. many modes as seen by the large number of synchrotron

W .The inveme bunch length signal and the beam pbm aigpnl sidebands in fig. 3a. If the spectrum acquisition is triggered
It sawtooih behavior w tuih dt e anptab@. Uper adI a e later in the store cycle the modes are seen to have damped ouL

However, if the spectrum acquisition is triggered to occur after

The troublesome feature of the sawtooth behavior is that the bunch length has damped down to the instability threshold
the timing of the phase hiccups will jiggle around and we see a strong signal reappear at the 3vs sideband,

occasionally occur just at extraction. When this occurs the corresponding to a sextupole mode of oscillation in the bunch
bunch will be incorrectly launched into the inac and may length, fig. 3b. Note that although we refer to this sideband as

eventually be lost on the downstream collimators, causing the 3vs its frequency of -260 kHz is considerably depressed from 3
linac to trip the machine protection circuits. times vg=100 kHz.

The beam phase in the damping ring is controlled by an S- If spectral measurements are done on a stored beam (ie. by
band beam-phase feedback loop. The gain-bandwidth of this disabling the extraction kicker) the behavior can be recorded as
loop rolls over well below the synchrotron frequency so it is the intensity decays down to the threshold wher the intability
unable to compensate for the rapid phase jumps of the ceases. The observed behavior is that the 3vs line is present

sawtooth. The error signal for the S-band loop shows a series during the whole time that the beam is unstable in the

of spikes coincident with the onset of the sawtooth. damping ring and disappears as soon as the instability stops.
Significantly, we observed only a small frequency shift of the

Frequency domain measurements 3vs mode with changing current (-8.6 kHz/l110 10 ). The other
weaker modes, up to 6vs, exhibit similar frequency

Turbulent bunch lengthening is often referred to as the dependence. We had anticipated an intensity dependence of the
microwave instability because the bunch length oscillation mode frequency so that we could account for the instability in
modes have a characteristic wavelength at some small fraction terms of longitudinal mode coupling, a phenomena observed at
of the bunch length. For the short (<1 cm) bunch lengths in other storage rings[5,6]. An example of mode coupling would
the damping rings this translates to frequencies in the have been if the 3Vs sextupole line had crossed the 2vs

quadrupole line, but this did not occur.
Since we determined that the instability has its largest

observable spectral component at 3vs, we set up a spectrum
analyzer with zero span at this frequency and swept the time
span from injection through to extraction. There is an initial
large peak in the signal power corresponding to injection
transients and then nothing until a sawtooth occurs at which
point there is a brief rise in the spectral power. This confirms
that the mode is only present during the brief instant that the
bunch blows up. The question that is not resolved by these
measurements is whether the mode is a symptom or the cause
of the instability. It is conceivable that the very rapid bunch
blowup is a turbulent process at very high frequencies within
the bunch and that when it extinguishes, the mismatch of the
bunch length within the RF bucket causes ringing,
predominantly at 3vs.

Fig. 3. a. At a harmonic near 20 GHz many modes are visible
in the injected beam. (5 MHz span) III. INTENSITY DEPENDENCE
b. In the damped beam, with instability, the sextupole mode The threshold for the instability occurs at around 3.1010
dominates. (1 MHz span) particles per bunch for a nominal RF voltage of I MV. At
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higher intensities we observe that the periodicity of the our damping ring parameters[9j has shown evidence of the
lambfit kcreases, i.e. the sawteeth appear closer together in strong sextpole mode above the trhold, but without any
time. The process can be viewed as a relaxation oscillator indication of a sawtooth behavior.
where the period is a function of the bunch length damping
dtme and the trigger threshold. The damping time is constant IV. BUNCH LENGTH CONTROL THROUGH THE RF
but the bunch length at which the bunch goes unstable Lowering the RF voltage is a means of increasing the
imsmma at higher intensities. As the intensity is increased thesatehget closer together until a transition occurs at around equilibriwn bunch length and extending the intensity thnreshold

for the instability. A low RF voltage is not suitable for
4-1010 to a second regime with "continuous sawteeth". The efficient injection where a large RF bucket is required. A low
bunch-length and beam-phase signals have noise-like chaat RF voltage is also unsuitable at extraction, since a very long
in this regime. We do not observe that the bunch length ever bunch length at extraction results in an unacceptable energy
reaches a quiet, steady state equilibrium between the heating spread in the compressor, causing the problems alluded to

hd damping t esho nis r. earlier, of beam loss and chromatic efrus.The threholds for tese regimes also depends on the RF A solution has been implemented for ramping the voltage
voltage as the equilibrium bunch length is - V-1 /2 . At lower down apoximately I ms
RF voltages the bunch takes longer to reach the instability d

threshold, so the frequency of the sawteeth is reduced. We atr injection and ramping 'Mv
describe later how to exploit this to avoid the instability it back up around 0.5 ms RP

altogether. before extraction as shown v*aP
Bunch lengthening in the damping rings has been the in the adjacent fig. 5. In

subject of earlier studies[2]. At this time the onset of bunch this scheme the injection 5sMv

lengthening was measured by measuring the energy spread of transients have time to .
the extracted beam in a high dispersion beam line, as a decay but the voltage is
function of current. Prior to making an impedance reduction in soon reduced, preventing tt(w

the vacuum chamber by sleeving the bellows, the bunch the bunch from damping below the instability threshold. The
lengthening threshold was measured at 1.5.1010. The voltage is ramped up at the end of the store cycle so that the
measurement has been repeated since the sleeving was done and bunch shortens and it is extracted just before it has the chance
the new threshold is close to 3.1010, fig. 4, coincident with to go unstable. The programmed voltage changes are made
the threshold for the sawtooth. The measurement of energy adiabatically so that the bunch remains matched to the RF
spread is performed over many machine pulses, masking any bucket. A second voltage program (not shown) is used to
transient effects related to the sawtooth. Numerical simulations shorten the bunch further by bunch rotation just before
were able to predict the factor 2 improvement in the instability extractionflO1. Lowering of the RF voltage for both these
threshold from sleeving the bellows, but remained pessimistic manipulations has severe impact on the beam loading of the
about the absolute threshold value by approximately 30%. RF cavities. The short time scale of the ramp means the

The intensity distribution functions for bunch lengthening cavities can not be retuned for optimal matching at the lower
have been numerically simulated in several instances. In one voltage. This combined with the lower cavity power relative to
example an undershoot phenomena['7] has been seen where the the beivr power leads to a beam loading instability at lower
bunch damps below the instability threshold resulting in a voltages. The beam loading has been succesfully compensated
sudden blowup. Unlike our sawtooth, these blowups rapidly through the use of RF feedback[l I]. We have been able to
damp after injection. A simulation of the LEP ring[8] has also routinely suppress the onset of instabilities at intensities up to
shown periodic blowups of bunch length, but on a scale much 3.5.1010 per bunch by ramping the voltage from IMV down
larger than has ever been observed. A recent simulation with to 250 kV during the beam store time.
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AbsrWtU If i s the ratio between the plasma oscilladom period ad
Ihe achievement of hig density very-low courg spuad the relaxation time In the bem; diem

electro barum requires a deep knowledge of this topic. For X. -(1 /00 hB)(d&ENfrdt) (3)
tbis pupose longitudinal mid transvese beam relaxiatios an For value of ). K 1, the acceleration is called adiabatic respect
studied for two diffaeret sources, a thermo- and a photo- to the oscillations and asa result die C value in (2) decrases
cathode. As a resnk a plasma panew gr eater dhan. I has been
measured, tdnt may potentially increase: the efficiency of the IIL APPARATUS AND RESULTS
electron cooling tcnidque 0* th paa

The electron sources, a 3M teamcthd and a GaMs
L. DNMODUCTON phiotocathode, the latter activated in NEA condition [31 and

Since very-lw enegy spread provides a higher ineatumunet iliumhisaed by a 450 suW maximum power sfnlemode [4]
accuracy and a substantially bean performance inaprovenient, TL-AI 203 tmasble within 750-90 am, we placed a a Pierce
it is the main goal in several research arews diode at high extrctio potential (2 mm' of gap betwee, anode

If the energy broadening at the source is equal to AEg~e, mid cathode). The continuous electron beams out of the gum
nieglecting the intratons~ between electrons, the relation, eater the adfiabatic acceleration section of five 10 mm radius
between AE6 in dhe bean rest Ariae ad tie kinetic CWSY W pipes, then they travel along a drift section 1.8 m long (21. A
reslts in: movable, retarding potential analyzer [5) measures the beam

-AEI ,' / 4W (1) energy spread with a 8 meV resolution.

The charged particle interactions contribute to two effects b) ftWrx-loqinulrhua wlmro
[1, 2]: the energy transfer froM tranvers to longitudinal 11e energy aadywe alnows aCCMWMae eet ln h
components (Boerach. effect), and the relaxation in the longitudinal direction. The relationship between the energy
longitudinal component. Both could be adequately sprend AWn, measured by the analyzer, and the longitudinal

-olesld distance z is illustrated in 41P (a) and (b). The electrons
The tmasverue-iongltudinal relaxation can be damped using extracted from the themoatode and rapidly accelerated to

an axial magnetic field. The magnetic field intensity depends 470 eV, generate a beam curret ranging from 0.1 ID 9.0 mA.
on the condition that the Larmor radius p, experienced by the T'he comparison is carried out at 1 and 3 kG magnetic fields.
electrons in the magnetic field, has to be less than the
mininmum inter-particle distance rim.. Two regime have ID be
distinguished: low densites, n, with energy spread AE, in I (a
which the inter-particle distance is rmum-e2IAE, and high
densities, in which rwi,-(4xnj3)'"3. When the applied2
magnetic field satisies both the conditions, the energy transfer to 1
from transverse component to the longitudinal one is -

On the other hand due to the longitudinal relaxation,
neglecting the inteaction between transverse and longitudinal I O
degreso~ftfeedm,fthe q-Inlo (1)becomes:*

AE4 -/t4W +Ce2/nln (2)

where die paraete C depends on the accelnrating strocture.o
In such a case with adequate slow acceleration the 205100

longitudinal energy spread AR,, is maintained by plasma Axial coordinate z (cm)
Oscilations,

O?103-1203-Xftso.O 0 1993 M
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(b) In fig3 the memuasmmet of the Lime tkes by the electron
l beam to develop the relaxation is repored. Herewith it is

shown the energy spread AEII versus the flight time, both
value on nmalized to the average electrostaic energy and the

>2 pln- peeod m tqivy.

-Ms 4.5-

33
• * = • •m3.5-

0025 5O1 0 2.5.

Axial coordinate z (cm) 1.5-
Fill.
Energy spread AWR for the oxide thm atode, versus the

longitudinal coordinate z at various bemn currenn: 1-9.0 mA, 0.5-
2- 6.4 mA, 3- 3.2 mA, 4- 1.6 mA, 5- 100 ILA and for
ditfhew values of magnetc field: a) B=l kG, b) B=3 kG. In 0 0.5 1.0 1.5
a*;qm ib W-470 eV. Normalized time th

P

It is eviden that the stronger the magnetic field the higler Fig. 3
the damping ofthe M trsverse-longitudinal relaxation. Actually Experimental trend of normalized longitudinal electron
at 1 kG AW1, rmins unchanged only for the 100 1AA current energy spread AE11versus time after t ;,st acceleration for the

level, instead at 3 kG it does not change for curt levels up oxide thermocathode; 1=300 pA, W--800 eV, n=3.73.107 cn-3,

to 3.2 mA. 8=3 kG.
In fig2 the energy spreads a= compnred for the two different

sources versus the current density J. For J-.,0, when any This measurement confirms the assumption of the ptasma
contribution due to relaxation is negligible, the energy spread period like relaxation time. The differences on the energy
recorded for the pbolocatode is lower, spread between fast and adiabatic acceleration is demonstraed

While increasing current the transverse-longitudinal in fig.4. The initial difference at the adiabatic section end is
relaxation occurs and the benefit provided by photocathode is due to the longitudinal-longitudinal relaxation. Then along the
fully lost. z axis the beam experiences the transverse-longitudinal one,

10.0- 5.0-

7.5- 4.0-

3.0
5.0- --

2.2-e2.

0 o

02 03 30 80 130 180

Current density J (mA/cm2) Axial coordinate z (cm)

Fig.2 Fig. 4
Energy spread AW versus beam current density for (+) Normalized energy spread AE/el for the thermocathode

thermo- and (-) phoow-cathode at I kG magnetic field for fast versus axial z coordinate after t and (2) adiabatic
acceleration. acceleration; W=470 eV, 1=200 Ri-,
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resehift In a I~s increae of dh sped M&i law can be
ony compmold by a - n I mapedc field. t6

Assmbling a pbotocadioe wd an adiabtic aoeuautioum 12
bettr i , 1mmcr shouldl be obtaned.

4O Pkuumpom'uu0-.
Considering fth electr beam as a o-co nn plsm >

comfimed by the focusin forme of the accelerator device, its -o.s-

macroscopic behavior may be described by the plasma ~
pmaewr r*(ratlo between Interparticle Coulomb enegy and .4
average kinetc energy). To measure TN we neod to know the 0.4-
p*Artcl density x, conputgble by the current measured in the.
collsecto, ad AEM In dhe rest frames of the beam computabl 0 _______________

by the equation (1).In fig.5 isreported the rparameter for012
fu mad adiabintc acceleratio [61.02

Only with a photocathode in an adiabatic acceleration Beam current (miA)
stuctureispossible to reachaaar,values greater than 1, dt its Fig. 6

die fist experimental evidence for an electronm beam. Longitudinal energy spread AW11 for the photocathode versus
Superimposing this cold electron beam on an ion beans, it colctor curn I at W=900 eV an B=4 k3: I- Fast

should be possible to obtain much colder io beams. acceleration 2- Adiabatic acceleration.

III. CONCLUSIONS

2.0' Th_______________ is paper has examined the differences between a thermo-
and a photo-cathode in fast and adiabatic acceleaution cases.
The~i best performance of a continuous electron beams is

1.6 allowed by a pbotoemiission source, whichi provides a 'cold'
I beam, an adequately magnetic field, which counteracts the

1.2 transverse-longitudinal energy transfer, and an adiabatic
acceleration structure, which damps the longitudinal-

0-0.3-longitudinal relaxation. The max~imum value of r, reached is
an important step towards the improvement of electron
cooling technique and perhaps some hopes for ion beam
crystallization.

0.0. IV. REFERENCES
Current density J Pmina)[ Kudelainen et al.; Sov. Phys. JETP 56(6), 1191

Fig. 5
Plasma paramneter as a function of current densities for [2) AN. V.Meksandrov et. al.; Phys. Rev. A 46(10), 6628,

(+I) fast and (o) adiabatic acceleatiton with B=3 kG and (1992).
P1=90 eV. [3) R.Calabrese et. al.;"Pbotoelectron source for electron

cooling purpose" submitted to Rev. Sci. hwnunim.
Flg.6 shows the behavior for fast and adiabatic acceleration [41 ANV. Alexandrov et al.; EPAC 92, 1035, Berlin, 24-28

of beams from the actvatei GaAs. At low densities the AW11 March 1992.
is lowe for the adiabatic case, while increasing the current tbc [5] A.V. Aleksandrov et al.; "Very High Resolution Energy
Doarsch effect is dominating. Then the adiabatic acceleration Analyzer for electron beams" to be pubbl. in Meas. Sci.
seems iavnaeu for high current beams, unless the Tech..
magnetic field is adequatey strong. [61 A.V. Aleksandrov et al.; Europhys. Lett. 18(2) Is)

(1992).
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SIc C 2 EC D2 D1

Absract

Beam breakup (BBU) instabilities in superconducting 92 BI
linacs are a significant issue due to the potentially high
Q values of the cavity higher order modes (HOMW). The OD : D
CEBAF accelerator, which employs high CW current and A 9 A A 9 A
5-pass recirculation through two superconducting linacs, V A V V A V
poses unique instability problems. An experimental inves- OD02 OF OFOF OF ODBI
tigation of multipme BBU along with energy recovery has
been completed using a single recirculation through the Figure 1: Recirculator layout.
CEBAF injector linac. Experimental results are compared
with computer simulation of multipms BBU. acceleration and energy recovery under these-worst case

conditions indicates that the HOM damping incorporated
I. INTRODUCTION in the CEBAF/Comell cavity design is entirely adequate

Multipass BBU is characterized by a maximum current to prevent multipas BBU in the full CEBAF linac.

(threshold current) above which beam kos occurs. The
threshold current is the maximunmaverage current at which II. RECIRCULATOR DESCRIPTION
the power deposited by the beam into the HOM equals the
power dissipated by the HOM through resistive losses. The Figure 1 shows schematically the CEBAF injector linac in-
threshold current for the most unstable mode is the maxi- cluding the beam recirculation path. The linac consists of
mum beam current that can be accelerated without beam two cryomodules Cl and C2, each containing eight 5-cell,
loss. The HOM Q parameterizes the mode losses and can 1497 MHz superconducting cavities. The beam is injected
be the same order of magnitude as the fundamental mode into the linac at 5.5 MeV and accelerated to 42.8 MeV af-
Q (109-101°). The CEBAF/Cornell cavity design incorpo- ter C2. The beam is bent 180' by B1, travels to B2 where
rates HOM damping thereby reducing HOM Q values to it is bent by another 180* and arrives back on the linac
the range 104-10' [1]. As a result, BBU threshold currents axis. Finally it is combined with the injected beam on
for the full CEBAF linac are calculated to be between 10 the linac axis by injection chicane IC and is either acceler-
and 20 mA [2]-two orders of magnitude above the maxi- ated to 80 MeV and dumped at D1 or decelerated to 5.5
mum design current of 200 pA. MeV and dumped at D2 after the energy recovery chicane

The CEBAF/Cornell cavity design was tested under the EC, which separates the first-pam accelerated beam fron
conditions of both acceleration and energy recovery of the the low-energy second-pam beam. Path length adjustment
second-pam beam in the CEBAF injector. The injector of- was accomplished by mounting BI on a movable platform
fered worst-case conditions (lowest threshold currents) for which could be translated along the linac axis by - 10 cm
multipass beam breakup because of the low injection en- (1/2 of an RF wavelength at 1497 MHz).
ergy of 5.5 MeV (as opposed to the nominal 45 MeV for
the full CEBAF linac), the ability to produce in excess of III. TRANSVERSE OPTICS
200 jA CW current, and the ability to change the trans-
verse optics of the recirculation path to lower the thresh- The recirculation arc transverse optics provided both
old current. The fact that no evidence for multipmss beam dispersion-free beam transport and independent adjust-
breakup was experimentally observed for both second-pass ment of both z and V plane optics. BI and B2 were de-

tSuppogtedby N.S.F grant #PHY-S0-21146 signed to be doubly achromatic in the horizontal plane.
Supported by D.O.E. contract #DE-ACOS-84ER4010 Two quadrupoles per bend (QBs) were used to set the
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M 6 21.9 #90,000 Setting It4 2. 15A)

196" 48.1 4,000 1 .3 215
2086.9 13.1 10,000 2 6.3 68
2110.5 25.6 *30, 000 3 19.5 120

4 13.2 95
5 15.5 64

Table 1: HOM parametem (. from RF measurement). 6 5.0 67
1Energy recovery .4 1 30 _

dispersion and its slope to zero after the bend. Doublets
QDB1 and QDB2 were used to match the beam out of B1 Table 2: Threshold current and maximum beam current
and into B2 respectively. The six quadrupoles QD and attained for each optical setting.
QF formed a FODO structure that was adjusted to pro-
vide various optical settings. As the six quadrupoles were The beam
varied the optics of the rest of the recirculator was left e Be breakup simulations were performed using theunchnge duing he xpeimen. Sttig 1 as impy acode TDBBU for all optical settings including energy recov-unchanged during the experiment. Setting 1 was simply a

negative identity matrix (-I) transfer in both z and y planes ery. The cavity HOMW were treated as high Q uncoupled
across the FODO array. For settings 2-4 the V plane op- resonators with a strength given by the shunt impedance
tics was changed and the z plane was kept at -I. Settings 5 R/Q. These modes deflect the beam in either the z or yi
and 6 were achieved by reversing the polarity of the quads plane. Table I lists parameters of the HOMs used in the
for settings I and 2, which resulted in z being varied and simulations; the asterisk indicates the Q values for these
y remaining -I. The energy recovery setting was identical modes come from RF measurements described in the next
to setting 1 except that doublet QDB2 was re-adjusted to section. Reference il] lists the shunt impedance in terms of
provide the smallest beam spot possible at D2. the parameter Z", which is given by R/Q = (Z"/Q)(1./k0)where k i. the HOM wavenumber and 1. is the effective

Calculations of the transverse optics were performed us-

ing the code DIMAD. Beam transport calculations were length of the HOM in the cavity (0.5 in). Finally, the code

performed for all optical settings including energy recov- uses the first-order transfer matrix describing the recircu-
ery. In addition, quadrupole strengths of doublets QDB1 lation path from the end of C2 to the beginning of C1 as

and QDB2 were fit to measurements of the M 12 and M3. computed Using DIMAD.

matrix elements measured before C1, between Cl and C2 Table 2 lists the threshold current It computed for each

and after C2 for each optical setting. A cavity model was optics setting along with the maximum CW current Im

incorporated into DIMAD (and the BBU code TDBRU [2]) achieved in the experiment. Similar BBU calculations for

which included the cavity focusing by the fundamental the full CEBAF linac indicate threshold currents in the

accelerating mode at low energy. The calculations did not range 10-20 mA [2] so that the injector recirculator is cal-

take into account the small z-y coupling observed at the culated to be more sensitive to multipas BBU by a factor

low energies in the injector [. of 2 in the threshold current. For setting 1, over 200 pA
CW was recirculated. This is the CEBAF maximum de-
sign current, but is still an order of magnitude below the

IV. ENERGY RECOVERY calculated threshold current for setting I. The energy re-
covery setting is seen to have the lowest calculated thresh-

Superconducting cavities have the advantange that high old current due to large recirculation transfer matrix ele-
gradients can be maintained under CW operating condi- ments. Beam current was primarily limited by large beam
tions because of low wall loses. If a beam is decelerated, sizes on the second pass (with energy recovery having the
efficient conversion of beam energy to fundamental mode largest) that resulted in scraping. The beam loss monitor-
field energy is possible. Energy recovery of a FEL beam ing system shut the beam off when approximately 1 pA of
driven by a superconducting linac by means of recircula- scraping occurred.
tion is a possible way of greatly increasing the efficiency
of the laser since most of the beam energy remains after VI. RF MEASUREMENTS
lasing occurs [4]. The CEBAF energy recovery experiment
extended previous experiments [5], [6], [7] to the relatively An additional experiment was performed to externally ex-
high gradients (5 MV/m) of CEBAF cavities. In the ex- cite the HOMs using an RF kicker that deflected the beam
periment, the second pam beam was decelerated to 5.5 transversely. Figure 2 shows schematically the RF HOM
MeV (at up to 30 pA CW current) indicating full energy measurement that was performed using a recirculated CW
recovery within the 1.8% energy measurement uncertainty, beam. A broadband stripline kicker operating between 350

and 650 MHz was used to deflect the beam transversely.
V. BEAM BREAKUP SIMULATIONS Signals at a particular HOM frequency were detected using

the last cavity of C2. Aliasing of the kicker signal by the
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Network Analyzer 2110 MHz) the height of the peak was plotted a a function
of the beam curret I for a11 optical settingo including en-
ergy recovery. No uignilcant deviation from linearity was
observed-a result consistent with the computed threshold
currents in table 2.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

Vk(d) •OW From experimental and simulation results, multipas BBU
did not prevent high-current operation of the injector re-

Cavity circulator. The main limita6ion on recirculated current
was scraping, primarily due to non-ideal matching of the
second-pans beam out of B2. The results indicate that the
full CEBAF linac should not be susceptible to multipass
beam breakup at the maximum design current of 200 pA.

Kicker &eWm Pc - An FEL driven by a linac that uses energy recovery to
increase efficiency would need to incorporate careful op-
tical design aimed at reducing second-pas spot sizes and

Figure 2: RF HOM measurement schematic. increasing multipass BBU threshold currents.
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The Longitudinal and Transverse Beam Dynamics
Simulation in the MMF Storage Ring

V.A. Moisoev
Institute for Nuclear Research of the Academy of Sciences

60-th October Anniversary Prospect, 7a, Moscow 117312, Rubsia

Abstrt here zop and ip = dzp/dt are the transverse particle coor-
The computer code has been developed to study both dinate and velocity with respect to the equlibrium orbit;

longitudinal and transverse microwave instability proLlems Qo is Q. or Q1; wo = 2w/T,; + = q(dp/p); wl = Qowo•/ro.
of an intense beam in synchrotrons and storage rings. The Induced electromagnetic force is defined [4]
macroparticle method and impedance beam-environment )(3
interaction are used in simulation. The beam dynamics F(t,2) = - R-J Ztt(w)S'v(w,')e"dw (3)
have been explored for the Moscow Meson Factory (MMF)
storage ring at slow extraction operation mode (SEM). Zt,(,o) = Ze•,CM + Zt•.,,(W)+ ZtI6(w) (4)
Some results of the numerical simulation are presented. Here Zt..c, 1Z,,r, Ztr1 are the transverse space charge, re-

I INTRODUCTION sistive wall and broad band impedances defined by stan-
dard formulas [4]. And Sti is Fourier spectrum of the

The slow extraction mode of the MMF proton storage transverse dipole-moment current. Appling the macropar-
ring was designed to transform the bunched beam structure ticle beam representation and the binning technique which
during 100ls accelerator macroimpulse to uniform beam has been used for longitudinal dynamics simulation all
ejected between two successive macroimpulses (-' 9.9ms) spectrum amplitudes of Sg, can be determined. Due to
[1]. computer capability only horisontal transverse motion was

For SEM the ring and beam parameters are [3]: studied.
total intensity 3.12- 1013ppp The model parameters are: the total number of
average current 11.3 A macroparticles N - 80000, the broad band shunt resis-
relativistic parameters / = 0.792 -y = 1.639 tance R./fl,. = 500l and the other parameters are the
linac rf frequency f! = 198.2 MHz same which were used for longitudinal dynamics simulation
total momentum spread 0.002 [2].
transition energy yt, = 1.720 To estimate the growth time for unstable harmonics
momentum slip factor i7o = (1/-1 - I/.y2) = -0.35.10-1 the spline approximation for the macroparticle momentum
chromaticity f = -0.534 distribution and then the dispersion integral calculation [4]
revolution period T, s, 450ns were carried out.
betatron tunes Q. = 1.875 Q, = 1.915

In the present case the nominal particle energy is be- III SIMULATION RESULTS
low the transition energy. Therefore the capacitive be- A Longitudinal Dynamics
haviour of the beam- storage ring interaction in the smooth In fig.1 the normalized momentum distribution func-
vacuum chamber is expected. But with the space charge tion is shown at the end of injection (113ps) and during
dominated impedance the stability of the particle motion circulation (165Ms and 2 15s). For total stored beam in-
might be a problem. However due to operation near tran- tensity at the begining of circulation a lot of longitudi-
sition energy it could be achieved sufficiently long growth nal density harmonics close to mT7 f, -_ 89m, where m
time for the instabilities, is integer, have essential growth. The theoretical growth

II SIMULATION MODEL time for these harmonics is 30-... 100ls. At the end of in-
jection the momentum spread is insufficient to suppress

Because the changes of the transverse particle para- the microwave instability by Landau damping. During
meters are faster then of longitudinal ones the longitudinal injection the change of the momentum distribution func-
dynamics has been taken as basic. The tracking procedure tion is negligible, but further the low energy tail of the
used for longitudinal motion simulation for the MMF sto- momentum distribution function is developed drasticly.
rage ring was described in ref.[2]. That turns on effectively the Landau damping and leads

In betatron phase space (zp; *p) the particle motion to saturation of amplitude growth for unstable harmo-
is governed by differential equation [4]: nics. For stabilization the small number of particles is

)(1) needed in the momentum tail for low energy intense beams
"F(t,1)1 with space charge dominated impedance [5]. In our si-

S= Q0Wo(1 - f) + w•÷ (2) mulation the saturation times for unstable harmonics are
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So ... $Do#. Further an1 hunarn ics which have had the ea- -N_ _ _ _

sentdal growth ae damped. Unfrtunetly the ring design
paraeters restrict the momentum deviation on the value W

(Ap/p) = -0.75. 10-2. That can cause the loses of the 13
particles with lowest energy if the Landau damping will be 11 jus
weak to suppress the unstable harmonics. 4 165 /s

Since for simulation the over-pessimistic value for N.1215 .sS
broad band shunt resistance was chosen it has been made
the growth time calculation for unstable harmonics for
R,/v = 50 expected for MMF storage ring. The particle 1 2-
momentum distribution function which has been resulted

from simulation before beam loses (curve for 2151As in fig.1) 1
was used. The growth times calculated are greater than
20ms. In fig.2 the instability curve with growth time 24ma C 0| 0-
and operation impedance for asimuthal harmonic n = 267 -0.008 0.000 0.008
are shown. For expected ring impedance parameters the
simulation results have shown the possibility to avoid beam dP
loses due to the longitudinal microwave instability because Figure 1: The change of momentum distribution.
of the characteristic times the particles reach the wall are
much more the extraction time. Moreover, beam stored
current drops linearly with time. 400- .

B Trnasverse Dynamics E-
In fig.4 the normalized betatron amplitude distribu- -

tion, the betatron phase space projection and view of the 0 300

betatron particle distribution function are shown. Here

x = xp; op = ip/Qowo; A, = r+ g:. It is evidence C200

that during total stored beam circulation there is rebuil- NJ
ding of the particle distribution function which causes the E
global changes of the Fourier spectrum of the transverse 100
dipole-moment current. The beam sise increasing due to 1
the process mentioned above is not dramatic and can be
considered as small addition to beam sise growth due to 0
changes of the momentum distribution function.

The growth time calculated for more dangerous low -- 0 -- , Ohm
frequency harmonic n=2 by standard theory [41 is - Ims Rli/n, Ohm
at the end of injection (l13ps) and - 1.6ms at the end Figure 2: Longitudinal instability diagram for n=267.
of simulation (2 15 As). Therefore it may be expected there
will not problem with transverse stability in the low fre-
quency range for SEM storage ring operation. However if 20
q -. 0 the threshold values for transverse impedance will be 15
slightly differ for any harmonics of the dipole-moment cur- E
rent. It means the Landau damping is not effective for that r 10
harmonic which has the large value of ReZ,,. Because the 0
great shunt resistance of broad band impedance was cho- 5

sen for simulation the growth time for high frequency har-
monics is less the one for the low frequency range. In fig.3 -5
instability curve with growth time 33As and the impedance
parameters are shown for harmonic n=450. That situation E -_10
is dangerous and can result in the transverse beam blow-up
on high frequency range for storage rings working in quasi- -15
isochronous mode. However, taking into consideration the -20 , , ;, , I, 1,,,1,

over-pessimistic value of the broad band shunt resistance, 0 1 2

the dependence of the particle betatron frequency (2) from

betatron amplitude and the possibility to change the ring Re Z, MOhm
chromaticity the growth time for high frequency harmonics
may be done greater the calculated above. Figure 3: Transverse instability diagram for n=450.
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CONTROL OF LONGITUDINAL INSTABILITIES IN THE LEB

T.L. Grimm and P.D. Coleman
Superconducting Super Collider Laboratory*

2550 Beckleymeade Avenue
Dallas, TX 75237

Abstract necessary to damp the perturbation.

The potential longitudinal instabilities and their control
in the SSC Low Energy Booster are examined. Coasting II. COASTING BEAM
beam theory shows there is a chance for microwave instabil- Coasting-beam theory is used to predict the maximum al-
ities at the end of the acceleration period for the maximum am -
design current of 0.5 Adc. The beam is stable to microwave ory s rivdbaforiaptoa nce d beam thoh

instabilities for the Collider fill current of 0.1 Adc. Single ory is derived for a totally debunched beam, although it

bunch instabilities driven by the RF cavity accelerating has been shown to be applicable for a bunched beam pro-

mode will be stabilized by beam phase, voltage amplitude, vided the perturbation has many periods within a bunch.

tuner bias and RF feedback loops. The coupled bunch in- For the LEB this implies the perturbation index, , is much

stabilities driven by the cavities' higher order modes knd greater than the harmonic number and that the instability

other resonant structures appear to represent the bi&gst would occur at frequencies above - I GHz (ie. microwave

challenge to longitudinal stability. A broadband passive instabilities). Fig. I shows the threshold ZL/n given by the

damper on each RF cavity will greatly decrease the chance Keil-Schneil criterion during the 50 ms beam acceleration
of any coupled bunch instabilities although other options for 0.5 Adc. With the use of shielded bellows, shielded

any YW . pumping ports and smooth tapers at beam pipe transi-
to ai.i the damper are investigated. The control of longitu- ting t ota /n ofth LeBs predctedtope less
dinal instabilities in the LEB appears feasible and should tions the total Z /n of the LEB is predicted to be les

not limit its operation up to the peak design intensities. than - 10. This shows there is a possibility for microwave
instabilities in the second half of the acceleration period.
The growth rate would be fairly small and a large bucket

I. INTRODUCTION is available later in the cycle, so the only affect anticipated

The SSC Low Energy Booster (LEB) is the first of three would be an increased longitudinal emittance.

booster synchrotrons which supply the 2roton beam to the
Collider. The LEB is a resonant, rapid cycling (10 H5) ma- III. SINGLE BUNCH
chine with 114 bunches spaced 5 m apart[I, 21. It will boosta maximum beam current of 0.5 Adc, five times Collider jil There will be many RF control loops available to han-

a maimu bem curen of0.5Adcfiv ties Cllier illdle Robinson-type single bunch instabilities in the LEB[5].
mode, from 600 MeV to 11 GeV. Six to fourteen quarter- die so instabilities in the leBatin
wave ferrite tuned cavities, tuning from 47.5 to 59.8 MHz, Thes instabilities are driven by the RF cavity accelerating
will supply a peak ring voltage of 765 kV[3, 4]. mode. The control loops planned are: beam phase, voltage

The potential longitudinal intabilities and their con- amplitude, tuner bias, and RF feedback. Since all of the

trol are investigated here for the LEE. First, coast- RF buckets are equally filled, beam current feedforward

ing beam instabilities, which are a EB.F with boasd- will not improve beam loading transients. If necessary, a

band impedances are discussed. Then single bunch in- peak bunch density loop can also be implemented to con-

stabilities, which are caused by the RFt cavity acceler- trol bunch length oscillations. For stable operation with

ating/fundamental mode, are covered. Finally, coupled these loops, the gap voltage, V must satisfy[6];

bunch instabilities (CBI) which are driven by the RF cav- Rsll
ity higher order modes (HOM) and other narrow band VP > 2(1 + H)(1)
impedances, are discussed. A weak instability may sta-
bilize due to nonlinear effects and short interaction times. where R~h = 00kA is the cavity shunt impedance, -= I
Thus its only effect would be to increase the longitudi- Aac is the AC beam current, and H is the RF feedback
nal emittance which would be beneficial because it would open loop gain. This gives V,.p(kV) > 0)/(I + H) which
simplify matching to the medium energy booster at ex- means operating voltages above 50 kV do not require any
traction. If the instability is strong enough to cause beam RF feedback. The design RF feedback loop will easily have
lows or couples to the transverse direction then it will be an H = 10 - 20 which implies operating voltages above 5

*Operated by the Universities Research A I kV will be stable. Before a voltage this low is reached mul-
the U. S. Department of Energy under Contract No. DE-AC02- tipactoring will have made it necessary to counter-phase
89EPA4ss. the cavities at higher voltages. Thus the RF control loops
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100 A. PASSIVE SYSTEMS

Because there are so many cavity HOMs from 120 MHz up
to I Gflz, which tune with the fundamental mode, a broad-

t0 __ band damper will be the primary method of controlling
HOMs. A Smythe-type broadband damper with a high-
pass filter between the damping cavity and water cooled
loads has been designed[8, 9]. The damper is predicted
to damp a single cavity's RI,1 to less than 60001 from 120
MHz to 500 MHz and maintains Rt, to low enough values
above 500 MHz that high frequency CBIs should not be
unstable. Thus the most dangerous HOMs will be the first
two at about 120 and 190 MHz. For six cavities with the

0.1 cavities' R., summing, all CBIs would be predicted to be
0 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 stable. If more cavities are necessary (the lattice has room

RAMP TIME (sec) for 16) then other methods of damping may be necessary

Figure 1. Allowable broadband impedance d'iring LEB for the first two HOMs. If the CBI occurs at a specific
cycle, frequency, then a narrowband damper such as a coupling

loop or capacitive plate could further damp the mode.
Stagger Tuning shifts the HOM resonant frequency in

should not have any trouble controlling the Robinson-type each cavity so they do not overlap thereby decreasing the
single bunch instabilities, total R, , at a given frequency, although this would increase

the range of resonant frequencies. This could be accom-
plished by varying the cavity dimensions. The shift would

IV. COUPLED BUNCH need to be more than the mode's half bandwidth which has
been broadened by the damper. For the 120 MHz HOM

An analysis of GBI in the LEE due to narrowband reso- with the Smythe damper in place the bandwidth is approx-
nances of the cavity HOMs and other resonant structures iaey4Mzwihwudrqietolreo hnei

(injection and extraction chambers for example) predicts imately 4 MHz which would require too large of a change in

the maximum allowed R.h versus frequency for four e- cavity dimension to be useful. Thus stagger tuning would

foldings growth of the instability[7]. Instability due to the not be practical when the Smythe damper is used.

cavity's fundamental mode will not be a problem because Another passive method of eliminating CBIs is to re-

the cavity bandwidth is much less than the revolution fre- move the resonance by not allowing the HOM frequency to

quency. The total R.h for CBI is about 40 for the m = 1 overlap an integer of the revolution frequency. The LEB

dipole mode at 120 MHz and increases to 28kQ for the revolution frequency is about 0.5 MHz which is much less

m = 5 mode at 1 GHz. HOMs above about 1 GHz should than the damped HOM bandwidth so resonance hiding will
not work for the LEB. Also, because the HOMs tune at a

not be a problem for CBIs since the cavity ferrite becomes ntwr o h E.AsbcueteH~ uea
nosthbe aprblem forrGelts sincerthewcavity ferritebbecomnd different rate than the fundamental they will cross a revo-
lossy, the beam current's spectrum will be negligible, and

the 8 cm beam pipe is above cutoff to longitudinal modes tion frequency sometime during the ramp.
above 2.9 GHz.

abov 2.9G~z-B. ACTIVE SYSTEMS
For a given frequency, the total R,1, can come from a sin-

gle beamline component or can be a sum of components An active damn, would measure the instability and coun-
such as the cavities. For an undamped cavity the R,h of teract its growth in some manner. Thus the instability
HOMs will be similar to the fundamental value of 100I must be at a finite level for an active damper to have any
which clearly is a problem. Options to correct the cavities' effect. The instability measurement can be done in one of
and other structures resonances will be addressed. For now two ways. In the first method the beam oscillations are
the cavities' R.1 will be assumed to be the main contrib- measured directly using a wall current monitor, while the
utor to CBIs although the same arguments will apply to second method will measure the RF which is driving the
othei resonant structures. instability.

The options ior controlling CBIs can be categorized as For measurement of t! e beam oscillations, the bunch-by-
either a passive or active system. The passive systems do bunch phase and peak density variation will be measured
not require any instability measurement or feedback and using a wall current monitor. This will tell the type and
the options are: passive dampers, stagger tuning and res- magnitude of the CBGs. The same information could be
onance hiding. The active systems require feedback and obtained from a Fourier transform of the beam current.
possibly measuring the instability, and the options are: ac- To use these measurements in an active feedback system
tive damper, Landau cavity, subharmonic cavity and beam there will need to be a one turn delay circuit whose delay
blow-up. If a passive system can eliminate the CBls then must shift with the RF frequency. For a narrow bandwidth
obviously it would be preferable to an active system. system (100 kHz) the delay circuit error must be less than
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2 ps which should be quite easy, while a wideband system V. CONCLUSION
(30 MHz) would require an error less than 8 ns. The different types of longitudinal instabilities and their

A broadband active damper would be needed to damp control have been investigated. The beam is stable to mi-
all possible unstable CBIs. This would require a separate crowave ins esthede fill isitie t iscavity with up to 30 MHs bandwidth, although it could be crowave instabilities for the Collider fill intensities, but is
at high frequency such as 300 MHz and would not need be unstable for peak intensities at the end of the accelerationtune with the HF. If the HOM frequency driving the CBI period. This instability should only increase the longi-
tun nowit then a. Ifo tah d H frequency driviwidthe of I 2 rtudinal emittance which is beneficial for matching to the
is known then a narrow band cavity (bandwidth of 2f,) or Medium Energy Booster. Robinson-type single bunch in-
the RF cavity itself could be used at the driving frequency. stabilities will be controlled by beam phase, voltage am-

For measurement of the RF driving the instability, the plitude, tuner bias and RF feedback loops. The RF cay-
overall active damper would be fairly simple. The mea- ity's HOMs will be the principal source of coupled bunch
sured RF would be fed back to the source 1800 out of instabilities. Coupled bunch instabilities will be damped
phase. It would be narrowband since the RF comes from primarily with a broadband passive damper on each RF
HOMs in the cavity. There would be no need for external cavity. This will stabilize all modes for Collider fill intensi-
timing or delay circuits and the measured signal is contin- ties. For peak intensities the two lowest frequency HOMs
uous. will be unstable if there are more than six cavities. This

Another way to actively damp the OBIs would be to can be controlled with a narrowband passive damper, a
operate the LEB RF cavity's beam phase and beam am- subharmonic cavity, cavity beam phase locked to a single
plitude loops from a single bunch instead of the average bunch or an active damper.
as is presently envisaged. This would damp the CBIs on
that bunch and increase the synchrotron frequency spread VI. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
between bunches thereby breaking up the coherence of the
instability. We would like to thank N.K. Mahale for the use of his

A subbarmonic cavity operates at a subharmonic of the simulations of the LEB longitudinal beam dynamics.
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Simulation of the Transverse Dipole Mode Multibunch
Instability for the SSC Collider

S. Chen and G. L6pez
Superconducting Super Collider Laboratory"

2550 Beckleymeade Ave., Dallas, TX 75237 USA

Abstract wakefield can be omitted, and the long-range wakefield is

We investigate a simulation code to study the transverse given by the Higher Order Modes (HOM) of the RF cavity.

dipole mode multibunch instability due to a single RF cay- than the betatron wave length, the betatron phase advance

ity and the resistive wall for the Superconducting Super within the RIn cavity can be ignored. When the k-bunch

Collider. The growth time calculated from our code agrees

well with analytical calculations (ZAP code). The code passes through the RF cavity for n+ i turn, the transverse
can be used for studying the interplay of wake field, noise position does not change, Y(k, n + 1) = Y(k, n), but itscand beusedbacksystemie. for st g the i yfweieldk nystem. momentum is changed by the wakefield of the RF cavity.
and feedback system, i.e. for design the feedback system. For dipole mode wakefield, the change in the transverse

I. INTRODUCTION momentum is

The Superconducting Super Collider (SSC) Collider will f(k, n+ I) = f'(k, n)+ E ED(j)Y(J,m)W(s/c),
be the first machine operating with 17424 bunches of pro- Mffi D J=1
tons separated by a relatively short distance (1], 5 m. The (2)
bunches are injected from the High Energy Booster (HEB) where the summation is carried out over the wakefield left
into the Collider, which requires eight HEB batches to fill behind for all the previous bunches and turns. The variable
almost symmetrically (there is an alort gap) one of its s can be written in terms of the space between bunches,
two rings. The batches are injected into the upper and Sw, as s = (k - J)SB + (n - m)MSB, where (k - J) and
lower ring one at a time. To inject one batch in the same (n - m)M represent the relative bunch and turn numbers.
ring requires approximately 515 s, and the eight batches N is the total number of protons in the bunch, e is the
are injected in approximately 1.14 h. Therefore, there is a proton charge, E = ym.c 2 , c is the speed of light, m. is
great deal of concern about possible multibunch instabili- the rest mass of the particle, and W(a/c) is the wake
ties that the beam might suffer during this time. To study function defined as [2]
the transverse dipole mode (rigid motion) multibunch in-
stability, a computer code was developed to calculate the TV(s/c) = E A. exp(-aos/c) sin(().%&/c) , (3)
instability growth time due to Positron-Electron Project
(PEP) RF cavity and resistive wall impedance. The re- if s > 0, and it is equal to zero otherwise. The var-
suits are compared with the analytical approach, and the ables A., crx, and f0. are defined as A - w2 RA/flAQA,
feedback system design is incorporated to control this in- d
stability. ft = wk/2Q., dad Qx = wx/1- 1/40X, respectively.

The summation is carried out over all the transverse HOM
of the cavity. Each cavity-mode is characterized by the res-

11. TADIMMI CODE AND RF-INSTABILITY onant angular frequency w\, the shunt impedance R.%, and

Ignoring the possible coupling of different directions in the the resonant quality factor Q\. The quantity c/la SB =
motion , the transverse amplitude of motion, Y, of a point- 2Q.c/wASB gives us the number of bunches that the ex-
like bunch suffering the electromagnetic wakefield interac- ited transverse HOM can affect before it decays by a factor
tion, twt, can be described by the differential equation of 1/e. The factor D(j), 0 < D(j) = N(j)/N : 1, defines

the distribution of bunches and the number of protons per
d2Y/dt2 + •o2y = WW (1) bunch. The bunch is transported from the output to input

of the RF cavity using the Courant-Snyder [3] map and
where w# is the free angular betatron oscillation freq' tency. together with the Eqs. (2) and (3) comprise the model for
For simplicity, let us assume the following: there is a single simulating transverse multibunch instabilities in the corn-
cavity in the ring where there is a point-like interaction, puter program TADIMMI.
the ring is perfectly linear, and the ring has M equally pair- A 358.9 MHz PEP cavity will be taken as the test cavity.
spaced bunches. With these assumptions the short-range At the RF location, the dispersion function is zero, and the

SOperated by the Universities Reserch Association, Inc., for Courant-Snyder parameters have the following values: # =
the U.S. Department of Energy under Contract No. DE-AC35- 112472.0 mm, c- = 0, and p = 2rfrac(y) = 1.759292. The
89ER40486. characteristics of the bunches are N = 7.5 x I09, M -
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17424, E = 2 TeV, and SD = 5 m.
The calculated growth tVme was 9 s per cavity. This Tal 1. Performance for -1+ A = -0.75.

simulation result for uniform distribution (D(j) = 1) no K A T-..• ~Feedback System I One BPM-One K I TBK
is in very good agreement with the analytical approach
(ZAP (4]). Studies show that damping several danger- BPM Resoluiloin
ous rf-HOMs of the cavity is not enough to avoid the .pm) <100 < 500
instability. One way to control the multibunch instabil- Gain (y)

ities rising from the HOM cavities is DE-Q these HOM. I > 0.30 > 0.03
For the growth time to be higher than the injection time,
the following De-Q quality factor, Qd, for N, cavities is
deduced: Qd 5 4.8 x 1060Q m-/ < R±/Q > N., where wall wakefield is too complicated, and computations would
< R.L/Q >= 125 /n/m, N, = 32, and Qd < 1200 for the require huge amounts of interactions among the bunches
PEP cavity model.AP sgEPl cavity wl Oper each turn. Figure 1 shows the phase space generated

gAecell superconductin(mc) cavity with M-ouplers []am- by the bunches due to this instability. Figure 2 shows thegle cell superconducting (9c) cavity with couplers [5] can comparison of the simulations with ZAP analytical code.
satisfy this restriction to a large extent. Another way to For the nominal Coatider beam tube parameters, the
control multibunch instabilities is to use an active system For the om inalolid y be am Tu prmtrs, thesuch as a feedback system [6]. The normal operation of growth time of the instability is 56 mm. To control this

instability, a conventional one BPM-one K and a novel twothe transverse feedback system is to have a beam position BPM-two K (TBK), configured as BI-KI-B2-K2, feedback
monitor (BPM) that measures the transverse displacement systems were used. The kick is given by Eq. (4), but in-
of the bunch. The signal is amplified and transmitted to stead of using YBpm, the k-turns average displacement of
the kicker (K), located downstream at a phase advance the bunches at the BPM,
of r/2, which produces an angular deviation to the bunch
given by [7] pM< y >P= Kap '/pm (5)Ak = g (YB9PM + 6Y)/v',rBPM#K (4) ,=(

where g is the gain of the system, I#BpM and PK are , was used. That is, each bunch receives p-times the same
the beta function at the location of the BPM and the correction. This implies that the kicker fiat-top time, ft,
kicker, YBpM and 6Y are the displacement measured by will be
the BPM and the error transmitted of this displacement ft = p(C/c) = p x 2.904 x 10'- s. (6)
(random variable with a Gaussian distribution). This er-
ror is called the resolution of the BPM and is due to The bandwidth of the feedback system is assumed to equal
the electronic noise in the system (white noise). Us- that defined by the batch-to-batch separation (-• 1.7 ps),
ing the following values of the Collider west utility re- BW > 0.3 MHz. Table 1 summarizes the calculations for
gion I5 pM = #K f 420 m, g = 0.1, 6Y = 10 pm, and with the two damper systems.
the bandwidth (BW) of the feedback system assumed to The copper and stainless steel thicknesses were taken
be BW > 30 MHz, the damping of the dipole mode multi- as 0.1 mm and 1.0 mm. The kickers' fiat-top was that
bunch instability was verified with the simulations for the with p = 2. Figure 3 shows the damping effect on average
same-turn and one-turn delay correction schemes. displacement of the bunches, as recorded by the BPM1,

using the TBK damping system. The behavior of one par-
III. RESISTIVE WALL INSTABILITY ticular bunch (number 1000) as seen by the BPM1 in the

TBK damping system is shown is Figure 4.
The resistive wall instability is important for angular fre-

quencies, wk, close to the angular revolution frequency, w.; IV. COMMENTS AND CONCLUSIONS
i.e., wk = w.(Ap + k), where Ap is the fractional part
of the tune of the machine such that -1/2 < A# < 1/2. A computer program, TADIMMI, was developed [8] to
Each k corresponds to one possible multibunch mode of os- study the dipole mode multibunch instability in the SSC
cillation. For lower modes and at the frequency wL, the real Collider due to RF cavities. A resonant impedance approx-
part of the transverse resistive wall impedance can be ap- imation to the resistive wall impedance at low frequencies
proximated by a resonant impedance, where the resonant allows us to use the same code to study this instability.
frequency is wt, the shunt impedance is just Re[Z± (wk)], The design of the feedback sytem to control these insta-
and the quality factor Q. can be selected to approximate bilities was incorporated in the code. A two BPM- two K
the shape of the resistive wall impedance. Therefore, the feedback system may be required to control the resistive
problem is reduced to the previous multibunch instability wall instability since it has much better control of this in-
due to an RF cavity, and the above program can be applied stability than the conventional one BPM-one K. Study of
using this new resonator impedance. This is important the feedback system noise effect on the emittance growth
since the explicit expression of the copper coated resistive is needed.
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Figure 1. Bunch-generated phase space due to Figure 4. Bunch 1000 in TBK damping system.

wall instability.
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ROM RF Cavity Dampers for Suppresing Coupled Bunch Instabilities in the
Fermilab Booster

D. Wildman. Fmni National Accelerator Laboratoiy,* Batavia, IL 60510 mid
L Hackay. Purd University, West Lafayette, IN 47907

The coupled bunch mode na16 longitudinal
instability observed in the Fermilab Booster has been 4.tm 0 wsume,..,umaumon

uumessfully damped by installing a ac of pasve high-er er * , , wwuin,
mode (HOM) dmnpen in the 17 Booster RF cavities. The W,
Booster is a fast cycling 8 Gev proton synchrotron with
humawn number 84. Tin dampena remove energy from two ,|
cavity modes at 16.5 and 217 M•Fz. The addition ofthese I l
The mode dampers will be described along with beam spectra
mid data showing the longitudinal emittance reduction

L. INTRODUCTION 0*

Longitudinal coupled bunch oscillations of bunched ....... a .... ......... ........
beams are often observed in circular accelerators as beam,
intensities me increased.[I-3] Depending on the growth rate of Figure 1. Lmituinalemitan (eVsec)asafunctioof
these instabilities, the amplitude of the osillations may time (ms) in the Booster cycle with and without HOM
becomne large and lead to longitudinal emittance growth due to dampa.
the nonlinearity of the RF bucket. In the cae of the Fermilab
Booster. large coupled bunch oscillations ar observed to occur Here fo is the Booster revolution frequency and M is the
after transition for bunch intensities greater thai 1.5 x number of bunches which in our case is equal to the harmonic
10"ppb.[4] The upper curve in Fig. I shows the longitudinl number h!M=84. Figures 2 and 3 show FFrs of the beam
emittance growth through the Booster acceleration cycle current signal taken from a wideband resistive wall monitor
without damping for an intensity of 2 x 10t0 ppb. Values of using a Tektronix DSA602 digital signal analyzer. The beam
longitudinal emittance were calculated fromi measured bunch current was sampled at 35 ma into the Booster cycle when the
lengths taken from a wideband resistive wall current monitor coupled bunch oscillations were fully developed. The FFT

Coupled bunch oscillations can be stabilized by shows the oni of the RF frequency separated by the 84
either increasing the spread in synchrotron frequencies, coupled bunch lines. The dominant coupled bunch mode lines

actively damping the longitudinal motion of each bunch, or mre seen to occur at n=16 and n36. The individual buonh

reduing t h im p linge the e e resonators responsible for the motion is predominantly a dipole oscillation. FFT beam
Buncher, toe bunhi cethoupling.In the cuepl omileane spectra taken at 2 ms intervals throughout the acceleration
Booster, the third imethod of reducing te coupling cycle show both the n=16 and n=36 mode structure appearing
was chosen because of its simplicity, low cost, and reliability. shortly after transition. The n=16 mode reaches a maximum
With this choice the problem could be simplified into three amplitude at approximately 10 ms before extraction and
steps: I) identifying the offending modes in the beam current remains constant or decreases slightly. The amplitude of the
spectrum, 2) finding the specific higher order RF cavity modes n=36 monotonically increases after transition reaching its
responsible for the coupling, and 3) building a set of HOM mximm value at the extraction dam.
dampers to remove energy from the RF cavity higher order
modes. ]IL HIGHER ORDER RF CAVITY MODES

II. IDENTWYING THE COUPLED BUNCH The HOM of the RF cavities were suspected of
MODES providing the coupling between bunches since removing four

of the RF cavities resulted in a decrease in the longitudinal
Using the same notation as Sacherer[5] for a narrow emittance growth.[4] The Booster has a total of 17 double

band resonator at a frequency, fms. the coupled bunch mode gap ferite tuned cavities.[6] Each cavity consists of two back
numtber n is excited when: to back quarter wave coaxial transmission line sections. The

electrical length between the two gaps is 1400 at the
fres integer x Mfo ± nfo fundamental frequency. The search for the RF cavity modes

associated with the beam coupled bunch spectra began with a
•Opeated by Universities Research Association, Inc. unMer measurement of the resonant frequency fres of each HOM.
coneract with the U.S. Department of Energy Since the fundamental frequency of the cavities frfhfo must

0-7803-1203-lMs.O0 a 1993 IEEE
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Figure 2. FF ofBooer beam current signal at 1.3 x 1012 Figure 3. FFr of Booster beam current signal at 1.9 x 1012
ppp without HOM dampers. ppp with HOM dampers installed.

sweep from 30 M&z to 52.8 MHz, the majority of the HOMhs shortly after transition and then decrease slighlay. Data for thealso tune during the acceleration cycle. The frequency 165 MHz mode showed a similar behavior while the 83 MHzmeasurements were made on a spare Booster cavity using an mode continually increased after transition. The agreement inRF network analyzer. By varying the bias current to the the mode numbers between the FFI beam current data and theferrite tuners on the cavity the HOM spectrum could be cavity gap monitor data, along with the same characteristic
measured as a function of the cavity fundamental frequency. time dependence, led us to identify these three modes as beingThis information was then used to calculate the mode number responsible for the coupled bunch instabilities.
of each HOM as a function of time during the acceleration
cycle. One cavity mode at 83 MEz did not tune with ferrite IV. HOM DAMPERS
bias current. However, at the extraction energy this mode
corresponds to a mode n=36. The frequency of the non-tunable mode at 83MHz is

determined by the physical length of the cavity's drift tube.fins = 2 x 84fo - 36fo = 83 MHz This mode along with another fixed frequency mode at 79
MHz were already being damped by two coupling loopsAn examination of the tunable modes showed two that pass terminated into 50W loads. To increase the damping atthrough mode n= 16 after transition. The first mode tunes 83MHz the loop area was increased with a 0.5" copper spacerfrom 127 to 169 MHz while the second mode tunes from 202 and a notch filter was inserted between the loop and the 500to 221 MHz. In all three modes the two cavity gaps oscillate 4W - I A W 0 -0

in phase. The impedances of these modes were measured on a w
the test cavity using a standard stretched wire technique. The -impedances measured were Z=-OkQ at 83 MHz, Z=2.3kD at
165 MHz, and Z=16k0 at 217MH.

A complete set of neasurements were also made of am a M
the beam excitation of the HOMs for each of the 17 Booster- - --
RF cavities. A signal from a calibrated, capacitively-coupled, -- - - -
gap voltage monitor from each cavity was fed to the input of
an 1IP8568B spectrum analyzer. Sweeping the spectrum
analyzer from 100Hz to 400 MHz and using the m mnum --hold feature of the instrunent, a beam-induced spectrum was -

obtained over a period of several hours After the spectral
peaks had been identified, the center frequency of th analyzer
was set to the peak of each resonmance in the zero span mode Gomm
andu t igge at the start of each BoosW cycle. This produced "M oft ow asa time record of the HOM excitation during the cycle. A Figure 4. Spectrum analyzer output showing the excitationtypica! example of this output for the 217 MHz mode is (2 dB/div) of the 217 MHz RFcavity mode asa function ofshown in Fig. 4. The amplitude is seen to reach a maximum time (5 ms/div).
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C* DAN Tupe The 165 and 217 M~lz dampers have a busdidth of
C1 I~pI4d respectively. Fig. 3 is the beamn current lIF spectrum

LI = 0 nHtaken with dampers installed in all 17 Booster RtP cavities.
LI ~ The coupled bunch mode 16 line is nao longer presenit. The

reduction in the loungitudinal emittance growth with the
L2 a56,i nH FP rin place is shown in the lower - - PofFig. 1.

C3=16p p1 3 ACKNOWLEDhGMNTS

The authors would Mie to thank D. MCdinni for hisThelp with the early time depemlent WrF mesreet and

Figure I. Electrica ceai of 217 Ml O apr e

load to reduce the additional power dissipated in the load at theV.RF EN S
fundamental frequency. This modification produced an [1 Investgaton and Cures of Longitudinal Instabilities of
additional 104dB of damping at 83MHL uce em nteIR" .Buhm .Hne.A

The mode dampen for the 165 and 217 MHz modes BumnchedL Beams nte and, P. Brambam, S. 9hahtCnseonA
are similar in design and are installed on only one half of th HoigEnern, AccHelber andrs (Stanford. Ca ift. 197nf on
cavity. They both consist of capacitively-coupled .125" thick 359Ee. yAclrtos Safod ai..17)p
x 6" long x 2"(3.5) wide OFHC copper flaps located at a []*ogtdnlMto fteBa nteFria
voltage maximum for each mode. Thle flaps are curved to be [2o"osgtudinal. Motionkbt of the Beamfin. tR. Femia
concentric with the outer cavity wall and are supported by a Bohnoste," C. M.acken, andd J.Mcs. IEE Griffn, Nc. P
0.5" dia copper rod which is soldered to the center conductor of Jolmon J Lacey and9 (177.Mese.EE Trn u.
an HNi type connector. The center pin of die HN connector [3 "Lniuia naiiisinteFmtb40GVMi
unscrews from the connector body for easy installation of the A3] elerator.-s R.F. Sties ingadJ the Griffiab W0- EVEa
damping flaps through the side wall of the cavity. Th AcceleTrator, R.Fl . Stinin and 185 E175.Gfi. EE
pin also acts as the inductor L I shown in Fig 5. Outside of Trans.e Nunch Isc ablit aid 1859(1975).itenc
the cavity the damping flaps are connected to three 1(EQ 40W [4] "Couple iuncthe nstabilioty r. and L ongtdinalJ Emittpnc
low inductance resistors in parallel, R, ad trogh G hr .Hrowth in Lah e y Femia Boser. Vn .B tharda, po. Crisp
length of .080" dia copper wire, L2, to two 100 pf I. HaCnfray .aceWMene anfig n drg AccleStahl, proc b. 1t
transmitting capacitors, C2. L2 and C2 am adjusted to be Iapnt, Cofrnc9nHghEegyAclraos.Tuu
series rsnnat4 lzwtaQofapoiaey2.7 [5] "A Longitudinal Stability Criterion for Bunched Beamns,"
center value of 48 MHz was chosen to minimize th oa F. J. Sacherer. IEEE Proc. NucL. Sci NS: 825 (1973).
integrated power, over the entire acceleration cycle, disipated [6] "NA!. Booster and Storap Ring RF Systems," J. A.
in the resistor R at the fundamental frequency. The entire Dinkel, Q. A. Kerns, L A. Klaisner, and G. S. Tool.
external damping network is enclosed in a 2" x 3" x 5" METm ul c.N-f 1 16)
shielded alumimumn box with a 28 CFM all mietal fan attachaedi IE rn u.S.~ 5016)
to the box top to provide extra cooling. Under norr,,al
Booster operating conditions the added cooling provided by the
fan is not necessary; however, with the additional cooling, the
dampers have been tested at the maximum Booster cycle rafte
of 15 Hz.
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Longitudinal Instabilities
in the MEB

John A. Palkovic
Superconducting Supercollider Laboratory

2550 Beckleymeade Avenue
Dallas, TX 75237

Abstract 
Table 1

In this paper longitudinal instability parameters are cal- MEB Parameters
culated for the SSC Medium Energy Booster (MEB). Injection momentum 12 GeV/c
Both single and multiple bunch instabilities are investi- Extraction momentum 200 GeV/c
gated. With a beam intensity of 1.0 x 1010 the longitudi- Circumference C 3960 m
nal coupling impedance threshold, IZn(w)/nI, is found to Harmonic number 792
be •- 60 0 at the injection momentum 12 Gev/c, and 12 Q Momentum "compaction" a 1.85 X 10-3
at the ejection momentum, 200GeV/c. Coupled bunch Transition -y 23.28
instability growth rates are calculated for the A/4 cavity RF frequency at injection 59.776 MHz
higher order mode (HOM) spectrum. RF frequency at extraction 59.958 MHz

95% bunch area, injection 0.04 eV-s
I. INTRODUCTION 95% bunch area, extraction 0.1 eV-s

Minimum RF Voltage 170 kV
The MEB is a 200 GeV proton synchrotron which is sched- Maximum RF Voltage 1.6 MV
uled to be built at the Super Conducting Super Collider particles/bunch (collider mode) I x 1010
Laboratory (SSCL) with first beam in June, 1996. Some
of the longitudinal parameters of the MEB are listed in
Table 1. The MEB will deliver beam for colliding beam
physics and test beam operations. [1] is the term which describes the interaction of the particle

First the physics of some of the single-bunch instabili- distribution with the coupling impedance ZL(w), where 01
ties that can occur in the MEB will be discussed. These is the angular frequency of the perturbation in the lab. The
instabilities arise from the interaction of the beam with revolution frequency of the synchronous particle is w0, I,
the broadband component of the longitudinal coupling is the perturbation current, and E is the particle energy.
impedance Zi(w), where w is the angular frequency in Using a perturbation analysis we can linearize the Vlasov
rad/s. A discussion of the multiple bunch instabilities equation and find the dispersion relation [5]
that occur in the MEB follows. A HOM of an accelerating e.e2WZL / (2_2o/0_)d(2
cavity provides a longitudinal coupling impedance which 1 = -2i- -•- 80- nw . (2)
can cause a multi-bunch instability or coupled bunch mode 2 E1 0s
(CBM) if the beam current is above a threshold value. We The threshold for longitudinal stability is found by solv-
have used ZAP [2] to calculate CBM growth rates and fre- ing Eq. 2 with 0 having a small positive imaginary part,
quency shifts for the A/4 cavity. 0 = 0, +it, 0 < c < 1. We can evaluate the integral in Eq.

2, solve for the impedance ZL, and map out the stability
II. SINGLE BUNCH STABILITY boundary in the impedance plane for a given distribution

The one-dimensional Vlasov equation which describes the function Oo. If the impedance lies inside the boundary,
evolution of the longitudinal phase-space distribution is then any disturbance is damped, which is due to a phe-
written [3, 5, 6] nomenon known as Landau damping. [4] In general, these

stability boundaries have a somewhat complicated shape
+ + 6-- = 0, (1) (Figure 1). However, the stable region can be conserva-

S 0 6 tively approximated by a semi-circle, a result which we
where 9 = 2wS/R is the angular position of the particle write as 7 12E,_, ,_ 2
around the synchrotron, % = 0(0, 6, t) is the longitudinal 111 :'l ---P , (3)
distribution function, 6 = Ap/p, and n e)o P

where F f I is a "form factor" which depends on the
6= ew0IZL(W)ei(n,,-ra) radius of the approximating circle, and I0 is the beam

2irff'E current. This is known as the Keil-Schnell criterion, al-
"0pmwated by Unim~ithe, Ramad modation for the U.S. Do. though an equivalent formulation was published previously

pwirtimm of Emery under Contract No. DE-AC35-69ER40486. by Neil and Sessler. [6] Equation (3) was derived for a

0-7803-1 -1193503.00 o 1993 ISM
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Figure 1. Stability diagrams for the MEB at injection.
Positive X/n represents a capacitive impedance. The in- freq [MHz]

nermost curve is the boundary for a distribution f oc
(1 - 02)l"'; the outermost is for a Gaussian; the inter- Figure 3. Coupled bunch instability growth rates in s-'
mediate curve is for a quartic, f oc (1 - z2 )2 , where z is at the injection momentum (12 GeV) of the MEB.
the normalized rotation frequency.

III. MULTIPLE BUNCH STABILITY

In Sacherer's formalism [8], the complex frequency shift for

so coupled-bunch motion is described by

o60m, W = iw, ( 1) ohcosO.

4 0 F . f p7 (4 )
P

20
where

10 0i, i I.{I2 (5)

turn number E
P

Figure 2. Plot of right hand side of Eq. (3) multiplied is another form factor which weights the contributions from
by 0.6 vs. turn number in the MEB. The dip in the curve the coupling impedance ZL(fp). The Fourier transform of
occurs at transition. the perturbed line density is denoted by .m(P), w, is the

synchrotron frequency, m is the synchrotron mode number,
B0 is the bunch length rL/the revolution period T, 0, is the

coasting beam, but it can be applied to a bunched beam synchronous phase angle which is positive below transition

if the growth rate is fast compared to the frequency of and negative above, and

synchrotron oscillations, and if the instability occurs at
wavelengths short compared to a bunch wavelength. The fP = (n -pM)!0 + ml., -00 <p <+00. (6)
parameter Io is then the peak current in the bunch. M is the aumber of bunches, which are assumed to popu-

ESME [7], a longitudinal phase-space tracking code, was late the ring in a symmetric fashion.
used to calculate Ap/p for an MEB by tracking 2 x 104 ZAP (21,which implements Eq. 4, was used to calculate
pseudo-particles with an amount of charge equivalent to coupled-bunch instability growth rates for the MEB. The
1010 protons/bunch. The ESME output was used to plot calculation assumes that the bunches have a Guassian pro-
Eq. 3 (Figure 2). We see that at injection if, for exam- file in momentum, that the ring is filled with 792 = h
ple, the distribution is similar in shape to a quartic, the bunches, and that the beam has an intensity of 1010 pro-
MEB bunch will be stable for values of the longitudinal tons/bunch. The HOM input data was generated with
coupling impedance IZ/nI < 6001. Other than the time MAFIA, a 3d particle-in-cell code (Table 2). Measured
spent near transition crossing, it seems unlikely that we data on a prototype cavity would be preferable, but there
will cross the threshold for single-bunch stability, since we is no prototype RF cavity for the MEB as of this writing.
expect IZ/nI < 2fl in the MEB. We will not discuss single- The results are plotted in Figures 3 and 4. We see there
bunch stability at transition crossing. are many modes with growth rate > ls-.
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Table 2
HOM data for MEB A c cavity 1000

Frequency shunt imp. R. quality actor Q
MHz kol 100

59.8 629 12300
93.0 13 9500
154.7 14 6700 10
176.5 34 13600I I I
229.2 48 15600 1
292.3 70 22000
357.1 49 24400 0.136539800.1 I
386.5 33 9800 100 300 500 700
399.3 23 10300
415.6 9 22700 freq [MHz]
459.3 103 23500
411.6 22 22300 Figure 4. Coupled bunch instability growth rates in s-1
473.4 3 22100 at the extraction momentum (200 GeV) of the MEB.
490.2 208 25000
540.1I 12 15200561.8 5 10200 5 x 1010 protons/bunch, then it will be necessary to dampthe HOMs by another factor of five; if this is not possible,

an active damping system may be required.

In normal operation, the MEB will be filled with 6 LEB IV. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
batches approximately once every 8 seconds. The beam
will orbit the MEB for - 4 seconds. We choose to limit I wish to thank Tai-Sen Wang for the computer program
the multi-bunch integrated growth to 4 e-foldings. Hence, used to calculate singe-bunch stability threshold curves,
we would like for the growth rate l/r to be < Is-'. The and Slawomir Kwiatkowski for providing the HOM data
rates calculated with ZAP almost all exceed this criterion, for the coupled-bunch calculations.
Therefore the modes must be damped in order to limit
the growth. An approximate formula for the growth rate V. REFERENCES
(useful for estimates) due to any particular HOM is [1] J.R. ',-nford and D.M. Matthews. Site-specific con-

1 w# p foR ceptual design report of the superconducting super col-
" 2 h Vcos," (7) lider. Technical Report SSCL-SR-1056, Superconduct-

The growth rate is proportional to R, the shunt impedance ing Super Collider Laboratory, July 1990.

of the HOM. For a given HOM that has 1/" > Is-', we [2] M.S. Zisman et al. "Zap User's Manual." Lawrence
can limit the beam to 4 e-foldings (1 e-folding/s) if we Berkeley Laboratory, December 1986.
damp the mode by a factor equal to the growth rate in the [3] N.A. Krall and A.W. Trivelpiece. Principles of Plasma
MEB. In fact, we may not need to damp this much, since Physics. San Francisco Press (1986).
the Landau stability threshold could be crossed. A given
CBM will be Landau damped if IAwm,n I m/2. (m + 1)S, [41 L.D. Landau. "On the vibrations of the electronic
where plasma." J. Phys. U.S.S.R. 10:25, (1946).

S= (R) R h2Wh (8) [5] D.A. Edwards and M.J. Syphers. An introduction to the

is the synchrotron frequency spread within the bunch. [2] physics of high energy accelerators. Wiley-Interscience,
For the MEB at injection, we find S = 15Hz and New York, NY (1993).

1 ,[6] V. Kelvin Neil and Andrew M. Sessler. "Longitudinal
IA I = j (9) resistive instabilities of intense coasting beams in par-, 1ticle accelerators." Rev. Sci. Instr. 36(4):429, (1965).

is the condition for Landau damping. However, we require
Irm(wm,n) _< Is` to limit the CBM to 4 e-foldings in the [7] J. MacLachlan S. Stahl. User's guide to esme. TM
MEB. So there is no need to damp the HOM to the Landau 1650, Fermilab, 1990.
threshold at the injection momentum. At extraction, with [8] F.J. Sacherer. "Bunch lengthening and microwave in-
a, - 10crm we find S = 0.4 Hz, so the Landau damping stability." IEEE Transactions on Nuclear Science NS-
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ing criterion applies. If the beam intensity is increased to
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A New Formulation of Longitudinal Coherent Instabilities

S. Y. Zhang and W.T. Wang

AGS Department, Brookhaven National Laboratory
Upton, New York 11973

Absbt - The quadrature response of longitudinal pair, we have,
impedance is shown to be the effective impedance for
the beam instability. The results of the application of F(w) - (FL(w+waR)+FL(w-wR,)) (1)
this formulation are compared with that obtained 2
usinq the Robinson-Pedesen approach and the Sach- Also for f 1(t) - IL(t) sin w•rt, we have,
erer integral equation. The formulation is further gen- I
eralized to the rigid bunch motion using signal Fl(w) - (FL(w+w1R)-FL(-w-wjt)) (2)
analysis method, where a form factor shows up natur-
ally. Finally, the formulation is applied to solve the Under the modulation of the frequency w tp, the in-
coupled bunch instabilities. Examples of the AGS phase and quadrature responses of the impedance Z(w)
Booster and the AGS coupled bunch instabilities are are determined by [21,
used to illustrate the applications of the formulation. 1

L The New Formulation Zp(w) "- (Z(w+w-jt)+Z((wRP)), (3)

In the longitudinal motion, a synchrotron oscil-
lation is modulated by the RF carrier. The beam ZQ() 2 (Z(QJ+Wrr)-Z(-jR-)) (4)
current induced voltage through the longitudinal
impedance may affect the synchrotron oscillation and respectively. We also define Gp(w)-Fw)Zp(Z ) and
cause the beam instability. GQ(W) m ?L(w)ZQ(w). Usinf gp(t)--•G ý(,w) andgQtt)2-4G (w) for ourier pairs, the total response of
A. Beam Dynamic Model t W) for o th (1a treonse of

A beam dynamic model is shown in Fig.1, where the nduiated signal FPw) in (1) through the

a is the Laplace operator, wo and w5F are the revolu- impedance Z(w) is,
tion and RF frequencies, respectively. AV is the I(t) --p(t) cos wi, t + fQ(t) sin w1rt (5)
equivalent RF gap voltage deviation cause by the
beam motion, and A Vav caused by the cavity vol- Using (1-4), the equation (5) can be shown to be,
tage variation. Ig is te beam current amplitude of G()=)-F(w)Z(w)) (5)
the fundamental frequency, i.e., the RF frequency.
Finally, ZM(a) represents the effective longitudinal therefore (5) is proved. When the beam passes the
impedance with respect to the beam instability. In cavity gap, the in-phase response due to the cavity
the block diagram, the upper loop represents the syn- impedance, which is modulated by coe whJr t, provide
chrotron oscillation, as shown in [1]. The lower loop an almost constant force in the beam synchrot
represents the effects of the beam current to the cavity oscillation, which has little effect on the beam insta.
voltage through the longitudinal impedance. ity. On the other hand, since the quadrature respomt

is modulated by sin wRF t it is in the same fashion as
that of the RF driving wave and functions as the same
as the RF driving wave. Therefore, if the instability of
synchrotron oscillation is concerned, the quadrature

A, a a response represented by (4) becomes a dominant effect.
*NVR Thus the effective longitudinal impedance is,

Zm(s) - Zq(s) -j.(~~wj)Z.ja,) 7
AID(7)

t ZJIE Consider an RF cavity with the resonant fre-
quency w&t, the shunt resistance R, the half-
bandwidth a, and the quality factor Q. Under the

FiR.1. Beam Dynamic Model conditions of Q»>1, w - w >>w - ws, and also
B. Impedance IW-W-P i>> is 1i2 , the longitudinal impedance of

We use both Laplace and Fourier transforms. the HF cavity is,
For instance, an impedance in the Laplace form can be -R oAMa Z
Z(s+jwljt), and its counterpart in the Fourier form is ZM(8) = 82+2vs+ol+tsn2*Z)
written as Z(w+wg4). Consider a general situation of
the modulated input and output. Let the input signal where the detuning angle ,='tan-1 ((WR,-R)/u).
of a system be f(t) and the output be g(t). The c. Stabaity
input signal is assumed to be a low frequency signal To study the beam stability under the influence
hL(t) modulated by an RF carrier, say CoswRFt, i.e., ao t tudinl impedance of HF cavity, we can
we can write, 1(t) - FL(t)con WRt. Using wi the lowing eq an om Fi ty,
f(tH-*F(w) and fL(t)-.FL(w) to denote the Fourier write the following equation from Fig.I,
* Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. eWOWRF9VcoS4S ew+ O)R17 ZOa)I, (9)

Department of Energy 2•P#E 2 2,E 2
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Usaig Wje -- WoWjrP;Vcos#(2irOE) and the beam whee r is the synchrotron oscillation amplitude in

:sad e erastor ctu t ratio Y,,,./1 0 -J,,VR/V, the time. The spectrum of this signal is calculated as [11],
he equation of the system becomes,

(I+JYA4,*s 1(w) - I j+.(w)(6(wo-pw,,-m-')-(13)

+ (10 We further assume that the bunches have a Gaussian

Using Routh-Hurwitz table, it is straightforward to distribution, which is chosen for convenience, and with
And the ultablity conditions as tanz > 0 and an effective bunch length tL. Using the phase osilla-
Ytan~ms , < coms, which are called the first and tion amplitude r- w1 rr the equation (13) becomes [1],
second obinson crteria, respetvely. Go

In deriving the transfer function ZM(s) in Fig. I,(w)- 21 1 o E j J.(rw/wR)
the in-phase and quadrature transfer functions Z() (.m-.5
and e(e 3 _are used. In the Robinson - Pedersen -{r6/,)2132- mWS) (14)

proa [3], the beam to cavity phase and amplitudeta-nsm *sons and their cros transmisions Zpp(.), B. Generaliztion
Z4&(a), and Z4(.), Zop(s) are used to derive the To compare the rigid bunch signal represented
tota equivalent transmission from the beam phase by (14) with the idealized signal, we ma write the
variation to the induced cavity voltage phase devia- sinal Used to develop the formulation in Section I as
tion. In Fig.2, typical step responses of the transfer ilt) -/u r coe wsstsin wr t, whose spectrum is,
functions are plotted, which show the difference
between the two types of the transfer functions, and I(w)-2flB-. (-p)6(w-pcm•-mws) (15)
the two approaches as well. 41i.j ()6(wp jm s) 1)

3NO The first difference between the real rigid bunch
motion signal represented by (14) and the idealised
signal (15) is that (14) contains not only RF frequency
modulation but also RF harmonics modulation i e.,
by the frequencies p w5 1 , p I >1. It is shown [If that
ZM{w) - Zq •w) is valid not only for the RF frquency
modulation, but also for the RF harmonic modulation.
For the carrier with the frequency p wjp, the variable
witir in (4) should however be replaced by p wjs. In
the system synthesis firstly these frequency com-
ponents in the rigid bunch motion signal should be

ZV(s,•1 -AZ.) identified, then the corresponding longitudinal
impedances should be used to find the induced forces.

* • 52 •* .• .. .• u . The combined force is the one the beam received.The second difference of (14) from (15) is that itnnk •s.md XW contains not only dipole motion but also high mode
Fig.L. Step Reponses for the Transfer Functions. motion, i.e., mWs, IMI J>1.

The third difference is that in (14), the spectrum
Using Sacherer integral equation [4] for the amplitude is affected by the Bessel function, the bunch

dipole motion, we get the following equation, distribution and the bunch length. The combined

2 4influence of these factors can be called a form factor.02w M(foJl(r) Wdr)Zjw(s) (11) C. Fromfactor
V 5 ) 1 C. F onsider the most important cease of dipole

where 1 is the beam average c t, s the bunch motion with RF frequency modulation, where -pwhee 0 s he ea aerge Current .0i h uc and m - 4-I. We write (14) as,
stationary distribution, and r is the amplitude of the
beam phase osillation. Substituting (8), the equation -(w) - /irloJ,(r 1w s1, )e (?Lw/wjwr132
(11) is shown to be equivalent to (10), except for ascaling difference. 1 -)6W-WrMS

EL Generalize the Formulation 47PO,..

To generalize the formulation to the rigid bunch For the delta distribution, I, - 210, the form factor
motion, the beam current signal needs to be analyzed. can be written as,
For each frequency component in the signal, the I(•) 2JI(r 1W/IR) -(r•/lsj)2/32
corresponding effective impedance can be found, which F - (
needs only a trivial modification from the results /sM r
shown in Section I. The summation of the effects of 2J1 (r) -(rLw/w)'/32
the impedance due to each component in the signal is -e(17)
the force the beam received. r
A. Signal of rijid bunch motion where in the simplification we used I w I s war.

Let Tjr be the RF period, Tsffi2•/wsR, & Consider the longitudinal dipole motion dis-
beam longitudinal current signal with N particles in a cussed in Section I again. The form factor F in (17)
bunch is, has to be multiplied to the scaling Ip in Fig.1, and

0 atherefore also to Y - IBR/V in (10). Thus,
i(t) - Ne E 6 (t-kTRp+ 7coewskTRp) (12) Y- - FY will replace Y in the second stability equs-

h--- tion. Since F<I, the stability margin is extended.
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IL Oupled Bunh Jntablflties In a small range of r, for instance between 0.01 to 0.2
A. Ouwlped waAsh r.ao&* in Fig.3, the form factors are approuimataly the same.

Let there be A bunches, and let a be the coupled This shows the reason why we can amsme that the
buneh mode number. There will be a - 0, 1, ..., A-I coupled bunch mode is a rigid wave in the instability
coupled bunch mode (4]. The spectrum of the signal study.
observed from the wail monitor becomes, C. FEzemplt of the AGS Boo~ter sad the AGS

A coupled bunch instability has been excited in
()- = o E j" J,(rw/lwa) the AGS booster by tuning a test RF cavity (51. In the

booster h s 3, and f* was 2.55 Mil. In the test, the
coupled bunch instability of a dipole mode was

x6(-,w,,-a4-mws) (i8) observed at the first revolution line, i.e., at 850 KM.,
which implies that a- 2. We have 10 - 0.082 A,

The coupled bunch mod* of awe can be assumed to be #s = 0, and V - 30 KV, and r -l10 nS. The RF
a rigid wave. For an individual bunch, the modulation cavity used to excite the coupled bunch motion has
efect of the beam current signal due to the coupled approximately a quality factor 2.5 and a shunt resis-
bunch mode is demodulated. By the same argument as tance 3 K, it was tuned at the revolution frequency
in Section 1, the quadrature response represents the in the test. To estimate the effective resistance FRI,
effective longitudinal impedance. Therefore we have the form factor in (21) is used, where the Gaussian
the following longitudinal impedance, distribution is still used allowing minor errors. The

1 effective resistance of the test cavity is found to be IZU(,) - j-(Z(w+•aWo+,a.)-Z(w+ a o-wi,)) (19) K a at 850 M&.. The growth rate calculated using (20)
is 27.7 mS, which is close to the test result of 30 mS.

B. Coupled bnkch instabilitiee In an AGS operation, a coupled bunch instabil-
If a 0i 0, then the two spectrum lines of the ity was observed at the 1.77 GeV front porch, with

same frequency modulation may be far apart, there- f,,-4.18 MHs, and a-li ( h-12 ). To find the loca-
fore in general the treatment for the resonator type tion of frequency of the exciting resonator, two tests
impedance such as that in Section I cannot be applied, were performed, with T are 46 nS and 70 nS 10 are
and the spectrum lines may have to be treated 0.089 A and 0.457 A, V are 260 KV and 184 WV, and
separately. Consider the dpole upper sideband at ofs are 1.84 K- and 1.38 Ki, respectively. The
Z(w-.o.Q. 5 )in (19), and let the real part of the observed growth rates are 48 InS and 24 mS, respec-
impedance be RI. Using a - 'w irjws, the stability tively. Using a moderate r - 0.1rL, the resistance
equation can be written as, required to generate the observed growth rates are

wIfF -' 3 IelFR1  plotted in Fig.4, which shows that at 17.6 MHz the
- ei (1Z +Vc #s (20) required resistances are crowsed. The closest unstable

2jVco-s~5  2VcosS coupled bunch mode frequency is at 17.1 MHz, there-

Below trasition co#S >0, therefore the upper side- fore Fig.4 shows a possible location of the exciting
band is stable because that the coefficient of * is nega- resonator. This ret.dt agrees to the one obtained by
tive. It follows that the lower sideband at different approaches (61.
Z(w+o--wxt),, which has a negative sign in (19), is 4 s-unstable, aInks the opposite above transition.

It i interesting to revisit the form factor derived
in Section U. We rewrite it as,

F-2Ji(r 1w /wRp) -(r~w/w,,)13

The simplification of the form factor in (17) cannot be 2

made in the case of the coupled bunch mode, since S
now 1w I is not eloe tow if a 0 0, and both vari-
ables have to be consd in the Bessel function. For
high frequency, the influence of r shows up, which isshown in Figs.3.

'| Of 4 U I 1U U. U. .

La 1% ""In b zie

1 Fig.4. Resistances to Excite the Growth Rates.
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Three-Dimensional Simulations for Accelerator Physics Using ARGUS*
A. Mondelli, A. Mankofsky, J. Petillo, W. Krueger, C. Kostas, and A. Drobot

Science Applications International Corporation, McLean, VA 22102

and

R. Ryne, R.K. Cooper, G. Rodenz, and MJ. Browman

Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM 87545

Abstract lipsoid, etc.). These objects are combined by the user with
logical operations (to either add or delete the library object)

ARGUS is a three-dimensional, electromagnetic, particle- to produce objects of arbitrary shape. The structures so
in-cell (PlC) simulation code that uses a modular code ar- specified are represented on the computational grid by a
chitecture to allow multiple physics modules to share structure mask array, which stores the material and electri-
common utilities for grid and structure setup, memory cal properties of each cell on the grid.
management, disk [/0, differential vector field operators,
and diagnostics. The code includes modules for electro- Material properties are associated with structures. The
static and electromagnetic field solutions, electromagnetic code allows perfectly conducting materials, as well as ma-
eigenvalue problems, and PIC simulation in either a steady- terials with complex values of both permittivity and perme-
state or a time-dependent algorithm. SAIC and LANL ability; hence lossy materials are allowed. Furtbennore, the
(Accelerator Code Group) are collaborating to release permittivity and permeability are specified as diagonal ten-
ARGUS to the U.S. accelerator community. The code is sors to treat certain classes of non-isotropic materials.
available, with documentation, both at LANL and at ARGUS offers a wide variety of diagnostic plots that are
NERSC (LLNL). Applications of ARGUS to waveguide selected by the user and are available at run time. In
and cavity problems and wake-field calculations are pre- addition, the user can generate HDF files for exporting data
sented. to external visualization tools.
I. DESCRIPTION OF ARGUS Version 25 of ARGUS is now available, with user support,

through the Los Alamos Accelerator Code Group. This
The ARGUS code (11, [21 has been under development at paper describes some examples from the ARGUS Primer,
SAIC since 1983. The code architecture is designed specif" which is part of the ARGUS documentation.
ically to handle the problems associated with three-dimen-
sional electromagnetic, PIC simulations. It uses sophisti- EL TOMBSTONE CAVITY
cated memory management and data handling techniques
(31 to deal with the large volume of data that is generated in A. Cold Test of the "Tombstone" Cavity
such simulations.
A modular architecture is employed so that all physics
modules share code utilities in common. Complicated ge- Y
ometrical structures can be represented on the computa-
tional grid, and the grid can be non-uniform in all three di-
rections. Cartesian and cylindrical coordinate systems have
been implemented throughout ARGUS. Physics modules
are in place to compute electrostatic and electromagnetic
fields, the eigenmodes of rf structures, and PIC simulation
in either a time-dependent mode or a steady-state (gun
code) mode. The PlC modules include multiple particle
species, relativistic particle dynamics, and algorithms for z
creation of particles by emission from material surfaces and
by injection onto the grid. A plasma chemistry module al-
lows species to be created or destroyed based on specified
rate processes.

X
Structure input in ARGUS is carried out using combinato- 5 M
rial geometry. The code stores a library of simple solid ob-
jects (e.g., a rectangular solid, an elliptical cylinder, an el-

Figure 1. The "Tombstone" Cavity
* Work supported by the Department of Energy under

contract number DE-AC05-91ER40625.
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An example In the MAFIA User's Guide consists of aria- HI. RADIATING OPEN WAVEGUIDE I
lyziyg the normal modes of the structure shown in Figure 1.
The structure is a cylindrical drift tube attached to a cavity THE TUI DOMAIN
made of a rectangular box topped with a half cylinder.MAFIA and ARGUS represent this structure in different The ability of the ARGUS code to handle open, radiating
wayAa ARGUS reeresensbthiststructureeinadionernt boundary conditions in the time domain sets it apart from

wy. ARGUS uses a "Stairstep" representation on the svrlohrcds w emeuiiiseitfripegrid, while MAFIA allows triangular "half calls". several other codes. Two separate utilities exist for impie-
menting this capability. The first is a "port" boundary con-

A comperison of MAFIA and ARGUS cold-test results for dition, which treats a specified opening in the simulation
the "Tombstone" cavity is given in Figure 2. The ten low- boundary as though it were connected to a waveguide ex-
est modes of the structure were computed. The discrepancy tending to infinity. The second is an impl'mentation of the
is generally in the 1-2% range, and is due to the differences Lindman [41 algorithm for radiating boundaries. While the
in the structure representation by the two codes. This result port condition only matches the boundary for radiation at a
is consistent with other comparisons of these codes on specified frequency, the Lindman condition is a general
comparable meshes. With finer meshing, the codes agree outgoing-wave boundary condition.
more closely. This simulation provides a demonstration of the Lindman

algorithm for a rectangular waveguide driven at its lower
end, and open at its upper end. Figure 4 shows the radia-
tion fields at two time steps selected to show the phase
slippage at the top (open) boundary.

4.S400.09 1
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"Tombstone" cavity cold test. Decomposition and Particle Pushing for
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The time-dependent PIC module in ARGUS can be used to [4] E.L. Lindinan, "Free-Space" Boundary Conditonsfor

compute wake fields by initializing a Gaussian bunch of the Time Dependent Wave Equation, L Comp. Plys.
heavy particles and allowing them to drift through the 1

structure. This method has been employed to display the
wake fields in the "Tombstone" cavity. Figure 3 shows
three snapshots of the particles and axial electric field as
the bunch traverses the structure. The Gaussian bunch is
located on the axis of the cylindrical drift tube and
launched into the cavity. The particles are visible in the
figure as a line charge on axis. In the first frame, at time
step 25, the particles are just entering the cavity from the
lower drift tube. The middle frame, at time step 75, shows
the particles as they leave the cavity and enter the upper
drift tube. In the third frame, at time step 125, they are
leaving the upper drift tube (by being absorbed on the up-
per boundary of the simulation).
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1. Introduction (do)2 = dz'dzt'g,, where the non-zero elements of the
The physical length of accelerator systems presents metric tensor #,, are #j = &j and #44 = -1. The metric

computational difficulties for three-dimensional discrete- tensors pp and elV, which is defned so that g#.g"A =6P.
particle simulations of the dynamics and emittance growth are used to to raise and lower indices covariantly. The
in beam transport. An alternative to the discrete-particle usual three velocity s0 is extended to a relativistic covari-
approach is a high-order moment equation model, which ant four-velocity uP by the definitions 7- = 1 - vv/C2

is an extension of envelope equations formulated first by and u' = fVi, u4 = -7 so that u'u,, = -c 2 .
Kapchinskij and Vladimirskij 1 and later adapted by Lee, The electromagnetic field tensor Fow is antisymmetric
Close and Smith2 . and is given by

Chernins has derived a beam envelope equation from
the equations of motion for a mono-energetic particle beam EA = cFi4 = -cF4i,
in a magnetic field that is linear in the transverse Coot- B1 = F2a = -F 3 2, B 2 = F3 1 = -F 13 , B3 = F 12 = -F 21,
dinates. In this work we are interested in beams with
a spread in energy, and transport systems with a non- while the Lorents force on a particle of charge q is q(E +
linear transverse dependence of the magnetic field. For ' x 9)1 = qi'u,,/7. The general form of the external
this type of system the spatial coordinate along the beam magnetic field of interest can be expressed as
motion cannot be used as the time variable; faster par-
ticles will overtake the slower particles as time evolves. B_ = B22
We present relativistically covariant moment equations for

modeling beam transport, based on the work of Newcomb4 where all the coefficients B1oBo, B3 o, B1 ,...,B, are
and Amendt and Weitzners. The beam is described by a functions of fi, with B 0, the dipole, B0 the quadrupole,

set of partial differential moment equations, instead of a s and Bijk the sextupole components. The beam distri-
of ordinary differentialenvelope equations. Our formalism bution function, f(0M, u'), satisfies the relativistic Vlasov
is based on transverse averages of the moment equations equation, which we express in covariant form as:
obtained from the relativistic Vlasov equation. The spatial
coordinate along the beam motion and time are the only I -X
independent variables. The moment equations are closed u-- + i-•ou, (1)
by setting higher order correlation functions to zero. A z-0
similar formulation of moment equations by Channel and
co-workers 6 used spatial averaging in all three coordinates where m is the particle mass. The volume element
to model a bunched beam with time as the only indepen- dw = duldu2 du3 /7 in the four-momentum space is in-
dent variable. For bunch lengths that are large compared variant under a Lorentz transformation. Since the trans-
to the betatron wavelength, it is impractical to carry suffi- verse coordinates, zt and z2, are invariant under a Lorentz
ciently high longitudinal moments to model the oscillations transformation, we define an invariant phase space vol-
within the bunch. ume element under a Lorentz transformation to be dn =

dz1 d: 2du1 du2 du3 / 7 , and a phase space average (X) =
2. Formuation h-I f XI dG, with h = f fdfl. We also define a second

We denote the time t and local Cartesian space coor- order correlation function:

dinate (z1, zx2,z3), replacing the usual coordinate (z, y, z),
where rs is measured along the beam motion direction [u•ur] = h-1  f(uM - (u))(uv - (uv))d•l, (2)
and z' and x2 are the transverse directions. We define

x4 ct, where c is the speed of light, so that space-time and similar definitions for the third order correlation func-
is parametrized by z', p = 1,2,3,4. We use a summation tions.
convention, and assume that Latin subscripts and super- The lowest moment of the Vlasov equation gives
scripts, i, j, k,l, are summed from one to three, while Greek
subscripts and superscripts are summed from one to four. 3

'The space-time metric (&s) 2 = dgidzi - c2(dt) 2 becomes h(u') + h(u4) 0. (3)

6-7003-120-UNUM 0 190k 3270



With Eq. 2 multiplied by V" and wu't then integrated variables: {h(ve•vuS)) and {h(pepeu4)} where A = 1 to 7
over dA, we have: and Y = A to 7, {h,(irpI)) where A = 2 to 7 and v = A

to 7, or (h, (VA), Ve)} where A = 2 to 7 and v' = A + I
- h(U) + _4 .- h(Fw"4%), (4) to 7. Note that each set has twenty-eight elements. The

Ou + m natural set of independent variables to advance in time is

{h(pyvu4)). At each tell in 0 theme 28 variables describe
the moments of f when correlations above second order

8--( ) + Az h(U4uv3 ) = w- are zero. To solve this system of equations we need to cal-
=-A- mh((F85,u (5) culate h(uhpAfV) and r(A, Y) after each time advance. We

+ (FAxuu')). need to relate {h(y'O4)) to the 84 non-zero third order
moments, {h,(ebfp")). We define [ mI h(* U),

There are four independent equations represented in Eqs. and get from the third order correlation functions,
4 and ten in Eqs. 5. Equations 3 to 5 are basically the
same as the fluid equations of Newcomb4 and Amendt and [A, a] - hVpvU4] + [1, 1](pe'v) + 11, 111(e2) + [1, A](p")
WeitznerB, with the additional averaging over the trans- _ 2([,IJ(p2)(s,).
verse coordinates. Since F"' depends on the transverse (11)
coordinates, Eqs. 4 and 5 cannot be dosed without intro- With this a mapping from [A, ,J to {h,(plygI'*)} is de-
ducing the spatial moment equations: rived. To close the n'th order system of equations we

assume that correlations above order n are zero. Each
-- h z+ -- h - h(u'), (6) order has a different closing condition, thus each or-

oM X)( der has a different mapping from {h(pezpAz ... p')j to

h U*uv._'+ =h(UrtO) {h, (el e 2 ... )).

FOobr second and third order systems, the systems have
+ Uh(F'ou~ri)' (7) 28 and 84 equations respectively. Currently our computer
+ model allows a fourth order system, which has 210 equa-

tions. The general expression for the total number of equa-
tions in an n-th order system can be expressed as:

FZ~h~3  z'' + 4h(ta4Z'z') = h(&Jta") + h(z'ui), (8) n * G Mu( )

for i, j = 1,2 only. I + Ei cin Ic'
Physical meanings can be attached to these moments. M=i i=1

The first order moments (xt) and (z2) denote the cen- This gives 462 for the fifth order, and 924 for the sixth
troid position, and (u1), (ea), (0') and (04) are associated order systems. The advantage of Eqs.(9)-(11) is that they
with the beam current and density respectively. The sec- can be easily manipulated symbolically.
ond order spatial correlations [ze'iJ with ij = 1,2 define
the transverse beam envelope ellipse. The second order 3. Space Chwrge Model
momentum correlations [u"uJ] are the thermal momen-
tum/energy spread. The second order cross correlations A space charge model has been implemented to in-
[Z u"] are the current and density dipole moments. clude the image charges of the metallic boundary and the

To allow easier numerical solution, consider a new gen- longitudinal component of the space charge fields. The
eral variable e2 such that y' = 1, e2 = -1, y = z 2 , model assumes that the charge density, p, can be approx-
*4 = u1 , p = U2 , yO = us, and p"= u4. The twenty-eight imated by a two-dimensional distribution of charged rods
equations represented in Eq. 3 thru 8 can be obtained by inside a cylindrical metallic pipe;
multiplying Eq. 1 by eAf and integrating over dA. N

P = V q(zst)g(3 -01 ), (12)
h(U~e ) + a h(U4 eyv) = r(A, s.) + r(v, A) (9) ,=1

where where g is the spatial distribution function for the fi-

nite size charged rods whose location are independent of

0, A =31; z T. ,ote that g depends on z1 , and z 2 , while q, de-
r(A,V)= fyuA-'fdfl, A = 2 or 3; (10) pends only on X3. The charges on the rods, q,, are

- f Vf"F-,'u.fdO, A =4 thru 7. chosen to be consistent with the spatial moments. Inthe second order moment system there are six spatial

Tc close the second order system of equations we assume moments, and therefore we have N = 6 and a matrix
that correlations above second order are zero. This still equation to relate the coefficients qj with the spatial mo-
allows third order moments to be nonzero. The dosing ments: hX = MQ, where M is a 6 x 6 matrix whose
condition creates several equivalent families of independent elements are of the form f'?z'g(I - ij)duidxu, with
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k,l I 1,2 and m+n _5 2, X and Q are column matri- aLions in the beams radius as a function of the distance of
ces such that X7 = (1, (st), (*2), (zszi), (zlz2), (*132)) propagation, z. The space charge model has been turned
and QT = (ql, ... , qs). Equation (15) can be easily inverted oir to eliminate any interaction between the two beams;
to express q1 in terms of the spatial moments. the addition of the results from an envelope equation will

The image charges of these rods are easy to determine. be the exact solution. Figure la show. the expected beat
For a charge rod located at ii with a charge qi the image is pattern in the (xlzl) moment caused by the slight differ-
located at xi with charge -qj, where z• is along the same ence in frequencies of the betatron oscillations. The HOM
direction outside the metallic cylinder with a magnitude model, when retaining up to third order correlations, does
a2/4j1, and a is the radius of the cylinder. The electric not capture this energy mixing. The average of the two
field due to the charged rods inside the cylinder in the betatron frequencies developes in time as shown in figures
beam frame can be written as lb and Ic. To capture the effects of this energy spread

N -_ N - fourth order correlations must be retained (fig. Id).- 4 q 3 .I • (13) * Work supported by DARPA/DSO

This result can be transformed back to the laboratory 1 . M. Kapchinskij and V. V. Vladirmirskij, in Pro-
frame. With this simplified model, the self-field contri- ceedmig of the Internlaional Conference High Energy
bution to moments involving FPI can be readily expressed Accelerators (CERN, Geneva, 1959), P. 274.
in terms of other moments retained in the system and a 2 E. P. Lee, E. Close, and L. Smith, in Proceedings of Me
close set of equations can be achieved. 1987 IEEE Particle Accelerator Conference, edited by

5. Results E. R. Lindstrom and L. S. Taylor (IEEE, New Jersey,
1987), p. 1126.

The High-Order Moment (HOM) model agrees with 3 D. Chernin, Particle Accelerators, 24, 29 (1988).
SAIC's "ABBY" 3 code, a linear envelope model for the 4 W. A. Newcomb, PhyA. Fluids, 25, 846 (1982).
steady state evolution of a monoenergetic beam. lb test 5 P. Amendt and H. Weitsner, PAy.. Fluids, 28, 949
the effect of energy spread in the HOM model, we injected (1985).
two monoenergetic circular beams at z = 0 with -/'s of 6 P. J. Channell, IEEE Trans. Nue.L Sc:., 30, 2607
3 and 3.1, respectively, into a mismatched constant guide (1983); P. J. Channell, L. M. Healy, and W. P. Ly-
field. Each beam will independently exhibit betatron cecil- senko, IEEE Bass. Nucl. Sci., 32, 2565 (1985).
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Fig. 1: Envelope solutions for a beam with energy spread.
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Collective Effects of the PLS 2 GeV Storage Ring

M. Yoo, J. Choi and T. Lee
Pohang Accelerat Laboratory

Pohang University of Science and Technology
Pohang, Korea 790-660

A&.tmct bilities are described in terms of coherent modes of a beam,
Collective effects of the PLS storage ring are discussed. the concept of impedance is more convenient.

Evaluation of the PLS storage ring coupling impedances
is presented. RF cavity Impedances are emphasized. II. COUPLING IMPEDANCES OF PLS
Single-bunch threshold current is studied and lougitudi- The frequency description of wake field is given by
nal coupled-bunch instabilties caused by RF narrow-band specifying two impedances, longitudinal impedance Z11(w)
resonances are analysed. which is a Fourier transform of W11(s) and transverse

impedance Zj±(w) which is a Fourier transform of W.L(s).
I. INTRODUCTION All storage ring components are sources of instabilities.

Charged particles moving very fast feel negligible e- In other words they have their own impedances; vacuumChared artcle moingver fat fel eglgibe eec-chamber resistive wall, RF cavity, bellows, steps, transi-
trostatic force from other particles. Therefore relativistic tion pieces, beam pwlition monitors and so on. The total
bunch of charged particles can maintain its shape and state pieces be s tore and es on. T tota
of motion forever without any disturbance. However, for impedance of the storage ring should be as small as pos-

bunches moving inside a vacuum chamber with finite con- ble. In the theories of instabilities, it is not Z(w) but
ductvityandsomegeomtry thesitutio Z(w)/n that appears, where as = w/wt is the frequencyductivity and some geometry, the situation is not sope-dvedbthrvotinrqucy

isntsopr divided by the revolution frequency.fect. Image charges are induced on the surface of the vac-
uum chamber and electromagnetic field is generated by the The impedance of the resistive wall of the chanter is sig-beambunh an th imae cargs onthevacum cam-nificant at low frequencies. However at frequencies higher
beam bunch and the imag e charges on the vacuum chafi- than a few MHz, the impedance of the resistive wall di-her. This electromagnetic field is called the wake field. Be- minishes and effectively negligible. At these high fr-equen-
cause of the finite conductivity of the vacuum chamber, the mies and efetie mogigibl e. The highfu
wake field is energy consumning and acts as a disturbance cies, aF cavity is the mast important one. The cavity has
to the motion of the bunch. The disturbing effects of the a fundamental resonant mode sad higher frequency reso-
wake field are not only longitudinal but also transversal to These narrow band resonances te equivalent to long range
the bunched beam motion. To describe these two effects Thsnarwbdreoncsrequvlttoogrnetwo functhos bare defione. Thdescribe loitul twakefuctin wake fields and therefore origins of coupled bunch instabil-
two functions are defined. The longitudinal wake function ities. Each of these sharp resonances is significant andWU(s) is defined as the amount of energy lost by a unit test soh st be p ci ed Hg erf qu ny e o a csgt
charge that follows the wake fieldgenerating bunch of unit so has to be specified. Higher frequency resonances getbroader and at sufficiently high frequences~, one can assume
charge at some longitudinal distance s from a reference that the impedance is a continuum.
position in the bunch. And similarly the transverse wake To evaluate the impedance of the storage ring, we per-
function W.(s) is defined as the total transverse impulse formed simplified model calculation for chamber resistive
received by a unit test charge that accompanies a bunch wall

of unit chargl. Now for the traveling bunches, stable ', bellows, transition pieces and so on. However for

motion is not guaranteed any more. The wake field also RF cavity we need more rigorous method. The above

causes energy spread of particles in a bunch and increase mentioned sharp resonances will be searched experimen-

of the effective enaittance of a beam. Since wake fields gen- tally. And we used TBCI code to evaluate the broad band

orated by a bunch do not vanish soon and can spread over impedance of RF cavity, which is a big part of the total

a lng range, the trailing bunches get influenced. This is impedance budget of the storage ring. We adopted res-

why some kinds of coupled bunch instabilities may occur. onator mode l to approximate the broad band impedance.

Therefr designing accelerators, it is necessary to e b determine three parameters of the resonator model,

unate these disturbing effects and try to find a way of min- we used longitudinal and transverse lon factor, %l(r) and

ming them. Sometimes it is useful to work with Fourier k.L(o) defined by

itansf~m, of wake field to frequency, which is identified as 1 f_(

the coupling impedance of the chamber. When the insta- 71(f) 1 W(s, ')e-'' ,
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W] • ,-)e°*'l3'ds" 2
b()= ~ ~ . " 2 e (2)

In the above Imnulas, vin the vin bunch length. By Ie_
varying: and running TBCI, we can obtain graph of k's
versus r. Then we can determine the three parameters of
the resonator model by graph fitting.

"ITble I summarizes the longtudinal impedances for PLS two

storage ring. [

Table I PLS Impedance budget

Item IZg/nj (Q)
RF cavity 0.7
Synchrotron radiation 0.16 0 1 2 3 4 5

Space charge 1.3x 10-4 B M B Cwd ing bIlpedrm (Ohm)

RIesitive wall 0.02
Steps and transitions 0.17
Bellows (unshielded) (1.27)
Bellows (shielded) 0.01 Fig.1 Single bunch longitudinal microwave threshold as a
Beam position monitors 0.015 function of coupling impedance
Ceramic chamber coatings IX 10-4

Other components and where al is the rms bunch length and R is the effective
safety margin 1.0 radius of the ring (i.e., R = C/2ir, C=ring circumfer-
Total .- %02 ence). Fig. 1 also compares between with and without

SPEAR scaling [4]. It is seen that when the longitudinal
broad band impedance is 2 Q, the threshold average cur-The corresponding transverse impedance can be ob- rent for a single bunch is approximately 0.24 mA without

tained by assumng a circular symmetry of the chamber SPEAR scaling and 3.5 mA with SPEAR scaling. The
[2]: 2R actual threshold current will be some value in between.

IZjL = V.IZ = I -2 (3) IV. LONGITUDINAL COUPLED-BUNCH

For PLS with b=2.5 cm, we get INSTABILITIES

jZj. = 0.286 MO/rn As is mentioned in section II, narrow-band resonances of
RF cavities are origin of coupled-bunch instabilities. The

III. THRESHOLD CURRENT FOR SINGLE central equation relating impedance resonances and insta-
BUNCH bilities is that of complex coherent frequency shift, w,,.,

for small Gaussian bunches [5]:
The peak threshold current for the longitudinal mi- X04194 (1/R) 2 (a- 1 )'(-)

crowave instability (also known as the turbulent bunch slw.,. : •2E ( - 1 )! (6)
lengthening) is given by [3]

2q = 2v|qlE/c(s )2  (4)where +00
I/ZlI (z 1):., = 1 k + +)2Ge-e(Pk+a) 2(e*,/R)1

where q is the frequency slip factor (V s a for a highly P=-+0
relativistic particle and a is the momentum compaction . _ _[(pkb + s + av,)_(7)
factor), E the energy of a stored beam, 6 = v/c, ap the pk& + s + av.
relative rms energy spread of a beam, and JZp/nJ is the Ion- In the above equation, kb represents the number
gitudinal broad-band coupling impedance divided by the of bunches, a the longitudinal mode number s =
mode number. 0 1,2..., (k - 1), a the oscillation mode of the bunch

Threshold current as a function of jZn/ni is shown in
Fig. I. Note that the threshold current shown in Fig. I i shape in phase space, e.g., the dipole mode a=l, the
the average beam current lb. It is related with the peak quadrupole mode a=2, etc., 17 the frequency slip factor, Tocurrent via the average beam current, wo the angular revolution fre-

quency, E0 the nominal beam energy, w, the angular syn-
vI R -,chrotron frequency, R the average radius of a ring, and of is
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teim b• •b legth in space. At this time of manuscript Table III Growth times ad gone shifts kw the
PIqautiorn, the &mt RF cavity of PLS has been delivered fastestgrowiag longitudinal coGpled-bunch modes for 468
mouths qp but the full analysis has not been carried out f t ng lnd coupledmbunc
yet. Thwerer we used the measured data of Photon Fac- bunhes and 100 mA beam current
toy, of which cavity is almost the same as that of PLS. To Energy Mode Growth Tune
use Eq. (6), the program ZAP has been invoked. (GeV) number (a) time (msec) shift

Calculated growth times for the dipole mode (i.e. a=1)
for each RF cavity mode are summarized in Table II. 1 0.34 -2.94 x 10-4

1.5 2 49.91 -5.86 x 10-5
Table II Longitudinal dipole (a=1) mode growth rate for 3 1618 -1.98 X 10"

each higher-order mode of the RF cavity 4,...

Frequency (MHs), f,. Growth time (msec) 1 0.5 -1.82 X 10-4

758.2 230.8 2.0 2 48.7 -3.51 x 10-5
1,048.0 499.6 3,4...
1,302.1 1161.2
1,328.0 62.6 1 0.57 -1.15 x 10-4

1,64Z.4 0.48 2.5 2 26.5 -2.48 x 10-5
1,707.7 9.04 3,4...
1,860.5 49.76
1,962.4 381.6
2,121.5 43.08
2,167.7 196.24 (a > 1), the rate of the increase in growth rate rapidly

increases as the bunch length increases.
In obtaining the growth time of Table II, total number of The result indicated that damping mechanism or fre-

bunches (kb) are assumed to be 468 (i.e., fill all RF buck- quency shift of the RF cavity is required, otherwise the
eta) and the average beam current was taken to be 100 mA. growth time is too small, less than the radiation damping
The rmna bunch length was taken arbitrarily to be 5 mm, time. It is also seen that dangerous RF modes are mostly
which is the natural rma bunch length at 2 GeV. The rme located on the high frequency side. The theory employed

energy spread was taken to be 6.8 x 10-1. It is seen that here has a limitation such that it can not be used for the

the mode number 8 (i.e, fr.=l1,648.4 MHz) gives the worst asymmetric bunch configuration, which will be the actual

case. When taking into account the fact that there are to- case for the PLS in order to avoid the ion trapping prob-

tal four cavities in the PLS, we expect that the growth lem.
times will be smaller than those in Table II. The reason
that the mode number 6 gives the smallest growth time is V. REFERENCES
because it is this frequency which is closest to the neighbor- [1] K. Bane and M. Sands, SLAC-PUB-4441 (1987)
ing coupled-bunch oscillation frequency (pkh + a + av,)Wo,
where p=l, s=148 and a=1. Higher-order mode damping [2) B. Zotter and F. Sacherer, Proc. First Course of Int.
or frequency shift of the RF cavity is therefore needed for School of Particle Accelerators, Erice, CERN 77-13
this mode and others. On the other hand, we believe that (1976)
the estimation given here is very pessimistic, because in
the calculation we have not taken into account the radia- [31 E. Keil and W. Schnell, CERN ISR-RF 69/48 (1969)
tion damping and the Landau damping which comes from [4] A. W. Chao and J. Gareyte, SPEAR-197, PEP-224
the frequency spread due to the nonlinear synchrotron os- (1976)
cill•a (on.

The growth times and the tune shifts are tabulated in 15J M. S. Zisman et al, LBL-21270, ESG-15, 1986
Table III. Again one RF cavity was assumed in obtaining
this table. All the RF buckets were assumed to be filled
out and the average beam current was taken to be 100 mA.

Table III shows that for dipole synchrotron mode the co-
herent growth time increases as the energy increases while
for higher synchrotron modes it gets decreasing. This can
be easily explained with the help of Eqs. (6) and (7).
For dipole node, the effective impedance decreases as the
energy increases because of the increase in bunch length,
-s seen in Eq. (7). On the other hand, for higher modes
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Nonlinear evolution of longitudinal bunched-beam instabilities.

A.Geranimov

Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory-
P.O.Box 500, Batavia, IL 60505, USA

where time is normalised to make the revolution frequency
Wo = 1, zd (i = 1, N) is the coordinate of the i-th par-

Abstact tide, i is the coordinate of the centre of gravity of the
beam i = * i:-• zj, and q is the amplitude of the wake-

Numerical reals of the nolinear evolution of longitudunal field. The quantity e measures the strength of interaction
instabilities of bunched beas ame presented. Saturation in the continuous limit N -* oo, while 6, is 2w-periodic
effects due to the decoherence (tune spread) are catego- 6-function. Frequencies w, and w. are respectively the syn-
rised according to the magnitude and type of impedances. chrotron and resonant impedance frequencies. The con-
New phenomenon of non-saturating imstability (bearn stant A > 0 measures the nonlinearity of the RF potential
splitting) is described, well and is always small in our study.

We will assume the interaction strength c together with
the tune spreadw . to be small, w. < a (where 6w. is

I. INTRODUCTION the tune spread 6w. = JA(z2 )), e < caw.w.. In the zero

Nonlinear stages of development of coherent instabilities tune spread limit, the complex coherent frequency shift

have been studied by a few authors /1-3/ in relation to the Aws = w - W. can be found (see, eg., /5/)to be:

longitudinal itability of the coasting beam. Some numer-
ical simulation studies were carried ýout for the bunched A, = (2)
beam, with the emphasis on the thresholds of instabili- 2w,

ties /4/. Numerical simulation results /1/ indicated that where the complex effective impedance ,= -, + iZ is de-
the longitudinal instability of the coasting beam always fined as Z = Z(w.), with the regular frequency-dpendent
saturates and eventually decays due to the effect of deco- impedance:
herence. In the present paper, we undertake a numerical
simulation study of the nonlinear development of the Ion- Z(I)= - 1
gitudinal instability of bunched beam. The saturation d- (2w) 2 W, 2 w + ie(W + i)- (W + n)2

fects due to the decoherence from the tune spread are the
primary objects of interest. More detailed presentation of For the finite value of the tune spread, the relevant (real)
this study is available in Ref./8/ parameters that define the nonlinear evolution are 6w,,

Re(Aw.) and Im(Aw.). One of these parameters defines
the units of time, so that the evolution depends essentially
on two dimensionlem parameters:

The simulation is carried out for the model that consists ROW-)
of a single bunch interacting with a localised single-mode C(, 6W.
longitudinal wakefield under the assumption of the short IM(•.)
bunch length relative to the wavelength of the wakefield =, - (4)
(Long wavelength/low frequency approximation in the 6w.
analysis of RI./5/): III. SCENARIOS OF EVOLUTION.

- = -(t) (1) The evolution in model (1) is directly simulated by us-

W2q =ing many particles and implementing the single-turn map-* + a, + w•w -- /VR'a6,) ping. In that mapping, the nonlinearity of oscillations A is

• Opwad by tpWind Rmem Amodm, Jnr unde treated perturbatively, i.e. the mapping for zj, ii between
amb" with the U.S.Dep. of ZEw. the &-functional "kicks" is that of a linear oscillator with

0-7803-1209-1j9310300 0I 3276



the shifted frequency. The number of particles N was taken fast-oscillating sinusoidal signal (with the synchrotron fre-
to be large enough to reproduce the continuous limit. We quency) with a slow-changing envelope. The initial growth
present in FiSs.1-4 four characteristic cases of instability demonstrates the saturation at some level. After that, one
evolution. These casm are representative of four different observes some apparently random "turbulent" oscillations.
scenarios that we loosely define by the relative strength of In the Strong instability regime the envelope of oscillations
instability (distance from the threshold): grows monotonically until the saturation. For the Weak

I) Stroug instability IC, I > C,,, jC) I C• ¢, instability, the envelope of oscillations is not a monotoni-
II) Wesk instability ¢cj - C,¢,, jC]¢ C¢,. cally growing function of time even before the saturation.

and by the type of impedance: The first maximum in the envelope of oscillations occurs
early before the saturation and in quite small. It is followed

a) PReactive impedance 1C,.I > Icil (or AZ > IzID by several more maximaofircreasing amplitude before the
b) Active impedance ¢j,1 < lCd (or (1Z4 < IZ,.I) saturation. The maximally attainable amplitudes of cen-

The quantities C,e,, C•4, are the critical (i.e.corresponding troid oscillations are much smaller than in the case of a
to the stability border) values defined by the ratio C,1/C. strong instability.
Stability border in C,, Ci plane is shown in Fig.5.

Examples of the time dependencies of centroid position
i(t) and emittance a(t) = ((z2)) (averaged over the parti- 7,6
des and the fast synchrotron oscillations) for four different
scenarios are shown in Figs.1-4. Time scale is given in
turns, and the scaling factor is the instability rise time in
the absence of tune spread r,,. = I/Im(Aw,).

tI , 6 "' '4. . . . I . .

U -t

Sa b

Fig.3. (a) Centroid oscillations y = f(t) and (b)
Emittance growth u(t) for the case of (Weak insta-

.' bility, Reactive impedance) with C, = 1.25, C, = .49,
:. . . . . .and r ,= 315..

a b . .
Y

Fig.l. (a) Centroid oscillations y = (t) and (b) S

Emittance growth a(t) for the case of (Strong instabil-
ity, Reactive impedance) with C,. = 4.16, Ci = 1.65, U
and rT. = 188..

7.....,...........,.
u0 IM =1 3M MI I IM 3M MI4

"I a b

.3 Fig.4. (a) Centroid oscillations y = f(t) and (b)
Emittance growth a(t) for the case of (Weak insta.
bility, Active impedance) with C, = .24, C, = .89

: - W M Ma t M and r•, = 175..
a b

IV. BEAM SPLITTING.
Fig.2. (a) Centroid oscillations y = i(t) and (b)
Emittance growth a(t) for the case of (Strong insta- The Jib (Strong instability, active impedance) example of
bility, Active impedance) with C, = 1.18, Ci = 4.40, Fig.2 shows peculiar non-decaying and even slightly grow-
and r, = 142. ing oscillations after the saturation. More insight into this
The centroid oscillations in Figs.1-4 present itself a behavior is provided by a few phase space snapshots in
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Fig.2c. Time labels are in the same scale as in Fig.2a. V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS.

The most interesting nonlinear effect observed is the beam
t. splitting phenomenon. We suggest to explain, or rather in-

terpret it as the trapped-particles nonlinear modes, in ex-
.. , .tension of a similar concept of persistent nonlinear (BGK)

0�.�-. p waves in plasma physics (see, e.g. /6/). We expect by
-X that analogy that in our system a group of particles can be
,,...,,,,,,3. ..,.3 ,,.3,,,,,,,, .... ,, trapped, under certain conditions, near the center of self-

IN 24 e IN driven nonlinear resonance. The elongated shape of the
30 10 . 1 ... "beamlet" in Fig.2c corraborates that interpretation. The
X -a -a resonant frequency will change in time under the influence

10 - -"0 of (anti)dissipative impedance component Z,r, carrying the

o trapped particles towards larger radia. The difference with
-1 10 1conventional BGK modes is in this (anti)dissipation in the
-0 O _ system causing the frequency sliding. We suggest thus the

S.term "sliding trapped (BGK) m odes".
-30 .3 0 0 1 33 30 000 0 .3a00 03 -3. 0 3-10 0 10 W 3 Beam turbulence is another important clas of essen-

so IX, IN ,. Ioo tially nonlinear phenomena. Even when after the satura-
Fig.2c. Phase space snapshots for the parameters of tion of instability the emittance becomes large enough to
Fig.2a z-nd b. make a beam stable for any smooth bell-shaped distribu-
One can see that the particles that happen to be at the tion, the small-scale "microstructure" of the density can

larger radia (amplitude of oscillations) at the moment of persist in the beam for a long time, causing random-like
saturation start moving toward increasing radia and finally low-level centroid oscillations and slow emittance growth.
form a distinct beamlet that is separate from the core of In our case of fast synchrotron oscillations 6w, 4w,
the beam. This beamlet does not decohere but oscillates emittance growth can be rc.ated to the amplitude of cen-
with increasing amplitude as a rigid entity. troid oscillations i = asin(wat) through the convinient

The results of a special-purpose series of simulations to scaling law:
explore the onset of beam splitting are presented in Fig.5. de = A 2

The beam splitting was diagnosed by observing a non- dT ror (5)
decohering beamlet in the phase space. where r., is the instability rise time in the absence of

the tune spread T r = A theoretical quasilin-
&O (3ear "overshoot" approach /7/ for predicting a(t) and A(t)

was developed in Ref./7/ along the same lines as in the

coasting beam theory /2-3 /.
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Abstract monopole modes: an extended version comprehensive of dipole
The case of interaction of not fully relativistic multi- modes is under development.

bunch beams with the fundamental and higher order modes of a The SVEA approximation supposes small field
cavity is not yet covered by existing codes, nevertheless it is a perturbations produced by any single bunch, that add up to
fundamental problem in the design of RF guns and/or collider give an envelope of any mode field slowly varying on the time
cavities. A simple model that couples Newton and Maxwell scale of its period.
equations, takinig into account also space charge, beam loading Motion and field equations are coupled together through
and build-up effects of higher order modes under beam-tube the driving current term.
cutoff frequency, is presented. This approach is intended to fill
that gap, avoiding relativistic approximation. It uses a current II. THE FIELD EQUATIONS
density description of the beam and a slowly varying envelope
approximation for the time evolution of the modes amplitude. Expressing the electric field E as a sum of normal
A fast running code (HOMDYN), based on this model has orthogonal modes:
been developed and the application to a few typical examples is
illustrated. E(z,t) = n Aj(t) e,(z) sin(ot + 0,(t))

Table I+ ae
Symbol definitions

An = mode amplitude Lb = bunch length with an = (An]2i) eion , en(z) = en(r=-O) and:
6n = mode spatial distri- q = bunch charge 2,.. 2- F-'n-
bution on axis Zhtb = head, tail and bary- V en =-knen V en mdv=5 = 8nm

n= mode radian frequency center coordinates the equation for the electric field complex amplitude an driven
On= mode phase R = bunch radius by a beam current distribution J(zt) in the cavity is [11:
an= mode complex ampli- c = light velocity 2 2
tude mo = electron rest mas d 2xan . 0) n da•n

+ 2i' +inan=
Qn = quality factor of the B = average velocity/light l Qi )n + i Qn
mode velocity dt2

Un = mode stored energy J = beam current density- f
Eo = peak electric field Nb = n. of bunches in train - eI
C.C.= Complex Conjugate Vr = repetition rate _ f en J dv

I. INTRODUCTION with the normalization relations:

I n - t Ae(Z nS
When treating the evolution of high charge, not fully Xn(t) 1 = en(Z) U 0E

relativistic electron bunches in RF fields of an accelerating
cavity, it is necessary to take into account also the field Applying the SVEA approximation hypotheses:
induced by the beam in the fundamental and higher order dan d2 an << 2
modes, and the variation of bunch sizes due to both the «<(Onan 2 W0nan
external fields and space charge. dt

For single bunches the problem has been already tackled we obtain the first order equation:
using PIC codes, which describe the bunch as an ensemble of dan +( nn
particles and track their motion, coupled to the E.M. field n)+ 1 - an =
propagation. The case of long bunch trains would consume an d 2 Qn
unbearable amount of computer time if treated by a mere f
extension of the single bunch case. =ie-i + -'J n dv +

We have therefore devised a simple model that uses a 2 + +

current density description of the beam and slowly varying 2
envelope approximation (SVEA) for the evolution of the
cavity modes. The present version deals only with TM
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+ (I+5k) "0 1  ,2.

The last term is effective only in the fundamental mode Kr in ( 2  ( + a,1 ,,
equation and accounts for a feeding sinusoidal current of m;c 2
amplitude KI representing a power supply.

The current density term can be written as follows: + 2 a,,,, a,, cos(2( .(tY)-J (_0 v q dz where the two sums run over the HOM modes (index n, n=l
- L n(Zh)---en(Zt) j) for the fundamental mode) and over the spatial harmonic

ft coefficients as5 n of each mode form factor

The evolution of the field amplitude during the bunch to 6(z)=Znas.ncos(nknz).
bunch interval is given by the analytical solution of the The bunch lengthening is derived adding to the space
homogeneous equation, which connects successive numerical charge effect, as given by [3], the first order component
integrations applied during any bunch transit. coming from fundamental and HOM modes, which is simply

given by the head-tail difference of the total RF field acting on

Ill. THE BEAM EQUATIONS the bunch:

The basic approximation in the description of beam -- eq ( (- 2 + 2 _(YLb+R)u
dynamics lays in the assumption that each bunch is represented dt 2  4
as a uniform charged cylinder, whose length and radius can 2eomoy R2Lb
vary under a self-similar time evolution, i.e. keeping anyway e iwt
uniform the charge distribution inside the bunch. The present + _ =n•tv(t)e_ (en(Zh) - en(Zt)) + c.C.)
choice of a uniform distribution is dictated just by sake of 3

simplicity in the calculation of space charge and HOM m.Y
contributions to the beam dynamics. A further improvement of
the model to include gaussian distributed bunches is under In a similar way ve derive the energy distribution inside
way. According to this assumption, and to the general the bunch by specifying the energy associated to each slice
hypothesis that the space charge and HOM effects on beam located at a distance s from the bunch barycenter (zb):
dynamics are perturbative, we can write, under a paraxial
approximation, the equations for the longitudinal motion of dy sni
the bunch barycenter: ! • S s• n(an(t)e i n(zb+s)+ C.C.) +
d o _ e ' t * 

-it- d.b t

m 3- n- (ane +afle ) e^.(z) -• c=+ ( q4(-,)2 + R2 -2+R))
m.c'y o y2L2b( b R

The evolution of the bunch radius R is described 0
according to a recently proposed envelope equation (2],
including RF-focusing and space charge effects, transformed IV. FIRST RESULTS.
into the time-domain:

To test the validity of the simulation we have applied the
d2R dR do3 R P)/ R computation to the case of a 500 MHz single cell resonator,

-2 + dt dt ) + dt f() + Kr + computing the mode frequencies and field distributions by the
dt2  4 SUPERFISH code. Starting with the case of a train of

relativistic rigid bunches and assuming an extreme set of

2 2 2 parameters to shorten the time scale of the phenomena (--100,
Ic £ C q=400 nC, Q=10 2-Nb=10, vr=500 MHz, U0 10=0.138 J,

3 = U0 12---0. J) we show in Fig. 1 the evolution of the electric field3R.y 2 seen by bunches during transit in the cavity. In Fig.2,3 the
stored energies and field phases of TM010 are shown for two

2 different injection phases. Notice the transition from
0>- I- f(p)=..(3P2y/y12. 2 3(4 - 12 )) absorption to emission regime after 3 bunches in the TM0 10

P02 P mode

where IA is the Alfven current (17 kA), en the rms normalized Induced energy in TM010 (Fig.4) and in TM0 12 (Fig.5) are
beam emittance and the RF average focusing gradient Kr is compared for a relativistic (y=5) and non-relativistic (yr-2)
given by: beam, (q=16 nC, Q=-102, Nb=200, vr=125 MHz, U0 10=0 J,

U0 12 =0 J).
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Generation of Space-Charge Waves due to Localized Perturbations*

J. G. Wang, D. X. Wang, D. Kehne, and M. Reiser
LaboraMoy for Plasma Resemah and Deatmnt of Electrial Engineering

University of Maryland, College Park, Maryland 20742

Abarac:
Generation of various spacecag waves due to locaiized

perturbations on the beam parameters, namely the velocity,
density, and current, is reported. Analytical solutions of one-
dimensional fluid equations under such perturbations are
jxnsenied and compared with the experimental results.

I. INTRODUCTION

The study of longitudinal instabilities in space-charge
dominated beams is an on-going research program at the
University of Maryland [1]. It has significant importance to
high current beam acceleration and transport such as in the
case of induction linacs for heavy ion fusion drivers [2]. As
the first phase of the program, we study the generation,
propatdon, and edge reflection of space-charge waves due to
localized perturbations in an environment without instability.

The behavior of space-charge waves has been long studied Fig.l. Grid-cathode pulse of the electon gun, showing a
in the fields of microwave generation and particle acceleration peturbation bump.
[3,4]. The underlying physics is well known when beams are Figure 2 shows the beam current waveforms measured at
perturbed by sinusoidal signals. In order to study beam 2 different locationsO - ýg the transport channel. Two current
physics of longitudinal instability and beam-wave interaction, waves, namely, the sic- and fast waves appearing in the beam
it is desirable to generate space-charge waves in the form of current waveform, are generated in almost equal amplitudes and
localized perturbations instead of sinusoidal signals. There is opposite polarities, and propagate aparL
very little information about this in the literature.

In the experiment we found that the space-charge waves[ - -

generated by localized perturbations have various forms, [
depending on howspecifc beam parametersa m pertub. In
general two space-charge waves have different amplitude and .... .. -

polarity under the initial velocity and density perturbations. It
is only in some special cases, the two space-charge waves are
generated with the same amplitudes. There are also
conditions under which the two space-charge waves degenerate,-- - --

into one: a fast wave only or a slow wave only. The
experimental results, analytical solutions and a comparison
between the two are reported in this paper. --- - - - -

I[. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS -- -

The experimental setup consists of a short pulse electron
beam injector [5) and a 5-m long periodic solenoid focusing
channel [6]. The election beam is generated by a gridded _
electron gun. The initial perturbation is introduced to the -,- -
beam by modulating the grid pulse with a small bump as
shown in Fig. 1. This corresponds to a positive velocity Fig. 2. Beam current waveforms, showing that two
perturbation on the beam particles, which in turn produces the cunrnt spacecharge waves with almost equal amplitudes and
initial density, or current perturbations at different values opposite polarities propagate away from each other.
depending on the gun operation conditions. The various
space-charge waves in the form of localized perturbations are Figure 3 shows that only one fast wave with a positive
then generated and propagate on the beam. The beam current polarity generated on the beam current, which propagates
and energy can be measured along the channel for analysis. toward the beam front By contrast, Fig. 4 shows only one

slow wave with a negative polarity on the current waveforms,
*Rewch Suppomd by die U.S. Depaunent of & 3Vz. which propagates toward the beam tail.
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Fig. 3. Beam current waveforms with only one fast ... . __1.... ....
wave,, prpgtn towards the beam front. ",/as,

Fig. 5. Velocity waves measurca beam energy
- -- -analyzer, showing the change from a fast wave to a slow wave

S•,,•,..•mwhen the petrbto conditions viny in the gun.

\ I J I
~~1-

wheeav(lt andvlt r teln chrgensit andth

f -• . plicloveloitythe subscripts 0andl1representing the
UN*/XV the longitudinl electrical field induced by the a. c. component

Fig. 4. Beam current waveforms with only one slow of the beam current, which equals to(-WMxT.Xd)l/da) unde
wave, pgating towards the beam tail, the long wavelent condition, g is a geometic factor of order

unity, and el(mi) denotes the ratio of the charge and the
Figue 5 shows te space-chare wave signals fom an "longitudinal mass" of the charged prtmicles.

bean energy analyz, whee the beam particles with an energy By applying the double Laplace trnsfomations both for
above the beam averae energy pass through the energy the space z and time t, defined by
aalyzerandfnrmthei bmpuoftetces. On thetoptrace, .
only one fast velocity waveaqppears,corsp ig tothecase T(k, s) = Sdz jf(z, t)e-(b+ az)d

mn Fig. 3, while on the bottom trace only one slow wave o 0 (2)
appears, corresponding the case in Fig. 4. On the fourth trace, where f(z,t) is afunction representing vj(z,t), )l(z,), or i1(z,t)
two velocity waves with almost the same amplitude appear, - the perurbed beam current, Eq. (1) then can be convented to
that is close to the case in Fig. 2. Other traces show that one algbra equations for v1, •, and i1 in the k-s domain.
velocity wave is dominant over another. Further, we consider the following initial and boundary

lB. ANALYTICAL SOLUTIONS conditions: a).There is no perturbation anywhere along the z-
axis when t<0; b). At z=0 for t>O+ a local velocity

In order to inepe the experimental observations, the petrbton is introduced to the beam in the form
cold fluid model has been emnployed. The space-charge waves v1(0, t) = av06(¢)(3
aen solved in the time domain for a localized perturbation ,O
instead of in the frequency domai for a sinusoidal wave. The where a is a small qmatity to specify the strength of the
specific solutions under the given initial and boundary perturbaion, and G(c) is the unit gate function deie by the
codtouare obtaind instead of eigenmode solutions from difference of two Heavyside unit stepfucindispersion equations. Al possible initial conditions of

whr )L(z) =W U(zt) ar Uth liecagedniy)n h

ipvelocity, dcnyity, ad curret peruations occurredtin s i 0 a U rn (4)
experimet ae tun into c c), Assme the initial cunt pe has the fhrm
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(O. t) -0= Q°•), (5) IV. DISCUSSION

with P as a small quantity to specify the perturbeion segth. According to Eq. (13), the two current waves have the
7%muoeM, the iMitial density pertiuration is demmined by same amplitudes with the opposite polarity only when P-O,

i.e. without an initial current perturbation. This is the coe in
•, to,) (P- a)) Co ) .(6) Fig. 2. When 0/ 1m(I+vwt.), only one fat wave is generated

as in tie case of Fig. 3. When 0/c,-(l-vw1 cj, only one slow
Thin, the pe b beami p met cun beo wave survives as shown in Fig. 4.

s+ (P - )X v~ 2_ c 2)k 1(.~~j Fig. 6 shows the relative amplitude of the velocity waves,
((k.vo)2 2 2 - i.e. the ratio of the velocity wave amplitude over the initial
(a+kvo) -k c, perturbation amplitude avo, versus the quantity P/a for

Sc,/vo-0.l. Itis only at the point A whene P/al indicating
the initial density perturbation is zero, the two velocity waveshave the same polarity and the same relative amplitude of 1/2.

2 - C Elsewhere, the two velocity waves have diflerent amplitudes,Qt )' + a (2_C
0 o S I ~ even differemtpolarity when I W I istlarge enough. 71easum

s+ kvo) 2 2 of the two amplitudes is always 1, i.e. the initial perturbation
-k c amplitude, as expected. The slow wave vanishes completely

aUd (8) at •/al 11, while the fast wave vanishes at /6a=-9. This is

compared with the scope rces in Fig. 5.

HaRm cs is the so called "soumd" velocity of space-chare waves
and dfinedas , F

___g_ _o 0 0.5- .•

c,= o4•- (10) " 0.0- -"

Inverse Laplace transforms yield the perturbed beam "
density, velocity and current in the real time-space domain as 1 -0.5-

X-10 -5 0 5 I0

)0'(z' t) = - 2 " ", - (V a) G(Z- (o-C,)(c)

Fig. 6. Relative velocity wave amplitude vs. perturbation
+ 2"0 E;-+P a [ -- (V+C..1,(',) (n) puamanx .

,W v,+P-o , 0V. SUMM'ARY

c The generation of space-charge waves due to localized
v1(z, Q(P- 1)+ o G[[_(Vot,)rj( perturbations to the beam parameters is studied experimentally

20 and analytically. Various forms of space -charge waves have
a c_1•1 been observed and they are the solutions of the fluid model

+ Lj+ - o"[. [ (Vo+C ,)t](' (12) Good agreement between the theory and experiment has been

found.
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Three Dimensional Multipole Decomposition of Fields

Kyoung Rahn
Lawrence Berkeley Labatory

University of Califsia
Berkeley, CA 94720, USA

Aidtact The multipole coefficients Mh,g(z) of the potential 0 are
A new method to generate the general multipole rep- defined in cylindrical coordinates system by

resentatiom of the three dimnsional static field, electric
oa magnetic,is obtained va a scaler potential evaluated 0(p, 0,) =  M ( cos (1) (1)
from the arbitrary specified soum. As an application of 5=0 1=0
this formlation, a previous desecred 3-D electric field
decA Poaation method has been further generalized to the for the system of up-down symmetry. No z-axis expan-
magetic feld. 811on is performed and MI(z) is calculated at numerous

locations in z.
1. INTRODUCTION The source-free vacuum potential € satisfies the Laplace

Representing an arbitrary three.dimensional vector field equation (V2 0 = 0) and thus the Mtj observe the follow-
requires enormous amount of information. Multipole ex- ing recursion relation:
pansioa is the natural and efficient way of representing a
field with symmetry. A good example is the field from a MM, =M' 2 ,1/ - k 2 ), (2)
quadrupole magnet which consists of a large quadrupole
compoment with relatively small fringe fields. Then the where double prime denotes the second derivative with re-
nMltipole expansion converges rapidly and from the Wym- spect to z. In order for # be analytic near the origin,
metry of the magnet geometry it can be easily seen that the relation k > I 1_ 0 and k - I = even must be true
certain multipoles does not occur. for non-zero coefficients. The entire ensemble of nulti-

For a static field, electric or magnetic, the Green's func- pole coefficients can then be determined from M1,1 and its
tic. is well known, and the multipole coefficients can be x-derivatives.
determined from the source of the field. For a electrostatic Since the field can be determined from the Green's func-
problems the potential at the electrode is usually given and tion which is analytic away from the source, it is possible
the charge density can be obtained by the capacity matrix to decompose the Green's function into multipoles and the
techique[fi without solving for the field everywhere. For total multipole coefficients are obtained by integration over
the magnetostatic problem, the current source is usually the source.
given. Electric potential .0 from the charge distribution Q(x')

In this report general multipole decomposition method is given by (setting 4re, --+ 1)
for the static vacuum field from an arbitrary source is pre-
sented. In section II, the multipole expansion of the field is = dxjGm(x, x')Q(*) (3)
defined and the method of generating its coefficients from
the Green's function is described. Section III shows the where 1
result from its application to a simple magnet geometry. G.(x, x3) = Ix - Xj " (4)
A summary and conclusion is given in Sec. IV. Away from the charges the Green's function G is in-

2. MULTIPOLE EXPANSION finitely differentiable, and it is in principle possible to
Static vacuum fields, electric or magnetic, can be repre- compute the multipole coefficients Mtj by differentiating

sented by a scalar potential. The scalar potential can be equation (1). Hence the multipole coefficient of the elec-
expremed in terms of multipoles which exploit the polar trotatic field at the origin has the form
symmetry of the system. The convergence of the expan-

won depends on the system of interest, however, most of Ma= dx Kk, (x) Q(x) (5)
"mpe designs such as quadrupoles or sextupoles have a
single dominant component in addition to the many small and the explicit expression of Kk ,, is given in the Table 1.
other multipole terms. Then the field can be accurately The magnetic field is determined from the current source
reptesented by keeping a few leading terms. I by Biot-Savart's law (setting p./4w -- + 1),

-W.Wk uamkd by te Direca , Ofice of Enea Rmewch, Of-
ASoOo FWem Rmay, U.S. Dept. a( Enmmr, under Contract No. B = - dx'Gm(x,x)xI(x)

D .AC8-T76SP.OO .
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whbere 0 is the Gron's function for the magnetic field and the slope of the Moo in the plot is seen to be nearly
sad ft explicit form given by constant as expected.

- A second cme is the simple magnetic quadrupole made
G,,(x, x') = -p-of current elements shown in Figure 2. A single unit of

i-I current is flowing on the ac-shaped current elements of
aperture radius a and two units of current are on ther= ix- el. straight segment running along the s-axis. The length of
the straight section is chosen to be the same as the aper-

After some algebra the multipole coefficient Ma,, of the ture radius (a) so that a rich content of multipoles from
magnetic Aid at the orgin can be recut s, the fringe field is produced. From the symmetry of the

current geometry, all the multipole coefficients with I other
Mba = - dx LKL, I(x) + Kg, I,(x) + K1,, I,(x)] (6) than 2 + 4k for a non-negative integer k are zero. FigureS(I3 shows the non-zero multipole coefficients of the simple

with the explicit form of the vector coefficients Kh,, given test current distribution of the quadrupole in the Figure 2.
in the Table 2. 5. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

The seroth order coefficient MWe is determined by the The general multipole expansion method of the static
integral along the s-axis field is presented. The previous multipole calculation of

'ox the three-dimensional electrostatic field from the arbitrary
M0,0(x) = - B,(x')dx'. electrode geometry [1] has been generalized to the mag-WO 0netic field. In addition, using symbolic algebra, instead

of differential algebra[21, each multipole coefficient is ex-
3. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS plicitly calculated, hence the computation time is reduced

It is straight forward to evaluate the multipole coeffi- substantially (by a factor of hundred or greater), which
cients from the expressions (5) and (6). In principle mul- makes this method practical.
tipole coefficients of all orders, still exact, can be obtained
from the method above, however, in the present work the 6. REFERENCES

expansion was truncated at 100h order since the number [1] M. Bert, W. Fawley and K. Hahn, Nucl. Inst. and

of coefficients increases by the square of the order and the Method, A 307 (1991) 1.

expansion usually converges rapidly for the typical system [2] M. Bert, IEEE Trans. Elec. Dev., 35-11 (1988) 2002.

of interest.
The coefficients are made dimensionless by choosing the Table I. Electric multipole coefficient Ka,a at origin

scaling length of aperture radius a and the proper scalar
potential value at the aperture radius and 0 = 0, i.e.: fromauntsourceatx. Herer = Az2 +I2 +z.

= 10 10 acs(0 7
*=4.EE Matj(z) ( o(1))7

5=0 1o Koo = I
r

Test runs made for an electrostatic quadrupole show an K1 ,1 =
exact match to the previous calculation using the Differ-
ential Algebra (DA) technique [1] except the computation 3 (X2 - y2 )
time is reduced by at least two orders of magnitude. Typ- K2 ,2 = 4 r5

ical computation times spent for the extraction of the co- 5 (0 - 3* u2)
efficients up to tenth order is less than I second on a Cray K3 ,3 = 8 r7
computer (XMP) from the charge nodes of 5000 points. 35 (84 _ 6 X2 y2 + y4)
Calculation of the charges on the nodes which involves the K4,4 = 6-4-
inversion of the capacity matrix takes about 800 Cray cpu 6 4 Xy
seconds as before. For the magnetic multipole expansion, Ks,s 63 (= s - I0 12+ 5 4)
two test runs are presented for simple geometries. Case 128 r7
one is the simple Helmholtz coil consisting of two identical K = 231 (Z6 - 15 z4 y2 + 15 z2 #4 - 16)

circular rings of radius a separated by the equal distance , - 512 r 1 3

a. Axi-symmetry of the field gives zero coefficients except
the M,0 for even k. This is an excellent example showing ! 2 + e - 2 z 2

advantage of the multipole expaxsion since only a few coef- K2,o = 4 r
flaeit are needed to describe the 3-D vector field at fixed
s. Figure 1 shows the non-zero multipole coefficients up
10 order. Thoug not plotted, the axial magnetic field
at the axis can be obtained from the s-derivative of Moo
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Tabbe 2. Mopetic wautipcle coeffleast Job at origi
barn = u mtc eamtom h, at x. Ihre r= +/ + 3z.

Ke =V3, 1  = KS,1 -KT 1 K9 1 •0
p3yK 2" ,2 = 4- ' r•

3 = 4"4r'r

= 35y (3W - y2 ) z 
4A -- - - - - --

63cy (S 2_y) X

231 1 (S W4 -10 z2 p2 + V4) z Fig. 1 - Multipole coefficients of the Helmholts coil up to 101A

512r13 order. All none-axisymmetric coefficients are sero. In

3pa Helmholts coil, axial separation of the identical rings
K.0 = •- 75is equal to their radius (a).

"X Z
lo ( 2 +7 r,

S4 s (a2 - 3y 2) z
640

63 (.4 _6 X2 V2 + V4) Z Fig. 2 - Current distribution in a simple quadrupole geometry.
128 A single unit of current is on the arc shaped elememts

231x (Z4 _ 10z 2y2 + 5V4) z and two units of current is on the straight section in
512 r13 order to prevent charge accumulation.

=81 ,o K : Ko = K :,= KAo.0 = A,o 0 =K 0 ,0 :0

-3zv

K28= 28,

16 r

63y (-5X4+IOX2y2 _V4)Ks's1280 11

231 a p (-3 04 +10 2 p2 -3 3 4 ) Fig. 3 - Multipole coefficients MA,, for the simple quadrupole
(_Z 256 r13 geometry in Figure 2. The length of the straight sec-

p3 3y - y2 + 4 z2) tion element is chosen to be the same as the aperture
(.. = pr7 radius. From the symmetry, coefficients of 1= 0, 1, 3,

4, 5, 7, 8, and 9 are zero.
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Multi-lunch Beams-Break-Up Studies for a SWFELIFBAO

J.S.Kim, HJIenk(A) A.M.Smusler AMd DJLWbiuun(b)

University of California, Dakieley, California 94720

Abmwt For long cavities the trainsverse momentum kicks are
A set of parmeter minimiting BBU is obtained for a determined by the junction conditions only. resulting in the

high cuxums. low energ *drive beam" in a suanding wave free Lsme smoit of momentum kick for a cavity regardless of the
electra laser two-beam acceleraton(FELITA). A large lengt of the cavity.
reduction in the transverse wake function is obtained by BBU calculations wene performed. with various
making the cavity-iris junction gradual by means of a cone. BBU reduction schemes, using the parameters in Table 1.
BBU is examined under various BBU reduci= schemes.

I.Nv-rODuCFION Tabl 1. Parameters of a SWFEL for 17.1GHz with
cylindrical cavities

Multi-bunch beams have been shown to exhibit ____ _______________

unstable transverse beam dynamics due to cumulative cavity dinmesion (radius x length)
trnsere. wake. fields. Thie purpose ofthis work is to design a = 13 CM X88 CM

cavity of low transverse wakes and to produce. a set of iris (radius x length) - 0.4 cm x 3 cm
optimized parameters minimizing BBU for a high current, low ____junction - 2 cm length; cone -30*
energy "drive beam" of the SWFELMTA[l,2]. The physical -beam energy y- 16.6
set-up is shown in figure 1. avesuge curnwt! = IkM

_______pulise length = 100 na

Wglr ReacceleratIon focus-ing focsin~g length Ap=52 cm; (kp =0.12 cm-1)
Low Energy I!1IMI,~ I~%
Electron C. , EL, BASIC BEAM-BREAK-UP EQUATIONS
Beam I 1_ Io

Let the planar wiggler magnetic fields lie in the y-z

Gradentplane as indicated in Figure 1. with the particle wiggle in the
Con Un eciethe TlpFEL md.Tebeam dynamics in the

-oi l wiggle plane and that perpendicular to it can be treated
________' ' separately as afirst ordlerapproximation.In this Papwwe

HihGeietStructure consider BBU in the y-direction, as that is the most severe
case.

Figur 1. Schematic diagram of SWFEL4TBA Assuming one macro particle per bunch and equal
spacing between bunches the transverse displacements, gj of
the j-th bunch with energy,#y can be represented in a standard

Standing waves can be obtained by making the iris BBU form.
small enough that the FEL mode is below the cutoff frequency ar2"
of the iris modes. This requires a large change in radius at the Izr~)± j j(~p~ Z4 b (j ~.g,
junction between the cavity and iris, resulting in large wakes. L t -o
The wakes can be dramatically reduced by introducing a cone
jaunction (making the junction gradtual. where z is the axial coordinate in cm, sb is the distance

Th ok Hg nrg i ula between bunches in cm, W is the trnsverse wake function in
71m orkwassupported by the Director, Office of Energy cm- 3,!I is the average current in z in kA, and Io=mc3 le

High Energy Physics, of the U. S. Department of Energ iunder =70 A
Conuact No. DE-ACO3-76SF00098. B. Analytic Estimates

(a) permanent address: Tochnische Universitat Berlin, Institute fur
Theoretische Electrotechnik, Einsteinufer 17, D-1000 Berlin For a purely sinusoidal wake function, W =W0
10, Germany sin(oiý, s~c) the oscillation amplitude of displacemnts of the

(b) Permanent address: Accwlersor Deparment, National j-th bunch can be estimated using the discrete Laplace
L.aborswry for Hfigh Enerfgy Physics (KK) 1-1 Oho Transformation as in Reference [3]. If only the first bunch is
Tsukube, Ibaraki, 305, Japansgaed
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r t 1 2  a) g.88cm

80.4cm

Re c be obAd .. ...... w s highe b) 88cm
ykpmalleirchog.Mad kh, LP d o svlaelgs.

Te r- w n r•eity. fr fom a sinle siousoidalw .,ny euid qwft facto 0 for do ar'y, or any 4=d
i3 hq.mc o wakes ducesthe • mplatui for uW a. In 2cm
this cow we cm r1ducr BBU for te -m output energy FEL
by making do pulsengto longer, since, the output energy of_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Sdepend on the cr of th pule. If we take o ')o'
account the elityfactor the wake potential ia reduced by 3.0 Transverse Wake (V/pC)

e -(or / (?)( / C) . where of is the wak modes, andth

bumn displacement are, reduced by the same factor. In the .-

limsnce of fequency spread AW of the wake potential, the0. - 1E
di arce ensv also, reduced, although depending on the___________

model, mghlybyde factor e-(A&Xs/c) /3.0 I)'

Transverse Wake (V/pC)
JI L TRA•NSV ER SE W A XEBS 0 0 0 9

For a Gmussian bunch of I Coulomb electons with 0.0 - I I
width a. te transverse wake of the dipolmml) mode in am 0. _ 0 l 0.0
ideal piLl-box cylindrical cavity cm be evaluated as following. 1(m)

- -. a)-. 24.a) Figure 2. Cylindrically symmetric cavity with abrupt Jiuncionr )a(J,) - 2 (a) and gradual junction with a 2cm cone (b). Also, the
WI ~ 2(n trmanverse wakes far a Gaussian. bunch of al=3 mm are shown

4-'9"; "' with abm jurnctions (a) and gradual junctions (b).

-(-)' eu(V,)J2 v,,a i~~uf~-' T42- }'2 for the monopole (A-0) longitudinal wakes[6]. We believe
that the same property applies for the dipole tansverse wakes

where; cm/C. fmp being the cavity mode frequencies, as well. Thus longer cavities reduce the transverse kick per
zfa/R andj 8 vs zeros of the essel funcion J land w i unit length.comex we z For the B funcavityof F Je 2(and w is t, A reappearance of the large amplitude wake€ompex enafu-co. For tecavity of Fgrep2(a) with= c inr -•.mf~r2b occursroughy atwice

.3 , deo wake shown in Fgnt 2(a), can be reproduced with oscillations near 1-7m of Figure 2(b)
50modeL the length of tde cavity. That is likely the first wake geerated

Wake huctio av obtained for a cylinder of radius by the signal charge reflected back to the entrance of the
1.5 mn and length 87.5 cm using ABCI [4] for the dipole cavity. To push the reappearance of the large oscillations
mode (On=). Transverse wakes for (a) a step junction cavity further away in s, one might either make the cavity longer or
and (b) a cone junction cavity av shown m Fig 2. By the cone transition longer. The reappearance of these
making the junctions gradual, a dramatic reduction in the oscillations are commonly observed with discreteness of
wakes is achieved for the gradual junction effectively fiequenCies and discontinudties in frequency distrib[tion [5].
introduces spread in frequencies of wake modes, resulting in
similar wake funcions as in a de-tuned structure [5]. IV. NUMERICAL BBURESULTS
Smoothing the corners of the step junctions does not
adequately reduce the wake. Due to computational limits, we Using the wa ke functions of Figure 2(bra , we have
have obtained wakes only up to 3 m. Since with reasonable integratedthelbicmodelequatonnumercallyusingthe4-th
Q values, the wakes at large s should damp away, we have order Runge-Kutta method. Uniform displacements of the
asmumed the wakes beyond 3 m to be negligible. pulse were assumed as an initial condition.

For long cavities the transverse momentum kicks The maximum amplitudes of a 100 nrec pulse of
depend only on th junction conditions and we independentof 17.1 GHz we shown in Figure 3 with respect to device
the cavity lengths. The reman for this is that for long cavities lengths for the parameters presented in Table 1. Assuming
th wakes vs soperposition of the individual wakes gener"a d negligible wake beyond 3 m, the beam displacements we small
due to the unctkons. This has been if numecaly for a 60 m device but become too large for a l00 m device as

shown in curve A of Fig9e 3.
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(where the ber is used for an urms value,) is ooo small to reduce
BBU to an acceptable level. This dilemmia can be eliminatedw by introducing strog focusing in the drift region to minimiz

12a BBU (which does namaffect dhe pow exr factkio perflormuice).

10 -The BBU results presented here can be considered as
moton.Alo, e elive thatdeBBU can be cnrle

8 . .... beterwithrecanglar aviies inc wehave more freedom to
A B cheapg die juxction condtions. Nevertheless, even with dhe

6 J A ý excessive estimate of BBU obtained in this work, we can find
suitable SWFEL parameters as can be seen in Reference [7].
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V. DISCUSSION

The transverse dynamics of the beam depends on ykp
strongly, yielding smaller BBU for larger ykp. The presented

EBt) results are for ykp=2.0 cm-1 . On the other hand the
fluctuation level of output power amplitude and phase, in
beam energy, depends strongly on kw. F~or 17.1 GHz the
best sensitivity is obtained around kw=0. 16. For a pulse of
IkA. 10 nsec, aý-1.4 is all that is needed to obtain an
outpo energy of about 10 Jimt. With such parameters, and
with natural FIL focusing alone , the value ?o= 1k
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HtF noise revisited: the effect of coherence.

A.Gerasimov S.Y.Lee
Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory,* Physics Department, Indiana University,

P.O.Box 500, Batavia, IL 60510. Bloomington, IN 47405.

The evolution of the density distribution is governed by
the Vlasov equation:

Abstract
Of o L log afOh \ Of Of 0

The theory of RF noise-induced diffusion is reconsidered O- - -q Oq O(t) Op Oq = (3)
to account for the coherent nature of the noise, when all
particle are affected by the same random force. The re-
suiting small-scale spatial fluctuations ("microstructure") appropriately defined by the ensemble average of the dis-

of the beam density are analyzed. The power spectrum of tribution function:

the fluctuations is calculated. 1(p, q, t) = ((P, q, t)){} (4)

I. INTRODUCTION and the correlation function of the density fluctuations in

the adjacent phase space points:
The theory of the longitudinal density diffusion due to RF
noise was studied by several authors /2-5/. That analy- K(p,q,3,jt) =
sis however ignored the fact that all the particles in the ((M(p, q, ) - (p, q, 0)(Aff, q, t) - A(, ,l ))(o (5)
bunch(es) are affected by the same realization of the ran-
dom force (what can be termed a coherent random driv- We limit ourselves with considering only the same-time
ing). Instead, a conventional Brownian motion problem, correlator K and study therefore only the spatial, but not
with statistically independent forces for different particles, the time, correlation properties of the fluctuations.
was considered. In the present paper, we derive the condi- The further analysis will be using the action-angle vari-
tion when this substitution is justified in the zero-order ap- ables J, 9 of the unperturbed (h(q) = 0) Hamiltonian (1),
proximation. We investigate as well the first order effect, which will be assumed to be known. The perturbed Hamil-
which turns out to be the formation of the "microstruc- tonian H in these variables has the form:
ture", i.e. the short-wavelength spatial fluctuations, of the
beam density. More details of the calculations can be found H = Ho(J) + V(J, P)f(t) (6)
in /6/. where V(J, W) = h(q(J, f)) and Ho(J) are known func-

tions.

II. MODEL.

We consider the general form of the Hamiltonian of non- III. EVOLUTION EQUATIONS.
linear oscillator with a random driving: Both the average density 1 and the correlator K are evolv-

p2 ing in time. We will derive the evolution equations for both
H = L + g(q) + h(q)(t) (1) quantities using basically the conventional techniques of

the theory of stochastic differential equations /1/. It had
where g(q) is an arbitrary nonlinear potential and f(t) is, been shown previously /2-4/ that the evolution of the av-
for simplicity yet without loss of generality, chosen to be erage density obeys tie Fokker-Planck equation. The evo-
the white noise, i.e. lution of the density fluctuations however has never been

( )) = 6(0 - t') (2) studied.
In the action-angle variables, the mean and the correla-

• Opmrte by the Uiveritie Resew Assoiation, Inc. unde tor are given by: f = &(J, 9, tj and K = K(J, 9, j, 9, t).
coatract with the U.S.Dept. of Energy. We will also use the notation 9=-+ ip and compressed

0-7803-1203-1933.00 1993 IEEE
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notatlon for the phase oam coordinates (1) = cil = where = V(J,).
(J,#) and (2) = v2d = (J, ). Taking the differentially On the long time scale, or similarly in the small noise
small time increment At, one obtains the derivatives of / fast oscillations regime, one can average the depen-
the averge density: dence of all quantities along the unperturbed trajectories

8 = const, * = w(J)t. This approximation is well known(__) =(1--- (7) under the name of "averaging of fast-osciating variable"
0 A,.0 At in the theory of Fokker-Plank equations (see, e.g. /1/). It

and the correlator: was also implemented in the previous studies of the aver-
OK 1 I age density diffusion in the papers /2-4/. The resulting

-" &lAt-o ((A1(1)1(2)) + (1(1)41(2)) averaged Fokker-Plank equation becomes the well known

+(AI(1)AA(2)) - 1(1)(A4(2)) - diffusion equation, /2-4/

-I(2)(A1()) - (A1l))(Af(2))) (8) Of - (D(J) (12)

where the increment of the density Af = f(t + At) A- (t) - - T(12)
can be expressed, due to the conservation of the phase- where the diffusion intensity D., is given by:
space deasity, as

A i +, I 8A2f.AZiAZ( D,(J) = ((AJ)) = Fn2 IV.I2  (13)
09-= 1 2 8z oz(9

The increments of the phase-space variables Azj in time where VY are the harmonic amplitudes in the Fourier ex-
At can be obtained from the stochastic equations of mo- pansion of V in the 2w periodic variable 9. For the corre-
tion. The second order terms in As were kept because lator the phase-averaged evolution equation is:
of the properties of the white noise, where the average of 8K OK 8 _ OK
quadratic terms AziAzj produces a linear in At terms. -a- = )- (Di , + D(J) *- )+ (14)

The evolution equation for f after the substitution of the ( ) )(J) + D + L

averages in equation (8) that can be calculated by standard +4 (D ) +(D.(J) + Da(i)) p2

techiques from the relation (9) and equations of motion, 8. O Jj
becomes the conventional Fokker-Plank equation: +Fj(J, j, go) 81(J) 81(j) 0K 82 K

of (82V OV 82 VoV (• + (10) + OW+

t =8J89 8J 872 8 where we introduced the phase difference io =9 - and

(02 8VV 82V aV•oaf 2( V' 28f the functions Dr,Dp,Fj,Fr are:
"+ 89~J 80W8J1898J+ 2 8J) 292

1(1V\• 21 8V8V 821 Di(J) = n I 12V3I 2

+2 \89 J2 a8 8J 898a.

where V = V(J, f). For the correlator K, one obtains an I o
evolution equation that is coupled to the mean f: F 2 VFj(J, j,,p) = En V,(j)fl.(j),inv (15)

OK _ 82V Oy 82V8OV 2() 82 K (11)n

8v 8 v V 82 v8 \ 8K 1 (8V "• K F (J, ,j ,) = 8. 1 8 .1
"+ (02V ov 82VOJ8 OK+ I 82K n or8

1 (OV 2 82K VOV 892K IV. ASYMPTOTIC SOLUTION.+2 k8) 8.12 898. 89J O
2 8 T*- 8 K 8MIn the absence of noise, the solution of equation (14) is

+ 2f 8 02fr . 8V - MJ trivial as only the first term in the r.h.s. survives. The
.1 1) / F correlation "decay" or rather decohere due to the phase-

(2"l 8f V K 8(2- -2 82K mixing as K(t) = rn Ki(I)ei(m-++ M(It)0 where Kn(I)
"+ (W -87 - V 8V) 8K + I (8V) W are the Fourier amplitudes. For nonzero but small noise

- -8 7 2 -K 7- V2 the time scale of decoherence r ~ I/Aar (where
I8f 2 82K 8 0 82 K A =V and o is the r.m.s. value of J for the distribution

+2 \8 ) 812 FP- 81 " W8" - is much shorter than diffusion time scale rd- Fur-
1 OV 8. 82K I 8V 81f 8K thermore, the correlation "injection", that is provided by

320"-1 W8 7 - 28 9€F T7 F3 the inhomogeneous term in (14), varies only on the slow
1 8V 8V 82K I 8V 8V 82K time scale. As a result, one has a quasistationary equilib-

S0.1 •f •' + 2J 0"7 •7 ~rium correlation density that is the balance between the
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slowly changing 'injection' of correlations and their fast Thus, the fluctuations intensities are of the order P. ~
decay. (7/A) 2/S and will be small for small noise /large nonlinear-

To analyze the quasistationary solution, we drop the ity.
time derivative of K in equation (14). Another simplifi-
cation comes from noticing that the correlator K is the
largest at a small spatial scale q = J - J, where the "deco- V CONCLUSIONS.
herence' term (first term in the r.h.s. of equation (14)) is
small. Expanding all the coefficients in the equation (14) We presented the evolution equation formalism for the cor-
to the leading order in q and keeping only the dominant relation function of the density distribution fluctuations
derivatives in q yields: in the nonlinear oscillator under the influnce of "coher-

ent" (same for all particles) noise. For the weak noise/
qOK- + 2Dr L + e'"P = 0 (16) large nonlinearity of oscillations the fluctuations are smallalp + 2D and short-ranged. The mechanism of the loss of correla.

tions is related to the "decoherence' of oscillations due to
where the quantities A - - Di = Dj(J) and Ps., - amplitude-dependent frequency of oscillations, and since
nV,) - --) d d it is not a regular dissipative mechanism, the correlations

n2 3)12 A -1) depend on J as a parameter. For the demonstrate a long - l/q tail in the energy difference.
nonzero harmonics of K in wo one obtains:

inAqK. + 2 K+ 0 (17) References

For the power spectrum of the fluctuations Kn = 1. K.Gardiner, Handbook of stochastic methods,
5 ffo. dq K,(q)eikt the resulting equation is of the first Springer, 1985. G.E.Ulenbeck and L.S. Ornstein, On the
order: theory of the Brownian motion, Phys. Rev. 36, 823

nA-! 2- Djk 2l?, RP6(k) 0 (18) (1930).
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and allows an explicit solution: CERN report No.84-15 Accelerator School on Antiprotons
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This is the central result of our analysis. The "correlation erator Conf., p.216.
radius "q, is q, - /. For small noise/large nonlin- 5. S. Hansen, et al., "Longitudinal dilution due to rf
earity the "correlations radius" is small, which corresponds noise, IEEE Tran. on Nucl. Sci. 24, 1452 (1977); D.
to the short-wavelength fluctuations ("microstructure) of Boussard, G. Dome, C. Graziani, " The influence of rf
the beam density. noise on the lifetime of bunched proton beams", Proc. 11th

A special feature of the spectrum (19) is its disconinuity. Conf. on High Energy Acceleraotrs, CERN, p.620 (1980)
It is easy to see that this discontinuity is the manifestation 6. A.Gerasimov, S.Y.Lee "Random driving of nonlinear
of the long - 1/q "tail" of the correlator K. Indeed, for oscillator", to appear.

large q < q, the second term in equation (17) becomes
much smaller than the first, and one obtains 1/q tail. It is
possible to obtain a more general expression for the "tail"
q > q. not limited by the condition q < J by keeping
the same terms of the primary evolution equation(14) (i.e.
the first term in the r.h.s. and the inhomogeneous term)
without expanding in q. The resulting expression for the
correlator "tail" is:

- iV,(J)V.(J) O8(J. t)f(.t) (20)
n(w(J) - w(J)) 8J OJ

The most important quantity characterising the fluctua-
tions is their intensity, which is the value of the correlator
K at q-- 0, and can be calculated by integrating the spec-
trum K,. The resulting intensities Pn = K, (0) are:

p.(J) = r(1/3) I.(J) (21)
f2s (nX(J))21SD'j) (293
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TSD versus TEL Calibration and Applications
to Beam Impedance Measurements

M. Foley, P Colestock and E. Barsotti, Jr.
Fermi National Accelerator Lboratory
P.O. Box 500, Batavi, IL 60510 USA

Abstract ae general, neaw networks representing the effect of
these transitions, i.e., the error. occuring in the S-

At FNAL, bench measurements of the longitudinal parameter measurements of the DUT. The influence
impedance of various beam line components have of error networks A and B must be calibrated out
been performed using stretched-wire methods. Two of the external measurement data in order to accu-
network analysuer(NWA) calibration procedures have rately evaluate the S-parameters of the DUT. Using
been implemented and tested in an effort to im- standard circuit analysis, it is possible to recover the
prove the accuracy of these measurements. The effective longitudinal impedance of the DUT from the
methods, Thru-Short-Delay(TSD) and Thru-Rdect- de-embedded S-parameters.
Line(TRL), each named for their respective calibra-
tion standards, ae mathematical procedures to ex-
tract the S-parameters of a test device from NWA
measurements which include the effects of measure-
mnat fixtures. The implementation of both these
methods has been tested and compared on computer Figure 1: Measurement network
models of the test device and measurement fixtures,
whose S-parameters can be exactly computed. The In this work, TOUCHSTONE, an RF/Microwave
TRL method has been found to be more general circuit simulator available from EESof, Inc., is
and less susceptible to measurement errors. Appli- used to simulate an actual DUT with a frequency
cation of the TRL method to actual stretched-wire dependence similar to that expected for % eso-
impedance measurement has yielded accurate results nant cavity. TOUCHSTONE produces S-parameters
for a high-Q resonator test device. for the model cavity, and both the Thru-Short-

Dea(TSD)[I] and Tku-Refiect-Line(TRL)[2] de-

1 Introduction embedding procedures ae mpload to recover the
model circuit parameters from simulated measure-

The objective of this work is to recover an equivalent meats.

impedance for a given device-under-test(DUT) uin
a bi-directional reflectometer, otherwise known as a 2 Calibration Standards
network analyser(NWA). The basic algorithm con-
sists of applying an incident wave to the DUT, which At FNAL a stretched-wire instrument has been de-
is cheracterised a a general two-port network, and signed to perform bench measurements of the S-
measuring the vector voltages scattered into the for- parameters of vrious beam line components. The
ward and reverse directions. The resulting data are length of the instrument can be extended emsily.
used to calculate S-parameters. The measurements Thus, this instrument is appropriate for calibration
ar complicated by the fact that transitions must nec- by the TSD or TRL methods, and so both these
esnaily occur between the NWA and the DUT, which methods are implemented at FNAL using FORTRAN
are known as launchers, since they represent the el- codes. The standards required are described below.
ements which effectively launch waves at the DUT.
The diagram in Figure 1 is a schematic representa- THRU(or LINE1) is a length of transmission line
tion of the measurement setup. Launchers A and B with the same characteristic impedance as the DUT

0-7803-1203-1/193•.00 @ 1993 IEEE 3294



dde of A and B. Ih the s"mplest case the THRU is a Pany MsoRT nansnm M3R0T

d1rect emoection between A and B.
DBLAY(or LINt2)is in identical but longer trims-
mison line. For measurement resolution the I
diferace in length between DELAY(LIN22) and
TIRU(LINB1) must be Ien than halfd wavelength T m w ( LmIm) nLrVl (DELAYS * Lmde)
foe the fsqmuency range of Interest. Beat results ane -..

obtained nea a quarter wavelength. amV - am•..

SORT is a perfct short with $i = Su = -1 and
Su = S31 = 0.
REFLECT is an unknown reflection (possibly an ira- MUUS DS•V

perfect short) with no transmission, where St =I-Lo
S23 and S1 = Sn = 0. am .*-

In order to: (i) Investigate the relative capabili- Tn -. Db, a a m bomm b uiwb
ties and restrictions of both methods, and (ii) Test
the validity of both FORTRAN codes, the TSD and
TRL methods can be applied to computer generated
models of the DUT, the launchers and the calibration (400MHs-1200M~s). This device exhibits a shunt
standards- resonance at 850Mhs.

Using the calibration standards from Table 1, a
comprehensive set of TOUCHSTONE data les sim-

t TOUCHSTONE Model utinS NWA measurements were generated for the
launcher models and DUT described above. The

To accomplish the objectives listed above data files S-patameters for the DUT are known directly from
with simulated S-parameter measurements were gen- TOUCHSTONE. Thee can be compared to the de-
erated by TOUCHSTONE. These data fies contain embedded S-parameters obtained by successively ap-
"measurements" from perfect NWA calibrations us- plying the TSD and TRL algorithms to the aforemen-
ing the above standards. Several launcher models tioned TOUCHSTONE data flies.
with increasing order of complexity were considered.
The basic concept was to perform a sensitivity analy-
sis by successively introducing loses and asymmetry 4 Summary of Results
in the launcher models and comparing the effect on
the simulated TSD and TRL calibrations. Nonideal Results of the simulated calibrations yield the fol-
effects were also introduced in the model calibration lowing comparison of TSD versus TRL effectiveness
standards, shown in Table 1. Line losses and imper- in de-embedding the known S-parameters for the
fect shorts were investigated in the simulated calibra model DUT. Neither method is affected by introduc-
tions. ing loses in the launchers, while the TSD method

shows noticable performance degradation with the
The most complex of these simulated measure- imposition of even minor asymmetry in the launch-

ments featurd models of the stretched wire launch- ers. The effects of imposing an imperfect short and
as with asymmetry. This includes a transition from simulated losses in the calibration line standards fur-
the 50 ohm coaxial cable input to the stretched ther degrades the performance of the TSD method,
wie, which forms a coaxial line with characteristic wherea the TRL method remains virtually immune
impedance ner 280 ohms. Lumped elements incor- and provides accurate results in all caes.
porate the change in outer conductor diameter and an
estimate of matching resistor parasitics from a - 5 TSD vs TRL De-embeddinp
ous TOUCHSTONE optimisation of a real measure-
meat. via Cavity Measurements

In all of the simulated calibrations the DUT is As a final test, both the TSD and TRL also-
a model of a cylindrical pillbox cavity with cen- rithms were applied to data obtained by conduct-
terwire(TEM mode) plus two modes (850MHs and ing stretched wire measurements on a RP cavity. In
1850Ms) relevant to the calibrated frequency range each case, once the S-parameters are extracted, the
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iMped1ase of tO cavity is calculated bused on the 6 Conclusions
method described in [21. Reuts for the TSD cail-
hashes an shown in F1ue 3-3, while those for the Implementat•o• of the TSD aud TRL algorithms
TRL alibradon an shown in Figures .. have been ivestigted by a sytematic ies oC tat

The superioty o the TL method is mot easily Usg rtifci dat The TRL. cali method

evidupt in th pha the ct y impet d mat which has proven to be the method of choice for stretched

shows & ths phase vushit wit uc in the wire impedance mesemuemts f beam line devices.sttvm lnemphe • vit bquecyin he This has been cofred by applyjng both methods
TOD case, but is coustant, as expected, in the TRL to l bents one a cavity.

esults This diferece is apparently due to the son-

ided 115.., which we more relistimay taken into ac-
count in the TRL algorithm. Such nosideal effects nafef ences
are most important for the measurement of low loss
DUT's, such as the RI cavity chosen, pecdally of [1] D.

McGianis, -Thru-Short-Delay D-I.Zmbeddin",
internal commuiatlos, FNAL, April i19.

[2] P. Colestock and M. Foeyi, *A Genealised TRL
Algorithm for S-Paameter Do-bedd(,
FNAL Technical Memo TM-Yi81, April IMS.
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REENT STUDY OF BEAM STABIITY IN THE PSR"

T. Wang, R. Cooper, D. Fiterald, S. Rankle, T. Hardek, R. Hutso=
IL Macek, C. Ohmori, M. Plum, H. Tbesme, C. Wilkinso

E. Colton,t D. Neuffer, t and G. Rees*

Los Alaum National Laboratory, Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545

A td the vacuum makes the beam become more unsxte,

A fast transvers instability with beam lres has been biasing the foil to a voltage sufficient to clear electrons in

observed in the 800-MeV Los Alam Proton Storage Ring the vicinity increases the stability threshold; and moving

(PSR) when the injected beam intensity reaches 2 to the halo scrapers into the beam pipe to produce more
4x10 p n pe p i secondary electrons decreases the threshold. Supporting

that the instability is most likely driven by electrons calculations have also shown that the conditions for e-p
trapped within the proton beam. Theoretical study has instability may occur in the PSR. While there are no

shown that beam leakage into the inter-bunch gap leads clearing electrodes to remove charges, it has been generally

to electron trapping. Recent experiments were carried out observed that varying the conditions that may change the

by using the newly installed "pinger. and by varying the electron production does vary the threshold of the beam

Machine transitioun gamma to explore further the U " instability. However, a dominant electron source has not

instability and the nature of the instability. This paper yet been identified. A possible dominant source is the

summarizes some of these recent experimental results and stripping foil.

theoretical studies. We conjectured that electrons have to be stably
trapped within the apace-charge potential of the

I. INTRODUCTION circulating beam for more than a revolution period of
protons to cause the e-p instability. For an ideally bunched

The PSR is a fast-cycling high-current storage ring beam in the PSR with a beam-free inter-bunch gap of
designed to accunmlate beam over a macropulse of the 1.400 ns passing through the electrons every turn, trapping
LAMPF linac (--4 me) by multiturn injection through a enough electrons for instability seems to be difficult.
stripper foil and compress that beam into a short single- However, calculations and simulations based on the PSR
turn extracted pulse (-025 ps), which drives a neutron parameter values and the injection process have shown
somue. Key PSR parameters include kinetic energy of that a small amount of beam may leak into the gap to
7 MeV, circumference of 90.1 m, revolution frequency form a smooth, overall density distribution and an electric
of 0/(21) = 2.875 MHz, betatron tunes v. and my s 3.17 potential sufficient for electron trapping [3). Observations
and 2.13, respectively, and present operating intensity of did show that the instability is associated witi bunch
N w 2.35 x 1013 particles. The design intensity is 100 #A leakage; with bunched beam (rf on), we observed that
on target at 12 Hs, which implies 5.2 x 1013 protons/puks. instability occurs when the inter-bunch gap has filled in.
Average and peak intensities have been somewhat less Measurements taken under various conditions indicate that
(80 pA at 20 Hz and 4 x 1013 maximum pulse size). gap filling occurs either before or simultaneously with the
The average current is limited by slow beam losses, and beginning of growing oscillations. In addition, experiments
individual pulse intensities are limited by a fast instability were performed to lower the threshold and to create
[1,2]. the instability by deliberately injecting a small amount

The instability occurs when more than - 2 x 1013 of beam into the inter-bunch gap. Other experimental
protons are stored in bunched mode (rf on), and when more evidence supporting the hypothesis of gap-filling-induced
than _ 5 x 101 are stored in unbunched mode. Transverse instability include (1) beam stabilization by kicking the
oscillations at -'100 MHz are s8,e- and grow exponentially leakage out of the inter-bunch gap during storage and
at time ales of 10-100 pa, czz'ing beam losses. Initially, (2) the storage of a much more stable beam by injecting
we suspected that impedance coupling was the cause of the proton pulses with shorter width deeper into the confining
instability. Our searches for a poesible impedance source rf bucket to make leakage difficult.
were unsuccessful, although some observations supported Understanding of this instability and methods of
our hypothesis that the instability may be caused by controlling it have taken on new importance as the neutron
the coupled oscillation between the proton beam and scattering community considers the next generation of
the trapped electrons - the "e-p" instability that has accelerator-driven spallation neutron sources, which call
been previously observed in some other proton facilities, for peak proton intensities of - 2x 1014 per pulse or higher.
Supporting observations include the following: degrading Recent experimental studies of beam stability in the PSR

were carried out by using the newly installed "pinger", a
* Work supparted by Los Ala=m National Laboratory ImtitutioAl pair of 4-m-long by 7.5-cm-wide electrodes, and by varying
Solpwrtls Reeach udew the auspic of th United State, the machine transition gamma to understand further the
Dy 1----a a.t US DOE, t CeAF, * RAL.
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imve at 44 iustabUity as well as the relation between because the momentum spsead is much reda than the
the hsp and e instability. Our theoretical stdy momentum aperture (0.4 - 0. %). At 7, = 2.203 and

em. s iple atiom of the "-p instability. 2.578, the small working areas in the tum qme limit the
OkI pe reports some of the progress made in these maximam beam currents that can be stored.

II. EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS LOW ,sm -
A. Rerisuauts Usin7 Th7W ?ingef'% --'- woo*

the gap clean and to Ib•ha the electrons away from the 40
proton beam. Because the detais of the experimental " \ /
metbods awe reported in a separate paper in this conference/I
[43, only the results of the stability study will be LOW sm,
smumaried hure.

We first adjusted the fractional part of the vertical
to ~ 1/8. We them applied pulsed voltage of a few kW, a - "- - -
"-.100 m long and synchronized with the gap, to the pinger 2.6 *. 2.4 2.6 2.e a.. 2.2

once every six turms. A more than 10% increase of the Tim se ma CT)

instability threshold current was possible by resonantly
kicking out the protons that leaked into the gap. In Figure 1. The 7t dependence of the threshold charge per
another experiment, we tried to shake electrons from bunch and the stable storage time after the rf is off.
the proton beam by applying to the pinger a continuous
oscillating voltage (a few kV) of frequencies close to C. Frervency Spectra Obsmersva& s

aff(2w)k P, (n integer). This experiment also resulted in Previous frequency spectrum studies of the beam
about a 10% increase in the instability threshold current. oscillations were based on measurements Using an HP
The results of both experiments are consistent with the 8563B spectrum analyzer and the Fast Fourier ansfaoms
e-p assumption and are similar to those obtained of digitized position monitor data [2]. Recent studies
previously by using different instruments [2]. have employed the autocorrelation method for the power

spectra. This method enhances the signal-to-noie ratio
D. Low Tansigon Gamma Experiment; [5] in the fequency domain and, hence, allows a better

The purpose of this experiment was to further examination of the main peaks of the relatively broad-band
study the role of gap leakagein the PSR instability, spectrum. Similar to the previous observations, spectra
Theoretically, lowering the machine transition gamma (Yt) of broad bandwidths (10-50 MHz) with peaks near 100
in the PSR will decrease the longitudinal mobility of MHz were obtained when instability occurs. The peak
particles. Therefore, at lower 7-, if the beam is allowed to location varies between 40 to 200 MHz, depending on beam
debunch freely, more time is needed for particles to move conditions. These observed variations in peak location and
into the gap. If the instability is a result of gap leakage, width ae consistent with the hypothesis of e-p instability.
then after switching off the rf during storage, the time
period for the beam to remain stable should be longer at III. THEORETICAL STUDY
lower 7,. In our theoretical study, we consider a proton bunch

In this experiment, yt was varied between 2.1 and with a round cross-section of radius a propagating inside
3.1. For each -,, the stability threshold was first examined a perfect conducting pipe at radius 6. The transverse
by varying the amount of injected charges. Then, during focusing force is assumed to vary linearly with the radial
the storage of a marginally stable beam, the rf was turned distance. We also assume that in the equilibrium state,
off and the time duration between the rf off and the onset all the trapped electrons are oscillating inside of the
at the instability was measured, proton beam, and particles are uniformly distributed in the

Figure I summarizes the observed threshold charges transverse direction. Accordingly, the trapped electrons
and the stable storae time fter the bunchingexperience a linear transverse focusing force due to the net
switched off. The results indicate that stable storage charge in the beam. Both the line densities of protons, A,
time with rf off increses when yt is decreased. This and electrons, A., may vary from the head to the tail of the
result fits well with the theory of gap-leakage-induced e-p beam. A Cartesian coordinate system is chosen such that
instability. Became the 7y of the PSR cannot be varied the z-axis is on the symmetry axis of the proton beam,
without altering the tunes, high current cannot be stored and the p-axis is perpendicular to the plane of the ring.
at all values of yg. The long storage times at 7, = 2.129 Neglecting all the x-motions and the z-motion of electrons,
and 2.678 correspond to the low currents at these points- and adding the damping effect, we formulate the following
At ye = 2.129 only a small amount of beam can be stored equations for the motions of the centeroids of protons (Yp)
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and ulectrons (Y.): percent of neutralization was amumed. Note that in both
Figures 2& and 2b, the oscillation frequencies ae correlated

* * dY,~f~A~rxc 2 \ with the proton line density, i~e., higher at the cetrOf(+ - Y-~ ,' ) ..
+ 'Y *qA- d+ hDPy P 09,2 7 )Y. the buncn and Iowan inth tials. Thu correlaaion provides

S(1) more evidence that the instability is not caused by the
sad machine impedance.

day, dYA (2gAlr.c 2  Athough this study is still in progrem, preliminary
C +w!= Y1, (2) investigations have yielded a few notable results. (1) Us

43 the PSR parameter values and reasonably chosen values for
when t in the is the po the p gati seed of the the unknown quantities, e.g., Cd,,CQ. and x, we estimated
patomn 9 = I - (a/)? is theg gometric factor,C. and growth times that are close to those observed in some
C. we the damping constants, -" = (1 - ralp)-ý/#, c is experiments. (2) When we studied the efect of localized
te speed of light, rp and r. we the csal radii of a neutralization, i.e., a highly uneven electron distribution

proton and an electron, respectively, X(z) = A,(z)/A,,(z) around the ring, we found the results are close to those

is the fraction of neutralization, wp is given by with evenly spread electrons. (3) Gap filling may not be a
necessary condition for the e-p instability. The instability

1+2 2A_ c2 (x3 may still occur with a clean gap if the beam is sufficiently
(A .2 y3 b (a few percent) neutralized by the fresh electrons createdin each turn. The instability threshold in the case of a

and wo - (c/a){2r,4[l - x(a/b)})1/f in the bouncing clean gap may be somewhat higher than the threshold in
frequency of electrons in the proton beam. Our theoretical the gap-filled case.
study of the e-p instability in based on the numerical IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
solutions of EqL (1) and (2).

Results from our recent experimental and theoretical
studies further support the hypothesis that the observed
instability in the PSR is an e-p instability. Recent
observations are also consistent with the musmption that
the instability is induced by the leakage of protons into the
gap, although our theory predicts that gap leakage may not

(a) be a necessary condition for instability. We have developed
numerical tool based on a simple model that we are using
for further study of the instability. Understanding of this
instability and methods of controlling it have fundamental~importance in both the future operation of the PSR and

the design of the next generation of accelerator-driven
spallation neutron sources.

One of our future main activities will be to identify
dominant electron sources and to clear the electrons. In the
forthcoming experiment, we are planning to install clearing
electrodes near the injection stripper foil, where the beam

Sloses are relatively large. We expect the theoretical
studies and the experiments using pinger to continue into
the near future.
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Figure 2. (a) The simulated signal of the vertical beam
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[2] D. Neuffer et al., Nscl. Ilstr. and Meth., A=21, I
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Impedance Budget and Beam Stability Analysis of the Fermilab
Main Injector

M.A. Martens and K.Y. Ng
Fermi lNdatina Accelerittor Laberatorlj,* P.O. Box 500, Batavia, IL 60510

o Z/a I 1.3/3 ! (I +j)10.2/ýa in I
Abersed AL 1O.2/a in/ (I+ j15.4/yh M11/ m

Thea impedance budget of the Fermilab Main Injector (MI) Tabl 1: Resistive wall, impedance w a function of rev-
is estimated, whicb includes the contributions from the olution harmonici forw circular beam pipe with radius
resintive wallh, bellows, df cavities, steps, Lamberksoms, b = 1.05 in. Results are given for frequencies where
etc. Deem stability d&WAn ramping and bunch coalescence the skin depth is kme (greater) than the thickness of the
is analysed. Thebemtoamen iguitve-wall coupled bunch beampipe n3> n (ns < n.) where n. = 1.44.
gwrowt is found to be somewhat worn than the situation

in he ainRin (M)*factor time the circular result with radius b= h/2. Ile
form factor are found to be F1 = 0.969, F1.L, 0.404, and

IMPEDANCE AND STABILITY F1. , = 0.82. We sme that except for the horisontal case,

Oneofth inpotat omdertinsinthedeig o ~ the circular aitio s fairly pood.
one of te imotn intedepo h The Me" iprtn elfect Of the resistive wall insta-
Main habetr and the stabioulit g imptedances Alng wthevc bality is the transverse coupled bunch instability. Since
the highier ase dornstaiiyo the bem Aong wit t~he growth rate is proportional to Re Z.L [(n + 4'w.] where
whehicheh4t rot intbeanesitties and/or the kmsblt f ntblte w./2r is the revolution frequency, we are interested in the

mode a tha gives the lowest frequency. In the vertical
of bam. huspape maes etimaionariohe s plane the tune is 25.4; so the coupled bunch mode ns = -26

impedances and -instablty thresholde based on calcula- will have the largest growth rate. The relevant frequency
tion and unessu---P -n'e ts The Main Injector has I&man is only O.6w./2w which is very small.
radum of R =528.30mi. Ite duty isto accelerate atotal

of X103 rote i h= 5"i , O ro h de Using the low frequency estimates of the Lamberteon
tion energy of8.9 GeV to the extraction energy of 120 or magnets (see subsection G) and the beampipe, we calcu-

late the growth rate for mode n = -26. The beampipe150 GeV. The thuushold for microwae instability has bee imeac.s3 Oi n h abreni 5M/n
estmaed[I toe~/u>20.The growth time of the resistive wall impedance at 8Gev is

then 0.32 msec which invery fast. This is, however, only a
A. Resistive Wall bare-bone estimate. Octupoles can cause a tuneshift which

is a signifcant way to lower the growth. Also, with a posi-
The shape of the Main Igjector beampipe is approximately tive vertical chromnaticity, there is a suppressing form factor
elliptical with a full width of 4.84 inches and a full height of in the growth formula.
2.00 inches. The beampipe is stainless steel, has a thickness We make a comparison of the growth rate with the cal-
ofl1.2 mm, and a resistivity of p = 74 pf-cin. culated value of the Main Ring. Using a current in the

using the circular ai1rzmto 21 to the MI beamyaie Main Ring of 0.115 Amp and a transverse impedance of
with a radius of 1.05 in, we set the results listed in Table 1. 97.7 MO/in, the calculated growth rate is 0.65 insec. How-

The esuts w eilumsd aa fuctin oftherevou ever", experience has shown that with the higher multipole
harmnuaic number a for both high and low frequencies. We configuration in the Main Ring lattice, the operation chro-
also apprctiiate the beampipe to the rectangular shape maticities, together with the dampers, the Main Ring can
with full height and width of & = 2.09 in by ws = 4.84 *in. operate at this intensity without problem. We therefore
The results can be expressed [3] as the product of a for expect the present Main Ring dampers (or ones with a

ioa b shg ~iuiam p...., AImd.AI*. unaer e. higher gain) to be sufficient to damp the transverse resis-
hracl wMs she M&S D.wham'M of Sawav tive wall instability in the Main InJector.
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1B. Space Camp fni ue

ft' the 4PUM aigs impedance estimation, we make Oldi- Pe (Mz Zi (kO) d jpokU
ma" based an beempipos with circular and rectangular -1 MR 500
a .. secdetl.. TM circular ias scioni "Glsa well 71.0 -7-0- IT -45.0 -280
known ta. forthe rctangular casectiome frotsm c- 100.0 2.5 53.4 151.9 440 810
knows whileng thornirthe m[3n.ula e fe u1 128.0 6.3 19.2 50.1 93 180

mlul UU rula, iw ts heniques aSd. 223.0 111.0 1.4 6.8 1.8 4.6
hung the fanmul• •thera drectanulcroes 600.0 277.0 5.1 30.0 2.8 12

sections, the space charge impedance was calculated at 850.0 49.0 53.2 321.4 38 140
8 G0e fog a beam with a total 3 x 1013 particles and
Wr mm-mr 95% normalized emittance. With .i. n 10m, Tabl- 3: Dipole and quadrupole mode growth times for
this conespounds to a cylindrical beam with a radius of both the Main Injector and the Main Ring due to the Ion-
a = 5.6 mm. The results ae shown in Table 2. The Situdinal if cavity modes.
spaw chege impedance is impotant in contributing to the
neative-mass istabllity at transition and for mismatch of
the equilibrium bunch length before and after transition, and the Main Injector. For the Main Ring we used 3 x 1010
These isse we not considered in this paper. particles per bunch.

ca r .tt I I Experience with the Main Ring has shown that the 128
enmpipe ] Beampipe MHz mode can sometimes be a problem in fixed target op-B"- - .-j -- -- ýj0.1I eration. Also of concern is the short growth time of the 223i -1W J67.0 Mam -j68I l mU MHz mode. As a result, a set of passive dampen for the

_ -0_7.0 M9m -j68.4 M m cavities is being designed to reduce the shunt impedance ofSIthe 223 MHz mode and further damp the 128 MHz mode
Table 2: Space charge impedance for both circular and as well. With this mode damper installed, the 223 MHz
rectangular beempipe. Calculations were made at 8 Gev impedance is lowered to a value of about 10 kfl.
using a cylindrically uniform beam with transverse radius Also of concern is the coupled bunch instability with
of 5.62 mm. short batches used in coalescing since standard coupled

bunch theory is not applicable to a partially filled ring.
We are aso interested in the coherent and incoherent Presently in the MR there is evidence of an instability with

tune shift due to the electric img charges in a rectagu- 3 x 1010 particles per bunch. Since this type of instability
lar beampipe [3]. For bunched beam at 8 GeV with bunch depends on R/Q and not on R, adding passive dampers
length of 150 degrees the coherent tune shift in the ver- will not remove or improve the instability. In the Main
tical direction is -0.13 and in the horizontal and vertical Injector there will be 6 x 1010 particles per bunch so there
directions the incoherent tune shift is *0.043. could be substantial difficulty with the short batch oper-

Also the incoherent tune shAft due to the beam itself ation. The problem will likely require the development of
was calculated for a round Gaussian beam with a radius of an active damping system.
5.62 mm. The value was found to be 0.014 for the bunched The growth times for the Main Injector are about one
beam. It is pesible that the total incoherent tune shift of half of those in the Main Ring (Table 4). So far there has
0.057 in the horizontal direction might be too large and not been any evidence of transverse coupled bunch mode
pone a problem in operation. observed in the Main Ring.

C. RF Cav~Wie growth time in msec

Since the Main Injector ftF cavities will be transferred Frq (MHz) Zj. (MO/m) dipole quadrupole
from the Main Ring, previous measurements of the cav- MI MR MI MR
ities can be used for the estimation of the longitudinal 398 3.3 51 9.0 5.2 9
impedance. The mesurements on the cavities were made 454 1.9 9.9 17 20 18
using a stretched wire technique (41 and the results we 566 0.75 32 56 32 57
shown in Table 3. The mode at 128 MHz has limited Main 700 0.13 230 410 230 410
Ring performance in the past so a mode damper was de- 1260 0.18 290 510 290 520
signed and installed [5R. 1270 1.7 31 54 31 54

We calculate the coupled bunch prowth times due to the 1290 2.4 23 40 23 40
RF cavities. The nominal parameters for the Main injector
are:. particle per bunch is 6 x 1010, the RF voltage is 400 btable 4: Dipole and quadrupole mode growth times for
kV, and the bunch area is 0.25 eV-s. As a comparison, both the Main Injector and the Main Ring due to the
we also calculate the growth rates in the Main Ring. The transverse if cavity modes.
growth times ae given in Table 3 for both the Main Ring
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D. Bean P.itio Meni ters (8PM) 8.5 Ggs. For 516 bellows in the Main Injector, we have a

le Main Injector RPM mids ats 4 tripline pickups total of Z/ = 0.65() at 8.5 GHz. At low frequencies, it
M4 iieapicpe is Z/n =1 2.8 Q. According to previous calculations this

Whiebrecataet the y telyelipticalbeampi impedance is below the threshold for the Main Injector
"Two ik Ps ane lcabd on each of the top and bottom exept near transtion [I).
surfms of the •ewspipe and e spaced 40 mm apart
hom cear to center. Fich stipline is about I cm wide,
f = 40 cm loes, and h a clarater impedan c G. Lomferto
A. = 50 U. 7bU dowustream and of each stripline Is The main concern of the Lambertson magnets is the low
sorted while the upstream end is connected in parallel frequency component created by the exposure of the beam
with a 50 0 cable which leads to the RF module. to the ban laminations ofthe magnet. A rough estimation

As a busch passes the 9PM, only a tiny fraction of of the Lambertson magnets is made by approximating the
the hmag cutest on the beampipe is picked up by the magnet as a series of annular laminations of 0.953 -m
striplime. We estimate this fraction to be f = 0.055 and width. The inner radius is chosen to be b = 2.54 cm and
then calculate the power absorbed by the striplines. Since the outer radius is d = 5.08 cm. We use a resistivity of p =
"th is the same as the power lost by the beam, we can 20o#-cm and a permeability ofp = 100 for the lamination
calculate the bumn impedance. For a set of four striplines, material. The impedance is estimated by integrating the

[ ( _).)1resistance of the low frequency current traveling through
Kg = 2fZ, [I - c( + j sin the laminations.S cJJ With 25.8 meters of Lambertson manets in the Main

For sets of BPM in the ring, Z,/n = 0.050 0 below Injector the total low frequency resistive wall impedance
- 60 MIs, them starts oscillating and rolls off. In the is calculated to be
snme way, the transverse impedances of the BPM can also Z ( 16.4..
be cmputed. They have the same frequency dependency 0-
as Zl/n. For example, the vertical impedance at low fre-
quencies is Z1j. = 269 ka/m. These impedances are much And to estimate the transverse impedance, we use the ap-
lowe than those of other components in the ring. This is proximate relation
mainly due to the relatively narrow width of the stripline 2- . 26.8
pickups. Thus the BPM's are not expected to be a prob- Z -= i . = 0 + j)-7.
lem. It should be noted that the Lambertson magnet was as-

aumed to have a circular geometry with inner radius of
z. Beam Vaie b = 2.54 cm. The actual shape of the Lambertson is much

Although the beam valve design is not yet completed, its different, so this estimate can only be approximate. Using
general shape is known. Using this general shape, the 3D a slightly larger inner radius can change the impedance,
computer code MAFIA [6] was used to find the longitudinal especially the transverse one, by a significant amount (i.e.

and transverse impedances. The beam valve is assumed to if b is 10% larger the impedance drops by 25%).
have the same resistivity as the beampipe, p = 74 p0-cm.

Calculations for the coupled bunch growth rates show REFERENCES
that most of the beam valve modes are benign. This is
mainly due to the fact that the cavity modes are at fre- [1] King-Yuen Ng, Fermilab Main Injector Note MI-0029.
quencies which are above the beam spectrum frequencies. [2] B. Zotter and F. Sacherer, CERN 77-13, pp. 175-218,
All modes have a growth time greater than 50 ms except (1977).
for the quadrupole mode t," the 2.46 GHs mode which has
a growth rate of 38 ms. [3] K.Y. Ng, Particle Accelerators, 16, pp. 63-80, (1984).

F. Bdlow ([4 R.A. Dehn, Q.A. Kerns, and J.E. Griffin, "Mode
Damping in NAL Main Ring Accelerating Cavities",

The beampipe bellows will consist of approximately 10 to IEEE Trans. NueL Sci., NS-18, pp. 260-261, (1971).

17 convolutions extending over one inch. The inner di- [5] Q.A. Kerns and H.W. Miller, "Fermilab 500-Gev Main
mension of the bellows is an ellipse of similar size to the Accelerator RF Cavity 128-MHz Mode Damper",
beampipe and the convolutions extend 0.5 inches. To esti- IEEE Traes. Nuci. Sci., NS-24, pp. 1704-1706,
mate the impedanoe the elliptical shape was approximated (1971).
by a circular beampipe with radius 1.05 inches. This was
done for both 10 and 17 bellows convolutions using the [6] DESY, LANL and KFA, MAFIA User Guide, (1989).

program TBC [7]. [7] R. Klatt and T. Weiland, TBCI Short User Guide,
The longitudinal impedance is very similar for both the DESY, (1988).

10 and 17 bellows cse. The impedance peaks at 1200 near
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Trlapped Ions and Beamn Coherent Instability

P. Zbou, P. L. Colestock and S. I. Werkema
Fendi National Accelerator Laboratory*

P.O. Box 500, Batavia, IL 60610
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tequkA bshA antipoe. us taw~foroSm the accumuintae to the angula bounce freqnuecy of the beam ia the AM of trapped

Uain Ring.d th -umee emfitance expdalmuc emi-pecia& ians, and &&%& that of the kmas in the ld of boom. All of thmn
sad"den Iessese without beam km.L myWbe functions of ocilflation amplitudes. P. is the wahe

Thons iab GWis am bieege to be ithit caused ac at leas force generated by the nammal machine impedance. We have
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at thuse mod" is cosoteat wit the spectrum of trapped ha We de~s duS bo-angl coERodNae ae
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N.s Arc at i wave, sad satideimp the other, depending as the eoar
Fin d Z(O)y,*i'C*-a) ditonta. sal us an distributed in the sana auk-
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whm S(A b the mechine impednns(5J taer of toar -'p anltds an o~eyw al

The Uraxnea d Vise. equations have a positive real 9m resmitance. This will damp the gast

we a wihp th so -v ki& s'a antdap b
_,(a w*sT6.LZ+fWe y6 + they,"b n0d ormal machine impedance, iLe. the 96am impedance" WillSol, =6TO ai& reduce the machine bapedeace budget and many cause bean

+ w,,ymi =a. instability in cerne that are otherwise stable. For Olustratioa-i+i -AeY UN let us tahc the simplified picture descrbed above end geminate
-on typical numbers from the Fermilab accaumuator a"d PWn

the stability digepams with 0% a"d 1% neaftrslltion. It can
lead to the "mein@ disperion equation be ee fro Fi. hfat it does not tabs a high lavel at ion

No Z() f neutrali, o)d wtnsation. to deetabilise an otherwise stabl situation, and
Jwo (0a, - W6 it impossible to haveso stablesregioaatefL.
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true, then, w62., ar smother quantit of the san order, can he
tehPR oat as a rnantw. This corniest lat us callit w4, meb-
sumsthe averagse eupling strsngth fwnomas to the besm. In i e-- __

tbslmit"at,. and itdo not dependoanAb w.is roughly the
-as bounce frequecy of beami in the told of trapped ions. Inb

thi sppea.imatlm doe Aqdiseo equation becmss ____ ____
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As wecan me, the mak efct oftrmapped ions oocesin the
hImn of extma, impedance, denoted as Ion, impedance', Z.. The
other catrb~utisis of ions is to shift the beam cdiliatiam fre. Figure 1: Beam Stability Diagrams with 0 and 1% N~eu-
quesacy, whic is coatalned in the term w62 = + W62. This tralisation
sh^ however, is usaely ftin and can be Ignored.

It is however very difcult to know the details about this ion We have to point out two pointe. First, the theory unavoid-
himpedwane A~, becaus it depends am the neutrellation proous, ably overestimates the effect of eions because of the neglect of
fis. mapiltude distribution, ete. None of these are known in the longitudinal motion of ions. This mob=a case resonant
deta l. Insead, we wE try to get a rough estimatiarn am Z, and ions to lose the phave informationt needed to stay resonant. Sec-
duemoins a quslkative ph, ture- of the eect. For this purpose ondly, this theory is only a perturbative treatment and not a
we su trapped has have the sene truanverse distribution self coasistent one. We started with, an, equilibrium distribution
as the beam, ead tabs this distribution ms a round f,*iusdmannd evaluated the stability of any small perturbation, but the
with an -rawe that is the machine - Vage unstable motions may change the %quilibrium' distribution,
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whue th tb@GW tPA Wthk Some cel argumensI him.
dmui hap ma wo 4am &A MAn Vt a quaktatlu awbspl timm of
Mwea - as -onaud whic we WE Carr out in the hb~lwng
aseslm -- - -

Expkn~talObservations

hem, at h"g psetl ab* to tho maims opertion. Tos -o-ect

the pI W an a. deadaig eletrode syte han bees installed
is theanumlate and it ba ee ntley bees upgraded from the
peieawAnd 108V to a vauiable am wihb up to 1KV voltageI

Sonloe s bont hav ehws th" han trappg costzibutes to
beum eosheext os=tafos, Fig. 2 shove the beam coherent

cstsm oumgthe with difeast amasnt of esutralisaties,
aeiUeadby varying cehauing voltage in oesixth Ot the Tim (sac

at 00,100 50and10 volts, where power is all three coherent Tn(K
Hanss grow w"t decreasing clearing Voltage. Monitaxing the co-

Figur 3: Coherent Oscillation Power Chang with Time

the crestos of sew ions ad the natural tendency of ions with
aut heating will bring beca the orWiginalh distsihuthan which

- - -- - - - - - - made the beam to grow in the Ist p0am. M&hi paocem will
be emhaacsd through the increase af beam current sand/or the
reduction of the beam momentum spread sad the increase of
we trapping, whereeither the beam moves claser to indstaiity

- - intzinseiclly because of th e uakening of Laadau damping or
trapped iams become strosger or both cast occur. Whes the
trapped hans are strong enough mad the instabilty growth is
too Atd foe ions to respond a true instability will develop sad
beam transverse emittuaces will suffer explosive growth as has
bees observed.
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Figure 2: Coherent Power Spectrum with Various Clw~ing References
Vol"".

herent See power with time shows that they can change rather (1I John Marnser, at aL Experiments sad practise ia beam
fteu~ 3i shsows am sampie. skhaing. Particle Accelerators, 30-15-20, 1990.

The shoe emso be explaine with the model we presented [2] D.G. Koshkarev sand PR. Zenktevicht. Resomance of coupled
inas tePrawou section, that as beam current increases the transvers oscillations in two circular beams. Particle Ac-
han impedeace will gradually push the otherwise sA"l beam cdleutors, 3:149,1972.
into the unstbl region and cause the beamk-ha coherent as- [3] L.J. Laslett, A.M. Seeder and D. M5&L 7kansverse two-
claton, to grow. Unlik the saran!l machis. impedance, the strem instability in the presence of strongspceseis
han impedance chainges as the beamo-ha isteractios, alters the and image forces. NucL. Ivtab. Math., 121:51i-524, 1974.
%qsmllbum' ion distuibution. When the beam develops ans 4 .J~o W t .KlvnN n nrwM edr

beam ist neofmally imuc d to WMs ascad ou pigi, Sa 'hansverse resistive instabilities of intense coeding beams in
growth in the eoassiet Geatlon, teads to heat the han distri- per"~l accelerators. Rev. Sci. Inst., 36(4):436, 1965.
be= msad druvte res mmait lam to layier amplitudes. As a [5] A.W. Chao. Coherent instabilities of a relativistic bunchied
resut, the ion didsihutios wil be distorted so that the beam beam. SLAC InternalJ Note, SLAC-PUB-2948, June 1952.
beco-Me ssmlietble and toche sment ssiatios strength will
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lathsn is neddto maintai this modified han distribution as
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Comparison of the Coupled-Bunch Mode Theory to
Experimental Observations in the Fermilab Booster
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P. L. Colestock
Fermi Nationl Accelerator LUboratory, P.O. Box 50M. MS 341, Batavia, IL 60510

AbmWw I. MEASUREMENTS
The wel-kown longitudinal coupled-bunch mode theory

is reviewed and evaluted including finite bunch length effects Three quantities were measured in the Booster for use in
and Landa damping for the parameters of the Fermilab the comparison with the theory. Fmrt, the impedance due to
Booster. Predictions of mode growth rates are found to be in the RF cavity higher-order modes (HOM), which drive the
general good agreement with experimental observations, both instability according to the theory, was measured. [21 Because
temporally and in frequency space. The inclusion of Landau the RF cycles in 33 msec from 30 to 53 MHz, many of the
damping i the stability analysis is required to achieve overall HOMs also tune, so data were recorded corresponding to
agreement with the observed unstable mode spectrum. Particle several times through the cycle. The beam fluctuation spectra
simulation using the ESME code are carried out to describe were obtained by detecting the signal from a wideband resistive
observations of large amplitude oscillations and saturation wall monitor and performing an FFT using a TEK DSA 602.
effects near the end of the accekeation cycle. Finally, a model An example of a typical spectrum may be seen in (1[. Before
of the emittance growth, which is valid for growth rates slow suppressing the instability through the recent installation of
with respect to mode frequencies, is explored. RF cavity mode dampers, strong oscillations were seen in

coupled-bunch mode (wave) numbers around n-16 and 48 (of a
L INTRODUCTION possible 84). The spectra were recorded at several times

through the cycle and the unstable mode amplitudes were
Even after installation of RF cavity mode dampers extracted. We see the measured growth of mode n-16 plotted

suppressed the long-observed longitudinal coupled-bunch in Fig. 2. Finally, the full (95%) bunch lengths TL were
instability [11, questions remained as to whether the behavior measured through the cycle in order to calculate the
scaled as predicted by the theory. Also, the details of the synchroton fequency spread.
longitudinal emittance growth scaling were unclear. First, we
describe the comprehensive comparison of Booster data with II. LINEAR THEORY
the predictions of the linear coupled-bunch mode theory.
While there is strong evidence that nonlinear effects are We begin with the linearized Vlasov equation in polar
impotat, we wished to study the unstable mode growth data coordinates (r,0) [3]
quantitatively at least to determine the regime for which the
linear theory is valid. A rigorous test of and modification of + fj io sinG
some of the assumptions used in the literature is required for -I+M 1 +" -7") 0 #0 +rcos0)in-f° =0 (1)

propa application to the Booster. Solutions are found

numerically using standard algorithms. It is found that where we assume the particle distribution function
including self-consistently the effects of the beam momentum normalized to unity, may be separated into a stationary and
spread in the nonlinear RF potential (LAndau damping) is pertur par given by
essential to accurately describe the unstable beam behavior.

The linear theory is completely inadequate in explaining w
theemittance growth resulting from the instability. Instead, a f(r,6,t)=fo(r)+f1 (r)ei e-, with IfoI>>fiI(2)
fully nonlinear simulation is invoked using the longitudinal
particle tracking code ESME developed at Fermilab to study In this analysis, we consider a pure dipole oscillation only, ie.
the response of the beam in the presence of a high-Q driving m=l, and no mode coupling. In (2), Q are the normal modes
impedance. Subsequent analyses of the results produce an of the instability. This quantity is complex, therefore a
qualitative scaling of the emittance growth and a deepened positive lm(fQ)=fli will lead to growth of the perturbation and

understanding of the subtleties and sensitivites of the Re(1flr gives a frequency shift. The force F in (1) is the
instability on various parameters. self-induced force on the beam due to its wake fields in the

beamline environment. This force may be written as the sum

ra address: Ferm NaioAccelerar L . sw as a . of products of the Fourier components of the charge density
* Work sup:ored by dU. ep ent of Enery unde Cs No. and the impedance. After substituting F and summing over all

D•WACo2.kf6tCdh U.S. Depmnm of Energy under Cnnsraci No. bunches, we arrive at
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-i rco3hI 1 f0(r)- Zk(W), We eliminate the sum by choosing the dominant Zk only and

,E r dr 4-' k" k rt
k (3)

17110e- 0) 1JZ (kL-vri)
x rdr' fi(r')Ji(kr') 1 2 16 Z _r
0 0 E 0E , ( x-y

8
where J, is the Bessel function and Zk the impedance due to y = --- 8 (7)

the RF cavity higher-order modes at the frequencies oh L

W =kW0 + W, + (. The index k = hp + n, where h is the (0, + • -O
harmonic number, p the RF harmonic, and n the coupled-
bunch mode number. Multiplying by r Jd (k'r)/(n - W. (r)) The integral in equation (7) is solved numerically, fixing Qlj
and integrating both sides over r leads to the dispersion and varying "r. The curves can be plotted in the complex Z-
tmiicm plane as shown in Fig 1. This example corresponds to

o___ Z.( df()J(kr)J(kr) Booster parameters at t=29 msec in the cycle, wo,=2x(2.2)
_.wI= 43h Z (c)i dr & (4) kHz, Ao),=2x(78) Hz. The solution for [Q(t) is found graph-

- E kk' k 0 (QI- woW(r)) ically by finding the intersection of one of the curves with the
measured Zk/k. If the ivapedance falls inside the innermost

Normally, we are interested in solving (4) for each coupled- curve, the system is stable. For a Zk/k = (1.4, 2.0) kU as

bunch mode n=0,1,.....h, to find those igenfrequencies o plotted with a large dot the growth rate predicted is 0.3 msec-t

which are unstable. As this is an infinite dimension matrix without Landau damping and only 0.1 msec 1 with.
equation, a number of simplifications are generally made. In
the literature, the small-argument expansion is substituted for 40
,.ie or both J1(kr) terms. This is the short bunch V

approximation: kr is the ratio of mode amplitude to i La . .
pertimbing make field wavelength. For the Booster, however, 20 k
kr is not small. Also, to allow analytical solutions, os is
often assumed constant, so that Landau damping can be ,o

neglected. We studied both regimes, constant o) and m,(r), 0

to examine the influence of Landau damping.
For a constant o), = w,,, the denominator in (4) may be

pulled out of the integral. In the Booster, there are two -20

unstable modes, each driven by two RF cavity parasitic
modes. The mode around n=16 is driven by 169 and 220 MHz
(RF order p=3,4). Mode n=48 is driven by 83 and 345 MHz -40

(p=1,6). For each n, (4) becomes a 2x2 matrix equation with -50

solutions given by 1- I = . For a gaussian particle 0 0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6 2 2.4 2. 3.2 1.6

distribution, the matrix elements may be written

S2 1 Z, -,2+kj2k L2" Fig. I. Instability curves showing graphical

j= I ijlo (00 1 k1,+JI(kjkjL?)(5) solution of growth rate.-if2 2 2E (oso L ki

We may use a WKB approximation, since Q(t) is a slow

where AG=-(Q- W'so), L =-J-2oL is the bunch half length function of time, to get the integrated growth of the
2 rinstability. The coupled-bunch mode amplitude i/(t) is

in radians and 11 are modified Bessei functions. The matrix calculated using
elements are evaluated for n=16,48 at different times t through
the cycle using the measured impedance Zk. In each case, the W(t) = I d(
larger Q(t) of the two solutions is taken to dominate. Yf-O0) I ex j (t)jdt (8)

In the case of Landau damping, the frequency spread e o
a, (r) must be included. We use the approximation [31

The result, comparing the measured dipole coupled-bunch
mode amplitude for n=16 in the Booster with the growth

os,(r) = oSo + AOsS 1 - 16 r = hL (6% predicted by linear instability theory both without and with
Landau damping, is shown in Fig 2.
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distuibution extracted from the envelope o( ft RF Iamonis
., a .e ̂ .,.,, in the bin Wawa e my be used instead in dtec aculations.

WWI*
o Alb AL a4

420 24 2 3 2 36I

Fig. 2. Ll1 coupled-bunch theory vs. Booster data, n=16.

HL SIMULATION

We used the longitudinal particle tracking code ESME [4]

to simulate the Booster using the measured RF cavity HOMs
[2]. A full ring of 84 bunches (46k macro particles) were
wakdod driven in qmseate rnms by 83 and 220 MHz impedances
modelled as LRC eonatdors. The results depend strongly on
the initial paudle distribution. We reproduced the observed
dipole amplitude and emittance growth with a gaussian
distribtion tracked through transition. In each case, the
bunches begin to oscillate rather coherently until, at different
radii, they filmenet in die nonline~ar RF potential. IUere, suts

are shown in Fig. 3. The bunches clearly begin to filament at Fig. 3. Phase space plots from ESME simulation for an

a larger amplitude on the left. The unstable behavior depends impedance at 83 MHz (left) and 220 MHz (right) for the last
on both the growth rate 06 and the frequency shift fl which, 4 msec in the Booster cycle. The axis scales are

for83 MHz, eaafactorof2 and 100 larger, respectively. The E=±4OMeV and A# =3.

utnable impedance prameter space was explored to determine
a scaling for predicting the final maximum amplitude. The authors would like to thank A. Gerasimov and D.
Additional details am discussed in [51 and [6]. Wildman for productive discussions on emittance growth

IV. DISCUSSION scaling and RF cavity measurements, respectively.
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Measurement of Trapped Ion Pockets and Control of Ion
Instabilities in the Fermilab Antiproton Accumulator

Steven J. Werkenna. Kenneth D. Fullett, and Ping Zbou
Fenni Natuoalm Accelerator Laboratoryt
P.O. Box 500, Batavia, IL 60510-0500

Abstract The second undesirable consequence of uncleared pockets of
Resonant interaction of positively charged, trapped residual trapped ions is that the ions in these pockets can interact

gas ions with a negatively charged, intense antiproton beam resonantly with the beam resulting in large amplitude coherent
has been identified as the primary cause of transverse oscillations and sudden emittance growth [1]. Figure 2 shows
instability in the Fenmnlab antiproton accumulator. An the growth in the first 3 coherent dipole modes as the clearing
upgraded ion clearing system was recently installed. This voltage is decreased from 900 V to 10 V in one sector of the
upgrade yielded a significant improvement in machine accumulator. Figure 3 shows a typical sequence of ion induced
performance as well as an enhanced capability for studying emittance blowups. The operational exigency to clear trapped
trapped ion related phenomena. The operational impact and ions is obvious.
preliminary results from some initial measurements made with
this system are presented herein.

I. INTRODUCTION I 2-Q-
Positively charged ions are produced by the coulomb

interaction of the highly relativistic P beam particles and -3-Q-
residual gas molecules in the accumulator vacuum chamber. R
The ions created by this process acquire only quasi-thermal I
energies (-0.1 eV) and are therefore immediately trapped in -- A I
the space charge potential of the beam. If no counteractive I. I
measures are taken, the trapped ions will accumulate in the
beam potential well until the beam is completely neutralized. . - -

Even with an extensive clearing electrode system, uncleared 0 0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6
sites at local beam potential minima, will result in local Frequency [MHz]
neutralization of the beam and potentially hazardous pockets of
trappedions. Figure 2. Vertical dipole spectrum showing coherent

Pockets of trapped ions have two detrimental effects. First, oscillation at the I-q, 2-q, and 3-q betatron resonances. As
the neutralization of the beam can cause significant tune shifts. the clearing voltage in accumulator sector 2 is reduced in
Figure I shows the shift in the vertical tune when the clearing the sequence - 900 V, 200 V, 100 V, 50 V, and 10 V,
voltage in one of the six accumulator sectors is turned off. the power in each of these lines is seen to grow.,j

- --Q=8.607

- / . AQ=O.0014 -. I
1 IvImv M-U,)

Figure 3. Typical time evolution of trapped ion induced
Figure 1. Vertical schottky profile before and after turning off emittance growth.
the clearing voltage in accumulator sector 3.

II. ION CLEARING ELECTRODE HARDWARE
t Operated by the Universities Research Association. Inc The ion clearing system hardware upgrade consists of six

under contract with the U.S. Department of Energy. power supplies: one for each of the six sectors in the
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Accumulator. The power supplies are individually adjustable The number of P's transferred to the collider is critically
through the control system from zero to 1000 volts. Each dependent on the extent to which the beam can be cooled in all
power supply has ten high voltage output channels. There are three dimensions(21. Prior to the clearing upgrade, relatively
an average of two spare channels per sector. smnall longitudinal densities (: 7 X 1010 P's/eV.sec) would

Each channel is connected, by various lengths of coaxial result in transverse instabilities. These instabilities would
cable, to one or more of the 140 clearing electrodes located preclude further transverse cooling of the beam. The advent of
throughout the accumulator. Ninety of the electrodes are the ion clearing upgrade increased the achievable longitudinal
actually BPM (beam position monitor) pickups; the remaining density by a factor of nearly 2 for horizontal emittances near
are dedicated to the ion clearing system. Since the BPM the threshold for efficient transfer into the collider (see
system employs a pre-amplifier at each BPM pickup, it was Figure 5).
necessary to insert a one kV DC isolation barrier in front of 1A - -

each BPM pre-amplifier and simultaneously maintain its o'.amu,,.a.e,.
common-mode rejection perfomannce. 6A

Every channel is capable of monitoring its supply current "
in the range from zero to ten nA. This current is comprised of 0'"
both ion clearing current and leakage current. The leakage is I -

due to lengths of coaxial cable and a few clearing electrodes of ' fra.,• .
marginal construction. *A

The supply current resolution is limited by system noise to E

6 pA. External noise (kicker magnets, pulsed power supplies 4 ,N

etc.) can further limit the resolution to 50 pA; however, this is • __

dependent upon the operational mode of the accumulator and 1

the location of the clearing electrode and its associated cables.
The clearing electrodes are placed at the most likely

locations of trapped ion pockets, which are the minima in the oA a Is o 1

electrostatic potential of the p beam. The longitudinal LongiLudinal Density (mA/hV-sec)

variation of the beam potential well depth depends on the Figure 5. Transverse beam size versus longitudinal
transverse size of the beam and the local dimensions of the Figu re a. anter be ize versusg tun
vacuum chamber. Figure 4 shows the longitudinal dependence density before and after the ion clearing upgrade.
of the beam potential and the deployment of the clearing The ion clearing upgrade eliminated the periodic emittance
electrodes for one sector of the accumulator. blowup phenomena shown in Figure 3 for p stacks of less

- ..................... than 120X 1010.

IV. MEASUREMENTS OF TRAPPED ION
BEHAVIOR

"At the time of this writing, the ion current readback has
E been in operation for 5 weeks. During this time there have

been several opportunities to use this system to study trapped
43 ion phenomena. Some preliminary data from these studies are

2" M W presented here.

3 3 A. Longitudinal Mobility of Trapped Ions
I A measurement of the longitudinal mobility of trapped ions

-4 - is of interest in evaluating the effectiveness of the clearing

0 0 so 3 system and provides an assessment of the validity of the beam
space charge potential calculation.

Figure 4. Longitudinal variation of the space charge The method used in this study is to turn off the high
potential at the center of the beam for accumulator sector 1. voltage on one channel of the clearing system. When this is
This calculation assumed a 200 mA P bewn and transverse done, the pockets cleared by the clearing electrodes connected
emittances of 2% mm-mrad. The black dots indicate the to that channel will begin to fill up with ions. As these
location of clearing electrodes, pockets fill up, the beam becomes partially neutralized at these

sites. The local minima in the beam potential quickly
III. OPERATIONAL IMPACT OF THE disappear and ions produced subsequently will not be locally

CLEARING SYSTEM UPGRADE trapped, but will be free to move in accordance with the
The deleterious effects of trapped ions are most apparent longitudinal gradient of the beam space charge potential. The

during the process of extracting p's for use in the collider.
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ion current readback system is used to determine where the this stabilization occurs. One possibility is that pockets of
ions go when the local pockets are neutralized in this manner. trapped ions, which are inaccessible to the clearing electrode

Figure 6 shows the clearing current readback system system, are being cleared by the longitudinal modulation of the
response to turning off the high voltage on channel 3 in beam intensity caused by the RF. The clearing current
accumulator sector 1. The clearing current in the adjacent readback system was used to locate these pockets. Figure 7
channels (channels 2 and 4) increase; with the greatest increase shows the clearing current readback response to bunching the
going to channel 4. Figure 4 shows that there is a large beam in a 1.5 eV-sec bucket with an h=2 suppressed bucket
potential barrier between the channel 3 electrodes and the RF system. Approximately 15% of the beam is contained in
channel 2 electrodes (due to a change in beam pipe diameter). the RF bucket.
It is, therefore, expected that the majority of ions produced ..
after the pockets at the channel 3 electrodes fill up will indeed - "
go to the channel 4 electrodes. j ____ I _T___

S22

.4 ____[ - "

Figure 7. Display of the clearing current readback of all
0, Voltletrode (3)[ instrumented channels in the accumulator. The current

- values are differences: RF OFF - RF ON. A positive
value indicates a reduction in clearing current.

Figure 6. Display of the clearing current readback of all

instrumented channels in the accumulator. The current The clearing current readback indicates a reduction in ion
values are differences: Channel 3 OFF - Channel 3 ON. current at roughly the same locations in eack sector of the
A negative value indicates a net increase in charge cleared, accumulator. A reduction in clearing current is an indication

that ions from a nearby site, which were previously drifting to
It is also apparent that the number of ions cleared by the a clearing electrode, are being removed by the effects of RF

channel 3 electrodes before the voltage was turned off is the bunching to the vacuum chamber walls. Generally, it appears
same as the number of ions produced at the channel 3 electrode that the sites being cleared by RF bunching are in the long
sites but cleared by channels 2 and 4 when the voltage is straight sections of the accumulator.
turned off. Bunching the beam with RF is beneficial even with very

This test was performed on each high voltage channel in small buckets. Applying 5 Volts is nearly as effective as
the clearing system. The result shown in Figure 6 is typical 20 Volts. Moreover, the beam remains stable for a long time
of what was seen in other channels with a few exceptions. (hours) after the RF is turned off.
The exceptions include: (1) devices affecting the beam space This effect is far from understood. Much work, both
charge potential which were not incorporated into the potential analytical and experimental, remains to be done before any
calculation (e.g. stochastic cooling pickups and kickers), (2) further explanation can be offered.
ineffective clearing electrodes, and (3) some genuine mysteries.

The study of trapped ion longitudinal mobility will be
continued by attempting to measure the ion longitudinal drift
velocities. The bandwidth of the ion current readback system
is 10 Hz, which is inadequate for this measurement (the V. REFERENCES
expected velocities are of order several hundred meters/sec). A [1] P. Zhou, P. Colestock, and SJ. Werkema, I ons
portable readback system with a bandwidth of 2 kHz is and Beam Coherent Instability. These proceedings (1993).
presently being built to facilitate this measurement. [2] SJ. Werkema, D.W. Peterson, and P. Zhou, Transverse

Emittance Growth in the Fermilab Antinroton
B. Stabilization by Weak RF Bunching Accumulator with High-Current Antipmton Stacks. These

Bunching a small fraction of the accumulator P beam with proceedings (1993).
RF has been observed to suppress transverse instability[2]. A
study has been initiated to ascertain the mechanism by which
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aftft of NeAdle Energy Upgrade for the ALS and Modeling of the "Read Lattice" for
the Diagnosis Of Lattite ProblePWMs

Kt Maldahi and. LDengtamon
Lawrence Berkley Laboraory, University of Calfi~mnia

I Cyclotron Rood. Berkeley, CA 94720 USA

Abutmcet Rats gradient emu, in quadkdoles and bending magnets were
We haveW mi died the cwa of expected perfarmuace of Obtained by scaling the 1.5 GeV values by a facto of 2,

the Advanlced Light Source swap inog at LRL for the suggested from magnet measurements at 1.9 Gov and
(deign) nominal and maximum energy of 1.5 and 1.9 GeV similarly for the extupole. Systematic multpole error for
respectively. Florthermore, we have alm studied a possible bending magnets and quadrupoles were obtained by
ioncae to 2.3 GeV by mode-ling the change of dynamical interpolation of measured values at different cmunts Figure 2
aperture caused by saturation of the magnets. Independently, shows that the dynamic aperture is reduced mainly in the
we have also modeled the beam's trajectory at injction, vertical plane from 11.2 mm to 6.6 mm.
Comparison with bpm data from early storage ring _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

-le oteCaasso m*ltiecord Dynamical aperture
to a short in a quadrupole, which was rectified leading to Ij
soared beam of 60 turns.

L NRMODUCTON a

Using magnet measurement data the dynamic aperture
was estimated for the ALS stompg rnag at the nominal energy -

of 1.5 GeV. By extrapolating mapet currents, multipole error
for quadrupoles were determined and used to estimate the L
dynamic aperture at 1.9 GeV mad 2.3 GeV. Random magnet
displacements of 150 pmimras were used aswell as random roll
euwsn (100 prad rans for quadrupoles, 50 trad rims for bending
magnets, 200 ttrad rms for sextupoles). The results are0.............
discussed in Section 2. Independently, in Section 3.,we present 001.0 2 1 E-02
the results from modeling of the trajectory of the beam injected ________________

inoo the soagp ring. Comparison with bw~ data from, early
commolisaloning led to the diagnosis of a major lattice error Figur 1. Dynunidc aperture at 1-50GeV.
leading to the first circulating beam with 60 turns. AMI the
simulations were done using TRACY [1].

C) Dynamical aperture
IL DYNAMIC APETURE AS A FUNCTION OF

ENERGY C

A. Dnwamic aperuwe at 13 GeV 1 0

Mlagnet measurements for 1.5 GeV provide the multipole0 a
errorsa needed to estimame the dynamic aperture. The dynamic
aperture shown in Figure 1 is essentially determined by 'F C
magnet mnuslignatents due to their symmetry breaking effects
on the lattie, leading to enhancement of the non-linear eff~ects.
This is due to the rater large amplitude dependent tune shifts
for the bare lattice together with excitation of resonances
linked to die pertuibed symmetry. The mechanical aperture is
around 21 ammin the horizontal plane and 10 mm in thee
vertical plane 0.0 1 .0 2.OE-02

x (in]

B. Dywamic apertue at 1.9 GeV
_____ _____ _____Figure 2. Dynamic aperur at 1.90GeV.

*This work was supported by the Diretor, Office of Energy C. Dynaamic apertur at 2.3 GeV
Research, Offlee of Hig Energy and Nuclear Physics, High Rats gradient errors in quadrupoles and bending magnets were
Energ Physics Division of the. U.S. Department of Energy obtained by scaling the 1.9 GeV values by a facto of 2 and
under Contrac No. DE-AC-76SFI)0098.
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Study of Coupled-bunch Collective Effects in the PEP-11 B-Factory*
John Byrd

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory
Berkeley, CA 94720 USA

Astrad The net vertical RW impedance, scaled by the ratio of the
beta function at the 3W impedances and the RF cavities,

We present an overview of the calculated longitudinal and im and ty , cavities,

transverse coupled-unch (CB) growth rtes u is given by Zthew0.66 MO/mI/7f?

measured R cavity higher order mode impedance and as- COUPLED-BUNCH GRowTH RATES
timnated remistive wall (W) impedance for the proposed
PEP-1I B-Factory[l], adual-ingelectron-positron collider. L"ofgCud8n modects-The longitudinal complex frequency
We also describe a visual method of representing the ef- h o CE mode £ for a bunched beam with N equally
fective beam impedance and corresponding growth rates populated and equally spaced bunches is given by[4]

which is especially useful for understanding the depen- i o
dence of of growth rate on higher order mode frequency ARIO = 1oE/a (1)
and Q, spread of ROM frequencies between cells, and for
determining the requirements of the CB feedback systems. P=+00
INTRODUCTION [z,]of = • .--•e(w.) 2 Z,(w,) (2)

Because of the high beam current and large number of and
bunches at PEP-II, a proposed dual-ring electron-positron wp = (pN + I+ Q,)w0. (3)
coflider, CB instabilities are predicted to be one of the lim-
iting factors in achieving the design beam intensity. Longi- where Io is the revolution frequency.
tudinal and transverse CB feedback systems are currently The effective impedance, [Z*].,,, represents the sum of
being designed to combat this problem. This paper pro- the beam spectrum over the actual impedance. The com-
vides a detailed estimate of the growth rates in the PEP-Il plex frequency shift was evaluated using the measured pa-
low energy ring (LER) using the measured HOMs of the rameters shown in Table I and the measured HOM param-
low-power model of the PEP-f1 cavity and the resistive eters given in [2]. The imaginary part of Eq. 1 represents
wall impedance. The growth rates in the high energy ring a growth or damping of the CB mode and is driven by the
(HER) are lower by .-0.7-3 because of the factor 3 in beam real part of the impedance. The growth rates were calcu-
energy. This paper does not include any discussion of the lated for the worst case of no spread in HOM frequencies
CB effects resulting from the interaction of the beam with among the RF cells.
the fundamental mode of the cavity. Because of the sampling of the cavity wakefields by the
COUPLED-BUNCH IMPEDANCE beam, the HOM impedances are aliased into a frequency

bandwidth given by 1/27fl, where T7 is the bunch sepa-
In the case of longitudinal beam oscillations, the RF cay- ration in time. For the case of every other RIF bucket
ities provide the only sources of impedance strong enough filled, the frequency bandwidth is 119 MHz. We consider
to drive CB instabilities. A series of measurements char- here the impedances aliased into the frequency band 0-119
acterising the resonant modes of the PEP-II RF cavity MHz. The summation for the effective impedance given in
cell have been performed on a low-power prototype model. Eq. 2 represents this abasing. The real part of the effec-
A summary of the properties of the monopole and dipole tive longitudinal impedance driving the longitudinal cou-
higher order modes (HOMs) is given in reference (2], in pled bunch modes is shown graphically in Figure 1. The
these pc.ceedings. effective impedance is plotted on the left axis and the cor-

In the case of betatron oscillations, there are two sources responding growth rates of the unstable beam modes are
of impedance large enough to drive CB instabilities: the plotted on the right axis. The dotted line represents the
"RF cavities and the RW impedance. An estimate of the effective impedance resulting in growth for CB modes cor-
RW impedance hjs been mede[31, taking into account the responding to upper sidebands in the frequency band 0-119
variable resistivity, aperture, and cross section of the vac- MHz. The dashed line is the effective impedance resulting
uum chamber around the ring. Because of the narrower in growth for lower sidebands in the same frequency band.
vertical aperture in a large part of the vacuum chamber, Note that the dashed line represents a damping impedance
the vertical RW impedance dominates over the horizontal, for the upper sideband modes in the same frequency band.

Several of the aliased HOM's are labeled according to their
eThis wonk wof mmipMWd by the DaCtai, OMSm d EDiSy - resonant frequency as given in [2].

of the U.S. v d Ena e Comma No. D-AC03- "The CB mode frequencies are closely spaced because of
.tShe0.M. the low revolution frequency. Therefore, there is very little
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Figure 1: Longitudinal CB growth rates and the effective impedance in the 0-119) MHz frequency band. The largsmt
HOMs have been labeld according to their resonant frequency in MHz. CB mode frequencies wre too closely spaced to

be resolved on this swale.

W-" P~tp-ion ER -~u-evoltagp/turn is given by

E Beam energy (GeV) 33109 V&- IoA#ZI --- Io04 Z,04-1 (4)

C' Circumference (m) 2199.318 where Zli.I. ww.)l• =teweeAei h

Nr No. ofbneq. 1476M amplitud of phase modulation at the RF hrequency for &

I o .Bea currnthe () 214 CB mode. The maiximumn longitudinal kick/turn is 4 kV

&0 Meom, Copctrrent ().1 and a maximum longitudinal CB amplitude of 0.03 tad is

Q. Synchrotron tune 0.05 umd
Nrl No. of RF cellar 10 Tensvrse Efedts- The transverse, complex fr-equency

Q~a j , Xy -tron tunes 32.28,35.18 shift of CB mode I for a bunched beam. with equally pop-

Ad.,r) ame. g#,(m) 10.84,9.95 ulated and spaced bunches is given by[41

/W - ofo E,[pZ•].• (5)

Table 1: PEP-11 LER parameters used for calculation;. 2(l)6

affect of shifts in the frequencies of the HOW• because whr

they are Wsh-Rdy heavily damped or in shifts of the CB =o
mode frequencies. However, further ude-On•of an HOM 10J. ZA.-f f Z e(° I)Z(W,) (6)

would help by bringing down the ROM's shunt impedance P=-00

even further. This could be accomplished by even more and
aggressive damping of the HOWs or by a spread in the w p .~o 7KOM frequencies between the various RF cells.

Io is the DC current and P.L is the transverse beta function
at the location of the impedance. The complex frequency
shift was evaluated using the parameters shown in Table I

Lonlihdinl Feedback Threskold- A CB feedback (FB) and the dipole in reference [2].

System is being deige to damp the unstable modes plot- The contribution to the real part of the effective trans-

ted in Figure I. Neglecting any aid from radiation damp- vers impedance from the HOMs is shown graphically
ing, the damping limit of the FB system is leached when in Figure 2. The dotted line represents the effective
the beam-indueed voltage/turn equals the maximum FB impedance resulting in growth for CB modes correspond-

kick v0ItBV/tWrn. Ile magnitude of the beam-induced ing to upper sidebands in the frequency band 0-119 MHz.
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Figure 2: Vertical CB growth rates and the effective impedance in the 0-119 MHS frequency band from the RF cavity
dipole HOM and the resistive wall impedance.

The dashed line is the effective impedance resulting in can be raised to sufficiently stabilize a quiescent beam.
growth for lower sidebands in the same frequency band.
Note that the dashed line represents a damping impedance CONCLUSIONS
for the upper sideband modes in the same frequency band. Most longitudinal CB modes are damped near or below
The radiation damping rate is also plotted, the radiation damping rate. The rest should be damped by

Most of the HOMs have been well damped such that the FB system. One remaining monopole HOM requires
they give growth rates below the radiation damping thresh- further damping. The transverse plane is dominated by
old. However, there appears to be two narrowband dipole the RW impedance. and two other dipole HOWls which
modes that can cause possible problems. Further investi- can potentially drive beam modes at a comparable rate
gation of the modes is continuing. but will likely be reduced because of cell-cell differences.

There is relatively little detrimental effect on the growth Landau damping from the intrabunch tune spread is not
rates from changes in the betatron tune or changes in an effective in damping any of the fastest growing CB modes
HOM frequencies assuming that all RF cells change equally at full beam current although it may help at lower currents.
because of the extent of the damping of the HOMs and The author would like to thank Glen Lamberteon for
the relatively small revolution frequency. If the HOM fre- many useful discussions and members of the Center for
quencies in the various RF cells do not shift equally, the Beam Physics at LBL for their general support and en-
net HOM impedance can be reduced, thus lowering the couragement.
growth rates. However, the RW impedance does not vary
significantly over time. It is expected to be the dominant REFERENCES
effect in the transverse plane. (1] Design Update for PEP-I1, LBL PUB-5303 (1992).

7Vmuerse Feedback TIreskold- Neglecting any aid from
radiation damping, the limit of the transverse feedback sys- [2] R. Rimmer, D. Goldberg,Meaurement of Higher-order
tem is reached when the beam-induced voltage/turn equals Mode Damping in the PEP-H Low-Power Test Cavity,
the maximum feedback kick voltage/turn. The magnitude these proceedings.
of the beam-induced voltage/turn is given by [3] J. Byrd, Resistive Wall Instability at the PEP-H B-

Factory, CBP Tech Note-006, PEP-I AP Note 9-93,
V. = IoAzZ.j (8) May 1993.

where A•z is the transverse oscillation amplitude for a CB (4] M. Zisman, S. Chattopadhyay, J. Bisognano, ZAP
mode. The maximum vertical kick/turn is 5 kV and a User's manual, LBL-21270.
maximum transverse CB amplitude of I nun is assumed.
As in the longitudinal case, the transverse feedback gain
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Study of Coupled-bunch Collective Effects in the ALS*
J.M. Byrd and J. N. Corlett
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory

Berkeley, CA 94720 USA

Aevd spaced bunches is given by[4]

We present an overview of the calculated longitudinal and Aw =_ 1Ioj, .rzl'
transverse coupled-bunch (CB) growth rates using the I 2(E1e)Q.o1Z,]!j (1)
measured RF cavity higher order mode (HOM) impedance
for the Advanced Light Source (ALS), a 1.5 GeV electron where
storage ring for producing synchrotron radiation. We also = E Zw (2)
describe a visual method of representing the effective beam of1 =-0( (l)
impedance and corresponding growth rates which is espe-
cially usefud for understanding the dependence of growth and

rate on HOM frequency and Q, for determining the re- WP = (pN+1+Q.)w0. (3)
quirements of the CB feedback system, and for interpreting The effective impedance, izI.,, represents the sum of
measured ea s the beam spectrum over the actual impedance. The com-

INTRODUCTION plex frequency shift was evaluated using the measured pa-

Because of the high beam current and large number of rameters shown in Table I and the measured HOM param-
bunchese a the L CBe i rrenstabilitie amd predited tmber eters given in [3]. The imaginary part of Eq. I represents
bunches at the ALS, gB instabilities are predicted to be a growth or damping of the oscillation and is driven by the
one of the limiting factors in achieving the design beam real part of the impedance. The growth rates were calcu-
intensity while maintaining good beam quality. Longitu- lated for the worst case of no spread in HOM frequencies
dindsiand transverse oB feedback system are currently between the two RF cells.
being designed to combat this problem. Because of the sampling of the cavity wakefields by the

COUPLED-BUNCH IMPEDANCE beam, the HOM impedances are aliased into a frequency
band of 0-112T7, where T& is the bunch separation in time.

In the case of longitudinal beam oscullations, the RF cav- For nominal ALS conditions, the frequency range is 0-250
ities provide the only sources of impedance strong enough MHz. The summation for the effective impedance given
to drive CB instabilities. A series of measurements char- in Eq. 2 represents this aliasing. The real part of the
acterizing the resonant modes of the ALS RF cavity have effective longitudinal impedance driving the longitudinal
been performed. A summary of the measurements is given coupled bunch modes is shown in Figure 1. The effective
in reference [3], in these proceedings. impedance is plotted on the left axis and the growth rates

In the came of betatron oscillations, there are two sources of the unstable beam modes larger than radiation damp-
of impedance large enough to drive CB instabilities: the ing are plotted on the right axis. The unstable CB modes
RF cavity dipole HOMs and the resistive wall (RW) themselves are represented by solid vertical lines. The
impedance of the vacuum chamber. A careful estimate dotted line represents the effective impedance resulting in
of the RW impedance has been made[2], taking into ac- growth for CB modes corresponding to upper sidebands in
count the variable. resistivity, aperture, and cross section the frequency range 0-250 MHz. The dashed line is the ef-
of the vacuum chamber around the ring. In addition, the fective impedance resulting in growth for lower sidebands
transverse beta functions vary around the ring. Because of in the same frequency range. Note that the dashed line
the narrower vertical aperture in the chamber, the verti- represents a damping impedance for the upper sideband
cal impedance dominates the horizontal. The net vertical modes in the same frequency range. Several of the aliased
KW impedance, scaled by the ratio of the beta function HOM's are labeled according to their resonant frequency
at the RW impedances and the PF cavities, is given by as given in [3]. The radiation damping rate is also shown
Z±aw=0.59 MO/m/1Vf(MHz). in the figure.

COUPLED-BUNCH GROWTH RATES The plot of the effective impedance clearly shows the
dependence of growth rate on HOM parameters such as

Losoitudimal Effects resonant frequency, Q, and synchrotron tune. For exam-

The longitudinal complex frequency shift of CB mode I ple, if a high-Q HOM is damped, it's width will increase
for a bunched beam with N equally populated and equally and the peak value of the shunt impedance will decrease.

However, as it's width increases, it will drive unstable more
"This work wO s upptefd Bs Ehe Diretor, OfSice nc Eus Re- CB modes. In addition, the dependence of growth rateseeda Oc of Bd E cieces Material Sciences Diviuco,

of the USS. Department of Ensy under Contract No. DE-AC03- on variations of the HOM frequency resulting from cav-
7SFOOU0. ity tuner position and water temperature or on changes in
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I0 is the DC current and is the transverse beta function
V i i i at the location of the impedance. Using the dipole cavity

A Boom energy 1.5 GeV modes from [3], the complex frequency shift was evaluated
C Circumference 196.8 M the parameters shown in Table 1.
fry RF Freq. 499.654 MHs The real part of the effective vertical impedance is
of RMS 6E/E 7.le-4 shown in Figure 2. The dotted line represents the effec-
N Number of bunches 328 tive impedance resulting in growth for CB modes corre-
I0 Total DC beam current 0A A sponding to upper sidebands in the frequency range 0-250
& momentum compaction 1.594e-3 MHz. The dashed line is the effective impedance resulting

Q. Synchrotron tune 0.009105 in growth for lower sidebands in the same frequency range.
ef RMS bunch length 3.9 mm Landau damping from the intrabunch tune spread due

Q-'1 Horizontal betatron tune 14.28, 8.18 to the nonlinearity of the transverse restoring force is not
Pe.a,., Arg at cav-ity 11.5 m, 5 m easy to evaluate. For the assumed value of the tune spread

of 0.01, Landau damping is not effective in damping any of
the CB modes at full beam current although it may help

Table 1: ALS parameters used for calculations. at lower currents. Head-tail damping for the expected
the synchrotron tune is easily found. The plot of the eec- strength of the broadband impedance is not significant.

tive impedance is also very useful in interpreting measured Transverse Feedback Threshold
spectra of CB oscillations because of the diurect correla- Neglecting any aid from radiation damping, the limit of the
tion between CE sidebands and HOWs. transverse FB system is reached when the beam-induced

Landau damping from the tune spread due to the non- voltage/turn equals the maximum FB kick voltage/turn.
linearity of the RF voltage is not effective in damping any The magnitude of the beam-induced voltage/turn is given
of the fast-growing CB modes at full current because of by
the short bunch length. V6 = IoAzZI (8)

Longitudinal Feedback TresAhold where As is the transverse oscillation amplitude for a CB

A CB feedback system is being designed to damp the un- mode. The maximum transverse kick/turn is 1.6 kV and
stable modes plotted in Fig. I. Neglecting any aid from a maximum transverse CB amplitude of I mm is assumed.
radiation damping, the damping limit of the FB system is As in the longitudinal case, the transverse FB gain can be
reached when the beam-induced volta•e/turn equals the raised to suffliciently stabilize a quiescent beam. For ALS
maximum FB kick voltage/turn. The magnitude of the injection conditions, all transverse CB modes are excited
beam-induced voltage/turn is given by much less than 1 mm. The limit of the transverse FB is

shown in Fig. 2.
V&= I0A Z1 = 10A0 0Z1 ',.1  (4) CONCLUSIONS

where Z*,.;I(w) - (w/wr.)Z( (w) is the where A4,0 is the Longitudinal CB growth rates in the ALS are -1/msec.
amplitude of phase modulation at the RF frequency for Lonsvurna CE growth rates ite ALS are gronec
a CB mode. The maximum longitudinal kick/turn is 1.5 Transverse CE growth rates are 0.5--1/miec. The growth
kV and a maximum longitudinal CB mode amplitude of rates are sensitive to detailed RC cavity conditions and
0.03 red is assumed. For ALS injection conditions, all 1on- betatron tunes. The proposed CB FE systems can dampgitudinal CE modes are excited much less than 0.03 red. all unstable modes for the exp~ected injection conditions.
The limit of impedanc e elongitudinal FB can damp is The author would like thank Glen Lambertson for manyincluded in Fig. 1. useful discussions and members of the Center for BeamPhysics at LBL for their general support and encourage-
Transverse Effects ment.

The transverse complex frequency shift of CB mode I for a REFERENCES
bunched beam with equally populated and spaced bunches
is given by[4J [1] 1-2 GeV Synchrotron Radiation Source-CDR, LBL

SII fo IPUB-5172 Rev., July 1986.
-i.=[(/e)i[±-.Z±]'I (5) [2] J. Byrd, Resistive Wall Instability at the ALS, ESG

Tech Note-195, LSAP-122, May 1992.
where w eP=+0 [3] J. Corlett, J. Byrd, Measurement of Higher-order

[.L6.LZ, Modes of the ALS 500 MHz Accelerating Cavities,
.I= eZ±-( 0')Zx(wP) (6) these proceedings.

and [4] M. Zisman, S. Chattopadhyay, J. Bisognano, ZAP
and (pN + I + Q)wo- (7) User's manual, LBL-21270.
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Figure 1: Longitudinal coupled-bunch growth rates and the effective impedance in the 0-260 MHz frequency band.
The largest HOMs have been labeled according to their resonant frequency in MHz. Only CB modes with grwoth rates
greater than radiation damping are shown.
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Figure 2: Vertical coupled-bunch growth rates and the effective impedance in the 0-250 MHz frequency band from the
RF cavity dipole HOM and the resistive wall impedance.
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Time Domain Solutions for a Coasting Beam with Impedance Feedback*

M. Blaskiewicz

AGS Dept. Brookhaven National Lab
BNL 911C Upton, NY 11973

Abstract lag, and I(0, t) is the beam current as a function of azimuth
and time.

Time domain solutions for a coasting beam interacting As usual, assume that the phase space distribution is
with a longitudinal or transverse impedance are presented. given by an unperturbed piece, plus a small perturba-
The treatment is limited to first order perturbation theory, tion. In the limit of first order perturbation theory, the
but it includes Landau damping. azimuthal harmonics are orthogonal and may be studied

individually:
I. INTRODUCTION ID(0, 6, t) = O0(6) + 0.(6, t)ein(O - wot). (3)

Analytic treatments of the linearized Vlasov equation are
usually posed as eigenvalue problems in the frequency do- It is assumed that the wake force due to fo vanishes. Then,
main [1, 2, 31, while computer codes usually work in the the wake force is soley due to the perturbation current.
time domain. In this note, a time domain approach to This force is given by
the linearized Vlasov equation is introduced. The tech-
nique is applied to both longitudinal and transverse coast- 2 = o e__ (8 - wot) ( )

ing beam instabilities. In both cases, the Vlasov equation t =rW(-")esn•°rp,,(t - r),2•rR~pof
is reduced to a one dimensional Volterra equation of the -00
second kind. Analytic solutions for specialized distribu- (4)
tions are presented. The solutions are easily expressed in where,
simple functions, allowing for detailed analytic scrutiny, as +00

well as making them easy to include in computer code. pQ)-= / 0. (6, t)d6. (5)
The following two sections focus on the longitudinal case. -00

The transverse case is presented in section IV. The r dependence of p. (t - r) in the wake force is ignored.

This is the only approximation to first order perturbation
II. THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT theory. It assumes that the wake potential decays before

fP. changes appreciably.
For a coasting beam with self forces due to a longitudinal Expressing equation (4) in terms of the longitudinal
wake potential, the Vlasov equation reads impedance Z, the first order solution of equation (I) sat-

0(S6' ,;1 -) a,0(•-6, 6 t) 80(e, 6, t) isfies
8~(96,i +w(l -~)8(9Ilt) 6D~e,6i) () 8b~(,i)= iuo,6,/~,, (6, i) + R(6)p, (1), (6)

at 89 86

In equation (1), 9 is the azimuth around the machine, w0  Dt
is the angular revolution frequency for the ideal particle, q2Wo d'0o(6)
6 = Ap/po is the fractional momentum deviation, Q is the R(6) d Z(nwo). (7)
frequency slip factor, and i(0, 6, t)48d6 is the number of 2irRpo d6
particles in dO x d6 at time t. Equation (6) is easily solved using exp(-iwoq~t) as an

The effect of the wake potential is contained in i. In the inequatin (a s lnra
smooth approximation: integrating factor,

qb.(, ,) = * .(6,O)ei'='oj7
i(9, ) = _ f w (f ) I( , t - r)dr, (2)

2irRpn-=o + R(6) J pn(s)es°o?(t - )d.. (8)

where q is the charge on a single particle, R is the machine 0

radius, W(r) is the wake potential as a function of time Before proceeding with the solution, introduce the total

"Owork supworted by US DOE number of particles in the ring N, and the characteristic
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half width of the momentum distribution r via The effect of the impedance is fully contained in the con-
stant

-1(/) (9) A2 
= A"W____00(6) = (6101( (17)

Integrating both sides of equation (8) over 6 and switch- Differentiating equation (16) with respect to r and using
ing to the dimensionless time variable r = Iqlnw'ot results the last line of (15) gives
in d

& - A20 = _[S(7)J]. (18)

p.(r) = S(r) - p.()G(r - s)d, (10) -

Z Jor The boundary conditions at r = 0 are a = 0, and a = S(0).

G(r) = rj f(Z)eiugn(q)rzdz, (11) For an initial perturbation that is a Lorentsian,

4sRpu 2t S(r) = Soe- , (19)Z.,it = nw2Rpo (12)
qZff where e = 6-izo. The width of the perturbation in 6 is or,

and the perturbation is centered at 6 = sgn(q)ozo. Since
In equation (10), S(r) is the source function and is given by the right hand side of equation (18) is an exponential, a(r)
the integral, over 6, of the first term on the right of equa- is readily obtained. I consider the non-degenerate case, so
tion (8). For reasonable distributions, G(r) is a smooth
function that varies over length scales of order unity, and of (15) gives f (r),
has a maximum value of order unity. For the correct choice
of o', 1ZciI is the Keil-Schnell limiting impedance [1]. The So0  - e
actual stability of the system can be strongly affected by Pa(Cr) = (I-c) 2 - A l
the phase of the impedance as well [3]. +(

Ae [A [cosh(Ar) + (I - e) sinh(Ar)] 1(20)

III. EXACT SOLUTION The motion is stable if and only if IR(A)I < 1. Changing

An exact solution to equation (10) may be obtained if the the momentum variable to z = sgn(-q)6/b, and evaluating
unperturbed distribution is a Lorentsian, equation (8) yields,

(13) Soei r { & _W(=)- ( + Z2) i, &2 + (Z - ,.o)2
2z F' } (1

where z = 6/a. The response function is iA2 (1+ )2 [(1 F (21)

G(r) = re'e . (14) where

Since T > 0 in our problem, the absolute value sign is not F - e- [ - + z)r]

needed. To solve equation (10), proceed by defining the + iz) I I

auxiliary variables A(1+,X-C) [ -(1A- +iz)T1
2 (11 - A+ +i)

a(r) = e (,)s, + A(I-•A-e) [ - (I +A+iZ) (2 2 )

r As required, equations (20) and (21) are invariant under
•(3() J.sesp, (s)ds, the substitition A -- -A.Of If the system is unstable, the distribution at large r is0 given by

pn(r) = e a- , C ze-(•:•
= ra,+ iz)(1 + 27)(23

where dot denotes differentiation with respect to r, and where C is a constant that depends on the initial conditions
the second two lines follow from the first two. and I have taken R(A) > 1. Equation (23) is the unstable

Plugging in to equation (10) with equations (14) eigenvector one gets from a frequency domain treatment
and (15) gives as may be verified by substitution into (6) with the appro-

priate change of variables. As one expects, the stability of
a = Se" + A(ra - iA). (16) the system is determined by the eigenvectors.
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IV. TRANSVERSE CASE where S.(t) is the transverse source function. For the case
A,, = 6qw'o, with Lorentsians for momentum distribu-

The solution for a coasting beam subject to a transverse tions, the equations may be solved.
impedance is very analogous to the treatment for the longi- Define the dimensionless variables z = (Q' - )6/
tudinal impedance, but the treatment is more cumbersome and r = to0wolQ' - nqI.The unperturbed distribution is
due to the extra phase space dimensions. given by, #o(r, 6) = To(r)/(1 + z2), and the perturbation

Let a be the transverse coordinate and w,' be the aver- at t = 0 is #i(r, 6, 0) = C71o(r)&/[,p + (z - zo)2 ]. The
age betatron frequency. Define r as the amplitude of the dipole moment of the beam is given by
betratron oscillation and let 4. be the angle variable. Then

W = W. + AW (r,16), (24) D(T) = So (l -)e A-• e 1) (34)

-r = sin #F, (25) where A = A/(o-woIQ' - n,1I), and e = I + izo. The per-

dt - • 7 Z turbed distribution is given by,

2iFymw, (26) r, CdTo(r)e - :z +Z _[____

where Aw.(r, 6) is the amplitude and momentum depen- AF
dent part of the betatron frequency, F, is the transverse + (I + Z2)( )(35)
force due to the beam offset combined with the transverse (3))
impedance, y is the Lorents factor of the beam and m is I-c [ - (e- sz)"
the particle mass. The approximation (26) is equivalent to F -- - -
assuming that the betatron tune shift is small compared
to the betatron tune. + [ [- e(X1+z)r1 . (36)

Assume a solution of the form, A - I + iz 1

,A(r, 6, 0,.0, t) = 0(,(r, 6)+1, (r, 6, t)ei[O - wt + n(6 - ,ort)] V. CONCLUSIONS
(27)

By ignoring the variation in 01 over the time scale for the Two exact solutions to the initial value problem for the
transverse wake potential to decay, the transverse force is Vlasov equation have been presented. Using fairly simple
given by, numerical techniques, solutions for a broad range of mo-

F(9, t) - jiq/Z± (nwt, + wr)D() i[n(O - wot) - wt] mentum distributions could be obtained. These solutions
21R e might be useful in the development of computer codes, es-

(28) pecially when trying to determine the effect of the granu-
where f is the velocity in units of the.speed of light and, laxity produced by particle tracking. Additionally, the sim-

plicity of the solutions may allow for a serious study of the
D(t) = wqw(, f r 2drd6ski(r, 6, t), (29) analytic properties of Landau damping. Finally, since mo-

mentum distributions in real machines can be measured,
is the dipole moment of the beam. a relatively simple comparison of theory and experiment

The first order Vlasov equation is given by, might be possible.

a -i[Awt(r,6) - to61$i ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

+ qf3Z± (nwo + w.,)D(t) 800 (30) My thanks to A. Luccio and W.T. Weng for useful discus-
41rynw.,R 8r sions and encouragement.

Using the same techniques as in the longitudinal case, the
Vlasov equation can be reduced to an integral equation for References
the dipole moment,

[1] E. Keil & W. Schnell, CERN/69-48 (1969).
D(t) = S,(t) + A J D(s)G(t - s)ds, (31) [2] J. L. Laclare, CERN/85-19 (1985) p 377.

0

q2 N, Z±wot3 [3] A. G. Ruggiero & V. G. Vaccaro, CERN ISR-TH/68-
A = 8- 2 Rkymw, (32) 33 (1968).

= r2drd6 e(w(r, 6) - nwo?6)t(33)G~)= f Or33
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Longitudinal Impedance and Stability Thresholds of the AGS Booster *
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Abstract
Table 2: Resonant Impedance Budget

The various sources of longitudinal impedance in the AGS Table 2:f ResMosn Q B

Booster are identified and the effects of the total impedance Band III if 40 2.5-4.11 Q5

are estimated. In particular, the parasitic effects of the xf Band II rf 4 0.6-2.6 5

cavities during proton acceleration are explored. Dynamics Band 11 rf 5 0.6-2.5 2.5

are treated using a Aint order Vlasov analysis in the weak Kickers 9 60 3

synchrotron coupling approximation. Band III p23astic 5 50 10
PUBS 1 230 5

I. INTRODUCTION
II. LONGITUDINAL IMPEDANCE

The AGS Booster is a fast-cycling proton and heavy ion

synchrotron. The Booster will accelerate protons from Since the bunches in the Booster are much longer than
Ek = 200 MeV kinetic energy to Ek = 1500 MeV in the radius of the vacuum chamber and the Lorents factors
60 ms. For heavy ions the acceleration time is about an are small, the impedance above the cutoff frequency of the
order of magnitude larger with an output kinetic energy pipe has a small effect on the general character of the beam
Rk - 500 MeV per nucleon, dynamics.

This note is concerned with the collective effects that For small Lorents factors, the space charge impedance is
can appear during proton acceleration. Instability thresh- important. At injection, the space charge impedance is ca-
olds and growth rates are calculated for fixed bunch length, pacitive with Z/n = 6300. The space charge impedance
proton energy, etc. These parameters are varied over ap- drops as acceleration proceeds and ends up at Z/n = i40
propriate rsnges, resulting in an overall picture of beam at extraction. The other broad band impedance present is
qtabillity. For simplicity, the root mean square radius of the resistive wall impedance. For these calculations, the
the beam is assumed to be 1.5 cm throughout the cy- resistive wall impedance is negligible. Other than the re-
cle. In any case, the longitudinal dynamics depend only sistive wall impedance and the space charge impedance,
logarithmically on the beam radius, via the space charge the bulk of the low frequency impedance comes from the
impedance. The parameters which are assumed constant rf cavities and, to a lesser extent, modes associated with
are given in Table 1 the kicker magnets and the pick-up electrodes. The res-

onant impedance budget is summarized in Table 2 [5, 6).
The shunt impedances and quality factors quoted for the

able 1: Unperturbed Beam Parameters band II and band III rf modes are average values, as the
Ma chi:npeRadiursed 32 4 P r cavity is tuned they can change by - 20%. The detailed
Machine Radius 32.114 m behavior has not been accurately included in the stability

Number of bunches 3 calculations and to a large extent has not been measured.

Momentum compaction 0.0453
Beam radius 1.5 cm III. STABILITY FORMALISM
Pipe radius 6cm

Protons per bunch 5.0 x 1012 Growth rates were calculated using first order pertubs-
Synchronous RF phase 130 tion theory on the Vlasov equation in the limit of negli-

RF voltage 80 kV gible synchrotron mode coupling with no synchrotron fre-
quency spread [2]. The frequency shifts obtained bear out
the assumption of weak coupling. An unperturbed phase
space density 0o(r) = K(a - 2)3/2 is assumed, where a is

"work supported by' US DOE the maximum synchrotron amplitude which is also half the
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bunch length, and K is a normalization factor. It has been
noted that actual proton distributions are quite similar to
this model [4]. With thse assumptions, and taking quan-
tities to vary as exp(-ifl), the Sacherer integral equation

asa

(0- vw.)R(r) = w,(,)G. (r,r')R(r')r'dr' (1)
o~%%

ti

w(r) = (-• (2) -

G,.(r, ') = . Z[(kM + &)Wo + 01

x . [r(Mk + s)J. [r'(Mk + s)]() ( 3

X= - 2 ET. (4) •

where I is the average current, M is the number of bunches,
& is the coupled bunch mode number, r is the amplitude

of the oscillation in radians of azimuth, and the rest of
the notation is the same as in [7). For s = 0, the k = 0
term in the sum is neglected to conserve total charge. The a (deg of rf phase)
calculation proceeds by expanding R(r)/w(r), and G(r, r') Figure 1: Relative synchrotron frequency for equation (5)
in a basis {jg(r) : I = 1, 2,...} which is orthonormal on (dashed line) and a symplectic integration (solid line) with
(0, a) with weight function w(r). The function w(r)f,(r) is a synchronous rf phase of 130
refered to as the tth radial mode. This reduces the integral
equation to an (infinite) matrix eigenvalue problem. The
formulae are rather cumbersome and are given in Satoh's
paper [3); a computer code was written to evaluate the
relevant expressions.

In practice, it is impossible to solve the infinite dimen- in

sional matrix equations. For the case at hand, it was found t6

that using the first three radial modes sufficed for deter-
mining the largest frequency shift.

Synchrotron frequency spread due to the non-linear por-
tion of the rf force was calculated using [8]

= . 1 12 2 1 + i sin2 #. (5)

where w.,n is the sero amplitude synchrotron frequency, •. "
is the synchronous rf phase, and h is the harmonic number. C-
A plot of equation (5) and the synchrotron frequency ob- -

tained using a first order sympiectic integration are shown
in Figure 1. C;,

Stability diagrams were obtained by setting w, = w(r),
and G,.(r, r') = C,.(rr')'" as in Zotter's analysis [8]. Sta-
bility diagrams for the dipole and quadrupole coupled
bunch modes are shown in Figure 2 ?

Beam stability is estimated using the frequency shift 0.00 0.05 0.10 0.15 0'.20 0.25
calculated in the absence of frequency spread Afl, and Re ( 0/iS)
the synchrotron frequency spread for the mth synchrotron
mode S = m(w,(0) - w,(a)). The beam is stable if At/S Figure 2: Dipole (m = 1) and Quadrupole (m = 2) stablity
is to the left of the stability boundary. Of the three fre- boundaries for #,,(r) cx (W2 - r2)3/2

quency shifts obtained for each coupled bunch mode, the
most pessimistic was used in tie stability analysis.
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IV. STABILITY CALCULATIONS surements would be needed, owing to the high precision
required.

ThU Purpose of the calculations was to determine the beam It has been suggested [1] that the harmonic number of
Aaily • during proton operations. Of the impedances in the AGS Booster be switched from 3 to 2. Such a change
ST be 2 the band II end band III radio frequency modes would have a profound effect on longitudinal instabilities.
wier by far the most important. For clarity, the other Consider equation (3) with M = 2 and a = I.

[monat impedances were ignored.
The band III impedance is necessary for acceleration, GM (r,') = ZVSwo + 0]- Z*[kwo - f]

D caleues tloms with it alone were performed. Depending k
*a busch length, the # = 2 dipole (m = 1) mode may k)O,odd

be unstable, while the a = 0,1 modes are damped. For x J[kr]Tm~k?1 (8)
,i = 20 MeV the minimum bunch length was - 200* of

rf phase while at Ba = 1500 MeV it was 170. In both where the * denotes complex conjugate and the sum is over

cases the magnitude of the frequency shift was dominated & positive and odd. For the a = 0 mode the sum is over
by the real part, which is difficult to control. Ignoring in- positive and even. For 0 • mw, the imaginary part of
stalbities, the bunch length should decrease by a factor of 2 equation (6) is essentially determined by the derivative of

due to adiabatic damping during acceleration. Taking the the real part of the impedance at the revolution lines. As

extraction length of 1700 this implies an injection length with the first Robinson criterion, it then seems possible
of 340° which is significantly lrger than the 25° length of that all the coherent modes will have a negative imaginary
the accelerating bucket. Howeveran e growth rate of the part. Uncertainties are large, but preliminary calculations
instability in very small. Taking a bunch length of 1800 show that it should be fairly easy to accomplish this as long

of RF phase at injection and assuming adiabatic damping as the non-accelerating cavity can be tuned by 1.4 MHs;

of the synchrotron oscillations throughout the cycle results the revolution frequency at extraction.

in a peak growth rate for the dipole mode of 10 s-'. The
s = 2 quadrupole mode is unstable also with a peak growth VI. CONCLUSIONS
rate of 4 a- . Given the 60 ms cycle time neither of these
instabilities should be problematic. In section IV it was found that the AGS Booster will not

When the band 11 cavity is included in the calculations, be able to operate at 1.5 x I013 protons per pulse and

the situation becomes more complicated. While the reso- maintain longitudinal stability with the current machine

nant frequency of the band III cavity is tightly constrained parameters. The growth rates for band III alone are negli-

by the RP frequency, the first Robinson criterion and the gible given the cycle time of the machine. If the beam sees

cavity quality factor, the resonant fr-equency of the band II the band II impedance, then careful tuning of the band II

cavity is a free parameter. Given the results for the band resonant frequency will be needed. By changing the har-

III cavity alone, the analysis was confined to finding the monic number from 3 to 2, it was found that a suitable

band 11 resonant frequency which resulted in the smallest tuning current for the parasitic cavity should result in ex-

growth rates. The calculations assumed a bunch length of ponential damping of all coherent modes.
1W of RF phase at injection and adiabatic damping of the
synchrotron oscillations. It was found that by tuning the References
band H resonant frequency, the dipole instability growth
rates could be kept below 18 s-I throughout the cycle. [1] J. M. Brennan private communication.
The quadrupole growth rates were less than 10 s9- for the
same band II impedance. The required band II resonant [2] F. Sacherer, IEEE Trans. NS 24, 1393 (1977).
frequency varies smoothly from 1.14 MHs at injection to
1.83 MHs at extraction. However, the dipole growth rate [3] K. Satoh, SLAC-PEP/357 (1981).

depends strongly on the resonant frequency of the band 11 [4] E. C. Raka private communication.
cavity. At some points in the cycle, mistuning the cavity
by 50 kHs results in a growth rate of 50 s-1. Since the [5] A. Ratti & T.J. Shea, Proceedings of the IEEE PAC
impedance is not known accurately the optimal band II p 1803, (1991).
tue would need to be found empirically. [61 A. Ratti private communcution.

V. POSSIBLE CURES [7] B. Zotter CERN-SPS/81-18 (DI) (1981).

A simple cur to the instability problem is to short out the [8] B. Zotter CERN-SPS/81-19 (DI) (1981).

bend II cavity during proton operations. The technology is
*wel known and should not present a problem. Alternately,
the bead U resonant frequency could be tuned throughout
the cycle. An interative procedure based on beam mea-
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Calculation of the Bunch Lengthening Threshold

X. T. Yu sad J. S. Wurtele
Department of Physics and the Plasma Fusion Center

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA 02139

a the momentum compaction factor o( the tins, To the
revolution time, w*o the synchrotron oscillation frequency

A batract and Fo the beam energy.
Since the synchrotron tune is small for most rings and

A new analysis of the bunch lengthening instability, based the wakefield lss is distributed throughout the ring, we
on a single synchrotron mode in a distorted potential well, can then approximate the mapping by the differential
is presented. The nonlinearity ofthe waefield plays a crit- equations:
ical role: it distorts the equilibrium density from its Gaus-
sian shape, which results in asymmetric corrections to the dr -06, (3)
Sacherer equation. This modifed equation will have unsta- -a
ble eipnmodes when the beam current reaches a threshold d6 _ W'2
value. The calculated threshold agrees very well with our X = a -. T .multiparticle simulation for SPEAR parsameters (I). Here F(r) is the wabefield loes of the particle:

I. INTRODUCTION F(r) = Ne2Lo drp(r')W(v' - r). (5)

The performance of modern synchrotron fight sources and
circular colliders relies on sustaining very short bunches Eq. 5 involves integrating the wake left by all other charges
of high peak currents. The bunch lengthening instability, in front of the particle under consideration. N is the num-
i.e., the sudden increase of both the bunch length and the bet of particles in the bunch, L the ring circunierence, p
energy spread at some threshold current, is a serious con- the particle density of the bunch and W the longitudinal
cern. Much theoretical work has been aimed at explaining wake function [4J.
this phenomenon [2]. Most notably, mode coupling theory If we identify r as the coordinate and 6 the momentum,
assumes that low order synchrotron modes couple together then Eqs. 3 and 4 are the dynamic equations of a harmonic
at the bunch lengthening threshold. However, there is no oscillator under the influence of the additional force F(r).
cogent evidence from experiments that this has actually oe- The Hamiltonisn o! this system is:
curred. In this paper, we investigate the instability mech.- 62 W2 N2~~~ Nhe fete
anism within a particular synchrotron mode in s distorted H = +Z - - ar'r'). (6)
potential well. 2

For electron machines, synchrotron radiation of electrons
and its quantum nature provide damping and diffusion
in phase space. The resulting equilibrium state will be

E Q U ILIS It IU M a Boltsmann distribution:
The mapping for the longitudinal motion in a ring is [3]: Ho(",6) oc exp(- ), (7)

7-+1 = T. - aT6.+1, (1) 510

t+ = + - wakeWdelod s where woo, the equilibrium energy spread, is determined by
6A+ = 6.+ . -a (2) balancing the radiation damping and the diffusion caused

by quantum excitation.
where r. is the arrival time relative to the synchronous It is very useful to observe that, while the wakefield can
particle in the ntth turn, 6. is its relative energy error, change the particle distribution in r, it cannot change the

• Tb ak ws "'*mud by the Us. D~mnmt el S .p, distribution in 6. It will always be a Gaussian distribu-
Divia of Nudkr md Hb Bwz& PNW" tion with constant energy spread. Experiments show that
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he muly sproad inae ae dhw current reaces wne This, ## is still a function of r:
tbhi du v"h. In our shiwlatio, we alo obw r that r
the dMtbW in 6 starts to evelop a ioin-Gusiin de- 0o(r) cc ex---). (16)
formaion at the thrsold. Al throe ugst tha the equi-
libhmn is unstable a the current reaches the threshold. If we project the fnt order Vlaov equation

0 +w,• + .!t -e',108 o(7

111. SAcui RaI EQUATION- - T•- 1 0, (17)
into a particular synchrotron mode, we obtain the SachererWe follow the Vlasv-Sachrer (II approach to invest pte equation:

the stability of the equilibrium. The phase space distribu- equaion
tin function, 0(r, 6, t, satsf: (0-1w,)R(r) = FNv•7' 1Or) /r•dr1G(r' r1)&(r'). (18)

Sa 0 + 20- = 0. (8) Here, the kernel

To introduce the concept of a synchrotron mode, we first GW(r, r) = J( ( (19)
neglect the wakefield, i.e., we consider the sero current is determined by the ary part of the impedance
limit. In polar coordinates, r = rtcos, *6/w=o = n Z(w). Since G0 is read and symmetric, there are only real
and the Vlasov equation redu'es to eigenvalues. The single mode Sacherer equation does not

"s"wo 0 = 0. (9) provide the instability mechanism we are looking for.

Thus, the equilibrium dstribution, #a, depends only on r. IV. IMPROVED SACHER&R EQUATION
no egenmodes of the time dependent solutions are The discussion above suggests that it is crucial to keep

= (r) exp*i# - Wt)), (10) the nonlinear terms in the wakefield loss F(r). The most
important consequence is that the wakefield effects cannot

with eigenvalues be completely incorporated into the incoherent frequency
"shift and the shift of the center of the bunch. Although ,

IV)= 1,o, /=0,*1,*2,.... (II) isstillGaumsianin6,itisnolongerGaussianinr. Because
of this non-Gausian deformation, #a is a function of both

These ae called synchrotron modes. r and -#- o(r,#).
When the current is not sero, different I modes u cow- From Eq. 17, the # dependence of Oo will generate cor-

pled together by the wakefield. We know from most experi- rection terms to the right hand side of the Sacherer equa-
ments and simulatios that low synchrotron modes are still t Generally, they are not symmetric operators. Since
well separated even when the current reaches the threshold- the # dependence in the equilibrium is at least linear in the
So we msume the coupling between different synchrotron current, the correction terms to the Sacherer equation are
modes is not critical for the bunch lengthening instability proportional to the square of the current. The improved
an we will neglect mode coupling henceforth. Sacherer equation will look like:

Next we keep only the linear term in Fo(r): (1) - = I x symmetric operator on R1

Fo(o) = Fo(0) + 7 -r + 0(2)- (12) + 12 x asymmetric operator on Ri. (20)

When the current I is small, we don't expect the asymmet-
Here the subscript denotes the wakefield loss from the ric perturbation to be big enough to push the eigenvalues of
libraum particle density distribution. It is easy to see that the symmetric Sacherer operator into the complex plane.
all the wakefield effects on the zeroth order Vlasov equa- When I reaches some critical value, we expect that this
tioa can be incorporated into an incoherent synchrotron will happen and then the system goes unstable.
frequency shift

2-- [_ordF0 (13) V PARAMETERIZATION OF THE

EQ U ILIItIU M
and a shift of the center of the bunch:

In order to find the corrections to the Sacherer equation,
S"- ' = r - To, (14) we need to know the functional form of o(r,#). To ac-
=h as . complish this, Fourier expand *a:

R•T0 E f'¥F(0) () o(r.0) = fo(-)+.j(r)c+s# +2(P)cos2a +.... (21)
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We WEl dpesrnim 16), ), ,..by tdo folowing scheme: and the funtions gare related to functions I by
Ib squilbelum density distribution is determined by r
euhskM N6 equlati: (3 4) - -(

1O +OD The dier. aem between the approximated distribution and
p() Aexp W dtp(I + r)( the nua•,aclly obtained distribution is very small for the

-(22) SPEAR parameters. For other impedances and equilib-

where (t) is given by: rium bunch lengths, the model expansion Eq. 24 may not
be valid. The ftundamental point is undhange: nonlinear-

g•t) = / d' W('). (23) ity of the wakefield Ios Iends to instability.

We can sove this equation numerically and compute the VI. RESULTS AND CONCLUSION

fArst four cummnulats of the particle density distribution We have calculated As threshold current for SPEAR pa-
p(r): ib, a&eag r; r,, standard deviatio; 71, normalized Wehe c e we mest cnrrest in the pt
skew momnnt; -A, normalized excess moment. Then we r Sice we are most interested in the insta-
approimae the equilibrium by a ctumuant • . bility mechanuin behind the bunch lengthening, we lin-

aDenote = (r - a)ne,, earised the RF bucket and neglected the multi-turn wake-
Denote - ro)/Pr, field. Rather than comparing the calculated threshold

[ -3+ 4 - SO + 3)jn(s). (24) current with experimental results, we compared it with
) 24 our multiparticle simulation. Approximating the SPEAR

Rue u(s) is the sta e G a dimpedance by a Q = 1 resonator, the simulation gives a
Hs ) is the standardized Gasian distribution: threshold current of around 45 mA. Our calculation gives

1 50 mA. The first unstable modes in our calculation are the
"n(a) = ,- exp(-i-). (25) dipole mode and quadrupole mode. In the experiment,

the quadrupole mode is observed to be the first unstable
Basd on this approximated distribution, we have only synchrotron mode.

the following five non-Sero terms: Ao, If, f2, IA, A4: In summary, we investigated the bunch lengthening in-

2 r4 2 stability of an uncoupled synchrotron mode in a distorted

fo~-r + D)+J-fow ), (26) potential well. Without the nonlinearity of the wakefield,
the Sacberer equation does not have an unstable eisen-
mode. The nonlinewity of the wakefield gives asynmet-

Jf(r) = -fo.(r) ---- 4r (27/) tic correction tearms to the Sacherer equation. The im-
8 03, 0/ proved Sacherer equation is unstable when the beam cur-

(r _6r rent reaches a threshold value. Linear theory givesa
m(r) = jfoo(r) 4- , (28) threshold current very close to the simulation result andidentifies the same unstable mode as seen in the exper-

z(r) , (2) ment. Future work includes extending the comparison to
4 =other rinp and impedances and taking into account the

f 4 (30) nolinearity of the IF bucket.

Here a r( ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

foo(r) = j--rexP(- -t•). (31) We would like to thank Dr. Alex Chao, Dr. Senyu Chen= NZ.o-Tand Mr. B3o Chen for stimulating discussions.
We are now in a position to write down the explicit form

of the improved Sacherer equation:

Ne2 Ig(r) R EIERENCES

"(0- I JdVGa(rrf)Ri(rf) [11 P. B. Wilson et &L, IEEE-NS 24(1977) p. 1211.

+NO s (3 2] K. Hirats and T. Suzuki, ed., KEK Report 9-12(1991).
+ 2eTo on (r)J r'dr'641(r,r')Rar'). ) [3] M. Sands, SLAC Report 121 (1970).

Here, the asymmetric kerned are given by [4] A. W. Chao, AIP Couf. Proc. No. 87, p. 450.

= 1 ( 5] F. Sacherer, Trans. IEEE-NS 24(1977) p. 139.
&aj (aa) (wvi) - (-[rJ,](ur)) (we) ( J. Haisinski, Nuovo Cimento 18 B(1973) p. 72.

(33)
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Atstrect where A(q) is the line density. I may have either sign: for

An integral equation derived from the linearized Vlasov space-charge it is positive below transition and negative

equation has been used to find the instability thresholds in above.
the case of space-e-bge impedance alone for various distri- The Vlasov equation can be written in terms of p an q,

bution functions. It has been found that the thresholds for or, more conveniently, in action-angle variables as

the instability which are caused by the coupling between 8 +i i +Lj =
m = *1 azimuthal modes may be obtained analytically for + 87 (3)
many practically used distributions. Moreover, the crite-
rion determining these thresholds appears to be the same where J =-8H/OG and 0 = 9H/OJ.
as that for thresholds beyond which no stationary distri- It can be shown that the stationary distribution ¢0 is a
bution can be found. function of J only. We therefore look for a solution in the

1. INTRODUCTION form 0 = 00o(J)+, 1 (J, 0, t), where 01 is a small perturba-
tion. The ilamiltonian of the system can then be writtenIt has been found that in the case of broad- band
as

or space-charge impedance the stationary distribution S(J,Ot) He(J)+ lAl(q(J,0),t), (4)
changes significantly with intensity, and this should be
taken into account because the stability thresholds calcu- where A1 (q, t) - f 01 dp. Dropping terms of second or-
lated ignoring potential well distortion differ from those der and taking into account that dHo/dJ = w(J), the
obtained in sel-coasistent calculations [2]. Therefore, the linearized Vlasov equation becomes
results obtained previously [4] under the assumption of ab-
sence of incoherent frequency spread have to be considered +1 _ l d0 = .
critically. However, these results provide us with a clear 5F + 80 dJ
picture of the physics of the instability and can be used for
checking any other new theory. It turns out to be more convenient to take VJ: and w to be

It has been shown in ref. 4 that the problem of deter- a functions of • = H(p, q) instead of J:
mining the m = +1 thresholds (as well as others caused d -o I d•o (6)
by ±m coupling) in the absence of synchrotron frequency 0,0°(e) = (J) d, (6
spread can be formulated as an eigenvalue problem for the

Fourier components of the line density. Moreover, ana- We look for a solution in the form *)I fe" (and A I
lytical expressions for matrix elements for some specific gev') Then with the definition 1(c) = ,/w(c), we get
distributions have been found [4].

II. INTEGRAL EQUATION f I + - I ' =0. (7)

We normalize the longitudinal coordinate. q such that 906

the Hamiltonian of the particle is The periodic solution f((, 0) = f(f, 0 + 2w) is
H(,q) = + V(q), (()+2

2 Af, 0) =I e. 0 1(8)

where p is the longitudinal momentum and V(q) is a po-

tential which we assume to be symmetric. Note that although this result is formallh ;quivalent to
In the case of space-charge impedance, the self-force is that given by Krinsky and Wang [3, eqn. 3.18], it differs

proportional to the derivative of the line density and we in the sense that the present treatment is a perturbation
also can define an intensity parameter I so that about the stationary case which includes the space-charge

= A impedance: in ref.3, the stationary induced potential is
Fsc = -1- and V = Vo + I A(q), (2)

dv ignored.

0-7I3-1203-uO. 00 0 1993 MM
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Wetelin eqa.8 by parts we get 0.6

A(t, ) = o4084) 0.4-
SOre f > 0.2-

-- ] e0'X°-g(q')dV. (9) <

Integrating eqn. 9 over the momentum and taking into ac- :L -0.2-
count that g(q) = f f(e, ,)dp, we have finally 1 -0.4-

g(q) [1 - IA'(V)] = (10) '_ 0.

_00 .~n- 00-'gqd -0-

where A'(V) = dA/dV, and 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
Parameter a

A(V) = V o(e)de (11) Figure 1: Extreme eigenvalues of eq. 15 (plotted a squares) and
JV V(-- V extreme values of A'(V) (solid lines).

is an auxiliary function for #o(H) which we introduced
previously [1] in connection with finding stationary distri- Here Ira(z) = e-2Im(z) is the exponentially scaled modi-
butions. fled Bessel function. The lowest thresholds can be found

Eqn. 11 is non-linear with respect to v and therefore is from the condition 1 I = 1, where j are the extreme
not easy to solve in general. In the special case P -- 0, eigenvalues (of either sign).

hoeewe hae hesmlersl
however, have the simple result In comparison, we have from eqn. 13 that I -A'(V) Ith =

g(q) [1 - IA'(V)] = - J 4Io(e)dp g(q')dg'. (12) 0. With #o given by eqn. 14, the expression for A(V) is

The v --* 0 limit can be thought of as coupling between ±m A(V) = 1 - 2 + V) e-v. (17)

azimuthal modes [4]. Since the dipole mode m = ±I is the
lowest order antisymmetric eigenmode g(q) = -g(-q), the Simple analysis allowus to obtain the following expres-
integral in eqn. 12 vanishes and we find sions for extreme values of A'(V) for different parameters

g(q) 11 - IA'(V)] = 0. (13) { 1 + •a if 0 < a <25
111. MODE-COUPLING THEORY A'(V)min =

A different method to determine thresholds of longitudi- -if 5< <1
nal bunched beam stability in the presence of space-charge (18)
was used in ref. 4. The thresholds corresponding to cou- f if 0 < a <
ping between ±n& azimuthal modes can be formulated as A'(V)max =

an eigenvalue problem for the Fourier components of the -1 if a<ct<
line density. To compare the two techniques we have cho-
sen the family of distributions defined by Therefore, if one plots ýi and A'(V) vs. a on the same

I graph, the two curves should be the same. In order to solve
00(f) = - [1 - a(l -'F)] e-' (14) numerically eqn. 15, the matrix was truncated at 40 x 40.

Minimum and maximum eigenvalues obtained in this case
This family is very convenient because it contains both are the plotted points in Fig. 1. The solid lines are A'(V)
the 'gaussian' (a = 0) and 'hollow-gaussian' (a = 1) cases, (18). We can see that the results are in good agreement.
and because the matrix elements of the eigenvalue problem
can be found analytically. The eigenvalue problem can be IV. SELF-CONSISTENT CASE
written in the form

00 The results discussed in the previous section have been

pit = E Hkig9, (15) obtained assuming no incoherent synchrotron frequency

1=-00 spread (i.e. V o q2 ). To satisfy this condition in the self-
consistent case, the initial potential well should bewhere g(q) = • g9 ~ek9 and the matrix elements are

-V = V + I [A(0) - A(V)], (19)
S[I - 46 (k) 1  (16) where V = q2/2, and A(V) is given by eqn. 11. The nec-

- t k2 12 ( +k[essary Vo(q) to get a self-consistent stationary phase. apace
2 [1 - distribution with V(q) = q2/2 for the 'hollow-gaussian'
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S general, when dVo(q')/d(9') > 0), coupling between m=

7 -1 modes cannot occur for any stationary distribution.

6- We also can make a conclusion about the shape of the
eigenfun(ctioi (q) at threshold: since the threshold condi-

>* 4-tion (13) is satisfied in general at only one specific point
9th, g(q) can be non-zero only at -Indeed, recovering g

5 Ile from the eigenfunction {gJ} corresponding to 14. [4],

(L we find a very sharp peak at the point where Itb A'(V) = 1

1. -and almost zero elsewhere, and the peak becomes sharper
with increasing order of the matrix used in eqn. 15.o0-
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[2] K. Oide and K. Yokoya Longitudinal Single-Bunch In-

distribution 00 = fe-' at threshold intensities are shown stability in Electron Storage Rings, KEK Preprint 90-

in Fig. 2. The upper curve shows Vo(q) at the positive mass 10(1990).

threshold and the bottom one at the negative mass thresh- [3] S. Krinsky, J.M. Wang Longitudinal Instability of

old. As one can see these shapes are far from 'sinusoidal' Benched Beams Subject to a Non-Harmonic RF Po-
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Realistically, of course, Vo is harmonic and V(q) is dis- [4] R. Baartman, B. Zotter Longitudinal Stability of Hol-
torted by space-charge. In this case we can find the thresh- low Beams H: Mode-Coupling Theory, TRIUMF Note
olds beyond which no stationary distribution exists [1]. TRI-DN-91-KI77 (1991).
Surprisingly, the stationarity criterion found in ref. 1 is
the same as we obtained for thresholds corresponding to
m = ±1 mode-coupling! This means that in the case when
Vo is a harmonic potential, m = ±-1 modes do not couple.

It is necessary to mention -that this criterion is valid for
any Vo(q) for which dVo/d(q2 ) # 0 (i.e. no local minima).
This analysis can be extended to the case when Vo(q) is
not symmetric. Unfortunately, in this case we can't use the
symmetry of the eigenfunctions to determine the thresh-
olds as has been done earlier in this paper. Numerical so-
lution of the integral equation is required. This has been
done for several cases of ¢0 and the results are consistent
with the same threshold, namely IA'(V) = 1. However, no
formal proof of the universality of this criterion has been
found.

V. CONCLUSION

A simple criterion for the thresholds given by vanishing
of the real part of the eigenfrequency (coupling between
m = 11 azimuthal modes) for the bunched beam in the
case of space-charge impedance has been derived from the
linearized Vlasov equation. The thresholds obtained from
this criterion have been found to be in good agreement with
the thresholds obtained by the mode-coupling method for
the family of distributions which includes 'gaussian' and
'hollow-gaussian' cases. The method described in ref. 4
neglects the potential well distortion and the incoherent
synchrotron frequency spread caused by nonlinear space-
charge forcc i. It has been found that when the potential
can be approximated by a parabolic one V0 = q2 /2 (or, in
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Bunch Lengthening Observed using Real-Time
Bunch-Length Monitor In the TRISTAN AR

Takao leri
KEK, National Laboratory for High Energy Physics

Oho 1-1. Tsukuba-shi, Ibaraki, 305 Japan

About 2. BUNCH LENGTH MONITOR (BLM)
A new type of a bunch length monitor, detecting two

frequency componmats of a bea spectrum, has been install A bunch is picked up by a stripline electrode with a length
in the TRISTAN Accumulation Ring (AR). Calibration of of L=30 cm. The pulse is divided into two paths. One is for
the monior was carried out with the calculated natural bunch detectng the 250 K& component and the other for the 1620
length at a low beam current. Bunch lengthening was MHz component. The two signals are detected and mixed
measured as a function of the beam Cltlrnt. When the beam again. An analog calculator unit (AD538) generates a signal
current increased, a sudden blowup of the bunch length was proportional to the bunch length. An imbalance of the pin
observed together with stron coherent oscillations. It was between the two channels produces an offset at the output of
also observed that the blowup exhibited hysteresis when the the monitor and is compensated by a variable attenuator
beam current decreased, which suggested a strong nonlinear inserted in one channel. Details of the electronics are seen in
force in the bunch lengd in pg essp re.1e.

Calibration of the monitor has been performed using a low-
1. INTRODUCTION current bunch. When the beam current is sufficiently small,

the longitudinal distribution should be Gaussian, and its rms
Bunch lengthening is one of the most important issues in bunch Length approches the natural bunch length (O10). The

electrontposinun nap from the aspect of beam dynamics. In bunch length is controlled by the accelerating cavity voltage
the AR, bunch lengthening actually occurs. It is expected that (Vc). The bunch length was measured at a beam current of
the bunch length should be measured dynamically to understand b=-0.3 mA or N=2AxlO9 particles. This current is within the
the bunch lengthening. The bunch length has been measured effective range of the monitor. The bunch length at that
using the synchrotron light by a streak camera, whereby an current will be equal to the natural bunch length from the
rms bunch length is obtained from a stored logitudinal profile- exriences so far. The measured bunch length is adjusted byThis method has an advantage of detecting a charge eprecss a.Temaue uc eghi dutdb
dhismtrbton. howeve it idiffiltae tofol yng amichale using the variable attenuator with a step of 0.25 dB so as to set
distribution. However, it is difficult to follow dynamical the measured value by the calculated bunch length. After
change of the bunch length. Therefore, a real-time bunch- fixing the attenuation, the bunch length was measured as a
length monitor has been developed in the AR. function of Vc. Vc was changed from 0.6 to 3.2 MV, which

The AR has only one electron or positron bunch. T corresponded to the natural rms bunch length of 1.88 to 0.79
main parameters of the AR are listed in Table 1. cnm. Fig. 1 shows the measured bunch length agrees with the

caluculated natural bunch length within ±10 %.
Table I Main parameters of the AR This monitor has the following features:

(1) It has high resolution, and can distinguish a difference of
Beam energy E = 2.5 GeV 0.1 mm for 20 mm bunch length, which corresponds time
RI frequency Frf = 508.58 MHz resolution of 0.3 ps.
Harmonic number h=640 (2) It has the wide dynamic range, minimum detectable current
Average radius R--60 m is 0.2 mA with an accuracy of ±10%.
Number of buches B=I (3) It has wide bandwidth of 150 kHz, and can detect coherent
Maximum beam current Ib=40 mA oscillations including higher modes, if excited.
Accelerating voltage Vc--0.5 - 4.0 MV (4) It automatically displays the bunch length.
Natural rms bunch length 010 --0.8 - 2.0 cm (5) Easy to handle and maintain.
Synchrotron tune Vs 0=0.025 - 0.050
Momentum compaction factor aZ=0.0129
Energy spread AE/E=4.40x10.4
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. . , There are two jumps in the bunch length, one comapoads
to hioe <B>-<C> and the other <D>-<A>. The current for the
jump depends on Vc. A lower Vc or longer bunch length

-- o- m lsured makes the iump-up and the jump-down occur at a lower
current. The region between the two jumps is called the
hysteresis region, where two bunch lengths are possible. Fig.
4 shows the jump-up and the jump-down values of the current
as a function of Vc. The hysteresis region increases as Vc
increases.

0.0
0 1 2 (a)

wOPv)

Fig. 1 Measured and calculated bunch length.

3. MEASUREMENT OF BUNCH LENGTH

The measurement was carried out during an injection
process under constant Vc. The bunch length was also
measured using a streak camera (SC). Bunch lengthening was
observed below 1 mA without a clear threshold. No coherent
oscillation was observed below 3 mA. On the other hand, the
transverse profile obtained from the synchrotron radiation
showed a vertical instability (2]. The vertical profile was
expanded intermittently, which was not dipole oscillations.
The vertical instability is stronger for higher Vc and for shorter
bunch length. However, the vertical instability seems to be
settled to above 4.0 mA. When the beam current was around
3.2 mA, the monitor showed coherent oscillations with a
quadrupole synchrotron frequency (2fs) on a'specrurm analyzer. Fig. 2 Coherent oscillations at a shorter bunch length before a
Suddenly, the bunch length increased by 20 to 40%, when the jump-up (a), and a longer bunch length after a jump-up (b) at
current was 4.8 mA. This jump was also confirmed by the lb=4 mA. and Vc=I.I8MV. The frequency span is 10to 110
streak camera. A jump of the bunch length makes the pattern kHz. The vertical scale is 10 dB/div.
of the oscillations different. Though only quadrupole
oscillation was excited before a jump, strong oscillations were 4

excited with higher order modes after a jump as seen in v..I.is Mv
Fig.2(a) and Fig.2(b). The synchronous phase angle also
jumped by about 2 deg. together with the jump of the bunch
length.[3] __

A jump in the bunch length exhibited hysteresis as a F
function of the current as is shown in Fig. 3. When the C
current was decreased from point <C> after a jump, the bunch t
length did not return at the same current of 4.8 mA, where the
jump-up occurred when the current was increased. The bunch U _ _ _

length pursues line <C>-<D>. The pattern of oscillations on = 2
line <C>-<D> was the same as that observed at point <C>.. ..

While the bunch length was on line <C>-<D>. no vertical -A:p
oscillation was observed. The longer bunch length on line
<C>-<D> fluctuates due to the coherent oscillations as seen in J

Fig.2(b). As the current was further decreased, jump-down 0 5 1O
occurred from point <D> to <A>. At the same time, no Beam Current (mA)
coherent oscillation was observed, and the bunch lengthhysterensc disappeasd Fig. 3 Hysteresis of a jump in the bunch length as a function

of thc current at Vc= 1.18 MV.
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mas a function of Vc. One may notice a big difference between
.10 .1 , , F.. Fig. 5 and Fig. 4. In Fig. 5, the threshold current decreases as

Vc increases. On the contrary, The jump in the bunch length
a jump-down E=2.5 GeV increases as Vc increases in Fig. 4. The reason of the
0 jump-up difference is not clear. The vertical instability which occurs in

C the hysteresisregion may play a mysterious role in this bunch
a lengthening. Further study is needed.

'0
E o 0 410 1 F

E5  E

E

z 0 
- E,2.5 G0V

. DI

-- ' • 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 0Vc (MV) .

Fig. 4 Jump-up and jump-down currents in the hysteresis as a C

4. DISCUSSION "

Let( s separate the bunch lengthening shown in Fig. 3 into 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.two regions. At a low current region below 3 mA, no Vc (MV)
coherent oscillation is observed. The bunch length slightly
increases. Bunch lengthening data are applied to the potential- Fig. 5 Estimated threshold current of the turbulent instability
well distortion model [4] expresised as using measured bunch lengthening data.

(,__o) . 'b.L= _. -_.=(y : r.) 4. SUMMARY
Ul0 lO V/•Ev~z Oo ' =.( 1) !. The measured bunch length with the BLM agrees with the

caldculated natural bunch length within 10%. The bunchHere, Gj is the bunch length, e is the elementary electric lengths measured by the BLM and by SC have a slight
charge and IZ(wo)/nl is the imaginary part of the effective difference, which may be due to a deformation of the bunch
impedance. The effective impedance can be estimated using shape.
eq. (1). The measured impedance is 0.9±0.1 and 1.7±0.2 Q at 2. A jump in the bunch length was observed together withVc=1.18MV by the BLM and SC, respectively. The coherent oscillations. This jump has hysteresis when the
difference may be due to a deformation of the bunch shape. beam current increases and decreases, which suggests a strong

At a higher current region above 3mA, a bunch is nonlinear force in the bunch lengthening.
tumbling in the longitudinal phase space and is vertically 3. Considering the jumps as the threshold of the turbulent
expanded. One may consider the jump in the bunch instability, the threshold current is estimated using measured
lengthening is related to the turbulent instability.[51 The bunch lengthening data. There is a difference between the
threshold current of the instability is given as measured and the estimated thresholds.

2 = ,.E ) 2 5. REFERENCES
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Transverse Stability In Multibunch Mode for CLIC

G.Guignad
CERN, 1211 Geneva 23, Switzerland

Absow
In orde to reach the desire luminosity with 250 GeV per U1. MULTIBUNCH MOTION FORMULATION

beam, multibunch operution (limited to 4 bunches, say) might Multibunch motion with nearest-neighbour coupling was
have to be considered in the CERN linear collider (CLIC). recently formulated for smooth focusing [1), starting from theOne lmitaion coma from the coupling of the bunch motiont

__sc qmaio ofmoio
with the long-range transverse wake fields that may inducebasic equationof
beam breakup. These wake fields have therefore to be (s)x + (s)x'+y(s)k2x = Jp WT x(s)dz (I)
controlled, and means of reducing their effects on the beamare iscsse ina cmpaionpapr. ne ossbilty onsstswhere '•(s) is the energy (assumed to increase linearly withare discussed in a com pa nion paper. O ne possibility consists d sa c i ey =y s ,k t e t a s e s a e n m e
in detuning the dipole modes in the cells to obtamin decoherent distance slikey-yo+Gs),k the trsverse wave number
contributions and hence reduce the field amplitude at the (= I/•), P the line charge density and Wt the transverse wake

downstream bunch location. The important question is to field Green's function. To solve the problem, the author [11

know below which value this amplitude must be limited to looks for an equivalent equation of motion, reduced to one for

prevent intolerable beam breakup. In a first attempt at zero acceleration. Deriving it from (1) requires a change of

estimating this threshold for CLIC two approaches a variables that cancels the s-ependence of Y in the term v"

considered, i.e. the criterion developed at SLAC and based on and * 2x. This implies, because of the second derivative, a

the convergence of the multibunch-motion solution [1], and change of the independent coordinate identical to the change

numerical simulations of two-bunch motion in a focusing of k, while the amplitude x must be normalized with the jI-
function that is scaled.with yas Ilk, i.e.

I. INTRODUCTION .,, x,=x2(o-(
Starting with the proposed parameters for the 500-GeV d=k ds bds (2)

CLIC option [21, i.e. 250 GeV per beam, a single bunch with
6 x 109 particles in each linac leads to a total luminosity of The exponent cb is an arbitrary coeffcient that depicts the

7.9 x 103 2 cm-2s-1 and a luminosity for energies not lower y-scaling of the betatron function retained [3]. The

than 95% of the nominal of 5.3 x 1032 cnI-2S-!. In order to go transformation (2) does not exactly reduce Eq. (1) to one for

beyond the target value of 1033 at constant repetition rate, constant y and the approximation that the relative energy gain

one would need either more particles per bunch (thereby G/y is small within a betatron period has to be invoked. Using

increasing the background) or a minimum of two bunches Eq. (2), the length of the equivalent zero-acceleration linac is

per beam. Reaching sufficient luminosity with lower given for an arbitrary lattice scaling [3] by

background might require four bunches per beam with a _(_0 __ds 1 I1 [-
population reduced to 4.24 x 109 particles per bunch, say. This = Y =l _9Lf 0
is the motivation behind the study of multibunch dynamics

for CLIC. where G is the energy gain, yo and yf the initial and final
The first step in this study is to consider the interaction of energies. In the last proposal for CLIC, aba OA [3] and the

two bunches only, through the long-range wake fields induced length becomes equal to 1.2 km about.
by the first one. This would not only answer the stability The assumption that the wake field is independent of position
question for two bunches, but also give useful information for along the linac allows for the derivation of an exact solution to
a longer train if one assumes that the effect of the wake field the equations of motion [1]. The key point is that the
generated by each bunch is mainly experienced by its amplitude growth is characterized by a power series inf.z and
immediate downstream neighbour. This assumption of the condition to keep the bunch amplitudes small is
nearest-neighbour coupling remains to be verified in the f.L<l with f=WmbNe o
specific case of dipole-mode detuning with the CLIC 2E0
acceleration structure. Nevertheless, one expects interesting where Wlb is the wake-field strength at one bunch separation,

indications on beam stability from a two-bunch model, as Ne the charge per bunch, 0o the initial betatron amplitude and
explained below, knowing that the number of bunches Per E0 the injection energy. For the 500-GeV CLIC option
CLIC beam would always be small anyway.
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parimemrs (• 6 x l10, Po - 6.5 m, o -9GeV), condition same phase and the wake field excitation is in quadimum with
(4) Wls us that WM must be smaller than 2A MV/m2/nC for the amplitude of the oscillation. Wake fields provoke then a
the stability. Since die maximum transverse field W• is about mere phase slip that increases with the ditae travelled by
1100 MV/m 2/nC in the tail of each bunch [4], this criterion the bunches. The oscillations of the second bunch lag behind
implies an attenuation of approximately 450 of the field at one those of the first and their amplitude spirals slowly towards
bunch separation. With a reduced population of 4.2 x 109  larger values over a high number of betatron wavelengths
particles, an attenuation of 300, say, is required according to depending on field strength. Eventually, when a finite phase
(4), for multibunch stability. This already gives a valuable lag develops, an in-phase excitation component appears,
due about the required reduction of the dipole modes by cell leading to a rapid amplification of the initial amplitude. For
detuning, which remains to be cross-checked with numerical W-ratio of 50, this amplification takes place within the 3-kin
simulations, length of the 250-GeV CLIC linac and for 100, within the

12-kmn length of the I-TeV CLIC linac (Fig. 1). In order to
III. MULTIBUNCH MOTION SIMULATIONS have it beyond the exit of the I-TeV linac, a wake-field ratio

The analytical formulation quoted in Section II, leading to of at least 150 is required with this bunch intensity. Having
a simple stability criterion, is valid for a constant-acceleration pushed the beam breakup outside the linac, RF quadrupoles
linac with smooth focusing and wake fields independent of can be adjusted to keep the emittance dilution low over the
position along the linac. Although the formalism has been linac length and fight the coherent instability of bunch 2. For
extended to include linac FODO arrays and wake-field that purpose, RFQ strength is reduced, mainly towards the end
variations in the structures [11, numerical simulations have of the linac, in order to compromise between BNS damping of
been retained for investigating further the two-bunch motion short-range wake field in both bunches and counteracting
in an AG focusing lattice of the CLIC linac. long-range constant wake field in bunch 2. This succeeded in

The tracking has been performed with two identical limiting eminance growth to tolerable values (average of 2 x
bunches, experiencing the same short-range wake fields l0-7 rad m) for W-ratio equal to 100 (Fig. 2) and 300 (Fig. 3).
whose maximum amplitude WT has been evaluated from 218 Considering then a bunch population of 6 x 109, a W-ratio
transverse modes [4]. In addition, a long-range wake field W-M of at least 500 is necessary, in order to obtain final normalized
has been superimposed in the second bunch, taking it constant emittances (Fig. 4) that lead to about twice the luminosity
within the bunch for simplification. The focusing FODO expected with ey = 2 x 10-7 rad m and one bunch per beam.
structure incorporates the most recent lattice scaling with
energy [31 that allows, in the single-bunch mode, alignment
tolerances of 50 pm for quadrupoles, 10 pin for cavities and 2 While the analytical formulation suggests a wake-field
pm for beam-position monitors. Microwave quadrupoles are attenuation on the level of the follower-bunch by 300 and 450
used for BNS damping and autophasing in each bunch. depending on the population, two-bunch tracking shows that

The procedure for controlling the trajectory is based on careful adjustment of the RF quadrupoles makes it possible to
the presence of monitors at each girder and possible iterations keep both bunches stable within requirements with factors 100
of the correction [3]. In the two-bunch mode however, the and 500, i.e. in fairly good agreement. These W-ratios look
sequence of the successive operations is more complex. One high, however, in the sense that they are difficult to achieve by
admits the trajectory is first measured and minimized with one detuning the dipole modes in the 30-GHz cells, as recent
bunch only, with sets of RF quadrupoles adjusted for studies show [6]. A possible way out could be the introduction
stabilizing transverse oscillations. After an optimum of two dipole modes at different frequencies in every
correction, two bunches are injected in the linac, and the staggered, tuned accelerating section or the introduction of
trajectory measured using the total integrated signal of both two different types of sections, each with one dipole mode, the
bunches is corrected. During this second operation, RF two modes being separated by x at the second bunch position.
quadrupoles are tuned again by sectors (700-m long, As suggested by W. Schnell, alternating these sections to have
typically), and iterations are carried out whenever it is a succession of opposite wake-field amplitudes corresponds to
worthwhile for emittance control. a pseudolocal compensation. Tracking with W-amplitudes
Simulations were started with the lower bunch population roughly opposed in two contiguous sections, but with 20%
considered (N = 4.2 x 109) for different WT/Wi b ratio. It has systematic difference and 10% r.m.s. spread, indicates it is
been observed that beam breakup always rises strongly over a possible in a particular case to obtain the target-emittances at
short distance (200 in, say), after a long and slow buildup of the 250-GeV linac end with a WT / W., ratio of 40 (Fig. 5).
coherent instability (Fig. 1). The physical explanation for such This result and the phenomenology of the latent instability
a latent instability has already been proposed in the past [5]. (Section III) suggest the further investigation of what I would
After the initial perturbation, both bunches oscillate with the call alternate wake-kick damping.
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SMULATIONS OF THE LONGITUDINAL INSTABILITY IN THE SLC DAMPING RINGS*

K.L.F. Bane and K. Oide
Stanford Linear Accelerator Center, Stanford University, Stanford, CA 94309 USA

INTRODUCTION and Eo the machine energy; ri is a random number ob-
A longitudinal, single bunch instability has been oh- tained from a normally distributed set with mean 0 and

served in the SLC damping rings.[1] Beyond a threshold rms 1; the induced voltage on any turn is given by
current of 3 x 1010 the energy spread of the beam increases 8
and a "saw-tooth instability" appears. The latter term is [ 'W(z-z)A.(z')dz' (3)
meant to describe a rather complicated phenomenon, de- V,(z) = -eN
pending on both current and rf voltage. In one form it -to
describes a cycle that includes a quick increase in bunch with N the bunch population, W(z) the Green function
length, over a time on the order of a synchrotron period, wakefield, and ),(z) the longitudinal charge distribution.
and then a much slower return to the original length, over We approximate Robinson damping of dipole oscillations
a time on the order of a radiation damping time. Although by adding -2T0(e)/mj on the right of Eq. (1), with (e) the
the total relative change in length is only about 10% the average energy and rd the Robinson damping time. (6]
resulting unpredictability of the beam properties in the Practical Considerations
rest of the SLC accelerator makes it difficult, if not im-
possible, to operate the SLC above the threshold current. Simulations use only a small fraction of the real num-
With the goal of trying to understand this instability the ber of particles in the beam, and numerical noise can sup-
simulations that are the subject of this paper were begun. press real phenomena or generate its own phenomena. This

Bunch lengthening calculations have been performed is particularly true with an inductive impedance, such as
before for the SLC damping rings, to obtain the average the SLC damping rings', since then the induced voltage
bunch shape as function of current.42] The wakefields of all depends strongly on the slope of the charge distribution.
the important vacuum chamber components were first ob- To calculate A, on each turn we simply bin the macro-
tained numerically.[3] The dominant elements were found particles in z, without smoothing, and count on the use of
to be many small discontinuities-bellows, masks, transi- a very large number of macro-particles to give us a suffli-
tions, etc.--elements that are inductive to the beam. Once ciently smooth distribution.
the total wakefield had been obtained, and the thresh- The wakefield for the ring with bellows sleeves was cal-
old current was known (from measurements), the average culated as before, using the computer program TBCI,[10]
bunch shapes were found by means of a potential well cal- with a short, gaussian driving bunch with o, - 1 mm.
culation. The bunch shapes obtained in this way were To make it causal, the part in front of bunch center (at
found to agree very well with measurement results.[4] z = 0) was reflected to the back (see Fig. 1). VVe expect

In this paper we investigate the single bunch behavior to be able to find beam instabilities down to wavelengths
of the SLC damping rings using time domain tracking and of about 1 cm.
also a Vlasov Equation approach. Since the earlier bunch I I t I I
length calculations the damping ring vacuum chamber has 1000 -
been modified, by sleeving the bellows. Our results will,
therefore, include the effects of this modification.

PHASE SPACE TRACKING

The Formalism 0 -
We use a now standard tracking method for simulat-

ing the effect of the wakefield on the longitudinal phase
space of the beam.[5-9] The beam is represented by Np -500 5 1 15

macro-particles; each particle i has position and energy 0/a0m
coordinates (z,, e,), with a more negative value of z more Fig. 1. The Green function wake used to repre-
toward the front of the bunch. The properties of particle sent the current SLC damping rings.
i are advanced on each turn according to the equations:

1T0•_ For the simulations we take To = 118 ns, E0 =Aci = -- ei + 2o.7o ri + VrjZi + Vind(zXi) (1) 1.15 GeV, rf frequency v, = 714 MHz, oro = 0.07%. We
I"'V E choose a peak rf voltage V! = 0.8 MV, where the nominal

Az a = -o + Ae,) , (2) bunch length a,0 = 4.95 mm, and synchrotron frequency
v,0 = 99 kHz. For practical reasons r, was reduced by a

with To the revolution period, r, the damping time, oreo the factor of 10 to 0.17 me. Therefore there are 1445 turns
nominal rms energy spread, Vr'! the slope of the rf voltage per damping time, compared to 85 turns per synchrotron
(a negative quantity), a the momentum compaction factor, period. We take N, = 300,000, and for calculating A, we
*Work supported by Department of Energy contract DE- take 100 bins to extend over 10or, of the bunch. We start

AC03-76SF00515. the program with the potential well bunch distribution and
oFrom KEK. let it run for 3 damping times.
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SIMULATION RESULTS it for a wakefield that represents only the rf cavities (the
best impedance we can imagine) we obtain a capacitive

Averqp Bunch Propertw wakefield and threshold of 14 x 1010.
On each turn we calculate the lower moments of the Modes of Inst&aj ty

distributons. By averaging over the last damping time Taking a Fourier transform (PT) of one of the mo-
we obtain the *averag properties of the distributions. mets we find that, beginning at N = 2 x 1010, resonances

. 2displa& the aveage value of the first (the crom) appear with frequencies above 2.4m,. Taking the FT(s,)
t d (the diamonds) moments in z as functions at 3.5 x 10", with s. the skew in z (see Fig. 3a), we find

of current. The ring being inductive, the bunch shapes a very clean signal with only one, very narrow peak (see
ae more bulbous than ganasians, and the bunch length Fig. 4a). The full width, 1.5%, is given by the limited
increases with current, length of the run and not by any more fundamental limit.

In Rsf. 2 the average bunch shapes are obtained bya 0.3
modified potential well solution: Halssinski's formula [11]
is used to find the bunch shape; above threshold the energy
spread, and therefore the natural bunch length used in
the formula, are taken to increase as N11 3 (since the ring me 0.2
is very inductive). This method applied to the current
damping ring, taking the threshold to be 2 x 1010, are
shown by the lines in Fig. 2. This approximate method
agrees very well with the tracking results. We should also 0.1
point out the bunch length for the ring is very similar to 1.96
that of the old ring, only 10% shorter at 3 x 10 '°.
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Fig. 2. Average bunch properties we N. 0 1 _ L 0 1 7-, 3 4

The Threshold Curient Fig. 4. The absolute value of the Fourier trans-
In Fig. 2b we plot the average rms energy spread as form of the skew signal for two currents.

function of current. Fitting the results to a power law At some currents, like 5.0 x 1010, we find a fairly reg-
increase above a threshold we find the power law to be 0.28 ular overshoot pattern in the moments as function of time
and the threshold Nt,. = 2.0 x 1010. A confirmation that (see Fig. 3b). In this example the bunch length varies by
this is the threshold current is the fact that the unstable 5% over a cycle: the lengthening time is about 1.5/vo, the
mode (discussed below) first apears at this current, with shortening time is maybe twice as long. In the FT we see
an uncertainty of -0.25 x 101 . an extra peak at 22 kHz and sidebands around the insta-

P.B. Wilson once hypothesized that one criterion for bility. At N = 3.0 x 1010 the pattern of the bunch length
the onset of the instability is that the slope of the total volt- is more irregular.
age (Vi'j + Vind) goes to zero within the bunch.[12] In our Fig. 5 gives two snapshots of the unstable mode when
cAse this criterion holds at 1.9 x 1010; at higher currents, N = 3.5 x 1010. We see that the maximum amplitude of
as the bunch lengthens, it continues to hold. A related hy- the mode is about 10% and the wavelength about 1.2 cm.
pothesis by P.B. Wilson is that the Hassinski Equation, a We obtain a 3-dimensional mode plot by averaging the dis-
transcendental equation of the form A, = f\(A,), will, when tributions at a fixed phase in the oscillation and subtract-
iterated above threshold, asymptotically give two, alter- ing from this the average over all phases (see Fig. 6). We
nating soiutions.[l3] In our case this begins at 2 x 101. see that the mode is a mixture of dipole, quadrupole, and

Repeating the tracking calculation for the old ring (no sextupole components. By 5 x 1010 an octupole component
bellow sleeves) we find a threshold of 1.1 x 1010; repeating can also be seen.
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V II I A Wm , Equaom CakculiAton
0.A As - K. Oide and K. Yokoya have written a computer pro.

gram to solve the time independent, linearized Vlasov
- Equatin including the effects of potential well distor-

tion.[14] Using the wakefield of Fig. 1 we take 6 azimuthal
0.1 space harmonic. and 60 mesh points in amplitude to rep-

resent phase space. We find that, due to the potential
(a) well distortion, already by I x 1010 the large gaps in modeAfrequencies have disappeared. The first unstable mode is

0.0 • -o found at 1.9 x 1010 with a frequency of 2.5vo (see Fig. 8).
"1A Jews 4 -6 -- ./a4 . 'I ' i 't

x5. A msnaLt of the beam, at two phasme
IWapart, when N = 3.5 x 1010.

4.0

II--- , l I , l , l IS-4

-4 -2 0 2 4 6
-4.0 02 740zo,0

-4.5 Vas 4.0 Fig. 8. A contour plot of the unstable mode,
obtained by solving the Vlasov Equation.

COMPARISON WITH MEASUMMENTS[1,4]

(b) The agreement with measurements of the average
bunch shapes is very good. The calculated threshold cur-
rents are about 30% lower than the measurements, which
are 3.0 x 1010 in the current ring, 1.5 x 1010 in the old ring.
A mode (sometimes call the "sextupole* mode) has been
measured above threshold. At 3 x 1010 it has a frequency
2.6vo; at higher currents the frequency increases at about
0.08/1010, a much lower slope than calculated here.
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Multibunch Beam Break-up in Detuned. Structures*
K.A. Thompson, C. Adoiphsen, ead K.L.F. Bass

SMsJod Liser Awevwtr Cunter, Stmjod Uivers4 St.RlmV CA 94S09 USA

Abstract

A hior problem in next-generation linear collider do- = 2i -v xp(leAi~'Ief M (1)
signs utilizing multibunching is the control of multibunc N-1 U L272

beam break-up. One method of controlling the break-up Hers a E A is the full width of the truncated dis-
in detuning, i.e., vay•ng the frequency of the transverse tribution in Qts of u,, N is the number of cels in a
detecting modes by varying the cell dimensios within structure, and erf() e-di a istheusuaerror
the accelerating structures. In this case, the beam break- function. The fsction pac-ng in the central core of
up is sensitive to the resonances between the bunch fre- the distribution is app a

quency and some of the deflecting mode frequencies. Itis 61 W --_-er n' (2)
also sensitive to errors in the fabrication and alignment To N - 1I0 f 2V'2)
of the accelerating structures. We examine these effects Inqiudng coupling via the equivalent circuit model mod-
in the context of the SLAC NLC design. ifkew the distribution, in particular, the core spacing is

INTRODUCTION increased somewhat sad the tails of the distribution ex-nhers nt C T.deon ftend further out. For our parameters, the core frequency
In the pestSLACdesignforaNext-generation cin in the uncoupaed model is Of/ fw 3 x 1W- 4 ; for

Linear Collier (NLC), it i plmnned that a 125 ns train coupled doub e-bundmodel, 6f/l is increased by a
of bunches will be accelerated on each RF pulse. In or- factor of about 1.4.
der to control multibunch beam break-up, we must en- To obtain the overall frequency distribution for n
sure that the transverse wake is kept sufficiently nmll structures with interleaving, we use the distribution as
over the length of the bunch train. We plan to vary given by Eqn. (1), but we increase N by a factor n. For
the structure dimensions so that the frequencies of the n = 4, the lowest frequency would be assigned to struc-
lowest-pa, band synchronous modes PoxIDmately Fol- ture type 1, next lowest to type 2, next to type 3, next
low a truncatedGuin distribution in each structure. to type 4, next to type 1, and so on, cycling repeatedly
This "detuninge of the frequencies provides a strong ini- ugh the structure types. The lincii built by cy-
tial roll-off of the wake before the Ant bunch spacing din through the n structure te T e have gnrlly
is reached. In addition, to maintain sufficient suppres- used therp tern 13t2413t2u4.re types gehavedenesaly-

imon of the longer-range wake, we plan to interleave these lations using "smooth focusing" in which there is a focus-
detuned frequencies over about four different structure element between each 1.8 meter structure. We have
types. This provides a smoother and denser distribution aso
of frequencies than is obtained with just one structure the number of structures between quads increases with
type. However, the success of the method requires that ner of strucure b n apsoinase withdipole-mode frequency errors and misalignments of the energy, while maintaining an approximate E1 /2 depen-
structuresmoe keptsufficienty e small; thisalisnth os of t dence of the average beta function and reasonable mag-structures be kept ciently small; this is the focus of netic field strengths. In either case, the initial value ofthe present paper. the average betatron function P in the NLC main linac

DETUNING STRATEGY AND PARAMETERS will be around 6 meters, and will increase approximately
Intuitive understanding of the effects of detunin4 is as the square root of the energy going along the linac.

most easily obtained by viewing the structure as consist- Thus, the betatron wavelength 2wr•is uch greater than
ing of a collection of uncoupled oscillators. A more cor- the structure length everywhere in the linac. For n = 4
rect treatment includes the effects of the small couplinip interleaved structure types, the effect is much the same
between the oscillators;, the simplest way to do this is via as if the wake function W(z) were an average of the wake
equivalent-circuit models. In this paper we use a "double- function over the n structure types.
band" equivalent-circuit model I, that takes account of The NLC structures will have an accelerating fre-
the minu of the TM11. and TE1 modes to produce quency of 11.4 GHz (X-band), with irises and inner cell
a TMIlI--ii dipole mode, which is the most important radii tapered to produce a truncated Gaussian before
mode for multibunch beam break-up. coupling is included. Parameters of this Gaussian are

In the NLC structure deuptj [21 we have the free- of = 2.5% and n, = 4. The Q's of all the coupled
dom to shape the distribution o the dominant TM1 -like modes were taken to be 6500 (the variation in Q calcu-
dipole mode frequency fe between its two end-cell values, lated for the coupled modes was small, and for simplic-
while keeping the frequency !f of the accelerating mode ity we neglected it). The envelope of the sinigle-particle
fixed. Let the full-spread be Aft., centered on frequency wake function averaged over a single structure is shown
f0, and neglect the cel-to-cell coupling for the moment. in Fig. 1(&). The envelope averaged over four structure
For a truncated Gaussian distribution with standard de- types with interleaved frequency distributions is shown
viation al, the spacing between adjacent components is: in Fig. l(b); one sees that there is substantial additional

suppression of the longer range wake. This is necessary
* Work supported by Department of Eneray contract for the 125 ns bunch train design now being proposed for

DE-AC03-76SF00515. NLC (note that the range shown for z is approximately
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thelenob ofthe train). Other parametersare:bunch,
charge N, 0.65 x 10", bunch spacing = 16Art M 42 cm, 50
initd linac energy 15 GeV, final linac energ = 250 GeV, * (b

c length = 6 km, initial so 6 m (and scaling as (a) (b)
M. The energy spread is assumed to be zero in these 2.5

simuious. (a)

(a) - 2.5-2

-101
,, ' -5.0 .6

10000 25 50 75 0 25 50 75 100

Figure 2. Traasvm oset of bunches at end of Haw (no
(,in units at initial unifarm ofset 9 of train, as func-(r. I0-1 7: tion of bunch =mmber i, (a) for sing section type, (b) for
four sect type.

10-e FREQUENCY ERRORS
1We examined the effects of small random variations

102 in the frequencies, due, for example, to fabrication er-
rors. There are two extreme cases. The first is that in
which the error on each frequency in the design distri-

(b) bution is the same in all sections of a given type (but
-101 random from cell to cell). This case, which we shall refer

to as "systematic' errors generally leads to an increase
E of the longer range wake field. The second case, which

ikEt . we denote "random' is that in which the errors are inde-
pendent for each section and each frequency in this case
there is some averaging of the errors over many sections.

The exetdrns sine of the random frequency errr
(• 10-' due to machining precision is G,,wa = lx10" (fractional

error, Le. 6/10) 131. This is comparable to the spacing
in the core t the four-interleaved-section frequency dis-
tribution, which is one reason why it is not advantageous

10-2 to have more than about four section types. We hope to
0 10 20 30 40 keep the systematic component a,,. smaller than this;

I- z (meters) r,,A for illustration, we look at the cases =.,.p 3 x 10- and
1..nelp I x 10-. Fig. 3 shows histograms of the frac-

Figure 1. Envelope of the single-particle wake function W(z) tional emittance increase of the multibunch beam com-
(a) for sinle stucture type, (b) for four structure types pared to that of a single bunch (using four structure
with interleaved fequency distribution& types), assuming an initial offset of the beam equal to

rIN~ON JIrrEft the bunch size, for fifteen different distributions of sys-tematic errors generated at each value of cr.•.If we
We begin by examining the case of a Wperfect" linac also include random errors uncorrelated from section to

(no frequency errors or misalignments), with a uniform section, having a.,,. = 1 x 10', there is little addi-
initial offset of the beam. The transverse offset of the tional effect on the projected emittance.
bunches at the end of the linac (in units of the initial off-
set, and normalized by factoring out the adiabatic damp- RESONANCES
ing due to acceleration) is shown for a single section type Ag 4 shows the maximum transverse offset of the
in Fig. 2(a) and for four -dontypeswith interleaved bunches, for the point having the largest emittance
frequency distributions in Fi& 2(b). The advantage of us growth in Fig. & The sharp onset of transverse growth
ing the four interleaved section types is mainly the strong at some point in the train is typical of cases with large
suppression of the blow-up from injection jitter, as seen growth and is due to the fact that the wake function at
in this figure. For the case of a single section type, keepl>
ing the projected emittance growth of the multibunch a number of successive bunches has the same sign. This
beam below, say, 25% would require keeping the nj>ec- can happen when frequencies in the detuned distribution
tion offset to less than 30% of the beam size. Note that are close to a "resonance" with the bunch frequency.
it is only in the later part of the train that additional The 21st and 22nd harmonic of the bunch frequency
suppression is needed (c. Fig. 1). For the case of four lie within the range of detuned frequencies and have sig-
section types, the emittance growth will be only a few nificant kick factors, according to the double-band model.
percent even with an injection offset comparable to the The resonances themselves are not so much a problem
beam size. as are nonuniformitics in the frequency distribution of
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8 assuming four interleaved structure ypes. Uere we have
assumed a FODO-type lattice, with beam asize a the ini-

7"-- tia k qude to &6 pm (comparable results
6 (a) smooth fo3.6i). The wake kics we

calculated asumeig that the modes themselves are not
5 suigniicantly distorted by the presence of the misalign-

z 4 _ meatsL

3 - 40 1
2

1 1 30 -
00 005 0.1 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 S

(i -a,)/E, (6 4- I)/6, 20 -

rip"r &. Histogesa of fisictio"In aittmace isicrease (W-r-t.,ooderao a/si) of mulkibuch bees =soradu to emit-

tamne a, of a ,ixl buach, foer esa diffent systematic 11
.erro distributions, (a) at a.... 3 x 10,-&, and (b)at 0 A

,,1, =1X 10-4.

.50 50 100 150 200
<• 0 0 so• im 7M

2.0
40008#Figure 5. Toeansce (in pan) of rms inisalignmets for 25%

0. 0 0 emittams growth (wr.t. beam centroid) of the multibanch
be.am as function of number ofcdes i. per umifuomly ms.

3 1.5 aligned piece of structurem 174 fdfife., radevpý Aiat-
taons wee Calculated at each value of ,,. The in- bans
show the rms on eaih side of the -,,- (0). The (1) and
(A) show the 10%, and 5% paints mpective.

1.0 We see that the tolerance is faIly insenstive to i.,
although it is tightest when i, is around 20. The oos-

0 20 40 60 80 est tolerance is for misalignment of entire structures,
Bunch since the coherence of the detuned frequency distribution

within a section is preserved. The tolerance for smoother
Figure 4. Maximum transverse offset z/zo as a function of misaiingment distributions is less tight than the above
bunch number it, for the e,., 1 , = I x 10-4 distribution with case of random uniformly-offset pieces of structures.
largest emittance growth in Fig. 3. CONCLUSIONS

modes in their vicinity. Note that the resonant wakes Using four structure types with interleaved frequen-
are 90 out of phase with the bunches. Even with no cies, the jitter tolerance is greater than the beam size,
frequency errors, a non-symmetric location of the reso- to keep the emittance growth to a few percent. The tol-
nant peak relative to neighboring modes can lead to a erance on frequency errors that are the same for all sec-
net wake function sum at a given bunch. This is espe- tions is a few parts in 10s to keep the emittance growth
cdaly true near the end of the train, where the resonant to a few percent. For frequency errors that are uncorre-
width starts to become comparable to the mode spacing. lated in different sections, the tolerance is looser than the
Nonuniformities, such as those for frequency errors, can expected machining precision of a part in 104. For mis-
lead to a net resonant wake sum, which is potenti alignments, the tolerance to keep the emittance growth

much larger than that for a uniform, symmetric distribu- below 25% with 95% confidence ranges from 5 to 10 pm
tion. depending upon the correlation length. It is probably

possible to loosen the alignment tolerances using appro-
MISALIGNMENTS priate trajectory correction algorithms;, this will be a sub-

We have also examined the effects of misnligments ject of future work.
of the acceleration structures. As a simple model, we We thank the other members of the NLC structures
assume each misaligned piece of structure contains i. group at SLAC for useful discussions and comments.
cells, (where i. mm vary from 1 to the number of cells RcFEazNcEs
in a whole structure), the misallgment within each such I1I K.LF. Bane and ILL. Gluckstern, submitted to Prticde
piece is uniform, and the misalignments are random with Acceltos, SLAC-PUB-4783.
rms size Ur.. Fig. 5 shows the tolerance ts% on Urn to 121 J.W. Wang and E.M. Nelson, this confereuce.
produce a 25% emittance blow-up as a function of i4,, 131 H. Hoag, et. al., this couference.
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Longitudinal Head-THil Instability in a Non-Harmonic Potential Well

Bo Chen and Alexander W. Chao
Superconducting Super Collider Laboratory*
2550 Beckleymeade Ave., Dallas, TX 75237

AUtract quite similar. They are caused by a dependence of the ac-

A perturbation technique is developed that can be ap- cumulated betatron or synchrotron phase on the longitu-

plied to study the collective instability problem when the dinal position of the particle, coupled with a perturbation

unperturbed system is not described by a simple harmonic

oscillator. The longitudinal head-tail instability effect is However, the situation is more subtle in the longitudinal
well studied as applications of this technique. Applica- case since longitudinal position z and 6 are the dynamic
tions of the longitudinal head-tail instability effects to the variables which describe the particle motion. The analysis
CERN SPS and the SSC are included, of this problem is therefore more involved.

Consider a circular accelerator whose slippage factor q
I. INTRODUCTION contains a higher order term in 6, i.e., q = u0(l + leb),

The ideal motion of a single particle in a circular accel- where '10 is the leading contribution of the momentum slip-

erator is that of a simple harmonic oscillator. The con- page factor, and e is a parameter that specifies the strength

collective instabilities is developed by of the higher order contribution. The unperturbed equa-ventional theory of colcieisaiiisi eeoe ytions of motion of a single partidle are given by

imposing the perturbation of collective wake forces on the

simple harmonic system.
However, when the new collective longitudinal insta- dz ( 3 d6 tj()

bility was observed in the CERN SPS[I], the analyses Ta ) =q0oc2(
suggested the "longitudinal chromaticity" playing a role.
Drawing analogy to the transverse case where the beta- where a is the longitudinal coordinate along the accelera-
tron chromaticity causes the head-tail instability, this new tor circumference, and w, is the unperturbed synchrotron
instability was named longitudinal head-tail (LET) insta- oscillation frequency for small amplitudes.
bility. The theoretical existence of the LET instability was The coefficient e describes the deviation from the simple
pointed out by Hereward[2]; it results from the non-simple- harmonicity of the system. We consider small c so that
.armonic nature of the system when the longitudinal chro- h61 < The motion We ponside in th at
maticity effect is considered. To study the LET instability, follows a constant Hamiltonian contour. One such contour
the conventional theory does not suffice because it treats is shown in Fig. 1.
only the simple-harmonic case.

In this paper we develop a new formalism that extends
the conventional approach to the non-simple-harmonic
Hamiltonian system. The LET instability is studied as
an application to demonstrate the technique. By using
the water-bag particle distribution model, it is possible to
solve the problem exactly and obtain the growth rates for
the various collective modes (the dipole, quadrupole, sex-
tupole modes, etc). Although not discussed below, the
potential-well distortion, as well as its effects on collective FIG. 1. The phase space trajectory due to the non-simple-
instabilities, can also be studied with this technique. harmonic Hamiltonian. The case shown is for e > 0.

II. MECHANISM OF THE LONGITUDINAL The main effect of a non-vanishing c is that it has in-

HEAD-TAIL INSTABILITY troduced an asymmetry between the upper and the lower
halves of the phase plane. As the beam bunch executes its

The LET instability, like its well-known transverse coun- dipole oscillation in this deformed phase space, the shape
terpart, the transverse head-tail instability, is a single of the phase space area occupied by the bunch varies, al-
bunch effect. The mechanisms of these instabilities are though its area is conserved. The bunch shape at two

-Operated by the Univerities Research Amociation, Inc., for instances (marked by + and -) are shown as shaded ar-
the U.S. Depagtment of Euaera under Contract No. DE-AC35- eas in Fig.l. In particular, the bunch lengths i+ and i_
S9ER40486. at the two instances are related by the Liouville theorem
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aceamdig to where the function f(p) represents a small deviation of
the system from simple harmonicity, particularly for the

_i. I•1 -6(I + ja,6) l-d 0  1 + e6- system described by Eq.(1) for which f(p) = -- p. and

4 7-F+1= 6+(0+ Fe6+) 7+ 0  I -+' V1is the retarding wake voltage per turn induced by9,0 and
(2) is related to the longitudinal impedance Z01(w) according

where 6o = vA71/jqoj, and 6 f *4 - Je62 are the values to
at at the + and - locations. We conclude from Eq.(2) 00 00
that, to first order in Ic6ol, the bunch length is modulated V1 = ' dwZ01(w)e-1/dI dqIe-tI'/c dpet(q',p),
according to 0C + 6)0 (8)

Here the potential-well distortion effect, which is not of

as the bunch executes the dipole oscillation in the phase interest in the present study, has been ignored. In writing
space. Next we introduce the effect of the collective wake down Eq.(8), we have also ignored multi-turn wake effects.
fields. Since the energy loss of the beam bunch depends on We now introduce new canonical variables (Q, Ho),
the bunch length, the bunch energy loss is also modulated where
by the same factor of Eq.(3). Adding the energy loss term P
toEq.(l), dJQ w2 p) -j. (9)do5 W2 z i dAe OH

. %W ý8 ' '+c"C d (4) 0
The advantage of using H0 as dynamical variable lies in

where N is number of particles per bunch, E is the particle the fact that 10 depends on H0 only.
energy, C is machine circumference, and Ac is the bunch Notice the period of the motion of a particle is 4 =
energy loss per turn(in our convention, Ae < 0). we have eE(H-t Pdp'. This period depends on the value of Ho for
kept only its leading contribution to first order in 6.

The new equations of motion represent a system witir the particle under consideration.

if negative) rate: Considering 10 is a small quantity, we use the new vari-
growth (or damping fables to obtain the linearized Vlasov equation by keeping

ci dA the first order terms in tkl,
( • O + oe Ot" "b 0 OHl0 =0. ()

The Eq.(5) was first obtained in Ref.[j1]. - i-1b1 + - + - V1 (q) - 0. (10)
c OQ EC OHP 19p

III. PERTURBATION APPROACH To solve the Vlasov equation, we first Fourier expand #1

From the previous section we knew that to study as 00
the LHT instability, we will have to consider an un- 1 = E RI(Ho)ei2"•l/(Ho)
perturbed system which is described by a non-simple- R e-((
harmonic Hamiltonian. For such a system, the conven-
tional method of using polar coordinates(the action-angel where the I = 0 term in the summation is to be excluded
variables) no longer applies. The technique we develop in because it violates the total charge conservation for a given

this paper is to introduce a new pair of dynamical variables: Ho. The Fourier expansion is possible because the motion

the Hamiltonian H itself and another variable Q which as- is periodic in Q with period 4.
sumes the role of the time variable. The advantage of using For the 1-th mode (for example, I = I corresponds to the
the new variables is we only need to deal with one compli- dipole mode),
cated variable Q. This point will become clear in the later 00
derivation. Having introduced the new dynamical vari- [ 2r1c .(oeHe fd___o(_)
ables, the procedure we use to solve the Vlasov equation I (Ho)(Ho) Ho) + 2EC• (Ho)Id w
then follows basically the conventional treatment. -00

We start with a general situation when the accelerator
is described by a Hamiltonian H(q, p; s). The beam distri- (H .0)jopqQH)bution is given by x a -O-t-exp [ qQo o

€,(q, p; s) = ,o(Ho) + 01(q, p)e-"I". (6) 0

The unperturbed system, 00o must be a function of unper- × f dHq f dq .p [_,(Q, H0)_
turbed Ho =- 1p(1 + f(p)] + 2.q 2 alone. J

2c--0 0

H(q,p;s) = !p1 +f(p)]+ýq2 2_ Me Vq e c x 00"

2 WlEC)- -- V(q)dq-/, × E Rv,(H 0 )exp [i2w/(q - i2r ] = 0.

(7) (12)
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FM a general equilibrium distribution Oo (Gaussian, for where
example), the analysis to solve Eq.(12) is involved. Pur- 8u2 c 1 %(w)
s along this line would yield the radial modes of the A I J I ,-" ,
collective oscillation. For one simple beam distribution, -o0
the water-bag model, however, the radial modes degener- 32r2 00 1
ate and the equation can be solved analytically. In the B = - -C2(w 2 )i
following, we will amume that the unperturbed beam has fC T 2c

a water-bag distribution 
(19

NA is purely imaginary and B is real. If e = 0, only the
o(Ho) = TO( - Ho), (13) A coefficient plays a role; the result describes the solutionf *(Ho)dHo of the conventional longitudinal instability problem. In

o particular, the fact that A is purely imaginary means the

mode frequency 0 is real, and the beam is always stable.
where e is the~step function. Hi = w 2 /8c2 . This is a well-known result[5][6] when mode coupling and

Since any perturbation of a water-bag distribution has multi-turn effects are ignored, as is presently assumed. If
to occur around the edge of the bag, we have e # 0, the B term also contributes to the mode frequency

Ai. This contribution, being imaginary, is the cause of the
Rj(Ho) oK 6(HO - if). (14) LHT instability. The instability growth rate is

After adopting the water-bag model, Eq.(12) can be aim- =4Ne2 2  0 Rezol(•z)
plifled. Also, the coupling among the different modes with r', = - 1 2-- dc-
P j I are neglected. The validity of this approximation as- -0C
sume the mode frequency shifts are small compared with (20)
2we/@ f w•. For the case I = 1, we can recover the result given by

We further define an angular varial'3 0 according to the simple physical picture. Eq.(5) applies to dipole mode
only, while Eq.(20) is valid for arbitrary 1

q = c, 0, p1 - ep= 2VH0sin0. (15) For the CERN SPS collider, we estimate that[7] the

' F Igrowth time Tr is 5.4 s for the diffraction broad band
impedance model. The observed growth rate is 5 - 6

In terms of the new variable 9, Eq.(12) cma be written s[1]. For SSCL machines, LEB, MEB, HEB and collider,
as the growth time are found to be 7.0 x 104 s, 3.4 x 103 s, 32

-W . qoNe 2c2  0 s and 1.2 a, respectively.
00- dw ) The LHT instabilities tend to play a more important role

< G > 2wr3ECw zi < G >J in the lower energy accelerators, particularly those oper-

ated close to transition. In all cases studied, however, the
xf eapf(o)dO] LIlT instability does not constitute a serious limit on beam2w f GO"dO intensities.

X d# sin O exp cs+ l
I-i cos9 + il< G > IV. REFERENCES0 [ [1] D. Boussard and T. Linnecar, Proc. 2nd Euro. Part.

fGOd,] Accel. Conf., (Editions Frontiires, France, 1990),
2w .Wx f = 0. pp. 1560-1562.
J [2] G, Hereward, Rutherford Lab. Report, RL-75-021[ [2](19Th).

where (16) [3] C. Pellegrini, Nuovo Cimento 64A, 447 (1969).

2w1 _ P [4] M. Sands, SLAC Report TN-69-8, TN-69-10 (1969).

< G >= G(O)d#, G(p) (17) [5] F. Sacherer, Proc. 9th Int. Conf. High Energy Acce.,
2w (d- p (SLAC, 1974), pp. 347-351.

If the non-harmonicity is weak, we assume je v/2-k/qoj < 1 [6] A. Chao, Physics of Collective Beam Instabilities in
If te nn-hrmoicit iswea, w aame k2H/iol4 1 High Energy Accelerators, (John Wiley & Sons, New

and keep the first order terms in e to obtain the mode York, 1993).

frequency
[7] B. Chen and A. Chao, SSCL Report, SSCL-Preprint-

= Ne + I  (A + -L-fB), (18) 201 (1993).
)2* Cwi•,,,+ o c
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Bunch Lengthening effect and Localized Impedance

Bo Chou and Alexander W. Chao
Superconducting Super Collider Laboratory*
2550 Beckleymeade Ave., Dallas, TX 75237

Absftd the Vlasov equation[5]

The effect of the localized longitudinal impedance i. in- 0 w+ 8L e s)!
vestigated by using the Vlasov equation approach. The s + c -V 0, (E1 )
motivation is trying to explain the observed disrepancy
between the analytical study and numerical simulation on where 0(r, 0; s) is beam distribution in phase space which

the bunch lengthening phenomenon. The v, = m/21 re- consists of a pair of dynamical variables z and 6. The

onances are found to play a noticeable role. As another action-angle variables (r, -) are related to (z, 6) throughz =: r coo#, ME6 = r sin 0; C is the circumference of the

application of this treatment, synchro-betatroa resonances z o an4;i tecrufrneo h
alio overed. ring, E is the beam energy, w, is the synchrotron frequency

and 9 is the slippage factor.

I. INTRODUCTION We asume the particle beam experiences a localized
"kick" due to the interactions between the beam and the

The discrepancy of the analytical thaories (the pertur- surroundings at the location a = 0, where a is the distance

bation techniques, in particular) and ,ue computer sim- along the orbit. The particle energy loss in one turn is
ulatiom on transverse coherent instability ha. been no- (here the short range wake field is assumed)

ticed and was successfully explained by considering the o
coherent synchro-betatron resonances due to the local- V(z,c)-- .c6()(
ised impedance[l][2][3]. When the combination of beta- 2w I
tron tune tp and synchrotron tune v, is close to indeger or -0

half-integer, i.e. vp 10, w m/2, the predictions on the where 5(w, s) is the Fourier transform of p(z), the beam
mode coupling by two approaches are different. The reason distribution in z-axis.
behind this is that the regular Vlasov technique treats the Consider a beam with an unperturbed distribution 40
impedance as a distributed one, the wake "force" acts on which is executing collective oscillation due to the inter-
beam all along the orbit, but a typical computer simula- action of the wake fields. Let the collective oscillation be
tion treats the impedance as a localized one, the wake force described by a small distribution perturbation 01i(r, 0; a),
just kicks the beam once a turn at the particular location. i.e.

The same arguments may be applied to the longitu- 0(r, 0; s) = O0(r) + 0,(r, 0; a). (3)
dinal case in the study of the bunch lengthening phe- Keeping only the first order terms in 01, we get the
nomenon. One possibility to explain the discrepancy be-
tween the mode analysis and tracking is tracking uses. o - linearize Vlasov equation
ized impedance. In this paper, we investigate the longitu- WS1 w, B~ e 2 C±f.. d•0

-0 + p- -2 ~
dinal coherent resonance effect due to the longitudinal lo- Bas c 00 2_-UE 6s)sin dr
calized impedance by using a matrix technique[4]. For one
simple particle distribution mode, the water-bag model, 00 00 2w

the resonance stopbands widths are calculatedt. The re- -x ] dwZ41(w)e"'=P J dr'# ]d#e'e Lt 01 0
sults are what one would expect from the pure analysis -00 0 0
side. The further studies on the tracking side is necessary, (4)
but are not included in this paper. Also, we extend our Here the potential well distortion effect is not included, the
studies to the transverse case where the synchro-betatron study of which is not the goal of our study.
resonances mae re-obtained by our approach. We consider a simple model of '00, the water-bag model

II. THE VLASOV TECHNIQUE Oo(r) = !N--M-H(' - r), (5)

We consider a single bunch particle beam described by where H is the Heaviside step function. The advantage

watd by the Unvsitiem R wd Inc., for of using the water-bag model is avoiding introducing the
thel U.S. DepartmMt a( Emwar nader Contraci No. D&-AC3s- radial mode of collective motion, but does not severely
5S3R4048& limit Lhe generality of the studies.
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Observing the fact that the perturbations occur only at In the absence of the impedance, the total map T = R
the edge of the bag, we can write the perturbation as whose eigenvalues are

e - At = Sit = e- (17)'0 r ;8 = O(r- (6)s~
2=-0o These correspond to the eigen modes of the unperturbed

100 motion and the beam are always stable.

Substituting Eq.(6) into Eq.(4) gives an infinite set of In the presence of the impedance (wake filed), as the
equationa describing the coupled motion for all 1. We single beam current is increased, the eigenvalues of the total ma-
out the l-th component trix T are more and more perturbed. If one of them ac-

quires an absolute value larger than one, the beam motion
dar(s) ., becomes unstable.

de + i- d()E Kta(s) = 0, (7) Without considering the coupling among the differentk=-0o modes, we keep only the l-th and the (-1)-th elements in thek10 transformation matrix. The reason that it is necessary to

where the matrix K has been defined by keep (-I)-th terms is we must observe the property K2 = 0
which guarantees we can use either X(0-) or X(0+) on

S12Nje2 cC C O " Zi(w)w 00 the right hand side of Eq.(14).
Kk-- = - 2v 9 Ei 2  I J dw-- JS(T)J-T) The simplified 2 x 2 matrix becomes

1:0 - (e-i2iA (l + ifg) ie-i2hlA fl(8) T-- (-1)m k _ie~i2ffAe e-i 211A(1 -- ir))', (18)

which has the following properties:

where
1(19K • 2 0, A M- ,( 9

K-l,k =--Klk. (9) and
We define an infinite dimension vector, whose 1-th com- HM= - _ f ( (f), (20)

ponentis 
a2 iE2 2 

-0 c

Xl(s) ri a(s). (10) which is a real number.

Then the Eq.(7) becomes The eigenvalues of the simplified matrix are then deter-

dXI(8) mined by the secular equation
d__e)+ZR ,,X(s)+ 6aZK,•X ) s=0O (11) A-2(-1)m [cos(2ilA)+ ,sin(2ilA)]A+1=0. (21)

k k

where One of the eigen values has absolute value larger than
Rg,, = �-�o27H (12) one and therefore the coherent instability occurs if

The action of the impedance is obtained by integrating Icos(2rlA) + el sin(2wlA) I> 1. (22)
Eq.(ll) through s = 0, so the map from s = 0- to s = 0+ The stopband width at the region near the resonance
is X1 (0+) -X,(0) E -Z ikX(0). (13) V, = M/21 is approximately

k jei 2Ny~e2cC f ImZ°(w)wz

Between the location of the impedance, the different ari 'a = I IE2  dw 0 J?(O),, (23)
are decoupled, the map from s = 0+ to s = C- is -0o

Xl(C-) E StX(O+), For the broad band impedance (valid for a diffraction

k impedance model)

where ZlW /

wher Sl, -e'
2 1 '6,,.(15 Z0(w)=Rol-l [1+sgn(w)i], (24)$lk = e- i•'wip. 6 (15)

Therefore the total map for one turn is the stopband width is

T = S(I - K), (16) 6 8Vz= --+ ) T (25)

Where I is the indentity matrix. The diagonal matrix R
describes the action between the location of impedance, whereieIRO C)3 / 2
and K describes the localized "kick". T = E (- (26)
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for which the one turn map is

T = S(I - K), (31)

where
and SI* = e-i 2 (Prv+ 5 v)61k, (32)
and

d Ne2 cC 00 00

vk i k= -0 0 Tc Jc

k*o
FIG. 1. The longitudinal stopbands. The shaded regions (33)
are unstable. Resonance structures are displayed by this This time only modes represented by al and a_- con-
diagram. tribute significantly. Keeping these two modes, we get the

For SLAC SPEAR ring, E = 3GeV, Ps = 0.042, i = same secular equation for eigenvalues as Eq.(21) except A
2.68cm and I = 20mA, 6Y6 s 0.005. is redefined as m

III. TRANSVERSE CASE AND A = 2p + h, - - (34)
SYNCHRO-BETATRON RESONANCES and the stopband width is

00

We can also apply the same technique to the transverse = Ne 2C / 2J (35)
case, which has been already extensively studied[I][22[3]. 8 -0vpE 0j dwZ1 (w)Jj (jc)I. (35)
Here we just give some main results. For the transverse 00

motion the Vlasov equation is: For the broad band impedance

alp ZI0'k LC •k !a', 0. Zt [g() = - 1, + ( (36)
Yo £c'(,s) 0) + -0 -0, (27)Ts c 00 EC 80. where b is beam pipe radius, the stopband width is

where the transverse dynamical variables, both the regu- ,r2 r(- 1) T (37)
lar and the action-angle, are y = r. cos 0, -- !U = rsin0, 9V, = 4 (37)

where w# is the betatron frequency. The localized trans-

"verse "kick" is defined by withvers 1 i neeIRo i'l2 C312

Vy (Z, ) =-il 6(s) dwA(w,s e""1 ) (28

00

where the Fourier component A(w) only comes from the
contribution of the longitudinal distribution. r

The distribution function is assumed as:

0(r,4;r.,,;s) = f(r,)-6(r- )
2irw,i .4.2y, WI2. V, -a1 '2+ V, wJ2.2V,

VP

- df (r o 0 FIG. 2. The transverse stopbands. The shaded regions
- D  2 cosp-6(r-- l E = i(s)e"p. (29) are unstable. Resonance structures are displayed by thisp=1,-1 I=--0o

1;60 diagram.

where i is bunch length. IV. REFERENCES
The first term of right hand side of Eq.(29) is the un- [1] Y. Chin, CERN Report, SPS/85-33 (DI-MST) (1985).

perturbed distribution; f(ry) is its transverse part and the
air-bag model is assumed for its longitudinal part. For the [2] F. Ruggiero, Part. Accel., Vol. 20, 45 (1986).
perturbed part the index p takes only values I and -1. This (3] T. Suzuki, CERN Report, LEP-TH/87-55 (1987).
because only the dipole motion is assumed for the trans-

verse perturbation which is -DV!. coo0, where D is the [4] A. Chao and R. Ruth, Part. Accel., Vol. 16, 201
dipole displacement of the distribution. (1985).

Following the procedures described in the last section, (5] A. Chao, Physics of Collective Beam Instabilities in
we defined a vector High Energy Accelerators (John Wiley & Sons, New

kip (a) = a (s), (30) York, 1993).
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Ezpelem al Reduction of Electron Beam Brekup Intablity Using Ext - al
Coupled Cavities

PR. Maig RiM. Gilebsch, Y.Y. Lan, M. Waler, and CI.L ChiNmg
Intense Enrg Beam baraWton Laboraw

Nuclear Engineering Dept., University of Michigan Am Arb, ML, 48109-2104

This paper presents a review of the external coupled cavity
Experiments on election beam transport trogh 10 experiments and provides a method of calculating x that as

RF cavities Ihve shown that BBU growth can be reduced by 6 believed to be more accu than that presented in [4].
dB when seven imnral beam cavities ae coupled by coaxial
cable to seven external dummy cavities. The experiment
consists of 10 bras pillbox resonant cavities immersed in a u. EXTERNAL CAVITY COUPLING
solenoidal field. "e firs cavity has its TMno mode primed EXPERIMENTS
at 2.5 0Hz by a microwave pulse fro an external magnetron.
A 200 A e-beam is injected into the transport cavity system by
the mog pulse MELBA gneraor (t = 0.5 - 1.5 pA V = -0.7 to TLB exlectmeal c enf ratond is shown in Figure 1.
- 0. MV. diode current- 1-15 kA). Growth (-36dB)of the The MELBA electron beam generatr is used for these
2.5 GHz RF is observed between the 2nd and 10th cavities. experiments d is run with diode pm of: volge
When seven internal cavities (3rd - 9th) ar coupled to seven -750kV, diode current =5 kA and pulselength - 0.5 ps. The
identical externl dummy cavities via coaxial microwave beam is emitted from a hemispherical velvet field-emission
cable, the 2.5 0Hz RF growth is reduced to about 30 dB type cathode. An apetumre in the anode injects about 200 A
average. These results are shown to be in general agreement into the cavity transport structur region which is immened in
with a model using equivalent circuits to determine degree of a 3A kG solenoidal field. The cavity army generally consists
power sharing between cavities, of 10 brass pillbox cavities with an average TM110 resonant

Additional BBU growth experiments have been frequency of 2.5075 0Hz * 0.03 %. Each cavity contains a
performed using 19 cavities with a propagation distance microwave coupling antenna oriented to be sensitive to the
roughly twice that of the 10 cavity experiments. The TM1 1 0 beam breakup mode which occurs at 2.5 0Hz. The
experimental BBU growth has been found to scale with firt cavity in the armry has its TMo 1 0 mode primed on
distance as expected using a discrete beam-mode coupled
theory. resonance by an external magnetron operating at 1 kW and

pulsekegth of 3 ps. This is done to provide initial trnmsverse

I. INTRODUCTION modulation to the electron beam. The beam coasts through
the remaining cavities where it excites the TM110 mode in

The beam breakup instability (BBU) remains a major each cavity. The power of the TM110 mode grows in the

problem plaguing linear acceleratom The BBU results from successive cavities as the amplifying BBU disturbance is

an unutable coupling between a misaligned electron beam and carried along the beam. The spatial growth of the BBU is

non-axisymmetric (dipole) modes associated with the determined by measuring the difference in TM1 1 0 mode

accelerating stcture [1-3]. The end results of this coupling microwave power between the 2nd and 10th cavities.

can range from brightness degradation to complete beam In a typical experiment about 36 dB gain in 2..5 Hz

disruption. Recently, a novel method of BBU reduction was microwave power is observed between the second and tenth

demonstrated at the University of Michigan [4] using oupling cavities, when the external cavities are not connected to the

between the main beam cavities and separate dummy cavities. coupling microwave cable. When the cables are connected.
This method has been timed exatial cavity cc.,pling." IV the internal and external cavities are coupled, and 30 dB

BBU reduction mechanism involves sharing of non- growth in TM1 10 microwave power is typically observed

axisymmetric TM1 10 mode energy between the coupled between the second and tenth cavities. This method differs

cavities [4-6]. The TMllo is the fundamental beam breakup from other BBU suppressim techniques in that the control is
mode associted with the tnsport structure for these reactive and not dissipative. Figure 2 shows data from 40

experiments. This power sharing results in a decrease in experimental shots in which the uncoupled and coupled cases

TM110 field strength in the main cavities with a are alternated every three shots. This figure is reproduced

corresponding decrease in the BBU growth rate. A critical fron [4].
parameter governing the magnitude of reduction is the ll. EXTERNAL CAVITY COUPLING THEORY
coupling constant, K [4-6]. In simplest terms x corresponds to
how well the coupled cavities are able to shae energy. Previous analysis [4] has shown that the BBU spatial

This research was suppored by SDIO-IST managed through growth rate, r (where total BBU growth is given by el'z), is

an ONR contract. Support for PRM supplied by a Rackham modified by a factor of l/(1+ic2Q 2) to account for cavity

School of Graduate Studies Fellowship. coupling though a mutual inductance model [5-7]. Thus, the
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exturd coupled cavity growth tae is r/(i+AAQ2 . Has, it is Cavity, b is the ruius of the Cavity, I as the cavity length, and
the lln=Nwcommau and Q is the cavity qualty. This facw Z0 is the, Characteristic impedance of the coupling cable.

Aji npýwtsthe radio of pown leked to the dommty Solving for power in the, main and dummy cavities with the
(extemnl) cavity so the power nemakning in do ma interal circuit progamn SPICE [111 yields a power dbarning ratio of
cavity [4]. A cold owa wan perfcrune an a network madyzer vVQ -0.18. Use of this value in the reduction facw gives a
(1iP4510) usig two model cavities each with two coupling predicted value of 30 dB growth for the coupled cavity
* aawemma. One maema in each cavity wa used to luject dhe aerpements. This results in better qgrement between theory
mticrowaves and the secon was vaed to usexumit the RP and penwinnot thana iist repofl in 14).
power out of the Cavity. TU cold te aT periment indicated
that the power hAring ratio for this arrangement is Oc2( - 42 * **,**,, ,****

0.13. Usinig this value in the retoction factor yields an 4
expecied experimental reduction to 36 dB(Vl.13) - 32 dB.

However the cold teat of the power slaring ratio 3
differs fromt the actual experimental. uofiguration. In the '36 oexperiment, each Cavity has only one coupinagloop, thusthe ~3
cold test may underestimate the magnitude of power darning 3-0 INV-
since the extra antennes provide additional inductance so the '081
overall circit An alternative method to determaine xc ho I3
been developed using an equivalent c ircuit model simila to 3
thoie used in coupled cavity lyStFRo 811alyses5 [8]. 711e R30 -------
equivalent " .rcuit repreenting the expeimenta configuration InU
is shown inFqgur3. The critical parunw o etagoveaus the 28 *
magnitude of power sharin is the mutual inductance, M.,2
connecting the loop antenna ciruits to the cavity circuits.
The mutual inductance can be found fromt the formula [9,10]: 24 11111111aIaaIa1

0 2 4 6 810121416182022242629303234363840

402M2  2sj(383 r~ SWo#
- F~~gure 2.' BBU instablty growth for uncoupled cavity (open

R ~circles) and coupled cavity (black squares) configurations
0(3 showing ant average decteane of 6 dB in growth when cavities

where ew, is the angular TM11o resonant frequency, R is the a xetil ope.(erdcdfmRf 4)

resistance sinied to the cavity circuit, s is the ame of the
coupling loop, r is the radial position of the anten in the
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Rs weily half dMe for the 19 cavity caseas expected.
or~~Th leac i-*1 * ls isqrprduced fom [12].

LtD Cl40

Coln L, Uw0f

30R, r I
[L d 10 I

10 20 30 40 50 60 70
J/B (A/kG)

Rd Figure 4. BBU growth (d0) versus matio of beam current to
magnetic field, l/B (A/kG). Experimiental data (filled

Figure 3. Equivalent circuit representing external cavity sYmbols) We plt~ with coMrreoding theoretical growth
c(N~llncW~f~urlOL(open symbols). Two experimental cases are shown: 19

cavities (squares) uad 10 cavities (circles).
IV. NINETEEN CAVITY BBU GROWTH V. REFERENCES

[1) W. K. H. Puao*y and M. Bander, Rev. Sci.
Previously, these University of Michigan Instrum. 39 (2), 206.196&.

exermetsexamminin die BBU growth scaling have been [2] V.K. Neil and R.K. Cooper, Part. Accel. 1, 111,
limited to relatively short (-1I in) propagation distances us- 1970.
10Oresonant cavites [12]. Recently, experiments designed to [31 Y.Y Lim, Pbys. Rev. LeM. 63 (11), 1141,1989.
study the behavior of BBU growth mtsover longer [4] PJ Meap, R.M. Gilgenbach, and Y.Y. Lau, Plays.
propgap~i.. distances W"v been performed. These [5 D. Coo t Y. 199. m.adDChriPt
experiments use a 2.i solenoidal vacuum chiamber using [5] D. Colomban,199.Y.LnadD.CeinPrt

M'dwneey Wetial 0 tow sed bov an in14,21-[6)D.G. Colombuat and 'f.Y. Lan, J. AppL Plays. 72 (9),
The configuration can he represented by Figure 1 without the 3874,1l992.
external cavities mad coupling cables. but with a longer [7 D. Colomb~ant and Y. Y. Lau, Nuclear lnstruments
trunpo -chamer and nine additiouel cavities filling the extra mad Methods A311. 1, 1992.
length. Most diagnostics and measuring techniques are [8] c.g. R.E. Colln, Foundations for Microwave
identical to thou used in [12]. The maimr difference is that in Engineering (McGraw-Hill, Singapore 1966),
the earlier, '10 cavity. experiments the BBU growth was Chapter 9.
maemred between die second and tenth cavities spaning a (91 R-A. Bosch. P.R. Mange. and R.M. Gilgenbach.
propegation distance of 68 on. These 19 cavity expaeriments wReductiAnofBe Break p Growth by Coupling to
measure the BBU growth over the 144.5 cm between th External BieigCavities,. unpublished (1991).
second and nineteenth cavities. [10] P.R. Menge, Ph. D. Dissertation, The University of

Figue 4Plos te BU gowthverus he ati of Michigan. 1993.
F~gre p115 he BUgroth erss de ~of[11] P.W. Tuinenga, SPICE. A Guide to Circuit

be=m current so applied solenoidal magnetic field, 1/B (AAG) Simjulation and Analysis Using PSpice (Prentice
The data heom dip 19 cavity experiments is seen on the left Hall, Englewood Cliffs, NM, 1988).
side of do grapb. For each experimental growth datum (black [12] P.R. Menge, R.M. Gilgenbach, and R.A. Bosch,
squares), die corresponding predicted BBU growth from Appl Plays. Le&. 61 (6), 642,1992.
theory (open squares) is also plow 4. A two-dimensional [13] L.A. Bosch, P.R. Meng, and R.M. Gilgenbach, J.
discrete cavity theory is used [13]. For reference, the data Appl. Plays. 71 (7), 3091,199M.
from the 10 cavity experiments are seen on the right side of
the graphl (from Ref. [12]). The lower I/B values for the 19
cavity dafta are a result of lower transported beam currents.
Note that the slope in Fig. 4 for the 10 cavity case is
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Beam Breakup in an Annular Beam*

Y. Y. lAku. J. W. LAginsland, R. Ki Gilgnbach
hftma Energy Beam Interction LAborelary and Depmarment of Nuclear Engineering

University ofldldigam, Amn Adbm. Ml 48109-2104 USA

Ahhmrt the samae wrgtnt. placing the annular besse very clos to the
ft is, shown tdot an annular electron beam may carry six wal of a mwtdc drift tobe, at which the mMa electric fidd is

time as much current asa pencil bern for the same beam vanishingly small, cannot elimlinat DDU growth because of
bretIl; (DM3) growth, This finding suggests tdot the if the substantial deflecting magnetic field generaled by the wall
magetic &Mui of the 1 1 ' a mode bs fo more Impotamut then carrne Toward the cod of this paper. we propose an
the a deldei &Mel in the excitation of DDU. A proof-of- experliment which would -- nbgo~l Wes the relative
principle experiment is suggested, and the implications importmnce between the rf magnetic field and the at axial

explored.electric field, as discussed here.
Consider -n infinieskinaly this annular bern, of radius ro

INTRODinsiONe a cylindrical drift tube of radius b. Mwhem be rriewes a
L IMOUCIONtotal ctsomM I mad comus at velocity vo with the correspondling

Annuar ectoobeas hve he apailiy o caryig arelativistic factor y and P. The drift tube is loaded with a

much higher axn thdon a pencil beum Besides the obvkios slw aveiseach of whichd byi ah miametylnrica pillb10
facdt hannmuular beans have a larger aoua-sectional are ca' ieec fwihspot h h ercT11
thei limiting Miret are .siufc y highe than those of a miode [3.5,0,9. The interation betweiu this miode sad fhe
pencil berna whuen placed im a meali drf ue Frti beam cmses BDU to be excited. In the limit r0 -i04 this is the
other reasons, mumar bemn have recently been chosen as the basic model of BBU for a pencil beam. Sinice we are
preferred geometry to generate coherent, ultra-high power comparing the strengt of liEU inteauction for difburat value
microwaves (1,21. They have also boon used as the primary oft.~, we pretend tha magnetic focusing it; Absent and dothaise
bern, in seveal "two-beam, accelerator" configurations [3,41. quality fatWW Q of the deflecting mode is infinite.
These annular beamn either ecunter a sequence of A
modulating gaps, or simply graz a slow wave structure to Let A I =Z q(t) (cos 0) E(r) be the vector potential of the
generate a wake field is the cae of two-ber accelerator [3] deflecting dipole mode in a cavity. For the fundamental
Thei high currnt may then lead to the bern, breakup TM11 10 made, E(r) - Jl(Pr) repmeents the radial dependence
Ins0"lMY (BLEU [5-9] ad this Concern moV~tits the P0e01nt of the axial electric field with J I being the Bessel fimctlon of

sW4.order one mnd p = 3.832/b,. The corresponding magnetic field
IL DISCUSSION is BI a V xA 1. Theactioncoithismode onthe beamiis

calculated as folow.
liEU is usually analyzed for a pencil beam propagating We divide the annular bemn into N whn"mta segments (N

along the center axis of a aequenct. of accelerating cavities, larg). The 14t segment is located at two, 9-0 1-i 2x i/N,
Many liEU calculations of practical interest assmes that the in the unperturbed state but is displaced radially by 41 and
acceleating unit is the familiar cylindrical pillbox cavity and azimuthally by qi when the deflecting mode is present The
that the dominant deflecting mode is the 11 10 mod 15,6.91. Uinemixd force law yields
Extension to an annular beam is straightforward.
Nevertheless, this calculaton, leads to several unexpected -- wk^ =,f v1cFr)os1()
results and provides same new insights int BBU, to be f~ oE(ocsS I

It is well known that BBU is excited by the combined -flw-kv~uj=(e/m0 Xv0 1c)q[E(roW)lOsW Oi (2)
action of the if magnetic field (B I) and the if electric field
(E1) of the deflecting mode [51: B1 cause bearn deflection where the right hand sides represent the components of the
through the Loet force and El canse mode mrnplificatlon Woent forme that causes beam deflction. In writing Eqs. (1)
ftioggh the work done on the mode by the beamu current j. and (2), we have assumed a wave-lik solution expfj(wt-kz)J
Our calculation strongly suggests that B I is much more for the disturbances, with j2 = -1, mad we have used a prime to
critical than El in contributing to BBU growth. Thus, an denote derivative with respect to the argmunmL
mannular beamn strategically placed near the minimum of the if The instantaneous current J on the i-th current filament is
magnetic field would suffer far less beam, breakup grow&h than
a pencil bern that is centered on the cavity axis, where the A I
magnetic field is large and the axial electric field is small. By Tlr,t)=zR-8(r -r 8(r

*Supported in part by an SDIOIIS contract, mniaged by
ONP,
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Whes & is 6s; Dirs deft function. The walk done by this
cuii M limenton Odudelheting mods is propoutia..l in

11 (4)

AWN so vokw intgra is pwformad over th cavity. In .
eviskefg W1, we should mai only doe d componnt of ji
toBq O sham only the d carrot psft m woskc n de~ 0.8

awmofin ova an 1. w.~te fid tokm E ~dmneWoZ Wi

v + [EqrF / 2 0.6

'Y( - kv 0) 0.

siat from a multipliemlive coustnt that is idependent of tie 0.2
bow's equillbrIum position to. This energy tuuft beads to
growth of the BBW made. which is described by the BBU
dispeaklu relation [8):0.

2 2)(W r 2. 4 4 a 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

0 s (6)

wher a k tdes couplig aostnt and mo is the bresheq mode
freipancy. in wiligdes f at forut of Eq. (6), wre noumlize e
is 00108 Ogofth Cou0009 constant for an cm-axis, Pencil Fig 1. Compaties of the 3WU coupling constant e betwee
berin (ro -1, 0). For the fl41 10 mock, B - J1 (PC) and anuamulvbeam of tadiusrtoandM nc-axis pencil
ge&422(MJ/kA). It is cdew fromt Eq. (5) that beam (ro -. 0) with the same esta ceme

J (Pr) Il1 PROOF OF PRINCIPLE EXPERIMENT
' -( l The Impornanwc es O f nheagnt field can be wiled in an

O e - 1'(7) expeiment in whc a eclbsai ocsdb oeod
manetic field and is made to pms through a wsepmen of

which r ms the IBU strengh btwePen an= ammeter bern, pillbox cavities, to which the first cavity is primesd with
and a pencil bern of doe same currnt. Note that this rtido microwaves at th 1'1bl 10 mod [9). BB growth is
rd.. to I wily in theVo it o -+ 0. monhmltd at the last cavity, befor the beern exit. Thes Above

Epedaln (7) is~ pmdin Fig. (1). as function c ororb. It is theoy them predicts fte wuuuau feature that D3U grwth
seen etm thi figum do do may be as stuaU as 0.17 when shoch be lnd as if the pencil bewam is placed off-am,& tha

thewm~ beia s ocaed t t - -1A% oteals th tis Mepenilbeam were cm-ucla [101. The BBU growt should
kxmcininl e s wenish loae mikat of th d..NWas be minimum if this pencil beam is placed at a distance of

h~~omlon coincides with theabout 0.m of the fmgeifedos its pillbox audium wher doe if magnetic feld is
ofth do fetn mode. What this meamis udthat umuler ndkm
boon mhit at this locatdo can carny en moch un V.17 w 6
tiMes do mm - en an cM -axis pencil beam and suffer the IV. CONCLUSION

-ma BBU got.Another pon worth noting is tha IDU
Vrwthn~ maim gniuic 5UUreth even if the UEUdhe besta is We also repeated the calculations for the highe order
vary dlm ID thM wall of do drsift tube [df. to -+ b in Fig. (1)). M"modmi -M20 ml130 mI140, aevd ThI 0 Fixn
This lank is umeijiecled dnew El -+.0 am a NICWaC wall rdrb - 06Kth ratio %eul0.6012007ad003
As a result, Ji e Zi - 0 and there would be little transfe of foths fe iher oder models01, respetivel.0 Thu, the001
pwer Sum the beum to drive the bmeakp mode. The flule o hs __mw highroder modestrespectivoely 71r^ gothei

DDU tregth ro-, is ~~ug ~thes higher order deflecting modes, than an on-axis pencil
deflecting mugmesh field Is for a -v Important then the axial besin of th saecuw
if elcrcfield in driving BDU.
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Is cnl tiM eoif rmnchic field ios mi to be am*c
- mparimt uw sh rf electri field in cowisibuuel to
SW gowthA abepls prof-o-prlbc~pe experiemm Is
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Rf Focusing Effects and Multi-bunch Beam Breakup
in Superconducting Linear Colliders

J. Rosenrw.ig, S. Hartman and J. Stevens
UCLA Department of Physics, 405 Hilgard Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90024

Abstract the rf focusing will be dominant in the low energy
(less than the damping ring energy) section of the

A high gradient standing wave linear linac.
accelerator provides axisymmetric transverse This focusing term can be incorporated
focusing due to the presence of strong alternating into a paraxial ray equation, which has the
rdient transverse electromagnetic fields arising following simple form in the limit that y,>> 1,

from the backward rf wave. This effect is second
order in both the field amplitude and in y', so it X+-= 0,
is of importance only for high gradient, relatively
low energy beams. The purpose of the present where X a x /I 4 is the reduced transverse
analysis is to examine the effect of this focusing position (the derivation of the general form of this
on multi-bunch beam breakup in a superconduc- equation, and the notation, are due to Lawson[3],
ting linear coflider, which has both a high acceler- e ar t
ating gradient and long bunch train. As an and y'= eE/mc2 is the average rate of change
interesting test case, we discuss the beam breakup of the beam energy ia units of rest energy.
problem in the TESLA test bed at DESY. In addition, at the entrance/exit of the

cavities, the unmatched iris fields is are equivalent
I. RF FOCUSING to focusing/defocusing lens of focal length

f = 2E, / E,,=20 cm[4].
The effect of alternating gradient These effects can be incorporated into a

transverse rf fields is to provide net axisymmetric single matrix which describes the passage of a
(monopole) focusing to a beam accelerating in a particle through a cavity,
standing wave electron linear accelerator. The "o€))]]a
focusing strungth associated with this effect is, in cos(a) - r2sin(a) F8 -L sin(a)
the smooth approximation, 3 y' 1

2 T[ -' 3 W sin(a) -[cos(a) + 42sin(,)

where Ef is the average accelerating gradient where a = =-nLl i and Y,(f) is the normalized
associated with the resonant component of the TV8 Yi
wave[ 1]. This focusing effect has the same form as beam energy at the beginning (end) of the cavity.
a solenoidal magnetic field, of strength Using this matrix, plus the linear drift and

quadrupole matrices in the intercavity regions of
B. = N /42c. Note that for a large average the linac, one can construct a full linear transport
accelerating gradient and a low (by the standard matrix for the linac.
of the linear collider final energy) beam that this
can be a very strong effect. For TESLA designs, II. MULTI-BUNCH WAKE FIELDS.
an average accelerating gradient of 20 MeV/m is
often assumed, which yields an effective smooth As a bunch which is a member of multi-
focusing with equivalent beta-function of bunch train passes through a cavity off-axis, it
P.,(cm) - 3.5y. At the TESLA test bed at DESY, adds a wake-field contribution to the lowest order

einjected at low energy transverse modes, the dipoles modes. Since thethe beam will be injectad t t l eta- vertical emittance and beam size are much smaller
(approximately 10 MeV), and thus the initial beta than the horizontal in a linear collider design, we
function will be 0.7 m, which is much stronger concentrate only on vertical motion, as it will be a
focusing than the external quadrupole lenses more sensitive measure of a wake-field instability.provide. In addition, if the electron beam at The total vertical kick received at the N-th cavity

TESLA itself is derived directly from an rf gun [21,
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by a pua l in the i-th bunch due to all bunches misalignments of cavities in the low energy
which pl aed it is[S] section of the linac were observed to damp

=..N y. . ,(through the mechanism of adiabatic damping),
41, (R y,. where until the amplitude of the beam oscillation was not

2 0. ' significantly diffaent when compared to the case
(_-___ when the rf focusing kicks were turned off. The

- S e sin results were, in general, similar to those found by
Mosnier.

Here the quantities (R /Q). am the transverse
shunt impedances of the m-th dipole mode, which 5
has angular frequency w. and a loaded quality
factor (L. These parameters are taken from the 4
work by Mosniert5], who has studied this
problem for the actual TESLA cavities as they are 3 nfug
presently designed. 3N I

IIIn. SIMULATION-

The beam dynamics of the centroid of each
bunch in the train can be simulated by using the 0
matrices describing the rf focusing, acceleration,
and drifting, adding an additional kick due to the , , , ,,, ,
wake-fields at the exit of each cavity. The input - 0 20 40 0o so 100
parameters for these studies, corresponding to a bunch number
TESLA-like bunch train, are given in Table 1.
The usual TESLA cavity parameters are adopted: Figure 1: Vertical iosition as a function of bunch trainnumber, with and without rf focusing for TESLA test bed-
f4 =1.3 GHz, with nine w-mode cells per cavity, like case. The simulation with rf focusing included shows a

large, correctable centroid offseL

Bunch spacing r I psec In the case of the TESLA test bed at

Number e±/bunch Nb 5 x 10'0 DESY, the beam is always in the rf focusing
Number of bunches N 800 dominated regime, and the results are a bit more

Average a-function 83 m interesting. In this case there are only 32 cavities.
The first thing that one notices is that the rf

Phase advance/cell 30 focusing kicks move the centroid of the bunch
Av. accel. field , 5MV/m train off axis, as is shown in Figure 1. Since this
Cavit misalin nts 1 sort of DC offset is correctable, for the sake ofCear injection error 50Wirons analysis we subtract the leading bunch offset fromthe coordinates of the remaining bunches, as is

Table 1: Parameters for TES LA-like multi-bunch shown in Figure 2. The resulting bunch offsets
Tbeam 1:breamersimulat-iunn studiedisplay two notable aspects. First, as expected, the
beam breakup simulation studies. BBU grows faster due to the driving excitation of

the rf focusing kicks from misaligned cavities.
In these studies, the average t-function is The salient feature of the bunch train offset

kept constant at 41 meters, which means that for profile is that after an initial transient, the bunches
energies below a half of a GeV or so, the if follow each other - they "lock-on" to the position
focusing will in fact be stronger than the quad of the bunches which precede. This effect is
focusing for E1,=20 MV/m. Note that if a damping explained theoretically in the case of a nearest
ring is not employed, that the electron beam must neighbor (daisy chain) model developed by
accelerate through this regime of the transverse Adolphsen[6]. In this model, only the wake-field
dynamics. The bunches are all given a 50 micron from the bunch immediately preceding is included
initial offset. Following Mosnier[51, we assume an in the calculation. The assumption is that the
rms misalignment of the cavities of I mm. damping of the mode due to its loaded Q is several

In a TESLA-like machine, with 10,000 e-folds in the time interval between bunches.
cavities, the excitation of multi-bunch BBU by
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While this is not quite the case here, the behavior however, the additional effect of the rf kicks
can be seae to be qualitatively the same. should be observable.

The idea behind pursuing this study was0.5 that the rf focusing kicks would contribute a

-........................... forcing of the motion that is correlated to the
wake-fields, since both the kick received by the

0.3 . bunch and the wake-field excited by the bunch are
proportional to the bunch offset from the cavity

0 % 0.1 center. The bunches affected by the wake-field,
however, do not in general execute subsequent

:0% motion which is correlated to the cavity offsets,
1 -0.1 except to the extent that a dipole mode frequency

is commensurate with the bunch spacing
____frequency. This special case is to be avoided, and

-0.3 . no rf fcusing in fact the most desirable choice of dipole mode........ rf focusing frequency places the zero crossings of the dipole
modes at the following bunches.J7j Thus the

-0. 20 _ 40 .. ' 6010 . 8101 100 multibunch BBU is not drastically exacerbated by
the presence of rf kicks in cases where the bunchbunch number train would be otherwise stable, as can be seen in

Figure 2: Vertical position as a function of bunch tain Figure 2.
number, with and without rf focusing for TESLA test bed-
like case, with the nitial bunch offset subtracted.

It is also clear that the final lock-on offset
seen in Fig. 2 is slightly larger for the case which REFERENCES
includes the rf focusing kicks. In the daisy chain
model the oscillation amplitude is proportional to
the average beta-function. Thus a likely 1 S. HarmandJ. Rosenzweig, Phys.4Rev. E
explanation for the calculated amplitudes in Fig. 2 47, 2031 (1993).
is that total amplitude is made smaller by the 2. 1. Rosenzweig, E. Colby, G. Jackson, and T.
presence of the additional if focusing, an effect Nicol, these proceedings (abstract Ma9).
which cannot, however, overcome the added 3. J. D. Lawson, The Physics of Charged Particle
growth of the instability due to the presence of rf Beams (Oxford University Press, Oxford, 1977).
kicks, which provide an additional inhomogeneous 4. R. Miller and R. Helm, in Linear Accelerators,
driving term in the equations of motion. In both ed. P.M. Lapostolle and A.L. Septier, 115 (North-
cases, however, the instability amplitude is a Holland, Amsterdam, 1970).
relatively small fraction of the bunch height 5. A. Mosnier, internal note DAPNIA-SEA-91-16
cy =200 Pm. This fraction, as stated above, (Saclay, 1991).
tends to decrease with additional acceleration in a 6. C. Adolphsen, SLAC-PUB-5942 (Oct. 1992), to
TESLA-type machine, especially in our case, be published in the Proc of the XVth Int. Conf. on
where the beta-function remains constant. High Energy Accelerators.

7. K.A. Thompson and R.D. Ruth, Phys. Rev. D,

IV. CONCLUSIONS 41, 41 (1990).

The effect of alternating gradient rf focus-
ing has a large effect on the focusing of electrons
at low energy in a standing wave linac. This
undoubtedly will have some impact on the way
one implements external focusing and trajectory
correction in an SRF linear collider..

On the other hand, we have found no
serious deleterious effects of including rf focusing
in a multi-bunch BBU in a long machine. In a low
energy machine such as the DESY test-bed,
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Required Cavity HOM deQiung Calculated from Probabiliy Esimiates
of Coupled Bunch in the APS Rine

L Emery
Aron NationalLaboraory

9700 So. Case Avenue Argonne, IL 60439

Absouc* featur is die possibility of rando~mizing die HOM frequenicies,
A method of dusftsining do __igretiae fW an idea borrowed from the prograin PC-BBI [51.

vi Wa cavity higher-order modes (HOM) for a multi-cavity RF
system a prumawd and applie to Me. APS rnag. Since HOM
resonwo frlequncy values am t so ame dewr" uncertain, the II. RING PARAMETER AND CAVrTY
HOM hiuencies shoulid be regarded as random variables in HOM DATA
predicting the uability of the coupled bunch beam modes. A
Monae Carlo shimultei provides a histopun of the growth Some of the ring parameters used in the calculations are
rate from Which one obtain an eatMU of the prosbflty of lised in Mhbe 1. These parameters are constant for ail calcula-
instabihlty. The denping of each HOM type is detemined such bnprsenUted bu. The P futictiml at the RF cavities we used
that the damping effort is economized, L&. no singl HOM dom- ninead of the transverse tunes for die transverse growth ruse cal-
inates Mhe qiecfied growth rate histogam. culation.

T" Ie

L DITRODUCMIN General peranemis for growth rate Calculations.

Ptervious work [1) on coupld-obuc insability in the APS Ring energ E 7 GeV
rigconsiusted of calculating the growth rue of coupled bunch Too curntI 300 mA

nodes (CEM) assuming dot only one HOM from one cavity
was shiftesisotbe ftequencyoftlieclosestCBM. Theprobabili Number of bunches N 54
sy that HOMs "u two cavities contributed wo the same CEM Curren per bunch lb 5.6 mA
wasII1 P deme snaulibecause the. HOM frequenicies from different Number of cavities Ne 16
cavites awer staggered. The reqluiredl deQiu for each mono- _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _

pole and dipole HOM type was derived from fthe results. Revolution frequency 271.55 kHz
-A possibility ths at sbW now be considered in a staggered Syndawtonfriienuecy fI 135 kHz

11DM frequency IF system is dhat once the HOMs are deQed
the impedmce funcisof to HOMclsd in frequny might Lptudidmd damping rawe 1/4 ec

overlap thus negating frequency staggering. Another posuibil- Timnsverse damnping rate Urik5 ' swec
ity is two or more HOM impedances from different HOM types Xz as Ri cavities 14 in
contributing to fth some CBM through frequency ablasng.

In order to cowalposblities. one has to calculate the 14 at RIFcavities 10 i
CBMs usning all of the HOM impedances with staggered fr.-
quencies. Since the HOM resonant falquency values have a The properties of the APS ring IF cavity HOWs as calcu-
quasi-radom, natome a statistical analysis of the CBM growth lated by the program. URMEiL [61, are listed in Table 2. Each
rates is used to estimate the amount of requred HOM deQing 11DM type is named after its unperturbed resonant frequency
for beam usability. A similar Monte Carlo analysis was first to- listed in the firs column. &, is fth longitudinal shunt imped-
parted by Siemnmn in [2]. Since, aid At is the b-anverse shunt impedance. Later, R will

The relevant &Am in the instability calculatio are given in sinijily efer so theshun~t impedancingeneral. OD is the wiper-
Section IL Section MI explains the Monte Curio method usedi, turbed, quality factor of the HOM resonator. 7b explain dhe last
and gives a prescription for determiining minimum 11DM deQ- column. staggring tie 1DM frequencies means separating the
ing factors. The method is applie to the APS rnag in Section frequetlcies byeqcphlintervasIL Ths is accotmplished by designl-
IV. As one may expect, the resulting deQing requirement is ing each cavity longe than the previous one by some small
more strngent than the preliminary one reportedl in [1). amont.in The effect is diffierent for each HOM type because of

AlI coupled. bunch growth rates are calculated by the new their distinct Wil patterns. The staggering interval column in
program clirichor [3]. It uses a normal mode analysis based Tabie 2 lists how much the HOM resonant frequency decreases
on thetheory of Thompson and Ruth [41. One of clirichor's per cavity using 0.3 mi per cavity as the elongation step. The

______ _____selection of the elongation step, according to [71, is based on the
*Weak supported by U.S. Department of Energ, Office of Basic budgeted tuing wange (0.75 MIz) of the cavity tuner to cor-

Energy Scionces under Contraict No. W-31-109-ENG-A8 rect for the fundamental mode freqluency staggering.
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M O 2 defines d probaliq of stbility tobe the number of se
imped.ce powureo of HOWs. of possible HOM frequencies where the beam is stable divided

by the toad num of sets of possible HOM frequencies.
Monopole HOW Qj Stagring Obviously, one mus approzimaw the probability calcula-

(MHz) (1000) (MQ) interval (kHz) tion by restricting the infinite set of HOM frequencies to a man-

352° 49 5.60 5.1 ageable few. The analysis thus becomes a statistical one.

53- 41 1.67 210. The Monte Carlo simulation proceeds as follows. One es-
tablishes a set of fixed HOM frequencies to which are then add-

922 107 0.62 330. ed random values in a range given by an error model. A value

939 42 0.23 330. for the larest growth rate aimng the CBMs is stored for each

1172 44 08 390. set of HOM frequencies generated.
-172 44 - 390._ The set of growth rate values can be histogrammed to show

1210 94 0.49 600. their distribution (se Figure 1, for example). The shape cf the

1509 88 Q.40 810. histogram is a function of the HOM R's (here, R just means
shunt impede'ce for eitier plane of motion), Q's, andfs and of
therandom values amplitude. Typically, a sample of 50 radom

Dipole HOMs 0 A Staggering sets of randomized HOM frequencies is sufficient to provide a
(MHz) (1000) (MQ/m) interval (kHz) smooth enugh histogram.

588.7 68 13.6 24. A consistet crition for reasonable certainty of beam Sa-

761 53 25.6 210. bility is now given: if the 95th percentile value oi growth rates
is greater than the natural damping rate, then the beam is stable

962 54 6.1 360. (i.e. the beam is stable 95% of the time); otherwise the beam is

1017 41 2.6 510. unstable.

1145 92 2.7 450. The HOM deQing requirements are obtained as follows,
recognizing that each HOM type has differing R/Q values, and

1219 41 3.6 570. one woun like to economize the minimunm damping effort As

Fundamenl mode included for com n a first step, each HOM type is taken as being the only impedance
in the ring. If the beam is predicted by the Monte Caro calcula-

Due to its longitudinal symmetry, the staggering of the don to be unstable, the input values of R and Q of the HOMs we

58-MHz dipole HOM is relatively small. T7he 16 impedance reduced such that a repeated Monte Carlo calculation predicts

functions of this HOM type will overlap, reqsuring this HOM a stable beam. During this step, one observes that growth rates
type to be damped more strongly hoe are not necessarily proportional to R since, by reducing Q, the

In heavily beam-loaded RF systems, there is a concern that impedan= functions speed and couple to more CBMs. Thus

the fundamental mode couple to the longitudinal CBMs of fre- a few iterations may be. requited before determining the deQing

qienciesj+fg and (N-I)fo +f. In our case, the coupling is neg- n h for each HO ao

ligible. Not included in the transverse CBM growth rates is t In the last step, all HOMs r e included together with their

effect of the resistive wall impedance. Since this new Q's, and all are further deQed with the same factor for beam

component is not RF related, it is ignored for now. stability.

II. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF STABILITY IV APPLICATION TO APS RING

A multi-bunch beam is predicted to be unstable in a storage A simple frequency error model is adopted here because
ring if the growth rate of any CBM calculated fora given imped- the correct random component of the HOM frequencies attrib-
ance is greater than the natural damping rate (here the radiation utable t, construction errors and operating circumstances is dif-
damping rate) of the beam. Since the damping rate is fixed for ficult to establish.
each plane of motion, one only needs to calculate the largest A coservative range of ±_+ (fo is the sepa, aion of danger-
growth rate among the CBMs to determine stability of the beam ous frequencies) is selected for the random component of all
in each plane. HOMS. That is, it is guaranteed that some frequency values

The growth rate is a highly sensitive function of the HOM will land very close to a resonance. This prevents the frequency
frequencies. However, the HOM frequencies are uncertain samples from repeating "safe" values of frequency in between
quatities, since they change during normal operation of a ring. resonances. If the actual random component is larger than Ai,
In addition, before the assembly of cavities, one does not know the CBMs that are influenced by the impedances will be differ-
by how wich the construction errors will shift the HOM fre- ent ones. However, the distribution of growth rates is not ex-
quencies from their expected staggered values. Thus, the pected to cluhnge much.
growth rate is an uncertain quantity. Table 3 lists the deQing factors at the first stage of the anal-

Since beam stability is directly related to growth rate val- ysis for dipole HOMs. (Because of space limitations, the table
ues, one therefore deals with probability of beam stability. One for monopole HOMs is not shown).
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Thble 3 The final values of Q/Qp arelisted in Table 4. The requied
D@Q farm for ach HOM type taken separaely. 0 column is the maximunun Q allowed for stability. Figure I

shows the histogram and ag integral of the rowth rates for the
Dioe Damping Resonator Staggering final set of R,'s and Q's for the longitudinal case. The dashed
HOMs factor width range lie is the syn:hron r damping rate. Note that, for

(0HZ)00I~) (M&Z) ___&__ most samples, the growth rate due to the HOM impedances is

588 150 1.300 0.36 only about half the damping ra.
761 220 3.100 32 ,"

962 9 0.161 5A

1017 2.5 0.045 7.7 Ia

1145 2.5 0.031 6.8 a d4

1219 3 0.089 8.5 a1 v,.213 I: 1/ 213Ac'

The resonaor width isAf~oQ. The staggeringrangeis the, ,u , ,
spread of HOM frequencies of the cavides. For the 16 cavities, r m PW') A 3f

it is just 15 times the staggering interval in Table 2. For the two Figre I
lower frequency HOW, the resonance width is of dhe order of i igue 1
the staggering range, implying that some of the impedance
functions from the 16 cavities overlap, and that damping effort
becomes greater. For the other HOMs in the table, there is no V. CONCLUSION
obvious overlapping of impedances. The HOM deQing requirements for frequency-staggered

When all HOM types are combined, the probability of two cavities have been calculated based on the probability of beam
HOM frequencies for contributing to the same CBM is in- stability using HOM resonator frequencies as random variables.
creased through aliasing of the resonant frequencies. The deQing requirement for some of the dipole HOMs is

Table 4 stringent because their frequency staggering is small and their

Required Q for frequency-staggered cavity HOWs. RAIQ is particularly high.

Monopole HOM type DeQing factor Required VI. REFERENCES
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922 16 6700 ference, 1991.
939 6.4 6600 [2] R. Siemann, "Instability Growth Rate Calculations forHigh Energy Sorage Rings," Proceedings of the 1981

1173 6.4 6900 IFE ?article Accelerator Conference, Vol. NS-28, p.

1210 16 5900 24.. une 1981.
1509 16 5500 [31 L. Lry, "User's Guide to Program clinchor," ANL
1tec09i 60 0 be pshed

- [41 K. Thompson and R. Ruth, "Transverse and Longitudinal
Dipole HOM type DeQing factor Required Coupled Bunch Instabilities in Trains of Closely Spaced

(MHz) QI~j _ Bunches," Proceedings of the 1989 IEEE Partcle Acceler-

588 285 240 ator Conference, p. 792,1989.

761 420 130 [5] J. Hagel and B. Zoner, "PC-BBI, a Program to Compute

962 17 3200) Bunch Beam Instabilities on a PC," CERN SL-AP 90-62,
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Measurement and Analysis of Transverse Beam
Transfer Functions in the Fermilab Main Ring

P.J.C.hou, G.Jackson
Fermi National Accelerator Labxwatory*

MS 341, P.O. Box .500, Batavia, IL 60510 U.S.A.

Abstract , exI0 Z). (4
Beam transfer function measurements provide accelerator Yi + (qico0)- Yi = F(-o)- t) - j•.1 ,0  (4)

impedance, beam frequency spread and effective feedback

gain information. An analysis technique is used to derive these where e and m are the charge and mass of each individual
quantities from beam measurements. Transverse bunched particle respectively, 10gtotal beam intensity, L=accelerator
beam measurements in the Fermilab Main Ring are reported. circumference and Z1 is the transverse impedance. The

I. INTRODUCTION coupled BTF B'(wo) is given by joz<yŽI>/F(to) and has the
following relation

It has been known for many years that the Main Ring suffers
from a vertical coupled-bunch instability at injection [1, 21. An += t- (€o) (5)
extensive study project is underway to find the offensive B'(O) B(co)
modes and the impedance source which causes this instability.
Beam transfer function measurements are a useful method for with H(o) = e l0 Z1./mnoL. The above equation represents a
determining the beam impedance, effective damper gain and
frequency space distribution. Beam transfer function(BTF) for feedback loop as depicted in Fig. 1.
coasting beam and bunched beam cases are measured. The If a damper system is used to cure an instability, this will
development of a theory for the bunched beam transfer add a damping term to the right hand side of eq.(3), say
function is also underway. -jI0G<yi>..where G is complex. Then the equation for the new

feedback loop becomes

II. COASTING BEAM THEORY 1 1
S= •+ H~o) +D(•) (6)

A. Closed-Loop BTF Measurements B((O) B(co)

The beam is a collection of particles, each having its own
oscillation frequency qimoo driven by a common external force with D(m) = Glh/w. The new feedback loop is depicted in
amplitude F(co) where qi is the fractional tune and o)(1 is the Fig.2. A plot of imag(IB') vs. real(1/B') gives us the well
angular revolution frequency. The equation for each individual known stability diagram. The effect of impedance and damper
particle is system is to shift the unperturbed stability diagram (1/B) by

ii + (qi(o0) 2 xi = F(wo) -exp(jcot) (1) e 0 z1 i + GI,7
mowL c0

The BTF is defined as [3]
At lower intensity, an open loop BTF through a damper

system can generate the betatron frequency distribution. We
B(O)) can determine the contour shift by comparing with the

F(o)) (2) unperturbed stability diagram from calculation. A plot of
I ) p(qico(.)d(qi°),) contour shift vs. beam intensity provides us the information

• ,R--j) ] about the coupling impedance and damper gain.

where B. Open-Loop 73T Measuremnents
The experimental setup is shown in Fig.3 and the

p(CD) = 2Re[B(co)] (3) corresponding lh)p diagram depicted in Fig.4. Thle output
signal is

j=-i, p(qiwD,) is the normalized distribution of the betatron = B(-- 1) V 1.1 V,,.8

frequency among tie particles. The measured BTF is
When there is a self-coupling force due to the transverse -D(o)B(o•)

impedance[4J, eq.(l) is changed to B-__)_= (9)
1 + H(co)B(w)

* Operated by Universities Research Association Inc., under Furthermore. the open-kxlp stability (iagram is described by
contract with the U.S. Department of Energy.
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1 -1 H(c). (10) Vi Pour
B'(o) D(o))B(co) D(w)

Whem the self-coupling effect is very small, die BTF is
approximately equal to -D(m)B()m).

IlL MEASUREMENTS

Beam transfer functions are measured with coasting sn Fig.2.: feedback loop with the coupling impedance and damper
bunched beam in the Main Ring at 8 GeV flat top. F1g.5, Fig.6. system.
and Fig.7 are results of coasting beam case for nm1053+q
betatron sideband. The revolutikn frequendy is 47.4 kHz and
vernical tune is 0.4 for the Main Ring. Fig.5 and FI.6 give dhe kiie
amplitude and phase of BTF respectively. Fig.7 is the
distribution of betatron frequency spread derived fkm eq.(J).
Due to limited beam study time, we did not average data from
multiple cycles, a process which significantly improves the 7 . [ ,,

signal to noise ratio of the results. The presented signals are
too noisy to provide a smooth enough stability diagram. We
can see a substantial shift in the coherent frequency for
different beam intensity from Fig.5 to Fig.7. This frequency delay network analyzer

change is proportional to the product of beam intensity and IF
transverse impedance. A measurement of coherent frequency LLA/Dconvener ou
shift vs. beam intensity will give the transverse impedance. ID
Fortunately we also do have averaged data for bunched BTFs.
The results are depicted in Fig.8, Fig.9 and Fig.10. It is Fig.3: experimental setup for BTF measurements.
necessary to calibrate the experimental apparatus in order to
derive the impedance and damper gain from the stability
diagram, see eq.(7). Further work is underway to attain
quantitative results from BTF measurements.J
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N=1053+q, damper off

-60 7

Vin•Vm-IO

frequency [kHz!

Fig.h: feedback loop with the coupling impedance. Fii.5: BMYF measurement for coasting twain -- mnplitude,
dished fine corresponds to low Lbeam inlensity.
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Nu0 q damper off bunched beam cse, N=q

200 0 -- __

100 V
OF1 -90 __ __ __

100

1ll -180,

-200 -1 -0.5 0 0.5 1.5 0 5 frequency [kHz]

frequency [IkHz]

Fig.9. bunched BTf measurement -- phase.
Fig.6: BTF measurement for coasting beam -- phase, dashed
line corresponds to low beam intensity.

N=1053+q, damper off stability diagram (bunched beam)

0.00245 IS50O

I 0

it -150 L
-0.00005 -20 -10 0 10

-6 -2 2 6 real(i/S21)

frequency [kHz]

Fig.7: distribution of frequency spread derived from eq.(3), Fig.10 bunched BT measurement -- stability diagram.

dashed line corresponds to low beam intensity.

bunched beam case, N=q normalized frequency spread

S- 15 4.50E-03

-45 I" "L

-1 -0.5 0 0.5 1 " O.OOE+O0 ..
-1 -0.5 0 0.5

frequency [kHzz
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Fig.8: bunched BTF meLuremnedn -- amplitude. Fig. !1: bunched BTF me,,urement -- distribution of

frequency spread derived from eq.(3).
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Observation of a Short Bunch Train Longitudinal Instability in the
Fermilab Main Ring

X. Lu, G. Jackson
Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory*

P.O. Box 500, MS 341
Batavia, IL 60510

When a beam passes through a cavity, a voltage is
Abstract induced (see fig. 1), given by[2J

Longitudinal coupled-bunch instability has been addressed V=q o) R / Q (2)
in many papers. Most of them assume that all bunches are
distributed equal-distant from each other. Here we present a Here q is bunch charge. 0, R, and Q are resonant frequency,
different case where a train of 13 bunches is followed by a big impedance and Q values respectively.
gap of 1100 empty buckets in theýFermilab Main Ring. No
residual wake fields are left after one revolution for a higher
order mode of the RF cavity with Q in the few hundreds. TheSo
head bunch of the train cannot feel the wake field left by the
previous turn, and classic closed loop instability is not
posble, though destructive coherent oscillation are observed 300
in later bunches. However, it has been observed that the beam
can still be unstable if the beam intensity is high enough (e.g.
1EI0 per bunch). In this paper ywe will present some
experimental observations along with computer simulation
results. They agree with each other quite well. A feedback -100
loop is possible to eliminate these coherent oscillations. .0

.300

1. INTRODUCTION40
.500

This paper is concerned with the subject of longitudinal
beam instability observed in the Fermilab Main Ring. During 4
the present collider run, a high intensity proton beam is needed
in the Tevatron to provide a high luminosity, described by the Figure 1 Beam loading voltage(V) as a function of time(nsec)
equation by a bunch with IEIO particle

L=N(p) N(pbar) fn /A (1) This voltage acts as another external RF voltage. Since

Here A is the tnserse area, N(p), N(pbar) am numbers of we only have 13 consecutive bunches in the ring, the coupled

protons and antiprotons in one bunch, f is revolution bunch mechanism is different from traditional predictions[3].

frequency, n is number of proton(antiproton) bunches in the The Q of the offending higher order mode is not high enough

whole ring. to let the wake field propagate for one revolution period. The

In order to get a high intensity beam, a technique called fill time t=2Q / 0rf = 2 pasec is a factor of 10 smaller than the

coalescing[l] is used to get as much charge in a single bunch revolution period. This is an open loop type of instability[4].

as possible from 11 to 15 individual bunches in the Main We don't exiOct any beam oscillations in the front bunches and
Ring. This coalescing charge efficiency is strongly dependent progressively larger oscillations in the tail bunches. Here we

on longitudinal emmitance. It can also be poorer if there is describe the experiment set up, data taking and simulation

coherent oscillation before coalescing. Based on observations, results.
it is found that the beam is not stable at the coalescing energy
of 150 Gev. This instability is caused by a high order mode in
the RF cavities. 1I. EXPERIMENT SET-UP

In order to record the whole process of beam growth, the
proton beam is stored at flattop with an energy of 150 Gev for

perated by Univeritis Research Association Inc.. under 10 seconds. During this period, dipole oscillations can be seen
€oftct with the U.S. Department of Energy. quite easily. With higher intensity the situation gets worse.

To make analysis easier, a Tektronix RTD720 digitizer is used

=078-123-4M 3.00 3 199133 3366



to record resistive wall signals turn by turn. The analog
bandwidth is 500 MHz and the digitizing rate is 2 o.OE+0 1.OE+8 2.OE+8 3.OE+8
Gsamples/lc. Typically the bunch length is about 4 nc. so 0 _III

there we 8 samples per bunch. The program LabView on a
Macintosh is used to read out data stored in the digitizer - 1 0-
through GPIB. Some analysis (such as FFT) can also be -20-
perforted by that program. The time scale is adjusted by a
trgger box so that it can take data for any cycle and for any -30-
number of turns per tru . This way short and long range -40--
phenOAmeon an be studled. -50-

-60-

MI. DATA ANALYSIS 
-70

Looking at fig. 4, there is a dipole oscillation for later
bunches while the front bunches are stationary. The
oscillation amplitude varies from bunch to bunch. Typically 2 Figure 3 Measured S21(dB) vs. frequency(Hz)
nsec of oscillation amplitude can be observed, which is close
to I sigma of the beam. By examining the oscillation closely, There are three deep notches in S21 (see fig. 3). The first
a pattern of phase between them is found. A line can be drawn one is the fundamental RF mode. The other two are high order
to match oscillation peaks of different bunches. The phase modes. One of them is approximately 225 MHz. This is the
slope is about 70 degrees/bunch for such a line. By doing FFT mode causing the beam instability. Its frequency corresponds
of this data, beam spectrum is available(see fig. 5). Note that for i=4 and has R/Q= 1500 and Q=1000 for a filling time of 2
there are modulation sidebands around each RF frequency tsec. This decay time is relatively short compared to
harmonic line. The frequency is &w=ll MHz. Thus the revolution period of21 ,.sec. It explains why the later
driving frequency is determined by Woo=i*cOrf±ACO). Here bunches oscillate with a much bigger amplitude while the front
od-1=53.104 MHz at 150 Gev. To determine the value of i and one are still stable.(see fig. 4). While these tail bunches feel a
sign, a more direct measurement is employed. Since the RF stronger wake field produced by all proceeding buades, the
cavity is a dominant factor in terms of impedance at such high front bunches see little wake field after one tawn. The same

frequencies, a survey of all possible modes was performed by behavior can also be seen from our simulation results (see
using a strellhed wire method(see fig. 2). fig.6).

Cavity

S21 I I OUT

Analyzer t
INT 0

0

Figure 2 Setup of S21 measurement 1.40+02 4.04+02

This is performed by using a HP875 IA network analyzer and a
wire is pulled through the cavity center. The two ports of the
network analyzer are connected to either wire end, which are Figure 4 Measured beam motions
impedance matched to 50W using matching resislors[51.
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this signal into the same higher order mode impedance to
nuilfy the wake field. Another possibility is to make a bunch
by bunch feedback system such as done by CERN[6].
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Figure 5 Beam spectrum by FFT

0 0 Wo 300 300 400 Soo 600 700

Figure 6 Simulated beam mnotions

IV. FUTURE WORK

We have studied the short batch coupled bunch
phenomenon in the Fermilab Main Ring. A model exist%
which provides a good description of observed phenomenon. A
feedback system must be designed to damp this beam
oscillation. We are in the process designing such a system.
Beam signals from a current monitor are picked up as a source
for this feedback loop. They are amplified and filtered to get
the correct component. Then an RF cavity probe delivers
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Suppression of Longitudinal Coupled-Bunch Instabilities
by a Passive Higher Harmonic Cavity*

R. A. Boscht and C. S. isue
Synchrotron Radiation Resewr& Center

Huinchu Science-based Industrial Park, Hsmnchu, Awnm, R1.0.0C.

Abstract 1; a : momentum compaction; T. : revolution period;
A l~ ~~y ~ * ~wg generator angular frequency; NE: electron energy;
A dobleRF-aviy sste wih apasivehiger-asmnico,: electron energy spread from synchrotron radiation

cavity is considered for the purposie of preventing coupled- emission; I : average beam current magnitude, V.: syn-
bunch instabilties and/or inacrasing the bunch lifeime. chronous violtage; P : harmonic number of Cavity 2; Q2
EXPReions are preseted for the onset Of the eq~iihb- : quality factor of Cavity 2; R 2 : resonant impedance of
dlum phase instability, the frequency and damping rate of Cavity 2; #2: tuning angle of Cavity 2; rL: longitudinal
the Robinson instability, the synchrotron frequency, sys- radiation damping time; Z(wc..) : parasitic imtpedance
clootrcm frequency spread, and bunch length. An alga- driving coupledl-banch oscillations; and wc.wv.: frequency
ritlim is presented fox evaluating the performance of a pwa of the parasitic mode.
sive higher-hartmonic cavity, and applied to the SRRC elec- We co, be the resonant frequency of Cavity 1, QI
tron storage iag, whichi being installed, Q-,/(l + P) the loaded quality factor, A, = Rj/(l + P)

the impedance at resonance, and #1 the tuning angle, de-

1 Introduction fie y a~ = 2Q,('s' - col)/"'l. This tunin angle
is the negative of that used by some authors. Robinson

The performance of an electron storage ring may be lim- osc11atio35 are dependent upon the additional gsmew #I*
ited by coupled-bunch' instabliies [1] and the Touschek which obey tan #1 = 2Q1(w#. ) 0- w)w.Cavity 2 is a
-lifettime. A passive RI cavity with resonant frequency passive higher harmonic cavity with resonant frequency W2
near a harmonic of the fundamental RP cavity ma b near vw, where v is its haMonic number. #2 is its tuning

used to increase Landau damping of synchrotron oscl. &ang*, Sim by "a #3 =2QzQ'vwu - w2)/w2. As wit Cav-
lations and/or incrase the bunchlength (2, 3], therebyr ityl1, Robinson oscillations involve additional angles #2
suppressing coupled-bunch instabliies and increasing the Which Obey tan #2 = 2Q2(r'Ws + 0 - W2)1/w0.
Touschkek liftime. However, unwanted side-elfects such as Le Cl denote the Robinson instablty angular frequency,
the equilibrum phase and Rtobinson instabilities should G h ntblt apn ae(eaiefrgot)
be avoided. In Section 2, we present an algorithm whic e > 0 the electron charge magnitude, while A~ and P2

evaluates a higher harmonic cavity [4]. The algorithm. ar e bunch, form factors for the fundamental and harmoni
appiedto he RRCstoagerig i Setio 3.We se he cavities. We initially set P =1I and P2 =0.1, &ad iterate

noappidtion ofe Sand strg rigi5].in .W a h until the form factors are consistent with the bunchbeugth.
notaion f Snds 5].Our algorithm proceeds as follows:

I. Calculate 01, the phase angle of the bunch center,
2 Analysis algorithm which equals inero for a bunch at the voltage peak:

We consider & ring with a passive higher-harmonic cay- V. = F1 VrI coos# 1 - 2IRiFP22cos3 02 (1)
ity in which the foundamental RI-cavity is operated in the
"acompensated condition' [5] with tuning &angl N~u'd I this equation can only be solved with I cot~ #I 1>
so that the generator current is in phase with the volt- then there is no possible equilibrium phase of the bunch in
age. The folowing values must be input to the algorithm: Cavity 1, and the calculation is discontinued.
V2-1: peak effective RI voltage in Cavity 1; Q*t: unloaded .2. Calculate the tuning angle of Cavity 1 for operation
quality fa -ctor of Cavity 1; Rtf: unloaded impedance of Cay- in the "compensated condition' [5]:
ity I at Vesoance . RI-coupling coefficient for Cavity PR(2

R..mdaer suppoted by the N&Uiemal Scio CvowaiL RepublicVT

fp ddie..: Syeroa Pked&i Omer Usv t d 3. Calculate the coefficients of the Taylor exasOnf

Wbugmin. 87318,1 1 1 Drive, Steo&=4m W1 sam the leciVe synchrotronpotentiaU(r=T) - 3+er4L-0-23U M _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _



Sift 1 + VIP 2R 2 s22) Laudu damping is sufcient to ensure stabldity. A grow-
4 Iwo (3)in dipole mode will be Landau-damped [63 when the mag-nitude of the coheent frequency shift is less thea O.78c..

= For the case of a nonquadratic synchrotron potential, eq.
bcoo z - 2&,2 1F 2R2 c 02) (4) (11) may be used with the most unstable frequecy 1.72w.,

OBTI in place of w,. Landau damping is suflicient to prervent the
3 s+coupled bunch instability [7] if the coherent frequency shift

-- - (V An #1 + &s3FpR3 "in 2#2) (5) is les than 0.3w,,.
7. Determine if the equilibrium phase instability will

4. If a is positive and c < 0.45[(/(ago./5f)]2 , then the occur. Stability is assured if-

synchrotron confining potential is mostly quadratic. The VT, sin )
synchrotron frequency, bunchlength, and spread in syns- FPi < Ri si2#1 (12)
charotron frequencies obey: 8. If the previous inequality is satisfied, calculate the

,= va (6) Robinson frequency:

a" = cows{ f PVI vin #1- - R (sin 2#1- + sin2# 1+)
art (7) T,2

thrse conji)n2 R 2P n -()I 2 2 - (sin 2#2 +sin 2#.+)} (13)

This calculation requies iteration, and one can start by
Otha•ime, the COnJMS potential IS mostly biquadratic evaluating the RHS with sero beam current, and then iter-so that the bunchlength obeys: ate using a weighted average of the most recently computed

value of 0 and the previously computed value.
at = 0.69(E-- )1/l (9) 9. Once the Robinson frequency is known, the Robin-

C son damping rate can be calculated; a positive value gives

where U7 = . The frequency of a synchrotron stability:
oscillation of amplitude a, obeys:

OR pI=q . -L•l ,tMan lo C08 # + C02 I-
,,,= 1.,17+(cU')1/,' (10o) OR i; -- a~ 1~ ~ 1

The most unstable frequencyis 1.72•..,. + PFRsQ2 tan 2 Cos #2+ cos2 0_] (14)

At the dividing line between quadratic and nonquadratic We evaluate a higher harmonic cavity by performing the
potentials, the bunchlengths determined by the respective above calculation for a sequence of values of ring current
formulas we equal and tuning angle. In iterated calculations, the iteration is

5. Use the bunchlengths to determine the form fac- concluded and a flag is set if convergence does not occur
tol (for Gaussian bunches): P, = exp(-wO'12) and within a reasonable number (~S00) of itrations
123= exp(-vwu/2.). Repeat steps 1-5 if the form fac- Uncertainty results from the assumption of a resonant
tots differ greatly from the previous input values. For new coupled-bunch interaction with a parasitic mode, as well
input values, use a weighted average of the two most recent as the impedance and frequency of this mode. The butch-
calculations of the form factors. After several iterations of length calculated in the presence of coupled-bunch insta-
steps 1-5, we have quantities calculated uing form factors bility does not include any lengthening resulting from the
which are consistent with the bunchlength. instability.

6. Determine if the dipole longitudinal coupled bunch
instability is damped. For a mostly-quadratic synchrotron
potential, the coherent frequency shift for a resonant dipole 3 Application to the SRRC stor-
interaction with a longitudinal cavity mode of impedance age ring
Z(WC...) at frequency W•.S. is [1]:

To test our algorithm, higher harmonk cavities at MAXIab
w c'c .. (11) and BESSY were modeled. The results were in reason-

2ETow, able agreement with experiments when we used a parasitic

where FwO,. is the bunch form factor at the frequency mode impedance of 0.02 MO, which is an order of magn
'c.s.. To account for radiation damping, subtract rE' tude below a typical undamped value, consistent with the

foma this frequency shift. presence of spurious mode attenuators.
.-The resulting frequency' shift may be compared with the In the 1.3 GeV storage ring being installed at SRRC,

calculated synchrotron frequency spread to determine if the beam pipe aperture and RI-frequency are nearly the
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same as MAX-lab (8]. Thus, we expect a third harmonic In Figure 2, we consider one or two third-harmouic cav-
cavity at SRRC would have similar properties to that of ities, and show the bunchlength versus the pamive cavity
MAX-lab, so we used the MAX-lab values R 2 = 0.6 MC, tuning angle for a ring current of 200 mA. For stable op-
and Q2 = 10, 000. For the parasitic mode driving the eration, the bunchlength can be modified in the range of
coupled bunch instability, we used a frequency 1.5 times 21-35 ps with a single passive cavity, and 18-60 ps with
the fundamental frequency, and an impedance of 0.02 MO. two identical third-harmonic cavities. With & suigle ps-
Results are shown in Fig. 1 for the case of two identi- sive cavity, a passive cavity power dissipation of 25 kW is
cal passive cavities, which were modeled as a single cavity required to stabilise the coupled bunch instability. With
with R2 = 1.2 MO. For a ring current of 60 mA or less, two passive cavities, about 10 kW per cavity must be dissi-
radiation and Landau damping are sufficient to prevent pated with a tuning angle of-60 degrees. If a tuning angle
the coupled bunch instability in the absence of a higher of -48 degrees is used to maximise the bunchlength, 16
harmonic cavity, as shown by the results for passive cavity kW per cavity must be dissipated. We estimate that the
tuning angles of ±90 degrees. The coupled-bunch insta- Touschek lifetime will be proportional to the bunchlength
bility can be suppressed at all currents up to the desired within about 10 percent.
maximum current of 200 mA. Similar rpults were obtained
with a single passive cavity. 4 Summary

An algorithm has been developed to evaluate instability

0.20 -behavior with a passive higher-harmonic cavity. For the

electron storage ring at SRRC, our results support the

-. sufeasibility of using one or two third-harmonic cavities to
suppress coupled-bunch instabilities. Two cavities may
be used to substantially increase the bunchlength and the

V 0.10 Touschek lifetime.
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Abstmet

The location of a liner inside the collider beam tube = (e (1)
being studied at the SSC Laboratory, in order to provide If we Fourier transorm Eq.(1) with f (w)
a synchrotron radiation intercept and to help eahance, the f we F e tan
vacuum. There will be wake fields propagating inside the f 1(t)exp(Jwt)dt, we obtain
liner following the beam fields incident on the pumping = Zoq
holes/slots on the liner. The effect of the wake fields may E,(w) =r- exp(jkz). (2)
be expressed through coupling impedances. This paper In Eq.(2), Zo = 120v is the impedance of Ee space.describes a method to evaluate the longitudinal couplig I q() 0-10 steipdneo resae

descibe a mtho toevalatethe ongtudnal ouping Our task is to calculate the diffracted field and its prop-impedance of slots/holes on the liner for a large range of auation is th linerldue tohedincidet field give byfreiquencies (0-60 GHz). agation inside the liner due to the incident field given by
Eq.(2).

I. INTRODUCTION

The Superconducting Super Collider (SSC) beam is
designed to have an energy of 20 TeY. There will be syn-
chrotron radiation to reckon with, even though this is a
proton beam. The location of a liner inside the collider "
beam tube is being studied at the SSC Laboratory. The
liner will serve as a synchrotron radiation intercept and
also help enhance the vacuum. Suitable pumping holes
or slots are required on the surface of the liner. These w_,_e .
pumping holes will result in the propagation of wake fields
inside the liner, following the incident beam fields. The A_ I _----_

effect of the wake fields on successive bunches may be b

evaluated through the coupling impedances, which will de- _ - -_-

pend on the geometry and distribution of slots/holes on k,
the liner. Coupling impedances valid for low frequencies
have been presented by .(luckstern [1] and Kurennoy (2].
A semi-analytic expression for the longitudinal coupling
impedance of slots/holes valid for a large range offrequen-
cies (0-60 GHs) is derived here and the results are corn- Figure 1. Slot details and coordinate system.
pared with those from Rofs. I and 2 and with available
measuremdnts. III. DERIVATION OF WAKE FIELDS

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE PROBLEM The charge relaxation time for our problem is of the
order of 10-1` s, and the skin depth is of the order of a few

A schematic, of the beam pipe and the liner is shown microns. We will use the method outlined in Collin [3] for
in Figure 1. The liner of inner radius a and thickness A the solution of our problem using the wave guide normal
is located inside the beampipe of inner radius b. A slot of modes and the Lorentz reciprocity theorem. We will follow
length w and width d is located on the liner. The center of the notation in Collin [33 and Plonsey and Collin [4]. We
the slot is at z = 0. Our analysis is valid for round holes will assume a time variation of e"'l and & z variation of
also, and we will use d to denote the diameter of the hole. •-J, with w and P being the rotational frequency and
The coordinate system is also shown in Figure 1. A single the propagation factor, respectively. The fields are gov-
charge q travels along the axis of the liner with the speed erned by the Helmholts equation and can be found in [3]
of light c, and the field at the slot is given by and [4]. The fields for the TM mode, which contributes to

the longitudinal coupling impedance, can be expressed in

'Operated by the Universities Rsearch Association, Inc., for terms of the longitudinal electric field e, given by

the U.S. Department of Energy under Contract No. DE-AC35- ( )e,. = (kr A osn)+ BsnG). (3)
89ER40480.
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The Js is the Bnsel function of order n with parameter k.. Using the ratio of normal modes with P.. in the
The field at the metallic wall at r = a is zero. This ima- Bessel argument, we get the following expression for the
plies J,(kha) = 0, and there are doubly infinite number of tangential diffracted electric field:
solutions PNm given by J0(P )

Jn(kea) = 0, P.m = k. a, m = 1,2,3 .... (4) E. = Z9 m (10)
jva am.(P6.)J(Pm

The corresponding propagation factor is given by n m P..

S2 It should be noted that the numerator of Eq.(10) is

a,/2V Pnm (5) summed over just n = 0 since other modes do not con-
;2-a tribute to the longitudinal impedance. The diffracted field

given by Eq.(9) will not satisfy the equation V x E = 0.
We will also need the propagation factor for rectangular There will be an imbalance, which we will call the magnetic
slots with sides 2al, 2bl. It is given by [4] current density Jm, and it will be given by [3]:

= : k2 J = = )2(11)

a -- •-)( We can consider the Jm at the slot as an oscillating source

where k is the wave number given by • = c. The propa- and compute the radiated fields in the +ve and -ye direc-

gation factor for the slot i8 will be high due to the small tions using the Lorentz reciprocity theorem (3]:
dimensions of the slot. This implies that the waves in- //
side the slot/hole will he heavily damped. The tangential Ij (E• x H. - E. x Hn*)fids

electric field is zero at the wall everywhere except at the
slot/hole, where it is non-zero. We will assume a magnetic = (J.E•, - Hn*.KJm )dv. (12)
wall at the slot, and this implies that the tangential field
at the slot/hole will be a maximum and the normal field The radiated fields in the +ve and -ye directions can be
will be zero. This will result in maximum possible power expressed by the normal modes multiplied by appropriate
flow through the slot. Since the normal field is zero, the coefficients (3], and we can derive the following coefficients
diffracted electric field at the slot/hole will be equal to the for the wake fields. The coefficients have been generalized
negative of the incident beam field, and the mode inside with two indices n, m corresponding to the Bessel modes
the slot/hole will be a TE mode. In order to calculate and the roots corresponding to every mode. Further, the
the other components of the diffracted field at the slot, we field E,, has been multiplied by a factor G.m to decompose
can use the field continuity criterion given by the following it into components corresponding to the nth mode and
equation: normalized by a factor fn,:

I _e,,, = J_(_ _la), an = fAE.,-addz ,' (13)
Cx,,m OrIlnr Jn(Pamnr/a) La AJ slmot

1 . (7)
e, Or 1810t

We have used the upper case Pnm in Eq.(7) to dis- bam = H- fi E..- a d O dz (14)

tinguish it from the lower case Pam used in Eq.(4), which

describes the boundary condition at the wall everywhere The factor Gnm is given by
but at the slot/hole. If we assume the coefficients for the
normal modes to be a constant, Eq.(7) will be satisfied for Gnm =-"- . (15)
the sums of normal modes. The following equation results, Gn a Jm (15)Pn

and we can solve it to obtain the Pam: a ,m P mJ
n m

PamJ'n(Pam) + air Ja(Pm) = 0. (8) IV. THE LONGITUDINAL
COUPLING IMPEDANCE

The magnetic wall at the slot results in the follow-
ing equation, where a subscript. s denotes the diffracted The longitudinal coupling impedance Z(w) is defined
(radiated) fields: as follows [1,21:

E,, = ,.E, = -E6 = -Z°iea " (9) Z(w) = 00 E,(r = 0.o = 0)e-•" dz. (16)
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Using the expressions for the wake fields derived before,
we get *4,*. £ , , N,

Zodea •j#-°(Po)w sin(k=w) ,. / / '-

34-

WJo(Po,) I:
am Pm aJ(P.).

n mP m0 1.10' 2.1'O 3.;0' 4.10' 5.10O

x 1 . (17) Figure 2. Impedances for 2-, 3-, and 4-mm holes.

n m PnmS

In the low frequency limit, jm = J and sin(kw) f 14/."S

kw, and the impedance is found to be 13,

2-

._cZowdk c2Zow 2dk ,8
Z(w) - 2 + 2wr2 a 2  +.--]. (18)

0.10' 1.10' 2.10' 3.10' 4.0 50'
Frr~qw•y. .

where c1 , c2 are constants. The second term reduces to the Figure 3. Impedances of slots with different depths.
expression in (1,2] with w = d = 2R for a round hole with .,o-
radius R, but for the constant of proportionality.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Calculation of the impedance for given slot/hole di-
mensions involves solution of Eqs.(4) and (8) for the roots
Pri and Pri and summing up the series in Eq.(17) for a -,5
given k. Computations were carried out for various slots -20

and holes for a liner radius of 0.0165 m. The impedances .,0' 2,o" 4.,0" f.,0'

for 2-, 3-, and 4-mm holes in the frequency range 0-5 GHz
are shown in Figure 2; they are compared with the impe- Figure 4. Behavior of the real and imaginary parts of the
dance Z. from [1] and also with measured data from E.Ruiz impedances.

et al. [5]. The measured values are less than Z. and the VI. ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
impedances from the present computations are less than
-yen the measured values. The differences are much less The author acknowledges useful discussions with

for holes of 2, 3-mm diameter. The impedances of slots Weiren Chou and S.S. Kurennoy. The work was performed

of different depths d and same width w are shown in Fig- with encouragement from M.J. Syphers and W. Turner.

ure 3. The slot areas have been maintained the same for VIIREFERENCES
comparison. The impedance is found to decrease with the
depth d. The behavior of the real and imaginary parts of [1] R.L. Gluckstern, "Coupling Impedance of a Hole in a
the impedances Z, and Z, for 2- and 3-mm square slots for Thick Wall Beam Pipe," CERN SL/91 (AP), Novemn-
a range of 0-60 GHz is shown in Figure 4. The impedance ber 1991.
is inductive for lower frequencies, capacitive for larger fre- [2] S.S. Kurennoy, "Beam Chamber Coupling Impedance,
quencies, and reduces to zero for very large frequencies. Calculation Methods," CERN SL/91-31 (AP), 1991.
The impedances decrease asw k- for large frequencies, as [3] R.E. Collin, Field Theory of Guided Waves, IEEE
shown by Eq.(17). The Z, is negative for certain frequen- Press, 1991.
cies ; this is due to the truncation error in the series (with [4] R. Plonsey, and R.E. Collin, Principles and Applica-
n = 7 and m = 39) amplified by the term sin(kw). The tions of Electromagnetic Fields, McGraw-Hill,1961.
advantage of the present formulation is that it is valid for [5] E. Ruiz, L. Walling, Y. Goren, N. Spayd, and
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IMPEDANCE OF A SMALL-GAP UNDULATOR VACUUM CHAMBER*
K. BMm

StNfOd Linear Accelerator Cmte, Stanford, CA 94309
S. Krtu•

National Synchrotrmn Light Source, Brookhaven National Lab, Upton NY 11973

Abstact

Iustrion device perfomunce is limited by the minimum where f is the length of the small g chamber and a is the
magnt gap allowed by donge uing beam dynamics. In thi distance of the electron bem to dt chamber wall.
note, we anlyze the impedanc, of the vacuum chamber for
th prototype m•alap mdulator being built for the NSLS X- A. Power DWu~Oaion
Ray ring, and discuss the consequent beam instability In the cae of one bunch with DC current lý (Amperes),
threslds. do power dissip in the chmbe is

I. INTRODUCTION p - e (2.2)

In order to optimize insertion device performance, we ..-
wish to operate with the mininumm magnet gap allowed by the
elecron beam dynamics. A prototype small gap undulatorl]
(PSOU) is u nder couatuction for use in the X13 straight whm art = #,/c is the one standard devistion bunch length
section of the X-Ray ring. In this note we consider the divided by the speed of light. Approximating the sum by an
impedance of the PSOU variable apmtue vacuum chamber integral, one obtains[4]
and discuss its effect on beam stability. .4(&Z) ' ,(.

The PMU chamber is made of 1mm thick stainless steel, 
(2.3)

and is approximately 30 cm in length. It has an inner Mperture
which can be adjusted from 20 mm down to 2 mm (full). The where the gamma function r(3/4) - 1.2 can be approximated
devieis situated at the center of a low-# insertion having by unity. When an average current I., is distributed
values of the betatron functions Ox0 = 1.5 m and A * - 0.33 uniformly in M bunches, the power dissipation is
m at the insertion center. The small value of the vertical
belatron function significantly reduces the effect of the P.MA!t (JL at*~ (2.4)
chamber's transverse impedance on the stability of the vertical W WOO )
betatron oscillations. Our results indicate that beam stability
should be maintained with a 4 mm inner vertical aperture. A

more detailed description of this work is given in ref. 2. We now consider the parameters:

dcamber length 1 = 0.3 m
H. RESISTIVE WALL IMPEDANCE effective radius R =27 m

In the small gap undulator, the vacuum chamber is bunch length 6, =.O5M

comprised of 1 mm, thick stainless steel, with resistivity
p-80 x 10 -n-m. The circumference of the X-Ray ring is Inthecaseofa=Im,wefmd
170 m, so the effective radius R = 27 m. At the angular Ia, M P
revolution frequency =o - c/R = II MHz, the skin depth in 0.25 Amp 2- 3.5 watt
th chamber is 8So 0.34 mm and the surface inmp is 0.25 5 17.5

Z, - (1 - Ot,, where It. - p/60 W2.4 x 10-3 . 0.10 1 14.5

The lonitudinsl resistive wall impedance at the nth harmonic

of the revolution frequency, w = rie, is[3] B. e Coupled Bunch Insabilhy
z. - (I.-..' z. , O, , a0q) (2.1) The transverse resistive wall impedance Z1. is related to

S Z (athe2. longitudinal impedance Z1 by[3]

z0 z a a , x (2.5)

"Work pformed under t&o auspices of the U.S. Department
of Energy under contract DE-AC02-76CH00016.
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Mwe Ouveren inigedance ca give rise to a transverse coupled *Pt
boc instability. The growth rate of the hasest growing Av - (2.11)
coqilad busch miode ia(SJ 4:5f

1 W P.IbLal (2.6) where *~is the maoximuim value of the wakefield, and Q
TV 4x Rr~ No is the total charg of the electron bunch. The threshold of

the strong head tail instability is expected to occur wheat6]
where P3 is the average value of the vertical betatron function A .(.2
in doe Small gap Chamber, which in our cam is approximately v*(.2
given by the miniunam value in the insertion (W - 0.33 mn).
E - IS GeV isthdoelectron energy andq -0.2 is the wherm P. is the, synchrotron oscillation tun, which in the X-
fiactional put of the vertical behot tunme~ P=-6.2. Taking Ray ring has a valueV, - 2 x 1i0.

I - .3 , R- 27m, e fW Arw E. j.7)The maximum value *.L of the transverse wakefield is
-tz 6X10' G/M (2.7) found from Eq. (2.17) to be

#1 - 4.7 x 10"' a*~28 (2.13)
and f~rom Eq. (2.8) fa(pms)J

-L - M see (2.8) for or,=O0.05 m. Anasvera26eCUrrent OfIAmp insa single
'to, WN)? bunch corresponds to 3 x 02eetos ra total chapg Q

- 480 nC. TakingfI= 0.3 m, *= 0.33 m, E=-2.5GeV,
The radiation damping time is S maen at 2.5 GeV, hence the tune shift defined in Eq. (2.16) is

radiation danmping is sufficient to provide stability at 0.25
Amp. In fac, dohealmd-tail damping arising from running *(Amp)- (2.14)
with positive chroinaticity is stronger than radiation damping, [a(awi)]'
so transverse insability should not be a problem due to
coupledbunch effecft even for a - 1 mm. For 100 main asingle bunch and a = 1 mm, we find AP

0.8 x 10'3, which is slightly lesw than the synchrotron tune ,,
C. Strong Head-Tail Instabibly - 2 x 10-3. We should be. close to threshold for the strong

mm sort ang per ofthe ranvers reistie ~ heed tail instability in this case. However, taking a - 2 mm,The hor rage ortof ie tansers reistve allthe tune shift is reduced to AV' _ 10-4 well below threshold.
wakefield can give rise to the strong head-tail instabiity, a If in addition, we consider 250 moa niformly distributed in 25
single bunch effect. bunches, then %~ = 10 ma, and the tune shift AV - 10-5.

The esitiv wal waefild esutingfto a ausian Therefore, in this operating case, we are very far from the
bun resis tv walw kfedrsligfo a threshold of the strong head tail instability.

bunc is 2j Ii WFI a (2.9)

So~) - e-OP E eco ek"iAr (2.10) a

The fiuncton Q) is plotted in Fig. Ilof ref. 2, for
-3 :9 f 93. Themaximum value of g~jis I = 1.28.

Let us define th tun shft Fig. 1. Profile of cylindrical scraper with inner
radius a, outer radius b, and taper angle 0.
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M.LTRANS VERSEGEOMETRC WAKEFIELD L= 42
Dm n d ModwoMf7 have considered the trnvern Vie r- (4.2

wakefiald of a scraer, n ilustrated in Fig. 1. They
thonsidaered a, hewd cnutrivng geomntrica wuakefied forcamFudther discussion of this result is given in ref. 2.

Gaussana bunch is wall aproimate by We hae" also, considered the mensitivity of die inductanace

5/09esp I to bunch length. We find dthatalong as q/b ! 1, the
W.4 VWAbdxenoam ot(3. 1) numerical result is well-approxiated by multiplying Eq. (4.2)

wher Z.- 377 0. Taking 0- w/2and a. - 0.0 m, we [. ~ 1(3
W'0 x W O/ (3.2)

To apply thene results to the small apertur undulator
The result of Eq. (3.2) can be compard with the chme we consider the panumeters a - 2 nmm b = 1 cm

nxnmof the resistive wail wakefield given in Eq. (2.13), an or = 5 cm. An inductancie of 2 nHl (0 - 90') is
f - 0.3 Di, insignificant, corresponding to

te 1.6 xl0" cla (3.3) 74n - w.L -O.02 0

It is see dhat for a = 1 mm, the resistive wakefield of Eq. REFERENCE
(3.3) is lage than the; geometric wakefield of Eq. (3.2).
When a - 2 mm, the two an approximately of equal [11 P.M. Stefan, L. Solonmon, S. Krinsky and G.
magnitude. For a > 2mmu, the geometric wakefield of Eq. Rakowaky, Proc. 1991 IEEE Padt. Accel. Conf., San
(3.3) will dominate. We can reduce the geometric wakefield Francisco, CA, May 6-9, 1991, p. 1096.
by tapering the ends of the small gap camiber, i.e. choosing 121 L. Bane and S. Krinsky, Inormal report BNL
0 to besmall. 4879.

[31 B. Zotter and F. Sacherer, CERN 77-13, p. 175.
IV.LONGITU INALGEOMETRC WACEFIELD [41 P. Morton and P. Wilson, AATFI79/15, SLAC.

[5) E.D. Courant and A.M. Sessler, Rev. Sci. Instrum.
When, a bunch passes through the small apertur chamber 27 (16) p.1579.

illustrated in Fig. 1, ther is a longitudinal effect due to di [61 R.D. Ruth, Proc. US-CERN School on Part. Accel.,
longitudinal geometric wakefield. This wakefield has a Capri, Italy, October 20-26, 1988, Lectur Notes in
qualitatively different character depending on whethe the Physics 343, Springer-Verlag, Berlin, 1989, p.247.
bunch length is long, 47/b> 1, or dhon, qAl < 1. 'When [71 K. Bane and P. Morton, Proc. 1986 LINAC Conf.,
agib is small compared to unity, the beam. will radiate energy; SLAC, Jun 2-6, 198, SLAC-303, p.90
when wAi is large almost no energy will be radiste and the [8] K. Baw, Pro. Impedance, and Bunch Instabilhty
wakefield will be inductive. Wo~rkshop, Argonne National Laboratory, October

31-November 1, 1989, ANL/APS/TM-5. p.187.
In the cm of the X-Ray ring we can restrict our attention [91 T. Weiland, Nucl. Instrum. Moth. 2aZ (1983), p. 13.

to the regime of a lkng bunch. For a long bunch, it is known
doat when (b-a)/a 15 1 the inductane is proportional to(S] (b-
a);. For the present: application we would like to know the
inductane when (b-a)/a is large compared to 1. To determine
dhis, we carried out a study using the computer program
TBCI.[91 We first determined the wakefield of a long bunch,
and fit the result to the derivative of the (Gaussian) bunch
distribution in order to find the inductance L according to

W LdQ*(4.1)

1he result is doat asymptotically (for very long bunches), the
iMhactsomc is wOlnprxiae by
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A FORMIUA FOR THE HIGH FREQUENCY LONGITUDINAL IMPEDANCE
OF A TUBE WITH SMOOTHLY VARYING RADIUS*

PRobert L. Warnock
Stanford Linear Accelerator Center, Stanford University

Stanford, California 94309

ABSTRACT Fourier amplitude of the radial field is

A formula for the longitudinal coupling impedance at f- E, kk) E.(r, (2)
qumncie above or below the tube cut-off is derived. The E 2 1(r
round tube is infinite in length, and has an arbitrary,
smooth variation of radius over a finite interval. Ile function l.(xb) has simple zeros in the k-plane

at the points k = ±k., s = 1,2,..., where k. = ((Wb/c)2 -

1. DERIVATION OF THE EQUATION j2) 1/2 is defined to be positive for wb/¢c > j., and pos-
itive imaginary for lwb/cI < ji,; the ja are the positiveThe method described here may be a useful com- zeros of the Besel function 3.. At any frequency above

plement to general purpose programs for computation of the lowest cutoff (wb/c = J.1), there are zeros on the real
fideds, especially for high frequency phenomena. Based on axis. To dodge the corresponding real poles of the inte-
a system of integro- algebraic equations, it gives analytic grand in (1), the contour r follows the real axis but is
formulas for a first approatimation, and also a numerical indented slightly so as to go above the poles at k = -k,
technique for very accurate solutions. A first report on and below those at k = k.. This choice enforces the out-
the analytic and numerical results was given in [1]. Here going wave boundary condition [2]; (see the discussion in
I review the analytic approach and give an example. The the last section of Ref.[I]). We have assumed that a(k,w)
diethod will be described for the case of the longitudi- is analytic in k; our construction of solutions will in fact
nal impedance in a tube with circular cross section and yield an entire function of k.
infinite conductivity. It can be extended to treat trans. The boundary condition on the wall is that E =
verse fields, wall resistance, and pipes of rectangular cros (E., E,) be perpendicular to the tangent vect. . •, ds),
section. or

We take cylindrical coordiates (r, 0, z) and suppose E. (R(z), z,w) + R'(z)E, (R(z), z,w) = 0. (3)
that the tube radius is given as R(z) = b-c.(x), where the
function s(z) is zero for Izi > g, and not necessarily even This condition leads to an equation for a(k,w) through
inx. We assume that s has a continuous first derivative.', the following steps: (i) write E. as in (1), and the corre-
normalized so that max is'- =1; thus &1(+g) o 0. " sponding expression for E' constructed from (2); (ii) take
this normalization, e measures the effective strength of the the Fourier transform of (3) with respect to z; (iii) sub-
wallperturbation; a perturbative method may succeed if tract I,(Xb) from I.(xR(z)) in the integrand, and notice
e is small compared to 1. that the compensating addition gives 6(k - ). The result

We work in the frequency domain, with the time de- is
pendence exp(-*A). Attention is restricted to positive a(l,w) = f dAM Qk,w)a(k,w) +,&(l,w), (4)
values of w, which suffice to express the wake field, thanks Jr
to the reflection property of the impedance, Z(w) = where
Z(-w)*. The source is assumed to be axisymmetric, 1 fi(k-0s
a rigid bunch with total charge q and charge density M(I,k,w)- _dz--
p(r, ,z, t) = (q/2')A(z - Pd)f(r) where f A(z)dz = 1, 2r I.(xb) (5)
f f(r)rdr = 1. It follows that the only non-zero fields are • [t.(xb) - to(xR(z)) + -R'(z)Ii(xR(z))]
(R., E, H•), all independent of 0. All fields may be Xexpressed in terms of E., which can be written as and s t Fourier transform of

=5 (r Z'W) dke"'a(k,w)Ai( )+e,.(rz,.), (1) S(,.) = -L dke""

where x2 = k2 -(w/e) 2 , and I. is the modified Bessel iA Oe, (6)
function of the first kind. The Fourier transform i4 of the [e.(R(z), z,w) - -l(z)ý- (R(z), z,w)].
source term e, -0 any particular solution of the inhomoge- X

neous radial "ave equation for E., regular at r = 0. The Henceforth we treat only the relativistic limit. In that
limit the source term takes on the simple form

SWork ,appeted by the Depatnment of Energ, contract
DE-ACM3-810s5. ('7,w)= A( e

- 2 wR (z) c• " • (7)
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Below cutof, (4) is an integral equation [3] for The formula (10) now involves powers of c higher than
.(k,w). Above cutoff it is an integro-algebraic equation, the second through the presence of R(z) in the denomina-
since the values a(k, w) at the pole on the real axis con- tor of (7) and in (12). To pick out just the e part we put
stitute a discrete set of unknowns to be determined along R(z) = b in both locations. Invoking the usual definition
with the continuous, nonpolar part. These values deter- of the impedance in terms of the wake potential, we find
mine the amplitudes of outgoing waves. Z(w) = -2wa(w/c,w)/(q1i(w/c)). Then from (7), (10),

By reversing the order of integrals we see that any and (12) we have the impedance to lowest order in c as
solution of (4) may be written in the form WZ.C 2 0 1

= ,0dz (13)
If e, ( .(z, w)dz. (8)( w)J.., J-,(

Since the the region of integration is finite, a(k,w) is an Below cutoff the k. are all positive imaginary, and the
entire function of k, as promised. impedance is reactive as required; (the integral is real,

2. FORMULA FOR THE IMPEDANCE since the integrand goes into its complex conjugate on
z --+ U).

An integration by parts on the first two terms of (5) A closer look shows that the formula (13) is actually
puts the kernel in the form invalid for the frequency w in a small neighborhood of

2 ieach traveling wave cutoff, where wb/c = j,.. The kernel
M(,k,w) - k - (w/c) fsdzei(k_0,,(z1'(XR(z)) K has an inverse square-root singularity at such points,

M2 (k-1)J_-- - Io(Xb) owing to the factor l/k, in (12). It is therefore not small
(9) near such frequencies, and the iterative method fails. The

This shows that the kernel is formally 0(c), and there- same singularity appears in the field expansion (1), from
fore suggests that the equation (4) might be solved by the residue of the pole as it strikes the real axis. It is can-
iteration when c is small. The first approximation is celled by a corresponding zero of a(k,w) at k = ±k,, so
obtained by putting a = S under the integral in (4). that the amplitude of the newly appearing outgoing wave
Since the impedance is proportional to a(w/c,w), and is finite. We have verified that this mechanism operates
&(w/c,w) = 0, the lowest order impedance is O(0). in the numerical calculation of Ref.[1], but it is a "nonper-

To evaluate the approximated integral of (4) at the turbative' effect that cannot take place in a lowest order
synchronous point k = w/c we express S in terms of its calculation. In plotting results from (13), we delete small
Fourier transform and reverse integration order to obtain neighborhoods of the bad points, and let the plotting pro-

a(w/c, w) m gram interpolate nearby values to fill in the gaps. This
I I •is justified by the smooth beha[5 vior of Z found in the

l 'dze_•uId,/RI(z) dzS(z',W)K(z,z1,w), (10) numerical solutions.
i 0 - 'As an example for arbitrary frequency, we take #(z) =

where d(l + cos(wpz/g))/2, where p is an odd integer, thus e =
rpldd/(2g). An exact evaluation of (13) for this model

K(z,z',w) = . /L dkek"zdD)1dXR(Z)) (11) yields

The integral (11) converges exponentially if R < b, but Z( c) = -Z. 2 - --t[h(w) + h(-[-)]
diverges for R> b. The divergence is an unwanted limi- (Ib 2)

tation since we wish to allow arbitrary R. By performing + ()>f(k(),) + f(k(w),
a contour distortion one can continue the integral analyt- 8=1ffi

ically from R < b to R > b, and incidentally gain other (14)

benefits. Taking R < b we let the contour become an in- where
finite semi-circle in the upper (lower) half-plane for -z' h(w) -- z' I _ [(! )2 + 2ob Opb 1/2

positive (negative). The result is fIW' 0 c 9

1 - p[2i(k - wc)(1)
K(z, w',) = ( e (12) .f(,,) =b(k - W/c)2 - (,p/9)2 ]2

8=1 bThe first term is imaginary at all w, and so is the sum for

For z 9 z the sums converge exponentially, regardless of & > sm. The sum for # < s, is complex, and of course
the value of R. At z = z' and R = b the sum diverges, present only above cutoff. Its real part is nonnegative as
but if the integral on e is performed first there will be it should be, corresponding to energy lost by the bunch
an extra inverse power of k, and quadratic convergence, to outgoing waves. The term h(--w) has poles, but they
uniform in R. are cancelled by corresponding poles in the sum on s.
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Figure I &and 2 ahow a the real and imagiary puats
offeumul.( d24)krp=5.&w lcmtgh=r 1candinOq cm, b.,lcm g,,2cm dO.12cm p=5offarmals (14) for p = 6t, b = 1era, 12c= 1, d = O.12c~m,

cth C = 0.076. The frequency range (up to 143 GHis) is Po" I

s cient to cmmpute the wake potential of a Gaussian no . .

bunch of length a = 1.2mm. Nothing prevents a treat- 40.0
most of still higher firequenceum. Figure 3 shows the wake nao
voltage conesoding to the impedance of Figures I and
2, as a function of the distance from the center of the 9060
Gaussian bunch (postive in front), in units of a = 1.2mm; 10.0
a positive voltage means energy loss. The persistent 'ring-
in( behind the bunch is due to the narrow low frequency 0.o. 20.0 30.0
ronanee (w•1c m 2.865) .S*

In Ref.[1], accuracy of nunmrical solutions was tested
by checking the boundary condition (3). The same can bIlnc g=l2cm O.l2cm p=5
be done in the analytic approach if we compute a(k, w) to FigM 2
order e2 for general k then construct the fields from (1). 4.

I wish to thank Robert Gluckstern, Karl Bane, and 0. ,
J. Scott Berg for much good advice and technical help. 0
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A Bench Set-Up for Low.Beta Beam-Current Test Measurements with COSY
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Abstract As an approximate tool to estimate the respective field confi-
Beam current bench tests and simulations, e.g. with beam gurations, we therefore started from single loop and pin pro-

monitor are of interest for diagnostic purposes. For highly- perties.
relativistic tests, the common coaxial wire method may be
used. In contrast, a configuration for non-relativistic beams 2. MECHANICAL CONFIGURATION
was devised for transverse impedance measurements. We have
combined the two approaches to permit both frequency and Starting from a basic coaxial structure of a 50-4 geometry,
time domain low-beta bench tests of the line charge, and of as it is used for relativistic test measurements, the outer dia-
the longitudinal beam impedance. The basic structure is of meter matches the beam-pipe diameter of COSY (150 mm),
coaxial 50 Q geometry, where the outer diameter matches the while the inner conductor must thus measure 66 mm in dia-
beam-pipe diameter of COSY, while the inner conductor car- meter. The inner conductor is divided into mating modules,
rie both around the azimuth and along the axis, suitable pin- each carrying either pins or loops to impose, respectively,
and-loop arrays for imposing electric and magnetic fields, re- electric or magnetic fields. The irier tube serves as the
spectively. The arrays ensure nearly azimuthal (coaxial) sym- ground/erence surface for the pin-and-loop arrays.
metry, and are wired via delay lines such that axially varying
field patterns may be generated, permitting the simulation of a f 6 mmPi
broad beta range. We use standard measurement techniques
with a network analyzer at a frequency range from 500 kHz up
to 100 MHz. A calibration procedure, measuring field pick-
up via coupling loops and pins installed in the outer beam PB PCBL
pipe wall, ensures the correct IEVBI ratio.Sinl&T4

1. INTRODUCTION i Gon

The coaxial-wire method is commonly employed for simu-
lating a field configuration inside the beam pipe, that is simi- E -Module -Module
lar to fields generated by a highly relativistic beam, i.e. 0 - 1,
where P is the ratio of the beam velocity to the speed of light Fig. 1: Schematic of the modules for loops and pins
in vacuum. In this case fields are closely approximated by
modes of TEM-type. Correspondingly, transverse highly rela-
tivistic modes are suitably modelled by the common two-wire -
method, driven in balanced-line, or, respectively, the single- -

wire-plus-ground-plane method.[1,2] To approximate the
situation of transverse modes of a low-beta beam more reali-
stically, a delayed loop-and-pin structure was devised, incorpo-
rating in addition a metallic symmetry-plane.[2,3] This struc-
ture was used to characterize a meander-shaped slow-wave
pick-up structure used for stochastic cooling at low beta.

Here, we present a similar set-up, although topologically
different in approach, that aims at the simulation of longitudi-
nal fields of low-beta beams and at the characterization of im-
pedances of structures excited by such beams. The planar geo-
metry of reference [2,3] cannot be used in a straightforward
manner for this purpose. Rather, small loops and pins are
placed on the inner conductor both around the azimuth and
along the axis of the beam pipe. This (quasi-cylindrical) geo-
metry is less accessible to the quantitative description, than is
the planar case.(2,3] For instance, an azimuthally symmetric
purely azimuthal magnetic field configuration in between in- Fig. 2: Photograph of actually assembled loop and pin arrays
ner and outer conductors cannot be produced by an azimuthally The pins consist of rods of 10 mm length, and the loops of
symmetric current distribution on the inner conductor alone. a semi-circle curved of 10 mm radius. Both pins and loops
The magnetic fields in between inner and outer tube, t , are formed from semi-rigid 1-mm diameter wire, with the tef-
essentially depend on the azimuthal array of discrete loops. Ion insulation (0.5 mm thick) stripped back, where they ex-
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adl m dte inaer conductor. Them are 10 pin and 10 mps cuit of 35.5 nH. Serial loops constitute a more suitable load
italflhl evealy aximuthally into each inner tube module. at frequencies below 20 MHz. but display a resonance above
The modular construction allows for easy assembly and wi- 50 MHz, as can be seen from Fig.3.
fn of eaw station, and for senflgvI I d flexibt, achie-

vinl a minimum loop-to-pin distance of ,min/2 = 35 mm, X 4. SINGLE PIN AND LOOP FIELD PROPERTIES

be* the structure peiodicity (and the field distribution perio-
dicity, if all loops were to be driven in phase). With our The electric and magnetic fields generated by pins or loops
module design, this length may arbitrarily be extended by in- may be rigorously calculated in planar geometry [4,5]. These
setting matching extension tubes. Modules are mechanically results, of course, will provide only a rough estimate for the
pluged together, each module features a conical tight fit en- actual situation in cylindrical geometry.
sung mechanical stability of the inner tube without the use 4. _

of further mechanical fixture Conceivably, the minimum 4.0 h 5m

distance of 35 mm could be reduced, if a different joining me- 3_5 h

chanism were to be used. In this respect, we should note, that
with these lengt , we roughly fill the scale length iequa- 3.0 -h 45
lity given by Equ. (9) of (3], which should, at least approxi-
mately, also apply to our case. Finally, within each module, " 2.5

pins or loops are connected electrically and mechanically by a •. 2.0
suitably shaped printed circuit board (PCB), on which a h a
LEMO connector was installed for attaching the external sig- -5

nal (delay) line. L__ ___

3. ELECTRICAL CHARACTERIZATION -35 -25 -15 -5 5 15 25 35
Distance on z-Axis [mm]

Electrically, pins are left "dangling" free, while the far end
of the loops are connected to the ground/reference plane of the Fig.4: Spatial variation of magnetic field B#
circuit board, to which, in turn, both the inner conductor tube,
and the outer conductor/shield of the LEMO is attached ~ '3.0

(Fig. 1). To characterize a naked pin or loop, they were 2...
mounted on the respective PCB, separate from their inner con-Z 25 .... ..*
dr module We determined the capacitance and inductance 2.0 - ...... .. --
in dependence of thenumber ofloopsinsattached(Ito10), h 12.5 mm:
and found, for the nakedLlop =40 ntH, and Cpin = 2.87 pF. N 1.5 . .

The loops showed a slightly nonlinear behavior, presumably Lis1.0 - -h= 15 ' l.
due to loop-loop coupling. In their final assembly in the too- 0. 1 h =20

dule, the value for the single pin capacitance and loop induc- 0.5.1
tace were, at 10 MHz, Cpin = 3.65 pF and Lloop =39 nH. Id I.O 25

20- - - 1 -35-25-15-5 5 15 25 35
S-I L~~ t IDistance on z-Axis [mm]

15 Fig.5: Spatial variation of electric field, Er

10 - ------- ....- - - Figures 4 and 5 show the spatial variation of the respective

Pduc arce l [nH field components Er and Bý along the axial direction, for vari-

5 - - . . .. , ous distances h away from the reference plane. Similar varia-

TO' inductance, seral [il] tions can be found along the azimuthal direction. However,
0 .I I J the loops or pins around the azimuth are spaced such, that the

0- resulting field ripple does not exceed 20%, leading to ten
0 10 20 30 40 50 loops or pins. To derive a shape weighting factor for the field

Frequency [-z] variation along the axis, we integrate the area under the

Fig.3: Total loop inductance/pin capacitance of module curves, JF(h)dz/(F k(h)xA), from -a/2 to )W2. For •'in =
35 mnn and h -+ 42 rm, the distance to the outer conductor,

The capacitance increases because of the smaller distance we get for this weight factor 0.7 (pins), and 0.9 (loops).
between measurement point and ground plane, while the in- These factors will be used for the calibration procedure below.
ductance decreases due to the snaller effective area of the loop.
Electrically, the 10 pins of each module are connected in pa- 5. MEASUREMENT SET-UP
rallel, leading to an effective capacitance of the printed circuit
of 26 pF including the LEMO socket. For the 10 loops, con- We use the standard technique with a network analyzer (HP
nections both in parallel and in series were examined. Parlel 8753C) to both generate the signal to be injected into the
loops provide superior frequency response to at least 100 structure, and to measure and display the transmitted signal,
MHz, entailing an effective PCB inductance of the printed cir-
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Me "I* of Fig. 6. Both delays and the field strength ratio To avoid electrical coupling, i.e, to select exclusively a dif-
have n be adjusted so as to mwch the desired 1. ferenfia (i.e. magnetic) pick-up from the magnetic tet loop.

a balanced 180I qslier (center-tapped matched uraformer)
was used. Firt, the electric test loop was aligned with an ex-

Netork=Anwao citing electric loop on the inner conductor. We used pin-and-
loop arrays with three modules of each type. The pick up is
compared to the result of the coaxial 50 Q configuration (Fig.
7a). Thereafter, the magnetic tea loop was aligned and mna-

rsted similarly with a magnetic loop (Fig. 7b). Thus, we
may generate with the presented pin-and-loop array (P- I)
TEM modes in an empty coaxial structure, if we attenuate the
signals into the pins, relative to the signals into the loops, by

Fig.6: Set-Up IBdB]-EI~dB] = 2.8 dB.

5.1 Delay lines and phase advance 5.3 Test-measurements with a beam-position monitor

To each of the ten electric field modules and ten magnetic For arbitrary-beta beam current measurements, a number of
field modules there goes one signal cable, plugged into a current monitors of various geometries are used. For prelimi-
LEMO socket on the PCB, as indicated in Fig. 1. The delay nary tests of our low-beta simulation structure ("2" of Fig. 6),
length, d, of each signal cable (signal propagation speed cc) to we use a standard (spare) COSY beam-position monitor with
the various modules is adjusted such that the resulting phase the common mitre-shaped (diagonally-cut) cylindrical pick-up
velocity of the generated mode corresponds to the desired beam plate surfaces (diameter as COSY tube). This structure pos-
velocity Pcv, i.e. d - Q4Xcqcv), where, using solid PE insu- sesm' a band pass characteristic to well beyond 100 MHz. A

R14co x, cc)-. (more interesting) strip-line type pick-up with characteristics
lted RG174 coax, (cdc,)-0.62. Thus, for the (f=1) ina- that can easily be calculated, is contemplated. However, since
surement with loops and pins, one chooses suitable delays of no spare exists, such a strip-line pick-up would have to be
d(p-l)= 0.62Q,/2) = 22.3 mm. An attenuator (6dB) at the freed specifically for such tests. For the tests presented here,
LEMO socket of each array reduces reflections (Fig. 6). we aligned the axial center of one electric pin module (with 10

azimuthally mounted pins) and the axial center of the BPM.
5.2 Feld cahirationand fieldratio To reduce noise, we choose a signal of 10 dBm power at

the network analyzer generator, and ume the IF bandwidth to
We must adjust, according to Faraday's law of inductance, 10 Hz, or use a suitable averaging factor. At a frequency of

the field ratio to be BoEr = P = 0.33410-x4l [s/m].[2,4,5] 500 kHz we observe a transmission loss of about 90 dB; at 50
First we may determine the properties of the 50-0 coaxial MHz the trmmnission loss is 50 dB. Thereafter. the amplitude
configuration without any loops or pins installed, i.e. we im- remains constant to at least 100 MHz. The drop in magnitude
pose TEM modes propaating at the speed of light (f= 1). On dt the lower frequency end is due to the capacitive nature of
both ends, the structure is properly matched into type N con- the BPM, in connection with a low impedance measurement.
nectors by conical tapers. Both field types are picked up at The electrostatic pick-up plates of our BPM can only register
the inside of the outer (beam) tube via a test pin and a semi- electric signals. To measure the magnetic fields as well, we
circular test loop of the same dimensions as in Sect. 2., pro- use the same setup as for calibration, Sect. 5.2.
truding radially into the space between inner and outer tube.
Feed-through and connection is made by SMA sockets. 6. CONCLUSION

CHI S 2M 1j -.58 as We have devised a technique to realize coaxial modes with
any ratio of electric-to-magnetic field and with arbitrary phase
velocity, including greater than the speed of light. Field con-

T., - -figurations of the Lienard-Wiechert type [4], which are rele-
vant for longitudinal field modes, can be simulated specifical-
ly by a suitable choice of the phase velocity and field ratio.

HI With the presented set-up, low-beta beam simulations are pos-
sible, both for line charge and longitudinal impedance mea-

CHI 12," 10 -S -00 -D surements. As a next step, we will test with this set-up seve-
ral of the COSY diagnostic structures, as they are available.
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A Gumerlized Model for Parmnetric Coupling of Longitudinal Modes in Synchrotrons

Patrick L Colestock, Linda Klaup
Femus~kitou~elakrator Laboratry P.O. Box 501 MS 341, htAWWA IL 60510

(3bsvations at namlasur caquln ot longitudinal modes e1NM N
I s ftPlmIb MhATRON4 have be= reuenly identified masaJ
wifts-WaIt--In 1of parametrc coupling.1 In this model, a

3 MfaM, flaite-amplituds, longitudinal paftubatl
tspldodiehebamwhich then decays two two ormnote

dmgh0 waves as a result of this coupling. Selection rules
an dsAved which are bmdase n freuency and -asmatchimg lh
cooditims These selection criteria are obtained using a IIIn]

drkiing wave sapled oto pytmcnansfmotewekl eonergy lntov

vMolta e n appie costng .3 kain Se

bean. The oscillatory modes are the longitudinal modes of
the beon. Only thoue modes whinch obey the selection rules
ci juamnetric decay are allowed to be excited. This phenomena
wa observed in the Fermilob Tevatron while doing a
lougitudinal beam transfer function measurementD of 150 0ev* -- -j

bowRME~A OBSERVATIONM"N
EXPEWE~rL OSERV nONThe observed spectrum shows some remstable features. The

The as" for the beam transfer function nmesrment wa o ba has reponded to the driving voltage at multiple
we a network analyzer to drive the beam via a lgitudina frequencies, and all of this harmonic content is at frequencies

kicker, while monitoring die response with a wideband Iowa than tha of dhe drive. There also, q Ir to be a mirror
nauistive wanl pickup. The return signal fivin die pickup was symumetny between die high and low frequiency ends of the
pomu throgh a splitter so that the bean spectum coul be spectrum (disregarding the noise at very low frequencies).
observed concurrently on a speuruinaaye. uigti These properties indicate a nonlinear mechanism, and wre a

stuy heprto be Itesiy as 5;xl0 2ana natural consequence of parmetric coupling. The overal
study~~/ th rtnba nest a 102ad Was stutrsget th rqiremen that energy be urasfered

abou 2xl0,3- The network analyzer scans were done at from the duiving wave to pairs of longitudinal modes whose
amnods of the revolution frequency (47.7 kHz) with a span individual frequencies sum up to the that of the pump wave,
of5SW Hz. The spectum shown In Figure 1. is the beam On + =~2 Wdrhw
resons to a san with a mmte frequency of 47.7 MHz.
Figure IhL shows the high freqency end of the spectrum and THEORY
Figiate lb. shows the low frequency end. There were no
excited humonics in the middle frequency range from 2-45 The system is described with the Vlasov equation written in

Mhz. the conjugate variables of longitudinal motion:

Opsmsd by do VuniWUI Rum& AncuumI owldr anew waih where 9 = + koe is the revolution frequency, and ; is due
as us. D""Mius of Mwg. to wakefield effects. Penturing the ideal bean distribution
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ftcmlo lb peaumKWbve term can be exp.,ssed as an of longitudinal muodes. The secular equation may be solved for
e•spaailo in klngitudinal modes: the growth rate of the amplitude of oscillation of mode m:

A

f=fo + X f.'e Ao

A'di 1  2x

The wakefield potential may also be expanded in longitudinal

e(OO : Ue"O w. 00 -my Te-m -)

where VD is the amplitude of the driving voltage and
The phase matching condition comes from writing the = ) + ok0. Note that the growth rate is proportional to
equation for one Fourier component: O =

I U,+imf O + a e w + ' U" k U =0 The dispersion relaion near the resonance can be found if the
2x de 2x n+k-m equation for the growth rate is also written for mode n. Now

there are two coupled equations which may be solved using
This condition is n+k=m, the sum of the phases of the
daughter waves must equal the phase of the driving wave. normal mode analysis. Let I,,,( r ) = Ae v mid

A

The system can be naturally broken down into different time I, (tr ) = Be W I, ( v being the frequency offset from

scales. The normal modes oscillate relatively rapidly, resonance) then:
compared to the slower time scale for the growth or decay of
power in these modes. Thus, a multiple time scale "f, de df de
perturbation expansion can be done, treating the time scales as V2 deff de (! )
independent variables. ((0' -mt) ( ,, -ny 2

da a a+ 0 de ?Lode
W_= + '~ +..de d

Sxf (CO_ - my)(o),, -nY) 2 f ((o,,- ny)(0., - my)'2
A

f.= AA', + A'2f2+.... where f,, = fmo( r, )e-"'("-T It is possible to get this same result using a different method.
The complete dispersion relation can be found by taking the

+ Fourier transform of the Vlasov equation for one Fourier
U -, 2 where U.' -, U r,(TI)e-"-i component, substituting a driving voltage for one of the

wakefield terms, and then making substitutions to cancel the
current terms on both sides of the equation5 :

Making these substitutions, the first order equation is the

Standard linear dispersion relation3: [f ~de iFO) -ný.de]df 0 1__ W e(OO)'( A-d |_Z (eoo) =

I (e0ol)2 Zf ° de -I---deI - 2xi o), - =

2wi JWm -- m((00+ koe) 1f-de

The second order equation yields a dispersion relatin (2)r)2 noVoZf de , n)2
describing the parametric coupling resonance, as well as the (2wY ny),n
frequency matching condition required for coupling to occur. o
It also gives an expression for the growth rate of power in a (e!LO)_ _ _ d _

given mode4 . The complete second order equation contains X -1 mnkoVoZf
both resoiant and non-resonant terms. The multiple time (2w) (in,,-my)(w,,-ny)

scale perturbation expansion allows removal of secular
behavior from the system by setting the sum of the resonant If this complete dispersion relation is expanded about the

terms to zero. Identification of resonant terms gives us the resonant frequency, the final expression is the same as that

frequency matching condition, w,, + wk = n,,. If the found using the time perturbation technique.

frequency of the driving wave is 00, then 0). + Q() 0m=
must be obeyed in order to have energy tanisferred into a pair
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CONCLUSION

The theory' of pearmeuric coupling has been adapted to the
accelnsatm €oaMt in mWr to present a possible explanation
for experimental observations. The selection rules which
cams out of dbe analysis are consistent with the characteristics
of the beam spectra. Pertinent features of the physical system
such as the growth rate and the dispersion relation have been
calculated. A program is being developed to explore the
behavior of the dsersion relation.
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Longitudinal Coupling Impedance of a Cavity*

I. Gjaja and R. L. Gluckstern
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Absetrct where j. are the zeroes of Jo(z), and Ke(:', z) is the cay-
We conduct a numerical and analytical study of the Ion- ity kernel, which in the case of the pillbox cavity can be

gitudinal coupling impedance of a cavity coupled to a beam written in the form
pipe. The aim of the study is to understand the structure
of oscillations of the impedance at high frequency. K4(z', z) rk -8) 0, co))

INTRODUCTION kag +=o (+ 6 .0o)Fl- (:)'

There exists an integral equation whose solution pj(kaV/•' J(
describes the behavior of the longitudinal coupling po(O•I Vf). (4)
impedance for an azimuthally symmetric obstacle in a cir- (Compared to equation (3.12) of ref. 1, we have per-
cular beam pipe [1]. This equation was the starting point (omed to euation (3.) ohe 1, we avp
for an analysis that led to an explicit expression for the formed the summation over i.) The symbols P1 (kay) and
average behavior of the impedance of a cavity at high fre- Po(kai) stand for
quency [1]. PI(kay) = Yj(kay)Jo(kby) - Jj(kay)Yo(kby) (5)

In this paper we describe a numerical solution of the in-
tegral equation for the pillbox cavity. The results are corn- and
pared and found to be in agreement with earlier compu-
tations of the impedance that are based on different equa- Po(kay) = Yo(kay)Jo(kby) - Jo(kay)Yo(kby). (6)

tions [2,3]. We also confirm the above-mentioned explicit In the expressions (1-6) a denotes the radius of the beam
expression for the impedance. Finally, we derive an ap-
proximate analytical expression that attempts to account pipe, b the radius of the cavity, g the longitudinal extent
for rapid oscillations at high frequency. While the fre- of the cavity, and Z0 the impedance of free space, Z0 =
quency of oscillations is predicted correctly by our model, 120ora.the amplitude of oscillations does not agree with numerical In order to solve equation (1) numerically, we Fourier

transform it on the interval [0, g], thus replacing the con-
results. tinuous indices z and z' by a pair of discrete indices p and

NUMERICAL RESULTS q. The transformed equation reads

The starting point is the equation [1] 00 2ri ,

-ýkp =~ L a (7)
dz' G(2')[Kp(z' - z) + K(z', z)= ( (1)

0 where the tilde denotes the Fourier transform. In particu-
for the unknown function G(z), which is related to the lar, k, 1 is the sum of Fourier transforms of the cavity and
impedance Z(k) by pipe kernels. (The expression is cumbersome and we do

Z~k) Inot display it here.) The impedance is now given simply
=-. -i- dz G(z). (2) by

(We use •-ihd for the time dependence, in contrast to e 1  Z-k) - (8)
used in ref. 1.) Here Kp(z' - z) is the pipe kernel,

Thus all we need to do numerically is to construct the
- 2 it os 8 eikie/(h2  ~i,_zI matrix KP, and then to invert it. In order to ascertain

Kp(z' - z) = •.-(2 a) E , (3) that the result is stable, we vary the size of the matrix
""ut 7100- _J_/(ka_) kpl, as well as the upper limits on the sums in equations

"Wwk mpporW by the U. S. Deputm of Eney. (3) and (4). (The upper limits on the sums are chosen such

0-7803-1203-IM0.oo c 1993 IEEE 3387
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that for a given sis of the matrix K,, all singularities in 40

the sums ae included. Except for Figures I and 2, where
it is smalsr, the matrix K, ranges in size from 81 x81 to
121 x 121.) ao

Fgurs I and 2 show the real and the negative of the
imagnary part of the impedance as functions of ka for
#/a= 0.0 and &/a = 1.1. These are the same values of go
parameters as used in Figure 6 of reference 2. The results
dipaed her are in agrement with those of reference 2.

- a0

10 11-0 4' -0 s 0

ka

Figure 3: The real part (dashed line) and the negative of
the imaginary part (solid line) of Z(k) vs. ka. The thin

0 0o , I W solid line is the graph of expression (9).

Figure 1: Re[Z(k)] vs. ka for b/a = 1.1 and g/a = 0.05. frequency [1]

Z(h) (1-,iF 9

We see that this expression is in satisfactory agreement
with the numerical result. Nevertheless, even at large val-
ues of ka the behavior of Z(k) is considerably more com-

plicated than 1/vi. There are large oscillations with an
amplitude comparable to the average value of Z(k).

In order to elucidate the structure of the oscillations, we
compute the Fourier transform of V/Z(k) for ka > 40 (us-

o ing an FFT algorithm). The absolute value of the Fourier
transform of Figure 3 multiplied by vr vs. z/a is shown
in Figure 4. Apart from the fact that the Fourier trans-

-- form of IkZ(k) is approximately zero at positive values
of z (as it should be by causality), the most striking fea-
ture of Figure 4 are the sharp peaks of the graph at the

-0% 5 10 k Is a s values of -z of 2g, 4g, 6g, .... Therefore, for large values
of ka, Z(k) has oscillations with periods corresponding

Figure 2: -Im[Z(k)] vs. ka. Same parameters as Fig. 1. to Ak = ir/(ng), n > 1. The amplitude of oscillations
decreases with frequency.

Motivated by equation (9) and Figure 4, we can surmise
Our primary interest in this paper is to examine the be.- that v'kZ(k) is of the form

havior of Z(k) at high frequency, that is for ka > I and
kg ) 1. In this regime, we have compared our results to Z* = -(0
those obtained in reference 3 and found the two computa- 2. e

tions to be in agreement. n=O

Figure 3 shows a typical run for b/a = 1.15 and g/a = where the an's are independent of k. The integral under
0.75. Superposed on the numerical result is the analytical each of the peaks in Figure 4 then gives the value of lan i.
expression for the average behavior of impedance at high In Figure 5 we plot the integrals under the peaks vs. n for
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- form

a

where H.')(-) is the Hankel funct"on of the 6it kind. For
K.(', x) on the other hand, we us the large-argument

Sasymptotic expansions for P1 and Po, and invoke the a-
sumption that k(b - a)/ )> 1 to get

K.(z', x)=-je"("-') x
10r

[.o )(klz - zj) + Ho(1)(k(z + z')) +

., 1 ["(')1 k(21g + - - z')) + Ho')(k(21# - z + ')) +0-s1o -t 0 10 as
O0+')(k(21 + x + e)) + H'(k(21(# -- --')1|. (12)

Figure 4: The absolute value of the Fourier tranform of
k'1 2 (k) vs. z/a; b/a = 1.15 and g/a = 0.75. It is worthwhile to note that the dependence of K. on b

has disappeared at this stage and so our final expression
for Z(k) will be also independent of b. Next, we use the

three different values of b. For comparison, we also plot the expressions above for Kp and K. in equation (1), replace
number 60/2-/(r-al), which is the value of laol obtained the Hankel functions by their large-argument asymptotic
from equation (9). expansions, take G(z') of the form

soA B Wks'
"G(z') = 770+ +- , (13)

neglect integrals involving fast-oscillating terms, and re-
place x and z' by g/2 ii denominators where they occur

40 summed with 21g (1 > 1), to get

S=(k)r, 1 I ')+*r 1+g(2v -. (14)
Zo 2ao --...• ( - 1)A(kg)

as Here

10--- ~o 0ei2bit (15)

- 4 The average over oscillations in equation (14) reproducesn the result in equation (9). The oscillations in k, on the
Figure 5: a. vs. n for b/a =1.1 (dashed line), 1.2 (dash- other hand, occur with period Ak = r/(ng), n > 1, which
dot), and 1.5 (solid line). Also shown is the value of o0 is in agreement with numerical computations. The limits-
obtained from equation (9) (thin solid line). tions of equation (14) are that it is independent of b, which,

as we have seen, does not agree with numerical results, and

From Figure 5 we see that a,'s in general depend on that the amplitudes of oscillation, a., are much smaller

b/a. (With increasing b/a ao approaches the solid line, than the ones observed in simulations for 1.05 : b/a < 5.

but the Fourier spectrum analogous to the one in Figure We are currently developing an analytical expression for

4 becomes increasingly complicated for nonzero negative Z(k) that will remove some of the simplifying assumptions

values of x. We have observed this trend for values of b/a built into equation (14).

up to 5.) We are currently conducting additional studies REFERENCES
to explore the dependence of or.'s on b/a and y/a. 1. R. L. Gluckstern, Phys. Rev. D 39, 2773 (1989).

ANALYTICAL RESULTS 2. H. Henke, CERN Report LEP-RF/85-41 (1985).
3. R. Li, PhD Thesis, University of Maryland (1990).

We begin the track towards an analytical expression for
Z(k) by manipulating the pipe and cavity kernels. Under
the assumption that ka/r )> 1, Kp can be written in the
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Transverse Impedance of an Iris in a Beam Pipe*

S. Jimng, H.Okmmotot P.L. Gluckatern
University of Mryland, College Park, MD 20742

Abstract equations for the field coefficients in the iis region and the
equations resulting from a truncation of the field expan-

In an earlier paper the longitudinal impedance of an iris k oms are solved by matrix inversion. Results are obtained
was obtained in the form of an integral equation by match- as a function of the three parameters kb, a/b, and g/b.
ing the fields in the planes perpendicular to the axis at the
ends of the iris. This equation was solved by expanding 11. ANALYSIS
the field components into a complete set of auimuthally
symmetric TM modes in the iris region and numerical re- The appropriately normalized source fields for an ultrarel-
suits were obtained, particularly for large beam pipe radii. ativitic beam are
The same method is now applied to the calculation of the
transverse impedance, where both asymmetric TM and TE Et() = Z 0H, x e, = (coo kz - jsin kz)Vj0o (1)
modes are needed in the expansions. Once again the re-
sults are obtained for large beam pipe radius and a wide where we assume a time dependence exp(jwt) and where
range of values of the relative values of the iris radius, the el is a unit vector in the z direction. Here
iris thickness, and the wavelength. ')o

o(r,9,)= (-•.- cw9 (2)

I. INTRODUCTION
in the pipe region (JzJ Ž g/2), and

In previous papers we examined the longitudinal coupling
impedance of an iris in a beam pipe. We first treated the 0o(r,0)..o(r,9 ) = Li_ coso (3)
case of an iris of zero thickness[l], obtaining a variational (b 2  r)
form for the impedance, and numerical values by expand- in the iris region (In • g/2). The separation of the drive
ing the trial function into a truncated orthonormal set. current into an even and an odd part in z allows the prob-
The results were presented as functions of kb for various lem to be treated a the sum of two il complicated prob-
values of (a-b)/b, where the pipe radius is a, the iris radius lems.
is b and the frequency is kc/2w. leEs.

In a subsequent paper[2] we considered the case of finite For the even part in Eq. (1), we write the transvere
iris thickness g, again constructing a variational form for fields in the pipe region as
the impedance. In this case however, we used a set of 0o
matrix equations for the coefficients of the fields in the iris Et - A=e-jPI
region. In this paper we were particularly interested in
the limit a/b --. co corresponding to the impedance of a 0o
circular hole of radius b in a transverse conducting wall + L Bwe-JP'(-/)e, x Vsiov

of thickness g. In all of these studies only TM modes are
generated by the drive beam. + coskz Vg0 (4)

In the present paper we examine the transverse (dipole) and
coupling impedance for an iris of finite thickness. In this
case we need both TM and TE modes to satisfy all the x,
boundary conditions. Field matching leads to a set of ZoH5 x e0 = -

Work sm tW by the Depatment of Energy. We also wieh to
,•mowWed the amisance of Dr. Y. lwashta in poforming mnnne- 0 V: evoj---.e(-/2 ) X
iad comput~iew.k

tOn hmav fomn the bntitute for Chemical Reserch, Kyoto Uni- V=1
vuwity, p - join kzVg0, (5)
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where stand for • / : g2. Her. p, and A, are imagiinay parts of the impedance as a functio, of bb for
parwasters associated with TM modes, with a/b = 2,#/b = 1. A matrix size of 40 x 40 appears to be

suff=c(ent for convergemce in this cae. The real part of the
Pig = (k2 - pl,)1/2 = _J~l2 _ k2)1m d (6) ance appears to start at kb - .9 corresponding to

and and B. aethe onset of a propagating TEss pipe mode at ka = 1.84.

nodes, with The onset of the propagating TM1 mode at kb - 1.9 cor-
responding to ka = 3.83 also shows clearly.

= (k• - /92/2)1/2 = -j(92/a 2 
- k2)1 2. (7) In Fig. 2 we show the results for a/b = 10, l/b = 1. It

now appears that the contribution from the TE11 mode
The functions #, and . are products of sin 0 or cosiesad for 1.84 < ka < 3.83 is of the order 10-3 compared with
Jz(pjr/a) with JI(p,.) = 0, or J1 (q~r/a) with J•(q.) = 0. that from the TM11 mode for ha > 3.83. For reasons

In the iris region we replace a by b and write not yet well understood, it appears that the TE modes
are suppressed for large a/b. It should be noted that, for

= canPez V large a/b, larger matrices are needed for accurate numericalcomputation.

+ on-Gcoo,5,z e, x V~,• +cos kz Vso (8)

and W

ZoHt x e,, sin~z V,0(..
AtO6

- jE k.
~0o

0 12 3!

- jsinkz Vj 0 . (9) kb

We now equate Eqs. (4) and (8) at z = g/2 for E, over 0.4

the range 0 < r < a and thereby obtain A, and B. as a
sum over various terms involving 0o, 4o, Fe and G,. Then
we equate Eqs. (5) and (9) at z = g/2 for ZoH, x e, r'?
for 0 < r < b and obtain Ft and Gj as a sum over various
terms involving o, 4o,Ap, and B.. By eliminating A, and .
B. between the two resulting sets of equations, we obtain E
the matrix equations for Fe and G. .02-

F Uj.to + EjOi V(.,. = PC (10) .kb-
no v k b4

Ft, '1'+ n VW=Q9(1X, ,, Figure 1: bZ.(k)/Zo vs. kb for a/b = 2, g/b = 1.

where the parameters U, V, W, P, and Q are explicit sums In Fig. 3 we show the results for alb = 100,91b = 1.
of integrals involving the Bessel functions. Equations (10) In Fig. 3owe show th re r a/ e = tb e
and (11) can then be solved for Ff and G. once we truncate The TEI mode is now of order 10-e compared with the
the sums over f' and 91. A parallel analysis for the odd TMob mode. And in this case we need a matrix of 250 a 250part of the source field, yields a similar set of equations, to obtain suitable numerical accuracy.

pally wfthe sobtaefinld, yiexpresasion fo eth opeduatnces. Finally, we explore the case of a zero thickness wall byFinally, we obtain an expression for the im pedance as an d i g n m rclcl uai n o ~ s wl sf rv r
integral over the three faces of the iris surface (z = ±g/2 doing numerical calculations for g/b = 0 as weil as for very
and r = b). This involves a term independent of Ff and small g/b. In Fig. 4 we show the result for a/b = 10, g/b =
G, as well as ones proportional to Fe and Gn for both the 0. Once again the contributions from the TE modes are
even and odd source terms much less than those for the TM modes.

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS

We have obtained the transverse impedance for several
sets of parameters. In Fig. I we show the real and
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& 0I
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C 3 0.0-
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IIII 0'-

- 0°4" 0 .3
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02 kb -0's o,

0 I 2 4kb

Figure 2: bZ.(k)IZo vs. kb for a/b = 10, g/b = 1.

Figure 3: bZ.(k)/Zo vs. kb for a/b = 100, g/b = 1.
IV. SUMMARY

We have bri•e•y outlined the snub-ids tot the transverse 611
coupling impedance of an iris in a beam pipe and have
implemented a numerical procedure to obtain values for
differeut parameters. It appears that both TE and TM
modes in the pipe region are needed to satisfy the bound-
ary conditions. However the TE contributions fall rapidly
to sero as alb@ becomes large.

In future work we hope to obtain a variational formu-
lation for the impedance, particularly in the case where
#1b -* 0. In addition we would like to obtain the limiting 0 .
forms for a/b -. oo for arbitrary g/b. k b
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Characteristics
of

the APS Storage Ring Isolation Valve*
J. J. Song, R. L Kustom
Advanced Photn Source

Argonne Natona Laboratoy•
9700 S. Cam Ave, Argonne, IL 60439, USA

7Whe RF bnped oft the isoladon vain of the APS usr- IL LOSS PARAMETER AND IMPEDANCE
se ring sysuem was inesaued by the wire method with a syn-
thtlaet lacia W4iqoe. 7W3 C .pednce as well a the FPr a given paticle bemn bmlat with charge q, the enrgy
emxy Ioneot sector valve withu ad w•tbut aP-F ner at loss ofth bunc is

eean, ad the fl op sW of wte varou s wrs dme &lT'nre qappea to be nmmoes at 0ml * i •eca withot a 2'tZ-7)d
AE- a kq u 2ZLq (eV), (1)

Rj lnertha mJs ca ang ofacpal lar~ge cop ling (112 (t)2. i m fte. Dam with vaiu size t the flop pap show that
gmpedn e R m o intactuund into tfl bean cembesr was s where ZL is the characteristic impedance of the transmissim
Maured, MW results am compad with the compute simu- line or the wire running through the beam pipe, 1 is the curret
latiWon from MAFIA. flowing though the refeuace chamber (REF), 12 is the current

flowing through the device under tat (DOM, and k is the loss
I. INTRODUCTION parameter that is physically the energy Ion in eV for a bunch

with a mit charge passing througb the vacuum component.
The bean coupling Imped must be kept Small so tt ThIus the longitudinal loss parameter, k, can be computed from

the desired opermingcurnt (a maximum of 300 mA with a measuremm ts by the integration of the current over the pulse
life-tmne of at least 10 his) can be achieved. To reduce the such as:
coupling Impedance of the vacuum components in the APS
storage ring, there am many places such as bellows, bumer s F A101(4-I2) dt
isolation valves, RF io p imps, and screened photon absbers, k = 2ZL (V/pc), (2)
that have various shielding struc s. Among the concerns 2d2
with P. shi•dbag strctums awe vam , synchrotron ra n,
RF heating, and couplinS impedance. we pho absorber It must be pointed out that k is also a function of particle
requires - Intufsion into the beam chamber in front of the bunch length, 0. eInc broadband impedance represents the
isolation valyo s protect against dOe photon tidationL impedance of a nm-reso-mant device (e.g. any little discontinuity

This paper ixesens the results o r the S aond the supage r), which is given as:
wire method with a synthetic pulse technique (1]. A gating
techique was apped to obtain the frequency domain reflec Z-),
don. The coial wire method is a widespread tool for beach 7, (0), (3)
messrmofts (beam coupling ipedmace. By seadinga shotpu thsugh the center wire ofa trmnss line or a vacuum uming that Qul, where n = Wo/2fo (fo = lTo is the revolu-
chamber, the curent distribution on the inner surface of the don f of the beam in the storage ring) and Z(co) is the
bea chmber can be obtained which corresponds similaS-y to individual mode impedance of the DUT in the FD. Z(co) can
the cm rot d1i I &n produced by a puSg bea bunch a be computed from the measurements,

The mesaem-s procedure employed here is known as a
synthetic pulse technique. Since any pul defined as a function
of amplitude over time can also be defined by its frequency Z~n) = 2ZL (f'), (4)
spectrum of amplitude and phase, the synthetic pulse can be 12(0))
generaed in the time domain (ID) via inverse fast Fourier
transform P(IF from measurements taken in the frequency where 11(m) and 12(m) are the current measured in the FD with
domain (FD). TIs leads to higher spectral density than real- the REF and the DUT, respectively. The wake potential is de-
time pulse -e ntse - thus giving a higher dynamic range fined as the integrated perturbed electromagnetic energy acting

on the beam bunch with a unit charge and can be also derived by
_________ ________ ___A___k trnsoming Eq. (4) into the M1,

* Wotk suppored by US. Department of Energy, Office of
Basic Sciences, under contract W-31-109-END-38. Wb(t) = . 11(042(01 (V/pc). (5)q
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mll. ExPERImENTAL SETUP ~ Fip 2 shows the setup, ft real-tie- puls e m em en
Thesignal bE an , -Volt 140-ps Gaussian -ulseepused by an

A RF Linr AVH-C pulas. The 20.dB attenuat is used to prevent the
pulsar from load mismatch. A Tektronix 7854 sampling oscil-
loscope that can record data with up to 512 points on one saeenA VAT arlitics valve (mod.l -47) wAn tne d to evaluate was used with its waveform averaging fiuction to significantly

the RF mesastcs of the RF liner. An RFlinerothe l reduce the random error. Waveform parameters (area, RMS
S-47 CO~MaS 0 64 shielding screes each 1.8 mm wide. 4.3 cm value. maximum, minim , e.) ae calculated using the at-
long, 0.1 mm thick with 1.3 mm gap. More detailed tacbedcalculatr.
"qpedlcatims can be found in reference [2].

As dqct In Fig. 1, a network analyzer (HP 85lOB) was
used to am the two-port Slarameters of the DUT. All the IV. MEASUREMENTS AND RESULTS
data was trasnfred to the PC 486 compuer for analysis, using
the HP Basic 6.0 progm language, A. RF Liner

The typical transmission dam (S21) in the frequency[a] domain is shown in Fig. 3. The top curve comes from the ref-
""__ _ ,I "M erence bem chamber and the bottom curve is from the standard

[ ftV= valve without an RF liner. As seen, there are resonmces at 2.3,
NP 04s pmjman • 5.9, and 9.4 Gliz. Tie Qs of these resonances are high enough

to unacceptably lower the thresholds for multibunch beaminstabilities. The RF liner in the valve solves the problem as
L shown in Fig. 4. The cavity-like resonances are eliminated but

Mtsom W a,,m the broadband impedance of the DUT is still significant
(maximurn of 7An - 0.002 in).

• S21 m S21
P4Sm charber Volve w/o Rf Lner

A 2. - - -1 -2.

fl.1 Experimental Setup for Synthetic Pulse Technique

A Photon Absorber Intrusion

The measurement was done with two different types of
intrusions: a round one (7 cm in diameter) and a linear one (10
cm in length). They were inserted from the antechamber
through the 1-cm sot into the beam chamber. The intrusion was
varied from 0 to 2.5 cm in 0.5 cm steps. The data was taken
with the synthetic pulse techniques as mentioned above. To St 0.045 Stop 16.04S GHz
verify the synthetic pulse techniques, the measurement was also
done with the real-time pulse. Fig.3 The transmission in FD

A gap existed at the flanges between the isolation valve
and the short reference beam chamber. This generated a weak
peak around 2 GHz. By filling the gap with an RF gasket for the
flange on each side, the impedance due to the whole system was
reduced to about 4 X 10-4 ( (see Fig. 6). Also using the gating

TdW function built into the HP 8510, the impedance contribution due
to the valve itself is separated from the gaskeL More detailed

7W =u"KT" •measurement results can be found in reference [31.

The loss factor was measured in the time domain and
the results are summarized in Table 1. The bunch length-depen-
dence of the loss factor is plotted in Fig. 4. This was done by
varying the frequency span to get a different synthetic pulse

Fig.2 Experimental Setup for Real-Time Pulse Technique. length.
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T"be I bimi =Mmsad L4ss Factor Of IsOW10111 Valve C. Synthewi Pu~x vs. Reel-Thy Puk~e

______________To verify the syntheti pule thnxiquues, a real-time pulse
boladmi Valve Impdm I.Ag was employed to measure the loss psuaneer. Mwe transnission

_____________ * Fdor dats was measuired with the round intrusion, having similar
_______ ____ Zia (a) K (VIPc) pnuui a rapimeters such as pus length. averag number,

WAD a nr~ I M 4"0 0.1 eaw. 151. As one can see in Fig. 6, the results fromn the two
w R? Lhw, but w/o 0.002 0.01 adkp ame in very good agreements. But the mneasurement
Quint____ error with the real-tim pulse is large because of Jitter in the
w RP LAnw. OaWeeK but 4 ~ x 104 4 0- use generawo. The real-time: pulse is not suitable for small

___________ ____ loss factr measurment below I 1o -l 3 Vjpc.
wRF Linw,.*A~ 4x10- nt avail-

able

0 1 2 3 i.6SnhtcPus s e5hePle 2

Bunc logli (a) masued iththe Round Int usion. (m

Fig.4 Loss Factr of Isolaton Valve, varying the hqec V. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
span to get a different bunch length of One beam An RF liner in the isolation valve and a good RF contact

A Photon Absorber murusion between the flanges reduced the coupling impedance to a satis-
flactorily low level. The measured impedance due to 160 isola-

The energ loss due to the intrusion can also be -I I I I tdon valves was about 0.4 perentage of the total APS
with the reflected signal simila to Eq. (1). The loss parameter 'ucm budget soud otpae

calulated with the synthetic Pus fromn SI I is shown in Fig. 5. Th ituion due tro tie photo asro ieiamhaber shudn topn
It can be easily seen that the loss parameter of the linear in- tavoi increasng the coping irmptedaltnce. the liear chatrerion
tUsio is significantly less than the round one with same avi vsngteculgim dne.Teierituio
muount of intrusion. A similar conclusion has been made with gives less impedance than the round intrusion.
MAFIA calculations. [41 VI. ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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for the APS Storage Rineg

J. Zhr* L. J. Song. R. L Kolow
MAinmd Phoo Source

- 09 S. Cas Ave. Arlome, IL 6043, USA

Ah~ sucr4
Thee opigipedmics ata sbglsdot ina tikwall 7 M)' or-2 i - 1)()

hemn pip was mesined The slot dimadmom Is smal comn-W
pae so 60 wavelength ofi I ue, Tn mesr ements war wher Zo is 1kP h- ~co P de - imapedance ot On hema pipe .id

does he wfemthodwith the synthetic pulse -o winI-re - ab m is the angular frequency afexcitato.;
= I]. (kft I F ý 1 1~di~ 1k quFw loapidI bnte Clis the Speed of lWht I and w Me the lengO ad width of slot;

reflection response for a 8tr"Mm" that does not have and b is the sadius otcyliukWm beam pipe.
qppig Ih me aibration stadards The inm -reslts met in In WIX), the slot is considered to be of zeo thckness.

good 8 F P with calculaW It uei a ft i analytical According to L. Olurasmern [5), the coupling imapedance of a
*Xm~ha iv wen y wrauhlors ckedelr bole in sa infiiftly thick wall will have a value which

J is 56 % of d56 ot kfor zoo thicimessWe stft thisvalueas a
L INMODUCFION reasonabl estimation onk teimpedance reduction for the rct-

angular dot.
Ia the design of stooag ring components for the Note that the coupling imipedance: is purely Imaginary

Advanced Photon Source (APS). it is offe necessary to, open below cut-off f~requency of the bern pipe and is linearly
vucumn pumping holes to the barns chamber wall. These propcwtcml so the aguar frequemc a
holes we long: and narrow, located in the longitudinal In this meauuument, the bern pipe has a rectangular
direction at the bern pipe to minimize their disturbance to, the cross section. Sinm Eq.(I) only applies to cirular bern pIe
wall r a P I Sinc thee =e a gret number of such holes in we ae an estimated radiuo of the rectmgular pipe for tecal-
the storage rdog. 1iMpeth induced by these slots is of culation. The 1p 1 - for the tes chamber am 74-88 11;
mUch* concern. 1=5 cm; wma0. cm; W cm. The calculeatd resut is shown In

This paper presents the result of a measurement an the FIg. 3.
coupling hqeI re due so, a single dlot uaft 1ke wire method
with synthetic pulse technique. Gating techdique was applied III. EXPERiMENTS
so Ahu thde frequency domai reflection of the sdot when
calbeimim tmm wen o wafale for 1ke bern dimbe. 3.1 Couplin Iayedwace by Rsflecdmo
The results show that this method Is mnuch m ore c"Wbl In1 isam n .. mett

euind .m iimpeacews Am nnp P, ith me55adwmn. T chainber has a rectagular acrs section with a dimemalon of 7
measmud~~~~~~~~~~ Imemc a oprdwt aclton4 .u A unarow dlot is placed longlhudially in 1ke middle of

IL TMORE]CALCALC LATIN tk comma. wall. The sdot dinuemion is 51x0.4 cm. The
IL TEORTICA CACULAIONthickness ot the be pipe is 0.64 cra. The omeaorments

In 1kpast ~ 0.1k ~wer made In die frequecy domain (0.045--4-W4 OWz ofinIn he astdeade eausvestaia n he perum aHP 851GB metwou analyzer. Thereame 2)ldata paints nsa-coupling problem. have been done by many researchers. Most surd fo1k th eflecioa Si 1. The average function of t1e ana-
of these studies wer based on Dethe's theory of diffraction by lyewaapidtoructhnis M.Teeutsee

smal Wlwe [1. A sprtw isconideed mal ifitsdi-transformed into time domain by the built-in IFFT routine.mentiona is less than a faction of the wavelengt of the excita Siam there me no calibrationsa uluards available for the rect-tian signal. Reflected and coupled fields wes generated du angular pipe, the calIbration can only be made up so the end of
lo 1k existence of 1iaeriture. These fieldscan becoin~side t1e connecting cables. in order iD elidmint all the reflections
as excited by equivalent sources that consist of an electric frm t1k tapern and adapters, the Gatin function was applied
dipole, a nugnetic dipole, and a magnetic quadrupole[31. The so the reflected synthetic pls. In this way, t1k reflection due
electric plrzability and magnetic susceptibility of dn to the slot itel was obtained in the time domain as well as in
dipoles me readily available for circular, elliptic, and other heunydmnain. Ibis result can be used directly to estimate
aone ape ur can be,1) expessed in teams10 omeac f theseplruiils1 coupling impedance of the single narrow slot.[31 anb xrse i m fdmpoaiaii. There are two things one has to consider in this Gating

13.A long narrow slot can be approximated by an ellipse with tecniqe. Pat is the influence of t1k taper an.1k magnitude
a large eccentricity. The coupling impedance of such a of 1ke puse The typical reflection coeffcient of the taper is r
rectangula slot is give. by [4]: a 0.3. Sincte 1 reflected pulse travels twice througha the taper,

* Work supported by U.s. Department at Energy, Offie of it mtagnitde is reue by a facor of 1 - r2= go %. mbe
Basic Sciences, under contract W-31-lO9-END-38. other thing is that there is A DC current component contained

SDept. of EME Ilinois Institfte of Technology. in the synthetic pulse, which is t1k offset due to systematic er-
ror. If this componient is no eliminated in the time domain
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d" M thS 001thMIg S11 ill te fiuqumne11y dough Would be is quite alMilff ID a WPM=~u COMv on the aeml-Mg plot. This
N~me *I nil 'I l M~dO OW 6100011Cis.In 13Ord to eliminate coufCANSulom holds only for a smal slot (1A << 1). Fig=r 5 is
this =Wn, a nbuauu dimber which h no slo hai the chin- the 10CISMatS result of the -s~ dot for S31 UP 10 a highe
bar wsk wn Wed. Mw d domai sesom of thekUU~ frquency (4GHz). The linearity of S31 is only sewn for fk I
CdII~w IS subablted frE! dt~ Ofth lot $1L M Obtained re- OHzL A resonanc at 30GHz is observed. Recall that the doc

sult indieCloe a haeoc doainwe how inFig 2.length Is5 cm; this resomm amelpened at half wave-length (I
Mw afeyond the cqalhlby Oft mealo ias anedo orde ot 0-4 - )A) Similar resonance was also observed for reflctio

dencn Fsuch a smuall refiectic. (S 11) at the sam frequency (not shown hece). Since both re-
Suppose the cosuocthin and raito os ntesot is flection and coupling we observed to have a reduced anpi-

negSULAftr sme ervaton.we btan he ess co- tdeat uesmce, one should anticipate that the tnulsumbon
nelingiblWne int s Im vtonweotanth ba c (521) has a Maximum value when Ohe half wavelength equals

ping~~~~h slotneintrno Si lengh. Until now, we were not able to observe this di-
0 L!S11!2(2 redtly from meaurvement.

(2) Fig. 6 shows fhe measured coupling for different waill
a II thicknesses, From top to bottom, the three curves are for waill

wher sot A istherevluton fqmky otk eto inthe thicknesses of 0.4, 3.2, and 6.4 mun, respectively. On this
wha n-n0,fO s te rvoltio frquecy f te ban n t emin.g plo% the thrm curves are equally spaced by a Ma-d

storage ring (21.55 M~ for APS) and ZL is the characteristic difference. This suggests that the coupling depends on waill
impedanceofthetest duamber m fal u wire trctre thickness exponentially. This ascees with the prediction of M.

The coupling Impedanc of one slot obtained using Eq. Sand (61.
(2) is plottedin Fig.3. It cuabe seen that the result isin good
agreement with the calculation of Eq.(l). The = of the slot isIVCNCUINA D IS SIO

estimate to be 2 X 10-8 0 . The measured result deviates The bean coupling Impedanc of a single: slot has been
fron the calculation when b1.5Hz. This implies that fth measured usin the wire method with synthetic pulse tech-
small hole apptoximation is valid for f < 1.5 0Hz (I < Oa2). nique. Gating was q*pie to eliminate the influencie of topers

and adaters. The systemai error in the time domain re-
3.2 COhpIft bMWedaflce by RaWsimif spous was crrectled using a reference chamber. The mea-

In the previous secton we obtained the Coupling suredmlts agree quite wiell with analytical formumla gven
impelane due to ftreflection under thse assumption tha th by other authors. The impedance Zin of a single slot was mea-
radiated energy lows Iluogh the slot is negligible. While the =Wie to be 2xl048 E. For small holes, the impedanc is donui-
reflected emlry corresponds to fth imaiMy part of fth Dated by its imagnaryý par, which is due to reflection. Its real
impedanc Im(Z), the radiation energy loss contributes to th part, which is due to radiation loss through the hole, is negli-
real port of the coupling impedanc Re(Z). According to th gible. The small aperture approxmto is valid when slot
derivation of S. Kurennoy (31, for a small hole(1fl,«1), welength is less than one-fifth of the Wavelength. Both rfdlectio
havte VOW (S 11) and Coupling (S3 1) have a linea dependence on fre-

quency for small holes. Resonance was observed when the
Re half wavelength equals slot length (I=WJ). The influence of

- Q~3 <<l (3) the wail thickness on reflection and coupling was also exam-
Figure 4 shows the result for coupling measurement. The mned fronm measured results.

top two curves Wre S41, S31, which repesnt the signtal W11- V. ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
pled though the slot fton port 1 to poans 4 and 3, respectively.
Thes frequency domain responses are obtaineid by appying The authors would like to thank F. Caspers for his valu-

Gatng bacionto the time domain synthetic pulse. Observe abedsuiosnthsmsrmntTaksutaloe
that S31 is about 20 dB higher than S41; the slot behaves like a ablen dtcusos PYoung this measFreemenfrthei Thanksi mustalsoube-
directional coupler in the measured frequency range. 11 got- ven to .Yon dD.Femnfrtirhlineau-
t=m two curves are time domain synthetic pulse responses for
ports 3 and 4. The second peak in S41 is from the multiple re- VI. REFERENCES
flection of port 3 because: the matching tapers do not have
very good cloaucterstic at these, low frequencles. This caD be [1] J. J. Song, "Experimental Study of Coupling Impedance part I
verified from the 4-na time; delay between the two peaks ituina imiac Mesmet Techniques," IS-Note-
which exactly corresponds to the length of the chamber. From 201,-1991.
the time domain result, we can see that fth coupling signal, 12) H. A. Dethe, "Theory of diffraction by small holes." PhYs.
S3 1, is 53 punits while the reflecte signal is 520 IlUnitss (see Rev., Vol. 66, p. 163,1944.
Fig. 3). Thus the energ radfiate through the slo is about only [3] R. E. Colini, "Field Theory of Guided Waves," p.499-533,
I percent of that reflected by the slot. This verified the WIEPes 1991.
estimation of Eq.(3). [41 S. S. Kurennoy, "Beam, Coupling Impedance of Holes in

It is also observed from Fig. 4 that S31 has a linear de- Vacuum Chamber Walls," CERN Report SLJ91-29(AP) Rev.,
pendence on frequency, since the; top curve, which is for S3 1, July, 1991.
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Impedance Fmalism for an Arbitrary Cumulative Instability

X.T. Yu and J.S. Wurtele"
Department of Physics sad the Plasma Fusion Center

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA, 02139
and

D.H.Whittumt
National Laboratory for High Energy Physics (KEK), Tsukuba, Oho, Ibaraki, Japan 305

In this work we derive a formalism for quantifying such
effects in &n idealized cavity immersed in an arbitrary

A bstract plane polarized magmetic idd. The formalism in essence
extends the wealth of work on longitudinal (61 and trans-

A formalism is developed for the analysis of collective in- verse mn instabilities to include systems where the design
stabilities in standing-wave systems. The analysis per- particle orbit is curved within the cavity. In such "mag-
mits a unified treatment of the coupled-cavity free-electron netized cavities" the coupling impedance describing longi-
laser, relativistic klystrons and other high power mi- tudinal bunching can depend on the applied field. This
crowaxe sources. Coupling from both transverse and Ion- permits one to enlar the rf structure, so as to reduce
gitudinal bean) motion is included in the calculation of the undesirable transverse wakefields, while maintaining the
transverse and longitudinal impedances. desired longitudinal coupling. Previous workers [8J have

calculated the coupling impedances in a cyclotron reso-
nance mawse with a traveling wave interaction region and

I. INTRODUCTION a snile cavity.
In the SWFEL, the power is produced in a series of

An understanding of high-power microwave sources and uncoupled cavities (the rf is cutoff between the cavities),
their scalings is crucial to the future of high-energy each of which is of order oue wig&er oscillation in length.
electrou-poitron colliders. In fact, the tradeof between The FEL thus operates as a standing-wave device. The
rf breakdown and beam break-up scalings [1] is reSpo1si- propagating beam provides the only coupling between the
ble for the current consensus that future linear colliders cavities. Numerical studies [9] of the SWFEL have exam-
should be powered by sources with an operating frequency ined phase sensitivity and longitudinal particle stability.
in the 10-20 GHs range. Slow-wave devices are expected to In fact, the standing wave FEL has many similarities to
produce the power levels required at the lower frequencies. the relativistic klystron, the main difference between them
However, they have ls1o exhibited, at higher friuencies, being that the FEL produces power through the coupling
what is, in fack a intrinsic problem for such rf sources: of the transverse wiggle oscillation with the transverse B
when the structure is small enough to couple effectively to field, while the klystron couples the longitudinal compo-
the longitudinal beam motion, it asso couples effectively nents (E. with 9,).
to the transverse motion. This results in, among other
undesirable phenomena, beam break-up and pulse short-
ening [2]. II. COUP-LING IMPEDANC1s

To circumvent this scaling, the "coupling impedance" [3]
of the desired longitudinal mode should scale indepen- Assume that a bunch with unit charge enters a cavity at
dently from that for those TM modes which produce t = 0. The particles move transversely as well as lon-
beam break-up. In effect, this requires circumventing the gitudinally, due the presence of a magnetic field. Ther
Panotsky-Wenzel theorem [4]. One method of accomplish- trajectory and velocity inside the cavity is
ing this has been proposed in the form of a "standing-
wave ftelectron laser, in which transverse oscillatory r(z) = zi(z)t + zIv(z) = V1(z)i + V'I. (1)
motion is induced by a magnetic wiggler. Since the design
orbit takes the beam off-axis, the premise of the Panofhky- As the bunch moves through the cavity, it excites cavity
Wenzel theorem falWs, as does its conclusion, modes. Without loss of generality, we may consider a single

cavity mode. The vector potential of the mode can be
mad H upc& e b=V US. D=~ .c uwDhno u represented n MC
lWink wmpwW, by the Japma Sgdsifty S * Pwmudo" of Scdi A = -qQt)a(r), (2)

m4 ad tha US Natimm, a Fwaada&m
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wbe. a(r) astisaes the appropriate boundary conditiom Further calculations of the shunt impedance require a
an the wall and is normalised to the volume V of the cavity: knowledge of the cavity mode. Here we tawe the modes

of a rectangular cavity with transverse dimensions a and
dSrla(r)i: = V. (3) b, and longitudinal dimesiond.Z()=a/2 i at thecen-JI' ter of the cavity. For the operational mode TE01., the

Also, q(t) is the amplitude of the cavity excitation and can shunt impedance is
be determined from a knowledge of trajectory and velocity
of the bunch: 14( = Q i r = 4 awed (2

4ce j L dzG -- •a -. •)•1q(L =o~ u'v]od. iV 2..(,(.),,
= z-)a zi~z)0, x(4) For other modes (TE and TM), the shunt impedance is

Here G(t) is the cavity response Green function: non-zero only if n is odd. With m even, and a TE mode,

(t)= 1 te -1 sin), (5) RI-,= 2 1i (2)O.. . (-M)2 + (19)2 (1
wheAe - ( ), with w_% the resonant frequency
in the absence of damping and QA the quality factor of the Here sin t/± is the largest transit time factor with o -
excited mode. 0(t) is the step function. (, . . k.)d/2. When m is odd,

We assume a unit charge test particle enters the cavity
at time t = to with trajectory r2(z) and velocity v2(z). AV= 2 R]ii ( A' ("in0)2 (13)
The test particle will experience the cavity mode excited QrnP Q01p (f)2 + (•) Q
by the first bunch. The longitudinal wakefield, defined to
be the total energy loss of the test particle, is then Here Am = (mva./1.k,.)a, and 0 = (--L .2k.)d/2.

4 L L L fo When the mode is TM and m is even,

W1 (to) = 5-i dzI dz'G'(o+ z. ) = I 2)d 4  k.P)r,,(,inG,2

, .. PV O, Q+) +
-a.z.'-" (14)

We are interested in the cases where the initial offsets Here, 6w= (IU)2 + (j) 2 and the 9= (eL - k,)d/2.
for both the leading and trailing bunches are small. Then, When m is odd,

the dominant contributions to the longitudinal wakefield RL.p 4w 26d2 s
can be computed assuming both bunches follow the same (!!!-),.orbit: Q PV -3 V(P) 2  *(1

=zM%1.(XZ'') V"' 1G(t and 0 = (-n.L ± Pj)d/2.SIlThe transverse impedance is found from the Fourier
(7) transform of the transverse kick per unit charge. For sir-

The longitudinal coupling impedance is plicity, we present results only for particle motion in z-
ZI(w) =/ de te WIW(t) = R(18 direction (the wiggle plane). The transverse force experi-

S1 + i ( - (8) enced by a unit charge test particle is:
1 dA, ).(8

In Eq. 8, the longitudinal shunt impedance R.1 is given by F. = -!A- + A"). (16)

'= - ! dzeMl(l 1a(z(z), , z)" - . (9) The net transverse kick is

QX WAV J VS to+L/v.

This expression is valid for any particle orbit in the cavity, K(to)= dt F.. (17)
and includes both the transverse and longitudinal coupling. to

As an example, consider the SWFEL in the limit Assuming the front and end walls of the cavity are per-
that the betatron motion can be ignored (i.e., the be- pendicular to the axis, we can drop the surface term and
tatron phase advance per cavity is small). The one- find
dimensional vector potential for a planar wiggler, A. =

9V.a, cos k,.z, can be used to find the particle motion:

r±L(Z) = [--(-- ' sinkz]*+O(.)2, K(to) = 1 1 L ( -
7•. k. J, Va

v - E!cosk z+V.I+O(- . (10) o2iz'().!
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lx.adin K(t) with rspect to an initialO s#o fthe 111. CONCLUSIONS
leading bunch yields W-) =K(to)/vo: In a typical SWFEL design, the interaction cavity is highly

WJ'(t)== .- I dz.i i .-.&(.(z), 0,:Z)" G(lo). overmoded. As a consequence, a realistic wake consists of
V Jo 8: a number of superimposed modes. These modes will not

(19) be given by the idealized cavity modes described herein,
Using Eqs. 5 and 19, but rather need to be calculated numerically for the par-

+c. W/taD ticular structure. These more realistic modes will produce
ZARw) = -ic di"w"'W1(t) = s some BBU growth through the conventional mechanism

f+0-Q1(+ (that a particle slightly off axis couples to an E, field),
In Eq. 20, the transverse shunt impedance is given by and will also generate BBU through the magnetized cavity

mechanism described herein. An analysis of BBU which
R - 4 / 0 v(z) 2 (2 includes both realistic cavity modes and wiggling particle== Ifdzei a(-'(z), 0, z)! (21) trajectories is a topic for future research.

Comparing with the longitudinal shunt impedance,
Eq. 9, we note a derivative of the vector potential with re- R EFEREN CES
spect to the transverse position. Thus, we can read off the
results for the transverse impedance. For the TE modes, [1] R-B. Palmer in New Developments in Particle
when both n and m are odd, Acceleration Techniues. edited by S. Turner (CERN,

SA (f) sinGeneva, 1987), Vol. 1, pp. 80-120.

- c ( a Q)i, (M)2 + (Q)2 ,-6 (22) (21 G. Westenskow et a., Pmr, 1221 IEEE Particl
Acelerator Cn Loretta Lizama and Joe Chew,

When n is odd and m is even, eds., (IEEE, New York, 1991) pp. 646-648.

21 = 2 , m(-)2 RL, (f)2 A,(sin 9.2 [3] S.A. Heifeta and S. A. Kheifets, U Phyics f Pwt

Q.WP. •,p- Wmn a Q0oi (T-)2 + (Q)2 9 Accelerators American Institute of Physics Conf. Proc.(23) I Melvin Month and Margaret Dienes, ads., (Ameri-

For the TM modes, when both n and m are odd, can Institute of Physics, New York, 1992), pp. 154-235.

E_ý = (.)2 4wJ 262d2 (,1*k, p!W Pr 9 !Sin 0)2. 141 W.K.H. Panofsky and W.A. Wenel, Rev. Sci. Instrum.

Qm a, 2 •,V 6 2 + (E)"-2 "62 '-0 2L967(1956).

(24) (5] A. M. Sessler, et at., Nucl. Instr. and Meth. in Phys.
When n is odd and m is even, we get the well-known trans- Res- A 592 (1991).
verse BBU impedance:

(_)2 4wrc 26d 2  ,sin , ([61 V.K. Neil and ILK. Cooper, Part. Accel.l. 111 (1970);
4-p = l 41rc 62d2 (-')2' (25) E.Keil, et al.,Nucl. Instr. and Meth. in Phys. Res. 127

a W T+( m475 (1975).

For TM modes there is off-resonant DC deflection, which [7] W.K.H. Panofsky and M. Bander Rev. Sci. Instr. IL
will be examined in a future paper. 206 (1968); V.K. Neil, L.S. Hall and R. K. Cooper, Part.

Using the above definitions for the impedances, BBU cal- Accel.. 213 (1970); A.W. Chao, B.Richter, and C..Y.
culations proceed in the usual manner. For example, in the Yao, Nucl. Instr. and Meth. in Phys. Res.. 1•, (1980);
long beam, high Q limit, both transverse (y = z) or Ion- ILL. Gluckstern, ILK. Cooper and P.J. Channell, Part.
gitudinal (V = r, the delay in arrival time with respect to Accel. 16. 125 (1985).
the synchronous electron) BBU from a single cavity mode
can be found from the coupled equations: [8] R.J. Briggs, S. F. Paik, and A.H. Gottfried, IEEE

O + v a(z,t), (20) Mrans. on Electron Devices, ED-18 511 (1971).

at V ) =2 [9] W.M.Sharp et al., Proc. Conf. on Intense Microwave

0a W% 8a 2 = and Particle Beams, Int. Soc. for Optical Engineering
8t2+ " +,a Ci(z~), (27) (SPIE, to be published); J.S. Kim, et a. (these pro-

where, with a beam current I and a single cavity transit ceeding).

time To, the constant C is given by

pp 5 ý7p3A longitudinal, (8
. JX

0transverse.
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Longitudinal Impedance of a Prototype Kicker Magnet System

H. J. Tran, M. J. Barnes, G. D. Wait, Y. Yan
TRIUMF, 4004 Wesbrook Mall, Vancouver, B.C., Canada V6T 2A3

The longitudinal impedance of a kicker magnet system
for the proposed KAON factory has been measured from W
0.3 to 200 MlH&. The measurement was done by trans-
forming the kicker magnet under test into a coaxial line in
order to measure the transmission parameter S21 through
the line. The measurement was performed in two fre- Figure 1: Block diagram of the kicker magnet system.
quency ranges. From 0.3 to 50 MHz the magnet was trans-
formed into a 50 0 coaxial line, and from 45 to 200 MHz
into a 180 Q coaxial line. Resonances in the longitudi- main. In terms of equivalent circuit representation, this in-
nal impedance spectrum are due to the electrical resonant teraction can be described as mutual coupling between the
modes of the kicker magnet system. The effect on the ion- beam and accelerator components. In order to ascieve high
gitudinal impedance of a speed-up network and a saturat- beam intensity and energy, collective instabilities driven by
ing inductor, installed on the input to the kicker magnet to longitudinal impedances must be minimized or carefully
improve its kick performance, was determined. The speed- controlled. Thus all accelerator components which can give
up network can damp some of the resonances whereas the a large contribution to the total longitudinal impedance
saturating inductor can eliminate the resonances due to the have to be carefully designed and measured before instal-
input cable of the kicker magnet. Above 45 MHz where at- lation. Due to the large number of kicker magnets required
tenuation in the LC cells of the kicker magnet is strong, in the proposed KAON factory, their contribution to the
external components connected to the kicker magnet have total longitudinal impedance should be determined.
negligible influence on the longitudinal impedance. Hence
the longitudinal impedance spectrum of the kicker magn-et II. KICKER MAGNET SYSTEMS
in the 45 to 200 MHz frequency range does not depend
on external components such as the speed-up network, the A kicker magnet system consists of pulse-forming net-
saturating inductor and the input and output cables. works, transmission cables, several kicker magnet modules

with speed-up networks and saturating inductors, and re-
sistive or short terminations. Speed-up networks and sat-

In the proposed KAON factory a high intensity beam of urating inductors are components which improve the per-
100 pA is accelerated to 30 GeV step by step in a series formance of the kicker magnets [4,5]. To avoid reflections
of 5 accelerator rings. Kicker magnets will be used to in- in the system, the characteristic impedance of all the com-
ject and extract the beam. A 1 MHz beam chopper [1,2] ponents is matched as close as possible. The input cable
will be used to create gaps in the beam during which the from the kicker magnet (T. in Fig.1) is connected to the
field in the kicker magnet must rise or fall from 1% to main-switch thyatron of the pulse-forming network. Thus
99% in order to minimize beam losses. The time interval when the main-switch thyratron is in the off state, this
of the gap created is approximately 108 ns long. The re- end of the cable is effectively open circuit (see Fig.l). The
quired rise (fall) time of each kicker magnet varies from output cable (T. in Fig.1) is usually connected to a resis-
ring to ring. The fastest rise (fall) time will be 82 ns [2]. tive load. For the extraction kicker magnets in the booster
The design of these kicker magnets is based on those of ring, the outputs of the magnets may be shorted [2] and
CERN PS Division. Each kicker magnet consists of many there are no output cables needed.
LC cells. Each cell consists of ferrite C-cores sandwiched As part of the KAON Factory project definition study
between high voltage capacitance plates. Hence a charac- a prototype kicker magnet has been designed and built
teristic impedance for a kicker magnet can be defined in at TRIUMF. PSpice modelling [3,4] has been done to de-
terms of the inductance and capacitance of its LC cells. termine optimal values of circuit elements for the speed-
The injection and extraction kicker magnets in the KAON up networks and saturating inductors. The prototype
factory will have a designed characteristic impedance of magnet [2] is wired up for each electrical configuration
25 Q with the exception of those in the booster ring which in which it would operate and then the transmission pa-
will be 16.7 Q [2]. rameter S21 is measured to determine the longitudinal

Longitudinal impedance characterizes the interaction of impedance. The effect of the cables, the speed-up net-
the beam with accelerator components in the frequency do- work and the displacement-current suppression saturating

0-783-1203-lj93603. MP I=9333 3402



inductor (DISI) on the total longitudinal impedance is de- where Z, = VL7• is the characteristic impedance of the
termined. transformed line. These two equations can be used to cal-

culate the longitudinal impedance &• + jXa of the magnet
III. TRANSFORMED COAXIAL LINES under test after transmission measurements are taken for

the transformed line and the reference pipe.
We performed longitudinal impedance measurements by

transforming the kicker magnet under test into a coaxial V. MEASUREMENTS
line by putting in a central wire in order to measure the To confirm that a calibration is successful, the longitu-
transmission parameter S2 1 through the line. The cen-
tral conductor emulates the charged particle beam. From dinal ime reference pipe is ud
coaxial transmission theory we can calculate the longitu- first. The reference pipe should have very low longitudinaldias/impedance from the transmission parameter S2 1 . In resistance since brass is a very good conductor in this fre-
order to minimize the presence of unwanted reflections in quency range. Typical maximum longitudinal impedance

orde tominmiz th prsene ofunwnte relecion in of the brass reference pipe is less than 0.3 + jO.2 Q1 fromthe line, matching sections are used to maintain as much 0.3 to 50 MHz and less than I + j3 0. from 45 to 200 MHz.
as possible a constant characteristic impedance through- The longitudinal reactance for both frequency ranges in-
out the line. We measured the transmission parameter creases slightly as the frequency increases. This is due to
from 0.3 to 200 MHz in two steps. From 0.3 to 50 MHz we thease sl i lity of the long incases caus by a
transformed the kicker magnet into a 50 Q1 coaxial line and *e phase instability of the long test cables caused by a
from 45 to 200 MHz into a 180 Ql coaxial line. Semi-rigid 50 slight variation in length.fI test cables were used to connect the transformed coaxial The prototype magnet is 345 mm in length and t:as ten
lintesto thbes HPe nedtwork analyzer. the 50ansformed l l H LC cells with a characteristic impedance of 30 0l. In thelines to the H P network an alyzer. For the 50 f0 line, H P p o o e A N f c o y i k r m g e s wl e s o t c r
standards and calibration procedures were used to elimi- proposed KAON factory, kicker magnets will be short cir-
nate the systematic errors of the test cables. Similarly for cuited or resistively terminated 12]. For a short termination
thea 180 0 line, we used the TSD (Through, Short, Delay) the output of the magnet is electrically shorted and for a
calibratioD method, which can calibrate tho measurement resistive termination the output is connected to a matchedcatibratiOD~~~rsito metod whc cacalbatble.eauemn
assembly from the network aralyzer up to the transformed resistor by a cable.

coaxial line 16]. The TSD calibration standards consist of a Below 45 MHz resonances in the impedance spectrum

Through pipe , a Short plate, and- a Delay pipe. Error p are produced by electrical resonant modes of the kicker

rameters are calcuiated from the TSD calibration and then magnet system. These resonances are evident in Fig. 2 and
used to extract corrected transmission parameter s- correspond to that of a half-wavelength resonator. The

maximum longitudinal impedance for the shorted magnet
is 32 + j34 11 and for the resistively terminated magnet is

IV. LONCCITUDINAL IMPEDANCE AND TRANSMISSION 26 + j34 0l. Above 45 MHz the central conductor, which
COEFFICIENT emulates the particle beam, does not couple strongly to

other components, which are connected to the magnet, due
To obtain the longitudinal impedance, transmission pa- to the onset of strong attenuation in the LC cells of the

rameter through athe transformed coaxial line is iea- magnet. Hence the impedance spectrum from 45 to 200
sured and compared to that through a section of refer- MHz does not depend much on the termination of the mag-
ence pipe. A series impedance Z1, which can be extracted net nor on other components of the kicker magnet system.
from the transmission parameter, represents the longitu-
dinal impedance of the kicker magnet in the circuit model
of the transformed coaxial line. For the reference pipe and 4o I 1 "

the transformed coaxial line, the conductance can be ne- 3- Wihout DO

glected. Thus the resultant propagation constant -f' of the --.. Wih lsi

transformed coaxial line is

\,/(R+jwL+ZO)(jwC). (1) _

The transmission parameter S21 through a line with prop- 1- oil
agation constant -/ is exp(-jyl) where I is the length of .• a -

the line. S21 can be separated into the real and imaginary :4s
F -

parts explicitly to first order as follows [6], o
r-_1 0x1

phase S2 I L 2Z (2) -511 _
1 21 ~Frequency (Miz)

mag. [-•21 1 21- (3) Figure 2: Longitudinal impedance of shorted kicker magnet with and
92r S 1 f 2Z, without DISI (No speed-up r- rork, T.=192 ns).
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The maximum impedance is 30 + j125 A in the 45 to 200 tor (DISI) is connected between the input of the magnet
MHs range for both short and resistively terminated kicker and the input cable, the longitudinal impedance spectrum
magnets. In the 45 to 200 MHz range, the impedance spec- does not contain the resonances which are otherwise pro-
trum exhibits small resonances and a rising slope. duced by the input cable. The resistor of the speed-up

It has been proposed that a saturating inductor be con- network, which is connected to the input of the magnet,
nected in series between the input of the magnet and has a beneficial damping effect on some of the resonances.
the cable T. (Fig. 1) to absorb small displacement current However, in the frequency range from 45 to 200 MHz, the
pulses before the main power pulse so as to improve the rise longitudinal impedance spectrum does not depend much
time of the magnet [4]. For small magnitudes of current the on the termination of the magnet nor on other components
saturating inductor has a high impedance, hence effectively connected to it due to the onset of strong attenuation in its
terminating the input cable as an open circuit. Resonances LC cells. Air gap between the kicker magnet and the beam
due to the input cable are eliminated when the saturating pipe can contribute very large resonances to the longitudi-
inductor is connected (Fig.2). The resulting impedance nal impedance spectrum of the kicker magnet system.
spectrum has the same features as that of a magnet with
its input open circuit. Fig.2 shows the impedance spec- VII. REFERENCES
trum of a shorted magnet with and without the saturating [1] G. D. Wait, M. J. Barnes, D. Bishop, G. Waters, "Inter-
inductor (DISI). leaved Wide and Narrow Pulses for the KAON Factory

The effect of various speed-up networks with different I MHz Beam Chopper" Proceedings of this Conference.
values of capacitance and resistance is shown in Fig. 4. A
speed-up network is connected on the input of the magnet [2] M. J. Barnes, G. D. Wait, "Kickers for the Kaon Fac-
to improve its performance [3,4]. A capacitor and a resistor tory" Proceedings of XVth International Conference
in series make up a speed-up network. Besides shifting the of High Energy Accelerators (HEACC'92), Hamburg,
resonances slightly, the resistor of the network can damp July 1992.
some of the resonances. Hence it is beneficial to connect [3] M. J. Barnes, G. D. Wait. "Optimization of Speed-Up
the speed-up network between the kicker magnet and the Network Component Values for the 30 Q1 Resistively
saturating inductor. In the proposed KAON factory, a Terminated Prototype Kicker Magnet" Proceedings of
gap may be present between the kicker magnet, which is this Conference.
in a vacuum tank, and the beam pipe which is connected [4] M. J. Barnes, G. D. Wait, "Improving the Performance
to the tank. Such a gap can contributes additional low of Kicker Magnet Systems" Proceedings of XVth In-
and high Q resonances with large values compared to the ternational Conference of High Energy Accelerators
longitudinal impedance of the magnet system (see Fig.4). (HEACC'92), Hamburg, July 1992.

VI. CONCLUSION [5] M. J. Barnes and G. D. Wait,"A Mathematical Model

of a Three-Gap Thyratron Simulating Turn-on" to be
We have determined the longitudinal impedance of a presented at the Ninth IEEE Pulsed Power Conference,

kicker magnet system with short and resistive terminations June 1993. Albequrque
and the effect on the longitudinal impedance of saturating [6] L.S. Walling et al, "Transmission Line Impedance Mea-
inductors and speed-up networks, which are installed to surements for an Advanced Hadron Facility" LANL
improve the kick performance. When a saturating induc- 1988.

Speed-up Network Poranetere. I I £
...... Not Connected

. I -- (l4OpF.S) W -- Cap

..."--(l4-pF)

2 CO•hC-

"00-0

Frequncy MHZ)Frequency (MHz)

Figure 3: Longitudinal resistance of kicker magnet with speed-up
networks (no DISI, T030 ns). Figure 4: Resonances due to gap.
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Dmea Coupling lupehace Me1 re et And Simulation Of A Bearn Pipe
LinrW With Pumpinng Howe Or Nlow

K. Ruiz, L Walling, Y. Goren, N. Spsyd
Isuprcncting Super Collider Laboratory

2550 Beckeyuaeade Ave., MS-4010, Dallas, IX 75237

Aburet 2 1
we report the results Of Measurements using the wire,.J~k Iou -Foa

method and nunierical simulations using the code HFS 5ws2b2 jI~b MR IN

(Hi'-'ON)Y Struckm~ Simlater) of the beam coupling an wi Zia 5l(~u~
impedance of the proposed liner for fth collider ring of the
SS. We compare the results of the measurements and simula- -I - C-)O (2)
tions to analytical estimates by IL Gluckdtan[1l] and S. ab
Kurennoy(2], and conclude that the additional coupling where a-i
impedance introduiced by a liner with pumnping holes can be a -be -

acceptable. kR b a +b

and VON, Zo, win, and Zi are the magnetic susceptibility and
L INTRODUCTION electric polarizabiity for the inside and outside of the liner, Z.

is 377 dnims, Wk=2fc P is the number of holes, bhis the line
To avoid reductio of beam liftme due to photodesorp,- radius, a is the bore atub radius, 5, and Bbbr the sk" depth

tion and to shield the SKC collider rnag bore Utub from syn-. for the bore tube and Outer surface of the liner, respectively, L
cbrotrm radiation, it is proposed to include a holed liner is the average axial hole spacing, and R is the ring radius. For
within the bore tube which inercefts dhe synchrotro radia- small pumping holes, the contribution to fth coupling imped-
tion while allowing required vacuum to he achieved. Disconti ane due to power circulating outside fth liner is shown by
nuities in the liner, such.a pumping holes or slts interrupt fth Gluciatein to be negigible.
beam mimge currents, resulting in beam coupling impedance.
In addition, elctoagnetic coupling through the holes in the HI. SIMULATION AND MEASUREMENT
liner allow power to circulate between the liner and bore tube
in synchronism with the beam. Tis TEM wave would couple First the triaxial geometry for low-frequency longitudinal
back into the beam pipe, thereby possibly presenting an unc impedance was sirmulated. The beam pipe had a radius of 16.5
ceptably highi impedance. The coupling impedane of pump;- mm ad thickness. of 1 mm. Wet found that the outer coax con-
ing holes and slots is estimated analytically, and numerical tributed insignilIcantly to the coupling impedance, so to speed
and niessurm nut results are preseted. up the simulations the outer coax was eliminated. Since holes

II. NALTICL ESIMAIONthis size represent a very small impedance, it was necessary to
IL A ALYTCAL STD4TIONdetect: nminte phas shifts due to the holes. The suimlationis

were converged until the uncertainty in the phase was much
Analytical determination of the coupling impedanice of smaller than the phase shift ("-O), where 00, the electrical

smnall apertures in metallic walls has been studied extensively, length of the reference liner, was calculated using c specified
but only recently has their collective coupling impedanice in a to about 5 decimal places. However, there was an error that
beam tube liner been described analytically. The pwrnping could not be extracted by further adaptive passes when merely
holes or slots in the liner excite electric and magnetic dipoles subtracting the length of the reference liner. This phase shift is
which scattrmneg back into the beam pipe and couple some due to small errors in the mapping of the 3-D tetrahedrons to

mrythrough the aperture into the coaxial region formed the 2-D port surfaces. Another order of magnitude in phase
between the liner and bore tube. Gluckstern calculate the accuracy was obtained by modeling the holes and the beam

ipdnedue to holes in a liner including the effec of wail tube as separate elements, meshing and running the problem
tikesand the oute coaxial region: with both specified as vacuum, then, without changing the

___________________mesh, re-specifying the holes as metal and re-running over the
*Operated by the Uriversity Reach Assoiation, Inc. frequency range. This was used as the "reference pipe' to nor-

for the US. Department of Energy under contract malize the data, and removed the port mapping errors as well
No. DE-AC35-89ER40486 as the baseline transmission.
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Mb"i 1: Loe• ,tudina Impedance of Vwrious Holb and Slot Tabbl 2: Tmnmerl Impedwe of Various Hole and Slot Geormeai
Ommtre at 5.0 OHz (b-l6mn dWokmen-lmm) (b-l6mm, diekmomlnmm)

Z/n Seaed Z4mtaetr waled
Longkudinal to number Treuaers to number

Slot Impedance requre for Slot Impedance required for
Shape per Slot (a) vaoumn (C) Shae Per Slot (a/f) vacuum (Dan 2)

Remaguldr (,•xam) 0.00 3 4.7 x 10' RemanSular (2Mmm) 0.21 71

Rounded (2x6mr) 0.0020 43 x 0.2 Rounded (2x6mm) 0.14 50

Roumded (32z3lmm) 0.0172 4.0 x 10-r Rounded (3.2x3lmm) 0.58 34

EitIs (.Axrmm) 0.0012 3.0 x 1Or2 Elptc&l (2x~mm) 0.14 SS

Square Hol (22x2mm) 0.0021 14 x 10"2 Suwe Hob (2x2mm) 0.17 185
Hob (die-3.0mm) 0.0075 27 x 10. Hol. (din=3.Omm) 0.31 186
Hole (diW-.0mm) 0.0012 Hole (dia=2.Omm) 0.087 135

Hole (disul.5mm) 0.00050 9.0 x 1(Y2 Hole (dinal .5mm) 0.037 111
bole (dig-1.mmin) 0.00015 7.5 x 10. 1 Hole (disl.Omm) 0.011 92

A. LonSindihw JInpedance lel center conductors driven 180P out of phase relative to each
Meauemens were made of a liner 2 meters in length other (odd mode). The spacing between the 3.2 mm-diameter

with 1010 pumping holes or 160 rounded slot using the wire conductors is 16 mm. Holes and slots are distributed in rings
tecimique[3]. Initially, these were made with a center conduc- with 10 holes or slots azimuthally per ring.
tor of diameter 12.7 mm, however, simulation of the measure- Transverse impedance for various hole and slot geometries
ment using HFSS revealed that a 3.2 mm diameter center was also simulated and compared to calculations by Kurenmoy
conductor yielded more accurate results. For this reason, the for a zero-thickness liner. Kurennoy predicts a factor of 2
longitudinal impedance data shown in Figure I was made with reduction in transverse impedance when there are 3 or more
the 3.2 mm center conductor. In addition, measurements con- holes in one radial cros-section. We find results half of
firmed that the presence of the outer triwxial region did not sig- Kurennoy's predictions, which is consistent when the reduc-
nificantly affect the observed impedance data so later tion due to wall thickness is taken into account. Simulation
measurements were made without a bore tube. results are shown in Table 2 while measurement results are

Many variations of liner holes were simulated. These shown in Figure 2.
included variation in the number of holes axially from 2 to 20,
variation of the number of holes longitudinally from 2 to 20, IV. LINER LEAKAGE
and varying the depth of the holes. These simulafion con-
firmed that for low frequencies, the longitudinal impedance of Measurements of leakage were made using a triaxial
the holes add, and the impedance is reduced by the wall thick- impedance measurement tecbnique[5]. The test liner is 2
ness, as theory predicts. Simulations were also performed with meters long, with 1010 holes in the center 1 meter, and 0.5
small and large center conductors and compared to m - meters of solid pipe on both ends. The outer bore tube has a
ment results for the same parameters. We found very good radius of 23 mm, while the liner has an inner radius of 16 mm
agreement between HFSS' simulation of the wire technique and is 1 mm thick. The center conductor diameter was 12.7
and wire measurements. Extensive simulations were also per- mm for the leakage measurements. To measure leakage, the
formed for comparison with MAFIA simulations done by center conductor is placed on axis within the liner and the
Chou mad Barts[4]. transmission through the pumping holes, S4 1, is measured. A

To reduce the low-frequency beam impedance, short slots transmission measurement is also made through the coaxial
are being considered. Simulations were run to study the influ- regions formed between the liner and bore tube (S4O), and
ence of the shape of the slot and measurements were per- between the center conductor and liner (S2), to correct the
formed using the wire technique on 3.2 x 31 mm rounded effects of hardware mismatches and multiple reflections in the
slots. The results of longitudinal impedance measurements triax on the S-parameters. S41 is time-gated, and divided by
and simulation at 5.0 GHz for holes and slots are shown in the square root of gated S43 and S21. Liners with holes of
Tabl 1. A large savings in low-frequency impedance is diameter 1 mm, 2 mm, and 3 mm were measured. Results of
achieved by using slots; the high-frequency behavior should leakage measurements and simulation are shown in Figure 3.
be acceptable for short slots. To estimate the contribution to the coupling impedance of

B. Transeue Impedace the TEM wave traveling in the region outside the liner and
The transverse impedance was measured using t -- 'feeding back' on to the beam, a two-step calculation was per-
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Figure 1. Measred Longitudinal Reactarice of 1010 3mm Figure 2. Measured Transverse Reactance of 1010 3 mmn
and 4 mm diameter holes and 160 rounded slots, and 4 mm diameter holes and 160 rounided slots.

formed. A triaxial model representing 20 holes axially and 22.....
longitudinally, was driven at the inner coax on one side. The -'-
other asid has enough blank plpe forming the outer coax suchI
that the maximum radial electric field, E0, due to forward- N.o14

leaked power could be determined Thus. the ratio V! was 1ý1-

determined where I is the current on the center conductor
within the lme Then the cetrconductor is removed from ON
the model, the oute coax is driven, and the ratio of E4 theI
maximumn longitudinal electric field oni axis, to the radial elec-
tric field in the outer coax is determined. This ratio is then
multiplied bydftescaling ratio 1,,,V1 to yield the coupling
impedance, where I is the length of the liner segment with
holes in it, andi latis the attenuation length in the outer coax. Frqec (GHz)
Numerical simulations were performed for holes of 2mm, Figure 3. Leakage through 81I min thick liner with 1010
3mm, and 4mim diameter. This inquiry confirmed that this holes of various diameters.
contr~ibtioni was much smaller tha the inductive impedance HFSS, lab~oratory measurements, and theory. Based on these
for reasonably-sized holes at low frequencies. simulations and measurements, the coupling impedance of a

liner in the collider ring can be acceptable.
V. DISCUSSION OF RESULIS

VII. REFERENCES
The simulations and the measurements both yielded low- [1] X. L Gluckstemn, "Coupling impedance of many boles in a

frequency longitudinal impedanices which are in good agree- linr within a beam pipe," CERN SLM-05 (AP) (1992).
mewt with Oluckatemns thickness corrected estimate for the [2] S. Kurennoy, "Beam. Coupling Impedance of Holes In
longitudinal impedance of round holes. Transverse mpedance Vacuum-ChamWe Walls," 11W, Protvun. No.92-84,1992.
for round holes fit Kurennoy's theory well. Slots reduce the [3] "Transmission-Line Impedance Measurements for an
impedance but must be kept short to avoid the potentially Advanced Hadron Facility,- L. S. Walling, D.E. McMurry,
larg coupling impedance caused if the slots themselves D.V. Neuffer, and HA Thiessen, Nucl. Insir. and Meth. A281
become resonant. (1989)433

We have investigated the high-frequency coupling imped- [4] W. Chou and T. Barts, "Wakefield and Impedance Studies
mce using Thlrn excitation[6]. Because of disagreement of a Liner Structure Using MAFIA," Proc. of the 1993 Comn-
between. HFSS and MAFIA simulations done by Chou and putatdoral Accelerator Physics Conference, Pleasanton, CA-
Buts, we plan to measure the high-frequency impedenceM7. [5] F. Caspers, "Thaxial line tecliniquW in Proc. of the Cow-

phng Impedance Measurement Workshop, Argonne National
VI. CONCLUSION Laboratory-APS, August 12-13,1991

[6] L. Ruiz, L. Walling, Y. Goren, '¶Lner Impedance Calcula-
We have performed measurements and simulation of th tions Using HFSS," Proc. of the 1993 Computaional Accelr-

coupling impedance of a liner in the collider ring of the SSC. ator Physics Conference, Pleasanto, CA-
Using ITFSS we were able to study vanious hole and slot con- [7] 0. Lambertson, ALF. Jacob, R.A. Rimmer, and F Vbelker,
figurations. Good, agreeent has b~een demonstratedi between "Techniques for Beam Impedance Measurements Above Cut-
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Memrmeutand Computation of the Higher Order Modes of the
ALS 500 MHz Accelerating Cavities*

J. N. Coleft ad J.M. Byrd,

I Cyclotron Road, Berkeley, CA 94720. USA

Atbruc hus multiplying the Measured Q by Mhe R/Q determined by

Higher crder Miodes in the accelerating cavities are RE-coptins
expecled to drive coupled bunch lostabilities in the AILS, H. HOM DAMPIN IN THE FEEDER
which will be overcome by a bunch-by-bunch feedback WAVEGUYIDE
system. Computations Ofthe cavity higher Crder Modes uMing
the URMm..-T and MAFIA codes am jiresented Damping of Th ALS "aiaequec aceraig systma uses two 500
tim higher order modles is achieved by filter in the Nig power MHz cavities with reentrant nosecone geometry, aperture
feeder wavegoide, which is apertare coupled to the cavity. coupled to the feeder waveguide. A detile description is given
IMeasurementb of the Modes in an ALS 300 Mlft cavity am- elsewhere [3J. A single klystrou feeds the cavities, via a
presented and compaed with the computed values for an magic-te junction and in die the wavegulde sections between
soblaed, iua-donped, cavity. The resources of th Labrt magic-wee and each cavity are H-plume and H-plaue low-pass

Beam Electrodynanlcs Laboratory of the Center for Beam f~iter.Tese fiters consist Of right-angle tee-unctons with
Physics at LBL wern used to perform these studies. one arm of the tat a bifurcated waveguide section. A mietal

L- alongN b " the cutrof the broad wall pxmvent propagation of
L INTROD C1'IONthe 300 MHz wave, but allows highe frequency wavegulde

The esin crret oftheALSgarge rng s 40 m inmodes to pmn an either side. At the ensa of these buifucad wee
Tnhe mdesig ceadintgo theo stouaged buchingtailiis 40wAinh sections are place loods made of Absorbing matrial cut lIwo a

multbunh mdeleaingto ouped unc Intablites ith section of bifurcated waveguide. A similar arangemntm exists
growth rate faste than the radiation dumping rate for typcal behind thm bifurcated matching stub. The systema is designed So
RF cavity higher order mode (110M) limpedances (1]. absorb higher order mode power coupled out of die cavity int

Suppression of coupled bunch instabilities will be th waveguide, providing dunping of those H0M~s that couple
achieved by a bunch-by-bunch feedback system, described to the fllrs.
elsewhere [2]. The required gain of the feedback system is
determined by the strongest driving Impedance anod for IlL NUMERICAL COMPUTATIONS
nominal operation it has beew assumed that the longitudinal
13GM. can be damped such tha the total shunt lmeance It Sinc there is no simple Methiod of modelling the cavity
at bequency op is: with feeder wavegulde and loads Include4diea longitudinal and

R.a : 120 kQ uuvenie (dipole) modes were computed using the URMEL-T
Wid code [4] for 1k basic cavity geometry. This two-dimensional

wher ft is the frequency of ame RF system (500 MHZt). In model computes modes in ani isolated cavity with cylindrical
the transverse case a maximum transverse impedance of symmnetry, with no fede wavegulde or coupling aperture. The
4 MOm-I is assauned. results are shown in table 1 for longitudinal modes and in

Calculations using die URMEL-T electrmagnetic design table 2 for transverse (dipole) modes, up to the cut-off
code suggest that without damping a single MLS cavity would freqluencies of the beam tubes (2.3 0Hz for dipole modies 3.3
have higher order modes of up so 1.9 MKI shunt impedance (at G&z for longitudinal (monopole) Modes).
800 M11k) a 30) MW trasverse inpedence The required damping factor indicates ame reduction in

In order to better quantify the impedance of ame cavities, impedance necessary to ensure that highe order modes in ame
wrmaswere made of a spare cavity, identical to the cavities do not drive coupled bunch instabilities beyond ame

cavities in am sturage ring, with wavegulde coupler and higher capabilties of ame feedback system to damp, the motion. TIsa
order mode Wean Includd in the measurements makes am conservatve asumption that the two cavities in ame

Hfigher oider modes were identified, using a perturbation storae ring have exactly ame same higher order mode speciUn,
method, mad Q-values measured. Impedance was determined and thus HOM's coincide in frequency.

__________________ MAFIA computations of a tredmnoalcavity model
*TWs wok was supported by the Dircator, Office of Energy including couplin aperture Were usefu in identifying HOM's.

Research, Office of Basic Energy Sciences, Materials Sciences In particular the three-dimensional modelling allows
Division of&@h U.S. Deputnient of Energy uerContrat No. DE- determination of ame orientation of ame two polaizations Of ame
ACO3-76SFooo9g. dipole modes and also gave some indication of which modes

would coupl most effectively into ame wavegulde.
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Thile Table 2
LImn*lid HulW Older Modes Computed by URMEL-T Dipole Higher Onda Modes Computed by URMEL-T

RPOPmcy R/Q Q [R Requird Ruqueny MW /(kr2) Q R Rapied
(MHz) (0) I(OW) heupinS (MHz) (Oft) (MQW m) f

79761 50.95 37526 1.912 50.8 705.55 4.91 512291024.0 1.189 38997 0.046 1.6 815.57 307.0 57906 17.78 8.91295.1 15.53 36473 0.566 24.5 1118.8 528.9 53646 28.37 14.21182.4 5.06 52833 0.271343.1 9.724 81292 0.791 35.4 1243. 2.51 103047 0.26
1559.6 7.679 37260 0.286 14.9 13888 70.76 66585 4.71 2.4
1785.8 4.551 55690 0.253 15.1 1513.9 220.5 44481 9.81 4.9
1870.7 0.418 103768 0.043 2.7 1592.0 47.09 102317 4.82 2.4
1871.9 3.215 47754 0.154 9.6 1645.2 16.91 59163 1.00
2108.1 4.191 39387 0.165 11.6 1781.6 2.15 116675 0.25
2246.9 0.248 76392 0.019 1.4 1788.1 550.2 52854 29.08 14.6
2324.9 3.497 87683 0.307 23.8 1850.5 2.61 89109 0.23
2423.5 0.786 99820 0.078 6.3 1943.3 5.38 38636 0.21
2427.3 3.507 41225 0.145 11.7 2044.1 47.60 108366 5.16 2.6
2611.7 0.094 52421 0.005 2138.0 2.26 112062 0.25

2743.9 0.090 89671 0.008 2138.7 1.82 115129 0.21
2781.8 1.602 5461 0.08 8.2196.0 166.1 78218 12.99 6.6
2781.8 1.602 54646 0.088 8.1 2202.3 58.36 37136 2.17 1.1
2808.1 4.689 80873 0.379 35.5 2338.2 13.45 81679 1.10
2968.0 0.054 107891 0.006 2375.8 6.78 121562 0.82
2979.2 0.047 44478 0.002 2448.2 44.81 38486 1.72
3149.2 0.747 83910 0.063 6.6 2504.3 23.58 113974 2.69 1.4
3183.6 1.235 61187 0.076 8.0 2537.1 19.67 37545 0.74
3243.0 0.020 74974 0.001 2539.5 5.77 23015 0.13
3252.4 0.539 56151 0.030 3.3
3256.0 7.693 27527 0.212 23.0 line strung inside the cavity between adjustable supports
3257.6 8.055 27948 0.225 24.5 mounted on the beampipe flanges. The needle was drawn

through the cavity at various displacenents with respect to the
IV. MEASUREMENTS OF THE TEST CAVITY cavity axis (on-axis, horizontally and vertically off-axis), with

the long dimension of the needle parallel to the cavity axis.
A spare cavity identical to the storage ring cavities was Using a needle of aspect ratio (length to diameter) 29:.1 the

used for the measurements of the higher order modes. A longitudinal electric field was perturbed. Qualitative
coupling waveguide together with cylindrical ceramic window observations of the perturbation patterns allowed identifcation
was mounted onto the cavity, and the higher order mode rdters, with the corresponding computed mode. A longitudinal mode
mreated by bifurcated waveguide sections, were attached to would exhibit no significant difference in perturbtions when

either end of the coupling waveguide. The layout used in the the needle was on axis or any position off axis. A dipole mode
measurement is a reasonably accurate simulation of the real would show maximum perturbation off axis at oae azimuth,
configuration, although neglecting the effects of waveguide with negligible perturbation either on axis or off axis displaced
bends, We-jUncOnS, magic-tee and the circnlator. 900.

Modes were excited in the cavity by using electric probes Since the asymmetry of the real cavity splits the
hisered into the beam pipes, one on either side of the cavity, degeneracy of the dipole modes, we have two modes for each
Te probes were hold near to the beam pipe wall on a anyhic dipole mode prediaed by URMNE-T. These modes are found at
support structure which allowed rapid adjustment of the slightly different frequencies and with different azimuthal
position of the probes. By adjusting the azimuthal position of orientations of the fields. For most dipole modes measured the
these probes while monitoring the S21 signal the longitudinal field distributions were such that the mode would couple
and vanverse cavity modes were excited. The frequencies at principally to either horizontal or vertical motion of the beam,
which to lock for particular modes were found in the M _c t designated as H or V.
T mad MAFIA computations. The Q-value of each mode was Altho the wer the as i th V.
measured from the width of the S21 resMoace curve, at Although the vhe fror the idals insthe real cavity may
hfpvary fm the idealistic case of cylindprical synunr, the err

In order to identify the modes a perturbation method was involved in assuming that R/Q is unchanged with the addition
used. A hollow cylindrical needle was threaded onto a nylon of the apmare coupled waveguide is generally small [5].
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is wore nd at the nowid opetrating Table 4
mumm of4M'c, wihd the m atsl mode umed io the Ikid Dipe mom Oder Maode
RPF kpmcy. For =m mode driving the sngest coupled --

bo•uch mdot tdo frquescy over a rang of 5mm tumear Pmncy Q R kfC kl * **
-Oi wa PcondAP at 40 , Id th equency vntiom )

with W WOovi±5?. 810.0 48000 14800 -12 -23 H 7.4
1121.77 7000 3700 -21 34 V 1.8

V. RULTS 1122.72 17000 9000 -18 -3 H 4.5
1183.20 300 4 V

M areunmet m ults we iven n table 3 for t 1189.85 800 92 -18 -3 H
logitudinal modes, nd tWa 4 for dipole modes. Almost all 1369.83 3700 260 -17 -13 V
of the predicted modes were found, and a comarlison with 1518.60 300 67 V

hilIe 11ad 2 dhOws do e dumping via dr.e feeer wavegiide 1529.00 1800 200 -22 H
isvey ve f1597.36 8400 400 -16 -38 H

The Q values of modes above 2.8 0Hz were difficult to 1648.00 600 10 H

flnet t to te pe of a th ends of t__ 1726.90 900 2 H1739.00 50 1 V
pipes, and servative estimates of the Q values am given. 1739.0 0 -23 H

1801.61 2000 1100 -17 -52 V
Table 3 1966.11 4000 22 -31 H

M md Lgi a Hihr Orr Modes 2136.97 16000 36 -31 H
- -2141.08 9000 20 -20 V

FMWuiWcy Q kHijC Wkz/i Requid 2151.34 250 5 70 V
"(k1Hz) 2) damping 2156.70 2400 4 H

2178.98 1700 280 -32 -110 H
2335.56 4800 65 -48 450

808.44 21000 1050 -20 37 28 2504.20 500 12 H
1007.96 840 1.76 70 orieemation
1280.10 3000 33.0 -45 276 1.4 ** rebuid damping factor
1309.34 810 5.51 35
1553.55 3400 26.52 -28 -118 1.4 Variations of cavity temperature and timer position may
1807.68 2900 13.34 -33 overcome coupled bunch instabilities driven by these modes,
1846.72 2200 0.88 -15 however it may be difficult to solve the problem for all modes
2122.61 1800 7.56 10 -155 simultaneously. The stability of coupled bunch motion in she
2266.6 2200 0.55 ALS is discussed elsewber [2].
2349.8 5100 17.8 -31 -35 1.4 Damping of the strongest HOM's using probes in the
2416.3 7000 5.53 -27 -78 cavity pumping port will be investigaNd as a solution to this
2484.94 2400 8.40 19 problem.
2625.9 1500 0.14
2769.1 1500 0.14 VI. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
2817.4 !51000 1.60
2847.82 M4000 18.8 -32 -6 1.8 ibanks to B. Taylor who concived ofthe waveguide filter
2968 <1500 0.08 damping scheme, and to J. Julan for assistaIce in making the
2979 <1500 0.08 meauemen.
3149 <1500 1.125
3183 <1500 1.86 VII. REFERENCES
3243 <1500 0.03
3252 <1500 0.81 [11 "1-2 GeV Synchrotron Radiation Source Conceptual
3256 <1500 11.54 1.2 Design Report-, LBL PUB-5172, July 1986.
3257 <1500 12.1 1 1.3 [2] "Coupled-bunch Stability at the ALSO, J. M. Byrd and 1.

N. Corlett, this conference.
The longitudinal mode at 808 MHz (TM0 1 1) does not [31 "The ALS Storage Ring RF System", B. Taylor, C. Lo,

couple strongly into the feeder waveguide and may drive K. Baptiste, J. GuigH, and J. Julian, this conference.
coupled bunch instabilities beyond the damping capabilities of [41 U. Laustroer, U. van Rien, T. Weiland, "URME and
the feedback system. Six other longitudinal modes have URMIL-T Userguide," DESY M-87-03, Feb 1987.
hnpedeom marginally greate ti the feedback design cria [5] -Higher Order Modes in the SRS 500 MHz Acceleratis
Three Iraaverse modes remain with impedance greater than Cavities*, J. N. Corlett, Proc. 1989 Particle Accelerator
2 Ml m-l. Coference, Chicago, March 20-23, 1989.
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Impednce Mmrecets of Components for the ALS*

J. N. Codan and R. A. Rhae
Lownc erildey~bof

1 Cycoloron Road. Berkfte, CA 94720, USA

the crnaut- carried by the wire at assumed lo be equivalent ID
The high ein and short bon m Oblnt of the ALS those of a relativistic beam. Tapers from 50 12 cables

baesn make the machin suuceptible to bea instabilities over transform into the higher impeduaew of the lost setup to
a htquency range extending to 13 GHz and beyond. All minimize reflections of the TEM waves over the freiquency
componets; of the storag ting have been carfully designed to uweagof inerest
minboins the impedunce P=ruened In the be.. and assmenithi Unilike the iBM waves, travelling wavegu"d modes can
have been laid out to avoid resonant enclosures between reflect of the utpes, and in order to minimize these reflections
components. Novel bellows shields allowing considerable absorptive material (Emerson & Coming Eccosorb AN73) is
mnechanical movement while maintaining a low nimpedence Mr placed on the wails of the truansition tapers. Although
described. Result an presenled of izpednem neasurements of attenuating the TEM signal as well as the unwanted IM
ALS components and aseamblies of components, using a wavegulde modes, this can be by the dynamic
precision coaxial wire technique in frequency domain. rangeof modern- newokanalpz.

extendIngt frequencies, beyondl cut-off. All measuremients A normalizing measurement through a smooth reference
wene perfored at the Lambertaca Beams Electrodynamics pipe allows the calculation of beam impedance Zb from the
Lab~oraey of the Center for Bem Physics at LDL. characteristic imapedance of the device 74 and th. eas~ured S21:

L INMODUCIION 'S2lj.rftreuc

The ALS storage: ring consists of twelve straight sections 'Zi= 2 ZI( S21, object .I
containing tranutions fromt curved section to straight secio HL FLEXIBLE RF BELLOWS SHIELDS
aperture bellows, vactuum valves injection equipment, RF
cavities, feedbiack equipment and transitions into the InA.eescriono
device apertures. The; design current is 400 mA to 250 bunchetsA er~ii
(there is a gap of 78 RF buckets for ion clearing) in Bellows sections we located at either end of the straght
multibunch, mode, and 7 mA per bunich tn single bunch or etos oalwfrmvmetdet hra xaso

few-unc moe Wth nauralbunh lngt of12i. ~during normai operations and during bakeout of the vacuum
the significant freqency content of the bemches extends to vessels To minimie the beam impedance the cross section of
aPprxiatl 13 0Hz, and such high currents over a broad the adjcen bemtb is extended acioss the bellows by an
frequency spectrum lend to concerns about multi-bunch and RIF shield as shown in figr 1. This consists of flexible
single bunch instabilities, and heating of vacuum vessel stip, thtcnbe seenadsrnfigs between the flanges

compnent bythe eam at ne nd. w sripsareof beryullum copper foil 0.003 inch
In order to minimize the impedance of vacuum vessel M&wt oniuia slits to allow bowing without damage.

cMpoklnentsi in the AIS, the desigsn of all transition sections Ibis bowing acomdtsthe 5 -10 -m compression of the
and devices in the vacuum vesse have been crefihllyr develop~ed bellows during bekeouit. During normal operations the bowed
to miunimize the beam impaedance. Imupedance mauentOfshape must be avoided because it would support resonant
components have been made during the engineering design modes excited by the beam. This is achieved by a springprocess, using the coaialI wire meithod arrangement which maintains the strips in tension up to a

I1 M PEDANCE 1M1 SUR.ENk41* METHMD temprtiffe of 29-C. The normal operating temperature of the
chamber is Z4C ± I1C, with an expected movement of

Using the coaxial wire method a thin wire is placed along approimatey 0.1 mm. This small movement is absorbed by
the beam path through the device under test, uvaiported by tq pinug fingers.

The beryllium copper foil section does not have strips atstyrofoam guides [1]. Fields at the surrounding wall indticed by the horizotal extremes to avoid interference with the bellows
during contraction. This does not deteriorate the impedance
properties since there is little image curren in this region.

lTbis work was supported by the Director, Office of Energy
Research, Offic, of Basic Energy Sciences, Materials Sciences
Division of the U.S. Deplantuent of Energy under Contract No. DE-
ACO3-76SP00098.
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Fg 1. EMl c section bellows sheld. IV. FLEXIBLE SECTIONS

FOR TRANSVERSE DISPLACEMENT

A. Nscriptio

7Ue injections traight is moveable in the tmnsvawe
dirction to allow optumization of the injecton process by
"moving the the injecion septum relaive to the closed orbit.
"Ws movement is permitted by bellows sectios at the ends of
the straight. In this cue the bellows shield must alm be free
to move tansversely, with one floge allowed to be displaced
With respect ID the other.

Figure 3. Flexible cagp and bellows shield assembly.

If the chamber cools to 170C the spring fmger will lose
contact and the impedance wi increase due to the gap created,
however this is significantly below the nominal operating
temperature and is not likely to occur.

B. Measurements

Impedance measurements of the RF shield have been made
in frequency domain up to 26 GHz, using the coaxial wire
method. A number of small resonances have been observed,
and a typical impedance measurement result is shown in figure
2, all are below 5 El shunt impedance and of low Q values.
The corresponding Z/n values are less than 1 mnl. Cut-off
occurs at 9 GHz for the IM modes. Above approximately 15
GHz the uncertainty in the measurement becomes appreciably
worse, with reproducibility of the order of ± 10 n.

Figure 2. Impedance measurement of bellows shield.

-10

0 3W SOS SOS 110 1505 150M aiO m Um5

Summing the loss parameters for the measured resonances
below 13 GHz we have

k -(-*114e = 0.03 V pC-1

The strength of these resonant modes increased rapidly
with compression of the shield, leading to a criterion of I mm
maximum deviation from flat (i.e. bowing) during operation
with beam.
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To accommodate this mnioon a cage of wires was built VI. INJECTION BUMP MAGNETS
which maintains the racetiack cross-section of the injection
straight and has sufficient flexibility to acciomodate a Ceramic vacuum vessels we used in the injection bump
transverse displacement of ± 10mm of one flange with respect magnets to allow penetration of the pulsed magnetic fie•d. The
to the other. Figure 3 shows the cage, in an assembly inside surface of the tubes is coated with a thin layer of
including the foil and spring finger sections which allow for titanium to allow passage of the beam image current. The
longitudinal motion and we similar to those described above. metallization is arranged in strips to minimize pelurtadtios of
As the cage is displaced, the longitudinal movement is the pulsed magnetic field while reducing the bean impedance.
accmmodat in a double set of spring fingers designed to The impedance of this device is expected to peak at low
accommodate the additional longitudinal motion required in frequencies, due to resonant effects in the arrangement of
this section. meallized srips. A low frequency impedance measurement

was made using a coaxial wire resistively matched to 50 0 at
B. Measurements die ends,

Measurments show broad resonances at 50 MHz and 190
Measurements of the cage section with displaced ends were MHz as predicted [31, with impedance < 20 Q

complicated by length changes in the apparatus, but showed
the generation of resonant modes as one end was displaced. As VII. RF CAVITIES
the cage is displaced a pair of modes are observed arond 2A
GHz, with impedance < 20 Qi at 4.75 mm offset, Measurements of the RF cavity modes have been made
corresponding to Z/n < 12.5 m0. The total loss parameter for using a spare cavity, with higher order mode damping filters in
these modes is 0.003 V pC"1 . the feeder waveguide, as described elsewhere [4]. The strongest

higher order longitudinal mode has a measured shunt
v. TRANSITIONS, VACUUM VALVES AND impedance of 1.05 ME, with other modes less than 33 kil.

SUB-ASSEMBLY OF COMPONENTS The sum of loss parameters for the longitudinal modes below
cutoff frequency of the beam pipe (3.3 GHz) is 0.40 V pC-l.

Transitions between vacuum vessels of different cross- By equating this loss parameter to that of a single Q=I
section occur predominantly at the ends of the straight resonator centered at the beam pipe cut-off frequency gives a
sections, since the curved vessels and the major pan of the shunt impedance of 40 a, and a corresponding estimate of
straight sections are made from single pieces of aluminum and Z/n = 18 mfi per cavity.
have uniform beam apertures. Measurements of the curved
sector tank impedance are described in [2]. From the curved VIIL ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
vessel to the straight section the beam aperture transforms
from a diamond shape to an ellipse, over a distance of Thanks are due to J. Menengbetti for conceiving and
approximately 50 mm. With the future installation of developing the flexible bellows shields, to T. Henderson and
insertion devices some further transitions will be introduced to K. Kennedy, and to G. Lambertson for helpful advice on all
accommodate a more reduced vertical aperire impedance issues.

Vacuum valves with RF shields have been used at both
ends of all straight sections. These valves have metal foil IX. REFERENCES
inserts which bridge the gap between the valve flanges to
provide a smooth, continuous path for beam induced wall [1] "Techniques for Beam Impedance Measurements Above
currents when the valve is open. Visual inspections indicated Cutoff", G.R. Lambertson, AJ. Jacob, R.A. Rimmer,
considerable vaiations in quality from valve to valve, with the and F. Voelker, Proc. 1990 European Particle Accelerator
RF shield being bowed, and/or a step of up to a millimeter Conference. Nice, France, June 12-16, 1990.
between the shield and the body of the valve in some cases. [2] "Beam Impedance Measurements on the ALS Curved
Measurements were performed on a typical valve, indicating Sector Tank", R.A. Rimmer, D.A. Goldberg, AJ. Jacob,
few resonances, however all valves were visually inspected and G.R. Lambertson, and F. Voelker, Proc. 1990 European
the worst cases were corrected by adjusting the foil to reduce Particle Accelerator Conference, Nice, FRmce, June 12-16,
bowing and displacements of the RF shield. 1990.

An assembly consisting of a transition from a diamond [3] "Conductive Coating in Bump-Magnet Tubes", G.R.
shape to an ellipse, an elliptical bellows shield, a dummy Lambertson, LBL internal note ESG Tech Note-201, June
vacuum valve, and a second elliptical bellows shield was 1992.
measured. In addition to the effects of the bellows shields a [4] "Measurements of the Higher Order Modes of the ALS
broad resonance centered at 13 GHz was observed, shunt 500 MHz Accelerating Cavities", J.N. Corlett and J.M.
impedance 15 fi and Q value approximately 8. For this mode Byrd, these proceedings.
the loss parameter k is 0.03 V pC"1.
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Advances and AppUcations of ABCI*

Y. IL Chis
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory

University of California
Bmkeey, CA 94720

Ab c brought with it into the stucture of concern. The wake
fields were ie at the radius of the beam pe, which

ABCI (Aximuthal Beam Cavity lntraction) is a left the integration acrm the cavity gap a the only
computer I sam which solves the Maxwell equation contribution to the wake potentials and thus made long
d*lcdy in the die domain when a Gaussian beam goes beam pipes unnecessary. The program was compacL and
tlhough a axi-symmetrical structure on or off axis. Many simply structured so that users could easily change

w fematmu hmve been Implmented in the new version of important parameters such as a Way size for the numba
ABCI (presently version 6.6), including the "moving of mesh Points, and modify the program for their special
mesh" and Napoly's method of calculation of wake needs. Since the main body of the program was smal,
pomatials. The mesh is now generated only for the part relatively lab arways could be allok to mesh points in
of the suutcbe inside a window, mid moves together with a limited memory space. Futhermore, permitting unequal
the window frame. This moving mesh option reduces the mesh sizes in the axial mid ridial directions belped to
number of mesh poins considerably, and very fine meshes reduce the number of mesh points.
cm be used. Napoly's integmatlon method makes it possible
to compute wake potentials in a structure such as a However, if one tried to apply the program to long
collima•, where part. of the cavity material we at smaller structures and/or very short buncheim de total number of
radii than that of the beam pipes, in such a way that the mesh points easily becomes of the order of m y hundred
coaunttion from the beam pipes vanishes. For the thousands or more. For example, the recently proposed
mwalk potential, ABC! can be applied even to "stagger-tued" structure for the NLC of SLAC (4) consists
strctues with unequal beam pipe radii. Futhermoe the of a disc-loaded waveguide with a large number of cells
radial mesh size can be varied over the stnucture, permitting with slightly different dimensions of the order of ptm or
to use a fine mesh only where actually needed. With these less. In order to corectdy represent such tiny differences,
its, the program allows computation of wake many million mesh points would be needed.
fields for muctures faor too complicated for older codes.
Plots of a cavity shape and wake potentials cam be obtained Not all of these mesh points are simultaneously
in the form of a Top Drawer file. The program can also necessary at each time step for the calculation of fields. If
calculate and plot the impedance of a structure and/or the we are only interested in the wake potentials not too far
distribution of the deposited energy as a function of the behind the beam, the fields need to be calculated only in
frequency frm Fourier transforms of wake potentials. Its the area called, "window". The window is defined by the
usefulness is illustrated by showing some numerical area of the structure which starts at the head of the bunch
examples. and ends at the last longitudinal coordinate in the bunch

frame (which is often the tail of the bunch) upto which we
L INTRODUCTION want to know the wake potentials. The fields in front of

the bunch am always zero. The fields behind the window
The first version (version 2.0) of ABCI [1] was written can never catch up with the window, which is moving

in 1984, however, its manual was published only in 1988. forward with the speed of light, and thus do not affect the
It used the FIT method [21 to discretize the Maxwell fields inside the window. Since the calculation Is confined
eqution, similar to TBCI [3). However, in addition to to the aea inside the window, the "mesh" is needed only
some interal differences, it was preferable to TBCI mainly for this frame and moves together with it. One of main
due to capability to change dimensions of arrays to make a new features of ABCI is the implementation of this
larger mesh if necessary and the possibility of different "moving mesh" in lieu of the conventional static mesh.
mesh sizes in r- and z-directions. Furthermore, one could Since the window is usually much smaller than the total
input the mesh sizes rather than the number of mesh lines, structure, the number of mesh points can be drastically
and could use CONTINUE cards to calculate with reduced. In addition, since the window length is
different bunch lengths mid/ar mode numbers (m=0 or 1) in determined only by the last longitudinal coordinate of the
a single job. In this program, the beam was assumed to be wake potentials, the number of mesh points does not
hollow, with surface charges azimuthally distributed either change as the structure length increases.
in an uniform or sinusoidal way. In the frst version of
ABCI, the radius of the hollow beam was always chosen to Another main new feature of ABCI is the
be equal to that of a beam pipe so that no fields were implementation of "Napoly's integration method" of fields

* This workwas supported by the Director, Office of Energy Research, Office of High Energy and Nuclear Physics, High
FnergY Physics Division, of the U.S. Department of Energy under Contract No. DE-AC03-76SF00098.
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to cieaw waie poemials [5,61. The conventlonal input the structure by giving th increments of coordinale
lowpadom nOW at the radius of the bean pipe breaks from the previous positions (incremental inpu•). In this
dwe whe a pu of the structue comes down below it. or method, one can use repetition commands to repeat input
whm the radii of thewo beam pipes at both ends e bks which saves time and lbor win the m structure
ulqual. The oly alternative was to integrate over a repeats many tim. Any bunch shape supplied by ua user
aUgkt line at a allowable radius ad with beam pipes can be used (default=Gaussian). The new ABCM also has

long anooh it allow the fields to catch up with the bean better plotting facilities. It can show on a separate page
for bhi the structure. Napoly's inogramion method is a each the input and actual shape of a cavity used for
solution to this classical problem (the Integration along the calculation, electric field lines (or total curen lines) at
structure surface was already described by Ghuckstemn and subsequent time steps for the monopole case. the wake
Ner [7M in 198•). It relies on the expression of the wake potentials, and finally the impedance of a structure from
potentials, at any multiple order, as an integral of Fourier transforms of wake potentials. ABCI creates a
ecma gnetic fields along any one dimensional conture "Top Drawer" file [8] for the corresponding figures. By

spanning the structure longitudinally. For the particular this method, ABC's graphical output becomes independent
case of the contures parallel to the r- and z-axes, the of computers and graphic devices. One can easily
Integration Is considerably simplified [6). For this reason, import/export the graphical output to other computers,
ABC! has an option which uses a path of integration and/or edit it if desired.
("Napoly-Zotter conture") that starts as usual along the
bean pipe, then descends radially to pass underneath the II. APPLICATIONS
smallest material structure radius. It then rises again to the
radius of the outgoing beam pipe and moves along it to the In this section, we show two typical examples of
end of the structure (Napoly's method and a proper structures which demonstrate the usefulness of the new
integration conture we actually automatically chosen as version of ABCI.
soon as a matmial point has a radius smaller than the beam
pipe). This path is shown in Fig. I by the brdken curve. A. Coilimotor

A Saclay collimator shown in Fig. 2 is a simple
constriction of a beam pipe, which can be computed easily
with the new version of ABCI using Napoly's method. The

* ,beam pipes at both sides have 5 cm length. The integration
* ,----,coutme used is shown by the broken curve. The rms bunch

length is chosen to be 0.1mm. Tx e longitudinal loss factor
. || was then found to be -1.755 x 1013 V/C. Fl o compisfor

longitudinal loss factors were also computed by the
integration along a straight line at the inner radius of the
-ollimator and subtracting the contribution of the beam

pipe from it (similar to the "WAKCOR" option in TBCI).
The results are shown by the solid curve in Fig. 3 as a

Fig. 1. Napoly-Zotter integration conture for computation function of the beam pipe length L at both sides. The
of wake potentials. dotted line denotes the loss factor obtained by Napoly's

The first axial coordinate where the path descends, the method. They agree when a quite long beam pipe 2 30cm

radius to which it goes, and the second axial coordinate compared to the beam pipe radius of I cmn is used for the

where it rises again can also be chosen as input commands. WAKCOR method. However, Napoly's method provides
In particular for structures with a complicated boundary results much easier and faster.
extending to the inside of the beam pipes, this technique o
leads to a considerable saving in computing time. For the i.
monopole (longitudinal) wake potential case, this method
permits a structure with unequal beam radii at both ends. 0.0eI

For the dipole (tmrners and longitudinal) wake potential
case, the beam pipe radii must be equal. [.1

In addition to thse two new main features mentioned 0o

above, ABC! has a completely new mesh generator, which
permits circular and elliptical inputs just as TBCI. The
Program allows variable radial mesh sizes for different .
radial intervals for the better fitting of mesh and reducing ,to Catu

the oal number of mesh points by permitting to use a fine 0.000 .......-------.. . . -.

mesh only where actually needed. In addition to the 0 0. 0.04' ;.0 0.06 0.1

conventional method of inputting the shape of the structure
by giving the absolute coordinates of points, users can now Fig. 2. Saclay collimator.
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Fix. 3. Comparison of the loniudialIOUfactor Fig. 5. Noralaized Wanverse wake potential for CLI
otie by Napoy's method (dotted Line) with stager-tumed structure up to Ian behind the ba
that obtained by the '%VAKC1R" method (solA4 of bunch. TU nns bunch length is O.17mm.
line) as a function of beam pipe length L at both
sides, 111. CONCLUSIONS

A. CUIC stagger-tuned dfisk-loaded waveguide The implementation of the moving mesh and Napoly's
method for computing wake potentials, together with the

A "stagger-tuned" structure of the CLIC (CERN option of variable radial mesh sizes, permits a large saving
LIea Coilider) [9] is a disc-boaed waveguide composed in memory and computing time, and thus drastically
of many cells with slightly different dimensions in such a enhances the computational power of ABCI. It is now
way that the mode fbequencies of each cell are distributed possible to compute wake potentials in much more
around the average values. Then, wake fields from each complicated structures than before. The numerical
cell awe expected to cancel each other so that the total wake examples shown in this paper demonstrate the usefulness
fields will damp away rather quickly. Figure 4 shows an and the rearale advances in die new verson of AB3CL
example of the CLIC stagger-tuned stucture with 20 calls.
The computed (normalized) transver wake potential is T'he author would like to thank B. Zotter and 0.
plotted in Fig. 5 up to lcm behind the bead of the bunch Napoly for helpful discussions and Center for Beam
(fth beach length in this case is only 0.17 mun). A clear Physics at LBL for general support and en=CoagMent.
damping of the trn sverse wake potential can be seen. I .R F J N E

If TBCI is used instead in this example, it would have
required about 4.6 million mesh points of uniform mesh (1] Y. H. Chin, CERN LEP-TH/88-3, 1988.
size for required mesh sizes of 10 pin and for almost [2] KL S. Yee, IEEE Trans. Antennas PmpagaL, Vol. AL-
7.2cm long structure of over 6.4ram radius. That would 14.302 (1966).
probably not fit any computer. With the moving, variable [3] T. Weiland, DESY 82-015, 1982.

and unequal meshes, ABC1 requires only 84 thousands [4] K. L. F. Brane, and R. L. Gluckstam, SLAC-IPJB-
mesh point, by factor.- 60 less than TBCI does. 5783, 1992.

[5) 0. Napoly, Par. Accelerators, 3&, 15 (1991).
[6] 0. Napoly, Y. H. Chin and B. Zotter,

0.oe6 i •| ]• DAPNIA/SEA/93-01,1993, and to be published in
Nucd. Instnnn. Methods.

[7] R. L. Gluckstern, and F. Ned, EEEE NS-32, 5., 2403
o.• (1985).

1[8] Top Drawer" Manual, SLAC Computation Group,
CI•M-189, 1980.

[9] B. Zotter, private communications.
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Fig. 4. Stagler-tuned disk-loaded waveguide of CLIC.
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On Coupling Impedances of Pumping Holes

Sergey S Kurennoy
Superconducting Super Collider Laboratory*

2550 Beckleymeade Ave., Dallas, TX 75237 USA

Abstract approximation the fields in the chamber without hole, one

Coupling impedances of a single small hole in vacuum- can consider them as incident electromagnetic waves on

chamber walls have been calculated at low frequencies. To the hole. According to the Bethe theory [4], the fields
generalize these results for higher frequencies and/or larger diffracted by the hole can be obtained as those radiated

holes one needs to solve coupled integral equations for the by effective surface "magnetic" currents, which have to be
effective currents. These equations are solved for two ape- introduced to satisfy the boundary conditions on the hole.

cific hole shapes. The effects of many holes at high ffe- Then integrating the fields along the beam path one can

quencies where the impedances are not additive are studied obtain coupling impedances. As a result, the longitudinal

using a perturbation-theory method. The periodic versus impedance of an arbitrary hole in the chamber with the

random distributions of the pumping holes in the Super- circular cross section of radius b can be written as

conducting Super Collider liner are compared. Z( = - I' odSetk.,
I.'I2NbqJDOle

I. INTRODUCTION where k = w/c and J. is the Fourier-harmonic of the as-

Pumping holes and slots are very typical and numer- imuthal component of the effective "magnetic" current in-
ous discontinuities of the vacuum chamber in accelerators. duced by charge q in the hole. The impedance for an ar-
The contributions of a small hole to the beam-chamber bitrary chamber cross-section can be obtained using an
coupling impedances at low frequencies (below the cham- expansion over eigenfunctions, e.g., [5], and for the longi-
ber cut-off) have been calculated analytically [1, 2], and tudinal case it also includes only the effective-current coin-
the results coincide well with subsequent simulations and ponent, which is transverse to the chamber axis. The effec-
measurements, e.g. [3]. The approach is based on the Bethe tive surface current f and charge p should satisfy integral
theory of diffraction by small holes [4], which can be ap- equations
plied when the wavelength is large compared to a typical 1 1 f'
hole size, and the hole size is small compared to that of E =( = // d.S (J, VUG -J. V, G)
the beam-pipe cross section. Due to the impedance addi- 2AoVI 11f
tivity below cut-off, this theory gives reasonable estimates ZoHp,(F-) = I dS' (cpV.G - ikJ.G) , (2)
for many holes at low frequencies. 2 47hole

In the present paper we attempt to generalize this ap-
proach for a single hole with dimensions comparable to and the continuity condition divf = iFp, where Z0 =
or larger than those of the chamber cross section. This 1.0irfl, G(R) = exp(ikR)/R, R = j9- •'I; 9, 9' E S, f =
leads to integral equations that are solved for two particu- J(F'), and (u, v) are the local coordinates on the hole, with

lar cases. 4 being parallel and Fu transverse to the chamber axis z.
At frequencies above cut-off the problem is more com- According to [4], E, and H, here are Fourier-harmonics of

plicated since there is no additivity of contributions to the beam fields on the wall in the chamber without hole,
the coupling impedance from different discontinuities. To which are equal to E, = ZoH• = Zoqexp(ikz)/(21rb) in
study the impedance of many holes above cut-off we use a the round pipe.
model based on the perturbation method. This model al- In the case of a small hole (h < b) at low frequencies
lows us to compare the impedance for periodic and random (w < c/b) one can consider the beam fields to be the same
distributions of pumping holes in the Collider liner, everywhere on the hole and reduce the problem to an elec-

trostatic one [4]. Then the impedance can be obtained

II. INTEGRAL EQUATIONS analytically in terms of hole polarizabilities [1, 2, 5]. In
the case of a long slot (length I > b) or when the trans-

To calculate the coupling impedance we have to find the verse hole size is larger than the pipe radius, it does not
fields induced in the chamber by a given current perturba- work.
tion, e.g., by a relativistic point charge. Taking as a zeroth However, one can solve the general problem for two spe-

*Operated by the Univertie Research Association, Inc., for cial cases. The first one is mostly of academic interest,
the U.S. Department of Energy under Contract No. DE-AC35- namely, the infinitely long narrow slot, width w < b, in
SsER40466. a perfectly conducting pipe. The only dependence on z
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for such a slot is J,p oc exp(ikz). Substituting J. -= cp, "
J, = 0, one an reduce Eqs. (2) at frequencies w c/b to ....... ............ ............................. ............... ...............
a single equation for Jz, which has a solution 6 .

30 .... ..... ........ . .4....... ....... ........ u ) Z 09 e~h 5 25 ............... ÷............................................... .............. ..............J1(u,z) = e ( / )' u2  ' " !i
203 ............... :-............................... ................ T............... •................

where Jul < w/2. Since J, = 0, the impedance of such a ... _ ._ .........._. ..__ .......
slot vanishes, cf. Eq. (1). This answer follows as a limiting 11 .......

case from results for an elongated elliptic hole (1], and......... ............... s ...............
also obtained in [6]. From the physical point of view, the o.AW1ch arge~~~~~~~~ drg h t tc fed p ten ao g t e c b rs.............. :... ................ :................ I ............... . ............... ...............
charge drags the static field pattern along the chamber
without producing any distortions. The field distortions 2 3 4 5 6

could only be produced by the slot ends. It means that ' mm

the low-frequency impedance of a long (I > b) narrow slot
is independent of slot length. Figure 1. The resonance wavelength versus gap width.

The second case is a narrow transverse gap of length
g < b separating two pieces of the infinite beam pipe. Due III. PERIODIC OR RANDOM STRUCTURE
to the axial symmetry there is no current dependence on po
when the beam goes along the axis. In the case of kg < 1, The design of the liner inside the Superconducting Super

Eqs. (2) after integrating over Wo are reduced to Collider (SSC) Collider beam tube, which has to screen
the cold chamber walls from the synchrotron radiation,

I /12 , anticipates a lot of small pumping holes. With the hole
H z 1 -ik dz'e"K(z - z')J#/(z2) (3) radius r = 1 mm and b = 1.5 cm the number of holes

should be nearly 1500 per meter, and their total number
where K(2bz) = (1 + z 2)- 3 / 2

2 F1 [1/2, 3/2, 1, (1+ z 2 )-1] in the ring is about 10. There will be M = 15 holes in
Eq. (3) has a solution one cross section, and such rows will be spaced by dis-

4Zoq tance D = 1 cm. The low-frequency impedances pro-
J,(z) •wk2 g2 in(16b/g) / ) 2 

- 2 duced by these holes can be calculated as in Refs. [1, 2]:
Z/n = -iO.15 fl and Z± = -i18 M /i/m for this specific

which gives the low-frequency impedance of the gap case with the liner wall thickness 1 mm. To study effects

Zoc of periodicity of liner holes at frequencies above cut-off we
Z(W) = i2wbln(16b/g) (4) introduce a model that works for wavelengths large com-

pared to the hole size, i.e., below f -• c/(2h) t- 150 GHz.

i.e., the capacitance C = 2cob ln(16b/g). This result is nat- Namely, we replace a row of M holes in one chamber cross

ural since the gap cuts the image low-frequency currents section, which has a discrete axial symmetry, by an ax-

in the wall and works as a capacitance. In a real accelera- isymmetric small enlargement with the triangular (in the

tor chamber there are usually some electrical connections longitudinal direction) cross section of depth h = r/2 and

of chamber pieces separated by gaps, e.g., cavity wails or base g = 2r. We will assume that the impedance of M

through the ground. Low-frequency currents flow through holes in a row is that of such a discontinuity multiplied by
these connections, which have lower reactance in this fre- azimuthal factor 0 = Mr/(wb), cf. Ref. [1]. The model has

quency range than the gap. small parameter e= h/(2b), which is 1/60 in our case. So,
A similar answer for C can be obtained from the plane one can apply the perturbation method for periodic struc-

electrostatic problem: find a capacitance per unit length tures of small discontinuities that was developed in [8], and

of a gap g separating two half-planes. The problem can its generalization to broken periodicity [9]. It makes use

be easily solved by conformal mapping, and the result is of an expansion over c in boundary conditions and gives
20o ln(4A/g)/w. It includes the log-dependence on a cut-off the impedance at low frequencies and at resonances in an
parameter, A > g. Comparing to our cylindrical problem analytical form. The low-frequency impedance due to en-

it seems natural to put A = 2b, while the length is 21rb. It largements is
gives us impedance (4) up to a factor of the order of 2. 00

To compare with numerical results we computed wakes Z/n = -iZoe 2G/2 G1 pC1l(pG)/Io(pG) + O(_3), (5)
in the chamber b = 2 cm with a narrow gap g surrounded P=i
by a cavity with length I and depth h, by means of the
code ABCI [7]. The cavity inductance is L = polh/(2Wb), where D is the structure period, G = 21b/D, Im(z) are
and such a cavity-gap system will have resonances at modified Bessel functions, and Cp are Fourier coefficients
w, = IVE-C, i.e., with wavelength A,. = 2 /lh ln(16b/g). of the boundary shape,
Figure 1 shows a good agreement of this formula with
ABCI results. C, = (-1)P2g/D[sin(ipg/2D)/(irpg/2D)]2  (6)
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for triangular perturbations. The resonant frequencies -'e

p,,, of the r-th radial mode, bandwidths (2Af)p,,, and 40 ................... ..... ............................................... ............

impedances Zr,, ae
/,,, - €/(4lrb) ,oo ~~~~~~~~~~~......... ti.............i......i.......i...... ..

=V' c1(41rb)(pG + j03rpG), ' • ........ .1 ..... .. .. !l .. ... .... ........... i............ ............ ...
(2Af)p,,, = fp,,61 ,1~(2b) [1 + (io,/pG)2J (7) I

z,,,In = Zoe 2C,2b/61 ,,, I + (or/PGl• 2 10,o ......... . "" " . ..... .. ...L.... .........

where jo. are roots of the Bessel function Jo(z) and 61 is j .. .
the skin-depth at frequency f. From Eq. (5) (Z/n) .=
-iO.17 Q1, which is close to the exact answer for holes at 1 140

low frequencies and justifies the choice of the model param- f GHZ

eters. An important point is that Eqs. (5) and (7) work
for an arbitrary distribution of perturbations on the ring; Figure 2. Resonances of the exactly periodic structure

one has only to replace period D by the ring circumference (K)(6)
2wrR and take proper Cp. In this case N = 2irR/D iden- from Eq. (8) with C, -+ 0. Then F ) -- K; that means

tical perturbations are distributed along the ring. To take the incoherent sum of contribution from different pertur-

into account various insertions that violate the periodicity, bations, and due to overlapping of small resonances we get

e.g., interaction regions and warm pipe sections without Re Z/n = 0.2 Q, i.e., approximately the constant value

holes, we consider the number of perturbations K < N. in the frequency range above cut-off (7-50 GHz). In this

In general, new coefficients C(K) are related to those c case we have something like a broad-band impedance withIngnea, e cefiint ~x rerlae t hoeP Q = 1, since 0 Re Z/n(.f>f,,,t) = 0 Jim Z/nl(.f<fe~t)

for a Angle perturbation on the ring. Let us assume that Q sf -
perturbations are randomly displaced from their positions
in exactly periodic (period D = 2rR/N) structure and IV. CONCLUSIONS
the deviations have the Gauss distribution with dispersion The integral-equation approach allows one to calculate
(6D)2 . Then the averaged over distribution coefficients re the impedance for two examples when the hole is not small.

-J = (8) Unfortunately, these cases are of mostly academic interest.
[CF= F(K)(6)C , (8) The impedance of many small holes in the SSC Collider

) = + CPF IplN liner is studied at frequencies above cut-off using a model.
K(1 C,)-P - It is shown that random hole distributions give lower

where C. are given by Eq. (6) with D -+ 2rR, Cp = impedance than periodic ones in this frequency range. It

exp[-(2rp6/N)9 and FI(K) [sin(irpK/N)/sin(irp/N)] 2 . is reasonable to introduce some periodicity violation in the
In the case of the exactly periodic structure, 6 = 0, we hole pattern.
have C. = 1 and F(K)(0) = F•K) E [0,K9, with max-
ima K2 for p = N1, I = 0, 1, 2,. .. If K = N in addition,V. REFERENCES

F(K) = N2 6,,Nv, i.e., all resonances p 6 NI vanish, and [1] S.S. Kurennoy, Part. Acc., Vol. 39, pp.1- 1 3 (1992).
the case of the structure with short period D = 2wR/N
is recovered. Figure 2 shows the hole impedance for this [2] R.L. Gluckstern, Reports CERN SL/92-05,06(AP),
case. The wall conductivity of copper at room temperature
or = 6 - 10 (0 m)- 1 was taken just for reference. Reso- [3] W. Chou and T. Barts, Proceed. of this Conference;
nance values should be scaled oc Voc< oc VR-RR. Certainly, E. Ruiz, et al., ibid.
it gives the worst and, fortunately, unrealistic case, since
for the real design the exact periodicity is broken. [4] H.A. Bethe, Phys. Rev., Vol. 66, pp.16 3 - 1 8 2 (1944).

Let us consider a more realistic model: blocks of length [5] S.S. Kurennoy, Report IHEP 92-84, Protvino (1992);
L = 15 m containing the periodic hole structure (magnets Proceed. of EPAC, Berlin (1992).
with a regularly perforated liner inside) are separated by
short insertions without holes (rfjoints). Using the method [6] S.A. Heifets, SLAC-AAS-Note-76, Stanford (1992).

of Ref. [9], one can calculate the damping of resonances [7] Y.H. Chin, Report CERN SL/92-49 (AP), Geneva
in Figure 2 due to periodicity violation; it is by a factor (1992).
0.03-0.05. So, the maximal resonance values of OZ/n are
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Using a Ceramic Chamber in Kicker Magnets

Sergey S. Kurennoy
Superconducting Super Collider Labonrtory"

2550 Beckleymeade Ave., Dallas, TX 75237 USA

Abstct a step-like external magnetic field by eddy currents in the

A ceramic chamber inside kicker magnets can provide wail is [1,2,3=
the relevant feld uistime. On the other hand, some metal-
lic coating inside has to prevent static charge buildup and The cros section of the vacuum chamber in MEB and Low
shield the beam from ceramic and ferrite at high frequen- Energy Booster (LEB) kickers is more similar to a rectan-
cia to avoid possible resonances. The issues concerning the gle 10 x 5 cm with rounded angles. One can easily calculate
metallized ceramic chamber, such as coupling impedances risetimer, for such a geometry as r. = L/R, where L and
and requirements on the coating, are studied to find a com- R are characteristic inductance and resistance. For metal-
promise solution for kickers of the Medium Energy Booster wall thickness d in a chamber with length I and rectangular
at the Superconducting Super Collider. cross section w x h (d < w, vertical magnetic field) we get

L = 4poll/; R = 41/(uovd), and hence

I. INTRODUCTION r, LIR = powud/w . (2)

There are two reasons for using ceramic chambers in This estimate is approximately the same as that of Eq. (1)

kickers: (1) to avoid shielding of a fast-changing external if w = 2b is assumed.

magnetic field by metallic chamber walls; and (2) to reduce Applying Eq. (2) with w = 10 cm, we try to satisfy
beating due to eddycurrents. On the other hand, such a condition ir, <n r, where r. =0.1-0.2 is a numerical factor.

chamber can produce large coupling impedances, since it For x = 0.2 this gives 99% of B. inside the chamber after

works as a slow-wave structure, and can lead to accumula- ri for a step-like external magnetic field. This leads to the

tion of static charges on the ceramic surface. The natural following restriction

way to avoid these unwanted effects is to put a thin metal- ad < r'_.k
lic coating on the inner surface of the ceramic chamber. POw
However, shortcomings of such a coating are obvious. It which gives for the injection kicker with x = 0.2
will again shield fast-changing external magnetic fields and -1.
heat the chamber walls due to eddycurrents, cf. the reasons od< 0.2s; or 2o >4fl;
for the ceramic chamber. To find a compromise solution we and for the extraction/abort ones with x = 0.1
have to estimate quantitatively both the effects of shielding ad < 5 or Ro > 0.2 0 .
and impedances.

Here Rao = 1/(od) is the surface resistivity per square.
II. RISETIMES AND HEATING Then the allowed thickness of the coating by stainless steel

or titanium (a = 1.43. 10 (fl)-' ) is d < 0.17 pm for the
The length of the front of the magnetic field pulse, m, injection kicker and d < 3.4 pm for extraction/abort ones.

should be about 50 ns for the Medium Energy Booster For more accurate calculations that take into account the
(MEB) injection kicker and 2 ps for abort and extraction shape of the pulse of the external magnetic field see [4].
kickers. Even if we have a step-like external magnetic field,
the risetime of the magnetic field inside a vacuum chamber Coating by stripes. The shielding effect due to eddy
with a metallic layer on the wall would be finite because currents can be reduced essentially if the coating by Ion-
of (1) shielding due to eddy-currents and (2) skin-depth gitudinal stripes is applied instead of the continuous one,
effect. e.g. [5]. For a rectangular cross section if we have N stripes

with width toj = w/N and thickness d, d ( wt (we neglect
A. Shielding by Eddy Currents here the width of small gaps between stripes) on horizontal

chamber walls, the resistance with respect to eddy currents
Continuous coating. For a round metallic tube of radius is N times higher than for continuous coating, and as a re-

b and wall thickness d the risetime r, due to shielding of sult, r, -- , I./N , and the allowed value of thickness

0peraied thb Universities Raeftr Ameodatioei, Inc., for d -- N d.
the U.S. Department of Feruy under Contract No. DE-AC35-
SBER4oss. The coating of side walls does not affect the shielding.
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B. Skin-Depth Effect where I is the gap length. If g is very small, this capacitance

It is well-known that the skin-depth in a metal is equal is big, and eddy currents at high frequencies would easily

to 6i= 'ell-ow7. If the metal-wael thickness ins dand flow between stripes, shielding the external magnetic field

frequency w. is defined by the equation 6(w*,d) = d, all strongly, as it occurs with a continuos coating. At w =

frequencies higher than W,,d will be screened by the wall. 5/rk = 10i s-1 and I = 26 cm (the length of one section
of the MEB injection kicker), Zc = 1/(wC) = 300 Q for

It gives us the risetime due to skin-depth effect vwl/g = 4. It should be compared with the resistance of

1,=wd=poud 2 /2• (3) a stripe R = 60 f and its reactance Z1, = wL = 42 Q. It
is clear that from the point of view of shielding we have

To satisfy condition r. <. rc, it is necessary to restrict to restrict the ratio wi/g :5 10-15 in this case. It means
that reasonable values for the stripe and gap width are

ad 2 < 21x?/po. wl = 4.5 mm and g = 0.5 mm for the case of N = 20.

For the injection kicker we get o'd2 < 0.016 m/0 and for II. COUPLING IMPEDANCES OF
stainless steel d < 100 jm. The limitation from the skin- CERAMIC CHAMBER
depth effect is weak in comparison with those from the
eddy currents. To estimate impedances of ceramic chamber we will use

a model with a circular cross section of inner radius b and
C. Heating Due to Eddy Currents multi-layer wall: inner metal coating of thickness d (con-

ductivity oa), ceramic of thickness A (permittivity e), and
The energy produced by eddy currents during time ? thick outermost layer (perfect conductor or magnet). For

in the wall of length 1, width w and thickness d can be such a geometry, it is possible to calculate em-fields pro-
estimated as B02adW31 duced by a given current perturbation and to derive ex-

E - 12 (4) plicit expressions for coupling impedances. The longitudi-
nal impedance was done by B. Zotter [6].

where B Bol/r is taken. The relevant temperature rise
is A. Low-Frequency Impedances

AT C E 7B2oW2 (5) The real part of the longitudinal impedance of a chamber
ýM- =M 12rcmPm. 'piece with length L is

where cm and p. are specific heat and density of the wall L
material. If we take them as 450 J/kg/K and 7800 kg/m 3  Re Z(w) = F--2z6
for stainless steel, B0 = 0.015 T, T = 50 no, we get Ell =
0.5 J/m for d = 1 pm, and AT = 1.5 K. That is not too where at low frequencies (6 > d) R = Ito = 1/(ad). Since
much. It should be noted also that AT is independent of it works when f < f- = 75.7 kHz, the ratio of the kicker
the thickness of the coating. resistive-wall impedance to that of the ring is

For N metallic stripes instead of a solid coating, the in- Re Zkiek L dcho,.h
duced eddy current in each stripe is Ii = I/N 2 and the Re Z~a = 2rR d '
resistance of a stripe is R, = NR. The total energy re- where 21R = 3960 mis the MEB circumference and dh=
leased is only EN = E/N 2  and, hence, ATN = AT/N 2. 2 mm is the wall thickness. The transverse impedance can
It means that in the case of N = 20 stripes we have the be obtained making use of the relation ZjL = (2R/b 2)Z/n.
temperature rise AT = 0.004 K only. With L = 3 m as the total lengtL of the injection kicker,

D. Effects of Slats in Metallic Coating och = a and d = 0.15 pm, we get r = 13 (1). Certainly, it
is the worst case since we assume the image current flows

Let us consider what width w, of stripes and g of gaps only through the coating. In fact, some part of it will flow
between them are reasonable if the metallic coating is per- through external circuits. Nevertheless, for N stripes this
formed as stripes. If there are N stripes on a horizontal ratio would be N times lower since the allowed thickness
chamber wall, then w, +g = w/N and the allowed thickness is N times higher. Otherwise, in the case of a solid coating
of coating is d = Nd0, where w is the width of chamber and it is reasonable to connect two pieces of the beam pipe,
do is the allowed thickness of continuous coating. When those upstream and downstream the kicker, by a good ex-
do = 0.15 pm for stainless steel and w = 10 cm we would ternal conductor to prevent the essential reduction of the
get reasonable figures d = 3 pm and w, + g = 5 mm for resistive-wall instability risetime.
N = 20. As for ratio g/wi, it can be estimated as follows. In the so-called low-frequency limit, i.e., when w <
A narrow (g < wi) gap between two thin stripes (d < g), cy/(Ve/b), the longitudinal impedance of the uncoated
which are in one plane, has capacitance chamber (d = 0) is [6]

e+ 14cl Z =ZoLrIi(0_ (6C= 2 viln(2wi/g) n•=-2 tan4,-(/ 3 - )in 1+ , (6)
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ubSr tamES is the lo-tage•t (10-4 for alumina), and a Here "7. in the first column means that the real part of
perfect conductor outside ceramic is assumed, impedance for an uncoated chamber is defined mostly by

Ifto similar calculations the transverse impedance of lomes in external conductors or ferrite.
the uncoated ceramic chamber with a perfect conductor At frequencies below 1 MHs ImZ/n and ImZj. are
outside ceramic is nearly frequency- and d-independent: -0.17 0 and

ZoL r2etane. 'e- fi2b -0.35 MO/rn for the extraction and abort kickers together;
2, -0.26 0 and -0.52 M/r/m for the injection one, whenZI =--0 LT¥ -0)2 \e-+• (b+ )&] /J b=2.5cmistaken. Withb=Scm(optimisticestimate),

where we get the same values of Im Z/n, and -0.09 Mf//m and
(b + A)2 _ b2 -0.13 MOr/m for ImZ1L, respectively.

(b+&)2 +b2 B. Resonances
The transverse impedance in the case when a perfect mag-
net is outside ceramic is Since the ceramic chamber works as a slow-wave struc-

ture, some resonances can occur at high frequencies. If we

S= _ t (ac -1 I) 1 1 consider tan6. < I and frequency range c/(vrib) < w <2. UP (6+ 1/&)2 CI) E + I+ (b + A) 2  '_ cy/ b, the resonance condition is simplified to [6]

For the case of inner continuous coating we have simple cot I"IA = blvI/(2c), (8)
expressions in the low-frequency limit w < c/(v/ib) when
- > 1 and, in addition, ecowb/er -C d -C 6. For stainless where v = wVf 'p /c. If, in addition, b/(2eA) <
steel at frequency f = 60 MHz it means 10-9 m < d 4C 1, the p-th resonance is approximately defined by z -=
5.4. 10- if e = 10, i.e., the interval of practical interest. !"p IA = v(p- 1/2). The maximal value of the longitudinal
The transverse impedance is impedance at the resonance can be estimated as

L a-iC (7)L • #2A3(6_.#-.+2)2 (9)
(n),2vRta6. z48b zp2+CUP o •b s2 + C2• (Op

where s = bd/6 2 and C = (b+A)2/[(b+A) 2 :fb], the upper where C = z[x + 2/(c#2) - 1] with z = 2UA/b. For the

sign corresponds to the case when a perfect conductor is parameters cited above we get the lowest (p = 1) reso-

outside ceramic, and the lower one to a perfect magnet. nance frequency fi 8.6 Gil and corresponding maximal

Now one can make some estimates. Let us take b = impedance (Z/n) 16 Wk if L = 21 m.

2.5 cm for a pessimistic estimate and b = 5 cm for an The metallic coating damps these resonances drastically.
optimistic one, A = 3 mm, c = 10, 7 = 13-213, R = 630 m The impedance value is approximately

and L = ENjL, =21 m, the total length of all MEB Z L 62
kicker magnets. The impedance values at f = 60 MHz, " = 0 (1
which corresponds to the bunch spacing 5 m, are shown in
Tables l and 2. which gives (Z/n)i • 1.2 mO ford = 1pm.

Table 1 IV. CONCLUSIONS
Longitudinal Impedance The inner metallization of the ceramic chamber in kick-

1I (Z/n)/ mil [ ers helps to avoid resonances and static charge buildup.[, pm0 1 For very fast kickers the coating by stripes has some ad-
b = 2.5 cm ?-s202 88 - i51 23 - i3 vantages.
b =5 cm ?-i104 46 -/25 12-il
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As Analytical Treatment of Self Fields in a Relativistic Bunch
of Charged Particles in a Circular Orbit

J.L Delhas, J.M.A. Hofman, LI.M. Botina, H.L. Hasdoorn, WJ.G.M. Kisevem mmd G.A. Webers,
Dailhoven University of Technology, P.O. Box 513, 5600 MB Eindhoven, Netherlands.

Aistract
It is known that the electromagnetic Add caused b~y

a moving charge depends an its acceleration. Therefore,
if a bunch of charged particles has a circular traetory,
the self fields in the bunch depend on the radius of cur-
vature. We will treat these self fields analytically for a %
one-dimensional bunch, using the Lidnard-Wiechert po-
tentials. These depend on the retarded positions of the
charges in the bunch. We will show that one only has to
determine these positions explicitely for the endpoints of
the bunch. The one-dimensional model predicts non-zero R

tangential and radial forces in the middle of the bunch
which depend on its angular width and on its angular ve-
locity. Expressions for these forces are presented. A com- Figure h iD bunch in a crcular orbit.
parison between the power loss due to coherent radiation
and the tangential force exerted on the central electron Of charged ID bunch in a circular orbit with radius R (seethe bunch shows that there is a definite relation between Fig. 1). The 'bunch angle' is denoted •o, - I/R with
these quantities. I the (longitudinal) size of the bunch. The (constant) ro-tation frequency is w and the linear charge density is A.

We consider a reference charge e at an angular position pi
I. INTRODUCTION relative to the front side of the bunch, i.e. -%om < (pt < 0

We consider a charge q in an arbitrary orbit. At time (all angles will be taken positive in the direction of rota-

t', the.charge is located at i", he velocity l and acceler- tion). The force exerted on e is caused by all other charges

ation A. The electromagnetic field caused by this charge, in the bunch. One of those other charges is q, at angular

experienced at time t > t' and position F, can be derived position p (-vP. < v < 0). At retarded time t, charge

from the Lidnard-Wiechert potentials [2] and reads q emits a photon that reaches charge e at time f. Mean-
while, the bunch has rotated over an angle - = wQ(t-'),
S < 0. The angular distance between qatI' andceat t----'-, t) =f q ((afC• is denoted 0P = 0& + ip - jox (can be positive or negative).

4(eo t)=4r-o "rP(l c(l-#*n-TA I The retardation condition expresses the relation between

-X and (V - in). We obtain (for the case 'p. < r - 2)S)= (il/c),

with A = c(t-t') = iIF- - P11 and 6 = (Ft- F')/A. 'p-'pi=#i4lj"2arcsin ( , - 2 ,0:54<0.
The first term in the equation for M represents the usual

Coulomb-like 'space charge field,' the second term the
'synchrotron radiation field' (containing the acceleration Note that charges both to the left and to the right of e

contribute to the field, hence two values for (So - WI) exist
# and being perpendicular to n-). The fact that the above for given 9,.
equations relate the EM field at 9 to quantities at retarded We now consider an infmitesimal charge dq = ARdp
time e makes it difficult to express the total field at i for at angular position d. It causes an electric field di at the
a bunch with arbitrary charge distribution in a general anlrtion o. rt carges an eerce d at th
orbit. The retardation condition, which depends on the position of reference charge c and a fcrce dl given by
orbit path and observer position F1, must be solved to - =
express the relation between F(t) and P'(t'). dg = e{dE + fi4 x (v x dE)1.

11. ONE-DIMENSIONAL BUNCH where the force contribution by the magnetic field has also
been taken into account (note that 0 is constant). Here,

The treatment presented in this paper is an overview the coordinate system (z, y) has been used, with 4'. the
of work reported in reference [1]. We look at the elec- unit vector at Fi in the tangential direction, and F4 in the
tromagnetic field for the specific case of a homogeneously radial direction. The total force on e caused by the entire

O-7803-1203-1f93$03.00 e 1993 MM
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bumd h tis found via intgatim III. TANGENTIAL FORCE
c" -t j. 7U expression for the tangential force Jr can now

d.0 li &P Ld befound analytically. For this purpose, the variable v is
&to, W / introduced u9)

In the limit C 10, the sopaate intra are not finite, but - ,
only their sum is rulevat. The a and y components o and the tangential force reads (still assuming te. <v-20)
force are given by

= Fo = .,{P.(4, P) -P.(w,,-P)), 1q =4)
bunch' with

T, = v•94J { ,+( #.)E,}d, +(,P) = #h± .---p+ -I++-T-zi
bunch'+ 4 4 e-

where the dimensionless quantities 6 and are defined -t 2P P2-i
acor.ding to + 2 +p -+ (v+p)2

4r° -EB 4re0 Note that v2 and v3 do not appear in the expression for
q C J., because their contributions cancel in the limit e 10.

In order to find analytical expressionsfor . and r,, it 7h" implies that the retardation condition only has to be
would be convenient if C., Ss and it could be exprened = solved for the two edges of the bunch.
functions of vp. However, these quantities are only known In practice, we are mainly interested in forces near the
as a function of 0 and are given by centre of the bunch (denoted '0' for convenience). In case

j i < I -P (i.e. 0 <1), we obtain for the tangential
no = -(sin 8)1W, n1 = (1 - con )W, force in the middle of the bunch

W = - ,,(0) = -j_ #31(Op + o(,).

(P sin 0 + W)s , It is seen that the force is unequal zero and negative, i.e.

(I co$(Icoo) +points in a direction opposite to the bunch velocity. It

=(1 +P osem)(l -cos) + W) sinl can be shown that the minus sign is caused by a negative
S(UsinG + W;)3  contribution originating from the synchrotron field. The

The retardation condition expresses 9 as an implicit func- space charge field gives a (three times smaller) positive

tion of to, with ift and 0 as parameters. It turns out that contribution, which is also unequal zero as a result of the

it is impossible to express 9 as a finite number of explicit orbit curvature (tom #i 0). In case - > 1, the above ap-
functions in ip. As a solution to this problem, we simply proximation is not valid. Instead, the following expression
choose 9, as new integration variable. This is a very useful must be used
method, since both 9 and io are explicit functions of 9,. 2/3
The relation between 9 and 9, reads -/3 - + (iO)" + o(op2).

202 V2 Again, the large negative term is caused solely by the
synchrotron field. In this expansion we see that F,,(0)

As an example, the equation for the tangential force com- is mainly proportional to R- 2 /3 and independent of -.
ponent becomes However, 7-dependency appears in higher order terms.

Both the above expressions for Jc.(O) (based on expan-
d'=it i C ' d~j+ o!0 sions of vi and v4) wre in good agreement with numerical

.1t d6& J calculations, which solve v1 and v4 exactly.

By having changed the integration variable from lo (longi- IV. TANGENTIAL FORCE VS. POWER LOSS
tudinal position) to G (representing time), the retardation
condition now only has to be solved explicitely for the four The above results show that Fr,(0) < 0 over the full

endpoints of the integrals rather than for every single po- energy range 0 < p < I and that the resulting bunch de-

sition within the bunch. We have for given P and ipi celeration is caused entirely by the synchrotron field com-
ponent. This leads to the thought that there could be a

obi = fb~p = -son), 612 = o,(p = i91 - 0), relation between the force X,(0) and the power lows due

0&3 = 9,($o = if + 0), 9.4 = 9.(Jc = 0). to (synchrotron) radiation. The general relation between
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the paa A lost by a bun& in circular nmaia sad the We now coAmider the value ofd in the ce€tre of the
avmnpe fore (f.) .m.o outhe pardtles in the bunch bunch. Assumingc , C 4. C 1, expa,• io a aeused to
eAdM find the most important comntbutions. We get

(-NwR(F. (I (+ 4S)l+- O((LA) for P -C 1,

wit X the total number of particles 7Ue power P. ms F1 (0) =t .,I(42)+for 'y 1
diated by a singlie charge. in circular motion is given by
P.A = :, PA with [3 In the frst ca ( 4 ), it turns out that the foce is

entirely due to the electric part of the space charge field.

W2 U 2P Thke magnetic force and the synchrotron field contribution
p = I2J' (2n) )- (1 - 02) J3,(2z can be neglected. Additionally, the expresion for V(10)

-- 4*R is in perfect agremmt with results obtained from an EM-
statics approach. In the second case () > 1), the force

and J, the Besel function of order n. The total power is mainly caused by the synchrotron field. In both cases,
Ab radiated by a bunch with given charge distribution can we we that 1,(0) is positive, i.e. points in a direction
be split into incoherent (Pk,,) and coherent (P,.&) con- away from the centre of curvature. Moreover, 5,(O) is
tributions. For the subsequent calculations, we assume inversely proportional to R and almost independent of Y.
Ai,.. C P.&, which is valid for high current, low en- Finally note that the above expressions for J7,(0) are in
ergy, bunched beams (e.g.: 7 = 10, rm = 0.2 red and good agreement with numerical calculations, which solve
N = 2. I010 gives I,../Pwh N 2. 10-8). We then get Vi through v4 exactly.
for the scaled, average force representing the decelerating
'radiation reaction' caused by the coherent power loss of VI. CONCLUSIONS
a homogeneously charged ID bunch

Self forces in a ID bunch were calculated using
fl -j VM- + -O(p,4) for M Cl, Li~nard-Wiechert field expressions. By choosing a con-

) - _-(3p,)2/3 + O(413 ) for 7). 1 venient coordinate transformation, an analytical expres.
sion for the force vector has been found and it is shown

So, apart from a numerical factor close to 1, the average that the retardation condition only needs to be solved ex-
radiation reaction force (7,ý) is equal to the total tan- plicitely for the two endpoints of the bunch. This can be
ý,ential force Y'.(0) exerted on the central electron in the done numerically or by making an analytical expansion in
bunch. In general, there is no a priori relationship be- terms of the bunch angle. It follows that the self force
tween the average force and the force experienced by the in the middle of the bunch has non-zero radial and tan-
central electron, but such a relation seems to exist in the gential components. For low energy bunches (0 < 1),
present case. the tangential force is almost zero while the radial force

has a finite value that is in perfect agreement with the
V. RADIAL FORCE result of EM statics. For high energy bunches (-I > 1),

these forces reach a limiting value. Over the entire energy
The expression for the radial force T, is found in a range, the tangential force points in a direction opposite

similar way as for the tangential force. We get to the bunch velocity and seems to be closely related to
the coherent radiation reaction force.

F, = •[71,(9, -P) -PI (V2,-0) -•',(3, P) +'P,(V, P))

+ n + 2 -VII. 
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Transverse Wake Fields in the CLIC Transfer Stnicture

G.Guignard, G.Carron, A.Millich, L.Thomdahl

CERN
1211 Geneva 23, Switzerland

Absomc The impact of these features in the presence of missligments,
lu Dustr stuctts fr Pwati ofmicrwav po traiectory convections and magnetic focusing has beenz studied

Th.~mferstucurefo geertin o mcroav pwer by tracing with the code D)TRACK I1]. Since tracking
from the bunched drive beam presently consists of a smooth reuire a wake field description as realistic as pouuible, these
beamn tube and a penodicaily loaded wave guide running in fetwnactually meaurd and calculated for a recent model
parallel and coupled to it by a slot. The bunches are in syn -(Fig 1) of the, CLIC transfer structure (CTS). Simulations
chronou interaction with a forward 2 X13-mode Both the include ever, since synchronous tran~sverse fields and focus on
coupling from the beam to the output wave guide and th the option of CLIC with a cmn. energ of 5000GeV and an RF
wave propagation down the tube have been measured on a frqunc of3 &C1
scaled model at 8&6 0Hz with the wire method, giving the
longitudinal beam impedemanced wake field Trumaere wake
fieds can be calculated from the longitudirmt ones measured 11. MT MODEL MEASUREMENT AND
with the wire cdone to a shortin plal introduced in the centre MAFIA SIMULATION
of the smacture. Quwanitative estimates are then deduiced for
the real-scale transfer structure at 30 0Hiz and compared with iOAx=(E)IX[3
results obtained from the three-dmesional MAFIA packagelPnisyW&onj0p =-(E /a 3
both being in good agreement. Wh~ile the longitu ~i wake (x transverse co-ordiate, Ap.x transvese momentum kick,
fields from leading bunches are in phase with the following AE energy change at x caused by modes anociated with the
bunches. the transverse wake fields have a 90* phase offset. ic together with the usual definitions
The wake field functions resulting from these studies have
been inserted into the tracking program OTRACK and the AE - -Z11ei(rn) and Apx = -jZjed(in)(
transee beam blow-up obtained smems to indicate that the (d tranisvers beam offset, i(o)) = q(Exp(-ce a)2f2) spectral
effects of such wake fieds remain tolerable. bem curn for a gaussian bunch with charge q, a RMS

length) and with a linearity assumption AE (x, (o)-
I. INTRODUCTION AE (d, in)x/d yields the simple relation

CERN Linear Coliider (CLIJ) studies are based on a two- -Z1 (to) -c74j(to A~cd2
linac schme. 'Ihe main linac accelerates the beam towards the between the lonigitudinal impedance at d and the transverse
experimental collision point, while the drive linac: carres the one. In practice a measurement of the transmission S21 along
strong beamo to generate the required power. 71e drive beam is a traveirsing wire of characteristic impedance Zo , offset by d
made of trains of intense bunchiets and its dynamics incue fI.asorigmdpln sppesn ilprsti O/
specific features [1]: the energy differences between bunchlets mds.alw h vlainfrto
x., unusually large due to increasing dweelratng field, th oe)ealw h eautonfrto
energy spread within individual bunc~hlets is strong since the Z,1(cO~d) - 2Z0 (l-S2I)/S21
bunch length az is assumed to be 10% of the 30 GHz wave-
length, and4 d wak filds may enane bemsaiiy and then of Zj(to) from Zll1 (tod) as described above. The

transverse kick Ap. (t) is subsequently calculated via inverse
7.93Fourier transformation of -jedi(r(o)Z 1L(coi)c (see Fig. 2).

The cumulative wake from many bunches is obtained by
superposition. The wake is shown at time intervals of 5 RF
cycles (167 ps) after the passage of the single bunch that
created the wake. The wake exhibits zero crossings at the cen-
tres of subsequent bunches. This wake results from a non-

2.6------- centred bunch inducing unequal fields in the 2 opposite wave
guides. It fades away as the energy in the wave guides propa-

7 gates out of the CTS.

The CLIC transfer structure was simulated using the code
Fig. I Upper half of the vertically symmetric CTS showing MAFIA 3D on a SUN IPX workstation (4]. A twelve-cell

the round beam chamber and the upper periodically secton of the structure with some 120W00 mesh points was
loaded wave guide with X/3 cells The wave guides we used in the time domain processor T3310 to find the wake
charged with EM energy through constructive interfer fieds idtced by a bunch ochreIpwiha logtuial

O.7803-1203-lfMso3.w e99M IEEE42



feund placing the bunch on the axis of the cylindrical beam conducting (SC) 352 MHz cavities harmonic cavities 2 and 4
chamber, while for the transver wake the bunch was offset 1 (5) makes it possible to lengthen the preacceleratioa ramp
mm vertically away from the axis. such as to accelerate up to 43 bunchlets instead of 11 as in

the simplest arrangement (reducing dhe bunchlet charge from
160 to 40 nC). In order to partly coutal- anc befvehand
the beam energy deposition, the bunchlets may have different

urn u m urnii-injection energies. increasing from die beginning to the end ofla train following the peacceleranon rap. Using harmonics,
- + - - -this ramp can last 1800 at 352 MHz but have the shape of a

sinus function between 450 and 900 at 88 MHz for instance
(Fig. 4, thick curve). Since the focusing drops with energy in
the last part of the linac and the phase advance inrae

- monotonously, the last bunchlet has to be injected at about
3.5 G3eV to avoid betatron instability. T`his implies an energy

of about 2.3 GeV for the, first bunchiet.

Fig.2 Phase (90W/div.) and amplitude (12.2 V/pCm/div) of the >- 2
CTS wake obtained from inverse Fourier transforma- t"
tion of measured wire transmission data S2 1(co)

LUJ
Th transverse wake field is the most dangerous for beam

stability. Its calculated shape is shown in Fig. 3

300

100 200 300 400
26. Slice Number in the train
10

Fig. 4 Initial (thick curve) and final (thin curves) bunchlet
0energies in the drive beam.

-10 Hence, in a 3.5 km drive linac, the energy of the train tail falls
to -1 GeV. which satisfies the two conditions [6J

-20

____0__L__(Y___2)__k____1 (y).? VeYL~ I0 0.01 0.02 o.o a." o.o z 4  z z

that velocity spread due to finite energy and path length spread

Fig. 3. Transverse wake field of one bunch with charge lpC due to transverse emittance do not make bunches drift apart. If
traversing one CTS structure. (Vertical scale: the linac length Lt = 3500 m and a, = 1 mm, the first condi-
V/pCm, horizontal scale: m). tion (the most restrictive) gives an energy threshold of approx-

imately 0.7 GeV. The second condition is less restrictive
The peak value of the transverse wake field found in the mainly because we assume an r.m.s. normalised emittance

simulation corresponds to a peak deflecting field of 32 V/pCm Yeyof5 10-4 rad m for 2.5 1011 particles per bunch. Such a
for one CTS structure with 144 cells. This value is slightly value prevents intermediate re-acceleration in the 3.5 km long
lower than the one found by model measuremenL linac (500 GeV c.m. option).

mI. BEAM DYNAMICS The wake field model includes now two components:
i) the fundamental modes that are synchronous with the beam

Unavoidable acceleration at low frequency and 30 0Hz at 30 0Hz and come from model measurements and
power transfer force the use of several trains with bunchlets computations, ii) the asynchronous part that is calculated for a
separned by X RF. The difficulty of generating short and in- circular and smooth resistive pipe. With a charge of 40 nC
tense bunch. ts pleads for a relatively large number of these the decelerating field per bunchlet is about 17 kV/m and the
with lower population. A proposal to use, beside tie super- worst transverse wake field (measured peak value) is -2.106
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VA& The synclmimo wakes mesas linearly from bunchie
ic bonblet but the oloaito"la amplitmul has pub at every
bow*h r wI l ae 1w cm trnv nis shlfthdby 900 and has >1
a a a t busa@ch quto Wake fleld effects have bee 2 C

iSuegd fto -2-0-m- of 50lim rmu's. for quadrupoles
and transveumsmt a and of 50m, rmn,.s for the position e
umionhrs. Trajecory is cirvected on the bowi of measuer- c; I
meaw lawepated over dho whole train and with, a cm-to-one
algorlthm. Focusing has to begin with a phas advance of 30D
at 3.5GeV O -bumb) incrder toavoida coreluntabilknear L 0
t- he ma exit at -1 GeV. Betatrn functions must however E A
remain low so that the emifhnces smay confined within fthe
lina acetance. This is acheved by having quadrupoles o -
every 2 m, Le. a total of -1750. >

Lcngitmlial wake fields induce stmong energy variations as
shown in Fig. 4. Bunchlet cores have energies between 2.3
and I eV whilehuband tals maintaintheir iojectaonener-*2 -0 1 2
gies (from 2.3 to 3.5 GeV). If the Twiss functions remain .2 .105
constant for the first bunch whose energy does not change Yr. [10* m
much, they may vary a lot for the last one. Its phase advances
rise from 300 to close to IWO and its P -function, which de- Fg WWWJ III0 tteln U
creass initially, inreae Fig. 6 Vetia 9unie (Frig.e at the ltha ebit.
sizes blow-up. When P ~i reaches zero, focusing instability IV CONCLUSIONS
occurs and this point has to be kept beyond the linac exit
(Fig. 5). Transverse wake fields of CTS have been actually

10 . ..measured on a model and calculated with MAFIA, both results
being in good agreement. Beam trackring in thes conditions
indicates that all the bunchiets remain insde the linac aperture

- -- - - - -over fth required 3.5 km. provided the injection energy is
adjusted along the train. With the retined parameters the

C stability limitation comes not so much from the wake fields
i 6 7 due to the transfer structure as Wiomfth drop of the focusing

with energy.
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The LEP Impedance Model

D. Brandt, K. Cornelis, V. Danilov , A. Hofmann, C. Juillard, E. Perevedentev',
E. Peschardt, E. Ra&, F. Tecker, D. Wang, B. Zotter, CERN and L. Rivkin PI

AIur.ad our calculations. Furthermore, a small number (2 mod-
uies of 4 cavities each) of superconducting (SC) 4-cell cav-

The bunch current in LEP is limited by collective effects ities have been added so far, with many mon e to come for
slightly below its design value. To understand this limita- LEP200. The transverse broad-band impedance of theme
tion, a set of eperimnts has been carried out to obtain cavities is much lower (f/Q = 1.88 Kfl per cavity), as well
a model of the impedance seen by the circulating beam. as their resonant frequency (0.71 GHs), due to the larger
From mesureamets of the current dependance of the syn- beam tube holes and smoother shapes. For simplicity we
chrotron and betatron frequencies information about the just retain the original number of cavity cells
longitudinal and transverse reactive impedance has been
obtained. The growth rate of the m=1 head-tail instability The second most important impedance in LEP is caused
has been observed to gain some knowledge of the resistive by the vacuum chamber bellows, of which there are a very
transverse impedance. The dependence of the transverse large number because of the large circumference of the ma-
mode-coupling threshold on bunch length has been mea- chine. AU of those which connect oval chambers with small
mired. The energy lows per turn of a stable bunch is given height (70 mm) have been shielded with sliding finger con-
by the longitudinal resistive impedance and has been me.- tacts to reduce their effect on the beam (2800). There
mired by recording the change of the synchronous phase are also almost 400 unshielded bellows between circular
angle with current. All these quantities represent integrals chambers of larger diameter (100 mm). Their transverse
over products of bunch mode spectra and impedances. By impedance, inversely proportional to the third power of
measuring them for different bunch lengths the frequency the beam hole is hence smaller, and we simply increase the
dependence of the impedances can be estimated. From number of shielded bellows to 3000.
these results a model of the LEP impedance has been ob-
tained which can be used to estimate the current limitation Due to the small size of the crow-section variations, the
under different operating conditions. broad-band impedance of the bellows is expected to have a

rather high resonant frequency. In principle, it can be esti-
mated from the position of the maximum of the transverse

I. INTRODUCTION lows factor. However, until recently the size limitations of
our mesh codes (a few 100.000 mesh cells) did not per-

Single bunch instabilities, in particular transverse mode mit us to find this maximum, and thus only a lower limit
coupling at injection energy, are limiting the current and of 8 GHz could be given for the resonant frequency[4].
hence the luminosity of LEP[I]. To understand - and poa- A recent improvement of the code ABCI, introducing a
sibly overcome - this limitation, we have computed the so-called "moving mesh", permits the use of much finer
impedances of various components of the vacuum cham- meshes. With a mesh size corresponding to 7 million mesh
her wall. Their interaction with charged particle bunches cells in a static mesh code, the maximum of the low factor
can be described quite well by a number of broad-band was finally found, corresponding to a frequency of almost
resonators. 120 GHz, ten times above the previous limit. However,

this value is important only for extremely short bunches
The largest impedance in LEP is due to the RF cay- which are of little interest in LEP.

ities, in particular the 5-cell copper cavities, of which
128 were installed originally. Their transverse broad-band For the longitudinal impedance, the contribution of the
impedance is computed from the dependence of the trans- unshielded large bellows is also important. Nevertheless,
verse loew factor on bunch length [2], which yields a value the total longitudinal low factor is some 20% too small
for R/Q of about 11.8 Kfl per cavity, with a resonant fre- for bunches of a. _< 10mm, probably due to many other
quency slightly above 2 GHz. small impedances which have been neglected. Such com-

ponents include the electro-static separator plates, (about
Eight of the 350 MHz copper cavities have since been 40 pairs), pick-up buttons, collimators, flange gaps, pump

replaced by four 1 GHs feedback cavities (7 cells each). in connections etc. For the transverse threshold calculations,
______ from INPNawait is sufficient to include the RF cavities and bellows to
"*V 1tor from BINP, Nov 1iEbi32
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ucts of the bets functions and "effective iqmpeances
AQ R 0)
"AI = (').

where the effective impedances awe given by the overlap
- .. integrals of the impedance and the spectrum of the bunch

Roo-m~ oscillations. For gaiuman bunches oscillating in a dipole
mode, and a broad-band resonator impedance, one can
approximate the result for short bunches (iJ.U/c << 1)
by Z .11 = 2(wu/c)2 (R/Q), while Zj, 11 w RIQ for

* * * U * m longer ones.

The difference between the tune-slopes in the horizon-
Figure 1: Growth rate of the m=l head-tail mode tal and vertical directions also permits an estimate of the

contributions of the RF-cavities - which have circular beam
,12 •holes - and of the bellows (reap. the rest of the ovalvacuum

chamber), where the vertical dimension is about a factor
1.0 . two smaller than the horizontal one.

The measured "slope? (depending on bunch length) are984 TOM ...... ofthe order (--)il w60-70A- 1, (-)v w 100-130A- 1 .
I, These values agree quite well with the predictions, andh 067 were thus a first confirmation of the impedance model.

10.4
: III. GROWTH RATE OF M=1 HEAD-TAIL

02 -MODES

0.0 . At injection, LEP is normally operated witi.. slightly
0 4 ( positive (Q'=I) chromaticity in order to avoid the m--Ohead-tail instability. For a chromaticity of Q'=2 or higher,

the vertical m=-1 mode becomes unstable before the
Fig~ure 2: TMC threshold current vs. bunch length transverse-mode-coupling threshold is reached. Due to

eddy currents, the chromaticity is hard to control to a pre-
cision better than +1 at the start of the ramp. Hence it
was important to determine the growth rate of the m=-1
mode as a function of bunch length.

11. CURRENT DEPENDENCE OF BETATRON The experiment was performed in two steps. For each
TUNES bunch length (the bunch length was varied using wigglers)

the single particle damping time was measured. A bunch
A simple measurement which yields the imaginary part with very low intensity (50 pA) was used and the chro-

of the transverse impedances is that of the change of the maticity was rigorously set to zero. In this way any Lan-
betatron tunes with current[3J. However, the measure- dau damping or space charge effects could be ignored. We
ment should be made at constant bunch length in or- then measured the response of the beam to an excitation
der to get a model-independent result. Fortunately, the with a single frequency that was swept trough the betatron
bunch length is (almost) independent of current when the frequency. From the width of the response we could deter-
bunches are lengthened by excitation of the wigglers, and mine the damping time. Then the chromaticity was set to
longer bunches can be measured up to quite high currents. +4 and the intensity was slowly increased until the m=-1
For shorter bunches one has to stay below the "turbulent mode became unstable. In this way we could determine
threshold". We have thus obtained a set of values for the the intensity at which the m=-I growth rate was equal to
"tune-slope? dQ/dI, in both the horizontal and the ver- the measured damping time.
tical planes, over a range of bunch lengths of interest for
LEP (5 - 20 mm). Assuming a linear dependence of the growth rate on in-

tensity, we could normalize the measured growth rates to
The tune-slopes are proportional to the sum of the prod- a fixed intensity of 250pA per bunch, for which current
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the mcacuaUom had beeo done with the LEP impedance fitted by a power law ofthe form k,. cK 4r;1-2.

model. The mimmurements and calculations are compared
in I&. * streak camera

200 o phase comparison - "
mtd ra ,

IV. TRANSVERSE MODE COUPLING 100o - *
THRESHOLD

At 20 GeV, the current in LEP is limited by the vertical 20 . - - .=
transverse-mode-coupling instability. For the nominal syn- m
chrotron tune Q. of .083 and a bunch length i. of 20mm, mm U,

this instability occurs at 640pA per bunch. The closest 10
approach between the m=-1 and m=O modes then equals
about O.022,e before they merge into a broad peak. With
a Q. of 0.04, the two modes could approach each other 0,
down to a tune difference of 0.006. 0 100 200 300 400 5W pA 600

We also did measurements on the lattice that is going to Figure 3: RF-phase and bunch length vs.current

be used during 1993 (90/60 degrees). The vertical TMC
threshold in this lattice was found to be slightly lower than 1500- .- ' ' estL.Amera
in the 1992 lattice (90/90 degrees). The smallest tune ap- V/pC kp. phase cmparaton
proach of the m=-1 and m=0 modes was 0.025, and the 1000-- ___o

maximum current of 600pA per bunch. This is in agree- 0
ment with the predictions of the LEP impedance model as _,_

shown in fig.2. 500-

V. ENERGY Loss PER TURN 300- ,-"latp. 2-

The resistive part of the longitudinal impedance Z,(w) 200 . ... ....
leads to an energy lose Ur. per turn for each particle in a 5 10 15 mm 20 25
bunch. It is given by the integral over the impedance times Figure 4: Parasitic mode loss parameter vs. bunch
spectral power of the bunch current. The latter is usually length; fit: kp., [V/pC]=I0070 0,"1.12 [mm]
close to a Gaussian with a width determined by the bunch
length i.. This energy loss normalized by the bunch charge
gives the parasitic mode loss parameter kpm = Upl/q.. It VI. CONCLUSIONS
was measured by observing the change of the synchronous
phase angle as a function of bunch current I&. A first The LEP impedance model, consisting of 2 broad-band
method uses a streak camera with a trigger derived from resonators for the copper RF cavities and the shielded bel-
the RF-system and gives the bunch position in time and lows, is sufficient to explain the measured behaviou... -I
its width[5]. In a second method, the bunch signal oh- single bunch stability.
served with an intensity monitor is filtered at a revolution
harmonics and compared to a corresponding signal derived Acknowledgements
directly from the RF-system, [6] To gain in sensitivity this We would like to thank all the engineers in charge of the
was done at a high frequency of 1 GHz. Such a measure- machine during our experiments for their help and support.
ment is shown in Fig. 3 where the change in synchronous
phase (referred to the RF-frequency of 352 MHz) and the VII. REFERENCES
bunch length are plotted against the bunch current The
parasitic mode lows factor is obtained from the slope of [1] S. Myers, CERN Divisional report 93-08 (1993)
the phase change. A set of five measurements was carried [2] B. Zotter, CERN Divisional report 87-34 (1987)
out with different values for the bunch length as controlled [3] D. Brandt et al, LEP Performance Note 75 (1992)
by the polarization (PW) and the damping (DW) wigglers [41 B. Zotter, Proc. EPAC 92, Berlin, vol.1, p. 273 (1992)
of LEP. For the analysis we considered only bunchets with [5] E. Rossa, F. Tecker, J. Mathae, this Conference
currents below the turbulent threshold which have Gaus- [6] M. Allen et al., IEEE Trans. on Nuci. Sci. NS 22-3 1838
sian form. The results summarized in Fig. 4 show the (1975)

dependence of the mode loss factor kpm on a.. It can be
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IMPEDANCE CALCULATIONS FOR THE IMPROVED SLC DAMPING RINGS*

K.L.F. Bane and C.-K. Ng
Stanford Linear Accelerator Center, Stanford University, Stanford, CA 94309 USA

INTRODUCTION I I

A longitudinal, single bunch instability is observed in "- --- '---T - -.--- r.- -

the damping rings of the Stanford Linear Collider (SLC) .[I] . 7;8mm1

Beyond a threshold bunch population of 3 x 1010 particles
the bunch energy spread increases and a "saw-tooth" vari- 3 4
ation in bunch length and synchronous phase as functions 5 a ..!
of time is observed. Although the relative amplitude of ...
the saw-tooth variation is small-only on the order of 10%-- - - -
the resulting unpredictability of the beam properties in the
rest of the SLC accelerator makes it difficult, if not impos- Fig. 1. The vertical profile of a QD segment (top)
sible, to operate the machine above the threshold current. and a QF segment (bottom). Non-cylindrically
An additional problem at higher currents is that the bunch symmetric objects are given by dashes.
length is greatly increased: according to earlier measure-
ments the rms length is increased by 60% at 3 x 1I01.2] Tracking simulations have been performed before to
When the bunch is very long in the ring it becomes difficult obtain the bunch shapes and instability threshold for the
or impossible to properly compress it after extraction. We current damping rings. 46] The Green function wake needed
want to solve both of these problems so that the SLC can for these calculations was obtained in the following man-
run at higher currents to increase the luminosity. In or- ner: The wakefield for a short bunch passing through
der to solve these problems the vacuum chambers of both a cylindrically symmetric approximation to the QD and
damping rings are being rebuilt with the aim of reducing QF segments was carefully calculated numerically.(4] Com-
their impedance.[3] bining these results with the wakefields for other ring

objects--such as the rf cavities, kicker bellows, straightAccording to previous calculations the impedance of section BPM's, etc.-a wakefield representing the entire
the SLo damping rings i dominated by the many small ring was obtained. To see what might be gained fromdiscontinuities that are located in the so-called QD and the rebuilt vacuum chamber we have repeated the track-

QF vacuum chamber segments--elements such as transi- ihe simultionsua th e nomenal peak ta e o ra8k-
tions, masks, bellows--that are inductive to the beam.[4] ing simulations, at the nominal peak voltage of 0.8 MV,
tions mesk, e ows-arliercalculationswere inducti the bealls but with a wakefield that does not include the contribu-
Since these earlier calculations were performed the bellows tions of the QD/QF segments nor of the kicker bellows.

of the QD segments have been sleeved, yielding a factor T he instability ntshol o f the sieulo -
of 2 increase in the instability threshold.[1] In this paper The instability threshold obtained from the simula-
we begin by discussing the gains that might be achieved tions is compared with other calculations and measure-
if we can reduce the impedance of the rings even furtherv ments in Table 1 (Note: by "old ring" we mean the ring
Then we anmredue theeffectonthetota impedance of the rinbefore the QD bellows were sleeved). We see that the cal-
Then we estimate the effect on the total impedance of the cltdtrsodi atro . ihrfrteipoe

actual design changes that are being proposed. Three im- culated threshold is a factor of 2.5 higher for the improved
transitions, the dis- ring than for the present one. In Fig. 2 we plot the rms

portant elements--the bend-to-quad sition t bunch length a, obtained by the simulations for the im-tributed ion pump slots, and the beam position monitor poe ig(h oi ie n o h urn ig(h

(BPM) electrodes are fully 3-dimensional and will be stud- proved ring (the solid line) and for the current ring (the
ied using T3 of the MAFIA computer programs.[5] dashes). We see that at 3 x 1011 the bunch length increase

for the improved ring is only 10%, instead of the 60% for

EXPECTED GAINS the current ring.
Version Calculated Measured

Since the QD and QF vacuum chamber segments are

the dominant contributors to the impedance of the damp- Old ring 1.1 x 1010(6] 1.5 x 1010(2]
ing rings the main effort of the redesign project is being ap- Present ring 2.0 x 1010°6] 3.0 x 101 [1]
plied to reducing their contributions to a negligible quan- Improved ring 4.8 x 1010
tity. The vertical profile of the QD and QF segments are Table 1. The calculated and measured
shown in Fig. 1. In the QD segments, for example, we thresholds currents for different ring ver-
find a bend-to-quad transition (2), a BPM (3), a bellows sions.
(now sleeved] (4), a serf gasket (5), a synchrotron radiation
mask (6), and a transition to the next bend (7). Both types What evidence do we have that we can believe in the
are cylindrically symmetric except for the transitions and simulation results? From Table I we see that although the
the BPM electrodes. Both segment types are repeated 20 absolute threshold values as calculated are 30% lower than
times in the ring. Also being redesigned are the distributed the measured ones, the relative improvement in the present
ion pump slots in the bend chambers, and the kicker bel- and old ring results of the calculations matches that of the
lows will be sleeved, measurements. In addition, the bunch shape calculations
*Work supported by Department of Energy contract DE- for the old ring were found to be in very good agreement

AC03-76SF00515. with the measurements.[7]
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F I I I I bers are circular; therfore transitions are required. This

S.. situation cannot be changed without heroic efforts, such as
.- .- - " "rebuilding the bend magnets. Finally, replacing our elec-

trode and cavity type of BPM's by the buttons type would
also require a major effort that will not be done now.

b The major changes to the damping rings will be:[3]
ow-4.5 mm the number of QD bellows will be reduced to 12, and

their sleeves will include a 1.5 mm step (for protection
against synchrotron radiation); the QD/QF masks will

O0 a ' 4' 6 be remnoved, the bend-to-quad transitions will be tapered

N/lOS0 more gently, the distributed ion pumping slots will be nar-
rowed, the I"BPM transitions will be removed, and the

Fig. 2. Calculated ram bunch length if the flex joints, the serf gaskets, and the kicker bellows will all
QD/QF segment impedance is made negligible be sleeved.

and the kicker bellows are sleeved.

IMPEDANCE REDUCTION IMPEDANCE CALCULATIONS
To estimate the impedance of an inductive element

The SLC damping ring impedance is very inductive we first find the wakefield for a gaussian bunch of typical
at the typical rms bunch length or, 0.5 cm. In Table 2, length numerically using a time domain MAFIA program
we reproduce a list from Ref. 4 of the approximate con- (T2 or T3). If the element is inductive the wake will be
tributions at low frequency of the important inductive el- similar to the derivative of a gaussian. Fitting to W =
ements to the impedance of the old ring. (The "Factor" -LdIl/dt, with W the wake and I the bunch shape, we
in the table represents an azimuthal filling factor, used in obtain the inductance L. For some simple objects--such
the calculation of of non-cylindrically symmetric objects; as a small cavity, shallow iris, shallow transitions, small
N gives the number of objects.) The only difference in hole in the beam tube-analytical formulas are known and
the current ring is that the QD bellows contribution has can be used.[4,8]
been eliminated by their sleeving; therefore, the total now For 3-dimensional objects T3 was used to obtain the
is about 38 fnl. Since the ring circumference is 35 m the impedance (Note: a. = I cm):
quantity IZ/nI is 2.0 0. This should be compared with the
impedance of the rf cavities, which is resistive/capacitive to The Bend-to-Quad Transitions
the bunch and contributes approximately IZ/nl = 0.44 0. 2A sem

One must be aware that Table 2 is an approximation to
be used only as a rough guide. Note, for example, that
the QD bellows contribute only 25% of the Table 2 total,
whereas the calculated threshold increased by 80% when
they were eliminated from the simulations.

Ring element L(nH) Factor N L(nH)
single total

QD bellows 0.62 1.0 20 12.5
QD & QF masks 0.47 1.0 20 9.5
Transitions 0.26 0.9 40 9.3
Ion pump slots 1.32 0.1 40 5.3
Kicker bellows 2.03 1.0 2 4.1
Flex joints 0.18 1.0 20 3.6
1"BPM transitions 0.10 0.8 40 3.3 Fig. 3. The new bend-to-quad transition.
Other 2.4 The change from the bend to the quad chamber re-

Total 50.0 quires a transition from a rather rectangular cross-section
Table 2. The contribution to the impedance of the to a circular one. Presently the angle of transition is
old ring of the major inductive elements. roughly 45 0. An approximate formula that can be used for

a pair of shallow, cylindrically symmetric transitions is[4]From Table 2 it is clear that there are many objects Za 2 fe 1/2

that contribute to the impedance, and completely new ver- L =- -o- T/2

sions of the QD and QF vacuum chamber segments will be 2wc b 2 \rJ ' (1)
required for their contribution to become negligible. Un- with Z0 = 377 0, c the speed of light, a and b, respectively,
fortunately, there are many practical reasons why these the small and large radius, A = b - a, and 0 the transition
segments cannot just be replaced by simple smooth tubes. angle.
For example, bellows are needed in a ring so that the whole A solution that has a very shallow angle in y (3.50)
vacuum chamber can be assembled. The impedance of the and no transitior in z is sketched in Fig. 3. The result-
bellows can be reduced by sleeving, but then masks are ing wakefield is inductive, with L = 0.05 nH per transition
needed to protect the sleeves from synchrotron radiation. pair, or L = 2 nH for all 40 transition pairs. Note that us-
More specific to SLAC, the bend vacuum chambers have ing Eq. (1) with the vertical dimensions, and then dividing
a rather rectangular cross-section whereas the quad cham- the result by 2, we get the same answer.
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noe Durihed Ion Pumping Mot and the BPM's 2*

Sa long, Aanow, longitudinal slot we expect the 1.
beem to intaut only with the ends. The impedance will 1.0
be inductive ad we pect it to be givm by the impedance
af a hls with radius ro = w/2, with w the width of the 0-

slot, times a facto a on the order of 1. The inductance of z 0.0
a hole in a round chamber is given by[$] ..1

L = zoli (2) 1
with & the chamber radius. For a hole deeper than ro/ 2

the above result is multiplied by 0.57.[9] .-2
We have run T3 for deep, longitudinal slots in a 4.02 0.o0 0.04 0.06 0.0 0.10

round pipe, for different slot lengths t. We have chosen a (m)
w = 1.5 mm and b = 10 mm. Fig. 4 gives the ratio of Fig. 5. The wakefield of a slot (squared ends)
the numerical result to the analytical solution for a deep, with width 1.5 mm and length 8 mm; o', = I cm.
round hole with ra = w/2, Lo, for slots with squared ends I cm bunch the BPM is inductive with L = 0.0042 nH for
(the diamonds) and also for slots with rounded ends (the each BPM, or L = 0.17 nH for the entire ring. The above
crc..). We see that the impedance approaches a constant
value when the length of the slot is 1-2 times its width, and
that the &asymptotic value for a slot with rounded ends is
only 2/3 that of one with squared ends. Thus tapering the
ends of the slots helps. Fig. 5 shows the wakefield for a long
slot (squared ends). It can be seen that the impedance is
very inductive (bunch center is at a = 0.05 m).

&.0 -1 1 1 1 1 1

1. - squ-ared ends 0

Fig. 6. MAFIA mesh for the BPM.
0. L0=5x10" nH CONCLUSION

0.0 1 1 u c e - With the new vacuum chamber we can expect to re-
0 v 4 e duce the impedance of the inductive elements from a cur-

1/w rent total of about 33 nH to about 5 nH, or IZ/nI from
Fig. 4. The inductance of a slot; w = 1.5 mm. 1.75 f) to about 0.25 01. The ring should become resis-

tive, the bunch lenthening will decrease, and the instabil-The distributed ion pumping slots of the damping ity threshold should increase significantly.

rings are located in the bend chambers. They are very

long, have a width tw = 5 mm, and are located 11 mm ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
(in z) from the beam path; 5 mm beyond the slots are We thank J. Bowers, T. Limberg, B. Siemann, and the
the pump electrodes. The slots have squared ends and are other members of the New Damping Ring Vacuum Cham-
deep. From the foregoing (taking a = 1.75) we estimate ber Design Group for explaining the practical problems in
each slot to contribute 0.005 nl, and all 40 to contribute the design.
0.2 nE to the ring impedance. According to this calcula- REFERENCES
tion the entry for ion pump slots in Table 2 is greatly over-
estimated. In the new vacuum chamber each of the cur- [1] P. Krejcik, et at., "High Intensity Bunch Length Instabili-
rent slots will be replaced by 3 slots: one with w = 3 mm ties in the SLC Damping Rings," this conference, Q7.
and two with w = 1.5 mm. For the new slots, assuming [2] L. Rivken, et at., Proc. of the I" European Particle Acc.
they are deep and have squared ends, the total impedance Conf., Rome, 1988, p. 634.
contribution is 0.03 nfl. [3] The New Damping Ring Vacuum Chamber Design Group.

A BPM consists of four symmetrically spaced elec- [4] K. Bane, Proc. of the 1" European Partide Acc. Conf.,
trodes separated by gaps of 3.7 rmm. At one end of the Rome, 1988, p. 637.
electrodes there is a 0.15 mm gap (small enough so that its [5] F. Ebeling et al., MAFIA User Guide, 1992.
impedance can be neglected). Radially reaching 4.5 mm [6] K. Bane and K. Oide, uSimulations of the Longitudinal
beyond the electrodes is a cavity. Currently the BPM's Instability in the SLC Damping Rings," this conference.
are set back 2 mm by means of a pair of 45° transitions. Ineta nd R. Ruth , SL C of the 1 onfE rtice
These transitions will be removed. The new BPM's appear [7] K. Bane and R. Ruth, Proc. of the 1989 IEEE Particle
to the beam as 4 deep slots with squared ends in a round Acc. Conf., Chicago, 1989, p. 789.
tube of radius 11 mm. The MAFIA mesh of 1/4 of a BPM [8] S. Kurennoy, Part. Accel. 39, 1 (1992).
is shown in Fig. 6. From a T3 simulation we find that to a [9] R. Gluckstern, Phys. Rev. A46, 1106 (1992).
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Broadband Impedance otAzimuthally Symmetric
Devices in RHIC"

V"bk Mane
BroOkhav National Labom y, ULPM, NY 11973, USA

Abitact A. Pipe )ans••ion
The bleraction bewen, the bearn and its envkonm The pUPpe ckaes radius from 3.5 am to 6 cm over a

hads 10 bý instiAldss mad is chsracitzed by coupling length of 5 cm. Rpm 1 gives a plot of the wd a kepowd mad
impedace I longitudinal acpling impedance of some kwedsoce lbe impedance has resistive mnd inductiv compo.
RHIC devims with azimt" symmetry such as bellows, pipe nens at low frequencies The inductance is l.24x0• ea•y.
ramsijon, gVe valve and collimstor have been calculated lbeshesistace is 31 ohm. Ibere is a shapjump near 1.9GHz,

amuaerky using the time domain code TBCI (1]. The objec- the TWo, mode of the 6 am pipe. Above 1.90Hz h/gher ormer
tive Is to keep fhe broadbad impedance below a threshold so modes of the 6 an pipe give broad impedance as cam is
that It satisfes the microwave stablity ariwkd [2]; and make misse into the pipe.
sure there b no contribution to naowbmd impedance from
any of these structures. 0 - ^ ^ L I

I T i 
_____

L DETERMINING COUPLING IMPEDANCE I
LAtW(t) is thew kepo tial of a 6-funcion charge. 3be *-o 0.

coupling impedance is give by (33

Z(e) ~JdtW(l) 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

t. now

The broadband impedanice bas been calculated in timec 120* _________

domain, as the excited walcefledds decay in a short time. The E 10 ___

monopole mode (m-=O). Th wakepotental is obtained as a o
fimcdon of distance behind the leading charge. lhe impedance 40
is given by the For Transfonm of the w*a ondial divided 60
by the Foxurier Trnsfoin of the dae distribution.

40-

II. IMPEDANCE OF RHIC DEVICES 0

In RHIC, there is transition in pipe radius from 35 cm in o
the cold region to 6 cm in the warm region. lie cutoff fre. -2o
quency of the 3.5 cm pipe is 3.3 GHz ad that of the 6 cm pipe -40 i ', , _ ,
is 1.9 GHz. lbere we bellows in the cold and the warm regions 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0
and gate valves in the warm region. The results of numeical Fmqmxy. GHz
calculations, for pipe trasitons, Cate valves, bellows and a
circular collimator am given below. The F of the Gaussian
pulse is 5 mm for the bellows and collimator, and 4 cm for the FqWge 1. Pipe Trhnsitioa, Wakepotential and impedance
pipe ansition and gate valve. a = OAz for all the calcula-

ons. The collimator calculation was also verfied for B. Gate Vlve
o = 20. The results ae valid upto a frequency of ci (2a) The gate valve is a rectangulr cavity and is approxi-

mated by a cylindrical cavity of the same volume. The pipe
radius is 6 cm, cavity radius is 9.9 cm and the length of the cav-
ity is 42 cm. Figure 2 gives a plot of the wakepotential and
impedance. It shows one resonance below cutoff at 1.38 GHz
with infinite R and Q, as perfectly conducting walls are

* bk supporled by the U.S. Depmwinnt of E W assumed. The Q will be finite when the finite conductivity of

0-7803-1203-IMs.00 o 1993 MEEs
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sod is I*= bw a osm. Ik calialt was v led is fro. &cor of 1.5 ad fg hm ed by a how of 1.5 keeping R/
qmcy duoma with Supiri giving a mode a 137 ML Q qmpzkuue yconutat.
1w one vdves will be Mie order to avoid coupled Fd 3.5 cmb with A = I cm, the aswmuoce at
buh bswallide& 4.7 GGH is above t pipe auoff 33 GHz. A is increased

to say 1.5 cm. there will be resonance and vey large imped-
-ace wonm d 3 GHz. Tbereiie, A should be kept below I an.

50 ie 6 cm bellows with A= I m,lI=l15cmmad N =30-show resonance at 3.6 GHz, with Q = 2.5 md R = 170. Te•mrt-
0 - onance frequency is above dwe cutoff frequency Tnedare for

ide, 6 cm bellows a well A should be kept below 1 an.
-so- TI_ folowing phiral relation satisfe by the r•so-
lo-10Mi I -- V• momc frequency agrees with tdat in (4].

2 4 a 10 12
t. mc 1.69 c A

eo% no z; i , L= ' T (ý) (,)

I0 - I ______2x 'A
Soo-

2 ,-- W.

300- 2- --

200-4
011

1.0- -2-

2 , e d

Th sueea fteblos r t oa length ,.(,.),.o_*, ,.

o0 o. r Io - ,(A). Thb wssw broa r�eo catfucy i�So-0

Req . ic G i I A

Figure 2. Gate Valve,, Wakeporenual and Impedance a "

1+ D Coliwo
gUe 3h WS of ot beilows am its tofl length 1), w a l d

nmes of cmc rugations M and the depR of the c0n'ugationd impedance T ,i is simila t
(t). The bellows show a broad o0. onancc at fre quency which -4so. t o f is

is a s 7rong f wi R of Qe dep = o 3 t a cor1ugauion. The imped-o e A 3 H e
atwas calculad from the w(aaede crial and fiated to atres- teohenpyp týkonawo response of the form

Z (a) R wher R is the shunt impedance, Q Figure 3. Bellows, Wdanedeoqtia and Impedance
1 + i•l - D. Co/finw~or

is the quality factor ad to, is the resonance frequenc. 'Ibe impedance and wakepotential, of a dicular collnia
Figure 3 shows wakepotential and impedance of 3.5 cm, tor with radius I cm. length 50 cm and bean ]pipe radius 3..5
bellows with ,A = I Ms I = 15 cm and N = 30. There is a an was deemnd Figure 4 gives a plot of its wacom
resonance at 4.7 GHz with R = 850, Q •- 7 and P/Q = 121. As and impedatic. Thw impedance is simila to that of the pipe
the depth A is decreased to 0.5 cm, the amesonce frequency transition. At low frequece there is an inductive response,
increaes )to7GHz with R= 360, Q= 3.2and R/Q=l112. with inductance 8.6xl0- henry. At 3.3 GHz, dhent is a reso-

R = n nance due to the TMo, of the 3.5 an pipe. A 1-ve the 3.3 GHz
- - bot L n C av d ce b a ihere is bro ad im pedance due to the higi c m odes o f the

3.5 cm pipe.
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Figure4. Colliumow Wakepotcuda and Iinpeduac

M.L CONCLUSION
IR Of~to sa0isfy the micrwave sabflty aiteaM h

lW0800011 kDpedua should be below a tinubokLd mpo 3.3
G(V& Of tie above nmentoned StrUCUMe the larest ccmulbu
tim ID b1Wmb.d impehuce, cowes fiom fth bellows. In ad&-
tie benam positon monitonm wall resisanc and injectio and

Wacia ices also cmtnibute to the breadband impedance
11e Mkke would aso have resonace whia have to be
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Software Developevueat with Two Port Calibration Techniques
for RHIC Jupeance Measuremuents

Vit"mManslmnd b. Sb
Drookluven National Laboruos, UptO^ NY 11973

Abstrsct IL. SCATTERING PARAMETMR AND
MWe coupinag inpedanc at acceleawor devices is mea- IMPEDANCE

sated by simulating the beam, with a central wire and mueasur- TMe scattering parameters at a mlcaiawan e wark give
hag ft scanning; parametrs at the syawa. The wife pip~e die relationshop between the Inecidem waves and the relected
sysom fottas a mimnaida wkhb the 50 ob. trassmission line. wae at~ is Wrdu[3JI
Anam ime~d auftume eavitaonuma has been dNeveled I
LabVIEW, for the Macintosh. The pqrmn measures the we-
"ttn parameters of somie known standards. determines aa
or m prt scattering pwanews of a device using TRL calibmdtonS2 ý

aednaimu and gives the impedance of the device. Its pesfor- a1, a2 we fte incident waves; bl, b2 we the refecated waves;
=ame has been tested for sawe known microwave devices.

L 1NMODUCIION =m is2  s tesanigJ

Mw Tterin imetRerSadeLne; theL alaitmpedanee d o ftaDvc Als defined is the transmission matrix which give thescanin paamter an beic, f hodane f aDevcerelatmonship between the bMw quantities mad the caprA quant-Under Itht O~UI). A LabIEW program, with user interface is ties. This is useuId when two ports am comecued, ha cucale,
written to impiment this algorithn 7be prgram ~pws because die transmission matrix of the cascaded parts is equal
data from HMS73 Netwirk Analyzer via G3PI bus. or reads it tof W of die trisiso mutdx of eat port
frm a Wie and obtains the impedance of a device placed
between mimsmacied ports. Mhe algoriin is reproduced hrNr -
D][21J,; and the imlmnainis desonibed in detail. 1b1  j 1  121 b 1

Mwe nonideal port, at each ead of the two-pos DU isL1 LR21: Rj L- .1
modeled by an ideal part in cascade With an ezzoo box [Figure f 1R 1 .
11. Mwe scanneing pamusneers;w mam sured for fthee known R 11 R u2s the TRnsmission Matrix
conditions between fth measurement planes Ml and M2, using LJR 21 R~
the Network Analyzer. The scattering parameters of the Ezror Forf l~
Boxns A and B am then determined, and dhe sanneing panune-1 ama of accelerator devices fth beana is simaulated by a amuarv
tel and the impedance of the Dlfl is calculated in a wire placed at the axis of the pipe, The longituidinal imped-

mace is given by [41

FiJgure 1. Model for Two Pbrt Calibration, with mismatches represened by error boxes.

* '~bk RWarled by die U.S. Dewtrnenl Of EAWgy
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(S. = (.wj) -S ;(Dfl) Select aadbsuchthat lW>bL
;U (D U) Smkiloy for Port B

wh- S21(Nre) ishe scSatte with DUTa
= epaetd lYv a dref•sacpipe•9• ZO is 1he .CauiC ml.POd R,.N '- I wbe, RV RD = 121

aneof die * ile wk NE 5y1 L%21

Rillt21M.L PRORAM AL OORnFmm RT,= [a1 Mu12

A. MeaA vAt
MIC scaullufig Paametes between fth measurement 44TR = RVR,

&M MI ad AnM measued far the followhag four came Wrt aR
MI 7bw MeNS u-t: MWe 21OSOMOMMa pkMw MI And M2 .' - , IJ
am comcted aid all the S pmaumtees we measurdfS
Wii) 3RIeet Me ument: A redlective loSolve for c ukd d,

d o n c o e t wc a t F i s c o n n e c t e d a t d ie m e a s u r e m e n t p l a n M I . , a
aidS 1 ismmemr-F.T I areectiveloadlis connecaed atmM- c, d= - ()
smumeet plane M sad S2 is measured.
OiM) Line (Delay) Measurement: A nonrweecting lmemissulc Select c aid 4 such that Id > IdL.
line of abitray klngth Is connected bewen MI ad M2 and .7 r r is determined as folows
the S piummeers ar measured&
(iv) Device Measremen The deve is placd between • t With Port A connected to ft load.
measurement planes MI and M2, and the S parmeters are I rla-w)

mesrdp q,(a- b(w, )b (3)
m•.mL P = :(,,-b) (w1-b) O

* Desenniniq Eror MAtrices wl = S, when Port A is connected o the refective load, r is

The tamisMma"rMe RA aid Rg of the erro Ports gde reffeeajwa coeflicient of the load
*Ad B me de d as follows Also for a reciprocal network IRAI = I gives

= Ri(t1) = 1

Rr is t transmissio matx o e f (a - b)
ment With Port B connected to the load,

RD - R B (2) l r(w 2 +c)
R, is he trans m max obtsi frtulthe ibne measure- s= * (cd)(w2 +) (5)

w2= SS2 when Port B is connected to the reflective lout.

RI is Mhe uagnmi~sio matrix of the nmuedaecin For the reciprocal network B, %I| =I gives

delay fi. r = e(c-' - (6)
From (1) and (2) From RT = RAR,

RMRA = RAR, [karc+pbsd kar+pbs]

where R =R= R [RT' =rc= +psd kr+ps1

L~u '22]Therefore

Fo btA rt ASlT r. (7)p2(S) (a-b) +I

Solve for a nd b, )

2 ", From equations (3), (5) aid (7)

2M231 +
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V!Ls1 1 7-*)(wl-6)(w2+d) [31 S. Ramo. J. Whi..ery, John Wiey &Sons, 1956.
r -t (Stir -b) Wvi- ) (w2 + 0 (41 H. Hahn, F. Pedaermem SN! 50670, Airil 1978.

Aam doneu~lbi r. p amd a an deeennined from equa- [5] L.S. Walling D.E. McMurray, DX. Neuffe, HAL 7%wa
dons (3) and (5) k mi r an delunined from (4) and (6). In mem, Nbd. hIsm. atid MethiIn Plays Res. A291 (1989) 433.
ft lbU*Sbmt-DeaY CM) algorithm. r is set wo -1. 447.

The ignof p k a .s is, elcted by comwiung the sip
at RARD wit dm at RT. mwe sign ot r is determined by know-
ing wsihtor adis clser to aushoutor an pen. 0.2- - .~-~~

C. Dwremkfm the Scanerug matrix of the device -~0.0

'ANDUT -RARDUfRA

RIIDLT is Ute tranmuission matri of the measured device.42.___ __

RM ~is tetransmissom matrix ofthe calibrated device.-031-------T
0.3 -- ,

D. LMA tofdelay0.-
The haequcies at which thelengohof the delay linelis ~0.1 i-

an lntegermutipl of half wavelength, Le. oo~-
-0.0- ___

l-qj, both eWand e- ___ *I;_ R____ 0 t hs
2' O1J,1 -0.21 L Y I--

values.7Therefore, at dhes frequeicis, asouuCIIC1s fIwiIthe 0 20 40 60 60 10
second d&lay are ued. The length of the second transmission 0. 20M00 go o 0
line should aom be a multiple of the length of the first wnm.U
transmission line. The difference between the diagonal
elanents of Rm give a criteria for switching to do second
delay. Fig=r 2. S21 Parameter of Uncalfla Ded ic

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Measumutswere done with a 400 M&z filter as a

device. The device is connected to Uth two ports of the Net--_______
work Analyzer and a large mismatch is placed at Port B. Figure _ _

2 shows the S2 parameter of Uth uncalibrated device. Fig 3 00
shows the S21 parameter of the device obtained from Uth above02 - - _ __

caliration algorithm. This matches with S21 paradUmetruea- -0.4 -
sured with Uth Network Analyzer and no mismatches at either -0.6-Pout. Ile Network Analyzer cannot in general give Ute desired -o.- 4 __ ____ __

accuracy, as, it requires gating of Uth mismatches and also ___

requires precisice standards (short, open and matching load) _____ ____ ____

which are not easy to catstruct for a pipe wire system. 0.42
The above described software will help measure small0.

impedances, provided Uth tranisformer from the 50 ohm cable .0.2___ __

to Uth wire pip geometry gives sufficient transmitted signal. -0.4-
The measurements can be further enhanced using attenuation -0.s - -

pads. Results of some measurements using similar algorithm 0 200 4100 600 600 1000
at described in [5]. FmqUsCY. MHZ

V. R.EFERNCES Figure 3. S21 Parameter of Device Calibrated with TRL

[1) R. A. Scares. P. Gouzien, P. Legaud and 0. Follot, IEEE
tans. Microwave Theory Tech, vol. 37, pp. 1669-1673,

Nov 1989.

[21 G. F. Engen and C. A. Hoer, IEEE Trans. Microwave The-
ory Tech., vol. MIT1-27. pp. 987-M9, Dec 1979.
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Resistive Wall Wake Function for Arbitrary Pipe Cross Section

Kaoru Yokoya
National Laboratory for High Energy Physics, Oho, Taukuba-ahi, Ibaraki, 305, Japan

Abstract G = G(r, r') is the Green function satisfying the Laplace
A method for calculating the impedance and the wake equation A±G(r, eJ) = -6(r - e'). The simplest choice is

function of resistive beam pipes is given. It allows an ar- G(r, r') = -(1/2r) log Ir - r'j.
bitrary shape of the crosumection, and arbitrary location of The limit that r -. &I gives integral equations where
the source and witness particles, including the short-range only the fields on the wall appear. For numerical calcu-
behavior of the wake function. The pipe is uniform longitu- lation, we divide the wall surface 00 into short segments
dinally and the beam is assumed to be ultra-relativistic. A and express the field as column vectors I ). Then, the in-
simple computer code has been written using the boundary tegrals appearing in eqs.(1) and (2) can be represented by
element method. Some results for elliptical, rectangular matrices. Thus, we obtain matrix equation
and hyperbolic pipes are presented. VIE.) = -ikg IZoH, - E.), (3)

I. METHOD OF COMPUTATION AKIE,) -TIE,) = -ik[ClE.)+SIZoH5)], (4)
TIE.)+g IE,.) = -ik[SIE.)-C1ZoH,)]. (5)

The resistive wall impedance has been a topic in acceler-
ator physics since 190's and is thought to be well known C. Approximate s oundare condition
but, in fact, it calls for further investigation still now as the Whente skin depth is m e the tio al
recent papers show [1,2,3,4,5]. The aim of the present pa-
per is to give a method of computing the impedance/wake Zo(Hr + H10)) = -E, ZoH = !E. (on 00) (6)
function for arbitrary shape of the beam pipe, arbitrary lo- &

cation of the particles including the short range behavior x E e'r/ 4 %0p/'•'a = (I + i)/6l&i. -- e"/'4 V/k-, (7)
of the wake. The detail of our method is described in [6]. 6.ki. = V2/1o0kf, Po = I/po1c (8)
A. Assumptions and notation where po is the permeability of vacuum and a the con-

We assume a longitudinally uniform pipe and an ultra- whevt oi the p ermabl of vu and x the con
relativistic beam. The z-axis is parallel to the pipe. In the ductivity of the wall material. (P) • 0.5 x 10- 0 m for
(z,y) plane, the vacuum region surrounded by the wall is copper at room tempatature.)
denoted by 0. The coordinate s is the length measured D. Solution of the intelra oequation
along the wall surface 80. The unit normal (outward from The E < terms on the i.h.s, of (4) and (5) can be ignored
f0) and tangential vectors at s are denoted by u(s) and when 6d,,, C L. Then, eqs.(4) and (5) can formally be
v(s), respectively, and the unit vector along z by e.. The solved as
source and the witness charge (unit charge) are located at 14) = -ikM 1E5), (9)
r. = (z,, y.) and r,, = (x., y.), respectively. All the field where M is a matrix defined by
quantities are proportional to expi(kz- wt) (k = w/c) M = (A+SC- 1 7)-1 (C+SC-1 S). (10)
because of the longitudinal uniformity.

We write the electric and magnetic fields as E+ B(0) and Using eq.(9) and the boundary condition (6), we can solve
H + H(O), where the superscript (0) denotes solutions for eq.(3), under the same condition 6 k,,i < L, as
the perfectly conducting wall with the same wall shape.
Since the transverse Lorentz force Fa. = E.j. + Z0 .a, x H k [I k21-
satisfies FP. = -i/kV±E,, all the needed information is IEX) = - X - -M koH(°)X. (11)
obtained from E..
B. Kirchhoff intWal formula The solution ZoH(°) for the perfectly conducting case, ap-

Since (8,H) obeys the sourceless Maxwell equation, it pearing on r.hs. of this equation, can be found using the
satisfies the Kirchhoff integral formula, which, when the matrices g and D defined in (3) as
field is proportional to e('- , can be written as

E =(r) ds'[ik(E -ZoH,)G-E,a'.V'±G], (1) I')-[oV 1g.)-i'-'.j, g.(r)=G(r, r.)
(12)

E±(r)= ds'[(i&('ZoH"-su 'E,)G-E.V'± G-E, XV'#LG], E. The field at the witness particle
(2) To find E, at the witness particle, we go back to the

Here, f is the integral along Oil and the prime refers to Kirchhoff formula (1), which can formally be written as
the quantities evaluated on the wall at s'. The function E.(r,.) = -ik (g,,IZoH, - E,) - (g.'jE,), (13)
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wbh,. h, ad r e fuactioms an O defined by L 77e AC Chnuivi% as B ft ueis
As pointed out by Bane [S, the AC conductivity is no

g.,(s)`ssG(u, "') and = '~( ' longer equal to the DC conductivity at very high frequen-
The brabsta ( I ) denote the integral over the circumference ciesand is approximately exprsnFd by t/(l- iwr), r being
of the cross section: (vig) a fda u'(.)s) (s). Using eq.(3), the relaxation time of the metal. Our formulas in the fre-
we can rewrite eq.(13) ams E(r,) = (,IE,) where (v•I quency domain w still valid in such acase. The wake
(g•,iG-1 -l ip J. function, however, cannot be expressed by the two func-

Thus, finally we find Es at the witness particle tions IL(C) and !T(C).

- Z0• (s[ 1 ] - lu). (14) I. APPLICATIONS
a I t I X I Results of the application to various pipes are given

in [6], such as the transient behavior of the wake, influence
We denote the eigsnvalue (always real) of by i. and of the AC conductivity, dependence on the source/witness

the eigenfunction by 1a), which is normalized as (a*I) = 1. particle location for round, elliptic, rectangular, and hyper-
Then, eq.(14) can be written as bolic pipes. Here, we shall show some of them and some

= EC. ec (15) more structures.
S & 1 -i(k 2/#C)A.

with c.(r,,, i,) = (vla) (alu). The transverse force is then
given by

1 - i(k 2 /-p 2 4

where the coefficients Oc./Or, can be calculated simply
by using g./Or. instead of g,.. Ftom eqs.(16) and (16), 1.
we can calculate any physical quantities like the wake func- t s
tion, loss parameters, wall heating etc. Note that M de-
pends only on the wall shape but is independent of the
particle location, the frequency, and the conductivity. _"

G. Asymptotic form for k -C (L 2 po)-1 /3  TA . I ,0..A is

In the asymptotic region k < (L 2po)- 1 I3 , p. in eqs.(15) J=Z/z 0

and (16) can be ignored. Since E. a) (c&I is identity, we Figure 1: Tkanevrme wabe function (soid line) for a hyperbik
get pipe with b=Icrn. The dotted line is the asymptotic form and the
E. = (, U) = d.'(s)u(.), (k< (L'po)- 1/3). dashed Vlne is for the round pipe with radius lam.

(17) Fig. I shows the transverse wake function for a hyper-

When r. = r., we have u = v and, consequently, the inte- )bolic pipe having a shape like the pole of a quadrupole

grand becomes lu, giving rise to a formula identical t magnet. The radius at the pole tip is b =lcm. (The area
thelongitudibelo m pes da)givingie for a formutai idnt[5Sim- t is cut at 2cm but the result is almost independent of thethe longitudinal impedance formula obtained in[]. cut if it is larger than 1.5cm.) The horizontal axis is the
iUar formulas can be found for the transverse impedance. normalized distance C = z/z0 with z0 = (b~p0,)1 /3 (= 17pzm

Thus, if one is interested only in the asymptotic form, the for copper). The solid line is OW,/Op, for the hyperbolic
operator MX is not needed.focopr.Tesldlnis8 10 orteheblc
H. Wake Munction pipe. The dotted line is the asymptotic form (cc l/v").

For comparison, the wake for the round pipe with radiusSince all the terms in e ws.(15) and (16) have the same 1cm is plotted in the dashed line. One finds the wake for
wave number dependence, the wake function can easily be the hyperbolic pipe is condiderably smaller than that for
computed from ,_two basic functions I and IT the round pipe in the short-range region but the difference

WL(Z) = CI --cefL(z/z,), zX = [(2.".) 2 p0 ]1 I3 (18) is only slight in the asymptotic region (factor 0.835).
P. Next, let us discuss the dependence of the transverse

Wa.(Z) cZoz- 0 c- .... asymptotic wake on the location of the witness particle r.

a P. 4r with r, = 0. The transverse wake is absent in the case of
(See [6] for the explicit form of fL and fT.) The asymp- round pipes but this is not true in general.

totic forms for large z e (Lpo)/f are found to be The vertical asymptotic wake is plotted in Fig. 2 as a
function of y,, for rectangular and elliptic pipes. The as-

cZ0•f r)c0 pect ratio is indicated by the line modes as shown in theW 2 V or. figure with crosses for the curves for rectangular pipes. The
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f s ine(W). They wenormnaliszdbytheame Ye)asinthe
q mmsiA4 • previou plot. W. becomes lar near the pole face.

As we have sen in Fig. 1, the asymptotic wake for a
a. - hyperbolic pipe is nealy the same as that in a round pipe

6 -- --.... , 0 tangent at the pole (as. This means that the wall curet
IL -.4 is concentrated on a part of the wall close to the beam.

114 We have computed the asymptotic wake for a flat-face
scaper with finite horisontal width 2a and the gap height

, . " - 2b. The result is shown in Fig. 4. Both the source and
• " - witness particle are at the center. The longitudinal wake

".-....-. "WL (long-dash) and four transverse wakes, OW./1z, (dot-
dash), OWl/6o (dash), aW./lt. (dot), and OW,/OS . +

CA, "'""asas OW,/,8p. (solid) are plotted against the width a. WL is
0 as GA onormalized by WL of a round pipe of radius b, and the

yw/b transverse wakes are normalized by OW./Oy, for the round

Figure 2: verticai imptotic wake vs. the iocation a the pipe. The limit a -- o corresponds to the two parallel
witnem particle for rectangular and elliptic pipes of various aspect pipes. One finds that the wake is rather insensitive to the
ratwo with And vrtical aprture. scraper width a and is even large when a is small.

vertical half aperture b is fixed in all cases. The wake W,
is normalized by W(0) = b(OWy/Oal,]roud pipe.m.=0, which
is the dipole wake for a round pipe when the source par- k
ticle is near the pipe wall. From this figure we find the ,
following facts. Firstly, W, increases as y. in rectangu-
lar pipes more rapidly than in elliptic pipes. Even for the La - -..... .--

square pipe a/b=1.0, W. is almost the same as that for "
a/b = co, when the witness particle is close to the wall.
Secondly, the V.w dependence is almost linear for elliptic . . -

pipes if a/b Z 1.5 but W, is still large near the wall unless .. ..........

a/b is very uose to unity. For example, when a/b= 1.2, W,-. . . A
is about one quarter of the dipole wake of a round pipe & ' 0. as I
with Y. = b.

These facts strongly suggest that the collimator for lin- a/b
ear colliders has to be round. Figure 4: Asymptotic wake for finite width paral colimator

for r. = 0. (width 2a, gap height 2b) Normalised by the
1.0rripodn wal. for a round pipe with radius b.
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Impedance of a Perfbrated Liner and Its Impact on the SSC Collider

W. Chou and T. Barts
Superconducting Super Collider Laboratory
2550 Beckleymeade Ave., Dallas, TX 75237

Aibact at low frequencies (below the cutoff):

Various approaches (analytical, numerical, and experi- Z_mental) have been tried to investigate the impedance and ZP(w) = ,,L, Z.(,) =

wakefield. of a liner. At low frequencies, the results oh. in which b is the radius of the pipe, c the velocity of light.
tained from different approache are in agreement. At When a Gaussian bunch traverses the pure inductance, it
high frequencies, the simulations show that the resonance will generate the longitudinal and transverse wake poten-
peaks and the asmociated long term wakes are related to tials [2]:
the periodicity of the hole distribution. The dependence
of the impedance on the mine, shape and pattern of the w( L •-)= 2c••L
holes and slots has been studied. The rounded short slots We (s) = 7 ,
of random distribution is recommended for minimizing the in which o is the rms bunch length. The magnitudes and
impedance. The rf coupling between the area inside the loc, -ions of the peaks of the wake potentials are:
liner and the annulus is negligibly small in the frequency
range of interest. The impact of the liner on the safety _2 L -1 atz = c (3)
margin and resistive wall itability has been studied.

V L
L. INTRODUCTION - .-L at, =0 (4)

The synchrotron radiation in the SSC Collider will cause
a large amount of gas load from the photon-induced des- B. MAFIA Ross&
orption process and may result in a poor vacuum in the The inductance of a small hole with diameter d at low
beam tube. A possible solution to the problem is to install frequency has been worked out [4]:
a perforated liner inside the bore tube (1]. The introduc- zo de
tion of the liner bring up a number of issues that need L = (5)
to be studied. Among them, one is the increase of the rf 480c (
impedance. The increments come from the holes (or slots) in which Zo = 377 (). Therefore, the peak of the wakes of
as well as from the smaller ID of the liner, each hole are given by (all dimensions in meters):

The impedance of the holes and slots has been studied de
by means of 3D imlatio (MAFIA [21 and HFSS [3]), cW= . O0. x. ,(" (6)
analytical modeling [4], wie measurements [3] and elec- (6C

tron beam measurement [5]. The impedance increments ,oc VdV
of the bellows, beam position monitors and other compo- IV = f• i = 0.00019 x J-- V (7)
nents due to a smaller liner ID have also been computed. L -nCmm
The increase of the impedance implies the decrease of the Eqp. (6)-(7) can be compared with the MAFIA results as
safety margin, which is defined as the ratio of the instabil- shown in Figs. la-b. When the hole size is small and bunch
ity threshold impedance to the machine impedance. This length large, the theory and simulations agree with each
is now under study to determine the minimum allowable other. However, when the hole becomes larger (d > 4 mm)
ID of the liner, or the bunch becomes shorter (u=0.25 and 0.6 cn), the

simulation results appear to be larger than what the theory
II. LOW FREQUENCY REGION would predict. This probably indicates the breakdown of

A. Anablica* Model the low frequency assumption.
The hole shape in the simulations is a square rather than

For some structures, such as a pipe attached to a a circle. It would thus give an inductance larger th-. that
smell pillbea or a pipe with small holes on its surface of a circ•lar one as predicted by Eq. (5). On the other
(Le., the perforated liner), the longitudinal and transverse hand, Eq. (5) is derived from a sero-thickness liner. The
impedances can be appradimated by a pure inductance L finite thickness (1 mm) used in the simulations would lead

to a smaller inductance [6]. It is interesting to see from
°Opeused aby the Uaiviýdti Rmur& Amodatiom, Inc., for Fig. I that these two effects seem to cancel each other and

the UJ. Dupwhnt of A W umw Contract No. DW-AC3s- result in a good agreement between Eqs. (6)-(7) and the
0=40m4. MAFIA results.
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Fiurm 1. The solid lines are computed using Rqs. (6)-(7). The squares and dashed lines are the MAFIA results.
() -- , (b) W.,-.

Fi0ure 2. Electric field vectors for: (a) The TE31 mode (10.4 GHs) and (b) The TE21 mode(10.5 GHs).

III. HIGH FREQUENCY REGION C. Random disf' " of Hole. on a Liner

A. Fields is the Ansumu One effective way to reduce the resonance impedance is
The annulus region allows the existence and propagation to destroy the periodicity of the hole distribution. This

of a TEM wave, which has sero cutoff and travels with is demonstrated in Figs. 4&-b, when the spacing between
the speed of the light. In order to understand whether two neighboring holes in the axial direction is randomised.
this should be a concern, the frequency domain simulation Compared with Figs. 3&-b, the low frequency impedance
with periodic boundary conditions was carried out. Many remains about the same (as it should be due to the additiv-
modes have been identified and compared with the theo- ity), whereas the resonance peaks at high frequencies are
retical values of the frequencies. The errors are in general greatly suppressed. However, by using the same technique,
less than 1%. Two of them are shown in Fig. 2&-b. Up to the reduction in the transverse direction is less dramatic.
30 GHs, no coupling is seen between the inner and outer This needs further study.
regions. Therefore, the impact of the co-axial structure to
the impedance is considered to be insignificant.

D. Slot. vs. Holes
B. Periodic Dirtributions of Hole. on a Liner

When the holes are periodically arranged along the axis When the holes are replaced by the slots that have the
with 1 cm spacing, resonance peaks above the cutoff (- 7 same area and have the major axis parallel to the pipe axis,
GHs) are observed in the longitudinal impedance spectrum the low frequency impedance is reduced, whereas the long
as shown in Figs. 3a-b. Below the cutoff, the spectrum term wakes and high frequency resonances are enhanced
agree with the analytical value (5) within a few percent. because it becomes easier to resonate [2]. Therefore, the
imilar results have also been obtained for the transverse trade off should be studied carefully. The short slots with
impedance. rounded edges seem to be a good compromise.
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Figure 3. The longitudinal impedance for a liue with 420 square holes (2mm), periodically distributed.
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Figure 4. The longitudinal impedance for a1 liner with 420 square holes (2mm), randomly distributed.

IV. SAFETY MARGIN for thermal insulation purposes. As a consequence, the re-
The aseinebeamtub IDis 3 mm Th .~quirement of the feedback system becomes more demand-

threshold before any coherent transverse instability could ig
occur is 270 MO/rn. Assuming the liner ID be 25.3 mm VI. REFERENCES
(as designed for the string test), hole diamter 2 mm, and
4% area, coverage of the holes on the liner surface, then the [1] H. T. Edwards, SSCL-N-771 (1991).
safety margin will be reduced by a factor of 3, as listed in [2] W. Chou and T. Barts, "Wakefeld and Impedance
the table below. Studies of a Liner Using MAFIA," Pvoc. Compstea-

Case z r) Z(""'o Safety tiin.l Accelerator Pkysic. Conference (CAPPS), San
Mue m MI m MSafety Francisco, February 22-20, 1993; also see SSCL-

Baselin -/ 401/ 40 r6.7 Preprint-204 (1993).
Wit 4ie 30 117 2.3 [3] L. Walling, private communication.

Withline 37 0 11 2.3[4] S. Kurennoy, CERN Report SL/91-29; R. L. Gluck-
There are several possible measures that will increase the stern, CERN Report SL/92-05.

safety margtin: (a) To increase the threshold impedance [5] Measurements of the liner impedance with large size
by increasing the longitudinal emittance and rf voltage holes have been made by J. Simpson's group using the
at injection of the Collider; (b) To reduce the machine short electron pulses of AATF at ANL. The results
impedance by maximising the liner ID and optimising the show that a better resolution is required in order to
oise and shape of the holes or slots, perform quantitative analysis.

[6] R. L. Gluckstern and J. A. Diamond, IEEE MTT,
V. RESISTIVE WALL INSTABILITY v. 39, p. 274 (1991).

The growth time of the resistive wall instability is pro-
portional to IJ)3. The baseline Specification is 110 turnn.
When a liner of 25.3 mm ID is installed, the growth time
will be reduced to 50 turns. It will be further reduced
if the stainless steel pieces are introduced near the BPM
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A Generalized Method for Calculating Wake Potentials

Olivier Napoly*, Yong H. Chlnt and Bruno Zoom*

* DAPNIA-SEA, CE Saclay, F-91191 UiftYvette, France

t Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory. I Cyclotnm Road, Berkeley, CA 94270, USA

CERN, SL/AP, CH-1211 Geneva, Switzerland

Abstract tubes vanishes. One can therefore treat more gener stin -
We describe a generalized method to compute wake po- tum by passing underneath the lowest radius material without

tentials created in axisymmetric structures. It relies on ex- :roving to introduce long beam tubes. The detailed derivation
pressing the wake potentials, of any multlipole order, as inte- of this method is given in [2). Its only limitation is. for m k
pals over the e.m. fields along an arbitrary one-dimensional 1, that the two beam tubes have equal radii.
contour spanning the structure longitudinally. For perfectly This method has been implemented in the computer code
conducting structures, the integration along the axis can then ABCI [3] where the integration path is made of straight line
be replaced by choosing a contour beginning and ending an segments defined by the 3 parameters ZCF, ZCT ans RWAK
the beam tubes. Thus it generalizes the former method of cal- as shown in Figure 1. Results from this code ar presented.
culating the wake potentials by integrating along a straight line
at the beam tube radius. Its usefulness is illustrated with the
computer code ABCI which permits calculation of wake po-
tentials in structures extending to the inside of the beam tube
radius, or having unequal beam tube radii at the two sides.

L INTRODUCTION
The determination of the wake potentials and impedances

created by metallic structures surrounding the beam trajectory
is an important issue in the design of accelerators. In most
practical cases, the wake fields must be calculated with com-
puter codes. For cavity-like structures symmetric about theC)
beam axis, using the known radial dependence of the monopo- ............
lar (mrO) longitudinal and dipolar (m=1) transverse potentials,
the integration of the wake fields can be performed along a
straight line parallel to the axis at the beam tube radius [1]. ........................................................
For perfectly conducting walls, the boundary conditions en-
sure that the integral along the beam tube vanishes for the Figure 1 Contours and contour parameter in program ABC
tangential (longitudinal or azimuthal) components of the wake
potential. This leaves the integral across the cavity gap as the H. CALCULATION OF
only contribution to the wake potentials. This simplification is THE WAKE POTENTIALS
essential for computer calculations, in particular for long struc- The longitudinal and transverse wake potentials are de-
tures and short bunches requiring small mesh size and where fined by
long beam tubes would require excessive computer memory
and cpu time. However, this technique does not work when +00
the two beam tubes have unequal radii, or when partofthecav- W'(r,O,s) = -- dz E,(r,0,z,t(zs)) (1)
ity extends to a smaller radius. If it is the case, for instance for Q-I
tapers, steps, collimators or cavities with small aperture irises,
the only alternative is to integrate along a straight line at an and
allowable radius, and with beam tubes Rs long as possible. +00
Usually one must also subtract the wake potential of the beam 1 r
tubes without structure ("numerical noise") which is different W.L(r, 0,s) - / dz(E±L+vxB)(r,O,z,t(z,s)) (2)
from zero due to the discretization of the geometry. -00

In this paper, we generalize the above straight-line inte- where s is the distance behind the exciting charge Q of velocity
gration method, by showing that the longitudinal and trans-
verse wake potentials, at all orders m in the multipolar ex- t(z, 8) = (z + 8)/c (3)
pansion, are given by a wakefield integral along any arbitrary
contour, like (C) in Figure 1, starting and ending on the beam Tt is convenient to decompose the electromagnetic fields as
tubes. This integral is such that the contribution of the beam E=E(0)+E(') and B=B(O)+B(r) where (E(M), B(Z)) are the
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A"amd by do $we* ad I beWk

ru LOwn uS U abl - 8 Mo • win m ago "aw S b1. ia

-i • st J) ) A s , s). dl (10)
mO~lbW ~ W L.. s Chi gi .•-is-'

(Dr.BE,. .)r,., = . (,. 0,, S.)" t)(r. ,. us. (M)

Dning the 2d-veclors 9(m) an D(O) I( the (r.D-ph . a( L. C

( U') ~since die radial Intgrals at x = *oo cancel each odte. Thes(-)= (5) A-U- eqslon, evau~ua on do zxi.d implie dot the kftq•

D(-) = (6)

r"' - c')J~"' ) (6)Adding to do hWeai of D(-~) dhe (vanishing) Intgra of
s(-) alng (C) dided by aO, Ieads Io an eFlp-sson of

one can show, using die homogencos Maxwell's equations the longitudina wa pottia where de integral along th
sadifted by dhe fields (E(r), B(O)) tdot doe onforms deined beam Iubes vanishes due to the metallic booidary conditions.
by these vecto awe closed In the (r.)-pl•ne, I.. 71i is bowever only possible when the tube radii awe equaL

Evaluatin die rsutng eiuesion in terms o( the e.m. felds
z,&s,)(s,,,,•a(,,)) - ,S$)(r, z,s,,t(,,a)) = 0 in die IUncIS leds So

4,rD .' )( r, z, s, t( , s)) - 8 , 4 1)(r , x, s ,t( ,,,)) = 0 W = Co s (M O) W( -)5 ( 8) (13)

Ibis implies that die vecoi S(m) and D(') derive from a pI- 2Qa-
enitial and doa their integral along a cdosed conlnif (enclosing

the vacuum) vanishes. Tbis propert A sM One to deorm die "h'

wakeleiIntegration path ftom die staight line (L,) at constant an ~ 't
radius r used in definitkonm (1) and (2), to any contomr (C). *(m)y(j) J _ +[r",. --O-•-e

C
A. The m-O case r(am + im \+cbII[( -+ V- )~,+c. +

In dii cse tfh rded fAelds (Z(), B(F)) vanish at both +di + "f + ),

ends of the bem tWbe. and the inigrals of S(O along (4) and The tnerse potendal can be writen, using the Panofsky-
along the path (C), an equa Wenze theoem, as

S(0)(r, x,.). dn=J S()(e',z, s). dl (8) w• , Mr=(-(-M--,fl9 -i.(,,(
W, (r,0,a8)= iPf-si f 6W()8

(15)
1The right-lbnd side of this eqmudon Is poportonal to the with
longitdina potenial W4.0)(s.) which is therefore given by

[d = - a- r "(a a.n
wo)() = _E,.+ cie -+0'•))•d =o0 (. +, (.))!Z e d]

+-L [n- 6(s) " - --_ - 6)

(9) in equations (14) and (16). it is nderstood. that the electf-
where die em comes ftom die Inegration of the e free lds mgnedc adds ae projet on their multipolar component of

o)+ c+ O, and -. a and a a. the tdo e o di. order ft, and that tbei argument is (r', z, t(z,s)).
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IlL COMPUTER IMPLEMENTATION Finally Figure 4 plots the -'l wake potentials of a 20
Mw. possibility of integrating along a non-straight path. cell 30 GHz constant gradient structure. as, shown in Figure

using Equations (9). (14) and (16), has been implemented 3. whern the inner and outer radii of echt coan we diffent.
in the time-domain pbogram AECI (31 as discussed in the 7Ue contotr of integration chosen by the program is given by
introduction. Wt illustrate the interest of this method with the dashed line.
the calculation of wake potentials for two case. We first
considers aIcm long collimator oft4minradius in abeam
tube of 1 cm radius. Figure 2 shows a comparison of the koss --. U -- in - 11A -

factor of a Gaussian bunch with cr. = 5mnu calculated with WIO mam S6a-M 0-fa--t N~r "W

two different methods:
1 . the wakefield integration along a straight line at 4 mmn

constant radius (solid line). T7he calculated wake potential *. -

and loss factor then depend on the length Lof the tube
on both sides of the collimator. The result is given. after
substraction of the wake of the tube alone ("numerical 0.0

noise correction" similar at the WAKCOR method in
TBCJ [51), by the asymptotic value.

2. the wakefield integration along the boundary of the col-
limator, using Equation (9). In this case the result is
independent of the length of the tube and gives directly
the value of the loss factor (dotted line). e ei001 0e00 eM se.00 0.00s se0s

- - -MA.u. 00 ..0v. 6409 su.0.w

110 Figure 4 Dipolar wake potential (ns=l)
1&0

14.0 IV. CONCLUSION
12.0 In practical calculations of the wake potentials created

10A by axisymmetric caivities, one usually evaluates themn by in-
tegrating along the cavity gap at the beam tube radius. We

LO - have generalized this method by showing that the wake pa-
&0 tentials, of any multipole order, are given by integrals over

0A the wake fields along any arbitrary contour spanning the struc-
0 10 20 0 40 so urelongitudinally. By so doing we have extended the range

L [cml of applications to structures of more complicated shape. 'Me

Figure 2 Longitudinal loss factor [V/pCI of a integration of wake fields along well chosen contour permits
collimator as a function of the beamn tube length a large savings in computer capacity. In particular, the inte-

gration along a structure extending to the inside of the beam
- CAVIY SHAM WUhTn tubes - such as a collimator or iris - has become much easier

LUCI -__ "" ~in"'with this method. Also the m=0 wake potential of structures
with unequal beam tubes can be calculated in this manner.

0-o* The new method of integration has been implemented in the
code ABCI (versions 5 or higher) which can choose the proper
contour automatically or as selected by the user.

0.004V. REFERENCES
[I] T. Weiland. NIM 216 (1983), 31
(2) 0. Napoly, Y.H. Chin, B. Zotter, DAPNLA/SEA/93.-01

* * and CERN-SL/AP 93-14, to appear in NIM A
[ 31 Y.H. Chin, Report LBL-3.3091, CERN-SL/AP 92-49
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Figure 3 Constant gradient structure for CLIC
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The Interaction of a Beam with a Beam Line Higher-Order Mode
Absorber*

W. Hartung X AheW 3. Delbd T. Hasys, J. Kccischgumr, D. Met~agr, D. Mofait, N. Pasdamsee, D. Rabin,
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"*Round and 'round and 'round and 'round.*
N. Cherry 00 ' IW IO II

1. INTRODUCTION
PlnfrCESR-B, the proposed upgrade of the CESR

*+e* storage ring to a B-factory [1], call for beam cur- 8p
rents of - IA. Studiessindicate that the beam willibe
unstable unless the higher-order modes (HOMs) in the su- -

perconducting cavities are strongly damped; Q < 100 is *0
requited for the dangerous modes (2]. The cavity is do- 1
signed to enableuallHROMs to propagate into the beam-
pipe, where a layer of microwave-absorbing ferrite is to
provide the damping. The load geometry is shown in Fig-
ure 1. RP measurements with a full-sise mock-up of the f

cavity and loads made of two types of ferrite, T372-111 - Re pftzo:
series and Ferzte-50,1 indicate that this scheme provides - d=t
the requited damping [3]. The KOM loads can also inter- - model
act directly with the beam. Preliminary predictions for the-m t:
effect of loadst made of TT2-1 I1V2 ferrite on beam stability -~t

in CESR.-B are given in this paper.-----mde

re metalFrequency [Hz]

Figure 2. Measured and fitted values of the real and imag-
--- inary (times -1) parts of is for TT2-1l1V.

L 310693001 to the resistive wall can be found in [7]. In the analytic
Figure 1. Load geometry. For a fuil-sise load, L = 150 mmt, calculation, the beam pipe is assumed to be homogeneous

rz= 118.4 mm, and r. = 121.6 mm. in the axial direction, so that end effects are neglected.

ýPrediction of the impedance requires knowledge of the
11. COUPLING IMPEDANCE PREDICTIONS microwave properties (complex permeability p and permit-

The beam coupling impedance of a load was predicted tivity e) of the absorbing material. The properties of TT2-
uig (i) AMOS, a program which calculates wake fields 111V and some other absorbing materials were measured

in the presence of absorbing materials [4J, and (ii) analytic using the coaxial transmission line technique [8]. Measured
formulae for the coupling impedance of a conducting pipe values of p are shown in Figure 2. The 6-pole 'relaxation'
with a material layer. The formulae were derived using an model Ait used in AMOS is also shown. The measured le/o
approach previously applied to multi-layer pipes [5, 6]; a has a real part of about 14 and an imaginary part corre-
detailed explanation of the technique and its application sponding to a DC conductivity of about 0.0023 (flm)-;

_______________these are the values that were input to AMOS.
* Work supported by the National Science Foundation, with supple- Predictions for the monopole longitudinal impedance Zo
mantary support froms U. SeJapan collaboration.

tpregent addie.: KEK. Toukuba-Shi, Ibarald-Ken 305, Jaa are shown in Figure 3. There is a significant difference be-
1I, UweeLvermoare National Lab, Livermore, California 94550 tween the AMOS and analytic predictions above I GHs,

1preamnt addrew- Institute of Nuclear Physics, 63009 Novosibirsk, possibly due to the fact that the analytic calculation ne-
PO-N" eh erieadFrie-Oaepout o rn-eh glects end effects. The 'broad-band' longitudinal and

'We an rTr2-:t1iV to refer to a variety oftTF2-iiIR1 ferrite with transverse impedances are shown in Figure 4. More in-
enhanced DC conductivity, formation on the impedance predictions and on additional

0-831203-1/93$03.)00O 1993 ISME 3450
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wire may be bu elsewhere (9, 10]. Tle S. Predicted weit-case growth times fo coupled-
JR. B A" STABILITY PREDICTIONS tbnch iastabilties. CBSR-D radiation damping times ase

T he ZA P peogram [11 w as u se to predict the d rect of a m givenfor___________

the rilts l)ads' coupling impedance on CESR-B beams. Fastest gowth time
Relevant machine pmrameters are given in Table 1. Lt t Ipe " ir i

Table 1. Selected CBSR.B Machine Parameters. Longitudinal 44s 106 s
Parameter

Mg___ Ring Radiation damping time
Ring cIrcumfierece 764.84 m Tyeo1apn
Beam energy 3.5 GeV 8 GeV
Beam current 1.98 A 0.87 A Longitudinal 12 ms 4.2 ms

Particles per bunch 1.02.1011 0.84.1011 Transverse 25 ms 8.5 ms

Longitudinal bunch mie 1 cm tion damping.
Total RF voltage 11.64 MV 33.82 MV The loe factor was calculated from the predicted Zo1. In
RF Frequency 500 MHs the worst case (the AMOS prediction for the low-energy
Momentum compaction 0.011 0.0084 ring), the direct power transfer from the beam to the load is

M u s11.5 KW per load, which corresponds to an average power
Momentum spread 6.44. 10-4j 8.30.10- dissipation of 0.102 W/mm2.
Horisontal betatron tune 11.56 12.56
Vertical betatron tune 8.63

The ZAP results indicate that the single-bunch insta-
Horisontal tune spread 2. 10-' bility thresholds from the loads ae at least a factor of
Chromaticity 1 40 above the design beam current for CESR-B and the
Number of HOM loads 5 14 coupled-bunch growth times due to the loads are at least a

factor of 100 longer than the radiation damping times. We
Single-bunch thrsholds were predicted from the Cal- plan to design a scaled load with appropriately magnifiedScnlatedbroad-bunch thresholdances. were p sten fo te effects and test our understanding of its interaction with aculated broad-band impedances. A constant igtI and a beam in the existing CE•R storage ring.

SPEAR-like Z1l,, was assumed (see Figure 4). SPEAR
scaling was used to obtain the effective [Z01/aj. The results V. REFERENCES
ae given in Table 2. ZAP predicts no bunch lengthening [1] M. Tigner, Conferee Recoid of tie 1091 IBEB Par-
due to potential well distortion. ticle Acceletor Confemece, p. 132-134.

Growth rates for longitudinal and transverse coupled- [2] H. Padamsee f at., ibid., p. 786-788.
bunch instabilities were predicted with ZAP, after fitting [3] V. Veshcherevich at aL, Proceedings of B Factories:
ZO and ZL to a multi-mode resonator model. Because the Tk State of the Art ia Accelerao#, Detectors, and
AMOS and analytic impedances are somewhat different, Plqeics, SLAC-400/CONF-9204126, p. 177-180.
they were fitted separately. The model impedances used (4] j. DeFord ef aL., Pmoeeding of as 1#95 IEBB Parti-
for ZO an shown in Figure 3. There was a significant dis- ey- Acceleraor Conference, p. 1181-1183.
agreement between the predictions from the two possible [5] B. Zotter, Particle Accelerators 1, 311 (1970).
formalisms (Wang and Zotter) in some cases. The worst- [6] A. Piwinski, IEEE Muss. NucL Sci. NS-24, 1364
case results are given in Table 3. The a = I mode has (1977).
the fastest growth time in all cases. As can be seen, all [7] A. Chao, in AIP Conf. Proc. no. 105, M. Month, Ed.,
modes ae predicted to be stable in the presence of radia- (AIP, New York, 1983), p. 353-523.

[8] W. Hartung at at., *Measurements of the Microwave
Table 2. Predicted single bunch thresholds. Properties of Some Absorbing Materials,' presented

at the Microwave-Absorbing Materials for Accelera-
Threshold particles/bunch tots Workshop, CEBAF, 22-24 February 1993.

instabiltyteLow-E r H iEnergy [9] W. Hartung et &L, 'Assessment of the Coupling
Inst__i__t typeRinRini nwa Impedance of Beam Line Higher-Order Mode Loads,*
Tansversn fat blow-lp 1.9.1013 1.5.10e3 ibid.

or mods oulint 1[10] J. Deord et &I., thene proceedings.
Microwave / turbulent 9102 107 2 1 [11 M. Zism*, Particle Accelerators 23, 289 (1988).
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PERSISTENT WAKEFIELDS ASSOCIATED WITH WAVEGUIDE DAMPING OF
HIGHER ORDER MODES*

Norman M. Kroll and Xintian Lin
University of California, San Diego, La Jolla, CA 2093

Stanford Linear Accelerator Center, Stanford University, Stanford, CA 94309

AIshvd
By means of an analytic model and numerical simula-

tions we demonstrate that the wake of a waveguide damped
cavity contains a persistent component which decays as b
t-301 and thus is dominant at sufficiently large values of t.

Becase there e scenarios for which the effect gives rise
to unacceptable beam instability, it cannot be ignored, but X
it seems likely that such an outcome can be avoided with
proper design. V

1 Introduction

The passage of a bunch of charged particles through an Figure 1: Dielectric cavity model

accelerator cavity generates a wakefield which may have
a deleterious effect on the motion of subsequent bunches and with resonant frequency below the cutoff frequency of
which pan through the cavity. The effect is often cu- the dielectric free portion of the waveguide. This mode
mulative from bunch to bunch and from cavity to cavity has an electric field distribution suitable for accelerating
and may lead to beam breakup [1). One solution to this particles in the s direction along the z axis. There are
problem which has received extensive study is to drain the also damped modes associated with multiple reflections
wakefield energy out of the cavity by means of waveguides between the two dielectric-free space interfaces which have
coupled to the cavity and feeding into matched termina- frequencies above the cutoff of the free space portion of the
tions [2]. The effectiveness of this procedure has typically waveguide. Hence it provides us with a reasonable model
been assessed by evaluating the resultant Qe,, of higher of a waveguide damped accelerator cavity.
order cavity modes, thereby determining their exponen- To further simplify the problem we look only at the
tial damping rate. The purpose of this paper is to point on axis transverse deflecting field By generated by a unit
out the existence of an additional effect which leads to charge moving relativistically in the z direction and dis-
a wakefield which falls off as t-3/ 2 rather than exponen- placed by the infinitesimal distance d from the z is,
tially. Because this effect always dominates at sufficiently as s hown in Fig. (1). Defining the transverse wake fun -
long times, we refer to it as the persistent wake. It con- tion i. as BFid. evaluated on the z axis, and solving
sists of a superposition of the frequencies of the various Msxwell's equations for our configuration we find
waveguide cutoff frequencies and may be understood as
ariin physically firom the fact that the group velocity of

we shall see below, for sufficiently heavy damping, it may ab w1

dominate before the arrival of the second bunch. A simi- 1 k 1 k 1
lar phenomenon with essentially the same physical origin D (=l + T7) -(1-_I)e , 1 =.2

which occurs in the decay of unstable quantum states has I k I k I
1k=( + lk +( -k (received extensive study. D 2-(1 -c-)+---)e, c1

2 The Dielectric Cavity Model The integrand of Eq. (1) has a pair of branch points
where I vanishes, corresponding to the cutoff frequency in

As a simple model of a cavity heavily damped by waveg- the dielectric free waveguides, and the Riemann surface of
uides, we consider a waveguide which has a finite section the integrand therefore has two sheets. In addition to the
of length h filled with dielectric. The configuration is illus- branch points the integrand has poles where Di vanishes.
trated in Fig. 1. Causality and time reversal invariance tell us that we can

For brevity, we confine our attention to fields whose choose the sign of I so that there are no complex singu-
transverse configuration is that of the TEio waveguide larities in the complex plane cut along the real axis to the
mode. There is always at least one trapped cavity mod left and right of the branch points and extending to plus
in the dielectric, symmetric with respect to the y-s plane, and minus infinity. These specifications define what is re-

"W*W hby U.S. Dqatm*. o E.W gram DF,-FG O3 ferred to as the physical sheet of the Riemann surface. We
92BR40o59 md cwAract DE-A(03-7eSF00515 choose the parameters of the cavity so that there are no

0-7803-1203-U/3 .00 0 193 E
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trapped ddssing modes in order that we may expect W,. The dominant asymptotic behavior comes from the first
to dWM rapidly after the passage ofthe charge. Hence the term. Carrying out the integral we find
only singularitim on the physical sheet are the two branch
points. The interal in Eq. (1) is taken along the entire WP,(Q) = !-,42)(t)F(1) + c.c. (4)
real axis of the physical sheet with infinitmimal detours 2t
above them. which decays as t-3/2. Here H( 2) is the seroth orderThe second sheet of the Riemann surface is reached by Hankel function of the second kind. Because the secondcrossing the branch cuts from the physical sheet. It has an term is subject to the same manipulations as the first, it
infinite number of complex poles. These occur in groups of falls off as t-5/2, and by repeating the process one can get
four, symmetrically distributed with respect to both axes. a
There may also be pairs of real poles between the branch aqe terms fr1 h bnceasin pow er i.points.The full expression for W± has been, evaluated numeri-

After the particle leaves the cavity (s > ./c), the into- cally. Highly damped successive reflections from the inter-grAlover the spmi-circl at infinity inthe lower half plane faces appear at early time, but as shown in Fig. (4) the

vanishes. We use it to close the integration path of Eq. asymptotic limit takes over quite rapidly.

(1) and shrink it to the form shown in Fig. (2). Here the
upper half plane and the region between the two indicated
branch cuts is a part of the physical sheet, while the re- 0.0006 .
mainder of the lower half plane is on the second sheet. In asyztoc

shrinking the contour integral to the two discontinuity in- 0.0004 wake f old

tegrals along the branch cuts, we must pass through the 0.0002
poles which have been exposed on the second sheet, and
we must retain a residue from each of them. Thus we have 0oA

expressed Wj. as an expansion in terms of the discrete ex-
ponentially damped cavity modes plus a contribution from -0.0002

the branch cut integrals. It is this latter contribution which
provides the persistent wake. -0.0004

m -0.0o06 60 65 70 75 80 8 90 95 100

Ka*Z (radan)

Figure 3: Asymptotic behavior of the wake field

Figure 2: Contour for Calculating WL 3 2-D simulation

We define the persistent wake function Wp as the contri- For our simulation structure we have taken a cavity with

bution from the branch cut discontinuity integrals, and to four damping waveguides with the crows section shown in

simplify the discu-,ion we redefine t as wJt and wo as wow,. Fig. (4a). The scale is chosen so that the cavity has an
The cut discontinuity can then be written as J'- IF(W) accelerating mode at 11.424 GHz. The waveguide cutoff

for the lowest mode is 14.27 GHz. Two damped dipole
where F is analytic in the neizjborhood of the branch mdswr dniidwt AI rqec oancl

poit. akig ue o patia inegrtio, w obainthemodes were identified with MAFIA fr-equency domain cal-
point. Making use of partial integration, we obtain the culations. Their frequencies, 17.365 and 34.297 GHz, and
large t asymptotic behaviour as foliows: Q's, 3.74 and 9.0 were determined using Kroll-Yu [3] and

,s-ioo Kroll-Lin [41 for the former, and because the latter was
WP(t)=/s %2-• iF(w)e-•t&o above cutoff for two waveguide modes, Kroll-Kim-Yu [5]

was required. A MA•IA time domain computation de-
1 - .termined the wakefield excited by a Gaussian line charge

it -bunch displaced from the origin. The wakefield obtained
I o F(1) for a a. of 2.6 mm is described by Figs. (4 b,c,d). The

€-. (1 d+ abscissa represents the distance of a synchronous trailing
it VW -bunch behind the excitation bunch, a typical value being
I G(w)dw + c (2) 42 cm. Fig. (4b) shows the persistent wake dominating

ii -after 25 cm. The logarithmic plot of the averaged ampli-

Here G, which has the same analyticity properties as F, tude shown in Fig (4c) exhibits perhaps three exponential

is given by damping rates. The straight line fit shown determines a
damping rate of 44.33 m-i. This is to be compared with

G(o) = F(w)o - F(1) dF the unresolved pair of decay rates of 48.64 m-1 and 39.92
2 + I (3) m-i from the first and second dipole modes. The second
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Figure 4: (a): 2D strongly damped structure, the dot refers to beam path in third dimension. (b): Dipole wake field
as a function of distance= t * c. (c): log plot of the same wake field, dashed line refers to the best exponential fit. (d):
log-log plot, dashed line is t- 3 /2

slope of 27.6 m-1 (straight line is not shown) was amo- References
ciated with a high frequency mode beyond the range of
our frequency domain simulation. The log-log plot of Fig [1] K. Thompson and R. Ruth, Phys Rev D 41, 964
(4.2d) compares the persistent wake with a t-3/2 straight (1990)
line. [2] R. Palmer, Higk Enexr" Physics in the 1990's, S. Jen-

son, Ed. (World Scientific, Singapore, 1989), pp.638-
4 Concluding Remarks

The magnitude of the wake at 42 cm appears to be large [3] N. Kroll and D. Yu, Part. Accel. 34, 231 (1990)

enough to cause some beam blow up. We have also studied [41 N. Kroll and X. Lin, Proc. 1990 Linac Conf., Albu-
the extreme case of the cavity formed by two waveguides querque, NM, June 10-14 (1990) p. 238
intersecting at right angles. While no damped dipole reso-
nances could be identified, indicating extreme higher order [5] N. Kroll, J. Kim, and D. Yu Proc. 1992 Linac Cony.
mode damping, the persistent wake was four times as large, Ottawa, Ontario, August 24-28 (1992) AECL-10728
and the beam blow up would be disastrous. This suggests 217 (1992)
that an iris which decreases the damping tends to decou-
ple the cavity from the persistent wake, and hence that [61 T. Shintake, Jpn. Jour. of Appl. Phys. 31 p. L1567
better results could be obtained by further decreasing the (1992)
damping. Detuning the persistent wake by distributing
the waveguide cutoff frequencies, which should be simpler
than detuning the HOM's, would also be expected to be
effective. It is also likely that the effect would be negligible
in the choke mode cavity damping scheme [6].
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PERTURBATION THEORY OF BROADBAND IMPEDANCES-
S. Heifets

Stanford Linear Accelerator Center
Stanford University, Stanford, CA 94309 USA

Abtract Note that although the final result satisfies the boudary
A perturbation theory for broadband impedance cal- condition, the remlt of any finite number of iterations does

culatioms has been developed, allowing evaluation of not. Hence, the sotution is exact for each iteration, but the
impedances for an accelerating structure of a rather arbi- boundary conditions are satisfied only approximately.
trary shape. General formulas are given for the longitudi- The perturbation method based on Kirchholf's integral
Wal and transverse impedances. The method is checked by equation gives (41 the impedances for the monopole and dipole
calculating impedances and comparing results with those modes
for structures previously studied. Several new results, in-
cluding impedance of a taper, are presented. Z 4(k) 2w _) dz dza'(z)f da(')f dJ

I. INTRODUCTION
The interaction of a beam with the beam environment x [G,(A,#), cos(40 - 0') e.,-

in accelerators is usually described in terms of the coupling (3)
impedances, with most of the impedance calculations per- ikrro con
formed using numeric codes. This paper describes a per- Zlx)(k) - Zo 2v
turbation theory for the impedance calculations based on
Kirchhoff's equations, analogous to the Born series in the a'(z)a(z')
scattering theory. A perturbation theory of this kind was x e- (-[G() ak)rff.(a),r=.()•
used in the time domain by Novokhatsky [1], and by the (4)
author [2] for more general structures in the frequency do- The transverse impedance then is given by the Wensel-
main. A cylindrical symmetry is implied in most cases, Panofsky theorem.
unless it is stated otherwise, although the method also Equations (3) and (4) give a dose form of the longitudina!
may be applied to study impedances of structures without and transverse impedances for a cylindrically symmetric beam
cylindrical symmetry. ring- pipe, with an arbitrary variation of the pipe radius a(z). From

II. ILLUSTRATION: THE METHOD these equations it is also easy to obtain the longitudinal and
transverse wakefields.

Consider a well known electrostatic problem: find the
fiel, of a point-like charge e placed at distance z = a from III. EXAMPLES OF LONGITUDINAL
an ideal conducting z,p plane. The field potential for z > 0 IMPEDANCE
is a superposition of the potential 0.xt of a charge in free For a hole in a beam pipe, the imaginary part of the
space and the potential of the image charge -e at z =
-a. This result may be obtained using Green theorem [3] impedance
volume: 2 2kL

ImnZ,(k) = ()22, J sin(z) 5•(A) = 4w (1+) 1z() 2r'-•

If the slot is short kL C 1, then

x [G(A , A ?) 0' 0( fe) - 0(j( ) V G(A( , A )l. kLw2

Solve (1) by iterations: = 0(0) + 0(1) + .... In the zeros (2W)S a2

approximation, •(0 - _a. In the nth approximation
reproduces the Kurennoy's result [4]. The impedance increases

)= *ut(•) - e/I(( + a) 2 + r2]1/2 with L for short slots kL < 1, and goes to a constant for
kL > 1.

I + j)+ (1)3 .. (2) For a shallow cavity (b-a) < a,g9 < a,
X [ 2 " a)2]1/2 4 1 the longitudinal impedance obtained from simula-

tions with the code TBCI for long bunches is inductive [5]. We
giving the correct answer. obtain for this case

*Work supported by Department of Energy contract L = Zo(b - a) 2  (7)

DE-AC03-76SF00515. (27)2 a
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Figure 1. The real part of the longitudinal impedance of Figure 2. The frequency dependence of the impedance
a cavity as a function of the Dome-Lawson parameter: of a collimator. The impedance is constant for small
y/a = 3.0, b/a in the range 2.0 - 6.0. The transition /a and rolls off at large frequencies. The roll-off starts
from the regime of a cavity to the regime of a step is at frequencies dependent on the ratio of the radii.
shown.

The impedance of a collimator can be derived similarly to
whBase's re sult. A ( athe impedance of a cavity. The impedance calculated from this
K. iane's result.

For a shallow collimator the inductance formula is shown in Fig. 2.

L-Zo(ba)2  The radius of a taper varies linearly from a to b> a at
L 4. = I(bn -) + (3/2), (8) distance L. The longitudinal impedance is

which is similar to the TBCI result Z40 )(k) = L0 In (t) + kZo--) S(k), (11)

L = Zo(b- a)2

(v a) where

Impedance of a cavity in the high-frequency limit k9g> 1, L
ka > 1. has been studied before M7]. The real part of the S(k) = / dp[ dzdz' exp{i(p - k)(z - z')}
impedance isJ J (12)

Re Zo ((9)1/2

For this geometry, the general formulathe expression for the
real part of the impedanceis given by the interval -k < p < k: The integral (12 can further be reduced to a single integral.

k Results of the namerical integration of Eq. (12) are shown

Re Z(°)(k) = 1Z0 ( p sin2  in Figs. 3, 4, and 5.21 1 (k:2 -P p i2)

-k (10) WV. CONCLUSION

x ! (k - p) [Jo(fla) - Jo(flb)]2 • The perturbation method described above reproduces nu-
2 merous previously known analytical results. This method al-

At high frequencies, ka > 1, kb > 1, we obtain the lows us to obtain all these results in a unified way as extreme
Dome-Lawson result (9). cases of the same formula, and to demonstrate the transition

For very large gaps g, the impedance does not depend on
g, but depends on both radii. Transition from the regime of a from one case to another; for example, from the regime of a
cavity to the regime of a step occurt [7] at g = k(b - a)2 . cavity to the regime of a step, or from a single cavity to a peri-

The result of the numerical integration of Eq. (10) is shown odic array. The method can be generalized to more complicated
in Fig. 1. geometries.
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Figure 3. The real part of the longitudinal impedance Figure 5. The transition from (p-i1) < I to (p-I1) 1 .
of a taper, with large p b/a.
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BROADBAND IMPEDANCE OF THE B FACTORY-
S. HBefets

Stanford Linear Accelerator Center
Stanford University, Stanford, CA 94309 USA

Abstract 10
The broadband impedance i described phenomeno-I

logically by expansion over V. It is shown that dif- %
ferent terms of the expansion correctly describe par- A %
ticular impedance-generating elements. The broadband
impedance and the wake function of the B factory [1] are 0
reconstructed with numeric code TBCI. The loses at the
interaction region due to excitation of the higher order 0
modes (HOM) are estimated.

I. INTRODUCTION
Impedance can be constructed as a sum of narrow- -10

and broad-band impedances. The narrow-band impedance 0 2 4 6 8 10
is typical for the rf cavities and described in the modal M, Potential of Bellows
analysis as the sum

Z (w = + ) (1) Figure 1. The wake potential of a bellow, as given by
( E) =_1+ iT + + TBCI. The wake is typical for the discontinuities, giving

where Xl and wl are the loss factor and the frequency of inductive impedance.
the Ith mode and the width -p = w,/2Q1.

Broadband impedance often has been described em-
pirically as the impedance of a single low-Q mode, but this Wake for Impedance[(1 + l)/41
is no more than data fitting, and has no other justification.
Here, we further develop the approach used by K. Bane in
his analysis of the impedance of the SLC damping ring [2].

Broadband impedance may be represented in the form
of the expansion over -/1 (we imply the time dependence 2 -1.0
exp{-iw- ):

+ ( + (Zc1 - + .... (2)

The coefficients L,R,B, Zc ... are real, as they follow
from the analytic property of the impedance. -2.0 I I I

The first term represents inductive impedance. This -2 0 2 4 6
behavior of the impedance at low frequencies also can be 'RWA s/a
expected from Eq. (1) in the limit w --* 0, giving L =
- Ew E(xi/w12). Impedance remains inductive for small Figure 2. Wake W(s) in units X/(V/pC) for the model
discontinuities at rather high frequencies. impeda ke.

The second term in the expansion (2) is the low- impedance.
frequency resistive impedance; the third term has the
structure of the impedance of the resistive walls; and Simulations show that, for the B factory, it is sufficient
the last term describes the high-frequency tail of the to describe the impedance by three parameters: inductance L,
impedance of the rf cavities. At high frequencies, the resistivity Rh, and the parameter ZC. The wake function for
narrow-band impedance rolls off as w2, and is small corn- these cases is quite different, being proportional to the bunch
pared to the high-frequency tail, density p W(s) = 4ir(Rn/Zo)p(8) for constant Z(w) = Rn,

Z(n) + i) (1 . and to the derivative W(8) = L(Op(s)/Oa) for the inductive
n n3T" impedance (see Fig. 1]. The wake function in the last case hasAt the bunch frequencies w/c c 1/0a, this is very close to maximum and minimum at 8 = ±a%

the SPEAR scaling L

b/ V<,( )27- 0.2 '

where b is assumed to be equal to the beam-pipe radius. and the los factor is zero. The dependence W(s) for the last
*Work supported by Department of Energy contract term in (2) [see Fig. 2] is quite similar to the behavior of the

DE-AC03-76SF00515. wake of the rf cavity given by TBCI (see Fig. 3].

0-7W03-1203-1/93$03.00 0 1993 IEEE
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10 ' ,"' ARYT7.E, genmated by M. Sullivan, is a 3dimesmonal struc-
, % tun with a number of tapers asymmetrically placed in the

% horizontal and vertical planes. The impedance was estimated
%e using TBCI with proper asimuthal averaging. The wake field
% % found by TBCI corresponds to the inductive impedance with

0 "' -...... Z(n)/n = 1.8 x 10-3a1, or L = 2 n. The rel part is
Bsmall: ReZ/n= 12.5 0. The total power deposition in the

IR by two beams is

S= O(X)(I1 5 NB + 15 N 5 )
with the averaged currents specified in the CDR, Pso. =

-10 0 4 8 12 1.77 KW. The contribution from the low-energy beam is about
two times the contribution of the high-energy beam. This

$4 Potential of RF Cavity ,,07M is very small compared to the power deposited by the syn-
chrotron radiation (about 94 kW, M. Sullivan [1]).

Figure 3. Wake W(a) of the re-entrant rf cavity, given The Ohmic losses are much smaller. The power deposi-
by TBC1. tion per unit length by a beam with nB bunches in the ring is

In the fowing, we assume R = 350 m and i = 1 cm. dP _ r

II. IMPEDANCE GENERATING ELEMENTS = 4...- r .
The main sources of the impedance are 20 re-entrant rf For a berylium pipe, a = 3.1 x 105 0• 1 cm-1, b = 2.5 cm,

cavities. The rest comes from any variations of the cros- that gives 0.86 W/cm for two bunches with CDR parameters
section of the beam pipe in the ring. Impedance-generating nB = 1658, fimv = 136 KHs, NB = (4.08 and 5.91 1010).

elements per 1/12 of the ring (12 cells of an arc and a straight The power deposited in HOM will be absorbed mostly outside
section) are summarised in Table I (rf cavities, a feedback of theIR. The waves generated outside of the Il and absorbed
system, injection system, collimators, and the interaction re- within IR deposit very little energy, because the averae loss
gion (IR) have to be taken into account, in addition to the factor per unit length outside of the lR (excluding rf cavities) is
elements given in the table). Some elements (for example, di& much smaller than that of the IR. Energy deposition could be
agnostics) certainly will be added later. More details of the enhanced substantially if there were trapped modes in the IR,
vacuum chamber may be found in the Conceptual Design Re- provided their wave lenr'.h is a multiple of the bunch spacing.
port (CDR) [1]. We tried to find the ti.pped modes in the structure which

reproduces the real structure within +25 cm from the IP and
then is continued with the straight pipes. The MAFIA code

Table I (Kwok Ko simulations) failed to find trapped modes, although
Average number of the impedance-generating a single mode resembles such a mode [see Fig. 4]. This is not

elements in 1/12 of the ring surprising in an open structure such as APIARY7.5E.

Flanges 60 ..____ ______ _ ____

3PM 12
Vacuum ports 24
Bellows 12 Figure 4. A candidate for a trapped mode at the IR;

Clearing electrodes 4 MAFIA output (Kwok Ko).
Valve 1vale 1 The total impedance isTaper I

Slots of the distributed pumpe 3.0x 103. Z(w) = -in Im () + R + 2.55 (1- i) /n-

The parameter ZC has been found from the known loss- + 5.15 103 L (n).
factors of the low-frequency modes and the total loss factor Tf n d

given by TBCI for the re-entrant rf cavity. Resistive-wall The real part (ee Fis. 5] is dominated by rf cavities and the

impedance was found as the average over the copper ellipti- stainles steel resistive walls. The rest of the rin gives a

cal pipe in the arcs and the round stainless steel pipe in the small contribution that can be decribed as a constant resis-

straight sections. The impedance of inductive elements were tive impedance Rn = 1170 given by bellows (7511), tapers

calculated using TBCI, Kurrenoy's formula for slots [3], and (29.5 0), and IR (12.5 0).

the analytic formula for shallow transitions, The contributions to the inductive part of the parameter

L = 2g 6-a Im(Z(n)/n) are given in Table 2.
a With the contingency Z(n)/n = 0.03 0 for the injec-

Kickers for the feedback system and four-button BPMs were tion system and collimators, the total inductive impedance is
described using results of measurements [4]. The IR API- Z(n)/n = 0.10 01.
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Figure 5. The real part of the longitudinal impedance. Figure 6. The total wake function.

Table2 S2-(b

The impedance budget 0

BPMs 0.13 x 10-4 2-4-

Vacuum ports 0.5 X 10-4 -40 _

Bellows 0.62 x 10-2 4-

Flanges 0.001 0__ 1 L _

valves 0.0086) C

Taper 0.016 8
DIP screen 0.030
Feedback system 0.0035 3 -0.4
Interaction region 0.002 O
Injection crotches 3.6 x I0-3

Total 0.07 
|0.i-2 0 2 -2 0 2

S~s/o (1/orn) */a (1/CM) ,,

The wake function is shown in Fig. 6. Figure 7 gives the
partial contribution to the total wake from the impedances of Figure 7. Partial contribution to the total wake from
resistive walls and the cavity, and correspondingly, the induc- the impedances of (a) resistive walls, (b) cavity, (c) in-
tive and real parts of the impedance generated by discontinu- ductive, and (d) real parts of the impedance generated
ities, from the Table 2. by discontinueties, correspondingly.
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STUDY OF A DETUNED ACCELERATING SECTION
WITH THE COMPUTER PROGRAM PROGON*

S. A. Heifets, S. A. Kheifets
Stanford Linear Accelerator Center, Stanford University, Stanford, CA 94309 USA

Abstract ACCELERATING FIELD
The longitudinal coupling impedance for a number of First, the EM fields in the structure, the correspond-

lower passbands, bunch to bunch energy variation due to ing stored energy W(N) per cell and the power flow S (A')
longitudinal wake fields, the beam loading compensation, through the cavily cross section are found. These quan-
some effects of production errors, and the rf pulse trans- tities define the relative group velocity v9 /c = Szd/1U.
mission through a detuned disk loaded accelerating section where d is the cell length. The stored energy W and the
with finite wall conductivity have been studied using the group velocity v are plotted in Figs. Ib,c, respectively.
computer program PROGON.

MOTIVATION AND METHOD ERRORS AND DAMPING

The detuned accelerating section (1] designed to di- Next, the effect of fabrication errors for infinite and

ininish the undesirable effects of the transverse wake field finite wall conductivity on the excitation of and propaga-

has been studied previously using approximate methods. tion through the section of a cylindrical accelerating wave

[2] [3] Here these results are confirmed by employing the with frequency f has been studied. The absolute values of

new computer code PROGON [4] which is based on the the reflection R(f) and the transmission T(f) coefficients

field matching technique for the Fourier harmonics of the are plotted in Fig. 2 for 'small' relative random radii er-

longitudinal electromagnetic (EM) travelling waves. The
geometry of the considered 204 cell section is presented in ' ! ,
Fig. Ia. 1.0 -(a ((a

- b(N) (a) ' ,0

0.8 (a) 'a
0

40.4 a(N) 0 '' /

S1.0 ( (d)

4>(, 
0.1 5

>0
0.09 (e) > ()

0.06 -

0.031 
0.5

0 50 100 150 200
,= Number ,M, 0
Figure 1. (a) The radii of the Nth cavity b(N) and 11.0 11.3 11.6 11.0 11.3 11.6
iris a(N) for the considered 204 cell section. The gaps

g(N) = 0.729 cm, the iris thicknesses 1(N) = 0.149 cm. f (GHz) 7311W

(b) The stored energy in the Nth cell W(N). (c) The Figure 2. The absolute values of the reflection R(f) and
relative group velocity in the Nth cell vg(N)/c. the transmission T(f) coefficients: (a),(b) 'small' rela-

tive random radii errors in the range Aa/a = Ab/b =
±2.5. 10-4; (c).(d) 'large' errors Aa/a = Ab/b =

* Work supported by Department of Energy contract ±2.5. 10-: (e).(f) ilie finite conductivity of the Copper
DE-AC03-76SF00515. walls.
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rors (Figp. 2ab), for 'large' errors (Figs. 2c,d), and for the
' - 0.04 1 1 -- J copper wall conductivity (Figs. 2ef) without errors.

l(b) - COUPLING IMPEDANCE

10 0.02 The real part of the longitudinal coupling impedance
Z.(f) is presented in Fig. 3 for a few lower pasabands.

5 -PULSE TRANSMISSIONI 0 I_ _ _____ The distortion of an rf pulse transmitted through the
,_ ( detuned section with finite wall conductivity is illustrated

11.0 11.3 11.6 24 25 26 27 in Fig. 4a where the envelopes of the rf pulse at the

0.4 1 1 1 1 entrance (dashed curve) and the exit (solid curve) are

- (C) 0.02 (d) plotted [5]. BEAM LOADING

"0.2 - The beam loading [6] for a long train of bunches is il-
I 0.01 lustrated in Fig. 4b [7]. The energy gain by a bunch in an

"accelerating wave with power 70.56MW (curve 1), the en-
0 0 _ergy loss due to wake fields of the previous bunches (curve

S-10 3) and their difference (curve 2) are plotted versus the

30 40 50 54 58 bunch number for the number of electrons N. = 0.7. 1010
per bunch. The impedance of the first passband only is

f40 f (GHz) 7n9W taken into account for the wake field calculations. Fig. 4c
Figure 3. The real part of the longitudinal coupling is a close up of part of curve 2 in Fig. 4b. Fig. 4d illus-
impedance Ze(f) for a few lowest passbands. trates the effect of the random bunch population in the

range ANp/Np = +3%.
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Estimation of Broad Band Impedance of the SPring-8 Storage Ring

T. Nakamura
RIKEN-JAERI SPring-8 Project Team

Hirosawa 2-1, Wako-shi, Saitama JAPAN

Abstract Total Impedance !L [Q]
The broad band impedance of the vacuum chamber Elements Number M

of the SPring-8 storage ring was estimated with several Equations MAFIA T2

analytical equations and the numerical simulation with RF cavities 32 1.5 X 105 -'.nn 1.3 x 10s_
MAFIA T2. The estimated value of the total impedance weldments 2000 -0.005i -0.006i
is a few 10-lt. flanges 700 -0.005i -0.005i

The vacuum chamber consists of the beam chamber and offsets 2700 -0.013i -0.019i
the slot-isolated antechamber. The effect of the obsta- BPMs 300
cles in the slot is estimated numerically, which shows that pump slots 6000 - -

the designed shape is effective to reduce the impedance of bellows 400 -0.040i
them. valves 100 -0.03i - 3i -

20+-7
I. INTRODUCTION BPMs 300 1-2

The broad band impedance of the vacuum chamber
of the SPring-8 storage ring, which is a 8GeV elec- ID sections 40 -0.018i -0.012iresisive -1.91-i

tron/positron ring for a high brilliance light source, should resistive - 7.9, -

be low enough to get the design current of 5mA/bunch wall
with less than 2 times higher value of the energy spread synchrotron 0.026
than the natural. To meet this requirement, the vacuum radiation
chamber is carefully designed to reduce the discontinuities
in the beam chamber. Table 1: Impedance of SPring-8 storage ring

The estimation of the impedance is performed with some
theoretical and approximated equations and with the sim- with[6] I__ -_ 1+i
ulations by MAFIA[2] T2. Z 13_ k (2)

In numerical simulation with MAFIA T2, the approxi- %fW•
mation that the beam chamber has round shape of 20mm ,where 4 is the bunch length(r.m.s.) and k, is the Ices
radius while the real shape is ellipse of 20mm x 35mm, parameter which MAFIA T2 can calculate.

and several models of the wake factions such as cavitylike, B. which A at

inductive and resistive are assumed. B. inductive

There exist obstacles in the slot and antechamber such The impedance of elements which have the discontinu-
as absorbers, pumping holes and NEG stripes. The effect itirs of the scale smaller than the wave length of the wake
of them are also estimated numerically with MAFIA T3 field of interest are inductive.
and S3. The theoretical impedance of a small rectangular groove

is[7, 8]
II. MODEL WAKE FUNCTIONS Z= - Zo g(b-a) (3)

The models of the wake functions adopted here are cav- wrd a

itylike, inductive and resistive. where b is an outer radius of the groove.
The impedance of a pair of shallow transitions is approx-

A. cavit ylike imated with the formula[9]
A cavitylike element is a groove with a larger gap and 3Zoa(b-a)'

depth compared with the wave length of the wake field of Z = -iW ) b2 ' (4)
interest.

The theoretical impedance of a cavitylike element of in- ,where 0 is the tapering angle.
ner radius a and gap g is[3, 4, 5] The impedance can be obtained with MAFIA T2, as-

suming above frequency dependence, with[6, 10]

z(1) = -.--+areW (5)

,where Za = 377fl. , where a and Win,: are the bunch length(r.m.s.) and the
The impedance can be obtained with MAFIA T2, as- maximum value of the wake function which MAFIA T2

summing above frequency dependence of the impedance, can calculate, respectively.
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The simulation with MAFIA T2 shows that a groove
which is deep compared with the wave length of the wake
field of interest has resistive impedance of the form

Z = R (6) "

,and with this impedance, R can be obtained with MAFIA LUJ.J"

T2 with[61 Figure 1: Cross section of the vacuum chamber.

C

MI. THE IMPEDANCE OF ELEMENTS RF contact fingers. the impedance of the triangle groove
is estimated with Eq.(3) as in the case of the flange and

A. An RF cavity the impedance of the slot is estimated with Eq.(8). and
An RF cavity has the beam pipe of 50mm radius and the slots is The wake function of the deep groove calculated

the acceleration gap of 220mm wide. The wake function with MAFIA T2 shows that its impedance is resistive. The
obtained with MAFIA T2 shows that it has a cavitylike total impedance is estimated by the sum of them.
impedance as expected. H. Shielded bellows

B. A flange Bellows are shielded with RF contact fingers. The shape
The gap of a flange is shielded with RF contact fingers. of shielded bellows consists of an outward taper transition

The residual discontinuity is a triangle groove of 0.5mm of 105mm long and 4mm high, an outward step of 1mm
wide x 1mm deep. The wake function calculated with high and an inward taper transition of 50mm long and
MAFIA T2 shows that its impedance is inductive and the 5mm high.
value of the impedance obtained with the Eq.(5) is almost The wake function calculated with MAFIA T2 shows
half of the theoretical value of the impedance of the rect- that the impedance is inductive.
angular groove of 0.5mm wide x 1mm deep, obtained with L A beam positin monitor
Eq.(3). The button beam position monitor(BPM) is coaxial line

C. A weldment with 0.5mm wide gap. This structure is modeled with a
A weldment is designed to be a rectangular groove deep groove of 0.5mm wide The upper limit of the effect

smaller than 0.2mm wide x 1mm deep. of BPM can be estimated with this model.

D. An offset The wake function obtained with MAFIA T2 shows that
The offset at the flange or at the weldment are designed its impedance is resistive and obtained with Eq.(7).

to be less than 0.5mm. This is modeled as a step change J. Resistive wall
of the radius of the beam pipe and estimated analytically The resistive wall impedance is estimated with the equa-
with Eq.(4) and numerically with Eq.(5). tion

E. An insertion device section Z = Zo1_i6 (9)
A insertion device(ID) section consists of a pair of 5 de- 2 b

gree taper transitions which connects the normal section of ,where 6 = j is the skin depth.
35mm radius and the ID section of 10mm. The impedance K. Synchrotron radiation
is estimated analytically with Eq.(4). The wake function
calculated with MAFIA T2 shows that the impedance is The synchrotron radiation impedance is estimated with
inductive, the equation

F. A pump slot Z 300± (10)

The pumping slot is a longitudinal slot of 2mm wide

x 9mm long. The theoretical impedance is induc*,ive and ,where b, R is the radius of the vacuum chamber and the

estimated with [3] average radius of the machine.

Z . Zorw2  (8) IV. EFFECT OF OBSTACLES IN
Z =4(21)3a2 SLOTS AND ANTECHAMBERS

In the slot, there exist absorbers and pumping holes.
, where t is the width of the slot. The effect of these obstacles in the slot and antechamber

G. A valve is estimated numerically with MAFIA T3 and 53.
The gap of a valve is shielded by RF contact fingers. The typical crosssection of a vacuum chamber are shown
The valve consists of a triangle groove of 3mm wide x in Fig.1.

Imm deep, a deep groove of 0.5mm wide and 30 longi- The structures used in this simulation with MAFIA T3
tudinal slots of 0.5mm wide x 100mm long between the and S3 are shown in Fig.2 and Fig.3 ,respectively.
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Figure 2: Model structure for MAFIA T3. 2 6- 1.
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I.' DpHcight DepdMeigN

Figure 4: Relativ- strength of the wake functions(left)
and the wall currt.nt on the end wall of the slot(right).
Depth/Height is the depth from the beam chamber nor-

Figure 3: Model structure for MAFIA $3. emalized by the slot height.

With MAFIA T3, which solves in time domain, the wake REFERENCES
function was calculated for a test obstacle, which is a hole ReFe RENCES
of 10mm long x 10mm deep x slot height high opened to [1] W. Watanabe, et al., "Vacuum Chamber and Crotch
the end wall of the slot. Absorber for the SPring-8 Storage Ring Vacuum

The disturbance of the wall current causes the wake field Chamber," this conference.
hence the strength of the wake field can be estimated with [2] R. Klatt and T. Weiland, "Wake Field Calculations
the strength of the wall current. with Three-Dimensional BCI," Proc. of Linear Accel-

With S3, which solves the electro-static problems, the erator Conference, SLAC, (1986) 282.
wall current flowing at the end wall of the slot was calcu-
lated. The charge are placed at the beam axis and the in- [3] S. Heifets, "Broad Band Impedance of Acceler-
duced charge on the end wall of the slot was calculated for ating Structures:Perturbation Theory," SLAC-PUB-
several height and depth of the slot. This induced charge 5792(1992).
is proportinal to the wall current.

The result for several height of slot(O0mm,12mm,14mm) [4] G. D. Dbme, "Wake Potentials of a Relativistic Point
are shown in Fig.4. The relative strength of the wake field Charge Crossing a Beam-Pipe Gap:An Analytical
is parameteriaed by the peak value of the wake functions. Approach," IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sc., NS-32, No.5,

This result shows that the strength of the wake field and 2531(1985).
the wall current both depends only on d = depth/height [5] R. L. Gluckstern, "High-frequency behavior of the Ion-
and the strength of the wake field and the strength of the gitudinal impedance for a cavity of general Fhape,"
wall current are proportional to l/d 2 and lid, respectively. Phys. Rev. D &. 2773(1989).

V. CONCLUSION [6] S. Heifets, "Broad Band Impedance of The B-
The total impedance of the SPring-8 storage ring is es- Factory," SLAC/AP-93(1992).

timated to be of the order of 10-10 for n = w/wre, [7] K. L. F. Bane and M. Sands, "Wakefields of Very
(c/4)/w 7 .,, 2 x 104. Short Bunches in an Accelerating Cavity," SLAC-

The numerical simulation shows that the obstacles in SrBuh iaAe tn vy S C
the slot should be at least 2 x height apart from the beam PUB-4441(1987).
chamber surface to reduce their effect and the design of [8] E. Keil and B. Zotter, Particle Accelerators 3
the vacuum chamber fulfills this requirement. In this de- 11(1972).
sign, the width of the slot fulfills height/width > 4, which
is enough that the effect of the pumping system in the [9] K. L. F. Bane, "Bunch Lengthening in The SLC
antechamber is negligible. Damping Rings," SLAC-PUB-5177(1990)
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Head-On and Long-Range Beam-Beam Tune Shift Spread in the SSC

G. L6pe
Superconducting Super Collider Laboratory*

2550 Beckleymeade Ave., Dallas, TX 75237 USA

Abstrct II. ANALYTICAL APPROXIMATION FOR

The head-on and long-range incoherent tune shifts for HEAD ON AND LONG RANGE TSS
the Superconducting Super Collider (SSC) are estimated In general, the kick given to a particle (which has hori-
using the numerical integration of the analytical expression zontal (z) and vertical (y) displacement from its own closed
coming from the first order in the perturbation strength. orbit) due to beam-beam interaction is given in the hori-
The variation of the tune shift a- a function of the displace- zontal and vertical planes by
ments of the charged particle in the vertical and horizon-
tal planes is studied with the nominal parameters for the A1r 2a2 exp(--r2/202)) z (la)
SSC. A scaling expression is obtained for the parameters Acr (1
involved in the beam-beam tune shifts, which allows us to and
predict the effect in the incoherent tune shift spread under
changes in these parameters. = 41rt 22C

Ay - -;- (1 - exp(-r 2 /2o 2 )) (y + D) , (lb)

I. INTRODUCTION where P is the Courant-Snyder beta function, or is the stan-

The tune shift spread (TSS) in a collider machine is dard deviation in the Gaussian distribution of the particles,
one of the most important parameters in its design and r is defined by r2 - z2 + (y + D,)2 , and t (called the tune
operation. The spread must be limited to those values shift parameter) is defined as t =-Nrpp,/4r7o3. N is the
that avoid crossing dangerous resonances in the operation number of particles in the bunch, r. is the classical radius
tune space of the machine. This crossing may produce of proton (e2 /mC2 ), which has the value 1.5348 x 10-s,
instabilities in the beam, limiting the performance of the and 7 is the relativistic factor, y-I = VId -Wvr/--.
machine (beam lifetime and luminosity [1]), and creating Out of any resonance, the tune shifts are given at first
radiation problems in the detectors themselves (beam-halo order in the perturbation strength by Reference [4]:
[2]). Therefore, it is desirable to keep the TSS as small as
possible at the SSC. The most important contribution to Am. du e-pu [Io(au) - II(alu)]
the TSS comes from the beam-beam interaction (head-on 0J
and long-range). This TSS is due to the kicks given to the [ 4_0(02u)1
particles in one bunch by another bunch because of the Io(a2u) + : (a.4u)ln! _-), U)

2n(2n E k!( - k)! d )a
nonlinear (in general) force felt by the particles of the two 2(2n)! k=0 k!(n n=k d(ct ]
interacting bunches. One kick corresponds to the head-on (2a)
collision (when actually the two interacting bunches are
in the same line), which produces a negative TSS in both ad
transverse directions. The other kick comes from the long AV 1  I
range interaction in the intersection region (IR), where the = due-pu Io(aiu) Io(02u) - IJ(a2U)
beams have not yet been separated into different beam
tubes. Assuming the crossing angle is in the vertical plane + (4 u) 2 (n + 1)! • (-I)k dklo(a 2u)
(1), this kick produces a negative tune shift in the horizon- + 2n(2n)! -- k!(n + 1 - k)! d(0 2u)kn=1 k=0

tal plane (z) and a positive tune shift in the vertical plane, a0 d2 m_ • •;& u2 I?1m . (1)k dk o(a 2u)l
for I-amplitudes oscillate a little less than the separation of - E V - ( -)-k (aU)J
the close orbits of the two bunches, D.. For a beam with m=1 k md
Gaussian density distribution in both transversal planes, (2b)
the exact expression for the tune shift experienced by a
test particle due to head-on collision is well known [3]. where d. = D1,/u is the relative separation between the
This expression will be used in the study of the TSS. orbits of the colliding bunches, si = sin(0i) and Oi = 0j +

b 21rmt for i = z, y. l.(z) are the Bessel functions of imagi-
"O U.S. qteb• t oh f Uai u comatact No. D .AC, o nary argument;p and a's are definedasp= al + 2+dV/2SoE . and ag = a?/4, i = z, y.

m-7$3-12(8-1/9.O 0 1993 IEM6
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IM HEAD-ON AND LONG-RANGE TUNE the total TSS (head-on plus long-range) is shown in Fig-
SHIFT FOR THE LOW-4 IR urs 5 for the above nominal values.

Usiug the above analytical apprawmiation and mak-
ing a numerical integration of these expressions, the TSS
can be calculated for the nominal parameters of the SSC
coflider. These calculations will be made mainly for the A0
low-P I&R but the medium-a IR will be considered at the
end of this section and in the next section.

A.

A. Heed-On and Long-Range Tune Shift Figure 1. Relative horizontal head-on tune shift.
0 , . ' ' ...a.

M aking d y = 0, the relative horizontal head-on tune 
0 W t.V.ishift predicted by Eq. (2) is shown in Figure 1 (for the A

vertical cae, A. and A1 are inverted), as a function of 4.om4

the amplitudes. Using the relation between the beam size
and the Curant-Snyder parameters, the beta function (0) 4 1 7 • *

and the relative emittance (e), oa = /i , the tune shift m ..
parameter is expressed as : 34C01e

4M000 4UM0SOSS 40004 4UA0
AV,

_Nrp Figure 2. Head-on tune shift with the nominal SSC
= 4 "low-0 MR parameters.

With the nominal values for the SSC, N - 7.5 x09 and e = I, ,..,.5.(-..I
10-m, the value of the tune shift parameter obtained is

S= -0.000916. Figure 2 shows the TSS due to the head-on 0Am
case.

For the long-range tune shift, dT # 0 and the tune oK
shift parameter (3) has to be multiplied by the number of
long-range interactions for the two low-P IRA, 2(2L/Sa), oAo .OA
where S is the separation between the colliding bunches. ax.7.S(a To•

This defines a new parameter, fl, = ff, for the long- Figure 3. Relative horizontal long-range tune shift.
range tune shifts. Using the relation between the sepa- LOM -0 (V-75"

ration, DV, the long-range interaction length, L, and the . "' "
crossing angle, a (D) = &L), the relative closed orbits
separation can be written in terms of the crossing angle,
a (Dy = &L), the long-range interaction length, L, the
energy, 7, and the Courant-Snyder parameters, P and e,
asd = Dy/Vle• = aL=//7ej. In addition, assuming a
pure drift space during the long-range interaction, where _ " 10

the beta function is given by O(L) = Pe + 2 /9L = L2/,*, 0. O A %8

then, the relative closed orbit separation can be written in .4.
the form dv = iv/Tt. For the low-a IR, 0*=0.5 m, and Figure 4. Relative vertical long-range tune shift.
at the highest energy, 7 = 2 x 104, this parameter has the
simple expression

d-- 10s&. (4) 0.7) * * .

Using the nominal crossing angle, &=75 prad, (7&%

Figure 3 and Figure 4 show the relative (with re- M0,
spect to f,) tune shifts as a function of the ampli- . .: "..
tudes a. for some a;. Finally, for the nominal values, ý.M "M , .M 0
L=75 m and S.=5 mn (4LISB =60 long-range collisions), W• "-

Figure 5. Total TSS with one low-a IR, &=75 im.



S. Msmswm L.Log Range DTne Shift and

The relative horizontal long-range tune shift reaches (AvO)T'x = -N (i ,'fl(L) (6b)
its maximum value when the horizontal amplitude is zero
and the vertical amplitude (almost true for the vertical where f, and f2 are integration factors. Using
plane) has its maximum allowed value (a, = 0 and a. = the approximation P(L) = L2/f* and the nomi-
4M). This observation helps to simplify the analysis of nal values for the SSC collider, and considering two
the maximum relative tune shift as a function of the cross- low-# and two medium-# IR (ni..0 = rimdo = 2), the
ing angle, since the maximum tune shifts can be calculated following scaling relation is obtained for the maximum hor-
from the following expressions. (See Reference [4].) izontal tune shift (similar relation for the vertical):

AV-(,=) 2w e8./2) = -0.000916nNo/.oe,

L& 710=± 8, (5a) 0.0125 N. +0L 1 (n 0 L. 1 7
0 5gi S~~~~~o7 . /a 2 , 0\?ami

and
(W ) a.•.zwhere the subindex (o) in N,,et, S.,7o,,L,,,a,, I0-a

2Ay -eaaw/2)(.•+ sy) d2a, and no = noiowp + nned, means its relative values with
(0 1, respect to the nominal (N = 7.5 x 10, e = 106 m,

(5b) S -= 5 m, 7 = 2 x 104 , Liwp = 75 m (Lmrdp = 150 m),

where s,, is defined as .,= -(a ,• + dy) 2 . /1?;,p = 0.5 m(/?6,Ld = 10 m), a = 75 prad, and n: = 4).

The maximum long-range tune shifts expected for the Making a-, 1.6 (a > 120 prad) and keeping all other

SSC as a function of d4 and for several maximum ampli- parameters equal to one, the maximum TSS can be reduced

tudes a•' are shown in Figure 6. In the same way, the to a tolerable value for the SSC (Figure 8). Notice from

maximum tune shifts expected as a function of the maxi- these expressions that collision at lower energies worsens

mum vertical amplitude are shown in Figure 7. the long-range tune shift.
(AVY)p L~m I .... ' Ito ". - ' ". .... . .

• 0.01 (-vO " .mi

&01W.)40W05

0.1 -.0-0 00015 -0.0010 - 00'

Figure 6. Maximum LRTS in one low-ft IR, a. =0; and 1: Figure 8. Total TSS with one low-#? IR, a= 120 pjm.
av=7; 2: av=6; 3: av=5.&N : 3V. CONCLUSIONS

3 - •"Using the first approximation in the incoherent per-
'-5 () " , . , ,turbative beam-beam strength, the tune shift spread was

estimated for the SSC collider. The results suggests that
this TSS may be large for the SSC collider with the nomi-

00 nal SSC parameters, and the beam-beam tune shift moves
toward or outward the line v. = v. in the tune shift

-. 0O4W. space (depending of the location of the selected operational

Figure 7. Maximum LRTS in one low-# IR, a. = 0; and 1: point). They establish that by increasing the crossing an-
a=50 prad; 2: a=75 prad; 3: a=120 prad. gle up to at least 120prad, it is possible to bring down the

TSS to tolerable values for the SSC.

IV. MAXIMUM TUNE SHIFT SCALING
The maximum head-on tune shift has the following

dependence: (Av,,,)-f The maximum long [1] L. R. Evans and J. Gareyte,"Beam-Beam Effects,"
range tune shifts vary, for not very high vertical ampli- CERN-SPS/86-8 (1986).
tudes (a.,5 < 5d4/6), as (Av,)L' u- -N/3(L)/LSBtC, 2 and [2] S. Peggs, Particle Ace., Vol. 17,11-50 (1985).

(A)it" ,-, +NI(L)/LSs9of
2 . Therefore, the total max-

imum tune shifts in the horizontal and vertical planes are [3] J. Le Duff, VII Int. Acc. Conf., CERN (1971).

ma r -N +I- 2 ) (6a) [4] G. L6pez, SSCL-442 (1991).
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Beam-Beam Effects with Errors in the Crab Compensation*

David Sagan
Laboratory of Nuclear Studies, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY 14853

Abstract where ua is the strong bunch length, a is the revolution
number, a, 1, and z are the transverse and longitudinal

The eirct of the beam-beam interaction in the presence dispoacements of a weak beam particle, V is the normalised
of errors in the crab compensation for a crowing angle Is potential, and .,(t) is the ofs.4 of the center of the weak
shown to be asymmetric with respect to both beams. A bunch from the IP on the nth revolution
omparion with experience at CESR with colliding beams

with dispersion indicates that the tolerances for the crab S,(t) = ce - Boo, (2)
compenstion are not stringent, with so being the ring circumference. The normalization

factor i is given by (,4/1# with & being the horizontal

Introduction beam-beam strength parameter, u. is the strong beam
horisontal width, and . (s) is the horizontal beta fanction.

In terms of the beam-beam interaction, the parameters The arguments of V(s, 1) are the transverse offsets from
under which the Corneal B-factory CESR-B would oper- the centerline of the strong bunch. With head-on collisions
ate correspond approdimtely to parameters under which these olhets are just due to the betatron oscillations dis-
the present CESR storage ring is currently running. There placements ap and y,@. With a finite crossing angle or a
is, however, one exception. The CESR-B design calls for finite crab angle in the horizontal plane the horizontal off-
a 24 mrad full crohing angle 0G,.. with transverse 'crab' set is now dependent upon #a and z as shown in Figure 1.
compensaion in which a pair of RF cavities are used to The potential fr in equation (1) must be •eplaced by
give a time-varying sideways kick to a bunch as it passes -

through either cavity[1]. With 'perfect' crab compensa- V(a, V) - V(ap + (, . + z) - (3)

tion the bunches of each benm would be tilted at the IP .(s. + x) - 0,,. • z,
by an angle 0,1, = 0,,12. In this case, the beam-beam
kick is modifled by a factor cos2(.,,..) [2]. Thischange in where I.... and ##,.w are the crab angles of the strong
kick is independent of position and thus with perfect crab beam and weak beam respectively. V is now dependent

compenstion an angle crossing would not excite any ad- upon x which indicates that synchrobetatron resonances

ditional synchrobetatron resonances. The problems with will be excited. Perfect crabbing is seen to be achieved

a crab compensation scheme are therefore caused by hn- when the z dependence is eliminated in V. This is achieved

perfections in the compensation. These errors can come when I
from various sources. Possibilities include errors in the be- fer,.k. = Ocrb,, = O-r,,os • (4)
tatron phase advance from the crab cavities to the IP, the
bite wavelength of the crab cavity RF, etc. The purpose
of this paper is to explore the elect upon the beam-beam Simulation Program
interaction due to imperfections in the crab compensation
scheme proposed for CESR-B. The simulation program used for this report is a version

of the program developed by Bob Siemann and Srinivas
Krishnaopml[3] modified to include crab compensation.

Theory Briefly, the program is a ful 3-dimensional tracking sim-
uation. Outside of the IR transport is linear with fluctu-

In the 'weak-strong' picture of the beam-beam interac- ation and radiation damping effects included. At the IR
tion one beam (the 'strong' beam) is held fixed in shape the dependence of the strong beam sie upon the quadratic
while particles of the 'weak' beam are allowed to interact variation of the horizontal and vertical betas is taken into
with the first beam. The beam-beam interaction can be account. For the beam-beam interaction the strong beam
described by an Interaction Hamiltonian Hi. For head-on is divided into 5 equal charge slices. Particles of the weak
c with ero angle crossing and no tabbing beam are kicked as they move past the centers of the slices

and between kicks particles are propagated freely. At the

H V~a, 1 ).. crab cavities the finite wavelength of the RF is taken into
M,= -00 "account. Between the crab cavities and the, IP and in the

exp[-(2a.(t) + Z)2/(2/pe) (1) aft horizontal chromaticity effects are included. A par-
_____________ tial input parameter list used by the simulation program

*Work supported by the National Science Fo-udation is given in Table 1. With the given parameters the tune
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Parameter Symbol Nom. Value
Tam. damping ,.., 2. 101'tur2
loion. emittance Ex 1.3.- 10' m
Vert. emittance ex 1.95. 10' i

sh p W1IP Boris. beta &(ip) 1.00 i
wea bean IP Vert. beta of dp) 0.015 m

Synch. tune Qa 0.085
",H Horis. tune QZ 0.632SVert. tune Qp 0.587

Strong bunch length urs.g,., 0.01 m
% % Weak bunch length ayWeek 0.01 in

"% Crosi angle 0.,0,, 0.024 rad
Crab RF wavelength ARF 0.6 in

IP Dispersion jip) 0.0 m
Strong beam Current It,,ro 3.78 mA
"Test particle number a.rtide 200
Horis. chromaticity Q' . 2
÷IPtcavitieschrom. - -6

Figure 1: Beam-Beam interaction with a crossing angle

and crabbing. Table 1: Simulation Progpam Partial Parameter List

shifts due to the strong beam were • = =0.03. 200 par- This part of the horizontal offset is independent of z. That
ticles were tracked in the simulation. The particles were al- is to say, as far as the strong crab angle is concerned, the
lowed to equilibrate for 3 transverse damping times (15,000 synchrotron motion does not produce any amplitude mod-
turns) and after this the average weak beam sizes in the ulation of the beam-beam interaction. There is, on the
horizontal and vertical planes were calculated using the other hand, betatron phase modulation of the beam-beam
particle's coordinates over the next 7,000 turns, interaction due to the 19,b,, term and this does lead to syn-

Figures 2 and 3 show the effect of varying the weak and chrobetatron resonances. For CESR-B conditions, how-
strong crabbing angles in the presence of a 24 mrad cross- ever, these phase modulation driven resonances only have
ing angle. In the figures V,,,, is the normalized voltage of a small effect on the beam. In fact, in the limit of large $l,

the crab cavities for the weak beam. Vb,, is proportional where the phase advance across the IR is negligible, there
to G,,, with the normalization such that that with no are no first order resonances associated with 0,6,,[4]. Of
other compensation errors Vb, = 1 gives a perfect crab course, the above results do not preclude the possibility of
angle of ,,.,. /2. In each figure the beam sizes have been the resonances associated with fb,. having an apprecia-
normalized by the initial beam sizes iro and ero that the ble effect under different conditions (e.g. with small beta's,
weak beam would have without the beam-beam interac- etc.). However, for CESR-B, the above results show that
tion. there will be an asymmetry between the effect that a crab-

Figure 2 shows the effect of varying the weak crab angle bing error of one beam will have upon the two beams.
while the strong beam is maintained at a perfect crab angle
of 12 mrad. Figure 2 shows a steady increase in beam size
with increasing deviation of Ve,&,, from a value of 1. This Comparison with Dispersion
is to be compared with Figure 3 in which Vb,,, is held One important question to answer is how the synchrobe-
constant at I and the strong crab angle is allowed to vary. tatron resonances scale with variations in beam sigmas,
Figure 3 shows that the beam sizes are virtually indepen- tc.ron analces scate iteration in b ea (1))
dent of 0,6,.. This result can be explained in part with etc. An analysis of the interaction Hemiltonian (eq (1))
the help of equation (3): Consider the horizontal offset shows that for equally sized beams there are 6 independentof a particle fro)m the strong beamn centerline as it passes parameters that determine the resonance strengths[4J. In
a giren section of the strong beam located a lonsitudinal practice one would like to have a single overall 'figure of

distance ve from the center of the strong beam. When the demerit' for imperfections in a crab compensation scheme.particle sfroes this section one has (ct Figure 1) For beams of equal size and equal crab angles, a 'natural'scaling parameter is sc defined by
z = 2, + z. (5) 0(. ,, - ).

Thu the horizontal offset term in equation (3) involving -f -x
0,6,. can be rewritten as The numerator of the RHS of equation (7) is the length

(2s. + z) = 9cr,, z°. (6) scale of the (time varying) displacement of a particle of
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4 V a l u e I ' ' PIrn Typ. ue Paramn Typ. Value
0&" a 12 mrad I .MM .0 m , 6.10-4

0.5 m • (ip) 5 - 10-' in
S's. 00 0.03 •(i) 1.2.10

0.02 z 2.M10-'m

2@eg* 0c o 00 1.10-4/turn e 1"0_- m

1 a 1 ,.* Table 2: 'Typical' CESR Parameters for operation With
Dispersion at the IP

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
Va.bw where equation (8) is needed so that the beam-beam in-

Figure 2: Weak beam uses as a function of the weak beam teraction can be treated as a single kick and equation (9)
crab cavity voltage with no error in the strong beam crab is needed so that one can neglect the phase advance across
ang. the IR. In this case the correspondence between dispersion

and a crossing angle is given by[5]
4 V.b.,, - 9 ,rr _ a•" (ek ) (10)

v atow cz,we ek

SHORIZ where Wp,,...k is the weak beam energy sigma. Using val-
*'• ues 'typical' for CESR conditions with dispersion at the IP

"as given in Table 2, equation (10) gives an equivalent 9Otr
2 of about 17 mrad. For CESR one then finds the equivalent

0°0o°ooO0o0 oo00 o000 o r. to be 0.5. Considering that the inequalities in equa-

1 oaoc ooo a5O poao-popm tions (8) and (9) awe not satisfied one is cautioned to takethe above comparison with a grain of salt. Imperfect as

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 the comparison is, however, does give one greater confl-
dence that a bound of x, , 0.1 is sufficient to ensure the

G."a (mrod) operation of CESR-B.
Figure 3: Weak beam simes as a function of the strong beam Given the bound x. 1 0.1 with CESR-B conditions this
crab angle with no error in the weak beam crab cavity gives an allowable crab angle error 60,6 of
v o lta g e . ! ! ý M g S o. 3. ( 1 1 )

one bunch from the centerline of the other bunch due to This bound can be translated into an error budget for pa-
errors in the crab compemsation. The denominator of the rameters such as betatron phase advances, etc. An analysis
RHS of (7) is the characteristic length scale upon which the [4] shows that rather large parameter errors are needed to
beam-beam force varies. x, is thus a measure of the mod- violate equation (11).
ulation of the beam-beam force due to any compensation
errors.

An analysis of figures 2 and 3 show that in the simula- References
tions if the crab compensation errors obey x, 1 0.1 the
efect on the beam sises of imperfections in the compen- [1] K. Berkelman et. al, CESR-B Conceptual Design Re-
sation is small. Additional evidence for setting a bound port, Cornell CLNS 91-1050 (1991).
of xc Z 0.1 comes from the operating experience of the
CESR ring with a finite dispersion at the IP. While there [2] K. Oide and K. Yooy, Phys. Rev. A, 40, p. 15
is, in general, no strict equivalence between the effect of (1989).
finite dispersion and the effect of a finite crossing angle, [3] D. Sagan, S. Krishnagopal and R. Siemann, 21d Euro-
there is a special case within the weak-strong framework pean Part. Ace. Conf, pg. 1649 (1990). Cornell CBN
where there is a direct proportionality between the two. 91-01 (1991).
This happens when both beams are crabbed at the same
a& and [4] D. Sagan, Cornell CBN 91-01 (1991).

(ss - 2e9g,) • rx,.e,..n <C z,,ronsI and (8) [5] D. Sagan, Cornell CON 91-05, (1991).

r 8 ,*,, 9 + ',...& <4 , (9)
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A Strong-Strong Simulation on the Beam-Beam Effect in a Linac/Ring B-Factory*

Rui Li and Joseph J. Bisognano
CEBAF, 12000 Jefferson Ave., Newport News, VA 23606

Abstract the longitudinal step size over which the charged particles
are advanced in the collisions. In the simulation, each slice

The beam-beam effect in a linac/ring B factory is stud- is populated with macro-particles. The macro-particles
ied here using strong-strong simulation based on a macro- in the two colliding beams experience mutual forces only
particle model. Included in the ring dynamics are the lin- when their corresponding slices overlap. For the simula-
ear betatron oscillation and synchrotron motion, as well as tion of interactions of elliptical beams, the macro-particles
the transverse and longitudinal damping and quantum ex- in a beam themselves have Gaussian charge distribution,
citation. As a benchmarking test, the coherent quadruple with their aspect ratio comparable to the aspect ratio of
effect in a ring/ring collider was observed by the simula- the beam. The number and sizes of the macro-particles in
tion. The simulation shows that in a linac/ring collider, the each slice should be chosen to ensure sufficient overlap of
stability of the storage ring bunch is stronly affected by the macros in order to suppress the collisional effect due to
the synchro-betatron coupling induced by the deep enve-lope myrodtation ofuthehinghl indiupted lina bunch. Howp- the finite number of macro-particles used in the simulation.
lope modulation of the highly disrupted linac bunch. How- In the code, the force on each macro-particle is com-
ever, with the initial conditions for the linac bunch prop- puted by direct Coulomb sum over the forces acting on
erly chosen, the beam-beam tune shift limit of the ring the macro generated by all the macros in the overlapping
bunch can be made comparable with that for a ring/ring slice of the approaching beam. The total luminosity is then
collider, obtained by the sum over the luminosity for each interac-

Introduction tion pair at each time step[5]. Here, the electric fields on
a two-dimensional grid, generated by a Gaussian macro-

The intrinsic nonlinearity in the beam-beam interaction particle with given aspect ratio, are obtained in terms of
sets a limit on the achievable beam-beam tune shift, which the complex error functions[6] and stored in a table. The
is typically around 0.06 for ring/ring colliders, above which mutual force for each interaction pair of macros is then
the beam will start to blow up to larger equilibrium bunch readily calculated by interpolating data from the lookup
sizes in a few damping times. This beam-beam effect is table. To properly describe the evolution of beam sizes
primarily responsible for the limitation on the observed lu- with time, especially the pinching effect of the e- beam
minosity. The idea of a linac/ring B factory is proposed[I] from the linac, the sizes of the macros in each slice of a
such that the e•• beam is stored in a ring, and the e- bunch are set to vary proportionally as the rms sizes of
bunches in the linac are not recycled after each collision, the slice evolve in each step of a collision. Here the ratio
It is expected that the limits on the beam-beam tune shifts of the macro-particle size to the corresponding slice size is
for the e- beam can then be loosened. However, at the re- chosen to be r = 0.5. Smaller macro size has been used
quired luminosity, the relatively low average-beam-current occasionally for error estimation. Simulation results are
capability of linacs compared to a storage ring's implies insensitive to the macro size as long as r2 < 1.
low emittance[2] and hence leads to high disruption for
the e- beam. The beam-beam dynamics experienced by A Benchmarking Test
the positron bunch is therefore disparate from that in a
ring/ring collider. Thus it is important to study the beam- The coherent quadruple beam-beam effect in a ring/ring

beam tune shift limit for the e+ beam in the linac/ring collider is a proper candidate for the benchmarking of

dynamical system. beam-beam simulation codes[7]. The phenomenon was
predicted by Chao and Ruth using a linearized Vlasov

Beam-Beam Interaction Model equation, and was first observed by Krishnagopal and Sie-
mann in beam-beam simulation. It has the remarkableIn this study, the finite size macro-particle model[3, 4] feature that at tunes just below the quarter-integer, the

is employed to simulate the beam-beam interaction in a beam distributions oscullate in an anti-correlated manner

strong-strong manner. This model does not impose any

restriction on the charge distribution of the beams under with period 2.

study. As a benchmarking test for our simulation, we use pa-
At the IR of an e+e- coIlider, the two relativistic beams rameters shown in Table I. Here the two beams are round

exert Lorentz forces on each other only in the transverse di- in the transverse plane and have no longitudinal length.

rections. This allows us to divide each bunch longitudinally The anti-correlated oscillation of beam sizes with period

into many slices, with the width of a slice corresponding to 2 is clearly demonstrated in Fig. 1. Tlses results agree
well with the previous results[8] obtained using completely

"Supported by D.O.E. contract #DE-AC05-84ER40150 different simulation algorithms.
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Table 1: Parameter List in Simulation of Coherent Table 2: Linac/Ring B-Factory Parameter List
Quadruple Effect a a Benchmarking Test

Lina~e-)Storag eRinge4,

"Energy (E0) 5.3 GeV E_ = 3.5 GeV E+ = 8.0 GeV

Revolution Period (To) 2.56 ps N. = 0.544 x 109 N+ = 6.1 x 101

Transverse Emittances (c. = el) 1 x M f,=20.0 MHz nm=30

Amplitude Functions (#6 = P) 3 cm Ec-,o = 5.75 nm EZ+,o = 5.75 nm

Betatron Tunes (Q. = Qj) 0.72 e-,0 = 0.37 nm Y+,0 = 0.057 nm

Damping Decrement (6) 1 X 10-3 0 = 3.32 mm 0+-o = 3.33 mm

Current (I) 35 mA 4-,o = 3.33 nun 1 +,o = 21.55 mm

Nominal Beam-Beam Parameter (to) 0.121 e.-,o = 4.37pm a,*+,o = 4.37ipm

Number of Test Particles 300 VIo- = 1.1lpm 0*+,0 = 1.0lpm
o,- = 2.64 mm •,+ = 3.3 mm
D.-,o = 69.6 P, = 0.07
Dv-,0 = 273.7 r. = 0.9 msec

m Blowup Factor vs. Numbw of Tun r" = 2.4 msec
"-"- =.6.9 msec

S..... o .+,o = 0.002
+,o 0.056:• £o = 1.1 X 1O1cm-•e-..................-........

NMum Table 3: Parameters for Simulation Model

Figure 1: Results of coherent quadruple effect in a _-. _ C+

ring/ring collider with parameters given in Table 1. Number of Slices 45
Number of Macros 360 1000
Aspect Ratio of Macros 3.93

Beam-Beam Effects in a Linac/ling Scheme Size of Macros 0.5 x beam sizes
The parameter list shown in Table 2 [9] is used in our

simulation for the study of the beam-beam effect in a
linac/ring colliding scheme. Notice that the proposed nom- ,o - ' '
inal luminosity is 40 = 1 x I034, with the nominal vertical :
beam-beam tune shift for the e+ beam being fv+,o = 0.056
and the nominal vertical disruption parameter for the e-
beam being Dy_, 0 = 273.7. The simulation-related param-
eters are listed in Table 3.

In the simulation, the e+ beam is circulated in the stor- -
0.o -0.4 -0.2 0.0 0A. 0.4 0.4age ring, experiencing beam-beam collisions at IP once a

turn with a new e- bunch. The ring dynamics includes lin- Figure 2: Variation of the vertical rms size for the e slices
ear betatron oscillations, synchrotron oscillations, as well inure y Varin the rest rms size eo bh wices
as damping and diffusion in all three dimensions [10]. The in the y-z plane in the rest frame of the g. bunch without
initial distribution of macro-particles in the e+ bunches is matching.
3-D Gaussian with the nominal beam sizes. The precol-
lision charge distributions for the e- bunches are trans- so
versely Gaussian and longitudinally parabolic. In Fig. 2
we show the variation of the vertical rms size for each e-
slice through the e+ bunch during the first collision. The -
formation of pinches when the e- macros oscillate through
the e+ bunch can be clearly seen as the effect of the high
disruption of the e- beam. This will induce (1) stronger
nonlinearity and (2) stronger synchro-betatron coupling
compared to the case of a ring/ring collider. The con-
sequent blowup of the vertical bunch size for the e+ beam
is shown in Fig. 3, which reaches an equilibrium value in Figure 3: Beam blowup for the e+ beam during 5000 turns
about three damping times. for parameters in Table 2.
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0-o-0.4 -OR .3� �0.0 0.3 0.4 0k.

Figure 4: Variation of the vertical rms size for the e- slices
in the V - z plane in the rest frame of the e+ bunch wth (b) LawbV.f ,•N--d
matching.

To reduce the effect of pinches, a matching scheme was
developed by S. Heifets[9], where the transverse bunch sizes u- ...

for the e and e+ beam are set to be equal at IP and
then the matched e- bunches are tracked back to the be- . - - .
ginning of the interaction region. The pre-collision phase
space distribution of the e- macros thus chosen allows Figure 5: Results of beam-beam effect for a linac/ring B
the spreading out of the focusing points and produces a factory using parameters in Table 2. Here fy+,o is changed
much smoother envelope distribution for the e- bunches, by varying only the electron current.
as shown in Fig. 4. The long-term behavior of the e+ beam,
similar to that in Fig. 3, can also be obtained in the case Acknowledgement
of matching.

We then proceed to study the beam-beam effect for both We have benefited greatly from the conversations with
matched and unmatched cases by varying f4+,o while fixing G. A. Krafft on the macro-particle model, and the code
Dv-,o. The dependence of the equilibrium values of the SWARM written by J. R. Boyce.
beam blowup factor and the luminosity with respect to
fv+,o is shown in Fig. 5. As shown in Fig. 5(a), for the non- References
matching case, the beam starts to blowup around 4,+,o =
0.02, whereas the blowup takes place around fi+,o = 0.05 [1] P. Groes-Wiesmann, SLAC-PUB-4545, 1988.
if matching applies. In Fig. 5(b), it is shown that for fy+,o
above the value of 0.06, the luminosity in the matching case (2] J. J. Bisognano, et al., 1988 Linear Accelerator Con-

increases slowly with values larger than the saturated value ference, Williamsburg, 1988.
in the non-matching case. The above comparison of the [3] G. A. Krafft, private communication.
beam-beam effect with and without matching manifests
the effect of envelope modulation of the e- beam. [4] J. 1R. Boyce, et ai., 1990 Linear Accelerator Confer-

The above results are obtained for the fractional beta- ence, 1990.
tron tune (Q,, QW) = (0.64,0.54) for the e+ beam in the (6] G. A. Krafft, CEBAF TN-92-032, 1992.
storage ring. Further investigation shows that for the high-
disruption case without matching, the above beam blowup [6] M. Bassetti and G. A. Erskine, CERN-ISR-TH/80-06,
occurs over almost all the tune plane. This agrees with 1980.
the results obtained by Gerasimov [11] using weak-strong
simulation with envelope-modulated electron bunches. [7] S. Krislmagopai and R. H. Siemann, LBL-32581, 1992.

Effect of Jitter [8] S. Krishnagopal, private communication.

The effects of the white noise jitters for the linac beam [9] S. A. Heifets, et al., Nucl Instrum. Methods, A295,
has been estimated analytically[12] using a linear model, p286 , 1990.
and simulated[13] using weak-strong simulation without [10] S. Krishnagopal and R. H. Siemann, Cornell Internal
damping. Previous results shows that the required jitter Note, CBN/88-1, 1988.
tolerences are at the margin of the precision of the mea-
surement. Here the effect of 10% intensity jitter in the linac [11] A. Gerasimov, CEBAF-TN-90-243, 1990.
beam on the stability of the storage ring beam is also tested [12] Y. Baconnier, CERN PS/91-02(LP), 1991.
using our strong-strong simulation. With the inclusion of
all the possible dynamics in the simulation, the predicted [13] C. D. Johnson, AIP Conference Proceedings No.261,
extremely unstable situation for the positron bunch is not pi98 , 1991.
observed.
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Some Aspects of the Long Range Beam-Beam Interaction in Storage Rings *

Alexander B. Temnykh tand James J. Welch, Wilson Lab. Cornell University, Ithaca NY

Introduction

In this paper we develop a linear model of the long range A
beam-beam tune shift for cases when the electron and
positron orbits are separated at all crossing points [4].
Theoretical considerations show that the tunes of coher-
ent beam-beam modes depend crucially on the betatron b2

phase advance between crossing points. Under certain con-
ditions the tune split may be reduced, or even made equal ,d
to sero in spite of a strong beam-beam interaction. Mea-
surements of coherent beam-beam modes were made at
CESR. In most cases, the experimental results are in good
agreement with the linear model.

The behavior of coherent beam-beam modes was exam-
ined theoretically, taking into account the coherent tune Figure 1: Electrons in bunch b, interact with positrons in
shift caused by impedance effects. As in [2] we form the bunch b2 at positions A and B. The phase advance along
single turn matrix describing the bunch centroid motion arc c may be different from the phase advance along arc
and evaluate the eigenvalues. In the simplest case, this d.
motion includes the linear transport through the magnetic
lattice, for which betatron phase advance does not depend
on a bunch current, followed by a long range beam-beam interact with each other only at two points A and B to-
'kick' in the linear approximation. The measurements and cated at the opp te sides of the storage ring If these
comparisons with model predictions are discussed in the points are not on a symmetry axis of the lattice, the be-
final section. tatron phase advance from A to B on side c would not

This work was motivated by the CESR upgrade pro- in general be equal to the phase advance on side d. This

gram [1]. A central part of this program is to increase the kind of asymmetry leads to some unexpected behavior of

average stored beam current by forming multiple trains of coherent modes.

bunches. However, it is not possible to get large enough Lets form the vector (XI, Xi, X 2, X2), where Xi,( 2) and

separation at all crossing points to be able to ignore the X,,(2 ) are is the horisontal coordinates and associated an-
long range beam-beam interaction because the length of gles of bunch bi,( 2 ), appropriately normalised by the hor-each tran is comparable with a half betatron wavelength. isontal beta function. The matrix that transports bothbunches simultaneously (in opposite directions) through

the magnetic structure from A to B is,

Long range beam-beam interaction (coospc sinjp 0 0

in the linear approximation MA,B = - C P 0 0 (1)
cos Pd sin Ad

We assume the separation distances at the crossing points 0 0 - sin Pd coo pd

are large enough compared with the beam sises that the
linear approximation of the beam-beam kick angle does where Pc ad Pd are the absolute values of phase advance
not contain terms significant terms coupling vertical and from A to B along side c and d accordingly. For simplicity
horisontal motion. Likewise, we assume the linear trans- we have assumed that magnitude of horisontal beta func-

port between crossing points does not include coupling and tion is equal to one and its derivative is equal to sero at
therefore develop only a one dimensional model, both points A and B.

Consider the simplest case of one bunch per beam and To get the matrix describing the long range beam-beam

refer to figure 1. The electron and positron bunches should interaction consider the kick angle produced by the elec-
tromagnetic field of b2 on bh. If distance between centers

*Work supported by the National Science Foundation of bunches is much larger than the bunch size, then the
tOn leave from BINP, Novisibirsk change of angle will be 6X' = 2N 2ro/7/d, where N2 is
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the aumber of particles in bunch 2, ro the classical elec- I0a.15.00A
tron radinu, -f, the Lorentz factor, and d is the distance 0.S0.
between bunch centers. Note that d is composed of a
closed orbit separation, do, and X 1,2 which ae the dis-
placements of bunches b1,2 relative to the closed orbit, i.e., 0.0 "
d = do + X1 - X2 Auming JXI,21 < do we can rewrite
formula for angle chanpe as:

6X;= 2N2ro 2 (X1 - X 2 ) (2)

Here the rst term is a dipole kick, which gives a very 0.557 1,0 1,5 to0 1r 5 36
small orbit distortion that does not depend on Xi or X2 . Total WtMant (11+12) (mAI
The second term is proportional to bunch displacements.
It is like a gradient error and couples the motion of the
two beams to produce coherent motion. In what follows, Figure 2: Calculated mode tunes. Open and solid cir-
we will ignore the first term and only take into account the des refer to the two different modes. Here the elects of
gradient term. Conceptually this means we must include asymmetries in the phase advance are evident. Dotted and
the effects of the dipole error as a distortion of the closed continuous lines are for the cuses of 1p& -pdI = w or 0. The
orbit. In practice, the distortion of the closed orbit is too calculation was done for 7 = 104, d - 29 mm, • - 40 m,
small to matter. N5 = 1.6 x 1011 X I [mA].

The long range beam-beam interaction matrix from just
before the kick to just after kick will be of the strong-weak case. The tune shift of the lower mode

1 0 0 0 is proportional to sum of bunch intensities and tune split
m 4r6Y' 1 -4s6v1 0 I equals to sum of tune shifts at both crossing points. How-

0 0 1 0 (3) ever, if ps.= r/2, the higher tune goes down with in-
-4or& 0 4ir&o 1 creasing bunch intensities, while the lower tune remains

constant. At the point where the bunch intensities become
where 6V&,2 = N2,ito,8/2wyd 2 is the tune shift for a single equal one to another, both coherent beam-beam modes
crossing point and N2,1 is the number of particles in bunch have the same tune shift, which is equal one half the tune
2,1. To get a single turn matrix Mtu we must make a split in the t., = 0 case. Moreover the tune apfit equals
matrix multiplication: zero in spite of beam-beam interactio.

To get a more realistic model which can be compared
M9o9 = MBAM8,AMi.MA,B (4) with experimental data, the beam-wall coherent tune shift

Where MB,A describes the bunch motion from B to A. and multiple bunches must be taken into account. The
wgere an, d desribetheb motion of caracteromsB theo- .beam-wall coherent tune shift should be introduced as an
Eigenvalues and eigenvectors of M.. characterise the co- extra phase advance 61_, for each bunch. The magnitude

he uren m pes. t rof 6pb-. is proportional to bunch intensity and is taken
In figure 2 we present results of numerical calculation of from single beam measurements. To describe a configura-

beam-beam coherent modes as described above. We ca tion with & bunches per beam, the eigenvalues of matrices

see that at low total current, where one bunch is very weak, of order 2k must be evaluated.

the tune of the higher frequency mode doesn't depend on

bunch intensity, but the lower tune goes down with increas-
ing bunch current. The resulting tune split is proportional Measurements
to bunch intensity. This picture has a simple interpreta-
tion. The unaffected tune belongs to the strong bunch, Three machine studies were carried out at CESR to mea-
while the decreasing tune is associated with the motion sure long range tune shifts under different conditions as a
of the weak bunch. The fact that the tune is decreasing function of beam current. The choice of bunches and the
means there is a defocussing effect by large bunch. The pretsel configuration insured that there were no head-on
tune shift or tune split, both are the same in this case, is collisions at the normal interaction points. Betatron tune
the sum of the tune shifts calculated for each of the single shifts were measured on a spectrum analyser connected
crosing points, i.e., 2,i•. An asymmetry in phase advance to beam pickup electrodes. For an accurate measurement
between c and d does not matter. of the frequency it was necessary to artificially spread the

A different situation arises in the case where both tunes of the two beam enough that the peaks would not
bunches have significant intensity. Here the asymmetry overlap. This was done by varying sextupole strengths in
in phase advance ;&.. = lit- -ju plays an important role. the region of separated orbits. The betatron resonance
In figure 2 we see that if the phase advance is sero, i.e., widths were about I kHs wide which is larger than many
(is" = 0), the dependence of mode tunes resembles that of the tune shifts. Signal averaging and careful attention
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to the frequency measurement were paId - not always suc- the current in the election beam was varied. An attempt
ceofuly - resulting in a variance of the frequency shift was made to keep the individual bunch currents more or
meaurements of order 0.1 kHs. The optics used were the less equal for each beam. The results are also summarised
same as those used during normal operation of CESR. the following table.

The first measurement consisted of one bunch of
positrons circulating against one bunch of electrons. The Mode us [M ] v [m ]
electron bunch was used as a 'probe' beam. Its betatron measured theory measured theory
tunes were measured and its current held constant at 2 highest -3.24-1 -12 21.1± .4 121
mA/bunch while the positron bunch current was reduced lowest 1 -26 ± 2 -22 -32.9 ± .8 -33
from 12 mA to 2 mA. One of the nicer features of this tech-
nique is that there is no confusion introduced by frequency earlier machine studies opportunities wad added to the the-

shifts due to impedance as the measured beam is held at eal predictin. st cases and met-
constant current. The results are summarized in the table oretical prediction. In most came the theoretical and ruea-
ceonstt csured slopes of frequency versus total electron current are

in good agreement. However, for the data with the highest

Crossing Bunch # measured theory horizontal frequency, the measured slope is less negative
points e+ e- &,I [.-1 J"jI [-- I than the theoretical indicating less long range tune shift

2,1' 1 7 -15 7 -0.5 than expected. One possible reason for the discrepancy in
3,6 1 6 -8.6 5 -8 betatron phase errors. Another possible reason for the dis-
4,5 1 5 56.6± 6 0 53.8 crepancy may arise from the implicit assumption that the

The theoretil vchange of position of the peak in the betatron spectrum is
The theoretical values of j9, and the betatron phase 4a exactly representative of the tune change. This would not

at the parasitic crossing points are probably only good to be the case when two peaks are overlapping since the peak
about 15% and constitute the main uncertainty in the the- of the sum of the signals would not follow the tune of each
oretical values. The variance in the experimental values mode independently. This ii particularly relevant to the
is dominated by the variance in the frequency measure- horizontal tune because the frequency spread of the modes
ments. Within these uncertainties the measurements are is not large and does not increase with higher currents as
consistent with the theoretical predictions. much as for the vertical modes.

The second set of measurements was quite similar to
the first except that 'improved' techniques for frequency
measurement and data taking were used, and data was Conclusions
taken at two different pretzel amplitudes. The results are
given below: The use of tune splits of coherent beam-beam modes to

test parasitic interaction points, analogous to the use of
L41_ V__ trAs] pretze - made and o - mode for head-on collisions, may lead

Bunch ve- I-a data, ] prettel to confusing results. Under certain conditions the tune
1ata 5 theory d0 ± theory 2 split may be reduced, moreover it may be zero in spite of a
1 5 -0462 5 -16.4 80 ±2 66.3 1200 strong beam-beam interaction. The best way to study the
1 42-51 -30.9 1833 4 149 800 tune shifts due to the long range beam-beam interaction is

1 -28 2 -20414 2 5 93 2 1 200o to use one bunch per beam and measure the dependence of
1 02- 2____ -4_ 3- 3 21 800 the coherent tunes on the intensity of one of the bunches

Here there is substantial disagreement between the the- keeping the intensity of the other bunch fixed and quite

ory and experiment. The experimental horizontal tune small. Only in this case can you be sure that the tune

changes are substantially less than the predicted values, shift of smallest bunch will be equal to sum of tune shifts

while the experimental vertical tune changes are generally for the single interaction points.

somewhat greater than the predictions. If this is to be ex-
plained by errors in the assumed beta function values, the References
horizontal beta functions must be in error by about a fac-
tor of 2. More likely is the possibility that the "improved [1] J. Welch, CESR Upgrade and Conversion to a B Fac-
technique" was in fact worse. t , proc. KEK BFWS92, Nov. 1992

In the third machine studies we measured the tuneslifis
generated by two trains of 7 bunches each. In this conlfg- [2] E. Keil, LEP Performance Note 83 (1992)
uration, each bunch undergoes 14 crossings with opposing [3] D. Rice, et. al. S•mmetric Beam-Beam Ezperisece
bunches, each at a different separation distance and beta CBN 92-10 Cornell U., proc. SLAC B Factory Work-
function [3]. The total tune shift received may be differ- shN Apri 1992
ent for different bunches. We measured the only the tune shop, April 1992
shifts for the highest and lowest frequency modes. The to- [41 CBN 92-13
tal current in the positron beam was held constant while
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Experimental Study of Crossing Angle Collisiont
T. ChMen

SLAC, MS26. P.O.Box 4349, Stufomd, CA94309
D. Rice, D. Robin. D. Sagan, and M. Tiger

Newman Laboratory, Corel University, Ithaca, NY 14853.

Absowt c n hbia hand side of (1), and do a Fourier expansion. hen,. the right-1ie non-linear aoxplin due to the beent-aism band-side of &Mn equation of (1) ks writtn as:
with crossing angle has been studied. The mor effect of a (
small (-12mrad) aossn angle is to excite 5Q:%Qs-lmeger - Icm, cos[(mpx+nps)t ]+d4,, cos[(mpxr-p)t] (3)
coupling asomace fmily on large ampliude particles, which 24m,1
results in bad lifetime. On the CESR, a smal crossing angle Naturally, a similar form of solution of (1) is expected
(-2.4mr) was created at the IP and a reasonable beam-beam 1
tune-shift was achieved. The decay rate of the beam is X1 .- Twa, cos[(mpx+nps)t I+bxkn cos[(mps-pa)th] 1(4)

measured a a function of horizontal tune with and without m,n
crosing angle, The theoretical analysis simulation and Substitute (3), (4) i,,to (1), the relation between drivin terms
expermeta meaurments have a good agreemem. The ad response terms is found:

resonance strength as a function of crossing angle is also (a-b)x,. 1 (C.dhL (5)
memed.2sin(m+ 1)p3*np]sin(m- 1)j&,±ap,]

I. INTRODUCTION New resonmnes ((l)QX±RQS- integer, the denominator is
A primary objective of modern e+e- collider devemopgMet small. Then, (a~b)m., has strong response to (c,d)x,, .

is to achieve very high luminosity to meet the requiremets Therefore, we can say that cm, n and dm,n drive these
of high energy physics. The design luminosity of these resonances
coiliders, so called B-Factories, .-Factories, etc., is about 50 spOmM o.f,• ,ash b.m.hsm kk,

times as high as that achieved in current cofliders. To obtain
this luminosity, the new designs employ two rings, with each
ring being filled with large number of bunches to make the
collision rate at the single interaction point large. The natural
way to bring the two beams into collision and separating
thema thereafter is to have a small crossing angle. However,
studies[I] show that obeta resonances are excited by
crossing angle beam-bean inemaction. This paper analyzes
this problem, and provides the results of an experimental
measurement. The conclusion of analysis, simulation, and
experiment agrees reasonably well.

UI. ANALYTICAL ANALYSIS AND SIMULATION
The reason why sy coupling is introduced o

by a crossing angle is that, due to the angle, the distance
between a particle and the center of the counter bunch is
modulated by the particle's longitudinal position. As a result, Figur (1). The power spectrum of the crossing angle beam-
the beam-beam kick, which is a function of the distance, is beam kick.
modulated by the longitudinal motion too. Figure (1) shows the two-dimensional FFT power

A resonance analysis method can be developed based on spectrum of the beam-beam kick. From the picture, one can
diffence equations[2]. Considering horizontal and longitudi- easily see that the strongest driving terms are at m =4,n =1
nal planes, particle motion in a linear ring with a thin, and m =6, n =1. According to the previous analysis, both
nonlinear kick can be described by these two terms will drive 5Qx±Qs= integer resonances. It is
xt+t - 2cosu. xt + xt-u1 -PxsinpxF(x +÷tano-st)cos2.0, natural to conclude that the 5Qx±Q,= integer resonances are
st+l - 2costj st + sj.j -0. (1) the strongest coupling resonances.
Where F(r) is the beam-beam kick, 0 is the crossing angle, In order to analysze the effect of a crossing angle, a
and £ stands for turn number. For small crossing angle, the computer simulation similar to Piwinski's work[3] was made.
longitudinal component of the kick is neglected. It is easy to The storage ring was model by a linear ring and a thin-kick
see that the linear solutions of (1) are: beam-beam interaction with crossing angle. Three

xg - Ax cos(5Lzt), st = As cos(pst). (2) dimensional motion is simulated. Particles are launched in 6
As the first step approximation, insert (2) into the right- dimensional phase space with 6a amplitudes. The program

scans the horizontal fractional tune from 0 to 1. Tle
maximum amplitude of all particles ever reached during the
1000-turn tacking is recorded as a function of horizontal tune.

t Supported by the National Science Foundation. Figure (2) plots the maximum horizontal amplitude versus

0-7803-1203-1j93S03.00 0 1993 IEEE



fracloml ow It shows that, besides the d o the -i e physical penom Menwhi the Vertical bern
m us8w*I" exist 810also bead-mnoR l liM he Strongest size Is meured. No beam blow up is observed at die sane
oaqbg reonmoies are~Q~ intever famil. resomace with or without crossing angle. Uhs implies that

this effect applies only on bern tail. which is what the
themeia Mudvls ad simulation predicted.

crossing angle collision (QVO.0"

7 OMO~t 44W % 44E

'0'

4K 41 Wo,-

Th experiment is designed to observe the 5Qv+Qs experiment
resonance excited by the crossing angle collision, which is
predicted by ft theory in prev mus ction. Tue experiment
is based on the setup of the CESR crossing angle Simulation
experiment[41. CESR has been running with multi-bunch
mode (7 bunches of e- on 7 bunches of e+). The key point of ,.S 4.0

making multi-bunch mode possible is to separate bunches at 34
crossing points around the rng except at the interaction point :o
where the detector is located. In COSR, four electrostatic
separaor ame used to separate electron and positron orbits at .0
parasitic crossing points. As shown in figure (3), the orbits o.8 0.5, 0.59

(thin lines) are separated at 13 would be collision points, but Experimental data
merged between he two south (lower) separators, including
the IP where the collision takes place. The crossing angle [:
lattice is essentially a modified version of the normal 1 40

operation lattice with the bunches separated at the collision 1 20 ,
points except the IP. An anti-symmetric voltage applied to 0 o _ _.__/_"

the south separators will create and-symmetric orbits about
the IP. Ibs is displayed in figure (3) as the thick lines. ,A 0.5, o.M

The experiment was performed in a way similar to the QX

simulation. The strong-weak beam-beam interaction is : 11 g IC•-.".9r
achieved by colliding a 2mA beam on lOmA beam. The Figure (4). (a)uppert Simulation result, maximum amplitude
be=n size and beam current decay rate is measured while versus horizontal tune. (b)lower: Experimental data, decay
scanning the horizontal tune in the 5QVfQs resonance region. rate as a function of horizontal tune.
A high decay rate peak was observed on the resonance when A two dimensional tune scan was also performed to check
the crossing angle was turned on. However, the peak the resonance. The result with crossing angle on is shown in
disappeared when the crossing angle was turned off. Figure figure (5). In this part of experiment, strong-strong beam-
(4) shows the tune scan data with and without crossing angle. beam interaction was employed, because, a weak beam cannot
For comparison, the simulation results are shown in figure survive after crossing the resonance many times. The
(4) too. One can easily see the agreement between them. 5Qx+Qs resonance corresponds to the light vertical line on
Note that the vertical axis represents different quantities in the left. With this result, the resonance is better identified due
experimenud dat and simulation. The reason is that the to its consistent appearance and independent of vertical tune.
calculation is only qualitative. Nevertheless, they both reflect The resonance strength, in terms of peak decay rate, is
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unfortimaely, dh crossining ule in th experiment cannot go
larger, because it is limited by machine aperture. The Inst
data point raises again. The muon may be that the crnssing

2.00 ,,angle has been pushed to the limit of the physical @pertire at
this angle. The tight physical aperture certainly enhances the

v' W decay rate. We also cannot exclude other driving sources.
8- Lm8SImulati~en

5

4.5

3.5

3

2.5
240.00)

225.o inSZIM 235.00 2
0 0.6 1 1.5 2 2.5 3

Half cisrt (O& )

FIgure (5) Electron decay rate measured in two dimensonal (a)Maximum amplitude on the resonance vs. crossing angle.
time scan with 2 mrad crossing angle. The lighter shade Experimen l data
indicates higher decay rate. The horizontal and vertical tune 20
frequenicles, the product of the tune and the revolution
frquency, are in kHz. (The revolution frequency is 390 kHz). 1s
also measumd as a function of crossing angle. Figure (6)
plots the measured resulL Each line in the picture is from a 12
single tune scan with certain crossing angle. The crosaing
angle ranges from about ±1.4 mad to ±2.5 mmnd. For
crossing angle smaller than ±1.4 mrad, there is no clew decay 4
rate peat being measured.4

Crossing Angle Experiment
0 J

0 0.6 1 1.5 2 2.5 3
Hd, cm,,g &%& (mr)

(b). Peak decay rate on the resonance vs. crossing angle
Figure (7). Resonance strength as a function of crossing
angle.

IV. CONCLUSIONS
31The study shows a good consistency among analytical

analysis, computer simulation and experiment on the
strongest coupling resonance family excited by the crossing
angle beam-beam interaction. This resonance family,
SQx5±Qs=integer, will result in a bad lifetime in operation.
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Beam-beam Expefiments in the Tevatron

D. Siergiej and G. Goderre
Fcrmi National Accelvator Laboratory

P.O. Boz 500
Batavia, Illinois 60510

Abstract

The working point tunes in the Tevatron at 900 (veV are 0A0-
nominally in an area in b~etatron tune space that ])orders
the 7th and 5th order resonances. An attempt will be
made in this M992 collider run to measure whether the .
beam-beam inteac.tion plays an important role in driving o0.9,
resonances in this region of tune space. Experimental re-
suits which identify the bwam-beam driven resonances are Q
presented. An. e" imental method of ensuring head-on >
collisions in order to minimize odd-orderedl resonance eIf. 0-51 7th
fects in the Tevatron is also presented.

INTRODUCTION 0" oV X l•,.• . ! ,,r,,. .

0.57 U. 6"61

Horizontal Tune
The tune shift and the tune spread caused by the beam-

beam interaction dictated the installment of separators in Figure 1: Antiproton beam-beam tune footprint in the
the Tevatron for the 1992 collider run. The electrostatic Tevatron
separators separate the proton and antiproton orbits such
that head-on collisions occur only at the location of the points in the storage ring. The experiments presented be-
two high energy physics detectors. This redhced tile tune low were done in an effort to understand what adverse
shift for a store of 6 protons colliding with 6 antiprotons effects the beam-beam interaction may have in this new
by a factor of 6. The analytical l)eam-beani tune footprint operational state of the Tevatron.
shown in Figure I represents the tune shift and ture spread
of the antiprotons colliding head-on at the two collision
sites in the Tevatron. The proton base tMne is 20.58 in BEAM-BEAM DRIVEN RESONANCES
the horizontal plane and 20.575 in the vertical plane.. The
tunte footprint is calculated using parameters representing
the normal operating conditions. of the collider run. A In order to identify resonances driven by the beam-beam
normalized emittance of 207 mm-mrad ( using the 95% interaction, the proton tune was moved across resonances
definition of emittance- ) for the protons and 1Mr min-mrad in hoth a proton only store and a store in which protons
for the antiprotons was used in the calculation, along with and antiprotons were colliding. Proton background losses
a momentum spread of 124 MeV for the 9}t0 GeV beaun. were measured as a function of proton tune. The focusing
Bunch intensities of 120 x 10" and 50 x 10" are typical and defocusing correction quadrupole circuits were used to
intensities for the protons and antiprotons, respectively. change the tunes linearly at a constant rate of 0.01 tune

This is the fAtt collider run where the Tevatron collides umits per minute. The tune signals were measured using
protons and antiprotons at two interaction regions and sep- Shottky plate signals sent into a spectrum analyzer.' Mea-
arates the beams in two dimensions at all other crossing sturements of the tunes were taken at both end points of

*Opurated bvn he•vUiiudtiem Re-jerrh Amu-iiatiim ,irelet ctm- the tune scan. Loss monitors located at the physics. detec-
tract with the U.ýS. Dnuarttent of Energy tors were iise'd to measure proton background lo•sse. The

0-M1203-1A•AM60 @ 19931 3 3482



S.. .. ENSURING HEAD-ON COLLISIoNS

The theory of the beam-beamn interaction predicts that
sow breams colliding with a separation or crossing angle will

excite. odd-ordered resonances2. The results of the tune

scans, indicating that the I resonance. is strongly driven
by the hean--beam interaction, led us to investigate the
possibility that the beams were colliding with a small sepa-

Sration or crossing angle at the interaction points' In order
aO N BEAM STE to measure the effects of collisions which were not quite

head-on, separator four bumps were used to control the
* proton and antiproton orbits as they crossed the interac-

tion regions.
The selparators provide anl electrostatic field which

PROTON ONLY STORE causes the protons and antiprotons to get kicked in op-

_...___ _ -_____ .....__________posite directions. By using four separators as elements in
.94 VERTICAL ' ' t a closed bump ( one that is local to the region between the

+ PROTON TUNE + + bnump elements), we are able to control both the selaration
, I and crossing angle at which the protons and autiprotons

Figure 2: Proton losses crossing 7th order resonances for collide. The locality of the bump and the location of the

a proton only and a colliding beam store separators in the Tevatron enabled collisions at each of the
physics detectors to be controlled individually. This is the
method by which head-on collisions are obtained in the
Tevatrou.

colliding beam tune scans were( done at the end of stores,
when the proton and antiproton emittances were 25% and An experiment was done in which separator four bumps
18w, respectively, were used to vary the transverse. separation of the collid-

ing protons and antiprotons. The luminosity was measured
as a function of the beam-beani separation. A simple one-
dimensional dependance of huninosity, Z, on the tranlsvexse

A typical comparison of tune scans inl which the prot~on separation, d, of the centroids of two gaissian particle dis-
vertical tune was moved across the 7th order resonance is tributions call he written as 3

shown in Figure 2. The horizontal tume of 20.58 was held
constant during the scan. The result of the vertical tune d d"
scan show backgrotmd losses to be large when the tunei £ = C£ exp .2(ff2 + ) (1)
scan is done with protons and antiprotons in the machine, 2 ( r

and negligible when protons only croms the 7th order res- 4 is the luminosity when the collisions are head-on and
onance. Thus, in the Tevatron, the 7th order resonance v,, and nr are the transverse rms beam size of the proton
gives measurable losses only when the beam-beani interac- distribution and antiproton distribution, respectively.
tion is present.

A typical separation scan is shown in Figure 3. In this
separation scan, the magnitude of a separator four bumlp

When similar time scans were done across 5th order res- across BO is varied to allow the vertical separation of the
onances, background losses were seen whetn crossing some cenitroid of colliding protons and antiprotons to change.
5th order resonances during the proton only store. The The magnitude of the bump is smaller than the resolution
losses became much larger wheni protons and antiprotons of the beam position monitors in the ring. It is predicted
were colliding. This indicates that, along with a beain- here using a model of the Tevatron, TEVCONFIG4 , which
beam driven response, there are nonlinearities in the Teva- calculates an orbit for a given lattice configuration of the
tron lattice which drive 5th order resonances, ring. By including the angular kicks of the separators used

in the four bump, a predicted orbit is calculated. The
magiiitude of the voltage change of the separators can thus

A tune scan across the 12th order resonance, located be translated into a beam-beam separation at BO. The

in the midst of the Tevatron operating region, was fouId luminosity is plotted in Figure 3 as a function of the beam-

to cause minimal backgrounmd losses under either proton heani separation. A gaussian fit to the data calculates an

only or colliding beam conditions. Proton and antiproton rims t of 6211, where a = ff2 + G" as seen in equation I.
lifetimes, though, may he affected by the 12th and were The separation scais were done both in the horizontal and
not meaered in this experiment, vertical planes at each of the interaction sites.
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Figure 3: Separation Scaii inl the. Vertical Plane. at BO Figure 4: Crossing Angle Scani in the Horizontal Plane at.
BO

The. measurement of er cani be compared to onie which isCO LUIN

done. using the flying wires iii the Te~vatron.' Using the rills
beam sizes which are. ol)Wanedl by this mnethiod, anl rms ff of We have found that when operating the Tevatron with
57p was calculated. The 8% discrepancy illay b~e (Ille to all two-dlimfensional helical orbits, the luminosity is optimized
inaccuracy in the. lattice. functions utsed in the calculations, by varying the separation and crossing angle at each in-

(lividlial interaction region. In the future, we. plan to ulse

The luminosity was then mneasured as a fiunction of the this method of orbit control ta investigate how the -1 res-
crossing angle at each of the interaction sites. A typical onance is driven by beami-beam effects when the protons
crossing angle scan is shown in Figure .1. 11, this ;L. . andl antiprotons collidle with smiall separations. or crossing
the orbit dlistortion in tlie arcs is of the order of I inni, alugles.
and the. real orbit in the Tevatron canl be conipared to
the TEYCONFIG.' predIictioni of the orbit. The. data agrees R FRN E
within one LSB of the. beamn p-sition monitors. A lit to RFRN E
the data is also shown, using a one-dimiensional formula [1D.MrieaA otkyRcvrfrNl-

f~r he uminsit as fuctin ofcrosingange'.Pertiirbative Tune Monitoring in the. TEVATRON,
-' FERMILAB-Conf-89/73, Marci 1989.

'U(I + ;7'! (2 [2] se-efor example, S..Peggs and R.M. Tahminan, Noli-
".~ Ilinear Problems in Accelerator Physics, Anni. Rev.

Nucl. Part. Sci., 36, pg. 287 (19)86).
The crossing angle., b, is defined a% onle half of the total [3] R. Dubois et. al., Beam Separation Expe~rinments at

crossing angle. The traiisverse sigma, (r_ - _al .+ effr, the SPS Collider, CERN SPS/85-5 (DI-MST), Jail-

used as a parameter iii the fit is 57s The longitudinal liary 1985.

sima aý =a+a is (depenmdant. oni the lonisgiti- [4] Grlenni P. (4oderre., Online Model of thme Tevatron, to
din-il rms; beam size of thme protons aind anitiprotons. The be published. This will include our current uinder-
value of ir, used in thme fit, is 65 cmn, comnparable to a typical standing of the Te-vatron lattice.
measurement of the rms of the longittidinAl (istrihutionl ill

the Tevatron. [51 J. CGainoim, et. al., Flyinig Wires at Fermiflab, Proc.

The results of thme crossing angle scans ind~icateC that mi IEEE Accelerator Conference, (I'hicago, IL, 1989), pg.
der normal operation, the protons and anitiprotonm4 collide 68.
at the minimum measurable se~paration. )hutl that there is [6I] M. Sands, The Physics of Electron Storage Rings; Ani
a crossing angle of 50 urads ( full crossing anjgle ) at BO. Introduction, SLA(.-121 UJC-28, November 19)70.
This 50 urad crossing aiigle corresponded to a 5 percent
loss in luminosity. After the separator voltages were ad- We woiuld like to acknowledge David Finley for his help-
juste for head-on collisio'ns, a 5 percent. increamse ill time fuill discustsions andl Paul Derwenit for his hielp with the dlata
initial luminosity was achieved. aiiiaiysis.
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Jennifer R. Eden
Departnent of Geophysics

University of Washington, Seattle, WA 98195, U.S.A.

"strong-strng" or "weak-sarog" simulatio neglecting all
lattice nonlinearities. This linear-lattice approximation is

We present a sunmary of a fairly extensive study of legitimate for these purposes on account of the good dynamic-
bem-beam imsu that uin in the design of PEP-IL Most of aperture pmperties of the PEP-Il. Previous experiments and
the studies are MWled out with "sMong-sog" multipwtle simulations [31 provide justificaton for this approximation
trckng simulationm. We focus on: choice of nominal beam- once a good waking point is adopted. On the other hand, the
beam parameter, strength of the parasitic colsin, injecti beam lifetime is determined by the long-time dynamics of th
isues, performance and tradeoffs with unequal beam-beam tails of the beam. Tids dynamics is far more complicated, and
parameters. We comment only briefly on beam lifetime. We is generally expected to be sensitive to lattice nonlineamities.
conclude that the beams ame sufficiently well sepuated so that Fr this mason, and because it is impossible to have good
the parasitic collisions are effectively weak; that small average luminosity with poor peak luminosity, we have
inequalities in the beam-beam parameters may imply more concentrated first on the dynamics of the beam core. Recent
comfortable petformance margins; and that vertical injection preliminary results [4], however, indicate acceptable liftime.
with vertical beam separation is more comfortable than In our simulations we typically represent the bunches by
hoizntal. 256 "superparticle" that ae initially Gaussian-distributed in

6-dimensiana phase space, and we run for five damping times
1. INTRODUCIION (we have carried out spot-checks with more superparticles).

Thick-leas effects during the beam-bean collision we t*aen
The ropod PEP- B FactorY is an asymmetric e+'-e into account by dividing up the bunches into five slices. As

collider with a design luminosity of 3x10 33 cm- 2 S-1 whose tim ogresses, the distributions deviate a bit from Gaussian;
primary purpose is the detailed study of the B meson sMm) . however, for the purposes of computing the beam-beam kick,
The two rings have the same circumference and intersect at the ti e-dent s beam sizw e fed into the formula for
only one interaction point (MP). In its present conception the ie kick coýnding to a Gaussian distribution [5].
low-energy ring (LER) contains the positrons, with an energy Due to the necessary app ximations that are made, we
of 3.1 GeV, while the high-energy ring (HER) contains the cannot, in general, take our results to be quantitatively
electrons, with an energy of 9 GeV. Although the interaction accurate. However, we believe that qualitative comparisons
region (IR) design allows for the posibility of cab croing between results for different parameter values do provide valid
with a finite angle, in the current design the beams collide guidance for desirable or undesirable changes in parameters.
head-on and ar magneticaly separated in the horizontal plane. This is the philosophy that underlies the interpretation of our
Full details of the design are contained in the Conceptual beam-beam studies, particularly multiparticle simulations.
Design Report [1] and in the Design Update Report [2). The
current PEP-II design is slightly different from that described 2. BEAM-BEAM PARAMETER
in these reports: the beta functions of the HER at the IP are
now */*= 50/2 cm rather than 75/3 cm, and tde beam The PEP-H design specifies a rather conservative value
orbit separation at the first parasitic collision is now d = 3.5 for the nominal beam-beam parameter, namely 4D = 0.03 (all
mm rather than 2.8 mm. four beam-beam parameters ae equal). The subscript 0 denotes

The bulk of the beam-beam studies carried out to date "nominal," by which we mean "in the limit when the beam-
have set a priority on demonstrating the feasibility of attainin beam interaction is negligible." Simulation results in the
or exceeding a short-time-average luminosity of 3x10 33 cm- 2 absence of parasitic collisions (PCs) [1,2] indicate that the
S-1. The short-time-average luminosity is determined by the dynamics behaves close to nominal (i.e., beam blowup is
dynamics of the beam core, which is studied effectively with relatively small) up togo - 0.06-0.08 provided a "good"

woking point is adopted (limited tune scans have suggested a
twork mipported by the Director, Office of Energy Research, working point with fractional tunes (0.64, 0.57) for both

Offe of *figh Energy and Nuclear Physics. High Energy Physics beams, which we have adopted for the present purposes; we
Division, U.S. Dept. of Energy, under Contract No. DE-AC03- have not tried to optimize the working point methodically).
76SF00098.
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dynamical value S;-4 x103 3 cm- 2 s-1. In this approach,
3. PARASltiC COLLISIONS the onset of mslmuania beam blowup also occus for d/olf,+

The Jp value uuq *.d for the luminosity, coupled wth 9 9 as d decreases. We conclude that increasing go 0j

011M c s8ah is m d ed-formany bach at decreasing the enuttance at fixed bunch current is safer,
which has "normai" bunch cuP m a1w emiuanM. This, in although less effective, than increasimn the bunch current at

Urm, impies shot bunch W n tsif the main collisioun
is bead-M the bunches experience parasitic collisionsn tdh 4.2 Larw bunch *acing
UL. To be pwise, each bunch experiences four PCs on etiher
side of the IP (the optics and die geomety is symmetric about One can increase the bunch spacing by 50% by filling
the IP in this region). The PCs on eitdhr side of, and closest evey third RF bucket rather than every second bucke. In order

o, the IPovwwelm the others, so we have only taken into to maintain 40 and So at their original values, one must

account these first PCs in our simulations. The separation of require that the bunch currents and nominal emittances of both
the beam ob sat this poimt is d - 3.5 mm, corresponding to beams also be incOeased by 50%. The total beam current
a sormalized separation d/ltj•,+- 11.8, where oo,,+ is the remains unchanged but the beam separation at the new
local nominal h ntal rms beam size of the LER (a pMMsitic crossing po is d =10.1 mm instead of 3.5 mm, and
normalization to the local HMR beam size would yield the d/orv,+=20.1 instead of 11.8, which implies a much weaker
larger value of 14.4). In general, PCs induce tune shifts and paUritic collision. Simulations [1,2,8,9] show that the beam
tme spmads that can cau significant beam blowup. on ih blowup is slightly less for tis case than for the previous case

othwr md, if the separation d is large enough, all effects from at the nominal value of d/rox,+. What is more important is

the PCs disappear. Simulations [1,2,6,7,8,9] in which the PC that the comfort margin for d is significantly larger, since the

separation d is taken as a free parameter show that the PC value of 20.1 for d/orx.+ is much larger than the "threshold"

becomes essentially weak provided d/oox,+ Z 7. Thus the value of 7.
actiul separation in the PEP-II design is cmfortIay large asd If the bunches are injected every third bucket but the

the PCO are effectively wek. For the nominal value of the PC emittances mid bunch currents have nominal values instead of

sepration, the beam blowup has an ý os - s reducton being 50% lagXer [8], then the first PC is such that d/ox,+ =

of the luminosity to a dynamical value 2 Z 2.9x103 3 cm-2  24.6 and therefore it is mrly negligibe. In this cas the besm-

S-1. beam parameter at the IP is still 0o=0.03, but the luminosity
When d is varied as an independent p eer, the mtes is No =2 x 1033 cm- 2 s-1. This operating configuration

smupled by the beam coe also vary due to the d-dependence of might be used as a comfortable intermediate stage in the
the PC tume shift. This spurious effect can be compensated for commissoning of die machine, if necessary.
by Wpopriate changes in the bare lattice tunes. Simulations 4 Unequalbewnwea mpara s
show that, when this compensation is in effect, the blowup
curves look smoother, although the qualitative shape is the We have also explored consequences of breaking the
same [10D, and fth conclusions drawn from the ucompensated equality of the beam-beam parameters [11]. To this end we
simulations rmain unalterd. have carried out simulations in two cases: in approach (a) we

So•+ go,+ Coy,+- 40+ and Cox,-= 0y,-n go- with go+*
4. VARIANTS 4-. In approach (b), Cox,+= 4ox,- 4 ix and 4oy,+.- Oy,-

4Oy with Cox * •,y (the subscripts +- refer to the e÷ or e-

4d La'r~f OD beams, respectively). In both cases we have maintained the
puirw is equality of the ims beam szes at the IP, and kept th

We have examined [1,2,6,8,9] the consequences of nominal luminosity fixed at 3 x 1033 cm- 2 s-1. Other
increasing •o to 0.05. We have done this in two ways: (a) by constraints were in effect. The simulations show that:- (1) In
increasing the bunch current by a factor of 5/3 at fixed both approaches only the vertical beam blowup is significant,
n emittaUCe, and (b) by decreasing the emittnces by a and this blowup behaves smoothly as the beam-beam
factor of 3/5 at fixed bunch current. In case (a) the simulations paramters move away from full equality. (2) In apprach (a),

show that the onset of substantial beam blowup occurs for the dynamics favors (Le., beam blowup is lesser) 40+- 0.024,
d/ooj,+ 9 9 as d decreases. The beam blowup factor at the 40-- 0.04 over go+= 4go= 0.03. (3) In approach (b), the
nominal value of d is larger than for 0.03; however, athough dynamics favors g0y" 0 .023 , gfx = 0.04 over 4ox = goy =
the degradation of the luminosity relative to its nominal value, 0.03. In both cases the dynamical value of the luminosity is
So-8.33x1033 ciO-2 s-1, is more significant, the resultant slightly increased from the values corresponding to gar,+=
absolute dynamical value, S % 7x103 3 rM- 2 s- i, is quite 4,0y,+= Cox,-= 40y,-= 0.03. We conjecture that, if the beam-
substantial. In case (b) the resultant nominal luminosi is beam parameters were chosen according to the preference
S 0o 5 X 1033 cm- 2 S-1, the beam sizes ae a factor 3/5 expressed by the dynamics, the operation of the machine
smaller, and the normalized parasitic separation is thus would perhaps be smoother. Of course, there are unfavorable
d/o0k,.= 4513x 11.8 - 151. The simulation shows that the implications for other areas of the design associated with these
beam blowup in this case reduces the luminosity to a
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chae. For example, in both of these approaches, the total beam parameter of 0.03 seem quite conservative for PEP-IL
current in the LER is higher than in the nominal case. (3) The beams ae sufficiently well separated that the PCs we

effectively weak. (4) Small inequalities in the nominal beam-
5. IJECTION SIMULATIONS beam parameters may imply more comfortable performance

The transient effects that follow the injection of the frst margins but not substantially better luminosity performance.
20% batch of the low-oney beam when the high-energy (5) Vertical injection with vertical beam separation is more

beam is fully stored have been studied by Chin [12]. If the

beam is injected in the horizontal plane, the centroid 7. ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
oscillations can lead to almost head-on collisions at the PC
locations, with substantial beam blowup, during the transient We am grateful to NERSC for superomputer support.
time. If injection is in the vertical plane, the effects from the
PCs are weak. The conclusion is that vertical injection is 8. REFERENCES
favored over horiontaLAssuming that a temporary orbit bump will be required [1] "An Asymmetric B Factory Based on PEP- Conceptual

Assmin tht atemoray rbi bup wll e rquied Design Report,- LBL PUB-5303ISLAC-372jVALT-68-
for smooth injection, we have [13] looked at the effects on
the dynamics of the fully stored beams after all injection 1715/UCRL-ID-106426/JC-IIRPA-91-01, Feb. 1991.

transients have died down but before the orbit bump is turned [2] "PEP-Il: An Asymmetric B Factory Design Update,"
off. The optics of the PEP-Il lattice is such that the kicking [2] 1992, unpAshed.
elements of a traditional orbit bump must be located at a
distance 42.5 m from the IP. This happens to be true for both
rings whether the separation is vertical or horizontal. This Method A2 Si, 17 (1990).
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by the main collision at the IP. In this case, a separation dy [8] J.R. Eden and M. A. Furman, ABC-62/ESG Tech. Note
2(1-2)onx is probably adequate for smooth injection. As a 1 May, 1992.
practical matter, the orbit separation must be - a few ajx's in
magnitude whether it is vertical or horizontal, for it to [9] J.R. Eden and M. A. Furman, PEP-II/AP Note 2-
effective; this conclusion from our simulations is consistent 92/ESG Tech-Note 210, October, 1992.
with available experience.

The horizontal-separation alternative does have the [10] J. R. Eden and M. A. Furman, PEP-I/AP Note 4-
advantage that the simulations show no significant beam 92/ES Tech-Note 213, January, 1993.
blowup when the beams are slowly brought into collision. In
the vertical-separation case, on the other hand, the simulations [11] J. R. Eden and M. A. Furman, PEP-IT/AP Note 6-92,
show beam blowup of -75% in the vertical dimension when ESG Tech Note-216, February, 1993.
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6. CONCLUSIONS [13] M. A. Furman, PEP-IIAP Note 14-93/CBP Tech Note-011, April 1993.

(1) None of the simulation results show any indication
that the energy asymmetry is a problem per se. Thus PEP-II [14] Y.-H. Chin, in Beam Dynamics Issues of High
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Equivalent Equations and Incoherent Lifetime Calculated from e+e-
Beam-Beam Simulation

Y. Orlov
Newman Laboratory of Nuclear Studies

Cornell University, Ithaca, New York 14853, USA

Abstract An example of the effective equation for the parti-

For given tunes (P., my, Y), the influence of differ- cles' vertical movement (as explained in [2]):

ent terms wilsm in the nonlinear beam-beam forces
is different, so only some of them are important as
sources of regular (nonstochastic) effects. As for ir- + + wXX2(a, p)p =
regula effects, it seems that in e+e- colliders the si- = ( + b0E9-<aj >h+
multaneous action of both quantum fluctuations and + (.+c)X< 5t-i.
three-dimensional nonlinearities creates effectively an
additional stochastic force. The developed program (we can use the term aliy instead of asy). Analogous
of beam-beam simulation indluding Fourier analysis equations can be written for z and s oscillations.
of different moments M51¶t) = zh(t)il(t).m(t) per-
mits us to identify both regular and stochastic effec- I. DIFFUSION
tive force in the equivalent equations of the particles'
motion. These differential equations can be used, for
example, for the calculation of the particles' lifetime. corresponds to the radiation fluctuations without

I. INTRODUCTION
cB describes the result of the combined effect of the

The idea of extracting equivalent differential equa- radiation fluctuations and stochastic nonlinear
tions for particle coordinates a, y and a from inco- diffusion.
herent spectrum densities calculated in the course of
beam-beam simulations has been described in detail For 02 = 6e we get
earlier [1,2]. The scheme of calculating the equivalent
equations is the following. do2

The individual spectrum of a single particle #j is: - = -27o. + const • (c. + 4) • 0

k ~ ~ Em 0. =1 +I.T)(3e7,~~f~~ 0'(f.H~ 1e+ Ae3j)

=j 4 $t AeBI _ _nM flaa -- j 7 ;CB aco

A' = 1/n.a.; n = the number of revolutions.

Incoherent "Schottky noise": Ac3 = const • f Ada

(see Fig. 1).

I h(V)I12 =y I mJI'(z') 12

=o = const I F(,") I' d'

N = the number of particles. a, y, a are taken in
the IP (interaction point). (Using real, not logarithmic scales!)
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IV. HORIZONTAL-VERTICAL
COUPLING

H -V. FAST LOSS OF PARTICLES IN THE

"BEGINNING OF BB INTERACTION
h.. The distribution before BB interaction:

e A 2 = 1 + O/W3

S In the beginning of the BB, after At ,,,-.

0.5 0 15 1.0 O D

Fig. 1: Vertical spectrum density with and without
b-b interaction. Y.o = 0.588, 'jo = 0.610. The technique previously used in (3] is used here. The

III. LONGITUDINAL-VRTICAL number of particles n =const f O6dA 2 . OB is the new
IlI U PINAA distribution of the particles that survive after the be-COUPLING ginning of BB plus At. After that the slow loss be-

Let us consider the equation (after the beginning gins.
of the BB interaction): The fast loss of particles (during At r.- ,d)

J _ dA 2 /(_ ./ e.-A/2/ _ __

o + y.=•+ ; Io = Ae"t + A C"e-'" ;C

TLe full fast loss is

s = Be"' + BWe-"'

- 1 Ae.+o),' +JA'B '-'J'+")+

0(2w +0) ' +VI. LIFETIME OF THE BEAM

CENTER DENSITY, n(o)
+(the analogous ter-w for - f0) Here we give only an approximate estimation. We

take into account only the diffusion mentioned in
< y > h+ a2  II. In this approximation, the lifetime m' depends

SP mainly (and very strongly) on $, rD = f(), [3]

(W, O revolution frequency) A(pemit.)
2or2

Sa "9_5 fvJ A(peri.)q is the permitted amplitude (the distance to- I(if - L) the physical border, or to the dynamic aperture).
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w is rather uncertain. For big erical amplitudes,
when Aw - A~ .,, a - y coupling is essential; so,
a ~ 4 (and not e,).

According to 13]

Here t = o means just after tie fast loe. For t =

rD =4hours,-y = 1/400T , • =1/eweget

24 ; A(p..it.)/0 - 7.
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Simulation of Beam-beam Effects
in Electron-positron Rings

Kohji HIRATA and Shuji MATSUMOTO
KEK, National Laboratory for High Energy Physics, Oho, Tsukuba, Ibaraki 305, Japan

Abstract 2 MPT in one dimensional space
We examine the coherent beam-beam effects for the case We consider a simple model ring that has only one in-
of a very fiat beam by multi-particle tracking. On teraction point(IP) and consists of only linear elements.
resonances, the coupling between coherent dipole mode The beam-beam kick at the IP is AY1 = 0 and
and higher modes plays an important role.

1 Introductionisapo efu th A 2  = -273/2qI dY,'p.(Yýi)E(Yi - Y ), (1)

Multi-particle tracking(MPT) is a powerful tool to eval- where E(y) = +1 for ygO, the quantity with • refers
uate the beam-beam effects accurately[l,2]. In MPT, to the encountering bunch, p is the distribution func-
beam is represented by a cluster of particles and each tion and q is the nominal beam-beam parameter. Here
particle motion is pursued numerically. The aim of this we use the canonical variables of an e*, Yji = Y*/¢0
report is to examine the significant effects on the coher- and Y* -= #ftyj/oo,, where oro, is the nominal ver-
ent dipole motion by MPT. To this end, it is valuable tical beam size and O is the nominal betatron func-
to consider the problem in a simplified situation: both tion at the IP. We can calculate the beam-beam force
beams are ver flat. In this case, the dominant beam- by counting the number of particles[3]. From Eq.(1),
beam effect will appear in the vertical motion only. If we AY2 = -2,1/2y,(Nu - N!)/(N'. + N!.), where N"(1) is
neglect the modulation on the vertical beam-beam force the number of particles in the encountering bunch which
by the horizontal betatron motion, we can consider the are above (below) Y1 . Any approximation in evaluating
beam-beam problem in one dimensional space. While the beam distribution p is not necessary.
this is a rather drastic simplification and an ideal math- In the arc, the beams are transported with linear
ematical limit, the result of this approach should be use- betatron motion perturbed by the effects of synchrotron
ful for further study on the beam-beam problem. In our radiation[4]: (Y1 , Y2 )' changes to
approach, it is important that we evaluate the beam-
beam kick without any kind of assumption for beam A cos p sinp 1Y ) +'/(1- \(ri

When estimating the beam-beam force in a tracking
study, sometimes, the beam barycenter motoin is ne- Here p = 2w.v (v being the tune), A = exp (- 1IT) (T
glected (both beams are forced to be always in head-on being the vertical damping time divided by the revolu-
collision)[l] or the beam envelope is approximated as a tion time) and r, is a Gaussian random number with
Gaussian[2]. The former scheme artificially eliminates zero mean and the unit r.ms.
the contribution from the dipole mode and the latter We define the beam coherent quantities as usual: for
from some part of other higher order modes. However dipole modes, Y,* - (Yi*) and for quadurupoles, M* -
this may give a great influence on the beam motion. In ((Y* - Y• )(Yj _ V*)) where () means the average
fact, as for the latter, the importance of non-Gaussian over the particies in a bunch and i, j = 1,2.
effect was already pointed out[l]. In the present pa-
per, we will see that we should also pay attention to the 3 Result and Discussion
dipole motion. We study the head-on collision only. The two beams

MPT with these two schemes are less realistic than have the same design orbit. We use a rather large beam-
that with ours. We call the scheme of the former, MPT beam parameter, q = 0.10, in order to enhance the
with Gaussian approximation, the Error-function Scheme beam-beam effects.
(EFS) since the beam-beam force is described by the er-
ror function. As for the latter, MPT which does not 3.1 Equilibrium behavior
include dipole mode, we call it the No-Dipole Scheme We employ following three average quantities to spec-
(NDS). Our scheme is called the Sorting Scheme (SS) ify it: the average distance of two barycenters D
since the beam-beam force calculation is executed based (1Y1 + - Y,7 1)., the average effective beam size E
on the sorting algorithm.
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and the luminosity reduction factor: 41
MT exp[? i Wl)-

Here (), means average over many turns. The real lu-
minosity L is Lox R where Lo is the nominal luminosity[5]. --

At first, we compare SS with EFS. The result is . ... t.. .. . .. ..
shown in Fig.l. Generally speaking, the equilibrium -. 0 a -4 0 5

Y1 Y,

Figure 2: The phase space equilibrium distribution of e+
1.00 and e- bunches (Y*,Y 2*) on the fourth order resonance
1.m6 in SS. We have similar beam distribution in EFS. P =
100 o 0.22 The system moves in period-4.,.ii 0.60

a 0.00 3., Dýsmadios properlies
ROR F "Let us see the fourth order resonance first. See Fig.3. In

a(SORTJ) Aa

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.6
V

Figure 1: The tracking results of SS and EFS. (Top) 0 am0 1000 ism0
the luminosity reduction factor R by SS (line) and EFS TURN NUMBER

(+). (Middle) The barycenter difference D (x) and the
effective beam size E (as error bars) by EFS. (Bottom) Figure 3: The change of the barycenter difference, d =
D and E in SS. Parameters: ol = 0.10 and T = 1000. IY +-Y- and two bewmemittances, e* = (detM*)1 l2 ,
We started from M = I and Y,+ - YV = 0.0 and tracked by every turn. For (first) 2000 turns in SS. P' = 0.22.
for 10000 turns. 1000 particles were used for each beam. SS, we have rapid growth of both beam sizes in the be-

state predicted by EFS is very similar to the one by SS ginning. However, the dipole oscillation becomes promi-
at almost all tunes. This is a surprising and interesting nent gradually and the beam sizes are slowly damped to
fact. As far as the equilibrium property is concerned, the nominal one. The similar behavior was observed in
the Ganssian approximation for beam envelope seems EFS.
to be good. There, however, are some exceptions. The same mechanism seems to work at the sixth or-

We have a large dip in R below v = 0.5 (half-integer der resonance (around v = 0.16) but not apparently. We
resonance). This is due to the coherent dipole instability[6, have beam size enhancement first, but the excitation of
7]. Another large dip is seen below Y = 0.25 (the fourth the dipole mode is extremely slow: we tracked for 90000
order resonance) both in SS and EFS. We naturally turns (for 90 damping time), but the system does not
expect the quadrupole instability[6], however SS and seem to be in equilibrium. The phase space distribution
EFS show the appearance of dipole oscillation instead in SS is shown in Fig.4. It seems that q = 0.10 is too
of beam size enhancement. The particle distribution in small to excite a rapid and large dipole oscillation at the
phase space is shown in Fig.2. We have tiny dipole exci- sixth order resonance. We observe a very small dipole
tation at the sixth order and the third order resonances excitation in EFS but it does not grow at all.
in SS, while it does not exist in EFS. On the third order resonance, a similar mechanism

To study these properties of nonlinear resonances, we seems to work. We found the dipole oscillation was ex-
will observe what occurs on the beam motion in a way cited only in SS. The origin of this excitation may at-
to the equilibrium, tribute to the skewness of p, which makes the odd order
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Figure 4: The particle distribution in phase space on the Figure 5: The equilibrium particle distribution in phase
sixth order resonance after 90000 turns in SS. v = 0.13. space in NDS. v = 0.22. The system moves in period-4,
The system may not still be in the equilibrium. Two but the distribution is drastically different from that of
beam envelopes are asymmetric ((Mjj/Mj-j)., = 2.76). SS. See Fig.2.
Dipole mode is exited (D = 2.0).

As stressed in [I], we should not use any assumption
components in beam-beam force with respect to Y1 even in calculating the beam-beam force. This applies for the
with head-on collision. We found the flip-flop states in dipole mode. The NDS treats the very special situation:
the equilibrium in SS only. In EFS, because of this w- ring with an extremely fast feed-back system.
sumption, the skewness is sero, so that the dipole exci-
tation does not occur. On the contrary, in the collision References
with the primordial offset at IP, third order resonance [1] S. Krishnagopal and R. Siemann, Phys.Rev.Lett.,
can be excited even in EFS. 67, 2461 (1991).

Above results indicate the importance of the cou-
pling between dipole and higher order modes. In this [2] A.Piwinski, in Proc. 11 th Int. Conf. on High
sense, NDS is a special scheme since it assumes the ex- Energy Accelerators, Genve-July 1980, 751

(Birkhiuser,1980); E.Keil, Nucl. Instrum. Meth-istence of feed-back system thatods 18, 9 (1981); S. Myers, Nuc. Instrum. Meth-
the beam dipole excitation. Especially, in the case where ods 211, 263(1983).
the dipole mode plays a dominant role, NDS will give a
very different result. Let us see it. [3] K. Hirata, KEK Preprint-92-83 (1992), to appear

3.3 No-Dipole Scheme in Particle Accelerators.

In NDS, a completely different motion appears on above [4] K. Hirata and F. Ruggiero, Particle Accelerators
nonlinear resonances, since the barycenter motion is corn- 28, 137 (1990).
pletely eliminated before the two beams collide. See [5] Strictly speaking, the calculation of luminosity (re
Fig.5 and compare it with Fig.2. In NDS, each beam duction factor) by this method is not correct for
splits into two pieces in phase space. Notice that the non-Gaussian beam.
beam sizes change by period-2 and out of phase with 'I
eachother. The assumption of a very fast and powerful [6] N. S. Dikauski and D. V. Pestrikov, Particle Accel-
feed-back system makes this difference. erators 12, 27 (1982); A.W. Chao and R.D. Ruth,

Particle Accelerators 16, 201 (1985); P. Zenkevich
4 Conclusion and K. Yokoya, KEK Preprint 92-116 (1992).

We have realize that the coupling of coherent dipole [7] K. Hirata and E. Keil, Nucl. Instrum. Meth-
mode and some other modes is important in the beam- ods A292, 156 (1990).
beam dynamics. Its prominent effect was seen on the
forth order resonance, where the quadrupole mode was
unstable first, but the dipole mode was excited gradually
and finally beam separation took place. On the sixth or-
der resonance, the same mechanism seems to work but
not so obvious. Another example was seen at the third
order resonance. It seems that a flip-flop phenomenon
and a small dipole excitation coexist in the equilibrium.
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Longitudinal Beam-Beam Effects in Circular Colliders
M. Hoan and J. Rosenzweig

Department of Physics
University of Calfomia, Los Angeles, CA 90024

Afm, derived from a form of the Panotsky-Wenzel Theorem which is
The legituminal beam-beum interaction, which can lead generalized to include fields arising from free charges [see

to incohrent heating. ft coupling, and coherent Appendix],
long•udinal istabilitie n circulw coidem, is examined. a(•l)
T1s any dsus two types of energy kic, those due (2)
to the transvers iaticle motion coupling to the electric We will employ the Panofsky-Wenzel theorem method in this
portioa of the tranverse kick, and those derived from the paper, as it is simpler and more powerful than doing the
inductive electric field induced near the interaction, which is straight forward calculation, especially for off-axis particles.
obtained from the transver kick through use of a
gemizatii ofe the P ky-Wenzel Theorem. Implications H. THE LDoIrTuDINAL BEAM-BEAM INTERAC•ION
for low enrgy ete collide" . (9 & B factories) with beams
crossing bmad-on, and at finite angles, with and without crab The longitudinal kick due to transvere motion is the m
c arerdolnged, of the individual kicks a particle receives traversing the

opposing bunch, calculated by integrating over the phase space
of the opposing bunch. The resulting differential equation for

L INTRODUCTION the transverse acceleration involves complex error functions
for elliptical beams.

Table 1: Notation used in this pover. A focused gaussian beam is described by a time dependent
e electn charge charge density and has associated transverse currents given by
r radial position the continuity equation. By integrating the charge and current
Xy transversecoordinates densities we obtain the corresponding scalar and vector
Z longitudinal coordinate potentials, which intern describe associated electric and
C speed of light magnetic fields. The Lorentz force law may then be used to
s = z- ct beam coordinate compute the instantaneous acceleration felt by a test particle
P particle momentum traversing these fields. The resulting equations contain very
** tedious integrals that may be solved numerically [2].
Gi rms. beam size in i dim. Both cases yield results that are not intuitive and do not
0 Beta-functim allow for an estimate of the size of these kicks which could
a Courant-Snyder amplitude determine the importance of this analysis for circular colliders.
N # electrons in bunch Therefore we will now consider certain limiting cases.
* denotes evaluation at IP

An ultra-relativistic particle with longitudinal A. Rowad Beams
coordate so has E-M fields which are nearly normal to the The energy change (AE) an off-axis test particle which travels
directioa of motion, and may be approximated as[l1 at a nonzero angle with respect to the axis receives passing

E 28(s (1) through an opposing beam is given by projecting the orbit of
r -the particle onto the field of the opposing beam particles, as

where the notation is given in Table 1. Since particles do not given by Eq. (1). Assuming a round beam with a gaussian
all collide head on there is some longicadinal kick given distribution, Eq. (1) can be integrated to give the total energy
during the beam-bean interaction. The net longitudinal kick change per passage:
can be obtained for a single particle by taking the projection of Ne2 r2
the transverse fields from the opposing beam onto the design &E=--[ -e=pI - _ xx+yy). (4)
orbit of the particle and integrating over the betatron phase
space of the opposing beam. The resulting energy kick can be Averaging over a betatron ocillaon (which is assumed to be
thought of as arising from two sources: a) longitudinal fields, much shorter than a synchrotron oscillation), and expanding
and b) the work done by the transverse motion of the particle equation (4) for r < a, reduces this toSthe t0 rauie fiel.

For beams that do not collide at the nominal interaction AE = (y') ra, + a, (5)
point (IP). thae is a time depenent beta function,,(s), and - 2 P(f ) L J2 (5
the bea= size variation gives rise to an inductive longitudinal where we have introduced the Courant-Snyder amplitudes of
field. The lotudina momentum has been previously derived the particle. Note that if the beams do not collide at the
from a sftaigbt forward retarded relativistic calculation[2]. In toaicle. N g that if the e not kide ate

the limit that the beams are shoter than ." (this limit is nominal IP implying thatf'* 0, the energy ick averaged

assumed Ed troughout this paper), these kicks can also be over a betatron oscillation is non-vanishing.
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Tie =W kick due to the inductive field is computed Again, the ftmuvem dependence is proportional to the current
ofd Piowfy-Wfmtl Thorem: density, a var;,,tion which is canceled exactly by the energy

kick due to transverse motion derivable from Eq. 12 for small
-- "=-a (6) amplitUde (y < o,) particles. Note a this expression is

a(4) smaller than the equivalent round beam formula (Eq. (10)) by a
Par rosd b2n t er'l W& s to " eq'uaio factor of R = a,/a,. This factor is due to larger average

2Ne2 e+ ~ r 2 11()dtinpe between pwrtcles (RA') and weaker focusing in the x-
Ap,--- i~x-j T dimension (2).

Since
( 21 11l. COHERENT BEAM-BEAM OSCRIATIONS

al, - (o[1 +(8) Longitudinal beam-beam effects can drive a coherent
longitudinal oscillation. While this subject has been analyzed

has ( an i ndte the longitudinal kick o ne before[l], it has never been understood that the longitudinal
Eqs. (7) and (8), and integrating the Panofsky-Wenzel beam-beam kick is nearly independent of x andy. The coupled
expression (taking the boundary condition Ap• = 0) to equations of motion for the beam centroids (s,,1 are

yield S, + 0).2s, = (±)kb (S1 - S2)Ne2P' (t) x" r2 . (15)
AE=•,= exp(- -) (9) 2 + 2S2 = (±)k, .(s 2 - s1)

eggoveraea tnos aon for" r<O, wehave ke a= VL lV, the rf grdient V;, =k k ,V andV;,
(the effective beam-beam gradient) includes components due to

Ne,'(f)[ a .+a both parallel and transverse motion of the beam particles:
AE 2(-) - 2e j ev , . (16)

and the amplitude dependence of this kick is canceled by the 2Rp 2

term found in Eq. (5). Previous analysis[l] has not included The + (-) sign refers to operation above (below) transition.
this cancellation, which makes the energy kick more uniform Above transition, we obtain the dispersion relation
as a function of position. The resulting total energy kick for 0) = O),(1 - 2k,). (17)

Ne2j' (•) Thus the instability threshold, which occurs when mo=O, is
AE =AP'C = .2p() (10) given by 2V;--= V. If the vertical beta function is lowered

This energy kick, which is now correlated only to the relative by a factor q, then V; will increase by a factor of q½. This
longitudinal position of the oncoming bunch, can contribute is a strong dependence and may indicate trouble with higher
to a coherent instability, as discussed in section M. luminosity designs.

If the machine is run below transition, the frequency of
B. Flat Beams the coupled mode becomes

oJ =o•.I + •)½(18)

Other relevant aspects of the beam-beam interaction can and there is no possibility of this coherent longitudinal

be analyzed in the limit that a, >> »o. In this quasi-one anstabiity.

dimensional cae the Panofsky-Wenzel theorem reads ty

d(Ap.) = -(py) (11) IV. IMPLICATIONS FOR LOW ENERGY COLLIDERS

A. ip Factories
The tiansverse kick in a gaussian beam is given by

ifr2iNe2  (12) For the UCLA f -factory design parameters, the expected
2 erf- ,. (12) energy kick for a one a, particle is - I keV. The rf voltage
co, 2 ar,

where ergradient Vý = 1 MeV/m is quite small due to the quasi-
I 2 isochronous condition being employed. With N=1.6 x 1011,

cry= CFO I+/ _s _ •.(13) R=7, f;=4 mm, and emittancesof 1.1 x 10-6 m-tad in both
L y 2p,'jj x and y, the effective beam-beam gradient isJve2

The contribution to the energy kick is now due to transverse eVi', = Ne = 1eV/m. (19)
motion can be found in analogy to Eq. 4. Also, the inductive Rf I

energy kick is, using Eq. (11), If the machine is run above transition, this gradient is
Ne2cP,(f) xJ y2  longitudinally defocusing, and one would expect serious bunch

AE = ApC -2-j - (14) lengthening, since to first order there is complete longitudinal
2 ,8,) defocusing,
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M -V;,0- C2-) Appendix: Generalized Panofsky-Wenzel Theoren
* - m (20) The Panofsky-Wenzel theorem gives a relationship between

This nitm is also above threshold for the longitudinal the integrated longitudinal and transverse momentuin kicks a
istability by a fhtor of two in beam charge. particle receives as it traverses a medium or device excited in

If the machine a designed to operate below transition, the the wake of another particle [4]. This appendix will generalize
beams have stable coherent longitudinal motion. The beam- this theorem to include fields arising from free charges,
beom effects reinforc the rf focusing because assuming that fields and potentials vanish at infinity, and that

_the paricle receiving the kick travels parallel to the z axis. In
A rI-Ž - I~ (21) general, an electric field !may be described in terms of a

F2v0) 72* scalar potential (4i)andvectorpotential (A):
This implies that the bunches could be shortenel allowing 1 A (
shorter bunches than ixecast designs indicate. c at

B. B Factories with Crab Crossing Inserting (22) into the l.xntz force equation

Pq(g +Y-VL X [1 (23)Crab crossing schemes (Figure 1) may be n~eessay to/provide thehinghscluminoitys (-3gurx 1) raeeqired for B and noting that for a particle traveling parallel to the z-axisprovide the high luminosity's (-3 x 10P3) required for B-IRz
faWoriks. - Lxh=fb x (V xA V(bAz)-fibZ (24

we obtain the following expression for W, the force per unit
charge q:

Ic at a zj
crab •By noting that

equation (25) can be rewritten as

Figure 1: Schematic representation of crab crossing. Crab Outside of region R, A =0, leaving
cavities apply time dependent rf kicks which tilt the bunches.
After the collision, another set of crab cavities kick the beams = - (28)
back to there original orientations. = -

The longitudinal beam-beam interaction could become Since it can be derived from a potential, Ap satisfies the
important in this type of scheme. Recall that the energy kick relation
due to transverse motion for round beams contains terms V X(A)=0
proportional to xx',yy'. For crab crossing the angle x' is (29)
now essentially to the crossing angle. The resulting energy In shorthand notation, this can bewritten as
kick may again lead to large longitudinal effects. This issue Vj. (Ap.) -aAP.) (30)
needs to be investigated further. az

V. CONCLUSION REFERENCES
[1] V.V.Danilov, et. al., Longitudinal Effects in Beam-Beam

This paper has analyzed two types of longitudinal kicks Interaction for an Ultra-High Luminosity Regime, in Beam-
arising from the longitudinal beam-beam interaction: those due Beam and Beam-Radiation Interactions p.1-10, Eds. C. Pelleg-
to the transverse particle motion coupling to the transverse
portion of the electric kick, and those derived from the rini, J. Rosenzweig and T. Katsonleas, (World Scientific
inductive electric field induced near the interaction point. Publishing Co., Singapore, 1991)
These effects may become important in low energy or high
luminosity colliders (p & B factories) since they may lead to [21 G. Jackson and R. H. Seimann, Nucl. Instr. and Meth.
coherent longitudinal instabilities. These effects can be A286 (1990) p.17-31.
minimized by the use of flat beams. In addition, if coherent
instabilities become a problem, it may be necessary to operate [3] W. K. H. Panofsky and W. A. Wenzel, Rev. Sci. Inst.,
below transition. The effect on low energy colliders such as B- 27, 967, 1956.
factories which may utilize crab crossing to improve
luminosity needs to be addressed further.
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StW Veak Deom-Beam Simulation with a Six Dimension Symplectic Code
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Abstrat II. FORMULA FOR THE BEAM-BEAM MAP

By using a symplectic code in the six dimensional In this simulation a strong bunch is divided into some
phase space, we have tried to study beam blow-up due slices so that each slice contains the same number of par-
to the combined effect of the beam-beam force and the ticles. Each slice is represented by a infinitesimally thin
other non-hear forces from the lattice. Tune depen- disc which is located at the barycentre of the particles.
dence of beam blow-up was studied. With the nomi- We assume that the strong bunch has gaussian distribu-
nal beam-beam parameters of the KEK B factory (0.05), tion in the six dimension. In the following, we consider
some beam blow-up was observed in the simulation. The a map for a weak particle affected by the strong (thin)
simulation showed that the beam-beam interaction does slice. As is mentioned above, we used a beam-beam map
not affect dynamic aperture. proposed by K. Hirata et al.[2]. Here, we briefly describe

this beam-beam map.
I. INTRODUCTION The motion of a particle belonging to the weak beam

is described by the coordinate
The motivation of this study arises mainly from de-

signs of future B factories. The designers of B facto- = (z,p,g,p,z,)
ries want to know the answers to the following questions;(1)Hw fst ampng ateis rquied o~ptheelicts as a function of the distance,. from the IP. (The val-(1)How fast damping rate is required to keep the effects

of the beam-beam interaction within a tolerable region? ues for the strong slice are specified by asterisks in sub-
script.) Here, z and y are the transverse position devi-

(2)Which tunes should we choose to minimize the harm- ations from the nominal orbit. And p. and h5 are asso-
fil effects of the beam-beam interaction? (3)How long ciated moments normalized by p0 (the absolute value of
bunch length should we use ? (4)How large (horizon- three-momentum p for a reference particle;i.e.
tal) crossing angle for the purpose of beam separation
is allowable from the viewpoint of the beam-beam in-"= m7dz dyS(P.,p,)=I(I
teraction? and so on. In studying the above issues, we -(')
should study vot only the effects of the beam-beam inter-
action alone but also non-linearity of a lattice in conuunc- where 7 is the Lorentz factor for the considered particle.acton lon bu ab no-liearty f alaticein onjnc-In the longitudinal direction, we use
tion with the beamn-beam interaction. In this study we
aimed at simulating beam behavior taking both effects Z = c(to -
of the beam-beam interaction and non-linearity of the
lattice into consideration simultaneously. For this pur- where c is the light velocity and to - t is the difference in
pose we added the beam-beam force to the tracking code the arrival times at a between the releva., particle and
"SAD"[1] which has been developed at KEK. As for the the reference particle. And we also use
beam-beam interaction we followed the method proposed
by K. Hirata et al.[2J where both of the bunch length ef- p-p -
fect on the collision points and the energy change caused P0 Eo
by the electric field of the counter-rotating beam are con- where we assumed the ultra-relativistic beam for brief-
sidered. The energy change is necessary to keep the map ness. The map has the following form;
symplectic in the six dimensional phase space.

Our study is still at an early stage and in this pa- z"xn = z+S(z,z.)fx(X,Y,Z),
per some preliminary results on the head-on collision case pAn = P.-fx(X,Y, Z),
are described. We used the lattice of the KEK B factory =
which is being designed for its low energy ring[3]. Al- y"e = p+S(z,z.)Jy(X,Y,Z),
though this study has been done on the KEK B factory pi, = p1 - fy(X,Y,Z),
ring, our method is, of course, in principle applicable to z" -- = z
wuy ring collider. enow = C I fx(X,yZ)[p-_ fx(XY,Z)]
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1 - i~ ~ turns). In the tracking we included the effects of radia-
.01 fXY.Z tion damping and quaatum excitation. Fig. 1 shows the

-#(X, Y, Z). (1) vertical beam size m a function of the number of turns.
In thus expres s, we use the usual Bassetti- (In this condition beam blow-up in the horizontal or ion-

n- gitudinal direction was not remarkable.) As is seen in
Er•kine foamila for a gaussian bunch which gives the the figure beam blow-up does not depend significantly on
transverse (2 dimension) beam.beam kick[4]; the number c- slices except in the case of one slice. How-

,y (z,' ,Y '8(s), ffv(s)) + iMJ(z, , .(a), 0,(4)) ever, in the following simulation we used 20 slices, since
almost all computing time is devoted to the tracking in

N.r., 2wr + iv the lattice and increasing the number of the slices does
= -2(g2- ,2) not contribute to the total computing time. As is also

seen in Fig. 1, 10000 or 20000 turns is maybe enough
2 fa+ iry to estimate roughly the equilibrium beam size. In the

ezp(~ - 2. (2)following simulation we tracked 100 particles for 10000e 2a 2 ( turns for economy of time. The initial distribution for
weak bunch is generated by a random number method

One should note that the arguments of hav , te in the map with 6 dimension gaussian distribution. We use nominal
are different from the above. W have dto replace x,y and machine parameters for the standard deviations of the
s mn eq. (2) by X,Y, and S that are defined as follows: distributions.

S(z,z.) = (z - z.)/2, .6 --------,------

X = z + p.S(z,z.), a fir"

Y = Y + pS(z, .), e lore"

UIAe

The last term in eq.(1) comes from the kngitudinal elec-

tric field due to the strong slice and are expressed for a

gauesian distribution as

0 10000 20000 30000 40000
g(X, Y, v,(S), &,(S)) = (-ao + ,7S)Av + (-&V + 71S)Ay Turns

where a and y are twiss parameters at the IP and A.,, Figure 1: The vertical beam size as a function of the
are defined by number of turns with different number of slices. The

A,, (X, Y, o,.(S(Z)), u,(S(Z))) cases of 1, 3, 5, 10 and 20 slices were examined.
1
I f {Xfx +Yfy

2(0, - o2) IV. SOME RESULTS OF THE SIMULATION

+ 2N.rI . C ZP( - ) -_ y. A. Dependence of beam size on betatron tunes
70 [as& The nominal tune of the KEK P factory of the

I1. CHOICE OF BASIC TRACKING PARAMETERS present design is (v,,vy) = (41.12,41.19). With some
different vertical tunes we made trackings and observed

By using the tracking program, we have mainly stud- equilibrium beam sizes under the condition that the hor-
ied beam blow-up and its (betatron) tune dependence. izontal tune was fixed at 41.12. The result of the tune
We also studied the effect of the beam-beam interaction survey is shown in Fig. 2. The solid line devotes the
on dynamic aperture. Prior to the tracking studies, we case that the beam-beam interaction exists. The dot-
examined some basic parameters used in the trackings. ted line designates the case that the beam-beam interac-
To see beam blow-up multiple particles are tracked si- tion is removed. Even without the beam-beam interac-
multaneously. In this study we tracked 100 super parti- tion, the vertical beam size increases around the coupling
cles which represent the weak bunch for each case. (Al- resonance. With the beam-beam interaction there are
though we compared a case that 100 particles are tracked three peak. They might be assigned to the resonances of
to a case of 1000 particles for one damping time (8000 v. = Y,,4YV = 165 and 2v, + 2my = 165. The nominal
turns), we found no essential difference between them.) tune was chosen considering dynamic aperture and the
In our simulation code, the strong bunch is composed of coupling correction. Fortunately this tune is also good
some thin slices. With some different number of slices we from the viewpoint of the beam-beam interaction. How-
tracked 100 weak particles for five damping times (40000 ever, even with this good tune some beam blow-up is
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me. action as far as the present caw is concerned. However,
..s .. . . ... . this seem to be not so surprising, since unlike usual non-

imdb linear forces the beam-beam force decreases rapidly as the
MV Tamplitude of the betatron oscillation becomes large.

1.010

......... . . . . . . . . .1010 lip1hI 1'.D
I 5~0 .

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 OA 0j

71 0 ._/ I a . . -6a

-30 .0 ., 0 ,a 0 so

Figure 2: Tune dependence of the equilibrium beam size. E=y doivm / o

B. Dependence of beam size on the beam-beam parameters Figure 4: Horizontal dynamic aperture as a function of
At the nominal tune of (P.,,my) = (41.12,41.19), de- momentum deviation.

pendence of beam size on the beam-beam parameters
were examined. The result is shown in Fig. 3. If the
beam-beam parameter is small, the vertical beam size de- V. SUMMARY AND REMAINING PROBLEMS
creases as time goes by. This is because the initial beam By using a symplectic code in the six dimensional
size for which we used th' nominal value of x-y coupling phase space, we have tried to study beam blow-up due to
(1%) is diFi-rent from the value which is determined by the combined effect of the beam-beam force and the other
the lattice. In thie study we did not consider any ma- non-linear forces from the lattice. Beam blow-up depends
chine error and the calculated emittance ratio (e,/e.) on betatron tunes and the resonance lines which seem to
was 0.1%. With the aominasi beam-beam parameters of induce the beam blow-up were found. However, to what
0.05, some beam blow-up was observed in the simulation. extent the lattice non-linearity is responsible to the beam

t. - blow-up is not clear from the present study. To see this, it

.La is important to compare the present results with the case
that the non-linearity of the lattice is removed from the

3.0 iE €simulation and only the beam-beam force is a non-linear

1,W element in the ring. With the nominal beam-beam pa-
S1 'If:rameters of the KEK B factory (0.05), some beam blow-
1. €'up was observed in the simulation. Aiming at suppression

l'r of this beam blow-up, shortening the radiation dampingtime may be helpful. The effect of the damping can be

So, 0 5o 0 7606 1 6lo and should be simulated using the present code. The sim-
Turns ulation showed that the beam-beam interaction does not

affect dynamic aperture so far as the present case is con-
Figure 3: The vertical beam size as a function of the cerned. Other interesting issues such as relationship be-
number of turns with different number of particles in the tween synchro-betatron resonance and crossing angle or
strong bunch. The cases with G = 4 of 0, 0.01, 0.03, bunch length can also be dealt with the present method
0.04 and 0.05 are shown. and will be investigated shortly.

C. Dyamic aperture VI. REFERENCES
At the nominal tune, we investigated dynamic aper-

ture in two cases; with and without the beam-beam in- (1] K. Oide, Nucl. Instr. Meth. A276 427(1989).
teraction. For each case, both the horizontal and the (2] K. Hirata, H. Moehammer and F. Ruggiero, KEK
vertical apertures were studies. We found that dynamic Preprint 92-117(1992).
aperture in both directions is not affected by the beam- [31 B-Factory Accelerator Task Force, KEK Preprint 90-
beam interaction almost at all. In Fig.4 the horizontal 24(1990).
aperture is depicted as a function of momentum devia- [4] M. Bassetti and G. Erskine, CERN-ISR-TH/80-
tion. As is shown in the figure, there is no signature that 06(1980).
dynamic aperture is influenced by the beam-beam inter-
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SYNCHROTRON BEAM-LOADING STABILITY WITH
A HIGHER RF HARMONIC*

Tai-Sen F. Wang

AT-7, MS H825, Los Alamo. National Laboratory
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Abi/trd In the equivalent circuit model, an rf cavity is
envisioned as a parallel RLC circuit. The applied rf power

This work extends Robinson's stability studies (1] source and the circulating beam current can be modeled
to include a higher rf harmonic. Using an equivalent as currents i. and i4, respectively. We consider a system
circuit model, the stability of the "0-mode" coherent dipole having two cavities: a "fundamental cavity" operated at
oscillation of bunched beams is studied for synchrotrons or the frequency wi, which is equal to the hth harmonic of the
storage rings with rf systems operated at the fundamental revolution frequency of beam particles, and a "harmonic
and a higher harmonic, i.e., a second or third harmonic. cavity" operated at the frequency w2, which is equal to
Analytical expressions of the stability criteria are derived nwl. For systems run with both frequencies of rf power
from the linearized circuit equations. Numerical solutions in one type of cavity, the following formalism still is
of the fully nonlinear equations are provided to compare applicable.
with the analytical results. A simple feedback model for By Kirchhoff's law, the total voltage on each cavity
stabilization is discussed. vh satisfies the differential equation

I. INTRODUCTION .. 2a dVk + = 2ak k d(i, + i) (1)d-T2 + • - di

Higher-harmonic rf systems are frequently used in where k = 1 (for the fundamental cavity) or 2 (for
synchrotrons and storage rings to increase bunch length the higher harmonic cavities); t is the time, afe =
in order to reduce the space charge effects, and to damp Wrk/( 2 Qk), w2k = l/(LbC&); R,, Lk, Ck and Qk are
the longitudinal instability by increasing the synchrotron the shunt resistance, the inductance, the capacitance, and
frequency spread [2,3]. Under the circumstance of heavy the quality factor of each cavity respectively. For high-
beam-loading, instability may occur due to the beam- Q cavities, only those Fourier components of i with
induced voltage on the cavities. For a single-frequency frequencies near wth need to be considered. In the
rf system, this kind of instability has been well studied steadyistne, wr need to be phase 0n th
[1,4]. However, few documents can be found on the steady state, ea is maintained at the phase ¢ withtheory of the stability off fsystems with higher harmonics respect to the beam current. Our interest here is the
[3he.oAr gory of thistabilityofsy ms s eth rheqires etherm s stability of the small oscillations of the phase deviations[3,5]. A rigorous study of this subject requires either incvt otgs¢ksd emcret¢k(,

complex calculations using kinetic theory and nonlinear in cavity voltages *k and beam current 4'ar, (4062

particle dynamics or substantial computer simulations for nobl) around their steady states. Thus, making the

exploring the parameter space. Because some future substitutions Of - k = V(t)]exp {-j[w + 1k +,()]},

accelerators may use a higher-harmonic rf system, a and/i, = It• eXp{-j(witt + O()) + in Eq. (1), we derive
theoretical understanding of and methods for estimating
the stability of double-harmonic if system are needed 1 dV+
before rigorous theory and computational data become - 'S"+ Vk = Rk [Iok COS O - Ii& MOM - -w )
available. Simple conditions for stability were obtained (2)
by Miyahara et al. [3]; however, these results are and
applicable for some specific cases only. In the followings, 1 d4,k Wri - - 7 [Ik sin bpk(
we discuss the beam loading stability in an rf system with at dt - O (3)
a higher harmonic by directly investigating the equations + I'k sin(bk -0.1t - 0kw)] /Vk
derived from the equivalent circuit model. An example of
controlling the system stability by using the "rf feedback" where j = V/rT. Some approximations were used to derive
[0] will be given. Details of the mathematical derivations Eqs. (2) and (3). First, we assumed that the bandwidths
and part of the following materials have been included in of the impedances of these two types of cavities are
a few recent reports [7,8]. much smaller than the separation between their resonant

frequencies, so only one of the beam current's harmonics
II. THEORETICAL MODEL is considered for each cavity. Second, because ak < wk

for high-Q and high frequency cavities, we neglected the
*Wo&kspported by the US Depament of Enerna, Office of High time derivatives of V, and dVk/di when comparing with

Eka 7 nd Nudear Phymc.. the products of these qunatities and the rf frequencies. For
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simplicity, we assumed 08j k ',i, i.e., the system is tuned of a beam particle respectively; and R is the averaged
for the if sources to see rel impedances. In obtaining Eq. machine radius. All these conditions must be satisfied for
(3), we also used the approximation wt + wtk o 2wk. the system stability. Condition Ft > 0 can be rewritten as

The equations of beam motion are those of
synchrotron motion: 4l1i2 2(l - f)

d&E V5 cos. < sin(2h 1 z) - nt(2 2/R 1)sin(2. 12 ) (7)

- - [V=sinQ.i+41- 4.)-V.sin 'i (4) where 10 = I42/41. Equation (7) is similar to the result
+ V2 sin(0,2 + ,.2 - nl4b) - V.2 sin 0,2] , obtained by Miyalara et al. [3] except for the factor of

and 0 on the right hand side. When f = 0 = 0, the above

dqwlf (AE) inequality ieduces to the Robinson stability criterion [1]

"d=R-- #j2 ' (5) sin(20,,1)<(2V.1 cosM.I)/(*RiIj,) . (8)

where E, is the total energy of the reference particle, The other Robinson stability condition, sin 41 > 0, can be
AE is the energy deviation from E., P is the speed of obtained from the condition F4 > 0 by letting t = = 0
the reference particle divided by the speed of light, Ok and a2 -* 0.
is the synchronous angle between the beam current and
the cavity voltages, V~h is the value of Vk at steady state, 1.0
and = = .y7-2- y-2. In this paper we consider the case
of y < 7t. However, the case of 7 > y, can be treated
with the same procedures. Note that in the steady state 0.8 -.

V.8 = Rk(Igh - 144 cos 09h), and 0

-(*R sin 00)IV.A = (Wrk - W)1/k= tan0 14,, (6) 0.6 0 a Co

where Oyk is referred to as the detuning angle. 0.4

0 O
III. LINEAR STABILITY CONDITIONS

0.2

Applying Routh's criteria [91, we obtain the following
necessary and sufficient conditions for a stable system: 0.0 -

F, =bo >0, 0 20 40 60 80 100F1 =b0>0, *i (deg.)

F2 = bo(b.b - bo) - (bob 2 - b) > 0,

Fs = (b4 bs - bs)(b~bo + bo - blb 4)-(b~b 5 - b1)s > 0, Figure 1. Comparison of the analytical and the numericalsolutions for Eqs. (2)-(5). Shaded areas correspond to the
and unstable regions: F4 > 0 at the lower left corner; F, > 0

F4 = [bs(b 4b5 - b3) - bs(bsb2 - b1)][b6(b 2b5 - bl) and F4 > 0 (heavily shaded) at the upper right comer.
Numerical solutions of Eqs. (2)-(5) are shown by circles

- bobsbs] - [bi(b 4bs - b3) - b5b] 2 > 0, for stable and damped oscillations, stars for unbounded
unstable solutions, and triangles for initially unstable but

where asymptotically bounded solutions.

bO = w.(1 - O)PIP2 - )iP2 - )12P, The nonlinear equations (2)-(5) have been solved

b, = 2W,(1 - t)(aCtP 2 + X2P1) - 2(a1A2 + 02k), numerically to compare with the results evaluated from

b2 = PIP2 + w2(1 - f)(pI + P2 + 4a 1 C2 ) - A- - A2, the linear stability conditions. In general, solutions of Eqs.

b3 = 2 (orp2 + 02jP') + 2w2(1 - t)(ai + a2), (2)-(5) can be roughly grouped into three categories: (i)
stable and damped oscillations, (ii) unbounded unstable

N = p + P2 + 40102 +to (1 - solutions, and (iii) initially unstable but asymptotically

b5 = 2 (al + a2), bounded solutions. A comparison of the numerical with
f = - (n V COS 0.2) / (V.1 COS 0.1), the analytical solutions is given in Figure 1. In this case,

2 sboth the fundamental and second harmonic rf are used for
A4 = (&4w72tRIbk tan ,4)/(V,1 cos00.1), bunching. The unstable zones are shown in the shaded

Pk = &22ec2 4.1 4, areas on the t - .11 plane for the parameter values of
n = 2, 0.1 = 0, 10.2 = r, (w./al)2 = 0.1, 2R/IZI = 0.3,

where w, = [(-qqhVl cosoki)/(2rmR')]1/ 2 , is the Qi = Q2, and t9 = 0.7. The cavity detunings are related
synchrotron frequency without the higher harmonic rf by tan Op2 = -(n1m 2 /41 )tan04'j. Conditions F2 > 0
field; q and m are the charge and the relativistic mass and F3 > 0 are always satisfied in this region. Also
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shown in Figure 1 we the qualitative results of more than 0.65, (w,/al)2 
- 0.1, and 22/21 = 0.4. With the

Mfty numerical solutions of Eqs. (2)-(5). The agreements feedback on, the threshold beam currents normalized by
between the analytical and the numerical solutions seem (Va1,1i) cos 0,1, are shown in Figure 2 as functions of Owl
very good in describing the local stability. for the cases of 9./1• = 0.8, 0.4, and 0.1.

As shown in Figure 2, the stability limit given by

IV. FEEDBACK CONTROL the vertical line on the right hand side of the figure moves
towards a higher detuning angle when the ratio R/R

We consider an example of increasing stability by decreases. In the medium and low 0.1 regions, the stability
using the "rf feedback" [6]. More control examples will limit given by the curve increases as the ratio 'R/P]
be included in another paper [10]. In the if feedback, a increases. Thus, for systems operated at high Owl, H2

fraction of the rf gap voltage is subtracted from the driving needs to be higher than H, in order to increase the system
signal at an appropriate point in the amplifier chain. When stability. For the systems operated at medium and low
using this kind of feedback with an open loop gain of H, Oi, it may be more desirable to have higher H, for higher
the effective cavity impedance will be reduced by a factor stability.
(I + H). For a single-harmonic system, if the if feedback is
the only control used, the threshold current in Eq. (8) can V. CONCLUSIONS
be raised by a same factor. For a double-harmonic system
equipped with separate rf feedbacks for each harmonic, the Using an equivalent circuit model and linearized
linear stability conditions derived in the last section are circuit equations, we derived the stability conditions for
modified by the substitution of 14 --' 1 = 14/(1 + Hk) the beam-loading in synchrotrons or storage rings with
for k = I and 2, where H, is the open loop gains of the rf a higher if harmonic. We found that, when compared
feedbacks. Analytical relations between the stability limits with the beam-loading stability limit of a single-frequency
and H, are difficult to obtain in this case and a numerical system, the addition of higher-harmonic rf without any
evaluation is necessary. external control may decrease the stability threshold.

Numerical examples of the stability limits were given and
6 . • compared with the analytical results. The agreements

between the analytical and the numerical solutions in
describing the local stability are very good. Finally, we

I Igave an example of the use of the "rf feedback" control
was discussed by using an example.
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Compensation of Bunch Position Shift Using Sub-RF Cavity
in a Damping Ring

K. KUBO, T. Higo and S. Sakanaka
KEK, National Laboratory for High Energy Physics

1-1 Oho, Tsukuba, lbaraki, 305 Japan
ANOW Various scheme of bunch configurations (number of

In the damping rings of future linear colliders, trains, number of bunches in a train and charge of a
bunches will be filed along the ring in a bunch-train bunch) will be tested in the ATF within the maximum
configuration, where spacing between trains is much total current of 0.6A. In this paper, two extreme cases
larger than bunch-to-bunch spacing in a train. Because of were examined as examples:
this configuration, beam loading in RF cavities will cause Case (a). 5 trains/ring,
the shift of bunches from their nominal longitudinal 20 bunches/train and 2x1010 dbunch
positions. The shift can be compensated with an active or Case (b). 3 trains/ring,
a passive RF cavity whose resonance frequency is well 68 bunches/train and 1x1010 e/bunch
controlled. By tracking simulations, the method is
demonstrated for ATF damping ring at KEK. 11. EQUILIBRIUM POSITION SHIFT

I. INTRODUCTION Accelerating field in RF cavities will be controlled
by feedback loop to keep the field strength and phase

In order to achieve high luminosity, a train of many constant. Because speed of the feed back will be much
bunches with narrow spacing is accelerated in a long RF slower than the transient time of a train, field induced by
pulse . In the damping rings for this type of operation, non uniformly filed bunches can not be compensated.
beams should have bunch-train configurations. Beams in This will cause time dependent modulation of the
the ring will consist of some trains which contain many amplitude and phase of accelerating field within a train.
bunches with narrow spacing. Spacing between trains in a Fig. 1 shows change of amplitude and phase of total
ring should be longer than rise and fall time of kicker cavity voltage vs. time which are calculated by tracking
magnets for injection and extraction and will be much simulation for the case (a). The trajectory of the voltage
longer than spacing of bunches in a train. In the present on complex plane can be seen in Fig. 2 where reference
design of JLC(Japan Linear Collider), spacing between phase is the phase of nominal bunch position. During
bunches in a train is less than 6 nsec and spacing between passage of a bunch train, bunches induce voltage of
trains is more than 60 nsec. opposite direction to themselves. Between trains, the field

Bunches in this configuration induce transient beam decays and rotates according to the Q-value and frequency
loading in RF cavities varying from bunch to bunch in a detuning of the cavities.
train; a bunch in tail of a train feels higher wake field than __

a bunch in head of a train. This non uniformity causes
shift of bunch positions according to where the bunches Ald
ae in a train. Without any cure, the maximum amount of SAm

shift from nominal positions can be more than bunch "
length resulting in a significant deterioration of the quality T -rains
of the multibunch beam. .

In order to compensate different beam loading from lam

bunch to bunch in the main RF cavities, sub-RF system N
is poposed here. 17W

The effect of the system is demonstrated by tracking _,_

simulations for the ATF(Accelerator Test Facility at aH &I 2 Q.,

KEK) damping ring. Longitudinal bunch motions were Tlie (Itsee)

simulated taking account the generator induced voltage, Fig. I, Amplitude and phase of cavity voltage with non
wakefield of the accelerating mode and wakefield of some uniform bunch population.
higher order modeL Each bunch was assumed to be a
point charge. Used parameters of the ring are as follows.

Beam energy 1.54 GeV
Revolution frequency 2.16 MHz
RE ffequency 714 MHz
Maximum beam current 0.6A
Radiation loss 0.20MeV/turn -
Momentum compaction 4a 0.003
Damping partition number 1.78 arm
RE cavity: Total voltage 1.2 MV

Shunt impedance 14.4 MO .r... ... . I ... .... I0.10 0.. M

UnloadedQ 22000 . ,RaI(Vc) ("I
Coupling 2.34 Fig. 2, Trajectory of cavity voltage on complex plane.
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Because all bunches have the equal revolution time, Ill. COMPENSATION BY ACTIVE SUB-RF SYSTEM
the energy must be equal and radiation loss of all bunches
along the in should have the same value. This means all To correct the shift of the bunch positions, sub-RF
bunches should gain the same voltage at the RF cavities, system is proposed. RF field with frequency of
To be accelerated by the same amount from the field of fub lo fRF Nt fmv
different amplitude and phase, bunches will change their can compenate the difference of the field of the main RF,
timing of passage at the cavities or the equilibrium where fRF is the frequency of the main RF, frev the
position of bunches will shift from their nominal revolution frequency and Nt the number of trains.
positions. Fig. 3 shows time delay from nominal Adjusting the phase of the sub-RF field so that the
positions of 1st, 10th and 20th bunches in a train which voltage is zero at the nominal timing of the passage of
are calculated by tracking simulations for the case (a). The the crnter bunch in a rain, bunches in head of a train will
horizontal axis shows number of turns along the ring. Mx be decelerated and bunches in tail of a train will
equilibrium position of the head bunch is delayed and tail accelerated. If length of a bunch-train is short enough
bunch is advanced from the nominal positions. Initial compared with the bunch spacing, as in the case (a), the
condition was that all bunches have the same longitudinal compensation can be almost linear. But if the length is
position error of 10 paec. Fig. 4 (a) and (b) show the not short, as in the case (b), the nonlinearity of the
equilibrium positions of bunches vs. bunch number in a compensation field may be important.
train for the case (a) and (b), respectively. Bunch number I As is shown in Fig. 2, required strength of
means the head bunch in a train and the last number compensation field is several tens of kilovolts and can be
means the tail of a train. The values of the shift are obtained by introducing one cavity (sub-RF cavity).
almost linear to the bunch number. Nonlinearity of the The total voltage is vector sum of generator (external
first bunch is caused by the wakefield of the higher order power source) induced voltage and beam induced voltage.
mode. Here, shunt impedance, unloaded Q and loaded Q of the

.. !sub-RF cavity are assumed to be 2ML) 20000 and 10000,
respectively. Amplitude and phase of the total voltage is

* assumed to be fixed by controlling cavity tuning and RF
lot b input. In the case of (a), in order to obtain total voltage

'Iof40 kV and the phase of 90degree respect to the
10th bunch nominal phase of the center bunches in trains, debining
I angle (detuuing from sub-RF frequency fsub) is -86-10

"�'I * 2M bunch and required power is 0.8 kW.
Fig. 5 shows time delay from nominal positions of

Ist, 10th and 20th bunches in a train with sub-RF, which
la, . SN are calculated by tracking simulations for the case (a).

N ou r turn This can be compared with the result without

Fig. 3, Time delay from nominal positions of Ist, 10th compensation in Fig. 3. Fig. 6(a) shows the equilibrium

and 20th bunches in a train versus number of revolution, positions of bunches vs. bunch number in a train for the

Bomb number case (a) with sub-RF whose voltages are set to be 30 kV,
._ on loam 40 kV, 50kV and 60 kV. Fig. 6(b) shows the equilibrium

"T'-T-, .. positions of bunches vs. bunch number in a train for the

. (b) case (b) with sub-RF voltages are set to be 20 kV, 30 kV,
40kV and 50 kV. This shows voltage of about 30 - 40

* kV is optimum. In the case (a), the residual shift is much
smaller than the bunch length (about 5 mm in rzmts.). In
the case (b), the residual is several percent of the bunch
length in r.m.s.

S.... I- .I.T.. . .I. . .| . . .. . ... 1 ...

0 S 40

;unch number t.

Fig. 4, Equilibrium positions of bunches vs. bunch 19L 1tat i and 20th bunches
number for case (a) and case (b).

The maximum values of the shift in both cases are j "

comparable of the bunch length of the order of 10 psec. _110
After extracted from the ring, the position difference
means different RE phases along the main linac of the -mICONICus Is ;;;w
linear collider. The resulting significant energy difference Nube of turns
may easily deteriorate the emittance of multibunch beam Fig. 5, Time delay from nominal positions, 1st, 10th and
through bunch compressor, main linac and final focus 20th bunches in a train for case (a) with active sub-RF.
region.
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• . . .| .... . . . . . I "

'4

IIe I. IOba O uce

.I . .IN....Ib....I. bof turns

Bunch number Fig. 7, Tune delay from nominal positions, 1st, 10th and
Fig. 6(a) Equilibrium positions of bunches vs. bunch 20th bunches in a train for case (a) with passive sub-RF.
number for case (a) with active sub-RF.

I.

, ,, mFig. 8(a) Equilibrium positions of bunches vs. bunch
bun ---I'b,, nume for case (a) with passive sub-RF.

Fig. 6(b) Equilibrium positions of bunches vs. bunch
number for case (b) with active sub-RF.,. o

If detuing angle (y) of sub-RF cavity is near -90°, If-bi

the phase of beam induced voltage is near by 900 with.
respect to the center beam and the geeao induced
voltage is very small (cosp) of the total voltage). Without I -_____________
generator power, the voltage in the sub-RF cavity is only
beam induced voltage. It means that the compensation -

will possible without input po)Wer. For a passive RF • ~,,,.
cavity, only resonance frequency cant be controlled in
Operations in mordr to obai q•popi conmpesation. Fig. 8(bo) Equilibrium positions of bunches vs. bunch

With the same paramteters as in section III but number for case (b) with passive sub-RF.
without input power, tricking siulaious wer pe. UM AR ADlISUSIO
with some cases of detuning of the cavity. Fig. 7 showsV.SM AY ND ISU IO
time delay from nominal positions of 1st, 10th and 20th
bunches in a train with passive sub-RF for the case (a) It was found that equilibrium position shift in
where cavity detuning angle is -86.00 or dtawning from daumpin rings for future linear collders with bunch-train
faub is -500 kliz. Fag. 8(a) and (b) show the equi'lbium configuration can be compensated by active or passive
positions of bunches vs. bunch number in a train with sub-RF system.
passive sub-RF with several detUning frequencies. Thes As the case (b), if length of a train is longer thua
figures show that a frequency controiled passive sub-RF spacing bewe trains, residual shift may be signiickant
cavity can be used for the compensation. With approprate Ifuecessay," adding higher order sub'RF with frequencyof
detuning, residual shift Is as small as that with active sub- f11p - '~t frnv (ra23 .... )
RF compensatio in each case. this residual beicompensated.
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Analytic Criteria for Stability of Beam Loaded R.F. Systems

Shane R. Koscieiniak, TRIUMF Vancouver B.C. Canada

Abstract B. Non steady state

This paper presents the instability analysis of a beam- Let us assume the "slow approximation" V < wV and
loaded radio-frequency system with beam phase-loop iT < WIT. We allow for a varying resonance frequency
and cavity tuning-loop for both accelerating and non- A1(t) = flo(t) + Af(t). We introduce the perturbation vec-
accelerating beams. The case. of voltage-proportional feed- tors e as follows: V = V°(1 + ev) and 4-r(1 + eT) =
back around the cavity is also included. The symbolic ma- = 1(I + e.) + 1(I + eb) . The dimensionless components
nipulation program SMP [1] was used to expand and sim- z4 and 0, of the vector e,. = (z, + j#,) are amplitude
plify the Routh determinantal conditions for a fifth order and phase modulations, respectively. The cavity response
characteristic polynomial. The paper is a much abridged is modelled by:
version of an internal design note [2]. zV(l + sa-r) + 0v tan # + Y,(O, sin0g - z.cosoJ5) +

i. BEAM LOADING EQUATIONS + Yb(zbsinpb - Ob cos pb) = 0 ,

generator current

"v cavity •v(l+Sr,) - zvtan - Y 9(4bgcos'g+zgsin,•g)+
-- w voltage + Yb( Zb COS jib + b Sin jib) = rA .

"- Here r, = a-I is the cavity time constant, and time deriva-
beam tives are replaced by the Laplace operator s.

C. Beam rigid bunch dipole motion

Suppose the ideal drive frequency is synchronous with

a particle travelling with the equilibrium. However, as a
The disposition of steady state phasors is as shown above, result of modulations the cavity phase may advance or lag
We adopt the notation of Reference. [2]. The cavity volt- by an amount 4sv. Likewise, the beam centroid may differ
age is V(t)e;it and the total current driving the cavity is from the ideal phase by an amount O'b. Suppose the cavity
IT(t)e.Jw, where t indicates time and w is the drive an- has relative amplitude modulation zv.
gular frequency. Bold face indicates complex quantities, To first order in perturbation amplitudes, the Laplace
and ordinary type denotes scalars. We employ dot no- transform, of the beam energy deviation 4E is:
tation for time derivatives. The cavity fundamental res- a E = K [Zv sinjb + (Ov - Ob) cos Pb].
onance is modelled as a parallel resonance LCR circuit.
Let 11,., = l/v11 .7 be the resonance frequency and a, _ Because of the energy deviation, the phase error Ob6 will ad-

f(1e./(2Q) = l/(2RC) be the half-bandwidth. We write vance at the rate: s86b = K 26E . The product ,/ •xK 2 =
the voltage and current as the sum of steady state parts ,, the synchrotron frequency sans the usual cosiPb term.

V0 = V0 00-v and 1; = ITO0T, and small time dependent D. Stability conditions
perturbations. We use ,0 to denote steady state phases and
0 perturbation phases. Let 0V = - OT . The system response contains only self-damped oscilla-

tions, when all zeros of the characteristic polynomial lie
A. Steady state in the left haft of the complex plane. Necessary conditions

We must specify the steady state generator current I0 = are for the coefficients of s" and the Routh-Hurwitz cri-

Iej%' and beam image current I: = 1fei# which sum teria [RH(i) for i = 1, 2, ... n+ 1] for combinations of the

to form the total current *-.- The beam current is f 900 coefficients to be greater than zero. We shall omit trivial

out of phase with the cavity voltage; depending on the conditions such as rT, > 0.

synchronous phase angle Pb. We set Pb = 0 for a non- 11. CAVITY AND BEAM DIPOLE MODE

accelerating beam. Hence ib = ±(7r/2 + Pb) and the -
sign applies below transition energy and the + above. We This is the case originally treated by Robinson [3]. The
adopt the dimensionless current ratios Y. = 1/1v and model assumes that the generator current is maintained
Vb = Jb/fiv, where Ij = V 0 /R. The components obey: by an ideal feed-forward.

I = Yg cos O - Yb sin P~b Characteristic polynomial

tan* = Ybcospb-Yg~sin•. l., [COS PseC2#-Ybtan#] + 202, COS(pb)r, s+

From this follows the detuning tan I = (j12 - w2)/2caw b
Until we choose a definite value for Og, there is no direct +[sec 2 4 + ((1,r') 2 cosPb] + 2r, s3 + 28s4 .
relation between tan # and (Yb, Pb).
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determinants Characteristic polynomial
RH(4): tan* > 0, hence # > 0. If RH(4) < 0, then the .2 Cos AbKt(I-Yb sinlpb)+2rsT4 +r5s5 +
cavity is detumed in the wrong Sense.
RH(5):cospasec39-Yitamn >0 impliesthe Robi +f[c/sb(sec2  

# + TcK,) - Ybftan l]8+
limt: Yb < 2cosp4/sin2* . If R1(5) < 0, te bunch sim- +[Kt+2flCos6pb) + r�K ( ) C-osPb]s3.
ply wanders. Substituting the matched generator condition A necessary condition for stability is that the coefficients
(Op = 0) gives the qspcial case Yb < l/sinpb, ofsl be greater than zero, and this implies

Ill. CAVITY, BEAM DIPOLE MODE, PHASE-LOOP Yb < cospO 2 + t , if # > 0.
Lsin 2# tan #

The model of section Il is supplemented with a beam However, this condition is subordinate to RH(5).
phase-loop intended to damp bunch dipole oscillations. Routh determinants
We assume that the feedback has the response of a pure RH(3): 2sec 2 9 + K,r' > 0.
integrator, and modifies the generator phase 0., that is RH(4)*
0# = (Kp/a) x (6b-Ov). If there is an r.f. feedback around Kt(2sec2# + Ktl",) + YbQ'r [4tan Kt-K sin 2pb] > 0
the cavity, this loop modifies the demand phase Od. This condition is usually unimportant for positive detuning

Characterist nolyomial (9 > 0), and is subordinate. to RH(5) for negative detuning.

2[c~s/Ab Sc2,• + Kpr. sin pbYg sin og -_ Yb tan 91+ 11H(5): This expression can be solved for the beam current

+[Kp ec 2 +KYb(sinpi,-cospjb tan *)+2tl cos(pb)T,]s+ Yb, and is found to factor:

+.[C2 9Kp (I+Ybsinpb)+( aTc) 2 COSPb]s 2  +.2.3 .2S 4  Yb < [0.5Ktsin2pb(sec 
2 + ree,) - K, tan )+

A necesary condition for stability is that the coefficient of +1) C os(Pb)Tc (2 tan -- 0.5 K2i* sin 2Pb)] .

s' be > 0. Unless tan # < tan Pb and Kp > 0, we find a (2sec 2 9 + Ktr,.)/0l2rt(2 tan 9 - 0.5ri.Kt sin 2b) 2 .
condition for Yb which resembles the Robinson limit; Since the beam current (Yb) is positive, this leads to a

2 2f~T•' quadratic constraint on the tuning loop gain.

112 if P0b = 0..tuiglogan
sin 29 Kp tan f We now simplify the expressions to a non-accelerating

In most cases this limit is subordinate to RH(5) below, beam, to make a correspondence with Reference [4]. In the

Routh determinants limit Pb -+ 0 the stability criterion can be written:

RH(3): 2 + Kprtcos2* + Ybcost sin(* + pb)) > 0. Yb < I _K 2 +K r

This condition allows a domain of stability with 9 +Pb < 0. [ 2 r][sin29 tan9]
The damping provided by the phase-loop can overcome The tuner gain condition, for +ve and -ye tuning angles,
(partially) the instability caused by incorrect detuning. can be summarized (Kt - 20,r.) x # < 0. The instability

RH(5): cos pbsec2 * + Kp, sin IbYg sin t- Yb tan I > 0. regime where Yb < 1, 9 > 0 and Kt > 20l,1r, has been
Unless 10,xpb > 0 there is no change to the Robinson limit, experimentally observed in the PSB (4].

RH(4): 0< 2Kp sec 2 [seC2# +Yb(sinPb-COS jbtan9)+ V. TUNING LOOP AND BEAM PHASE-LOOP

--+(flQlT,) 2 COS pb(coS2# + tan/b sin 29)]+ We supplement the previous model with the ideal phase-
+2K,(fl rC) 2 cosPbYb(Co8sjb tan*-sin fb)+4Q2-r"Yb tan*+ loop; 150g = Kp(Ob--Ov). Because s='Afre- Kt(4g-OV)

+T,,K,[(l + Yb sin Pb)2 
- (Y9 sin 'P9 tan 9)2] . there is the possibility for cross-coupling to the tuning loop

A sufficient condition for RH(4) > 0 is tan 9 = tan Pb. through the cavity-voltage phase-perturbation O.
Alternatively, we may substitute 'P. = 0 and so find Characteristic polynomial
RH(4) > 0 at all points on *die matched generator curve. l cos/bK(l - YbSinPb) + 2S + r25
Finally, we note that Pb = 0, tan9* < l/tan 0. and

RHt(5) > 0 are sufficient conditions for R.H(4) > 0. +{fQ,[cosPb(sec.2 + r!Kt) - Yb tan*]+
f12

IV. CAVITY, BEAM DIPOLE MODE, AND TUNING LOOP K,[K ,2r,. sin/tb(Ybcospb-tanf)]}s+{Kt+2 SCosjbT+

A feedforward (or program) accomplishes the bulk of the +[Wsec + K ',2 * + •, •+ Yb(sinc pb - COSp 1b tan*)]}S2 +

cavity tuning. The tuning loop endeavours to bring the [) 2 Co0614 + •,.Kp(1 + Yb"Silib)183.
generator current and gap voltage vectors in-phase by The coefficients of rs and s2 have the possibility to change
modifying the cavity resonance frequency. The feedback, sign when 9 > 0. For brevity we give the limit Pb = 0.
for small oscillations about the program set-point, is mod- 2 Kt((r. + Kp/Q02 )
died by a pure integrator: r, fM.., = (Kg/s) x (0, - Ov). Yb < 7 - when +b=O, 9 >O.
Since there are no other loops present, 0. = 0 for all time. s29 tan 9
The loop will tend to reduce the phase error to zero (i.e. The coefficient of 82 is automatically positive if tan 9 <
Og = #v) provided K, is positive, tan Ab; alternatively,
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Y6 2+21v2 +K,(l+t.K,) if<•=0,9>O, 7GO-6W and sJW=-4cospb x - zvoocosp4.SK tan # where the variable JW is conjugate to 0. To complete our

Routh deterignants description of the beam coupling to the cavity, we give
the relation between 0 and amplitude modulation of the

RH(3) factors and simplifies to: 2 + - Kr, co2#> beam current zb. To first order zb + F0 xG = 0 . The form
+YbrKpos~sin(9 + ps,) + re14(1- Kgpte)cos Ž0• factor F0 depends on the bunch shape, A. Let J,. be Bessel

This condition is reminiscent of RH(3) in section III and functions. For the functions A = (E)2 - z2)a with a > 0,
has the effect of allowing some negative detuning. We Fo(eo) = (2a + 1)/E 0 - J.-1/2(0o)/J.+1/2(O).
should also like RH(3) to be satisfied in the limit Yb -4 0; For example, if a = I then F0 s O0/5 when O0 < I
and for Kvri, > I this implies the approximate condition: Characteristic polynomial
KI. < 2-_ sec2  < 1. The polynomial is too lengthy to reproduce here. We con-
RH(4): The Routh determinant has many terms, but sim- sider jib > 0, in which case. only the coefficient of s2 has
plifies under the substitution tan # * Yb COS Pb, as occurs the possibility to change sign when * > 0; this implies
when the generator is matched (, = 0); one finds a cu- a beam current limit, but the condition is subordinate to
bic condition in Yb. A sufficient stability condition is that those below.
the coefficients of Yb°, Yb1 , Yb2 Yb3 be greater than zero. ]guth determinants
Only the coefficients of Yb° and Yb1 have the possibility to RH(3): 2sec 2 # - YbFoeo()f1T,)2 os61sinp, > 0
change sign; and so, by inspection, sufficient conditions for This constraint is quite severe for small tuning angles and
RH(4)> 0 are rKt _< 1 and Kp 2! Kt. long bunches, but is subordinate to RH(6).
RH(5): The Routh determinant has many decades of mono- If P11(3)> 0 then a sufficient condition for RH(4)> 0 is:
mial terms. Under the condition 09 = 0, there results a tan * > sin2pbFoeo(1+20. .cosPb)/2(1+Foeocos2 Pb).
quintic polynomial in Yb. The condition Pb = 0 reducesthe system to a quadratic in Yb2 •the coefficient of Y• RH(5) simplifies very slightly to a condition with 24 mono-
ihesystuna oiably n ative c and so ; mial terms, and there is no simple interpretation. In theis unavoidably negative, and so limits the maximum beam limit of large tuning angle, short bunch length, and
current. The allowed domain of Yb will be maximized when order of orrle tuni ty, we fi nd thrmi
the coefficients of Yb° and Yb2 are positive. By inspection, order of or less than unity, we find the approximation:
Ktr5 , _< I and K, Ž Kt is a sufficient condition for both 2 tant[2 2cOsPb - Ybsin2*] + FoOocoSpb[16COS Pbtan*+
coefficients to be positive. +4 sin 2 Pb seC2 * +2Yb(2 COS Pb -sin Pb tan*--4 sin 2*)] > 0.
RH(6): I - Yb sinrpb > 0 imposes a further constraint on The leading term in tan # contains the Robinson limit.
the beam current, which is the same as the no-loop case. RH(6) factors; if RH(3) > 0 and RH(4) > 0 this leaves
for a matched generator. the new condition Yb < 3 tan */[FoOo cos jb] which poses

A. R.F. feedback around the cavity a severe constraint at small tuning angles unless Pb is large
orthe bunches are short.

Including a voltage proportional feedback around the or t c e11-1(7): 4(coszb sec29 -- Yb tan9) +t YbFoeo cs/b(sinJPb --
cavity modifies the equations. This type of feedback, as cos7b tana + Yb) > 0 e i n is q ic

discussed in Reference [5], requires a high power sum- wi f a bl moif the tabilit th the

ming junction since it is the entire r.f. signal which is Rinsonrlimit. Ho e smalltu co ndition
fed ack Thecurent . bcoms th su of he t--Robinson limit. However, for small tuning angles conditionfed back. The current 19 becomes the sum of the de- Rl11(6) supersedes RH(7).

mand current Id and the feedback current If = -hIv.

It is found that the characteristic polynomials are identi- VII. REFERENCES
cal with those of sections II, III, IV, V except with the
substitutions: r i -r,/(l + h) , tan * =* tan */(I + h) , [] SMP: A Symbolic Manipulation Program; Inference
Yb =* Yb/(l +I h) made throughout. This being so, we can Corporation, Los Angeles, California.
take over all previous results regarding the polynomial co- [2] S. Koscielniak: Analytic Criteria for Stability of Beam
efficients and Routh-Hurwitz determinants. Generally, the Loaded R.F. Systems; Triumf TRI-DN-92-K204.
stability limit is enhanced by a factor (1 + h). [3] K. Robinson: Stability of beam in radio-frequency sys-

tem; Internal Report C'EAL-l0lO, Feb. 1964.
Vl. CAVITY, BEAM DIPOLE AND QUADRUPOLE MODES tm nenlRpr EL11,Fb 94

[4] F. Pedersen: Beam loading effects in the CERN PS

Robinson type stability for dipole-quadrupole mode cou- Booster, IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci. Vol. NS-22, No. 3,
ping has been investigated in Reference [6], for the case. June 1975, p. 1906-1090.
Pb = 0. We generalize to the case. of an accelerating beam. [5] D. Boussard: Control of cavities with high beam load-

A. Rigid bunch quadrupole motion ing; CERN/SPS/85-31 (ARF).
[6] Tai-Sen Wang: Bunches beam longitudinal mode cou-Let bunch half-length be e = e0+9, the sum of a steady piing and Robinson type instabilities, Particle Accei-

state part 10 and a small perturbation 0(t). The Laplace erators Voi.34, p.10e, 1990.

transform of the envelope oscillation can be derived from:
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Beam Loading Effect in SSCL Coupled Cavity Linac

Yu. Seichev, R. Cutler, J. Burd, D. Rapatia
Superconducting Super CWlider Laboratory"
2550 Beckleymeside Ave., Dallas, TX 75237

I. INTRODUCTION where

The Supercouductiag Super Coffider Accelerating 1-4- (-2.
plex consists of a cascade of accelerator and each one (t) + (2)
of them accelerates the beam to some energy and then
tranden it to the next stage. The design luminosity of -_ = tcos(h.) (3)
1O33c f-2s-I is obtained by the high efficiency of all 4es N()
and the ability to ccelerate beam with as minimum edit- N, = e fV S ,, dv (4)
tame growth as possible. For this purpose the Linac pulse
length is speci~led as 9 is in order to minimise the uomber where js and j6 are the generator and beam currents, K1

of target crossins and so to minimise the emnittagcesmwth is the coupling coefficient. N. is a norm, Q. is a quality
during char exchange injectiozinto the LlB booster. factor, h, is a wave number and w. is a frequency of a-th
However, the trdalnt caused by switching on the beam mode. The first integral describes the additional power
makes up a significant part of the pule length *ad can of the generator and the second one is the excitation by
influence the characteristics of beam. In this paper we beam. The coefficients outside the integrals are the same,
present the rsults of the transient study of the coupled so the beam loading compensation in the trivial case is
cavity linac and discuss the model that predcta the pars- when the integrals cancel. However, in practice it is poes-
metric resonance between the beam and the fiel distortion sible to compensate only for one mode since the character
sottup during tranient, of the interaction of the beam and of the generator with

the resonator is quit difference. Actually the beam and the

U. RF TRANSIENT IN CAVITY generator currents can be written as

CCL structure consists of 9 modules and each one of them je(z,t) = ji(z)e-i('w-•'&) (5)

has tanks (1]. Each CCL tank is formed by brasing to- (z, t)6= JA(z - zo)e-"', (6)
gether 16 identical accelerating cells and 17 identical con' where h = w/1%, u is beam velocity, zo is point of power
ping cells with 7% couping coefficient. The tanks weinput into the resonator, ji means first harmonic and the
connected with bridge couplers that have 16% couplig frequency of the beam and the generator equal each to
coefIcient. The power from the generator is input into the other. Here the magnitude of the currents is taken as an
central bridge, average over the cross section of the beam and the loop
The excitation of the module tan be described by a system (or hole) since we study the excitation of axial symmetrical
of normal modes for the periodical chain of coupled cells modes only. It is obviously that the integral of the beam in-
(accelerating and coupling). Every cell is considered in a tersction for a constant nrst harmonic along the resonator
single mode approximation. We shall solve the problem doesn't equal to sero except for fundamental mode (s = #I)
of beam loading and compensation, of beam's electromag- under the condition when h, = h,. At the same time the
netic field perturbation by the generator. It is assumed integral for generator doesn't equal sero for any mode if the
that at the moment t = 0 the beam enters the resonator(in coupling coefficient Releih.jo] has a "nonzero" magnitude.
our case module). Simultaneously, the generator gives the It other words, in order to compensate the beam pertur-
additional power required to compensate for beam load- bation of the fundamental mode, we have to input power
ing. In common form, the total electromagnetic fd is which equals the beam power but simultaneously this local
described by the equation: input of power excites all modes. Let's rewrite the expres-

Suasion (3) for the field induced by beam , taking into account
E(2, g, z,t) = R4[ I IQ. aM(t)e•. that only the fundamental mode will be excited:

fml 6 = Re [(I - e- Beh*o(a, yf, ze'-*)P3031 )j- 3 Ed]-', ()(7)
R0(X v Y / Bwhere RP =(7

•Opm*.d by the Uivmmihia Ramath Auso"O.e , Jc., far
the US. Depwtým of haW iuda CmotAt No. D-AC3&- Here we have taken F,. = P ,Qo is the loaded qual-
UOR4HO. ity factor of the resonator for the fundamental mode,
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*= n 1..t, , ande. is t snhnous t=0.4 ps. This picture explains what wil happen in the
phase of beam= Now ince we are interested in the elect cavity duaing injection of beam and simultaneous input of
of the interaction of the beam with the perturbed ield by power. Tke otigin of coordinates corresponds to the point
itself, et's represent the field of the generator in the view of the power input. In the case of the SSC, this is the mid-
of the traveling harinomics Zi = 0. 5 4o with the phase die of the resonator. Physically, it means that the beam
velocity equl the beam velocity- moves with the phane velocity and fills the resonator 1/Kr

as fast as the wave front from generator. So after first teas
r N . i of ns the beam interacts with the whole resonator and the

Z(X.,V, t) = Re * B(z, )2EI(w . ) RP (8) average level of field will decrease in accordance with the
exponential law ~ (1 - 0-1/2Q9). The generator creates

where a wave which radiates in both directions from the middle
and divides the resonator into three parts with alterna-

(zt) . - - -- tive drops of kdd. The overfill change in time goes as

(1- .- i'l) fif= !-4l/2Q.. The main contribution to the distortion of
"" (9) the Aid in resonator is done by harmonics which are re-

7+-,!: E otherwise fiected with coefficients /p/=1. The incident and reflected
-.7-q waves give standing wave:

From this expression one can see that the space-time die- e4'. + e-A" = 2cos(h.z), (12)
tortion (frot) of the electromagnetic ield with the carier which mea& that the distribution is described by cosln,
resommt fequency moves along the resonator with a ve- whereNisthetotalnumberofcallsinmoduleandnis
locity equal to average velocity for all modes: number of cell. One can say that the integral over mod-

•#o" = (W. - W)/(h, - h.) (10) ule of the total distortion (except the fundamental mode)
equals gero. However, the front of the wave can have sig-

Since nificant impact. For thesimplest case, when we use linear
dispersion, wo - -= t.L, it is possible to get an analyt-

HIM (w. - cb)/(h. - h4) = V#rov,, (11) ical expression for the height of the wave [2]:
0. W-0-

then it means that the front of perturbation which the 6B, = 2IRP- (13)
beam 'sees' moves with the group veloty. It is obviously VV." 2Qo

that each mode has its own group velocity and moreover, or using 1%.. = 11-fEicosO., one gets the expression by
it damps slightly differently. Due to this the front will taking RI,.t =/ o ,,,r
change shape as it moves along the resonator. B.(z, t) for

-= qI is the average of the electromagnetic field over the 6EI = Il s.--e-¢/1 (14)

C , where im'. =Le,.,/'r and -r' = 2Qo/w. The value K,=!-L
defines the ratio between the front of the wave at the im-

6 •. . / "-tial time and the final magnitude of the electromagnetic
field obtained when we excite the resonator by a generator

t 0with the vector IiRu,..t. For SSC case K,=0.35. This
.S nbe~w' 4m--- means inputting a generator power into resonator with a

shunt impedance R,,,m. = 50MOl to compensate the beam

Tddw&.4u - loading with first a harmonic Iz = 210=2O0.02 mA, then a
-- wave is excited with a front amplitude equals to 0.7 Mv/re.

Snumber This is 10% of the accelerating harmonic.

CLOD 20.0 AMO.O MO.O HII. BEAM DYNAMICS

Figure 1. Field perturbation along module Thus, during the transient the beam sees almost rectan-
gular wave which radiates from the point of power input

length of the resonator at any moment in time. It is exactly and damps simultaneously. In this section we shall do the
equal to the field induced by beam, when Pb..m = Pg.,. analyse of the beam dynamics in this perturbed field.
So if this term subtracted from equation(9) then we shall The CCL structure has some features and one of them is

get ield which the beam sees. Knowing the dispersion a constant cell size in each tank which implies a constant
function of the structure, it is possible to calculate what phase velocity along the tank. So the equations for longi-

the distzibution of electromagnetic field will be during the tudinal motion are:
transient. Figure I shows the field of generator at the mo- dp _eR i
mants t=0.4ps and O.-Os and total field at the moment 2w
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do A (15) 0.03-

where XViseld which the particle sees, pis the momen- 2Y___
turn of the particle, A and # we the relative velocity and 0.02-
PM" of par" , Ai. the phase velocity of the wave and
is the sonmalisod longitudinal coordinate which connects 0.01-
the loaitudiual coordinatq z as .=z/l..u, 1..u is length of I I
C41 0 500 1000
This system of equations can be represented by the second Cd numbe
odWr, nonlimar, inhomogmneous, diferentia equation:

d2# d(lu,#) it Figure 2. Synchronous frequency versus on cell number
2 + +d d-#

x.-M -0o. 0. 9M. ftm . .1o. -f In t

f~sn#. 'AJ:2.;,t-+.2!!-cos-"k (16)I •, , Tf o.

where n = *8 AOjis the synchronous frequency for

particles near te ong& of the separatrix, T is the period- .
icity of the tanks, SRI/Et is the perturbation amplitude .*. - .--

of the electromagnetic field during the transient, SI./O,. 1
is the jump of stepwuse function of the phase velocity from _o 4 -

tank to tank. One can see that even in an ideal structure
we have the inhomogeneous equation what means that in a b
the structure with constant cell size, the quasi-synchronous Figure 3. Corrected (a) and uncorrected (b) separatrix
particle oscillates along the structure. During the tran-
sient the synchronous frequency becomes a function of the
longitudinal coordinate 0. Using (10) we can write the length. Then the amplitude of the wave will decrease two
expression for the variable synchronous frequency M: times a" the frequency of perturbation will increse two

M times giving the possibility of avoiding the resonant con-
f2 =f1 + Re 2B.(z,t)] (17) dition. On the same picture the case when we input thepower in two points is shown (fig.3b). The separatzix has

a quit perfect shape.

Each harmonic has a distribution along the resonator of

coe(•. - 1)n. Taking into account that we have para- IV. CONCLUSION

metric and external resonances simultaneously the motion
becomes unstable in the case when In conclusion we would like to make a general comment

concerning accelerator design. Increasing the rate of accel-
20 (18) eration increases the probability of resonance crossing. For
m the SSCL linac we pass through resonance in the second

where v is the frequency of the perturbation and m is the module. The mximum acceptable perturbation of electro.
order of resonance. However, one should remember that 0 magnetic field for our case is 2-3%. To reduce the strength
here is the average synchronous frequency which depends of a perturbing resonance, we have considered the method

on amplitude of oscillation (nonlinear resonance). In other of resonance damping by "two points" power input.
words, we have many resonant conditions. The effective In conclusion the authors would like to thank to Dr.
side band of resonance is defined by the perturbation am- W.Funk for his helpful discussion and support of this work.

plitude and the degree of nonlinearity. Figure 2 shows
the behavior of the quasi-synchronous frequency along the V. REFERENCES
CCL accelerator. The vertical lines show the possible reso- [1] L.Warren Funk, The SSC Linac, Linear Accelerator
nance frequency. Oscillation of the frequency is due to the Proceedings,pp.8-12, 1992
const&at phase velocity of the tank. If particles go through
a resonance losses will be observed. Figure 3U shows the [2] Yu.V.Senichev, Study of Injection Transient in Coupled
separatrix if we go through resonance. It is clear that this Cell Linac Cavities, Third European Particle Acceler-
situation is unacceptable for the accelerator. To avoid this ator Conference,pp.774-776, Berlin, 1992
efect we need to increase periodicity of the electromag-
netic field perturbation. One solution is to input power
in two symmetrical points at 1/4 and 3/4 of the module
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The Ion Core Density in Electron Storage Rings with Clearing Electrodes
Eugene V. Bulyak

Kharkov Institute of Physics and Technology
1 IAademichesays St., Kharkov 310108, Ukraine

The low dmet of the ion core is required for efficient __( X)2
peroemance of eectrorn mpt r ne is. One of the eective 2  E
methods of decreasing the density of ions in the electron
beams circulating in storage rna is the application of The trajectory of the ion of mass M in these fields has
electrostatic clearing electrodes. This report presents the the form
refts of analytic investgtiovns of the ion core density
distribution versus the magneti field, the beam current, the
density of the residual gas in the vacuum chamber and the X=XO+P O(l-cosftu)
distace between the sequential clearing sets. The numerical MCI
simulation of self-consistent evolution of the ion core has also
been carried out. The results of simulation are in agreement
with the theoretical predictions. y = y _ P_ I + iPo sn CU (3)

I. INTRODUCTION w f 2 M

The extraction efficiency of clearing electrodes depends
on the longitudinal motion of ions because the electrodes do eE ,2 W2 +E_
not cover a theri h.They cannot beised ---- •- - +-e-; eEO
inside the magnets of the ring. Hence, the parameters of the M Mc
ion core trapping by the electron beam are dependent on ion These expressions show the ion describing an ellipse that
motion between the clearing sets. As a rule, the clearing moves along they axis with a direct velocity
electrostatic electrodes are installed at dipole magnet ends.
So, the present results for the ion core parameters are given
just for this layout. oP (4)

11. ION MOTION IN COMBINED MAGNETIC ()M

AND ELECTRIC FIELDS It should be noted that vy is the same as the drift velocity

The drift of charged particles in crossed electric and is (see [11), but the trajectory (3) differs from the drift one.
magnetic fields has been studied rather thoroughly [1]. The amplitude of the x-oscillations is
Howev, implementation conditions for the drift theory
significantly differ from those existing in storage ings,
namely, the initial kinetic energy of ions is about the thermal ax = 1__ = -_(
energy of gas molecules (,O.03 eV), whereas the electrostatic M' I W
potential of the beam reaches several hundred volts per It can be easily found that for a small nommniformity of
ampere of the beam current. Therefore, the ion momentum
changes significantly during a cyclotron period [21. The the electric field (xEI'/,o << 1), the direct velocity vy is
cyclotron motion of ions can not be used for perturbation determined by the electric field strength in the center of
treatment. Here we shall derive ion trajectories in combined x-oscillations:
fields.

The ion trajectory in dipole magnets

Consider a singly charged ion born at rest in the uniform v = Eo +axE'c= Ecc c aNJ (6)
magnetic field Bz=Bo and the normal to it electric field Ex. B0  B0  BO dX=xo-ax
Let the electric field be expanded around the initial
coordinates of the ion (X0 , y 0 ): Analysis of the ion motion

E = F0 + (x-x 0 )E' (1) In the reference frame turned around the z-axis by an
arbitrary angle, the direct ion velocity can be written in the

This field is related to the normal component of the canonical form:
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5.08 2.00 4O0 6.00 8.00 10.oo

C '00 C 4.00 •4.00

ADOYBO , Vx (7) 3.0030

2.00 2.00

The coordinates (x, y) of the direct motion are 1.00 1.00
canonically conjugated, Hamilton function is independent of
tim~e 0.00 0.00

x's 5.00

H-= ()400 4.00

Be 3.0 3.0
Using the hamiltonian treatment of direct ion motion we

come to the conclusion that in a uniform magnetic field the 200 2.00

ions move along the curves of a constant electrostatic 1-0

"100 
10

potential (. Expression (8) is very useful as a basic solution
for the perturbation treatment. By this way one can easily o.oo 0.00
obtain the gradient drift at the magnet ends: 5.00 5.00

OH O CO B 
3o.00

VX = y B2 OY (9) 300.

It explains the acceleration of ions moving out and 200 2.00
reflection of ions moving into a magnet. Similar effects occur 100.oo

if the longitudinal electric field is applied (asymmetric
electrodes, etc. [31). Examples of the direct trajectories of ions 0.00are presented in Fig.. The magnet edge and the clearing8.

electrode are at the right hand side. The isolines in this figure Fig.1. Ion trajectories near the electrode with negative
have been drawn at regular intervals of the Hamiltonian, so (above) and positive (below) potentials, and near the magnet
the velocity is inversely proportional to the spaces between end (middle). s is the Gaussian dispersion of the beam
the lines. The repulsion of ions by a positive electrode density.
(bottom figure) has been observed and obtained in the
simulations [3). For the case of a low core density nil/nb << 1 and the

Kinetic description azimuthally uniform electron beam, one obtains the core

The above-written Hamilton function (8) generating ion density at a distancey downstream the clearing electrodes:
trajectories allows us to describe the evolution of the ion core
by the Vlasov-like kinetic equation: (11)

nin Exn~y b(1

49t +{H,ni} = onbnOc; AO = 4nfeI(nb -ni,). (10) In this case, the density of the ion core is independent of

the beam current, because the electric field Ex is
Here o is th ionization cross section; nb is the beam proportional to the beam density nb. Taking into account

density averaged over the period of the bunch sequence; n0 is both the upstream and the downstream ion flows, we can
the density of residual gas; { } represent the Poisson brackets. easily obtain that the number of ions between two clearing

sets is proportional to the distance between these sets, to the
residual gas pressure and the magnetic field strength for any
beam current. For an arbitrary neutralization, when all ions
reach the clearing electrodes, the neutralization factor cannot
exceed one half
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i <9 0.5 (12)
NN STBS'. 100bim- ."o,02451-06

as mn be derived from (11). This is twice as small as dtat for TOT- 24.087360N UPIUS Irrs1.2483299-01
the Abm ofclearng. It should be noted th the near-axi 3XWA'xs .320

9.8260811-01 1.863595

iondosta move slowly, cannot reach the electrodes. So the I---------II;------------------

ion core density at X = 0 is limited by the conditions of ion
confinement by the beam in the magnet-fre space [3). I *...*** * * .**** I

The core-to-beam density ratio is presented in Fig.2 for

the Gaussian distribution of the x beam density. . ................. I
..................... ****** ....... 1

x I I

.5 ---------- 1 --------- -- -------

I- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I.2+ I
.. ... . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .I I
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Fig.2. The relative core density. y and z axes are in 122333334544445555554413211. ***...............

arbitrary units. 122222223333S3334311.----- 33------ *--- -
2112222222222233321.-----------------------------------2

311111111222222222221.----:.. .53--.* **. **

The shape of the ion core density differs from that of the
beam both in transverse and longitudinal directions. 2.................................. .. I

I2................................ ... 2 . I

I12 2 2 2 2 2 32 .-....... . .. . . ... . . ....... -- I ** 1

III. SIMULATIONS I
Simulation of the ion core evolution has been carried out. ------ II

Th oe sbsd neutin(0)wtot h H i.h 0 -- 10.0 20.0 Y ---

Fig13. Simulated ion core density distribution, x-axis is
kinetic equation. The initial density shape of the ion core was directed vertically.
the same as the beamn - Gaussian transverse density
distribution and the uniform longitudinal one. The
neutralization fctor for singly charged nitrogen ions was 0. 1.
The clearing electrodes are placed at both sides. Fig.3 depicts
the density distribution after time interval of 6.6 pca. As it . - The neutralization factor is limited from above by the
can be seen from this figure, the longitudinal density shape value of one half comparing to unity in the free space.
becomes 'threeangular,' the transverse shape differs from the ii At a low neutralization, the density of the ion core is
Gaussian one. independent of the beam current.

IV. CONCLUSIONS V. REFERENCES

Here we have studied some aspects of ion core formation [11 B. Lehnert, "Dynamics of charged particles," N-H Pub.,
between the clearing sets in the magnetic field. The results Amsterdam, 1964.
presented can be summarized as follows. [. [2 A. Poncet, "Ion clearing in EPA," CERM PS/jLNote
a - The longitudinal velocity of ions in the magnets is 83-1.

independent of the initial momentum and can be 13] E. Bulyak, P. Gladkikh, 1. Karnaukhov, A. Shcherbakov,
sufficiently higher than the thermal velocity of the "Ion core density confined in negative particle beams,"
residual gas atoms. HEPACC-92 Proceedings (Hamburg, 1992)
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Operation of the CEBAF Linac
With High Beam Loading*

L. Merminga, J. J. Bisopano, C. Houater, G. A. Krafdt, S. N. Simrock,
Continuous Electron Beam Accelerator Facility

12000 Jefferson Avenue, Newport News, VA 23606-1909 USA
and K. Kubo,

National Laboratory for High Energy Physics (KEK)
Oho, Tsukuba-shi, Ibaraki-ken, 305, Japan

though the beam current during the high power testing is
oA-fcfth of the full current, beam loading is substantial. A

Abstrct number of tets aiming towards gaining operational ezpe-
rience of the response of the RI system were carried out

The superconductng RF, CW CEB" aelerator will use and are presented here: the beam loading algorithm, RF
a pair of antiparaflel 400 MeV linacs connected by recircu- peromance with heavy beam loading, current modulation
lation arms for nominal 4 GeV in five passes. Single-pam, and cavity by-pasndg experiments. More tests wer car-
high power testing of the fint linac has been conducted ried out during the high power testing which are described
during the months preceding the conference. The R con- lsewhere [2], [3], [4], [5].
trol system [1] has been designed to control cavity padient
and phase under a wide range of padients and snificant
beam loading. At fuR beam current, accelerating radient II. BEAM LOADING ALGORITHM
is appdmately equal to accelerating voltage in the su- To demonstrate the necessity of beam loading compensa-
perconducting RF cavities. Even though the beam curret tion of the tuning algorithm, we start with Fig. 1, which is
during the high power testing is one-fifth of the full cur- a vector repreentation of the generator Vs, beam loading
nat, beam loading is nbsstatial. Operational 1wep ce Vb, and total cavity V. voltages in an RF cavity [6]. The
of the response of the RI system is presented. A tuning generator and beam induced voltages for an on-resonance
algorithm which compensates for lbeiii lowhag efkcatviy are represented by Vp and VI respectively. The
been developed and tested. Heavy beam loading, corre- three angles noted on the figure are: the phase angle # be-
sponding to five-pass operation, was studied by increasing tween beam current and the crest of the RF voltage wave,
the loaded Q of the cavities. A current modulation eiper- the detuning asnle 10 between generator (beam loading)
iment addressed the issue of energy spread increase due to voltage on and off resonance, and the angle a between cav-
current fluctuations, and the efect of by-passed cavities oa ity voltage and generator voltage on resonance. In reality
beam properties was investigated. the detuning angle is modulated by microphonic noise in

the frequency range of I to 200 Es with a typical amplitude
I. INTRODUCTION of 1:50 . In the CEBAF accelerator the tuning mechanism

The Onuctin RF, CW CEBAF accelerator consists allows only for dow corrections; therfodre the detuning an-
of two antiparafi 400 MeV inascs connected by recirculs- gle is controlled on average. The average detuning angle
tio a• for nominal 4 GeV in fivepse. At full beam has to be maintained to better than + in order to meet

current of 1 mA the beam loading is signicaat, e the specifications for amplitude and phase regulation and

in a beam induced voltage appomately equal to thea- min powerequirements.
ceerating voltage in the RI cavities, Vi = Zb(R/q)Qt.. The phase detector in the RF control system can not
PFo the CEBAI cavities (R/Q) = 960 O/m, nominal Qt measure directly the detuning angle, but the phase dif-
= 6.6x 106, thus VI, = 6.3 MV/m. ference between incident and transmitted (probe) signals,

To acdeve the low specification on the beam energy which is the angle a in Fig. 1. For sero beam current,
spread of .a/I = 2.5x10- 5, strict amplitude and phase the detuning ank in equal to angle a. However, for finite
wontrol of the RI &ldW in the 33g cavities is required. The beam current the two angles are different. For example,
RI eontrol system has been designed to Control the cavity for Zb = 1 mA, # = 30° and fp = 100, a = 20.070. Thus

padient and phase under a wide range of gradients aad the purpose of the algorithm is to fnd the true detuning
snificant beam koding. angle in terms of a, #, V. and V1 and use this as the signal

During the months preceding the conference, single-pass, to which the tuners respond. FRom Fig. 1,

high power testing of the AMrt Hac was conducted. Even t tana[Ve + Vi,,Cos Vb.Sil (

Isvgepm by US. DON sonrmct D•&.•.a 44540150 taVC -
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Figure 1: Vector representation of the generator, beam Figure 2: Expezimental set-up for testing the RP perfor-
induced and total cavity voltages in an UF cavity, mane under heavy beam loading.

wher V6 is given in the Iutroduction.
The algorithmn was tested in the Injector cavities 11N044

an N48wt a=5x16 anlih .,Sla dl1.6 x 10cor espond-
ingly. CW beum was on crest sad the accelerating gradi-
ant in these cavities was 2.5 11eV/rn. The cavities were

initially detuned by 200 at -u beam current. Current
was then varied hom 200 to 0 I&AIneps of20 p, and
the angle a was measured (at each, step) with the algo--____________
zithmn turned off sand on. For cavity IN104-6 the algorithm W' to4 so 00l li "'a "D 2500
succeeded in returning the correct detuuilug angle 'within 0i '00
0.0 while for 1N04-8, with Qem 3 times higher, the largst Figure 3: Spectra of gradient erao for 0, 40, sand 80 I&A
error was 20, due to the fact that the detuning angle is 3 beam current.
times more sensitive to frequency changes of the cavity.

III. HEAV BEA LOA INGin the 10 to 100 Es freqency range. The specification for
III. HE~v BE~ LOA INGuncorrelate amplitude fluctuatlons is 2 x 10-4 up to 1

The purpose of this test was to measure the effect of beam li1s; however, it has beem observed before that the con-
loading on the quality of cavity gradient and phase reg- tzibution from the higher frequencie is negligible.
ulation sand to verit that UF controls are stable under
heavy beam loading. The test took place in the Injector IV. CURRENT MODULATION
cavities IN04-7 sand IN104-3 where waveguid. transformers

inr ase th etrnal Qto 1.9 x 107 sad 1.6 X 107 rc- In order to determine whether beam current fluctuaitions
spectiely. The above Qvalues provide matching at 300 causeeeg spread in the beam, a current modulation ex-
IiA. CW beam current of 30 MeV ru in the Ijector sad permiient was completed. The espenimeat consisted of full
residual gradient sad phase fluctuations in the two cavities modulating a high curren beam, and correating with the
mentioned abofe were measured as functions of beam cur volage fluctuations in the IN104-6 supercoductin cavity.
rent. The set-up for the measureents is shown in Fig. 2. Two hundred microamp CW beamn was square-wave mod-
An certeas Schottky diode withi DC-block wa use to aled at 150 Es by amplitude modulating the chopper
measure gradient fluctuations in--dnl of naise gen- power (the average current after modulation was 100 ,aA).
WSaWe in the electronics Of the coastroils module. The The response of the UF control system was measured in
similarity of the spectra of the griadet fluctuations at dif- two locations.
fernt beam currents (0, 40, 60, 160 1A&), shown in Fig. 3, Firstly, the gradient modulator drive in the gradient con-
demonstrates; that residual amplitude Raise does not de- trol5 was observed. The gradient mod drive controls the
pend on beam current. Furthermore, a more quantitative klystron power it exhibited the same square wae" mod-
measurement was conducted: the integral of the rms p- ulation. Compasing the spectra of the beam current and
dent errm signal in the frequseny range of 10 to 100 Is the mod drive revealed that the spectra were identical at
was calculated (using a LeCroy type scope) for 0, 40 sand 80 harmonics of the modulation frequency up to more than 10
I&A. These values were found to be -33.92 dBV, -34.22 dBV k~s. They also exhibited the 11f frequency dependence
and -33.78 dBV. Taking into account the 60 dB preampli- at odd harmonics, a characteristic of square wave modula-
inr (see Fig. 2), the relative rmin gradient error is tion. The scales of the modulation peaks were consistent

with the known properties of the UF controls.
AV 2 x 1@-9 V Secondly the gradiet fluctuations in the cavity wr
V-1 600mv -' 3. x 10-5 (2) also observed using the Schottky diode described previ.-
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*a*-. The epkstminato the died. Output b"had - at-i --

haumomlino athes modulation bequency. A ome parametel -

thoeosatlalcumlelamo uwa dose vinstg the formula -

to calculate the peak locailams baond an the cunent spec-
tnanandel od s plot do R IP ctal. TheBode plot
show tha the loop ginR G(.i) eb as 1/2 in the xi
Letwes 1 mud10 M, accuating fr thefis peak values J
obasevaI in this &esquenmq smage. Fiav 4: ~ Mesn dat .an d meMAist vohwo e

The swmess of dthe voltae fuctuatlAms induced by the induce .. i lbpadh fctuatios. in a by-paed cavity.
ambient cmunet Snctuatlas in the OW beams combined
with the Weativ*ky saie uoein the 31 controls (at the
dY/V M 10-4 lewd) Made it diffeul to disetl measu to k einsad at ccuecy at oWimeb 11In*l at
the ambien voltage Luctuatlios due to besam loading of. 200 #AOW beam. a detualaig ieqmsey of 1 kHz appease
focts. However, thems modulaldoa measremens aloing to provide the requited smug stab~liy at the beam.
VIAh weuMent that sho tha the ambient curent;
feftuatluns we less thon 1.5%, desmosstrate tha the beam VI. CONCLUSIONS
induced nbltive vaolfagectuatloms an under 10O1. Be-
cause the ccuulote relatve amplitude Gnrat pecatia Itsut otli Angh-peas% high powen test during the CI-
is 10O5. beamn loading should be a negugibas contuibutog 3.4.1 moth None cbmd ainghe bernreported. A

to te oera pne inthe nd eamtamning slgodthm which psovides compenastion fa, beams
t th smu sprad i thehal eam.loading elect has beam dovdoped and seccumoly ves-

V. C vzTYBY-~ssx(; lied in the aeinahiLe Heavy beamt loading was osimlatedV. CA ITY Y-PASINGby incressig th leaded Q aft cavity, said the peduumsance
aimduravs Muss such as defective klystross at high volt- ot Owe RP cointrol system was emeasred. The RI control

age power supplies may require the shutdown of individ- sYstem -n regulate within 8pe0dlcata -2 inepedently of
adn cavliss at cryamodules. hu this eme the bfelg my@" beeam current. A current modulatuam epeulment showed
tam needs to be by-pamed uti the detecived subsystem uua guusy that beamn -m - ,uctuatioms at the sn-
is uspahed. Na-eatol cavities need to be detained paste 1.5% level Mil hae" a =eglglbl e4ec am the smug
to seduce the beam induced voltage. An experimseut [m epread at the beam. Good apsement between, predicted
was cardied out daring the high power testing at the sortht values and measured data at the beam induced voltag
None in ceder to a) verif the validity of calcuW=atimo the wav obtainedf &om a by-jisued cavity. The optimum do-
beau, induced voltag vi, and its Suftatioas Yt%, due to turnin *eqUuecy for by-pasmag was determined to be at
mlerophoue uolse in a by-posued cavity, b) detesmine the 1e55 I kHi at 200 PA.
elect of by-passing a cavit am the beam energy mud snuag
spread mud c) speoft mu optimum offeswasauce fesqueny ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
Jo by-paming Imdec*I0. wsbloe bl The auxthoe. would liw to ducendy theak the nmacine op-
tkhe ojctor uas opeatded wit 30 MsV, OW beam mund up nmations -ra mid tde R mainteanace group far themr en-
to 80 I& beams current. Caity 6 was detused by approm bdd upotddjtk i antae a eWidaely 100, 200 and 1500 He, mud 1'j mud ai vusi me*- P du thhihpwresanKn
eaned hown the cavity probe. Data was recorded Aom both Crwford for help with the current modulatloa experiment.
the spectrum analyser mud the oeciloscope and is plotted
is ftg 4 together with the thaneretlcly expected valuies of REFERE.NCES

Vf (dd o)ad8 dte a) h bars n*p- [1) S. lM.oc&, Conference Record of the 1991 MER PAC.
values am dulved horn the LOR c6iPcuit model of a reso- [2] Y. Chao et aL, thaem proceeding.
sank caviy. Thuse is a good apmesment betwee measur1-ed []S ivc tateepmeig
daft amd predicted vabMlue or Ii. Howeve, th ea. []S.SuokS L thes pocedigs
theeos at , am bigger, expIlMeay thm ame would ez- [4) G. A. KLaB et s4, these proceedings.
peot simply due to sukrohoasic. A beam poultic mocmitor
(3PM) in a high dispersion repom was Wwans sd to usa- (5] A. Hutton, these procoeedns

nn ma &sawat diereatdetuaiig an&le mudben (]PWis, I ofPc.N.$,40(11)
cont Te mall bagoobeve we coansisten with [].WloAPCa rc o 74018)

the values of Vb; however, it was not poesbl~e to estimate M 0. Bashmaov et &L, CEBAP-TN-93-032.
the elect at mlcrophoaic noise am the esmug spread due
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An Idea of Dynamkal Cooling of Electrm Beam In SR Ring

Syohei KATO

Laboratory of Nuclear Szudies, Faculty of Science,
Osaka University, Toyonaka, Osaka 560, Japan

A beam cooling method which uses a stimulated 92(t+l)
emisuion of adiaftion by relativistic eectrons in a magnetic Wii1, =
fWel, is prepo•d to ply t am elecro beam in synchrotron
mratlin rings The samulation Ii produced by a traveling RF
electric field in a transmission line against the beam. whae E is the ampliuxle and co the frequency of the applied
Averaging the emisson power over electron enery electric RF field. frequency respMoe functim g(AM^ i+0)
dirbut~ions, die net emission fom the beamn is taken place in of applied RF electric field can be assumed to be Lortzim
a certain frequency region. Some conditions for the energy for a rather lap debunching timec as
emission are discussd The emission power is shown to be
enough larg to 4ecress the horizontal emnittance of the bean ______

to a very sall value in typical synchrotron radiation rings. l+(m ))

Th equilibrium horizontal emittance of the electron oe net powe trinfer is
beam in a synchrotron radiation (SR) ring is determined by
comt Of the qounm exqitation and radiation damping Pj = ()ii+Wi+-t)ii-lWii-i)
[13. The emittance scales Him- where 0 is a deflection ane.
per bnding magnet [2]. Therefore, in principle, an arbitaiy which can be either plus or minus depending on the w. The
mal value of the emittaice can be reached if the deflection negative value means the emission of power from the elecum.

angle is chosen small onouh. This trend, however, is In the formula, the frequency between state i and i-1 is
inevitably limited by the inability to omrect chromaticities slightly larger than (oi i+| and can be written as
which reysrtbeam stability. o)i-_ =o)- +I +aOc. Summarizing above relations, the net

transfer of power per electron with kinetic energy W is written
RI ado;k of d method•. as

As a possible alternate method to decrease the
emittnce, we propose a method based on a stimulated Am
emision of radiation from a cyclotron motion of electrons in a e(¢o E 2ex WE2 W 1

quniaeffect in a certain frequency condition of an incident me 2io Am l+x l(~Q"mragnimet-ic aei muny~diinfanie field. The emission is caused by a relativistic m.)) 2 -•,[ l -x-l+(x-oyJ (1)

radiation [3].
Th cyclotron motion of an electron in a uniform magnetic
fieldBis relativistically described by Dirac equation [4] where Q=ZoC, Q=ko0 mec 2 and
which leads the kinetic energy ievels

W= c l 2(i + - m,c 2  c

moc
Originally the power transfer (1) is not for single

for the motion ina perpendicular plane to the magnetic field, electron but for an ensemble of monoenergetic electron.
where fe is the electron mass and coc=eB/me is the cycloro However if electrom gyrate the cyclotron obit in same phase,
frequency of the non-relativistic electron. The transition it may be used for single electron. A phase bunching
frequemny ch,+, between state W+l and i can be obtained by mechanism is shown classically to wise from the frequency
expuding the square root up to the second order as change due to the relativistic mass effect on the cyclotron

gyration (5]. The mechanism is shown to be justifield byC M numerical calculation of the phase history of an electronm •+1= 0 , eI-•--j-I gyration.The bunched electrons emit their energy coherently.
m'c) Hereafter we consider an electron in a beam bunch in

an application of the phenomena to SR rings. In the
The matrix element for the electric dipole transition between application, the magnetic field is applied longitudinally and
the states i and i+1 is the RF field transversally to the electron beam. The quantities

in the co-moving frame with dhe electron bunch are specified

_ + -15A by the upper bar of ihem.

TM+.© In. A&nage ove er v O sX ands
In order to obtain-an effective power transfer of an

The transition probability wi~i+1=wi+1, i between the state i electron in a synchrotron radiation ring, the power tansfer
and i+l is given as have to be averaged over longitudinal and transverse energy

spreads of the electrons in the beam. The longitudinal energy
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-m la a sRM ANl of the Wll fMquency N. Thespread q i s given as 7 / y=,/- when y is die,.,-
for the ou foelectron i tery and Aytis the E-(z) =l-- .

=dii. DBecauie of doawgy spmd, an clecvon feels an RUP
5Mw it a friec W whbiu i ch dabu ci.WeOthterwise for smalli value of UNE, the power Uwsfer

at rP4. is caicubmed directly using eq. (1) ro be
f(R)fi/265 for a-A&5<E'<U+Ai2

10 maim them calclation easy. The power transfer averaged
ove the f distribution is

This is not in actual cases however. Either way, e
cractristic ooling time of die b o in t Oe o-

<0 no>+ Jp (,-xw' . moving frame is

Furthermore, doe power transfer has to be average ove ICT/4>.

the Uasves kinetic energy W. The distrbutiM function of A negative value of T. indicates the beam is cooled ather
W in an electron ring is an exponential one as (1) thain heated.

Now we eW"l!,pss T as a function of some ring
paraneter Here we = e a usual onordinte system s, x and z

where T is some mean transverse kinetic energy of electrons to specify the position of an electron. Then the width of
in the bean. The average power transfer at 9 is ulmsvahe kinetic energy T in the moving fnme is given by

ST=TX+TZ
< cJ>=ý- < I) > g(W) dW.

In actual ing. Tz is much smaller compare to Tx. The typical

The power transfer is function of the frequency of applied value of Tx is expressed as [6]

field W and can be plus or minus depending on the frequency. TX_-m~c2y2/2Xp1
It is complicated to express the function at an arbitrary
frequency. At the frequency : = W. + , where where p, is the horizonal betatm r iofction in die region of
W=eBL/meBL the longitudinal magnetic field, the power the RF field,. We give typical values of the quantities for
uansfer is simplified to Advance Light Source (ALS) ring at Lawrence Berkeley

Laboratory [7]. The Tx is S.6x<10 2 eV for the beam energy
mec2gl-.SGev fore.=4.xIxO"4 xm.radian and b. =IlIm for
the ring. The value ofTx is tken tobe the ma energy T of
dte tansver motion in the beam.

1jA The RP electric field is produced as a traveling wave in the
X (I(-tn-' (O W tan parallel plate transmission line in the bean tube aintthe
FO~ kW N Mac ci~c)J electron beam as shown in Fig. 1. The fields in de o

Sarsto speak, compressed in the co-moving
and the strengths amre amplified by a factor 2y for extremely

-~ E~W ~relativistic electron energy [8].+tan-1 -lc 2  
c ) -Electron BeaemeT

dW.

Since in electron rings, the condition aZ€,v=aQ<<l is
always satisfied, we can expand the integrand function to the
Taylor series. We take up to second order terms in the series,
then power trasfer is lead to for IAi>>l

2R ~ ] Vacuum Tube
<IP>=-. . -IzeE(z/ (3) Parallel Plate

lomn0 -i- ,c•o~Xh J Transmission Line
Fig.l. Inside view of the vacuun tube in the longitudinal

where i , solenomdal magneet with the parallel plate transmission line.
The frequency of the RF field in the laboratory frame a) is

z-T2mc2M• Tw-c, (4) multiplied also by the same factor in the co-moving frane as
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5 2 1p The cooling tim in the co-moving framc is We. ar nw W position to cetimate doe cooling time T,
~ ~ .factor y in the laboratory system by a ofteIP-noclain og estmat of t tim eis

Non ve wilt consider the value of the -hs breaking
dme V of doe cycletroa mod=ion the timanvs plane. The16VA
in's lame wo reducPe thean~ breaking time comes from a

- dofcyclotom rotatingleprodced- =...Llxca 4o42V) MR
of le uma inadobeem. The uouice is reenoW as the first 1.1 X 10sec (6)
term of doe fellwing equation of the breshing time Y [91

where E is the amplitude of RIF electlri field in laoaoy
142-%J-LLB.(.Ojds~fk~xj~dsI(3) systemnin V/m. In our czazfple, the values oI quvdesmIIIeq.

OL~t 7 (6) ae T =McV, 14 0-1 Afim =3)40 Id the cooding

for exrmely relativistic electron been, whene L is the length hs aioEJA short to decrease the transveemne anmace in particle
of the binmIadbl &Mg NO~ :tu ex)devaito lectro rnags. For the electro field, the power trummited

I hefe~ Sne hefmo termi h uc hog the par"llel transmission line is some 100OW and
lge for emil relative eme y width 4y /. of electron beam telu.bu01~iI sa eino h u.Teli
ina ring in aPplication to ute. cooling, wpro tof thi extent will be tolerated in the sUpetconducting

magnet in the ring. We make the rid direction of the Thog thmCoang time of the dynamic method seems
magnet to be Opousite with that of thetobWetbedrtnmcasnelkuigasRFfldf

agoot- lilahonUPi.Iogrfe(] m amplitaf. the time in the laboratory frame cannot
The* secood term denotes th samal icli v.:ariation of deres beow electron frequency X/iu6=2y/m-

longitudinul field components of tewomagnet The field exapl biadabti
vwiatiom has an appreciable effect on the debuinching of the ve electron beam is cooled ciii Iinhe RIF field with
cyclkwm motion, However any beam dynamical effct of the Z =dl Wa magneti field The =~to motion in dhe
amel may not cmw the pile up of the field integra for a ring the. ring does nam affect the trnuition betweme the
which hus a symmetric latic structin. Debumcing of the London levels in die salenoid. Consequently the tan=iio rate
motion may occur from the longitudinal component in fth reduce by a factor LX wheoe L is the soleoidd length and C

hingng idd oftheadeoid l adWake magnets. owerthe. circumference of the ring. Thlus the cooling time constant
do electron receives the fields within a very short time 11,has to be mnultiplied by a factor ML to obtain doe effective
duration in the co-moving frame and the effect on the coln9ie osat Tefco s 0 fte eghLimumed to be 1% of the C. In order to continue thecyltocyclotron motion may be much attenuated by as adaai cto iey utbe- lcigcnieaions
consideration of the motion. Further, the sum of the effect to th bo moio ind ig
co cePs out for each magnet. Intra-beam scattering in the DeM~ouh the cooling aime constant in the co-moving
.bunch is estimated to give an insignificant effect on the fium has to be multplied by the product of two factors y

deb~sching~(3x10 3) and C/I. (104) to obtain the laboratory amt. the time is
Finally we will estimate the lower limited of the ? yet much shorter than the radiation dam time which is

required. In the first place, the parameter z of eq. (4) is typically some 10 msec in usual SR rings. Sinncethe tmisverue
calculate to be 0.358 for the ALS ring parameters T -86 emitm of tb beam &m in proportonal to the coolin

time [1], we can obtain an electron beam of very smaleV, AWE/ -3x 104 and mec2=5 .11 x 105 eV and it leads th emittace in an electron ring by the dynamical method
value of the function zezEi(z) of 0.4. We adopt 10 Tesla for

BL.Itledsthecyloro frqunc N=1.76X10 12 Mdhec VL.Rd OM
BL.It ead th cyloronfreueny e. 11] M. Sands, SLAC Report 121 (1970).

sod the comsepoiidui quantumn energy AM. -=.6I- e. []A Wruhch, Pficle Acc. 22 257 (1988).
The condition of energ emission is that the value in the [31 L Schneider, P!Las Rev. Lett. 2 504 (1959).
square bracket of eq. (3) is positive. It leads a lowe limit of 141 V. B. Beresttskui, E. M. Liffhtz mad L P. Pktavdn,
'f. The lower limited of T which leads energy emission can Qutantumt Electodynamics, Pergainon Preussp. 121
be derived from eql. (3) with above parameters to be (199)

5)P. Sprangle and A. T. Drobot, IEM WIT 25 258
y~jor sec(1977).

[6] E. D. Corant and H. S.Snyder, Amn. Pys. (N. Y.)
3 1(1958).

for the typical example. The condition may be fulfilied when M7 1-2 GeV Synchrotron Radiation Source, Conceptual
die compensation less than 10-4. This may be technically Design Report, LBL PUB-5 172 Rev. (1986).
possible. The condition is almost independent of T' and [81 J. D. Jackson, Classical Electrodynamics, 2nd. ed..

AR~i~for z0.5.John Wilkey & Sons, Inc. (1975).
MIE.forz?0.5 [9]H. Ikegaini, Plays. Rev. Lett. 64 1737 (1990).
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THEim FRINCIPLE OF ULTRA-FAST AUTOMATIC COOLING FOR BEAM SG

Gao Shuymn Qian Guaa,'l
China Indi W* f AtUmICBErgP.O. loxz -,(3)

Beift 102413, P, R. China

Abstract is anthe way tobe investigated.Henoeatiut is11in guetneed
This paper is to Ilustrate that the tranvrse emittanos of looking for an ultra-fast cooling method.

of a beam, with constant energy can be automatically D.E.Edwards and M.J.Sypheh pointed outSince e' is
dWimhe in the pauticular static magnetic flldwhich can. be not the conjugate momentum to x~we can't make
Wd ase an ultra-bat 'cooler to accelrators or storag statements about Phane spae and enaegbut is not a con-
rh.The manaytical solution for the nonlinear equation of f ern at prin S~wvrta s not the case in noulner
mtidon is obtaalmdTh eact proof of the problem is give motion.In order to distinguish it from the canonical phase
by mons of the precisely analytical representation of spacewe call the i-i' space as Courant-Snydur(C-S)
Jacoiean determinant corresponding to the phase space or the emittane phase space in this
nonjinear tmnf ain of emittance. paper.F.J.N.Wilson pointed out that LiouvilWs theorem in

1. INTRODUCTI1ON the emittance phase space, is just to prove that the cern-.
Concuning the motion for particles, with constant en- sponding Jacobean determinant equals unity[93.It as worth

sill under the, influence of static magnetic fields, the beam pointing out that the emittance conservation in the
emitteace is an invariani(1J,which was strictly proved in the nonlinear case has never been proved exactly~although none
hemar approx - imation in 19581t has not only become a of exceptions have ever been found out in all accelerators or

fihdamental princilple in the modemn beam dynamics and storap rngs in the world at present. Hencethis problem
optios~but also been used to the classical and quantum has neve been made any progress in several decades.
"OnDIc(3Tberefors in 199I V.V. Pazkhomickuk and Fortuzatelymi the nonlinear caae~we have found out
A.Nikrinsky pointed out:'the phase density of the a particular static magneti field in which the emittance
beam can not be increased by using any set of external conservation is not true any longerso the transverse
m~tomn maggmstic fields, independent on the motion of specif- emittance of a beam with constant enery will be shrinkod

it particles of the beam.1[31 In other wordsjin the modern rapidly.Of coursethat zs distinguishe from both
beam dynamics the conservation of the beam emittance adiabatic and synchrotron radiation damping arisin from
seems not to be changed forever, the field or the energy change.Such a magnet with

In order to overcome the above severe restriction, peo- ulftrafat automatic cooling can be treated as
ple could not help looking for other ways reducing the a 'cooler'which can be used to acceleratorsstorage rig
beam emittance.The electron beam cooling was proposed and so oaf 10]. As compared with the stochastic coolin or
by G.I.Budke in 1966[3].After thea~the cooling time was 'fast electron cooling',ts cooling rate is much more rapid
contracted to O.1s.Hence it is so-called 'fast electron cool- by six or seven orders of magnituda[1O].It is technically
ingl41.In 196$,Simon van der Meew proposed stochastic simple and remarkably- feasible.1ts application fields are
cooling[SJwhih played an extremely important role in the much more widespread than the othersespecially to the fu-
discovery of W and Z bosons.So he was awarded 19S4 mion device of the continuous electron beam with intense
Nobel Prime for physki[s6J.Dut both electron and current and so on.[l0J
stochastic cooling were so slow that people were forced to 2. THE MOTION IN THE MEDEAN PLANE
look for other even faste cooling method.In 1989
H1.Ibegumi proposed the cyclotron maser cooling[7], which (D)Supported by the National Science Foundation of China.
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~*~s h.1 pM.wh"sk I.th meom" Pka is eml

AD. PA.MOM ea~iems i te media planan e m re., -"( SxuG

a •Ps, -A-. ,+ (I - ) [A(?,)- -A(,

SK()- +- -) - Sb9 +- So). + SW )-SI()

bmumsH does not cowtain the k dsat variable m nThat is the eacily analytical soluton of the nonlinear

I &k.nmiltinH .i M well ki coordinate system.

?,- rdxý- -e) (2.2

wb 0 ke angan& betwe e the velocity vectorand thet .
- dax. From th formulas (2.1) we obtain

- C.P)(2.3)

sg,,9,) - SIA(9,) + (I - 4) - • [A(?,)- A(?))
A.- 0

C-C, - e

Let us consider the motion of two particles withdiffr~ety intial~ 1z~~ei~: (24) igure 1. Cartesln and natural coordinatedbal inta codtonstmrm are two invaraints
Si(-IAS 60)-- $1x(0).- Slx(61 -+ 6,) -- 3(1•() (2.4),

X-c &33.THB PROOF FOR THE COOLING

Wfsn th particles rom free space pass through the Accoad to the fundamental method given by
inmetic feld region, by mema of the transformation from FJ.N.WilsonP9,t is the necemary condition for the cooling
Calstsian cordinate system to the natural coordinate set of that the coresponding Jacobean determinant must be smaln
iyaas shown in Fig.l,the solution is represented Icr than unity.By means of differentiating the above formu-

X (- o(•)(2.5) iathe Jacobean determinant can be obtained.From
Ce() + X•$ (,) the above formula we know

Then wehave(

•Co_(O._ ) + x 4, •[$(9 )j-j,, 0 .
Six(So4k) ,| [COB(O.1) "+ X, • -~ d]

I • six [C 08(9 ,) + x . • S in (G .)]
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+ SC() C+ Swa(9) more rapid by six or seve orders of magnitude.

*(C.(.d)X;.S~i,9)J1.00

When *e.h - x The above formulabeo sI

Jas[Ce(S)J 3  [1+(X;)21(3.3 0.99

Cas(N 5,) - I - SLX(S*) + x.C(9)Sai)2

When we select the parameters for the equililbrium, orbit0.9
041 -2mVVVF2 ' ' '1 -A r 3

andX; - -0.01+--0.01 Radian~the resultsfor calculus of J
are ilustrte in Firgure 2.That suggest us. 4

I.The Jacobean determinant J is not dependent on the
0.97

WWiia coordinate x, ,but on x,.
21t is only whom x, M 0that Jis equal toI.By other - 0.41 0.0 0.1 3

Words. it is only when the beam emittance equals zero that Figure 2. Jacobean determinant corres-
such eanittance can really becomes an invariant of ponding to the nonlinear
motion.Thereore~in a general way,the emittance coneram- trans format ion of emit tance

tion is not true any longer. Refrenoces
3.1f x -0 Othe Jacobean determinet J is always smaller [1) E.D.CournntH.S.SnyderAnn.Phys.,3l1,(1958)

than 1. In that case~after a beam passes through such mag- [2] G.Dattoli at alProc.Workshop on Nonlinear Problems
netic fiel region, its transverse emittance must be shrinked in Future Particle AcceleratorsEd.WScandale and
antomatically.That results in the ultra-fast automatic cool- G.Tarchetti,402 and 18,(1990)
jag for the beam. [3] V.V.ParkhomchukA.N.Skrinsky,Reports on Progress in

4.The bigger the angular width of the bending magnet Physics, Vol.54,7,919,(1991)
huthe smaller the Jacobean determinent J is. [41 V.V.Parkhomchuk,1984 physics of fast electron

S. The decisive factor for the ulftr-fast automatic cool- coolingj~roc.Workshop on Electron Cooling and Related
ing is only dependent on the proper edge-focusing angle of ApplicationEdH .Poth(l 984)
the bending magnet rather than the field distuibution The [51 I.MoKl,.Petrucci,$imon van der MeerPhys.Rep.58,7
necessary conditions are 0- M rather than the field distri- 5-1 19,(1978)
bution.The necessary conditions are -* = and the two [6] CERN Courier, 1994 Nobel PrizeDecember,4l9,(1984)
edges of the bending magnet are parallel.Therefore it [7] H.Ikegmmi, 12-th Intern.Conf.Cycl.their Appi.,55S(1989)
is technically simple and remarkably feasible. [8] D.A.Edwards and M.J.Sypher,AIP

6. That 'cooler is fitted for ionsoelctron~especiafly for Conf.Proc.184,2,(1989)
the utam-low energy flelds.It can be used to [9] FJ.N.WilsonAlConf.Proc.153,3,(1987)

accleatretorage rings and so on. [101 Gao ShuyangQian Guangyu~a Fusion Device of the
7. Au example of its application has been given in the Continuous Electron Beam Confinement Used by the Con-

forthcoming paper[IO]. As compared with the stochastic tinuous hnjection,(the same proceedings)
cooling or the fast electron cooling, its cooling rate is much [11] F.Willeke and G.RipkerAIP Conf.Proc. 184,758,(1989)
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on the I 33dSabiity of Cooded
Coutdag Ion sum.

SsrO Nagiteev
Whom University Cyclotron Facility

2401 Mil 3. Sampson LL[a. " o, IN 47405 USA

satfisfies the equation:
The Wagitm de. tbility of inteime, low mmetus -pea

im, beams is .f Wes interest todev, especill in electron- D6 d*D4 . m

WOWe stoag rings. Sabilty camditoma are usuallyAOf+7jd 0

fora4 -ad as tbe limitations on the allowed value of beam.-
cabrcouplingimpedances. In l.ecase ofcooledlear, Ithe solution of (2) is the Gususian distribution function:

the sAffet of cooling am W be nqgsted if tb. coolie# rafte is
, Pmla- Me, with do ravkeio %qaw spread. Ms effiect - (3)

of tho ek&zno cooling cam be described by the Fokkes-Planck loo) a
qudu.In this paper we present a simple analytical method

to derive dispersion relationus for the longitudinal coasting whore a - (D)2X) is the rim momentum spread of the beam
beau imteblltls usSa a pertuwbative approah. Numerical and N is a numbmer of particles. One am now describe the

examplsappliedto 45 MeV pominr in the UCFecooling ring perturbed par"il distribution function as:

1. IN72ODUcrION
where * in a small perbturation of the stationary distribution

The interest in the longitudinal stability of the coasting function, n is a positive integer and 0 is the complex
cooled , io beau.; was stinualated b~y the number of frequawiy of this coherent perturbetlon. Let us nowaum

pubklical, 111. [2) reporting niessured stability diagrams that #p45) is nomimliiad to the number-of particles involved in
aiwlfosalydifferent from what one could expect for the the perturbation.

coasting beams with Gaussan, momentum distributions in the
abesoc. of toyr cooling mechanism In Ref. [31 two possible f~d 2 N1  0
reasons of this difference were suggested:- deviation of the to
---n--tos distribtion from Gaussian and the influence of the

electron cooling on the coherent stability of the ion beam.
Both the non-Gaussima distributions and the influence of the where w, is the revolution friquency of the synchronous
cooling have been studied elsewhere [3), [4]. This paper particle and e is the ion charge., Taking into account dtha
elaborate n the derivation, of dispersion relation in the I-
peace, of cooling in the closed analytical form. It is also

oriented towards practical application for the IUCF cooler 1 At = -eW.*4Z 11  i0# (6)
ring. P2EB 2 rP2E

11. DISPERSION RELATION
Where Z* is the longitudinal coupling impedanc, E is the

A. FOA*wr-Pkansd F4at energy of the beamn and.0 is the usual relativistic parameter,
The influence of the cooling on the particle distribution Eq. (1) can be rewritten to the first order as:

function can be described by the Folkkr-Planck equation d *. ew.11 Z, d DR d *1 M7

141, [S the D a dfi/; 2x9zE dd( 2 dd7j)

Heme w is the revolution frequency of the particle with
Mbre. 0 n I2Mi h longitudina coordnate, &=ppismomentum 8: wo0) -=.( - iV8), where il is the phase slip
the Pconjugate moentum variable and , is time. Th. cooling feto" (V - &db)
rafte X aeddiffsimon coefficient D maassumed to be ocositant
in (1). PSr coasting beams the stationary distribution J43) B. Dispmnion rulano

Since &,vanishes at the infinity, the natural way to solve
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"Mquate (7) is by t60 Fourier transform method: reduces to (13).

Lf( (8) D. SkWiy Diagram

FiS gur 1 sows the stability diagrams, calculated using
Eq. 10, for the firs three hamOnoiCs of a proton beam
(45 MeV) in the IUCF cooler ring. The cooling rate was

which decreases the ordr of the differential equation (7) by tke to be 70 Hz ]M and Mommtum spread 4.100. The
one. The tanformed equation can be solved by simple stability diagram for the Gaussian beam, given by (13), is also
integration. Introducing the new notations: shown on Fig. 1.

0 . .- Q ; .n•- (9) so

AA

the dispersion relation ca be written follows: 20

( r3 2

21ri oq n aq, 
A

%A 10
where l. is the beam currmnt. Equation (10) can also be
expressed in analytical form -- [6]:

I = U q.2 Bq(ta*+q., 2)*(2; ie.q.s + q%2 2; (11) 0

where A is given by:

-e0 * * * I I I I I I - 0 I i I I I I I

A-- (12) -5 0 5
2 wP 2 v v A Re(Z/n)

Figure I. Variations of the stability diagram with harmonic
number (q, = -2.5) for the cooled beam and stability diagram

and B(x, y), f(a; y" z) are the beta function and the for the Gaussian beam without cooling.
degenerate hypergeometric fimction respectively.

C. A7npmk RBeaor
In the can of vanishing cooling (Q -- 0) the dispersion M. SCHOT1TKY SPECTRUM

relation (10) has to become the well-known dispersion relation
for a Gaussian beam without cooling. In fact, recalling that The dielectric permeability function of the beam
the ratio a5/q, remains finite, after some algebra one can corresponding to the dispersion relation (10) can be written as:
write:

D --n c0' (13) en 1-l A .If ( _ -_..• 1e e J'x dx (1 5)
n 4 nqowo.) =

For a given n, equation (10) yields the frequency (generally
where J(u.) is given by the expression: complex) at which a perturbation can exist in the beam without

an external source. For vanishing impedance or current the

JAu.) f e -z2',2P*zxdx 1f u e -,2du (14) effect of polarization of the medium is negligible and we have
.1_. u-a8S = 1. The Schottky noise power spectrum then can be

written, using the dielectric function [1]:

Another limiting case is the coherent perturbation with a Pe N (J,=(DIN) (16)
highhmonicnumber(n-w.). This case is almost identical g X Ie.1a
to the previous one. Cooling is too "slow" for such
oscillations and the only stabilizing mechanism is lamdau
"damping. For high harmonic numbers the dispersion relation The main feature of this Schottky spectrum is that at high
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am hmtnsitieu, it is strongly deformed into a double-peak IV. CONCLUSION
ape [, conre ding to the excitation of the slow and the
it coherent loIgitudinal waves by the external electric field We have calculated the dispersion relation for cooled
by beam current fluctuations. The frequency of this wave coasting beams. The influence of the cooling on the coherent

pInre solely upon the beam current and the value of beam stability can be observed by measuring the separation of
upig impedance. Although it is generally a nontrivial the two coherent peaks in the Schottky spectnum as a function
oblem to calculate the coupling impedance, one can make of harmonic number. The momemtum distribution function of
aomable assumptions for the low eergy electron-eooled the beam can be deduced from the shape of the Schottky
Wg. First, asow that I m Zl/n 1 0 I Re Z1/n I and second, power spectrum using (16). Beam transfer function
lt Zlhs is independent of harmonic number n. These two measurements [1] can be also performed to obtain stability
umptions correspond to the case of space-charge dominated diagrams directly.

pedance, given by:
Z! =-1 Z. (21n(b) + 1) (17) V. ACKNOWLEDMENTS
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Crystalline Beam Ground State*

Jie Wei, Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, New York 11973
Xiao-Ping Li, Rutgers University, and Andrew M. Sessler, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory

Abstract and external electromagnetic (EM) forces can be most con-
In order to employ Molecular Dynamics method, corn- veniently described in the rotating rest frame (z, V, z, r) of

monly used in condensed matter physics, we have derived the reference particle of which the orientation of the axes
the equations of motion for a beam of charged particles are constantly aligned to the radial (z), tangential (z) and
in the rotating rest frame of the reference particle. We vertical (y) direction of the motion, and r is the proper
include in the formalism that the particles are confined time. The equations of motion are derived using the gen-
by the guiding and focusing magnetic fields, and that they eral relativity formalism. First, we express the equations
are confined in a conducting vacuum pipe while interacting of motion in a general tensor formalism applicable to any
with each other via a Coulomb force. Numerical simula- arbitrary coordinate system. The Lozentz force experi-
tions has been performed to obtain the equilibrium struc- enced by the particle is constructed as a product of the
ture. The effects of the shearing force, centrifugal force, EM field tensor and the four-velocity. Starting from the
and azimuthal variation of the focusing strength are inves- laboratory frame, the EM field tensor is written by means
tigated. It is found that a constant gradient storage ring of the components of the EM fields. Then, tensor algebra
can not give a crystalline beam, but that an alternating- is used to transform this field tensor into the rest frame.
gradient (AG) structure can. In such a machine the ground With a similar transformation, the metric tensor of the
state is, except for one-dimensional (1-D) crystals, time- rest frame is also obtained. The equations of motion and
dependent. The ground state is a zero entropy state, de- the Hamiltonian can thus be constructed in the rest frame.
spite the time-dependent, periodic variation of the focus- Consider the case that the beam is guided by a bending
ing force. The nature of the ground state, similar to that field Bo, and focused by a quadrupole field of gradient B1
found by Rahman and Schiffer[1], depends upon the den-
sity and the relative focusing strengths in the transverse
directions. At low density, the crystal is 1-D. As the den- where the magnet end effect is neglected. Assume that
sity increases, it transforms into various kinds of 2-D and there exists no electric field so that the beam is not fo-
3-D crystals. If the energy of the beam is higher than the cused azimuthally. The magnitude of B0 is determined
transition energy of the machine, the crystalline structure by the velocity 3c and the bending radius R of the refer-
can not be formed for lack of radial focusing. ence particle eBoR = moc 20l7. Let n = -BIR/Bo repre-

I. INTRODUCTION sent the strength of the focusing field. The Hamiltonian
H(z, P., y, Py, z, P.; t) of the particle system is derived asThe ground states of crystalline beams were first stud--

ied, in seminal work, by J. Schiffer[1] and his colleagues. H = • (P. + P2 + P2)-TzP2 +1 [(1 - n):2 + ny 2]+Vc,
Their work assumed a storage ring model in which particles (2)
are subject to time-independent harmonic forces in both where Vc is the Coulomb potential, the time t is in unit
transverse directions. Subsequently, they studied the crys- of R/lTc, the space coordinates z, y, z are in unit of f
tallization in a time-dependent, AG focusing potential.42] (C = (roR 2/I3272)1 /3 with ro = e2/moc 2), and the energy

In order to employ Molecular Dynamics method for is in unit of 2f2 9e 2/e. Here, t is a characterization of the
quantitative studies, we first derive in section 2 the equa- inter-particle distance in the presence of Coulomb interac-
titns of motion for the particles in the rotating rest frame tion. The equations of motion are given by the Hamilton's
of the reference particle. , Jualitative studies pertaining to equations.
the crystallization in the weak an.! AG focusing rings are I1. CONDITIONS FOR CRYSTALLIZATION
presented in section 3. Section 4 describes the molecular
dynamics calculation and the numerical results. In a weak-focusing machine, the constant n provides

pure focusing (and defocusing) in the vertical (and ra-
II. ROTATING BEAM FRAME HAMILTONIAN dial) direction. Typically, radial (or horizontal) focusing

emerges from the difference in the centrifugal forces expe-
The motion of the particles under Coulomb interaction rienced by the particles of different radial displacements.

*Work performd under the auspices of the U.S. Department Among particles of the same energy, the difference in the

of Energy, supported by NSF Grant DMR-91-15342, and by the centrifugal force always focuses the particles towards the
DOE, Office of Energy Research, Office of High Energy and Nuclear reference orbit. The effective radial focusing is 1 -- n, and
Physics, under Contract No.DE-AC03-76SF00098. "'u7 if 0 < n < 1, there is focusing in both planes.
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The situation becomes different when the beam is crys- IV. MOLECULAR DYNAMICS RESULTS
tallized. In the ground state, particles circulate around When Coulomb interaction and AG focusing are present,
with the same angular velocity. Contrary to the con- it is impassible to solve the Hamiltonian in Eq. 2 an-
ventional case, the centrifugal force provides a defocusing alytically. We therefore seek numerical solutions using
force. Using the equations in the rest frame, it has been molecular dynamics. Since the Coulomb interaction is
proven in general that crystalline beam can not exist in long ranged, an Ewald-type summation has to be per-
any dimension in a weak- focusing machine, formed to calculate the energy and the forces. Rahman

In the case of AG focusing, however, the amount of mag- and Schiffer[l] used periodic boundary conditions in all
netic net focusing can easily prevail over the centrifugal three directions in order to utilize the standard Ewald sum-
defocusing caused by crystallization. Qualitatively, the mation method. However, in a realistic accelerator, the
conditions of crystallization can be estimated using the system may be considered infinite only in z direction. Also,
smooth approximations. Consider a ring consisting of N, the infinitely long collection of positively charged particles
identical lattice cells. In the rest frame, the potential pro- give a logarithmically diverging energy. In general, a neg-
duced by the external magnetic field varies periodically atively charged background has been added to the system
with period T, = 2w/Ne in the reduced unit. The equi- to cancel this infinity. To simulate a real accelerator, we
librium state is defined as the one when the motions of consider instead a bunch of charged particles confined in
all the particles are periodic in T,. After linearizing the a perfectly conducting, infinitely long pipe. The periodic
Coulomb force by expanding around the equilibrium or- boundary condition is used only in the z direction, where
bit (zj, yj, zj) of each particle i, the transverse equations the "supercell" of length L (in unit of t) repeats itself
become to infinity. The energy O(xi, xj) due to two particles at

+ v•_2_ [__l 3(zi-zj)2]X zi - j xi and xj, after all the image charges and equivalents in
ZL42] =+ r3 other supercells are included, is

+ 2i i j 1 4 foCosh(2z __k/L )Jo(2p jk/L )-_+

2_ [ 3(, = )2y - yj 0=- +J e - 1 d-

• " + 2[log(wb/L) + C], (6)
(3)L

where rij is the distanace between i and j, and vx, and v. where zj = zi - zj, p,, = A/((zd - zT)2 + (y, - yj)l),
are the horizontal and vertical tunes in the absence of the r,3 = V/(z• +p?.), b is the radius of the pipe. The condition
Coulomb interaction. Similar to the weak focusing case, pij << b is used and zij is understood to be between -L/2
the crystal can only exist when the effective transverse and L/2. Apart from the last term which is an unimpor-
focusing is sufficiently strong i.e. z'2 > 72 and v. > 0. tant constant, Eq. (6) is the same as the formula given by
Since typically v' ;t 7T, it is implied that the AG machine Avilov[4], but the physical environments are different.
has to operate below the transition energy. The integration in Eq. (6) is performed by a 15th or-

When the particle density is low, the equilibrium state der Gauss-Laguerre method. The equations of motion is
is a 1-D chain where all the particles are aligned along the integrated by the 4th order Runge-Kutta algorithm. The
x = y = 0 axis and uniformly distributed in z. As the storage ring is assumed to consist of 10 identical FODO
density increases, it transforms into 2-D. If the net radial cells. Within each cell, the lengths of the F, 0, D, and
focusing is weaker (or stronger) than the vertical one i.e. 0 elements are assume to be 15%, 35%, 15%, and 35% of
V.72 < V, (or V. - _2 > v,2), the 2-D structure lies in the the cell length, respectively. The focusing and defocusing
horizontal (or vertical) plane. As the density is increased gradients n are set to be 50 and -50, respectively. This

further, the equilibrium state eventually becomes 3-D. arrangement results in z., = 2.7, vy = 2.3, and 7T is about
To estimate the threshold density at which the 1-D crys- 2.5. -y is set to 1.4. The time step for the integration is

tal becomes 2-D, consider a 1-D crystal chain with the 1/20 of the period T, of the focusing field.
nearest-neighbor azimuthal distance A,. The vibrational Notice that the Hamiltonian we are solving is time de-
frequencies w.(k) in z direction can be expressed as pendent, therefore the total energy is not a constant of

w2(k) = (i - 72) - • m2 1 2 cos(mk) motion, and the "temperature" as conventionally defined
S (4) is no longer meaningful. Initially, the positions and mo-m mmenta of the particles are randomly chosen. At the end

where k is the crystal momentum. Apparently w,(k) takes of each FODO period, a periodic condition is imposed

its minimum at k = r, which corresponds to two neighbor- on all positions and momenta. The "drifting velocity"

ing particles moving in the opposite direction. The transi- v. = [z(T:)-z(0)1/Tc is then subtracted from P, for each
tion from 1-D to 2-D occurs in z direction at the A2 value particle to correct "shearing" in the beam. Our experi-

where the smallest w.,(k) becomes imaginary. Therefore, ence shows that this is a very effective method to "cool"
in the case that V2-7 2 < VY, the condition for a stable 1-D the system down to reach the ground state.

crystal is given by the equation Here, we report the preliminary results with L = 10 and
number of particles N in the supercell ranging from 5 to

V.2- _y > 4.2/A,&. (5) 100. When N = 5, the crystal is l-D, and does not change
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with time in spite of the change of the focusing force. The nature of the crystalline beam is determined by
When N = 10, the crystal is 2-D - a zig-zag chain in the density of the particles and the effective strengths of
the z - z plane. The reason that the crystal is in the z - z the transverse focusing. When the density is low so that
plane instead of the y - z plane is because of the relatively Eq. 5 is approximately satisfied, the beam is a 1-D crystal.
stronger vertical focusing. Now the particles move with When the density is increased, the crystal becomes a 2-D
time - a symmetrical breathing in z direction. The crys- zig-zag chain in the plane of relatively weaker transverse
tal transforms from 1-D to 2-D when N goes from 8 to focusing. The critical density at which the crystal trans-
9. forms from 2-D to 3-D depends on the ratio of the effective

With the current lattice and beam energy, the critical focusing strengths between radial and vertical directions.
density at which the crystal transforms from 2-D to 3-D In both 2-D and 3-D cases, the time-dependent crystalline
is approximately twice that from 1-D to 2-D. It is trivial structure has the same periodicity as that of the focusing
to change the parameters in the simulation as well as in a forces. The crystal "breathes" transversely with no shear-
real accelerator so that these effective focusing strengths ing and almost no oscillation in the azimuthal direction.
are different, and therefore the crystal remains 2-D at a REFERENCES
much higher density.

Fig. 1 show the plots for N = 40. The crystal is 3-D. [1] A. Rahman and J.P. Schiffer, Phys. Rev. Lett. 57,1133
Basically the particles form elliptical cylinders. They fall (1986).
on ellipses when projected onto the x - y plane, and form [2] J.P. Schiffer and A. Rahman, Z. Phys.A 331, 71-74 (1988);
spirals on the cylinders. At lower densities (e.g. N = 40), J.P. Schiffer, Proc. Workshop on Crystalline Ion Beams,

one cylinder is formed, but at higher densities (e.g. N Werheim, 2 (1988).

60), a second one is formed in the center. [3] C. Moiler, The Theory of Relativity, Oxford, 1952.

Many of the features discussed above are similar to those [4] V. V. Avilov, Solid State Comm. 44, 555 (1982).
found by Schiffer et al.[1,5] with static focusing and with- [5] J. P. Schiffer, Phys. Rev. Lett. 61, 1843 (1988).
out the shearing force. However, the ground state we found -. -. . •.
is time dependent. The shape of the crystals and the po-
sition of the particles are both periodic in time. The foci I , , r , ,
of the ellipses move as functions of time, and the principal -8 • 8 , v ' ' w
axes can be either the z or the y axis. To show the dra- - ,.. & & & 1
matic change of the crystal shape in one period of time, , /
we take N =60 as an example and plot four snap shots " 7
of the particle positions (projected onto the z - y plane) -1 0 1 -4 -2 0 2 4

in Fig. 2. The particles move as much as one hundred X
percent of their coordinates in the z - y plane and then
all move back to their previous locations after one period. Fig. 1 Particle positions for N = 40. (a) Projected onto
The crystal "breathes" transversely with no drifting and the C -i plane. (b) The t -z plot (be is the polar angle).
almost no oscillation in z. Circles are the positions at beginning and end of the

focusing period. Solid lines are the trajectories within
V. CONCLUSION one period.

We have studied the ground state of a crystalline parti- 2 I.....
cle beam under time-dependent, realistic storage ring en- 2, 2 S k 2 ( Owks

vironment. The equations of motion for the particles are
derived in the rest frame of the reference particle that cir- - 0 0
culates around the ring with constant velocity. It has been
shown that in a weak- focusing storage ring, the crystalline
beams can not be formed for lack of transverse focusing. -2

In an AG focusing ring, on the other hand, the crystalline -2 0 2 .2 0 2

beams can exist in spite of the variation in the focusing . .

strengths, as long as the energy of the beam is less than 2 (c) Umimlia 12 2 4) Want

the transition energy of the machine. If -is higher than 5ooo 0 t

7T, the crystalline structure can not be formed for lack of
radial focusing. .0 %-o • 'o3 '0

The quantitative investigation is performed using the
molecular dynamics method. The ground state is obtained .2

by, at the end of each focusing period, impc, "ng the pe- -2 0 2 - 0 2

riodic condition on all the positions and mc .-nta of the I X
particles and then subtracting the "drifting velocity" from Fig. 2 Snap shots of the particle positions (projected onto
the z component P, of the canonical momentum for each the x - y plane) in one time period for N =60 (20 time
particle. slices per focusing period).
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Confinement and Stability of a Crystal Beam*
Alessandro G. Ruggiero

Brookhaven National Laboratory
Upton, Long Island, New York 11973, USA

Abstrac If. THE RECTANGULAR MODEL

Tue following is an analysis of the confinement and sta- The number of particles is infinite. They all move with
bility issues of a Crystal Beam. A method is described to deter- the same velocity in the same direction. Particles are uniformly
mine the equilibrium configuration of a beam of highly distributed, extending to infinity in all three dimensions. They
charged particles. It is required that the beam has a uniform are equally spaced from each other, sitting at the knots of a
distribution in the direction of motion, which is stable and does rectangular grid with step size Xj in the longitudinal direction
not need therefore confinement with external means. It is and ).j in the plane transverse to it. The field experienced by a
shown that this can be obtained only for a relatively longitudi- particle is the sum of all the fields generated by the other parti-
nally compact beam. Confinement in the plane transverse to cles. Because of the symmetry arrangement, the field is the
the direction of motion is obtained with external means, which same for all particles and identically equal to zero. Thus there
also provide stability. It is important that particles are distrib- is no interaction between particles and they are perfectly
uted so that the resulting space charge forces are linear with screened from each other. This is an equilibrium configuration
respect to the particle transverse coordinates, which obviously does not need to be confined with external

I. INTRODUCTION forces.
To determine if this configuration is also stable, we add a

A Crystal Beam [1-3] is an ensemble of charged parti- longitudinal perturbation of motion [31 to any particle and cal-
cles, all identical to each other, with the same electric charge culate the resulting field. For a small perturbation, after linear-
Qe and mans at rest Am, where e is the electron charge and m izing the field expression, we obtain that the particle perturbed
the proton mass at rest The charge state Q and mass number A performs longitudinal oscillations with angular frequency
are integer. Particles are treated point-like, with no internal given by
structure. Only interaction among each other is the electromag-
netic interaction. It is assumed that there is an equilibrium con- L- = Qe2 g(W) (1)
figuration where particles occupy a rigid position with respect _3 -2 mA
to each other while all together move in one direction. Particles where w = Xp -f/ X/ and, with j = (Jl,J2,J3),
are allowed to oscillate around their equilibrium positions as
long as the amplitude of the oscillations is small. 2 w2 j 3

2 - jl2 - j2
Confinement and stability questions are best described g(w) = + ( 22 + 0 2j3 2  (2)

with the rectangular and infinite Crystal Beam model which is ( 2 j

introduced in section II. We consider next the case of a cylin- A similar result is obtained when a transverse perturba-
drical beam, infinitely long in the longitudinal direction, but tion is added. The resulting angular frequency QL has the same
having finite transverse dimensions. Section III defines this expression of Eq. (1) but the response function g1l(w) is
beam, whereas section IV discuss the requirement for the Ion- replaced by g1 (w) = - gg(w) / 2. Stability requires that both gi
gitudinal stability and section V and VI the confinement and and g8 are positive; this cannot be satisfied at the same time.
stability respectively in the transverse plane. It is seen that, in We choose g, > 0, so that the beam is stable longitudinally, and
order to keep the beam confined transversely, a magnet with a let the beam to be unstable in the transverse plane. An external
profile providing focussing simultaneously in both transverse restoring force is then required to recover the beam stability
directions is required. This could be the case of a Betatron also in the transverse plane. The condition g, > 0 is satisfied for
magnet. The field profile is also required to maintain the beam w < 1, that is for a longitudinally compact beam.
stable against transverse oscillations. Since the external restor-
ing force is linear with the particle transverse coordinates, it is III. THE CYLINDRICAL MODEL
also important that the equilibrium configuration places parti- We continue assuming an infinitely long beam but with a
cles in such a way that the resulting space charge forces are more realistic finite cross-section. Particles are still uniformly
also linear. distributed in the longitudinal direction, where they are sepa-

Section VII defines quantitatively the limits of the beam rated again by the period X, so that no confinement is required
spreads in momenta as evidence of crystallization. Finally sec- and the motion is stable in that direction. We assume there is
tion VHI is an analysis of the effects introduced by the inser- an equilibrium configuration where the beam is made of a
tions of drifts. The resulting storage ring lattice is to show number n. of shells of elliptic cross-sections of the same aspect
stability at the two extremes: when the space charge is ignored ratio. Each shell is made of nh particles equally spaced by the
and for the final state of the Crystal Beam. same angle 0 = 2a /nh. The innermost shell is a string where

SWork performed under the auspices of U.S. DOE the particles are aligned, equally spaced, on the beam axis.
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It can be seen that the longitudinal component of the The field is made of two contributions: the internal, due
field vanishes identically, whereas the transverse component is to the beam proper, and the equivalent external due to the
zero on the beam axis and increases in amplitude toward the restoring fores. In particular,
edge of the bean. Its magnitude and direction is independent (k - k) r (9)on the longitudinal position along the beam. In the limit of a E k-kt o 9

large number N of particles distributed over a length ., and for where k is given by Eq. (3) and kt corresponds to the reor-
a round beam of radius b, the transverse field is actually linear ing forces.
with the distance r from the beam axis [4], that is The following confinement condition is to be satisfied

EL = 2QeNr/Lb 2 = kr (3) kw - k (10)

as long as the i-th shell is located at the radius bi = b 47/a,. In This condition is fulfilled by having the beam circulating
particular the string has vanishing radius, that is b0 = 0. in a Betatrn which provides focusing in both trmaverse direc-

Clearly this configuration needs to be confined with tions at the same time. The magnetic field profile is measured
transverse external restoring forces, also linear, by the field index n, a positive quantity, less than unit. For a

IV. LONGITUDINAL STABILITY round beam, a suitable choice is n = 0.5 in which case

As for the previous model, we determine the longitudinal a = P I 2p (11)

stability by adding a small longitudinal perturbation to the where B0 is the bending field and p the bending radius.
motion of any particle. After linearizing the field expression, The confinement condition can be expressed in terms of
we derive that the particle performs longitudinal oscillations the magnet and beam parameters as follows
with angular frequency ql given by A3y2 itb 2 = 2Q 2 roNp (12)

C112 Q2 e2 go(w) n32 (4) VI. TRANSVERSE STABIUTY
b3 ? mA

The stability of motion in the transverse plane is investi-

where now w 2 A12 n' b2 and ( i = 0, 1, ..., n.) gated by solving Eq. (8) where

dE,2r.j) _ = - k - Qeg1 (w)n/3121b 3  (13)

g(W) 2w2
3

2 - i- J + 4i1u COS(6j 2) d r Iroi
[i + J, - 2Vi/-icos (9j2) + W2

32512 The first term at the right-hand side is the contribution from the

In order for the beam to be stable against longitudinal external restoring forces whereas in the second term, proper of

perturbations it is required that gk(w) > 0, that is the compact- the beam, gL(w) = - gi(w) / 2. We recover thus the result we

ness parameter w is to be less than a limiting value which have already obtained for the rectangular Crystal Beam model.

depends on the number n, of shells and on the separation angle Therefore the same considerations made before will also apply

0. For instance [31, for a single shell w < 1.9 0 and for ten here.
shells w < 6.0 0. The following stability condition is to be satisfied

V. TRANSVERSE CONFINEMENT kAe > Qe gp(w) nfn / 2b2  (14)

Let us consider the motion of the i-th particle in the which can also be written as

transverse plane by adding a radial perturbation [3]. We shall w gN(w) < 4 nh (15)
still assume a round beam, for simplicity. Its position can be Particles will then perform transverse oscillations with
written as ri = rol + u. The equation of motion can be written as an angular oscillation frequency Q.L given by
follows

mA Fj = Qe E,() 2Q2e2 (NIL) e(w) (16)

= Qe E,4ro) + Qe dE(r1)/dr1 I u + ... (6) where

= mAnoi + mAii e(w) = 1- wgf(w)/ 4 nh (17)

where Ej is the field acting on the particle. This can be broken which ranges between 0 and 1 for the motion to be stable in the
down into two equations transverse plane.

mA rol = Qe E,{roj) (7) VII. BEAM CRYSTALLIZATION

and With a perturbation added, the beam will perform stable
Aa = Qe dE,(r,) ,di * u(8) longitudinal oscillations provided that the amplitude a3 of theiIroi oscillations is small enough. The beam momentum spread is
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Om mmmdei by tOn maximum, velocity encounteed during only Iem linear in A. In die drift regions K = 0 and die
te oscillatins do is envelope equation 10d0=e ID

4hp- aA yaA (18 A+KD A a KD (26)
whor Of is given by Eq. (4). Sh dicete condrion for with KD w A / bb* The, equation for ths sector Magnet letting
crysWSati~mi can be taken as K9Bu.K+ KDis simply

a, < (19) r" + KB,& - 0 (27)
the same condition can be expressed as follows Tin periodic solution of these equations, which am linear, can

AA/P 4(h/ PC(20)be searched with the conventional 3 x 3 matrix notation (3].
4gip < 0 u I PcTo deansnine the stability on the transvers plane, as

A shmiaft condition ough also to be satisfied for die usual, we add a small perturbation u to any particle along one
truaaveau momntienu spread. that is of the two transverse directons. After linearizaon, the

4p.1 <( dA y 0b QL (21)eqainomtons

which is obtained by requiring that truanverse escalations have u" + q a - 0 (28)
an ampltd a1L < 0 b, and where QL is given by Eq.(16). where in the sector magnets,

VIII. INSERTION OF DRIFTSPACES q - Q.LI/c2 = qBg (29)

Circulation of fth bean in a betatron ma1gnet Will anin the drits,
intrdc theeffect of curvature that we shllnot investigate, q - - qBw gs(w)I/4 nk 8(w) = D (30)
heme Drifts am required for beaui manipulation like injection, As usual, we can search the solution with a matrix
short and cooling. The betatron magnet will thus be brokeD n notation [31. Only 2 x 2 mnatrices are required. The motion is
M identical periods each of length fa = 2xq / M I ad 9% 5W stabl i f th trc of die transfer matrix corresponding to a
by drifts of length ID.The insertion Of drifts Will disrpt th ero has an absolute value not exceeding 2, that is
equiliriwn conftgurauios and it will not be possible to
mantain the beam cros-section constant. The motion remain I 2cos 4B cosh 4D + (4~- - 4j -)siA ts sikh 4rI < 2
periodic with the period length equal to 2xpI/M + ADj~ (31)

Le jdeoem either the horizonital or the vertical where tB - 1B ;4 q-anud 4D = fD4 'q-. A simila condition
coordinate of the $11b particle. It is more convenient to replace is to be satisfied also for the stability of motion in the storage
the time as the independent variable with the curvilinear length ring in the limit of zero space-charge forces that is
s travelled along the reference closed orbit. 11e equation of
motion can now be written as I 2cos (4/p) - (Vfp)sin (%/p') I < 2 (32)

+ Qek~- )I~y~c jz = 0 (22 IX ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
where k., 0 in the drifts, and taktes a constant value in the Th auho wihst h h scientific stair of the
sector magnets For convenience let us write Laboratori Naziouali di Legnaro (Padua, Italy) for many usefu

K = Qe L~x / mA y P2C2  (23) and infornative discussions. This work is a contribution to the

The teim k which is proWe of the beam itself , includes a CYTLclaoain
dependence on the bean, size b and therefore will also vary X.REFERENCES
periodically. It is convenient to write the dependence with the (1JP cifradA amn Faiiiyo rsaln

bess sie exlictlyCondensed State in Cooled Ion Beams of a Storage Ring",
Q2ek /mA y 2c2 =e 2Q (NL~) h h/b2  (24) PHY-5121-ME-88, Feb. 1988, Argonne National

mA y' brP7c Laboratory.
The solution of the equation above of course has to be [21 Proceedings of the Workshop on Crystalline Ion Beans,

periodic with the period given by fD + (D. In particular, tie Wehbeim, Germiany, OcL 1988. GSI-89- 10 Report.
equation of motion can be written for the particle at the edge of (31 A.G. Ruggiero, "Confinement aid Stability of a Crystal
the beam,6 thus deriving the equation of the beani envelope Beami", BNL Formal Report, in preparation May 1993.

AGS Departmenit, Brookhaven National Laboratory.
br + Kb - hib = 0. (25) [4) A.G. Ruggiero, -Review of Spam Charge Calcuation",

We shall assume that the drifts us not too long so that Booster Technical Note No. 104, January 1988. AD
the bean, dimension remains almost constant with a little Department, Brookhaven National Labomtory.
periodic modurlation added Let b - bo (I + A) where bois
the beamn size in abasanc of drifts. We shall expand and retain
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Bunched Beam Stochastic Cooling In the Ferminlab Tevatron Cokller
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D. Mc~innis, L. Pasquinelli D. Ntemon D. Poll, P. SerdW
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revollution am onic power uitursiting ampffifm (see figure 1).
AbAVWt In a&Mdmn a new repeitiv nmot filter was designd aed built

[31 to 0- fl- P combat the power at harmonics ot bie revollution
In orider to doabblte inleegred huninosity of tde Tevatron frequency. System phasing and timing adjustments have been

collide in die nex nurning period. a 440Gib bunched beam completed.
btI o' sta ochastic coolling system has been designed. The
horizontal and vertical essittances of the protons and II. COHERENT POWER MEASUREMENT
mitiproto.. will be coolled to counatract the effects of power
supply noimbse, h ems-b interaction, ad Iuasheun scattering. Onae ofthde mysteries associaed with bunched beam cooling
A vertical Ipoo-er pioletype system has been installied in the in die Tevatron Collider was die existence of larger dhan
Tevahron sad tested. In addition meauemsent resuts and expected coherent revolution harmonic power. Given dug the
detiball hfrdo@ware are reviewed, bUngitdinal W dsibton athde beain is roughly Gimssian [41,

out would expect diat the revolution harmonic power shoulld
PLIUS No. van "No"" W"t LOW a" ODOM"" 649 13s

00 drop qmdratcaly when viewed on a logadrithic scalle. Figure
M ----------------------------- 2 contains the weunrd revollution haramoic power as a

function oftbquency (where dobe= powerat each hamonic
of the RF frequency was measured). Note dmt instead of a

* -v _--- ----- ---- downward parabolic shape, the spectrum actually exhibits

--------------------- somaething MweaINfshqae.

-4 0----

hnes me clearl visibl abv deniefow: . Tecne

frequency is 4 01h uid the scale is 10 kirliv. Figure 2: Bem1 current power spectrum, measured at each
harmonic oftthe RF frequency.

L INTRODUCTION
IN one were to Fourier transform this distribuion back inoo

A preat deal of measurement, callculation, design, and fth time domain, the requird beaul prfil would scale as the
construction work has gone into the Tevatron bunched beam K1 Bessell function, which is unidefined at die bunch centul
stochastic coolin syaste [I] in die lao two years. Based on Terefore, this excessive power at high frequency must be due
beam measurements made with the first proton verticall coolling to a smatll, high frequency moduation of die beam profil.
system [21, a second pickup tank was fabricated with This high frequency structure could possibly be due to

imrovemsents aimed at solving the problem of large fihenentauion from a small coherent oscillation [51.
A study was madertaken to find such a coherent oscillation.

Figure 3 contains a closeup, view of a revolution harmonic

*OpeuaWe by die Univawsities Research Asoaio ne line. By fitting the ampllitudes of die various synchrotron
contract with die US. Deernet ofE V sidebuind on either side of the revolution frequency to a Bessel
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hiedon diutnlutlem desciribing FM modulNation a cohaa Wihk do origial pickup array it was moled [21 dtha
dipol oscllatiom of amplitude 60 puec is caklsuatd. micrwav uipals tailed the buich sigmal on an oscillosco
7W R~ono ea pboinhle ezplemtion for hus lines mow exists, image of the pickup signal. This microwme bow was found

So be camusd by the respons o(th tmel premplifflr to
SlO4411 fto 01"M A10 WWY * ack excitaton. by a large voltage burst of beam, aigsnl.

- .~ ~ - - - - -With die above improvements redecin the coherent power
(adbemce k),t this p henomenoniasnoklogervisible(wse

- -- -figures 4 and 5). What remais is a smell microwave signal
A on only the hybrid diffierence port which is independent of

AND. SIM
-o -- A 8-35, *~ Mol FIUILMS, A 401 1WASamIS W411 4aM a

4151

FIgur 3: Closeup of the power spectrum of a single
revolution harnomic line near 4. 15 GHz. The frequency scale
is 50 MOWdi. 

- I
11L PROTOTYPE PICKUP IMPROVEMENTS

In order to balance the phase from the top and botom -&=Wa ,r :
detector arays, both a Potter hybrid [21 and a Burleigh
inchworm moto [6] were installed to adjust their relative Figure 5: Max/in hold sampling oscilloscope image of the
vectorial alignmeoL The inchworm motor, which has a stop differenc signal from the 180 hybrd. The time scale is 20
size of I micron, was required because a longitudinal nsec/div. Note the snall anount of microwave power trailing
misalignment of the plates as small as 60 micrns= could rumn the beam signal which is still puesnt in the new proiotype.
the common mode rejection required to suppeiem the coherent
revolution harmnic power. M EEIIENTHI PFLE

Wi FILUMO PLAMt WY mwsswS NW-911 Lat"

tow-)- - A typical single turn delay notch filter produces a lsnxyl
'3 response which repeats each revolution period. The

- - - -unfortunafteaspect of this filter is that the phase linearly
- --- - -progresses throughlIN* every revolution period. in die cue

of small mixing factor where the betatron Schotdky signals are
sprea over a large portion of each revolution band, a large
portion of the particles see either no damping or antiduniping.

The purpose of the loop notch filter is to overcome this
ph=s change per band. The phase change comes from the fact
that betatron oscillation information is being applied- to the

bceroe turn too late, thereby giving the particles the wrong
kiL If one injects a bunch signal into a storage loop each
turn, where the fraction of the signal which survives one turn
of the loop is described by the variable a,die betatron

MW- - information is exponentially averaged away and the transfer
function of the full filte becomes

Figure 4: Maxhnin hold samipling oscilloscope image of fthe 1- -
sum signal from the 1800 hybrid. The time scale is 20 T(W))

11100W.(1
where r is the revolution period (see figures 6 and 7).
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IV. PHASINO & TIMIN M EASUREMET
1 When the second prototype pickup tank was installed. the

0.8 relaive position of the pickup and kker nks in the lattce
was reversed (pickup mow upstream). T'hin was done because

0.6 the fractional tune of the accelerator was changed from OA so
0.6. and the change was necessary to keep the phase advance

0.4between d pickup and kicker at an odd multiple of 90. The
0.2 implications of this change on open loop trande" function

_ t emnt was both drumnk nd unxece (wee figure 8).

0 Compared with the previous measurements [2). which

0.00 0.50 1.00 1.50 2.00 exhibited a destructive interference in the amplitude at a
fractional Ume of 0.5 the auplitude at that point now adds the

Tune signals from both betatron lines. In the phase, while previous

Figure 6: Calculated ampitude response of a lop n h f measurements showed a phase advance of 2x360° per

The lowest curve is for the limiting case of a single turn delay revolutio humomc bond, U360 inow observed
Be F-. 411f.611 Pl eft. .949lJ -No~* .I 1 1-Jt

notch filber (a<<l). The value of 1-a for the other curves are " --
0.3, 0.1. 0.03, and 0.01 (in order of progressively improved -,

moch width and pm change filter characteristics).

90 
" A

60TI

(ft dlv)

-90.
0.00 0.50 1.00 1.50 2.00

T une S .u 4 4772.Sam14111.11841Ul

Figure 9. Tuning measuement where the phase and amplitude
FIgure 7: Phase comsponding to the above a lis. The at a fructional tune of 0.5 is measured every 205 revolution
straight diagonal lines are in the limiting case of a single turn harmnic bands with a center frequency of 4.77 GHz. The
delay nooch filber. phase slope indicates that the electrical length is too short.

.4 __,.,,_ P,..h. Poe% 1- 1.94 NO O.U -2A

-No ofW1"VRFRNE
- --- 1. 0. Jackson. "Bunched Beam Stochastic Cooling", Proc.

•' IE/E Part. Acc. Conf., San Francisco (1991)2532.
/vJ 2v 2. 0. Jackson, et al., "A Test of Bunched beam Stochastic

S- Cooling in the Fermlab Tevatron Collider?, Proc. IEEESPart. Acc. Conf., San Francisco (1991) 1758.
3. R. Pasquinelli, "Electro-Optical Technology Applied to

-Accelerator Beam Measuement and Control", Proc. IEE

Part. Acc. Conf., Washington D.C. (1993).
"4. G. Jackson. "Results form Beam Diffusion and, \. CollmationMeasurmentsinPreparionfor Fermilb

Tevatron Crystal Extraction", Proc. IEEE Pt. Acc.
Conf., Washington D.C. (1993).

5. A. Gerasimov, "Saturation and Turbulent Dynamics of
Longitudinal Instabilities of Bunched Beams", Proc.

a-" - IEEE Part. Acc. Conf., Washington D.C. (1993).
,,. 5.55.5. 6. P. Hurh, GJackson, "The Mechanical Design of a

Figure 8: Open loop transfer function mearement across Bunched Beam Stochastic Cooling Tank for the FNAL
two revolution harmonic bands at 4 GHz. Note the phase rolls Tevatron", Proc. IEEE Part. Acc. Conf.,
though 3U360P per band. Washington D.C. (1993).
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LONGAITmuNALLY BPACE CHARGE DOmINATE) BEAMS IN A SYNCHROTRON

"Trhmohy J.P. Ellis•n, Seol S. Ngatev, Mark S. BaL, David D. Cammyn, Midmi L. 1s.o., BMtJ Himfoe
1U Inia Ud•ni y Cyclotron Facility (MC•P 401 MlDo Sampn Lome, Bloantigm.o IN 47405 USA

For a given if cavity voltage amplitude, Vt them is a
axim ms AttInalblo Pak cuint in W wt e smoap ring. Thish-
xurs when the electric &e from the beam spei cdwge
dae the if cavity field. In thi limit, thie mer charge
aMity distri sion , M is piabolc and incoheret 40o

Pin 0N m mMotion is suppressed. The bum energy spread
wot be determined from the bunch time spread, TF W, -bida depends only upon theam currenm I, and vE 20

This work has recently been published [I]; no beam time E-
a been available since for further results. This I page paer"munarzes this work. discusse planned measuneme ws.. ... ,/. ...

jectures about possible results, and does is small part to 10m the explosive growth of the PAC proceedings: 1 5 10 50 1o00
Beam Current. j

1. SUMMARY OF PREVIOUS WORK Fig. 1. Measured (x's. O's) and tbeoretical (Eq. 2, solid

lines) values for TpMm(D; dashed curve i (IBlS) theory.
Electron cooling can reduce the beam emianmce so that the (a) I.OWA Van 15V

ectrostalic pot-tial energy spread acos the bunch exceeds
e ren frame kinetic enue spread. In this regime U4s) is:

____ (1 E l-.ex~r lar.1) NO F, RZ

hemrIe 1uSLb and 2Lb is the bunch length; Iy the umsal W e.-S v,.,vV
aivistic paranmeter, k the haimonic numbe•, e, m, and re the

ectron clMe, mauss, and classical raius; R the ring radius;
id iu(rv/r, - 3.2 in the RI F Cooler, the logaritwm of the
dlo of the vacuum dhmber to cooled beam radius. El '

Inerag p,(s) over s, where Pmvc yields I(T*v dV:):

24V/xtl..(r,..r.) #w2 r !R( Figure 2. Muured (left) and theoretical (right) )Xs).
duaed cum•ve is theory, solid includes firsng effecat.

The time structure of an eectron-cooled 45 MeV proton
= was measmred by recording the signal from a beam DISCUSSION
uition monitor. Comparisons between Eq. (2). and measured

w am umnrized in Fig. 1. Th observed increase in Sic the synchrotron frequency, f,, within the bunch is
w with I has been previously atbuted to • increase in reduced, coherent oscillations do not decohere but instead

e beam momentum sprmad, 8. due to inuabeam satrrln damp in accordance with the measured cooling force.
bese theories, however, predict 6, and consequently T•Mp The space charge model predicts a bunch shape oscillation

icmese as P, With such scaling, TF should frequency of 43 times the unperturbed frequency, f/ and the
crea• e as 1 " rther Pthan 1 (Eq.(2)). This model clearly mittance dominaaed model predicts 2f. We, however,
sagrees with our dat.. comistently measure 1.84f.. -- a mystery.

In Figs. 2a and 2b Eq. (1) is compared with the measured We conjecture that the transverse beam distribution may
,s) for two different cases. The theorical (s), dasbed also be space charge dominated, having a uniftm distribution
,rve, is modified so include the measured pickup RC ime with a radius increasing also as •3. This will be measured.

,Smt(212 as) and filering due to cable Ios (- i-06 MHz). We also conjecture that the transvese shape oscillation
frequency may not be twice the coherent betatron ocillation

!"porld by th Net. Sci. Found. (Grant No. NSF PHY 90-159M7). frequency as predicted by the emitance dominated model but
] T. El1ison at aL. Phys. Rev. Lutr. 70 No. 6 (8 Fab '93) p. 790. instead determined by the bean plasma frequency.
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High Density Plama Source for Plasma Lens Experiments*

K. Nakamra**, R. Liou and M. Gundersen
University of Southern Califoria

Los Angela. CA %0869-04

Abstract where Fr is the radially focusing force, ne is the plasma
Experimental results of the study of a candidate source density and to the permittivity. The focusing strength of a

for high-energy particle beam underdense plasma lens underdense plasma lens is proportional to the plasma
experiments are presented. The high density plasma is based density. The focusing mechanism of a position beam can be
on the operation of the back-lighted thyratron. A 100% described similarly with a major difference that the plasma
ionized hydrogen plasma with density of l.7x10 16 cm"3, electrons are now being pulled into the a positron beam
homogeneous in space and monotonically varying in time instead of being rejected.[l] The space charge neutralization
with a time scale on the order of paecs is straightforwardly is provided with the incoming plasma electrons.
achievable. The desired plasma density for lens experiments Experiments in Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)
can be achieved very simply by controlling either the applied and University of Tokyo have confirmed that the plasma do
voltage, the beam entry time or other parameters. This focus low-energy (- 20 MeV), low-density (- 1010 cu" 3)
scheme presents a simple device with the ability to support a electron beams.[9,10J In the ANL experiment a 35 cm long
plasma with density ranging from 1012 cm"3 to above DC hollow cathode arc plasma source with density on the
1016 cm"3 . The structure also facilitates the particle beam order of 1013 cm"3 is used to focus the beam size from
entry and the components are vacuum compatible. The Y=1.4 nun to o=0.91 nun. In the University of Tokyo, a
device is small, simple, robust, easy to adjust, can be 36 cm plasma with density on the order of 1011 cm-3 is used.
operated at high repetition rates, and has a long life time. It has been confirmed that plasma certainly has a lens effect,

even though the reduction of transverse emittance is not yet
I. INTRODUCTION fully understood.

Presently the challenge of plasma lens experiments is to
It has been proposed to use a layer of plasma as a final demonstrate the plasma focusing effect with high energy

focusing lens for high energy particle beams. The scheme is (10's of GeV) and high density (on the order of 1017 cm-3 )
usually termed "plasma lens".[1-51 The advantage of this particle beams like Stanford Linear Accelerator Center
approach lies in the exceptional focusing strength provided (SLAC) Final Focus Test Beam (FFrB). From equation (1)
by plasma; several orders higher than conventional a plasma with the highest possible density is required to
quadrupole magnets (105 T/m with plasma density of achieve strong focusing for an underdense plasma lens
1016 cm-3 compared with conventional quadrupole focusing design. The BLT is a potential candidate for plasma lens
lens of 102 T/m). Presently various plasma lens schemes experiment due to its high-density plasma and other
have been proposed, namely, thin, thick, adiabatic and favorable features.[l 1 The plasma density in a typical BLT
optimal plasna lens.(6,7] For both thin and thick lenses, the operation with a discharge current of several kA is on the
plasma density is uniform within the plasma slat. Adiabatic order of 1015 cm"3 . Results presented in this paper indicate
lens and optimal lens require a tailored density profile in the that plasma densities in the range of several times 1016 cm"3

beam propagation direction. The adiabatic lens also offers can be readily achieved.
the potential of overcoming the Oide limit on final spot size
which limits all other lens designs.[8] In this paper the II. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
application of a back-lighted thyratron (BLT) or a
Pseudospark is presented. The intent is to utilize the Figure 1 shows the experimental setup for BLT high
homogeneous BLT high density plasma as a plasma source plasma density operation and density measurement. A single
for the final focusing plasma lens. stage, UV flash lamp (EG&G, FX-265) triggered BLT is

There are two regions in a passive, self-focusing plasma typically operated with a 2 pF capacitor and ultra-high purity
lens, namely underdense and overdense. In the underdense hydrogen gas.[121 The BLT, being optically triggered
regime where the plasma density is lower than the beam Pseudosparks, can also be electrically triggered.[131 Both
density (nb>ne), the plasma electrons respond to the cathode and anode are made of molybdenum. The electrode
incoming beam by total rarefication from the beam volume, separation is - 3 mm. A quartz window behind the cathode
The result is a nearly uniform focusing of the beam due to allows UV light to illuminate the cathode back surface and
the less mobile ions. The focusing strength K for the initiates the discharge. Stark broadening spectroscopic
underdense plasma lens can be written as technique was chosen to measure the plasma density.[14]

Fr =_ nep2 With the expected plasma density variable to several times
sr (1) 1016 cm3 the broadened line width (FWHM) of Balmer lines

are on the order of several A. An accuracy within 30% is

* This work was supported in part by the U.S. Army expected with this measurement. The SPEX 1302 series

Research Office, SDIO through the U.S. Office of Naval spectrometer (ff7) has a resolution - 0.9 A with a 150 pim

Research. entrance slit width. A two-lens imaging system collects and

SK. Nakamura is with USHIO, Inc., Himeji, Japan. focuses the plasma light emission onto the spectrometer
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eafta slit with matched f number. The measurement is ionized. Another supporting evidence is that when the
taken at the mid-plane in between cathode and anode. The voltage is further increased to 12.5 kV the peak plasma
spatial resolution is - 150 pim. Together with Hamamatsu density did not increase accordingly. Theories assuming
streak camea a time-resolved plasma density measurement ions immobile tend to over-estimate the plasma density and
can be achieved. In this present experiment the jitters of is not suitable for the present measurement since the time
BLT is : 20 usec when operated at above 7.5 kV. The scale of discharge is long compared with the ion plasma
triggering of BLT and streak camera were controlled period.[141
separately by two different channels from a single pulse There are different ways to achieve the desired plasma
generator. The streak camera streak time setting allows one density during lens experiments. One is to vary the discharge
to look at a specific time interval of interest during the current through different applied voltage as has been done in
discharge. Not shown in the figure are the supporting this present experiment. Figure 3 shows the peak plasma
vacuum and gas supply system.

2.0

•.1.0

Strea I OMl II 0.5

Camera Stre~ak Caer

FIG. I Schematic for BLT high density plasma measurements 0.0
5 10 15 20 25 30

Figure 2 shows the time-resolved plasma density with Peak Discharge Cuirent (kA)
two different applied voltages (7.5 kV and 10 kV). The FIG. 3 Peak plasma densities with various discharge currents.
oscillating discharge current has period - 4.8 psec and peak A was taken with a slightly different discharge
current proportional to the applied voltage (18.75 kA condition (180 mTorr hydrogen, C-0.7 ILF, R=0.5 Q,
corresponding to 7.5 kV, 25 kA to 10 kV and 31.25 kA to L=400 nH at 12 kV). The error bar represents the
12.5 kV). A lumped circuit inductance of 300 nH is intrinsic accuracy of the measurement method, not the
estimated. With a working gas of 275 mTorr hydrogen the reproducibility of the plasma.

maximum plasma density is - 1.76x1016 cm"3 . The streak
camera streak time was set at 20%tsec/15mm with a full density obtained with various peakndischargecurrent. With a
screen time of 13.3 jtsec. With a 100 pim entrance slit the single device the plasma density can be varied to above 1016
temporal resolution is - 150 nsec. The plasma density is cn- 3 . A second way is by injecting the particle beam at
measured through Ha line broadening. As shown in different time during the discharge with a fixed applied

Figure 2, the plasma density increases with increasing voltage since the particle beam bunch length (typically on
the order of psec) is much shorter than the time scale of

2.7 density variation so within the beam bunch the plasma
-2.7 density can be regarded as constant. It is also possible to

S2.3 A :lOkV vary the pressure, gas, and geometry thus achieving a broad
a j 7range of operating conditions for a uniform, pulse repeatable,

12 1.9 A:75Vhomogeneous plasma.
As indicated above the maximum plasma density is

S1.5 determined by the available neutral density. For this reason
a circuit with one switching BLT (low pressure gas) and one

1.1 lens BLT (high pressure gas) has been constructed and
tested. The results indicate that the plasma density increases

0.7 with increasing neutral density when operated with same
discharge current. The measurements at two different

0.3 positions (on discharge axis and 3 mm away from axis) also
0 2 4 6 8 indicate a homogenous plasma, with a macroscopic density

Time (tow) variation - 15%. For a jim beam size the plasma can be
FIG. 2 Time-resolved plasma density measurements regarded as uniform. Thus operating the lens with a

modulator is a simple way to achieve variable plasma
applied voltage from 7.5 kV to 10 kV. The electron density.
temperature is estimated to be of the order of 1 eV.[Il 1] As a numerical example of this plasma source in SLAC
With 10 kV applied voltage a peak density of 2.Ox1016 cm"3 FFrB underdense plasma lens experiment it has been shown
is measured with ions assumed mobile.[15] With the that, for a round beam, the final beam size can be reduced
possible 30% error, the plasma is believed to be fully
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r 4.1 PM t 1.9 pm by a 2 cmn thick plasma of density With this single device the density can be easily varied by
PZ 1015 cm-3 inserted at 6 cm before the natural beam changing fth applied voltages or by various other means.
wale.(16] Th. monnalized beam emittance is assumed to The plasma source is suitable for underdens plasmia lens
310 mm-uard. With a three times higher density experiments. The operation and the structure of BLT have
(1.33 1016 cm-3) *0sae elco beam can be ýo dt several features which are optimal for plasma lens
less tbam 1p. experiments. These include (a) central holes to facilitate

beam entry and exit, (b) vacuum compatible components dtha
c~padiatwill not degrade the FFrB vacuum system, (c) precision
(Suff SWW)timing and reproducibility, (d) variable plasma density and

isiso am u thickness. The device is robust and extremely simple in
Higb structure, and long lived.
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Measurement of EsaigIons in the Fermilab Antiproton Accumulator

P. Zhou, P. L. Coliestock, K. Junck and C. A. Crawford
Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory*

P.O. Box 500, Batavia, IL 60510

Abstract tOe Fermilah, accumulator and has been used to observe
escaping ions with various beam conditions.

Meiiey charged iones trapped in the negatively charged
beam of the Jamilab antiproton accumulater pose a limit
to beam stabiliy and density. To better undrstand the Detector setup
dynamics and the consequoncs. of the beakmio interac- Th vrl syte is shw sceaiall in g. 1. The
thin, we hane built and installed a low energy ion detect.,
and eniergy analyser in the Fermilab accumulator This InD ~ radEeg nlmSse
analyser is cpabl of energy analysis of the esapn 1o DeetradEes nlzrSse
using a probe with energy retarding grid, and may also be
scanned In the pitch MR&l of the escaping ions. Measuare-
meats have been mae& in both loingitudinal and transverse Groun
planes under a vociety of machine operating conditions.
The experimental measurement results will be presented
togethe witht attempts to mdel the ion dynamics and
exli obeervais.pq

Introduction

lea trapping in acceleratore with negatively charged beams
occurs when ios. created through Coulomb collisde.. with
beam paritces are not energeic enough to escape the beam Fg :WAlyu
electric kWd. This is a very comnplex process as it involves ' 1IDAlou
the coeistant creation, interaction with the beam and the
bacgrun -ges molecules, and escape of the 'ions. A di- Probe constrction is show in Fg .I h etro h
ret mae uement of the ions would provide some of the probe is a three stage Micro Channel Plate (MCP) assm-
information needed to understand the interaction prem bly which has again ofup to afew 10? which enables the

Fermilab Antiproto. Accumulator is a D~C skte rin probe to detect single ions. The front of the MCP assembly
of antipraotess where ion trapping is a major probliem if is at a negative high voltage, usually 2kV for our operation.
uncorrected. The average vacuum. in thes acc uatm Wi This proides the operating voltage for the MCP assembly,
2 x 10-1%orr. Calculations using Dethe theory with Cq1 but als sumve as an acceleration for the ions entering the

bmentail measured constants [11 and by clearing current probe and increases their detection efficiency(2]. Another
-- both show a nurllhation time, in which benefit of this voltage is the exclusion of electrons with

b uwill cmpletely noutralis its aw charge, of about 2 Senerg below 2".V, which should be the majority if not
seod.While the incohret effects due to trapped ion all of the electrons present, from being detected. Voltages

are email and can be igoe whe th Wcerngsse can be applied to the plates in front of the MCP to repel
maintains the overalnetaiton leve to ir percnt, lower energy ions, by varying which enerpy distribution of
the coherent interaction betwee the beam and trapped- ions can be measured. The orientation of the probe can be

ions are stMl causing noticeable effects on the beam quality. chne nealy 1W0. The signal pulses out of the probe,
An on ectr ad mrgyanayse, MA, s istaledin hic ismoutedinbeam pipe vacuum, are then ampli-

An In dtecor nd eerg anlysr, DEAis nstlle In ied and sent to a pulse counter. Control and count rate

*OPmokd by obe UaivineI~ PRemeerd A eocla"O idw cow meeasrement are done by a Macintosh computerrung

* 7803-1203-Ug=$00 0o 1993 UME
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""qm •--5 and proton beams pase the probe on the two sides and

a crossing angle causes the probe to face the two beam.
.... , at different angle. and therefore a differently peaked and

Sishaped angular distribution. The crowing angle is within
the possible installation tolerance.

The energy distributions measured by IDEA are quali-
Statively as expected. For the proton beam the electric field

-of the beam itself pushes positive ions out and therefore
should result in a distribution with an mean drift. For the
antiproton beam, only ions that have acquired sufficient

e transverse kinetic energy can escape the beam potential

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ and be detected by our detector. The energy distribution
Md am should thus be Mazwellian-like. Fig. 4 shows the com-

00 O I pauison of the measured ion energy distribution from a
4mA proton beam and one from calculation using a sim-

Figure 2: Schematic drawing of IDEA probe ple model where ions are created without any kinetic en-
ergy from an round Gaussian beam. It can be seen from
Fig. 4 that they agree reasonably well. Fig. 5 shows the

The detector is installed in a drift section, about 1.5 me- ion energy distribution from a 20mA pbar beam. The

ters to a quadrupole magnet. The lattice functions have
the following values, A. = 22m, = 2YN D = l.7n.
The pointing angle of the probe is defined such that at
0 it points in the direction of movement of the antiproton . ... ............... , ............... ,............... ... I ... ............... ...............
beam.

Im ..... .... t ............. .$ ............... 4 .. &-* ............. .............. . tq

Measurement results t "
M easu e m en re u t ........ ........................ ..... ...... ............... •............... m

Angular distributions of escaping ions are measured +,ith .i '-~ ~ .."f '" ....... t." ............ t.. ............. .
both antiproton and proton beams, see Fig. 3. The accu- ) I

.. ..... ..................r

S ............. . ...... . Figure 4: Ion energy distribution from a 4mA proton beam
.m ....................... ....... .... ................. ........................

| .. . .. . ........ .... ... ... . i..... ... ... ... ...

F .................. 3: Angla disribtio . easurd w IA ............... ......

. .......

-- -........... . ....------.-...-- .. -------...---.... .. . .......... ..... ........... - --... +•

.. .................. ....... . 7 . .... ........... ................. .: ................. .............. .................. .................. .

, 7. ................ ÷. ..., .................. ................. .4 ................. 4 .................

Figure 3: Angular distribution measured with IDEA...................
t ..-.............

mulator sometimes runs with a few mAs of proton beam r '""-

for the purpose of machine study and tune up. Most of
the time proton beams are run in the opposite direction
of the antiproton beam, however the proton beam usually Figure 5: Ion energy distribution from a 20mA pbar beam
has different momentum and therefore passes the detector
at a different horisontal position relative to the antiproton distribution with antiproton beam shows a very hot ion
beam. Furthermore, protons may have a small crosing energy distribution, considering the residual gas temper-
angle with the probe because of installation errors, which ature. Some ions have energies extending to 1eV level.

is estimated at -5*. The observed difference in angular This ftemperature' seems to be insensitive to the beam
distribution between proton and antiproton beams is con- current and other conditions of beam. The energy source
sistent with the hypothesis that horisontally antiproton and transfer mechanism will be discussed later.
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One impotant motive at making the detector was to-es
tablis the positive link at beam coherent oscillations and
emittanme growths with the a•tvity of ions. This is best _

illustrated as the beam becomes unstable and the emit-
tanes undergoes semi-periodic explosive growth. Accom- q em

pa•i•n the emittance growth there re bursts of coher- -
ent oscillation obseved on the coherent pickup. Fig. 6
shows one example. From the figure it can be clearly sen
that the large coherent oscillation coincides with the emit-
tance growth and illustrates the cause of that emittance
growth. The count rate measured for that period by IDEA,
in Fig. 7, shows a very good match to the beam coherent
oscillation tength.

One interesting, and still not completely understood,
problem is the source of energy of the escap'ng ions. The Figure 6: Coherent 2-Q line power at emittance blowup

usual count rate observed by IDEA is on the order of
10/.ec. Electron-ion pain are created through collision
of beam particles, antiprotons in this case, with residual
gas molecules. An ion created in this process usually has .............
little kinetic energy (4 0.1eV). The electric potential well
depth in eV, on the other hand, can be roughly written I .... .....

as 0.2 x I(mA) for typical accumulator conditions. This |
will mean a 10eV deep potential well. Therefore, ions have ...
far les initial energy needed to escape the beam trapping
field and drift to e.g. IDEA probe. With the detector and ..................... .......................
beam pipe geometry, the energy flux carried by the Rlow -
of ionsis esmated to be on the order of l0OGeV/ec. ..-..-------.- "
Since residual gas is at room temperature, or "tunnel tem- " .
perature to be exact, which at the hottest is about 40-
50"C, ion-gas collisions are, on average, energy depleting Figure 7: IDEA count rate at emittance blowup
interactions for the ions. Other interactions with the en-
vironment include charge exchange with neutral molecules
or atoms, re-combination with electrons. For accumulator tion of the effect of ions' longitudinal motion is however
conditions, the former is estimated to have an lifetime of obstructed by the crossing angle of the detector and the

10-100Oec, while the latter has an estimated lifetime or- beam.
dens of magnitudes higher and can thus be ignored. The
charge exchange process essentially causes the ion to lose Acknowledgment
almost all of its kinetic energy to an escaping neutral par-
tide, for which the IDEA probe has a very small detection We would like to thank Dr. Shao Yuan Hsueh for very
efficiency[2]. However, a potentially energy gaining inter- helpful discussions on energy transfer mechanisms from the
action for ions is that with the beam. Beam particles have beam to trapped ions. We are also indebted to the Fer-
an rms transverse energy of a few MeV, and they have milab pbar group for their support and assistance in the
both longitudinal and transverse Schottky noise which can installation and setup of IDEA.
potentially heat the trapped ions relatively fast. A more
quantitative investigation of this mechanism is in progress.
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Abstract (8 cm), and the spot size was measured outside of the plasma
The magnetic self-focusing of a relativistic electron beam column. In the second experiment[51, the beam focused

propagating through a plasma is demonstrated. The plasma outside of the plasma column but the amount of radial
which is produced by an RF discharge in a glass tube with no focusing was very limited (in some cases the spot size
externally applied magnetic field, focuses a 3.5 MeV. 25 ps variations were within the experimental errors ). In this paper,
(FWHM) long electron beam from an initial size of 2.5 mm we report on a plasma lens experiment at UCLA, where a 3.5
(FWHM) to about 0.5 mm (FWHM) at a focal length of 18 MeV electron beam was focused from an initial spot size of
cm. 2.5 mm (FWHM) to about 0.5 mm. well outside of the plasma

I. INTRODUCTION column.

A relativistic electron beam propagating through a plasma 11. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

can self pinch due to its self generated azimuthal magnetic The experiment was performed with the UCLA's 4.5
field[ 1]. In vacuum, the beam generated Lorentz force MeV, laser driven RF gun[6]. The gun is capable of producing
counteracts the radial space charge force and the beam very short (c < 10 ps) electron bunches (Q > I nC, lpeak >
propagates with an equilibrium radius. As the beam enters the 100 A) at I Hz. In order to simplify the diagnostics, the
plasma, the plasma electrons re-distribute themselves to electron bunches were stretched to about 25 ps (FWHM) by
charge neutralize the beam. If the beam radius is small (r < illuminating the cathode with a longer laser pulse. The photo
C/tOp = collisionless skin depth), most of the plasma return electrons are accelerated to about 3.5 Mev in the 1.5 cell RF
currents will flow outside of the beam. As a result, the beam gun and transported using a focusing solenoid and four
magnetic field will not be redticed appreciably within the steering magnets to the plasma chamber 2 m downstream of
beam, and it will focus under its own radial Lorentz force. the gun (Figure 1). The plasma chamber which is filled with
This mechanism can be used to generate focusing gradients Ar gas up to a pressure of 30 mTorr is connected to the RF
exceeding MG/cm which is several orders of magnitude gun (p < 5 x 10-8 Toff) through a windowless, two stage
greater than the strength of conventional quadrupole differential pumping system (Figure 1). Each pumping stage
magnets[2]. consists of a low conductance tube followed by a

While a large number of theoretical studies[2],[3l of this turbomolecular pump. The first stage maintains a pressure
effect have been performed, there have been only two differential of three orders of magnitude; while the second, a
experimental studies[4J,[5]. In the first experimentl4J, the differential of two orders of magnitude. The electron beam
plasma length (35 cm) was much longer than the focal length which initially contains up to 1.5 nC of charge, is scraped by

RF OGun Laser 2nd Low Conductance Tube
Bucking Coupling (5nm dia., 8cm long) Diagnticamber

Solnoi Focusing Box
So~enmd \ Solenoid

Iat Low Conductance Tube Plasma Chamber

1.0m ce________ dia.,1 20 cm long)

Figure 1. Experimental Setup
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the two low conductance tubes, and a maximum charge of 0.6 the antenna (n/Vn = 5 cm). The density directly underneath
nC is transported to the plasma chamber. Beam diagnostics the antenna cannot be measured because the Langmuir probe
include: phosphor screens both upstream and downstream of perturbs the RF discharge. The plasma density can be varied
the plasma chamber, retractable faraday cups, a current over an order of magnitude by varying the gas pressure and
tranformer for non-destructive measurement of beam charge, the RF power.
and a Cerenkov radiator downstream of the plasma chamber. The plasma density has to be high enough to charge

The plasma is produced by an RF discharge in a glass neutralize the beam in a time less than the electron bunch
tube (diam. = 1.7 cm, length = 10 cm) with no external length 'T = 25 ps; i.e. "Op >1 where (op = (4xne2/in)fl2.
magnetic field. The RF amplifier (10-20 MHz. 800 W) is Hence, the minimum required plasma density is n = 5 x 1011
connected via a capacitive tuning circuit to a helical antenna cm"3 which can easily be attained by this source. The
wrapped on the outside of the glass tube filled with Argon transverse beam size is about 3 mm FWHM (< c/lp) at the
gas. The helical antenna (5 cm long. 12 turns) induces large entrance of plasma which implies that the beam density is
azimuthal electric fields inside the tube where the Ar gas is approximately nb < 4 x 1010 cm-3 (nb < plasma); i.e.. the
ionized by impact ionization. Under optimum tuning, about lens operates in "overdense" plasma regime. One can roughly
75% of the input RF power is coupled to the plasma. The RF estimate the focal length of the lens from the "thin" lens
plasma density is diagnosed by a small cylindrical (diam. = approximation, which is given by[2]
0.76 mm, length = 2.5 mm) Langmuir probe. Figures 2(a) and
(b) show typical radial and axial density profiles. The radial f - (cAb) 2 (2'dl)
profile, measured at an axial position 0.5 cm away from the where f is the focal length, I is the plasma length, c is speed of
edge of the antenna, has a flat profile in the middle and light, and €%p is the beam plasma angular frequency. For a 5
decreases sharply near the tube wallI. Axially, the plasma cm long plasma and a typical beam density of 3 xI010cm"3 .
density peaks under the antenna and falls rapidly away from the predicted focal length is about 27 cm. The focal length

a)

4 1012.1 3000-)
@00.-- - • '& 2500-

2500 FWHM 25 ps.3 1012•
3 10 2000

= 1500-
S2112.r C," 1000-

21012 S500.0-
IIO12[...:..~~~. ... ...:. ,.. , . ,. .,. .)0 0

1 10 0 20 40 60 80 100

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 Time (ps)
r (mm)

(tb) Figure 3. Temporal Profile of the electron beam.

5 1012_ ' . calculation is for a beam with uniform density in space and

12 .*time. In reality, the focal strength of the lens is not constant
f 4 1012 o6 and has both longitudinal and radial variations.

12. III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
3 10• 2 - The time integrated electron beam size and the total

12_ " charge were measured 22 cm upstream of the plasma. The
S20 -beam is about 2.5 mm FWHM in the vertical dimension, and

1 contains up to .6 nC of charge. The electron bunch length is
1 1012 S measured 27 cm downstream of plasma source by streaking

S the Cerenkov ligh from a 0.5 mm thick fused silica[7]. Figure

0 , , , , 3 shows the temporal profile of the electron bunch. It has a
010 15 sharp rise and a fairly long tail. The electron beam propagates

Axial Position (cm) through the plasma and hits the first phosphor screen 18 cm
downstream of the plasma. Figure 4(a) shows the time

Figure 2. (a) Radial profile of plasma density. (b) Axial integrated beam size at the first phosphor screen with no
profile of plasma density.
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Figure 3. (a) Unfocused beam image 18 cm downstream of plasma. source. (b) Vertical line out of image (a). (c) Focused
beam image. (d) Vertical line out of image (c).

plasma. The beam dimensions are measured by taking either a on the focusing. Furthermore, experimental results will be
vertical or horizontal line-out through the pixel with the compared with both particle simulation and analytical
highest intensity. As Figure 4 (b) shows, the vertical calculation results.
dimension of the unfocused beam is about 3.2 mm FWHM. VI. ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
When the plasma is turned on, the beam focuses down to
about 0.55 mm (Figs. 4 (c) and (d)). The spot size increases to The authors acknowledge helpful discussions with J.B.
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cm) is shorter than that predicted from the thin lens Park, G. Travish, and R. Zhang is greatly appreciated. This
approximation (27 cm). This can be attributed in part to the work is supported by SDIO/IST through ONR Grant N00014-
finite length of the plasma. As the beam propagates through 90-J-1952 and US DOE Grant DE-FG03-92ER-40493.
the plasma, it begins to focus within the lens, increases its
density, and shortens the lens focal length. V. REFERENCES
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Abstrmct ness (so that Ab < c/We, but a > ciw.) is considered, and
The physical processes in the magnetized plasma waveguide, the hollow wide beam with Abfr/L •r is the waveguide ra-

in which the high-current relativistic electron beam (Sudan dius) is also. In the both cases the Cerenkov resonance con-

parameter S > 1) is injected, are investigated by the devel- dition of the beam with the plasma wave is not valid i.e.

oped 2.5-D relativistic electromagnetic code. The computer If > we/(ck.L) (k.. is a transverse wave number). For corn-
study has shown that the charge and current compensations parison, the study of the low-current beam is also presented.
of the high-current beam are considerably different from those II MODEL AND EQUATIONS
of the low-current beam. In addition the self-consistent elec- In order to study the dynamics of a collisionless plasma
tromagnetic fields generated by a beam at the initial state with the relativistic electron beam in both the self-consistent
radically alter both the linear and the nonlinear instability and the external electromagnetic fields in axisymmetric
stages. (0/09 = 0) geometry, we use the set of relativistic Vlasov's

I INTRODUCTION equations for the distribution functions of the given type

The advantages of a use of the high-current relativis- of particles f,(f A,,t). Here f = mn,-y., i" = {f, rO, },

tic electron beam (HCREB) for development of a powerful Y = [1 - (16iT I/c) 2]-1/2 is the relativistic factor, A = {r, z1.
electromagnetic radiation sources, and the new type acceler- The self-consistent electromagnetic fields in Vlasov's equa-
ators based on the collective methods of the particles accel- tion are determined by Maxwell's equations in the form of
eration, and etc. are presented in [1]-[3]. It was noted that wave equations for the dimensionless scalar 4, and vector 4
the simultaneous growth both of the beam energy and the potentials in which the right side is defined by the total charge
non-equilibrium degree of a system defining by the Sudan pa- and current densities [6].
rameter S = (nb/n.) 1l 3 y (nb, n. are the beam and plasma We will consider the infinite value of the uniform external
densities, -y is the relativistic factor) is a very important fact. magnetic field H--,oo then the motion of the particles can
In the unbounded systems this can results in the decrease of be treated as the one-dimensional. Thus we have the only
the energy (at S > 1) transferring from a beam to the plasma equation of the motion and the equations for the potentials
for the oscillations excitation. In the system bounded in the 0(r, z) and A,(r, z).
radial direction this fact decreases the efficiency of the elec- In these equations the quantities involved are used in
tromagnetic waves radiation due to the oscillations excitation the dimensionless form: [v] = c; [r, z] = c/We; [I] = w.-;;
with the small ratio between the transverse and longitudinal [n] = no.; [q] = e; [m] = m0 ; [0, A] = &Ch/e; [E, R] =
components [3, 4]. Cerenkov mechanism was proved to be (4-rnoeCch)1/2; [J] = enoec, where We = (4lrnoee2/Mo)11 2

changed to the anomalous Doppler mechanism for HCREB is the electron plasma frequency, £ch = Mic 2 is the rest
[5]. This allows to remain the high efficiency of the electro- energy of the beam electron, non, in, e are the initial density,
magnetic radiation at the certain parameters of a system such rest mass and charge of the electrons respectively.
as the magnetized plasma waveguide (MPW) - HCREB. The dimensionless equation of motion, obtained as char-

The equilibrium and stability conditions of HCREB were acteristic equation of Vlasov's equation, was written as
investigated in many works (see Refs. in [1]-[5)). The injec-
tion of the low-current (S<l) stringent REB is also studied du. q (0ýA + +
in detail both with the magnetic field and without field. It d = - Ot 0z
was shown if the beam radius a to be greater than the skin-
depth •E = c/w. (c is the light velocity, w. is the Langmuir where u. = 7V1, 7 = [1 + u3

2 ]1/2.
plasma frequency) the beam current is compensated by a The boundary conditions for the potentials are
return plasma current damping in a plasma with the finite r = 0: O-k/Or =-A,/&r = 0;
conductivity. The external magnetic field modifies the cur- r = rL : 4. = A. = 0;
rent compensation condition to the form a>AE(1 + -- 2/W.2)

(fl. is the Larmor electron frequency). z =0 - = 0
In this work both the charge-current compensation and Zz _

the stability of HCREB (S > 1) in MPW are investigated. The initial conditions for the self-consistent fields are
The hollow narrow beam of the a radius and of the Ab thick- A = -p, A. = 0. Here A is Laplassian.
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The boundary conditions for the distribution functions me. o fm Iw 1 2 I 3
set the Maxwellian distribution for plasma particles with the 2. 7. 2.
temperature T at (z =0,: -= L) and the hollow electron 0.5 7. 05
beam iWjection at z - 0: fb(mou,,91,t) = 6(u, - Uo6) at / 0.5 0.5 0.05
ranr<rm.r. and u. > 0. they are equal to zero at : = XL. - 7.94 7.94 3.68
Hter., rmn and r, are the minimum and maximum beams - -

radii respectively. u0& = Vb/(1 - V&2)1. K is a beam veloc- ( 0.37 0.37 0.17
ity. At the initial time, the distribution functions are equal to = ((n"y)/n.) 1.71 1.71 0.79
Maxwellian for the plasma particles and equal to zero for the The results of the computer simulation are presented in
beam electrons.

figures 1.2.3 according to the number of variants. In the
The present model is a particular ease of the general figures it is shown the longitudinal section of the cylindrical

2.5-dimensional cylindrical model [6). We have used the ver- system at the line r = 1.75 i.e. along the beam line. It is
sion of the general computer code for the investigation of a clearly seen that the beam front excites the plasma and the
relativistic beam dynamics in the plasma waveguide. disturbances are high i.e. the plasma is nonlinear both in the

cases of the narrow beams and in the case of the wide beam.
III COMPUTER SIMULATION The development of the beam instability occurs only for the

Let a hollow magnetized electron beam with velocity V& wide beam (see fig.2) as the Cerenkov resonance condition
7 < 40,/(ck.) is not valid but the beam current is greater

be injected along the z-axis into the plasma waveguide under the threshold value. The fact is important that the instabil-
tho external magnetico field. The beam current density is equal ity development takes place without the charge and current
to qmniV 5. In the calculations we assumed the mass ratio to compensations and this essentially influences on both the ex-
be mp/ml = 100, ri n = 20co, mw = N ao. the number citations dynamics and the electromagnetic fields spectrum.
of particles in the cell was ,= N = = 100 for The almost entire charge compensation occurs for the nar-
narrow beam and N, = 20 for wide beam. The electronb row beams (A6 < c/w.) as the potential distributions show
velocity was supposed Vwer0.995. i.e 7 = 10. The length and in fig.la,3a at t = 160. No current compensation are avail-
radius of the waveguide were *L. = 127.:' and TL = 7.6. The able both in the case of the high density beam (fag. ib) and

plasma temperature is equal to T = 2.10-3. The number of in the case of low density beam (fig. 3b).

points and the time step for solving Maxwell's equations were

(J, x J.) = (16x256) and Ar = 0.025. The time step for Thus the self-consistent electromagnetic fields generated
solving of the equation of the motion is equal to At = 0.1. by a beam at the initial state radically alter both the linear
Three variants were run with the following parameters: and the nonlinear instability staget.00- t0 0.00- Jt8
-0.5. -0.25.

0 Ib 4 1 8 ib I Io 0 26 4 I66 i bo Io

0.0-fi a.=00

-21-j9500 0199 0 EE=E1

-- 0.25

- 0 . 5 -- - 0 . 2 5 ..- _ . . . •

01 2b 4 b 1" 8bý 0 b 6o8
(a) (b)

F'igure 1: The longitudinal section. (r& = I.- tý) of (a) the scalar potentials 0(ri, z) and (b) the axial current density j(rb, Z)

for the narrow high-current beam along the beam line at t = 80. t = 1 10. 1 = 160.
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Figure 3: The longitudinal section (ri, = 1.75) of (a) the scalar potentials #(rb, z) and (b) the axial current density j, (rb, z)
for the narwid low-current beam along the beam line at t 80. 9 = 110. t = 160.
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IPROP Samulations of the GAMBLE I Proton Transport Experiment
D. R. Wek

Mission Research Corporaion
1720 Randolph Road SE, Ahaquearque, NM 87=0 USA

AbsNWc ThU transport of these plasma electrons into the ion beam
to provide meutralization may be hindered by applied or

We have simulated the proton transport of the 6-kA, bem- mtedmaec fields. In additiom, at the peo-
1-MV GAMBLE1 H experiment using a modified version of sur near a torr, electron ExB drift may be n important as
the IPROP partid'o-n-ceU code. IPROP now uses a hybrid Ohmic current (@Z), where the coaductivity a - me/lSvm,
model as which jhesma electra. are divided into high-energy n, is the plasma, electron, density and v. is the monsentom
macro particle and thermal-fluid components. This model transer frequency. We hae modified the IPROP charpd-
incude "knc-on" bon d-le~mon ~ollision and runaway parice beam pro pagaio €ode.S which had used a simple
sources for high-energy electrons. Using IPROP, we have scalar conduity model fk plama electin into a hybrid
calculated net currents a reasonable agreement with the code which assomes plasma decro have both fluid and
experimmnt ranging from 5-11% of the total current in hig-neg particle components. This modd includes a
pressures from 0.25-4 torr helium. In the simulatiom, the formalism for electron runaway.
pinch current sample by the 1.-cm beam was 2-3 times
larr than the net current at 4-cm radius. The attenuation In this paper, we first discuss the modifications to the
of net current at larger radii was the result of a highly- IPROP code necessary to model breakdown in a low-
conductive energetic component of plasma eleetrons sur- pressure as. Using the new modeling, we present simula-
rounding the beam. tions of the GAMBLE n proton trasport experiment at

Having beachmarked IPROP against experiment, we Naval Research Laboratory (NRL). Enerqtic plasma
have examined hilghe-curent io beams with respect to electrons awe shown to greatly attenuate net curents (beam
p btans for inertial confinemen fusion We plus plasma current) outside the io beamn. We then
presen some preliminary finding proceed to discuss preliminary findings for high-current ion

beams with respect to ballistic and self-pinched transport for
I. INTRODUCTION ICF.

Theeff icttransport and focusing of intense ion beams I. HYBRID PLASMA-ELECTRON MODEL
is essential for iom-driven inertial Confinement fusion

C. ResearTh ib a aiea oof thentrdaor is pUby plasma electrons is thejugb Reinniec Two of the basea f con idered forio key to quantifying the gas breakdown driven by an intense

beams are baistic1 and self-pnhd trnpr. In the inbeam. If the plasma-electron population remains, highly
ballistic mode, a low-pressure gas provides near ballistic collisional with a thermal distribution, plasma electron drift
transport by effectively neutralizing all self fields. The most and diffm slowly. However, eneretic electrons (>100W V)
excitin concept i self-pinched transport where the gas and have much loog mean-fre paths. Te non-local ener
gs pressure (-1 torr) are chosen to provide only partial deposition of these fast secondaries carries conductivity away
current neutraliation so that the residual ma tic field from or even ahead of the beam. In addition, these kec-
confines the beam. If sufficiently-higlh manwic fields can be trons have a much smaller collision frequency and, thus,
attained, eve a hot beam can be pinched and the demands contribute more to conductivity. The energetic electrons
on accelerator emimtance becomes somewhat less stragent attempt to decrease the net current as they co-move with the

Th physics of the ballistic and self-pinched transport is ion beam. Thus, a non-thermal component to the plasma-
complex, characterized by nanosecond breakdown of the electron distribution has a significant imipact on gas bek

SOL E rapid gs breakdown is necessary for the down.
>99% current n l on desired for good ballistic Thetwo sources of energetic electrons• ae "kc-on"
transport. For self-pinchied transport, sufficient miagnetic collisions and runaway. Thec velocity distribution of knock-
field must penetrate the plasma generated in the gas to on bound electrons i forward-direed in an impact ioniza-
p the confinement before the gas becomes highly tion event. The energy distribution is roughly as 1/ 2 with

Th breakdown process is dominated by an the maximum secondary velocity that of the impacting
electric-field driven avalanche of secondary electrons which elear or twice the imacting ion velocity U an lekctron
may involve sufficent fields to produce electron runaway.4 an electric field increasingly ans momentum between

a Work supported by Sandia National Laboratories.
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cosiams, it is sid to be in runaway. Runmaway in a iven In IIMOP, Maxwels equatiow are solved with two
Ps Wksl ocus abao same E/p threshold. As the ps curreat-density sources jb NdJ (macro Wiles and fluid
break•down, the rising current drhe a Alictive electric plasma). Ja ss.ply the um of all macro-particle cirrent
field which attempts to resistfuher metcurrent rise. This nludig that of plasma-electron (E > Es), beam and wall
f&ed pushe electram ahead of the ion beam. For a weakly emission panicks. The fluid plasma motion is the sum of

relativistic ion beam, the beam space chair precedes the Ohmic currents and electron ExB drift (ioas can not move
beam froet which draws in elecuoa. These trapped on breakdown time scales).
electrMS have a strong effect on both net current, and
possia, intabity gowt III. GAMBLE 11 SIMULATIONS

We have characterized the runaway phenomenon with
the PIC code nPROP. By turuing off the elec When plma-ekl on motion is not inhibited by srong
field solver and substituting unifom electic (and/or external magnetic fiejds, the net current produced by an ion
magnetic) fields, we allow swarms of electrons to drift in the beam in an - 1-torr ps may be quite small as described in
field and scatter clatcally and inemlascally (including Section 1. The GAMBLE U proton beam experiment at
"nation, whih eates new pricl) with various Sas NRL produced net currents that were only a few percent of
(Ar, N2, and He). The elastic scattering is assumed to be the 4-8 kA (30 as rise time) proton current.6 The experi-
isoropic with momentum-transfer cross sections taken from mental and simulation geometry consisted of a 20-om long,
experimental data. Using an ita 10,000 Partcs, we 7.6-cm radius metal pipe and a 1.5-cm proton beam with a
approximate the full velocity distribution and characterized 50 milliradian divergence. We assume constant energy
drift velocities, electron average energies, and collision (0.7-1 MV) and a shot-dependent current rise to a constant
frequencies. current. The total beam pulse length was 68 us. For direct

To determine the source of runaway electrons as a comparison with experiment, we positioned a Be probe at
function of E/p, we define a cutoff energy, E, above which z = 11 on and a 4-cm radius. The net current measured at
an accelerating electron is assumed to be in runaway. We r = 4 on is not necessarily the pinch current sampled by the
typically choose E, = 100 eV for two reasons. First, ion beam. The simulations suggest that siknficat plasma
electrons below 100 eV cannot move far on the nanosecond current exists between the beam and the monitor, reducing
time scale of gas breakdown. Second, for E > 100 eV, the observed net current up to a factor of 3. For three
electron binding enersis become less important and v. helium shots, IPROP and experimental net current fractions
declines rapidly. The steady-state depletion rate (a,.) of low- (net current to beam current ratio, ft) at r = 4 cm were
energy plasma electrons accelerating past E4 scales as (E/P) compared. We find agreement of the IPROP code calcula-
for nitrogen and helium. The runaway depletion exceeds the tions at r = 4 cm to within 30% of the measurements with
avalanche production rate for electrons below 100 eV when 0.047-0.106 net current fractions.
E/p > 2 MV/cm-atm in N2 and >05 MV/cm-atm for He. The effect of energetic secondaries, of which electron
The velocity distribution of the runaways as they exceed E, runaway is the primary source early in time and knock-ons
is peaked in the direction of E. The root-mean squared late in time, is to further attenuate magnetic fields outside
(RMS) velocity perpendicular to E is roughly that of the the beam radius. In Fig. 1, we compare the radial depen-
velocity parallel to E with only a slight dependence on E/p. dence of the net current for IPROP simulations with and
At very high E/p, the velocity becomes more strongly peaked without the energetc electron component for shot 5479 at
in the E direction. The runaway electrons can be incorporat- 1 tort. Although the net current at 4 cm in the full IPROP
ed into a simulation code as a volumetric source of new simulation is only half that of the simulation without
macro particles emitted from a colder fluid of electrons. runaways (and knock-ons), the net current at the beam

Having characterized the runaway source, in IPROP we radius is actually enhanced 20%. In the full simulation, hot
now divide plasma electrons into two components: a low- electrons diffuse outwardly in radius and produce additional
energy electron fluid and a mobile high-energy macro secondary electrons in the runaway simulation. These
particle group. We model the bulk of the electrons as a electrons attenuate the net current greatly at larger radii. In
fluid, particularly late in time when the plasma is colional the beam region where self-magnetic fields are significant,
and densities are high, to avoid temporal resolution of the the hot electrons are less collisional than the thermal fluid
plasma oscillations which should physically damp. Plasma electrons with wc/v. - 2-4 at 1 tort. Any further decrease
electrons with energies E < E4 eV are treated as a fluid with in coHisionality degrades the conductivity across the magnet-
Tel vo, and a - all functions of E/p and p. Electrons can ic field lines. Thus, the IPROP simulations, which include
either be removed from the fluid through the runaway sink energetic electrons, yield a greater net current at smaller
or be added to the fluid due to electrons slowing down radii (10-20% of beam current) than the simulations
below E. Macro-particle electrons are created due to without energetic electrons.
runaway and energetic forward scattering of a bound
electron from a neutral gas molecule, which produces an
electron with energy above E.
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014- Another promising configuation for self-pinched
transport involvos pre-lomizatiom of am annular plama

0.12- IPROP, No Energetic Electrons chiannel with inner radius roughly that of the beami radi

0.10.___ (annular plama transport, AMT in a <lO 10atorr ps.
]PROP and IVORY (a powe PIC clectroniagetic comin of

1 0.08 IPROP) sirsulations predict a 6-20 kA p"nc current for a
FullJPRP Siulaion 50 kA. 45-MeV praoito beam in *0-100 mtorr nitrogen.

0.06. 7IThe plasma provides exellent charge neutralizationm early in

0.0MBLE time The as provies eonoug collisionaliy to reduce: the
10 curentneutralization and improve the charge neutralizatioe

J.00 ABEU Exp. at the highe pressures. The beam self-fields reached an
0.2equilibriu 2 as inothe pulse for 100 mtorr pressure. At

-0.02_ ___ ___ provide the coniditions for self-pinched transport.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 V. CONCLUSIONS
Radius (cm)

Thie IPROP code has been modified to include a hyb~rid
Fag. L The net current fraction calculated at all radii is model for plasma electrons in which plasma electrons have

plote for ]PROP simulations of GAMBLE II Sho fluid and high-enierpy particle componients. The high current
5479 in 1 torr helium with and without energetc neutralization of the GAMBLE H proton beami was found
electrons. The values were calculated 68 us into the to be caused by a halo of highly conductive electrons and

simlatons10 an from injection. The maximumi their secondaries surrounding the beam. Preliminary
exeimetal value at 4-cm is also plotted. examination of ion-beam transport for ICF shows good

ballistic transport for >1I torr gas. Sufficient net currents for
self-pinched transport looks possible for lower pressures aNd

IV. INITIAL HIGH-CURRENT RESULTS inense beams. Thie use of an annular plasma has yielded
10-40% net current fractions in 1-100 mitorr nitrogen In

We have begun examining transport of more intense future work, we will examine long-distance ion-beami
proton beams (50--500 kA, 0.75-3 cm radii) with ]PROP and equilibrium and stability.
now present some preliminary results. Simulations show a
trend to higher net current fractions for more intense beams VI. REFERENCES
in lower-pressure helium gas with fraction ranging from
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.Abstr-act [test section
niasleA collinear wakefield test facility using two linacs with a osca

common test section is constructed. Beams from one linac
excite wakefields in a test medium such as a plasma, while 18MeV line uz0
bea,,s from the other linac witness the wakefields. The [
time interval between the two beams is controllable with [ . _.' .
aM) accuracy of- lpsec. Plasma wakefield acceleration and •,,-s o
plasma lens experiments were conducted using this facility. P~J ,.Met ine

• :•::{:]•[.[]-.- "~ 28MeV line

1 INTRODUCTION VW gun sH8 0 foubis

Plasma wakefield acceleration and plasma lens experi- Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the wakefield accelerator.
ments were conducted using a collinear wakefield test The part depicted by thick lines is newly constructed. Dis-
facility[l]. This facility is unique in that it consists of tances between magnets are given in mm. The length of
two identical but independent linacs which are called twin- each quadrupole magnet QMn (n=1,2) is 80mm. The dis-
linacs, while in other wakefield accelerators one linac gen- tance between two linacs is 750 mm where they are runn :•
erates both the driving and witness beams. Beams from in parallel.
one linac excite wakefields in a plasma, while beams from
the other linac witness the wakefields. The time interval
between the two beams is controllable with an accuracy on the quadrupole magnets (QMI and QM2 in Fig. 1).
of - lpsec. The plasma lens experiments were conducted The off-energy particles are dispersed by the first dipoles
using one of the linacs, while the acceleration experiments (BM1 and BM2 in Fig. 1), and focused again by QM1
were conducted using both of them. and QM2 onto BM3. Each line has three pairs of doublet

quadrupoles upstream, permitting fine tuning of the lat-
tice. The fringe angles of the dipoles are designed so that

2 EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS the fj3' variables at the entrance of the BM1 and BM2 are

A schematic diagram of the twin linacs is shown in Fig. 1. transposed as 6, -p' at the exit of the BM3. This configu-
The part depicted by thick lines has been newly con- ration transports the entire drive beam into the test region
structed. Each linac can generate beams in three schemes; without loss due to energy dispersion. It is also possible to
an isolated single bunch, a 476 MHz bunch train or a 2856 introduce witness beams with good energy resolution by
M Hz bunch train. Only single isolated bunches were ,ised inserting a vertical slit at the position of the quadrupole
in these experiments. Because the two beams have differ- magnet.
ent energies, the beamlines were joined in a configuration To isolate the linacs from the test section, we adopted
inverse to that of an energy analyzer. They consist of differential pumping. Previous experience on plasma lens
achromatic lines as shown in Fig. 1, each of which has two experiments informs us that argon gas is quite harmful to
dipole magnets and one quadrupole magnet. The two lines the ion pumps used in the linac main ducts[4]. Nitrogen
share one dipole magnet BM3, i.e., the two lines merge was adopted as a working gas in these experiments.
at BM3. Particles with the design energy are focused Plasmas are produced in a chamber with .3m in diam-
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Figure 2: Positioning of phosphor screens. >

eter and Im in length by pulse discharges between four 1
lumps of LaBs cathodes and the chamber[2]. The cath- 0 5 1)0 1 5

odes are heated by a 1OV-80A direct current source. The plasma density (1 0 cm )
discharge pulse has a voltage of 80-100V, a current of 10- Figure 3: Plasma density dependence of beam sizes on SC2
20A, a duration of 2rms and a rate of 6.25Hz equal to the and SC3. The lines show results of analytical calculation.
linac beam repetition rate. The multi-dipole field of per-
manent magnets, 1kG at the inner surface of the water-
cooled chamber, is applied to confine the plasma. The charges in each bunch were 300 pC and 15-30 pC. Vertical
base pressure of the chamber is typically 10's torr. The and horizontal beam sizes of the drive bunch at SCI are
plasma density was controlled both by the gas flnw con- 1.99mm and 0.94mm, respectively, and those of the test
troller and the discharge current. The plasma density and bunch were 0.79mm and 0.70mm. Transverse centroids of
temperature are measured by a Langmuir probe. Though the two beams coincided at SCi, but they differed 0.5mm
we have no measurement of the density distribution, the vertically and 0.2mm horizontally at SC2.
measurement on a similar confinement device shows that it Beam images on SC5 were observed as a function of time
is fairly homogeneous both in longitudinal and transverse delay between drive and test bunches. A remarkable ob-
directions[3]. servation is a periodical, horizontal split of the test bunch,

A 450 bending magnet at the end of the plasma cham- which is shown in Fig. 4. Such an effect would be expected
ber measured the beam energy, giving a displacement of given the incomplete overlap of the two beams. The liori-
-55.8keVmm-'. Five phosphor screens measured trans- zontal distribution is assumed to be sum of two Gaussian
verse profiles, whose positions are given in Fig. 2. distributions. Delay dependence of the centroids of the

two components obtained by the least square fit is given
3 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS in Fig. 5. As for the vertical distribution, the mean an!

the standard deviation are calculated, which are given in
3.1 .Single Beam Experiments Fig. 6 as position and spread.
Plasma lens experiments in the overdense regime already The delay dependences were fit to the equation
have been reported[4]. Here we report those in un-
derdense regime. Experimental conditions were as fol- f(t) = e- t l'[a, sin(wt + 01) + a2 sin(2wt + 02)].

lows; beanm energy was 16MeV, charge of a bunch was The sin 2wt term is phenomenological, included to improve
300pC, beam sizes at the first screen (SCI in Fig. 2) were the fit. The following is a discussion of -he parameters in
1.27mm x 3.13mm x 3mm, electron density nb at SC1 was
1010cm- 3 . vertical #3,y functions at SCI were 0.99m and this equation.
1.4m- , and vertical emittance was 1.64 mm mrad. Trans- 1) st gives the plasma frequency. The plasma den-
verse beani sizes were measured on SC2 and SC3 as a func- sity derived from the w value of the delay dependence of
Lion of plasma density n. the vertical position is 1.46 x 1011cm-v. This is quite

Fig. 3 gives the results of experiments and calculations; consistent with the value given by the Langmuir probe,ilie olutin of1.5 x 10 1 1cm-a.
I-ie solution of 2) r gives the damping time of the oscillation. The same

X"/2 + K13 - (1 + #"2/4)//3 = 0, curve gives 3.69nsec. This is very fast.
where K - 2wrnn/7. This focusing is stronger than that 3) The vertical position is varied only by the transverse
predicted by simulation. wakefield, while the horizontal positions are varied both

by the transverse and longitudinal wakefields. Panofski-
3.2 Two Beam Experiments Wentzel theorem tells there should be r/2 difference be-

tween these two wakefields. Let us consider only the

The beam energies of drive beams and test beams were sin(wt + 01) term. The vertical position of Fig. 6 is ap-
26.76 MeV and 15.98 MeV, respectively, and the respective proximated as sin(21.96t - 0.249), where t is in nsec. The
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Figure 6: Delay dependence of the vertical position and
0.29nsecspread.

small component of Fig. 5 is approximated as sin(2i.15t -

0.35nsec 1.22) = sin(21.96t - 0.249 - 0.97) while the large com-
ponent is sin(22.47i - 0.85) = sin(21.96t - 0.249 - 0.60).
The coefficients of i are regarded as the same values.
Using the equality as sin(wt + 01) + at cos(wt + d'1) =
(a 2 + a2,)1/

2 sin(wt + 01 + 0'), tan~ ag/ag, we can de-
rive the ratio between longitudinal and trans-verse wakes
ag/a from the 0 values. The small component gives

a,/ag = tan(-0.97) = -1.45 while the large component
gives -0.684.

Figure 4; Typical images on S'.4) We can derive amplitudes of longitudinal wakefields
from at and a, values, which are around lO0keV, consistent
with the predictions of linear theory.

B~rT-rrrrr~r.i ~4 CONCLUSTON

6MW- -- smJ.cm net Plasma lens and plasma wakefield acceleration experi-
E . ments were condur ed on colinear wakefield test facility.
E 4-~ -Plasma focusii<. the underdense regime was demon-

C .j-strated. In the eleration experiments, beam images
2 were observed as a function of time delay between drive

o 0 .~.and test bunches at the end of an energy analyzer. A pe-
riodic, horizontal split of the test bunch is observed. The
plasma oscillation decayed with a very short time constant;

- a few ns. A 2wp component also appeared in the oscilla-
0 tion.
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Plama Focusing of the Final Focus Test Beam*
S. Rajappalan*

Stsonid Linear Accelerator Center, Stanford University, Stamford, CA 94309

Astrtd whereas for overdense lenses the strength is determined
The focusing of the Final Focus Teat Beam by means by the beam density n6,

of a plasma is studied by means of models, based on theory
and simulation. A set of parameters for a test of various K = n.
aspects of plasma focusing is presented with attention to 7
the limitations of diagnostic schemes available presently However the formula for an overdense plasma is true only
at the FFTB. in the extreme where the period of plasma oscillations is

I. INTRODUCTION much smaller than the time of passage of the beam and
the amplitude is much smaller than the beam radius. The

Plasma focusing devices are compact, simple, and change in beam density is taken into account as the beam
very strong focusing elements. The focusing strengths propagates in the plasma. The equation used for the beta
for typical parameters are equivalent to - 10 Gauss/cm function is
focusing magnets. In principle, such strong fields are ca- rl" + 4K,6' + 2K',6 = 0
pable of focusing beams to very small spot sizes. Several
proof-of-principle experiments using low density particle The boundary conditions are that q uad Y are continuous
beams have demonstrated plasma focusing. The goal in and at the boundary of the lens the quantity i" + 4K.
this paper is to define a set of parameters for a plasma jumps by 2fKct, where AK is the discontinuity in K.
lens test using the FFTB. The results will be of inter- The beta function can be found by numerically integrating
est for SLC and the next generation high energy linear with the proper boundary conditions and plasma regimes.
colliders. The longitudinal variation of beam density is taken

For our purposes, the focusing nature of the inter- into account by calculating the beta functions of differ-
action can be understood using the following arguments ent slices of the beam. I the regime where the focusing
without detailed mathematical analysis: The beam parti- dynamics changes from underdense to over rdense thereles carry charge sad current. For a relativistic beam in is a transition where the oscillation of the plasma gives
vacuum the electric repulsion is almost neutralized by the rise to focusing beyond the limit imposed by the beam
magnetic attraction among the particles. The introduc- density. This is seen to be true upto a density ratio of
tion of the beam into the plasma results in a response that plasma to beam of 2. Therefore a conservative model irm-
neutralizes the intrusion as much as possible. The charge its the focusing strength to twice that from a plasma of
neutralization takes place primarily by the fast motion density twice the beam. This is true for the range of beam
of the plasma electrons and the current neutralization oc- denities under study.
curs due to the development of the "return current* in the The transverse variation in focusing strength due to
plasma. The resulting large electric and magnetic fields incomplete expulsion of plasma electrons is not included in
both accelerate and focus trailing particles. For a single this model. Like the longitudinal effects this affects only
bunch the head can excite the plasma and focus the main the tails of the distribution. One transverse effect, that of
body of the bunch. return currents in the extreme overdense case is included

and the effect for Case C is in Table 1. This flows outside
II. Model of Focusing the beam in all other cases and can be ignored except in

case C where the plasma oscillations are much faster than
The focusing strength of a plasma lens depends on the time of passage of the beam and the current penetrates

whether it is underdense or overdense. When ignoring the the beam volume.
effects due to the return current, the focusing strength for The evolution of the integrated beam sizes in Case A
underdense lenses is governed by the plasma density np, thru E are calculated with the effects of the longitudinal

variation included, as shown in Figures 1 thru 5 respec-
K = 2 tively.

7
III. Round Beam Focusing

* Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy

uider contract DE-AC03-76SF00515 and grant DE-AS03- The plasma is created by an intense laser beam be-
88ER40381. fore the arrival of the particle beam bunch. The gas

* Visitor from Department of Physics, UCLA, Los Angeles, target density will be varied to cover all regimes of the
CA 90024. plasma lens from underdense to overdense and to the
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TO&" Nbs,. the tent of -uret neutraization can be BEAM SIZ vs. LONG. POSITON
observedin thefocusing. The optimized lens conditions
will be capable of dm sttigthe focusing of a5 pum
maud beam to a Anal spot size ofabout 2 pm. A fully

coupled Oround beam3 in the F7TB line is assumed to77
bzve the normal FIFTB population of 1 x 101*~ per bunch
at 10 Hs. The results are sulmmarised in Table 1 below. 7v~m

Table 1 4

Beam A B C

£C[GeV] 50 50 50
N[10 1 9] 1.0 1.0 1.0
c,[10-m -rad] 3.0 3.0 3.01

c]7.5 7.5 7.5 PON 30AW TOUOW

4OLjmI 4.7 4.4 47 Figure 2. Mostly undersense lens.Solid line in-
NCO!c 8.03 8.03 8.03 cludes long. effects.Dashed line is vacuum and
6,40m] 4.91 4.91 4.91 dotdashislaswa lens without aberrations.
O'.[MM] 0.47 0.47 0.47 BuSIEvi. LONG. POSITION
nbo[10 1 6cm-] 5.3 5.3 5.3 109......................

Lens

n.[0 7c~ 0.2 1.0 10
kpr.12.5 28.0 88.5

eo[cml -2.0 -2.0 -2.0
1(cm] 0.3 0.3 0.3
11cm] 3.80 2.92 13.6,0 PAMLN
Focused BeamI

PIO[mV4 3.7 2.1 3.4 NMLN
4 [PM] 3.35 2.55 3.23
*-[cm] 1.95 1.07 1.75

Figure 3. Overdense lens.Solid line includes long.
BEAM SIEM vs. LONG. POSITON effects.Dashed line is vacuum and dotdash is

10 -.... .... .... .... plasma lens without aberrations.The spot size
is degraded due to return currents from 2.55pm
to 3.23pm.

a V7 IV. Flat Beam Focusing

4 PN =0This is to study the focusing of the beam with a lasr-
ionized plasma and also a beam-ionized plasma. The
bunch population is increased to 2.5 x 1010 per bunch

a while maintaining the aspect ratio of the FFTB i.e.,
c.%= 3 x 10-5 m - rad/3 x 10-Im - rad. This will

. . help to improve the impact ionization probability and to
010 so so 40 reach the tunneling ionization threshold. Two cases are

108 RXAW TOUM 10 L presented for testing focusing by tunnelling ionization and
Figure 1. Underdeuse lens. Solid line includes to focus better than the FFTB. The former case has a re-
long. effects.Dashed line is vacuum and dotdash laxed beta function for the Vdirection to prevent a rapid
is plasma lens without aberrations. blowup of the beam. The results are summarised in Table
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2 below. ai

is -1U JI

Table 2 1

Beam D E

N[1 10119 2.5 2.5
fas/c.,(10-51flf 3.0 /0.3 3.0/I0.3%%
010/40ra 3-0/3.0 3.0/0.12

r.*OvV*Onm)1000/333 1000/60 a 0 -
GA4o/ P nngm 4.33 /4.33 4.33 /33.5 a (uM)
Weearo/470(D 1200/I400 1200 /1000 Figure 5. Focusing to improve on the FFlB.
VW[O(10'Mi 7.7 2.8 Longitudinal effects degrade o,- to 55 urn. But a

Lens plot of the particles shows theco~re is best fitted
by a Gaussian with or between 40 and 45 urn.

ia[(l01%mni 2.0 2.5 This can be distinguished from 60 rnm by the
801=4u -2 -2 Pompton backscattering monitor.

1*3 1 H~stogram of particles at Focal Point

Focused Beam

[mq0.90 /0.90 0.75 /0.047 1000
o-/1e;-nr4 520/165 480/38

a/a;[mrn] 0.10/I0.10 -0.1/-06

0~400

V. Comments
&A -WNJI The plasma, leses in our experiments produce beam

sizes in the range of -. 40um -4 am,thus beam size
and profile measurements over this range will be required.
For Case A thru C the focused beam sises are in the
2 - 4pam range and can be conveniently measured with a

bwire scanner. The beam s1ise we detrie from the
bremsstrahlung yields as the electron beam is scanned

Os - across micron sized fibers. The sub-micron focused beam
sizes for Case D and E can be measured with a Compton
Backacattering monitor. I would like to acknowledge help

... 1 .. I...I. and comments from P. Chen, R.Rnth, P. Kwok, D. Cline
o camand others whom space precludes mention.
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produced with a relaxed Op. ments at the Final Focus Test Beam" in these same pro-
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Emittance Growth in MEB and Its Control

Y. Huang, S. Machida, and R. Gerig
Superconducting Super Collider Laboratory"
2650 Beckleymeade Ave., Dallas, TX 75237

Abstract Table I
Main beam and machine parameters of MEB

There are effects in the Medium Energy Booster (MEB)
of SSC which will lead to growth of the transverse beam [Parameters Value
emittance. Among them are space charge, decoherence Injection Momentum 12 V/c
due to residual chromaticity and nonlinearity of field, co- Extraction Momentum 200__ eV/_
herent instabilities, etc. This paper numerically estimates Harmonic Number 792
the strength of these effects on the beam stability and the Bunch Spacing 5 m
emittance growth. To ensure that the emittance growth is Bunch Density IX 10 , proton
within the stringent emittance budget of the SSC accelera- 95% Bunch Area at Injection 0.038 eV--Sec.
tor complex, a few feasible cures have been planned. Their Bucket Area at Injection 0.43 eV-Sec.
improvements on beam quality are also described in this Chromaticity Natural -31.0

ppr at injection 2.16xI0'-
I. INTRODUCTION Transition Gamma 23.28

Betatron Tu eH) 25.43
The transverse emittance preservation in the SSC acceler- Betatron Tune(V) 25.43

ator complex is essential to achieve the luminosity goal. A Betatron Tune(V) 25.4 _

very stringent emittance budget has then been imposed on
the MEB; namely 0.6 r mm-mrad (rms. normalized) at
injection and 0.7 w mm-mrad at extraction. The allowed factors (B, C, D) will be the subjects of the following para.-
increase is only 17%. Therefore, care must be taken in our graphs, which are based on either computer modeling or
design study to: include all possible sources which might scaling law.
contribute to the emittance growth, predict their strength,
and implement some precautions to control this growth II. SPACE CHARGE TUNE SPREAD AND
within the above limitation. Table I lists the main beam CHOICE OF OPERATING POINT
parameters of MEB. The repulsive electric force produced by the beam it-

In general, the following factors in the MEB should be self often can not be ignored, resulting in the betatron

included in the study for the emittance growth control: tune of the particles being depressed. The maximum tune

A) multipoles in magnetic field; shift from the bare tune is given by Laslett formula for the

B) space-charge tune spread at injection and transi- Gaussian distribution:

tion; = rpngBj
C) decoherence due to residual chromaticity and non- AL' 4r#23cen

linearity of fields when the beam is injected with transverse
errors; where, rp is the classical proton radius, n, is the total num-

D) coherent instabilities, etc. ber of particles in the ring, P and - are the Lorentz factors,
A computer simulation of the beam has been performed c"" is the unnormalized beam emittance, and B1 is the

to examine the effect of the factor A on the emittance bunching factor, which is the ratio of peak beam intensity
growth. Five thousands particles in the six-dimensional to the average around the ring. For MEB the value is -0.083
Gaussian distribution are tracked up to four thousands at injection and becomes smaller at higher energy. This
turns after injection. All multipoles in the dipoles and shift may make the beam cross lower-order resonances. In
quardrupoles as well as alignment errors, which are speci- a real machine, where errors exist, the particles can be lost,
fled by SSC documents1I], are included in the calculation. or the beam emittance can grow when the tune approaches
The result does not show any significant increase in either one of these resonances. Fig. I shows the tune diagram
horisontal or vertical emittances. The discussions of other near the fractional operating points of MEB. The initial

•Operated by she Univmeitm Resaih Asociion, Inc., for operating point was tentatively set to (25.42, 25.38). The
the U.S. Depetrmetm of Famrg under Contract No. DE-AC36- location on the tune diagram is marked by the top square.
SOR404M& Due to space charge effects the tunes of the particles spread
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out downward on the plane. The particles near the center
of bunch are depresed the most, reaching point on the dia- .- . .

gram (25.34,25.30); very close to the horizontal third-order
resonance. While some outer particles in the beam would
fall in the vertical third-order region. The beam simulation
code, SIMPSONS[21 indicates that there is an increase in .. A

both horizontal and vertical emittances, and this increase
in the vertical plane can reach approximately 10% when
the MEB injection process is finished. In addition, there
is another problem found with the operating point. That
is, the tune distribution with particle amplitude is spread .

downward along the diagonal on the diagram due to the T a" 1

effect of the difference resonance Y. - vy = 0, where, &,
and t'y are the horizontal and vertical tunes, so that the Figure 2. Transverse emittance around transition
linear aperture is reduced much.

.. ... III. DECOHERENCE AND SUPPRESSION
OF INJECTION ERROR

*A -When a beam is injected with a departure from the closed
orbit, it begins making betatron oscillations about the
closed orbit. If the beam contains a spread of tunes, the
motion will decohere as the individual betatron phases of
the particles disperse. The phase space distribution of the

OAS beam spreads from a localized bunch to an annulus which
occupies all betatron phases[3]. In MEB, the injection
errors come from the LEB extraction system(kicker, sep-
tum) , MEB injection kicker and other elements on the
beam transmition line. The statistical errors at the injec-

on an Sam GA t" tion point are 0.7 mm in horizontal plane and 1.1 mm in
vertical plane. The emittance dilution factors, which are
defined by

6c z Az 2(1-7),L.
Figure 1. Tune diagram near the operating points F e = 2

C 2 Pf
To solve the above problems, the operating point has will be 20% in horizontal plane and 85% in vertical plane.

been adjusted from (25.42, 25.38) to (25.43, 25.46) as Here, Az is the equivalent injection error given above. The
marked by the circle on the diagram. Third integer res- function at the injection point are 51 m and 14.4 m in
onances are hereby avoided, even with space charge in- the both planes, respectively.
cluded. The simulation shows no significant growth in A damper has been specified for killing the coherent os-
emittances. cillation due to the injection errors. The damping speed

should be much faster than the dilution time which is ex-
When the beam crosses the transition energy, the pressed by r,' = -. Where Av is the tune spread in

bunches become much shorter. The bunching factor in- the beam. In MEB, there are two sources of the betatron
creases from 8.1 to about 65. Using the Laslett formula tune spread: transverse nonlinearity (tune as a function of
expressed above, the maximum tune shift due to space particle amplitude) and nonzero chromaticity (tune as a
charge is 0.19, twice the value at injection. However, this function of momentum spread through AvY = tJz). Ac-
expression does not recognize the component of the beam cording to our simulation, the latter effect dominates. Sup-
size due to the combination of dispersion and momentum pose residual chromaticity is -5.0, then the emittance will
spread. At transition this contribution to beam size is be diluted completely within 310 turns. So an damping pe-
larger than the contribution from betatron motion. Oth- riod of 25 turns is good enough for limiting the emittance
erwise the shift is even smaller than the injection value dilution.
according to our calculation. Fig. 2 shows the transverse
emittance evolution around transition with space charge IV. COHERENT INSTABILITIES AND
and its image force included. Both horizontal and vertical CURES
emittance are stable except that there are compensatory
emittance oscilations between the two planes. It is obvi- The interaction between the charged beam and the envi-
ously caused by difference resonance. ronment (wake field) might excite many different coher-
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eat acelliatiim in the beam. In some case it can lead to bandwidth: 30KHs-15MHu
the trasverse emnittance growth and even a beam loss. deflection: 3.2israd/turn, at Pinj=12GeV/c
By their original mechanism, the coherent instabilities in damping period: 25 turns
MUE may be classified into three categories: single bunch acceptance: 2mm
caused by the broad band impedance, couple bunch by peak power: 700W
the high-Q impedance of RF cavity and resistive wall by
the non-purely conductive vacuum pipe. A code ZAP[4] Special attention has been paid to the transition region
has been used to estimate the threshold value or growth of the MEB where the dynamic process is nonadiabatic. As
time of these instabilities. Around transition, where the the phase slip factor, = a- - -,, approaches zero, less
theoretical mode used in ZAP no longer works well, the Landau damping is providel. Since the chromaticity is not
six-dimensional tracking code SIMPSONS is used, as well zero in a real machine, a large shift in coherent mode fre-
as the two-dimensional code ESME[5]. quencies, which is estimated through wl = Lw0v, occurs,

Many efforts have been made in the design to reduce the where 4 is chromaticity, w0 is the revolution frequency and
broad band impedance of MEB. These include shielded bel- io is the betatron tune. So a strong coupling of m=0 mode
lows and screened pump ports, etc. As a result of these to the resistive part of the broad band impedance can be
efforts, the broad band impedance is expected to be re- expected, as indicated by Jacques Gareyte[6]. One cure to
duced to 1.65 MOhm/m. Our study indicates that there this head-tail instability is a chromaticity-jump. By revers-
is big margin of the impedance budget in comparison with ing the sign of the chromaticity before and after transition
the threshold value of the single instability( 36 MOhm/m correctly, one can guide the shift to the right direction so
at the injection). to avoid the coupling. This technique has been successfully

However, the beam in MEB does have a problem with implemented in both the main ring of Fermilab and the PS
the coupled bunch instability which is caused by the trans- at CERN.
verse high-mode impedance inside RF cavity. Fig. 3 gives
the growth time of the instability over the full RF cycle. V. CONCLUSION
As denoted by the bottom curve in the figure, the growth In the MEB, there will be many different iources which
time is about I second. This obviously can not be toler- might lead to a transverse emittance growth. To limit
ated, considering the beam will circulate in the ring for tigh with a tringent e rance grywth alient
5 second. A HOM damping scheme is then proposed. A this growth within a stringent tolerance is very challeng-
significant improvement on growth time can be seen in the ing. Studies indicate that, with a good machine design andtop curve in Fig. 3 where a few major impedance peaks some necessary precautions it is still possible to achievehave been damped by a factor of t0. the goal of the SSC: high luminosity with a low transverse

emittance.
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main properties of the system have been set as follows:
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Longitudinal Diffusion as Inflicted by Arbitrary Band-Width
Random-Modulated Currents in Feeders of Detuned Cavities

Sergei Ivanov
Institute for High Energy Physics

Protvino, Moscow region, 142284, Russia

Abstract The beam is subjected to a random voltage AV(#,t)

Diffusion coefficient for a bunched p-beam in a synchrotron which is decomposed into Ei AVk(t)eihk, and eq.2 embeds

is presented with two technically imposed items included time correlations of random amplitudes AV(t). Functions

into the scheme. (1) The role of basic external noises i I,(J) are the coefficients of series which expand a planeint th shem. () he ol ofbasc xtenalnosesis wavee•"'•(,) into sum over multipoles: •-• 1•(J)e"'•"
attributed to random envelopes i('.)(t) carried by two Factor A is equal to

modulated time-quadrature RF-currents. These represent

amplitude, (a) or (small) phase, (9o) noises of forward cur- 2 o 2

rent in cavity feeders. (Commonly, the (a, jp)-noise volt- A= q2  sin op') (3)
ages (*,O)(t) at the accelerating gaps are taken as the ba-

sic ones.) Phase shifts between spectral components v(w) Here Oo is the small-amplitude synchrotron frequency (cir-
vs. i(w) are inevitable due to both, the transfer function cular); q is the acceleration frequency harmonic number;
from feeder current to the detuned-cavity gap voltage, and V..t is the nominal amplitude of accelerating voltage; ih is
the phasor diagram of the gap voltages maintained under the stable phase angle (%. > 0 below transitiom, the syn-
beam loading. None of the 'pure' noises v(a)(t) or v)(t) is chronous energy gain being eV.t coosi.); 14,(J) = dk/dt
observable practically. Only their mixture is. (2) The pos- is the non-linear synchrotron frequency.
sibility of an arbitrary ratio of the noise correlation time to
the revolution period (i.e., the effect of noise spectrum to B. Repreaevdatwe Time Scsl
stretch over many revolution frequency harmonics) is in- The bunch had been matched and stationary until t = 0
corporated, which is important to treat the noise-induced when the noise was switched on. Diffusion approximation
diffusion in the large rings (UNK, LHC, SSC). implies fluctuations AV(0,t) to be fast and weak:

I. INTRODUCTION rAv < .',ra (4)
A. D o E where r"aq is a rate measure of the noise-induced bunch

.Difudolt Equ~i@toi dilution; rAv is a correlation time of AV(d,t). Bunch

Longitudinal dilution of a proton bunch subjected to noise evolution is pursued at t ) Arv.
obeys a diffusion equation which according to, say, ref.[l] In general, AV•(t) is a periodically unstationary stochas-
reads tic process: its moments (AVh(t)AV,*Jt - 'r)) are periodic

functions of t, 2r/w. being a period. The slow diffusion is
O(Fo)(J, t) 0 D(=) 8(4 •)( (t)1) governed by the non-oscillating terms in (AVk(t)AVJ(t -

t - -- .�r)), these being extracted by t-averaging the latter over a
turn (over-line in eq.2). The correlations thus smoothed

Here t is time; J is action; F is bunch distribution; (...) depend on r solely, and can hence be treated in terms
is statistical average over noise ensemble; subscript '0' de- of spectral intensities. Function (Fo)(3, t) is as well
notes the mathematical average over phase. V, the canoni- smoothed over a turn, being a slowly varying one:
cal conjugate of J7. Variables (0, ,7) are introduced in the
phase-plane (0, 0 --- d/dt), where t = e - w.t is azimuth 2w/w. < r&,. (5)
in a co-rotating frame; e is azimuth around the ring in the Refs.[2, 3, 4] study stationary noise AV(t9, t) as given in
laboratory frame; w. is the angular velocity of a reference the co-moving frame directly, which implicitly conjectures
particle synchronous to the nominal RF. The origin 0 = 0 the noise's low-frequency and narrow-band features:
is put on the unperturbed reference particle of the bunch
in question. 21/w. <•C &v < raf. (6)

The diffusion coefficient is However, with the orbit perimeters L growing (UNK, LHC,
00 (,)2 4 

1 (J) Imha(J) SSC) feasible are the relationships
D (,J) = A E k i ( 2 2w/w. - av < raf; Th& < 2w /w. < T)f. (7)

mn-•--o k,k1 --- oo0( -This paper presents formulae which hold true not only

xf 0V k~t &,t -- r)) exi) dr. within the range given by eq.6, but well beyond it, eqs.7.
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II. NOISES OF VOLTAGE The (mutual) spectral power densities Phn(')(w) are the

A. Acceleriting Voltage Fourier transforms of voltage cross-correlations,

This field is imposed by N accelerating cavities (gape), P.'((O')(w) = J00 (v.()(t) (vt4,-)(t - r)) es"' dr. (14)

E(e, t) =L- N G() oIwt p) 8 0

Ee)=L G46)vn cos(q'w1t - n) (8) Weight factors V)0(J) specify the bunch excitation at
Here V., o,, are the amplitude and phase of voltage across the m-th multipole caused by spectral components of noise
the n-th gap; qw. is the nominal RF - a (higher) har- v(O(t) at frequency w " kw.:
monic of the acceleration frequency qw., q'/q = 1, 2,...

Functions G.(e) specify the field localization. They can V,(- J) = (mq/2) x (15)
be decomposed into Fourier series • Gn;ke"e. Given 4lk+q,(J)

-IG.(O)ld = 2w, quantities IG.;kl grow into transit- x &+q' Gn;b+¢ +
time factors at w = kw.. Variables V., in are adjusted l (J)
so as to provide propagating wave Vt cos(q'0 + V), sta- + k q '.n;k-q, e-
tionary w.r.t. the co-rotating frame. The main RF system
drives a wave whose (V..t, q, V?.) = (V.xt, q, (p.). These functions depend on the carrier frequency qw. and

B. Random Voltages its phase 4o V w.r.t. the bunched beam. The presence
of expansion coefficients ,n',k•:,' accompanied by transit-

Put down the random field by analogy with eq.8 as time factors G,;kt+, is quite explainable. Multiplication
of v(C)(t) by a high-frequency oscillation cos(q'w.t - p(N)

AE(O,t) = L-' Fn= Gn(O)tan(t) (9) translates spectral components v$(¢)(t) from w = kw. into
a region of (higher) frequencies w = (k :b q')w. from whichwith ua(i) being the noise voltage. Take the latter as these affect the beam by driving its multipole oscillations.

an.(t) = EC v( 0(t)cos(q'w.t - •o(O). (10) For example, consider one gap (n = N = 1), a single
noise source v( P(t) with C = a or 9o whose spectrum is

Here C is a noise type index. Carrier phase 14C) is, ener- localized in a lower-frequency domain within a bandwidth

ally, other than io, from eq. 8 . Modulating voltages vIIn(t), P( < w. so as to comply with eq.6:

(t4,O(t)) = 0 are the stochastic processes, mutually sta- 'C),,6n, 16C 14k (16)
tionary w.r.t. the laboratory frame. with 6ij being the Kronecker's delta-symbol. In this case

The particular option of indices C = a, V and phases eqs.1 3 , 15 yield the results of refs.[2, 3, 4].

S. ; () = - r/2 (11) III. NOISES OF CURRENT

allows one to interpret eq.10 as a decomposition of un(t)
into a sum of its inphase (C = a) and quadrature (C = 0Q) Noises of accelerating voltage are excited by those of RF-
components w.r.t. the reference signal, eq.8. The inphase drive current in the gap feeders. The latter noises are more
component represents the noises of amplitude, while the logical to deal with while specifying the noise tolerances on
quadrature one - those of phase, a practical, RF-engineering level.

- AVnQ) v$()(t) = KAWo4t) (12) A. Drive Current and Beam Loading Efec

of the gap voltages. Either may be driven in a relatively in- To excite accelerating field, eq.8 , the RF-generator drives
dependent way (noises in a master oscillator, an amplitude a forward wave of current in the gap feeder. Let this wave

modulator, a phase shifter). be presented by a current

Adopting q' = io(€) = 0 and, e.g., C = 1 results in a I. cos(q'w.t - on) (17)
particular case of gap noise voltage un(t) = v(¢)(t), sta-
tionary w.r.t. the laboratory frame (a shot noise of anode which flows through, say, a coupling device between the
DC current in the tube, a ripple of its power supply). feeder and the n-th gap. (Reflected-wave current does not

enter this definition.)
C. Diffusion as Inflicted by Random Voltages The following phasor diagram of voltages is maintained

Inserting eq.10 into eq.2 yields under beam loading of 'he narrow-band gap

D() = A F N X (13) YVev = T (q'w.) lne'" - 2V,(q'w.) Gn;-fiJq,. (18)

,-'nnl=l L Ed(,( km=-oo ~Here Tn(w) is a transfer function between Fourier trans-

X )n('j(.)(kW- + Mfl, ) V- 7) V (C,;m$ '•(J) forms of the feeder current and the gap voltage thereby
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excited. Tansfer function 7.(w) from the beam current C. Diffaaion as Inflicted by Rhndom Currents
to beam-induced voltage is such as to have ReT(w) > 0, Using eq.21 one finds relation between the Fourier trans-
and T1.(w)iGn;.1 to become a standard beam-gap cou- forms of v, l)(t):
pling impedance at w = q.,. Coefficient J,, is the one
from Fourier series J(O) = E"h Jke'h with J(O) being the v(()(w) e*MV,-) = Tn(w + q'w.) si$)(w) e*'d). (25)
stationary beam current. Given short bunches, J., = Jo,

where J0 is the average beam current. Phase On required A 'weak' stationarity of v, sic)(t) implies:
to calculate D(J) is readily extracted from eq.18: (14a(w) v( (wi)) = 21r ( )(w)9(w -wi); (26)

V,(19+) =qw. G(27)4 J,

4O, - arg T,,(q'w+.) , (1 = 21Q1,)(w)6(w-w (27)
HereT. WW IH(w) is the voltage noise spectrum, eq.14, while

and 0,, -- w - argT.(qw.) when J. --+ 0. Q$f)(W) is that for the current noise; 6(w) is the delta-
Standing-wave accelerating cavities are the most widely function. Eqs.25, 26, 27 allow one to express P, n(w1),

used ones, in which case through Q$,) (w). Inserting them into eqs.13, 15 yields

T. -)= '(w); 7'•(w) =R,, / - 2, w *• -1••) , (20) D(')== > Y• =-x (28
2 2 1N0 (28)

T ,, W n w ;7(w ) = gn ( l -1 3 2 W A W , ( 2 0 x Q C I( + m fl,( )) U n,,(J)k -) U n( ,' ) V )"•nn, -nk'' n;Mnk•,

where Rn, Awn are the shunt impedance and bandwidth
(both loaded ones); won is the resonant frequency; g is the
gain in coupling-loop to accelerating-gap voltage transfor- Un()nk(J) = (mq/2) x (29)
mation. An optimal cavity detuning (w0,o q'w.) exists nlM,+(

which would offer a resistive load to the RF-generator and, x ( n + (' Gn;k+f' T, [(k + q')w. + mfl.(J)] e+# +
hence, result in 0. =pn . k + q.

+ 4"'-I'v Gn;k-q Tn [(k - q')w. + mf4(3)] e-j#÷<))

B. Random Currents k - q1 ) +

Noises in RF-feeding circuitry induce random addition Commonly, in beam dynamics studies, refs.(2, 3, 4], am-

j,(t) to the main current, eq.17. It drives voltage u,,(t) plitude and phase noises of the gap voltages are treated as

across the n-th gap, eq.9. A feeder, a coupler and a gap the basic ones, in which case eq.11 and An, = =PR,

are a linear and stationary circuit. Hence, the relation should be inserted into eqs.13, 15. However, from a prac-
between jn(t) and u.(t) is linear and time-iihvariant: tical standpoint the use of eqs.28, 29 with eq.23 and

N(n'•- Q( Nn,',-) = 0 looks more adequate. Thus, quite
u,(w) = Tn(W)jn(w) (21) different expressions for D(J) are arrived at.

For stationary noises ujn(t), whose q' = 0, V( _ 0,
with T,(w) being the same as in eqs.18, 20. To comply On") = 0, and C = 1, the entire distinction between
with eq.10, consider random-modulated current eqs.13, 15 and eqs.28, 29 is reducible to a mere noise filter-

in = W 2 i 1)(t) cos(q'wt - 4O))) (22)

The author thanks Drs. V. Balbekov and G. Gurov for

with s$')(t), (il)(t)) = 0 being the stochastic processes, the instructive discussions on the subject.

mutually stationary w.r.t. the laboratory frame.
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Induced Beam Oscillations from Quadrupole Vibrations in the SLC Linac*

L. T. Seeman, R. L Holtzapplc, M. C. Ross
Stanafod U1ne Aceraor Cn

Smfofd University, Stanord, California 94309 USA

Abstract Measured Beam Oscillations

iac beams in the Stanford nive Collider (SLC) were The key bean evidence that the girders were vibraing
dves into oaslladon by transverse vibration of lattice came from position measurements from adjacent monitors
qtilrupoles at about 7 HL These quadkupoes arm cen•red on early in the linac. Figure 1 shows beam oscillations of about
12-meter Support glders located eary in the linc. The 50 Pm on two position monitors. The two monitors are very
vibrhatns, we cased by ground mtco at the 0.06 pm level nearly 180 degrees apair in betatrou phase and should show
which was amplified in the accelerator supports up to 5 pmo. identical but inverted oscillations. A frequency spectrum of
Seismic and support vibration measremets were Fourier this data shows a strong peak at a frequency of about 7 Hz as
anlyzed and a strong correlation with bean obsaons was c- be seen in Figure 2. The two data in Figure 1 are similar
observed. Subsequent modifications of the supports have but definitely not just inversions of each other. Thus, the
eliminated these oslatons differenmc arose from changes between the two monitors

located 24 m apart. For this region of the linac, the differences
Introduction could only be explained by local quadrupole vibrations.

In the spring of 1992 the SLC positron bean exhibited a Measured Girder Vibrations
coherent beaton oscillation in the vertical plane apparently
emanating from the damping ring or early linac. These The girder which supports the lattice quadrupoles ad
oscillaions hbad a amplitude of about one half the beam size
atthe e of th lim with a frequncy of about 7 Hz. These
oscillations caused occasional accelerator trips, prompting a
search for the source. Since it was a positron beam problem
ad not eectr, the positron damping ring and ring-to-lina y (mm)
rnpot li-n wer investigated first for power supply, kicker,

or vibradon problems, but none wen found. This result lead
to the investigation of the vertically focusing quadrupoks in
the early linac. But again, no quadrupole power supply
Instbilities wer found. Finally, the connection to vertically
virting t Haic girders was made.

In the bulk of the linc the quadrpoles at placed at the .
end of the support glrders (12 m long). The vibration for these
quadrupoles mounted over the supports was measured and
found loobe about 0.06pm, which was safely under the desired

tolrane 1 . However, in the early linac additional y (UM)
qudnupoles woe added in te center of the girds to In•rease
the focusing ad reduce the betatron functions. Thus. these
quadrpoles (neccessarily stronger because of the smaller
spacing) we placed where vibaton amplitudes could be
lag. e rMeson the positron vertical measurements showed
the largest efects is tht the quadrupoles at the cener of the
gliders bed the largest vertical offsets and these quadapkols me Tune (WC)
vertically focusing for positrons. Horizontal oscillations Figure 1 Observed positron vertical beam oscillations on
should hm been vidble for electrons, but other upstream two position monitors (LI03-321, L105-521) with time. The
difficues doouded the observaions. two monitors are 1800 apart in betatron phase about 120 m

downstream of the damping rings. The energy is 2.8 GeV.

* Work mappst by the Department of Eaffgy contact DE-AC03-76SF00515.
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_____________________ aniltude, f is dhe vibration frequncy, t is time, and Bp is the
beam's magnetic rigidity. A calculation was done using the
dosaIn TablelI to predict thebeam data in the upper plot in
Figure 1. The result of the calculation is shown in Figur 6.
The amplitude aid variability of the predicted beain position
resemble strongly those seen with the real data.

Frqec (Hzt)
Figur 2 Frequency spectrum of the beam oscillation in
fte upp plot of Figur 1. Note fth resonance at about 7 Hz.

acceleratin structure is schematically shown in Figure 3. v . .
The ands arm rigidly Mattced to the floor and wall but the

cetris free to vibrate, modified somewhat by loose
connections to the touno from RF power feeds, cooling water
coWWWctons quadrupole power connections, vacuum pumping
lines, and diagnostic cables.

To measure the girders access to the tunnel was made -

under near running conditionm with the water pumps, helium
compressors, and cooling towers operating. The vibrations of Figure 3 Schematic overview of the accelerto support girder.
fth girders were measured using a liHtU-weight ICPTM

306B02 acceleromeer3 with a lv/g sensitivity aid a fiequency -

range of I to 3000 Hz. The signals were analyzed using an
Hewlett-Packard Dynamic Signal Analyzer4 HP3560A. A
typical signaltmeasurement versus time is shown in Figure 4 Signal f i I
and thefrequency spectrum of that measuremient is shown in i i l
FgRem 5. Many girders were measured and the data are (0.5 MV hi1Ij'.!'igrrr DI Ii
sununarized in Table 1. MTe girder amplitudes aid frequencies Idiy) jj 'I(IiIi IIhi1l
chapg slightly depending on their location. TIbis is due in l
PMt to the changing driving forces from the tunnel which, in .....
Ul dpn d on the distance and orientation from th sore
(heavy pumnps eftc) aid from external connection WR feeds,
water connectio., ... ). Also, noe that fth lightly loaded girders
have slightly higher frequencies, e.g. Girders 2-1, 3-1, 3-2,
and 3-3. Tune (2 sec div)

The combined effect of these vibrating girders on fth Figure 4 Measured vertical vibration of Girder 2-4 vs time.
beain trnjectoay can be calculated. The vertical position AY at
a position monito, say xmoitor L103-321 as in Figure 1, is
the sum of the contributions of the vibrations of all theThCueGrdrSus

quneqole qstranand the effects of the ltIc truOMMLquadrpoles'IbTe cur for these vibrations was to install horizontal and
AY (t) l quada R1 2 Q AY Sin ( 2 x f t) / BP vertical mechaical struts (clamps) attached to the floor and

wall near each quadrupole on the affected girders. A schematic
where R12 is the angle-to-position TRANSPORT element view showing these struts at the girder center can be seen in
frn the location of the vibrating quadrupole to the position Figure 3. After the strut installation the measured girder
nauWlaw including energy chaigs. Q is the interatd OStrnt vibrations at 7 Hz were no longer visible as can be seen in
of the vibrating quadupole, Ay is the quadrupole vibration Figure 7. However, vibrations appeared at higher frequencies
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due to other modes of the structure and the installation
orientation of the struts. Formnately, the amplitudes of the

Signa ,vibration at these higher frequencies ae below the requimed
tolerances. The consequences of the installation of the struts

(100pV I on the motion of the beam was immediate. The bean
Idly) oscillations at 7 Hz were gone.

ii With the success of this linac efort, a search is now.t •,", t,,.'•underway to look for smaller oscillations with signltas atS" ) ' " '• different frequencies coming frm sources upstream of the

0 linac.
0 Fiqusecy (2 Hz Idiv)

Fgure 5 Vertical frequency spectrum of Girder 2-4 (Fs. 4). ................. I .
SignalS i g n a l ...... ........" ... . .. " ......" ... ... : . . ..: . .

(100 11V

id v ... .. . . . . ... .. .

0 -0

0 Frequency (2 Hztdiv)
Figure 7 Measund vertical frequeacy spectrum of a girder

2 14 M 12 20 2 24 36 U 30 with a center strut (clamp) installed. Note that
r,• higher frequencies ppeared at 12-15 Hz, about

lRge 6 Predicted bean oscillation with time from the twice the old resonant frequency.
girder vibration dta in Table I and the

quekupole lattice at the beam monitor in Fig. I. Acknowledgments
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Effects of Magnetic Focusing
on

Longitudinal Emittance and Energy Dispersion
of an

Intense Short Accelerating Electron Pulse

J-M. DOUQUE and J.C. COACOLO
Universitd Joseph Fourier-Grenoble I and CEA, Centre d'Etudes de Bruybres-le Chitel. France.

Abstract Wiechert formulas. Retardation and acceleration field effects,

Magnetic focusing by coils appropriately disposed and fed which play an important role, are thus taken into account more
has been widely proposed and used as a transverse emittance simply and transparently than in the way generally followed

recovering technique. In particular for the accelerating by computer simulations, which consists in solving the set of

electron beam of FEL RF-photoinjectors. After a new Muxwells equation. Boundary conditions on the cathode are
investigation of the effect on radial emittance, we address the satisfied using images.
question of the consequences of magnetic focusing on B. Definitions used for the emittances
longitudinal emittance and energy dispersion. With the The emittances are normalized rms emittances, linked to
theoretical method described in a previous article, the radial, the first symplectic linear invpriant [51
transverse, longitudinal, and 3D- rms emittances of the whole
beam pulse are computed from the cathode onwards, for I = I< Axi Axj >< Ap,, Apzj > - < Axi Apj >< Axj Ap,, >
sample beam parameters, and various magnetic field ,.j
intensities. Obviously beneficial in terms of beam radius, where < > means an average taken over the whole beam
magnetic focusing seems to induce only a moderate and <G>=J G(x,plt)f(x,plt)d 3xd 3p
transitory radial emittance reduction and, on the other hand, a
strong degradation of longitudinal emittance and energy where x is the position, p the impulsion. The distribution
dispersion. function f is normalized to 1. hx=x-<x>, Ap=p-<p>, where

<x> and <p> are the centroid position and impulsion
I. INTRODUCTION respectively.

The situation under consideration is the one which occurs
for instance in the photoinjector of a high-intensity RF-FEL In the absence of magnetic field :
(e.g. [1]). A short (10-100 ps) intense (some hundred of A) 4= ( X Y.
electron beam, extracted from the cathode, is accelerated in a ++
first RF cell, about 0.1 m long, from thermal energy to a few where e, and e are the two usual transverse emittances:
MeV. During extraction and at acceleration beginning, the 2 >2
beam undergoes radial expansion and radial emittance growth M=4 [< x2 >< (P•)2 > _ < x L >2 ]2
under the influence of strong self-field effects (often called (similar expression for 6), and e, the longitudinal emittance
space charge effects though they are not electrostatic but in
fact intricate electromagnetic effects). C' = 4 [< Az2 >< ( P" )2 > - < Az.P-L >2 ]V2

To focus the beam and remedy the emittance growth, a mc mc
magnetic lens is often placed at photoinjector exit, before the And for an axisymmetric beam:
beam enters further accelerating cavities. The beneficial effect
on radial emittance of such magnetic focusing has been E= = ey == 2 [< r2 >< (_Er)2 > - < r .& >2 ]V2

studied in various publications (e.g. [2]). We propose on the "nc In
one hand to come back to this effect, and on the other hand to When a magnetic field is present, there is an azimuthal
investigate the consequences of magnetic focusing for motion. Again for an axisymmetric beam, besides the radial
longitudinal emiUance and energy dispersion. emittance, one has to consider a transverse emiuance ej. given

by:
II. THEORETICAL TOOLS 2 c + 8 <r2>< (PL)2>.

A. Self-field calculation I X + mc
In any case, it is interesting to consider I itself,The theory has been described in [3],[41. With view of an conveniently reduced to the dimension of a length, as a 3D

analytical study, the electromagnetic field introduced in the emitance :

electron motion equation is calculated as a direct relativistic 4.ff/mc = (E2  2+ e = e3D
electron-electron interaction field obeying the Lidnard- X + 6

0-7803-1203-1/9$.oo 0 1993 IEEE
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IHL EFFECT OF MAGNETIC FOCUSING ON
RADIAL EMITIANCE 2000 T

. "•" • -.15 MVlM t ] - •

A. Evoltwion of the emittances inside the magnetic field zone 1"0oo 12,5 cm J-100 A/cm 2  [ 6,

Figures 1 and 2 show the evolution of the emittances T 1200

along the beam (t is the timeipassed fromthe beginning of the 00 " loops

photoemission : at time 0 the beam front is at z=O), without [ 800

magnetic focalisation (1), or with (2). 'Me parameters are: RF 0o
electric field on the cathode E0=15 MV/m, beam current,
section, and length 1 =100 A, S=I cm2, T= 50 or 100 ps. 100 300 S00 700 900 1100

The photoinjector exit is at z = 10 cm, which corresponds ti..m t (p.)
to t = 430 ps.

The magnetic lens center is at z=12,5 cm, which Figure 2b(r=100 ps)
corresponds tot= 516 ps. Figure 1 (no magnetic field), shows that the emittances

grow and oscillate inside the photoinjector, where electrons
... are accelerated (0<t<430 ps), whereas in the following
30ballistic phase e remains practically constant, while e, (and

200 therefore 3D) keeps on growing but slower and slower. This

1 corresponds : a) in the photoinjector accelerating phase, to an
150_15 M/m electromagnetic self-field strongly non-linear in both radial

.-1 and axial directions ; b) in the ballistic phase, to a radial
dynamics decoupled from the longitudinal one. and with

•__negligible non-linear effects, while for the longitudinal

50 200 350 500 650 800 950 1100 dynamics the latter remain and slowly decrease.
time t (ps) In Figure 2, e, and E31 exhibit, as expected in

Figure a (T=S0 ps) consideration of the azimuthal motion, a strong maximum
around the lens center. Radial and azimuthal dynamics

Boo -- coupling drives e, oscillations. As expected again ,(t)
800 ...... 63 I rem ains unchanged.S700- 30

600

"500 B. Influence of the lens magnetic field intensity on radial"4 -- 100 Ps emittance downstream from the lens
400 -
30 0 -• 15 M VW m 2,1 0 -m 150 ' ' ' '

, S-1 Cm F -20,7 MV/mr -0.15 T
100 S_ I cm2 -2  

- -- 0.145 TA ----- --- 1 0 0 -r _ W P 0 1 J - 1 6 6 A .c m -2 J . . . 0 1

100 300 500 700 900 1100

time t (ps)

Figure lb (T =I00 ps) 50

400 n =0. 11T 0 0 .5 1 1.5 2 2 .5 3 3.5 4

350 ntime t (ns)

-~300

' 265 0 " ps Figure 3
200

150 Figure 3 shows the evolution of e, downstream from the
1005 E MV/ lens, in a region of ballistic propagation, as a function of the
so0 - o i .100magnetic field intensity. The beneficial effect observed from

0 " t=1.5 to 3.2 ns (for the above particular values of the
0 200 400 600 0oo 1000 parameters), i.e. from z =0.4 to 0.9 m , disappears later : intme t (P) the more strongly focused beam, non-linear effects drive a

Figure 2a (T=50 ps) new emittance growth. In actual RF-FEL further accelerating
cavities are not so distant from the lens center. But taking a
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new acceleration into account does not modify the above The meaning of these curves is clear : magnetic focusing
result : the beneficial effect on e, of a stronger B0 is only drives strong growths for both longitudinal emittance and
traisitry energy dispersion. The larger the magnetic field intensity, the

stronger the growth.

IV. EFFECTS OF MAGNETIC FOCUSING ON
LONGITUDINAL EMITTANCE AND ENERGY V. CONCLUSION

DISPERSION If magnetic focusing has an evident practical interest to

Figures 4, 5 and 6 show the influence of the magnetic avoid an unacceptable radial expansion, its beneficial effect on
field intensity on the longitudinal and 3D emiuances e. and emittance, sometime emphasized, seems to be questionable.

%, as also on the energy dispersion a,/<y>, where a, is the For radial emittance it is moderate and transitory. For

y standard deviation. longitudinal emittance (and for energy dispersion), magnetic
focusing induces a strong growth.
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Measurement and Reduction of Transverse Emittance
Blow-up Induced by Space Charge Effects

R. Cappi, R. Garoby, S. Hancock, M. Martini, J.P. Riunaud
CERN, CH-1211 Geneva 23

A~atc are the average beta and dispersion functions, and un/p is

The CERN PS, an part of the LHC injector chain, will the relative ims momentum spread.

have to keep a high intensity, high brilliance beam for 1.2s Large IAQ,, I leads to the beam crossing betatron res-
at the injection energy. The transverse particle density onances and can cause transverse emittance blow-up. For
will exceed, by a factor, of three, the highest currently at- a given beam intensity and transverse emittance, Eqn.1
tamed. Careful experimental studies have recently been shows that IAQ.,,I can only be reduced by increasing the
carried out in the PS to investigate traneverse emittance energy of the beam and/or by decreasing Ip. How much
blow-up in such a severe space charge regime. In addi- the PS injection energy should be raised and what can be
tion, a new controlled longitudinal blow-up technique has done to reduce the peak bunch current are the two points
been developed to produce bunches with fiat-topped den- addressed here.
sity profiles and, accordingly, reduced peak current. The
results achieved so far are presented and discussed. II. SPACE CHARGE INDUCED

TRANSVERSE BLOW-UP
I. INTRODUCTION

A. Blow-up Evelvation Method
Transverse emittance conservation is a major concern in

the LHC injector chain of LINAC, PS Booster (PSB), PS Rened tracking programs exist [3 , 4] to evaluate beam

and SPS [1, 21. In the PS, for example, the total transverse blow-up, but simulation of the PS beam during 1.2 s would

emittance blow-up must be less than 20%. require excessive computing time. Instead, several exper-
iments simulating LHC beam conditions ha'- - en con-

One of the peculiarities of the beam for the LHC is that ducted in the PS [5]. These tests were perforv,_t at the
the PSB cannot deliver sufficient intensity to the PS within present injection energy of I GeV and the space charge
the required transverse emittances in a single cycle. Conse- tune shift was modified by varying the bunch length by
quently, the PS beam will be made up of two PSB batches means of the RP voltage. After injection in the PS, the
(each of four bunches) separated by the 1.2 a PSB cycle RF voltage was raised and maintained at an elevated value
time. The first batch transferred to the PS will have to for 800 ins, then returned to its original value as shown
circulate at the injection energy of I GeV during this time in Fig.l. Beam emittances before and after the voltage
in a strongly space charge dominated regime, leading to an
incoherent tune shift, IAQN,,I > 0.4.

Fcr bunches with Gaussian transverse distributions, the
space charge detuning at the centre of the bunch may be
written

AO•= ' PR2 1()
- CC .,.# 8 9 o.,f(, + a,•) (1)

where Qw,, are the horizontal and vertical tunes, ro is the
classical proton radius and e its charge, c is the speed of
light, R is the machine radius, and P and 7 are the usual
relativistic factors; Ip is the peak bunch current which, for Figure 1: Beam current (2 x 1012 protons/div.) and RF
a parabolic line charge density, is equal to 3Nbe/2%o, with voltage (50 kV/div.) versus time (200 ms/div.).
Nb the number of particles in the bunch and ?b the full
bunch duration. The rms transverse betatron beam sixes increase were measured by flying-wire scanner and com-
are pared. The experiment was performed at two different

working points. As expected, slightly raising Q, improves
as,' = P,)2 + (2) the situation as the beam moves away from the integer res-

onance Q, = 6. However, in order to avoid the third-order
where 4,, are the rms transverse emittances, 6,,, and D.,, resonance Q, - 6.33, Q, was not set above 6.28.

0-031203-119380.00 01993 2M 373570



B. Ra.aris•meatd Iets. III. FLAT-TOPPED BUNCHES

'The results shown in Fig.2 are plotted as a function of A. Principle
the detuning calculated from the measured beam dimen-
sions. The detuning expected from Eqn.1 for the LHC Forthe sae m, proton bunches with fat-topped density
beam at I GeV in the PS is IAQ 5.,I > 0.4, so that Fig.2 profiles have lower Ip than the more usual quasi-parabolic

can be used to estimate that the resultant transverse emit- bunches. Reduction of the space charge induced tune shift

tance blow-up would exceed 30%. An acceptable emittsace is then expected (from Eqn.1), for the same transverse

increase requires JAQe,,a < 0.3 which, from Eqn.1, implies particle distributions, and has indeed been obtained us.-

that the PS injection energy must be raised to 1.4 GeV. ing second harmonic cavities [6]. Although effective, the
latter technique has the disadvantage of requiring an ad-

1.60 ditional RF system throughout the low-energy stages of
1.50 -Points acceleration.

1600-6.22.9.2 However, flat-topped bunches can be matched to a sin-1.40 -10-4.22,.26 gle RF system given a suitable distribution of particles in

1.30 longitudinal phase space. Experiments performed in the
* past to capture a LINAC beam with a hollow energy dis-
fi 1.20 tribution have been inconclusive [61.

1.10
B. Method

a 1.00
'1 W A new method has been developed to transform bunch

0.20 0.30 0.4 profiles from quasi-parabolic to fiat-topped using two basic

Vertical Tune Shift ingredients:

Figure 2: Mean emittance blow-up versus vertical space . a depopulation of the bunch centre by a dipolar exci-
charge tune shift, A4Q, for two different working points: tation of the bunch within the bucket (peak phase ex-
Q( !) = 6.22,6.22 and Q., = 6.22,6.28. The emittance cursion A1 od at modulation frequency frood for nod
blow-up is evaluated as 1 + AC/C with $ = (t, + C,)/2. periods),
AQ8 is calculated from the initial beam dimensions. a "smoothingof the resulting filamenton by a high

frequency RF voltage slightly offset (Af) from a har-
Beam blow-up has also been measured as a function of monic of the main RF.

time and this is plotted in Fig.3. No alteration of the shape
of the transverse distributions was observed. Fig.4 shows the buckets of the two RF components

5 drawn independently in phase space for the parameters
T in Table 1.

4 I/Si Im Im h-N.. ",I-I

.0"

S"-.... mot ".0022 I " '-//
S2I90t I " . 0..0 .90 /~b~~~

0 200 400 600 800
Time [mse ]'"

Figure 3: Transverse emittances, C.,,, versus time in a
strong space charge regime (IAQ,.1= 0.45) at 1 GeV Figure 4: Longitudinal phase space during the production
with Q.,. = 6.22,6.28. Injection is at t = 0. of flat-topped bunches.

In order to reduce further the harmful effects of space V.2= A." I.. S .. d KUIM, a fI

charge, r. could be increased to lower Ip. However, there is IkV] (de] "Ils] [kV] W[ks]
little margin for this in the PS as the constraints imposed 44 27 1.65 7 6.5 9.9
by the injection kicker rise time and by the available RF
bucket confine rb within a 200 ns bound. Table 1: Parameters to produce fRat-topped bunches.
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C. E/psvIuseai RAsult the centre of the bunch rather than over the entire bucket
length or machine circumference. This makes Qr largely

The extent to which flat-topped bunches combat trans- .is dtive to the aspect ratio of the bucket while the fac-
vms blow-up has been measured in the PS in an xPer- tor of vl was chosen so that Qf is unity for a perfectly
imat very similar to that described above at a working rectangular profile. An increase in Qr from 78% in Fig.5
point of Q., = 6.22,6.22. By applying the parameters of to 89% in Fig.6 is achieved.
Thble 1 to a quasi-parabolic bunch like that of Fig.5, the
fiat-topped bunch of Fig.6 was produced. The entire pro- Flat-topped bunches have been produced at 1 GeV and
cm lasted 10 m's and caused some longitudinal blow-up. 3.5 GeV/c, at intensities in the range 2-6.5 x 1011 pro-
The transvem emittance of such a bunch were measured tons per bunch, and have proved stable under closed-loop
before and after a four-fold increase in RF voltage, as de- conditions: they have remained fRat for -. 1 s at constant
scribed above. These measurements were repeated with energy and even after acceleration across transition.
the same voltage programme applied to a quasi-parabolic
bunch whose length had been increased by a conventional IV. CONCLUSIONS
controlled longitudinal blow-up [7], without modifying its
shape, to match that of Fig.6. The overall emittance Experiments at I GeV in the PS under conditions similar
growth (EC/) due to the 800 ms at elevated tune shift to those that will prevail for the beam for the LIC indicate
was 29% in the case of quasi-parabolic bunches compared that the energy of the PSB-to-PS transfer should be raised
with only 17% for the fiat-topped ones. to 1.4 GeV to preserve the transverse emittance of quasi-

"- Wa.rxi. 39 do. .GA•I*-Mi 2 Doe 1992 07,02.,4 parabolic bunches.
4 24 v gm*T- 56. - O - .702 A new method for creating flat-topped bunches has been

Nb- 26. E2S developed and tested. Such bunches are longitudinally sta-
.. .... ; r ,ble and are less prone to transverse blow-up due to space

N 4WS'i 4, n charge induced tune shift. The method will be employedT 46.5; n$

Nb 33.1 EiI in the PSB for the benefit both of the PSB itself and of
s-g-n-ms ,, , 1 the downstream PS. It could be of interest in other space

charge limited synchrotrons.
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Transverse Emittance Growth In the Fermilab Antiproton
Accumulator with High-Current Antiproton Stacks

Steven J. Werkema, David W. Peterson, and Ping Zhou
Fermi National Accelerator Larboyt
P.O. Box 500, Batavia, IL 60510-0.)0

Amw transverse size of the extracted P bunches below the admit-
Trauverse emittaice growth due to coherent instabilities in tance of the transfer line and the main ring. To this end, the

the Fermilab antiproton accumulator imposes a limit on the accumulator is equipped with betatron stochastic cooling with
number of antprotons which can be stacked and subsequently sufficient gain to achieve smaller than 1.0w mm.mrad abso-
transfered to the collider. Consequently, the diagnosis and lute emittance horizontally and vertically for a stack size of
control of these phenomena has been required to further 1012 p's (101 mA). There are, however, limitations to the
increase the luminosity of the collider. In this paper we transverse emittance reductions which can be achieved. First.
present an overview of the techniques by which these the small momentum spread of the P bunches causes a degra-
insabilities have been studied and the methods by which they dation in the stochastic cooling pickup to kicker mixing
ae controlled. factor[21. Secondly, a reductLn in the transverse size of an in-

tense negatively charged beam increases the depth of the beam
1. INTRODUCTION space charge potential well for trapping positively charged

The Fermilab antiproton accumulator was designed to de- ions, which decreases the margin to ion induced instabilities.
liver intense P bunches at 8 GeV kinetic energy to the main The combined effect of excessively increasing the longitu-
ring for acceleration and injection into the Tevatron p- P col- dinal density and decreasing the transverse beam size to in-
lider. The intensity of the P bunches extracted from the ac- crease the intensity of the extracted P bunches during collider
cumulator is a principal determiner of the luminosity of the operation is illustrated in Figure 1. This Figure shows the
colider. time evolution of the horizontal and vertical emittances after

The P bunches are extracted by capturing some fraction of the beam has been cooled below the trapped ion instability
the p stack in a 1.25 eVesec RF bucket, accelerating the cap- threshold.
tued bean across the accumulator momentum aperture to an Men
extraction orbit, aid kicking the beam on the extraction orbit
into the transfer line connecting the accumulator to the main- --

ring accelerator. The intensity of the extracted IF's is therefore
detemined by two things: (1) the longitudinal density of the J -

beam in the p stack (i.e. the number of p's captured in a ';- - -" ... . _ _
1.25 eVesec bucket), and (2) the efficiency of the transfer from -
the accumulator to the main ring. However, optimizing either Ia.
or both of these can lead to transverse instabilities in the -
stack.

The criteria for transverse stability can be written in terms.Sof the longitudina density([I:"". .-

£~p/p ~jZTI
A1 p/ > eR f-Zq I Figure 1. Transverse core emittances versus time.

The horizontal emittance undergoes a rapid 70% growth at

The longitudinal density of the p stack is increased by inreM- approximately 25 minute intervals. The vertical emittance

ing the beam intensity ( I0) and/or decreasing the momentum shows a similar pattern: in phase with the horizontal plane,

spread(p/p) of the beam. It is evident from equation (1) albeit with a much smaller amplitude. The emittance growth

that attempting to increase the intensity of the extracted p is small enough to preclude beam loss, however the horizontal
excursions give rise to emittances which are much larger than

bunches by doing either of these decreases the margin to trans-
verse instability. the admittance of the transfer line or the main ring. The long

In addition one can increase the intensity of the extracted p recovery times present serious operational difficulties during PY

bunches by endeavoring to increase the transfer efficiency into extraction.

the main ring. This can be accomplished by reducing the A variety of techniques to simultaneously stabilize the P
stack and maximize the number of extracted p's have been
successfully employed. These techniques include: (1) opti-

tO eated by the Universities Research Association, Inc mization of the accumulator operating point, (2) the use of

under contract with the U.S. Department of Energy. wide baid active dipole dampers, and (3) various trapped ion
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lekaing methods. A very brief survey of these techniques is In pructice, a horizontal and vertical dampeare required for op-
given in what follows. eramion of the accumulator with p stacks greater than approx-

imately 20 mA.
U1. ACCUMULATOR OPERATING POINT The principle design requirements of the damper systems

Thme we three basic considertions vis-h-vis the accumula- are to continuously damp transverse coherent oscillation during
tot operating point: (1) chromaticity, (2) the location of the antiproton accumulation and extraction, and provide a flexible
times, and (3) coupling. diagnostic tool for the study of the transverse behavior of the

The conventional wisdom regarding the chromaticity is that beam. The damper systems sense the transverse center of mass
it be positive to increase Landau damping of rustable coherent motion of the beam, amplify the resultant electrical signal.
dipole modes, but not so large as to cause the tune spread to insert a delay to match the transit time of the beam and apply
span a resonance. Currently the allowed accumulator chro- a correcting kick.
maticity is highly constrained by the requirement that the The damper systems consist of 0.5 meter long stripline
tuies be "reasonable" throughout the 170 MeV/c (2%) mo- pickups back terminated in high impedance capacitive loads to
mentum aperture and excellent on the extraction orbit. This flatten the low frequency response, high input impedance dif-
requirement is due to the fact that the accumulator injec- ferential preamplifiers, phase compensation filters and diagnos-
tion/extraction orbits and the p core orbit are on the opposite tic switches, correlator notch filters to reject revolution har-
sides of the momentum aperture; therefore, during both P monics, and power amplifiers driving 50 fl stripline kickers.
stacking and extraction, the beam is moved across the most of The system phase response is flat from 240 kHz (which is just
the momentum aperture. Also, during extraction the p bunch below the I -Q beam resonance) to over 50 MHz. The system
remains on the extraction orbit for an appreciable amount of gain peaks below 240 kHz due to the phase compensation
time (-500 msec) prior to being kicked out of the accumula- filters and is flat from 3 MHz to over 50 MHz [4].
tor. A damper system upgrade is planned for the summer of

Because of these constraints, the accumulator is currently 1993. The upgrade plans include; higher impedance preampli-
operated with ER = 0.05, and tv = -0.5 It = dQld(&pip) }. fiers to provide flatter gain and phase below 1 MHz, rear-
In the future there are two items which may improve the rangement of the medium level electronics to provide for more
chromaticity situation: (1) an upgrade in the octupole circuit reliable operation, and additional coupled input and output
power supplies which will allow more compensation for the ports for improved diagnostics and closed loop beam measure-
tune excursion due to chromaticity, and (2) a redesign of the ments.
accumulator extraction lambertson which currently has an ap-
preciable affect on the extraction orbit tunes. IV. TRAPPED ION CLEARING

There is some small evidence that the horizontal and verti- Positively charged ions trapped in the P beam potential
cal tunes have an impact on beam stability. A beam transfer have been identified as the primary cause of the transverse in-
function measurement capability to obtain a quick, real-time stabilities which have been observed to date [5]. This identifi-
determination of the dependence of the beam stability diagram cation prompted a concentrated investigation into a variety of
on the tunes is being developed. To date, the systematic scan ion clearing methods. The implementation of some of these
of the tunes which would be necessary to understand any rela- methods resulted in a marked improvement in the operational
tionship of the tune working point to the stability of the beam performance of the antiproton source[6].
has not been completed.

The introduction of tune coupling by means of skew A. Clearing electrodes
quadrupoles has been observed to have a stabilizing effect on The most fundamental and effective way to remove trapped
the beam. A possible explanation of this may have to do with ions is the clearing electrode. Recently the accumulator ion
the fact that the horizontal chromaticity is close to zero; there- clearing electrode system underwent a significant upgrade. The
fore horizontal coherent oscillation will see minimal Landau high voltage limit was extended from -100 Volts to
damping. When coupling is inserted, the horizontal plane now -1000 Volts. Clearing electrodes were added to the system to
benefits from the much greater vertical tune spread. In prac- clear trapped ion pockets which had previously not been
lice, the accumulator is operated with the tunes uncoupled. cleared. There are now 140 clearing electrodes installed
This is done to simplify various routine diagnostic measure- throughout the accumulator. The level of multiplexing in the
ments. The detrimental effects of uncoupling the tunes are clearing current readback has been reduced from one clearing
more than compensated for by employing, any of the beam sta- current sum for each of the six accumulator sectors to a single
bilizing techniques described below, readout for each two or three electrodes. The sensitivity of the

current readback is at the 10 pA level, providing a powerful
MI. ACTIVE DAMPERS tool for the diagnosis of ion related phenomena. A more de-

Calculations of the accumulator transverse impedance[l.] tailed description of the hardware upgrade is given in reference
indicate that a stack of 1012 p's will be unstable at a Apip [6].
of 0.07% (FWHM) and (n-Q) -s 3. Tberefore, the necessity The consequent improvement in the performance of the an-
of actively damping coherent transverse oscillations of the tiproton source can be measured by comparing the minimum
beam was recognized early in the design of the accumulator. beam size achievable (in three dimensions) before and after the
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upgrade. Figure 2 shows a plot of the minimum horizontal blowups are eliminated for intense beams (up to 135 mA), and
emdmance achieved versus die longitudinal density of the p (3) the amplitude of the coherent betatron dipole oscillations is
stack. damped (see Figure 3).

Sam. -- I 111 R.F O N R F-, i.e4 ,-us .... miwm/

0 31. - -i .

. --, - , - -0.0a I$ t o Is 14 16 31•J0 Ia MtN@
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Figure 2. Transverse beam size versus longitudinal den- Figure 3. Time evolution of the P beam transverse
sity before and after the ion clearing upgrade. emittances and the power in the 2-Q dipole oscillation

after the beam is bunched with RF.
Prior to the clearing upgrade, relatively small longitudinal den-
sities (0 7X 1010 p's/eV*sec) would result in transverse in- Figure 3 shows about a 20% reduction in the transverse
stabilities. These instabilities would preclude further trans- emittance after the RF is turned on. The lower emittance is
verse cooling of the beam. The advent of the ion clearing up- preserved for several hours after the RF is turned off. This
grade increased the achievable longitudinal density by a factor effect is the subject of an ongoing study[6].
of nearly 2 for horizontal emittances near the threshold for effi-
cient transfer into the main ring.

The ion clearing upgrade prevented the periodic emituance
blowups for P slacks of less than 120X 1010. However, as is V. REFERENCES
evident in Figure 2, the transverse beam size is too large for [1] B. Zotter and F. Sacherer, Transverse Instabilities of
efficient transfer into the main ring at longitudinal densities in Relativistic Particle Beams in Accelerators and Storage
excess of IlX1010 p's/eVesec. Bi=g. CERN Report 77-13, p.175.

[2] J. Marriner and D. McGinnis, An Introduction to
B. Beam Shaking Stochastic Cooling. AlP Conference Proceedings #249

Prior to the clearing electrode system upgrade, stable opera- (1992).
tion of the accumulator, during both stacking and P extrac- [3] J. Marriner, et.al., Stability Criterion and Wall Impedanc
tion, required the use of beam shakers[7]. To date, this ion for the Antinroton Accumulator. Fermilab Antiproton
clearing technique involves shaking the beam at a fixed fre- Source Department internal memo #422.
quencies which are simultaneously close to one or more of the (4] 1. Petter, J. Marriner, and J. McCarthy,
betatron dipole resonances of the beam and the bounce fre- Damnets for the FNAL Antipm=on Rings, Proceedings of
quency of trapped ions. the 1987 IEEE Particle Accelerator Conference, p.79 1.

Since the clearing electrode upgrade the beamshakers have [5] J.B. Rosenzweig and P Zhou, Coherent Beam-Ion
had no observable operational impact and are normally turned Instabilities in the Fermilab Antioroton Accumulator.
off. There is an effort in progress to implement swept fre- Proceedings of the Fermilab III Instabilities Workshop,
quency beam shaking in the accumulator[8]. So far this under- June 25-29 (1990), p.9 .
taking has not progressed far enough to achieve a measurable [6] S.J. Werkema, K. Fullett, and P. Zhou, MeaurmmLt-o
improvement in beam stability. Traped Ion Pockets and Control of Ion Instabilities in the

Fermilab Antiprton Accumulator, These proceedings
C. Longitudinal modulation of beam intensity (1993).

Bunching a small fraction (5% - 15%) of the P beam with [7] J. Marriner, et.al., Exneriments and Practice in Beam
RF has been observed to have a stabilizing effect on the beam. Miakin& Particle Accelerators, 30 (1990) p.1 3 .
This stabilization is manifested in three ways: (1) beam with [8] R. Alves-Pires, Beam Shaking for the Fermilab
emittances in equilibrium will exhibit a finite cooling rate Anfiproon Accumulator. Proceedings of the Fermilab III
.when the RF is turned on (see Figure 3), (2) periodic emiltance Instabilities Workshop, June 25-29 (1990), p.18 .
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Trlansverse Tails and Higher Order Moments*
W. L. SnzNct, F.-J. DsciczR and M. D. WOODLEY

Sisuiferd Linear Accelertor CentLer, Stanford Unuversity, Stanford~, California 94399 U. S. A.

The tails t"a may be engendered in a beam's transverse 1i(A)(&30-3(i'o
phase space distribution by, e.g., intrabunch wakefields 4 si(A')(&5~-3&&)
and nonlinear magnetic fields, are an important diagnos- +3 ( )(~~ &')
tic and object of tuning in linear colliders. Wire scanners+ @(& (.3 +&120
air phshrset screen monitors yield one dimensional
projeced spata proffieo such beam that wregenerically + ~sna* )(&'1 0  (2s)
asymmetric around their centroids, and therefore require4 (&1)+ 2*0(5
characterization by the third moment (0') in addition to The second, Fourier series expreeinon, shows that first and
the conventional mean-euare or second moment. A set third P-tron harmonics -enter.
of measurements spread over sufficient phase advance then
allows the complete set (Z3), (:Z12), (e93), and (:2:1) The linear combiuntions
to be deduced-the natural extension of the well-known (&8) + (j&i 2) - rasin 9 (6)
'emittance measurement' treatment of second moments.
The four third moments may be usefully decomposed into (')+ (P&2) = r coo* (7)
parts rotating in phase space at the P-tron frequency and
at its third harmonic, each specified by a phase-advance- transform analogously to (:4), i.e., It --' 9+ A0 along
invariant amplitude and a phase. They provide a frame- the beamline and r >O is invariant. The complementary
work for the analysis and tuning of transverse wakefield linear combination

tails._________ (0~) - 3 (&i&12) = _X sin* (8)

Third Moments (&3) -3 (&2 &') =.xKcoos (9)

The totally symmetric tensor of third moments (:dxjzh) rotate at three times the normal phase advance, i.e., 4
(i = 1,.,,the number of phase space dimensions) * + 3.&ialong the beamline, with x> 0invariant.
evolves in a linear beamnline [1] with transfer matrix R There are no symplectic invariants (like emittance) for
according to odd-order moments, but there are usefu phase-advance-

-~ R~jjRsa (:i~jasi) (1)invariants (i.e., invariants with respect to the rotational
RjiIVJJkv, xeZJXk#) (1)sub-group of the full symplectic group), analogous to

In normal coordinates for 2-dimensional phase space I= tr (&& T) = Z, the matched-equivalent emittance. They
(.100) , anare in correspondence with the irreducible representations

of the rotation group SO(2) contained in the moments ten-
(*4&j1a -.+ ow wOjJOsr'(&'.p (2) sor.

where 0is a2 x 2rotation matrix. The components can then be parameterized

In two phase mpace dimensions (x~jx:.) has 4-components, 3.ai I 1 sn0(0
viz., 4 4

(2'), (::P2), (Z13), (__2__) (3) (fei,2) ! rein 9+ -ixcin 0 (11)

Four skew (&3) = (X3) /p9/2 measurement are necessry31
and sufficient to determine the four independent compo. !r" = 7 coo9 + 1 K coso (12)
nent. (&4&j~ka,) at some reference point defined as being 1 1
at phase advance Aio = 0 (&2 i') 1 1ro#--coO(3

(*') = Cog3(Afp (j%) + 3sco(aV) zin 2(A0') (&112) 4 rco 1Cco0(3

+ s'n(AO) (r3)0 + 3 si(Ao) cool(&A') (i2&1) () (&13) and (0~) are related by a 900 phase shift, and

= ~~3,)( ) (&&12)0) (10 l(.a (14)

*Work supported by the Department of Energy, contract

DX-ACW76?SF08sis. analogous to the 2-" moment relation (&r') =Id (*2) /d*.
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Sampling the observable Asymmetric Gaussian-like Function

S4a -3 A simple and useful beam profile fitting function can be
m4= r sin(WO + ) - +0 sin(3&, + 0) (18) constructed by allowing the width of a Gaussian function

24 to be different on the right from on the left

at at least 4 appropriate phases then makes possible the OL = o01(l - E), or - u0(1 + E) (18)
determination of the two invariants and two phases that
are equivalent to knowing the 4 independent moments at (ar, + oR)/2 = fro as for a (symmetric) Gaussian, and

a point. the asymmetry (orR - oL)/(.rR + aL) = E is bounded:
-1 < E < 1. Fitting (Fig. 1) to the five parameter function

A 'simple' asymmetric phase space tail is characterized as (induding a background offset)

having 4 third moments with the property that there is
some (rigid) phase rotation that reduces 3 of them simul- r(Z = ,Z-D12
taneously to zero. The rotation can be chosen such that the 'z) = A+ Bexp [((I + sgn(z- D) E)J (19)
non-vanishing moment is (z's), and the associated beam-
line phase regarded as an effective phase at which the skew yields ((-))
or asymmetric tail originated in an impulse or kick. In in- V

variant terms a 'simple' tail has K = r and some phase Phenomenology of Transverse Wakefield Tails
where -0= = 0, ie., 0 =39 (modulo 2w). In the case of wakefields the asymmetry arises from the

More generally it is useful to identify a 'principal fact that kicks are longitudinally differential, i.e., Ae4. =
axis' phase P at which (is) is maximized, and hence (e 2 /E) f dNP.* W±(r - r) (zo - ), where the impulsive

(i%)= 0; the magnitude of the and (i') < point dipole wakefield W±(Ar) depends on the longitudi-
moments then measures how 'simple' the tail is. nal coordinate difference Ar, N is the bunch population,

For a 'simple' tail (i' 3 ), = r = r. E the beam energy, and t the structure offset. A 'simple'
tail corresponds to a single impulsive excitation or series

In 4-dimensional phase space there e 12 additional third of multiple excitations that are sufficiently weak that, be-
momenta ((z 2 p), (zz'p), etc.), that are in principle acces- ing dominantly first order or 'two-particle' like, they obey
sible through the observable vector addition in phase space (Fig. 2a).

1[( _/2 3 ) ) The exact relationship between third moments or tails and
(z'y)-+-(zy2) = • ~(u') ----- ((z') (17) rms emittance depends on the details of the mechanism-

second and third moments are a priori independent. In

containing Fourier components for Atp, Aov, 2AO, 1 the simple though qualitatively representative model in

AOV, and A0. I 2AO,, and corresponding to irreducible which the wakefield coefficient depends linearly on longi-

representations of SO(2) x SO(2). Thus observations must tudinal distance Wj. - WjO.(r - rm) (r- ir), the matched-

be made at at least 12 phase-advance-incommensurate equivalent emittance [ (2] of a 'simple' wakefield tail

beamline locations for a complete 4-dimensional analysis 20.2069\• e. .2
to be made. There are 5 4 th moments in 2 phase space -f4 -W' (r2) (20)
dimensions, and 35 in 4 dimensions. 4/15 2 E

A y - A + 0.39010 1013)P12/(
.v.ia,- - 7(70/67)2/3 (21)

, . : . The upper geometric factor corresponds to a Gaussian and
66,40 winhun scX.C" the lower to a uniform (step) longitudinal distribution, and

z *-(•.72) is the mean square bunch length.
I For a prior emittance co, the net prompt emittance E =

"r-/ + 2c0e, growing still further to e = e0 + 1 if filamenta-
tion subsequently occurs. The significance of relating the"A- emittance due to wakefields to the third moments is that

S.4 it connects observable quantities-the third moment, un-
"V "like the second, can be expected to be due entirely to the

.1 transverse wakefield.

"a-- •mmmsThe Lorentz invariants -9/2 (ijitk), and 1/2r, y/2K are
0 ,1 usually most convenient to deal with. It is useful to note

-13.2 - .. -1..4 -12., -"1i| that for ?/2 (&3)p = 10- 7 m3 /2 = 10 1 (pm-prad)l/2 ,

O VARZAUSI. a -P. the maximum fractional skew j(zX)% / (__2)3/21 =
"7AP"3 "7:2•2 9/2 (013) /(vYc 2 - 1 for an invariant emittance yZ --

FIG. I An 'asymmetric Gaussian' fit to SLC wire scanner data, 2.15 • 10-m, and that y! L- 0.84. 10-im for a 'simple'
indicating a wakefield tail.
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(4 the ofet of the centroid reaiv, to the Cent of cylindri-
cal symmetry of the structure, the tail will deviate from

O the 'smple' form (Fig. 2b). Neverthelm for a (linearly)
Sincreasing point wakdeld function, the tensor of third mo.

meats will appear 'simple' in as much as the third moments
7 will be dominated by particles that set defected to ilare

"phase space distances-far from the bulk of the charge-
and an, thus insensitive to its precise distribution relative

-0.04to the center of the structure. However, the cumulative

transverse phase advance difiemtiai that will arise in the
•.. I. ., I. ., I... I... I. . presence of magnetic lattice choatcty if the bunch has

-OM -0 A 0 O 0.0 4 an enegy spread correlated with longitudinal position (as
71Xu/ m4' in BNS damping [43), creates significant departures from

0.02 ...... the 'simple' form (Fig. 2c). The third moments will be
0.00 b) Lndaudamped, although when taken about the beam

o1oo - - " - centroid they may manifest transient increases as the first
-0.06 - L moment vector (i.e., the centroid) damps. The Fourier
-0.04 component r > x (becoming - > x) is characteristic of
-0.0m o. .. I.... .... I. .. this proem, since the x component oscillates and hence

-oAo 0. m0 *_ o.o4 damps at three times the rate for r (i.e., three times the

O-0.04 x / P-tron fiequency).
"At the SLC we have recently implemented on-line anal-

(0) yasi of third moments using the fit (19) to wire scanner
.o4 - profiles, and eqn. (16). The use of linac orbit bumps to

5 cancel wakefield excitation [6), [6] can be enhanced both
O, -in speed and efficacy by knowing the 'tail' phase and sam-

o.0- 7 plitude changes resulting from test variations in the orbit.
I Knowledge of the tail nature ('simple' or not?) is impor-

moo. tant in that bumps that fail to drive the tail closer toward
0.0% 'simplicity' are too distant (downstream) from the source

to remove it fully. First efforts at automating the tuning
SI procedure using digital feedback are in progress.

-0.04 -0.08 0 0.01 0.04 We thank Chris Adolphien, Tom Himel, and John Seeman
?'1 z M for useful discumsions throughout the course of this work.

FiG. 2 Phase space distributions in beam centrad subtracted
normal coordinates an which the tranemse centroids for defnite 1. There-we no wa-ef-d or chromaticity efrects in the
longitudinal 'dices' are indicated by dashed lines, adl oatt- beamline considered here, as is usualy true to a good
dinad segments, each contalning 1/9 of the total beam charge, appramaiuon in a high energy Unac if it is sufficiently
ae shown as circles corresponding to a transverse emittance short.
ye0 -= 3. ,10-"m. I [((j) ), ( ) here. ().L represents&(a) "?/2x =f "ll27 =- 2.3.-10-7 m3/2, "y[ = 1.4. 10-5 m, and 2. 9 1= I,) • •e

-e = 0 [3]. transverse phase space average, o.e., (z) ad (a)n
(b) ?/ 2 X O 73/2r = 18- 10-7ml/2, 9• = 5.8. 10-o m, and are the longitudinal 'shce' centroids, and b), the longi-
7e = 0.02.-10-'m. tudinal beam average.

(g) -?/2,r = 4.8.10-7 m/2, ?/2I = 0.9. l0-•-ms 2 , 7E - 3. The emittance due to wakedidds, or emittance if the
2.4- 10-5 m, and ye = 2.3.10-' m. emittance in the absence of wakefields is zero, c =[((2 :),(__)2 (()L(IL21/2"
tail. Fractional skew and emittance are in general related (z) (z')1) - 2] 1/2 < In ge-
by oral the net prompt emittance 1 = V/re4+ 2c0o + c ,

0.9010 r 2/3 &and e -+ ? under the infuence of filamentation.
S (70/67)2/3 = [ J -] 4. V. Balakin, A. Novokhatskii, and V. Smirnov, Proc.

((0 -)/.4/5)/ -(708132 to e Indl. ObfHigh Energy Acced, Fermilab, 1962.
R -- COY Co, i o to c. A. Chao, B. Richter, and C. Yao, Ned. last. Meth.

P/o, 1> o(22) 178(1980)1.
t. J. T. Seeman, F.-J. Decker, &ad I. Rou, Proc. In.t Cont.If the traisuerue offsets relative to the bunch centroid of ai• Energ AcceL., Hamnbrg, 1992.

significant fractions of the charge become comparable to
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SSimulaton of Emittance Dilution In Electron Storage Ring
from Compton Dackscattering*

L. N. Blumberg and E. Blum
National Synchrotron Light Source, Brookhaven National Laboratory

Uptln, Now York 11973

Abaama BNL have been directed specifically at the medical problem
A Monte-Cado simulation of Compton backwattered poned by trans venous digital subtraction coronary angiography

k--3.2-#m=B.-.3494 eV) photons frmmo an R-FEL on 75- at the Iodine K-edge (Ek=33.17-keV). This problem has
MeV electrons in a stop rnag yields an RMS electran heretofore been purmed experimentally using high field
mry spread of A,,-11.9.keV ft a sampl of 10? single wigger radiation from high energy electron stogp rings by

scattering events. Electronas m sampled from a beam of the Stonford.BNL group [6,7] and die DESY group [8] and
=tral energy spruad s - 5.6-keV and damped transverse thmre have been proposals for a somewhat lower (-1.3 G6V)
angle spreads q.. - .041-mrad and uy. - .052-mind (100%) storage ring using a s S-T wiggler [9] or a
coupling), scaled from the 200-MeV BNL XMS compact pulsed - 1STwiggler [101. Previous BNL studies of Compion
stopg ring. The Compton-scsttered X-Rays ar generated b-catering smurces[2,3] hav considered an in-ring FEL;
from an integral of the CM Klein-Nishina crows-section however, it is clear for the intensities needed in aSgiography
transormed to the lab. A tracking calculation has also bn that the required FEL power exceeds the Rnieri limit [111
performed in 6-dimensiona phase space. Initial electron and gives an electron energy spread too lrp for the FEL to
coordintes ae selected randomly from aGCausiam distribution operate. Rmieri's estimate has been confirmed in numerical
of RMS spreads ar-.102-mm, r.,o=.041-mrad, u,,-.018- simulations by Luccio and Pellegrini [12]. In the present
mm, eo.*-.052-mrad, #uo-22-mmAd and %.-6-keV. A study we consider Blum's proposal [1] of an external, Linac-
sample of 10000 electron were each following for 40000 driven MR L in an optical resonator configuration colliding
turns around die ring through an RF cavity of ft-211.54- with a storage ring beam at the low-beta interaction region of
M~z and peak voltage V.=300-koV. Preliminary results the ring straight section. The model for the ring i the
indiate that the resulting energy distribution is quite broad compact, 8.5-in circumference, 200-M*V XIS ring operated
with an RMS width of As = 124-keV. Thetransverse widths at BNL with peak currents in excess of IA [13]. The i
am only slighly increased from their original values, i.e. A parameters used here are scaled down to 75-MeV. The
= .106-rm and A..=.043 mrad. The scaled energy spread calculations were performed in two parts, (1) calculations of
of As- 360-keVfor - 350,000 tums desired in a 10-msec X- the angle and energy distributions resulting from a sample of
Ray angiography exposure is well within the RF bucket used 107 randomly selected single scattering events, and (2) a full
here; even V,<50-kV is adequate. Further, the electron 6-dimensional tracking calculation of 10000 randomly selected
eergy spread adds a negligible RMS X-Ray energy spread of initial electron coordinates, with each elecon followed for
A,-=.32-keV. The electron energy damping time of 7-=379- 40000 ums around the ring. The collision probability on each
inec at 75-MeV in an XIS-type ring allows for damping this encounter of the electron with die photon bunch is computed

induced spread and top-off of the ring between heart cycles, from the total (Thomson) cross section a. and die number of
photons per bunch NL. For the present calculation there are

1. INTRODUCTION an average of 87 collisions per electron.
The production of X-Rays by Compton bamkscattering of

lase photons by electron beams has been considered recently 2. FORMULATION
by several laboratories. At BNL we have numerically studied Initial electron phase space coordinates are computed using
scattering of an infared photon beam produced by a Free a random Gaussian generator [14] and input values of the
Electron Lamer (IRWEL) from an electron beam in a low RMS widths of the damped distributions, 06., q,., uo,, a,,
energy (75-570 MeV) Stomp Ring [1-3]. Sprangle, at al. at wo., and am of the XLS storage ring [13], scaled down to 75-
NRL have proposed a configuration based on a 1-psm terawatt MeV for the present application. The scattering angle 0 of
Nd:YAG laser beam scattering from low energy (- 40 MeV) die X-Ray relative to the electron direction is then obtained by
electrons from a rapid-cycling betatron [4]. An experiment random selection from a table of the normalized integrated
using another approach, an electron-linac-driven FEL Complon differetial cross section vs. polar angle 0 [15],
photon beam scattered from a linac electron beam is underway
at Vander'bilt []. The Compton backscattomng studies at ov(o)-2xf(dadoa)../(o)SWIo. (1)

0

*Wok performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department
of Energy, under contract DE-ACO2-76CH00016. where a. is the total cross section from the integral of Eq. 1
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fam 0 tow. For the energies considered herea - 665 mb. RMS width of the electrons is AE- 11.85-keV, a modest
"The expreuions ffr (du/dG), and the Jacobian tnsformastion increase from the initial RMS spread of oi-5.6-keV. The
J(e) from the electron rest fraws to the lab were taken from double peak exhibited in Fig. 2 is not understood.
Sandorfi, et al. [16J. The energy of the X-Ray is then
evaluated as The realistic estimate of beam emittance dilution requires

Ja.(o).4.PBL (2) a multiturn calculation in which the six-dimensional phse
volume (x, x', y, y', ,, E) is tracked for the desired -10
mnec duration of the X-Ray pulse. For the f&-35.257-MHZ

and the recoil electron anergy is then E-Eo-EF. A random rotation frequency of the ring model used here this is 352,570
azimuthl angle 0 is then generated in the interval 0-1A2s. turns. The collision probability per turn from Eq. 5 using
New momentum coordinates of the recoil electron are then NL- 3.24  10" photon/bunch (0.2-1/bunch) previously
obtained in the transverse (X-Y) and longitudinal (z) direction estimated [31 to obtain the required X-Ray flux for coronary
and new angle projections of the electron are computed u angiography, is Po-2.0757 10. Thus, each electron will
xf -P./P., y' -P/P,. It is not necessary to modify the position suffer about N.=732 collisions on average. Since the energy
coordinates x,y since we assume (unlike the XLS) that the of this ring is relatively low there is insignificant radiation
interaction point is at the center of a dispersionless straight damping during the 10 msec spill, and we have indeed not
section with il '-O. The electron is then transported around included synchrotron radiation loss in the calculation. The
the ring by the one-turn transport matrix M. to obtain new preliminary results quoted hem are only for 40000 turns due
transverse coordinates x,x',y,y' to computer time limitations but we feel that the RMS spreads

Scanbe scaled by ,. h esltsfortheand• EM o -( es2wv paicn 2xv (3) distributions from a 10000 electron sample are shown in Fig.

3 and 4 and yield RIMS spreads AO=.1155 rad and As-.124-
MeV. The E distribution is surprisingly uniform perhaps due
to the limited statistical sample.

and then passes through an RF cavity prior to re-entering the

interaction region. The electron phase angle relative to the RF 4. ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
phas is also modified by the one-turn phase advance Helpful comments on storage ring FELs and JR las

A4+2zxh(E-E)Z.° (4) optics from K. Robinson. A. Luccio, G. Williams and A.
Fisher were much appreciated. We thank D. Chapman, H.

where a - (AC/)/(Ap/p.) is die momentum ompection Zeman, and W. Thomlinson for numerous discussions of their

factor and h is the harmonic number. We take a=.32 and angiography experiments, and A. Sandorfi for enlightenment

h-6 from the XLS [13]. The RF cavity energy increment on the physics of electron-photon scattering. Finally, We are

E*=eV sin-0 also changes the longitudinal momentum grateful to E. Rubinstein for stimulating interest in this work

component p,; we therefore modify the angles x' and y' after and M. Blume for support of the present effort.

passage through the cavity. Finally, when the electron re-
enters the interaction region, the probability of another
collision with a photon of the laser bunch is evaluated as [I] E. B. Blum, NSLS unpublished report (April 1992).

[2] L. N. Blumberg, BNL Report 47503 (May, 1992).
PC=NLo. lAG (5) [3] L. N. Blumberg, poster paper PDI 1, 12th Int. Conf. on

Appl. of Accel in Res. and Industry, Denton, TX. (Nov.
where NL is the number of laser photons per bunch and A, is 1992); BNL report 40816 (Nov. 1992).
the effective overlap area of the electron and photon bunches. [4] P. Sprangle, A. Ting, E. Esarey and A. Fisher, NRL
Here we assume equal transverse size of the bunches and A,, Report NRLIMR/4790-92-6973 (April, 1992), and J.

=41rar,,w. Appl. Phys. 72 (11) 5032 (Dec. 1992)
15] P. Tompkins, W. Andrews, C. Brau, J. Waters, F.

3. RESULTS Carroll, D. Pickens and R. Price, paper F8, this
conference. See also M. Mendenhall, paper BL3, 12th

For the single scattering case we show the resulting x' conf. on appI. o end e s. an nUstr

electron angle distribution in Fig. 1 for 107 scattering events laton, TX (Nov. 1992).

and the corresponding electron energy distribution in Fig. 2. Denton, TX (Nov, 1992).
The resulting RMS width of the x' distribution, &x'-.041- [6) E. Rubinstein, J. C. Giacomini, H. J. Gordon, A. C.
mud, is unchanged from the input width a., within the Thompson, G. Brown, R. Hofstadter, W. Thonlinson,mrad isunchnge fro th inut wdth. wihinthe andi H. Zeman, Nucl. Instr. & Moth. A291 (1990) 80

accuracy of this calculation. The resulting electron energy and H. Zencstr.
distribution is decreased by 3E= 16.7-keV, as expected and prior references therein.

this calculation has no mechanism for restoring the electron
nrgy lost in the electron-photon collisions. The resulting
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Transverso'Effects of
Longitudinal Wakefields at High Dispersion

Franz-Josef Decker

Stan~ford Lina~r, ACeelireaor Ceske,~ Stanford, California 94309

Abstract path length difference, the off aide particles aloexperl-
-c any no.11nmw kicks coming horn trnsvers weakeleds

In high mrg linear colllden the transverse b&M~ emit- or higher order, magnceti fieds causing an emittance blow
taerm has to be preserved in order to chiWe smasl inter- &p [11.
action spots DO""m with traJectory odhet is cbvities Oz- Besides these transverse kaick which are most severe at
cite trarvewn. waketeds Which kick the tail of the begam high be"a points, there is a menchanism with longitudinal
loadiag to an undesired emnittance growth. HRue we will wamied creating an effective beam offset which is worse
concentrate an the longitudinal wakefield creating an es- for low beta points ('longitudinicity3 ). The indirect effect
ergy deviation A~w within the beam. At high dispersion over several phase space axes and the compaision with the
q the beam will be spread out corresponding to itsiui transverse effect are given at the example of the ftML
tial (andor correated) energy spread AE* (or AEr,) and
is thaheuf. very sensitive to energy changes. The energy
vairiation, Asw will cause a trnsvers einittance blow up 2 Direct and Indirect Phase
in the high dispersion regions. The effect. can be esimaited S aeCorrelation
by comparing the betatron usie a. = VW with dlisplace. pc
Nient Asan = A~w/R. Some kicks and displacements Willn k&d nrdcsnral ietcre orlto
compensat ea& other &long the beam line. sinIUlatioeten thwdel longtzoudinorall ai adireth energy crelbythen
results are presented showing how much n realy compe eten h longitudinal wakfiid or x and the trnsersyE b psthone
asate and the final emittauce contribution of this agd o n tetasvle"u
fo~r the SWC Ring-l-Linat transport lin. Tb or Yi by the transvers wakefield. These first order linear
it, any vacuum pipe irrgularities, lie bellws diameter ý .linear in X) excitations are the most common sourc of

stpcollimators, etc. should be smoothed or avoided at emittance blow up for instance in the linac. A correlation
higePS r dewsi ta to another phase space axis (say z, Z e.g. by BNS phas-

ing) starts a filamentation of z, a' which nmake the initial
emittance blow-up practically unrecoerable. Indirect ef-Iz C ? ~ I~zfects need more than one correlation for instance R, z at
high dispersion plus z, E from the longitudinal wakefield.

I Introduction 2.1 Sensitivity to Direct Effects

At te SC, he 0mm ongbunh o thedamingtin Direct effects in the transverse are most sensitive to big af&
At te S , te 1mm ongbunc ofthedamingrin sets e.g. at high dispersion or wrong off-axis steering, and

(DR) is compressed in the RTL section down to the nec- where the disturbed phase space axis (a' or V') is small
emeary I1mm length for the main linac. The compression which is at high beta points (RTL lattice and fial focus
is achieved by introducing an longitudinal energy correla- are sensitive). At high dispersion even the higher order
tion with a compressor cavity followed by a high disper- wakfelds near the aperture have to be considered. T4e
sive region (,f), where particles of different energy travel longitudinal correlation between z, E is given by the in-
along differet trajectories. Particles at *c (bunch length duced wakefield and energy gain and therefore a constant

m 10 mm) get an energy differece of AE/E = ±1.4 % over the acceleration if no other correlation (like DNS) are
adtimerefore tha the =eato vise . =*4mi bu 0 involved. It is not easy possible to cancel the correlation by

time biger hanthe etaron he.the same technique since there is no longitudinal focussing.

As = Y -A and AE=E n2v1%) ()
R 7  i(iuf) 1 2.2 Indirect Effect.

with an energy LP = 1200MeV, rf-amplitude of E,. = Indirect correlations are in some way different and their ef-
30MeV and A = 105mm. Additionally to the intended fect mgt not be asobvious asin tediret csewhenbig

*We* uuW=W bY the Dqwartmt of Enarv conrat DL, offsets and sensitive areas are the reasons. Let's take the
A0O3-768FOO515. RITL as an example andh a beam with no energy spread
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(comnpressor cavity off). The beam emittance is expected 3 Sources of Wakeftelds,
to be unchanged at the end. The high dispersion area en-
lawna the beam not very much and it stays on atis away First of all there is no reason to put unsleeved bellows at &
from non-linear Adeds. The longitudinal phase space seems high dispersion region. Even pump-outs, profile monitois,
to be decoupled. But on the other hand, the longitudi- BPMs and other beam pipe transitions can be designed
nal wakefields introduce an aneruy spread z, E creating in a way to avoid amy significant wakefield generation [2).
mnoffset athigh dispersion E,x, which will blow-up the The only problem might be collimators which need tobe
eunittancel (Therefore the name "longitudinicity- to keep close to the beam to fulil their duty. The fiaasrmabn
indirect effects in mind). parts should be the smaller resistive-wail wakefields.

But since the RTL was not desiged with this in mind,
Other indirect effects might be some coupling type cor- we have 30 bellows in the high dispersion region of the

relation between e.g. z, V, where a wide z ditribution pro- north RTL and 25 in the south. The mostly used bellows
duces different kicks over x, y wakefields, which is even have a diameter of 2a =49 mm with 20 convolutions each
more severe for flat beam emittance ratios. This has not 6 mm high and 2.56mm wide which gives an overall length
been studied further. of 3 m active bellows. Fig. 1 shows simulation results with

M- 0 k/V/pC- 6.0522E-01 TBCI [3] for 1/5 of a bellow with a 2 mim (or) long bunch.
____________________ The results of thene and higher order wakefields are d

o~zs. ~/m= 0.020cuse and summarised in the next section.

.. .. 4 Quantitative Kicks and Offsets
4.1 Single and Combined Excitations

The size and effects are summarized in Tab. 1. The trains-
verse and longitudinal wakefields are taken at about one o,,

-0.60 7 (transverse) or at their maximum (longitudinal) and mul-
tiplied by 8 nO (5.-1010 particles). The higher order wake-

-0.75 fields are scald to an offset of a two and one a. = 10 mm

-6 -4 -2 0 2 4 betatron oscillations share 30 bellowsthe effect of 5 we
ct/or.combined. Their kicks or offseets are calculated and Coin-

m= 1 C/Spared with high and low beta function values. An reference
also the size due to dispersion is shown.

0.4 q;: 1/m= 0. 0 Comparison of Tfransverse and Longitudinal Wkfed

_________ Trflansverse Longitudinal

~0.3 Order m 1 2 3 0 1 2 3
1.415E-0 W* r 1.5 3.0 4.5 4 8 8 8

k1Vp=.15 1W*8 nC [kV] 12 24 36 32 64 64 64
b:'0.2at r 0.85akVj 10 15 16 32 48 33 24
I.at r a/2 [kV] 6 3 1 32 18 4 1

5 elow [VI 30 15 5 160 80 20 5
0.1 p = p1.2JLGeV/c

z'=p.±/p Lrad] 2*

00-8.. -4 -2 0 2 4 2 I&E/E (AM] in___ _ __ _ _

ct/a3  -te = 16 pm-prad I
Zz'eat P= 50m 12prad 5 8OpAM

Figure 1: Wakefield Calculation. 2, Z' at p = lI m 83 iread DIPM

The calculated longitudinal W, and transverse W# wake [ 9_ __________ 14

potentials for the lowest transverse order and a, = 2 mm is Table 1: Summary of Bellow Wakefield Effects.
showns. Transverse wakefteld. induce a kick, while longitudinal

wakefields cause indirectly an offset. Both have different
aenitivities at different beta functions.
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4.2 Cancelation 5 Conclusion

Th.oobetw and kisks wr about 1.5 to 2 times bigger than The transverse wakefields of abeam at high dispersion lead
ff. or a. at the conemponding sensitive bets functions, to dispersive abberations of higher order, which can be
Siam some of the kicks cancel out (m Fig. 2), the emit- mainly compensated by magpetic elements, like for higher
tance blow-up might be not too bed, but to relay on a order magnetic ernro. The longitudinal wakefield has a
cancellation of big numbers is always a risk. The observed small effect on the compremion process, but has an indirect
mittance blow-up with 3. 1010 particles was about from effect on the transverse beam size. This chromatic like

7y = 1.6.10-1m-redto 1.8.10- 5 m-radin 1992 with round effect ("longitudinicityf) should be avoided by reducing
beams. the amount of generated wakefields, e.g. with sleeves in

the bellows.

. .a.:...h.. LokSod w**% Y.V.l V't .t, O.:.
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m at an offset which corresponds to an energy offset of a
particle at al. At the end (29) there are the sums for each
order indicated by dots.

4.3 Less and More Sensitivity in 1993/94

With flat beams in 1993 we expected an emittance of about
3.2. 10- m-rad and achieved it also at the end of the RTL
measured in the linac. The bigger emittance in z is less sen-
sitive to emittance blow-ups either from wakefields or non-
linear magnetic fields. In the 1994 run we will probably run
with higher currents due to a new damping ring vacuum

-chamber against microwave instability oscillations [4], and
we might reduce the horisontal emittance by creating com-
bined functions in magnets [5]. This will make a sleeving
of the RTL bellows even more urgent than now.
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Error and Tolerance Studies for the SSC Linac

ID. Rapuia, Chu Rui Chang, F. Guy, J. W. Hurd, W. Funk
Superconducting Super Collider Laboratory*

2550 Beckleymeade Ave., Dallas, Texas 75237
and

K. R. Crandall
Ahbuit AccSys Technology, Inc

This paw summarizes error and tolerance studies • 100-
for the SSC Linac. These studies also include higher-
order muwitpoles. The codes used in these simulations
are PARMTEQ, PARMILA, CCLDYN, PARTRACE, and
CCLTRACE. " 50

I. INTRODUCTION

The SSC Linac [1] will deliver a 800 MeV H- beam with
pulse lengths of 2 to 35 psec at a nominal current of 21 0.90 0.98 1.0 1.02 1.04
mA for injection into the low energy booster (LEB) with Nrized Vdtoge
transverse normalized rms emittance of :5 0.3v mm-mrad.
Emittance from the magnetron ion-source i about 0.18 r Fige 1: RFQ Trnmilos vs Voltage i to deign voltae.
mm-mrad for 30 mA and the requirement at the end of solld ine: RESQ, dotted ine: eimel ens.

the CCL is 25 mA with an emittance of < 0.3wmm-amrad.
This means that emittance growth budget for the entire (RFQ), therefore the first and second groups of errors are
linac is only about 67% . The purpose of this work was not considered. Only time dependent errors were consid-
to find out the tolerance limits to meet the challenge of ered, to find the voltage tolerance on the einzel lens and
preserving emittance through the linac, helical electrostatic quadrupole (HESQ). First using AX-

The errors were divided into the three groups. Beam CEL (2] and HESQT, optimum voltages were determined;
related errors e.g. displacements of beam with respect then voltages on einzel lens and HESQ were varied by ±
to accelerator axis at injection into the accelerator, mis- 5% and the transmission through the RFQ was calculated
matched beam in phase space, energy shift, energy spread using PARMTEQ. Figure 1 shows the curve for transmis-
etc. falls into the first group. Since steering is provided in. sion vs voltage normalized to design voltage. The tolerance
each degree of freedom before each type of accelerator, this limit on the voltage was set to 0.3%.
group of errors will not be presented here except the ra-
dio frequency quadrupole (RFQ). The second group of er- III. RADIO FREQUENCY QUADRUPOLE (RFQ)
Yor include time independent errors. This group of errors Since the RFQ bore radius is small and there are not
includes manufacturing errors e.g. errors in tank length, enough steering elements in the LEBT, the first group
cell-length, coupling-slot-length, quad gradient, higher or- of errors which includes misalignment in the injection of
der components in the quad fields, tuning errors&e.g. field- the beam, mismatched beam in the phase space, beam
flatness, field-amplitude, field-phase, and alignment errorse.g. tank displacements, quad displacements, quad tilt and energy fluctuations and energy spread from the ion source

were considered [3). PARMTEQ was revised to include the
yaw, quad rotation etc. The third group of errors consists higher order multipole expansion for the vane tip field [4].
of time dependent errors e.g. amplitude and phas-e errors Figure 2a shows the transmission vs x displacement of the
from rf source including feed back, mechanical vibra',ional beam and figure 2b shows the transmission vs beam angle
errors etc. This group of errors is responsible for the jit- offset. Figure 3a shows the transmission vs the mismatch
ter in the beam. The tolerance limits presented for these factor as defined in TRACE3D. For each mismatch factor
errors are not the limits on rms errors but the tolerance there are infinite different sets of twiss parameters (a, 3)
limits which are uniformly distributed between the limits. which lie on the ellipse. However for each mismatch factor,

II. Low ENERGY BEAM TR.ANSPORT. (LEBT) only two sets of a and 0 lie at the two vertices of the ellipse.
In figure 3a, the upper curve corresponds to the choice of a

The low energy beam transport (LEBT) works like the and ( such that the initial beam radius is smaller than the
matching section for the Radio-Frequency Quadrupole matched radius while the lower curve corresponds to the

"Opera•ed by the Univeities Research Association, Inc. for initial beam radius bigger than the matched beam. Fig-
the U.S. Departument of Energy, under contract No. DE-AC02. ure 3b shows the transmission vs the energy shift from 35
SOER40456 keV in the injected beam. The time dependent errors were
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IiError Tol. Limit
0.0 €a •.o o- o o oa, Tank disp Time1__._
ILO CA n.U0 W ) W so Quad disp -0.1 mm

Quad Pitch and Yaw *I-10 deg

FIguMe 2: () TamimmWloU va Besnt Dhplacesmmen in x (ram). (b) Quad Ronl :-0.Sdes
frMOWnle vs Bem An& in x (med) Quad Strength 0.- 5% (Graded)

MuMtipola,n=3,4,5,6 1.5%0@6 m

Tank Field Tilt 3%

10- 00 Cell-to-Cell Field 3
SCeil-to-Cell Phase * 0.5 deg

10- Time Dependent

Tank Field --3%
Tank Phase * 0.5 deg

,s , I D vibration amp(rms) 6.0 pm
0. 0.5 -5 0 5

uvii-t Fader Enwy Sift QkeV)
Table 1: Tolerance Budget for the SSC DTL.

P (qpm a () ra mma vs the •isla't factor. Upper curve, the
Inltalminumtched beeam radius. smaller then atched beam. Lower
curve, the initial nmsmatched beam radius i bigger than nmutced
bern. (b) Tranmision vs energy soift from 3 keV

amplitude (vane voltage) and phase of accelerating field.

Their tolerance limits are 0.5% and 0.5 deg respectively.

IV. Daxrr TuBn LINAC (DTL)

In the case of the DTL, the second group of errors includes .- ,
time independent errors e.g. tank displacement, cell-to-cell 0.8
phase and field errors, accelerating field tilt, quad displace-
ments, quad tilt and yaw, quad gradient errors, quad ro-
tation and higher-order multipoles. The third group of 0.6"
errors includes time dependent errors e.g. field amplitude [

and phase errors from the klystrons. Since the drift tubes 0.4
are mounted on stem they may vibrate. The time depen-
dent and time independent error tolerances are listed in I

Table 1. Figure 5 shows the probability distribution of the 0.2 t
emittance growth for the errors listed in Table 1. This
curve was obtained by using PARTRACE [5]. The most 0.0 -- - I
sensitive error for emittance growth is quad rotation; the .015 .020 .025 .030 .035 .040 .045

tolerance limit on this error is 0.5 deg. The tolerance lim- x.y.z Esmlmance (tr.w) cm ared

its on the multipoles were obtained using PARMILA. An Figur 4: Probability distribution of the emittances (xy and s) out

upper bound was assigned to the amplitude of the n = 3, of the DTL for errors listed in Table 2., dotted curves show the

4 and 5 components and values are chosen at random be- emittances when the errors were twice as large as given in Table 2.

tween sero and this tolerance limit for each multipole The Curves show the prob"vilhty that the emittances will at or below the

phase of each of these multipole components was chosen plotted value.

at random. The n= 6 component was assumed to be sys-
tematic, and its amplitude was set at the tolerance limit
and phase angle to zero. For this study to be realistic,
alignment errors as well as multipoles were included. The
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-03 o 0dgError Limits

14~ #& cc 1 I ILIes t e 98Tskd *0.1mm
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the electromagnet quad are 0.0568.0.005, 0.0056, 0.00022%
0.2- for n=3,4,5,and 8 respectively, at the radius of 1 cm. CCL-

DYN (8] simulations shows these multipoles have no effect
0.0' on the emittance growth. The quad and tank displacement

.020 65 .0.040 used in these simulations are listed in Table 3.
a.y.s Emwa m o rm) if aemmd

VI. CONCLUSIONS
Fig~ure S. Probabl~ity dhizibutiem of the mnitianes (3ry and z) outi

uf heCC fr rne futd n a~ 3, ottd ures~-~ jw These studies show that if we can achieve specified wil-
aacei when doe erni were twice as large as given in Table 3. Curve. erances, we can meet the challenging requirement of emit-

iobw the Piobarik, that tM e ini m will at at bdOkm the pkttsa6 tance of :5 0.31v mm miad at 600 MeV. The most sensitive
valueerror for the emittance growth is quad rotation.

We would like to thank to Jun Wu for his help in
results of 12 cases, where each case consited of 50 runs, PARMTEQ simulations.
ane summarised in Table 2. The twelve cases were for all
combinations of clocking errors (QR) of 0., 0.25, 0.5 de- V11. REFeRENCES

grees and multipole errors (M) of 0.0, 1.0, 1.5, and 2.0% 0 []L .Fn,'h S ierAclrtr"teepo
6 mm. The quadrupole displacements of 0.1 mm and tank [11 L. W. Fn,"h S ierAclrtr'teepo
displacement tolerance of 0.25 mm, were used in all case, ceda
and the beam was "Steered" back on the axis after each [2] E. F. Jaeger and 1. C. Whitson, " Numerical Simulation
tank. for Axially Syammnetric Beamlets in the Duopigatron

V. CUPLD CVITYLINC (CL)Ion Source," ORNL/TM-4990, Oak Ridge, TN (1975)
V. CUP= ~vrr LINC (CL)[31 A. Cuccheti, " Beam Dynamics Error Study on RFQ for

The second group of errors for the CCL includes time in- SSC", Los Alamos National Laboratory memorandum,
dependent errors in tank displacements, cell-length (cell- AT-1:91-241.
to-cell phase) coupling-.slot-ise (cell-to-cell field), bridge- [4 . W. Guy, et ul," Simulation Support for Commission-
coupler -slot-site (tank-to-tank field), bridge-coupler- [ n4nJpeaigteFS IACteeprsdns
length (tank-to.-tank phase), quad displacement, quad tilt nadoprtgthSCLIA'tespredns
and yaw, quad rotation, quad-to-quad field gradient and [5] K. Rt. Crandall, "Error Studies using partrace, A New
high order multipoles. The third group of errors includes Program that Combines PARMILA and TRACE 3-
time dependent errors e.g. amplitude and phase error from D," 1988 Linear Accelerator Conference Proceedings,
the klystron and quad gradient error due to the power sup- CEBAF-Report-89-001, p 335, Newport News, Vir-
plies. These tolerance limits wre listed in Table 3. Figure 6 ginia, Oct 3- 71988.
shows the probability distribution of the transverse emit- [61 K. R. Crandall, Private Comunication.
tance for the tolerance limit listed in Table 3. These cal-
culations were done using CCLTRACE (61. In the case of
the CCL, higher order multipoles which are achivable in
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Emnittemue Growth Due to Dipole Ripple and Sextupole

H.-J. Shib, J.A. Eillion, M.J. Sypher, and B.S. Newberger
Superýouducting Super Collider Laboratory"

Dallas, TX 75237

Ab•tract the simple tracking simulations using a linear lattice plus kicks
from a sinkl sextupole and a localized dipole ripple.

Ripple in the power supplies for storage ring magnets can
have adverse effects an the circul g beams: orbit distortion 00
and emittance growth from dipole ripple, tune modulation and
dynamic aperture reduction from quadrupole ripple, etc. In this
paper, we study the dects of ripple in the horizontal bending
Weld of the SSC in the presence of nonlinearity, in particular, 2 M_

the growth in beam emittance.

I. INTRODUCTION 0

For simplicity, we will assume that dipole ripple is localized,
i.e., it affects only one dipole magnet. An element-by-element
tracking simulation using the program ZTRACK' with a lo-
calised dipole ripple yields the results shown in Figure 1. In 0o .. . 0 oo

the simulation, 192 particles are tracked, the ripple has a fire- NUIý OF •TW
quency of 743.29 Hz and an amplitude of 10 Gauss, the nominal
bending field is 6.684 x 10' Gauss, sad the horizontal betatron Figure 1. Variation of beam emittance in time from a full lattice

tuae is 123.7821U48. Note that the revolution frequency at the simulation.
SSC is 3441 Hs. We observe from Figure i that dipole rip- II. THEORETICAL MODELS
ple causes the beam emittance to oscillate between the initial
value (3.0 x 10'1e m) and a much larger value (a 2.5 x 10-" m), The perturbed beam dynamics is described by the Hamilto-
and that this oscillation is damped with emittance leveling of anx
around saintermediate value (m 1.0 x 10-' a). The beam emit- H(:, z', s) f Ho(:,:', ) + dli(zs) (1)
tance bern is defined as the emittaace averaged over the whole where He = I(za+K(s):2 ). Here a is the path length along the
beam. Thus it appeam that dipole ripple causes the beam to design orbit, z the horizontal coordinate, x' = dz/ds, K(s) the
go from one equilibrium state to another where the beam has a focusing or defocusing function, sad e the smallness parameter
larger emittance. In this simulation, we have chosen the ripple of the perturbation. For perturbation from a single sextupole
frequency to be dose to the betatron frequency of 748.62 Hz and a localized dipole ripple, we have
(a 3441 x .21788) and a large ripple amplitude so that we can 1
observe the fial equilibrium state in a short time. cHm(c,s) = 6S(s)z3

-F(s): (2)
One can easily imagine the physics possibly at work here: S(s) = S.e(S - S,) (3)

dipole ripple causes the whole beam to wobble around the de- P(s) = Ao cos(wrr + so) (4)
sign orbit, and nonlinearity, which is built in the full lattice
and results in betatron tune dependent on betatron amplitude, where So is the sextupole strength, 6p is the periodic Dirac delta
then smeas the whole beam over a larger phase sace area. function, s, the position of the sextupole, Ac = (B,/Bo) 0o,
Our motivation for this work is to understand this qusatita- Br the ripple amplitude, Bo the nominal bending field, So the
tively. In particular, we want to explain the following regarding nominal bending angle, w, the angular ripple frequency, r the
the beam emittance: the existence of an apparent equilibrium, time, and so the position of the localized dipole ripple.
the amplitude and period of initial oscillations, the final equi- To explain initial periodic oscillations, we will consider only
librium value, and how much time it takes to reach the final the dipole ripple perturbation. Using the independent variable
equilibrium state. To this end, we have constructed a theoret- t = f ds(an(s))- ad the dependent variable q = z/V/s
ical model using a second-order perturbation theory and the where P(s) is the betatron function, and P the betatron tune,
method of averaging. Since the nonlinearity, which is present the equation of mition becomes

'in the full lattice simulation above, was found to produce a
quadratic dependence of betatron tune on betatron amplitude, it + 2• = : i Ao co(QA + *,)Sp(t - to) (5)
we represent it in our model by a single sextupole. Our theo- 11 0

retical calculations are in excellent agreement with results from where Q, = wr/Wo, wo is the revolution frequency, and •0 the
betatron function at the dipole ripple. Since the right-hand side

"*Opeated by the Universtis Research Asociation, Inc., for of (5) can be expressed in the form
the U.S. Deportmenm of Energ under Contract No. DF-AC35-
U9E13440M. 0

1L. SLchd&n"&w and Y. Yan, SSCL Report SSCLN-464, Septem- E (A,,ei(n+Q')' + B~e-(+Q,)t)'
bea, IMS. n=-00
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we seek a particular s•lutiom of the same form. The particular ouc that J and satifdy (10) to O(,3) with initial conditions
".lution we nd ca be written as J(o) = Jk+ O(e0) &ad (0) = #o +0( 2 ). It can be shownthat

cos La((Is t- to + ,1(t) and #(9) approximate J(t) and #(I) to an accuracy of O(cl)
as= (Qr! .Ao (6) over a time interval ofO(•). Thus the task of fiding solutions

22_, (a +Q01 to (10) is then reduced to that of fiading F1 , F2 , G1 , G2 , P1 ,

and Qj. (We don't need to find P2 and Q2 if we are concerned
With initial conditions i(0) = qo and C(O) = to, where j = with an O(C2 ) accuracy.) Because f and # are periodic in # and
dq/dt, the solution to (5) is then given by quasi-periodic in t, (two periods are involved: one is associated

S= (Va - qp(0)) coo Pt + (to - (0)) sin Vt + 9,(). (7) with the beam revolution and the other associated with ripple)
we require that P, P2, Qi and Q2 are also periodic in and

The results on beam emittance calculated using (7) with Br = quasi-periodic in t.
.322 Gauss and w, = (2w)(743.29) rad sc•' are shown in F- For dipole ripple and sextupole perturbations, one can write
are 2 by a solid curve, which agrees well with results from a full f = f,) + f,) &ad 0 =yr) + is) where the supermcripts (r)
lattice simulation indicated by circles. The croses are reslts and (s) stand for contributions from dipole ripple and sextupole
from a simple tracking simulation, to be described in Section III. respectively. A lengthy calculation involving expansion in c to

5.5__._._._._ the second order and averaging overG and t yields F1 = 0,•~~, = 0, F2 = 0, G2 = G2@ = P(?)• '+ .(0' ') 1 h r
G1=OF2 =+ Gd A= ( where (

denotes the average over 9 and t, the subscripts I and 9 denote
5.0 the derivatives with respect toI and 9 respectively, and P10) and

Q(4) (i = r, s) satisfy the homological equations P1 + Vit) =
4.5 * j() and 41• + , = gt) respectively. We refer the readers

to the paper by H. Dumas et al.2 for more information on our
4.0- averaging procedure. In summary, our approximate solutions

* Iand are given by

I 0, G V+Ed2 '~I (15)

3.0 1 = 1+ (P')(I,,,t)+ P)(I,9, )) (16)

3.8wit = 9+c(Qr)(I,9,t)+Q•')(I,9,t)) (17)

0 oNUN with n(JO) = -P1 (J,0,0), v(JO) = -Qi(J,0,0), sad G',

Figure 2. Variation of beam emittance in time. Curve: exact 1 €QV• pr) ad q') given by
theory; circles: full lattice tracking; crosses: simple tracking. 310+ •. (

To explain the final equilibrium state, we will consider both 64X +
dipole ripple and sextupole perturbations. We will carry out 1-3P)}
the second-order perturbation calculation in the action-angle -'(1 - a) + €(1 + 3u) - 1- (18)
representation. The action-angle variables J and # are defined
through the following transformation = - (i) (19)

'1= (7L) cos.0, f =-(2.7p) *sin 0. (8) (coo (Ps([41] - r) -90) +coo (3v([t'iI - ir) - 39) '
The new Hamiltonian for the action-angle variables is given by sin(+) sn(3w)

7i(j ,,t) =,,j+w 2 (.)HI (1*(a) (f ) cos.,.). (9)

the Hamiltonian equations of motion 3 sin (v([41] - r) -9) sin (3v([t'] - r) - 30)

i = ef(J, #, 0, 4 = V + Cg(, , t). (10) sin(ra) + sin(31rv)

To find approximate solutions of (10) with initial conditions

J(O) = Jo and #(0) = o, we look for a special autonomous P•/)(I,O,t) = ( oAo
system given by a

I = eFr(I)+C2F2 (I) (11) X "n (0"Q",0)

9 = v+eGa(1)+e
2 G2 (I) (12)

with initial conditions 1(0) = Jo + eu(Jo,#o), 0(0) = Ao+ + ((V + Q+)((4] -) (9+ Qrt + 0+))) (21)
cew(J, 0a), and a near identity transformation sin w(v + Q-)f

J = I+ePt(I,#,t)+c 2 P2(1, 0,t) (13) 2H.S. Dumas, J.A. Ellison and A.W. Sines, Antnals of Pkpaics

O= 9+eQd(l,9,t)+C2 Q2(I,9,t) (14) 20, 97(1991).
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a' = 123.78677 is shown in Figure 4. Because the computing
Q¶~~I,*,I) (~ r~~iMtime with the simple tracking simulation is greatly reduced,

-3L2 we can now more easily determine the dependence of the final
Sin ((a - Q,)([4] - r) - (8 - Q,t - 9w)) equilibrium emittance on a few relevant parameters, e.g., ripple

sin W(a - Q,) amplitude. Figure 5 summarizes our study on the dependence
of relative emittance growth on ripple amplitude and betatron

sin ((' + Q1)([14 - 0) - (0 + Qt + (2)) ) tune. The ripple frequency is fixed at 720 Hz.+ ,sin W(Y + Qr)j
+ i +~ ...... ..... I.....I......I.....I.....

where #(2) =- r'(z)/r(z), P, is the betatron function at the
sextapole, t a t - to, e a t - ti, and [denotes the modulus ,
between 0 and 2r. Our perturbation calculations indicate that,
up to the second order, dipole ripple contributes only in the _
near-identity transformations (16) and (17). The vector field, 2 0

(15), is still given by sextupole perturbation.
Figure 3 shows the phase space distribution of a beam after •

50000 turns calculated using (15)-(22). The beam consists of I -
500 particles and is initially uniformly distributed in the ranges 4
of 0.1 < z < 0.3 mm and -2.4 < z' < -2.0 prad. In this calcu-
lation, the ripple has a frequency of 720 Hz and an amplitude
of 0.322 Gauss, and the sextupole strength is So = -0.55580,
whichreproduces the relationship G_•) = (1.0567 0)Io- x 103 b.
tained from a fit to the dependence of betatron tune on betatron 0 5000 100000 150000 200000 250000 300000

amplitude in the full lattice mentioned in Section I. For an ini- T NUNBER

tial beam whose distributions in z and z' are Gaussian (and Figure 4. Variation of beam emittance in time from a simple
thus the distribution in the angle variable is uniform in the lin- tracking simulation.
ear approximation), the averages of the second order terms over I03

the angle variable are zero, and one has to go to a third-order
perturbation calculation. However, a serious drawback of the
action-angle approach is that eP•r)/I is proportional to I-*,
and the perturbation calculation breaks down for small I. We 102
are now working on a new set of variables which doesn't havea
this problem.

101

4

100

010-1

0 0.05 0.10 0.20 0.50 1.00 2.00 5.00

Figure 5. Relative growth in beam emittance as a function
-2- - -... - of ripple amplitude. Circles: v = 123.77877; squares: v =

" emmmom e . •123.78215; diam onds: v, = 123.78677.

-4 - ,I .I I, I,,,I... IV. CONCLUSIONS
-1.5 -1.0 -0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 Theoretical models have been developed to explain the fea-

X (mam) tures of emittance evolution observed from the full lattice simu-
Figure 3. Phase space distribution of a beam after 50000 turns lation in the presence of dipole ripple. Our calculation with just
from a perturbation calculation. dipole ripple is exact and explains the observed initial oscilla-

tions of beam emittance. Our model for the apparent existence
III. TRACKING SIMULATIONS of final equilibrium state is based on a second-order perturba-

To check our theoretical models, we have tracked particles us- tion calculation involving both dipole ripple and sextupole. Its
ing linear transfer matrices with kicks from a single sextupole predictions agree very well with results from simple tracking
and a localised dipole ripple. This simple tracking method has simulations using a linear lattice plus kicks from dipole ripple
produced the results indicated by crosses in Figure 2, and repro- and sextupole. The simple tracking method that we have de-
duced those shown in Figure 3. It also gives results very similar veloped is very fast and very suitable for exploring final equilib-
to those shown in Figure 1. The results from a run following rium states by changing relevant parameters over a wide range.
500 particles with BD = I Gauss, w, = 2w(720) rad sec', and J.A.E. gratefully acknowledges discussions with M. Kummer.
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Proton-Proton Scattering Con~tribution to Emittance Growth

T. Garavaglia
Superconducting Super Collider Laboratry*

2560 Deckleymeade Ave., Dallas, TX 75237 USA

AhET.Cg be estimated from the differential elastic scattering cross

Proton-proton scattering contributes to the emuittance scind,,S (duwj
growth of the SBC. A formulation is given and used to esti- (W-) TV W 1 ),' (2.2)
mate the mean scattering angle, which is msod to determine
the contribution to SS0 euulttace growth resulting fromi where S. and T awe Lorentz invariants. These invariants,
elstc pp scattering. The method is based upon Lorentz defned in (Al), aweS Pi 2Eem., and T w -S san2(92) so
invariant., and it permits the determination of the cross -S(61. + 09)/4. The invariant differential cross-section for
section for scattering in the center o( mass (c.m.) system, pp elastic scattering is [2)
as well as scattering from a fixed target (f.t.). Also an ex- do.1I
ample is given for the case of electromagnetic pp scattering, !L( 2,T (2.3)
which results from single virtual photon exchange. 1' 16iw

where "' is the total pp cross-ection, b is the slope param-
1. INTRODUCTION eter, and p sw 0 is the rati of the real part to the imaginary

The contribution from pp elastic scattering to transverse part of the scattering amplitude. Assuming that the slope
emittance growth is determined for the SSC. Elastically parameter is a constant, one can integrate the differential
scattered protons with a small scattering angle, wi,4 remiain cross-section to obtain b sw 4/l6lro,, With the approxi-
within the Coilider proton beam. These scattered -par- masiong the approximationefns aboe fte dierntalcrss
tidles, contribute to the growth of the bearn's transverse Useiongi the cpam. sy nste abeomes h deenlcos
emittance. Numerical results for emittan.e growth result- scini h ~.sse eoe
ing from pp scattering and other sources are given in [1].__
In this paper, a summnary is given of the analytical meth- mSO'T eI~*-' ( _'* 0--) (24
ods that are used to determine the mean scattering angle YlflC.M. 640 (.4
resulting from pp elastic scattering. Lorentz invariants and
cross-sections are defined in Appendix A. where 02 (S/)/.(.5

II. PROTON-PROTON ELASTIC This is the expression to be substituted into (2.1) to find
SCATTERING de,/dt. For colliding proton beama with OF3 = 40 TeV and

The contribution to trmanvrse emittance growth, for one s13mbonfidbow2.Ge-ad
degree of freedom, resulting from pp elastic scattering is o.= V 02>= 6.9;srad. (2.6)
given by

In the above, the value of the total pp scattering cross-(M)= (5, + fiL2)ff.1 < 0. > /(MNB), (2.1) section is determined from

where Pi* and A- are, respectively, the beta function and = 85 .3I GeV~, 27
the luminosity at the 01' interaction point. In this expres- which is obtained from cosmic ray data [3]. Theoretical
sion No is the number of protons per bunch, M is the numi-w
ber of bunches, o,.1 is the pp elastic scattering cross-section, models giving values for the total and elastic pp crosw
and ~~ Ij is the urms value of the pp elastic scattering Useciongsh bv ehiusn can estimate the[4]s
angle in the center of mass system, which is projected onto Usnthabvteniuoecnetmtehers
the transverse z-direction. A similar expression occurs for scattering angle V/< 0"' for the scattering of a proton in
the transverse It-direction. The mean scattering angle ca a 20 TeV beam from a fixed proton. The scattering angle

_______________in the c.m. system for high energy pp scattering is found
*Opua*.d by the UDivasiIJ. Raewardi Amodation, inc., for from

the U.S. Departaimi of burg under Contrat N4o. DE-AC3&-cs9 1 28
SOER4049Lco($ stz +1 28

0-7803-1203-1193$0&00o 0 1993 IEW 3591



The scattuing angl for &proton ofenergy w = S/2m from multiplied by two. The invariant differential cross-section
a protom at rest is foud fron for this can is now found to be

I - 2sin2 (0/2) 4 (2.9) & (dT d) 64S(S_/4 1)[A(S, T, U) + A(S, U, T)
(S/r 2) (S/rM2)2"

Using cooi W I - (1/2)sin2 , the fixed target scattering -B(S,T,U) - B(S,U,T)]. (3.4)

angle is related to the c.m. scattering angle 0 through The invariant functions are

V2 ((S T,(m U) ±T"(d, b)To,(c, a) (3.5)(I/M) 4 (2.10) +TU

Fbr the scattering of a 20 TeV proton from a proton B(, T, U) - , a, d), (3.6)

at rest, the rim scattering angle in the c.m. system in where
found from (2.5),with vr = 193 GeV, aT = 50.2 mb and TW(c, a) = Tr4( + 1)7'(4 + 1)'y'], (3.7)
6 m 10.3GeV- 2 , to be VZW7 s 3.2 mrad. The corme- Tr+1(19c+ ) 7d

spondnjanle in the fixed target system is found to be TMUbcad 38

7<(?>r1 47 7prad. Upon evaluation of the traces, the invariant functions be-
come

III. PROTON-PROTON A(3, T, U) 2[S2 + U2 + 8T2- 8] (3.9)
ELECTROMAGNETIC SCATTERING 32

In this example, pp scattering is treated as an electrp- B(S, T, U) = [S2 - 8S + 12)]. (3.10)
magnetic event, and the scattering of two fermions of initial In the high energy limit when S becomes large, one finds
four-momenta a and b to a final state of four-momenta c
and d results from the exchange of a single virtual photon. doel' 4re4
The system of units h = c = m = I is used. Since both "- (ab--, -cd) i--j-. (3.11)
the initial and final states involve identical particles, these
states must be antisymmetrical. The initial state II) andstathes musfi benatisy eicatal state I) ad rThe rms value of the c.m. scattering angle associated

with (3.11) can be found using (2.8) in the form

=ab)- ba) IF) = 1 Ide) (3.1) <cosS >; 1- < 02 >/2 = 2 < T/S > +1, (3.12)

The matrix element for this process is where
< T >=]/ T(do,/dT)dT/o., (3.13)

(FIMII) = [(cdlMlab) - (cdlMIba)+ < T>,.

and ,. = f(do,/dT)dT. The rms value of the scattering
(dclMlba) - (dclMlab)]/2 angle is written in terms of the projection on the transverse

direction as = ' . The integration limits
= e2[JV(d, b)D•,.(a - c)Jv(c, a) - (d ,-* c)], (3.2) are found from T s 02/4, where 0m.z and Omen are found

where the fermion current is J#(c,a) = fieT7ua. The pho- from the uncertainty principal, ArA9 f hi/p, and ri...
ton propagator is D,.(a - c) = 4%rg,,/((a - C)2 + ie). We and rm,~ are found from the beam size and proton radius,
use the fermion density matrix pq (a) = uifi,, which has respectively. One finds for o., < 2 >, which appears in
the property Trp(a) = 2. (2.1), 1.6 x 10-40 m 2 from (2.3) and 1.8 X 10-42 m 2 from

(3.11), which is smaller.
The invariant differential cross-section for this process is

do., 1 APPENDIX A: Kinematics and Cross-Sections
dT = lirf(Sa,b)M(s' 2 (3.3)

In this appendix, the kinematical variables and cross-
where M(S,T)- I(FIMII)12 . For the scattering of un- sections used in the analysis are given. Particles char-
polarized fermions when the polarization of the final state acterized by four-momenta a and b interact elastically to
fermions is not observed, the initial state spin density ma- yield particles characterized by four-momentum c and d.
trices for a and b are of the form p0(a) - ($ + 1)/2. For For this prc tess, energy-momentum conservation is repre-
the final states Ic) and Id), which include a summation over sented as a+b = c+d, where a typical four-vector is repre-
the final spin states, the corresponding density matrices are sented as a (a0 , a), such that a2 = (a) 2 -a.a = m'. The
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iuatsatm chansea awe defined according to the Lorentz
inasiants Particular differential crose-sections may now be ob-

tained from (Ag). O special interest is the differential
S = (a + b)2, T = (a - c) 2 , U = (a - d), (Al) cros-ection defined formally as

which uti* (S+T+ U) = a2 +b2 +c +d. d= (S, T)6[T -(a- c). (A1)

In the c.m. system, one finds the invasiant expressions
for energy, momentum, and scattering angle For sattering into the solid agle dl.., one finds for elastic

scattering in the c.m. system
4, = e(S, a, b) = (S + a2 - b2)/4(S/4)11 , (A2) dSius (sa, ,b)f'/•(sc,de )ý. (All)
S, = e(S, b,a), t. = £(S,c,d), e = t(S, d, c), dMs.f. ad

1.1 = IbI = (S, a, b)11/2, Id, = Idi f(S, c, d) 1 /12  The corresponding differential cross-section in the f.t. sys-
() Jtem may be found from (A8) and (A1O) to be(MS)

and do 21112(S, a, b)f91 2(U, c, b) do
coo . = (T - a2 - c 2 + 244)/21allcl, (A4) df." " irg(ST,1,m,1,m) T" (A12)

with For the elastic scattering of a particle of unit mass with a

fr(S, a, 6) - [S - (m. -- m,)][S - (m. - ma)2]. (AM) particle of mass m, one finds the expression

g(S, t, 1, m, 1, m) = 128m 2[(S/4)2+ST/16-(S/4)(m 2+1)/2
In the fixed target system, the corresponding relations -(T/4)(m 2 - 1)/4 + (M2 

- 1)2/16]. (A13)
are

wo = W(S.a, b) = (S - a2 
- b2)/2mn, The integration indicated in (A9) and (AlO), when there

Wb = mooW, = -W(U, c, b),wd = -w(T, d, b), (A6) is a two-particle final state characterized by four-momenta
c and d, is performed in the c.m. system using thelal - .f1 l2 (S, a, b)/2m•, Ibi = 0, momentum-space measur

Ill = f'12(U, c, b)/2m&, Idl = f/ 2 (T, b, d)/2mb, (A7) m dC ?dd2
and dedd = lcI'dicidfQ.Zddj,--i (A14)

2 (2 1/ -to find (3.3).
-(S - a - b2)(U - b6 c2)]/[f(S, a, b)f(U, c, b)]1/ . (AM)
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This cross-section is defined as

1 [3] M. Honda et.al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 70, 525 (1993).
o'(S•, T) = l1(S, a, b)f2-r)-* x I dpidp2...dpn [4] P.V. Landshoff, -Soft hadron physics," Joint Interns-

tional Lcpton-Photon & Earophysics Conference on
n n High Energy Physics, Vol. 2, pp. 365-373 (World Sci-fi 6(p? - m•)5(p,) × 6(a +b - p,)M(S,T,U), (AM) entific, 1991).

with 0(p) = [(p0/Pw) + 1]/2,w = (Ipl 2 + M2 )1 / 2 , and

M(S,T,U) = I< fIMla,b > 12,

where< JIMIa, b > is the transition amplitude from the
initial to the final state. In (A9), one uses an invariant
definition of the flux, which is represented as the magnitude
of the relative velocity Iv. - v&l in the c.m. system. The
flux becomes F = f/l2(s, a, b)/2taC,.
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Source Size Variation and Ion Effects in the SRS at Daresbury
J. A. Clake ,D. M. Dykes, S. F. Hill, E. A. Hughes, M. W. Poole, P. D. Quinn, S. L Smith, V. P. Suller, L. A. Welbournn

SEC Daresbury Laboratory, Daresbury, Wmrington, WA4 4AD, UK.

Abwuc Ill. SOURCE SIZE VARIATION
Source dimensions in the electron storage ring are

routinely monitored on a diagnostic beam line. During recent A. TY*alBe Bew, Behaviour
0' 1 of the SRS, following the installation of a
econad wiggler maget, relatively poor vacuum conditions The beam profiles are recorded routinely during every

were expermze& Large sep changes in source size have been operational stored beam period. On " SRS typical starting
mumusui and broad tune signals have beo wen, together with currents ae of the order of 250 mA after being romped to the
other effects chwacurnatic of ion influewes. Changes of source full energy of 2 GeV. The bearo lifetime is generally around
sine and beam stability as a function of ion clearing electrode 25 hours. All of the 160 ff buckets are rdled.
voltage have also been observed. This paper summarises all
such effects observed and comments on their probable causes. (a)
It also includes other data on source dimensions, such as 1400
measured emittance coupling and the effect of insertion devices
in the lattice.

I. INTRODUCTION 15 .+

The source size of the stored electron beam in the SRS is 0 100 -s '+••
monitored routinely and now uses a fully automated computer
data acquisition system. Recording the beam profiles during
every stored beam has brought to light some interesting E
patterns of source size behaviour. This paper summarises 1250-
some of the results obtained recently. Of particular interest is
the way in which positive ions appear to affect die beam. This
paper emphasises the results that show such ion dependent 1200,
phenomena. After a recent vacuum system let-up, for the 0 50 100 10 200
installation of a second superconducting wiggler magnet [Il, Beam Current (mA)
relatively poor vacuum conditions existed as the vacuum
system reconditioned. The opportunity was taken to study (b)
alternative methods of controlling ion behaviour. 250-

IL SOURCE SIZE DIAGNOSTICS 200- +++

The SRS has a dedicated diagnostic beamline which
monitors the visible synchrotron radiation emitted by the • 150- ++do
stored electron beam. This diagnostic facility has been 4
described in detail elsewhere [2]. The beam profiles are 100-
measured by imaging the visible synchrotron radiation onto a
pair of photodiode arrays, one for each axis. Recently the
system has been expanded to include computer controlled data 50-
acquisition. The output of the arrays is read into a Macintosh
computer controlling a range of instruments. This allows
accurate curve fitting to be carried out on the data. The system 0-,
is fully automated and is generally allowed to run for periods 0 50 100 150 200
of approximately 24 hours. All of the software is written Beam Current (mA)
using the commercial software package LabVIEW [3].
LabVIEW is a graphical programming system for data Figure 1. Typical horizontal (a) and vertical (b) source size
acquisition, analysis and presentation. By assembling measurements on the SRS at 2 GeV.
graphical software modules in the form of block diagrams the
propgmmer avoids the need for cumbersome text-based code. After opening the vacuum system to install the second

superconducting wiggler magnet in early 1992 the residual gas
pressure in the SRS was relatively high (-7 x 10-9 Torr). This
led to some interesting changes in profile during periods of
stored beam. A typical example of how the profile varied as
the current decayed is shown in Figure 1. Note how the
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vertical SW change appes to co•ncia with a levelling off of A mort extmive optimization than can be detailed here
the horhil profile. The stp like changes apparent in the has been undertaken of the actual routine value to be used for
vertical prorde are thought to be due to ion species trapping the clearing voltage. This has found tha moWN of th benefit is
and detrapping. This behaviour has bee obscrved to become gained from the first -100 V but additional voltage does have a
less commaon as the vacutum has improved (-3 x 10-9 Torr). It useful effect In general the ion clearing electrodes awe ud at a
is usul for the vertical profile to decrease in a smooth fashion level of -600 V.
as the beam curnt decays at lower pressures and presumably
less ions. however the horizontal profile does still show some C. Different Fill S&Uctures
unpredictable behavIt is well known that the trapping of ions depends grealy

Clearly unusual behaviour cannot be automatically upon the fill structure employed. By leaving a number of
attributed to ions. A rigonous exercise was undertaken to consecutive rf buckets empty during injection the threshold
identify and eliminate other possible muses. On the SRS ter current fo0 ion captue can be greatly reduced. The influence of
am two wed established working points in betatron tn space the fill structure on the beam dimensions has been investigated
(one for high emittance and one for low). The unpredictable on the SRS. A beam was injected with approximately 30 of
beam profile behaviour has been observed at both working the possible 160 rf buckets filled consecutively. At 2 GeV
points. No coherent signals are associated with the phenomena typical operational conditions were applied and the beam was
which points away from certain instabilities. Also, the allowed to decay naturally. The source dimensions were
betatron tune signals observed with a pick-up are relatively compared with those of the next two normal operational
wide at higher residual gas pressures, particularly in the beams which both had all 160 bunches filled. Note that for all
vertical plane (±0.008 compared with ±0.001 at lower of these beams the ion clearing electrodes were employed at
pressures). their nominal value of -600 V. The vertical profiks obtained

are shown in Figure 3. It is clear that the vertical source size
B. The Influence of Ion Clearing Electrodes is highly influenced by the fill structure as expected. Simple

linear theory has confirmed that with all buckets filled then all
Ion clearing electrodes are installed above and below the ions can be trapped whereas with a large gap of around 130

beam orbit in each of the sixteen dipole vessels. These are buckets only ions with a mass to charge ratio greater than -50
used routinely during operations. To demoastrate the necessity will be readily trapped by the electron beam at over 100 mA.
to operate with the clectro~es on, the electron beam profiles
have been recorded during th. decvy of a 2 GeV beam under 200
typical operating conditions with and without the clearing 1st 160 Bunch Beam
voltage applied The vertical source size for the two cases is • 2nd 160 Bunch Beam
shown in Figure 2. In this case a clearing voltage of -500 V + Approx. 30 Bunch Bea
has produced a significant reduction in vertical prorii. and with j75
lower point to point scatter. Clearly the ion clearing electrodes
are nece-,sary for minimising the influence of ions on the 5
electron beam. 150O

200- 125

175-1

S8-• ~100 ,

100 150 200 25o
1150- Beam Current (mA)

Figure 3. Vertical source size as function of beam current for
l125- different fill structures.

> 0 Cleawing Voltage = 0 V
+ Clearing Voltage = 500 V D. Insertion Devices

0 50 00 150 I There are now three insertion devces installed in theSRS, one undulator and two superconducting wigglers. The
Beam C nt (mA) undulator has a minimal effect on the source size but the

wigglers should have a significant effect The beam profiles
Figure 2. Vertical source size a•. a function of beam current for have been recorded as the 5 T wiggler is energised. The

differmnt ion clearing voltages, wiggler ramp was paused at a number of field values and
several sets of profiles recorded at each one. The betatron tune
change induced by the wiggler was minimal since a
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smm li shame is in use although &i does leave some IV. CONCLUSIONS
Wmiafeti modulation [4]. The results of the

mplm w ushaomw In Fipgre 4. Unexpectedly the vertical It has be demonstaed tht uer rlaively poor
-m do atcally dem ns ass the wiggler field is icrnesed vcuum conditions toe smuc exhibit$ step ask chngau

-1 3 T. which have been aurlbuted to ion mtqp and detrapping.
Following these omervations several experiments have bee

W Ism0 crled out to study the influence of te ion clearing electrodes
and the beam fill struct on the owne dimensions.

* It has been shown that the influence of ions is
significantly reduced, in terms of source size, by the

+ the beam has also been dmnstaed to be an eftent method
of reducing die influence, of ions. A roughly 25, reduction in

+ ver profic e al been dMM9 by reducing the rmbe
of conscmutive rf buckets ftom the full complement of 160 to
approximately 30. Simple linear ion theory agrees doht such a
change in the fill structure should severely restrict ion
trapping. However it would not be feasible to run the SRS
operationally in this mode since the lifetime would be too
short. This is due to the Touschek effect at such relatively

1200 high bunch currents. To maintain a long lifetime it will be
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 necessary to increase the number of buckets, whilst still

Wiggler Field T having sufficient gap to reduce the influence of the ions.

Different fill stuctures will be investigated in the near fturm

150 The 5 T wiggler has been shown to reduce the vertical
profile although the radial emittance is increased. This is
thought to be due to a slight change id the emitnce coupling
from 2.8% to 2.3%. It appears from early commissioning
work that the effect of the 6 T wiggler on the source

•130- dimensions will be of the same order as that of the 5 T
, I + insertion device.

120- + Although experiments on ion effects in storage rings am
notoriously difficult to assess, it has been demonstrated that
ion influences are significant on the SRS. However by using

110- simple techniques, such as ion clearing electrodes and diffeetfill structures, the effect of the ions on the somue size can be
minimised. At the moment the standard operational stored

100- beam uses all of the rf buckets. More research is required
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 before a new operating regime can be intrduced for normal

Wiggler Field (T1 operations.

Figure 4. Horizontal (a) and vertical (b) source size variation V. REFERENCES
as a function of wiggler field. The beam current was 100 mA.

A lattice model has been used to predict the theoretical [1) M. W. Poole et al, these proceedings.

effect of the wiggler. Our in-house code ORBIT [51 predicts 2] J. S. Mackay, "Electron beam profile, position systems
that the emittance should increase by -25%. In a simple model and measurements on the Daresbury SRS," Proceedings
the emittance incream with the integral of the B-field cubed. of te European Particle Accelerator Conference, Rome,
This is clearly reflected in the figure. Since the vertical beam 1988, p43.
profile actually reduces it is assumed a slight decrease in the
emitance coupling must be induced by the wiggler. By using [3j National Instruments, Austin, Texas.
values of beta functions and dispersion function from the
lattice model it is possible to estimate the change in the [41 M. W. Poole et al, "Wiggler tune shift compmsation on
ePpurent emittance coupling. The coupling with the wiggler the Daresbury SRS," Proceedings of the IEEE Particle
off is 2.8% whereas with the wiggler on at its full field of 5 T Accelerator Conference, Chicago, 1989.
it is 2.3%. The newly installed 6 T wiggler has now been
commissioned III and early indications are that the source size [5] S.L. Smith,"ORBITUsersGuide,"DLinteralreport.
changes will be of the same order as for the 5 T wiggler.
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Global Trajectory Correction Allorthm in CLIC and
Main Linac Aliglnment Tolerances

C. Fischer
CERN, 1211 Geneva 23, Switzerltand

Absm~ lattice quadrupoles, but in the former process the F and D
Alignment tolerances in linear colliders are closely chains are moved in synchronism, whereas in the latter case

dependent on the expertise in beam trajectory handling, they are affected in opposite directions. Measuring the
paticularly in CLIC where wake fields dominate. Control of trajectory at each pick-up for nominal setting and every
dhe on-momenturn trajectory only can be considered as in a peturbed confiatioi provides the quantities xj and Axj.
straightforward one-to-one scheme. However, more The determination of Xj and AXj requires the knowledge of
sophisticated processes can be contemplated. involving all trander matrix coefficients R12 (ij) from may kick i to a
seval carrecr•s and beam position monitors. Moreover. it is pick-up j > i, agin at nominal setting and for every detaimed
possible to apply gradient variations from the nominal values situation. When these coefficients only reflect the basic
in order to simulate and bettr compensate dynamical effects, machine FODO model, they exhibit non-linearities with
as first suggested at SLAC. The present paper describes energy deviation which can be treated [2). However, in the
various methods applied with assumptions reflecting the most case of CLIC, with wake fields at full strength, this
recent characteristics of the CLIC main linac and beam. description is not sufficient for good convergence, and they
Calculations for several sets of parameters are presented. have to be determined by measurement in the Vpesenee of the
Alignment requirements are alleviated and fall in the wakes and of the beam-energy dispersion along the linac.
feasibility domain while maintaining the previously Their behaviour is then much more linear. In practice a given
msntioned key parameters within specifications. kick is generated at i, looking at the response at the

subsequent locations j. With the beam-energy dispersion, the
I. INTRODUCTION effect of a kick is damped after some distance. Good accuracy

Global trajectory correction algorithms were first requires therefore the regeneration of these kicks regularly

successfully proposed at SLAC for the NLC [1], their along the lin [3].

advantag being to better cope with misalignments affecting II. APPLICATION TO THE CLIC MAIN LINAC
magnets and accelerating stucu of a linac than a straight-forward one-to.one scheme. These global schemes aim atth Both D.F. and W.F. algorithms have been tested in the
minimization of an expression of the form: case of the CLIC main linac. CLIC (stage 1) with final c.m.

energy of 0.5 TeV is considered, which implies an
(xj+Xj)2 (A + AXj)2 accelerating structure length of 3200 m and 320 quadrupolesa. +*b 2 Y2(1) per linac. Beam parameters are described in (4]; an injection

2 tenergy of 5 GeV is considered with a 900 phase advance

The first term is related to the nominal momentum FODO lattice; the usual (E/E 0)1/2 scaling is applied for B.N.S.
trajectory and xj and Xj are the measured and calculated damping considerations; external focusing by means of RF
deflections at j, whereas the second one deals with off- quadrupoles located at each lattice quadrupole is used with a
momentum phenomena. In the case of the Dispersion-Free relative strength of a few per cent.
(D.F.) algorithm, Axj and AXj are the measured and predicted Only the vertical plane is considered. With a nominal
trajectory differences between particles with energy excursion aspect ratio of 29 [41, emittance preservation is much more
8 = Ap/po and particles at nominal momentum po. A critical in this plane, the aim being to maintain the emittance
customary weighting of both terms is applied considering 04 blow-up below a factor of four at the linac end, starting with a
the r.ms. pick-up reading resolution and Ob their r.m.s. normalized emittance of 5.10-8 nm at injection. Relative
alignment error which disappears in the second term where gradient variations 8 of 3.5% in amplitude are used. These
only trajectory differences are involved. Instead of a D.F. perturbations induce trajectory differences of several hundred
process, one can try to simulate and hence correct for the microns, Figure 1, larger by two orders of magnitude than the
influence of wake fields experienced by particles having off- expected alignment errors, and are also above the beam-
centred trajectories in the accelerating structures; these wake energy dispersion one wants to cope with. Pick-ups and kicks
field kicks always have the same direction on a given side of are localized at every F and D quadrupole. Tests revealed that
the machine axis. A Wake-Free (W.F.) algorithm tries to the correction processes are more efficient when pick-ups are
mimic them by generating an anti-symmetrical gradient distributed along the beam axis rather than attached to their
variation of the focusing and defocusing lattice quadrupoles; adjacent quadrupole [2]; the number of pick-ups and
the induced trajectory differences are then minimized. Both correctors to be considered in a single application of the
the D.F. and W.F. methods require one to vary the strength of algorithm is of the order of 10 for the best efficiency.
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Figure I. Vertical beam trajectory (solid line) and vertical [a]

dispersion for 8 - + 3.5% (dashed curve) of the non-concted Figure 3. Normalized vertical eminance evolution after D.F.
CLIC linac in the 5-2-2 case. correction in the 5-2-2 case.

Results are presented for r.m.s alignment errors of The application of the process is, however, not completely
5-2-2 J.m and 5-5-5 pm respectively on quadrupoles, pick-ups, straightforward. Using 6 to 10 pick-up and corrector bins
and accelerating cavities. The first set is so far considered several iterations are required on the same region and a total
realistic in CLIC alignment studies [5]. Pick-up resolution number of more than 200 iterations is reached along the
erors are expected to fall in the sub-micron range [6]. 3.2 km. Another striking feature is the weighting strategy to

apply. Considering expression (1) and in agreement with the

HL DISPERSION-FREE ALGORITHM RESULTS working hypothesis (Ob = 2 pim and at 0.5 pnm (61) one
ought to weight the dispersive term 10 times more tun the

In the 5-2-2 case the beam follows the vertical trajectory trajector. If such a strategy is applied the process efficiecy
represented in Figure I (solid line). Dispersion effects for an is much reduced as far as the transverse emittance is
energy excursion 8 = + 3.5% from the nominal momentum are concerned; on the contrary, good results are consistently
also shown (dashed curve), obtained by sessing first the basic trajectory comnibutin by

Without correction the initial normalized emittance of a factor of 10 or more. When acceptable results we thus
5- 10-4 nm blows up by three orders of magnitude. obtained, they can be further improved by a factor 2 to 5 by

"The same data are given in Figure 2 after application of resuming the iterative process with the two terms equally
the D.F. process. A reduction of the trajectory peak-to-peak weighted. Any attempt to stress the dispersive term with
amplitude by two orders of magnitude is obtained, whereas respect to the trajectory leads quite systematically to bad
the dispersive term is damped by about a factor 30. Figure 3 results.
shows the normalized emittance evolution along the corrected Requirements on the nominal vertical emittance aN met,
linac reaching a value of 17.10-8 nm at the exiL but a one-to-one scheme gives similar results [7] for this

,o misalignment configuration.

i i IV. WAKE-FREE ALGORITHM RESULTS

This next section presents the results achieved when
fill IIIlil applying a W.F. algorithm with alignment tolerances relaxed

~1hi''III >. to an r.m.s value of 5 tm for the three types of components
IT (5-5-5 case). The trajectory and 'wake-free' term are

i f| j|ii• ,, p1 1,1 • I 'represented in Figure 4 after this application, and the
i t : evolution of the vertical emittance along the corrected linac is

1 ~ -1 given in Figure 5.
A total number of roughly 200 iterations were also-m-!'t ' [ gvn in eig presso 1 0tie5oetanwudhv

3 necessary in that case; again, instead of stressing the 'wake-
.- ,to free' term in expression (1) 50 times more than would have

[nm 3been suggested by pick-up misalignment errors, a first pass

Figure 2. Vertical beam trajectory (solid line) and vertical was performed with equal weighting of the two terms, and

dispersion for 8 = + 3.5% (dashed curve) after D.F. correction then reinforcing again the basic trajectory contribution with

in the 5-2-2 case. respect to the other one: stressing this second term 10 times
more was, however, found useful to better preserve the
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emkmc dinmg the run half-kilometr of the linac. i.e. at V. DISCUSSION
k0w MWp whe the diourbing wake-field forces are the most It is shown that. for CLIC, a global correction method can
hum flal This is reflected on Figure 4: trajectory distortion be conemplated as soon as alignme lerances of pick-ups
amplitudes ae kept within ± 10 gtm, in agreement with have to be relaxed beyond a r.m.s value of 2 pat: below dhis
eWpetUOM made On misalignment eors and are worsened value, a one-to-one schem is as good at finding a solution. Aat dwb6k nin by the emphasis put on die wake-free term:thislow die .b onnihengb yl emasis controlld in the w -firee tm W.F. algorithm looks more efficient than a D.F. one. This is
this lin ad, on the corlywel connr0ld in the 'sa of. not surprising when considering the huge wake fields of

A normalized venrticalemiuance value of 16-10-8 nm is CLIC, and corroborates the conclusions of [1]. The
AnrlIed5. vertical the longitudinal bun application of such processes is not suraightforward. in some

obtained--Figure 5. Considering the longitudinal bunch cases the strategy to apply relies on the observation of the
distribution between +earzand- 2Gz brings the final emittance emittance behaviour as well as on the minimization of
value down to 14. a one-to- (dolh), quantities provided by the signal of pick-ups locad at lattice

With respect to a p nedoneto e scheme, a factor of more quadrupoles only. This can probably be attenuated by adding
than, thre is now gained on the final emittance value [. mMore pick-ups in the accelerating sections in order to better

centre the trajectouy in the R.F. cavities where wake fields are
generated.

. . . . . .The conribution of the nominal trajectory term had to be

I made predominant most of the time for the best process
to efficiency; therefore a 'natural' weighting strategy relying

al , I only on pick-up misalignment errors and resolution was not

A . .'i adequate. The strategy to follow might depend on the
S'a b' ' I, I iD -; machine which is considered and on the application of the

* ., method. Indeed, the relative importance of both terms in
expression (1) vares with wake-field levels as wen as with the

I energy or gradient excursions applied to evaluate quantities
-t. I-: coming into the second term. In the case of CLIC, with a

modulation amplitude of 3.5%, the importance of the two
terms was roughly balanced, as can be observed in Figure 1.

-• SI -. VI. CONCLUSION

Figure 4. Vertical trajectory (solid line) and 'wake-free' term For CLIC, by virtue of a global algorithm, alignment
for a relative sutength modulation of +/- 3.5% applied contingencies can be alleviated by more than a factor of two,

respectively on the QD and QF chains (dashed curve) after whilst the nominal value of the normalized vertical emitance
W.F. correction in the 5-5-5 case. is preserved; misalignment r.m.s. errors of 5 gtm can be

tolerated on pick-ups. This figure can probably approach
10 Ium when applying these global correction methods to a
machine with higher injection energy and new scaling laws

. . . . . . . [8]. Work is continuing in this direction.
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Lattice Saln and Enittance Control In the CLIC Main Linac

0. Guinard
CERN, 1211 Geneva 23, Switzerlad

A nto ontinuous and smooth variatious of these qumiatitis with s,
For the mon linac of the CERN liar collides (CLIC), they can be characterized by

emittamc degradatio, due to wake fields and misalignments as\ I--
wa rvosyivsiee tuvrigijcineeg n L~S)fy)Y L~fi('S)=I( (3)
scaling of the betatron function. In particular, to keep a Leo YO ) fo LYo)

a stability margin along the iac,. th scaling retainedwas ~h m • as t l~~m e ~ t s• which mean tim sin M2 varies with ym t pwer a. + a-1I by
was such that fPtYWas conhnL Recent developments suggest vru f()adf-vrg ihyt oe b ls oa
that the lattic scaling along the linac should be modulated virtuc of (2) and -average with to power ab, cloeto r e t
differently in order to better balance the effects of the wake silsitce - Lo. The hope was to be able to rluce p with thefields with respect to the ctemnatic disprsion dhs may help distance along the linac and simultaneously linit the increase
fieldswith re spc tto the chrimation wodisrsion I may ea alp of the 0-functions. This comes from the observation [21 dottD reduce the emineance dilution as would also a reasonable miance dilution due to chromatic effects decreases when a
increase of the injection energy compatible with a bunch increases from 0 to 1, while the blowup due to wake fields
compressor. In the case of 250-GeV CLIC linas, it was f favours a = 0. Since wake fields dominate in the first part of
that independent scaling of the cell length and focusing the linac and chromaticity rises with energy if the focusing is
strength, and scaling laws different from the one mentioned th ere m ust be with be i w these
above allow a better control of the growth of the small not relaxed, there must be an otimum bhlance between thes
emistances foreseen, especially in the vertical plane. Ti two elfects that depends on the choice of a0 midm q for tneapproac, combined with a simultaneous adjustment of th linac considered. In CLIC (30 0Hz, 80 MV/ni), we found
injection energy and an improvement of the trajectory such a balance for aa - 0.3 and aq = 0.6. This me=ns that g

injectionenerg y a d m ade itmprossilent o f the tralignm t decreases gently from the initial 950 with a a 0.2 (Eq. (1)),mastering, has made it possible to relax the alignmentwhl avagriewthyop Oabunsadftoleancs o th qudruole an th caitis wilewhile P•-average rises with y to power 0.4 about, instead ofomieanes on the quduoes and the cavities while keeping 4• (Fig. 1).

the final emituances at their required level.

I. BETATRON SCALING WITH ENERGY

Scaling assumptions different from the one that keeps 80
constant the stability margin [11 can be made when including,
besides the wake fields, the emittance and trajectory C 00 L,

chromaticity as another source of emittance dilution. One of .3
those, which involves a variation of the phase advance per cell 40
p along the linac, can for instance be defined by [2)1 -rd,_ I ._.2 r (1) .,

20

whrf is the focal distance of the quadrupoles, and 0 and 0 0 1000 2000 3000
the minimum and maximum of the P-functions. The basic 8 [ml
relation between f, p and the distance Lc separating two Fig. 1: CLIC Twiss functions with scaling of Eq. (3)
successive quadrupoles

sin-E (2) I. CHOICE OF INJECTION ENERGY
2 2f Raising the injection energy would reduce the wake-field

implies that a modulation of p requires different scaling laws impacts while increasing the pre-acceleration cost. But
for• and 4. Having found that constant focusing up to a given acceleration is necessary between the damping ring and the
energy followed with a scaling according to (1) with a = 1 linac owing to the need for bunch compression. Therefore, the
gives no improvement in eminance control with respect to the injection energy will only be known after a detailed study of
4-i(law for P, we decided to try independent scalings of the the bunch compressors, but a first guess may come from the
cell length 2Lc and focal distancef [3]. Giving the preference simple arguments given below.
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At th exit of the 3-0eV damping ring [4], the bunch from quadrupolej to monitor i (separated by a distance 1a4d
blobh as and ener spread ag ar about 2.2 mm and I -W^ an energy diffemuce -j),

whle at die u cee oftM lUnc oz should be oftbeorder of 4 -j log
0.17 mm ad E between 0..5 ad IS, my. 7U bunch masn A= -Ej Ej
then be compressed by a factor - 13 and this would g t include the wake fields [5]. The solution which
coeromspl to an aen" spred close to 2% in a one-sta nnuls the derivaives of 0 with rm t do dxj and thereby
compressor. Accelerating the beam to 9 GeV would minimizes 4 can be written a follows, once the error on the
subsqumntly reduce og by a factor 3, to about 0.65%, i.e. monitor signals Fmj and on ft quadrupoIe displcementsdj
within the interval assumed to be tolerable. However, w
(YE = 2% at the end of such a compressor would enhance b.
chromatic effects and it might be better to have two Z((x)j +•m~)j-
compressors of a factor 3.6 with intermediate acceleration to dzj= • _+ IJ" (6)
9GeV. Thereby, aj would never exceed 0.65% in the bl
compressors. More studies are required to define both the
number of stages and the tolerable (in view of emittance
Preservation) energy spread at injection; however, it seems This algorithm aims at reducing the deviations in all the

today thatthe injection energy should be about 9 GeV rather cavibtes rather than centring the beam in the next quadrupoles

than 5 GeV, as previously selected. and relaxing the cavity tolerances at same performnce.
Combining the iteration procedure with the one-to-few

Il. MASTERING OF BEAM TRAJECTORY algorithm described above allows a trajectory reduction by

Since the kicks on the trajectory are linear with the almost three rders of magnitude after two iterations (rig. 2)

misalignment amplitudes and the correction is obtained by and a realignment of the quadrupoles on the beam path within

moving quadrupoles, a single one-to-one correction should less than 5 pn rms. (Fig. 3), starting from 50 pm.

converge to the same final trajectory independently of the 2000
initial size of the quadrupole displacements. Nevertheless, if
the numerical model in the simulations is not perfect, and if
real-life inaccuracies in the correction setting or quadrupole 1000
jitter are included, the quality of the correction depends Pl-
weakly on this initial size. In order to remedy this dependence, t0
the possibility to iterate the one-to-one correction as many *
times as required has been added in the main-linac tracking "
program [5]. This procedure tends to realign the quadrupoles _ -1000
with the beam, towards the linac ideal line. >

Since the wake fields are strong in CLIC, it is important to
have beam-position monitors associated with the cavities -2000 . . .

rather than with the quadrupoles. The present idea consists of 0 1000 2000 3000

inmalling these monitors at the beginning of each girder (about Via

1.3-m long) supporting four accelerating sections. The 0
additional information acquired between quadrupoles can be
exploited for the correction, while keeping the idea of local , 1
correction. It is only a matter of determining every correcting 10
kick by minimizing all the trajectory deviations measured
downstream but only as far as the next quadrupole, i.e. the

40 0function 0

X= ((.),_Adj (4) ,
- ' t'- -10

where is the quadrupole index and i the monitor index.f1 and
dxj are the focal length and the quadrupole displacement that -200 1 0 -000

reduce the average bunch position (x)i at all monitors 0000 2000 3000
between quadrupoles j and j+l. bi is the transfer coefficient Z/M

Fig. 2: Threctory reduction after two iterations
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Decoherence and Recoherence of Beam in Phase Space

Jicong Shi and Sho Ohnuma

Depsitment of PhysCs, University of Houston, Houston, TX 77204-5506, USA

Absbud (Ji, #, J2 , #) awe action-angle vauiabims
Using the particle distribution in Phasn space, we in-

troduce, a new approach to study the decoherence and re- V/JI~co@#& h/k (2)
coherence, of a kicked beam when betatron tunes are far V2/td4# -Vr-*,+ (2VJ~ (3)
fro m a resonance. With this method, the decoherence W

and the recoherencs of a beam can be analyzWed asil in whek = 1, 2 ad(i 2 eoe(,r.U(+( ,
both 2-dimensional and 4-imnsiosal caeme witd (z,, foreotmz ).U()U~~9
of the tune spread. W 'lave also studie thedeohrence represnt the nonlinear perturbation of which Uo(Jý de-
of a beams initially trapped in a resonance island. Due to pendson f only and (U);., - 0. The transverse distribu-
the tune modulation, the separatrix of island develops a tion of the beam particle fr(f, ;, 9) satisfies the equation
chaotic laye and Particles; within the island can drift out O
of the isand along the layer. Consequently, the beam de- Or = [H, Mr, (4)
coheres gradually. The rate of decoherence, is shown to be 8
Proportional to the modulation. amplitude. As a function where ~ sthe Paoso bracet. Since the time scale we
of the modulation frequency, It reaches a peak newr the are interested in is much shorter than the diffusion time
tune of trapped particles before decreasing to zero. scale, as betatron tunes are far fr-om any major resonance,

1. DECOHERENCE IN THEu we consider Us only and Eq. (4) is reduced to
NEAR-LINAR REGIME OfT ',oU.I81T....

In the presence of amplitude dependence of betatron WL WJ 57
tunes (tune spread), an off-centered beam will gradually The solution of this equation is easily found to be
dilute from a localized bunch to an annulus in transverse
Phase-space which results in a diapaac of coher- I-Ou.
ent signal. Due to a fInite energy spread, the beam may ITG~b,;) =IT V rV')dT- -i 010
also oscillate between the localized bunich and the annulus /
which results in a periodic oscillation of the coherent sig- = fT (A 4 O) (8)
nal. These decoherene and recoherence of a kickced beam
have been studied experimentally as well as analytically where IT(J , 01 ) is the initial distribution and
[1,21. Previous studies based on a single-particle Picture u

wer however limited to quadratic amplitude-dependence 9=(-r) dr -9 0 LU Z (7)
of tetunes. Since the decoherence and recoherence are of
basically multiparticle phenomena, a more suitabl as well Uf the synchrotron motion is assumed to be linear,
as easie description should be based on a study of the
particle distribution in Phase space. Tin this note, we shallP + /YJLPLg 51f( v8 + #L), (8)
introduce this approach to study the dIecoherence and re-
coherence. With our method, these phenomena can be where f i chromaticity, (JL,#OL) the action-angle variable
analyzed in both 2 and 4-dimensional cases with an fr for synchrotron motion, and `4. the synchrotron tune, and
of amplitude dependence of the tunes. (\ v9 ~

In general, the Hamiltonian of 4-dimension4l betatron .1 = oI9+! 2( L sin '-' .+0)OUO 9
oscillations can be written as V. YDL) .2J si-57#)D~ 9

H =V./+ U(J")+ U(fJ,8,) ,(1) Let IL(JL, L) denote the beam particle distribution in
the longitudinal phase-space. The beam centroid can be

where 0 = (vi1, fts) are betatron tunes, 9 the indepen- calculated from
dent varkiabe which is the path length of the central or-
bit divided by the average machine radius. (f, #) = -I

13upparted by TNRLC undir muad FCFY9221 and the US. Do Vr2Tke-'#'fT(f, e, 9fdJ,,,#6,dfdidJ~dOh
ponmemm of Emr unde grat DE-FQOOI-7E404.J
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f J iYCo r(J,J- RO)I(, L)dfr dU4L the beam c-traid is found from Fq. (16) as

f V -v W1+ (.•2,)2j 1 + ( Mi,),] l

- b e e -wedl /Ji san s L) pIL( LdI L f .- , 1.( )' [I +1j( O6,9),

• iY.) [- (;ao+•GU S)] I + (oIOii)21 + (ofs)2d;,~ (10 .)}t)
where &= 1,2. x -=:p - . 9\) , exp(-s,.), (18)

Assume that initially the beam has a Gaussian dis.
tulbution with its cmntroid located at (z,z',V,i') . where
(46,, 41,42, 42) in the traisverse phase-pace,

h 0,o) = h (J1,#1.)f2(V2, #2,), (11) Oo(•) = + &,,t + 2 tan-'(bkriO) + tan-' (boj)

wher 1 + (0.3)r+)2 + (o )2 (19)

A,(Ja,,,r,) = L, (12) sAd (k,0 ) is aw permutation of 1 and 2. The amplitudes2irg of the beam ceutroid are thus

and

= ,I"(13) (1 + (-9)J (1 + ('jbsD)2]1/2

= _.#& = - ;•. + (•, .(2v,) (14) js-1(ff.,)2 - 1+ (o, 3#

with k = 1, 2. We also assume that the beam has a Gans- I +J

sian distribution in the longitudinal phase-space, x exp {2-0Ds 2 .) (20)

1= -eP ) Ifeuo/eJ, oj = 0, Le. the betatron tunes are inde-2roLf RLpendent of A we have
Substitution of Eqs (11)-(15) into Eq. (10) yields

= ez [~A~ +~ -Ah (9) lAk (0) = exp { l ~sin2 ~ . (21)

Eq. (21) shows that the coherent signal slowly oscillates
r cp o'7.. i 2 ( i)] with the frequence of the tune modulation .,. The smallst

ve01 , coherent signal occurs at 1/(2v,) turns withx 1. (2 ,,o
x~fdJsIs M (-jfLez(~ Aatjv )/-4*(0) =e {42 }. (22)

x '4,A, V2/'IJi ex -j, + OU9 After each 1/P, turns a coherent signal with original sing-(R. Fit). nitude reappears.
(16) For 2 /Oir.jOJ, 4, 0, Eq. (20) describes the decrease

whereo and! 1 a--e modifiedBselfunctions oforder 0 of magnitude of the coherent signal due to a finite tune
and 1 respectively. (k,j) is any permutation of 1 and 2. spread. It shows that:
After knowing the amplitude dependence of the betatron 1. The rate of this decrease is independence of v..
tunes, the time evolution of beam centroid can be obtained 2. The larger the amplitude dependence of the tunes
by integrating . and Jj in Eq. (16) analytically or nu- and the transverse beam size, the larger the rate.
merically. 3. Since the oscillation part of Ah has a period of l/v.

If we consider only the lowest-order amplitude depen- turns, for
dence of the tunes:

1o << 1, and,2U.=s2+ + !b2 (17) , 1 1, and ,<<1, (23)
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the liSt minimum of Aa is round 0 - w/v. and the next
maximu is aound 0 = 2U/.. The ratio of the next
maimum &ad first mnnimum is

[vA. + (urb2- )2 ] [W. + (j-drbs)']i'2 2.0 ""

4-1- [v2 + (21rtbj,)2j [gp; + (-rs3)2] 3

[V.2~ + (2IrujIbh) 21 [(v. + (jr03ba)2)
01 1.0

+ g (24)
[V2 + (21rdjb3)2] [v.2 + (jr6jb) 2, + V#.2.8 J

f this ratio is larger than 1, a weaker coherent signal will

reappear after 1/v. turns. 0.0

I. DECOHERENCE OF BEAM INA 0 2 4 6 8 10

RESONANCE ISLAND (iw5 )/(nw0 )
Consider a beam kicked into a resonance island. If this

resonance is isolated, and there is no tune modulation, the
beam will be trapped inside the island "forever". With Figure 1: A as a function of v..

a tune modulation, the separatrix of island develops a
chaotic layer. Particles within this chaotic layer will even- where
tually drift out of the island along the layer. Consequently, ire - &4 V.
the beam decoheres gmdually. For a beam kicked into the w -=

neighborhood of the chaotic layer (part of beam overlap ut,

with the layer), more particles will drift out of the island W 2v.D
once the layer becomes wider. f the drifting speed of par- -;70 cosh [Irv./((Zo)5"
tides is assumed to be uniform within the chaotic layer, The width of the chaotic layer is [31
the rate of decoherence of the beam is proportional to the
width of the chaotic layer. Therefore, by estimating this A---•AW - 2wv)D
width, the decoherence rate of a beam in the island can - nu% cosh [wv./(m.vj (29)

be understood at least semi-quantitativeJy. Here we only
consider the motion in z-z' plane. Eq. (29) shows that:

As we consider a nth-order resonance, mj0 = k, the 1. The width of the chaotic layer, that is, the rate of
Hamiltonian can be written as decoherence is proportional to the modulation depth D.

2. A takes the maximum value at the modulation tune
Ho=6vJ + U,) + Ui(J) cos(u+O), (25) v." which is the solution of the equation,

where 6v = v - v0, 00 is a phase constant, and (J,#) is
the action-angle variable of (z, z'). The tune modulation -2.coth (30)
6Y = 6Yb +D cos(v.0) is treated as a periodic perturbation, nut = co(

H = [6ve + D cos(v*.)]J + U.(J) + Ui(J) cos(nO4- +0) !n" !n 2 = 0Ur'J1)U rJ,. (31)

= He + JD cos(P..) (26) r 1

Near the resonance, the Hamiltonian can be expanded with 3. Forv,<1,A v2. Forv.-ooA- 0O(seeFig.

(J - J,.) where J,. is the value of J for the resonance. Let 1).
t = n9, r = U"'(J,)(J - J.,), 4 = -.U'(J,)Uj(J,), % = REFERENCES
n# + - , and r,. = JU•'(J,), the new Hamiltonian is then

I2 r2 f 'r 8 [I I F. Wilieke, Fermilab Report TM-1309, (1985).
2( ,,-t [2 1 R. E. Meller et at, SSCL Report SSC-N-360,

As + D(4,. + r) coo (L±t)• (27) (1987).
[3 Chirikov, B. V., Phys. Rep. 52, 265(1979).

This is the Hamiltonian for the pendulum with a periodic
driving force. The motion in a vicinity of the separatuix
can be described by the whisker map [31,

w.+r = w.+WWsin*.
io.+, = . + Xn (32/1w,.+I) (2)
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SPACE-CHARGESINDUCED EMIFFTANCE GROWTH
IN AN ELLIPTICAL CHAflOED PARTICLE BEAM
WITH A PARABOLIC DENSITY DI1STRIBUTION

Thomas P. Wangler, Pkwre Lap~aodoie, and Alesandro Lombardi*
Los Alman National Laboratory, Les Alamos, NM 87545

*PS Divislam, CERN, CH-1211, Geneva 23, Switzerland

Ahwat where L is the lengt of the drift space. Mwe impulse can aso
We resnta sipl anltia modo mtac be expriessed as a change in the divergenc angle, given

growth eauned by nonlinear space-charge forces using a nmltvsclyi h euilapohsinb
lahmnr, paraboki-density beam. The model allows us to A = qE L
explain a surprising and important result that spuco-charge- -ar
indued eaiwance growth is large in the plane with them
wowr 33114115. where m is the mass of the beam particles.

I. INTRODUCTION Suppose ft initial beam is idealized by assuming fth
We consider a model, which describes fth process in a particle distibution is described by a straight line in phsse

short drift spce, in which the particles experience; a space- spcgive by
chug. impulse, but do not propagate; far enough for theirxo
positions to change, Wppreibly. Thus the spatial distribution x=A
is assumed to reaiin unchanged as the beam propagates. Wea
consider a continuous beam of elliptical cross section, 1U russ eminanc is defined as
propagating in th z direction. Mwe horizontal senuaxis is a
and~ they vtcal sebu axis isb. The beam current is given by I= - ,2/

velocity and N1 is the number of particles per unit length..
For an assumed particle density n(x,y), Poisson's If the final second miomien~ts of the particle distribution

equatiosi provides the basis for obtaining the space-charg can be evaluated from the expresson for x and x' , the final
field components (assuming nonrelativistic beams and russ emttance can be obtained. The positions are assumed to
ignoring magnetic fiorce). The solution for Ihe electric-field remain fixed so
coPoneVniPts fbom a distributio with elliptical symmetry has
been give by Sacherarl. If the density function has fth form I = 1.

x 2 2 The final divergence is

(&T b ~x'= A xQ qE L

the xmady components of the field we given bya

X2 )R +To go furthe, we need to specify the transverse spatial-
E2= b rdf( 5 ~ y 312 (V +y- 12  density distribution. The uniform density beam, which gives

2co ay+ b Y aHowdefcusngspe-charge force, leads to defocusing
effets with no rms emittance growth2. The parabolic-density

.11 beam leads to a nonlinear space-charge force, and growth of
ad the sins emittance.

qb n(42 y 2 'a2+s) 1/ 2 1,2+S-3/2 II. PARABOLIC DENSITY
E, V _0  (b..~iT ~ +,~ ELLIPTICAL REAM

Frm hefildcomponents the transvers momentum Suppose that the density is parabolic, given by
iplcabecalculated asa function of position. T7his 2N _ x2 y 2

results in a now phase-space distribution (changed in n(x~y) = __N1 I _ 2 _
momentum spate). and a new rms emituance. For fth x plane iinb I aT b 1
the chopg ini the mfomeneftuml com~ponent is wihnh boundary of the ellipse &flined by

v 
x 

2  
Y 2

Work supported in part by Los Mlamos National Laboratory
Iustitoijonal Supporting Researches under the auspices of the Outside; the ellipse the density is assumed to equal zero.
Vaited $tuase Departrnent of Energy. In this section we will treat the problem in the x plane; the
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y-pUlm reMsit can be obtained in a similar way. The x
cMMMM of doelectric fieldis given by

whaM
0.0, 

--

x'= 2{2 a)82+s -12 ,)(b +S fl

The inmpgrl Ix cm be evaluated to obtain the expression for ' b
the fild. 2

Figure 1. Ex(aO) and Ey(0,b) in relative units versus ellipse
TIM X component Of fthpe ce-clutige electtic field is aM-naio &'b for the parabolic-density distribution.

2qN, [ x 3i[ (2a+b) x [ZT L__T]] Now consider the effect of the coupling te•m forqx.
EI~z = ta(a X +b x (a+ b)2 a 1b) iiFor an x valV, the y value ranges from -b(l-x2/21g

+b(l.x7U/a2.)Ir.The minimum value of•Ex coresponds to
y2; le ;%2),,•_,•,t,, and the maximum value of Ex occurs when

By symmetry, the y component is yj2 0. These limiting curves arm plotted versus x/a in Fig. 2.

Y =y2We see that the coupling of the y coordinate into the x field
_y (2b+a)1 [ 1+ i component results in a range of Ex values for anyx

" b- + b) L3b 3(a+b) ab(ab) "oorinm.

The field components contain a linear term, a cubic Ex E (x,0)
term, and a coupling term that depends on both
co�amsFor the uniform density case, we have2  

0.2

E 1(a,0)=E,(O,b). 0.11./b - x2/E)

For the parabolic density this result is not true. Instead,
we have ;1 -0.5 5 o~

E.(11,0)= 2qN [I -2+b/a 1
xeo(a +b) 3(1+b/a)J-.2

Figure 2. Ex versus x/a for a parabolic-density beam. The

Ey(0,b) qo , [I- 2b/a+ . curves corresponding to y=O and ±b;-X2/a2 define the
o(a + b) L 3(1+b / a)J maximum and minimum values of the space-charge electric

field.
Curves of Ex(aO) and Ey(0,b) in relative units versus

the ratio a/b are shown in Fig. 1. We see from the curves The space-charge kick in the x plane produces a
that, although these fields are not exactly equal except when divergence change, which depends on both x and y. The final
the beam is round, they are within about 20% over a larg divergence can be written, using the expression for the field.
range of a/b; thus these electric field components are The rns emittance, calculated from the second moments of
generally comparable in magnitude. We will see later that the distribution, is2

this a• oximate symmetry affects the scaling of emittance
growth with beam size.

In the round beam limit one obtains 2a 2
1 + I

E. x o--b bx..•_• j b'4 3 2 a{+} 70{~ } 6 lb

and the round-beam exp for Ey is The emittance expression for the y plane is obtained by

qN,_ y 3 2 interchanging a and b. The first term corresponds to the
EY y - filamentation effect caused by the cubic term in the field, and

ox L e ' represents the rms-emittance increase from the resulting
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crva, re in pa space. The second term comes from the61-g Le. &de dependence of the x component of the field 1
o the y coordinate, which produces the spreading of the o KL
initial filmeOtL The last term is a cross term between the d 0.05
fflameuitation term and the coulig term.

For di round beam, where a - b, this reduces to

XL 
XL

ex = 07.0 = 3-'./ 0.03

which is independent of beam size. The initial and final
phase-space configurations are shown in Fig. 3. The
nonliarity has changed the initial straight line into a Figure 4. Final rms emittance values versus ellipse-aspect
dis'ibution with an average curvature, which represents the raw 9/b for a beam with parabolic density.
beginning of the filamenwaion process where the phase-spacedisibution begins to bend. Of course as time increass the A closer examination of the effects of the different terms
beam distribution also changes and for longer drifts, thismustala be ake ino acoun. Te coplig ~in the expression for e• can be made by plotting each ofmust also be taken Into account. The coupling has prae
the spreading effect, which changes the initial line in phase these three terms versus the semiaxis ratio a/b, as shown in
space into a finite area The spreading is zero at the origin Fig. 5. The filamentation term dominates for a/b > 1. The
and at the edge of the beam. coupling or spreading term dominates in the region given

approximately by asb < 0.5. The third or cross term is never
x" the dominant term. One sees that the coupling term does

decrease with increasing a/b when a/b > 1, but this occurs
0., r"• when the dominant term is the filamentation term

0.4

0.2

x j 0.004

0..5 0.002,

0.001.2-nwn e.8"°°el ---.r" ý
Figure3. Effect of space charge from a parbolic density on o L-
an intial zero-emittance beam. The initial and final phase- I i aft
space distributions are shown.

Ill. DEPENDENCE OF THE RMS Figure 5. The three terms in the expression for E' versus

EMITTANCE ON ELLIPSE ellipse aspect ratio a/b.
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In Fig. 4 we show the plot of the x and y final
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increasing a/b. That the emittance growth increases as the
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Emittance and Luminosity Evolution during Collisions
in the SSC Collider

W. Chou, S. Dutt, T. Garavaglia and S. Kauffmann
Superconducting Super Collider Laboratory"
2550 Beckleymeade Ave., Dallas, TX 75237

Abstract II. EVOLUTION CALCULATIONS
The nominal beam storage time in the SSC Collider is A. Basic Formsal and Parameters

24 hours. During this period, there are many co-existing The luminosity per interaction point (IP) is computed
effects that have impacts on the luminosity - intrabeam from:
scattering, synchrotron radiation, pp collisions, beam-gas t2
scattering and beam collimation. A computer program has = N4•' M o R (per IP)
been written which takes these effects into account simul- 4spo s/IT
taneously, and calculates the emittances and luminosity as in which M is the number of bunches (17424), fo the rev-
a function of time. These evolution curves are compared olution frequency (3.441 kHz) and #* the beta-function at
for different operation scenarios (i.e., different initial condi- the IP. The reduction factor is derived from the crossing
tions of the beam current, emittances, and beam energies.) angle 0:

I. INTRODUCTION 2 y= +

The luminosity profile during the 24-hour or so colli- in which o, 1 ,, are the rms beam size in the horizontal,
sion period in the SSC Collider is an important issue that vertical and longitudinal directions, respectively. In the
needs to be carefully studied. The luminosity is a function present design, there are two high luminosity IP's, where
of a number of parameters. Among them are the number P* is 0.5 meters. The nominal full crossing angle 4 is 135
of particles per bunch (Nb), the beam emittances (c., ey prad. One IP is horizontal crossing, the other vertical.
and eL), and the reduction factor (R) due to the crossing The emittance is a function of time:
angle. These parameters vary with time. The number of (de)
particles will decrease due to beam-beam collisions, beam- = total + -

residual gas collisions, and beam collimation. The beam r tota dt d

emittances will be damped by the synchrotron radiation, in which rib. and rrd are the emittance growth (damping)
but will be blown u, by intrabeam scattering, beam-gas time of the intrabeam scattering and synchotron radiation,
scattering, collective instabilities and external perturba- respectively. The last two terms are for the elastic residual
tions (e.g., ground motion and power supply ripple). The gas scattering and elastic pp collisions and will be discussed
reduction factor (R) is a function of the beam emittances. in detail later.
This picture is further complicated by the fact that the The number of protons per bunch decreases with time:
emittance growth rates due to some processes, such as in- £ d ,+
trabeam scattering and pp elastic collisions, are by them- (d b• ) tdine + db
selves evolving with time. dt-d-/)ota.,Mal

In order to model the luminosity evolution accurately, a in which ffinel is the inelastic pp cross-section at 20 TeV
computer program is written. Based on the best knowl- (100 mb) and the last two terms are the beam loss due to
edge that we have about the complex processes that will the residual gas nuclear scattering and other effects (e.g.,
occur during the beam storage time, the program considers collimation).
pp collisions (elastic and inelastic), synchrotron radiation,
intrabeam scattering, residual gos scattering and beam col- B. Intrabeam scattering
limation simultaneously. It calctiates the evolution of the scattering in the SSC has been studied
emittances, particle numbers, reduction factors and lumi- The intrabeam srotte s in the thre bun dien
nosity. It is interesting to notice that the originally round- els wre [2]. Tegow th r h
shaped beam gradually becomes fiat because of the asym-
metric feature of intrabeam scattering. The luminosity 1 1 da, 2 __

profile obtained is similar to that of a preliminary study A = h f(a, b, c)WI. r. o,. t \7 2

".Opera" by the Universities Research Association, Inc., for 1 1 da"p _ / 1 b c'
the U.S. Department of Energy under Contract No. DE-AC35- -= Alfk--1-) + 2 f(a,b,c)
89ER40486. r.-1 -I .p dt a a 3609
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1l~ If b,~~ where his Planck's constant and• • = A ! + 21 ,b€

with r2c I

A = *tib For colliding proton beams with Ec... = 20 TeV and ur w
130 mb [5], one finds

1 1 D, +2 D2! + 2 U
L 10+8,1 = 02 > = 6. Pad.J W.2 V32;o;

E. Elastic Residual Gas Scattering
a= k, b = a, C = Uh1•1 Following the approach set forth in Re [6], we have that

7a = V ?'o Op the scattering of an ultra-relativistic proton beam from the

The brackets denote the average over the whole circumfer- residual gas produces an average emittance growth rate of
ence. The function I can be found in Ref [2]. The other 2

quantities are: rp= classical proton radius, ct = veloc- de = 0,r Q a.Z ln(ad./R,()
ity of light, 7 = relativistic parameter, D,, = dispersion dl - d r rEn
functions, a, = rms bunch length, ap = rms relative energy
spread and d - impact parameter o min{f, ou,). where 0 is the average #-function (180 m), E is the energy

It should be pointed out that what is computed here of the proton beam (20 TeV), e is the elementary unit
are the growth times of the beam amplitudes. They are a of charge (esu), and the summation index T labels atomic
factor of two greater than the growth times of the beam (not molecular) species present in the residual gas, with Zr
emittance. the atomic number, a, the orbital-electron-shielded atomic

"radius", RPr the atom's nuclear -radius", and n, the to-
C. Synchrotron Radiation tal number per unit volume of this type of atom which is

The energy lost by a 20 TeV proton in the 550 due to present in the residual gas.
synheergostrn riatn i20. 12eV perot rn .i The SCdamp i Partial pressures (as normalized to 0C) of residual gases
synchrotron radiation is 0.126 MeV per turn. The in the SSC Collider are projected to be 8 x 10- torn of
time for energy oscillations works out to be 12.81 hours 11, 10-10 torr of CO, and 2 x 10-" tor Of C02 [7]. We
at the nominal circulation frequency of 3.441 kHz. Over now assume that for all the atomic types involved (H, C,
the 24 hour beam storage time of the SSC, this allows n for all t he atomic tps involve ( C,
two e-foldings in the longitudinal emittance. The damping these assumptions we obtain,

partition numbers for the collider are J, = J, = 1, and
J6 = 2, so that both the horizontal and vertical transverse dc
emittance would also suffer two e-foldings in a 24 hour - 4.2x 1017 m/s.
period [4]. F. Particle Loss

D. Elastic Proton-Proton Scattering The main causes of particle loss are the nuclear interac-

The contribution to transverse emittance growth, for tion between the proton beam and the residual gas, and
one degree of freedom, resulting from proton-proton elastic the inelastic pp collisions at the IP's. For the former, one
scattering is given by can define an equivalent luminosity as

de-, Nb A Ofel < 0.2O > (per IP) cg.= NbMct' -nH = 1.2×x lecm- 2s-

dt 4 rV#!c7  in which nH, = 3 x lol cm-3 is the density of the residual

In this expression 0 eI is the proton-proton elastic scatter- H2 in the beam vacuum and Nb = 0.75 x 10i0. From the

ing cross-section, and is the rms value of the measured data of other laboratories (BNL and CERN) it
pp elastic scattering angle in the center of mass system, is known that heavy species in the residual gas (CO and

which is projected onto the transverse z-direction. A sim- C02) make a significant contribution to the particle loss.

ilar expression occurs for the transverse y-direction. The Therefore, the value of £Z. above is multiplied by a factor

integrated and center-of-mass-system-differential pp elas- of 3 in the calculations [8]. Other causes of particle loss
tic cross-sections are approximately related to the total pp are beam collimation, collective beam-beam interactions,

ccross-sections ahe apromuatel land noise in the RF system. They account for about 10%
cross-section by the formulae, of the total particle loss.

a,, o (1/ 4)aT, III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

and A. Initial Conditions and Evolution Curves
f _t •_E._.T._ 62 V2 The initial conditions of the baseline design are: =

_____ deig
Ldof ) C.M. 2hel / P '-2- - 2v4/' Ix 103 cm- 29i per IP, Nb = 0.75x 1O•°0,7 21315.8(20
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Figure 1. Evolution curves for luminosity, number of pro- Figure 2. Evolution curves for luminosity upgrade by a
tons per bunch, and horizontal and vertical emittances. factor of 10.
Parameters used are for baseline design.

TeV), the normalized transverse emittances EN, = N, =2

10-' m-rad, ff = 6 cm, ap = 0.58 x I0-4. The evolution 1.8
curves are shown in Fig. 1. 1.6

1.4

* The luminosity curve first rises because the emittances 1.2

decrease due to synchrotron radiation. It reaches a 0

peak, and then drops because of particle Ices and in- 0.8
0.6

trabeam scattering. This feature is qualitatively Aim- 0.4
ilar to that in Ref [1]. 0.2 r

0
* The transverse emittance in the z-direction gradually 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50

becomes larger than that in the p-direction. This is
because the average dispersion function D. (1.5 m) is storage time [hours]
much bigger than D) (which is virtually zero). This
results in different intrabeam scattering growth rates Figure 3. Evolution curves for energy upgrade from 20 TeV
in x and V. Therefore, the round beam will become to 23 TeV.
flat. After 24 hours, the aspect ratio is about 2.4 to
1; after 50 hours, 5.7 to 1. V. REFERENCES
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Emittance Growth in Displaced, Space-Charge-Dominated
Beams with Energy Spread*
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I. Haber
Naval Rmearch Laboratory, Washington, D.C. 20375

Abstract
Conversion of trnsverse energy am ed with the phase space occupied by the beam. For emittance dom-

coherent motion of displaced beams into thermal energy, ated beams, the stualler the enegy spread, the smaller

and thus emittance growth, has been predicted theoreti- the rate at which the emittance grows to its final phase-

cally by a number of authors. Here, we show, using 2-D mixed value. However, the asymptotic vrlue of the emit-

particle-in-cell simulations, that emittance growth is inhib- tance is nearly independent of energy spread, and can be

ited for tune depressed beams, if the energy spread of the estimated by using the conservation of transverse energy.

beam is not too large. Further, using a uniform density In this paper, we examine the effect of energy spread

model to calculate the space charge field of the beam, we on beams with finite space-charge-depressions in linear fo-

numerically determine the criteria for emittance growth as cusing channels and find behavior which is qualitatively

a function of tune depression, energy spread, and beam dis- different from the emittance dominated case. In partic-

placement over a wide range of parameters. A theoretical ular, we find that for large initial centroid displacements

interpretation of our results is presented. there exists a threshold in energy spread, below which, no
significant emittance growth occurs, and above which, the
beam approaches the asymptotic phase mixed state. For
small beam displacements, the transition is not sharp but

. INTR•ODUCTION the same general trend occurs.
In an inertial fusion energy reactor, driven by a heavy . - PARTICLE-IN-CELL RESULTS

ion accelerator, the ion beam must be focused down to a

small (2-3 mm) spot at the target. The normalized emit- The effect was first observed numerically, using the 2-

tance, (which is a measure of the transverse phase area oc- D slice code SHIFTXY [2]. Here z and y are the transverse

cupied by the beam) must be sufficiently small in order to coordinates, and prime indicates derivative with repect to

meet the spot size requirement. An understanding of emit- z the longitudinal coordinate. The beam is assumed to
tance growth is thus of paramount importance to ensure be displaced zc = (z) in the z direction only, where ( )

optimum performance of a driver. One source of emittance indicates average over particles in a slice. The beam widths
growth is the conversion of the energy associated with co- in both z and V directions were matched for the emittance
herent oscillation of the beam centroid into thermal energy and current of the beam.
of the beam. These oscillations may arise from initially
non-aligned beams or accumulated from small misalign- (W) (b)

ments in the focusing quadrupoles, for the case of a linear
accelerator. In addition, centroid oscillations may arise .
from errors in the field strength in bending magnets, or :3
voltage errors in the acceleration modules in accelerators
in which bends are present. 3?

It is well known, that a beam with a KV distribution X-0 120&

in the transverse direction [1] and monoenergetic in the *,X "'

longitudinal direction, and subject to strictly linear focus- W€ (d)
ing forces will undergo no emittance growth, even if the
beam is initially displaced. It is also well known that for
emittance dominated beams (in which space charge is neg- - a
ligible), a small spread in the longitudinal velocity gives
rise to a spread in the betatron frequency of individual
particles, and this spread mixes the phase of the oscillating #/0 1/3.4 u/U 1/&&/

z-0 1 'M1 120MM

particles, removing the coherent oscillation of the centroid .".1*

as a whole and increasing the effective transverse area of X
Fig. 1. x-x' phase space plots for two beams as indicated.

"Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Fig. I illustrate the effects. In fig. la, the z - z'
D.O.E. by LLNL under contract W-7405-ENG-48 and by phase space is shown for an undepressed beam (a/0o = 1),
NRL under contracts DE-AI05-92ER54177 and DE-AI05- initially at z = 0 and in fig. 1b, eight betatron periods
83ER40112. tPresently at Harvard University. later (z =120 m). Here tr0 and or are the undepressed

0-7803-1203-If350.G00 1993 MR 3612



and depremed phase advances, respectively. The beam had +k9oz€ + k + + ? (4)
fractional momentum spread of halfwidth A = 0.01, and When the factor (1+ 6,)-2 is included, H is no longer pre-
the initial centroid displacement z5o = 2a, where a is the cisely constant, but the fluctuations in H are small when
initial beam radius in a. The beam fills a ring in z- A in small.
s' space of nearly uniform density, as different particles Phase mixing can lead to a final state in which the
with different betatron frequencies, phase mix, damping beam centroid has decayed to sew,, at the expense of a
the coherent centroid oscillation. In figure ic and Id, the larger phase space area. Two final states of the beam are
initial and final phase spaces are shown for O/Uo = l/&L of interest. When the z and V equations of motion are
with the same momentum spread. Note the transverse area sufficiently uncoupled (as for example when o L a0o) the
is nearly unchanged from the initial area. This reduction in beam width and displacement in the y direction are un-
emittance growth (in this case by two orders of magnitude) affected by the initial displacement in r. The final state
is an unexpected benefit of space-charge dominated beams, of the beam evolves to Zef = ye! = z'e! = y = 0 and

il. MODEL RESULTS Aii2 = Aj4, where subscripts 0 and f stand for initial and

In order to obtain an understanding of this behavior final, respectively. Conservation of the transverse energy,

we may adopt model equations of motion which simplify yields:

the physics of the space-charge force. We assume that the 2H0 = f ) +
equations of motion of for each ion are given by, -K ln[Azf)i/ 2 + (A/2)1/2 ] ()

:(- +6,) ~ (1) Here 2Ho = 2(ko0 + k2 )AA_- Kln[2(A) 12"-~ (-kp~oz, + k.2.(X, 0 0))O ,). O
(- + k2 oX 2. Equation (5) may be solved (numerically) for Az2

,, (2) The root mean square width in z' is given by A:7
Here, subscript i indicates the coordinates of the ith par- k2 A: 2 and similarly the width in y' is given by A 1
tide in a particular slice in z, which is traveling in the +z ksAyxf (ref. 4). The final f emittace is given by c,, =

direction; kpo - o0/(2L) represents magnetic FODO fo- 4(AX2Az:?) 1 / 2 and similarly in y, elf = 4(A VAd)1/2-
cusing in the smooth approximation, and L is the lattice The second final state of interest is the case where the
half-period; 6i = 6pi/p is the fractional difference between : and p equations of motion are sufficiently coupled so that

the momentum of the ith particle and the average mo- the final state of the beam is the same in both: c ad p. In

mentum; K - 2ql/(9A1,) is the perveance, where q is that case, A h = A mis adb

the charge state of the ions, A is the atomic mass of the

ions, / is the average longitudinal ion velocity in units of 2Hf = 2(ko0 + k.2 1)A:f - K ln[2(AX2) 1 /2 ] (6)
c, I. - mnc/e is the proton Alfven current (L"31 MA). f
Also, Again, eq. (6) may be solved numerically for Azf,

X + (and then A:'2, Au/7, t#f, and elf may be calculated as in
-K/2(A: 2  (A: 2A1

2 )1 l2 )], the first case above.
OF K/[2(Ay2 + (AZ2 Ay2 )1/2)]. (3) We have integrated the model eqs. (1) and (2), over

Here Ax 2 = (X2) - (X)2, and Ay2 = (y2 ) - (y)2. Eqs. a distance of 33 betatron periods for an ensemble of parti-
(1) and (2) represent in an approximate way, the effects of des, for a variety of ratios of beam radius a = 2(Az /
magnetic focusing and space charge, and the (1+6,)-2 faC- to initial beam displacements x., space charge depressions
tor indicates the velocity dependence of these forces when z a/o0, and halfwidth A of distribution in 6. The differ-
is the independent variable. The physical approximations ence between final and initial :-emittance is shown in fig-
that have been made include the following: (1) Focusing is ures 2 and 3 for a/z, = 1. Note the sharp threshold for
smooth and not a function of z (kp* is constant). (2) In eqs. emittance growth. The threshold i -ay be heuristically de-
(1) and (2) terms through first order in the small quantities rived by a consideration of equation (1). In the case of
kpozi, kp0yi have been kept. Non-linearities arise through no energy spread the centroid oscillates sinusoidally, z, =
the dependence of k,, and k,1 on Ax2 and Ay2 and phase XCo cos kpoz, and the beam widths are constant Ax 2 =
mixing can occur because of the (1 + 6,)-2 factors. (3) Ay2 = A: 2 " If we integrate eq. 1, assuming these val-

Space charge forces depend only on lowest order moments. ues for z,, A: 2 and A1
2 respectively, we find the solution

(We have used the electrostatic potential of a uniform den- to eq. (1): k2 + # (7)
sity elliptical beam, allowing variation with z of the cen- zi = (Xio - iL ) doe kz + £ +!o-k (7)
troid position and semi-major axes.) (4) The beam is not Here k 2 = (k 0- k,2)/(1 + 6,)2 = (r/2L) 2 /(1+6,)2 . Also,
undergoing acceleration: (p, P, and 6pi are constants). (5) k2 2 /+)2

The ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ) beam is no-eltvitc (/ )(100 ). Note that because of the energy spread,T h e b ea m is n o n -rela tiv is tic: ( ft < < 1). 6 - w2 is c n t t b r a s d n . A e -
It has been shown [3,4], that when the factor (I +b,)-2 the assumption that Ax2 is constant breaks down. A nec-
tto unity in equations (1) and (2), a transverse energy essary condition for eq. (7) to be nearly self-consistent isis set be defin whions (o)sant in z: that the difference between the assumed z, and a particle

H may be defined which is constant in z: position r at the edge of the distribution in 6i be much

2H = k•0 (A 2 + Ay2) + A:' 2 + AV 2  less than some fraction f of a beam radius. This condition
-K ln((A&2)1 / 2 + (Ay2 )1/2) leads to the equation:
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S- a (8) eq. 9 is qualitatively obtained in the particle-in-cell (PlC)
.til beLow which ( a.e. for ar results, and the final emittance predicted by eq. 5 is also

Eq. 8 44mne a critical aproiat obtaine inic ihe foC rellsalhog
meptive values) the equations of motion become very non- approximately obtained in the PIC results, although

line, but above which the linear solution (eq. 7) remanms
approximately valid. When we substitute the half-width *JM
A of a unifom distributio in 4 for -6 into equation (8)
that threshold may be written o0a2

= -+ll- 0 .(9)
This threshold closely matches the threshold found

in the numerical integration of eqs. 1 and 2 for emit- 0.01
tance growth, when the value of f = 0.6 + 0.5(a/zeo). I
This formula for f was found by fitting to the numeri- 0.006
cal plots. When the threshold is exceeded the emittance 0
growth is given closely by that calculated from eq. (5) 0.2 OA 0.6 0.- I
(see fig. 4). This threshold is sharp when a/zxo < 1, but atoO
the simulations show that the threshold is much broaderwhm6/Zo» . I tht cse th asmptticernttace Figure 4. Model equation results ofe,/ - eg vs. €0
whent a/e >> 1. In that case, the asymptotic emittance for A = 0.10. Dashed line is asymptotic emittance found
is close to the nitial matched emittance, and the transi-
tion ferm zero emittance growth to asymptotic emittance using eq. 5. Short dashed line is found using eq. 6.
growth is gradual, so that the precise value of f is not well additional phase mixing to the final state predicted by eq.
defined. 6 is seen for smaller j/eo. The result that space-charge

depression reduces chromatic aberration in an alternating
-*mzm ,uXC1. gradient lattice was observed by Lee [5] and is physically re-

lated to the reduction of phase mixing for displaced beams.
The coherence of centroid oscillations of highly depressed
beams over many betatron periods was unexpected and
was not predicted in previous studies of emittance growth
from displaced beams [3,6]. Also, as indicated above, mfd-

oiol ficiently large longitudinal velocity spreads will give rise
0.2 to non-linearities which may become fully phase mixed.

0.2 A These results will have applications in determining error
OA 0.1 tolerances in possible driven for heavy-ion inertial fusion.
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AN INJBCTIN SCHEMEZ FOR THE BROOKHAVEN ATF
UTUJMIG SPACE-CHARGE UMITTANCZ GROWTH COMPENSATION

Juan C. Galard and Harol G. Kirk

Upturn, N.. Y", 11913S

mmputude. Sinc the space-charge effecsd are greater at
the longitudinal aenter of the beam than at the ends, the

. S ~ .1 core tends to develop larger values of < x> and < a' >.
di-eenl -n phas spaeoles

acelsatngsection&s A 16 W7 convergent benna into the
kms is reuie I IM mazinas transmsson through the Hawe
sectlm and th, e6, a uebmeld -o is cnimddmod. We ILN M CAAAYSSND M LT
Id 0sesi trategies for placing the if gm s Inector and the I U UIA NAYI N UUT
srnmgth of the selmasids so so to mihole the emsittesce
growth of the beam as it traver -Sethe kms sectism. The LI LOWg "hf Seoutia
simsdtion cod=s PAINUELA ad TRACE 3-D wer used for Injecting beau straight into the liac= entails Placing
this design study. an rf gas julia. with the linac. a"d utilising a solenoid-

gun-solenoid arrangement while possably incorporating
the present aimi triplet for matching beam into the
Hawe. The solenoid proceeding the gun is used so as
to badk the magnetic fied of the second solenoid, thus

L INinsuUCTng that an emittance degrading magnetic field is
L INTROUCTIONnot present at the photocathode. in thin confguration

the cathode plane in located 2.5 meters from the linac
The Brookhaven Accelerator Test Ykilly consists of a entrance. The advantage of thin approach is that it pro-

phtoatod loaded if gun, a double-bend, lou-energy serves the present double-bend for injection into the kam
transport System, tWO travelingwave amc~altmg sec- [5] thus providing inr valua~ble redundancy thereby reduc-
tions and a high-energy transport to an experimental hall hug program downtime.
[1]. Our goal i hs "ispaer in to examine beam line con- Matching the beam into the kmnn so as to encounter

VIgartIOMs Which Will perMIt Straight ujectron into the no beam. los after traversing the two kam sections re-
Ban sections without having to resort to bending mag- quires the electron beam to be slightly converging as it
nets. The control of emittance growth in a primary design enters the Anrt kmza section. We have checked that this

The issu of emittance growth and containment in exuiv* t on thehrfocusingof & amsid.Byatin threl
high-brightness deletron beams has been studied exten- is trplt it n possiig. to present a projr.--y matched
sively. It has been argued that to study the physical phe- beam to the kum. We find, however, that a solenoid
nomena that produces emittance dilution in the trwns placed immediately after the gus in stil required in or-
port and acceleration of a high-brightnes electron beam der to conftai the beamn durnag the 70 cm drift to the
it in desirable to divide the electron bunch in longitudinal triplet entrance. We used TRLACE 3-D [ 6] to develop the
slce. These slices provide a tool to p~robe and extract inti. conditions for matching the electron beam into the
the different dynamical behavior of the alicen of the elec- Eau and then used PARMELA to calculate the full beam
tron pulse. It in well known that emittance dilution due dynamics from the plane of the photocathode through to
to the rf dynamics within the rf gun [2] is quite differ- the emergence from the two Hiaw sections.
ent from that due to space charge [3] within the bunch We show in Fig. 1 a typical solution for delivering full
structure of the electron beam beam through the kum. The electron beam parameters

Using the code PARMELA [4], we track each slice for thin solution entail beginning at the photocathode
through the system and observe thait the intrnsic emit- with a boom with a uniform radial distribution of r=
tance within each slice can be very small (e. od 1 v m 0.9 mm and a uniform longitudinal puke length of 10
mmad) but the projection on the phase spece of all dices pa. The use of a uniform distribution was found to of-
give rise to a larger global emittance. Although, the am fer significant advantages over gaussian distributions in
in Phase space (emittance) swept by ouch Slice in small terms of minimising the final beam emittance. The beam
the ame covering &Al the slices in signiicantly larger and emerges from the kmza sections with an rms radius of 1.6
consequently, the emittance of the total beam is larger in mm and a transverse emittance of 3.5 r mm-mnd.-
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5.3 Cl...-,. $o6ta HII. CONCLUSIONS
We -re placing the If gsun inlie as close as passi-

his to the Haw entrance. Matching into the Haw, how- We observe an increase of the electron beam emit-
ever, requires at a minsmum a solaenoidal focusing magnet tance., immediately after the gun and a subsequent
between the gun and the Hac entrance. The principal reduction to a rather broad minimum (in some cases
variables explored for this study are: the strength of the there is a gentle asymptotic decrease) located inside the
solenoid field, the gun-to-linac distance, and the phase of linac sections. This behavior of e. reflects the interplay
the linac sections relative to the rf gun. The lenkth of the of fousing, drifting and defocusing space charge fields
solenoid was Axed at 16 cm and the average accelerating [7]. The net result is to close the fan in phase space
gadiet of the linac sections was set at 7 MV/m. While which results in a decrease of the global emittance of
we did vary the radius of the initial electron beam, the the beam. If at this point the beam is accelerated, then
bunch charge was fixed at InC and the bunch length was the phase spaces of the slice ellipses are locked in with
fixed at 10 Pa. respect to each other due to the decrease of the space

Fig. 2 shows the solution of the s=62 cm case, present- charge forces (F± s O(-2)). The electron beam emerg-
ing a beam identical to the previous example displayed in1 from the linac exhibits a high-brightness character-
in Fig. 1. The beam emerges from the two linac sec- ised by, B = i = 6 x 103.
tions with an rms radius of 0.28 mm, an rms divergence W reNTaeIo

of 0.050 mrad, and an invariant emittance en = 0.75 T We give in Table I a dummary of the parameters for the

mm-miad. We find that the energy spread of the emerg- beam entering the high-energy transport system follow-

ing beam is particularly sensitive to the phasing of the ing the linacs. We find that the optimum photocathode

linac sections while the final beam emittance is rather plane to linac entrance distance for our initial conditions

insensitive to this variable (see Fig. 3). The optimum is 70 cm.

setting of the phase delivers a beam with an rms dp/p
of 2 x 10-3. In Fig. 4, we display the results of varying IV. ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
the drift distance between the gun-olenoid and the linac
entrance. We find that the optimum distance from thephotocathode plane to the linac is 70 cm. The authors wish to thank D. Yerernia and R. Miller
phtoate t pln B to4& tliacis 7 of SLAC for providing the PARMELA input parame-

We have examined the process whereby the emittance ters for the traveling-wave accelerating sections. This
of the electron first grows then diminishes as the beam research was supported by the U.S. Department of En-

drifts then accelerates after it leaves the rf gun. The ergy under Contract No. DE-ACO2-76-CHO0016.
emittance growth experienced during the drift period im-
mediately after the beam leaves the rf gun results from TABLE I. Psaymeters used in the PARMELA simulations
defocusing forces due to space charge within the electron for an aitally symmetric I ½-cell gun in a s-mode configure-
bunch. These defocusing forces are stronger in the cen- tin with a solenoid pair.
ter of the bunch than on the leading and trailing edges of RF frequency [KMHs] 2856
the beam. This results in a time-dependent, phase-space Radius of aperture [an] 1.0
structure which can be neutralised if the space charge Field on cathode [MV/m] 100.0
forces are inverted so as to make the defocusing forces Initinl phase (degree] 43.0

stronger in the ends of the electron bunch than the cen- Laer spot size' [mm] 0.9

ter. The can be achieved though a focusing action on Laser pulse full width- [p,] 10.0

the beam followed by a drift. In Fig. 5 , we see the Charge [nC1 1.0

trajectories in x-x' phase space of an ensemble of elec- Bo (kG] 2.2

trons first at the longitudinal ends of the bunch and then Average linac accelerating gradient [MV/m] 7.0

at the longitudinal center of the bunch. Notice that af- en , v n-mrad 0.75

ter the focusing action is complete both ensembles move dp/p [%] 0.2

toward the left (toward negative x) due to drift and si- aUniform profile
multaneously up (toward positive x') due to defocusing
space-charge forces. The interesting feature observed in
this plot is that a cross-over occurs going from negative
to positive x' (defocusing action) instead of the standard
positive to negative x (drM action). Clearly seen in the
figure is that the end sections of the electron bunch are
spatially compressed more than the center of the bunch.
This results in an increase of the space-charge defocusing
forces in the ends relative to the center thuL compensat-
ing in part the global emittance growth observed before
the focussing action.
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A MATRIX THEORY OF THE MOTION OF AN ELLIPSOIDAL

BUNCH IN A BEAM CONTROL SYSTEM WITH A RECTLINEAR

OPTICAL AXIS AND WITH SPACE CHARGE

Alexander Dymnikov Ragnar Hellborg
Institute of Computational Mathematics Department of Physics

University of St. Petersburg University of Lund
Stary Petergof 198904 S51vegatan 14

St. PETERSBURG, Russia S-223 62 LUND, Sweden

ABSTRACT 2 THE COORDINATE SYSTEM AND
The motion of a 3-dimensional ellipsoidal, bunch of NOTATIONS
charged particles in an arbitrary external electromag- The motion of the particles of a bunch is described rel-
netic field is considered taking into account the effect the to a the particle, oference icred tei-
of space charge. The first approximation of the electro- ative to a single particle, the referece particTe, which
magnetic field within the bunch due to space charge has folows a reoference tr jectorp. The equations of mo-
been found. The nonlinear matrix equation in the en- tion and of the 4-vector electromagnetic potential A
velope variable space is written. An effective recursive are written in a coordinate frame z, moving with thecomputational method for the solution of the nonlinear reference particle. All symbols and notations in this

bem o eto e oluti soputid. paper will follow the same conventions as used in ref.beam envelope evolution is proposed. [7]. The coordinates of the reference particle are de-
scribed by the four vector z.. This is chosen such that

=1 =Z2 = 0, Z,4 = cd.. In this paper we restrict
1 INTRODUCTION ourselves to first-order (paraxial) focusing with a rec-
A time-varying field can be used for the transverse focus- tilinear reference trajectory z = z(tm). An arbitrary
ing of particles and in some cases a high-frequency focus- particle is described by a 4-vector z, where the com-
ing system can be constructed more simply and cheaply ponents of z are the deviation of any particle from the
than a strong-focusing system [1]. The possibility to use reference particle [7]. Here z, and X2 are the trans-
a high-frequency focusing field in nuclear microprobes [2] verse coordinates, zX is the longitudinal coordinate and
opens up possibilities for the analysis of high-frequency 24 = c(t -tn), i.e. the time coordinate. AlU the particles
or rapidly moving processes. Most advanced accelera- in a bunch are detected at the same time t = tin. This
tor and microprobe applications require high-brightness means that the observer is located in the plane z4 = 0
beams [3]. In some cases -like a narrow beam through and that z4 = Zm4 = d..
the whole system or a very bright beam- the beam is The quantities B, E, p, I and j denote magnetic field
dominated by space-charge forces throughout the entire induction, electric field strength, charge density, beam
system from source to target. current and current density, respectively. The quantities

In this paper the electromagnetic field inside a beam p and y denote momentum and total energy of the ref-
bunch due to the space-charge is presented. The parax- erence particle. The 3-dimensional vectors B and E are
ial, nonlinear equations of motion of this bunch in an ar- expressed in the inverse of the units used to measure z
bitrary external electromagnetic field, as well as a new, and z (i.e. m- 1). The 4-dimensional vector A and the
recursive technique for solving these equations, have quantities 7, p and I are dimensionless. The quantities
been constructed and are presented. A more detailed p and j are expressed in m- 2.
report on this theory is to be found in [4]. In two recent As notated above, X4 = 0. Therefore, instead of the
papers [5] and [6], this theory has been applied to a spe- notation E for the three dimensional vector, we will use
cial case with an infinitely long beam (i.e. a DC-beam),
and with an elliptical beam croas-section in a static elec- for convinience the notation z, i.e. = = z.
tromagnetic field. X3
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Tilbt owing notAis are also used: C-

= sdad3,= (42 -c3) %/43 -c2 C

* = !, k
3 THE ELECTROMAGNETIC PO-

.*2M + 42M:+c eMs = o
TXNTxAL A INSIDE THE ELLIP- MI+k0+C23= O

Here F(#, k) and E(O, k) we incomplete elliptic inte-

SOIDAL BUNCH DUE TO THE SPACE grals of the first and the second kind.
CHARGE Using the expressions for A we obtain, in the first ap-

Let us consider the notion of a bunch of particles which proximation, the following expressions for the electro-

is the canonical central, 3-dimensional ellipsoid 0(c). mapietic field inside the elliptical bunch of particles due

This ellipsoid is described by the following equation: to the space charge:

<a1 (1) Bi: -E,,M 2 Z2, B2 -= EPMMz1, , B3 = 0
+ 4 7 +

Here al, a2 and Gs are functions of 14. = PMIZI, E2 = pM 2Z2, E3 =

The 4-vector potential A is written in the form:
j(#,•)= j(I(--*),4- z*) d fz*} 4 PARAXIAL EQUATIONS OF MOTION

A (a, 2..4) = The motion of the elliptical bunch of charged particles in
In.) 4V( - )Zx - ) arbitrary space-time is described by the following parax-

We suppose that the bunch of particles in the space ial equation:
(a') is also the canonical, central, 3-dimensional ellip- Y ='P" (3)

soid. Therefore Ai = 0 and A2 = 0. where:
Let a, 4, c be any three unequal, positive, real num- p

bers which we suppose to be arranged in descending or- Yi = ZI, P = Z2, Y z3, 11 = A Z, ls = -s ,
der of magnitude: PO

a>4>c>O Y= 3 =

where: PO P3
a=maxaj, c=mi , C. = O, 96#k, C¢ 1 = 0 2. 2 = C33 =

b =aj, if ai 0 a nd a 0c Fi =! (-VkB. 2 +1VkEmI +6(k,1)frEM1')
Assuming that p = pi3 is constant inside the ellipsoid PO P PY

we obtain the components A3 and A4 in the following VB

forms [83: A~k ,VkB, F25 = + + 6(k,2)MM2) (4)

wee:F (V Em.s + 6 (k, 3) p. M3 )
where: pI.,

*=• (Mo- M,-M•:4-M•sz) Dkk = 0, k = 1, 2, 3; D1 2 = -D 2 1 = --

2 31  Pa
Mi= •)• -•-••. D23 = -D

M, a(2)k D1 V& ml, = 1 - 7V2Eml, =3 A1,-
M1 [F ([ , k) - E (0, k)] D23 = _ •!: m.

,=(a' - P)7aT- -0

a 21

M2 ' 7" F: k)() + - (2) 1--• • .o0, VtEmj 1,I=o
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Rone 8 and S are attmal u&crmngeicfed and 6 SUMMARY
ps is the im~la Valie alp at z..W = sa... The Kvesecher We have considered the motion of the S-dimensional &1
J*Nb s dood e 6 (ij) = Iif i= jand 6 (j) =O0if liptical bunch ofparticlein anarbitrary, external,elec-
116 j. Assuming that the charge of the bunch is given troanagnetic field, taking into account the elfect of space-
by: charge. The space-charge effect is important for a high

Q (.,.s,.. x& = .. ,.,...41.n beam current 1, for a bunch of small volume and for
Jfl(.)34 m beam current impulses of low frequency P. In the first

we obtain: approximation we have found the electromagnetic field
inside the bunch due to the space charge. This is given

I in eq. (2). A new recursive technique has been proposed
WJIFs241 FrG for the solution of the non-linear equations of motion in

whose v is the frequency of the besam current imuss the firt apoition, given by eq. (3) where, in each
step of the numerical integration, the phase volume of
the beam is strictly conserved.

5 THE~ RECURSIVE or-METHOD OF Achawlege
SOLUTION Thi work was supported by the SwedishSoviet Re-

SOLUTIONsearch Cooperation, established betweeno the former
The solution of the matrix equation of motion eq. (3) is USSR Academy of Sciences and the Royal Swedish
written in terms of the matrisant in the form: Academy of Sciences.

y =Rit, RD =I.

where R is a 6A6 matrix, le is a 6x6 unit matrix and REFERENCES
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ficient matrix P(z.4.) with rigorous conservation of the 3. F. Watt and G.W. Grime (eds.), Principles and
phase volume of the beam at each stage of the caicui.- Applications of High-Energy Ion Microbeamns
tie.. (Adam Hilger, Bristol, 1987).
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Spac-charge Dominated Beam Envelope Transport with Rotatable Axes
Buese Y. TAmW

400 Dwey Oa Road. #4629, Belmont, CA 94002 USA

Sele woha(l] mweep dt lot Out of ft bean The elecaron
In asami pa.lal miles at self-latwatiS acceloratr bean qaisaf by sel-rqlsion uMn it leaves d6 ICK when

bUtm, coupg betwmen x- am y-mododm t roe dft it becomes aeuhulizd an focused by dt solwaoM sad
elliptical beranivops is conidered dealrible. Yet Ia qudupole. flelds, ad Its owan mDetic self-fiel wThebean
sme applicationm ma deltm bueam Ultlhgrqhy anl Is dedlected by dipole cols, whch add *dek owa lubrnt

lecmr beam tamfedon X-ay co=utd to=uqs y, focussg fle)ds alosg is parh. The bead pOmr ad beam
amal focuma edeamat cause d& coupling by design. path consune a inbval coordia syasm (FlSxe 2).

To meet Wie weed, df clissical 4h order chiskly- II. ENVELOPE EQUATIONS
Vlul*uy OM diuIff a eqtians, habe bee
8eaeralized to laclids bean envelope rotation. This sat of
10th orer Sewalixed eavelope eq iow based oan di KV T coaduthat dt teau bre a uriform elliC1
dlM&lSiom wae applied to a 600 mA. 130 V -m IboFme man "tat die puctl be uffomly dlsRbmda over
nWvlng t-,o0h a low-wpmr nitoen gs where t dte msrface at a 4-dinmeiondl ellipsnoi In isphase spfce,
atsemce ad prmesce of copIlele plum aealluhtion according to ftd Kapohlkiy-Viadiinkky (KV) micro-
along it h case di bem to v an dM 5 ve. canonical esemble p:

L INTRODUCTION P = R' - 1(k. y. Fp, Py, M (1)
The mandMrd equatons for the beam envelope am the where

Kfpch/lady-Vf mky eqjumas for the principl axes of i(xyp,,t)= all x2 +2a 12 xY+ 2a13xP + 2al4xPy
ma ellipse that does not rta, because tne x- and y- motions
we deccupled. Howver, for catain applicatios, fe x and y + a22 y2+ 2 a23 y px + 2 a24 y Py (2)
mtions we coupled delibertly, In order to align ft ellipse
mn with desired directions. The generalized envelope Is a quadkatic hanction of the phase valables and 8 Is die
equations described hete allow for rotating elliptical Dirac delta uctron. Let the paxlal Hamiltonln be
envelopes.

. THEELECTRON OPTICS H= (k, x(t)2 + (py(t)i+qx(t))2 fpo+ 2mx(t)y(t) + k2 y(t)2
S ~+ (Wxt) - q y(t))2Wpo / 2 (3)

SThen the condition that I(x,y, p,,py) be a phase invariant Is

al'(t) = 2 (k1 al 3(t) + (-q al 2(t) + q2 alM3(t))p+ m a1 4(t))

al2'(t) = m (a13(t) + a24(t) + k2 al4(t) + kI a23(t) +
FHgae 1. lecron Optical system. (q (a11(t)- a22(t))+ q2 (a14 (t) + a23(t))YpPo

A MiadyspacechargelimitedbeamIsproducedbytMe a13'(t)f= k, a33(t)+ (-aM(t)-q(a144(t)+ a2 (t)) +
pas (Fgue 1). By adjusting ft nitroge p1CSUwr in ftt)~ drift4
tubme, dwbesamb madeto ioniuedie gosIn Itspath on a 2a3xfp+m*4)
timescale hodt coqiard to Its uwinu time. The Ion cleatng

_-_ q2 a34(t))/po + m a44(t)

a2'(t) = 2 (m a23(t) + k2 a24(t) + (q a12(t) + q2 a24(t)Ypo)

a23'(t) = m a33(t) + k2 a34 (t) + (-12(t) +

FHgae 2. Local beam coordInstes. q (a13 (t) - a24(t)) + q2 a34(t))/po
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S-4 m&( + hl a44M + (q a14M - 82)+ 00427 (+O013)B

IV. NUNMERCAL EXAMPLE
a"- -2 (813(t) + q GMt~)) /po, Ile egqmd dx-i mem applied to the sysm IneeE

&3V - (014#) + an() + q (aiM) - a33(t)))I/po, A- "~ Sytm 'ume
The dipoe dog bea *8e beas. aroml -o ftwu S7 to

44'~U -2(~) q .))%)(4) 82.57 cim The bouu P -1 aid leav do qmadiyole att-=
A"V)- - (*(W) q *4(typo)(4) 59.45 and 79.93 a TIe tocal plu no lat 219.67 ans. The

beam s bdeflecied 22.670 away Drom *8e Sua mit DelibVert
beame do molhlidd focauhing Smefig q2 %.is ecausal, mixin at z- and y- modooib Is lomed by a monS-ma wd

while do quamupoel mengha kIt kt2 and m awe given by a The location of vations; optical cleasaft qiltsdie beam path
-aa otC~er(k~eM k~e3 MCO~ and Belf-famce Into 8 regooss a shown In Tabl 1.

Table 1. ofba Palh Into WReaOM
ILI - kIten+ (-2 X2 r4?/$) (all - (al,42 an -2 a13 aI4a4+ Imos Sat()Rtn tam pow W

12 ICE + 31.25 q2/Pi0= .00063to .0019

k2ke+-x;ý (22(223-aa43 Solenoid _________ ____

2 X832+(X/g~f-ýý 3 ICE 48.75 0
+a3*4aM A4 4 )+f 0440~) -a 34

2 /IA 4 Drdft 55. 0
5 Dipole 57 kj" -. 00024

m 2f29X1 404a423 1 2 6 Dipole 59.45 kle = .00024 * 7.5 10-4

a34+ a13 a2 4 234- a13a, 440-8342 + a33aj )) /A + Quad 061x);
______ k2 e5 1 =a7.5 4 (Max); Ulm~

A=((a, 4
2 +a,2 4

2 ) a33+2 21 3 814 a834+ 2 a23 a2 4 a34 7 Dipole 79.93 kle = .00024
2 Drlft 82.57 0

(813 2"a 2 3 )SO a384 4y t) -a34+(alasso 219.7 NA
-43 4()-a4 + 2 AS1 (5)

We assume so partial nentrollzotios on*th pah. Within
By Lum~' theorm, do eitne r Is cosre the ICE, we talc f = 0 (no mnetrallrtion); outside of the ICEK

we take f = 1. We aimume thE the beading muagnet &Mel IU
ef f f f80l- xo Y -Px PY- 0) dp OYdEdY sfe Anl pole fAce effects we Ignred Other beam

TAM ~~~paarmmeatmE=1L30 I.Vbean% p0 =0.76. ex /xpo) = 8

sr2 /s(al4
2 a*23

2 -2a413 214 a12 3a32 4 + a13 
2 a24

2 - . 10-4 cm radian, and ex 0.0006058a x cm radian The

aI42&=113+2112814124a3-al 124 anInitial envelope radius r(Q) =0.18 cm and the dlope r'(O) =
a~j~,~ a+2a1a14aAa~-11 342 ~0.01 radiran. It Is Convenient to work with a natural nul of

+2 a13 al4 a= a34 -2 al2 a14 a23 a34 -2 a12 a13 324 a34 + b"em o=e r oId211=002oaui
2 all a23 a2 4 a34 + a,22 a34.2 - all a22 83 2 - a13 

2 an~

aM + 2 a12 a1 3 a2 3 444 - al123
2 444- 21 2

2 a3384 + a unit longiwidinal length = 219.67 caL A~iemc(
alln22aM 44)112(6) election beam CAD packag SIBER (Sel Interacting Beam
~ii a 3 ~a..~Envelope Rotaer [10]) han beea wrtkeen for buiractive

in m Ie~mon fteenvelope equations

r42(f - 13J(-1 + 0.00196 E)21f)y((2+0.00196 B) F)3W2 , Rink.
the reIUiati pervesace. term which can be positve The envelope eqaator. mee & firmleg~ated with 450
(defocrutag or negative (focumsg); E = energy of beamk In qaadrupole field men =0. from t =0 to t1=2 for different
hsV; f = Sartralisatos fraction; f = 1, COOrUlet
uenraliutlon; f = 0, no mutrallution); J = to utal Iurnt solenoid q2p0 and k1~m. The image plane (t =1) ellipse

Any.; nplitudes are shown in Figmres 3 and 4.
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For a good Itom In die ydk tlon 4petpeala to the
dxie bwd plaf) kit isecery to y di lacksti•In
P4m 4. We dhae q2/po - 0.018 C-2 and k1 - - 0.064

C- 2 or ue irwga with aonmmo mt. The mach at the
X- and y-aqplib* MMd path; pramuIer Iskishown In Hgm S.

We aWt lImosed a 450 quadrupole l mz - 5xl04 cm2

In =aeIon 6. The x- and y-amplitudes remain mbstanlally 6
unchanged, bit do odetations o the priacipl ams oftde

e junys from oo to about 20 within the quadupole and
borease, onl alowly lawt dont (Plgze 6).

10 2

sit 5 10 Is 20

s2-+
FIgure 4. Same u Fgere 3. Contour plot of ellie y-
aptudle In units of 0.72 in. 10 equaly qspced contour
between 0.46 (black) and 117.64 (white) x 0.72 mm.

Ellipse &aplitwies

sit 6 10 Is 20 40

s2-+ 201
Figure 3. Contour plot of ellipse x-anplitude as a fanction of
focus and quadrpo prameters sl and s2 reectvely. 0.s 1 1.5 2
Solenoid focunuing aremgh q2%po = 1.2xi0"4 sl + 5.1x10 4  Figme 5. X and y aaliwdea(upper and lower), In units of

cm- 2 . Quadupole focussing srength kI = 7.5x10-S s2 - 0.072 cm, aW L 00 qpid strength: 6.375XIO"4 cI- 2 , sokenoi,4

&25x10"4 cm-2 . 10 equally spaced contours between 0.46 Mransth = 1.xl0- 3 cm- 2 . Vertcal lines divide rczoas.

(black) and 86.91 (white) x 0.72 umn. Angle

V. CONCLUSIONS
A aet of 10th order envelope equations was applid to a

qace-charge doninated electron beam system. Mixing was 1..1.25glzkodoced by Imposing a 45•o quackupole reagth. and the

change in orientation of the elliptical envelope followed
thr'ough to dhe lungle plane anid beyond. A electron beam ~
optical CAD program SIBER now erits for inve, igating o.5

badie electron beam design and beam tuning sensitivities. 0.2

VL RFEPX CE0.25 0.5 0.7S 1.251.51.75 2VI. REFERENCE

(1] R. E. Rand and R. Y. T-lang, U. S. Patent 5,193,105, Figure 6. llipe odeaittiou in d from regios 6 to 8
MarCh 9,o1993. oTable 1. 00 quad trength = 6.375x1O"4 cm"2 solenoid

1.Sxlo-3 cm-2 , 45o quad streaoh = 5x10-4 cm-2 .
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Effect of Space Charge Forces on Particle Tracking
and Generation of High Order Maps*

David L Bnzhwiler ad Michael F. Reus•b
Grumman Coraute Reach C

4 Independence Way, Princelon NJ 08540-6620 USA

Abs&u The code includes two optimizing routines, one based on

TOPIARK l6a beam optics program consisting of two the downhill simplex method [10] and another based on
cod sa d in opasorallel: a3-D -onss mapping o wo ow method [10]. Either of these algorithms can be used

Foan aes develod in pilel: a 3-D high-order mapping by a matching routine that sets the final transverse Twiss pa-
cede and a Ptile acking code; both utilize a space charge .rame to specified values by modifying any four of the lat-
moduelo th e am do , tcle bunch as a uniffernt y-rillge 3-) te parameters. This matching routine has been successfullyellipsoid Trhemap amthe differential algebra ibrary used both with and without space charge.DA (1] to geuate an ubkmry-order Taylor map describing a Another type of matching routine, which can also use ei-
given lattce then the Li. ulgbra library LIELIB [2] is used so te of the optimizing algorithms, is used to zero specified
obtain the DrLgt-ftn fatorization [31 of the correspo -g terms in the Lie polynomial, sometimes while simultaneously
Lie polynomial. The Li polynomial generated by TOP- satisfying other imposed constrants. For example,
KARK without space charge has been successfully bench- TOPKARK can determine the reqaired strngths of three (or
marked through third order against lARYLIE 3.0 [4] and more) octupoles in order to eliminate third-order geometric
through fifth order against TLIE [5]. With space charge on, aberratios.
TOPKARK generates a linear map that agrees well with
TRACE 3-D 16]. The tracking code uses a symplectic integra- B. Tracking Version
tion scheme [7] when space charge is off, and it includes a This version currently exists as a test-particle tracking code
more general space charge model [8] which assumes only e- which integrates the ful equations of motion, using a
lipsoidal symmetry of the spatial distribution. Hamiltonian formalism and an explicitly symplectic fourth-

L GENERAL FEATURES OF THE CODE order integration scheme [7]. The code has been used and

TOPKARK has evolved from an earlier code, which was tested extensively; in particular, the second moments obtained

developed during a collaboration between Gruman, LBL an at the end of example beam lines often agree well with the

BNL [9] The mapping version is a useful design tool, while second moments propagated by the mapping version.

the, tracking version is a useful diagnostic which resolves any TOPKARK can generate a six-dimensional phase space el-

ambiguities regarding very high order effects that might be lipsoid of initial conditions, which yields the desired Twiss pa-

missed by Lie algebra or mapping codes and is also required rameters in each of the two-dimensional phase planes.
for dynamic spertm studies. Distributions currently supported include a) uniformly-filled

ellipsoid in space with gaussian distribution in momentum

A. Mopping Version and b) gaussian distribution in space and momentum. The

TOPKARK employs a fourth-order, adaptive-step-size. code can also read in a file of initial conditions for tracking,

Runge-Kutta integration scheme [10] which provides good ac- and it outputs the Twiss parameters and particle positions as

curacy an reasonable computational sped. The differential al- desired.on• nd easmbl coputtioal s~ed Tb dife~~alal- Three distinct space charge models (described below) are be-
gebra library DA [1] is used to generate a high-order Taylor

map expansion of the dynamical variables about the design us- ing implemented in the tracking version of TOPKARK. Each

jectory (in practice up to fifth order has been used) sp imposes ellipsoidal symmetry on the spatial distribution. The
nuerct l (inspratiep alo the leth ofder latieen Thsed smp sb Hamiltonian formalism and symplectic integration will benumerical step along the length of the lattice. This map is abandoned for space charge calculations--the equations of mo-

used to propagate the spatial moments of the (assumed) initial abandone fors harge adative-tp e equa [10]

particle distribution from one integration step to the next. don and the fourth-order adaptive-step-size Runge-Kutta [101

At each integration step, a 3-D uniformly-filled ellipsoid is integrator of the mapping version will be used.

constructed according to the calculated spatial moments. The C. Features Common to both Versions
exact linear electric fields associated with this ellipsoid am cal- TOPKARK currently implements a number of "hard edge"
culated [11] and, in combination with any magnetic fields, areused to advance to the next step. At the end of the lattice, th or uniform-field magnet elements, including a dipole (i.e. a
final Taylor map is used to calculate the emittance and Twiss normal entry and exit sector bend) and quadrupole through
Immmeters of the final distribution. The Lie algebra i duodecapole. Also available are "thin fringe" elements for
parameters of the Dribtion. The falgebralioa dipole and quadrupole magnets. All of these elements, includ-
LLB [21 is used to obtain the Dragt-Finn [31 factorization ing the fringe fields, have been successfully benchmarked
of the Lie polynomial corresponding to this final Taylor map. against MARYLIE 3.0 [41 through third order. The fringe

*Supported by IR&D funds of Grurmman Aerospace Corp.
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f1ud mode, alhQ chlculated indepedently, Vwen bued on calculating the fields Bze-V&L. This reduces the particle
idea developed previously by Forest [12]. density: nBnlJtY0, so ExB, EyB, EzB are all reduced by a

TOPKARK also employs one extended-fringe magnet factor yo from what one would naively calculate in the lab.
model. This is a line-dipole model for large-bore magnets However. de fact that the distribution is strelched out in z of-
onstruated from a cylindkcal rmy of magnetized rods, includ- fectively increases the value of EzB by yo at the position of

ing quadrupole, octupole and duodecapole configurations [131. each particle, thus negating the decrease in El noted above,
TOPKARK was successfully benchmarked against TLIE [5] This stretching of the bunch also alters the geometry of the
through fifth-order in a single test-case where these extended- distribution, which affects the values of all three components
fringe quadrupole and octupole models were used. New ele- of E3 accordingly.
mert types are easily added to the list above. Particle velocities are neglected in the bunch frame, so the

Both codes use MKS units, with all momenta normalized Lorentz transformations yield-
to the longitudinal design momentum po. We define the lon-
gitudinal variables kSc(t-t0 ) and 8pZ(E 0 -E)/p0c, and the EL" = EB ; EL E1 ; (4a)
magnetic rigidity Bpup0 Ie. For straight elements, the equa-
tions of motion are: BL" -BB" =0; B L =TYO BB X EB/c . (4b)

5k _ . xn dh= 1 01 (la) The Lorentz force equatin is:
dc Oz d f de = oFI FL =EL + v XBL (4c)q L

( Bz - By + -Ex eff) (lb) Combining these results yields an effective electric field:
(k BPk By NIx cf)

I EL eff = EB"+ EB'1/10 • (4'd)
+z Bx + f fl;' (1c) This is the quantity used to advance the particles. The longi-

tudinal field is altered by geometric effects onli, while the

@A Ex +'+ transverse fields are also reduced by a factor of yo.
Lb- Bpc-PE•E 0f+ yeff. (d) A. Mapping Version

The electric field components Ex eff, etc. include the self-mag- TOPKARK works with a Taylor-series expansion about
netic field of the particles and relativistic effects (see below), the design trajectory, so the obvious question arises: How
The corresponding equations of motion for bending elements then does one propagate a particle distribution down the beam-
have been given elsewhere [14]. line? This has been explained in detail elsewhere [14], but es-

11. SPACE CHARGE MODELS sentially one calculates the second moments at a given point
in the lattice by using second and higher moments of the ini-

We consider only models with ellipsoidal symmetry, tial distribution.
meaning that the spatial density distribution has the form Of course, we must assume a convenient initial distribu-

p(x. y, 8z) = P0 f(u) tion function, and one that is consistent with our assumption
of a uniformly-filled 3-D ellipsoid in space. Such a distribu-

where the function u(xy,&z) is defined by the equation tion has been found and implemented [14]. The projection of

u2 (xy,8z) 2 ( this distribution in the x-px plane has the form:u2xyz a2• by2 C2 - 1 3 22>

with a2=<x2>, etc. Thus the one-parameter family of 3-D el- g(x,px) - l 'j

lipsoids defined by Eq. (2b) are isodensity contours.
Such models yield electric fields of the following form (for rRp 21

all points within the distribution) [15], [81: e+ Ox jpx +x ). (5)"2ex ox+ x , (5

b f f[u(x,y,8z)] for x255expx (otherwise, g--O). We are using RMS Twiss pa-
ExB j abc x) d s c(3) rameters, which means that <x2>wePx§I , <Xpx>m-exotx, and

•0 J (a2+s)3t2 (b2+s)l/2 (c2+s)l/2 ' <Px2 >,•xyx. The linear bunch frame electric fields can befound analytically in terms of complete elliptic integrals [11].
with analogous results for EyB and EzB. These electric fields
are calculated in the bunch frame, then relativistically trans- B. Tracking Version

formed to the laboratory frame. Three distinct space charge models are being implemented
The length of the bunch as observed in the lab frame is in the tracking code. One assumes a uniformly-fillcd ellipsoid

shortened due to relativistic length contraction, so the lab in space, for which f(u)=l. Another assumes a ansi elip-
frame distribution is first stretched out in the z-direction before soid in space, for which f(u)=exp%-U2/2). The third is/h more
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8 &edeeoped by Garnett and Wangler 18] in which The algorithms used by TOPKARK cannot folow the de-W [8] in hded velopment of any structure within a bunch (unless. in the cue

Th miform model will start with ft same distribution of the Garnett and Wangler scheme, such structures prserve
%WActIas iss amoued by the mapping code. This general ellipsoidal symmetry), such as might arise due to plasma
form will continue to be imposed on the actual particle distri- waves or instabilities. Thus the transit time through a lattice
butlon, with only the second moments being determined di- should not be much longer than a plasma period [17].
reedy from the paticles. The extent to which this imposed
form is actually preserved by the particles will provide a direct IV. CONCLUSIONS

check on the validity of the mapping code. The mapping version of TOPKARK is a tested and reliable
For particles within the bounds of the assumed 3-D ellip- high-order optics code in which a TRACE3D-Iike space charge

soid, the purely linear space charge forces can be found analyt- model has been successfully implemented. Implementation of
ically in terms of complete elliptic integrals [111. For those three distinct space charge models-uniform. gaussian and more
few particles outside these bounds, the now-nonlinear fields general--into the tracking version is currently under way.
can be calculated analytically in terms of incomplete elliptic Used in a complementary fashion, the mapping and track-
integrals [11], requiring the phase-like quantity X, which is the ing versions of TOPKARK will provide a unique tool for in-
real positive root of the following equation: vestigating basic physics issues associated with space charge.

x2 2 8z2 These codes will also serve as powerful design and diagnostic

+,.. + + = 1 . (6) tools for high-brightness beam optics applications.
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Experimental Study of Longitudinal Dynamics of

Space-Charge Dominated Parabolic Bunches

D. X. Wang, L. G. Wang, D. Kehne, and M. Rser
Laboraory for Plasum Reseadrc an Department of Electical Engineering

University of Maryland, College Park, Maryland 20742
I.Haber

Naval Research Laboratory, Washington D.C. 20375

AbUtnac where 2Z7 and 4(0) are the initial bunch length and peak
Longitudinal dynamics of space-charge dominated t, respectively, ll.7x 10' amperes is the characteristic

pmrbolic beims has been studied at the University of curent for l %ve/c vo is the beam cenmer velocity, c
Marylnd Elect= Dew Transport Facility. In this paper we i d of light, a et is the longitudinal enduence of
reportresultds whhemphasisexperin wh in a the beam. If the space-charge team is dominant over thesimulaio studi es[] ln angreement in anothrpaend ethis emitace term, (20Otimeslargerin this experiment), then an
proceedings. Exceio ent agreementis fnalytica e for Z is given in Rf. . If do initia

velocity is a linear function of z, then it remains linear and its
L INTRODUCTION slope is determined by Z'.

The longitudinal dynamics of space-charge dominated In this one-dimensional model the longitudinal and
beams has been theoretically, experimentally and numenriiy transverse dynamics can be coupled through the geometry
studied at the University of hMryland. One of the objectives factor g. which reflects the boundary condition and bunch
is to study the parabolic bunch which is important to both dimensions.
theory and application. The longitudinal bunch model with I. EXpERjMENTAL SETUP AND METHOD
paabolic line charge density has beon developed by L Smith .e c itei . M.
amd D. Neuffer [23]: Siwce the self-forces an linear this model he bunch is produced by a newly developed eliectron
plays a similar role for the longitudinal dynamics as the be electr which is o f a newly deveaopedecton
uniform density K-V distribution for the.transverse dynamics. beam inetor which consists of a variable-lerveance electren
We note that a parabolic beam was observed as the final gun, an induction acceleration module, and three matching
equilibrium state at the Indiana University Cyclotn Facility lenses. The parabolic beam profiles can be generated by

controlling the pulse shape applied to the grid of the gun. An[4.initial velcity tilt can be imparted to the beam by the time-
check the validity of the theoretical model and can contribute 11vlcttltanbim redodebamythtm-
to the valdity of the varying acceleration voltage of the induction gap, as shown in

Fig. 1. Then, the beam is matched into a 5-m long periodic
11. THEORETICAL MODEL focusing channel consisting of 36 short solenoidal lenses.

The longitudinal space-charg field can be approximately The typical initial beam parameters in this experiment are
calculated as follows [5,6] 2.5 keY energy, 20 mA peak current, 26 us pulse duration.

4 s g 8A(z, s) The beam current profiles ae measured by fast beam current
,te 2  monitors and a fast Digitizing Signal Analyzer. The beam

center velocity c8o and energy can be obtained by the time of
where z is the distance from the center of the beam bunch, flight method. The acceleration gap voltage at the beam center
A(z,s) is the line charge density at a longitudinal distance s can be calculated by subtracting the 2.5 keV beam energy
traveled by the beam bunch center, and the geometry factor g before the gap. Matching it in Fig. 1, one can figure out the
is a function of the ratio of the pipe radius b over the beam initial velocity tilL
radius a, where 2Z is the bunch length. g can also depend on The parabolic beam is produced and matched into the
the ratio Z/a when Z/a become comparable to unity [6]. channel. Without the induction acceleration the bunch
Neuffer found a self-consistent distribution function of the expands and the current reduces, while with the acceleration the
longitudinal phase space that gives a linear force and velocity bunch is compressed to a waist then expands after that.
distribution and a preserved parabolic bunch shape. It is a IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
solution of the Vlasov equation. The evolution of the bunchlength is described by the longitudinal envelope equation: A. Longitudinal envelope measurement

To verify the envelope equation, the beam current profiles
are measured at 5 different locations, shown in Fig. 2 for the

d Z 2ZIP(C) 1 L e expansion case and in Fig. 3 for the compression case. They
- 1 - ,- (2) are fitted by ideal parabolic curves to obtain the bunch width,

10 Z i.e. the longitudinal envelope. The envelope evolution is
plotted in Fig. 4 for different initial velocity tilts in
comparison with the calculation of the envelope equation.
They am in very good agreement.

Rcswchm• Su m by the U.S. Depenmeni of hersy.
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IL Vieky I i wl saraneat 0-60
lb check tse linearity of the spac-charge forcean

vlocit dibibslom ihhebamniaeergy a meaurd at 3 dlffhmrs50
locale.. A qpdbam veoit a.tme is ploaeud ini. J
5 ad floond bya sraWlgklnc The dopes are p~oad and 40~
compared with "b envelope calculation in Fig. 6 for theo
upftml case ad in ftg 7 for the coiptession case. Apian, a -- 30

c. rim mverse coupling - 20j
TO UMip fte IrMUMvue coupling effet we have done do I~ ~1041111011m10009 with the sane longitudinal conditions but 0 -

dii brent trmsvene focusing. Le. different beam radlius,. The a
resulsplosed in Fig. 8show that dueto -4 F 0

E-iBWUS focusing die envelope evolution cngs-40 0 40 80
but mtill obeys Mhe eaelope equatioun, however g valumes aeTime (as)
Mucaret for each cue.

1. calculating he theore01ca curves we assumed that the Fig.1I Voltage waveformn of induction gap (top) mnd currnt
gfacto MWaM conslent along the chanel. This assumption pus shape of ini"a parabolic beam (bottom).
give turprisigl pood apeement with dhe expeorimental data.,
However. since doe beam sadius vatie along die bunch and _

also along the channel one does not expect g to remain -A4i
const=L nt npuacice it isnot aneasy task to determine the g 0-V2.9ifactor without enweimental measurement or 2-D computer
siulation Nevertheless, work is underway to calculate the g
bato bymunterical methods.

We alo have looked into how critical the tranasverse-343i
matching condition is to the longitudinial beam behaior. In aUi
the experiment, we deliberately mismatched the beam b
changing the matching leas focusing. We found that the lo
current profiles showed very little change over quite a wide _Mi

range of mismatch conditions. When the mismatch became
too large we started losing beam. These results are confirmed ___150_____

by a 2-D simulation. In the simulation the longitudinal
dynamics remains almost the same though there is a very 0 100 200
sigtiifwit transverse mismatch. Tim* (ns)

VI. CONCLUSION Fig. 2 Current profiles of parabolic bunch without initial
An experimental study of a space-charge dominated velocity tilt at five different locations of the channel.

parabolic beam has been caried out. Excellent agreement has
been achieved between the experiment and the longitudinal _________

envelope model. In the experiment we have demonstrated that s064i
the parabolic current profile is preserved and the velocity 0
distribution remains linear as a result of the linear space-charge %- 2.9ý
force A constant g along thetransport channel used in the 1-d
Model was found to be a good approxination. *However, g L
changes significantly when the transverse focusing changes U -100 -
and can be measured or calculated by a 2-D code. The 943i
experiment shows that the transverse misimatcing has little 8 -10
effict on the longitudinal dynamics, and this was confirmed by S.5i
the 2-D simulation. D. 20 -.-5
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fa tion Crossing in the Fermilab Main Ring, Past and Present.

I. Kourbania and K.Y. Ng

Fermi National Accerator Labevdr," P.O. Box 500, Batavia, IL 60510

II. EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS

For the experimental observation of the high frequency
Ab t signal., we used a wall-current monitor with a fiat fre-

quemcy response up to 6 GHz located in the Main Ring
A recen installation of passive mode dampers in the tunnel. The signal from the wall monitor was brought
Booster [1] has eliminated most of the longitudinal emit- upstairs and was amplified with a 4-8 GHz amplifier. It
tance blowup of intense bunches due to coupled-bunch in- was then brought to an rf switch panel with a switch gate
stabilities. As a result, high intensity effects (negative- determined by an HP 8112A pulse generator triggered by
mass instability) dominate the present transition crosing a Main Ring beam synchronized clock. This was neces-
in the Main Ring for the high-intensity cycles. A negative- sary in order to reduce the noise in the signal since there
mass stability limit is derived for transition crosing in the were only 84 consecutive bunches out of 1113 in the Main
Main Ring and recent observations of high frequency uig- Ring cycle used for our observations. Finally, the signal
nab around transition is presented. Finally, some predic- was viewed on a HP8566B spectrum analyser set at the
tions about the effect of the negative mass instability on sero-an mode.
the transition in the Main Ring with the future upgrades In Fig. 1, we display the observed signak around tran-
ae attempted. sition at frequencies 4, 5, and 6 GHz for proton bunches

with initial emittance 0.07 eV-sec and 2.3 x 1010 p. The
units on the vertical axis are 5 db per division and on the

I. INTRODUCTION horizontal axis 2 insec per division. The transition time is
marked with an arrow. As seen in Fig. 1, the signals are
getting stronger and more persistent with increasing fre-

In post yews, quency as expected from the negative-mam instability. In
lab Booster were responsible for longitudinal emittance this case, the longitudinal emittance after transition was
blowup in very intense bunches. As a result, high inten- 0.25 eV-sec corresponding to a blowup of 3.6. Next we used
sity (larger than 2.0 x 1010 p) Booster bunches transferred a phase mismatch at injection to blowup the longitudinal
to the Main Ring had large longitudinal emittance (0.18- emittance of the bunches with initial emittance of 0.06 eV-
0.20 eV-sec). In that case, our measurements showed that sec and intensity 1.8 x 1010 p. In Fig. 2, we display the
nonlinear phenomena were responsible for the emittance signals observed at 5.0 GHz, with two different longitudi-
blowup around transition in the Main Ring [2]. Recent nal emittances before transition. As expected, the 5.0 Gis
installation of passive mode dampers in the Booster cav- signal is smaller for the bigger longitudinal emittance, and
ities has eliminated most of the longitudinal emittance dies away faster compared to the signal in the case with the
blowup. In fact, the longitudinal emittance blowup in the smaller emittance. The emittance blowup at transition is
Booster has been reduced by a factor of 3. Now, 8 2.5 x 1010 also much smaller for the bigger initial emittance (a factor
Booster bunch transferred to the Main Ring has an emit- of 2 compared with 3.7).
tance of 0.06 eV-sec. In this case, the blowup at transition
in the Main Ring has increased to a factor of 2.8-3.2 re-
sulting in final longitudinal emittances of 0.18-0.22 eV-sec III. NEGATIVE-MASS BLOWUP
after transition. We attribute this emittance blowup to
a negative-maw instability at transition. High frequency Hardt (3] proposed a theory of negative-mass blowup tha
negative-mass signals have been observed up to 7 GHB. takes into account of Landau damping. In the absence of

space charge, the spectral coefficient of the bunch for rev-

* ed by ta Uivessti Resw Assoiaton under on- olution harmonic k is Icki - Nb"/ due to the statistical
t with the US. Departust of EWamj. fluctuation of the Nb particles in the bunch. As a result of
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vma e.arg, * bbhw beacenu A lcant when E 1P 9 - -Bunch Lengh uc A
pow t U0t 3.. the summation in owe al the k0681- ) Wus)
todinl mod. 4(the bunch whea the total bun& l•e0gth0.438 4.0 7 W.8
1; in d radia at transition In an integral number of the 0.000 0.490 2.34 8.83
harmoic wuumgik. As is well-known, the time-integral 0.060 0.537 1.49 9.78
rowth dua to Sem charge after transition for revolution 0.070 0.580 1.02 9.74

harmeu lk ins piportional to k. However, the space- 0.060 0.620 0.73 9.71
charpgpe m w go 1 + 2 n(b/), where a 0.5 cm 0.100 0.693 0.42 9.66
and b s 3.6 cm an, rspectively, the beam and beam pipe 0.120 0.759 0.27 9.61
ri, starts to drop when k - R/b, R = 1000 m being 0.140 0.820 0.18 9.57
the the men radius of the Main Ring. In fact, it drops to 0.160 0.876 0.13 9.54
oce-halffitsivalue when kt m 7R(1.6/b+0.52/a). There- 0.180 0.929 0.10 9.51
foes the integted_ growth Uas a maximum, which occurs 0.200 0.980 0.08 9.48
at k, = k4/4 In our case, this corresponds to 1.6 x 104 0.220 1.027 0.06 9.46
ot 78 Gira. After summing up all the bunch modes, we 0.240 1.073 0.05 9.44
have

Table 1: Negative-mass blowup coefficient vs bunch area

MEa_ (N cE*, at bunch intensity 2.2 x 1010 per bunch.
0 P/3 ) k A ' '16 = (1) Bunch Area Bunch Length c E.

where E. is the maximum allowable time integrated growth (eV4) (a-)
at harmonic k/ and in n by 0.040 0.438 13.06 10.19

h ie 0.050 0.490 7.52 10.13

0.080 0.537 4.79 10.09
1 0.070 0.580 3.27 10.052= [inN.-ly ltm j (2 0.080 0.620 2.35 10.02

0.100 0693 1.35 9.96

k•i= k#/srh, and keg = 3Vik/16. When the 0.120 0.759 0.86 9.91

cia coefficient c < 1, there is no blowup due to 0.140 0.876 0.58 9.88

negative-mas instability. In the above, the coefficient 0.180 0.929 0.32 9.81

4 = 2- 17l/3 3 /%aF(2/3)(1 - w/4), A is the bunch area in 0.180 0.929 0.32 9.81

eV-sec, Eo is the proton rest energy, and r. is the classical 0.200 0.980 0.24 9.79

proton radius. 0.220 1.027 0.19 9.76

The highest intensity in our measurement was N = 0.240 1.073 0.15 9.74

2.2 x 1010 protons per bunch. The transition gamma Table 2: Negative-mass blowup coefficient vs bunch area
"7 = 18.85, the rate of acceleration across transition is at bunch intensity 4.010 per bunch.

90 a-1 at the synchronous angle #. = 600. The blowup
coefficient c for various bunch areas at such high bunch in-
tenuity are given in Table 1. The non-adiabatic time is ACKNOWLEDGMENT
3.4 msec.

The authors would like to thank Kathy Harkay for sup-
plying the Booster longitudinal emittance figures and Jerry

IV. CONCLUSION Jackson for his help in the experimental setup.

A negative-mass instability is dominating the transition
crossing in the Main Ring with the present emittances and REFERENCES
intensities. The experimental data are in agreement with
the negative massinstability threshold. In the next collider [1] D. Wildman and K. Harkay, HOM RF Caviti
run, Main Ring is expected to accept bunches with inten- Dampers for Suppresing Coupled- Bunch Instabilities

sity up to 4.0 x 1010 p. The emittance of these bunches in tIe Fermilab Booster, these proceedings.

is expected to be 0.11-0.12 eV-sec. (following the Booster [2] I. Kourbanis, K. Meisner, and K.Y. Ng, Ezperimental
longitudinal emittance vs intensity curves). In this case, Study of the Mains Rix# Thuusitiox Crossing, IEEE
the cal lation in Table 2 shows that the instability thresh- Particle Accelerator Conference, San Francisco, May
old e iýnains about 1; i.e., things will not become worse 6-9, 1991, p.111.
than now. If the Booster emittance remains at 0.06 eV-sec,
however, c becomes 5. Then, the blowup around transition (31 W. Hardt, Gamma-trsauition-jump scheme of the
will become much wore than now and there will be more CPS, Proc. 9th Int. Conf. on High Energy Acceler-
beam lom. ators, Stanford 1974.
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Obteervation and Correction of Rsnce Stopbainds
in the AGS Booster*

C. Gurduer, Y. "hjl L. Ahins, 3W. Glenn, Y.Y. Lee, T. Raw
A. Souahes W. van Amouk, and W.T. Wng

AGS Departmenit, Brookhavmn National Laboratory
Upton, New York 1197

A bstra ct 5.0

At the design intensity of 1.5 X 1013 pp", the spec chUg.
tuoe shift in the AGS Booster at Wuection has been esti- .4
mated to be about 0.35. 'Therefore, the beam is spread
own many lower order resonance limes and the stophands
have to be corrected to .inissi.. the amplitude growth
by proper compensation of the driving harWmonc result- 4.6
iug bon random errors The observation and correction
descmacd ead third oider resonance stopbands in the AGS

Botrand the establishment of a favorable operating
point at high intensity are discussed.4.

1. INTRODUCTION

TIM AGS Booster began operation [,), InM99, delivering 4-

beam. at one third the design intensity of 1.5 x 1013 ppp.
An important part of the ougaing efort to reach the de-

sinintensity has been the correction of the second ad 4.0 ..
third order resonance Aules encountered by the beam dur-
ing infection and early acceleration. The Booster operates Figure 1: 2nd and 3rd Order Resonances
with the horisontal and vertical tunes (Q. and Qv) be-
twoeen fou and five, and at the design intensity the space
charge tune shift has been estimatedto be aboutO0.35 at 2Q,-Q*=5, 2Q 1-Q&=4 (5)
injection. With the nominal operating poinht at Q. = 4.82 Third Osder (excited by skew sextupole fieds):

QV=4.83 several of the second and third order lines shown
in Figure 1 are therefore encountered and the associated Q=14QV+2.=4()
stopbands nuatbe corrected in order to minimise beam3Q= ,Q+Q=1(6
loss. The second and thurdorder resonances and the types 3% = 13, QV +2Q, =13 (7)
of Aded which, excite them are listed below:

Second Order (emoited by quadrupole gelds): 2Q.-QV=5, 2Q 3-Q,=4 (6)

2,= 9, 2Q, 9 (1) The resonance correction system [2, 3] employs auxil-
iary windings placed on quadrupoles and sextupoles whose

Second Order (excited by skew quadrupole kIds): main windings serve to adjust the machine tunes and chro-

QX+Q=9,=0 2) aticities. Specia windings on the correction dipoles pro-
Q,+1 =, 8 QO 2)duce the required skew quadrupoles, and passive windings

Third Order (excited bysxuoe ils:on the dipole vacuum chambers compensate the sextupole
by sxtuple felds: felds produced by eddy currents (4]. The various wind-

3Q& = 14, Q, + 2Q1 = 14 (3) imp are excited so that appropriate azimuthal harmonics
are produced which compensate the resonance driving har-

3Qs = 13, Q.r + 2QV = 13 (4) moonica resuilting from random magnetic Add errors. The
*W4e& I uatw tei~ oupics of th~e U.S. Dept. of Rwg. system is capable of correcting resonances (1-4) simnltane-
tPwmanut ativuss icmc ously, iLe. it can correct each of these resonances without
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ebdbth me oft As ot ee. The reumaining lc-~ - - - -

-se ("-) ar dhe 4 ... reMeaMes or rsonamces
NW- 1 b w sxivmatpole fiel These wareso a" mid -

aw in th edispnexmatofth corrctosehsWMWbecause ---
tq mmrn tho& fto be reatv*l week. &mome. dafur----- -g
tas ownueefuta= lss ieon d thatA 6 tAm ashssZtupols
resame (6) ane actually quite streag, and as a result,
ulinhgWwiMiplacesdoanezst uMagnets isthering to - -- --- fto u skew sextupoiss. Subsequent excitatica of
thm. magnets reduced losses signifcantly. Maothe unez- .. N Ivy I$*Kttt~ +
posted source of beam lows was the presence of a strong 4
snintharzmonic m the =ztupclelA"daround the machine --- -

which due to radial displacement of the orbit in the son-
tupules, duives the quadrupole resonances (1). The ilow --

MWa reduced by e=citig avai-lable sextupole windings to --- --- -- - --

produce a ninth harmonic uextupole Ad.1.- - - --

Resonances (1-3) and (6) wno observed by propamn- f-Ming the tuxes to pass through each resonance at vaui- _

ous times durnag the magnetic cycle. The beam inten-
sity was reduced to ensure that the area occupied by the
beam in tune space was as small as possile and the loss Figure 2: Beam Lows upon Crossing a Resonance.
Upon traversal of each resonance was measured by ob-
serving a circulating beam current transformer. Figure
2 shows a typical trace of the beam current as a resonance suggested a ninth harmonic sextupole toeld. Beam parti-
is crossed. eRue the upper and lowe traces are respec- des whose momentum differs by 6p from the central mo-
tively the beam current transformier and the current in mentum, would then se a ninth harmonic quadrupole field
the tune quadrupoles. The amount of los was measured which is proportional to 6p and this could produce the
for several diferent correction settings in order to accu- observed loss. We found that by introducing a ninth har-
ratel determine the setting required to minimise the lomss, nmni with available sextupole winding. we could elimi-
Thsemasrmet were made at several diferenat values nate the dependence of the required correction on radius
at the Aded, B, and dB/dj to determine the dependence of and reduce the residual loss to about 4%. It is possible
the required correction on thus parameters The results that the remanent A"ld of the sextupole magnets used
of the measurements and the efects of the torrections on to adjust the chromatiities are responsible for the ninth
the overall beam intensity are summarised in the fovloing harmonic sextupole fiekld
sections.

H. QADRUOLE ORRETIONIII. SKEW QUAD CORRECTION

The corrections required for resonances (2) were found to
The corrections required for resonances (1) were found to depend on B but not on dB/dt:
have the folowing dependence on B and dB/dt:

C& = 25 + 110B + 6.OB, S. = -172 + 160B - 1.9B (9) Cv, = 40 + 5OB, Sap = 100 + 30B (11)

for the 2Q, = 9 resonance, and for Q,, + Qy = 9 resonance, and

C, = 147 +90B +5.Oh, 5, = - 192 +54B -6.Oh (10) C = -180 + 140B (12)
for the 2Q, = 9 resonance. Here C and S are proportional
to the cosine and sine components of the 9th harmonic for the Q. - Qv= 0 resonance. Here C., and S, are
quadrutpole Aded and the units of B and dB/di are kG and proportional to the cosine and sine components of the 9th
hG/s. The units of correction have been chosen for twunig harmonic skew quadrupole A"ld and C is proportional to
convenience, the seroth harmonic of these fields. As before, the units of

Daring the course of determining these corrections we correction have been chosen for tuning convenience.
found that we could not completely eliminate the loss as Aswinth the corrections for resonances (1) we found that
the resonances wer crossed, and with a crossing speed we could not completely eliminate the loss as the Q, +
of 0.01/ms the residual loss was about 20%. We initially Q, = 9 resonance was crossed, and with a crossing speed of
thought that an 18th harmonic octupole field might be re- 0.01/ms the residual loss was about 20%. We suspect that
sponsible for the loss, but then found that the required cor- the residual Ioss is due to a ninth harmonic skew sextupole
rections vary liearly with the orbit radius which strongly Aded, but we have not yet confirmed this hypothesis.
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IV. SRXTUPOLE CORRECTION

Th. .m metm nqmuiWl imr u (3) were ound to
dodu ,= di/* bat a* wa* oa .B:

C.=s0+BJ+s.sh), S.=-,0+20B+6.ob (15) - -.• "-"--""- -.,-

¢., = 30 + 0s3 + 3-0, So, = -90 + 20D + 6.8A (13) ..... :
for te 3Q. = 14 uesonance, and

C. =0+ 133+ 4.Tb, S6, =120 +OB +2.6b (14) +4(H+( 4444 .444.44 4 + *44 4+ 411

SatheQ.+ 2Q = 14uusonance HereCand Sae
lroperka to the cosn a"d dme compoaents of the 14th
harmonic seziupok saids.

V. SKEW SEXT CORRECTON

As previously mentioned, resonances (6) were found to
be quite strong and as a remslt, additional windings were
Placed on existing magnets to produce four skew sex-
tapolm. Then were excited to produce the required 14th Figure 3: Beam Current with and without Skew Sextupole
harmonic correction which was found to depend on B and Correction Tine per division js 0s.
dB/de:

C,6 = 36 + 0D + Ob, S., = 40 - 7.OB + 0.3b (15) corrections and the vacuum chamber self-correction wind-
SThe addition of the skew sextupole and ninth bar-

for the Q, + 2Q, = 14 resonance. Her C and S are mnIC sextupole corrections would not have been pose-

proportional to the cosine and sine components of the 14th ble without the dedicated and enthusiastic support of the

hamr -1 1c skew sextupole :eads. With this correction the Power supply group.
loes upon traversal of the resonances at a crossing speed of
0.01/ms was reduced from 20% to 4%. REFERENCES

VI. INTENSITY GAINS [1] L. Ahrens, et al., *The Operational Status of the
Booster Injector for the AGS Accelerator Complex at

To ethe efect of the corections at high intensity, the cor- BNL, XVth lIt. Conf. on H.E. AcceL, Hamburg, Ger-

rections were programmed on the high intensity machine many, July 1992, pp. 109-111.

cycle according to their measured dependencies on B and [2] J. Milutinovic, et al., -AGS Booster Orbit and Reso-

dB/dt. On this cycle beam is injected at B = 0.1ST with nance Correction", Proceeding. of the 1989 Particle Accel-

d,/d, = ST/s. Shortly after injection, dB/dI increases to erator Conference, March 20-23, 1989, pp. 1367-69.
T T/s and then decreases to 1 T/s near extraction where [3].C. Gardner, "Booster Stopband Corrections, Booster
B = 0.W2T. The effect of the skew sextupole corrections is Technical Note No. 217 (unpublished report), AGS Dept.,
shown in Figure 3 where the upper and lower tram show Brookhaven National Laboratory, January 6, 1993.

the beam current with thes corrections turned ON and [4] G. Danby and J. Jackson, -Vacuum Chamber Eddy

OFF. Here the peak intensity at injection was 14 x 1012 and Current Self-Correction for the AGS Booster Accelerator-,

with the operating point of q,= 4.78, QV = 4.94 the final Parr/er Aceelrators, 1990, Vol. 27, pp. 33-38.

intensity just before extraction with the skew sextupole
Corrections turned ON was 9.6 x 1012. With these correc-
tious tuned OFF the final intensity decreased to 7.6 x 1012

ppp. Turning of the sextupole corrections for resonances
(3) further reduced the intensity by 0.7 x 1012 ppp. The
quadrupole and skew quadrupole corrections had very lit-
tle efect on the intensity at this operating point, which is
consistent with the estimated space charge tune shift.
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7MB STADILTY OF IOS IN A STORAGE RING IN THE PRESENCE OF SMALL GAP
VNSETION DVIMCES

Eva Dosoki
Naional Synchrotro Ugit Souite, BNL, Upton New Yo*.k 11973

L. WrRODUlCTIGN.20

thgs wendovaua cthu n anb suddenly _ _ _ I
0 ma -____ ___ ____ __ I

tagged leadin to besin blow up, beam instabilities or even 60o

Owhi ave so oim a close look at the stability condi- 20 ________________
does of the louts in these long~tudinal potential wells. For 0 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _equldisnta buncice s: are do is abov or below the Ac-2
critical.ma Fr abunch task followed byaw laristhe, Y-30 7'U
ion ofmassA stable orunstable for agiven current a a ý4X
Si azimuta location in the ring? Are the kins longitudi- -0-MW

=Bfy mdtilmd be abb toget toan unstableraim? If __ _ _ __ _ _ _

Werm going to investigate the question of Ion stabil- in the 2 Iudfulaw tpom for I -250 mA bern OutffAl

ity intheNSLS X-ray ring with a.32mnlong variable gap
(4-18mm) undulawe [1) mid a .95 mn long 27.mm gap undu- 3* CRITCAL MASS
laOW [2 in iL We Will Concentrate Our attention to CO oans In a simnplid, linear model of ion trapping by a
(APM8 since they ae the most bothersome in the ring (%., bunched electron bean the ions are wkicked* by the elect=o
being much lowte, they us always more unstable). We will bunches and they drift freely between the kicks. (In this
show the effect of gap in the bunch train, the effect of non- hoea approximation tohe bm's electric field is asummed to

lIne .t in the beam kicks and the effect of restricted longi- be linea with the distance, from the middleoftebm)
aidisal mobility of ios The methods used mnd die cacula- The effect of kick and drift can be described in the usual
dons performed an general enoughb to be applieid to any matrix kibmalismn [41. When the bunches we uniformly dis-
other ampg ring or acceleastuw, thus representing general tributedo ht is for equidistant burnches, then die stability

interest, cndition imposed on the Trace of the matrix (ftce(M !5
2) yields a critical ion mai, above which the ion motion is

L. BEAM POTENTIAL stable
TheU smaller the beam size or the large the diamwet CV1

of the vacuu chamber is, the deeper the bean potentialAcjW
will be atthotlocation. This iscoyotDsee for the Simple
cas of round beam of radus a and waund chamber of radius where rp is the classical promo radius aid I is the beam
r. when die beam potential is V - -(0~a.,) ln(afr.), but it current.
is also true in general (elliptic beam in elliptic chamber [31). The critical mn with 5, 15 or 30 equidistant bunches
Therefore, longitudinal potential wells will be found at either is plotted in one suaperpiod of fth the ring for I . 250 mA
side of the small gap tundubtors, which will prevent ions On Ims. 2. The location of dipoles (-[ j-), quadrulpoics (- -)
(with ouigitudinal kinetic energy less then the depth of the and undulators (-[ ]-) are also Shown. otne can see that with
well - which is the, majority of the ions) entein the undula- 5 bunches, practically all ion wre instable anywhere in the
tor frot eithe direction. Uf the ions ansStable in thot ring. With 15 bunches only H2 is unstable any-where, CO
regliuis, then ionization pocket occurs, and CO2 is unstable only in the straight sections, where the

The beam in the, x-ray ring is flat (arý > a.,), therfore undulators are. Writh all 30 buckets filled in dhe &ig, even
the vertical, beam mid vacum chamber size is more critical the H2 ions are stable everywhere except in the straight sec-
than the horizontal. They us plotted together with die calcu- tions and heavier ions are stable practically everywhere
baed beam potential at the cente of the bean. The, potenta (except in a very small region awound the mkiddle of the
win calculated for I - 250 mA beam current. The figure staiht).
shows, that the depth of the potential wells are AU =50 and _ _ _ _

10 WeY for the, two undulaors, respectively. *Work perfomed unde die mome of die U.S. DeIL Of Energy
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00 die the ra x yieldsa N-lh wordr olineareq~iuiininad\,,i**insesil of a cri~cal moss thers we binds of stable rogiw.s
~~of A far many Sima cunew atd longitudinal locationa. ibis

can be "moapped" into aabcuabe longitudinal (a) regions
30 -s ~ ~/ wound the rug for a given ion, beam current and app

20. ~ 30 buWW 0890
10 -We calculated tac stable longitudinal regions for the
0. CO ions with 25 consecutive bunches 04w5.9n the ring at

different beuin a osndplaned them anFigs. 3. One
o 5 10 15 20 SEMI sanee, that even at I=0m emcurndem

enough muntable regions in/aound the unthalasor that the
60-Ions would not build up. This ns also a=u mound the ring.

50.~ 5WN . NONLEW AM BEAM-ION FORCES
40 - -5

40 301 bundums Let us now consider the nonlinear natue of the
~30 beam-ion force. We buack ions [5] with different initial con-

20 ditions far (x, y, s, v,, vy, vj, and examaine. the, relative
10 -- number (%) of "living ions", that is ions still in and around

-0.5 0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 S (m) initial s. wauniformly distributed in 0:9s520.om(the

Fig. 2. Critical - with 5. 15 or 30 equdistsatuchs region where the 2 midulators are) and 0 5 s 5 21 m (one
for I - 250 mA shown in (a) one superperiod of the ring uid superperiod of the ring). In either case., linear and nonlinear

(b) in the 2 undulamor region. buacking were performed with longitudinally mobile ions, as
well as nonlinear buacking with longitudinally immobile4.NON EQUIDISTANT BUNCHES kons. This latte is important to see, weather or not ions

In this t'ection, we are still assuming linear beam-ion logitusdinally confined in the potential wells wound the
forces. When there are N uniformaly diibutsed bunches undulators can escape from the beam. A=28 ions in 25 con-

secutive bunches for I=250 mA beam were used in the

3W - -.. The iesults we shownon Fig. 4.One can seetdott(a)
250W - nonlinearity of kicks makes the ions (initially) more stable
200........ ----. but even so, =100%of the ions created inthe undulzior

.150 - region ad =80 % of all ions will hit the vacuum chamnber
after onyurns)a that is .14 nasec, (b) ions created in the

100 - u~ndnlator region are slightly more unstable than those
50 . ~ .....-- created anywhere else in the ring and (q) longitudinal ion
0 IiIýi VsL A mobility or lack of it does not influence the stability of ions.

o 5 10 15 25= 5 m in 5 v b i
3W -the ions do not build up around the uaadulators.

3W0 - 1b--- - 0brk&

250 -. - -. - ina .2

100 -
-- okws<.

500

0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0________________
a [in] 0 50 100 150 200 250 Of tums

Fig. 3. Linearly stable regions of A=29 ions with 25 .000 .028 .057 .085 .114 .142 t fmsec]
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Simulation of Space-Charge Dominated Beam Dynamics
in an Isochronous AVF Cyclotron

Shane R. Koscielniak, TRIUMF Vancouver B.C. Canada
Stefan R. Adam, PSI Vililgen Switzerland.

Abstract II. MOTION EQU4,TIONS IN THE LABORATORY FRAME

This paper describes a beam dynamics code 'PICN' for The centre of charge (and mass) moves with velocity u.
simulation of high current proton beams in an isochronous An arbitrary particle in the bunch has some velocity v. We
azimuthally-varying-field cyclotron. It is assumed that the should like to find an equation for & (v - u). We use the
median plane and vertical motions are decoupled, so that energy equations to eliminate the time derivatives of the
the internal space-charge forces can be calculated by a j?-factors from the momentum equations. For the reference
particle-in-cell method applied to the median plane charge
distribution. We assume operation in a regime where verti- gparticle: mo7du/dt = F + Fe)-v2 .lFo]/the

focuinggeneral particle: mno-y,,dv/dt =F" + Fez-v[v-F0']/c 2 .cal focusing is not weak. This paper details the simulation where 2c - - v[v. ],]/r. Fe is an externally ap-
method and approximations, including a summary of the plied force due to magnets and cavities, say. F. is the forcen

equations of motion. Results of the code, when applied to due to space-charge; i.e. from the whole assembly of which

the P.S.I. Injector II cyclotron are presented, and compared the 'test' particle is a member.

with results from an earlier code that treated the beam as

composed of a distribution of rigid spheres. A. An expression for space-charge force

I. INTRODUCTION The space-charge term can be expressed in terms of the

As has been noted by several authors [1] 12] [3], space- Coulombic electric fields, due to the assembly of particles,
charge is important in isochronous cyclotrons for the fol- as measured (or calculated) in the frame co-moving with
lowing reason: there is no longitudinal focusing and there is the centre of mass of the group. We now define 11 and I to
strong radial-azimuthal coupling. Because the space-charge mean parallel and perpendicular to u. Let the electric field
electric fields are severely non-linear, practical investiga- be r,, in a frame which is co-moving with u. it is assumed
tion must proceed by numerical methods [4] [5]. that in this rest frame (of the bunch) there is an electric

The original code 'PICS' [3] considered the beam to be field E,,, but no magnetic field B,,. The electric field is
formed of charged spheres, and completely neglected the resolved into components transverse. and longitudinal to
internal motions within these spheres. The main argument the reference motion: E' = EZ + E'. in the laboratory
to justify this simplification was that the betatron oscilla- frame the space-charge force on a test particle is:
tions are much faster movements than the deformations of 2

a beam bunch due to space charge forces. Fs =q E• + 7eE. + VA(u A E)Jc2] • (1)
The new simulation code, to be called PICN, assumes

that the radial and the vertical betatron motions are de- The vector v A (uAE') occurring in the space-charge force
coupled, just as in the code PICS. However, the median term, F"c equation (1), is perpendicular to v and so the
plane internal motions within a charged sphere are now magnetic field due to the beam cannot alter the energy.
to be included explicitly. The sphere is decomposed into We now substitute v = vi + vi = u+Av and note that
cylinders and the cylinders are divided into vertical rods
or needles. There are now new freedoms in the motion: rods IF#' = (EI +•-- E) I Av +
within the same initial sphere need not have the same cen- q B cl - -i -( vE, + v27uEI)
tre nor the same oscillation frequency, and individual time- (2)
dependent modulations of tune and betatron amplitude are is an exact expression. Now, to first order (I - uvll/C 2) Pu

now allowed. The new model assume. that all needles have I/7- f 1/7 , . Also note that the final term of (2) in Av/c 2

the same, fixed height; i.e. the spheres are replaced by full is negligible. Hence, now approximately,
cylinders. The artificial force law used in PICS is replaced
by the force between two uniformly charged vextical rods. Fs - (q.y) [Es. + E1j/] .

A. Elementary force law between two needles B. Exicit Representation

Consider two parallel rods of length 2b separated by a
distance a with charges Qi and Q2 respectively. Then v Wer acpk ledge th eldrical s eoft cy -
mutual repulsive force is clotron applied EZ and Bez fields, and adopt cylindrical

polar coordinates (p, 0, z) for the reference particle posi-
F(a,b) Q0Q× 2  [ya(2b)2 + a2 - a]. tion x0 = pep(#). We note that with space-charge there

are preferential directions parallel and perpendicular to u,
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and take & "oc carsian (rectangular) coordinate syg- III. STARTING ENSEMBLE
teft (r, s, x) for the position vector of a general particle,X=t e + e)r +te p+os . The velocity increoment is The overall density of points (in real space) will be the
AV + P + *60 + Ti convolution of an elementary disc composed of concentric

-is a reference cordinate, and we specify • t b rings of short vertical rods convolved with the distribution

isocbronous so that it rotates at constant angular veloc- of disc centres, which may be distributed homogeneously

)Bh. = this tcotam over a rectangular grid. Each particle point [a, r, s, r'] may
ity 0 in this =w. carry a different charge.

Ai= eo,Fr - 2w.i - w~rJ + e#[i + 2rwc - w4.] + eiz A. Matched elementaryj disc - no space clsawge

We must compare the above identity for acceleration with The elementary ensembles are circular in position and in
the equation for forces. For brevity, we set (q/rno) equal to velocity space, and made as follows. From a uniformly pop-
unity. For simplicity we write the form appropriate to no ulated disc (in r, s-space) generate the correlated velocities
external electric field E's = 0. for betatron motion according to r' = Ys and a' = -yr.

-y i= [4v A Bo + v A &B]* + (I/y,,) [E1/73- + ri B. Multched elementary disc - with sapce-char~ge

Here B" = (Bp = 0, Be, B# = 0) is the reference field in It is desirable that elementary charge clouds be station-

the medium plane, and AB the field increment at (r, s, z). ary under the action of the internal space-charge force; this
facilitates comparison with the sphere mode! in PICS.

C. Almost Flat field, AB = 0 The disc consists of concentric rings, and our matching

For the almost flat magnetic field BO(p) = -(p)B°, scheme will be to adjust the velocity coordinates of parti-
where B°' is the magnetic field at the cyclotron centre, cles on each ring so as to give a self-consistent distribution
there is a single Lorentz force term expressible as AvAB*z. under space-charge. We take a system of local polar co-

Since time and turns accumulate equally, there is a sim- ordinates (p, 0) with centre at the reference particle, such
pie transformation between derivatives. Let 0 = w, t, so that s = p cos 0 and r = p sin 0. The equations (3) become:
one turn corresponds to 0 = 21r. Under the approximation "= Fp ; -2p0-p"+vpý = -Fo. (4)

7u= 'y(P), the motion equations become: ".~'9)+()=F 2''p"v'=-, 4Here F,, Fs are the radial and azimuthal (with respect
('-)' = (/(to centre of cloud) components of r2' . We look for an
(a' + r0 = (l/w.)(q/mo) E.(r, s, z)/. , equilibrium circular solution of (4) with 9', p = constants.

For the rods at radius, p, the angular velocity 0' is givenwhere the superfix prime denotes the derivative with re- by:

spect to radian-turns. 2b'(p) =v+V 2- 4F,/p.

D. An approximation for A VF The matched disc is found as follows. (i) Generate a uni-

It is no simple matter to find equations of motion in formly populated disc. (ii) Numerically solve for the space-
the median plane so as to describe a smooth focusing due charge forces F,, F, and transform to F., Ft. (iii) Ring by
to the combination of radial field gradients and sectored ring evaluate 9'(p). (iv) Generate the correlated velocities
azimuthal variations of the magnetic field. according to r' = O's and s' = -9' r.

Let the angle formed between radius vectors to the gen- IV. EXAMPLE CASES
eral and reference particles be 0. We take a force propor-
tional and perpendicular to the 'extra' azimuthal velocity The mutual forces between the elementary charge discs
Avo= cos 0 - i• sin 0 and to the 'extra' radial velocity are not compensated for and will cause a perturbation of
AVP= r cos 9+i sin 9, at point (s, r) . Thus we take a focus- the matched circular betatronic motion and also cause. the
ing force Ff ,,, = rn[e.Av#--eeAv.]. In terms of the carte- cloud centres to move. These effects were studied for a
sian unit vectors er,e,, we find Ff,,•, = m(er s' - er'), coasting beam in PSI Injector II. All cases are for a 1 mA,
and the space-charge term Ft" = e. F. + er F,. Hence the 5 MeV beam with vertical height 2 mm. The integration
equations of motion are: algorithm is a fourth order time explicit Runge-Kutta in-

tegrator, used with a 0.05 turns integration step size and
(s' + vr)' = F., (r' - vs)' = F, . (3) the program working fully in double precision.

The radial betatron tune v is given by v = (mn + 1). Fig. 1: A round starting distribution, not matched un-

There are two constants of motion if F. = F, = 0; how- der space-charge, of one centre and 5000 needles in a sin-
ever the speed is not exactly conserved. These equations gle cloud remains round, but "breathes", expanding and
yield betatron motion in the form of circles in the median shrinking; it performs a monopole mode oscillation. Plot-

plane, which property lends itself to finding self-consistent ted are the r.m.s. radial and azimuthal width as a function
matched charge distributions under internal space-charge of turn number. The oscillation frequency is lower than v,
forces. Further, these equations are formally identical with due to space charge forces. This beam has a longitudinal
those presented by Kleeven [6]. extension only from coupled radial-longitudinal betatron

oscillations, but no phasewidth.
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Fig. 1: Initial unmatched, round ensemble. Fig. 3: PICN simulation of 150 phase width beam.

Fig. 2: Radial and azimuthal r.mas. width of a bunch of V
7.5 degree initial phase width, showing the increase of the
radial width and the decrease of the azimuthal width fol-
lowed by a small, slow rise towards a common value for
both widths at a round beam (seen from the top); rather
a 'disk' than a ball as the height is 2 mm.

XW od Aa dbd• TAMm m

Fig. 4: PICS simulation of 15* phase width beam.
4-

Redid @"- A&wdwim WU&ll of Rem"d 8 Pade Ww
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Fig. 2: Initial unmatched, oblong ensemble. 4-

The initial increase of radial width and decrease of az-
imuthal width arises from rotation of the bunch. At an 01

angle of 90" of the rotation, the beam is wider in the ra- Tin O CW 10ý
dial direction than in the azimuthal one. As this rotation Fig. 5: Initial matched, round ensemble.
carries on, it slows down with the approach of the two V. RzFERENCES
widths towards the matched case. at about 75% of the ini-
tial length. The initial rotation is faster than the 15- case. [1] M.M. Gordon: The Longitudinal Space Charge Effect

Fig. 3: The PICN simulation shows five successive top and Energy Resolution; Proceedings of the 5th Interna-
views of a bunch with initial phase width 150 (Injector I1 tional Cyclotron Conference, Oxford 1969, pgs 305-317.
is on 10th harmonic) on turn numbers 0, 2, 4, 6, 8. [2] C. Chasman and A.J. Balts: Space Charge Effects in a

Fig. 4: The same case as-PICN, but with the earlier pro- Heavy Ion Cyclotron; Nuclear Instruments and Meth-
gram PICS. It really looks quite similar to previous case; ods in Physics Research 219 (1984), pgs 279-283.
the basic mechanism of forming an S-shape and then grad- [3] S.R. Adam: Method for Calculating the Longitudinal
ually a galaxy-like distribution is present in both models. Space-Charge Effect in Isochronous Cyclotrons; Doc-
However, the deformation is generally about 20 to 25 per- toral Thesis, Swiss Federal Institute of Technology,
cent weaker for the needle model PICN. Zurich, 1985.

Since it is clear that the phenomena are basically mis- [4] S.R. Adam: Calculation of Space Charge Effects in
matching, the interesting question is whether a round Isochronous Cyclotrons; IEEE Trans. on Nuclear Sci-
charge distribution (not necessarily a sphere) is stable (i.e. enc-, Vol. NS-32, No.5, October 1985.
matched). The test was a 'flying saucer' with an r.m.s [5] V. Cazoll: Theoretical and Numerical Study of a Sec-
width of 8 mm azimuthally and radially. This case., Fig. 5, tor Focused Cyclotron under Space-Charge; Doctoral
shows almost constant radial and azimuthal width over Thesis, University Paris-Sud, 1988.
many turns. From the way the centres are initialized it was [6] W.J.G.M. Kleeven: Theory of Accelerated Orbits and
a little 'squarish' at the beginning, and so probably this Space-Charge Effects in an AVF Cyclotron; Doctoral
case did not have a precise matching; therefore it shows a Thesis, Technical University of Eindhoven, 1988.
small partial monopole mode as well.
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Pasage through a Half-Integer Resonance due to Space Charge for Different
Initial Distributions

A. Budzko

INRO 7-A 60th Oktober Anniversary Prospect, Moscow, Russia 117312
and Yu. Senichev

SSC Laboratoryt 2550 Beckleymeade Ave., Dallas, TX 75237, USA

I. INTRODUCTION l'
The problem of space charge continues to be interesting .

Fainloietiosnd withcoduthe g deel pment Cof KonandoNeuts.on. ..... A
the first, a high average proton beam intensity can be ._. _. -,_, _. .....
reached by euper-high peak currents in each acceleration ..-.
cycle, so a painting procedure is required. In colliders, as is
well known, super luminosity can be reached by minilmising t ' .
the emittance growth during acceleration. In other words, . A' "
the task consists of accelerating beam with the maximum 7, ,,* , .
attainable current density and with minimum achievable ~ -IFigure 1: Phase space and tune diagram for K-V (a), waterbag(b)
emittance growth. This is why this task arises when new and Gaussian (c) distributions.
accelerator projects are developed.

At least two possibilities exist how to investigate the
space charge effects at the design stage: analytical and we consider a linear lattice without errors. In this case
numerical simulation [1-3]. Each of them has its own ad- the emittance should grow only because of the intrinsic
vantages and disadvantages. Numerical simulation using resonances, or in other words, the envelope oscillation.

the macro-particle approximation is very well developed
but requires a lot of computer time and so little nexibil- Ill. NUMBRICAL CALCULATION
ity in variation of the initial conditions. Because of this
numerical methods are restricted in their optimization ca- The problem is solved for three different initial distri-
pability. butions: K-V, waterbag and Gaussian. To simulate self-

Analytical investigations gives a clearer picture of the consistent beam motion a two-dimensional tracking pro-
physical phenomena but the necessarily simplified the gram is used. Space-charge forces are found by solving the
physical model sometimes gives an incorrect interpretation Poisson equation with sero boundary conditions. Longitu-
of the results. Analytical research can be divided in two dinal motion effects and beam bunching are not taken into
types: the envelope equation method for self-consistent consideration. The particle oscillation frequency is found
distributions and the nonlinear equation for higher distri- from the rotation angle in the normalized phase space. As
bution moments. In our work we use numerical simulation a test lattice, we use the racetrack structure for TRIUMF
as the base to achieve the correct results, but for interpret- Booster with two arcs and working point 7.65/5.6 although
ing the results, the simplified analytical model is used as these results could be useful for the SSC LEB and AGS as
well. well.

II. PRoBLZM STATNMUNT The initial phase space projections and the advanced
phase diagram are shown in Figs. 1(a), 1(b) and 1(c) for K-

In almost any accelerator emittance growth is observed V, waterbag and Gaussian distributions respectively. For
during beam injection. This is due to resonance crossing each distribution we take the same vms emittance.One can
and mismatch between the beam and the acceptance. But see that all distributions have the same centroid, indicating
this growth depends on what distribution is chosen during the same coherent tune shift.
injection. In this paper we study the emittance growth Figure 2 shows the emittance growth versus the number
under resonance crossing for different initial beam distri- of turns for different distributions. The maximum emit-
butions. To eliminate the reasons for emittance growth tance growth (a factor 2.8) was observed for K-V and wa-

"0a h-ve at TRIUMF, Vancouver, B.C. terbag at only a factor 1.25 for the Gaussian distribution.*tOnnIae• adt es is INR of Russia Academy F1 Saieces, Figures 3(a), 3(b) and 3(c) show the phase space for nll
Moecw observed distributions after Sve turns. It is obvious that
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(b) "'...' A. ,

S2.0 ' -,,. .to - (C .40*)0.5-1.i"I, - r

0 so 100 1o200
Turns Figure 5: Stab~lised distribution for initial K-V. (swaterbag (b)

Figure 2. E~mittance grmwth vs the turn number for K-V (a), wa- and Gaussia distributions.
terb2 (b) and Gaussin (c) dributin.

S " the nonlinearity changes with time.

rWe now try to explain the phenomenon using a simpli-" -... • 00 Fig.re•"5:fied analytical model which describes the resonance inter-

Figre : Ea ,.,nc powi ., ytita KV,- and.aauaa.dtriut-_a

ac'tion.

IV. ANALYTICAL DBSCIUPTION
Takin ~,~tennineoariouty thange wet time.tdtetolnssp

. rately in the numeoial experiment, the analytic study

b~~~j~~~i~~~S~ha be m. II - f ed nalyticalmode whic dymesribes theinresoanc iner-.

PA, araThe Maxwell equation for the symmetrical beam with den-

1.1 *#* has bee pefome for a symeria cyinia beam.
"PA P. -"PA PA 4*'P; '; P" PS " sity distribution p is:

tigure 3: Phase apace for K-V (a), wateabag (b) and Gaussian (c)
d istribut io ns after 5 turns. I = - ) (1)

r 8r CO

the beam passes through half-integer mad fourth-order res- We choose the rn-order binomial distribution, which in-
onances. In all cases the amplitude of oscillation is finite. cludes in itself the three types of distribution considered:

Figures 4(a), 4(b) and 4(c) show the distributions af- Kapchinskij-Vladimirskij (m=0), the waterbag (m=l) and
ter 45 turns. For waterbag and K-V distributions we can the Gaussian (m --+ oo):
observe a half-integer resonance which is stabilised by a
fourth-order resonance. For the Gaussian distribution we p(2) =)
observe the distribution stabilised by a fourth-order reso- W (

nance. where b is the maximum size of the beam. Then the dis-
Figures 5(a), 5(b) and 5(c) show the Anal distributions persian function a is dened a " = 6 and the rms

for the same caes. The instability does not grow. They emittance e, = . The equation of motion for any
are stabilised, but the particles are still in the half-integer particle will be:
resonance excited by the envelope oscillation. This self-
stabilisation phenomenon is known for nonlinear system, d2r + oN r ,+(e ) = 0, ()

6' P T ~u~ r4W39 2-.2

A, or using the smooth approximation r = qv and the new

U ' *i:;longi ~tudinal coordinate d =%d

-_.___,___ -._ .._•., .... , , ongi'+- =rm0 b.[+ cos, pOJr•i•), (4)

1 where we use the Fourier expansion for 8 = A(1 +
r, EP... b 11 , con p•) and the mean P-function ' = R being

AAJ the average radius of the accelerator.

a f#.p is ,-4 % is f P ' .,, ,o P i is 6. p P VS 1 /2 for K-V

Fig.- e: Phase ce for K-V (a), tbag (b) and Gauin (c) 3= - ± _ for waterba (5)
distributions afte- 45 turns. - .. ... ) .. for Gaussian
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Usually one denotes the Value roN/4W15.3C9., as the tune exist only together. The main question is only whether
"dhf Ov. Bosolkbov's method can be used to solve this the fourth-order resonance stabilizes the half-integer reso-
noRasear equation: mane*. The trajectories of particles on the phase plane are

described by the equation:I I€ = -,o•,o, 11 m,•,,,oe coo 21P - j6mb.fl c2ecs 2,#
-u1y/isin, (6 1

o p-oning to new variables -Q&t-#Yfo)c-i6mfa -i6vkef . +cos2t+

S=vI5,c 2 cas 2# = C(e,9), (11)

S= - arctn(,'/&.). (7) where I = 4 - OS/n is the 'slow phase' in the a-th order
resonance. The terms with e2 stabilise parametric reso-

Differentiating the new variables c and 0 with respect to nance. So for the distribution where the square term is ab-
* and substituting (6), we get: sent, the half-integer resonance will give sufficient growth.

Of course we should explain here that our analytical model

doesn't allow us to take into account the self-consistent re-
= -26o sin 2*(1 + E N cos pe)7(c) distribution, which could create the term with c2 for any

distribution after passing through the resonance. At least

d#- =, Y, - 2mcthis explanation gives the answer why the eraittance grows
S= 0- 2uca [1+ +/_.ces,9]s(c) (8) so strongly in the resonance for the K-V distribution.

Using more high-order terms of the binomial distribution

The function '(a) has the same meaning as (6), but with it is possible to show that any order resonance will be sta-

a new argument 6 coso2 . In the absence of any reso- biised by the next order distribution. Since the envelope
nances we can average (9) over the whole cross section of a-fhuction has all harmonics we will always have the res-the beam: onant condition for one or more harmonics. So maximumstabilization will be observed for the Gaussian, where any

X perturbation will be distributed over an unlimited number
d= 0 of harmonics.

_= _V A•, (9) V. CONCLUSION

We have studied in this paper a beam passing through
where Am is the average tune shift. It may be sham that the grid of intrinsic envelope resonances, where the half-
equals UP• for Gaussian, 16u for waterbag and J6v for integer resonance is maximum. At the initial stage a beam
K-V. This means that in a resonanceles system (IA, =0) with any kind of distribution is very sensitive to the half-
the emittance does not grow and the coherent tune shift integer and fourth-order resonances. During 60-100 turns
does not depend on the distribution with the same rms the distribution becomes self-stabilized and very similar
emittance. On other hand the tune spread i s a maximum to Gausan. Maximum growth is observed for maximum
for the Gaussian and equals sero for the K-V. uuiform distribution in real space. For intrinsic resonances
In fact, for any lattice the Fourier expansion of the enve- selfitabilisation xccurs when most particles remain in res-
lope #-function involves in itself all harmonics which could onance.
give the resonance condition for emittance growth. Con- In conclusion we would like to thank Dr. A.Iliev for helpful
sider the case when Y involve just two terms and can be discussions during this work.
represented as Y = 7 o - cf1 cos2 4. Then

VI. RuI PEDUNCES

d=6mcb fo sin(24 - =6) - [1] S.Machida, -Space-charge efects in low-energy pro-
ton synchrotron", Nuclear Instruments and Methods

6ve2fyb,..E- sin(24 - =0) - sin(4 - m9)] in Physics Research, A309(1991)
4 3 [ (2] I.Hofinann, -Simulation of space-charge and integer

4= 0- Sufo + !-6mf, + ob, cos(2* - mO) - resonance crosing in storage rings and its applica-
do 4 tion to heavy ion fusion', Particle Accelerators, 1992,11

6vctb.,[1 cos(4# - m8) + 1 cos(2# - mO)], (10) v.30,pp.169-184

[31 A.Budsko and Yu.Senichev, Study of space charge ef-
where m is the resonant harmonic number with ampli- fects close by half-integer resonances", Proc. 15th Int.
tude b,. One can see .from these equations that any Conf. on High Energy Accelerators, Hamburg, 1061
square noulinearity in distribution givet the half-integer (1993)
and the fourth-order resonances simultaneously. They can
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Estimation of Collective Effects for the EUTERPE Ring

Boling Xi, J.I.M. Botman, J. van Law, CJ. Timmermans, H.L. Hagedoorn
Eindhoven University of Technology, P.O. Box 513, 5600 MB Eindhoven, Netherlands.

Aistract Considering the "turbulent bunch lengthening effect*
In low energy stomg rings with a high current, col- [3], the energy spread and the bunch length will both in-

lective effects can make the real bunch length, transverse crease with the stored current in the bunch above a thresh-
emittances and beam lifetime notably different from the old bunch current 1&,,. It can be determined by [4]:
onts designed on the basis of single particle dynamics. The
storage ring EUTERPE is a low energy ring with a nom- ,/,, i (Ele) (2-) (110(2)
inal beam energy of 400 MeV and with an injection en- IZ/nI. E -R (
ergy of 75 MeV. The estimation of collective effects in this
ring is reported in this paper. The dependence of several where ugl/E is the energy spread and JZ/nJJJ the effec-
collective effects on various machine parameters, limiting tive longitudinal broad band impedance which represents
effects on the bunch size and current for several optical the interaction between the bunch and the surroundings.
options and posible improving measures e discussed. Above the threshold, the bunch length will be given by[4J:
The results indicate that an equilibrium transverse emit- (LL
tance of 8.5 nm.rad with a beam current of 100 mA in a _ _3 __ I , n

high brilliance mode is achievable, which is near the nat- R h (3)

ural emittance. Collective effects have no obvious adverse
effects on low energy injection in the EUTERPE ring. bunch character with the bunch current below and above

the threshold have been examined separately for the EU-
I. INTRODUCTION TERPE ring. There, a value of 3 fl for the total broadband

A beam current is expected of more than 100 mA for impedance JZ/nlo has been taken for the sake of simplif&-
the storage ring EUTERPE with a nominal beam energy cation. For getting a good estimation, we have taken the
of 400 MeV and an injection energy of 75 MeV. Collective SPEAR scaling of the effective impedance [4] and the lim-
effects can not be ignored in that case. With the demands itation of the free space impedance [5] into account. The
of studies on particle beam dynamics and applications of results indicate that the single bunch current can not be
synchrotron radiation, the realization of different optical larger than I mA if several mm bunch length is required
options, such as the HBSB (high brightness, small beam), with a 45 MHz RF frequency and with 100 kV RF volt-
the SBL (short bunch length) and the HLF (high light age. However, if a RF system with 300 MHz and 400 kV
flux) modes, is required in the EUTERPE ring [1]. In this is used, a single bunch current can be achieved of several
paper, we examine the dependence of collective effects on mA at a bunch length of the order of I mam.
various machine parameters and the performance limita- From Eq.l, it seems no problem to get a very small
tions caused by collective effects, especially by the tur- bunch length by selecting a very small momentum com-
bulent bunch lengthening, the intra-beam scattering and paction factor. However, in practice, when a bunch cur-
background gas scattering, in the different modes. Since rent is beyond the limitation given by Eq.2, the bunch
the EUTERPE ring will operate with a single bunch or length will mainly be determined by the effective longitu-
up to six bunches, we concentrate the discussion on the dinal broad band impedance and RF parameters, but will
single bunch instability effects. not be influenced by the momentum compaction.

II. BUNCH CURRENT THRESHOLD AND III. SELECTION OF RF VOLTAGE AT 45
BUNCH LENGTH MHZ FREQUENCY

On the basis of single particle dynamics, the natural What is a suitable RF voltage at Q certain RF fre-
bunch length a/Lo can be calculated by [2] quency? This issue concerns the assurance of several hours

119 . (,1/2 ) . /' of beam lifetime with 100 mA beam current under 400
"A"cf. (Vo s /2, (I) MeV operating energy.

For the storage ring, the beam lifetime is mainly lim-

where Cf. = 1.11 x l0-3(meter.VoJ) 1I/2, R is the average ited by three factors: quantum fluctuations, residual gas
machine radius, h the RF harmonic number, V0 the peak and intra-beam scattering. Considering the effective aper-
RF voltage, #, the synchronous phase angle, a the mo- ture of the vacuum chamber with 2.3 cm in vertical di-
mentum compaction, Jl the damping partition number rection in bending magnets and 4.7 cm in any transverse
for energy oscillations, po the bending radius of magnets direction elsewhere [I], the quantum lifetime will be more
and 7 the normalized energy. than 1000 hours for the transverse oscillation. In order
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Fipre 1: Bunch lJmgth and 7buschek liftime versus Figur 2: Horizontal emittance verus beam energy.
A? reltap with frequme.e of 45 Milk. Beam current is Beam current is 100 mA and RF voltage is 60 kV at
100 =A with 4W011eV. 1: HBSB mode, 2:- ML? mode. 45 Mfis. 1: HBSB mode; 2: HLF modle.

to obtain the same quantum lifetime for the longitudinal
oseillatlam, the RF voltage needs to be larger than 10 kV
at 45 MRS frequency.

Sigle, largs.angl. Coulomb scattering within a bunchS
will reduce the beamn lifetme by causing particle momenta,
to exceed tdo momentum acceptance, which is determined LC
by the R7 bucket momentum height, the transverse dy-
anialcal aperture and the phyuial aperture. Using the
Tlnodbek scattering formulae [3,41 and counsdering the 4
bianch lengthening, the equilibrium emittance (resulted
from a balance among the quantum excitation, intmabeain
scattering and radiation damping processes) and the effect
of the dispersion on the beam dimensions, we calculate the LongludhIF hvipdos (0
scatteing liftime in the EWUTEPE ring. Fig.1 shows the Figr 3: Bunch length and Tbuscliek lifetime versus
bunch length and Touschek lifetime as a function of thei p .Ba ureti 0 Awt
RF voltage. Ile suitable RF voltage appears to be sw lon0iudieV imperdyande Bea culraen is 6 00 kY a wit1h.

where between 10'-100 kV, -where the Touschek lifetime 4WM@ enderg 2:d IlL vodtae. i 0k a Mz
can be longer than four hours and the equilibrium emit- :B md;2ULmoe
taints is almost constant. just near the 400 MeV region which is the expected oper-

Furthermore, for a certain RF frequency, the optimum ating region for the EUTERPE ring (It is favourable to a
9perating vol*age ought to give a R7 bucket height which high spectral brilliance). This shows that the designed pa-
is near the transverse momentum acceptance of the ring. rameters of the lattice and RF cavity are reasonable. On
In order to get a long Touschek lifetime and not to cause the other hand, the beam size in the horizontal direction
an obvious increase in the tranvrmse emnittance, it looks (injection region) is about 4 mm for the ULF mode and is

reason" lto choosne 0kV as asuitable voltage in the EU- 3 mm for HDSB mode when the beam energy is.75 MeV
TERPE rin. This selection of the RF voltage is also good with the same RF parameters. The Touschek scattering
enough for getting a long gas scattering lifetime, which will lifetime is longer than one hour for both modes. Hence,
be -o in later discussion, this gives no problem for the electron accumulation and

acceleration using lovw -energy injection.
IV. EMITTANCE GROWTH AND MINIMUM

EMITTANCE V. EFFECTS OF DIFFERENT IMPEDANCE
The natural unittance is 5.4 nmrad for the HBSB From section 1I, we know that the influence of the

mode and 168 ammmd for the ELF mode [1J. We have turbulent bunch lengthening mainly depend. on the effec-
examnined the equilibrium emittance with the computer tive impedance of the ring. As the impedance increases,
code ZAP [4). The results are shown in Fig.2. When the the beam bunch becomes longer and wider. This results
emergy increases, the radiation damping increases quickly in intra-beam scattering weakening and Tbuschek lifetime
and the mmittance tend. to the natural value. At the same increase. The bunch length qL is almost su in the two
time the Touchbek lifetime increases up to 5 hours. Thie different modes except when IZ/nlo is smaller than 201,
i~seeting thing is that the smallest emittance appears which can be seen clearly from Fig.3. On the other hand,
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tohoe a" Jiuwd me Wa ite iniueace an the smittance in lee________
tWWeasvuine directiam expt that a short bunck length will_
ca em uAmpbem scattering whem the impedance is ---
senal. Bosmei~ When the bunch. length is not important for ... . ........
the syambreres radiation, a big longitudinal impedance l0i
seems u..tAl to Set a long bunch at a crtain current and---------
to got a log Waetme.

VI. INFLUENCE OF BEAM INTENSITY ON
BUNCH CHARACTER tX07P Og

Whom the beam current mnceases up to the thres- 10V Pa Og
old lie&, the beam bunch length starts to increase and 50 250 3625
the energy spread also starts to increase. For the ULF Bo rryE(
mode, the emittanice is almost constant with increasing Figure 4: Lifetime resulted from the different prociesse
beamn current, which indicates that multiple small angle of beam-ga. interactionsefor ELF mode.
Coulomb scattering is not seiuous in that case. However
for the HBSB mode, the emittance will become large as 10 eV threshold for PSD. Then, the pressure in the ma-
the beam current increases, which is because the charge chine will be limited only by the thermal gas desorption
density of the bunch current in the HBSB mode is much of the chamber walls with the expected CO, partial pvc.-
higher than that in the ELF mode. The emittance with sure lower than 10 nPa corresponding to about 4 hours
200 mA beam current is near the double of the natura GS lifetime in the HLF mode. At present, experiments
emittance. Then, the beam lifetime drops by one hour. are carried out in our laboratory to find the best material

and surface treatment for the vacuum chamber.

VII. GAS SCATTERING LIFETIME
There are essentially four processs on the beam-gas VIII. CONCLUSION

interaction (21, i.e., the elastic scattering on nuclei (ESN), The estimation of collective effects in the EUTERPE
the bremsstrahlung on nuclei (BSN), the elastic scattering ring indicates that:
on electrons (ESE) and the inelastic scattering on elec- 1. Using a45 Mfz and 20-100 kV RFcavity and taking
trons (ISE). At "room temperature3 , the gas-scattering the designed parameters of the lattice, the value of the hor-
(GS) lifetime is given by isontal emittance at 400 MeV with 100 mA beam current

2.16x 1-19is neaw the value of the natural emittance and the smallest
2.16urs10 (4) emittance is 8.5 nmrad in the high brilliance mode.

75= ~ hou.) 2. Under these conditions, the Touschek lifetime is longer

where P is the residual gas pressure in Pascal, n, the num- than four hours in the high light flux mode and high bril-
her of atoms per gas molecule and aw the cross section liance mode.
for the electron losss. It tells us that the GS lifetime is 3. t is necessary to take a300 Mlz RF system if ahigh in-
inversely proportional to n,, P and at. at is mainly de. tensity single bunch (with single bunch current more than
termined by the aperture of the ring and by the atomic IlmA )with alength of the order ofl1mm inneeded.
number for residual gas components. Fig.4 shows the Tel 4. When the beam energy is 75 MeV, the gas scattering
ative contribution of the different types of scattering to lifetime and Touschek lifetime can be more than one hour.
the lifetime in the case of the ELF mode, where the RF Therefore, collective effects have no obvious adverse effects
voltage is 60 kV at 45 MHz. There, the ESN gives the on low eivegy injection in the ring.
main contribution to I/rp, Because the ESN is strongly
dependent on the 09 fuinction of the lattice, the loss of the IX. REFERENCES
electron is more serious in the 0USD mode and the GS (11 Boling Xi, J.l.M. Dotman, C.J. Timmermans and
lifetime is only about half of the value in the HLF mode. H.L. Hagedoorn, Nucl. Instr. and Meth. B68

The vacuum in a running electron storage ring is lim- (1992) 101.
ited by the photon stimulated desorption (PSD) originat-. [2] M. Sands, SLAC-121, may, 1979.
ing from the synchrotron radiation. The vacuum design [3] J. Le Duff, Nuci. Instr. and Meth. A239 (1985)
of EUTERPE is chosen in such a way that we can expect 83.

a partia CO presure of 100 nPa at 400 MeV with 200 [41 M. S. Zisman, S. Chattopadhyay and J. J. Disog-
m.We assume that the residual gas mainly consists of nano, "ZAP User's Manual", LBL-21270, Dec.,

hydrogen and CO. Generally, the GS from hydrogen can 1986.
be neglected. Thus, the expected GS lifetime is 10 hours [5] A. Faltens and L. J. Laslett, Particle Accelerators,
in the HLF mode, see Fig.4. During the injection, the crit- 4 (1973) 151.
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A Moment Method Laplace Solver for Low Energy Beam Transport Codes'

Christopher K. Allen, Saar" K. Guharay, and Martin Reiser
Laboratory for Plasma Research

University of Maryland, College Park, MD 20742

Ab.t0.c
A moment method technique for solving -l#X) " 0 VXeO, (I)

Lapias equation is prented. The techniquce is then 4x) - X) VxeF.
extended to Poisson's equation to include space charge. Here fl is the 3D region of interest and F is its boundary (i.e.
The procedure is implemented on a PC and applied tothe cases of an electrostatic quadrupole (ESQ) lens and I'=at). The function tf represents the given boundary values
thecamofan ellpoidlabnchin agrupon e len and constitutes the data of the problem. Usually 0 representsan ellipsoidal bunch in a grounded pipe. the beam line and F is the surface of a focusing lens, thus f

would be the lens voltage. A finite differencing method would
L INTRODUCTION typically attack this problem directly. However, we prefer to

work with an integral representation of the problem rather than
Currently we are engaged in the design and the differential form [2].

development of a Low Energy Beam Transport (LEBT)
section for HW ion beams [I]. We have chosen to Ax) - fox)u(4)d2C, (2)
employ electrostatic lenses in this design, since for low r
ion velocities magnetic lenses fail to provide enough where
focusing for intense beams while gas focusing is
intrinsically stochastic. The current prototype consists I (3)
of 6 ESQ lenses. In order to model the action of such 4= Ix - C I
a lens it is necessary to solve Laplace's equation for the
particular lens geometry. Once the lens is characterized is the free space Green's function for Poisson's equation. The

electrically, the information may be used in other function a is introduced as the new unknown for the problem.

simulation tools to aid in design. It is recognized as the surface charge density on the boundary

In general, numerical methods niust be utilized F. Once 0 is known, + may be recovered via

to solve Laplace's equation. We present a technique 4 - (4)
which is fully three dimensional yet is efficient enough r) Jo(x') o(i)d.
for implementation on a PC. The efficiency of the
technique arises from the fact that it is based on al Note that the dimensionality of the problem has been reduced.
integral formulation rather than the more common In (I), + must be solved on , a 3D subset of E', while (2) is
differential form. Instead of solving for electrostatic defined only on the 2D manifold F.
potential directly, we solve for the surface charge We employ the method of moments to solve (2), the
density on conducting bodies. This results in a reduced details of which are presented in [3]. Qualitatively, the
dimensionality of the problem domain. The integral technique is vary similar to the representation of a quantum
formulation also readily extends itself to Poisson's mechanical operator in matrix form. We choose a set of
equation. Thus, we can model lenses in the presence of expansion functions (u,} on r which is used to approximate
charge distributions. Also, since we know the surface 0, that is a(x)=,a~u,(x), for some set of a.e K Another set of
charges, we may evaluate capacitances between various functions called weighting (or testing) functions {v,} is also
lens elements. selected. After expanding (2) in {u.} we take the inner

product with each of the v,'s. We end up with a series of

IL NUMERICAL TECHNIQUE linear equations where the a.'s are the unknowns. This system
may be solved by standard matrix methods. We apply a

A. Laplace's Equation conjugate gradient algorithm to this end [41; this is an iterative
method which seems to provide fastest convergence.

For our moment method we chose for (u.} a set of
Letting * denote electrostatic potential, the piecewise constant functions, constant over the face of a

problem is usually seen in the mathematical form triangle. Specifically, F is triangulated (approximated by

triangles, for example see figure I) and a is assumed constant

"Supported by ONR/SDIO
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over eah triangle. This selection results in & finite A. ESQ Lons
elemeat rpres•ntation to (2). For the weighting
functions we selected Diao delta functions located at the A 3D potential problem is the modeling of an
centroid of each triangle (this is known as point- electrostatic quadrupole lens. Figure I shows the computer
matching). This allows fastest evaluation of the inner model of an ESQ lens similar to the type used in 11). It is
products and yields good results as long as the triangles formed from 4 cigar-shaped electrodes, the beam would enter
are sufficiently regular. from the left. Each electrode is 59 mm long and has a radius

of 12 mm. The aperture of the entire lens is 10.5 mm. Two
B. Extension to Poisson's Equation grounding shunts are located at z=*31 mnn (they are not

If we wish to model a charge distribution p in
the presence of our boundary r, it is convenient to 0.02
exploit the linearity of the integral operator in (2). That
is the potential at the boundary must be the sum of that
.ue to both a and p.

JV) f 040,a)o )d2( + focX,4 " d3 t (5) 0.01
r a

or

A*x - #,(x) - fo )o(od2t (6)
r -!t -2.5 0 2f75 5dh

where *, is the free space potential due to the charge z (MM)
distribution p, given by the second integral in (5).
Equation (6) is similar in form to (2) and may be solved Figure 2: ESQ Lens Focusing Function
by applying the method of moments as before to the
boundary data f-,,. Therefore, it is only necessary to
determine 4p, the free space potential due to p, in order shown in figure I to avoid clutter) which provide isolation
to apply the method to Poisson's equation. This may be from adjacent lenses.
done numerically or analytically (if available). The single particle focusing effect ( the kappa

function ic(z) ) from such a lenses can be determined from the
I1. APPLICATIONS derivatives dE=/dx and dE/dy on axis. Figure 2 shows the

computed data for the y-plane for the case in which the x-
plane electrodes are driven to IV and the y-plane electrodes
are held at -IV. The grounding shunt at either end of the lens
cause the rapid decay in dE/dy.

B. Ellipsoidal Bunch in a Pipe

6 ~400 -

-0

.200

Figure 1: Triangulated ESQ Lens -,o5 -n0.025 0 0.02 0.02 5 N

z (MI)
The preceding techniqae was implemented

implemented with a computer program written in
Borland C++ 3.1. The platform was an i486 PC I Pote~Ial ....... ... Beci.r Fieid
operating at 33 MHz and running Windows 3.1 L__
operating system. All examples where run in double Figure 3: 2.5:1 Ellipsoid in Pipe
precision arithmetic.
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We can use the Poisson extension to simulate When dealing with the situation of conductors in a
a uniform charge density ellipsoid in a conducting vacuum the moment technique is in general quite successful.
cylisder. This situation is useful in modeling cold However, if many dielectrics are present it is probably best to
bunched beams propepating through a beam pipe. use finite differencing. Also, when it is necessary to know
There exists an analytic solution for the potential of such the fields over a large set of points, say when doing many
an ellipsoid in free space [5]. Thus, it is only necessary particle simulations, it is probably best to use finite
to model the pipe (surface charge) numerically. differencing. Computing the potential is a moderately

expensive process, since we must evaluate (4) at each point,
while finite differencing solves for the potential directly.

1.8 40 For the situations discussed the technique is well
4j suited. We need full 3D solutions, yet only for the case of

S 1.2 2() conductors in a vacuum. Also, we are only concerned with
the solution data along the beamline axis. Therefore, the0.8' -. " number of data points to compute is a minimum.

; //20V. REFERENCES

.15 -0.075 0 0.075 0.15
z (m) [II S. K. Guharay, C. K. Allen, M. Reiser, K. Saadatmand,and

C. R. Chang, "An ESQ Lens System for Low Energy Beam
Transport Experiments on the SSC Test Stand", (this
conference).I- Potential ........ Fiel
12] I. Stakgold, Green's Functions and Boundot, Value

Figure 4: 10:1 Ellipsoid in Pipe Problems (Wiley, NY, 1979) pp. 508-517.

Figure 3 shows the axial potential and z [31 C. K. Allen, S. K. Guharay, and M. Reiser, "Solution of

component of electric field for the case of an axis- Laplace's Equation by the Method of Moments with

symmetric ellipsoid with major axis 2 5 cm and minor Applications to Charged Particle Transport%, AIP Conf. Proc.

axis I cm inside a pipe of radius 2 cm. In this case the on Computat. Accelerator Physics, Pleasanton, C A (1993) (to

fields are still relatively linear, the image effects from appear).

the pipe are slight. However, in figure 4 we see a very [4] T. K. Sarkar and E. Arvas, "On a class of Finite Step
nonlinear field for the case of an ellipsoid with major Iterative Methods (Conjugate Directions) for the Solution of an
ixis 10 cm and minor axis I cm. We find that after the OprtrEuioAisninlermaeic"IEETn.bunch length becomes comparable to the pipe radius the Operator Equation Arising in Electromagnetics', IEErE Tran~s.
imachlengeh efectses paanicreasingble. the totrals chae Antennas Propagat., vol. AP-33, no. 10, pp. 1058-1066, Oct.image effects play an increasing role. The total charge 1985,
in both cases is 10"' C.

The above simulations can be used to determinethe so called "g-factor" for bunched beams in cylindrical [51 R. L. Gluckstern, "Scalar Potential for Charge Distributions
pipes. Ac dtaled discussion f o f tuhese reamsuylt ican b with Ellipsoidal Symmetry", Fermilab Report TM- 1402 (1986).pipes. A detailed discussion of these results can be

found ia [6]. [61 M. Reiser, Theory and Design of Charged Particle Beam.;

IV. CONCLUSION (John Wiley & Sons, NY, to be published in fall 1993), Ch. 5.

The method of moment technique has several
advantages and disadvantages. The overall advantage of
the technique stems from the fact that only surfaces are
considered, rather than 3D regions. Hence, it is a good
method to model complicated or otherwise arbitrary
geometries. For the same system order, we get a higher
boundary resolution as compared to finite differencing
on a grid. Also, since the surface charges are solved for
it is possible to calculate the fields anywhere in space,
without interpolation. This fact allows us to apply the
method to unbounded situations.
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Evolution of Hadron Beams under Intrabeam Scattering*

Jie Wei
Brookhaven National Laboratory

Upton, New York 11973

Abrsed obtained at any location of the machine4

Based on assumptions applicable to many circular ac- rI1 n,(1 - d2)91
celerators, we simplify into analytical forms the growth _ 1 -
rates of hadron beams under Coulomb intrabeam scatter- I I dt I
ing (IBS). Because of the dispersion that correlates the -2 e- l a-2+ (dT+ )
horizontal closed orbit to the momentum, the scaling be- dew 2
havior of the growth rates are drastically different at en- 1 dt ]b J 2

ergies low and high compared with the transition energy. (1)
At high energies, the rates are approximately independent x sin GdOdodz
of the energy. Asymptotically, the horizontal and longitu- CP•NZ 4•# e2

dinal beam amplitudes are linearly related by the average where Ao = 32ir2A20o 24 -
dispersion. At low energies, the beam evolves such that the , -

velocity distribution in the rest frame becomes isotropic in D_ __ 1_,all the directions. d =( +Dpap 12 ad= Dp , p a. Dp, + P.DVp,
( q2 D P2 ,2) 7 2 D p

1 INTRODUCTION
During the last decade, many theories have been devel- a = j b -a,

oped on the subject of intrabeam Coulomb scattering1' 4 and
of the hadron beam. These theories assume that the par- D = os2+b 2 sin 2 sin 2 0+ (amsin _ coo -3Cosg) 2 ,
ticle distribution remains Gaussian in the six-dimensional
phase space. The rates of growth in the rms beam arnpli- C = 2#op [ay(l - d 2)/ro] / 2 ,
tudes are expressed in complex integral forms.

This paper attempts to describe the principle scaling g1 = 1 -3 coo•2 ,

behavior of the growth rates and, based upon which, the +2 = cos2 #-2 sin2 9 co 2 4o + sin2 9 sin2 0+

evolution of the beam at different energy regimes. In sec- g + = cos2 + sin• 2cos2 0 - 2/sina sin, 2.

tion 2, the previous expressions for the rates are simplified Here, the prime denotes the derivative with respect to the
into analytical forms, provided that the lattice of the ac- azimuthal displacement, D. is the horizontal dispersion,
celerator mainly consists of regular cells. The dependence &,,V and P.,, are the Courant-Snyder parameters, 7 is the
of the growth rates on the beam charge state, mass, en- Lorentz factor, nt is equal to 1 if the beam is azimuthally
ergy, phase-space area, and the machine transition energy bunched, and is equal to 2 if it is not. For bunched beams,
is obtained. Based on these formulae, we derive the scaling o, is the rms bunch length and N is the number of par-
laws of the beam evolution in different dimensions under ticks per bunch; for un-bunched beams, N is the total
various circumstances. In particular, the results for the number of particles and a, = L/2Vwf, where L is the cir-
high-energy and low-energy regimes are discussed in Sec- cumference of the machine. The quantity d < 1 is the
tions 3 and 4, respectively. effective ratio between the longitudinal and horizontal to-

2 BEAM GROWTH RATES tal amplitude. The actual growth rates observed over a
time long compared with the revolution period, are cal-The growth of the particle beam under intrabeam scat- culated by averaging Eq. 1 over the circumference. This

tering is usually described by the relative time derivatives averaging Ess oe the impli en This
of te ns hriznta. btaton mpltud or, vrtial in- averaging process is implicitly implied in almost all theof the ram horizonta l betatron amplitude ,, vertical e- following equations.

plitude u•, and fractional momentum deviation o,, re- Eq. 1 can in many cases be simplified into analytical
spectively. Assume that the scatterings mostly o&cur at forms. Firstly, the quantity ln(l + C'z2 ) in Eq. 1 has a
small scattering angles, and that the particle distribution weak dependence on the beam configuration. It can be
remains Gaussian in six-dimensional phase space. When substituted 2 by a constant 24, where L is about 20.
the trasverse motions are not coupled, these rates are With this simplification, the integration over z can be per-

formed. Secondly, we assume that the accelerator consists
*Week i mprfwmd under the mpicu of the U.S. Departmnut of mostly of regular cells, so that the variation in D.X 2  is

Emnn. small along the circumference. Terms including DY and U
0-7803-1203-1/9W3 @ 1993 E1 X651



in Eq. 1 are this negligible. Replacing sin2 and cos 2  If the motion is fully coupled" within time periods much
with their average value 1/2, Eq. 1 in simplified by inte- shorter than the IBS diffugn time, the average rates be-
grations over x,, 0 and € come

I &P.! 1b~ [ (- d2) 11 [ & ZN4ocL nb(1 - d2)

- -,d = 4rAoL.F(X) -a2/2+ d , (2) A2 p f (-x + d2)/2 ]
, -6/12 (8)

a BEAM EVOLUTION AT HIGH ENERGIES
where

X = (a2 + b2)/2 > O. (3) In a typically circular accelerator, the transition energy
"W is approximately equal to the average value of P/D, in

As shown in Fig. 1, the function the regular cells. When the beam energy is high > )T,

3 +=(I + 2 X)I(X) the growth in horizontal direction results mostly from the
F(x) + ((4) variation of the betatron dosed orbit during the exchange

1-X of the particle momentum (a 2 < d2 ). The growths in

with horizontal and longitudinal amplitudes are therefore pro-
portional to each other (Eq. 2).

• Arth,�I >1.; Consider the case that the vertical a, is very small, i.e.

Si ) X (5) on the average

lx()-=) arctan x <1 I < I
VXxI- 2 y' > -IT (9)

is a smooth function of X. It is positive when X < 1, zero
when X = 1 , and negative when X > 1. F(x) has the It may be verified that X > 1, and F(X) < 0. According
asymptotic expression to Eq. 2, both the horizontal and longitudinal amplitudes

shrink, while the vertical one grows. The beam evolves

-- X < 1; until Eq. 9 is no longer satisfied.
F(x) = n Whi the vertical amplitude is no longer small so{ > that X < 1, both horizontal and longitudinal amplitudes

Consider the effective ratio between the horizon-
In terms of the normalized transverse emittance tal betatron amplitude and longitudinal amplitude, C, -

e';W = ''Y,_2 /Pa and longitudinal bunch area S = nan,.u/Du where n. is equal to 1 if the horizontal and
wmoC2uou,/•cA in phase space, Eq. 2 can be rewritten vertical motions are not couple4 and is equal to 2 if they

are fully coupled. Usiig Eq. 2, "the rate of change of C,
[1I.L1 .n( . d2) can be derived on the average

7 do., Z4N romoc2 L' F(x) " -2/2 + d 2  dC = 4irAoLcd*CF(X)(1 - Cm)- (10)

: '-b2/2 J This rate is positive if Cu is less than 1, and is negative if
(7) CH is larger than 1. Therefore, e, and a. grow such that

Except for the form factors X, d, a, and b that depend on asymptotically the quantity Q, approaches 1, or

the ratio of the beam amplitudes in different dimension, 2 y ,,y,.
the rates are linearly proportional to the density in the n bnec.T. (11)
six-dimensional phase space, and are strongly dependent q. and vp are related only by the average dispersion 1).
(-- Z/A 2 ) on the -charge state of the particle. In a typical storage ring like the Relativistic Heavy Ion

The growths in the longitudinal and vertical amplitudes Wollider (RHIC), the beamn are stored at energies much
are both caused by the variation of the velocitie in the cot- higher than the transition energy. Due to coupling and
responding direction. The growth in the horizontal ampli- injection conditions, the horizontal and vertical betatron
tude, on the other hand, is caused partly by the variation amplitudes are about the same. The growth rates can be
in the horizontal veloiity, and partly by the change in the explicitly written froeao Eq. 2 by using Eq. 6
betatron closed orbit when the momentum of the parti-
cle is varied during the collision. It can be emily verified 1 d_' [ 1
that the first (or second) part dominates when the beam of dt Z'N irrmmoc2 Lc n,(1 - d)/d
is below (or above) the transition energy of the machine. [ f dot - jr lJ We.CWS J

The coupling between the horizontal and vertical mo- d, .I
tion averages the gowth rates in the transverse dimension. (12)
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Their dependence on the energy of the beam, which ap- Quantitative comparisons have been performed on the
pes only in the form factor d, is usually weak. After the average growth rates between the simple estimate (Eq. 7)
initial stage of storage, the asymptotic configuration Eq. 11 and the detailed evaluation (Eq. 1) including4 lattice vari-
will be approximately reached (d t njn,/(1 + nin.)). ation using the actual RHIC lattice. For both the injection

4 BEAM EVOLUTION AT LOW ENERGIES (low energy) and storage (high energy) cases, the relative
deviation between them is about 20%.

Beam evolution at energies much lower than the tran- The evolution of the beam in different dimensions has
sition energy of the machine can be studied similarly. At been investigated at energies both much higher and much
low energies, a2 >, d, the growth in horizontal amplitude lower than the transition energy. At high energies, the
is mostly caused by the variation in the horizontal velocity asymptotic beam amplitudes in horizontal and longitudi-
alone. Eq. 2 indicates that the growths in horizontal and nal direction are shown to be linearly related by the av-
vertical amplitudes are proportional to each other. erage dispersion (Eq. 11). At low energies, on the other

Consider the case that the longitudinal a, is very small, hand, the beam evolves such that the velocity distribution
i.e. on the average in the rest frame becomes isotropic in horizontal, vertical,

and longitudinal directions (Eq. 15).
Dpl 2y FDuring the entire analysis it has been assumed that the

a's 7T / + CL' (13) beam distribution remains Gaussian in the phase space.
This assumption is valid only when the beam amplitudes

where CL - ,•o2/B62u is the betatron velocity ratio be- are small compared with the machine aperture. In the case
tween horizontal and vertical directions. It may be veri- that beam loss occurs due to aperture limitation, different
fled that X < 1, and F(X) > 0. According to Eq. 2, both approaches5 have to be adopted.
horizontal and vertical amplitudes shrink, while the lon-
gitudinal one grows. The beam evolves until Eq. 13 is no 6 ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
longer satisfied. The author thanks G. Parzen for the helpful discussions

When the longitudinal amplitude is no longer small so and tutoring, and S. Peggs for the stimulating discussion.
that X > 1, both horizontal and vertical amplitudes grow.
Using Eq. 2, the rate of change of CL can be derived REFERENCES

dCL -4rAoLGa2 CLF(X)(I - CL). (14) 1. A.Piwinski, Proc. CERN Accelerator School, 1984,
dt P406; 1091, p.2 2 6 .

as and of grow in such a way that asymptotically the

quantity CL approaches 1. Combining with Eq. 13 and 2. J. Bjorken bnd S.Mtingwa, Particle Accelerators, 13,
the plevioua results, we therefore obtain the asymptotic 115 (1983).
beam configuration at low energies 3. M.Martini, CERN PS/84-9 (AA) (1984).

M f , f 7 CT. (15) 4. G.Parzen, Nucl. Instr. Meth. A256, 231 (1987);
or1 Proc. 1988 EPAC, Rome, p.821.

The three quantities in Eq. 15 are proportional to the 6 J.Wei and A.G.Ruggiero, Proc. 1991 Particle Accel-
horizontal, vertical, and longitudinal velocities in the rest J.Wei Cnference, S ro,.19 .
frame of the particles, respectively. Eq. 15 implies that erator Conference, San Francisco, p.1869.
the beam evolves such that the velocity distribution in the 1.2
rest frame becomes isotropic in all the three directions.

1.0
5 CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS

Based on assumptions applicable to many circular ac- 0.-celerators, we simplified the general integral expressions

(Eq. 1) of the IBS growth rates into analytical forms
(Eq. 2). The rates are expressed in termi of the beamcharge state, mass, energy, phase-space area, and the ma-
chine transition energy, both for the un-coupled (Eq. 7) 0.2
and fully coupled (Eq. 8) cases. They have been shown to
be linearly proportional to the particle density in the six- 0
dimensional phase space. Because of the dispersion that
correlates the horizontal closed orbit to the momentum, -.2
the effect of intrabeam scattering is different at different 0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5

energy regime. At energies much higher than the transi- x
tion energy, the growth rates have been shown to be ap- Fig. 1. Function F() with 0 < X < 0.

proximately independent of the energy (Eq. 12).
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Shnulatlon Study of Ion Tfrpping In PLS Storaxe Ring$

J. Jun~gand L Ko
Pohang Accelrator Laboratory, POSTECH

P.O0. Box 125, Pahang 790.60, Korea

Abetgat where the arro function Erf(.) is dded as

I=n trefwing phesmenam in the PU3 storage ring hav 2 P
been .tdis by Comnputer simulatIon in the view point 7;
of tune "M elect of the electron beam. Ions created by e*
strong synoraoramte radiation irn the vacuum chamber are

buraped and acumulated in the electron beam potentiAl A0 . 2 _ V

each other T7e shfts in terms of vaious beam Curtent and r = ai/ev. Inta rfwngSh comaplex error no

show a talunablebud structure nreprsentlug the tiou in Rd1. [11, we used a rea error fsuction. Thus, the
relationship of the tunes. For the unstable tune vlubes, resul is rumsrlall calculmide by the jatHematice2~u
a partia beam Siftg and clearirng electrodes am used to program.
clear the hou

2.2 Equation of Motion
1 INTRODUCTION The typicl himgth of the electron beam is about 32 pa

CirculsAing electron beam. in the storage ring generate for PU srAMP ring. This is ME&h 'hater than the minik-
strong synchrotro radiation. Uvern though the dtoame mum interaction interval 4 which in2 us. The irnteraction
ring maniamois an ultraw&iebvacuum condition, strong ra- betme ions and electron beam. can, thus, be considered
disdatlon d beam Itsel oinsee the reamidu~al ~.molcues. to be instantaneous. lose expeienc impulse due to the
These ions carn be trapped in the electron beam prath passing electron beam such as
This phenomenon, called ion trappiag, cam Iead to degra- =%~ fi/ -es S6' ) (4)
datiorn of beamo peformnancesi and sometimses, can causeý
beam instabifty or beam blow-up. Darier studies on thdo~/ - u
motion of sngl ions implied many things, stout the mesch- At the @am time, the motion of the electron bunch is also
azill a"d cosseqnueces, of the ion trapping phemommnon. affected by these ions by
In "h report, the sisxmutor results using many ions a"d(5
various Wling pattern am presented, especially with ro.e-*h = -jc88t-x"s-W 5
wpect to the tun shif. pNA% = -le4s-soy-*.

Here, 0%, ra% am manes for the ion and the elecitro,
2 THEEORY respectivel. qj is the electric charge of the ion, anid -y

2.1 M ctricFieldis the relativistic factor. x' (W) and ft (a) afte x ()
2.1 ElctricFieldlocations for the ion and the center of electron beam, rm

A circulating electron beam has the following charge die. spectivly After the instantaneous interaction, ions drift
tributlon: huely during 4. or until dho next electron bunich arrive in

e~ethe case of partial W~ing. The electron beam moves along
AS, V) = 2w- t , (1) the beam treectoin7 with a constant speed.a. Duoing the

2wed' Siminterval A&, the phase advances of the electron beam

where a. and oF, awe betam sises in x and l dire~tiou, we A#. H-r vc4 and x'mtnsI n direction.adAv= v4i
respectivel, and N, for the anuber of electrons in the dieto.krv.adsw asinxndViecon
beam benich. This leads to the electric A"ld such asm 2.3 Tune

J16______ - Th=u..&-)2[Z~ a -E~l ir] ~e of the electron beam can be calculated by Fourier

Z,-iZ 2 = - w Ikfb- )- f(/v-wj ftranform of the beam motion. In y direction, for exam-
(2) ple, we defane the Fourier amplitude as

-Wek ms~owW by PetAW Inon & bted Co. and Mlnksy of A(w) = y(e~e'fr"'(-)w(* - t')dt', (6)

O.7803-113WIP3MO3.oD , 138 M354X



whm~hewughfrne~spa - mombor a th. h oa 626 wioah represesb aim.

Chambe..
The wuaW hametha in inlduad to s-- eapuaha T"

tm.Tas w reeluihsingis emwasdw -' 2w/ir. Nwe Ba u

cambe btanedin ~s enlllo, Te tns n otaiedvestical (ar~j 0.16 menbype sA(w) in lorne of tdo ftequucy.N. tl.11

Ion.MUM 283 BSdULATION aseim Ojs%
3.1 hram~ew Th Sp L4 U!LSOAi7Me

The ~ ~ ~ ~ ' dowlelio 3.bsdoPL apdgpaaees 3 IONTRAP Code
slowly conspired to the electrom. beau, the interaction be. The simnulation code JONTRAP is writts urn the C++
twen ns. and elec-ra.- beasm Is assumed to be coamfied language. Before the code calculates equations of m
to the sy plan&. The electa. beam esess i also fixed tdon, electric Asel. shown in Eq. (2) we calculate by
during the eln~lathan. Thue s smo external electric ar Mathematica, and the resuks awe used as am ingput to the
magnetic AWd ns the ion trapping tab place in the ars, PONTRAP. Thisreduce. c Madapmtaal time draeticaly,
such as aug insestha straigh sectiom where the vacuum so the code runame anmu ordinary personal comqpute. The
pres-r is relatvel Powr. Sone iuaportamt values used delecric Ad~d protis I. sowni Fi1gur 1.
in the siu~lutiam we' lsted in, T"kl 2.

Base Enegy 2GeV " du to ha o-beau interaction can be observed

C&oumfmco 280&5 muhnteba circuates the storage rlg ing n 0
Beau& CURTISt 400 mtA (mukitunch) turns. Oue hundred turns asn equivleint t bu
Natural Bmi~miance 12. an-rad musc for the PUS storage ring. It is well know& s
Nataurl BMWrg Sprand 6.8 x 10-4 leering gapS betwesa comascutive bunches cam cars ha
Naucumic Number 468 (= 22 x 32X 13) trapping pheuomenea 121. 71gw. 2 shows tume changes in
ii' DFuquecy 50.067 ME.S terms of difereat gap Amfor digeset beau curremts.
Bdtalrom, Taines The turns chiampeisas bad an 0.1in this shmulaths. As

Earisoata 14.28 expeted the tune champ in sigmfilcant Whom the gap is
Vertical 8L181 not lamp enough For a Axed beau curnernt, the tune

Symchwofteaa Tune 0.011 shif 11 Mssder as the gap in larger, an shown in Figure 4.
Mametmoim Campactioin 1.81 x 10-$ Whom the gap mie ise larger tham 5% of the whole bucet,
Natural munch Length 5.04 me (rum.) the tune champe in reduced to within 0.01. Howmmer, Jig
Beau Sleet ms4 shows that thareins lfla crtairampeof beam

HehAde 348 pmn currents which gime relaivel larger tune shit when. the
Vutlclso 06PM gapineisi xed. tsgewstsl that a sequential bucket Ailing

Damping lime is better thaa deacking I -e- -o- into the partially Mold
Narisoutal 16.6 suse backets during the injiection period whom. the ha trapping
Vertical 16.6wms pbesomema wes. -cui m -dI A clearing eIectricSeld in wp
Louglbudla 8.84me- plied in order to reduce, the turn. chamgp further -n shown.

in Figure 5. About I ky/u DC potential is necessary to
t at th enmter of bwer.im ~disght "CUM decrease the tune change to Ines than 0.001.
$10% mlittanc ratio is assumoed.

5 RE1ERENCUS
3.2 Imm [I] K am*1 and G.L A lseh., Closd Bupreselon for the
Number of ion matmed. due to the, symchrotron. radiatham Ulectrlcal held of.a Two~bdkeealoual Gaussian. Charg,"
cam, be determinmed by the eurltiaq whic in debmed C TN6 4 (16)
an a ratio of humg to the electra.. Em*, we amimne that [21 X4 Q. Berta., ¶Oka lhpplg wit Asynmme&i Bunch 1111
ol is 0.1% In the sluslatha, 117 hums of charge Z9j us ho; of the NUAl VUV RIWg NuALhe. and MefAeds,
uSOd. Tbshe lplicatle.fctor Z in determined by the A263 p. M (106).
neuralath q and the electroo, beau, curreat L The
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BEAM HALO FORMATION FROM SPACE-CHARGE DOMINATED
BEAMS IN UN WORM FOCUSING CHANNELS

J.S. O.VC*, T. P. WANGLER. R. S. MILLS, ad IL R. CRANDALL+
LAX Alunm NsOaul Laborator. Los Moons, NM 7545

Dooz. Allin ard Hamilton, Inc., Adinglon, VA 22202
+AccSys Technology, Inc., Pleahalon, CA 94566

In space-charge dominated beans thes nonlinear space- ad.
mp fores produce a filementation pattern, which results -U

ina2-componentbeamnconsistingofaninner core and an __ _ "..__"
outer halo. The halo is very prominent in mismatched e I. ..

beamst 3 and is a concern because of, the potential for 4 : *.

acceleator activation. We present new results about beam
hdo aid the evolution of spocehp dominsaed beans from
multiperticle simulation of initial laminar beams in a f. U I.
uniform linear focusing channel, and from a model F . Results 20 plasma periods from multiparticle
consisting of single particle interactions with a uniform- sim I ul ts at in pi mua ty p l-mui b n ina
density beam core. We study the energy in from paricle uniform linear focusing channel The initial rms size in x is
inactions with the space-ca field of the corA, andwe larger than the matched value by factor M - 1.5. We show
identify the resonant characteristic of this interti as the a) r- e phase space, b) particle energy U versns the initial
basic cause of the separation of te beam into the two paticl eergy Ui.
components 5 . We identify three different particle-trajectory
types, and we suggest that one of these types may lead to Fig. lb shows the distribution at 20 plaun periods of
continuous halo growth, even after the halo is removed by zcurreut particle energy U versus nitial Ui. The coe
Co flli.M appears as the concentration of particles at small U. Ali

PPIticle energs are normalnzed so tat the particle with the
1. PHASE-SPACE DYNAMICS FROM maximum initial energy (largest initial radius) has Uj - 1.

MULTIPARTICLE SIMULATION Fig. lb shows that after 20 plasma periods, the beam does
contain particles with U > I, which have mow energy than

We use multiparcile simulation to study a round the most energetic initial particle. The halo is mostly
continuous beam in a uniform linear focusing chalmpel with populated by the particles that have large initial ee , i.e.,
purely radial focusing. For the studies described in this have large initial radius. However, a small fraction of
paper, the compuer code has been run with 3000 simulation particles with small inithd radius (only one such particle is
paticlesthough 56 steps per pasma period. We have present in ft 3000 partc run and it is not visible in Fig.
choseu to study the dynamics of initially Gaussian, laminar I) also populate the halo, and te fraction of these halo
(zero-emittance) beams, where the initial density particles with small initial energy increases rapidly with
distributions are truncoW at three standard deviations. In increasing mismatch paramer.
Fg. la we show the radil or r - r phase space at 20 plasma The characteristics of the beams after 20 plasma periods
periods for an initial mismatch parameter M =1.5, where the are shown inTable 1. Al particle energies in Table I re
mismatch parameter gives the ratio of the initial beam radius normalized in the same way, to unity for the initid matched
to the matched radius. We assign an initial positive radius to beam case. Column I shows the initial mismatch puwmeter
all particles, but if during the simulation a particle crosses M. Column 2 shows the values of the cor emittace to rtms
the axis, we change the sign of the radius before plotting a emittane ratio. Column 5 shows that the maximum particle
point in r-r' space. Fig. ia shows the inner core and the energy increases from the initial value by 10% for the
outer halo filament as distiict structures. At present there is matched case, and increases by 50% for a mismatch of
no established criterion for defining the halo. We define the M = 2.5. The last two columns show the percentage of
core and the halo by choosing a core ellipse in r-r space with finl particles in the halo and the percentage of final particles
the same Courant-Snyder ellipse parameters as the rms with energy that exceeded the maximum initial particle
ellipse with an emittance that we think encloses most of die energy. We see again that the percent of particles in the halo
came and excludes most of the halo. increases rapidly with increasing mismatch, and reaches a

value of over 30% for an ini mismatch parameter of 2.5.
*Work upported in put by L= Alamos Nstiond LAo y We ae unable to defime the halo unambiguously for M=l.
b ý Supporng Reseaches under the auspices of the
U SaZei Dep tentof Fnery.
+Sqaponed in put by SDKIO-4-92-0025
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Table 1
Bam RaI C•twntristics at 20 Pbm Puriod far

Beems with Ddifent liial Mismatch

M ecoatee" UijA Umax Um"jUijma % in halo % U> 1
1.0 - 1.00 1.10 1.10 - 0.1
1.5 7 2.25 2.97 1.32 5.4 2.2
2.0 3 4.00 5.90 1.48 16. 1.7
2.5 2 6.25 9.38 1.50 31. 2.0

IL PHASE-SPACE DYNAMICS FROM is to cftea a self limit to the resonance because of the
UNUKRM-DENSrTY CORE MODEL change of frequency with amplitude, which causes a loss

of phase coherence. The core oscillation causes a rate of
A. Energy Tran*r Between a Siqie Particle and an energy gain for a particle with velocity i within the
Ocasw Core,. beam co.r, given by

To pin some physical insight into what we observe du
in the simulation, we consider the model of a zero- A particle that passes through the beam core can either
emiuttance, uniform-density beam core of radius R, pin energy, looe energy, or have no net energy change,
propagaing in a uniform linear focusing channel. The depending on the relative phases of the particle
trumverse equation of motion of the beam radius is given displacement, the transverse velocity, and the core radius
by the envelope eqtuiaon oscillation.

d 2  2 K
d +(5 - = 0., B. Trajectory Clmau4#ation

where ,O is the natural frequency at zero current of a A study of the trajectories of individual particles has
single particle, and nonrelativistically K = qlr2wjmv, been helpful for understanding the dynamics of the halo
where q, m, and v are the charge, mass, and axial velocity formation. The uniform-core model described above
of the particles, I is the beam current, and eo is the provides an important reference point for such a study. We
permeability of free space. For the matched beam d2RIda2  have numerically integrated the trajectories of particles
= 0, amd thdmached bean radius is R=Ro= 4K/ O. throughthe field ofthe uniform core for the M = 1.5 case,
The t equation of motion of a single test particle launching particles with different initial x values, and
is with R = 1.5, R = 0, and x = 0. We find three distinct

d 2x classes of trajectories, which for the M = 1.5 case, we
--- + o - Fac = 0, describe in terms of the initial x displacement as follows:x F 0a) For x < 1.5 the particles oscillate in phase with the

where Fc is the space charge force, given for a uniform core radius about their own equilibrium radius. These are
deusity by stable radial plasma oscillations within the core, and we

F-C=f KxI2R, x<R. refer to these orbits as plasma trajectories. b) For x> 2.0
KIx, x>R. the particles oscillate about the origin with an orbit in

The.1=0 particle energy is not constant because of the phase space that looks like an ellipse that is pinched
space-charge repulsion of the core. For a m cr inward along the velocity axis (the pinching is caused by
radius, there is o net change in energy averaged over a the space-charge force of the core). The amplitudes are
complete period of particle motion. For anwoscillating, variable and each orbit is confined to a narrow band in
mismatched core there can be a net change in particle phase space. These particles occupy the halo and we call
energy. For a small radially symmetric core mismatch dR these orbits betatron trajectories. c) Finally, for L5 < x <t the equilibium radius RO, we can write for x < R, 2.0 the particles execute a more complex motion. They

x tmay initially spend part of the time executing plasma-like

d 2 oscillations within the core, after which they move into
- +AQ A 2 xcoslt= 0, the proper phase relationship with respect to the coreoscillations such that they can gain energy and move into

where &R/Ro = A cos 0 t and 1 = _F2-wof. This an outer betatron-like orbit in the halo. These particles
approximate result is a special case of the Mathieu can also reverse the pattern and return from the outer
equation, which suggests periodic solutions in x for betatron-like orbit in the halo to a plasma-like orbit
Fadcb frequencies below half the core frequency Q. within the core. We refer to these as hybrid trajectories,
When the particle frequency is half the core oscillation and we find that these particles are strongly affected by
frequency, we expect a resonant growth of the x resonant energy tranfer with the oscillating core, which
amplitude. The resonant condition requires a constant can cause either energy loss into the core, or energy gain
pha relsdia hip between the particle and the core. We into the halo. Figure 2 shows examples of these
expec that the effect of the nonlinearity outside the core trajectories in phase space traced for 20 core oscillation
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puds* of the idmifn care model, with so- 1, and
K a 1, buwelmd with the following Initial camdldons:
RnL5J kO. andi-O, and a) x a 1.0., b) x =i1.5,
c) a a 1.AS, ad d) x n 2.2. The outlines of the care-
radiis oscilltion are shown on each of the plots,
aienling from x=-±O. 5743 toz=11. 50. These .... Z. .
Owsples show a puve plasma trajectory in Flg.2a a

hybrid trajecory dhat has not yet left the cars in Fig 2b,-
a hybrid trajetory in doe halo in Fig. 2c, and a periodic

ft on ukiectory in the halo in Fig. 2d.
The discovery of the hybrid traectories is important

because of the impliciations for the effectiveness of
collimation. Suppose at a given time the beam is
collimated to remove the existing halo. Any such
callimation procedure, even if carried out under the most
ideal of circumstances, would be able to remove only tie
particles with betatron trajectories and the particles with
hybrid trajectories, which at that time populate the halo.
Any hybrid zibits that awe within the core at the time of lt kAix
collimation may be expected to gain energy at same later
time and repopulate the halo. Therefore, While collimation
does some good. it's effectiveness would be limited by the
percentage of hybrid particles that would repopulate the
core within the time scale of interest. Although this may
appear to be a serious limitation of the collimation, it
appears in the uniform beam model that the hybrid
amplitudes in the halo wre bounded. Far this exanple
collimation at a radius of 1.5 units could still be effective
in limiting all hybrid amplitudes to less than x = ±2.7.
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AbsbW ]EL DYNAMICS OF A PARABOLIC BUNCH
The longitudinal dynamics of the high-perveance long-pulse For a beam bunch which is long compared to the radius
electron beam in the Maryland Transport Experiment is of the beam pipe, the beam longitudinal self-electric field can
examined for the special case of an initially parabolic bunch. be approximated by[7] Ez c g a)/bz, where X is the line
Because the longitudinal dynamics can depend on details of density and g is a geometry factor which depends on the ratio
time-dependent transverse beam parameters which are difficult of beam radius to pipe radius. If the bunch shape is parabolic,
to measure, sensitivity studies using r-z simulations have been the longitudinal self-field is then a linear function of the
used to demonstrate that the details of longitudinal beam distance from the bunch center. If the longitudinal velocity
evolution are insensitive to transverse mismatch, and the distribution of the bunch is appropriately chosen, an envelope
bunch length evolution can be accurately described by the one- equation[8] can then be derived to describe the bunch
dimensional envelope equation with the "geometry factor" dynamics. In the experiment, the longitudinal beam
appropriately chosen. Comparison of experimental data to rz temperature is sufficiently low that the thermal pressure, or
simulation and to the envelope solution is presented. emittance, contribution to the beam expansion is negligible

compared with the space-charge contribution. Details of the
L INTRODUCTION longitudinal velocity distribution do not then significantly

The University of Maryland Transport Experiment is a influence the bunch expansion.
flexible apparatus designed to explore the fundamental physics If the one-dimensional description of the beam were
of space-charge-dominated beam transport. In the current adequate, an initially parabolic bunch would retain its
configuration, a high perveance gridded gun injects an electron parabolic bunch shape and its expansion would be well
beam into a transport line with 38 interrupted solenoid described by the longitudinal envelope equation. However,
focusing elements. Details of recent experiments, even in the one-dimensional description, the self-electric field
concentrated primarily on studying longitudinal and multi- depends on the beam radius through the geometry factor g,
dimensional beam physics, are described elsewhere[l-31. One which multiplies the derivative of the line density. This "g-
of the features of the apparatus which is important to the work factor" can be written in the form g = C + 2 In(b/a) where b
described here is the gridded gun which is used to program the and a are the pipe and beam radius respectively, and C is a
current waveform. This permits examination of longitudinal factor, generally between zero and unity, which will be further
beam physics, which can be nonlinear and multi-dimensional, discussed below. It should be noted that, in general, g will
as the initial bunch shape is varied, vary along the bunch, as well as along the transport system, as

In view of past success in obtaining agreement between the beam expands longitudinally and its radius decreases in
experiments, and simulation and theory, on the nonlinear order to remain in equilibrium with the transverse focusing
transverse beam dynamics in the Maryland Experiment[4], forces.
comparisons are being extended to include the longitudinal' Despite the possible influence of the beam radius on
and multi-dimensional physics in the recent experiments, the longitudinal beam dynamics, no direct data are presently
However, it is difficult in the current apparatus to obtain available on the time-resolved variation in the beam radius as
detailed time-resolved data on the transverse beam the beam propagates down the transport line. However, the
characteristics. We therefore describe below the use of beam is approximately matched to the transport line by
simulations to demonstrate, for the simple case of an adjusting the matching lenses until some current loss is
expapding parabolic bunch, insensitivity of the longitudinal observed, presumably associated with the mismatched beam
dynamics to the details of the transverse match. The r,z hitting the beam pipe, and then setting the matching lens
shmulatimas, which have been performed using the WARP[5,6] values in the middle of the broad minimum for which little
PlC code, are compared to the experimental data as well as to loss is observed.
the simple one-dimensional envelope model which can be If the beam is assumed matched to the transport line
used to describe the special case of a parabolic bunch. however, previously obtained experimental data on the magnet

characteristics[9], as well as extensive data on transverse beam
"Supported by U. S. Department of Energy. dynamics[4], allow confident prediction of the matched beam
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radius, if the average magnetic field is known. The average Simulations were therefore performed to examine the
magnetic field can, in turn, be accurately related to the coil sensitivity of the longitudinal beam expansion rate to a
currents. For the 26.3 mA peak beam current, and the 1.91 A transverse mismatch. When the beam is initially mismatched,
coil current used in the experiment described here, the transverse betatron oscillations are observed which, as
calculated matched beam radius at the peak current is 6 mm. expected, vary in frequency along the bunch as the expansion
The beam pipe radius is 19 mm. results in a differential in the beam velocity between the head

This estimate of the matched radius along with the and tail of the bunch. Even when the beam is initialized with a
measured initial peak current and bunch length can be used to 50% mismatch that varies along the bunch, and which is
run an rz WARP simulation which can be used to compare sufficient to cause halo formation along the beam, only a 0.6%
with the experiment. Lacking time-resolved data about the change is observed in the rms bunch expansion after the bunch
transverse beam characteristics, however, some assumption has propagated six meters. Furthermore, the insensitivity to
must still be made regarding the axial variation of transverse transverse mismatch observed for the rms average, also
beam conditions away from the bunch center. The beam in the extends to local details of the longitudinal beam evolution.
simulation is assigned a local emittance proportional to current Examination of the longitudinal phase space and various
and is therefore assumed to have a constant tune depression projections of that phase space, such as the line density
along the beam. The beam is matched along its length to the variation along the bunch, show almost no evidence of the
focusing force in the simulation, which is applied uniformly transverse mismatch.
along the transport line, by adjusting the local radius so that 5
the charge density is a constant. Once these conditions are
met there are no free parameters in comparing the simulation
to the experiment.

The top curve in Fig. I shows the evolution of the rms
bunch length, from the simulation, as a function of distance
propagated. Also plotted on the same axes are the x 4
experimental bunch widths measured at each of the five
current monitors. Both rmis bunch length and the bunch length 12
of a best fit parabola are shown. In both cases a small tail in t
the current distribution at the edge of the bunch shape has been
neglected.

5

+ Fitted parabola (expt.)

o rms (expt.) G C* '.0

4 Propagated distance (m)

Fig. 2. Solution of the one-dimensional envelope

Simulation equation overlayed onto the curve of rms bunch length
obtained from the rz simulation.

Because of the degree of insensitivity of the bunch
*expansion to substantial transverse mismatch, a comparison

3 was undertaken to determine how well the bunch length in the
simulation would conform to the envelope equation prediction.

Fitted envelope Since it is difficult to calculate what g-factor is appropriate for
a nonuniform bunch whose radius varies with time as the

,o beam expands, the procedure which was employed was to
consider g to be a free parameter, and to find the value of g

Propagated distance (in) which would result in a beam expansion which matches the r,z

Fig. 1. Bunch length vs. distance propagated for a bunch simulation at the end points of 6 m in the simulation. The
with initially parabolic shape. Data from an r,z WARP curves of rms bunch length from the simulation, and the bunch
simulation is plotted, as the top curve, on the same axes as length calculated using the g value which matches the end
experimental measured points, as well as, an envelope points, were then plotted on the same set of axes as shown in
solution fitted to the expansion data. Fig. 2. As can be seen from the curves, the intermediate

In view of the lack of data on the transverse beam points coincide to approximately the width of the line on the
dynamics, it is difficult to say whether any of the difference plot. If the value of g is written in the form g = C + 2 ln(b/a),
between simulation and experiment is a consequence of an then the value of C is found to be 0.791. This comparison
inappropriate choice of the initial transverse beam distribution. between envelope solution and simulation was also performed
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for a bunch with the same current, but with the externally II. CONCLUSIONS
applied transverse focusing lowered, so that the matched The description above is concentrated on the use of
radius at the beam center is doubled to 12 mm. In this case, simulations, together with experiment, to examine evolution of
the envelope solution and simulation curves also agreed the bunch length during free expansion of an initially
closely and a value of 0.775 was obtained for C. This weak parabolic bunch. Many details of the comparisons between
dependence means that the rms buncn dynamics for an simulation and experiment must await a more comprehensive
initially parabolic bunch may be accurately predictable using a description of the work conducted. The use of simulation, as
simple envelope model, although whether this procedure described here, in the conduct of the relatively simple
remains valid over a larger range of parameters or whether it investigation of a relatively simple experiment has
breaks down if the beam is given an initial inward (bunching) nevertheless yielded interesting insight into the bunch
head-to-tail differential velocity, and is then allowed to dynamics. It was found that the longitudinal dynamics is
compress longitudinally, remains to be tested. insensitive to the details of transverse beam match, and the

Since the expansion calculated by the envelope bunch length evolution is well described by a simple envelope
solution closely matches the simulation, it becomes equation, notwithstaniding the expectation that the "g-factor,"
convenient to use the envelope equation to compare against which multiplies the current in that description, would vary
the experimental data. The bottom curve in Fig. I is from a along the beam and along the transport line as the beam
solution of the envelope equation with g = 2.7, chosen to expands, so that the envelope description would not be
match the data points. This compares to the value of 3.11 used accurate. As the comparisons are expanded to include beams
in Fig. 2 to match to the simulation curve. This is the value of which fill a greater fraction of the beam pipe, whose shapes
g which would be calculated if the beam matched radius were deviate substantially from the parabolic shape employed here,
approximately 23% larger than the 6 mm matched radius and which are subject to an initial velocity "tilt" which causes
calculated from the strength of the externally applied magnetic the bunch to compress, a very rich set of phenomena can be
field. Because only the product of g and the initial current explored.
appears in the envelope equation, this curve would also be IV. REFERENCES
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Integrated Numerical Modeling of a Laser Gun Izqjector

K. LI", S. Benso, J. Bhsopuao, P. Liger, G. Neil, D. Neufer, C. Sinclair and B. Yuan
ChBAP, 12000 Jefierson Ave., Newport News, VA 23606

Abeftwact Table 1 FEL Izajctor Specifications

CEBA is planning to incorporate a laser gun injector
into the Base front end as a high-charge cv source for a Energy 10 MeV
high-powe biee electron laser aad nuclear physics. This Charge per bunch 120 PC
injector consists of a DC lase gun, a buAcher, a cryounit Bunchi length (4.,) 2 p.
and a chicane. The performance of the hijector is predicted E~nerg spread (4uaB) 400 keV
based on integrated numerical modeling using POISSON, Normalised rms emittance (e.~) 15 -- mrmd
SUPURPISH and PABMELA. The pomnt-by-point method Average beam current 900 pA
incorporated into PARMELA by McDonald is chosen for R~epetition frequency 7.677 MRs
space charge treatment. The concept of "conditioning for
Ainal bunching" is employed to vary several crucial parame-
tmr of the system for achiving highest peak current while In this paper, we present our Mijector Performance Prne-
maintaining low emittance and low energy spread. Exten- dictions based on integrated numerical modeling using
sAve parameter vmaration studies show that the design will POISSON, SUPERIPISH and PARMELA.
perform better than the speifications, for FEL operations
aimed at industrial applications and fundamental scientific 11. CHICANE BUNCHING
research. The calculation also shows that the injector will Chicane bunching is not a new method forcopsin
perform as an extremely bright cv electron source. electrons, and it has been clearly described, e.g., in Ref.

L INTRODUCTION S. However, as will be shown later in this paper, it its

our injector design quite well when it is used together with
ChEA has been studying an IlR IlL and a UV FlL two standard CEBAP SRP cavities. Therefore we intro-

utbiiig the sprodcigaccelerator technology that duce this bunching mechanism fint instead of going to the
has been developed at CEBAP, aimed at industrial appli- numerical results immediately.
cations and fundamental scientific researckk[1-4]. An FEL Tebnhn rcs sn hcn ihtoSFcv
injector based on a DC laser gun will be used as a high.. Th ucigpoe sin hican wit twon S heP y
brightnes cv source. The schematic of the injector is ities in ou injector design is shw nFig. .Uin h
shown in Fig. 1. The DC laser gun produces a cv train It2dcia
of eletron bunches at 400 - 00 keV with bunchklengthas ltai 1 2dsiciac
of 60 -100 pa. Then electrons are bunched using a room-
temperature buncher toproid suitabl injection into a A

crontcontaining two standard CEBAF SEP cavities. A WA
Tecryounit accelerates the electrons up to -10 MeV A. A$

while providing suitabl tilt in longtudinal phase space
distributions. Then the electrons are fnlldy bunched us-
ing a chicane with a Roo =-0.085 cm/%. R~

G BaDuehe Cryounit Qua& Chico"

0 K3 M M E E= ig. 2 Bunching using a chicane with two SEP cavities

standard a matrix representation, we have the following
mathmatcaldescription

Fig. 1 Schemati of the FEL injector

Th- pecPications fon our PEL injector are summarised W5s(1) = -V"(0)(1 - Rs./1f~s)' + R~.-)
in ~IV& 1. Through the paper, the bunch length and where Vr/sCOTis the bunch length at the entrance of the
energy spread ase represented using 4., and 4ra, whichl chicane, Vr-gsi the bunch length at the exit of the clhi-
correspond to 95% particles for ideal Gaussan distribu-
tioms. Foatr nm-Gaussian distributions, they generally dil cane, V/ i thsoetm peda teetac

to,. 90 patices.of the second SEP cavity, As. = 6l/(6 P/P) the parameter
___________of the bunching property of the chicane, 61 the path dif-

OftpabtdWy Vk5W&I 0=&to frw wmadvat 1Teanoho ference between electrons having a momentum spread of
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I/Pj, amd f = -qi(0)/eoe(0) the tilt of the loneitudi- grated simulations were conducted with all the system pa-
mel phase space distribution of the bunch at the exit of rameters fized while the bunch charge was varied from 120
the second SRI cavity. It is seem that when f. = RA", pC to 160 pC. The variations of the bunch performance at
the Anal butch length depends only on the product of the
momentum spread and A4 of the chicane. We call the ,o 1 , 3{ I
is a tan borrowed from Ra. 6. It has been built into P 9s
PARMELA so that fue can be calculated statistically from .A 40

all the particles at the exits of the SRI cavities, and by .•._, ,92 o_,.-o.,,. , 0.2 -. u g ,o
comparison with Re of the chicane, the matching of Ion- ,3(d.) 3,(•sg.) w(Ma)

gitudinal phase space distributions from the second SRF

ingly. This has turned out to be an indispensable means E 4 -

for optimizing the design efficiently. 0-

M. NUMERICAL MODELING -4 .
-3 -1ASO I 3 -10-s a 10 -3 -1.5 0 1.5 3

Based on the previous calculation[4], the performance of x (Im) x (.Im) Ap (dg.)
the FEL ixjector has been thoroughly investigated and op-
"timised using time-consuming but accurate integrated au- Fig . 3 Vsaious distributions of 1000 superparticles at the
merle] modeling. The beam dynamics is calculated using exit of the chicane, showing the optimised baseline do-
a version of PARMELA with the point-by-point method sip performance listed in Table 2. upper left: longitudi-
for space charge treatment[T,8]. The code POISSON was hal phase space distrbution (W - maw; AO - relative
used to generate the DC electric fields in the photocathode phase); Upper disddlben: phase prven; perg rigel: Mati
un, and the code SUPERFISH was used to generate the proflle; lower left hodsontal trace space distribution (a

2-D RI fields in the buncher and two SRF cavities in the - horisontal position; 9. - horisontal divergence angle);
cryounit. In each integrated simulation (-. 10 cpu-hours lower middle: cross-sectional distribution; lower right:
on an HP 9000/730 UNIX workstation), the s-me electrons horisontal snapshot.
are followed from emission at the photocathode through
the gun, the buncher, the cryounit and the chicane. the exit of the chicane are listed in Table 3, where 6Em

a) Baseline Design and 60 represent the mean energy shift and the phase
shift of the bunch centroid. The units are pC for bunch

The injector performance was optimized at Arst for the charge, ps for bunch length, keV for energy spread, mm
baseline design which corresponds to 500 kV gun voltage, miad for emittance, keV and degree for centroidal energy
100 ps (4r) lase pulse length and 3 -- (4.) laser spot and phase shifts throughout the paper. It is seen that the
size defining the emission diameter. The distance from the mean energy shift and the phase shift of the bunch centroid
gun to the buncher is reduced to account for the divergence caused by the charge fluctuations ae negligible.
(- 20 mrad) of the beam out of the gun, and the distance Table 3 Robustnes of the Baeline Design
fom the buncher to the cryounit is increased to meet the
optimum bunching requirement. The perfomance of the _q 4 kA 6E 4-
baseline design is shown in Table 2. It is seen that the 120 0.96 290 4.44/4.73 0 0 (baseline)

injector performance stays well within the specifications 120 0.94 280 4.44/4.73 0 0.00l8

by a faetor of 2 -, 3. Various distributions of the bunch 140 1.04 281 4.90/5.31 -1 -0.0048

are shown in Fig 3. 150 1.11 277 5.25/5.58 -1 -0.0075
155 1.17 275 5.37/5.71 -2 -0.0092

Table 2 Performance of the Baseline Design 160 1.21 273 5.60/6.84 -2 -0.0092

Bunch charge 120 pC
Bunch length (4r,) 0.96 ps c) Sensitivity of the Baseline Design
Energy spread (4,qs) 290 keV The sensitivity of the baseline design has been investi-
Moamen eerWy(E) 9.492 MeV gated on the basis of6 6 = ±2 0 for the P• phase hange
Norm. rms emit. (e.1/e,%) 4.44/4.73 (m- mrad) and 6B/1 = ±2% for the RF amplitude change in the

buncher and the two UF cavities in the czyounit. For each

b) Robustness of the Baseline Desin case only one parameter was varied with all the others be-
ing the same as for the optimised baseline design stated

The robustness of the baseline design has been inves- in Tble 2. The results are listed in Tble 4. It is found
tigated against the laser intensity fluctuation and conme- that the most sensitive performance is the bunch length.
quently the bunch charge fluctuation. A sedies of inte- The most sensitive "stem parameters, in sequence, are
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he RIP phase of the seoond SU cavity, the RI amplitude Table 6 Emission Phase Fluctuations
of th econmd SRIP cavity, the RIP spamltde of the rAnt
SMY v &Md Ohe RI phase of the Ist SRP cavity. The Y- Y k!A o/w L
aemeltvity comes bent tam resulant nown energy shf of 0 0.96 290 4.44/ 4.3 0 0 (baseline)
the parchs and the small value of Rt" of the chicame. +2 1.06 276 4.50/4.80 -14 +0.039
Nowever, no caseis found to beout of the specifications. -2 0.94 303 4.32/4.61 +15 -0.029

Table 4 Sensitivity of the Baseline Design

Bmmda fAL 4kr/ 1r 6B 6# f) Space Charge Effects
(Baselna) 0.0 0.0 0.96 290 4.44/4.73 0.0 0.0 The setup procedure is oue of out major concerns. 7b
Buncker +2 0.0 1.57 306 4.69/4.98 -51 +0.42 investigate the poulibiity of using a low-curmat beam to
Bunchur -2 0.0 1.37 261 4.23/4.50 +56 -0.47 guide the injector to its full-charge (120 p0) operation, an
Buncher 0.0 +2 1.05 309 4.52/4.8 1 -1 +0.025 integrated simulation was conducted, in which thespc
Bulunh 0.0 -2 1.21 257 4.34/4.63 +3 -0.053 charge was simply turned off, in the cms of 400-kV gun
1"* cavity +2 0:0 1:53 26 4.30/4.58 -75 -0.22 voltage, Wopm laser pulse length and 5-mm cathode dimz-

ltcavity, 200 12 0 4.60/4.90 +78 +0.42 eter[9].
1"* cavity 0.0 +2 1.22 296 4.45/4.75 +106 -1.81
1" cavity 0.0 -2 1.52 269 4.41/4.69 -102 +2.04 In this specific case, the bunch length changes from 0.96
2ad cavity +2 0.0 1.63 269 4.41/4.70 +114 -1.94 ps with spaew charge on to 1.92 p. with space charge
29A cavity -2 0.0 1.89 295 4.45/4.74 -117 +2.33 Of.- This is because the system parameters are for a
2&d cavity 0.0 +2 1.18 288 4.42/4.71 +85 -1.47 matched spc-hredmntdbun&h in longitudinal
2Rd cavity 0.0 -2 1.41 277 4.45/4.73 -84 +1.63 phase space. The normalised rms emittance c./%,. =

3.53/3.47mam mind with space charge on or 0.66/0.66 mm
mind with space charge off, at the exit of the gun. a../%.

d) Gun Parameter Variations = 6.12/6.08mam mind with space charge on or 2.19/1.83
lb evaluate the maximum operational zIcbilities, the mm miad with space charge off at the exit of the chicane.

in~jector pedorance undor different gun operating con- Our numerical calculations show that on a step-by-step
ditions has been investigated. These conditions include basis, a liower current beam. can be used to guide the nuec-
the voltage vo(kev), the "li gradient 3o(mv/m) at the tor to its ful-caage operation, which will greatly simplif
cathode, the loase pulse length 4'i(pe) sad the tesetup procedures.
do(m=) of the active cathode area. The corrTP,-MEspodin
bean patameters at the exit of the chicane are shown in IV. SUMMARY
Ta"l 5. The low gradiant of 6 MV/in was obtained by Extensive carefu integrated computer simulations have

ancrasig the cathode-anode gap while holding the cath- demonstrated that our hUjector design will perform better
ode and anode shapes unchanged. Low-gradient o-ra-o tan the speciffcations ove a quite wide range of operating
would be favorable for avoiding vacuum bedonand coditions.
cathode poisoning. It is sees that the design wifuction
over a quite wide rang of operating conditions. REFERENCES

Table 5 Gun Parameter Variations,
1. 3. Bisognano at a.L, Niel. Iuwtrs. Method A318,

VI 4i do cam './"' 216 (1992).
500 10 100 3 0.96 290 4.-44/4.73 (baseline)
500 10 60 3 2.00 109 3.65/3.85 2. G. R. Nell at .1L, ibid., p. 212.
500 10 60 5 1.54 118 3.78/3.97 .C .Snliii. .40
500 10 100 5 0.79 287 4.07/4.443.CK.Snlibdp.40
400 8 100 3 1.24 272 5.32/5.02 4. P. Liger et .1., ibid., p. 290.
400 8 60 5 0.91 260 6.12/6.08
500 6 100 3 0.91 330 6.49/6.12 5. T. abnhmrWorkshop on Fourth Generation

Light Sources, SSRL, 263 (1992).

e) Eissin Phse FtU~tOUS6. A. M. Sessle at a.L, Pup.. Rev#. Le#. 68, 309 (1992).
Emb~os of electroms is controlled by the laser pulses reg- .K .M~nlMBTms D 5 W 18)

ularly illuminating the photocathode. Arrival time sp.KrTecoalad Tu.E, 6 02 18)
W&&eg) of the laser pulses will cause bunch-to-bunch on 8. H. Liu, to be published.

ergy spmsd 53,. and bunch-to-bunchi centrold Phase shift
6#=. As is shown in TaWe 6, the effects on both mean 9. H. I~u, CEBAP-TN-93-00.

enryand ceutroid phase are negligble.
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HALO FORMATION IN MISMATCHED,
SPACE-CHARGE-DOMINATED BEAMS*

C.L. Bohn and J.R. Delayen,
Argonne National Laboratory,

Engineering Physics Division, Argonne, Illinois 60439

the beam at injection. Heating and relaxation of space-
charge-dominated beam can occur during beam tranqwot,

Abstract as observed in laboratory experiments and numerical sim-
ulations [41.

A semianalytic formalism was recently developed for inves- To develop methods for inhibiting emittance growth and
tigating the transverse dynamics of a mismatched, space- halo-induced radioactivation of the accelerator walK we
charge4dominated beam propagating through a focusing must first know the associated dynamics and time scdaes
channel. It uses the Fokker-Planck equation to account for in realistic beasu. Our initial application of the formalism
the rapid evolution of the coarse-grained distribution func- was to sheet beams. We now generali.e it to enable ready
tion in the phase space of a single beam particle. A simple investigation of fully two-dimensional beams.
model of dynamical friction and diffusion represents the
efects of turbulence resulting from charge redistribution. II. GOVERNING EQUATIONS
The initial application was to sheet beams. In this pa-
per, the formalism in generalized to fully two-dimensional In a turbulent bea the simultaneous interaction of a
beams, particle with many rather distant particles dominate bi-

nary coulomb interactions with nearby particles. This cir-
cumstance generates dynamical friction and diffusion in

I. INTRODUCTION velocity space. We discuss beam evolution from the per-
spective of a comoving coordinate system. According to

We recently introduced a semianalytic formalism describ- the Fokker-Planck equation, the evolution of the coarse-
ing the dynamics of transverse emittance growth and halo grained distribution function W(x, u, t), in which x, u,
formation in nourelativistic, mismatched beams arising as and t denote position, velocity, and time, respectively, is
a consequence of nonlinr space-charge forces [1, 2]. The determined from
formalism is based on the Fokker-Planck equation govern-
ing the evolution of the coarse-prained distribution func- O#W+u.VxW+K.VuW= -VuFW)+Vu.[Vu.(DW)],
tion Of beam particles. The Fokker-Planck equation in- (1)
corporates coefficients of dynamical friction and diffusion in which K is the net force per particle mass M in the
in velocity space. Turbulence excited as a consequence of comoving frame,
charge redistribution enhances these coefficients and con- F (Au) D (AuAu) (2)
verts free energy due to mismatch into thermal energy. AF- 2 At
If the local free-energy density is sufficiently high, mi- are the dynamical-friction vector and diffusion tenso, re-
cromistabilities may cause turbulent fluctuations to grow to spectively, and At is a short time during which the flue-
large amplitudes during a fraction of a plasma period [3]. tuations modify the distribution function [1]. Both the
The fluctuations attenuate, however, via Landau damping distribution function and the net force are regarded to be
on the same time scale [3], and heating can therefore oc- smoothed out.
cur very rapidly. Relaxation toward Maxwell-Boltzmann The spectrum of electric-field fluctuations determines F
equilibrium enmes on a time scale determined by weak and D (5]. We do not know these coefficients a priori; how-
residual turbulence. These processes generate emittance ever, it should be possible to infer them by studying indi-
growth and halo by injecting particles into high-amplitude vidual particle orbits in N-body simulations [6]. In general,
orbits They also dissipate any fine structure present in the coeffients may be expected to be functions o( posi-

*Tai, work wa ,upparW by th U. S. o eEmi tion, velocity, and time. We shall ignore the position and
mdw eowtn W-s1-10i-ENGiansd by the Statelx Ddenm hn- velocity dependencie and model the beam as a fluctuat-

th fat i d wO m. ing fluid in which particles execute Brownian motion. We
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tal 7= -PQ,)u and D = D(t)l, whete,8 and D te the III. POLYNOMIAL EXPANSION
s dent rlaxation-rate and difuuion coaefients,

respectivy, and I is the identity tensor. This .1mpl- To solve the coupled Fokker-Planck and Poimon equations
cation, which users the beam has unifom 'temperature', self-cousistently, we decompose the distribution function
is likely to be most appropriate for particils moving with into complete setA Of orthogonal polynomials:
velocities not nmuc exceeding the thermal velocity, just as n0
it is when only binary coul•mb collisioe drive relaxation W= E E E (6)
[8]. It may therefore be expected to apply to -typicalntw *=CPU-G* two
partides comprising the central region of the beam. In
actuality, the relaxation rate is slower for fast particles be- where i, are GaussHernite polynomials,
cause they have less time to interact with localized field
fluctuations. Consequently, because halo particles either
move rapidly through the core or do iiot sample the core, [ e'H av), (7)
the halo may be expected to thermalize more slowly than
the core. This is seen in simulations [4]. Despite this short- and # are Gauss-Laguerre polynomials,

coming, our simplified coefficients should be useful both for
studying the evolution of fine structure in the beam and o(r)= "[ q! ] (ar,')*Ie- ((a). (8)
for investigating halo generation from the core. By design, U(IpI+ +)I "
the formalism developed here can be adapted to accom-
modate coefficients with spatial and velocity dependencies In these polynomials, we require a = ak)s =a (t)/2D(t),

once they are known. while a = a(t) is a free time-dependent variable.

The dynamics we have described obviously operate in Two considerations motivate the use of these sets of

three dimensions. In what follows, we consider only the polynomials. The first is that both sets begin with Gma-

two-mensional dynamics in a plane orthogonal to the ac- sians at zeroth order. This is desirable because the

celerator axis. The Fokker-Planck equation in cylindrical Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution of a beam in the absence

coordinates (r,0, *,ue = rd9/dt) is of space charge is Gaussian in both velocity and position
(Gaussian j•o and Gaussian S). The second is that this

OW OW aaeOW I u)ow choice of polynomials gives AOO = I for all ', an expres-

--- r+ r ,f r ) 6%. sion which is convenient for numerical calculations. This

+K# ") OW =28expression follows directly from the particle density

r Ota, +00 0+B..+.ow _o' (r, 0)= E E •AP•,0Fe", (9)
+# + D (3) , =-00,:o

where K is given by the superposition of the focusing force which, when integrated over r and 0, must always yield N.
w there Kisp rgven b e fUpon evaluating the mean-square radius, we find (r2) =
and the space-charge force found from the coarse-rained a-1(1 - A8). It is therefore convenient to let a M 1/(r2),

so that A°3 = 0 for all t. The coefficients AM. wre complex,
MQ_ and A-Pf = (AIL)*.

K = - Vx(#J + 4.), (4) After solving Poisson's equation for the space-charge po-
tential, we find the components of acceleration to be

where Q is the particle charge. According to Poisson's
equation, the coarse-grained space-charge potential is de- 2 Q ( 2 r 00

termined from the smoothed-out charge density, which in K , 0  2rr( - •-

turn is determined from the coarse-grained distribution: P=-00

K +0 + I' APO edr (ar2)I'r - *i(p~r
(r ('* 8) + 1 82# Aqf~durf~du.W, (5 -2(G' 1 t 7fr, r)

where is a normalization parameter related to the par- - p 2 - • •- ei4 , (10)
tide density, and e,. is the permittivity of free space. =1 2 =p+ q

Although the problem is formulated for arbitrary exter-
nal focusing potential, in the following section we special- Af2+00 , AO(ar2).-Ij
"ize toaharmonic external potential, i.e. 1 = MW'r2/2Q, K*= - - 00 -fl(hpl,"ar2)
wherew is the betatron frequency. In so doing, we ignore MCC 1. "
effects from, fmor example, cyclotron motion and beam ro- 0 1 I
tation in an axial magnetic focusing field, which is to say + ._ i .(
we amume corchs and centrifugal forces are small. q=1 4ar (IlT+i (q
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llar, do puimneon the sm, amrpmeaansp W0 isto beex- =*P 21 jb'4I4q# (17)
dluded from the summastion, and 7(0, a) is the incomplete W .
gama function. Po "P

Af*insertng docmoet of aceerto int &b te feep)18
Fokher-Planck equation (3), we detive a set of coupled dif-
farential eq~aions for the coefficients AUL(t) uwing recur- M~M;>@ IqfE 2 q+ l I- (19)
tenam Veldato and aoruinlieakion properties of the poly- 7 7 M e -

noul.We let.a. and a, dienote a(t=O0) and a(t =0), Nzo= 0,R'"' 2J (ip"D (30)
rempectivuely, and we introduce a reference frequeny ta4 = '
as/ago and plaunm fequency wl = ArQ'e4l2w~c. The re N::-q..Zffmm$pit (21)
sult, agexpeed in turmu of the dimensionless time C = &%t > VeTWF-e1
and &he dimensionless quantities 6a/ao and a=/no, is T~s constants, which weindependent of.a, many be tab-

jd4 = L d& (m+)M lated and stored for future numerical calculations.
AM. & d [j _(m_- 7A::2. (m.+ nAM. Ilesystem of equations (12) is equivalent to the coupled

1 1 ~Fokker-Planck and Porno. equations (3)XS) in cylindrical[V~ -lA!-]+ (Ip+2q)A coordinates for a general, Le. not necessarily azxiymanet-2a dC ric, beam. It is valid for Flo~kew.Plaack coaclmmdts of ar-

-2.4i(pjqAL¶9'1j - (m+n)±AM.A bitrary time dependence, which are required as inputs. It
We ~~is clearly nonlinear in the coeffiisnts, a propety which is

/M-00a signature ot the nonlinear spae-carge force, and Dust
+ j.([pl2q'IAn]MiD

#0=0 1+n therefore be solved by numerical integration rathe than by
matrix methods. The number of monsero coefficient. will
generally shrink in the presence of symmetries. In addi-

-21w1xw+IiI+1J;,+ 1}tion, 4(t ) = I ollows from the conservation Of the total

+ /~VrWiTE AP,91j I [Ipl+2(q'+1) number of particles, and AU(t) = 0 identifes the fre van-
q*=0 able a(t) in 1/(r2). The initial conditions we determined

_____________by decomposing the input beam into its polynomial cown
-(n+ 1)]JJf, - 2AN(e'1)(91+ IPI+T1)Jfpa+ 1 J ponents. ,A generalihed emittance can be defined which

is appropriate for use with beems in which the Cartesian
""/m f J V n _+ 1)(n+2)A&1,+2 components of the mtion are coupled M7. It as straight-

limo forward to express this generalized emittance in tern of
- /n(n - -1)(m+ 1)A:: 1 3 .n-2  the coefficients of the polynomial expansion. Examples of

-'P [/i4~~I + /~TA!.+i]~ soutions will be discussed in futur paper.
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Aieft
Lengthening of a single bunch has been investigated in the
VEPP-1storage ring at different energies for beam current
up to 100 mA. The bunch length was measured using op- 2000 M.V
tical diagnostic system. The current dependences of the S10.00
transverse beam size, synchronous phase shift, coherent Q
and incoherent synchrotron tune shift have been measured. 1
The experimental data are in agreement with the model of n
longitudinal potential well distortion. The real and imagi- €W 5.00
nary parts of the longitudinal coupling impedance are de- •
duced from measured data. 600 Mev

I. INTRODUCTION 0. .. . .. "

The VEPP-3 storage ring is a 2 GeV electron and I, mA
positron storage ring, which is multiamed facility [1]. Figure L: Bunch length versus current (L - halfwidth
This storage ring is operating with routine current up to bunch length, s = L/2.56).
100 ... 150 mA.

Two RF systems - at 2nd and 18th harmonics of a
revolution frequency - are used at the VEPP-3 operation. 0.80
The injection of particle takes place when the first one
is working. The injection energy is 350 MeV. At the en- . ... 20 .MeV.......
ergy of 600 MeV, the second RF system is switched on to 0.60
provide the acceleration of particles to the energy of ex-
periment and to compensate synchrotron radiation energy S..-"t
losses. The maximum RF voltage is equal to 600 kV. Dur- .0.40 00 MeV
ing the experiment the 2nd harmonic cavity stays passive. X

The bunch lengthening and incoherent synchrotron 0.20
tune shift in the VEPP-3 storage ring has been measured
[2], but that experiments was made only at injection en-
ergy and with low value of lst harmonic RF voltage. 0.0t06..... 00 0.0 v0 . .0 80

In this paper we present the measurements of collec. I, mA
tive effects, i.e. current dependences of the bunch length, Figure 2: Current dependence bunch horizontal transverse
width, synchronous phase shift and coherent and incoher- size.
ent synchrotron tune shifts at the beam energies of 600,
1200 and 2000 MeV and at the maximum RF voltage.

L1. INSTRUMENTATION AND RESULTS A. Bunch legthening measuremeu*
In Table 1 measured zero current length of a bunch at

The applied method for observation of beam param- different energies is presented. The current dependence of
etes is based on using of a synchrotron radiations light bunch length at these energies is shown in Figure 1.
emitted by the bunch of charged particles at one of the
bending magnets [3]. We used two dissectors: for measur- Table 1
ing longitudinal and transverse profile of a beam. Bunch length at zero current

To decrease the statistical spread, the results of 16 mea-
surements are accumulated and averaged at the each cur-
rent point. The longitudinal resolution is 13 mm. This Beam energy MeV I 600 1 1200 I 2000
value have been obtained by measuring dependence of a rms bunch length I cmI 1.4 I 3.8 9.0 I
beam length on RF voltage at a low current (less than
100 pA). One has to obtain a voltage dependence of a The bunch length may increase due to different mecha-
beam length at this current value like square root. The nismns with increasing of a beam intensity. At low energies
transverse resolution less than 0.17 mm has been obtained, beam transverse and longitudinal sizes could increase due

0-7003-12 M-I "03. 00@ 1993 I M6
... 9
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Figure 3: Current dependence synchronous phase shift. Figure 4: Current dependence synchrotron frequencies at

600 MeV.

to intrabenm scattering effect, which is suppressed at high B. Bunch energ spread measurement
energy with the law: a,, a, - 1/y, where cc = o '/1 is To obtain an information about energy spread, we mea-
the energy spread, q'. - the horizontal beam size, and y - sured a current dependence of bunch horizontal transverse
the relativistic factor. At a high current, the beam length size. But this value is"determined by both betatron and
increases due to potential well distortion and so called mi- synchotron bunch sizes. In our case the betatron hoei-
crowave instability. The behavior of a bunch lengthening rontal size is a little bit larger than the synchrotron one
due to potential well distortion can be described as [4] at the point of light emitting. In Figure 2 the current

dependence of bunch horizontal transverse size is shown.
(, V....' _ i1. Z./n (1)At the energy of 1200 Mev ("nd 2000 1eV, which case is

-C qu. (O1 not presented at this graph) there is no change of a bunchtransverse size. At the energy of 600 MeV there is a weak
where I. is the average beam current, q is the'RF harmonic changing of this value with the current. Computer Simula-

number, U. is accelerating voltage, I Z,/n I is the longitu- tion shows that this dependence could be provided by the

dinal coupling impedance at the n-th harmonic number of intrabeam scattering effect (for given bunch length current

the revolution frequency, R is the mean radius of the ng, dependence).
and 0,. is the beam length at Seo current. In the case C. Snchrn•n.s phsse •hift measurement
of potential well distortion there is no increase of energy The synchronous phase shift is being determined as a dif-
spread but incoherent synchrotron tune shift can be very ferce between phase of beam longitudinal distribution
large. center of mass and phase of RF system reference signal.

On the other hand, the bunch lengthening due to mi- The phase difference between reference signal phase and
crowave instability is accompanied by energy spread in- RF cavity phase is kept constant by phase feedback sys-
creasing. For the case I Z3/n I has no frequency depen- tem. The accuracy is leas than 0.1 degree.
dence (pure inductance), we have scaling low [51 m, P13S The measurements of synchronous phase shift were
above threshold current of instability, done for energies of 1200 and 2000 MeV and results cu-

The value of longitudinal coupling impedance at the incide. At the energy of 600 Mev this measurement
n-th harmonic of the revolution frequency, determined by haven't be obtained, probably due to phase oscillation of
the eq. (1), is equal to 11.3 Ohm at 600 MeV. At ener- a beam. The results are shown in Figure 3. Experimen-
gis of 1200 and 2000 MeV these values are equal to 12.1 tal data allowed to determine a value of a bunch coher-
and 15.4 Ohm respectively. Besides we observed a length ent energy loIs. At current 100 mA this value is equal
dependence of the value I Z./n 1. The continuous curves to 35 kV. This corresponds to the real part of impedance
in Figure 1 correspond to a theoretical dependence, deter- R = Re I Z. 1= 1300 Ohm.
mined by (1) for given values of an impedance. Note, no
microwave instability threshold current was noticed. D. Synchrotron tune sAft meaurement

At low currents the bunch has gaussian longitudinal It is possible to obtain some information about incoher-
shape. At high currents the bunch longitudinal shape ent synchrotron tune shift by observing the behavior of
changes from Gaussian to parabolic profile. Besides an longitudinal quadrupole mode frequency. In these experi-
asymmetry of bunch shape takes place. This asymme- ments we excited dipole and quadrupole mode oscillations
try could be provided by the contribution of real part of by phase and amplitude modulation of RF voltage, and
impedance. then observed a response from a beam position monitor.
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Here and further w. is the revolution fequency, r =
10.00 LIR, th, t, - the displacement of a head and a tail of a

0 bunch, N - number of particles, e - the electron char.
Let A = (S,-t&) is the bunch length and t. = Of+ta) is
the bunch ma center displacement (for simplileatian we
ignore here the bunch shape asymmetry). Using boundary
condition for the bunch tail we get an equation for bunch
length current dependence, which can be solved numeri-
cally:

o.00' --- --- (()) (3)1 .MA A== 2, A , r s
Figure 5: Calculated current dependence bunch length, where T2 = .. Equation (3) describes quite correctly

a bunch behavior for strong lengthening cae, when it is
possible to ignore zero current bunch longitudinal size (so

In Figure 4 the current dependence of the frequencies called case of the froen bunch [6J). In Figure 5 the cal-

of dipole and quadrupole synchrotron modes at energy of culated curve of a bunch length current dependence for R

600 MeV ae presented. We see that both the quadrupole = 1300 Ohm and L = 600 nH (continuous curve) together

and dipole modes frequencies decrease, and tune shift for with the experimental data points at the energy 60 MeV

the quadrupole mode is more than 10% at current 80 mA. a

At energy of 600 MeV we couldn't measure a quadrupole IV. CONCLUSIONS
mode shift at current less than 10 mA because of exiting
the coherent phase oscillations. The current dependence of bunch length was measured.

This dependence is in a quite good agreement with that oh-
11. ANALYSIS tained from solution of balance equation if real and imagi-

nary parts of broad band impedance are of the same order.
When the bunch wake fields damp during one revo- Also a change of the bunch longitudinal shape has

lution period, we have so called broad band impedance, been observed. To separate the single turn (broad band
which is provided by different discontinuities of a vacuum impedance) and multiturn effects, the current dependence
chamber. Otherwise, when the bunch interacts with self- of bunch length was measured at different positions of both
fields supplied by the elements, having high quality fac- cavities tuners and no difference of bunch lengthening have
tor Q, say about narrow band impedance. In our experi- been observed. Hence observed effects are single turn ones.
ment the bunch lengthening was insensitive to the position
of the cavity higher order modes tuners (apart from narrow V. ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
bands where we observed coherent longitudinal instabii The authors wish to thank S.Mishnev and E.Zinin
ties) and to the position of the passive cavity tuner. So for useful discussions and help in the installation of
we conclude only single turn effects take place, which e measurement technique. Also we wish to acknowledge
described by broad band impedance model. N.Vinokurov, A.Burov and E.Perevedentsev for very use-

In the Figure 1 we see there is no gc.,d agreement of ful discussions on the subjects of this paper.
experimental data with the theoretical curve, calculated
using eq. (1). Besides the bunch length arises steeper
than 1/3 power of a beam current at energies 600 and
1200 MeV, provided pure inductive impedance. We sup- REFERENCES
pose both parts of impedance - inductance and resistance
- contribute the potential well distortion. To analyze beam
lengthening due to potential well distortion we solved bal- [1] S.A.Belomestnykh et al., Proc. of tke XI All Union
ance equation using a condition of full compensation of Conf. on Part. Accel., Dubna, 1989, Vol.1, p.4 10 .
external RF voltage by fields produced of a bunch itself.
For this condition the potential well has a flat bottom for o N.A.Vinokurov et l.., Proc. of1 9 e V All Union Con!
all bunch lengths. The analysis of stability with this condi- on Per. A ccl., Dubus, 1977, Vol.2, p. 16 .
tion have been done at [6]. Let L and R are the inductive [3] E.I.Zinin, Nscl. lnstr. Meth. A208,No.1/3,439(1983).
and the resistive parts of effective longitudinal coupling
impedance. Equations for potential, produced a bunch it- (4] B.Zotter, CERN/ISR-TH/78-16 (1978).
self is given: [5] A.W.Chao and J.Gerate, PEP-224 (1976).
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Single Bunch Effects in the Daresbury SRS
LAWelIbouMI• JAClarke, DMDykes, SFHill, EAHughes, MWPoole, PDQuinn, SLSmith, VPSuiler.

SaC Daesbury Laboratory, Daresbury, Wr•rnok WA4 4AD, UK.

Abuiu overall single bunch beam lifetime. Touschek lifetimes asSingle bunch currents in the SRS have now been short as 12 hours for 40 mA at 2 GeV have been measured,ncresued to over 100 mA injected at 600 MeV, with user rising to 56 hours at 10 mA.bowns of 50-60 mA at 2 GeV routinely obtained. Such highcurrents in short (500 MHz) bunches have necessitated The bunch volume is dependent on proximity to theMention to ensuring adequate lifetimes, including deliberate coupling resonance Qr-Qvnl. Small changes so the verticalconulr of bunch volume to Mduce Touschek km . At lower tune have been made such that the horizontal/vertical tuneenergies m bstatial bunch lengthening has been experienced split causes the beam to approach or avoid this resonance.which has been compared with standard theoretical models. Tune splits of 26 - 200 kHz which corresponds to 0.006-0.048The associated prediction of chamber impedance has been in non-integer tune space have been assessed. The orbitcompared with results obtained from mode shif, experiments. frequency is 3123 kHz. Experiments were carried out underOther aspects of single bunch behaviour in the SRS are also conditions close to those during user beam i.e. with thementioned superconducting wiggler magnet energised at 5 T and the
undulator magnet at minimum gap. The variation of bunchI. INTRODUCTION volume as a function of tune split is shown in Figumre 1.

During a recent shutdown to install a second too-superconducting wiggler magnet [1] a new injection septum
and kicker magnets were installed in the SRS. This has led to 75greatly improved single bunch injection with over 110 mA E 0
being accumulated at 600 MeV. Much higher current per Abunch is achieved than in the normal (all 160 bunches filled) so- 0multibunch mode of operation. At these high current densities 0the beam lifetime is limited by Touschek losses even at 2OeV. In order to alleviate this effect the lattice is operated c 25,
close to a working point with betatron tunes Qr=4.25, mQv-3.25 which has higher emittance [2]. Experiments have 0__been carried out to increase the lifetime by varying the 0 s 1 1emittance coupling and hence the bunch volume with a view 50 100 150 200 250to minimising Touschek losses. Tune Split (kHz)

The high currents obtained have enabled a thorough Figure 1. Bunch volume as a function of tune split for 30 mAinvestigation of bunch lengthening effects. Bunch lengthening single bunch beam.behaviour has been assessed as a function of beam current at arange of energies up to 1.8 GeV and in particular detail at 600 The subsequent lifetime variation with tune split isMeV. A determination of the effective broadband impedance shown in Figure 2. It is clear that a significant increase in thehas been made from these results and also from measurements beam lifetime can be gained at increased coupling. Nominallyof vertical tune shift with beam current at 600 MeV. a tune split of 40 kHz is used during operations.

II. MEASUREMENT SYSTEM 20-

Beam profile and bunch length measurements are made on • 15- 00
a dedicated optical diagnostic beam line on the SRS [3]. oProfile measrements in the horizontal and vertical plane are .-made using photodiode arrays and captured with a Macintosh . 10-
computer using the data acquisition software LabVIEW [4]. .
Bunch length measurements are made using a stroboscopically "
synchronised image dissector tube [5] and are also analysed 3,
using the LabVIEW system.

mH. BEAM LIFE7ME 0- 1 1 1 T - 1

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160Measuremenat of beam lifetime dependence on current in Tun Split (kHz)single and multibunch modes have been used to calculate theTouschek lifetime, which has a dominant contribution to the Fig 2. Total beam lifetime as a function of tune split.
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TV. IMPEDANCE MFFCF AT 600 WV Preivous rnulb from bunbcahlengthng and indepeanddy
from di1ec WOOD! iMpedasa nieinwements havme imlicasmi tho

JW~d "Whw wathe impedance is of tbs order 10-15 0 181. These earlier
'e-urements wego made with different aeptuin and kce

The iXWAsia microwave Instability threshold in doe Mlagnets which would b@ expected to haveC slightly higher
SRS Wp been caliculated to be -1.5 MA using thbs prgrami impedance. At high currents tbs bunch-length many be
ZAP 14. ANl o( the bomch length data collected has been in increased by potential well distortion, howeve the effects of
excess of that curisK~ sad homce it is assumed doat buncb this awe small over the current range normally seen in the
leagthmlng is P P rim ianendy doue to this effect Provided the SRS.
buach length is greater than the beam pipe radius, the
dependence of beach length Ort on bum Current lb is given Ra"kul Bean *
by [7) 13The increse in momentum spread in the beam causes an

increase in the beam size at points of finite dispersion in the
2a Zi ]1R (I) ring. The SRS is of a FODO design, and has finite dispersion
[4~iiv I'31oJail around the lastice.

where a is the mome nt m cmaton, e the electronic
charge. B the beam energy, Va the synchrotron twm, R the In conjuctio with bunch length, measurements have

benmade of beam sizes. Horizontal beam size as a functionring average radius and the lon~gitudin~al broadband impedance of beam curret has been measured between 10 and 50 mA.
dewby1~1 The program ORBIT [9) has been used to calculate radial beam

z size as a function of beam current. The results arerALL. inconsistent with an assumed impedance of 8.6 £0. The
modelled beamn size behaviour for an impedance of 6.4

Several experiments have been carre Out to measure bunch together with experimental data is shown in Figure 4.
length as a function of beam current at 600 MeV. Previously_____________
two state bunch lengths have been reported [8) but this 1600-
phenomen has recently been uncommon. For the few points 14'
where two state bunch lengt was observed, the shorter bunch
length has been used. The results were fitted to equationI 20
which yiekled a value for the. longitudinal effective broadband woo0
impedance of 8.6 a±0.6 CL

Above fth microwave instability threshold, both bunch I6o0-
length and momentum spead are increase. Bunch __ odR ,k I opig--
lengthening behaviour at 600 MeV has been modelled using 40 ---- ----------------------

the lattice simulation program ZAP, and a comparison made 2)00' N~ ýSe10 or

with the experimental results. From the results presented 0ýabove,aun ipedance of SA 91was assumed for the modelling. 0 10 96 so ý
The experimental data along with the theoretical model is Bemgj Cwiuw (mA)
show in Figure 3.

200-- Figure 4. Horizontal beam size as a function of current
showing modelled and measured beam sizes.

ISO Clearly the revised estimate. of 6.4 Q gives a good fit to the
~l5O experimental points. It should be noted however that the
-S coupling is assumed to be 100% in the modelled case in order

too to give an upper estimate of 74n. It is difficult to assess the
real emnittance coupling at 600 MeV as the vertical beam siz
is blown up to a greater extent than would be found with
100% coupling of the natural horizontal emittance.
Betatron Tune Shift

0 It- t I I I I I IVertical tune shift as a function of beam current has also
o to 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 been measured. The results are illustrated in Figure. 5. The

Beam Cuifefl (mA) data has been fitted to the lowest head-tail mode in the

Figur 3. Measured and theoretical bunch length as a function following form [71;e3R
ofcurrent. A.= -eR Z.Ib2

47ir iEcr, v
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u~ A dm ~ers vrticl bta wctoa, qua ~ .8. A fit to the experimntmal data using equation I gave
TAML~~~~~ ~ ~ ~ f# resrlavr bf ucin eul9 2i ults Imploy in agreement with provious experiments. An

9flativ verica Impdane. Te tansvrse impedhance of8.9 0 was calculated frorn the 1 .00GeV data. At
is aowlso he ongtudnalbrodbad ipednce 1.5 GeV however. the calculaied 14.10 i marn questionable.

but this contains a I mp ro since only a few points wene
1Z1,I obsind above taholdn. No bunch lengthening was observed

Ad iiZ t (3) at I$ GeV as do beemcrenat was well below dareshold.

brasoonxudam pipe of adius b. VT. CONCLUSIONS

0- Experiments to vary the etninuace coupling have shown
. dnt beam lifetime cam he siginficuitly increased at lower tune

4M -s~4 splits daw to the reduction of Touachek effects. It is possible3 dial& in future operatious this result could he used to improve
. ~lifellme such that current losses during dhe energy ramp from

* 0.6 to 2.0 0eV are mininised. and operational lifetimes see
400imroed

*. The behaviour of bunch length as a function of current
-0-006 - has been studied at 600 MeV and at higher energies up to

18 GeV. An estimate of the longitudinal broadband
41.01- 1 impedance wasmad fromnthe bunch lengthening work of

0 10 20 ' 30 40 50~ 0 0~ 8.6Q A it to the radial beamsize experimental dutarequired0 10s 010 Coupling to be set to 100%. Because of uncertainties in the
BmmC~wa~mA)true coupling at 600 MeV it is noot clear whether this is a

realistic simulation. This data predicted an impedance of 64
Figure 5. Tune shift as a function of beamn current. Q. Calclation of impedance from mode shift mesreet

at 600 MeV implies that the. impedance is 6.80.
If the assumption is made that Zt = Zv and the average

geometrical beam pipe radius is -30 mm, the measured data Bunch length as a function of Current at different eee
gives a value for the broadband impedance of 6.8 0 - similar has given a number of different reults for broadband
ton that predicted by the horizontal beamn size increase. impedance. However the bent fits to the experimental data

V. BNCHLEN~h V RIAIONgave results of 8.9 0 and 14.1 02, which are not too far
V. UNC LEGTHVARATIN W fflremoved from previous expeiments.
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The fects of Coulomb Beam Interaction in Multiaperture Linac

AX Balabia, G.N. Kropachev, 1.0. Parshin and D.G. Skachkov
ITIP, Boiwa shki 25 117259 Moscow, Russia

Aheind potential created by all other beam of the multiaperture
In a multiapeture lna the Coulomb coherent beam oscil- lnc
Iltns am excited u ad l thu Conulombcohrentic beame To The potential (4 is determined by the field superpo-sane xcited d thus sti e p e l . T sition of al ellipsoidal charges. If we neglect the met-
"that the Coulomb fields of surrounded beams in relation to al boundary influence the self-Reld potential inside thetatte Coulomb A r" of surrounded beams i e relan t considered bunch m innua approximation to space-charge
the conuidered bunch train awe approximated by the Ais forces is described by the quadratic form
of uniformly charged threads. The low order mode equa-
tions ae derived by hnearfition of Coulomb and external
A"ds. The beam interaction effects in the multiaperture U,(u, y, z)=+M*(Y-&0)+M(z-z')
alternating phase focused linac are studied. The dipole (1)
mode is shown to infuence mainly the beam dynamics in Here p is the space-harge density; co is the electric con-
this lac, and increasing of bunch ames by the quadrupole stant; xo,otz, are coordinates of the given bunch centre;
mode is neggble. M•,V,, are ellipsoid form factors with mutual influence of

the bunches [2].

1 INTRODUCTION Within the framework of the accepted model the po-
tential defining the beam interaction in the accelerating

The basic method of total current increasing in ion finac is gaps has the form
a use of multiaperture accelerating systems [I]. In a mul-
tiaperture linac the Coulomb coherent beam oscillations 1 in
ar excited and thus stimulate particle losses. The dipole Ue(z, p, z) = I F'7i ln[(u-Z,)2+(yy,)2 ]+conat,
and quadrupole modes are the low order modes of these
oscillations. The dipole mode excites the bunch centre os- A0(2)
cillations, and the quadrupole mode increases the bunch where
sises. To manlyse the coherent oscillations the model s w e is the ratio of synchronous particle veloefty to the

proposed, in that the Coulomb fields of surrounded beams speed of light; c is the speed of light; N is the number of
in relation to the considered bunch train are approximated channels of the multianperture inac; a is the number of
by the fields of uniformly charged threads. The equationsthgiecanl;4 nd(,y)reurntndeteby te Ads f uifomly hared hreds.Thecoordinates of the beam in the jth channel (fig. 1).
for dipole and quadrupole modes of coherent oscilations
ame derived by linearisation of Coulomb and external fields.
The beam interaction effects in the multiaperture alternat-
ing phase focused linac (APF) are studied.

2 THE EQUATIONS FOR DIPOLE AND
QUADRUPOLE MODES OF COHERENT

BEAM OSCILLATIONS N-1

We derive the equations for dipole and quadrupole modes
of coherent oscillations of. bunched beam in the given
channel of a multiaperture drift tube linac. The considered
beam is represented by a sequence of uniformly chargedI
ellpoids with semiaxes ?*,P1 1 5 following each other at
distance L. The Coulomb fields of surrounded beam in
relation to the considered bunch train are approximated by
the fields of uniformly charsed threads. The Coulomb field
potential inside a beam propagating in the given channel Figure 1: The arrangement of channels in the proton moni-
is tiperture APP linac.

U(X, V, z) = U,(X, , z) + U-(z, , Z), We neglect the coupling between transverse degrees of

when w,g,z ate coordinates originated from the given chan- freedom arising from the beam interaction. Then the lin-
nel axis;, U is the beam self-field potential; U, is the field ear equations of particles motion with the potential of the

-7803412•3-1tMM3• $ 03 01993 IEEE 3675



bhm sdf-eld (1) ead the potential of the beam interac-
tSi (2) no be wittem " MGoiM Ion H+

d- *aM+ (a 8o) (y), Input energy 60 keV
-(T ) rer- " Output energy 3 MeV

d~y am Frequency 148.5 MHs
-+ I'(V - o) = h(r), (3) Number of channels 19

d2(• - x.) .)o Aperture radius of one channel 3.3 mm

d~r + Q:(?)(z - 2,) - .0. Pulse current limit in
rtrtr, one channel 13 mA

Here v = t/Tp; TP is the transition time of the focusing pe- Phase acceptance 120*
riod; =,() = q*,(-) - g.,V(r); the functions Q.,,,.(y) Longitudinal phase advance 620
are proportional to the external force gradients with op. Normalised transverse acceptance

posite uign; a = _ . k;; I is the beam pulsed current in of one channel 0.13 wcm mrad

the given channel; A Is the wavelength of the accelerating Transverse phase advance 67?
field; 7 is Lorents factor; 1o is the characteristic current; Number of focusing periods 7
kp = Sp/j5A; Sp is the length of the focusing period. The Focusing period length 3,6A
functions f,.,(yr) and g9,(1) caused by mutual influence Number of accelerating gaps 28

of beams are determined by the expressions in the acceler- Peak field in gap 180 kV/cm

ating gaps Accelerator length 1.45 m

1 N •
! + s, Thus, in multiaperture accelerating systems the coher-
h~jo ent beam oscillations caused by Coulomb beam interaction

1 N t -2 . 2 are excited. Theproposed model of this interaction enables
Sa.'- ', ( =,) to study the dipole and quadrupole modes of coherent os-

J(Y) -- " '= (z1 + s) 2  cillations. The dipole mode excites the beam centre oscil-
j3•o lations and obeys equations (4), and the quadrupole mode

and equal sero in drift tubes of a multiaperture linac. The increases the bunch Am according to (5).

parameters a' are a-= .,kp. Note that factor 1/-?
is added in tle fo Ior a, a; to take into account 3 THE COHERENT BEAM OSCILLATIONS
influence of the magaetic fields created by beam currents. IN THE ALTERNATING PHASE

We introduce coordinates eriginating from the beam FOCUSED LINAC
centre in the given channek -= a'- co, 9 = y- yo,
1 = z - z.. Then from (3) we receive equations of motion We consider the coherent beam oscillations in the proton
of the bunched beam centre multiaperture alternating phase focused linac containing

d2X° + Q:(r)xo h(r), 19 channels (fig. 1). The main linac parameters are given
= (, in table 1.

Olto In the central channel the Coulomb fields created by
S+ Q;(0r)s = fy(y), (4) peripheral beams are compensated completely. The beam

dynamics in the central channel of the multiaperture linac
and also equations for bunch semiaxes (r 2 <EL) is studied by means of a set of equations (5). The periodic

d~r= F aM = solutions of equations (5) in the first focusing period at
W y r.3 r.r. -- O,,(Y) ---- 0 were accepted as injection conditions. The
d'rV Ft am* transverse beam emittance is chosen equal to 0.4 of the
W- + Q.* (')r• rF M; -0, (5) acceptance value. The transverse bunch sizes as functions

+~, p;( 2 of the longitudinal coordinate are shown in fig. 2 for sero

dL aM = and 7 mA injection currents.
, + -r; 0. As is seen in fig. 2, the envelope maximums are

where FP and At are transverse and longitudinal beam lated along the accelerator. Modulation of beam envelope

e~uttances on the phase planes (g, "•) and (Z, r) respec- maximums is caused by discontinuities of instantaneous

tive, values of transverse tunes at the joint points of focusing
Transverse beam sises in the channel are connected periods. In spite of existing beam mismatching the accel-

with bunch semiaxes by relations crated particle losses are absent in the central channel for
injection currents not exceeding 7 mA.

v = ar.() + o(Tr), The peripheral beams located in the vicinity of the drift

()= -r() + It(r). (6) tube boundary suffer the largest influence of Coulomb in-
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,.diss at the channl The give packig of cbmseb pro
vides high daflt oftd Aiaranagement and =11ciest cow

retctioa Ald~ty of mahltapertare duil tsb.. As is es
in, 4g 3s the buach Mu. 011lath.. (440pocll edoasb)

Aawe @W&S sad are &come~h. in thA iaW plane peawig
I ~over thcete at. do teocadisred citaaad. TM. pohhmb

\2ties of dipole oiatlas" in accountud far by t as t thdat
*~ ~~I athe directies pewpemdlcar to the zsila plua. the far

of beam latmaetion are comnpmanted oominpet because
of the chaamois eyimetzicaa uMrspinaL Pw the siw-

Ow"', e packing of chsawsado h amp~ltudw of peripheral beam
- om~atrecidltlam.e in, cheasaule 8 sad 17 an Le 0van (0.24.)

ligen 2t The tMuswe beach UIUisma?*w Ii the cetral p4ontn (.2e epetry
dmand 1 vs the hmltUdaa ccodmt r wr 31(1) and Th compsulom. of the curve in. Ig 2.3 Aanu tAt
7 =A (2) inectlm CurveAte isrssn ofslas of peiphead bube nkfiv to the

central ones is low. than 0.3%. Thevrue idnfsesce of the

tegactica, kae. Due to the syuunti of ch.sh anae quadrupole mode cn the beam dymammiw I& the hlina s
Met is the mauiaperture flW it h. Mono to coadder MIWk
the dynasmics of laturactiag beams is channels 8 sad 17 The dipocle mod* of cokrant omcilltim. mainl Cos
(4g 1). We aqct dliqbcezuat of bunch cestres I& the ba~tes in the electt of the beum ee growth 1 R.A~w =ini
electreetatc luiector of a mettimerture bIc ad "Aco &COin6 (6) ia thte channels of the multispertun saw- For
beam emahttace sad baila beach don equal to the car- th W~ve packing of bern. the dipole modes ezcltatios.m e
responding values 11w the T mA cuatu beau Tiermit --alsitsi par" lese io~ a p*w channels ftg 8)
of the sos"atamo eqnatloma (4)4(5) ane plottied lit Ig. 3 for On d A tepowmS Ways of paid&~ ]am5 Zedu~tios In,
pedipbeos 7 mA beam. pimpagoatig Is channels 8 sad 17. b indecteading of the channel arrangemet deadty l

particuar, to trusport beam in, the considered mufldape.
tanreflw wihbout particle Jo..s the distance be&esa the
csawmls mustW boun larem s,ro- d 2*6 times (1

4 CONCLUSION

To vamayi cokerast cucillatlam I& a multiaperture fam
the model In propoied, is. that the Coulomb Seld of

-. .arroaded beau. I& nelaths to the coddevim beach
.. .. t~ima are "Irulae by the it"ds MM ofula M vycaim

threads. The eqaaio.. far the low cider mode. of co-
Iteret ocillations are derived by Jlanaulicso of Coulomb

(a) .ad external teldS The beam lsatuctios. eflect. ia the
muliapr~ture alternating phase fc~used Riac are sntudiud.
The Coulomb beam laeractios is showa to be substantial

-o gOCH9f &SAnIIII wMhigh dessty (e .Un ý Tke

beam uos, I&Ate d*AaL lathe considered accelerating
itracture the bunch most-e aecillatlca. revult la particle
lam.e ilk peripheal chanos.l To deCreI-as parti" lam ia

- -- ~~ a mutiaerture lina It is aecumar to depree. the dipole
mode
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-M @1 hal b 0,3 of an uluctmlon Lima with AcceIkra•lO*

.... mLlo h mad "wd P. LfeL"Mwm 546ft L*lMio•
-da-hy, alUtr•nia 94720 USA

A imnsw where a ts tie onm acceleraion and vj Is dh head velocity
at z =0, whe the initial pauhulom ocow.

-7 qtsinala wim se. to wha qftft secelermimi whiel
so * has how galmNA baseon dto mg kmft abiiulfy of We chauge the indepmemnmt variables (z, t) to
aauludc lhomrua I meae Iweb suot muchfor he I=z and:
matick~ad amlmlies noe (1-.2 WIeMh) mad miahum e-
foldigt *am=, for the insubily (50 - 0e meatm). A Jt
However. lowl muntable growth bS IlgiflcUatly reduced over V
dlstmn .wkib we lamg amough fmt aprecibe seceratknm
to m .,e hpurpose of this amIstomcerd a calculwatinof
the aiabit, Inhlg a comuseacleration me. Somne ItUI k , thefluld eqilP mg becon
nmreth balur mwe..- r unp, the velocity of the
he is a mam couvenient l•uqmadme variae than axial + (0')
position 814 fcr 0biniiaSkU~hN pUMbwbtlon Of VelCly . v vH -0
in daw the nubed of mullatasa &lung dhe pulse is comtaut;
as the pulse shmatns in thm ath freqincy nmaceasa

vi -+ v E+ +E , (2')

L BASIC EQUATIONS AND UNPERTURBED )

SOLUTION a E eoI (3)
-- + -- -("
A ,r Inc

We a$1,m as p viou wor. ,wlth the o ,- ii
cold fluld equatleme neglecting the apace charge force, and

Saft -a pnftl R-C circuit for the pembed el field IW. CASE OF INCREASING CURRENT
ftau tdo #Owcon mduhs:

all at + a[ I az - 0 , For the unpertumbed pulse, weWe I'-v. ii i
independent of time during the pulse and I sing for a tine,

av/at + vov/z m Eo + E , (2) T=vTh/vH. TIhie velocity duri the pulse is given by
(1'):

a/.&t+ El/ T -e~tl/rC (3) V VL(
l at (6)

wher Lo is the appd fel (multiplied by em), C Is the VH
circuit cqaacty and -c= RC. The circuit poneer R and C,
might in je•na depend on axial position. E and Al are the Note that aT/vH is the velocity tilt A . In the GeV energy
pertubed comonen of electric field and beam current, ouige, hi qumdtty is quite mall. The required voltage wave
while 1, L, and v are total beam current line charge and shpe as a function of z and t is given by (2'):
Velociy.

IU elocity ouIIe hada iigven by: '- \2
E0 = a - a 1- 31 a (7)

vI=v1+2Iz, (4) j1 H

SViH

_____ _ _TIT1. INSTABILITY

*'Mis work supporied by " Director, Office of Energy The next step is to find equations for a linearized
%"/ cj6 Office ofFusion Eurg, of the U. S. Depament of pertubdtion of the unpertubed quantities. This process is
ThmrV ruder CouractNo. DE.AC03-76SR0098. rather messy because the unpermbed quantities also depend
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on I md 1., Howeve, the equatam we greatly simplified by Palbermore, the extra lerms in the cubed puwheuis in
aqpiftb Iand I bymv d a schled due: (10) aWM to give corrections of order AF/F ad can be

neglectimd. The equations then have ihe sa form as for the
- l?+ a1 8) unamelematedcowe;if dieInitial patrbauI aios:

Vi aparticular sokitio tor~ Vis:

mad Wtakn the Perturbed quantitie to be of the frm-
lmw os(, V

I+ AI=MLh (I (+U) ~a 1 + V - Vi)

= * '~Cos [kz 1+i 2~V+vi]

7k quaion fo u,191andE ae:For a - 0, we have vi - v and the cdfolin rate with z is

an 13 1)the imaginary part of qiair/ 0 + im k. Themamu
!n = (0 wth rae is ktf,whichoccus whenan=1N3t.fFor ai

'H av, 0t VH and zlarge, vH ~azandthe perturbation onlygrows
vft ~ exponentially with ZI2 However, if k - (50 meter) 1l, the

a~ 1(11) accelerating gradient -1I MeY/mewe uid a perturbation occurs
-- E at - 1GeV,dtere aremany e-foldings before VHis

WYH a significantly greater than vi. The coasting beams assumption
is then good enough to show the nature of the problem,

+ k 2V3 U(12)however it is Of interest to examine the breakdown of this
ON+ .I- og - kvu(1)q aoldation over lonagdistances.

k2(13) IV. CASE OF CONSTANT CURRENT

So far we have comaputed die instability growth rafe for a
These equations me of the same form as those for the Pulse whene the current increases proportional to vH(z). ix.e

unaccelerated case except for the cubed parenthesis in (10) approximaltely fixed pulse length bMC1gW. It is also of
and the factor, viivH in (12). The equations are exact in the interest to compute growth for the case of constant current,
sense that at/ is not Yet assumed to be small. The duration in where pulse length increases proportional to vH but Pulse
is:~ duration T is constant- This could be the preferred approach

at high energy if a practical lower limit on pulse duration for
T' YL T Tjthe snthesis of acceleration waveforms is observed (sayT >

ViTUT 100 ns). In this casethe un Wvelocity of the entire
wihmasdta ditubac maintains the same relative pulse isV(Z) = VIA) Vin ~of

position in time as the pulse shortens and the rate of change in (1) -(3') we have for the perutured components Av, AL F
ral time increases. In particular, a sinusoidal perturbation d /a = AV/iwould retain the same number of cycles over the pulse V~dIId M i .("
duration, as mentioned above.

Equation (12) is simplified if we assume that the gap dvv r-=E("
capacity is independent of position but that the matched dA/& + E/, = - eA[I/rC .(3")

resistance is inversely proportional to the current (directly
proportional to pulse duration). Equation (12) is then: Since E0 mnd I are both constant it is reasonable to

o~IA' EViý assume R and C we separately constant, since for efficient
a*ke +vri- energy transfer we scale

jisheeti i h ime can=tat z=O0. R-EJandRC=rcToc-l'
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WO fM dm pI s (1". 31 yield OR SaA for 4ema11y, 1 and o ant curent), it is onvmmnt to dione a•A stole tel~xm o• v;:

4 ((Av).((av. 7 X(VA ). (15) 7, = v/2a - v= vi r+ j zo ,

Td*IwWh peWb• =esAv=80eta , 3 ttlm Av-ccos k i•

"aaeruML we have;
a~a .k 2ii_ va)(

'k -s (L (VV ' A16)CO
+i1+ 1 + (1 + zJZo)tr2

wheok is given by eqn. (13).

In lomgorn -F (16) is solved by the bessel function 12
and N2 of the ar0p8t X:k

+in aVl(17) 2vc( + ) cs i +1zz)/
0 2v

A convenient asymptotic form, obtained by the WKB I + (I +Me"lm is

Keeping in mind that zo will be in the range 100m-
Av - 8e'(v, I v)" 4 cos (x) 2 m, the folowiag table gives t predicted reduion in

the exponential of growth.
Apia. for mal z growth is identical with that of the

tgbeam. Howev , fo large z a perturbation imaeases Note that for short distances of a few hundred meters (z
exigmaialy with z1/4. This reced Me of growth reflects < zo) the coasting beam growth rate is an adequate
the dilution of line charge density during acceleration at approximation. At most, a few e-folds of growth are expected
constant etTCU. NoW that the number of wavelength within in this distance, mad feedforward correction might be applied
the pulse (= mT/2x) remains constant, as before. to eliminate further growth. However, when long distances (z

>> Zo) without use of'conetions are considered, it is seen
V. SuY.AY from Table I that very.substantial reductions of total growth

In orter to compare growth frmnulas for the theecases are preicted.
we have examined (drifting beam, constant line charge V. MWERENCES

1) Edward Lee, Proc. 1997 Linear Accelerator Conference at
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada, AECL-10728, Vol. 2, pg. 591.

Ioy IV constant

.X. .3L T- 2 4

o Vi (1 + V;v)" (P + V&vi)(1 + fvKt/vi)

0.00 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000

030 1.1402 0.9345 0.9038

1.00 1A142 0.8284 0.8013

3.00 2.0000 0.6677 0.5523

10.00 3.3166 0.4633 03285

30.00 5.5678 0.3045 0.1813
Table 1. Reduction of growth with acceleration for current proportional to velocity and

constant current. The tabulated factor is the reduction of exponential growth rate
compared with that of a coasting beam.
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On Solvable Model with Synchrotron Mode-Coupling
D.V. PestrikovI
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1-1 Oho, Taukuba-shi, Ibaraki, 306, Japan

Abstract due to the nonlinearity of the particle synchrotron eecilla-
Typically the study o thw ollective stability of a bunch tions and we do the calculations for the case of the dipole

with the strong coupling of the synchrotron modes de- betatron coherent oscillations, which are described by the
mands the solution of the infinite met of integral equations. expansion of the distribution function (Jo = Fo(I,)p(jo))
The paper reports two cass, when these mode-coupling
equation can be solved directly for synchrobetatron and Jo e++c

for synchrotron collective modes. f = f0 + 1: (jp)ef--*-,-' + c.c. (2)
m,@-ooI. INTRODUCTION

Then, for a single-turn interaction the amplitudes X sat-
It is well known that in many cases the possibility of isfY the system of integral equations (w = +., + AW,)

increasing the beam current in a storage ring is limited by (2]
coherent interaction of the beam bunches with their en-
vironment. In the case of a single-turn interaction, when (Afm - mOW,)X, = p(•) dnf/,,,J,,,(nip)X(n),
the bunch wakes decay faster than the revolution period j
in the ring, the specific features of coherent instabilities -o (3)
significantly depend on the ratio of the bunch coherent In [
frequency s Q.• to the frequency of synchrotron oscil- x(n) = J diowJm.(no)xm(jp).
lations of particles in this bunch w.. If this ratio is high, . 0
the calculation of the increments of coherent modes and Here the bunch wake is described by the value C6,,, giv-
stability criteria demands the solution of a system of inte- ing the ch wrke s hift of the casting bev-gral equations, whfich generally couple the harmonics of the ing the coherent frequency shift of the coasting beam.
gralequ aitions, whichgenerally ouler the phasrsmof nicsofthe Eqs(3) can be solved exactly for the simplified model,
bunch distribution function over the phases of synchrotron where (11m, = mC), m, = ±I)
oscillations (see, for instance in [1,2]). The solvable exam-
ples of such problems except for their heuristic worth can = _ ) IIM
be used to test, the codes, designed for numerical study p(0P) = 6(-p• - p2), flml r(n + iA) (4)
mode-coupling problems.

Here we report a simple model, when these equations can In the region jAw,.1 < w, the quantity AI defines the co-
be solved directly for the synchrobetatron and synchrotron herent frequency shift of the betatron mode (m, = 0). Ac-
modes. However, the resulting dispersion equations are cording to Eqs(3) and (4) we write xm(w) = Cm6(v02- 2),
very complicated and, except for the case of a weak mode- which replaces Eqs(3) by an equivalent system of the alge-
coupling, still require a numerical solution. braic equations

II. SYNCHROBETATRON OSCILLATIONS -fi mec = -,,, Q* ,m*Cm'

We describe the unperturbed vertical betatron and syn- m'=-oo
chrotron oscillations oi a particle near the closed orbit by M4i,, = m! = 0, (5)

usual formulae: Q,,me' = 4 si(r[m " ]) ,- in"l)
I1" M

2 -mM 2 
- , m 1)!0

z=a, cos#~,. 9=w.t+•oo.=•,=ocs%,.
z -a,, sin W, , i, = co(1) Using z = Aw,,/•, w = flm/W,, we rewrite Eqs(5) in the•, = -w0 ,,p si n0, =z = we = wovx, following form (W = 4w/r2)

_. 2k-- + 2iWzS-

Here, I = 2rR0 is the perimeter of the orbit, (C t- pc) (z - w)Co = '. p =- (6)
is the energy of a particle. We neglect Landau damping k=0(2k+ 1)2 2 - 4p2

1On leme of abeem from Budkr Institute of Nucear Physics, C ,= 2 iW([ Co ) ( + 12
6300 Novoibirsk i . 2 S-(2k+ 1) "93 + 1
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Heo, and the songitudina wake from n pare resistive impedance,
- (2which does not depend on n. Withmthese assumption the

S+= ( CI( 9 yncrotron collective modes ,we dcaned by the syntem oin
The clli of the su2equatmv, which San be written in the p se m, r.in ar to

in()thto Eq.(15) tefrttotrso hsepnineoti

S- = •2+ (( -C.i3)C
2(2k + 1)3- 4p2 ' +14: [z - (2k + l)2](2 

= (2k'2 
_ 1 

dnJm. (nR)x(n)
SC a =1+ C-a, C2J+, = ca+1-- c_1a+,). (0- 1.x n m.(2-• + mv, +• M (14)

using &V frm (6) tsto ex n w fimobta -00

6 (kor, atter thee e ubstitutio n X cp = Ct6(s - io),
2k+ = + ) 1)2+ -stciceg,+g 

s0 tsr i a dn g on0[- (2k+1,2 o (2k +1)] (z - M. )C. d = im.inrmns of the (sy
2iMP n + mchiroon + moe

C;.,.,~~~ - -0(20 )2B:

S, z' - 4p1[(2k + 1)2 - 4][(2k + 1)2 - 4pT] b
(9) Since typically vopo ry i, we can expand the eaintgrad in()Eq.(15) in the power series of m, v,•o. Taking into account

The calculation of the sum over p in $ q,., results in: in Eq.(15) the first two terms of this expansion, we obtainI
s..=2z2(2k + I (2k' + 1)2 (Z - M.)Cn. = im.toE Qm,.,,C.,,-

r cot(izo) t s di.4z [22 - (2k + 1)2][Z2 - (2k' + 1)2]" dtmno•.. , [ .(n)J", (16)

Using this expression, we find M, ooutnt 1

1 2W2 tW The second term in this equation couples the modes with

0+= (2k + 1)2[Z2 - (2k + 1)2] 1 - Subst itui hr the fIregion iwl < 1, when the mode-
oC', I0 coupling is negligible small, this term gives d leading con-

(2k" + +1)2 [12(2 - (2k- +22' ()-" tribution in the decrements (or inrements) of the syn-
chrotron modes

The solutions of Eqs(10) read:

- (k = 1)2 •- 61.=ow . , (17)
A(z)-(2k + 1)2 B()(

Sia = m 2 - (2k + 1)2 ds ri2 - (2k + 1)2]2= The oscillations will be unstable, when + < 0.
On the contrary, in the region nwj - 1, the leading con-The substitution of Cý,+j from Eq.(11) in Eq.(10) yields tribution in the r.h.s, of Eq.(16) gives the first term, while

the dispersion equation the second dei obes small perturbations. Neglecting in
2W4F22z~w co~wz2)this equation the values, proportional to P,,po <• I and us.

I _- 2W'FI(z) - 24F(rctw/) (12) ing the definitions from Eq.(8), we rewrite Eq.(16) in the
to 1 + W WX cot(w--/2)F3(z)' following form

where 8Wp5'+ 2W-(2k + 1)5'- 8

00 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 0 C+=T2 h+= -2k+1 Y (8

", 1 C1 = +W 1)4[Co+! = 2 - (2k + 1)2]"
_O] Substituting here the first equation into the second, wer2(I findFZ [= (2k + 1)2[X2 - (2k + 1)2]1, (13)

iW04zW2(2 + 0I o
"- -+ =,2 - (2k + 1)2 • •.ci ,,+i, (19)

k=__o[Z2 - (2k• + 1)2]3'=
where

III. SYNCHROTRON OSCILLATIONS Ek,k, = (t-- ) 0f][2 ) 4p2] _ 25"•'"

Similar model can be used to describe the mode-coupling P=1
instability of the coherent synchrotron oscillations, if we N w i p e cl u ai n e uti h i p ri n e u t otake as p(jo) the so-called water-bag distribution Nw ipecluain euti h iprineuto

p 1p ,' i0 :_. i00 ,_•01=-W2Vz2 Cot aE'•- _0[2k -"-+• 1)2S (20)
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Abstmew II. SYNCHROTRON OSCILLATIONS
We sana collective instabilities of a bunch due to the

radial gradient of the longitudinal impedance. One of the Let us consider the single-turn interactio=7 of the
specic features of these collective effects is that decre- bunched beam with a low-Q system of electrodes, which
meats of collective synchrotron modes do not depend on has a radial gradient of the coupling impedance. Thereore,
the value of momentum compaction factor of the ring. This we take the relationship between the harmonics of the Ion-
effect can limit the performance of the so-called low-a stor- gitudinal wake fikld E#,(n, w) and the asimuthal harmonica
age rings. It can be used for the damping of unstable of the bunch distribution function f.,,, in the form

modes of the synchrotron coherent oscillations as well.

Ej(nw) =- ! drZ.(xw)fu.w. (1)
I. INTRODUCTION 1

Here, 11 = 2wRo is the perimeter of the orbit. If the un-
Tb decrease the bunch length, it was suggested in [1] to perturbed oscillations of the particle are described by the

use the rings with abnormally small value of the m equations (.6 " pe)
tum compaction factor a. The performance of such low-a
rings can be very sensitive to collective instabilities, when
the dependence of the increments on a is weak. Usually, z =zb + 1 , b s a.cos 1.,

the analysis of these issues is focused on the cases, when w=0+=-
the beam interacts with devices producing the nonsero =, = coe0 ,,

impedance 2(w) on the particle trajectory. In this case, W = wa,. V y=

the rates of unstable modes decrease with a decrease in I = Yga , I. = -P.,
a. The different type of collective effects may occur due

to radial gradient of the coherent energy losses. If, for the integral equation for synchrotron coherent oscillations
example, the bunch interacts with a matched plate, the (MI(1 0. 1,) = fo() + fm. exp(im. , - iWt), w = mw. +
increments of coherent modes do not depend on a but are Awo) reads
determined by the local value of the dispersion function q
[2,3]. With the suitable sign for the gradient of the energy 00 0o
lossme, this fact can be used to enhance the damping of the _ Ne2womO. f dnJf,(no I,) / :V0d X
synchrotron coherent oscillations of bunches. However, if 21rmfm -- 2r l 1
such a gradient appears accidentally, the collective interac- -0 0
tion redistributes the increments between the synchrotron, ni.(z, nto + m.w.) exp(inr. cos 0.) in.
or horizontal coherent modes [4] and the instability gets n + mv. i .
the global character. This instability is one of the sirn- (2)
plest results of the theorem of the sum of the decrements For the sake of simplicity, we assume that Z3 (w) is a pure
for collective modes [4]. If the bunch wake is described in resistive impedance, which linearly depends on z
terms of the coupling impedance, the radial gradient of the
coherent energy losses is described by the radial gradient
of Z(w). Apart from the use of special devices [2,3], the P
gradient Z can occur due to nonsymmetric position of the
closed orbit inside the vacuum chamber of the ring. The and that for typical harmonics IZ9,/&Wj < IZ.Z/l . Then,
last case is specific, for instance, for the future B-factories. the calculation in Eq.(2) of the harmonics over 10, results
In this report we use a simple example to describe the main in
features of such V7- collective instabilities. m _p/pexp(inp. coo O.1J.. .an

COh Im o aof am hen Budbw Instute of Nudcer Phyi=,

Mo3o Novwmask Ruse. Neglecting in Eq.(2) the higher powers of m.v,, we trans-

0-7•I3U-203-l/9Moo00 @1993 mWI



ins. Ill. HORIZONTAL OSCILLATIONS

Apart frm the efect on synchrotron cohereat oawsci-
'~"f d"uJ(~no tions the interaction with such an aenuent of the vac-

.m -um chamber will nodif the incremnuts o radial coherent
(3) modes. The variation of te summ o the decrements for the

X ,f..(awe)&(tJs.) ., Im.1 lC 1. dipole borisuotal coherent oscillatioms (m. = *1) can be
calculated using the relationship

Substituting herei = r/77i and 2afdvI

2NeAo W -/A-•- w. f°
4w. = -aAm. , Ip = -- (4) Substituting this expression and

we transform Eq.(3) into an integral equation with a syi. f = Ao(., I.) + f,. zp(rnm.• + im.'. - iwt),
metric kernel Io( I.) = F,(1.)p(r,.)

fdn- in the linearised Vlasov equation, we obtain the integral
Ax. = J (VZ)o du'K.(u, u)Xm(u'), equation for horizontal collective modes

-0 0 (5)

K(u,') - "(nV) ( - m,,- - m.w.)f =84

The kernel Kin(u, u') will be positively defined, and hence, Using here (8I./&&p) = -(vq.a.p cos•0./Ro) , Awm -

all its eigsennumbers A will be real positive numbers if w ± w. - mrw. and f. = Xm(jo.)vl7.OFo/OIg, we And
that Xn obeys the following equation

00

I dVa )o > 0. (8) AmXrn = ,PP.)Ne2w. n(VZ.)ox
--00 _ n ) (10)

Due to Eq.(4) the last coudition yields the criterion, when Jm.(ni.) (10)

synchrotron coherent oscillations decay. This has the obvi- j

ous physical mnss. The interaction with electrodes damps 0
the coherent synchrotron oscillations if the coherent energy The direct calculation of the trace of the kernel in Eq.(1O)
louses inrease with the amplitude of oscillations. In Our yields the total sum of decrements (8 = -Imi) of the
ewe, this takes place if condition (5) in satisfied. horizontal betatron and synchrobetatron modes

Eq.(5) is too complicated for direct solution. In fact, it
is not necessary, since the general conclusion concerning 0e0 G

the collective stability of a bunch can be obtained by the ( 61,m. + 6 -im.) 6 •"--t •r • drlVgn)o. (11)
calculation of the relevant sums of the decrements [4]. The m21ro -00
sum of decrements of the synchrotron modes near the given
m. is The comparison of Eqs.(8) and (11) gives the sum rule

Ne2w•2 0 dn 0 60= ) + 00 (6 ,m. +l-,,.)=0. (12)
6.,. du !'-0 1a J n (VZ.)°om.2Jn. (n vru).

0 -- 0

(7) This equation describes a particular cae in a more general
Using the identity statement concerning the sum of the decrements of coher-

ent oscillations, which previously was found in [4]. Eq.(12)
Sz2 shows that without special efforts the interaction of them ( beam with a device producing the horizontal gradient ofm=-0o the coupling impedance results in a global coherent insta-

we obtain bility of the bunch, when the synchrotron, or the horizontal
synchrobetatron collective modes, are unstable.

SNe 2w 2 7 Let us also mention an example, where Eq.(10) can be
) 6 =. =J f dn(VZn)o. (8) solved directly. The model, which will be described be-

m.u-oo -oo low, can be useful for analysis of many others single-bunch

S 0-7-12&V-9 00 0 1993 15 3685



\ t4 We*,Ub np(v.) a Lo ts distribtion: (31 N.S.Dikansky. Ph.D. Thesis. Novouibirsk 1O0.
P #. ee+ ,'I) mad asinie that VX does not depend"Dh,, -[4 ten bd he 3( that a function [4] YaS.Derbenev, N.S.Dikmky, D.V.Petrikov. In

Proc. of the 2-nd All Union Paut. Acel. ConL, v. 2,
)(p. 62, Moscow, Nauka 1970.W(,) =Vs; •J,•ZX() t = I-- (13)

of. [5] N.S.Dikamsky, D.V. Pestrikov. Physics of Intense
Beams in Storage Rings. Nauka, Novosabirsk 1989.

maug"s the equa**o (51

W + -_, (14)

Hem, x = ne,/2 and

. Ne)wo

The solution of Eq.(14) reads
1

s=l zl'+ 1 Ie-'1/F(im.I + A + 1 ,21m.j + 1, z), (16)

where F(a, -f, z) in the confluent hypergeometric function.
The eigmnfunctions w do not grow at z -, oo if

jmI+A+1/2=--, 1=0,1,....

The substitution of A from this equation in Eq.(15) yields
the increments of/ modes

6.., =, Oj 2(im.l+ )+1 (17)

In contrast with the "ordinary" instabilities, the incre-
,uents in Eq.(17) and relevant decrements of the syn-

chrotron modes do not depend on the momentum com-
paction factor of the ring. In particular, this fact will limit
the performance of rings with very low a.

Described instability occurs due to a redistribution of
decrements between th*.synchrotron and horizontal coher-
ent modes. If, for some reason, the decrements of the hor-
isontal coherent oscillations exceed the increments due to
such a redistribution, the wideband systems of the elec-
trodes with a proper sign for the horizontal gradient of the
longitudinal impedance can be used to damp synchrotron
coherent oscillations of a single bunch. For instance, this
can be done using systems of the matched plates [2]-[5].

We thank prof. A. Skrinsky, who originally drew our
attention to these problems. One of the authors (D.V.P.)
is indebted to KEK and its B-factory group for their hos-
pitality.
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Abstract region (IR) are given by
In this paper we report a simplified model, where col-

lective beam-beam oscillations can be described by a dif- 2 = v 7 coso50, Ro(pl/p) = d/dr = , (2)
fraedW equation similar to the Schr6dinger equation in =w0t, i = v, + Av,(J.).
quantum awchanics. In this came, the stability criteria can
be obtained inspecting the behaviour of effective potential Here, 2xRo is the perimeter of the orbit and p is the
well curves. momentum of the particle, Av.(J.) is the incoherent

beam-bean tune shift. Near an isolated resonance (v, +
I. INTRODUCTION Av,(J,) = n/m) a linearized system of Vlasov's equations

written for the horizontal coherent betatron oscillations
It is well known, that a study of collective beam-beam (f(1,2) = fo + 6f(12I), fo > 16f(1,2)1)

instabilities typically demands a solution of a very compli-
cated system of integral equations. Usually, if we neglect a 6f( 1'2)(h, •, T) = (
nonlinearity of the beam-beam kicks, produced by the sta-

tionary motion of the colliding bunches, these equations
predict (see, for instance, [1]) a resonance instability of yields the following system of integral equations [1]
the betatron coherent oscillations with increments of the
order of w0f, where w0 is the revolution frequency, and f 00
beam-beam strength parameter. Since such an initial as- f($, 2) - f du'u'F'(u')G(u, u')X$,2' 1)(u'). (4)
sumption eliminates Landau damping of unstable modes, V - mA 0
we may expect that such models overestimate the strength
of the collective beam-beam instability. Here, u2 h/c, • - NeX./(2rpc2), xf'1, - 2(l.2) +1•(.2)Here, u- Jmc 4 =--/(2rpc)

Here we briefly report a model, which enables the eval- F• = dFo/d(u2/2), A = v, + Av,(Jh) - n/m and
uation, of the effect of the Landau damping on the collec-
tive beam-beam modes. More detailed calculations can be 0A
found in [2]. For the sake of simplicity, we assume one in- G(u,u') = 1 -•Jm8 (&U)Jmg(ku'), (5)
teraction point (IP), identical colliding bunches and zero -00
dispersion function at the IP.

where Jm(z) is the Bessel function. The calculation of the
II. SHORT BUNCHES integral in Eq.(5) results in [3] (m = Im. )

The description of Landau damping of the collective 67(uI') (u/u)(U), uS ", < U(,
beam-beam modes can be simplified within the framework , I (U/U/)m, u > u' .
of the model described in [1]. Namely, we calculate the
eigenmodes of the horizontal coherent oscillations, aesum- As can be seen, Eq.(4) separates the so-called i- and o-
ing that colliding bunches have very flat unperturbed dis- modes (the sign (-) corresponds to v-mode)
tribution functions in amplitudes of betatron oscillations 2)

= (7)
fo(J., J.) = N6(J.)Fo(J.)/e. (1)

which satisfy independent equations
If F0 is a Gaussian distribution, c has the sense of the
bunch horizontal emittance, N is the number of particles 00

in the bunch. We consider, first, the case when the lengths X I du'u'V(u')G(u, u')x*, (8)
of colliding bunches a. < #, where f. is the value of the 0
horizontal 6-function at the IP. Then, the incoherent hori-
sontal betatron oscillations of a'particle in the interaction where

IOn leme of Am from Bud]w Institute of Nuder Pbysc V(u)- 2A(u) dFo Irv > 0. (9)
630090 Novesbiguk, RUmW ( V/r) 2 - A2(;) d(u2/2)'
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The substution X* = w•t/fu and subsequent double dif.
ureAkmt•io o Bq.(8) over u transform it into the following

diftmetial equation: 1 u.1
M* + 2 - m2 -1/4~ tW = 0. (10)

Eq.(10) can be used to study stability of various stationary 0.4

distributions F0 . For instance, for a water-bag distribution 0.2
function when dFo/du = -26(u- 1) and (Ao = vs- n/m)

0.5 2 2.5 3 U
, u < =, Ne 2  -0.AMu = AO + 1, > ,'=(1)-0.4,

Li1/u, u > I, -0.4

Eq.(10) results in Figure 1: U1 1 vs u; m = 1, v 0 0.7g•, from top to bottom:
=Ao/ = -0.5,-1,-2,-1.5.w*u) ulI2+m, u < 1, 1 = :2•'A/rn (2

*(u) = u1/2-t', U > 1, (V/M) 2 - A2

These equations predict unstable coherent oscillations
within the stopbands JA F: f'/ml <_ f'/m with the max-
imum increments (Imp = t') independent of the mode
number m,. Note, that in these equations A is calculated I U-y1
at u = 1. This fact causes general shifts of the centers of
the stopbands when t' increases."0.5

For a more realistic Gaussian distribution when

dFo = _e_U2 2' A = A + - exp(-u 2 /2)] -0.5
d(U2 /2) -1

Eq.(10) cannot be solved directly. However, in the case of
unstable oscillations (Rey = 0), general properties of eigen-
functions and spectra can be predicted using the analogy -2

of Eq.(10) and the Schr~linger equation, which is written
for a particle with zero energy moving in effective potential Figure 2: UY1 ! vs u; m = 1, A0 = -•, from bottom to
well top: v/i = 0.25,0.5,0.75.m2- 1/4

U-Iy(U) = M 2  F 2V(u). (13)

Since U.;(u) is a real function and, therefore, the oper-
ator in Eq.(10) is a self-adjoined one, Eq.(10) can have
non-trivial solutions, if a potential curve (U.ff(u)) has a
negative minimum (dU. y(uo)/du = 0, Uyy(uo) < 0) be- Ueyy
tween the stop-points (UMj/(u 1 ,2 ) = 0, u1 < uO < u2 ). 2
As seen from Eqs(9) and (13) for i-modes U.,1 can be
negative, if AO < 0, and for o-modes, if A0 > 0. This de-
termines a usual location of the stopbans of w- and o-modes
relative to the point Ao = 0. Stability of coherent oscil-
lations can be studied inspecting the behaviour of U.11 . 0.s
For example, Fig.1 shows the possibility for unstable so-
lutions with increments of 0.7f for dipole oscillations at
least within the stopband -2 < A0 _< -1. Fig.2 shows 1.2 1 1.o 2 2.2 2.4 U
an increase in the depth of U.,! for dipole oscillations if -0.5
Imp decreases. This figure also shows that slow modes
(Imp < f) can penetrate in the core of the bunch which, Figure 3: U. 11 vs u; m = 3, a, = 0.08i/, from top to
generally, may cause stronger perturbations of incoherent bottom (at u = 1.6): AO/t = -0.85,-0.8,-0.75,-0.7.
oscillations. Fig.3 illustrates the possibility for unstable
sextupole modes with increments of 0.08& within the stop-
band -0.8 < AO _< -0.7. Figs1-3 indicate that Landau
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dumpisg 4am toos aom-inearity of the beam-beam kick does Y
** O,*Wh at leW the dipole, quadrupole sad sextupole
baewsbem m=*d of short bunches 12). This result was o~s
recon* codrunsd [4) by the numerical sutin of .(4).

5.6

11I. LONG BUNCHES
0.4

As was shown in [6] the collective beam-beam insts-
bility of long bunches (in our model, a. = 13) can be 0.2
stroaiajy suppressed by the so-called phase-averaging effect . .. f
[6). This suppression occurs due to strong modulation of S.'
the 6-function and of the phase of betatron oscillations in
IR: Figure 5: Dependence of Y,. on the bunch length; m =3.

+ , ,(') = arctmn(s/2). (14) for rather short bunches. As seen in Fig.5, the strength of
S= the sextupole resonance decreases twice when a. t- 0.250 .

I am indebted to K. Hirata, S. Kurokawa and K. Yokoya
For coherent oscillations the effect of the bunch length is for the valuable discussions and comments. It is my plea-
described by a simple redefinition of the beam-beam pa- sure to thank KEK and its B-factory group for their hog-
rameter (51 pitality.

- j = Y,,,((), ¢= •. (15) IV. REFERENCES

For this reason, for long bunches Eq.(9) takes the form: [1] N. Dikansky and D. Pestrikov. Parr. Acc. 12, 27,
(1982).

V(U) 2fYtA(u) dFo Imn > 0. (16) [2] D. Pestrikov. SLAC-PUB-5510, SLAC, 1991.
(,= /M)2 - A2•(u) d(u,/2)'

[3] I.S. Gradsteyn, I.M. Ryzhik. Table ofIntegrals, Series
The suppressing factors (Yi) in Eqs(15) and (16) depend and Products. Academic Press, New York, (1965).
on the ratio of #" to #.* and on the mode-number (m). As
an illustration, we can assume, for instance, #" = Mwhen 14] P. Zenkevich and K. Yokoya. KEK Preprint 92,116.
[5] KEK, (1992).

y" = 7 u'e (1I+ (17) [5] D. Pestrikov. SLAC-PUB-5575, SLAC, 1991; see also
1 7 \' 1 - icu) D.V. Pestrikov. KEK Preprint 92-208, KEK, (1993).

Figs4 and 5 show that, in the region a. , /3, the phase- [6] S. Krishnagopal, R. Siemann. PAIrs.Re. D 41, 2312,
(1990).YM

-CI

Figure 4: Dependence of Ym on the bunch length; m = 1.

averaging effect roughly twice decreases the value of V(u)
for dipole modes and, practically, eliminates the instabil-
ity of the sextupole modes. Note, that the dependence of
Y. on the bunch length for the sextupole (as well as for
higher modes [5]) is rather sharp. This means that a sup-
pression of the higher-order cohe-ent resonances can occur
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Synchironous Phase Changes Due to the Gap in the Bunch Train*

Z. Greenwald, M. Tigner
LabonatM~ of Nuclear Studies, Coml jUniversity, Ithaca, NY 14853

TheE B atory beach train in both beams is designed with
a 20 ame gp~ in *Wda to minimise ion trapping. Possible
difteaces. in the synchronous phase between the bunches
las to this gap in the bunch train are studied. Such an
unequal phase shift between the bunches could lower the1 0
lumancdtyý ,V

1 Sy~hroousPhas CaculaionFigure 1: Vector Diagram Showing the cavity voltage as
Syntmnou Phu Calulationa superposition of the RF generator voltage V. and the

The synchronous phasec, which is the angle between the beam induced voltage V1.
cavity voltage and the beam current, can be found from
the beam loading vector diagram as seen in Figure 1. For 1.1 Beam Induced Voltage
a ring with evenly spaced bunches the synchronous ph Tebasidcdvotgeo acniuustano

in given by7: Teba nue otg o otnostano
bunches (see P. Wilson [11) can be found by taking the

(V*\ r 81.40 H.E.R. vectorial sum of the voltage induced by each bunch Vb,0
WO V,,J 86.370 L.E.R. including its decay by a time constant r and rotation of

an angle 6 where
Wheom Vee is the cavity voltageand Ve is the loss per turn.
The values of these parameters for both rings are given V wi
in Table 1. For strong couplig, like in super conducting &0 = 2 4*T6
cavities, the optimum tuning angle is . S5, 0 . [1] with the T
generator voltag e : V=9

Ve= V"si~ - 2Q)- 10.46 MV H.E.R. 6 = T(w,. - w)

sin*#) 1.52 MV L.E.R. Tb is the time between bunches, T, is the filling time, and
For a bunch train with a gap, the induced voltage is ex- w, is the cavity resonance frequency.
pected to change with time. T 2 = 2Q.

Ring and Cavity Parameters H.E.R L.E.R WOl +,B)
N& No. of bunches 230 230 As time evolves, each bunch induced voltage can be rep-
I. Beam current (Amp) 0.9 2.0 resented by a vector Vtoe"( where j = (-r + jb), n is
Nube Total cavities volag 3542 the number of T, passed since the bunch went through the
Ves Total aviLoss MVolag 35.2 12. cavity. The total induced voltage V; is the vectorial sum
f, Cavity Losueq (Me z) 50.2 49.992 V; = E JV-1 KX. To include the effect of the gap we

W~-,1.4-10--5 2.94. 10-5 note that during the gap n' = [N,, N, - 1] (N6 number of
W.89. 89. bunches Li the train, N, number of evenly spaced bunches

ker cavity In one revolution-no gap) the train of bunches continues
QLL-oaded qualfity factor 2.4. 105 2.68-105 to propagat .e, but there are not any new bunches going
A,. Coupling parameter 4.1-103 3.74- 103 through~ the cavity and the induced voltage given by
To, time between bunches assec 19.99986 19.99986 Ne-1

.Work suppiorted by' the National Science Foundation VIP ~~-eubE

starts to decay. In general for one revolution R. of the
bunch train

P.7e3-1203-1ff3s0O 0@ 199 MW
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R.N,+Na-i (a.)

_ -(N,+NX + -2,_. ] -. 4

= [+.- T.,(,i -1 "~ e' -11 -,.
*N* -V 1(R+l o8)

and in the gap interval: -0.8 V6 steady Staf

V6(2) 4
V66 0

(.R.+i)N,- 1 -4.0 -0.5 0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0
"- " e.at( 9 -- + - N ( -9 _-(N÷+N.X Real Nvb)(KIM

RON,+N6 5.0
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e at +- [1+e--N +e- 2 NC +...] 0

N & [1 + e - - ,t + e -2 N , ,. . ..

a-t-((R+) - 1 [_e_ ] 2.0
-- [N[+N e

The vectorial sam of the induced voltage of a train of i.0

230 bunches with a gap of 25T& for the high energy ring is
seen in figure 2a. The saw tooth shape of the line is due 0.0 _ _ _ ,_ _ _ _

to voltage decay during the gap. The voltage seen by the 0.0 4.0 8.0 12.0 16.0
bunches is: I No. of To Elapsed (x 10')

V1, = VE + -Vi. (3) Figure 2: Evolution of the Beam Induced Voltage. a) As

and its absolute value is shown in figure 2b. This voltage vectorial propagation. b) As function of time passed.
is not constant even at steady state as for the case of con- By looking at figure 3 and figure 4 one can follow the
tinuous train, but changes with time. Figure 3 shows the changes of the vector diagram of a bunch train with a
high energy ring and Figure 4 shows the low energy ring. gap. The beam dicd olta 1jnch trin n =
The oscillations during the build up time are due to the gap. The beam induced voltrae ae increases during t =difference between the RP driving frequency wr! and the [RN 1 ,PR,N, + N. - 1] and reaches its maium at the
resonance frequency of the cavity frq. The larger the dier- end of the train, while the cavity voltage decreases to its
resonance fieu- of the amp vitude of .osci lation ef the t ient minimum during this period. Figure 5a and Figure 5b
ence is! - ar the bmplitude of oscillation of the transient shows the position of IV.I and IV61 at the beginning of the
response is larger, but the steady state value is smaller. train IVij, Vj and at the end of the train (beginning of

the gap) IV..I, lVb. correspondingly, both imposed on a
1.2 Cavity Voltage Calculation diagram of a continuous train with equal current.

Since the generator voltage V. and the tuning angle 0 In reality the bunch spacing will be slightly different

can not be regulated on a time scale of 10 lnec (time be- to keep the loss V. constant in the steady state for all

tween bunches) the voltage on the cavity Vc is temporarily the bunches. Allowing this change on the vector diagram,
changed when V& is changed while keeping V, = constant, creates a new direction for

the current. The associated synchronous phase measured

V -= V# - V. relative to this new direction is:

The change in IV, corresponding to the changes in V1  , = arccos (-•)
also shown in Figures 3 and Figure 4. (Y

Assuming that the change in V, due to the change in the
spacing is very small and using the values obtained in Fig-
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AussIagt 64"W chaagin Vedue totAs change inthe (4) Ybe VCv
spaedi Is vW, small sad using th values obtained in Fig- a

A*~ *s*was calculated. The resualt isshown in
Figure 6.

H.LR.-Veltog Induced byi a Train of 230 l1unches

2.M0 -11-- - r 4.0

2.874.5 ..0.. . .. 80.0

V5CV

3.25 8 0.0
1.77 1.7 18 .7W .782 1.7 4 1.86

3 .019 -olg 87.e6b rano 30Bnhe .1

~ 6-.065 .. . ... .... tE

3.02213
OA .. ... ...V~ 852-..1

Tim. ~ ~ ~ ~ k -001 nu...e. ... ..ase .. ..0.) Fiue..a g ntesy crn u hs ~

A.1 rimemu cing ofbe ofa T6 passed' and 10.wa

equivaletm tdeiain nubrof 1bxsod lOxc an1.05). Acnwedmn
Sinceur the Change in phas forhonu bothe ring goe intes

biunces in tBea two uig islag sea byc copaedbnc toai atateaualecagei h snhonulcaeimtah
bueach lsnth.aine &LAther pase o ndy th cavitespodn inm thetan ofR Rfrnesc aiyt &# ci uhlre
asw o"bos .tou 12e in51 the gap thist leads mean aha smele ca-
2ue vbonige vns thouy theag curren ismr hntie~ P isn, t discharge84 sinfebrarty 1982.theg

Sam lag.the reaso n thate ao gbpofh 250gs does noth cause

diecio, w ammu Mtvedeiaio btwenth 'dRetothnkS.Grenad orhepfl3isusios



Simulation and Compensation of Multibunch
Energy Variation in NLC*

K. A. Thompson and R. D. Ruth
S11=164 Li.aer Acelrtor Center, Stanford Unimrsi, Stsnfor, CA 94309 USA

Abstrwt BAsis OF SIMULATION
We begin by considering a single accelerating section,

The SLAC NW design for a nextSgeneration linear fed at its upstream end by an input RF waveform that
collider utilizes multibusching (acceleration of a train of travels to the other end and is absorbed in a load. At
bunches on each RF f) to increase the luminosity and some specified time with respect to the entry of the RF
energy efficiency. It is necessary to control the energy pulse, a train of relativistic (v = c) bunches enters the
spread of the beam, in order to minimize chromatic emit- structure, and the electrons in each bunch are accelerated
tance dilution and be within the energy acceptance of the by the fields (sum of RF pulse and wake fields) they en-
final focus. It is anticipated that the NiC may run witih counter in the structure. The total charge in each bunch

bunch trains having length equal to a substantial fl- is divided into a finite number of longitudinal slices, small
enough that the longitudinal position and the energy gain

tion of the filling time. Multibunch energy Simulation of the electrons in a given slice may be taken to be equal.
methods and compenston schemes appropriate to this The total voltage gained in the section by slice r of
regime are presented. bunch n may be broken down into

INTRODUCTION
utilizing mtibun in a next-generationlinear A, A,. = V+ ,,v.8 (1)

collider (NLC) requires that the energies of the bunches
be tightly controlled. To be within the acceptance of the We denote the time of entry of this slice into the sec-
final focus system and to control chromatic emittance tion by t.,r, and longitudinal position in the section by
dilution in the linac, 6E/E needs to be less than about s, where a runs from 0 to the structure length L, and
0.15%. consider each of these three contributions to the total

By adjusting the timing of injection of the bunch section voltage gain.
train with respect to the RF pulse, and choosing the The voltage AV.'ý due to the RF pulse is
bunch spacing appropriately, one may cancel most of the
energy variation between bunches in the train. The basic
idea is to have the RE structure fill with sufficient extra L

energy between bunch passages to make up for the energy A&V- [,E= '(*,t,,,. +s/c)ds , (2)
lost in accelerating the preceding bunches in the train. e

However, with the simplest form of this -matched-

fiing scheme [1], there is a Wsag' in energy at the mid- where Z. (#, t) is the field ofthe RF waveform at location
dle of the bunch train, and the longer the bunch train
the greater the sag. In this paper we shall focus on coin- s and time t, obtained by propagating the input RF pulse
pensation that permits running longer bunch trains (- Er'!(0, t) down the structure. Let us specify the input RE

a fMlng time) while maintaining an acceptable energy pulse as
spread. Long trains are under consideration as a way of
obtaining the maximum possible luminosity and energy E'i(0, (t=A()cos(wjt + o) . (3)
efficiency.

We begin by discussing the factors that affect the
energy spread of the beam. A detailed simulation pro- The accelerating frequency w to is assumed to have phase

gram has been written, the elements of which are out- velocity in the structure equal to c ad thus is syn-
lined here In this simulation, one may take account of chronous with the charges to be accelerated.
input RF pulse shaping and timing, the dispersion of the If we neglect dispersion, Le., assume the group ve-
RE pulse as it transits the structure, the longitudinal locity vy is the same for all frequency components in the
distribution of charge within the bunches, the long range pulse (though it may in general still depend on s), we
wake (LRW) including both the fundamental (acclerat- have
ing) mode and higher order modes (HOM's), the short
range wake (SRW), and phasing of the bunches with re-
spect to the crests of the RF. We shall focus only on the Er s(a't) = to
inter-bunch energy spread in the present paper. 0V

a

______________ fx (-J (*')Ids') cos[W.-1(t - 8/c) + ~o
* Work supported by Department of Energy contract o

DF,-AC03-76SF00515. (4)
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Is resky, dispenlo mnshs the shape of the EF pulse field along the structure when fed with a constant ampli-
change a it propagats thrugh the structure, particu- tude input pulse. Thus the attenuation coefcient a for
lay fo a sharply varying esl"iope 4(t). Thus, one the electric field is sero. For such a structure
should Fourier Uada=e the input pulse,

F(s) = - -(10)

-() ( where L'V a w We assume r (shunt impedance per
unit length) and Q are approuimately independent of s.

and propapte each of its frequency components accord- For the CG structure,

ing to the dispersion relation r(w, s) = a(w, s) + ix(w, s)
for the structure: 1 (8)

E'((s, t) -) = exp iwt - J r(", t,)d.s d -)

-0. ( - ImE(w) sin[wt - B(WA e-*(1)1)

Here we assume that the structure can be modelled 10- where B(w, s) may be derived analytically [31. The limits
caly as a band-pass filter, though its properties may wt and w., are the lower and upper pasaband bound-
change gradually with s. aries of the fundamental mode. The CG structure is a

For a narrow-band structure with small attenuation [2], fairly good representation of the detuned structures be-
a may be assumed independent of w, and a good approx- ing contemplated for the SLAC NLC design.
imation to P(w, s) is Denoting the time when bunch j enters the structure

by ton, and neglecting dispersion, we have for the LRWW -kt~) vl'tage in the CZ7 cuse:

P(E"",)tj) 

= E 2xmqjPmj exp[-(t - to" -

where d is the structure period (cell length), we(a) is the mc 2Q

mid-band frequency, and ug.,(a) the half-width of the • olwm(t- +6" -
passband. In the usual situation, the accelerating mode - c
lies in the range of P between 0 and w/d; it is common .H(t - -"n - -+
to choose P(wf,, ,)d = •1. c V,. (12)

The long range wake voltage AV."' felt by the slice Here the sum m runs over the modes in the wake (fun-
is damental and HOMs); r.,. is the loss factor, Qm the

n_1 L quality factor, and v,,m the group velocity of mode m.
'r f=E f(.,t 3 ,. + a/c,j)ds , (8) Fmj is a form factor that depends on the charge distri-

0 bution of bunch j; for a Gaussian distribution, Fmj =
exp(-w- o.t ./2). In future linear collider designs, the

where E4'r(*,tj) is the field at location & and time t, bunch length is very short, and we may take Fred = 1.

due to the wake left by bunch j. H(t) is the unit step function.

There are two simpler special cases of paticular * The contribution of the fundamental mode to the

terest. One is the constant-impedance (CZ) structure, LRW in the CG case is

made of identical cells so that its properties such as vg,
a, etc., are independent of s. For the CZ structure, we E'r"(B,t,j) = - • qF 1j cosiwi(t - tj"' - 8)]

have .Httchav • (t - t.1' - -)H•ten + to - t)

(13)
Erf(s, t) = ReE(w) cos• - fl(w)s1 where

U'. (9) t.- 9  .-- in(1 - ) (14)

- ImE(w)sinwt - P(w)ol e-a(U)dw .

al and K. is assumed to be independent of .. The HOM's in
non-CZ structures may be treated by equivalent circuit

The other special case is the constant-gradient (CG) models [4], but this is beyond the scope of the present
structure, which when unloaded has constant electric paper.
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Table 1: Pwaineters

RF frnquency, I,; as 11.424 GE. ' ý Io9
Section length =1.8 m
Attenuation T =0.W0 a

Fundamental mode Q = 7107
IAnd. mode losw factor, xi = 20575 V/pC

Bunc& spacing = 16A,. 1 w 42 can00
Bunch chazgs=-1 x 101

COMPUNA2IMM 5CUMU AND UXAMPMZ -0.001
We model the Huna an made upuof CG sections (as

dedined above), with 2x/3 phase advance per call. bunch
charge a Ix 01. Parmeters aneas dwwain TAUlI. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

The most promising strategy asofu for bun&h tramn
of Ingth a flling time or longer, isto pre- the struc-
tare in such a way that the energy gain of each bunch
during the transient period approlmatus the energy ain b

".eac bunch in the steady state [4 hn the simplest
form of this chmeM the amplitude of the input "F Semdw
is linearly ramped daring the ist Siftng time, then thc-
bunch train is injecte at the beginning of the second 0.0 4

filling time. The input RP pukse used in our amiple isx W4
shown in Mig. L. However, since dispersion. creates large * *

amplitude variations on the front of the RF pulse,~ it is 0.1
desirable to wait an additional 10 niec before injecting
the bunch train, to allow the worst of these dispersion
swiggles" to propagate out of the structure. The result--_________

ing fractional energy deviation, for a 90-bunch train is 0 20 40 60 so
shown in FVg 2. Were it not for the efirects of disper-
son, the steady state wmul be reached at about bunch Bunch
70,as caube seen in Fig. 2(a)whr dispersion is not
included in the calculation. A;g.2(b) shows the result rNare 2. pacalima energy deiriation of bunches in long
with dispersion included, but, wit tseects diminished puls pmeSiing compensation schemne, (a) ignosing disper-
by aillowing the front 10 nscof the pulse to propagate sion, (b) jauia dispersion-
out of the structure before injecting the bunch train. Mialy, we mention a related strategy [M, in which

-............ one approximately equalizes the bunch energies via the
N mathed-Stingmet~ed, and then modulates the RF in-

so0 put during the time when the train is passing through
the structure, to compensate the Wsg one would other-

60 wise get in the middie of the bunch train. Such a scheme
.*may be the beatfor trains which are of order ahalf of

S40 the filling time in length.
We thank D. ftrkas, R.. Miller, and R. Palmer for

20 suggestions regarding copnainschemes, and the
members of the NIX structuregru for other helpful

A! 4bicnuions.
0 50 100 150 200 250 RFRNE

Time (unse) (1) P1W. Rath in Proceedings of ICFA/INFN Woikahop
NWr 1 loeop o input R pulse used in oogpai n phyuics of Linear Colliderg, Capsi, Italy (1I6), and

Another possible scheme for long bunch trains in_ (2) 3-Leles, in Imeor AccehrstoWW ed by P3Lapostolle and
Volve Staggezig the timing of the RF pulses in different A£Seiter, (Nort-lland, 1970).

131LA Thompson and R.D. Ruth, to be pbihdsection 14j Speas prevents a detailed discussion of this LI FaBm, privte IoMnication.
scheme here; the overall energy compensation (net effect P-ahe andj &Mllr private conun~unication.
over a sum of sections) obtained with this scheme is mUIi- &Min~er, private comncation.
Jar to that of the preceding schenie. It does not, however, 171 Z.D. Farlms, 16thm International Linac Conference, Ot-
keep the energy as well compensated locally. tawa, Ontario, (23-28 August 1992); SLAC-PUB-5879.
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THE PMYCAL MECHANISM OF
ULTRA-FASr AUTOMATIC COOLING FOR D.AMS

V.,IN THE smX-DMENiONAL EMITTANCE spACEM'

Seo Shuyan v, Qian Suaqny, U.ang Dongqi and Sum Hanchemq

Chia Institute of Atomic Energy

P. 0. Box 275(3), P.R.C. 102413 ,Bekfit , P. R. China

Abstract The conupandbg ceanoil momentum can be rep-
ThIs paper is to 1Must that the or-dlmmresented by [E3

mlttan Is tilys•iked in the particular static P, - -• I - (+kx) (2.3)
magneti field,wbilo the vertil emittance stlM a can- --myv(l+kx)? • -+eA.
strat. It is the pW l macianlem that the transmvwe px-myvt+-eA
velocity of any partials is not only decreased but alo p,--m"y+eA,
makes the lorgitudinal velocity approximate to the veloci- in the uniform fisk9, let
ty of the equilibrium particle. _B-k (2.4)

mv
1. INTRODUCTION the correspondin vactor potentials ae

The ukra-st automa* coog for beams ( U- A. --V • S * (l-+kx) (2.5)

FACB) wa found out [1i In the wrk followed [2], ..9 -- h(l~kx)*
the dumplf phase dligrams in the emittance spce were 2 e
obtioned. Suo* show that UFACB of the emimtae SPse A,=A,,=0

in the tramverse direction is true indeed. In tids paper the eq. (2. 3) beromnes

the result of UFACI in uix-dimes&=ia emittancie space Hfc( [A)CP+ ' P(1+kx)')'
will be gimvn, so we ae sure that the phase daeity of (26

the emittanos space is reased Ieeed. By mom of the te.6)e e on
simply and explicitly physical picture of the atrafe be- Lth -s conside the ramonical phase aame,
tween both of the transves and lonitudinal energy,tho we h ave

mecbuim of UFACB is ibutrated. The tnmvsvere (av7

coodng b due to the energy trafnoing to the lon•itudi- du=dx" do.. ds" dP. (2.7)

nal direction I which also resuls in the longltui 0sl 1- in the emittance space,there is
fns so the sixdimeo c rate be much fster d by____ (2.8)
then ".J•:tranese' ODM rate. they are related to askh other by Jacobian detrmut Jj

du--•dv (.9

2. THE TRANS FORMATION OF THE _ _ determiat -
PHASE VOLUME 9(xt,.,d)

The 1b H f a clhged particle performing a to eq(2. 5),we know,
movig under the influence of an electromagnetic &i J=(mv)'(l•+kx)2 (2.10)
[3 is then
H= 1(lI)(p.--A.)2+(P6-eA.2+(P,--eAy)ý+ duiw.(myv)'(l+kxl)2dvi (2. 11)

du5 = (mYv)' (1+kxk)'dvk

m~cx]--•eV (2.1) Liouv~lle s theorem tell us,
Snc the particle velocity v=-comt, l9t us introdue dut dui (2.12)

the relative veklocity thU!ofo
dmmv • d- dv, (l+k30)2v (2.13)

(l+kx)ý • dz+]+Ys=l (2.2) Which shows that the emittance eement is not a con-

(D o. ok.1 u by the Neumi Sd@m Pnm o cum

0.703-1209-W36M00. 199 IM69



stuat. I* ker w *s, nossaoisuy and .~flnt com- =4- asino t cos(0 + f
dW= fa * 9 1h aH-dhn -.1sbtmw conservationmcan tj sii( d e -*on(&)

ntbe cbtabod.
3& THE MOTION ON THE MEDIAN sna) D-,sn(6 ,1:: m(. w
PLAN"E aln61)--1e i(]+J~*ca.~+

In th, cae of tdo uniform fiel, thsvertitcal motamion~
it equilwmlsmt to the Motiam in the free same.aso that the f
vertical saditance Is an invaiant. In this way two anedVF
a*l to discuss doe motion In the median pkmn of the an +~k ~

Under the hard-edgei approxkmatdong as shown in
NIS, when the initial conditions of the boldnt particles k B
we xjt~s .A reAvectiwywhmr dot mai the derivitive
with respect to t over v. the straighit line equation of the
partile's orbtInfree spr itwrittenw

x-iie (a-.*)

ds
x ~ -iM th t-ui eqat4 -at

-a 0s et6(06.)(.2

performin the solution of the above two linea algebraic
equation, we get the coordinate at the magnet entrance

it * xi+--* uln(I & 3
';(0)+. W0 -

=x, sin(%)+s* .cas.)

where Avg stands for the travelling distance In the edge

Lot ve consider the -.sneformadton of the beam go-
lng through the uniform magnetic faied roglan* as shown Fi.1Dag mofPrclsM tonn
in N41, the partile's orft in the uniform Askl 6 a cir.- Fg.1Dira orP tce'Mtonn
cle. In the conditions given by the pape [1J(2] the edge the Influence of U niform Field
at the magnet exit 1t paralle to that at the entrance and thiey are the p revb e solutions in the fout dimensions. In
the center of the equilibriumn orbi places an the exit the am of the two dimsemlams those become the smn
edge. In the at neno one of the velocity bint Paralle to * eq. (3.9) to the pope [1)D
each other at any place while they wre pwaral at the en- 4. JACOBIAN TRANSFORMATION OF

By - at the simiar relaton, the mnceiei quantity THE EMITTANCE SPACE IN THE
of the distance of travels In the magnet region con be FOUR DIMENSIONS
written in[1,2] By maimn of d~ffrentIatIng the above goprephe formu-

4) Inb, the corresponding Jacbob~n determinant in the four
"'44 "p7, ) dimnesuiom can be obtained. Sinc tk Is only dependent

we knowaon t, 9and kis a*nidepondentan it, we know

since the coordinates and the velocity we continuous, by Jý 0 in 0 (4.1)
mai of the simiar Ways to the papeEi),the final re- J3 ouJuj
asumt an be written as 0 0 0 (J Js4 .J

* sn(,)+t, - cs(O.,)+sinC9g)) ] ~ ~ E l.o(g+i.an6)
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Ju4B~~qII(9)/~.039u+ dnh(16)) prOM-1010ely 1"imibt, IW1111 the I(nsfdhw OMMU

-'is obviously dwussmd. Since the loegludinl ocooft

Wt fo h te rngvee vabeiy ftrmfoired to

ft the pser~lJC2), in the cue at skVpIbft the
we haew problum to thefi 1 -d mu dhionatmtnr~aresie nktanice

J ~ (j4I~ ou(f)+t. .uk(9)) Ja dawrned, which fa led by the longhitudnl woixfty
ts~~a%7 6t4aubired to the trauwlirse. we know. 9&/d%

"r /ibtgmO, and we haew seen that the dwceused
dnB)--* uhin(%)+ti o* a(9)+uln(%) rae of the tranuise whaily k 1a equal to the increase

this rsuk aim g us uch inepkairsm es Siobws. rate of xa,, also, we think about that the lmlgdhaltdn we-
I. boobina J is leas than unity I. while 4:00.tho loakY 40 I irse becamse t is tauonred to the lonsi-

anttance in the lowr dkoandulrn will be alas tudhial direction, so the decemmed rise of le must be ISIS
shuinked. In other words, it as coolig Indeed.thntedcnilreoftbauefte ws fte

2. Fram the foimub (4. 1) we know, Ju *Jmuml, denandimr 6. Threfore in this amep the Umrvawse
whicu signila thet the extended reatec the trnawverms ocooing cames ftom the longitudical transfer.
coordinate x Is )W equal to the shrinked rate of the the ieschwdsm gSiv vs an inspiraison to flid a way
tranuwrue velocity t. so the tranowise smnittance rIn the of Improvng the Waofti rate. If we make the edge JO-
six dkinamskuu ja an Invariant* tool. TheresOre,9 the bern awsing angle cp at the exit become minus,9 which plas a
locaob Ionly taken place in the laftitudind direction. rob in bowing for the transvrse motion,9 the tA at the

&S. mu the vericll sulttanc. Is an bvionwiit, but exi 6 rather aperoxinuafti to Meop so this the IooIkIN
am at the Amu degree daughter apace is shrinked, it bs rie musat be finuprow, which wil be tested latter.
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An Exact rezuamso for the Momentum Dependence of
the Space Charge Tune Shift in a Gaussian Bunch

Michel Martini
CERN, CH-1211 Geneva 23

Abstvw the total energy of the particle and 0, y the relativistic
An analycal approach to calculate the incoherent tune parameters. U(z, z, o) is the potential generated by the

"sit in the presence of non-linea space chage forces is do- beam, #,, is the quadrupole strength, K.,5 the curvature
"acrbed in this paper. Closed form expresions to evaluate of the reference orbit, L its length, V(s) and V are the
the dependence of the space charge detuning on betatron accelerating field and the phase, h the harmonic number,
amplitud have been derived previously for a beam of ellip- m" and e the rest mass and the charge of the particle.
tic cros section with Gaussian distribution in transverse The off-momentum trajectory may be placed at the cen-
dimensions, under the condition that each particle has the ter of phase space by means of a canonical transformation
same momentum. The present computation considers in with generating function [2]
addition the dependence of the space charge detuning on
momentum, for a beam with Gaussian momentum distri- F2(z, z, a, Ps, j, =
bution. Two effects are taken into account for an exact P.(z - D, A) + P, (z - D, A) + (VDz + D' z)A
calculation: the widening of the beam due to momentum A 2

spread and the variation of the tune shift with the longi- -(D.D. +/Y.Dz)-2 + P0 (2)
tudinal position in the bunch. Application to the present
high intensity beams in the CERN PS machine and to the where A V Ap/p is the momentum deviation, D.,, is the
foesmeen beam for LHC is discussed.whrp dispersion function and a prime implies differentiation with

I. INTRODUCTION respect to s. The transformation equations lead to the
known expresions

The understanding of the space charge effects is of pri-
mary importance for low energy circular accelerators and y - DVA , = p-y A (3)
storage rings especially for beams of high intensity and
brightness as required for the LHC [1]. Theoretical models = + -+
which permit reliable numerical simulation are desirable E 72/
to analyze the beam behaviour. An analytical approach to
calculate the incoherent tune shifts in circular accelerators and p.,, where y stands either for z or z. Assuming

and storage rings in the p-esnce of nonlinear space charge that there is no dispersion in the cavities (V(s)D, = 0,

forces is described hereinafter. The model takes into ac- V(s)Dvl =0) and using the "oscillator model" for the syn-

count the dependence of the space-charge induced detun- chrotron motion [2], with expansion of the cosine term to

ing on betatron amplitude and momentum, for a beam the second order, the Hamiltonian reduces to

with Gaussian distributions in transverse dimensions and
momenta. H(,;,,,,0,2,,y) =

II. EQUATIONS OF MOTION 1 + ++ + 2

In a linear lattice the synchro-betatron motion for a

charged particle in the presence of space charge forces can where q = 1/72 -a_ is the phase slip factor, with the mo-
be derived from the Hamiltonian [2] mentum compaction factor and the synchrotron frequency

eU(z,z, )i a+L
H(z,z,,p,,p1 ,p)= -mo '2  27 2- 2 1o (K.D. + K.D. )ds (6)

- (Kx +K~zp 1(g#'2 + g Z2 + p.2+p22 2thqt2 c ~os +L

+ L e--(ý:) Co ( i + ~) (1) 18 2 .0 eV(s)ds (7)
We introduce the action-angle variables , o

in which z, pv, z, ps, o,' -s-pci, pA--iAE/#0E describe and ,,•,o, , use two consecutive canonical transfor-
the synchro-betatron oscillations, s is the arc length, E is mations, transforming first H into K and then K into K,

0-7803-1203-1/93$03.000 1993 IEM 3699



W"b uammolng hootlets [ where Nb in the number of partices per bunch andto the
dielectric cohstant of vacuum. The efects of image fields

0, Vi,, i) = - (a. + tan o) due to the conducting vacuum pipe have been ignored.
Combining Eq*. 3-4 and Eqs. 10-11, and considering the

-j~(a.+t an,. (a, +tsan.) (8) "smooth approximaon" m, R R/Q, and #. w 9R/Qo
,gives, replacing ,,. by ,.to first approatn

F,(i.,Z,,I.,Vi,, .,i 8.,.) = Cos . - by sin•#V (16)

I.~~a cos-~1 I Via+~- sf! .DQin #,- & Q .isin~i (17)
it , R P., P i n whc 4VR-QV r=V1*Qj-,A Q I

(9) dnotethe amnplitudes of the synchro-betatron oscillations,+i. (f*+vdR 1 ks) (9) in the mean dispersion function. Then, exanding

Then the equations of motion can be written aw U(s, z, or) in series and using the above expressions yields

(_0 (,cos) -U)+ (in U. -J -Jija )
V V W o #00 /207 2 F , n! E

with (10) *V b * i2h Us2
with( 'icos - sin

IV R 1 (11) a k b

in which R=L/2v, y now stands either for z, z, or 0, and x (18)
F, =Fo =1, F,=mi. The Hamiltonian after substituting
the transformed variables becomes with the elliptic integral

'k (1, 1., 1 ., 1, = + Q Jj 2,,j 3) =
+ R R0 d

+L +(12) 1a0(I1 Y+(--- '•a 27 LLL,.•,°)(s + .j)i,+I(1 + ¶y•+I(1 + -i•)J.+I (19)

Using perturbation theory a final canonical transforma- When the longitudinal dimenuion of the bunch is much
tion to new action-angle variables I a,.,n ad Vi,,. may lager than the transverse dimensions, Eq. 19 m-.y be ap-
be further applied so that to first order the tras;ormed proximately evaluated using the recursion formuL t (4)
Hamiltonian k is the average of the old Hamiltonian k 2 1
over the old angle variables [21. Moreover, asuming that J(0, 0, n) w In V-fc )) -2 E T -
the disturbing potential is small, the new action varables 2+ba 1 (20)

may be replaced by the old ones so that the transformation 2
equation for the angle variable is J(1, 0, js) ft ---- (21)

a R 90 N 0-(n-1)J(ji-1.0.j) (22)

where the average is taken over both the , and s. , a- (j2+1/2)J(ji+l,j2 -l,ja) (23)
j-I / 2

III. SPACE CHARGE POTENTIAL where a= b/a. Eqs. 21-23 are independent on ja.
Bunched beams of ellipsoidal shape with half-dimensions

a, b, c defined as vA times the r.ms. beam sises a,, a,, IV. TUNE SHIFT FORMULAE
a, and with Gaussian charge density in the ellipsoid Integrating Eq. 13 through one machine turn gives an

N&e ( X2 z2  !!) ( additional phase advance which is identified with the space
e(z, z~u)=-- jexP ;2- 2 (14) charge detuning

yield non-linepr space charge forces generated by the scalar AQ= eRF, (U)(2
potential [3]

U(z, z, a) = Nbe Assuming that the machine tune is removed from non-
-4/0zý3Ie linear and coupling resonances Eq. 18 may be averaged in-
1- ex -4 +2 -.2 dividually over the phase advances. The resulting calcula-

S4-x )( )( ) (15) tions yield a potential which depends only on the synchro-
Jo V'Q' + t)(2 + t)(,y~ce + 7t betatron amplitudes i, i, and A. Hence, differentiating
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t pokeadd 4adn inmutiug the resuilt jut Dq 24 gives I& --- ---

tbe bottasm ead omammatuni amplitude dependmnce of thei mQ I tune t. Thus, the hrismt spc ch e am

t " Ji a h)

* = .....3= 0. .. .J u .

ai ea

ii r, (2(j1-Q'+2U1-k))! 1

~ ~ -~(2-(ji-,- 5 (2j -k))! i IkWIN.! Figure 1: Tuine diagram at the 1 GeV PS in*e-
i+m tion. for the presnt beam for SPS.

X (i+)tU -l-m)1(js'+k-l-m)!1 +j2'-i-k)! -- --

X
( +j-i-k+) 

&3 .....
/A2J+2+--)- ~2M 2J -1-rn)( DWQWG(D.Qa&\ L.27

\JDQN R('d)t. e Re I /)

in which 6 = Q.c/•qR and AQo,. is the Lasltt tune shift ., ...

in the center of a Gaussian beam ° &1 L U L4

"A~o•k =-k ,NbRro 1 (25) Figure 2: Tune diaam at the 1.4 GeV PS isdec-
irB1QjQJ' a(a + 6) tiou for the future beam for LHC.

where Bj = k.u,/vwR -the bunching factor defined
as the ratio of the mean'to peak line charp density, k& The betatron and momentum amplitudes having
being the number of bunches and ro = e2 /4*eomoc 2 the Rayleigh distributions [4], the mean tune shifts have been
classical particle radius. Expressmins for the vertical and computed from Eq. 15 by averaging Eq. 24 over all the
the longitudinal tune shifts can be written similýrly. Eq. 25 amplitudes using Monte-Carlo integration. The results are
reduces to the Keil formula when c)a,b and A=0 [4]. (AQ)s,=---0.09,-0.13 and (AQ).!=-0.08,-0.13. Thus,

the weighted average of the detuning is less than half the
V. RESULTS AND CONCLUSION Laslett tune shift.

The fegoiag formulae have been applied at the 1 (eV The tune diagrams Q.-Q" for the LHC and the SPS

iz*ection into the PS to the present high intensity beam beams look almost similar. Thus, by raising the PS input

delivered to the SPS, and at the 1.4 GeV injection into the energy to 1.4 GeV the tune spreads of the LHC beam will

PS to the high brilliance beam required for the LHC [1] be maintained at the present limiting level.

"* SPS: 20 bunches of 1032 protons, 1 GeV, 55 ns long, VI. REFERENCES
lu-momentumspread oA=0.75xl0- 3, lur-normalized [1] R. Cappi, R. Garoby, S. Hancock, M. Martini, N. Ras-
emittances e4, =12.5,6.25 pml . mussen, J.P. Riunaud, K. Schindl, H. Sch6nauer,

"* LHC: 8 bunches of 1.75x012 protons, 1.4 GeV, 190 ns 'The CERN PS Complex as part of the LHC injector
long, lo-momentum spread ovh = 1.25 x 10-, 10,- chain", Proc. 1991 IEEE PAC, p. 171.
normalized emittances e,, =3.5,1.75 pm. [2] D.P. Barber, H. Mais, G. Ripken, F. Willeke, "Non-

Figures 1-2 show the amplitude dependence of the space linear theory of coupled synchro-betatron motion",
charge tune shifts for these two beams. The nominal tunes DESY report 86-147 (1986).
are Q,,=6.22, 6.20. Calculations have been performed for [3] K. Tikayama, "A new method for the potential of a 3-
amplitudes varying between 0 to 2e.,,,& with the series ex- dimensional nonuniform charge distribution", Lettere
pansioms pushed to the 15th order. The Laslett tune shifts al Nuovo Cimento, Vol. 34, p. 190 (1980).
are 4Q•(• =-0.21, -0.30 and A c=-0.18, -0.31. [4] E. Keil, "Non-linear space charge effects I", CERN

"1Th beam hdfdii we ar 02 =, report ISR-TH/72-7 (1972).

V i P7RI01A + NaUand C = ^RvA/Q,, fl0R/5c.
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FTORID BEAM LIrFTME EVALUATION FORMULAE
FOR ELECTRON STORAGE RINGS

A.V.Maknlkin.
Ali-ltm n Rumuch bntin" for Optopbyk " M ue nnt.

Ozernay 46,119361, Moscow, RumI.

Two simple analitical formulae to evaluate a lifetime of a n-0-c
stored electra. (pasitron) beam at stome ring have been derived. Where: I - beam l/e lifetime, n - density of particles.
Colparison between the lifetime measured under typical opera- a - scattering cromection of a single spherical electron, c - speed
tio. conditons and calculated values has been carried out. of light.

I. INTRODUCTION CF = W& = I

Traditionally, to calculate a beam lifetime along with a d = 2-r,
bunch volume, revolution frequency, harmonic number, electron
energy, bendlng radius and current, the external parameters such n =-- V.
"s a vacuum chamber aperture, residual gas pressure and iF 3--b

voltage have been used. [1). [21, 1[1. However, discrepancies more V = (4 G1)T ""' aL
than an order of magnitude may be observed between a
calculated and experimental data [2L. [4]. In our case we tried to Where: (7,, 01, CYL - bunch sizes measured in bending magnets,
obtain a lifetime estimations based only on beam parameter..
lreviously, such kind situation has experimentally acknowledged
at TANTALUS [5] ring.

II. THE FORMULAE DERIVATION L= C'zL,
Consider train of electron bunches moving throughout a Where: Sx,,L - bunch FWHM sizes, . - bunch duration.

magnetic field media supplied by bending magnets. It has been
known that in plasma physics the relation of a plasma to magnetic The followings relations also taken into account:

presure is commonly used to describe plasma behavior. By analogy y=1957.E(GeV),
of plaim pressure we introduce a single bunch electrons pressure R(m).B(T)=3.34.E(GeV),

s. a:s I(A) 1w.6.10.0*N4 0 (Hz),
p = -E Where: R - bending radius, I - stored beam current, e0 - bunch

"7K revolution frequency.
Where: N - number of beam electron, E - electron energy, On transforming the formula and P for practical use, we
V - bunch volume, Kb - number of used bunches. have:
Magnetic pressure P, can be written as:

B2 ,(hours) - l'4 1 "I0(MHz)7'Z(un)'O(mm)'aL(m)E't(GeV)
2p. I(mA)

Where:- B- magnetic induction of beading magnets, 5"Rt(m)'l(mA)

p-- permeability of free space. Xmm(mm) mm.(mm)L(mm).K b-(MHz).E(GeV)
Then relation of electrons to magnetic pressure A can be 4ci. Write a total drag force F, which is applied to spherical

written as: electron moving in a medium of tIle density p as (7];

'V-]P-KbF=CD.A.7P-C;
Furthermore, let an electron be considered as a sphere of Where: A - characteristic area, C., - coefficient of drag.

radius r, such as: According to the above suppositions:

r = -- P ffi N.E

Where: k- Compton wavelength, k.zw4210*" my - relativistic X c2
factor, Y-I11E, k - rest energy. A

Also, let a scattering crousection of an electron be dependant
on only this radius. Approximtey constant over transcritical region of its

Finally, let for 0 larger than the unit electron bunch dependence on a Reynolds number Re, coefficient of drag C., [81,

behavior be similar to that of ideal gas cloud. When P is lower than [9J equal to 0,15 has been choosen.

the unit a separate spherical electron moving throughout a Energy E,, which the electron lost during one turn in a

emediumawhoee density is product of a single bunch density and storage ring magnetic field is:

number of used bunches must be considered. The latter condition, E,-2X.R.F
in turns, requires a some kind of density memory in a relativistic E, duri f
orbit region. J>l. Lifetime is calculated by means of a commonly
used formula [61: E .. '

0-7803-1203-IM OD 0 01993 I= 3702
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A Simulaton Study on Beam Bunching In the KEK 2.5-GeV Linac New Pre-Injector

T. Kamitani, J. -Y. Choi, A. Enomoto, S. Ohsawa, Y. Ogawa, T. Urano, T. Suwada, K. Furukawa and 1. Sato
National Laboratory for High Energy Physics (KEK)

1-I Oho, Tsukuba-shi, Ibaraki-ken, 305, Japan

Abs$ract electrons by PB2 before entering the buncher is effective for
We have performed a simulation study on beam bunching improving the bunching performance. The electrons are

in the KEK 2.5-GeV linac new pre-injector comprising double finally bunched in the strong accelerating field of the buncher.
prebunchers and a buncher. Dependence of the bunching A schematic diagram of the system is shown in Figure 1.
performance upon the rf powers and the phases of the Parameters of the bunchers are summarized in Table 1. All
prebunchers is discussed. We obtained an optimum bunch three bunchers are traveling-wave structures operated in the
length of 4 ps with the simulation. 2x/3 mode of 2856 MHz. An array of the Helmholtz coils

encompasses the bunchers. They produce a uniform
I. INTRODUCTION solenoidal focusing field of 1.0 kG. A new high-power

attenuator-and-phase-shifter system is used for the independent
The pre-injector of the KEK 2.5-GeV linac was upgraded adjustment of the rf input power and the accelerating rf phase

in the summer of 1992 [11. The bunching system was [3]. This flexibility of the bunching system is expected to
improved in order to accelerate more intense electron beams enhance the capability of the parameter tuning.
required for the production of positrons for the KEK B-factory
[2], which is under consideration as a future project of KEK. Table I
A short bunch is essential for the injection efficiency to the Bunching system design values
B-factory ring, since the bunch length of the electrons Prebuncher I (PBI)
determines that of the positrons and it set the limit of the maximum field 0.4 MV/m
narrowness of the energy spectrum. Besides, the emittance available input power 0.1 MWcavity number 7
degradation by the transverse wake-field is larger for a longer cavity size D 24.318 mm

bunch. To achieve good bunching performance, we adopted a Prebuncher 2 (PB2)
system comprising double prebunchers and a buncher. The maximum field 2.0 MV/m
system was designed to be flexible; the rf input power and the available input power 2.3 MW
relative rf accelerating phase of each buncher are independently cavity number 5
tunable for optimum bunching. The parameters of the system cavity size D 24.318 mm
are adjusted according to the change of the beam conditions Buncher
such as the currents and the pulse length. The dependence of maximum field 15 MV/m
the bunch length upon the relative phases and the rf input available input power 13 MW
powers of the prebunchers is studied using a beam dynamics cavity number

simulation code. buncher section 6
normal section 29

cavity size D 27.01 - 34.99 mm
II. BUNCHING SYSTEM Focusing magnetic field

Helmhollz coils 1.0 kG
In bunching an intense beam, it is important to minimize

the effect of the debunching due to space-charge forces. We We have estimated the performance of the system to search
thus adopted a system of double prebunchers and a buncher. for the optimum values for these operation parameters with
The first prebuncher (PB I) provide the d-c beam from the gun the simulation code PARMELA.
with the velocity modulation and the beam is slightly
bunched in the drift space to the second prebuncher (PB2). IIl. SIMULATION
The ff phase for PB2 is adjusted for the electrons to enter PB2
in accelerating phase, causing further bunching and The PARMELA code is widely used for designing
acceleration as well. The debunching of the beam is
significant 4t low energy, it is desirable to accelerate the bunching systems of electron linear accelerators f4]. In this
electrons in earlier stage of the bunching. Acceleration of the code, an electron beam is represented by a few hundreds

PBI PB2 Buncher

iii11111 iiiii i i Ii i I i I I II I i- T T _ - I I I i I Ii I i -l - -i i i 1i 1i i i

1' 170 --i 159 0 -*12 2 1 421.6 1203 (Units in mm) I

Figure. I Layout of the first and second prebuncher and the buncher
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(-3W isn deulatln) of am j, dries. Theywo-re a D4A~ d m -
in consecutive biasf shi-stps; wider the influence of the j125l dpnec
sicelstatks decdstri Wde foc u ising m otc fields and
diuepac*4wprgforms Effectsdue to the wawke-fhlin the
cavities in not taken into ucount. As an initial condion. QUA
than macroprticles%= asuwmed wobe disaribuadrandomly .9
within the specified volume in the 4-dimensional transverse-

p specS. The initial transverse r.m.s. emitiffnce was .- -- 1-- -

make to be 7x muintruL In the longitudinal direction, they~
hva if distribution within the range corresponding to '0.2 *.--I** -4-.

one wave -=t Al0 (n7.m)o he25 [z.
acceleration. when e~nv/c. l'eir initial energiewere 2000.
keV. AV the calculatlonswere made for the beamncurrent of ~L I_ _ _ _ _

To estiaute the bunching performance of our double 0 05 1 1.s 2 15 3

pvrbunche system. we have studied the dependence of the Electric Field of PB2 (MV/n)
bunch lengths upon the rf paramieters of PHI and MB. The Fiue2Dpndceothbnhngerrmcepnde

shpe o tebuchs e eenen uo Ftgure 2.amtes Depcfendec of thebunhn2.fnnaeuo h
In certain conditions, bunches have veyireuar forms as eeti il fP2
shown in Figure 4(a). To discuss the bunch lengths of such Cnenn h ucigpromneuo h hs;oirregular bunches, FWH~is or r.m.s. widths are not suitable. Con ening sthbuncing peffoncruo the pcases of Bsfedof1an
Instead, we used a fraction of the particles which lie in the rfPBwhaesuidfrtecesoP2sfelsf1.an
pliase width of 4 degrees around the peak of the distribution 2.0 MV/ID (Figure 3). The relative phase of the bunclier to
(Bunch Core). We chose dhis criterion because the optimum that of PB I wai ot changed.
bunch width obtained by the calculations was about 4 degrees__________
as shown later. This reflects well not only the sharpness of a 03
the bunch shapes but the. extent of the tail or sub-peaks, 8 P132-iibase dependence I
regardlessof forms of the bunches. We, therefore, used this -6 ....... t

criterion as an index evaluating the bunching performance in . . . .
the folowing discussion.

In studying the dependence of the bunching performance U ..... .* .... .* . .. .. .....

Upon the rf parameters, we took high and low field cases of
1`11. The dependence upon the rf field and input phase of o .....s
P132 was mainly studied with those of the buncher fixed.,
Table 2 gives the range of the rf fields varied in the .~ .... *.-....

calculations. E(0S2)m2.O V (P102) LO MVAn
HEMPi OAOMKa . PL0OVA

Table 2 01 i -- ~:01Khf -3PL01MI
Ranne of die if fields 010 01 03 05 07 09 0

Psi 0.15, 0.40 MV/ID Phase of PB2 (degree)
PB2 0.1 -2.5 MV/rn
Duncher 15 MV/r Figure 3. Dependence of the bunching performance upon the

rf phase of PB2.

IV. RESULTS & DISCUSSION For the weaker field (0.15 MV/rn) of PBI, the good
performances are obtained for die wide range of the phase of

The bunching performance is dependent not only on the PB2. The range is narrower for the stronger field (0.40
electric field of the prebunchers but also their relative phss MV/rn) of PBi and the two-peak structures of the bunches
The effect of their electric fields was studied first. Te relative were observed for the conditions a little away from the
rf phase ofPM to that of PB1 was fixed, such as the incident optimum value as shown in Figure 4 (a). The similar
phas at P82 to be 30 degiees for the reference particle which structures were also observed in experiments as shown in
was at the zero phase in PH I. The incident phase at the Figure 4 (b). The structure is believed to be caused by the
buncher was also fixed to 50 degrees in the case that the field over-bunching due to the excessive field of PBI.
of PB2 is 2.0 MV/In. Figure 2 shows the dependence of the With the optimum condition obtained for the stronger field
bunching performance upon the electric field of PB2. It wa of PBi,. the two peaks are expected to be coalesced.
evaluated with the index defined in the previous section. Calculated trajectories for this case are shown in Figure 5. It

It can be shown tha the better perfornnace is obtained for shows that the two sub-bunches, formed by the over-
the eakr feld(0.1 MVrn)of ~i n th whle ang in bunching, coalesce in such a particular phase relation that the

Fiue2 h piu au fthe electri field(01 Vm of PB2 I ntewoernei preceding sub-bunch is deceleiated while the subsequent sub-
2.0gMVrn for blopthmu casues. h lcrc il fP i bunch is accelerated in the rf field of PB2~. The discontinuity

2.0 V/m or bth cses.of the traijectories shown in the figure is because the positions
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New Outlooks on Bunched Beam Instabilities In Particle Aceleratoes. A Proposm for a
Simple Method to Release a Potential Self-Comaistent High Quality Beam

At Basw

LURE, Bat. 209 D, Centre Universlair Paris-Sud, 91405 ORSAY CEDEX FRANCE,

Absact bunch can pikt up into microbuaches (MD) pautially or
Several hypotheses have been proposed to explain totally. This effect depends on the bunch intensity and

bunched bemn insabilities under increasing intensity. In fact, becomes stron at low energy of the rino It is boosted by

the cause of these instabilities can be used to geerat a very the other effects described in the folowing section. All MB do
high quality bean. Total coherent synchruron radiation brings not have the same density. The butch length average density

the bunches to plasma density by self-consistent supercooling app mV identical aft and before the installatio, of the new
in the three bunch dimensions i.e. by reduction of energy acceling cavity.

dispersm . Maximal deoity and minimal residual instabilities If we inject into the ring more particles, two opposit
can be contarled by feedback loops. Thus, more efficient forces act in concert on one hand, the main RF voltage brings
machines can be made available, opening new possibilities in the new particles to the sme place, aid on the other hand, for
many fields. each injected particle, preexistent MB contained in the mcro-

. INTRODUCTION buckets becomes like a macroparticle whose Coulomb force

In bunched beam instabilities, if "practice" agrees with prevents new particles to go into these buckets. They go

"theory" within some limits, there is divergence outside. The preferentialy into the nearest empty buckets. This is sufficient
cause of these instabilities can be used to transform this to explain the observed "lengthening" of the bunch, especially
"natural" disavantage into a mean to generate a very high if we do not have an apparatus of sufficient bandwidth to

quality beam [1]. observe the micro-temporal structure.
A specific example for a lepton ring is given below. Usually, for one accelerating voltage, the synclhot

oscillating coupled mode number is equal to the number of

11. BUNCH "LENGETENING" bunches, but for only one frequency of synchrotron oscillation.
First, let us assume that there is an unique bunch in the With two accelerating cavities, the synchrotron oscillation

ring vacuum chamber. This bunch is not pertubed by any other frequencies ae not identical for the differnt MB [2]. Another

accelerating voltage than the monopole generated by the main reason jumbles up explanation of the phenomenon: groups of
RF cavity without higher multipole modes. Below the beam MB have one more mode of synchrotron oscillation which
current threshold, where instabilities appear, classical beam depends on the main RF voltage and is near the frequency
dynamic studies give gaussian shape for the three dimensions oscillation given by the main RF voltage alone,. If the second

and for particle energy which depends only on ring high frequency cavity is tuned to the first, in order to fulfil

characteristics. No other instability than synchrotron radiation Robinson's criterion for two cavities [31, the MB ae stable. If
noise can be given if Robinson criterion is satisfied. Let us not, MB are unstable and can strongly be subjected to multi-
now place an other ideal cavity in the ring. The choice of the mode synchrotron oscillations. As shown in Figure 1, this
frequency of the accelerating monopole is close to the cutoff of depends on the second RF voltage and therefore on the beam

the vacuum chamber and the harmonic number of the rotation current This explains the discrete and multiple longitudinal
frequency corresponds to the inverse of the bunch-length before oscillations mesured in two rings of very different sizes [4,5].
the effect of the new cavity. The field produced by the When the beam current increases, the synchrotron oscillation

circulating beam excites this cavity and then, if Q and the frequency of a few MB goes to the same value. Thus, these
shunt impedance are sufficient, at the new turn, the composit MB can have strongly coupled oscillations and therefore they

accelerating voltage seen by particles leads to a different disappear above a new current threshold. When the MB
longitudinal shape of the bunch. In other words, the second oscillate with strong amplitude at the synchrotron oscillation

cavity is a passive or idle cavity. By self-consistent effect, the frequency, giving a broad FM swing modulation, their fields
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can excite die nearest transverse modes and then produce noise due to micent synch unradriomn displ
transverse instabilities, the lat leading to total loss of the On straight lne , iwo other phenomenam wpwur:

concerned MB. When multimode synchrotron oscillations are 3) When each MB shortens, it follows the propagating

present without beum lost, at the mine current treshold, the azimunua electric fields and it lags behind the crest of the

beam shows bunch "Iengtbming' and apparent widening of electric field. A particle in front of the MB acquires marn

energy dispersion [6]. In summany, the proceeding explanations energy than the one at the back. This is valid for particles
ae sufficient to account for the bunched beam "lngthening" above the ring transition energy [9,10] and the complex

and the instabilities which come with it. But in reality, this electric field is equivalent to the accelerating voltage given by
leads to a self consistent shortening! multiple cavities at every harmonic frequency.

Among the superior accelerating modes of the main cavity 4) Particles with higber energy g faster than those with

or open accelerating structure like multiflanges or winding less energy; this phenomenon has the same effect than that

conugations between two pipes [7], one single mode can given by optical klystron ina FEL and ats in agreement with
emerge owing to a self-consistent effect if its frequency is at the above effect. This is valid only if the MB becomes very
the rotation frequency harmonic or is near to it, and has the short.

highest Q and the highest shunt impedance. Then, the other Addonal effects :

modes can no more be excited because the spectral field -The dynamic reduction of energy dispersion and of particle

changes and many harmonics disappear. If we can adjust the momentum lead to cumulative effects at each turn, and turn

frequency, amplitude and phase in accordance with the main after turn.

RF cavity, MB become stable. The later has important - By synchrotron-betatron effect, the transverse dimensions

concequences, as seen below, reach zero.

- The beam quality limit depends on the perfect agreement of

III. COHERENT BEAMS the couples of relative voltages and phases of one accelerating

The harmonic oscillating fields produced by the MB are cavity to the next one, i.e. correct tune of both cavities.

coherent below a borderline frequency corresponding to the - A very fast self-consistent supercooling in the three bunch

inverse of the temporal MB length. The oscillating fields dimensions is obtained and may thus conduct to plasma

propagate into the beam-pipe beyond its cutoff frequency. As a density. Raman radiations replace Compton radiation. Strong

concequence, the self micro-bunching can be very strong and superradiant effect can arise [11].

the micro-bunching length very short. - We observed once coherent synchrotron radiations in visible
Four phenomena act together on the beam. light in the ACO ring, under particularly favorable
In the bending magnet, since the orbit is curved, two new circumstances. Meanwhile, Touchek and beam-beam effects

favorable conmquences ise : were also strongly modified. The large aperure of the vacuum

An enhancement of coherent synchrotron radiations takes chamber (15 cm by 6.5 cm) and the low radius of the curvature
place at all harmonics of the rotation frequency until the in the bending magnet (1.1 m) of this small ring give a

inverse of the MB length is reached. The radiation intensities wavelength cutoff of 3.2 cm, according to the rate formula,

have a quadratic dependence on the number of particles in the Eq. 1 ir (12]. This can explain, when the micro strutures [13]

MB [8]. become stable, all the beneficient effects observed in ACO.

1) For a beam above the ring transition energy, the trailing

particles are those with the highest energy. They emit more Consequences:
energy, and this energy is provided to the leading particles in The particles have the same energy; the beam has very low

the same MB. The particles are moving on the arc of circle and longitudinal and transversal dimensions; the emittance is also

the emitted energy following the cord path. In other words, a very low; the Touchek effect disappears; beam-beam effect also

stimulated absorption for the leading particles is present. A disappears, and as a result, luminosity becomes very high; the

new gradual and strong shortening appears for every MB. multiple waves of synchrotron radiation light are coherent

2) Because of the coherent synchrotron radiations, the harmonics of the rotation frequency; the synchrotron beam

beam quickly reaches the point of zero energy dispersion. The light is enhanced by the number of particles in MB and totally
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Evolution of the complex separatuix for two significant values of the second RF voltage.
Both in FIg.lah where a=.05 and Fig.lb, where az=l, we have V2= aVl, h2=10 hI, hl=2, #I=0, 42w& h. coaesponding to

de hrmnmc of dhe rotation frequency and 40 to the energy loss for one cavity with eV sitn 0 -&Ey. Separation between the
two cavity frequencies has been limited for a clear view. According to these curves, it is evident that the different possible
synctwation oscillaions would be more and more complicated if the harmonic of the second cavity is very high. They are often

terpmeted as bunch multipole turbuleaces by many machine specialists.
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EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF COLLECTIVE EFFECTS
IN BEP STORAGE RING WITH HIGH STORED CURRENT

V. Danilov, I. Koop, A. Lysenko, B. Militsyn, I. Nestereuko,
E. Perevedentwev, E. Pozdeev, V. Ptitsin, Yu. Shatunov and I. Vaseerman

Budker Institute of Nud ear Physics, Novosibirsk, 630090, Ruwa

II. BEAM PARAMETER
MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES

Abstract
For measurement of both transverse and longitudinal

The results of extensive investigation of beam dynamics bunch dimensions we used the system of optical dissec-
with high current in BEP booster are presented. Strong tors, as described in [2]. The resolution of the longitudinal
bunch lengthening due to the potential well distortion by dissector was - 2 cm, while the transverse dissector gave
the inductive impedance was observed on the background "- 0.25 mm. In a series of measurements we also imaged the

of the multiple intrabeam scattering and of the ion accu- beam onto a CCD matrx, and obtained the same trans-

mulation (in the e- beam). The octupole and sextupole verse resolution, which resulted from the realistic quality of

corrections enabled control of collective damping of the the available mirror, window and lens optics, rather than
head-tail modes. Fast damping is also observed at e from the image-scanning device.
chromaticity, this is attributed to the injection kickers act- Indirect measurements of the vertical beam size below
ing as transmission lines. The proper tuning of the non- that resolution were enabled by monitoring of the parti-
linearity corrections cures the transverse instabilities and cle loss rate (from intra-beam scattering), which was per-
enables capability to store up to 0.8A current in a single formed with the scintillation counter and resulted in - 60
bunch. pm of the vertical beam size FWHM at the energy of 510

MeV. The count rate was calibrated against the vertical
beam size directly measured with the dissector, when the

I INTRODUCTION machine was operated at the betatron coupling resonance,
and the dissector could reliably resolve the enhanced beam
height. Direct measurement of the beam energy spread is

The electron and positron accumulator ring BEP is re- Dir

cently built to upgrade performance of the c+e- collider ibed in [2].

VEPP-2M [1]. Electrons and positrons are accumulated
alternately at the energy of 120 MeV. The injection rep- III. DYNAMIC APERTURE STUDY
etition rate is 0.7 Hz, the machine is capable to capture
150 tA (0.75.108) of positrons and 150 mA of electrons in The correct choice of the machine operating point is im-
a single-turn injection. The maximum accumulated cur- portant for accumulation of intense beams. Due to low ra-
rents are 0.2 A of positrons and 0.8 A of electrons. diative damping at injection (r, = Is) the particle motion
Energy ramping time in BEP is about 8 s, its lower limit is is subject to influence of weak non-linear resonances, even

mostly due to the effect of eddy-currents in the aluminum those of the 6th order and above. Fig. I shows the positron
beam pipe. The maximum energy achieved is 775 MeV, beam capture efficiency as a function of the operating
and its upper limit currently results from shifting of the point. The injected positron beam has a large transverse
vertical betatron tune down to the integer resonance, while emittance, so it is suitable for testing the dynamic aper-
the available gradient correction strength is insufficient to ture. The design operating point of v, = 3.18, v., = 3.61
oppose this tuneshift during the ramp. proved to be bad because of the neighbouring strong sum
The beam parameters were measured at the energies of coupling resonances.

120, 360 and 510 MeV. Changing the lattice for v, = 3.2, P, = 3.45 resulted

O.7803-1203-1/9303.0o 01993 IEM
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Figure 2: Vertical beam ala.. for electrons and positrons.

Figure 1: Positron beam capture efficiency. 500

in capability to use practically whole beam stay clear siaa.
of the vacuum chamber. For this lattice the horisontal J 250
injection kicker pulse lasts during two turns and serves as ZL
a pro-kicker at once. The lattWe with Y, = P, = 3.27 also
provides for a large dynamic aperture, however it requires 1ý
a separate prkicker (which is also intalled in BEP).
Scanning of the operating point in a wider range demon- 0 .1 1 A I.

atrated relatively ase operatio. closely to the integer reso- 0 100 200 300 400
nances m..= 3, and revealed wide stopbands surrounding I, mA.

the resonances v...= 4. The latter combine the effect of in- Figure 3: Current dependence of vertical beam size.
teger resonances with the non-linear 12/3 ones, which are
enhanced in the 12-fold symmetry of the machine lattice. ion rejection out of the beam because of tresspassing the

ion stability limit. This threshold current value agrees with
IV. ION ACCUMULATION IN BEP the assumption that single charge Ar+ or CO+ molecules

BEAM dominate in the ion contents.
The effect of ion rejection from the beam can also be

The positive ion accumulation in the electron beam of the observed when the resonance excitation of the vertical be-
BEP storage ring was mostly pronounced during tLd first tatron oscillations is switched on with a certain small tune
days of the machine commioning, resulting in the stored offset with respect to the exact resonance tune.
current limitation at a few milliamp level with the subee- The estimate for the degree of the beam apace charge
quent shift of this limit up to dosens of mlliamps. With compensation of - 5 - 10-3 at 20 mA current has been
an upgrade of the vacuum in the machine due to cleaning obtained from the measured coherent tuneshift of - 2.10-4
the vacuum pipe walls by irradiation with the synchrotron at the injection energy of 120 MeV. This corresponds to
light, the current limitation was no more imposed by the the ion Ar+ partial pressure of 6.10-7 Pa. At the energy
ions, other reasons were predominant, as outlined above, of 510 MeV we did not observe any effect from ions on the
However, the presence of a small positive ion concentration beam dynamics.
in the electron beam trace can be detected even after a
three-year period of practically continuous operation with V. CURRENT DEPENDENCE OF
the average pressure of ,- 10-Pa.

Fig. 2 shows the vertical beam sizes for electrons and BUNCH DIMENSIONS IN BEP
positrons as functions of the operating point v,. The
positron curve responds to the sum and difference reso- Experimental data on the current-dependent bunch dimen-
nances only, while the electron curve exhibits numerous sions in BEP at the energy of 360 MeV are presented in
onewdimensional resonances, which have a natural expla- Fig. 4. We saw, that:
nation in the framework of the ion accumulation hypoth- a) with ramping the current the longitudinal bunch profile
eis. With the current ramping the vertical beam site of was observed to deviate from the Gaussian and to approach
the electron bunch grows much stronger than the positron the parabolic shape (Fig. 5);
beam size, the latter seales as 1l/i due to the multiple b) the bunch length scaled as the 1/3 power of the beam
intrabeam scattering effect. Above 300 mA the vertical current, while the beam energy spread scaled as the cur-
beam rse shrinks (see Fig. 3) that is likely to result from rent to the 1/6 power (Fig. 4), the latter dependence was
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0 0 0 0 0.0 Figure 5: Evolution of the bunch longitudinal profile withCURRENT (W4) current; solid line - the profiles from the dissector; dashed

Figure 4: Current dependencies of total horisontal sizeXl lines are the Ganuians with the same height and same
betatron size X2, beam energy spread DEIE and bunch FWHM.
length (FWHM) A; the curves are I/6 and 11/3 fits to the
mesured data. transverse wake, resulting from the two injection kickers

which are the transmission lines in their design. The reli-
due to the multiple in n scattering effct (IBS); able evidence for this was given by the two-fold reduction of
d) the bunch equilibrium phase t was small (practically the measured damping rates resulting from the elimination
c)ethebuncheuliof one of the two kickers by a special mechanism envisaged
undetable); its design: the trsmiion line was grounded over its
d) the synchrotron tune shift with current was small in1ts1 dengt. The tanstmi ine wro ued onepnits
(,-, 10% at 0OOmA) if measured with the coherent exci- total length. This fast damping proved to be independent

tation, but the large incohksrat tsshift was observed by of the bunch length and the betatron tune.

a special technique [3) and proved to be in agreement with At the energy of $10MeV the measurements of transverse

the longitudinal potential well flattening; beam emittances gave 2.5. 10-6 cm rad for the vertical

e) the longitudinal bunch sie was independent of the r- emittance and 6.10-a cm.rad, which fairly well agree with

olution frequency displacement and insensitive to the po- their design values.

sition of the cavity higher order modes' tuners (apart from
narrow bands where we had coherent longitudinal instabil- REFERENCES
ities), so the multi-turn wakes were ruled out.

All this is consistent with the assumption of the static [1] V.V.Anashin et al. Proc. XIII Ing. Cona. an High Ea-
bunch lengthening due to the longitudinal potential dis- erg Accelerators, Novosibirsk, Nauka, 1 (1987) 159.
torted by the inductive wake. For a quantitative analysis [2) V.V.Danilov et al. "Current Dependence of Bunch Di-
we used the Hamisinski equation, and the inductance value mensions in BEP Storage Ring.' Proc. of the XVtI
deduced from these measurements was about 50 cm. The Int. Coeu on Higk Energg Accelereators, Hamberg, Ger-
incoherent synchrotron tuneshift resulting from the lon-
gitudinal well flattening was measured for currents up to
470 ma. The data agree with the bunchlength behavior. [3] V.V.Danilov et al. "Measurement of Betatron Coher-
The data taken at the injection energy of 120 MeV showed ent Tuneshifts and Collective Damping Rates in BEP

that: Storage Ring with the Optical Technique.' ibid., 1, 230.
a) the bunch length below , 10mA currents follows the
I1/6 relation, i.e. this lengthening results from IBS ;
b) at the currents of > 150mA that slow energy spread
blow-up due to IBS is negligible, and the bunch length
scales with the beam current as Il/s.
The collective damping rates t I were measured [3] using

the blinded PMT technique. At positive chromaticity the
damping rate was proportional to its value. However at
zeo chromaticity the collective damping did not vanish at
BEP, one should set 8v/Oln-y = -0.3 to eliminate the ef-
fect. At sero chromaticities it is due to the z' terms in the
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Beam Coupling Impedances of Axial Symmetric Structures

W. Bruns

Technische Universitit Berlin, EN-2., Einsteinufer 17,1)-1000 Berlin 10, Germany

Abstract
The tramsverne and longitudinal coupling imeacso III. The excitation
axial symetdric geometries with an arbitrary nuber of The moving charge represents a current density
Pros =saction jumps are calculated. Field matchiag with Jm -I
numon=alied wave amplitudes ia applied at planes z = x. . +00
The resulting linea equations are solved straightforward, fAt) = ?71 t J(w)e+j"" d =
leading to good numerical stability. The Dirac-likie pulses I~
of the impedances below cut-off or of structures with +-__0
trapped modes are avoided using a complex permittiv- IF 6(jal P - p9) 1: cos("W~) e~. I
ity. Numerical results are presented for a sample detuned I PjWOTO+ 0.
structure with more than 400 different radii. -00oll6n) c~

L Introduction In the following only the Fourier transfonned entities and
The structure under consideration is a beam pipe with only the mth component of the Fourier series are consid-

an arbitrary number of diffierent crows section jumps. Par- ered.
Adle to the ames a charge Q travels with a constant velocity IV. Field representation
0= &fic. This charge excites a field that is scattered by The tangential fields in the Y0tb area, A. at the plane

the 'noigeeu boundary. The scattred field acts on z = zi. are represented by
a test charge following behind the exciting charge. 0

In'this paper, the Fourier transformed field is expanded [ L, k2FM ZTM_ PE 'r AZ.A +
in orthogonal functions, each a solution of Maxwells equa- L= S=S,
tiouas. The continuity and boundary conditions at the -~AM

planes of the cross section jumps are fulfilled by mode +4 X dT!Sn i(Z
matching. The mode matching is applied at all cross sec- let" r ZT o +M .TB 8 +tion jumps simultaneously, leading to a single linear system j
of equations. The effect of the scattered field is expresed W S= OZ=3
in terms of coupling impedances. + -'. 98TMs(i)(Zn-)

In previous studies[2]..[51, similar problems were exam- jID
ined. in (23 no azimuthal dependence was allowed. In [3) PV' WOW +
the azimuthal dependence m = 1 was considered, but with dp m(vaP/)com)+
other expansion fuinctions. In (43 a similar problem with +4Jm(jrn)
azimuthal dependence, but without a current was calcu- Pdi
lated using scattering matrices. In ([M an even more gen- ~ B l *

eral problem is considered, where there are jumps also in nP dipJn(m ?JfltlP
the po-irection and with TEM-waves in coaxial segmients.
Their calculation also uses scattering matrices.-4J(m,/n)snm)

IL Geometry TX E {TM, TE)
Consider an infinitely long beam pipe ZTX x Th( e

with N crom section jumps. The jumps a()=C.e ' 5~)+ X..jX(. 5 )

lie in the planes z=z,1 ,n=0..N-1. The UflfF =/wpn-
charge travels at a distance p--p, off

ai, t the azimuthal angle V-0. n~LLL Tf=J,*9 =i
Iniethe cylinder p = pl is the am A.(), outside the area P. r., " n .. ". 0

42)~. Left of the plane x. is the ame A(' with radius r,,, The exponential factors are chosen to be one at the planes
rightof it the are&A~ with radius r,,+i z =z,.and in magnitudelessor equal one in the areasAn,.
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Tb. surce fieds are remrented by: The matrices LCf, LD.N come from the expansion of the

&', x JV (')(x.) = khe-jha./P x source free H-field in the nth area at the plane z = z.
(left of it), the matrices RCh', RD! from the source free

(to J)p)c*MW) + 14)(P) d cos(rnw)l field in the (n + 1)t area (right of z.). Similar are
4 P dip LCe, LD., kCn, R38 matrices containing the coupling

.9fhf5(SOe = rde-Jjaa, X integrals for the sour 'e free E-fleld. The vectors dn,, B.
L-ejW. contain the unknown amplitudes of the waves travelling

1÷ d) } forward or backward respectively. The vectors HS, ES.
t4TR$P(P)coz(mi) +4,14?P)l cos(m l) contain the expansion integrals of the source fields.

There are N such equations for the N cross section
(abbreviations y = I/I/1-71; / 4 = =k; C -k): jump.. The submatrices are of order infinity, so ar the

column vectors. After truncation of the submatrices to a
R•,)(p) = size M, all equations together constitute N x 2M equations

for the (N + 1) x 2M unknown CT'X, !fLJ . The C0V of
p10)(p) = .A2)J.(!) + B( 2)y*(e) the leftmost area A0 have to be zero, as they represent

7 waves coming from a nonexistent source at z = -oo. A
The amplitudes A, B of the source fields are given trough similar argument holds for the Djf . Half of the submatri-

,) ces are diagonal due to the orthogonality of the expansion
-J,(C4) J(()) Y,(4) A functions. The equations can be swapped to a structure

-J.(4) Jm(c) Y-((,) IIAn as (\ means a diagonal matrix, X means a dense matrix)
Jm(0u Ym ) (' J2) )/

( pk 3 r(l +6)0 %0) xx
V. Mode Matching XX % %

% % X X

At the common boundary of two areas A., A.+,, the X X % %
tangential fields have to be continuous. At the metallic X X

walls the tangential E-field must vanish: % % X

=" = min(r., r.+i); ro = max(rn, r"+) X X

=rmtz4)- A,,n+1z4); 05 P _5 r. This linear system can be transformed by scaling to a
(Z)= E,+(z); 0 5 r. very well conditioned one with the diagonal elements being

9t.(z.) = 0 r. _5 P :5 re unity and the off-diagonal elements all less then unity.

Expansion of the continuity- and boundary conditions on VI. Coupling Impedances
the tangential components yields a linear system of equa- A test charge Q, travelling behind the exciting charge at
tions for the unknown CIX~ D-T asPan azimuthal angle o, experiences a force by the scattered

i E {1 ... o0); TX E {TM, TE) field. This force changes the impulse of the test charge.

r. = min(r., rn+0); rt = max(r, rn+i); Under the assumption, that the velocity of both the excit-
ing charge and the test charge is near the velocity of light,
the change in the impulse will not change the velocity but

w.Jo Jo. -× x p dp dp - the mass. The integrated impulse deviation (the kick) of
the test charge travelling with the same velocity as the ex-

-- +i]"x p dp dip citing charge at a distance Az = rv behind is a function
lsnl j Jof this time r.

2W r. 2w rn+x +00

JJE .PrX pd~d9O=J J Et,n+PiFX pdpdjpt~) V -- I- QAJ -)di(I#Q dt

0 0 0 0 -00

The occurring integrals f f rx PIT pdpdip can be eval- +00

uated in closed form. Sorting the equations yields a linear = J [Q,'9(st) t) + QVi x B(sit), t)] dt
system for the unknown C-TX D-Tý: -+0

e. The Fourier transform of the kick is proportional to the
(LC: LD: RC: RD ) 6.i Ffs. longitudinal- and transverse coupling impedances.

LCR. LD. RC" RD. e.+, ( es.) W() o

o.( J L7 V/1 I WZ(W)(/)m(/m w( )
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Z -V/Al W 1.

jQ(P/r0'*(P/r0--1cos(mPP)04

-s-e

The factors ar chosen to make the Fourier trandorms

impedanow and to make the impedances in the ultrarela- - .
tivistic cas indepndet of the radii pp and pg. rr)

VII. Numerical results o.8

In [1] a design algorithm for a detuned accelerator in o.s
proposed. This procedure was used to generate the geco-
metry data of a detuned accelerator with 204 cells. The
cells awe designed to have the same resonance frequency
for the monopole mode (m = 0) and a Gaussian frequency
distribution for the dipole resonances (m = 1) with a mean -. 0
of 15,39 Gls and a variance of 0,39 GHs. This expected
resonance density is shown in Fig. 3. The iris radii vary I
from 0, 39cm < a<, S 0,54cm, the caviti radii are between 14.u5 14.50 14!.7n 15.00 15.2 1. 15.75 16.00
1,05cm _ ion _ 1, 12cm. The iris thickness and gap width f [GUs]
we held constant at t = 0,146cmand g= 0,729cm. In [21
the longitudinal impedance (m = 0) of the smwe geometry Figure 2: Transverse impedance in the detuned structure
was computed. They had designed coupling cavities at the .. :."::::...
left and right of the structure. Theme coupling cavities also ......
were used here. ............ ========='.====

The resultingstructure has 413 cross section jumps. The 14.-2 1440 14.76 15!00 IS5. 1.!50 15.75 1.0Of/0

calculation was performed with 10 TM and 10 TE modes Figure 3: Expected locations of the 204 dipol resomnc
per ares, thus, the order of the linea system was 2 x 20 x in the detuned structure
413, The normalization radius was ro=lcm.

The structure has trapped modes. The impedance at References
their reboasiaces has a characteristic like Dirac pulses. This
behaviour is circumvented by using a complex permittivity [1] J.W. Wang, and B.W. Littmann, Design Study
C, = 1+jl0- 4. The impedance gets a Gaussian shape. The on Quasi-Constant Gradient Accelerator Structure
resulting transverse impedance (m= 1) is shown in Fig. 2. SLAC/AP-92 September 1991

[2] S.A. Heifets, SA. Kheifets, LONGITUDINAL ELEC-
TROMAGNETIC FIELDS IN AN APERIODIC
STRUCTURE, SLAC-PUB-5907 September 1992

b) 1 1 1 9 1 1 1 1 1 U 1 1 1 U U U U U e [3] S.A. Kheifets, K.L.F. Bane, H. Bizek, TRANS-
SIVERSE IMPEDANCES OF CAVITIES AND COLLI-

MATORS, SLAC-PUB-4097 March 1987 (A)
Figure 1: a) The left coupler and the first 18 cells of the [4] H.G. Beyer, N. Holtkamp, U. van Rienen, K. Steinigke,
detuned structure; b) The last 18 cells and the right cou- V. Tsakanov, IL Wansenberg, T. Weiland, M. Witting,
pAs. Zang M., MODAL FIELD MATCHING IN TAPERED

MULTICELL STRUCTURES, ECFA WORKSHOP
VML Acnowledgement e+e- LINEAR COLLIDERS, Garmisch Partenkirchen

July 25 to August 2, 1992

I like to thank Manfred Filts for giving me first insights [5] M. Filts, T. SchoLs, Impedance Calculation for a Coax-
in mode matching. ial Liner, these proceedings
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ACCELERATOR PHYSICS ISSUES AT THE SSC

Gould F. Dea
- tilSaperco -A My

2550 Decklmeade Ave.. Dala. lrx 7527

1. In WR DUCTION in held constuant This fetmme of the deepg allows the two
R~alII of th i~rinags so be squd independently. The mew design has two

thealSup tim oftheg design Wer (55d hui oso secondary foc where the Ip as mimged, located symetrically
do - .1 -1 1Supr (SC) ill F F o both sides ofb thIL Addtiamul changes frs om pre vious

Mbolution ofla mimber ofhldleagng prble 0 'acc rs desig include:- 1) A significant reductio a the peb value of
physicS. ThM 5swus of several selien 13111 in taB design of 0 at uinection. 2) larger bore (5cm) triplet qumirupoles, 3) a
dhe SSC Will be reviewed atad updated in this pape. Thstaded desig for the vertical bends. 4) a redce Mota lengt
emphinis will be an the .mcparumhcting acceleratrs of mad edsg can accomodate difent'sate

IL LATTICE AND BEAM LINE DESIGN two. IF's, and a ratag of values between 40 and 180m is
possible for the qince allocated to a deetrat each IP.

A. Coffdgir creasng ON&l comn-rol is achieved through local ateering
A mew conflgumetion for dhe lattice of the CollidertI]J has (ipola. Thkj5~ intii schs e tif anmalou dispersion due

been ayteed, in which space has been comaed in the niorth mid toDthe neceauwily large orbit excursions ducough the high beta,
south arcs, by the removal of a smail number of dipole trplets. A scheme has been proposd[31 to corect this
magnems. The magnets; have been removed apirs- sepwared dispersion, using opposite polarity quadrupole -sr separated
by 1W in phase advance,, so that the perturbation to the by 1W0 in phase and located in the arms just prior to entry
dispersion function is local and minimal. The teat of the mmntomd after exit from the JR's. The MR design incorporates a
dipoles in the ring will be operated at a slihil higher field to phase advance between these quadrupoles and the JR triplet
matti the miaeý energy, and the margin will be retained by such that the anomnalous dispersio from the triplet is fully
lowering the operming temperature by about 0.1-. Some of canceled.
the reanling free spwa provided in the amc has been utilized to The Coflider West Utility ran has also undergone
allow cryogmic and electrical feed point placement consistent constiderable design developmeft[4 . The maximum A values
with surface land acquisition sites for utility buildings. have beeni reduced by a factor of two to about 600m. The
Additionsl free space will be filled with empty cryostats complexity and phuralt of different components (quadrqioles,
initially, but will be available for use in the future for spools, warm-to-cold transitions) in the region has been
purposes seca as beam scraping, polarization prsrig reduced. The abort line admittance has been increased, and
devices damping systems, mad other as yet unpc se eeds. specific locations for dmnping systems have been identified.
An additional modification to the lattic now being studied is -Hg E VBoe
the option of a larger aperture (Wftm) quadrupole in the BHg wyt0ue
Collider arcs Thi is motivated by a desie for uniformity The lattice of the High Energy Booster (HEB) has also
with large aperture quadrupoles in the utility and JRt regions; been modified in order wo increase its dynamic aperture. The

simlifcatonof quenich protection for a larger bore cell length has been decreased from 78 to 64m. The stronger
qudrple and ease of magnetic measurements with an focusing increases the dynamic aperture from 9or to I lo at

icesdbore tube inner diameter in both dipoles and injection. Additional minor modifications to the lattic in the
quadrupoles. The large aperture quadrupole would develop a short straight, sectionts ame under consideration to obtain further
smaller gradient, mid so would require a larger slot length, increases P in dynamic apertume
which is provided by the space previously allocated to mid- .BwLie
lef~f-l covcto systes (see below). C W ue

In additional to the modifications described above for the The optics of several of the beamn lines which interconnect
-s of the Collider, parts of the straight sectionis (specifically the synchrotrons has also, been redesigned, in orde to'ices
the West Utility Regiont and the East Interaction Region) have simplicity, redcem coat and improve, operbility. These, include
undergone signfican es" evolution, the 12 GeV/c LEB-MEB transfer linel5i, the 200 GeV/c MEB-

The current desig[2J of the East Interaction Region HEB transfer lines[6J, mid the 2 TeV HEB-Collider transfer
Incorporaes dhie additional families of independently powered lines' 7]. AUl these transfer lines am fabricated from resistive

quadrupoles These quadrupoles; an used to chang the optics magnets The general guidelines in these redesigns have been
from injection to collision while the final triplet quadrupoles to minimize sensitivity to magnet and alignment errors. and to

provide flexibility, and orthogonality, for amplitude and
t~peatedby the Universities Research Association, Inc., dispersion function matching between the rings. In the case of

frthe U.S. Depament of Energy under Contract th hihe neg transfer lines, for which the beamt transfer
No. DE-AC3-8E486
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Wn -n he, or bob""e 1110016mc1110 cotrs, latt hice 624Pg6 which elbulmams se doeed for dbww
pod mn for umnvl at berin loand momsiulan -- !gt q*uepolesin smid-IhalfallR locations. Rawi 1 1yhis h
componet hilmar scenaios (particulari kicker indicated that if the dipole ame the pcIfiAcatdo for

kjVm am I)= cOrperatd imot**e deansSi s j and taknd actqmel and decniele husamics then
ecqesan decqiFole 0 F ectI in the gpool Pie=e wil be

UlL C LIU OU C ONSYSTEMS saffisent. A , -a systm in mid-half-cell locatimn bs nu
neededl All the proqtpe dipole mqpeu woiwied to dw

L&W "Pthave met the requked mpcifIcatdows Hoe.e it has bees
A deeaquug xaga hos been pmepaaed[ wphich utillu decided to eliminate all aid~a-hal-el coiarreas, which wigl

44 dew quedmupl caremews, locatd within the arc in naiU~UCniedeifbbnsi plificationandecot ingS.
mningt diole Memo. sod in the utility straight sections. I.EIT N EC* M
7Wn sytmn can be opwmd in acheve &W~a decoupiaig m V EMT C CO R L
two hoffin of 12 doew quedtapolea or In four kmfaiie of 24 One of die principal challenges in achieving the SSC
show upoluAg.A Aluaely, all 44*dew qumbqiale ca be design luminosity is that of prserving the beam brighmeeu
inispanemietl st if desiredA to acheve bath global and local dmiughout the accelerato chain and during soamp is the
decoupling. Th enssgths of the quadrupales will be Collider.
aflcima to achiev av<.00 with the exetdsources ofcoulig n te in (amentc~g- .1A i$ cur 1 i h A. Emtinan Gro~wth in td Acclrator Chain
dipoles, radm isj al2 a M 10' cm-1 in dipoles, and 0. In the accelerator chain, there are several, threats to
.ma rums -ý 4 Oil) brightmess; one of these occurs in the LEB due so the Wong

effct at injection. This has been extensively
B. Cwna Car"WPI j!."&jO.4jIMFmd t i due-n dthe0 cnrre- design of the LJIB

The seamspole ,oreca ,Prsin in the Coldr rsme lnteaded to can cope with thes effects without excessive emitance
compensate for bath doe nsuval chromaticity of the machine dilution. MAnoher threat to brightness occrsr during each
anl ate high fiel systematic sexqupole at the dipoles. in beam -rInfr when *m ineton cillatians, and amplitude and
addition, the system muwo compensate far chromatic effects diserson Auection mlmmatche can lead to emitnmce diluio
booucd by dohe a in collision opuics. The lit' cm make due to -h space fllumemstidou. The reen redesign of the
a significant contribution, no only to the first order beam lines soled above, which has emphasized ease of
clammosiolty, but also, to the second order 11nmt 1.yl J madtchn from oue ring to mnother and reduced sensitivity to
Becae acmelhenbetwenalobcetR'ste scond osd wma" should lesson this skeat Another significant ismu in
P ect r e sr" Id t's ar sqpiuted by an odd multiple of the nccelersw dhais is that of coupled beach instabilities
14 and they we operatudattdo same valueat of. However, which Cmn k~ 0 emitta negrwth if n0t PrOPerly conRUGolld
lParg econd orde chomatic effect cmn rise if the adjaceu Damping sysems[ 13 1 are planned far each accelerator to
JR'satms pead aP'tw diretvl ue fP ri i u q provide multi-bech stability coanto and reduce sensitivit to
subuftaiulaly frm the desig value. To ameliorate this diole made injctio error
problem, a local sextupole, correction scheme is plnnd, B "T ml "Got

the JR regions. Globa chromatic corrcton is wkacevd In the Collider, during storage, additional issues arise
through the bulk of the arc seatupoles; local control is related ID souce of long-te0m emittac growth. These
achieved by these four hemllles mwa the BR's The strength of hiclude the ek ffcsa power supply ripple and possible gpound
fthegobladlocal eauipaleisIsplannd Dto beadeuat for motion effcts

correcting matona chnmaticity, tha from b2 - 0.28 ax0 cm2  The low revoluton frequency of the Collider caunes the
in the dipoles, and that from the two low-0 and two high-P lowest betatro sideband so occu a frequency in dvn rtog
WRs. of 700- 9W0 Hz, dqiendiu on the exac value of the fractiamal

Convcsorsspply noiste inc gheneamligossthde ofleqnduemny Is poweres
C.~~ ~ ~ beku"oW =o c~ Cm upart at te tine Thentapliue growasteeuend masa lowre powe

The dipole corector, system is plumecd s0W ufficien to the effect of these perturbations on the beam's beta--an -motion
ortect, at the 4a levil quadrupole missligaments of O.4m cm be expected to be reltvly mo011 importan in the Collide

ains, and dipole rolls of 0.5 mmd ins. The quadrupole than in existing mac6hine with lage revoluton frequencies.
inecdon systen has two prinipa functions. It willrno correc Thes are difficult issues to study, and partculary to quantif
the differetia dipale-undrupole saturation, and will als accuratly, although sonme progress has recently been
Allm tune adjustments of uptso * 3 units made[ 141. Measurements of ground motion and vibration in

In the previous designs for the Collider, octupole, the tunnel environment are planned, and the damping of such
descqae and skw qiuarupole corretor we re nvsoned for miotiot will be considered in the desig of the Collider
somemid-half-cell locations. As nated Alhlv the cotrent plan componntS and their support systems. The effect of power
for skew quashupoles utilizes sace in the noc proisded in the suppy ripple has been simulated, and It is believed tha the
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buslsh ig mppty filer syslem[s15 will be adequate to surfac into the beam tube vacuum, which producl- a
omik m e Powtdi doe to power somuly rppbe to Ion bm dymic' gas deasty[ 181. If sufficiently desw this s cm

20 pi•me per 24 mars. Provision for retrofit of - active lied substantial beam lors md even local overload of tke
fiber sytem It betr alowed. cryognic system due to scated high energy raditim. At

this point. machine opeirtion skips mid the bemn tube wail
nine be ustwame to-20"K o alow tde H2 to be pmnped out.

Field quality is primaiy - isue in the higher energy Several approaches m available as potentia soletiwas to
machineL In the MEB, fild quality requimmets dictate the this problem. The simplest is to ensure that the total
specifications on the dipoles, particuarly at due lowest fields. hydroge gas flux evolved from de smrface is low enough dist
However, thes specifications =e not difficult so meet with due time associated with surfac buildup of cryosorted H2 gas
some cam in magnet ftbrication. In the superconducting is long (- one yea).
machines, fld quslity i tied directly to the requirements The gas flux evolved is determined by the effective
(principally pertum ) on the ling dipoles. For photdeson coefficient mad the amount of gas initially
both te HeB mad the Collider, dipoles with a 5cm diameter UWped on the surface or in the bulk of the beam tube
coil will have adequate static field quality to meet the material. Recent experiments[19] have indicated that the
requireinmmet For the BEE, ther is a special problem related effective photodesorption coefficient is substantially
to the rapid ramp rat (0.062Te/c): the field hmnonics due to suppressed (relative to its room temperaturi value) at
tranieat eddy curs aising during the ramp must be mauf cryogenic tempertums, which will limit the total amount of
enough that sufficient linear and dynamic apertur is gas evolved. The gas load may also be reduced by prope
maintained during acelerton. The b'poqlr rmp cycle of the fabication and cleamn of the bean tube. An extensive sie
HEB makes for a particularly challenging environment in of investigations into possible options in this area is
which to meet this demuad. underway at SSCL and its subcontractors.

If this approach does not succeed in limiting the gas
V. BEAM LOSS CONTROL adenity evolved by pho-odesio, another technique is the

Beam loss control is of particular concern in the intoduction of &alin[ 0]. This solution involves the ue of
* coadu acceleramoMs, in which even small amn of an insrt in the magnet bore tube, with holes to allow

beam-relsat energy deposition can cause quenching of the pFotodeiorbed gas l be pumped by cryosorbent material
A- mages. As noted above, this ism has been located between the line and the bean tube. The cryosorr,

kept in mind during die design of beam inruction, etaio, shided from ft photons by the liner, would accumuliat gas
mad abort systems for these machines. In addition, control of for a long period before warm-up was required. An
"the beam halo mad localized berm loss in the vicinity of the engineering design of an SOK(21 liner has recently been
Collider IW's is crucial to maintaining a relatively low completed. Engineering design is planned for a liner operating
background environment for the Collider detectors. An at 4K, which has advantages in simplicity and reduced
extensive sygem[16] of collimaos and beam 1 mV hn phdmolesmoption coefficient, and disadvantages in pumping
been proposW for die Colider in ordW o ahieve the necemmy speed and cryogenic efficiency, relative I the K soluion.
low beam iou conitiom. The increased bore tube size mentioned above in the first

section provides sufficin physical apeu to adopt this
A. Collider Vacwm solution if it is required.

A partcularly thorny problem related to beam loss control VL COLLDER ]• SYSTEM
is that of maintaining an adequately high level of vacuum in
the Collider. Degradation of the Colliedr vacuum is directly The baseline RF system for the Collider is a 20 MV, 360
related to the presence of synchrotron radiation in the MHz room temperature 5-cell cavity system. Recently, the
machin"[ 1 7 1 . The Collider will be the first proton possibility of the utilization of erconducting RF for the
synchrotron for which the beam energy is high enough to Qillider has come under consideration[]. Superconduct
produce significant amounts of synchrotron radiation. The RF has advantages i th arPas of reduced higher-order-nodes,
mjor effect of this radiation, which is absorbed by the cold a smaller number of cavities, and reduced RP power (and
bem tube walls, is to place a significat dynamic beat load on window power) requirments. Disadvantages rative to room
the Collider's cryogenic system. This is handled in a temperature sysentlie in the aeas of increased development
srigormwad way by prope sizing of the 4"K refrige•ion mad support requrements at SSCL, possibly lower reliability,
system. However, as in electron synchrotrons, the and possibly larger initial capital costs (vs lower operating
synchdron radiation will also desorb gas (primary H2 ) from costs). A decision of which pah so proceed along is expected
the bem tube walls. Unlike in electron synchrotrons, this in the near futum
gas will be cryopumped onto the walls of the beam tube.
Since it is very loosely bound, the effective cross-section for VII. REFERENCES
phloodeorption of this cryosodW gas is quite high. Th7us (1] M. Syphers, ct al., "SSC Collider Arc Lattice,
there is a constmat 'recycling" of gas molecules from the
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Fermilab Collider Upgrade: Recent Results and Plans

D. A. Finley
Fermi National Acceeraor Laboratoryx

P.O. Box 500
Batavia, Illinois 60510

Abstract Running Average" means that the initial luminosities
for a particular store and the aine previous stores are

The Fermilab collider program has entered its first summed, divided by ten, and plotted. This
physics run with two major detectors, CDF and DO. averaging removes much of the scatter from store to
Recent results on the performance of the accelerators store and presents a clearer picture of the actual
are presented, along with plans to improve the accelerator performance. Some of the variations in
luminosity of the collider. The peak luminosity the average are due to various failure modes -
routinely exceeds the goal of 5x1W0O cm-2sec-I, and particularly those which result in drping the
the integrated luminosity routinely exceeds I pb- I antiproton stack - and some are due to differences in
per week to each detector. The Tevatron has been emphasis between operating for peak luminosity and
successfully upgraded to include electrostatic other machine improvements. For the present run,
separators which provide helical orbits which the initial luminosity is taken after scraping which is
overcome the beam-beam tune shift limitations of done on the beams to reduce the backgrounds at the
previous runs by only allowing bunch crossings at two detectors. The peak initial luminosity for the
the two detectors. The installation of two matched run has been 8.79x10 30 cm-2 sc" . The luminosity
low beta inserts in the Tevatron has allowed for the displayed is for CDF; the luminosity for DO is
simultaneous operation of two high luminosity comparable. The luminosity lifetime at the
interaction regions. The Antiproton Source has beginning of a store is typically 12 to 16 hours. It
increased its performance over the previous run as increases about 0.2 hours per hour during the store.
measured by stack size and stacking rate. The Linac
will be upgraded from 200 MeV to 400 MeV in Figure 2 shows the integrated luminosity for the
order to lessen the space charge tune shift upon present and previous runs for each week and for the
injection into the Booster. Additional improvements entire run. The figure shows the integrated
to the Antiproton Source are required to meet the luminosity for the present run approaching 30 pb-1.
luminosity projections. Higher luminosity requires The goal for the run is 25 pb-. The plateau near
more bunches in the Tevatron in order to keep ,the week 22 is due to a scheduled shutdown. The goal
number of interactions per bunch crossing for the run of 1000 nb- 1 per week has been
acceptably small The present plan is to increase the exceeded several times, and one week exceeded 2
number of bunches from 6 to 36 per beam. Until it
is replaced with the Main Injector, the Main Ring
will remain as the most significant bottleneck on the Figure 2 shows the integrated luminosity delivered
performance of the collider. to CDF. Approximately 70% of this is logged to
Current Performance tape. DO logs about 20% less than this primarily due
Initial and lntegmtd Luminosity to the blanking required when Main Ring beam

passes through the DO detector during antiproton
stacking. The concern that the DO detector may notThe initial luminosity d the detectors has be able to run at all during stacking has been put to

routinely exceeded 5x10 30 cm-2 sec-I which is the rest
goal for the present run. This is demonstrated in
Figure I which shows the initial luminosity for both Beta* and the CDF SVX
the present run and the previous run. The "IOX

The design for the minimum beta function at the
interaction regions (beta*) is 50 cm. However, for

Operated by the Universities Research Association the nominal current settings of the low beta
under contat with the U.S. Department of Energy
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quadrupoles, a beta beat is created which results in antiprotons / hour at modest stacks and 3.5x1010

an effective beta* of about 35 cm at both interactions antiprotons / hour at stacks exceeding 1012.
region& This beta beat appears to be the result of
errors in the field gradient of the low beta The development of techniques for stabilizing large
quadrupoles of about 1 part in 1000. This has been antiproton stacks has been necessary. Clearing
corrected with trim supplies on individual electrodes have been used to help expel trapped ions
quadrupoles. The power supplies and low beta which are the primary problem. However, the
quadrupole magnets are designed to provide a beta* clearing electrodes alone are not enough. Counter
of 25 cm. The initial measurements with the 25 cm circulating protons, and bunching of the antiproton
beta* lattice have produced the expected increase in core have also been found to have a stabilizing
the specific luminosity. (Specific luminosity is the influence. P. Zhou and P. Colestock, S. Werkema
luminosity divided by the product of the number of et al., and A. Gerasimov, all have presented at this
protons and antiprotons.) In addition, the length of conference some of the observations of the effects of
the luminous region decreased to an rms of about 26 trapped ions in the Antiproton Source.
cm as measured by the CDF SVX (Silicon Vertex
Detector). Coalescing Im'vements

S [arr and Feeddown Sextupoles Longitudinal instabilities in the Main Ring limit the
efficiency of coalescing. (Coalescing is the process

In the previous run, with no separators and 6 by which several - typically 11 - bunches are
bunches per beam, the beams collided 12 times per combined into a single high intensity bunch.) By
revolution. This resulted in a beam-beam tune shift speeding up the process of coalescing, so that the
which severely limited the proton brightness, and instability does not have time to develop, the
consequently the luminosity. (Brightness is the intensity of the coalesced bunches has been
intensity divided by the emittance.) The increased from 80xl09 to greater than 125x10 9 .
implementation of separators in the Tevatron allow The "speeded up process" is called "snap
the beams to collide only at the two detector Thescspeeded u o is al d sa
locations. The subsequent increases in the proton coalescing". Refer to X. Lu and G. Jackson, and I.
brightness and the luminosity are given in the table. Kourbanis et al., at this conference, for details.
(The previous run is "1989" and the present run is Collider Upgrade Plans
IA.) The separators in the Tevatron provide two-
dimensional helical orbits, not one-dimensional
pretzel orbits (in the horizontal plane only) as in
other accelerators. The separators have been used to The table presents the overall plan for the upgrade of
scan the beams through one another, and a summary the collider. The previous run (called 1989 in the
of these results is presented at this conference by D. table) provided 0.32 inverse picobarns per week on
Siergiej et al. the average, with a typical initial luminosity of

The presence of the helical orbits all,,w the use of 1.6x10 3 0 cm-2 sec- 1, which exceeded the Tevatron
families of trim sextupoles (both normal and skew) I design goal of lx1030 cm"2 sec"1. As noted
for adjusting the tunes and coupling of the proton previously, the present run (Run IA) provides 1
and antiprotons beams independently. When inverse picobarn per week at each detector, with a
sextupoles are used in this manner, they are called typical initial luminosity in excess of 5x10 30 cm-2
"feeddown sextupoles". sec- 1. Run IA is scheduled to end June 1, 1993 to

allow the final installation and commissioning of the
PbarkalImrvments Linac upgrade, and the installation of the cold

compressors in the Tevatron. The integrated
The improvements in the Antiproton Source - luminosity per week is expected to double in Run LB
especially the Accumulator stacktail system - have which is scheduled to begin in the fall of 1993. Run
resulted in increased stacking rates. The production II is not expected to provide much more integrated
rate exceeds 14 antiprotons per 106 protons on luminosity per week, but the energy of the Tevatron
target. The stacking rate is typically 4.5x1010 will be raised and number of interactions per

crossing will be greatly reduced. Finally, a factor of
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five increase in the integrated luminosity will be 5x10 3 1 cm-2 sec- 1 . The present collider operates
provided by the Main Injector. with 6 proton and 6 antiproton bunches colliding at

the two detectors, CDF and DO. For the present
The form factor in the table describes the reduction configuration, the minimum spacing between
in the luminosity which occurs when the bunch bunches is 185 buckets. For the present typical
length is comparable to the beta function. It initial luminosity, 5x103 0 cm-2 sec"1, the number
approaches 1.00 if the beta function is much larger of interactions in the detectors per bunch crossing is
than the bunch length. However, this is not the case 0.79 (assuming a cross section of 45 mbarns). For
for the actual case presented in the Tevatron as seen the upcoming collider run, typical initial luminosities
in the table where typically one only obtains about are expected to exceed Ix103 1 cm-2 sec 1 . Since
2/3 of the luminosity one would naively expect from the number of bunches per beam will remain at 6 for
the bunch intensities, emittances and crossing rate. that run, the number of interactions per crossing will

exceed 1.57. Certain types of physics - not
including the discovery of the top quark - are done
more efficiently if the number of interactions per

This summer, the Linac upgrade project will be crossing is kept below one. The number of bunches
completed. The kinetic energy of the H" ions per beam will be increased to 36, in order to reduce
provided by the Linac will be increased from 200 the number of interactions per crossing to 0.26. For
MeV to 400 MeV. This is accomplished by this configuration, the minimum spacing between
replacing the last four sections of the present drift bunches will be 21 buckets.
tube linac with seven side coupled cavity sections.
The first 100 MeV of energy will still be provided by With the Main Injector, the typical initial luminosity
the original (20+ year-old) drift tube linac tanks. will exceed 5x103 1 cm"2 sec-1, and the number of
The beam will be transported to the Booster with a interactions per crossing will exceed 1.31, again
new 400 MeV beam transfer line. The calculated exceeding one. If necessary for the types of physics
reduction in the space charge tune shift limit for to be done, some modest improvements to the
injection into the Booster decreases by a factor Of Antiproton Source and the Tevatron can provide 99
1.75 which in principle allows for an equivalent bunches per beam with 7 bucket spa.ing. This
increase in the proton intensity delivered by the
Booster. However, the full realization of this factor would keep the number of interactions per crossing
is not expected to be attained until the Main Ring is near one for luminosities of 1 x 1032 cm'2 sec 1 .
replaced with the Main Injector. Additional details of bunch loading schemes can be

Lower Temratre found in J. Holt et al., this conference.

This summer, cold compressors and new valve Antinton Source
boxes are to be installed in the 24 helium
refrigerators for the Tevatron. These allow for There are several improvements needed in the
subatmospheric operation of the helium system and a Antiproton Source to realize the upgrades given in
subsequent reduction of the temperature of the the table. An h=4 rf system in the Accumulator will
superconducting cable in the Tevatron magnets from allow the delivery of 36 rather than 6 bunches.
4.5 OK to 3.5 OK. This is expected to raise the short Improvements in Debuncher cooling include
sample limit of the cable and allow the beam energy rebuilding the pickups to allow for 2 - 4 GHz
of the Tevatron to be raised from 900 GeV to 1 TeV operation and cooling the pickups to 2) °K.
for collider operations. Run IB will be used to gain Increases in the apertures of the Accumulator,
experience with lower temperature operation, and the Debuncher and the beam transfer lines are also being
increase in energy is expected to become operational considered. Finally, the Main Injector will deliver
for Run II as shown in the table. sufficient intensity at 120 GeV to the antiproton

production target that the target is not expected to
Multibunch Kickers, survive the shock. R&D on a beam sweeping

system has begun.
As the table shows, the Main Injector will result in
typical initial luminosities in excess of
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Table of Fermilab Collider Upgrade Parameters

1989 IA IB 11 Main Injector

o7.OxlOlO 1.24lO11  l.5xlO11 1.54011 3.3x1011
Pbeaftnich 2.9x10 10  3.6x1010  4.5x1010  7.5x109 3.7x1010

Pmtomemidamo, 25 16 16 16 30 mm-mad
Pbew emidance 18 16 16 16 22 mm-mrad
Bea at IP 0.55 0.50 0.35 0.35 0.5 I
Beam Ener 900 900 900 1000 1000 GeV
Numberof-Sunches 6 6 6 36 36
Bunch lgt (rms) 0.65 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.65 m
Form Factor 0.71 0.76 0.65 0.65 0.68

Luminot I1.60x10 3 0 5.37x1030 1.03x1031 1.15x1o3l 5.60x10 31 cm-2sc-I

Integrated Luminosity 0.32 1.08 2.08 2.31 11.28 pb-l1/week

Bunch spacing 3000 3000 3000 396 396 nsec
Interactions / crossing 0.25 0.84 1.62 0.30 1.47
(0 45 mbarn)

Antipmton tune shift 0.025 0.011 0.014 0.014 0.016
Proton tune shift 0.014 0.003 0.004 0.001 0.002

What's New? Separators, Linac Faster Kickers Main Injector
DO Detector, and
Pbar Improvements Cold Compressors

*Typical luminosity at the beginning of a store; translates to integrated luminosity with a 33% duty factor.

iaccess point to the Main Injector tunneL The R&D
for the project has produced several dipoles which

The purpose of the Main Injector is to remove the have met the required field quality.
Main Ring bottleneck in the delivery of nigh
intensity proton and antiproton beams to the The funding profile in the President's FY94 Budget
Tevatron. The Main Injector will remove Request allows initiation of operations with the Main
backgrounds from the CDF and (especially) the DO Injector in the summer of 1998.
detector, since the Main Ring - which shares the
tunnel with the detectors - will no longer be used. Final Note
The Main Injector will allow for test beams and fixed
target physics year round. The author wishes to thank all the many accelerator

and high energy physics collaborators who have
Most of the wetlands mitigation has been completed. contributed to the work summarized in this paper,
Civil construction for the MI-60 enclosure and although only a few of their contributions are
service building has begun. This building is at the mentioned by name. Each individual's professional
point of tangency between the Tevatron and the Main contributions to the team effort have made it a
Injector and will contain the rf for the new pleasure to describe an ongoing success story as
accelerator. This building also services the principle stunning as the Fermilab Collider.
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ORATIION OF THE BROHVNAGS wr~TUE BOOS=E*
W.T. Wag (for do Acculualor Dmiviia Staff

AGS -q tol Brohoavevn Ndioad Laboratory
Associated UI tiueeie be

Upton, Now York 11973

AW~ue - becrrete tp'o about 0.5 - nd 0.2 reqiachiwe
Wy)3. The relatively Ium. eravo of usorecied orbit awe mat

1*BhoabhpvAilumstlg~rekdiSyadndwam(AOS) consihtent with tdo a~psoo reading of 0.2 -n RMS
sosvd, eA pnin drectl fcas a Liam and heavy omp directly mialignment of qnsmropoles, an the amplification bicoor of
ftcou a Tandim Van do Gomaff befine 199. The newly 15. A total rowarvey, including survey msionsf, will be
conskudred Booste hms barn brogbt as line to serve n-a cornied out a the smsrý of 1993.-~o for doe AOS. The qapinutiaml aus of the acoelura-
tmc of proloon and heavy umm fthoug the Booster and the
ADS in revieweod. Accohmuar improvummot programs to RB
. Ie.. -m * -m*I]y for Physics ,eaPrch and to prepar e
heavy son booum for UHIC injection we discussed.

1. MNTODUCTON anl 9-At

The Booster combustion. was compeletd in April of 1991, Lb.
followed byasahost - -. I.gperiod in Mayund JosetoAS
acculord 200 MaY besam to a top enrgy of 1.2 GeV and to
.uacusifoly extract: the baron out of don machine. The B
Booster was brought anline to oear the high onsegy physics
progroam using proton bests from Ferarwy to April and ASS CWWI a aad
naclear physics research from May to Jurs, 1992. In 199,
sight weeks of dedicated machine stodies was performed fromn
Much~ to May. This paper will inmumuuize the Performnece Figure 1. AGS Complex.
of the Booster and lbs AGS up So May of 199.

In Secti= H, the rmdats of the aneaurant of basic 3. TIIsa and CIwWJMSLiIL of the Boctff
machine functions of the Boosetr are presened. In Section Using the timn function of the orbit: signal obtained at am
HI, the status of proo acceleration and intensity perfonanc BPM, an submlarnc tune display is provided through a Fat
we reviewed. In Section IV, the status of heavy iwe accolera- Fowlier Taumforms (FF1 analynr. The aubm signal and lbs
lio will be IpreFuat-dI Finally, in Section V. plans for future ime daspay awe dhown in Figure 2. Themare ore-
AGS upgmades for high intensity prXo accelertinW and ad ftmes of vy = 4.56 and v~ -4.60 am vaycloseto do
pqwratao for heavy ion I, m for RHIC h*jecion will be pubictmoni of the MAD progrm using the nuanured quadma
discussed. poe stregth. Trim power mapplies hav been proide t0

aduo the tunes within am unit for proton acceleration and
19. MACHINE FUNCTONS OF 0.5 unit for heav ion acceleration.

THE BOO)STE Th1 natural chroorntacaties of the accdeeleraor we 1
-5. adI =-.55. Both we measured and confirmed by

A abonfc lyoutof o AS wplaxis ownm nmssuring Lbs munes of varius energy bea m in fth Booster.
Aigaree1 tic layou WoftheMAD-on compltex ioes showni During acceleration, the eddy curtent correction coil has so be

Figufre 1o [1, 2B.oosterg 1ased comuTher moedls nowtl provided to compensate the aextupole field produced by the
pedist for the LTDtBooxer, and WT.Te fiiedos fals cretly vacmuzn chambers. Agin trim supplies have been provided
predIct the tr ollerwingselantd betasfuremetios wil be1 to control the chromnaticity within ± 5 units. For stable

a hefllwui,5eute mweiuts"&' operation. doe charomaticity is set at t small negative value.

A~ Bose rl C. X-Y COWpilg
The ooser an obit inwaseRMShorzontl eror of One application, of the une massuraemun device is to

TheoBots5era handre mits nicarte EMS horiouta 3~ ' nwhc doed~ the existence of the X-Y coupling and to confirm its
about ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ mnz~zto by - n ESvrtclero f but3iurucn.g correction skew quedrupoles. If

*Work performed under the mapces; of th U.. Deatmn there is littl, coupling, a sizable orbit oscillation in the
of ~horizontal plane canot excite the oscillation in the vertical
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Figure 2. Haoemontal and vertical orbit ignals and umdiaply.

phem. and i0bm h mantd and veetial bins auuain lbi well 1111. PERFORMANCE WiTH PROTON BEAM
deG ned value wit a ingl Peak in lb FFT display. when
tlm is coupling betee im dw uxmaWta and vertical plames, Once lb linea mhmd. prqetme am deteminedo b
a suible oscillation anim d wio tmla phm win G efte viabi accelertio of proton beamsnq re uirs mction and aceleraton
oscilhatiOIw in im vu*tca plume, an d m in of Figure 2. At of ove 200 tirm of Limo beam. To accomsplimh each a to*
duebooti. both hmorimatl and vertica Imes display double unmderstanding of 1rf capture Wmac charg Uim rud,
pea~ks iMlicatg he ezisamenc of db nomaul modes and db stopband orcaraton and coheren imabltieds play an
wepratic betwee tw peaks wsa ummrur of ib theSNgib of Wimprtn role. Sam of ibe experiecesa will be discummed in
lb coupling. Such X-Y coupling can be musuuind by ibi section.
poworn lb daw qmedrumole coevadto sydaem to dielit
do osciilatiom n ibmd vertcal pin. L. Do=, SIz. and Kunana Thakiq

MTe iamnimion prof&l an' ntoe (IPM) [51 is usd to
D. bsiuincv Gowth by the Foil mmm ibt bseam am and eamitance over l acceleatio

Mwe RUS borioalal bern asiltanc of lba inac beamn cycle. Shown in Figure 3 is lb horizontal and vertical
is about 1.2 w arn-maru. Ahwe prcpme steering, matching of profiles take fros lbe 1pM.
bets 4anction and Hipmursion function. lb sainimumm bevn
eusitnme achievabl iside lb Booste in about 2.3 x. Such
a factor of two uceumein bemam emimice can be explsimd IM [4U3 0r-l5-1 18= ýl1.545 VA: 1V of 31
byldomultipole Colomb scatauing of doptoton beman.
taoOghlbH- striping foil. MbwayWwe injectintol H v
50 U=L Accordngt a midimensional -Iraci simualationI

141, such a ammkipole hummvueoflAmfoil will thceml
bernmihlmcbya fctor of two. AkerlSo initial fa .

grOWth, lb emiltanc Will VOW at a much reduced rate. AtA
dboil location.ibinvetical been functionisclaetoani u=*
nouba m hen el pertutnation in divergene canned by lb foil .
is coupulivelyunlsomr inlbheverlialplan To mnimnie. 1
emituegm row& inlb9slacked booizabl plimne, it my bea . . .:
bommer haice to plowcdo fog at ft oriz mal betammimisum.
WiA& such a pencil beom, lbe Booste hormzoal sapeture I.
bem confirsmed to be about :k 4 cms instead of * 5 cm aFigure 3. Bern profiles from lbe 1PM.
reqird Fuutharlb corretion of lb orbi and avoidmom of
obetactmin meamidd to ressoen lb available apertur to * 710 trace show lb beam profiles aken at lb dotted ia
5 cm. Fuibrdmeie lb saerture of lbe extrecuio chml is in lb accelertion cycle. Mwe evolutio of lbe ber emit-
hand to be about ± 2.2 am, corrupondizmg to a snomlizd abes over one cycle, including deceleration, are recordd
evmitlmce of 52:x.
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8m~ 1, i~as bobd to. Vow smo book by &ab fal 5 is w uignal of The ~imsbity. Mwhup~presson of c
homo aud doe mum-hew u m.wb&c will be smodi be basis tried mecosedAay wilki a psteypssm.M
sqp~mW beow. Mamy nums opersin mnodu wae M1w am sysum. will be available as Jne Mwe asound
devise Io asismd aifewa Vow& g - I froms am& ~ dsofda verticul imalbilty be. benAnum to be about 7
a &gtlqy. Abookes be..t em caibration will be accoam , 1012 ppp whum Vx - 4.94 andfit- 425,whkidcm ube
-~ by amrinwith exernal SEWM malig. avoided by a4udiig do tnes and chromatic ty of ae sm-

sham., Active " -m is neesarmy whan Ibe baesn immuity
X. WffhMq# pbej, *ew Caue 7kM. M# anW Sttpbed a 1IWW dw 10~ 3 mp 7. By suplyi a coamm aphi-

CWTOCIton tad. of dumping, intdý of proportioa.l to doe ccilhatimn abe
1w Boodur uwaft# paints we cbosen to be sibout v.- power reapiremet of tbe dming sydaem com be reduced by

4.85 and v - 4.90 at iq*etAm and the estimated spase a bctor of lowr. M1w ufficaivmre of abe comboautmplitud.
charge amshift at foI &dnseaity is £vx = 0.25 and Av Y - smstbod has base buoed in the Toyataio [83.
0.35. M higbh larniy, ae.ol~f of ae peticlu cern
crM M 2w, - 9 , 2 vy -9,v, - V, -0, 1OV + - 9,3v,, M
14, 3v -14, v +2v ' - 514,2v + V - 14 lne.
Bump1 . Of particle loames due Io - resonma nces Hana
tin survival of bern after cortection - hnomm in Figure 4

-----I------I---- ---I ..IJ... ... Figure5. Mmlo aaes M 4aditniy

olAfsytemr An acceleratorteI enyoemrgt of is GV,
Stopead orretioe (a)withutBpostr es to repac abe pow and Ie sys *toemb ed. lowlel

correction~. .... ..b. with coretin syn whic will be d hearibed AG Sectio Va.hs nbowni

atcoFigure the fits reomnc ofse 2've -9oasw am ofhe decreesr
-~b wboder itenit mottar the second resoame n, =9

The~~ol righ traceus shnw abetero thewwme total bea innsiyi

syFmisgured o4. SThed same pocea) wis epatd prorr tol the opw apfwSses n o ee
re nam ctio listd above Such correion, studym isc carbedscieriiedinV..Thsa

(1) at , Mlto byn 2)v vayn th tun .Durings accleaton withale n h unm o M

or witn ut cior retonan, thi 2v, = 9 ad 5-10%w difmce fo
aswe raon itncunters md a @w-ood diresnnce for+ ston r-9............ .......

comai 7kwa=w Co. two resonane lsabilthayrmd
t is bureat estiMwte abet nben ishrepeaold for l thasers

cutat latdo byach in l dibeit ectued byin abereleatioewlnsaFgr .Poonaclrto with asuycce A
or btout corr1ctionp Ad caune system ba5-0 biferacnsucted fora D ootrmgeicfedcces u B

to dmO much hastability whatit y b ocres. i Shwa isn a Figure 6. (C) rotoste b eeam m wtith e s. oycce A

Mba _5,102 p. dWwsstrnhs ee cntrctd AGSad()Botrrsei il yls n B G



About 3'z 1O0 upp ham bew accelarabi anuseamd fmr heavy
ion Iue.k

TAMAIZ
8091611 and AGs i*bh

_ _ _ Design 1990 1994 1995

M00r7 4.0 6 7

FAGS binjecd 6.5 2.4 4 6

AGS Accelaradwo 6 15 35 5

IV. PERFORMANCE WITH HEAVY ION
BEAM

The AGS vacuum is about 10- Torr. The heavy ion
beam firn om Tandemn Van do Grauff with masse higher
than sulfur cannot survive due to their partially strippedsate.
The Booster vacuum is designed to be in the 10-li Torr range
1101 where any heavy ion beamn can survive without icss from
charge exchange or the elecron stripping process. In dom
past, the fuly stripped Si14+ beam has been inected into the Figure 7. Bunch coalesce.
AGS directly. At the end about 108 nucleons wer extracted For RHIC injection, 3 x I0R app from the AIS is
from the AGS. Now the Booster can accept Si8+ from th eee d Th cuvei pabu and future pla for gold
Tandem and accelerate it to 2 Ge~lnucleon, extracted,
stripped to si14+ and injected into the AGS. Th fia intensity in the AGS is shown in Table H.
intensity achieved, is 2 x 10 macleanes, a factor of 20 better ________________

than direct injection into the AGS. T-his an so du do theLIti
amuch better efficiency of stripping into rSi., instead of -AL Z

5i4,after the Tandem. .. Gl iyu iA~

Another price to pay in accelerating Si$+ is doat its ______ 1992 IM99 1994 1995
injection aenerg is amuch lower then Sill" and hence the rf Tandemn Beam Au33+ Au33+ Au14+ Au14 +
frequency at injection is about 500 kHz instead of 2 MHz.jt
The solution to this problem is to rum the if cavity at a Intensity 3x1W 108 5x108  10
harmonic nunber of 12 instead of 3 at injetion and switch to
a harmonic number of 6 one-third of the way through acceler-
ation and to 3 two-thirds of the way through acceleration.V.A SUG DEPO RM
During the switch from the higher harmonic to the lower on,V. GSU RA EPO AM
two rf benches have to be properly controlled and coalesced
into one(9J. The bunch coalesce from two into one is shown A- AGS5 RF Syrtam
in Figure 7. The current AGS if system was designed and installed in

Afier successfu acceleration of Sig+, th Sad beam 1970. I'e original design was to accelerate 1013 ppp with a
A1, 33 + was injected into the Booste and accelerated to the to powe amnplifier system capable of delivering 60 MW With
energy of about 350 Mev/nucleon and extracted, stripped, the Booster as the !0rct1 - the expected beam intensity will
and injete into the AGS. At the running timei, no relableý be more than 6 x10 - ppp, which requires a system capable
knowledge was availbl for teP Wfoil thickns to of delivering 200 kW to drive the if cavities. Therefore, the

optimize for either A0+9 or Au79 - Afe stipnd plan is to replace the existing 10 Philips 8752 tubes with the
profile monitor showed two equal peaks, each with about 40 % now Thomson 573 tubes, which also presents much I=s
efficiency [101. In the next running perio, saa foil wil impedance to the beam [11].
be provided to find the Optimal 1tipin efficiency for Au79+ In the existing AGS, the high level power amplfier
and Au In acceleratinrg +u i the Booste, five system and the low level beam control system are integrated

s witce hav bee. pefre an th overall into one system for all ten accdeleaton stations, sharing the

efficiency is about 70%. There certainly is rom o nu- su frequency tuming loop, the AUC and phase loop.
PrVOvN in future numig. The final gold beam of 11 Therefore, ther is no freedom for tuning each station
Ge~lni=Jeon is the first ever achieved in the lwborawy. individually and often times, the output voltage varies from
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eation to station In lb now arnmgsaa. both doe high level system will be used to umfniamizs themmttmsce growth both in
md the low Wvl system wigl be independnly a4~utsd. the transverse and longitudinal -lne.
Such a capability is crucial for bearn loading co~mpnsation.
whic wauld include taaslaut, periodic, and steady state D. SW Sonl Saw
cuss An if hadbak system with loop delay of less dian In lbe AGS, aextupole excitation is used to genorat third-
200 amc wil be provided for each driver to counseract lb integer resoance and extract lb larg anqlitudle busm froea
stron besis loading effect created in the mjection process lb ring to lbe experimental are over a 1 second fistlop. The
from lbe Booster. A factor of 15 reduction in lbe Windced performance so fa is satisfactory in term of efficiency and
voltage bas been achieved by lbe rf feedblack method on a beam emittance delivered. The only drawback is in lbe
prototype cavity. ADl ten staton will be rqAslced in lbe unifornuty of lbe spill over lbe I second period. The miensity
smmwer of 1993. This is lb reaonmdo thetl final AGS fluctuation can be as large as 50%, which is undesirabl from
intensity can go beyond 2 x 1013 ppp sawt 1993. lbe experimental point of view. Sources of much a fluctuation

include power supply ripples, noni-untifrm energy distribution
R. Goma-D ~ufion Jormp and space charge tune spread. A system is under design to

With high intensity beam, during lbe transition crossing sense lbe extracted beam intensity and feedback on lbe
in lbe AGS, lbe non-linear space charge force can blow up lbe strength of lbe sextupole field to control lb spill uniformity
bern emittarace when the bunch length reduces beyond a to better than 10%.
certain critical length. One way to combat such an effect is
to modify lbe gmma-transition parameter of lbe synchrotron Other ongoing AGS upgrade projects, not covered hem,
in much a way that lb beam energy crosses lbe gain-ý include longitudinal damping system, Una power tramusms-
transition as fast as possible. The figure of merit of this sion system, now beam position monitor system, and polarized
fastness of crossing can be increasd by a factor of twenty by proton acceleration system. If lbe space charge tun shift
quickly pulsing special quadrupoles provided for such a becomes excessive, a second harmonic cavity can be em-
purpose. Calculations have been done to show that with an ployed in lbe Booster.
initial longitudinal emidttace of I eV-eec, such a gamma-
transiton jump system can reduce the eamttance growth from VI. REFERENCES
5 eV-sec to 3 eV-sec. If lbe initial emittanice is increased to
2 eV-sec, such a system can reduce lbe emittance growth to [I] W.T. Weuig, L. Ahrens, R. Damm, and A. McNerney,
less than 15% even at an intensity of 1014 ppp [12]. A 96 *Construction and Early Commissioning Results of the AGS
MHz VHF system has been built to control lbe beam omit- Bostr 1" R PAC Coot. Proc., p. 52-46.
taie before trantsition crossing and lbe gam-raso [2] L. Ahrens, ct al., and W.T. Weng, *The Operational Status of

jm sytmwill be installed in lbe summer of 1993. the Booster Injector for the AGS Accelerator Complex at BNL',
Jump ~XVth Int. Coaf. on H.E. Accel., Hamburg, Germany, July

C. Heavy Ion Interity and Emitnance 1992, pp. 109-111.
[]D.J. Ciurdullo, at al., -Design and Performance of the Booster

Using Au beam as an example, lbe RHIC collhder Beam Plosition Monitor System", XVth lot. Coaf. on H.E.
requires an Au79+ beam of 3 x 10P npp with a htranverse Acced., Hamburg, Germany, July 199, pp. 245-247.
emittance of 10 snmm-mrad and a longitudinal emittance of [4] S.Y. Lece and S. Tepikian, "Six-Dimensional. Tracking Simula-
0.3 eV-sec. During lbe 199 running period, lb AGS tion for H- Injection-, BNL-4895, 1989.
produced 3 x 167 npp Au79+ with a htrasverse emittance of [5] A. Stillman, R. hemn, and R. Witkover, *An Ukrs-High
253x and a longitudinal emittance of I eV-sec. One way to VScutun Beam Profile Monitor", Rev. Sci. Inutnnu., Vol. 63,
increase lbe Au intenisity is to inject Au14 + into lbe Booster No. 6, pp. 3412-3416, 199.
ionsed of AU33+. This Will increase lbe AU14+ intensity by [61 C. Gardner, et al., "Observation and Correction of Resonance
a factor of 5 inside lbe Booster. Another factor of 5 can be Stopbands in the AGS Booster-, these proceedings.

r]D. Russo, J.M. Brennan, M. Moth, T. Romer, -Results from
gained by minbimzn lba number of harmonic switches in lbe th AGS Bose Transverse Damper', these proceedings.
Booster by using lowe frequency rf system sand by increas- [8] G. Jackson, D. McConnell, B. Fellenz, I.. Rik&, and S.P.
ing lbe Tandem currnt and lengthening its pulse. A final Yamin, "Tevatron Studies Report-, BNL-4WW0, 1992.
factor of 4 can be gained by inproving lbe acceleration and (9] J.M. Brennan, *The RIF Beam Control System for the BNL
extraction efficiencies in lba AGS. Further possibei naca AGS Booster Synchrotron', XVth Indl. Conf on H.E. Accel.,
be obtained by rnmning Au77+, instead of Au in mlb Hamburg, Germany, July 199, pp. 275-277.
AGS which will be tried in 1994. [10] T. Romer, "Stripping Efficiencies for 277 MeV/amu Gold Beam

The AO suffered a factor of three enaittance growthi on Copper Foils', these proceedings.
in lbe AGS duWing trasition crossing. Careful mauchine [II1 J.M. Brennan, at al., "T7he Upgrade Project of the RF System

studies are needed to mninnime such a growth. The charge [11for the BNL AGS', these proceedings.
doosity of Au79+ inside 0.3 eV-sec longitudinal phs pae 12 P. Yamin, at al., 'A yti-jump Scheme for the Brookhaven
is high enough to suffer spae charge blow up during transi- G-BN U9,96
tion crossing. The newly provided gamma-transition jump
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Overv ew of Future Spefatu Neutron Sourcs

0. H. Rees
Rutherford Appleton Laborory, Chilton, Didcot, U.K.

Abstract
with 1 MW proton beam power at 570 MeV. The target

IsMatves have commnced, both in Europe and in is a vertical cylinder, with injection from below.
th U.S.A., towards studies of very intense pulsed
sollation neutron sour. Average proton beam A second generation of pulsed sources has been
powers of up to 5 MW are under csideration, under consideration for a number of years, but there has
reponating an extrapolation of a factor of about 30 been a new emphasis after recent initiatives:
over the most intense existing source, ISIS (U.K.).
Various options are discussed, and important design 1. The 5 MW SNQ project at KFA, Julich, 1984;
areas of the accelerators and targets are outlined. 2. ISIS in a European context, 1986;

3. FFAG studies at KFA and AN", 1986-88;
I. INTRODUCTION 4. Japanese Hadron Facility, JHP, 1988-93;

5. U.K. - German European initiative, 1991-93;
First generation spallation neutron sources now 6. AUSTRON initiative in C. Europe. 1991-93; and

contribute significantly to slow neutron scattering 7. Studies at ANL, BNL and LANL, 1992-93.
studies of condensed matter, and their success has led to
proposals for higher power, second generation sources. The European and U.S. initiatives hope to become
Traditionally, neutron scattering experiments have been formal conceptual design reviews (CDR) in 1994, with
made at research reactors, but a number of advantages the former seeking funding from the Commission of the
arise in the use of pulsed neution beams [1] at spallation European Community (CEC), and the latter drawing on
sources, making them serious competitors to the expertise from ANL, BNL and LANL, but to be centred
reactors. The spallation sources cannot compete, at LBL The beam powers selected for the European
however, in the areas of isotope production and high and U.S. sources are 5 and 1 MW respectively, but with
flux irradiation and activation studies. a 5 MW upgrade potential also for the latter.

Early neutron scattering experiments with pulsed The repetition frequency of the European source is to
beams used an electron linac target, but studies at ANL be 50 Hz, but with 2 target stations, one at 50 Hz and 4
[2] showed the advantages of lower power dissipation in MW, and the other at 10 Hz and 1 MW. The idea of a
proton spallation targets. Four pulsed sources, using 10 Hz target, for the lower energies of the neutron
such targets, have since been developed, three based spectrum, first arose at the 1986 Rapallo Workshop [4]
around a rapid cycling proton synchrotron (RCS), and for the study of ISIS in a European context.
the fourth, that at LANL, around a compressor ring fed
from the 800 MeV LAMPF linac: Source studies have broadened since 1990, following

experimental results from JINR [5] which showed that,
Table 1 for a given beam power, the useful neutron yield versus

Parameters of Existing Pulsed Spallation Sources proton energy remains approximately constant in the
(Av. is a typical daily output beam power average) energy range 1 to 3.7 GeV. This has led to a wider

range of spallation sources being considered, e.g:
Facility Energy Rep.Rate Av. Pk.

Linac Ring(s) Power
KENS (Japan) 500 MeV 20 Hz 2, 2 kW
IPNS (US) 450 MeV 30 Hz 6, 7 kW AUSTRON 0.07 GeV 1.6 GeV RCS 0.1 MW
LANSCE(US) 800 MeV 20 Hz 40, 60 kW ANL 0.4 GeV 2.2 GeV RCS 1.0 MW
ISIS (UK) 800 MeV 50 Hz 145,160 kW HMI 0.46 GeV 1.6 GeV FFAG 5.0 MW

RAL (3) 0.8 GeV 0.8 GeV COMP 5.0 MW
In addition to these pulsed sources, there is a c.w. LANL (1) 0.8 GeV 0.8 GeV COMP 1.0 MW

spallation source (SINQ) under construction at PSI in INR 0.6 GeV 45 GeV K.FAC 5.0 MW
Switzerland [3]. It is based on the existing cyclotron, LBL (IND) 1.0 GeV 5.0 MW
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SAIWRN [61 i a p.ebd rcul d kul boing comm tm may be rde for fo e tdgm T.
.ouft fW AMa, Cw'tla -- - kon, HuMay, moderators M, and acerator A, asuming S MW of
11W, PamI ad ovam. 0 e k a sqpllatlon prot Kurc power in each cas:

-e wPIof e soal of ISIS, but oftn a highel eaW
RCSto metldomrapetateto2S5Hy, dwiththe T"-the material eeds to be W, Ta, Pb or U238;
pemaile additi of a swa e ring to reduce further the the target is hon. or vet and may be split;
25 to 12.5 &z JHiP [(7 also proposes a power level the requir length has to increase with eW,
comparbl to ISIS, but it k now being reasmmed. the power in the input witdow falls wik eargy;

the useful neutron yield per MW Ws - coostaK
The remaining source optionw ae all for 1 MW beam but with some enhancement around 1.1 GeV;

power or above. Two ae for high power H linacs and the peak target power density falls with amgy,
prowsn compress rialgs RAL [8] considers an 800 but with more power in escaping secondaries;
MeV inac and 3 rings or a 1200 MeV linac and 2 rings; the neutron backgrounds increase with energy,
LANL [91 considers an 800 MeV linac and 1 ring for a shutters are more extensive for higher enegies;
1 MW source, and either Increasing the linac energy or stationary H20 cooled plates may work at 5 MW.
adding mome rings for a 5 MW upgrade. In Germany, a
soure based on a H linac and an FFAG accelerator is M: the design is integrated for target - M - reflector,
favoured. Initially, an energy of 3.2 GeV was proposed the layout is slab, wing, fluxtrap or backscatter,
for the FFAG [8], but HMF now considers lowern the the last two of which require a split target;
energy to 1.6 GeV and making use of beam stacking there is some downstream adjustment with energy;
techniques. At ANL, the I MW proposal [101 is based the materials are ambient temp. H20, liquid H2,
around a 2.2 GeV RCS, at a repetition frequency of 30 liquid CH4, or a liquid H2 cooled metal hydride;
Hz. BNL has reently commenced studies, and all the use is made of poisoning, coupling and deoqpling;
sources of power a 1 MW now plan to use 2 target heating from target secondaries rises with energy,
stations, as proposed at Rapallc as does the radiolysis for some materials eg C1 4;

radiation damage and heat deposition need study.

Two different types of source complete the options.
INR, Troitsk, suggests the use of the proton beams A. the FFAG and RCS options favour 1.6 to 3 GeV;
available at the KAON Factory projects, either at the the induction linac favours an energy a 1 GeV;
highest energy (eg 45 GeV) of the main ring synchrotron the compressors proposed are 3 rings at 0.8 GeV,
or that of its booster injector [111. The engineering of or 2 rings at 1.2 GeV, or 1 ring at 2 - 2.4 GeV;
the target stations is very different for this approach. the injection energy depends on ring/source power
Finally, ther is the suggestion to use an induction linac low loss in the linac and rings is a key issue;
accelerator [12], at 0.8 or I GeV, to create the required optimised H- ring injection schemes are essential;
proton pulse at the target without any associated ring. collection of beam lost in the rings is required;
Thsapproach Ias had the least attention to date, but is ring activations vary with local power loss level;
likely to receive detailed assessment at the CDR in LBL. the activated volume rises somewhat wire energy;

the cost of beam line to target rises with energy;
IL SOURCE CONSIDERATIONS and overall T-M-A availability of> 90* is required.

The most rtant initial consideration is the choice The technology of a 5 MW target was assessed at a
of kinetic enegy for the high power proton beam. This 1992 PSI workshop [13]. The highest power denity
choice impinges on the designs of the accelerator, targets case was studied, that for an 800 MeV target. It was
and moderators, and so involves neutron scatterers, and concluded that, "Of the options considered, the
accelerator and target designers. A range of energies stationary water cooled plate target was considered to
appears acceptable, which extends the task of finding an offer the best overall prospects. Its design will be a
overall cost and reliability optimisation. technical challenge, but the working group felt there was

every prospect for success. A rotating target based on
For fte European source study, target designers from the SNO design [14] was recognised as a viable option,

SINQ, KENS, RAI, IPNS and LANSCE recommended which could be adapted for the new source if the
restricting the proton kinetic energy to the range between difficulties of the stationary target proved
0.8 and 3 GeV. Within this restricted energy range, the insurmountable."
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At the sume PSI workshop, three conceptual target- The linac duty cycle then increases with the number of
moderator-reflector layouts were discussed, one for a rings, so favouring a high linac energy. Nearly all other
horiontal, one for a vertical and one for a split vertical factors favour a low energy, however, eg. cost, Iliac
target; the last of these is shown schematically in length, debunching. momentum ramping, shielding. H"
Figure 1. A neutronic analysis for all three options was injection, reliability (losing a ring leads only to lower
Prommended, including an evaluation of radiation intensity), beam loss collimation, lower beam power per

damage and heat deposition in moderators, reflectors ring (with more loss acceptable per ring), beam
and decouplers. Also recommended was R & D towards extraction, high energy transport, and previous
a viable high hydrogen density cold moderator. experience with spallation targets. A possible exception

is that of beam instabilities, which have been relatively
At this stage, engineering solutions appear to be benign at ISIS, but not so at the PSR, LANL

within reach for the targets, moderators and reflectors of
a 5 MW source throughout the 0.8 to 3 GeV range. It Another factor linked to the choice of energy is the
seems therefore that the choice of proton energy will be cost of the H- linac, which may be room temperature,
set mainly by detailed accelerator considerations. RT, or superconducting, SC. Initial designs have

assumed frequencies of - 350 and 700 MHz for the pre
111. ACCELERATOR CONSIDERATIONS and post funneling stages of a RT linac, with half these

values for the SC case. Q values of 2 104 have been
The simplest concept is a 1 GeV induction linac with taken for the former, and loaded Q's of 106 for the

no associated ring. It has the longest length at - 1 km, latter, values typical for cavities used in e- storage rings.
however, so it may prove too costly. Also, its design is The pulsed nature of the linac leads to revised SC
based on very high space charge detunings and exact parameters, however, as the 1 mss cavity filling time is
matching, so the effect of variations in ion source too long. This would give slow rise and fall times for
current (50A, 1 MeV, 2 lps) needs careful assessment. the cavity fields, with added cryogenic and generator

power, high power klystrons, with circulator and load,
The most challenging option is the FFAG. Initial are assumed for the generators. N factor of 10

studies at KFA and HMI have shown that a 0.46 to 3.2 reduction in filling time is obtained by using the RT
GeV, wide aperture, superconducting magnet FFAG is frequencies, and lowering the loaded 0 to 2 105.
overexpensive. This has led HMI to studies of a higher Comparisons then, between a RT and SC linac, include
frequency, 1.6 GeV ring, using beam stacking at high a reduced linac length and lower power for the latter, as
energy to build up the beam current. An alternative has against its complexity, enhanced maintenance, less
been suggested by ANL, with a 100 Hz low energy reliable windows, and probably larger activation
FFAG feeding 2 successive pulses for each 50 Hz cycle (gamma danger parameters for Nb are - 4 times those
of a higher energy ring. for Cu).

For a 1 MW source, ANL prefers a 30 Hz, 0.4 to 2.2 The most important accelerator considerations are:
GeV, RCS, with the high output energy reducing the ion source performance, overall induction linac and H"
number of protons to be handled each pulse. The design linac optimisations; RFQ, chopper and funneling
will have the potential for a 5 MW upgrade. An RCS characteristics; and the ring designs for H- injection,
has also been considered in Europe, with the parameters beam loading compensation, extraction and beam loss
50 Hz, 0.8 to 3 GeV, and 5 MW. The 0.8 GeV collimation and protection. H- injection and ring
injection is the same as in one compressor ring option, collimators are discussed further.
which is favoured due to its shorter beam storage, lower
beam power per ring and more rugged design (an P"S Low loss injection is such an important feature that
has a low impedance, uncooled, shield and ý ? the lattice for the rings has to be designed around the
capacitors in its ceramic vacuum chamber). preferred arrangement of the injection components. This,

together with the constraint of obtaining specific lattice
The H- linac-compressor ring options of RAL and parameters at a stripping foil location, result in a low

LANL have already been outlined, and the individual superperiodicity, S, for the rings. It is very desirable,
pros and cons are as follows. The H- ion source however, to choose S > 2, to reduce the number of
performance is a limiting factor, so 2-stage funneling is betatron resonances, close to the working point, that
assumed, with the same linac peak current in all options. may be excited by space charge forces.
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The Heavy Ion Synchrotron SIS - A Progress Report

K. Blasche, B.Francsak, B.Langenbeck, G.Morits, C.Riedel
GSI, Poetfach 110 552, D-64220 Darmstadt 11, Germany
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A brief description is given of the Heavy Ion Synchrotron to"L 6~.an

SIS, which is prt of the new SISffSR fAility at GSL A "+ --""- ---

survey of the ions that were accelerated in 1992 is pre- - - - ---9--
sented showing the respective benm energies and intensi- -Y(56., •,e6.*
tien. Plans to increase the avaiabl beam intensities are 7 -.. .... UxA1UC) & d6.) Ut73.)

shortly discussed. Progpess in the supercycle operation for , DI*)

a time-shared use of up to 16 nmchine settinm and commis- - .... - - - -
sioning of the beam line from the lSR becto the SIBwith on f
storage and future postacceleration of cold BSR beams are -

summarised. In addition, the results of recent machine

experiments are presented. they include new data on Q- - 4
values for the dynaic clhanmpover from triplet focusing at I ,,AI l M 1993
injection to doublet focusing at extraction and on machine SIS OPERATION FEB. 1992 - MARCH 1993
chromaticity as well as beamproele measurements for the
circulating SIS beam, which yield information on the trans- Figure 1: SIS operation from February 1992 until March
verse beam emittances. Finally some aspects of the present 1993. The dashed line indicates the maximum energies for
and futue experimental program ar• discussed. fully stripped ions.

1 INTRODUCTION 2 ENERGIES AND INTENSITIES

The heavy ion synchrotron S15 is part of the new GSI ac- In Fig.1 the status of SIS operation is summarised for the
celerator facility [11, [2). As shown in the plan view of fig.2 last year until March 1993. It can be seen that slow reso.-
the Unilac, which is in operation since 1975, provides low nance extraction was used in a broad energy range, while
energy beams up to 20 MeV/u. The new S1S/BSR facility fast extraction mostly for the BSR storage ring took place
was conceived for acceleration, storage, and cooling of high between 160 and 300 MeV/u. The maxinum energies at
energy heavy ion beams. Construction of the new facility (Bp),,"= 18.4 Tm are 2 GeV/u for light ions with q/A
had begun in December 1986. Since January 1990 it is fully = 0.6 and about I GeV/u for heavy ions, e.g. U(73+), ac-
used for experiments, cording to the charge state after stripping at 11.4 MeV/n

The SIS is designed for the acceleration of all kinds of SIS injection energy. For fully stripped ions, which will
heavy ions to maximum energies between 1 and 2 GeV/u. be stored and cooled in the RSR, higher energies will be
The high energy beams can be delivered either directly available, e.g. 1430 MeV/n for U(92+).
to several experiments in the target area or to the ESR As shown in Fig. 3 maximum intensities range from 101
via a beam line with stripper target and charge separa- ions per spill for heavy ions up to 1.10"' for neon or oxygen.
tor. A third way for the SIS high energy beams leads to a These intensities, which were reached until end of 1992, are
production target at the fragment separator (FRS), where restricted by the available Unilac currents, typically about
secondary beams can be produced by projectile fragmen- 100 pA for Neon (10+) or 1 pA for uranium (73+).
tation. The PRS prepares pure beams of any interesting It is planned to raise the available SIS intensities roughly
nuclear fragment, which can either be studied at the fi- by a factor of 20 until the end of 1994. This goal shall be
nd focal plane or can be injected into the 3SR for ring approached with an improvement program for ion source
experiments, operation, Unilac transmission and SIS injection. In the

The Unilac was up-graded for its role as SIS i ector. A course of this program the SIS space charge limit will be
new injector with an ECR ion source, a short RFQ section, tested for light ions up to 2. 1011 ions per cycle. For very
and an IH linac was installed midway in order to provide heavy ions new developments are necessary. One way to
two ion beam of different species: one for a low energy increase intensities by a factor of 100 would be the con-
experimental program and another one for SIS injection. itrnction of i new RFQ injector and a 36 m long Ill linac
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Figure 2: Plan view of the GSI accelerator facility

IONS PE',EI hour, most of the SIS capacity was available for target sta.
INCOHEREON SACE CHR LIMIT tion experiments. It is also possible to rnm several machines

-- -ItS.)NCIBF SCI IT •

Z-- - :.-._-__ . . with slow extraction in a time-shared mode, eg. four ma-
--- - u -- -.------------- - --- chines with energies of 200, 270, 330, and 400 MeV/u have
434.) WOW 0. 1(67.)

ol9_ o NW11.) Wo3.) been used to provide depth variation of the Bragg peak in
- - -- -) -u6 U( -* a thick PMMA1 plastic block (Fig. 5).

In January 1993 commisoning of the reinjection line
BSR/1SI was started. The following uses are planned: (1)

10o - Acceleration of fully stripped heavy ions to maximum ener-

gies above 1430 MeV/u. (2) Slow standard and stochastic
- _ - .- extraction of cold ion beanms. (3) Transfer of intense short

10 - - -and cold BSR ion bunches through the 51S to the target
_ _. . .. _station for high energy density experiments.

51 INTENSITIES DEC 1990 - DEC 1992 In the first round of ommissioning it was possible to
transfer 8SR beas and to store them in the 813. It is

IG5 KS 105 05. 93 foreseen to optimise the operation of the reinjection line in

Figure 3: SIS beam intensities at the end of 1992 and a second round with argon ions in July 1993 and to store
prospective intensities for the end of 1994. The incoher- the reinjected ESR beam in the SIS with high efficiency.
ent space charge limit is indicated for &Q = 0.26. In addition, it will be tried to test acceleration and slow

resonance extraction for cooled low emittance beams.

for the acceleration of low charge ion beams like uranium 4 RECENT MACHINE
(3+) up to 1.4 MeV/u [3]. It was shown that such a linac
should accelerate uranium (3+) up to about 10 pmA, while EXPERIMENTS
Ailing of the SS to the space charge limit of 4.- 101 ions The standard focusing scheme for acceleration is pure
would require only lOp/pA of uranium (73+) and 2 pmA of triplet focusing at injection with a change-over to dou-
uranium (3+) respectively. blet focusing at high energy keeping the Q-values constant.

During the last year the Q-measurement system has been
3 STATUS OF MACHINE OPERATION improved [4J. Narrow band measurements of the beam

transfer function (BTF) provide an accuracy of 10' for
Usually the 515 has been used in a time-shared mode with the tunes, and signal processing at a fixed intermediate
slow extraction of ion beams for target station experiments f-equency of 60 MHz will allow dynamic tune measure-
at the same time as fast extraction to feed the BSR. These ments within less than I ms for each data point along the
modes are combined on a pulse-to-pulse basis, so that with acceleration ramp. In Fig. 4 first results at three energies
ESR fling usually needing only a few hundred pulses every are plotted, which show that the precision of tune setting
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7vmus naved is even smaller than the expected vblue of
* ~.* ~ 10, which may be explained with beam losses andeo-

....... .. ....... .... . ... Na 9-1M4V1 spending eznittamce reduction during if beam capture.

t 5 EXPERIMENTAL FACILITIES

It i plaoned to extend the experimental facilities shows in
* .. , . s.Fig. 2 in the following way: (1) A direct beam line from

the FRS to the target hall is under construction. It will
.. ... .

I-i provide a direct way for secondary FRS beams to the target
It V hall. (2) A dilepton. spectrometer HADES was proposed.

.... - m V06. It shall be installed in the north east area of the target
ax 5 Wk Aawe "~. S~hLl (3) In front of the new HADBS cave a detector test

VIOu" U0 facility is foreseen, where SIS beams and also secondary
Figure 4: Muae aaueetfortghree SIS energies with beamswifllbe available. (4) North west of cave Aa new
dterent settings for trilet(vr=1)/doublet(,r=0) focusing. radiotherapy cave is Planned. I wilhedrctaes

from a new building west to the twog hall, which can be
used for the medical care of patients.

in not yet perfect at low energies. At injection energy the For the radiotherapy program the development of an ac-
measured vertical tunes Q, are about 0.06 below the set tive three-dimensional scanning technique is underway. In
tunes while the horizontal tunes deviate mainly for don- a firt step it had been demonstrated that a homogeneous
blot focusing. The variation of the tunes on the acceler- two-dimensional dose distribution could be achieved with
ation ramp is small for Q&k and rather large for Q.. The magnetic scanning. The second step was energy variation
observed tuning errors at low energy are probably dume to of the S15 and the beam transport system on a pulse-to-
a linear approximation of the magnetisation curv, which Pulse basis. It was also shown that the three-dimensional
has to be refined according to the magnetic measurements dose distribution can be well controlled using the PBT
for the SIS quduole* technique to spot positron emitters produced by projec-

The BTF method was also used to study chromatic ef tile fragmentation in the target volume 161. Fig. 6 shows
fects. The observed values of J1 = -0.74(T), -1.77(D), the dose distribution in a plastic block (PMMA) for anto

4=-2.13(T), -2.11(D), were compared to the calculated bem
natural machine chromaticity fla,. =-0.96(T), -1.54(D) ____O

and .,. = -1.68(T), -1.43(D). It was necessary to in- SO111.. 1-1 11..1
clude a sextupole term of B"l/Bp -0 0.4m- in all 24 S1S - E&W.ION 210
dipole magnets, which is larger. than the measured sex- '.1

tupole term, in order to achieve good accordance of the -M 100
theoretical data with the measured chromaticities.3WV 

M2
For chromaticity correction two families of sextupole

magnets are foreseen, which can be used to correct hor-
inontal and vertical chromaticity separately. It was shown
that the observed chromaticity correction is in good agree- ........
ment with machine theory. 0 2 O 7 S 2 n 15 N

In another machine experiment movable beam scrapers 11900
were used to measure the current on the scraper jaw as Figure 5: Dose distribution in a plastic block (PMMA) for
a function of its position with respect to the beam axis. an "0 beam with four different energies.
From the beam width and height the horisontal and verti-
cal beam emittances were deduced. At injection energy of
11.4 MeV/u a horizontal beam emittance of 1 20rmmn-mved 6 REFERENCES
was observed, which corresponds to the machine accep-
tance with the present positions of the injection and ex. [1) P.Kieale, The SIS/ZSR Project of OSI, GSI-report GSJ 85-
traction septa. The vertical emittance of 20 vanw - mved 16(1985).
after multi turn injection was largerb~y a factor of 4 than [21 K.Dlasche et a], The Heavy Ion Synchrotron 515, IPAC 92.
the Unilac beam emkittance. Probably the beam matching (3) U.Ratsinger, L6ow Energy IH-Linac, GSI-I~nilae-WT/92-02.
to the vertical machine acceptance was inadequate, since [1PMnma t arwedMaueet fBa o,
the beam proffes at high energy show a broad shoulder tion, Tune, sad Chromaticity, DIPAC Wor!hshop, Montreux
and a high intensity core 6f 0.5 rmin- mrovd, which conre- (1,M).
sponds to the Uailac beam emittance with the correct 07 [5 W.Bnghardt et a], pniv. comm., FZ ftosseadorf (1993).

trasfomaton.The high energy horisontal emittance of
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Status of the PSR Improvement Program*
P- J. Macel, D. H. Fkprald, M. Hoahn, R. Ryder, and P. York

Medium Energy Physics Division, LO Almmu National Laboratory, Los Alamos NM, 87545

AbOsbW* turn mnd extracted in a single turn.

A program of improvements to incme intensity and A. Be= Loam
improve reliability of the Los Amuos Proto Storage Ring Tin requirement for hads-on-naintenmce limits
(PSM) has been under way for several years. Reduction of l loam fa hands of -maint Imitsstore beam leas rate by a factor of 4.6 since 1987 throg localized losses (over distuices of -1 m) to about 100-200 nA
stored bepatilon s r~ by a o of H.6 isconhsne average inte y average. For the loss patterns in PSR, this implies keeping theexploitation of H O * * d has allowed the average intensity to tal leosm to less donm 500 A.

to increas by a factor of two to 75 pA. Reliability of the PSR
aid associated beam delivery systems has been improved by """9 k11p,•--- _r Fam He km.ý sfP

extensive rework of numerous subsystems. Radiation [e
protection has been improved by additional shielding of Line H __- _ _

D and extensive use of relatively fail-safe radiation detectr s di

incorporated into an improved radiation security system.
I. INTRODUCTION Figure 1. Layout of injection region in the PSR.

PSA was designed as an 800 MeV pulse compressor ring The "slow" beam-loss current is well described by two
to accumulate a large fraction of a LAMPF macropulse (-800 terms: a constant term (1st turn) proportional to the injected
ps) and provide short (01.5 us), intense pulses to a spallation current, lin, and a term increasing linearly in time and
neutron target. After two years of commissioning and initial proportional to the stored bewn current, lin.N(t), where N is
operation, the limitations on performance due to beam losses the number of turns injected& The losses of 04-0.3% on the
and hardware reliability were evident Radioactivation of the first turn after injection are now thought to be predominately
ring components limited the average current to about 30 pA. caused by production of excited states of HO with principle
Peak intensity was and still is limited to -3.5x!0 13 protons per quantum number 2 3, which subsequently strip part way
pulse by a transverse instability, now thought to be caused by through the fringe field of the first dipole downstream of the
coupled e-p oscillations. [I] Concern about the adequacy of stripper foil and fall outside the acceptance of the ring. [2]
the shielding required exclusion of users from the LANSCE Stored beam losses arise primarily from nuclear and Coulomb
(Los Alamos Neutron Scattering Center) experimental hall scattering of the protons through repeated traversals of the
(ER-I) when beam was on. Overall beam availability on stripper foil and from the increase in beam size due to the
target was -55% (1988) and judged to be inadequate for a increase in momentum spread produced by action of the RF
national users program. buncher. [3]

By 198, the mechanisms for the stored beam losses had The key to reducing the stored beam losses is to minimize
been identified, the potential for significant improvement beam scatMrg at the stripper foil. Most options for
recognized, aid an improvement program initiated which had increasing the current aim to reduce the number of times the
as its main goals safe, reliable, 100-pA operation at 20-Hz stored protons hit the foil; many use an improved scheme of
repetition rate. Longer term, there was the possibility to phase-space "painting" at injection to reduce foil hits.
increase the repetition rate to 60 Hz and thereby achieve A o of H yjction
average currents up to 300 pA.

Offset injection in the vertical plane exploited the unfilled
Il. INTENSITY IMPROVEMENTS vertical acceptance in the PSR and used betatron oscillations to

The initial intensity upgrade plan was to first exploit HO paint in the (y,) phase plane, as shown in Figure 2. The

injection by a number of incremental improvements and an stripper foil material need only cover the area of the HO beam;

upgrade of the H- ion source before undertaking more any extra foil material adds to the losses by intercepting more

fiudanental and costly changes to PSR injection or the full of the stored beam. To exploit this idea, a minimum area

aperture extraction upgrade. carbon foil supported by thin (5 micron) carbon fibers, the so-
Injection into PSR is a two-step process, as depicted in called "postage stamp" foil, was developed and has been used

Figure 1. The 800-MeV H- beam is completely stripped to HO successfully for several years.
in a high-field stripping ningnet then passes through a hole in Studies of beam losses as a function of the betatron times,

the yoke of a ring dipole. The HO beam strikes a 200-mg/cm 2 Vx and Vy, showed increased loss when crossing the 5th-Order

caron foil where most of it (-.93%) is stripped to H+ and resonances- Operating below the 5th-order resonances
captur ed in the ring. ean is~�umulated for typically 1700 reduced the stored bean loss rate by about 30%.

Halo collimation concepts were studied and tests

Work performed under the auspices of die U.S. D.O.E. performed with tungsten scrapers in the ring. Preliminary
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rmd were diucoumging. Two problem were recqpid: de ring mta position and ngle msuch due it will emerge on the
(1) Scatering from the edgm of doh sraper,/collimtori smn tajectory n the stored H* beam. A foil stripper to
produce laIes elsewhere,; tu for collimalor to be convert H- to H+ follows. Bump magnets in the ring provide a
beneficial, slit scattering must be less thm th lses prevented progammmed closed-orbit bump for optimized injection
elewhe by the collimator. (2).A g optics location for the painting. Some HO will emerge from the stripper foil; in
collimator, where the limiting apeture (septum magnet) is addition, some W" will miss the foil and be sutriped toHO in
shadwed by a disperkin-free image of the collimator, was the fringe field of the ring dipole. Provisions ar made to
not found in the existing lattice. tramsport both HO beams to the existing HO dump. Of all the

upgrades considered, die direct H- injection option was
H (2a expected to provide the greatest reduction in beain losses, but

lack of fding has prevented its implementation.

Quad

-4-.,s .. . .. ... . ,s •

S(m)Rotate 3

Figure 2. YY' phase-space ellipses at the stripper foil. Figure 3. Layout for direct H- injection.

Reductions in the stored beam-loss rate for various F Fu-Apenwure E~ochon
mesrsimplemented since 1987 ure listed below. The horizontal acceptance of the PSR is limited by the
mem Lexisting extraction system; 50% more horizontal aperture (2
Vertical Offset Injection -1.7 times larger horizontal phase space acceptance) is available
"Postage Stamp" Foil -1.5 with more powerful extraction kickers. The larger aperture
Lower Operating Point -1.3 would have three main advantages: more of the beam scattered
Miscellaneous Improvements -JA in the fuil can be captured, thus reducing losses; injection

Overall Improvement -4.6 painting can be made more effective in keeping the beam off

C. H" Ion Sore Upgrade the foil with either H0 or direct H- injection; and the increased
horizontal beam size will reduce the beam density and

Injection of higher peak current into die PSR ,.ll reduce associated space-charge effects.
the number of turns needed to accumulate a given charge and R&D was started on a ferite kicker system that would
the number of foil traversals. Development of a volume H- provide the larger kick needed for full-aperture extraction. A
source with twice the peak intensity and half the emittance of prototype pulser was designed and fabrication begun but was
the present cusp-field source was judged to be feasible and halted just short of completion for lack of funds.
considered to be the most cost-effective next step toward
increased intensity. It has the added benefit of reducing the 1ll. RADIATION PROTECTION UPGRADES
linac duty factor needed to serve the LANSCE program. A Shielding and radiation protection issues have been among
major effort is under way at Los Alameos to test and evaluate the most difficult problems to solve, in pat because of the
two promising options (a design from Berkeley and a version

of the BNL design engineered fr high duty factor operation) difficulty in developing lasting criteria in an environment ofchaging standards but also because shielding retrofits are
and the use of RF to excite the source plasma. Results to date erdinficultand eupensivecause hielding retrof nd

are encouraging; details can be found in a companion pa tvery difficult and expensive in the highly built up area around
this conference. [4] Line D (the I" transfer line) and LANSCE. It would have

been far easier and less costly to provide more shielding in the
D. Direct H- Injection initial construction at the green-field site.

The H0 injection method at the PSR suffers from two The problems originate with the criteria used for

problems: growth of emittance (factor of -3) in the bend pla construction of LANSCE (WNR at the time) and Line D beam

of the stripper magnet and the large horizontal mismatch, transport which was based on design losses of 0.04 nA/m

which arises front fdamental constraints (small bm s (fractional loss 2x10-6/m) from a 20-jA beam. Shielding was

size) at the stripper magnet and lack of flexibility in tuning th designed to keep the radiation levels in occupied a below
2.5 mrem/h for the postulated beam loss. Beam-loss monitorsbeam parameter at the injection foil. A way around both of
interlocked with the beam were used to shut off the beam

these difficuties is to inject the HF directly, as shown in the quickly in the event of errant beam spills. The criteria were
pphe E beam enters a low-field (0.38 Tesla), 6 dipole in accepted at Los Alamos at the time. The difficulty with these

criteria is the extensive (critics claim excessive) reliance on
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i-uvulm fa pmvw Wi' doess In the event of a worst- retr& odtha would reduce the potantial bawd to levels that
amm hill-powu bai will, Should the isrm atinfilprmi occupsancy while beuam is on.

*Aa fliblwer WKll dose uAt. as high a i040_qft00
,amh we pousble at the Whelding suuhce for indoasrhuo ER-e
lbogth of time. Much of the Llne-D shielding was not71
upgadmd wilh doe advWa of the PS and an upgraded WNL 1'0

bnprovuaa of aInd"n protctio syatin proceeded
on aevus boumn. Relibdkiy of the active protection syslem14
was gStly enhaned, by the developmenit and .Impmetto
of a three-layredradaton interlock systemn consisting of fail-7
sah beam-curret hlmters for the normall low-current 3
pontIons of Line D. fdallsf spill monitors, for all beam
tunnels and noutron radiation detectors in occupied arieuLne13
Thoem were incorporated into an improved radiation security f
and be..m shut-off syatim. LAMPF prompt radiation
protection criteria were developed that called for a non-lethal 84
cap on the maximum potential doses possible in occupied
areas under worst-case accident: scenarios, including failure of
all the protection intrumaaio. A com preliensive shielding Figure 5. Radiation levels (rent/h) in Elk-I from a full-
assessment was widertekton, which included extensive besm- power spill (from data scaled to a 100 piA spill).
spi1" teats Of shieldin effectivness modt im rantl, mWo

augonatlnsof the shielding were iniplsniented in Lime-D IV. RELIABILITY/AVAILABILITY
where it pamsa over the LANSCE experimental room (ER-I) Availability of die PSR and dhe LANSCE besm delivery
and in the region wound the proton beun transport (I L Line) systems has imiproved greatly since 198 through extenisive
just beafare the beam enters die LANSCE target (see Figure 4 rework of numerous subsystems, including magnet power
More sheding was added over the Line-D tunnel under a supplis deioniued water vaciim, pulsed power, beam
heavily traveled road , and at the Line-D entrance maze to the disagostics, and computer, controls sytems. O)vUraf avail-
besm xwitc)wd. PlnVe abilty of beam (including the linac) to die users; rose from

-55% in 1989 to -75% in 198 but has declined to -45% i
the past two years, primariy becen= of declining availabilit

ER- Sevie Aeaof the lina. The situation is complicated but is esentially
caused by funding shortflalls for the LAMff nuclear physics
program, which funds the operation of die linw.

V. CONCLUSIONS
Line D We conclude that there are no technical barrer to

reliable, 100 pA operation of PSR which is die same
conclusion reached by the external PSR Review Board. Thie
menu of proposed improvements contains enough to reach the
goal. We aclcnwledge the contributions of the entire PSR

Elevation View development and operations staff in the progress to dafte.
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even higher levels. Time and funading limitations prohibit a
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Fis Experience with Colliding Electron-Proton Beams in HERA

R. Brinkmann and F. Willeke
Destscies Elektro•sen Snckvrogron

Notketr.85, £00GHamnkrg 51, Germany

Abstract In the second section we will discuss practical aspects of
We report on 4st experience with collihding electron electron proton collision such as beam finding algorithms,

and prot&= beams in HERA ( me also [21). in 1992, the stability and reproducibility of collision orbits.
first yer of operation, HERA has delivered some 60(nb)-i Finally we will analyse the proton beam stability. We dis-
of e-p Luminosity to the experiments HI and ZEUS. The cuss the relevant parameters and we will make comparisons
beam energies amounted to 26GeV and 820GeV. A max- with predictions.
imum luminosity of 2.2.103cm-2 s-e has been achieved We will conclude with a short outlook on 1993 beam-beam
by colliding a train of nine electron bunches against nine Operation.
proton bunches. A complete collection of data is contained II. Overview of the 1992 Luminosity Operation
in reference[1]. The beams could be brought into and held
in collision without problems. The lifetime of the proton The luminosity operation in the fall of 1992 included
beam in collision is as long as 50h. This requires both care- 80 colliding beam runs. 820GeV protons collided with
ful matching of the electron and proton beam cross sections 26.6GeV electrons. Each run lasted on average = 5h. A
and also that the two orbits coincide within = 0.2w beam total luminosity of 53(nb)-I has been accquired by each of
size at the interaction point. The proton beam suffered the two experiments. The operation was limited to nine
a beam-beam tune shift of up to AQ. = 0.0018. This colliding bunches. A tenth proton and electron bunch re-
is close to the limit which was assumed in the design of spectively were also present to allow for background dis-
HERA. Nonetheless, there is only little degradation in the crimination. The reason for the restriction to a relatively
proton beam quality in collision. Under these conditions, small number of colliding bunches (design value is 210) was
the proton beam fills could be stored and be made available originally to ease the start up of the experiment especially
for collision for some 24h in HERA. in view of the complex trigger system. Later, however, it

turned out that the beam intensity of the electrons was
I. Introduction limited to = 3mA due to a breakdown of the beam life-

On October 20, 1991, a 480G. V proton beam and a time. This problem was only resolved by the end of Lh-!

12GeV electron beam have been collided for the first time year by exchanging a small section of beam pipe.
in the double storage ring HERA. Good colliding beam The bunch intensity of the proton beam was limited by
conditions had been accomplished in the last weeks of 1991 the preaccelerators. In 1992, bunches with up to 3 . 1010
so that the the machine could be made available for a lumi- prctons have been delivered by PETRA, this is about 30%

nosity production run in 1992. Operations started with a of the design goal.

test run during which the procedures to inject into the ma- For other parameters it could be demonstrated that the

chine, to accelerate the beam to full energy and to bring design goals can be reached.
them into collision were established and set up for routine The transverse emittance of the proton beam suffered in
operation. The two experiments ZEUS and HI were able some cases from a horizontal excitation which increased

to start data taking almost immediately after the start up the transverse beam size. This is why average and best

on May 31. This test run was followed by a 7-week pro- achieved values of the proton emittance differ by a factor

duction run in the fall in which the experiments collected of more than two. The values of the #-function have been

approximately 53(rb)- 1 . increased intentionally for the electron beam whereas they

There were a number of concerns during the design of the have been squeezed beyond the design values for the pro-

double ring electron-proton collider. Above all was the ton beam. The reason is to obtain a better match of the

question about the stability of the proton beam when col- beam cross sections, which turned out to be crucial for the

liding with a high intensity electron beam. Other inter- proton beam stability. This will be discussed below.

esting questions were also how difficult is it be to bring The specific luminosity which was obtained with these pa-

the two beams into collision, and how to maintain stable rameters exceeded in some cases the design goal. In all

operation during collision, cases, the specific luminosity as measured by the luminos-

Meanwhile, answers to these questions are available which ity monitor (see below) compares well with the values cal-

are discussed below. culated from the measured beam dimensions. The stability

The scope of this report will be as follows: of operations is reflected in the fact that the specific lumi-

In the first section we will summarize the parameters and nosity remained nearly constant over a whole luminosity
run of 5h. This indicates that there were no difficulties to

the results of the 1992 luminosity run. bring the beams into collision and to maintain good con-
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ditim for 1cllision after thermal equilibriumi reached in the normal con-
"Thbl• 1 reviews th beam parmeters of the 199 luminos. ducting magnets. The me stsering, to obtain complete
ity run. overlap between the beam, is performed by observing the

rates from the luminosity monitors. This device detects
[ Table 1: Parameters of tVe 1992 Luminosity Run IBremestrablung emitted by electrons scattered at the pro-

Mean Bast Goa tons. The off-energy electron is detected in coincidence.
Beam EnealyGeV Beam-gas Bremastrablung is discriminated by the use of
Electron& 2o6. 26.6 30. a non-colliding electron bunch (see also [3]). Every 30.ec
Protons 820 820 820 thies monitors provide a luminosity value with a precision
Number of Bunches T T- 0 of =- 4% (for luminosities in the range of 10"cm-2e- I).

Bunch [10 3.3 4.3 3.6 Optimum collision orbits are found quickly (20min) by
Ni/Bunh NO"] - -.5- -16-- horizontal and vertical sca using ckled orbit bumps.

-ttace The life time of the proton beam usually drops from 50h

C*P/W~Mrmm 0.016 0.0082 0.007 to 1 - 5 hours during this scan. A few percent of beam losw

./mr~mm 0.015 0.0046 0.007 is taken into account. In case the beams are separated by

,.,/Wmr 0.039 0.039 0.039 several a, finding the collision orbits was eased by observ-
2._,_/_rmpmm 0.002 0.002 0.002 ing and maximising the betatron frequency signal from one

#-Function Values at IP beam in the transverse spectrum of the other beam. This

A/m 7.0 7.0 10.0 becomes a good collision monitor if the excitation signal
y/m 0.7 0.7 1.0 for one beam is used as a reference for the lock-in ampli-
,,./m 2.2 2.2 2.0 fier of the beam signal of the other beam [5]. Due to the

_ _,_/m 1.4 1.4 0.7 good orbit reproducibility this more sophisticated method

Beam Size at IP was only rarely used in routine operation. During a collid-

'.P/mm 0.324 0.210 0.265 ing beam run, the beam orbits drift only very slightly and

u,,/mm 0.102 0.052 0.084 slowly. Manual corrections from time to time turned out to

wes/mm 0.29 0.29 0.27 be adequate. This behaviour is expected from estimates of

vs./mm 0.053 0.053 0.036 diffusive ground motion which predicts a separation of 1l

Beam-Bemn Tuneshift/IP after 10h. (using the ATL-law [6] with < Ae >= A.T.L,

AQ,,,p 0.0007 0.0009 0.0013 where A = 10-"pm2a8-m-1 , T is the time and L the value

AQW,• 0.0004 0.0005 0.0010 for a P-tron wavelength in HERA). Experience shows that

AQ.,, 0.003 0.011 0.018 dynamic beam separations are not important for HERA.

AQ. e 0.007 0.020 0.020 This is in agreement with earlier investigations [4] which

Luminosity predicted a separation of only 0.l due to magnet vibra-

per Bunch [102-CM-t 2 a] 1.2 2.4 7.14 tions, the most prominent contribution.

Spec. [0l Cm-2a8-mA-2] 2.3 4.4 3-4 IV. Stability of the Proton Beam

The crucial issue in e-p interaction is the stability of
III. Operational Aspects of e-p Collisions the proton beam in collision. Due to the lengthy cycling,

injection and ramp procedure of the proton machine (min-
Routine operation could be established after a few imum turn around time is 60rin) proton beam lifetimes of

weeks of colliding beam operation. The following played more than 20h are required. Proton lifetime is also corre-
an important role in this successful start up lated with the background picked up by the experiments.

Beam Position Pickups Available Close (7m) to the and which becomes a problem if the lifetime drops below
• emP oiinikpsAilleCoe(i)ote this number.

Necessary conditions for good proton beam lifetime in col-
Availability of Fast Luminosity Monitoring lision are to keep the tunes in a narrow window of AQ.,, _<

0.005 at the working point of Q, = Q1- 1 = 31.295 to stay
Reproducibility of Collision Orbits after a Magnetic clear from the nearby 7 - th order and 10 - th order reso-
Cycle nances at 31.286 and 31.3 respectively. Besides a well cor-

rected orbit and a compensated chromaticity (4:, y = +1)
Pairs of capacitive pickups are located on both sides of it turned out to be important to compensate the width 1C
the interaction points. The position of the two beams is of the coupling resonance Q. - Q, = 1 to about K < 0.005
measured independently (one after the other). Due to the in order to place the working point close to the main diag-
reproducibility of the beam orbits within 0.1rmm for a par- onal in the tune diagram.
ticular setting of the magnets, this measurement allows us The most important parameter for achieving high proton
to bring the two beams as close as 1 - 2u of the beam beam stability in collision, however, was found in the ratio
crow section. This can be repeated for many magnetic of proton and electron beam sizes.
cycles before a new set up becomes necessary. The or- If the electron beam cross section is considerably smaller
bit of the protons need some 120miran to become stable than the proton beam size, the proton beam life time may
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drop by tm eorde of mnapind. (fbea 100ok to lh) for cillatory a well as random tune changes [7). The rmedt
benWtMram as shi value a moderate as AQ = 0.001. is also a rather Strong emittance growth for protoen with
Sab affits hmat bew obe rved earier in the Sp#S collider amplitudes larger than the electron beam sais. This anal-
(1. la.IE•A, the beam opics has bees modified in sev- ysis at least qualitatively explains, what is observed in e-p

collision.
0Ib Another important ingredient of good operating con-

ditions is that the two beams are well centered with re-
spect to each other at the interaction point. We estimate
the critical value for transverse beam separation to be in
the order of 0.2. which corresponds to about (10-20)prm.
For larger values we observe reduced proton beam lifetime.
This is explained with the enlargement of the width of the

ToUmlNl nearby 7 - th order resonance. An estimate of the maxi-
mum tolerable separation of the emittance growth thresh-
old for large amplitude protons (80.) on the 7th order rme-
onance results in a separation of only 0.1a. (assuming a
round electron beam and a 5OH: tune modulation with a
depth of 0.001). Due to this effect, the procem of bringing
the beams into collision is critical and delicate. However,

N beam lows and emittance growth can usually be avoided by
careful adjustment of the tunes. The optimisation proce-
dure should not take more than about 20min which was

etson usually the cae.

V. Conclusion

HERA had a succesful start up of luminosity opec-
ation. No unpleasant surprises have been encountered in

aubelectron proton collision and ben-ben interaction. E-p

collisions are delicate but well under control. All effects ob-
served so far can be understood, at least qualitatively, by

se single particle models of the motion of the proton beams.
In the just starting 1993 operation, 84 bunch pairs are
being collided. We expect a considerable increase of lumi-
nosity in the nest future.

Figure 1: p-Beam Lifetime for different e/p Beam Cryi a

Sections, Beam-Beam Taneshifts AQ.,, _ 0.0015; from up REFERENCES
to down: [11 W. Bialowons, in Proceedings of the HERA Seminar
opl/lV/lev = 0.41/0.12/0.13/0.033mm -- r = O.5h 1993, Bad Lauterberg¢•lnl~l= 0 .41/0.12/O.29/0.07mm - -,r. = 10h

rpI/I/BI/w = 0.33/0.10/0.29/0.07Omm - rp = 50h [2] B. Wiik, this conference
¢•ll~z~u= O.21/0.08/O.29/0.O0imm -. rp= 100h [3] S. Levonian, DESY HERA 92-07 (1992) ZEUS Lumi-

eral steps. At the 6oet of increased beam-beam tune s"ift nosity Monitor Group, DESY 92-060 (1992)
for the electron beam, the 0-function values of the electron [4] J. Rosbach, DESY 89-023 (1989)
beom at the IP have been increased by almost a factor of
two and the ones of the proton beam have been reduced [5] S. Herb and F. Zimmermann, Proc. of the XV Int.
by 30%. At each step, considerable improvement of the Conf. on High Energy Acc Hamburg (1992), p227
proton beam lifetime was achieved which is illustrated in
Figure 1. [6] B.A. Baklakov et al, INP Novosibirsk preprint 91-15

Attempts have been made to understand this behaviour. (1991)
Emittance growth rates have been calculated for protons [7] R. Brinkmann, DESY-HERA 89-24 (1989)
colliding with an electron beam in HERA[9]. A tune mod-
ulation of 10- (which is somewhat stronger than expected [8] L. Evans and J. Gareyte, Cern82-8)(DI-MST)(1982)
from magnet power supply ripple) leads to strong threshold-
like enhancement of emittance growth for particles with [9] F. Zimmermu nn, thesis, University of Hamburg
oscillation amplitudes larger than two standard deviations (1993) unpublished
of the electron beam crom section.
Simulations of collision of protons with a fiat electron beam
( =s = 2.75 x cr,.) have been performed which include os-
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Abaovac 11. BEAAMLI DESIGN AND OPTCS

Nuxt genMhion electron coolig OVltillE "RqUUe a multi- A. Demgn Prkscip'u
14eV, 2 A DC electron beam source. Such electron cooling
system. cmn reduce the mlemiinmces of proo and heavy ion Figur I shows the beamline layout for the election
beamis leading to core~andipg increasim in luminosity, 7hm recirculation systen tests [2] Mw bemline joan a pair of
technology needed to produce the neceseary DC electron Felletron ao--- to/eelrto tubes (not shown). Both
beammi is being developed byth LM gop"P" an md at&e electron gun and collector we located insde the high
the National Electrostaics Corporation (NEC. TIWO pape voltage terminal of the Felletron accelerator.
will ouline the desig considerations behind the syste,
improvemeonts made over previous systisenand the current-
status of the project. Aame w

I. INTRODUCTION ___Cm__OV8 m-"4

Althoughi electron cooling bes now become a routine tool m go
in may laboratories, its use bas been restricted to lower
enemrg accelerators (<500 MeY). nbil is amfortunate, as it __

could prove to be very effective in higher energy acceleraor.W
as well. For exammple, the einittance of fully-stripped 7 _dm 00

0eV/nucleon gold bean.s in the proposed PS collider (ME
la, Japa) could be reduced by an order of magnitude one W44

resultin in a factor of 10 increm in the machin luminosity. f"V0
Other examples hav beeni described in a previous paper [1]. rf t t
Above electron energies of about 300 key fth traditional MW ona'
approach of using a Cockoroft-Walton power sipply and

magetiallcofind eectron beam becomies impractical. A
Pelletron electrostatic accelerator is well-suited to such an-
application requiring fth acceleastion of electron bean. sd
without subsequent emfttance blow-up. NEC has made thei
3 MV test Pelletron available for the construction and testing
of a prototyp 2 MeV, 2 A DC electron recirculation system.______
An increase in energy above 2 MeV should not pose a
problemi since it would involve no fundamental changes in F~Ure 1. Recrulastion test systm beamnline.
tecnology, Thm goal of this project is to develop the
technlogy to the point where such a systm could be
purcbaaed commercially and used as a tool to significantly The beamline is symmetric about the center of the
enhance acceleatrd performece. quadrupole. The quadnzpole strength is adjusted to make the

_______________entire 180* bend achromastic, thus relaxing the stability
requirements for the dipole magnet power supplies. Thie

*nb woik ws mappodted by the TNRLC mnde groMa ROFY9159 & dipole maognets have a field index n = 'A to provide equal
3.0FY9258. Additional fhpoht by Indian Univ. and NBC.
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focussing in both h horizontal and vertical planes. There me a fraction of the maximum solenoid current, are plotted verus
six bamlie solenoids in the recirculation test apparatus; one the electron beam current. Th is a solution which chalgs
in the acceleration tubs, four more in the external besalin., relatively slowly with increasing beam current, and satisfies all
and tho la one in the deceleration tube. Solenoidal focussing the applicable constraints. This is also a rather elegant
was cbosm over quadrupole doublets or triplets due to the solution, considering that the total number of beam waists
beam cylindrical symmetry at the exit of the Pelletron changes from S to 3 as the electron beam current varies from
acceleration tube. 0 to 2 A. These settings will be tabulated for automatic

computer control.
B. •aWWM Optkcr

1.0 •-'- . . . . . . .

The optics for this beamline have been modelled using both - "---- $3, S4
a version of TRANSPORT [3] which includes the effects of ," S4

sp e charge and SCAT [4] , a code that integrat the Twin 08 --".........................

p e and includes the effects of finite emittance, space
charge and acceleration. The trahnfer line produces a beam 0.6
waist at the middle of the 180* bead, and the beam envelope
shape is consequently symmetric about that point. Figure 2 1
shows a typical optics plot obtained from SCAT. Additional 0.4
waists occur prior to the first dipole, Bl, and after the second -

dipole, B2. The position of these foci depend somewhat on
beam current, moving slightly away from the dipoles with 02

increasing current. A set of clearing electrodes has been
placed at these focal points to sweep away any ions produced. 0.o . ...

0 0.5 1 1.5

20 _ Current (A)

15 lFigure 3. Calculated solenoid currents as a function of

electron beam current.

-Sz S3 BI Q1 B2 S4 $5

HM. DESIGN IMPROVEMENTSS5-

A. General

M- y changes have been made to the design of the
S-5 reL. ation test system as it first appeared during the

UWi C/FNAL collaboration [5]. A much greater emphasis
-10 ..... -- .... I I has been placed on magnet alignment. The magnets

0 2 4 6 themselves have been designed specifically for this project,
Position (M) unlike those from various sources for the previous experiment.

They have all been carefully field-mapped and have known
F'qgue 2. Horizontal and vertical beam envelopes. The slight focussing properties. Hall probes located inside the dipoles
asymmetry is due to the quadrupole. will ensure reproducible fields. Clearing electrodes will be

placed at the positions of the three beam waists for ion
sweeping to prevent space charge neutralizatinn of the beam,

As the beam current increases, space charge effects require which would greatly affect the electron optics. Ther will be
that the solenoid field strengths change to compensate for the greatly increased pumping capabilities available from a
resulting defocussing. Changes in focussing must occur combination of non-evaporable getter (NEG) and ion pumps.
smoothly, to allow them to follow the increasing beam current The previous system had no ion clearing, and much less
without passing through a point where the beam can be lost. pumping. Other improvements include better radiation
The optics are also constrained by the maximum solenoid field shielding of the Pelletron itself (to reduce SF, ionization
strengths and periodic I inch apertures within the transfer line. leading to premature breakdown and voltage instability) and

A solution was found that utilized S3 and S4 together (with corona needles replaced by resistors.
S2 and S5 oft), for the full range of expected beam currents.
The search for the calculated solenoid settings was automated,
and carried out for over twenty different beam currents. The
results are shown in Figure 3, where the solenoid currents, as
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B. Diagnostics B. Magnets and Alignment Sruuare

There are a total of eleven diagnostic stations (5 horimntal The dipole magnets have ben assembled and field-mapped,
and vertical nonintercepting Beam Position Monitors (BPMs), and their vacuum chambers have been welded and leak-
2 NEC wire scanners, 2 single-pam flying wire scamers and checked. Two of the four external beamline solenoids have
2 residual gas beam profile monitors) included in the present been assembled and field-mapped. The acceleration tube
design. The previous system had only two wire scanners lenses (from the previous project) have also been field-
which were limited to operation with beam currents below mapped. Power supplies for the above magnets have been
100 IAA due to high beam power and excessive beam loss. procured and installed. A beamline support and alignment
The BPM's are designed to operate over the full range of structure has been designed utilizing standard off-the-shelf
beam currents (< 20 •A to 2 A), while the flying wire components. The dipoles and quadrupole will be mounted on
scanners have a current limit of 200 mA. For higher currents, a single frame and have the capability to be pro-aligned.
a residual gas beam profile monitor is being developed. Use
of these monitors will enable the operators to verify correct C. Diagnostics
electron optics throughout the transfer beamline.

Components for the Beam Position Monitor (BPM)
C. Fnhanced Collection Efficiency electrode assembly have been designed and partially procured.

The BPM pro-amp and synchronous detection electronics have
High collection efficiency is important for three reasons. been prototyped. The pre-amp electronics for the residual gas

First of all, the Pelletron can only source approximately beam profile monitor have also been built and tested. The
400 pA (limited by charging chain current), any further losses single-pass flying wire beam profile monitor design has been
lead to a droop in terminal voltage and subsequent loss of simplified and components have been procured and tested.
beam. Secondly, since the secondary (backscattered) beam The computer control software has also been modified and
will have a much larger emittance than the primary (incident) simplified.
beam, it can lead to voltage discharges in the deceleration
tubes and gas desorption. Finally, any beam loss will produce D. Vacuum Hardware
x-rays which can ionize the SF6 insulating gas and lead to
premature breakdown and voltage instabilities. The majority of the off-the-shelf beamline vacuum

The collector design incorporates two systems which components have been procured. The NEG pump housing
prevent nearly all the backscattered electrons from the components have been fabricated and await welding. The
collector from re-entering the deceleration tubes. The first is associated NEG power supplies have been built and tested.
a standard Faraday-cup type collector with electron
suppression which limits the backscattered electron current to V. REFERENCES
a few parts in I0W of the incident beam current. This collector
is preceded by a 90 dipole magnet which will deflect the [1] T. Ellison, et al., "Multi-MeV electron cooling - a tool
remaining backscattered current in the opposite direction of the for increasing the performance of high energy hadron
primary current. The insulated vacuum chamber for this colliders?', submitted for the Fifth Annual 1993 International
magnet will then serve as a secondary collector, collecting Industrial Symposium on the Super Collider (ISSC) and
virtually all the remaining electrons. Exhibition (San Francisco, CA, May 1993).

IV. CURRENT STATUS [2] Design Report, Feasibiitzy of decresing dhe eminance of
beam in the SSC by electron cooling in the SSC Mediun

A. Pelletron Accelerator Energy Booster (IUCF Publication, October 1992).

The Pelletron accelerator has been raised to allow for semi- [3] U. Rohrer, "The present state of the VAX-Transport at
permanent alignment apparatus to be installed beneath the SIN [now PSI]" (SIN internal report, May 1982).
beamline. A two foot thick concrete vault was then poured
around the beamline for radiation shielding. The electrical [4] SCAT code written by Del Larson (SSCL).
service and ground end feedthroughs have been reconnected,
as well as the main SFG gas transfer line. The closed-loop [5] D.J. Larson, J.R. Adney, D.R. Anderson, F.E. Mills and
charging system electronics have been reinstalled, and the M.L. Sundquist, "Operation of a prototype intermediate-
refurbished light link fiber control cable has been connected to energy electron cooler', NIM A311, pp. 30-33 (1992).
the terminal electronics. Once the control system was tested,
the Pelletron column was conditioned (without tubes) to 2.3
MV in approximately 1 hour.
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The Bevalac Long Spill*
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RAFAEL

M.OD. Israel

11. HARDWARE LIMiTS TO THE
Tbe Bevalac extraction time was increased from I to a EXTRACTION TEME

maximum of 9.5 seconds, thus increaing the synchotron duty
factor an the data rate for experiments by a factor of 2-3,
depending on the magnetc field. This slow rate of extraction The stated goal of this project was to extend the
required improved control of beam time structure, since extraction time to 9.5 seconds for main synchrotron fields up
magnet ripple remained approximately constant while the spill to 10 kG. However, every effort was made to increase the
rate was decreased. Measoments of spill structure for the duty factor for all energies to the limit given by available
long spin ae presnted. Changes made to the accelerator hardware. As will be described below, the complete 9.5
system are described, as well as tuning procedures found s second spill was not possible for fields at and slightly below
be nec•mry, and the ultimate hardware limits found for the 10 kG due to motor-generator syncronization, but the duty
spill length. factor increases cited above were certainly sufficient to justify

the project.
1 TR ODUC ON The limits to the extraction time were set by: (1) main

magnet heating, (2) rms input power of the motor-generators
powering the main magnet, and (3) synchronization of the

One measure of the efficiency of a synchrotron is the motor geneatms. The first of these limits refers to the fact
"duty factor", i.e., the percent of the pulse cycle time during that on hot days the main magnet was not adequately cooled
which beam is being extracted for the use of the by the wind tunrnl-fan-cooling tower :ystem, and for any
experinters. Until July of 1992, the duty factor of the fields above 7 kG the extraction length could be limited by the
Bevalac ranged from 17% at full field (12575 G; 2.09 main magnet temperature. However, given the climate, this
GeV/amu for Z/A=112) to 25% at low field (25000; 0.161 occurred rarely.
GeV/amu for ZIA-=12). The normal pulse cycle included 1- Limits (2) and (3) refer to capabilities of the motor-
1.5 seconds for extraction. As described in this paper, in July generator system. The main magnet for the Bevauron was
the timing cycle was changed so that for all but the highest powered by two. 2-phase half-wave-rectified motor-generaor
magnetic fields the beam could be extracted for up to 9.5 sets (MOs) with two 67 ton flywheels for energy storage. The
seconds, with the rest of the cycle unchanged. This increased input power for these motors was limited by fabrication
the duty factor to 34% at full field, 60% at 10 kG, and 80% at specification to 3.3 MVA per motor, rms. A normal value for
low field- a factor of 2 - 3. The increase was reflected in an the power factor was 0.8, giving a limit of 2.64 MW per
incresed da rate for experiments performed in the last few motor. It proved possible, using data obtained in 1949, to
months of Bevalac operation. calculate quite accurately the rms power required of the

The circulating beam intensity was increased in motors. This included friction and windage losses, power
proportion to the duration of extraction, so that average losses in the rectifier ignitrons, 12R losses in the motors and
intenity remained the same. This meant that experiments generators, and power loss in the main magnea The motor
already using the full intensity available from the source could power limit affected the possible extraction time for fields
not profit from the longer extraction time. In practice, this above about 12 kG, limiting extraction time to 5 seconds at
was not a problem for tde experiments running when the long full field.
si capability was available. For fields between about 8 kG and full field,

Ultimately the extraction time was limited by hardware synchronization of the two motor-generators provided an
constraints. These are described in Section II. In Section III unexpected limit on the extraction time. At high fields (k7600
we discuss measurements of the time structure of the extracted G for 1 s spills), the power required for the main magnet
beam for the old (1 s) spill and the long spill, and describe exceeded what could be produced by one motor. The load
changes made to the feedback systems which improved this was then balanced between the two motor-generators, with
structue. uncomfortable mechanical consequences if a sufficient

imbalance occurred. Insufficient operating time was available
to investigate the phenomenon, but somewhere between 8 and
10 kG this load imbalance-began to occur for the longer

This work supported by the U.S D.O.E. under contract extraction times. At 10 kG this effect limited the extraction
#DE-ACO3-7348.
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tim to 6.5 scon&d. The loa-balmcing was performed by ripple in the main magnetic field, AB/B, as smnal as -2 x 10-
the "Krumer system, a system of two induction motor- could produce bursts of beam [1].

era o ilused to upplement power from the public power Several feedback systems were in place to minimize
line when flywheel speed drqiped during peak power use. It magnet ripple. These included: feedback control of the
was hypthesid that this system could nBt supply enough generator voltage and phasing (effective for low flequency: 0-
power for long pulse Since the motors would slow at 5 Hz) , LC filters across the main magnet (170, 354, 658,
slightly diffrmt nos, this would lead to a phase difference 1008, 1345 Hz), and the "Ripple Reduction" feedback system
between the two MG', creating a load imbalance. (10 Hz - 20 kHz). The Ripple Reduction system measured

It should be noted that at low fields the extraction time dB/dt using a one-turn loop in each quadrant of the machine,
could have bee extended further than 9.5 seconds. This was and made use of extra pole-face windinp to compensate for
not attempted, but the only limitations revealed by our work field ripple. It should be noted that due to the load on the
were the amount of charge available from the source, and, at motor-generators, main magnet ripple did not occur at
very low extraction rates. the spill time structue. This later multiples of power line frequencies, but rather at multiples of
facho will be discussed below. There is one precedent for a frequency somewhat lower which depended on the value of
near-dc beams in the Bevalac. As a prelude to construction of tde main field. This is reflected in the filter frequencies given
the PEP accelerator, beam was circulated in the Bevatron for above.
30 minutes without incident. However no extraction was A final feedback system directly controlled the beam
atmempted. extraction rate in order to minimize variation of the intensity.

The "spiller feedback system" [2,3] measured extracted beam
HIL EXTRACTED BEAM TIME STRUCTURE intensity vs. time using a scintillator and photomultiplier tube,

then adjusted the current in the S I magnet in oder to keep the

Increasing the length of extraction was expected t beam intensity constant. The bandwidth of this system was
increasing tim e variai of deextractdinens. Tsise ued approximately 0-2 kHz. Though effective at theseincrease time variation of the extrcted intensity. This is du frequencies, the system actually introduced an oscillation into

to the fact that regardless of the length of the spill, the am the extracted intensity at approximately 2.5 kHz, due to delay
fraction of the circulating beam, limited by extraction physics in the feedback loop. Besm destabilized due to an increase in
to approximately 25%, was extracted. Doing this over a S I current required approximately 100 ps to reach the septum
longer time meant that a smaller percent of the beam (by magnet and leave the synchrotron. Thus the information
almost an order of magnitude) was extracted per unit time, available to the feedback system about the condition of the
requirg much fine control of the magnetic field. For many beam was essentially delayed by 100 Ps. As the control
experiments, degradation of the beam time structure could system began extraction, S1 currnt would rise until the
quickly undo gains due to increasing the synchrotron duty intensity measured by the PM tube was at the right value, then
factor. "Count-rate-limited" nuclear physics experiments, for a t stbiiz the level. Due to the delay, the beam
instance, use electronics or data acquisition systems which intsty wou ta iue to r e (flown the pevointensity would continue to increase (following the previous
cannot tolerate intensities above a given value. Increases in increase in S I current), causing the feedback system to
die amiplitude of beam intensity oscillations would necessitate decrease the SI current enough to actually stop the extraction.
decreasing the average intensity, to bring the highest Thus the beam spill occurred in -2.5 kHz bursts1 , modulated
amplitudes below this threshold. This could bring the data by lower frequency structure at harmonics of the MG
rote back to the values obtained with the old I second spill. fundamental As noted in reference [31. very low frequency
Early trials with a low rate of extraction showed that for the fuHdame n of te intefi was a lo seen uency
Bevalac this did not occur-- though the spill structure (-5 Hz) variation of the intensity was also seen, and traced so
deteriotled somewhat with lengthening extraction time, ther the voltage regulation feedback loop of the generators.
was a net gain in projected data rate. However improvements An improvement was made to the spiller feedback
in the spiller feedback system, described below, kept the system by one of the authors (?vN.) which gready improved
quality of the spill somewhat constant as the extraction time its quality for experiments. As noted above, this was of
was increased, enabling gains for the experiments particular importance for long spills, where the beam was

commen ewith duty factor extracted over several seconds. A 10 kHz oscillation induced
Beam extraction was accomplished using resonance in the S I current by a malfunctioning power supply was

extraction. Just before extraction the beam tune was brought observed to decrease the amplitude of the feedback
close to 2W3 by a perturbation magnet, P1. A (mainly) oscillations in the beam intensity. So an open-loop oscillation
sextupole winding, SI, on the same magnet then was used to at approximately this frequency was introduced into the S I
drive orbit growth by ramping the sextupole, thus moving the current. This had the effect of terminating the feedback
unstable fixed points into the beam. Normally 20 - 30% of the oscillations in the beam intensity before the feedback system
beam could be extracted, could, lowering the amplitude of the bursts. The beam then

Variations in the intensity could be caused by time emerged with -10 kHz structure rather than 2.5 kHz. It was
structure in the main magnetic field or the extraction found that varying the frequency of the applied oscillation
(pertutbation or sextupole) magnet fields. In practice, the
currents of the extraction magnets could be better controlled, 1Note: Oscillation occurs at the frequency where the
and measurements of the extracted beam intensity vs. time, to delay =1800. Since the loop includes an integrator to oduce
be described below, show that the main magnet ripple the time average, which contributes 900 to the delay, the
contributed most of the structure which was due to magnetic oscillations occur at 2.5 kHz, where 100 Ips gives a quarter-
field ripple. Because of the large dispersion of the machine, od delay.
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after up at down from. the approximate frequency -3000 -.

In!-0U qpkld by the fulty power sa*pl increased doe
ampliaud of dw ber M&e Tiss assumed to be because this ~th
Bnpomcy hasaa paW aal to the iformation delay tme in -2500 j~ttI4
do loop. If *a applbd oscillation is at highe frequency.
beam deulabilized during one oscillation may add to the neut 20
burst. If do. oscilhuilon is slower, the system will not catch the
lnemfty overinhoot due to the delay. The optimal waveform
for the scilleon ap iuto be approximasely asawtoodh. -1,500

The bero time structure was measured by two different ~*
systms, both using doe signal from a scintillator-PM tube "1.4 44. 4-4-
Sstuem atthe firsfous f~~ th emin the extraction channel. -10iV~ .-b.?.t-4
One system Fourier analysed the signal (bandwidth :9 20 irst"tIMrd I . .

kHz), and the othernampled the signsulfor intervals of 0.5s at -500 i.4 . 4 4 .L..
IMR&. As ameamureof beam quality, the ratio of rms to
average intenity for each of the 0.5s intervals was comnputed
from tho data obtained from the latte system. This will be0
referrd toasthieuspildutyfacW.ruor SDF. Though very 0 1 2 3 4 5
little time was available in the last months of Bevalac
operation for making accelerator measurements, extensiveMa
data-taking was done over one two-day period (Sept. 15-16,
199), mnd at other times experimenters were consulted as to Figure 1. Photomultiplier signals vs. time showing
the quality of the beam they received. The data quoted below extracted bean intensity from 5 s o h is o
derives fromn the measurements of Sept. 15, 16. The main trace) and third (upper trace) third of the spill. The
field strengthwas 7650 0, or 1.05 GeV/amu for qtm=1IA. upper trace has been offiset by -2000 of the (arbitrary)

TeS varied with the tuning of the synchrotro. But units for Clarity.
it was not found to degrade significantly as the extraction time ipoeetsesntt edet h itrnei h
lengthend. For a I s extraction time the SDF was 1.6. At thmevmn sesntt e u otedffrnei h
beginning of the long (9.1 s) spill, the SDF was worse (2.3). distribution function of the particles extracted at the beginning
thought such an increase is more than compensated by the vs. th end of the spill, sicea similar change in time structure
increased lMogt of extraction. However measuremlents of 0.5 does not occur for I s spill&. It is possible that the increased
seconds at die middle of the spill produced man SDF of 1.5, and fil ripple, pilus the slowing of the MGs due to the prolonged
the OF new the end of the spill wan found to be 1.4. Thus in load, made the effect of the 8.8 kHz oscillation mome
some average sense the time structure of the long spills was favorab~le. As can be seen from Figure 1, at the end of the
better than that of the I second spills, at least on the days spill the S1I oscillation was not able to completely shut off the
when our measurements were permitted. This was born out, spill-
as mentioned above, by an increase in data rate for the
expedimenters at least commensurate with the increase in IV. SUMMAARY-ycrtmdt F facnw

Fourier analysis of the beami tune structure revealed the The maximum Bevalac extraction time was increased
usual components due to MG diple below about 2 kHz, as from 1 to 9.5 seconds for its last few months of running. This
described in reference [3], plus the -10 kHz (actually, 8.8 increased the synchrotron duty factor by a factor of 2 to 3
k~h) oscillations inserte by the oscillation applied to 51, and depending on the beam energy. Time structure of the
harmonics of this frequency. Sidebands occurred for the 8.8 extracted beam was as good or better than with the shorter
kHz structures and their harmonics whose spacing was given extraction time. Due to the lack of time to study this
by the MG frequencies. The frequency domain data was phnmnn the cause is not known.
examined to try to find some reaon for the improvement in
the time structure with time during the long spinl. dB/dt due toV.RF EN S
the IdOs, as measured by the dB/dt loops, actually increasediV EFRNE
during this time, both at harmonics and subharmonics of the
MO frequency and for the -5 Hz strctre. Oscinlations in the [1] J. Staples, private communication.
Rippie Reduction feedback system were somewhat less, but it (2] NL Nyman et al., IEEE Trans. Nuci. Sci. NS-32, No. 5,
is not at aD clear that this can account for the improvement. 2177(1985).
p~gm 1 showstdoesignalfium thepM tube (in arbitray unift) (3] C.M. Celataet al., Conference Record of the 1991 IEEE
vs. tine for typical Sins intervals of spinl. The upper trace is Particle Accelerator Conference,, Vol. 3, pp. 1401-1403.
take from the last third of the spill, and the lower from the
first third. The difference. in structure is notable. The
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Mama signiicant [21. The cross section for this "capture from pair
production" mechanism is expected to increase with energy (as

Electron capture from electrnpo pair production does the cross section for producing free electron-positron
is predicted to be a major source ofbesm loss for the heaviest pain), making it the dominant electron capture mechanism at
iens at RHIC. Achieving the h w luminosity thus requires highly relativistic energies. And since capture from pair
an unmading of the capture process. We report the first production requires no electron in the initial state, it can take
observation and measurement of this process, in Bevalac place between two bare ions, possibly limiting the lifetme of
experiments using I GeV/u U92+ projectiles on Au targets. stored beams of bare heavy ions in relativistic heavy ion
Capture fkom pair production is a process in which the very collidus.
high Petc field involved in the collision of two
relativistic heavy ions polarizes the vacuum, resulting in the A number of thoretical papers aimed at calculating the
prodo. of an electrn-positron pair and the capture of the cross sections for electm capture from pair production have

lectron by one of the ions. Therare many therecal papers been published since 1984 [3]. Different calculational
published on capture from pai producti with very large Mchniques wen used, mad several results, in disagreement with
discrepanes between predicted cross sections. The each other, have been reported. Until recently, no experimental
experimental results are compared to theory, and the measurement to check the validity of these different theoretical
ImpAcations of extrapolations to lHIC energies ar presented. predictions, or even to existence of electron capture from par

production, has oedxse&
L INTRODUCTION

In this article we report the observation and
At relativistic energie• , th capture of electrons by ions measurement of electron capture from electron-positron pair

0%^ n u ) occurs by the well-understood collisions production in relativistic heavy ion collisions, and discuss the
pmrcesss of Radiative Electron Capture (REC) and Non- posMsil implications for the lifetime of heavy ions in the
Radiative Capture (NRC. These processes, which require an Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) now being constructed
electron In the initial state, have cross sections that decrease at Brookhaven National Laboratory [4]. The experiment has
rapidly with incomaing collision energy. E.C is the capture of been perfomedr at th Beval accelerator at Lawrence y
a target electron by the ion with the simulftanomusission of Laboratory, using 956 MeV/u bare uranium ions (U92+)
a photon (to balance momentum and energy). NRC is the incident on thin, fixed targets of An.
capture of an electron that is initially bound to a target atom
or ion. Until recently, REC and NRC were thought to be the IL EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION
dominant processes for electron capture at all relativistic
egies. Figure I shows a diagram of the Advanced Positron

Spectromet (APS) used to detect positrons. The U92+ ion
The a transient fields produced in relativistic charged psses through a fixed target looated inside the APS, described

1101ae atomic collisions (no nuclear contact) have long been below. In the case of capture from p production, the electron
known to produce electrons through electron-positron pair is created directly bound to the uranium ion, changing its
production [11. But, in 1984, Gould pointed out that for bare charge by one unit to U9 1+. The experimental signature is
heavy ious, iprobability for pair creation with simultaneu the detection of the positron emitted durn the collision, in
capture of the electron from the pair into the K-shell, was coincidence with the charge-changed U'1+. The U91+ is

magnetically separated from the main beam of U2+ and each

*SaWomd by the Director, Office of Energy Research, Office charge state is detected by a scintillator-photomultiplier tube
of Basic Energy Sciences, Chemical Sciences Division and detect"o.
( .Of•ie of High Energy and Nuclear Physics, Nuclear
Imjrso Diviso US. Department of Energy under contract
De-AC0S-76S10009. One of us (WEM) was partially
supported by NSi grant No. PHY8614650.
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Figure I - Schematic diagram of the apparatus (top - sectional view). The solenoid field decreases adiabatically firm the
center towards the ends causing the particle orbits to grow and their divergence to decrease, allowing them to be swept by the
dipole magnets into the detectors. Only one positron detector (and no electron detector) is shown. The target is located nea the
center of the solenoid and the heavy ion beam travels horizontaily throug the apparatus.

The target is placed inside and slightly upstream from The emission angle with respect to the beam direction
the center of the APS. The APS is used to detect and measure is measured using the time of flight of the positrons
the energy distnrbution and angular distribution of the electrons (electrons) through the solenoid. Four plastic scintillator-
and positrons emitted from the target. It contains a solenoid detectors (see figure 1) are used to detect the positrons
magnet in the center and a dipole magnet at each end. The (electrons) and to measure their energy and time of flighL The
solenoid generates a strong magnetic field (B=0.8 T max.) that magnetically separated U91+ ion that produced the positron,
adiabatically decreases toward the ends. The field transports the detected in its scintillator-detector at the end of the beamline,
electrons and positrons away from the target, and converts is used for the timing reference.
much of the positron (electron) transverse motion into
longitudinal motion. The positrons and the electrons are The dipole magnets that deflect electrons and positrons
efficiently deflected in opposite transverse directions at each in opposite directions are used for the initial discrimination
end of the solenoid by the dipoles. There they strike plastic between electrons and positrons. However, at 1 GeV/u, a large
scintfator-photomultiplier tube detectors. number of knock-on electrons are ejected from the target by

collisions with the uranium ion. Approximately 3 to 4
This combination of magnetic fields, results in a very electrons with an energy above 100 keV are ejected from a I

high acceptance for electrons and positrons emitted both mg/cm 2 gold target for every uranium ion, while only one
forward and backward with respect to the beam direction, positron from the same target is expected for every 106
Without the adiabatically deamsing field, the acceptance of the uranium ions. Roughly two or three per thousand knock-on
spectrometer would be very low because most of the electrons backscatter from the electron scintillator-detector into
positrons, upon reaching the end of the solenoid field, would the positron scintiliator-detector, thus simulating a positron.
have a large transverse motion causing them to strike the
walls of the apparatus rather than to be deflected into the To discriminate against these scattered electrons we
spectrometer detectors. Tests of the APS using beams and require the detection of one of the two 511 keV photons that
radioactive sources have shown a detection efficiency close to are emitted back-to-back when the positrons annihilate at rest
unity for emission angles of up to 75 degrees forward and in the plastic scintillator. The 511 keV photon is detected by a
backward. The acceptance is independent of the positron or Nal scintillator-photomultiplier detector (see figure 1). The
electron energy in the energy range investigated (from 0.1 to detection efficiency of the photon (by the 12.5 cm diameter by
2.5 MeV). 15 cm long active area) Nal detector has been measured to be

42%, with roughly 60% of the photons appearing as a narrow
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single peak at 511 k*V, and the rest as a broad Compton Capture from pair production (resulting in the loss of
distribution. In our data analysis only the narrow peak is used. the chup-chanmd ion in the collider ring) has been predicted
This sm the overall eficiency of the APS for the detection of to be the dominant beam loss mechanism for colliding Au +
a positron at 25%. Au beams at REIC and a significant loss mechanism for

lighter ions [41. Small effects that might enhance capture, as
II. RESULTS discussed above, could have a significant impact upon the ratio

of captured electons, and thus upon the operation of RHIC. If
We integrate the spectra over the positron energy and the fraction of captured electrons is an order of magnitude

angle to obtain the total cross section for capture from pair higher than predicted at RHC energies, then the current after
production. We correct for the angular region between 75 and 10 hours will decrease to about 20% of the initial value,
105 degrees, not accounated for by the spectrometer, and for the instead of 77%, after taking into account intrabeam Coulomb
energy range above 2.5 MeV. Making these small corrections, scattering.
we measure the total cross section for capture from pair
production by a 956 MeV/u U9 2 + on a gold target to be Measurements of the cross section for capture from pair
2.19 (0.25) barns, production at Bevalac energies indicate that current calculations

based upon perturbation theory underestimate the fraction of
We obtain a cross section of 3.3 (0.65) for the free pair electrons captured by a factor of three. These results indicate

process by assuming that a similar fraction of free pairs ar the need for better calculations and measurements over a wide
not detected by the spectrometer (The error we make, in range of energies to understand the useful lifetime of heavy
estimating the fraction between 75 and 105 degrees for free ions in RHIC.
pair production is well within our emror bars, even though the
angular distributions for capture from pair production and free V. REFERENCES
pair production are expected to be different.)
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total cross section for capture from pair production by about a Production in Relativistic Heavy Ion Collisions,"
factor of 2.5, and underestimate the ratio of capture to free pair submitted to Phys. Rev. Lett. (1993).
production by about a factor of 3 [6]. [4] "Conceptual Design of the Relativistic Heavy Ion

Collider - RHIC", BNL Report BNL-52195 pp 117-121.
Calculations of the cross section for both free pair [5] U. Becker, J. Phys. B20, 6563 (1987); values for U on

production and capture from pair production have been made Au were computed by K. Momberger.
for Au at RHIC collider energies of 100 + 100 GeV/u. These [61 U. Becker, N. Grin and W. Scheid, J. Phys. B19, 1347
perturbative calculations indicate that the free nair production (1986).
cross section increases to the order of 3 x 10' barns for Au [71 C. Bottcher, M.R. Strayer, Phys. Rev. D39, 1330
ions, while the fraction of pair electrons that are captured is (1989).
predicted to decline to a part per thousand at RHIC energies
[4,7]. The fraction of electrons that are captured may be
sensitive, however, to several effects such as multiple pair
production, combined charges of projectile and target, and
other effects enhancing capture. As has been seen, the fraction
at 1 GeV/u is observed to be considerably larger than that
predicted by perturbation teory.
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Acceleration of Deutero Beam In the KEK Proton Synchrotron
Yadghar Mind and the crew ofdoe heavy ion acciusmtion group in the KEK PS

National Labomaory for WOg Energ Physica(KEK)
Ohet 1-1, Tinkubs-si, Ibuaki-ken 305. JAPAN

Deuteron beami has beow successfully accelerated in the
UEK PS up to the energy of 1 12GeV(5.6GeVMt), the.lmtn ized eNmittIce 0f(1.5 nummnrad[5] This type of ion source can
energ of di t.un Tm. firt physics experiment With du. be converted to produce negative deuserium ios by changing a
waon beams was cardied out in April of 1992 after this success gsu speci frinm hydrogen to deumdrum. The negative deiie-
Helium, bean acceleration is scheduled in April in 1994. nun ion buam extracted from the ion source is accelerated by

the Cockcroft-Waiton preinjector and injected into the linac.
LEINRODUCTION The accelration energy is 375-key, which is a half of that for

proton acceleration, because the linac is wopeaed in 4x mode
Acceleration of heavy ion beams in the KEK PS was acceleration for deuteron acceileration. In order to acceler-

discussed about more than 8 years ago. However, the project fte heavy iouns whose QJA = 0.5 in an Alvaretz type of proton
was stopped by several reuons andi heavy ion accleation in hnac, 4p mode acceleration can boý used. When deuateron accel-
tho UK PS has not been realized so far. Very recently, as emubon is performed in 4x mode, fth energy gain in eacb(AWd
one. of the possible candidates among the future plans of the. )cell should he half of that for proton(Ap). Thus,
UEK PS. die PS-Collider, which aims to accelerate and collide
heavy ion beams with fth bemn energy of up 1P 7GeV/u for a AWd - MONlfl AWp = lf2AWp,(1
gold beam, has been proposed.[1J ThePS-Collider is dsge
to =u fte presen IK PS as its injecor thereore a much wihere tup and Ind are the musses of Promo and deuteron , re-
more simple scheme compared with the previous one for accel- Spectively. Sinc the transit time factor of each cell for 4x
entin heavy ions in the PS has been examined carefully for mode acceleration is almost a half of that for 2x mode accelera-
ease of operation. Simulanouly possibility ofsapolarized taitn, the condition of eq.(1) is satisfiemL
deuteron beam acceleration in the PS has been also studied [2] (b) Booster Beam parametes of deueron acceleration in the

In November of 1990, the PAC(Pogranme Advisory booster is summarized in Table 1.
Committee) of the KEK PS has conditionally approved an ex-

peiet using a high energy deuteron beaus of(2 -5 GeV.
Acrigto the request from the PAC, a task force for aiming Table 1 Beam parameters of deuteron acceleration in the

deuteron beam acceleration in the PS has been initiated in the booste
Accelerator department.- On Jan. 31 in 199, deuteron
beamhasbeensuccesfuly acelratd inte KEKPS uptodte injectioin extraction
enegy of I 1.2eV(5.6GeV/n), the limiting energy, of the ring. Eiw~tra(V) 19.28 293.8
The first physics experiment with deuteron beams was carried BP(Tm) 0.89m 3.636
out in April after this success4] In this paper, the outline of 07 0.1438 0.5812
d Ithe -etron- acceleation scheme and the experienece of t.e harmonic number I
firt long term operation are descrbed and the future plan for RP frequency(Mk) 1.132 3.996
heavy ion boomi acceleration is also presented. RF voltage(max. kV) -25

aulnncemrad)
HI. MODIFICATIONS FOR DEUTERON BEAM horizontal 90 22
ACCELERATION vertical 40 10

APIP +-0.5% +-0.4%
Earnest studies of examining the beami behaviors in bunch width(nsec) 100

deteOn acceleration according t0 the newly proposed sche'me
has been carried out for each part of the UEK PS. [4] some, There are two RF cavities in the booster at the moment.
components of the accelerator were replaced or modified for In deuteron acceleration, the RF frequency at the beam injec-

ths~pnp.don is 1.132MBz, which is almost a half of that for proo ac-
(a) Injector The inecOr consists of the 750-keV Cockcroft- celerntion. The capacitance of each RF cavity is Abou 100(pF
Walton1 preinjector and the 40-MeV Alvaretz linac. T h e and the0 maximum inductance of each RF cavity is about 6 mH
ion Sourc which has been used at the UEK PS is a plasma- when the ferrite DC bias current is zero, respectively. There-
sputter type of negative hydrogenion source. It generates more fore, another capacitance of about 2000pF should be added for
than 20 mA negative hydrogen ion beam with the go% normal- each RF cavity so as to tune the injection RF frequency to
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* 0 Table2 Beam pwarnesers of demuro. accelerstiom in the
E%*d raw -w bbb MiRing.

Enarg(OeV) 0.294 5.6
4Bp(Th) 3.636 43.04

hroic= niumber 9
3__ ____tm ____ 5.32GV/a

betatron wave number 7.1 1(H),7.25(V)
2__2 RF frequeny(M~z) 3.996 7.9

____ I__ em_ +-0.35%

0 o-----bunch width(nsec) 100

o 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 MI. ACCELERATION OF DEUTERONS
Ferrite Bias Current (A)

FU. Menff varabos o mdctone a Wnd fiquecy s aThe first trial for deuteron acceleration in the main ring
Jig.o 1 f the amred vDriaion cs of m duct cavty wi th £ Of the ME PS has been performed from July 17 in 1991 and on

vacuumcapaion of 200e wasit attacuhent sof the cavity,.hn h July 19, the deuteron beam was successfully acceleraed in the
eachn cqFcavity of as0Fw SSI~ to tm theineto RP h~ec ma in ring up to the energy of 7.20WV(3.600/6M). I n

eachRF avit sonatotun theinjctio RFfreqenc to this accleration test, only one RF cavity of the main ring was
1.132MHz. Practically, this can be made by attaching a available in accelerating deuteron bean. There was just only
vAcMn capacitor to the accelrating gap of each cavity. Trig- one ferrite bia powe supply which was capable to swing its
ure I shows measured variations of inductance and tuned fir- curren Up to 1100 A. Therefore, the maximally attainable RF
quency as a function of the ferrite DC bias current of the cavity, vroltage in this test was about 23kV. The RF voltage of at least
when the vacuum capacitor of 2000PF was attached to the RF 50 kV is necessary for beam acceleration m the main ring
cavity. The inductance was changed for more than 13 times. when a field ramping rate of the bending magnets (dB/dt )
T1his might be. enough for deuteron acceleration. The shunt equals to 3.17 T/sec, as used in normal proton acceleration. In
impedance of fth cavity was also measured. The shunt imped- this accleration test, we have reduced dB/dT to one third of the
amc was about 400 W at the beamt injection, which was ap- normal value, although the attainable deuteron beam energy
proximately 40 % of the minimum shun impedance for protonl was somewhat decreased to 7.2GeV(3.6GeV/u). In December
acceleration. However, since the RF voltage at the bean injec- of 1991, rmother two ferrite bias pwoer supplies were ready for
doan has to keep sanon to rais a longitudinal captuire efficiency usein operation. On January 31 in 1992, deuterons was ac-
by an adiabatic process, the power loss in the ferrite of the cav- celerated to I 1.2GeV(5.6GeV/u), the limiting energy of the
ity due to die low shunt impedance can be eliminaewd. T h e ring, In April of 1992, the first physics experiment with deu-
bucket height at the beamt injection is relatvely lImg for deu- tero beams was carried out. Chancteistics and perfor-
m --n acceleation compared with prowo acceleration. This is mance of each part of the accelerator in the deuteron accelera-
caused by the fact tha the velocity Of the deuteron beam at in- tion are briefly described in the following.
jection is a half of that for proto acceeration.
(c)Maum ring: Beam parameters for deuteron acceleration in the
main ring are suimmarized in Table 2. In deuteron accel- 0.3 -' - 1 ~ - -i-
eration in the main ring, the RF frequency rnge is asfollows:
flnj -3.996Miz,ftext -7.869 M1z and fext / flnj -. 97. For 0.2
proton acceleration, finj = 6.027 MHz. The RF frequency can
be lowered by adding extra capacitance to the accelerating gap 0.2
of each RF cavity used in the main ring. Since the maximnum j1I
indulctanceof the present RPcavity is approximately 6mH, die 0.15 T.~
total capacitance of about 260 pFis required for deuteron accel- . 1 j
enaton. The present total capacitnowc of each cavity is about 0.1 w -
I lOpF, so another 150 pF should be added. The variations of 0 'L j..IZ
the RF frequency as a function of the ferite DC bias current 0.05 ,

were measured when the vacuum capacitor of 150 pP was at-Li
tached to the accelerating of the RF cavity. It was observed that 0..±L..iLJ, .
the frequency increased up to 7 9MH~z when the ferrite DC bias 30 40 45 505060 07070
current was raised to 1 IOOA. The variations of the shunt C Mtr(~
impedance were also measured carefuilly aid no serious power
loss in the ferrite of the cavity due to the shunt impedance re- F.2Vdtosfthbencpuefcicyof the linac for 4x

ducton as ot osered.mode acceleation a a function of dhe injection eamgy.
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beam energy of 375 keV but the higher energies such as
54keV can be acceptable for the linac. In nomial operation,
540keV injection was chosen and the optimized beam capture
efficiency in the linac was reached to about 30 %.

The injected beam momentum of the booster for deu-
teron acceleration is about 3% less than that for proton accelera-
tion. Not only the magnetic field of the booster at beamn injec-
tion was decreased but the beam transport elements between the
linac and the booster were re-tuned to match the deuteron beam
momentum. By tuning them carefully, almost 90 % injection
efficiency was achieved in the booster. More than 95 % of the
beam was extracted from the booster and transported to the
main ring. The typical beam intensity in the booster is about
4xlO1lppp.

In Fig. 3, the accelerated deuteron beam intensity in the

FIX. 3 Accelerated deutenm beam intenity in the main ring is main ring is simultaneously shown with a magnetic field pat-
"shown shnultarnously with a magnetic field pattern. tern. The typical accelerated deuteron beam intensity at the

maximum energy in the main ring was 2 x 1012 Mp. A c -
The ion source has produced negative deuterium ions by cording to the requests from physics experimentalists, the van-

feeding a deuterium gas instead of a hydrogen gas. More than able energy beam extraction from 2GeV(IGeV/u) to
15 mA negative deuterium ion beam from the ion source was I 1.2CeV(5.6GeV) has been tried for the deuteron beams so far.
accelerated by the Cockcroft-Walton preinjector and l2mA In Fig.4, the beam intensity variations for one-month operation
negative deuterium beam was injected into the linac. One of in deuteron beam acceleration of April in 1992 is summarized.
the most different operating parameters of the ion source com-
pared with proton beam operation was a cesium consumption IV. CONCLUSION
rate. The cesium consumption rate was relatively large for
negative deuterium ion beam operation. In this type of ion Deuteron acceleration is added to the routine operation
source, negative ions are generated on the cesium covered mo- of the KEK PS from April in1992. The intensity of accelerated
lybdenum surface by ion sputtering in the plasma. Thus, the deuteron beam reached to about 2x10 12 ppp at the beam energy
large cesium consumption was probably caused by a mass ef- of 11.2GcV(5.6GeV/u). The variable energy beam extac-
fect of sputtering ions. tion from 2GeV(lGeV/u) to 11.2 GeV(5.6GeV/u) is also avail-

In 4x mode acceleration of deuteron in the linac, the able. In April of 1994, the helium beam acceleration is sched-
possible injection energy is not only 375 keV, which is a just uled.
half of that for proton. A relatively high energy of 540keV is The authors would like to express their sincere apprecia-
also possible.[6][7] In Fig. 2, variations of the beam capture tion to Director General of KEK, H. Sugawara, and Profs.
efficiency of the linac for 4x mode acceleration are shown as a M.Kihara and Y.Kimura for their continuous encouragement.
function of the injection energy. It is found that not only the They are also indebted to Drs. M.Numaziri and KXondo for

their helps on radiation estimations in deuteron acceleration.
Deuteron Acceleration In April 1992

26 Dto c1 10 PS-Collider design group;KEK Report 89-20,1990(in
Japanese),KEK Report 90-13,1990(in English).War i H~ 4GN 3AG-1 3[2]HSt,Y oriS.NiomyaT.ToyamaSJiaimL lAekror

20 Study NotcASN 293(KEK),1988.
0-, [31J.Chuiba et al.;

CD15 - -- -_s-j [4]Proc. of the Workshop on Deuteron Beam Acceleration in
L~~~ the KEK 12GeV PS:edited by Y.Mori, KEK-Proc. 91-

_ T12,1991(in Japanese).
T k [5]Y.Mori,A.Takagi,K.Ikegami,S.Fukumoto;Proc. of the

mI FT E fourth International Symp. on Production and Neutralization of
4..2 Negative Ions and Beams,AIP Cof. Proc. Series

I No.158,1987,page378.
0 .[61].Ohnuma, Th.Sluyters;Proc. 1972 Linac Conf.,Los1Oth 13th 20,h 24,h

Date 2y Alamos,1972,page 191.[7]T.Kato;KEK Report 86-5(1986).

FigA Beam intensity variations for one-month operation in
deuteron beam acceleration of April in 1992 is summarized.
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Conceptual Design for One Megawatt Spallatlon we' d ' mm %. I
Neutron Source at Argonne* lU. S. ewin" 'P'.

Y. Cho, I. Lail•y, B. Brown. F. Brumwell, J. Carpenmr, K. Crawford, D. Horan, D. Jerng, R. Kelb, A. Knox,
R. Kustm, L. Lesmser, D. McGhe, F. Mills, I Moe, R. Nielsen, C. Pots, A. Rauchas, and K. Thompson

Argon National Laboratory
Argonne, IL 60439

Aboaw beams to 500 MeV. The RCS accelerates 3 x 1012
protons per pulse with a repetition rate of 30 Hz resulting

A feasibility study of a spallation neutaro source based on in a time-averaged current of some 15 pA. The I-MW
a rapid cycling synclumtron which delivers a proton beam study described here is for upgrading die IPNS system.
of 2 GeV in energy and 0.5 mA time-averaged current at a
30-Hz repetition ram, is presented. The atce consists of Wit respect to the choice of the accelerator's peak energy,
90-degree phase advance FODO cells with dispersion-free several studies have shown that the neutron yield is
straight sectiom, and has a dtre-fold symmetry. The ring proportional to bemn power almost independent of beam
magnet system will be energized by 20-Hz and 60-Hz energy up to several GeV beam energy [1]. This fact
resonant circuits to decrease the dB/dt during the provides an opportunity to compare the lower-
acceleration cycle. This lowers the peak acceleration energy/higher-current case with a higher energy/lower-
volt requirement to 130kV. The single turn extraction current machine. That is to say, for a I-MW facility, the
system will be used to extract the beam alternatively to choice of beam energy can be traded with choice of the
two target stations. ie first station will operate at 10 Hz beam current.
for research using long wavelength neutrons, and the
second station will use the remaining pulses, collectively, A decision was made to study initially a higher-
providing 36 neutron beams. The 400-MeV negative- energy/lower-current configuration of the accelerator system
hydrogen-ion injector linac consists of an ion source, rf with a majority of the acceleration taking place in a circular
quadrupole, matching section, 100-MeV drift-tube linac, machine. The other stutdy option was to perform all
mada 300- MV coupled-cavity linac, acceleration in a linac with a circular machine acting as a

pulse compressor. Since the cost of a high energy liaoc is
relatively expensive, the latter scheme usually tends to

L INTRODUCTION have lower energy and high current. The decision to
accelerate in a circular machine was based on past

During the post two years there have been several studies experiences with a high intensity circular proton
on acceleor-based pulsed spallatin sources in Europe, accelerator. that beam loss always occurs during injection
the United States, and elsewhere. Studies in Europe include and capture processes and not during acceleration or
a 5-MW source called the European Spallation Source extraction processes. Furthermore, the lost particles create
(ESS) [1] and the Ausom Project [2] for the eastern residual radiation around the accelerator components. This
European countries. The ESS concept consists of an 800- residual radiation created by beam loss can be alleviated by
MeV linac and three pulse compessor rings capable of injecting lower enery proons and handling fewer particles.
accumulating and compressing pulse length to the order of
1 microsec and delivering over 2 mA of time-averaged A. Choice of Repetition Rate
current in each ring for a total of 625 mA.. Studies in the For a given-time averaged current, a higher repetition
United Sits include Los Alamos National laboraory's rate would provide an easier condition by lowering the
LANSCE-i and Argonne National Laboratory's IPNS number of particles to be accelerated per pulse. On the
(Intense Pulsed Neumr Source) Upgrade. These two U.S. other hand, a higher repetition rate necessitates higher
studies cealer amound I MW of beam power. acceleration voltage. Repetition rates commonly used in

this kind of setting range from 30 Hz at IPNS to 50 Hz at
For over a dioen yes the IPNS facility has been providing the ISIS facility in the U.K. Discussions with the user
reseach mopporuidies for the neutron scattering research communities indicate that many experimental programs
community. The EPNS facility consists of a 50-MeV require lower repetition rates in order to avoid the so called
negtive-hydrogen-ion linac and a 30 Hz rapid-cycling "frame overlap" problem. A repetition rate of 30 Hz was
synchrotron (RCS) which accelerates 50-MeV injected chosen. In order to facilitate those experiments requiring

an even lower repetition rate, it is proposed to have two
*Work supported by U. S. Department of Energy, target stations: one receiving a 10-Hz beam and the other

Office of asic Energy Sciences under Contract no. W-31- using the remainder of the pulses.
1094M -38.
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B. Choke 4f MEcMI.i Type
RCS echbnlog is a mature technology. There are

several opmtng proton machines of this type. Since the
pla is to inject a lower energy beam mad accelerate to a
hIhr energy, using a proven technology provides the
advantag of relidabiity. Furthermore. IPNS personnel
have accmulated ove 10 years of experiecein operatinga a J
304h RCS.IfV the ded rpetition e was much higher I \
than 30-Hz, another type of machine, such as the FFAG
(Fixed Field Alternating Gradient), would be appropriate.

C. Use of Ezi S I•r~a--ru-awe
The IPNS facility occupies a small fraction of the

former ZGS (Zero Gradient Synchrotron) complex area, and MA

nearly all of about 500k squae ft. of space is available for Figure 1. Lattice Functions (see text for detail)
I-MW upgrade of IPNS. The ZOS ring building, which is
heavily shielded, can accommodate a synchrotron 200 m in C. Space Charge Limit and Injecton Energy
circumfenc, and several of the fmrer ZGS experimental Typical transverse phase space acceptance of this type
area buildings can house the two target stations mentioned of accelerator varies from 200 pi mm.mr to 500 pi mm.mr.
earlier. An iterative study using the beta-function shown in Figure

I and reasonable apertures of quadrupole magnets showed
H. SYNCHROTRON that a choice of 375 pi mm.mr in both transverse planes is

about optimum for the quadrupole magnet designs. The
A. Lattice Type number of protons per pulse required to make a 0.5-mA

The FODO-type lattice was chosen for simplicity and time- averaged current is 1.04 xl014 . If the injection
flexibility. A 90-degree phase advance was chosen to energy is 400 MeV, the acceptance of 375 pi mm.mr in
facilitate a missing-magnet-scheme dispersion suppression both planes together with an assumption that the allowed
for the straight section area, and to provide relatively high space charge tune shift is 0.2, gives about 1.4 x 1014
transition gamma. Lattice functions are shown in Figure protons per pulse. Therefore, the 400-MeV injection
1, which shows the normal cells, dispersion suppressor energy is chosen.
cell, and long straight section cells which are missing-
magnet-normal cells. After having decided on the normal D. Injection
cells and the dispersion cells, the straight section cells can In order to facilitate a multi-turn-acceptance filling
be added or removed as the length of the straight section injection into the synchrotron, a phase-space-painting
requires. (One half of the super-period is shown in the scheme is used which incorporates a negative-hydrogen-ion
figure with the dispersion function displaced by 10 m for beam and a "stripper foil" system. The stripper foil system
clarity.) For example, around the 1-MHz radio-frequency which changes the negative-hydrogen-ions to positive-
range, a typical cavity system provides about 10 kV rf hydrogen-ions (charge exchange injection).
voltage per meter of cavity. Thus if the required rf voltage
is 120 kV, then there should be some 12 m of straight
sectimo for the rf system. III. INJECTOR

B. Choice ofB(t) and dBIdt A. Injector Requirements
The lattice shown in Figure I can accelerate protons To facilitate 0.5 mA of the time-averaged current, the

up to 2.2 GeV if the maximum magnetic field is about 1.5 negative-hydrogen-ion source must deliver 1.04 xl019 per
T, which is commonly used value for this type of machine, pulse at a 30-Hz rate. This corresponds to a pulse current
It was decided to design a 2.2-GeV machine and to operate of 33 mA if the pulse width is 0.5 msec. If the available
at 2 GeV for reliability reasons. The space charge limit pulse current is 50 mA, then the pulse width could be 0.33
discussed below implies the injection energy of the msec. Another implication here is that if the revolution
machine would be 400 MeV; this corresponds to the period is about 1 micro-second, 300 to 500 turns could be
injection field of 0.417 T. A 30-Hz sinusoidal excitation injected depending on the pulse width. The space charge
of the ring magnets would require 180 kV of peak rf limit requires that the final energy of the injector should be
voltage. However, utilizing two (one 20-Hz and another around 400 MeV.
60-Hz) resonant power supplies for energizing the ring B. Injector Corfiguration
maspet with 20-Hz excitation and 60 Hz de-excitation The injector system consists of the negative-hydrogen-
emables the peak voltages to be lowered to some 120 kV. ion source, a 2-MeV rf quadrupole, a beam chopper to
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flcill lots lots capture, a 100MeUV drift-atub linac, and injection and capture (3) are in progress. The study tmom
a 3300.1eV coupled-cavity liI... It is contmenplated dont concludes that RCS technology is suitable for a 1-MW
doho ipmncy fmr both die if qumdrupale mad the drift-tubhe pulsed spaillmion source.
liase will be 400 M~z and 1200 U&z for the coupled-
cavity flimc. This choice was made to take advantgep of
recent progress in linac technology from the SSC V. EFERENCES

-ao z mad Familsi
[1] S. Martin and C. W. Planner, "Accelerator Design

Parameters for a European Pulsed Spellation
IV. SUMMAARY Neutron Source," 3rd European Particle Accelerator

Conference, pp. 435-437 (199).
Table 1 dmow the parameters of the accelerator systemn, and [2] -AUSTRON" Machine Study Team, -A Pulsed
the facilit layout is shown in Figure 2. Figure 2 also Spuilation Source in Cetal Europe," 3rd European
shoows fte existing IPNS facility as well as fth proposed Particle Accerato Conference, pp. 432-434 (199).
two target stations. Further R&D work an various [3] E. S. Lessner and Y. Cho, "RF Capture Studies for
hardware performanices as well as a simulation study on Injection into a Synchrotro", these proceedings.

Table 1 Major Parameters

CIrcumeee 192.6 (in) Vertical Tune 6.21-----
hInection Energy 400 (MeV) Traniton Gamma 6.04
MaximumnEnergy 2.2 (0eV) Peak Rf Voltage 120 (kV)
Nominal Energy 2.0 W0V) Harmonic Number 1
No. of Proloinsdulse 11x1014 if Frequency f njection 1. 103 "k~)
AveapgCamm 0.5 (mA) iffFrequency *Emtration 1.456 Milk)
Injection Foeld 0.417 ('1 Number of Cavities 6.
ExtracionFiel 1.341 (7) Maximum Beam Current QExtracton 61 (A)
Bouding Maqaut Waagt 1.3 (Wn Averag Power Delivered tollearm 900 kW)
Qundrupole Max. Gradient 8.6 (T/n) Number of Extraction Ports 2
Quackupoie Length 0.5 (Mn) Number of Target Stations 2
Horzontal Tune 7.28
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A Los Alamos Design Study for a High-Power
Spaiaio-Neutron-Source Driver*

A J. Juasn. R. A. Hxddkopf, R. W. Maceak. S. 0. Schriber, K. A. Thiessen, and R. Woods
L=s Alamos National Laboratory

Los Mlamas, NM 87545

Abauvuc The concept emerging from these studies features
acceleration of H- ions to an energy of 800 MeV and

A uiilp study for an acclerator-driven spalation- susqun amid-tI4Dlinljc~tionl in C~U~to r rin Rdg. The
u=Inin w 1 r is underway at Los Alamos. The driver, bae compressed pulse istenxtracted in a single turn and
on tde LAMM hfalty, produces a 1-MW proto beam and is transponted to the spoliation arget.
qIpAd I P io, 5 MW. After linear acceleration to Full aWergy In all the studies we have stressed relabliWty mad low beam
n It bern is accuumulad for approximately 1.2mis in an losaswl as technical parfonnance.

accumulato ring and then extracted to produce an intense
proton bust less than 1 pa long, onto a spallation-target, II. GENERAL DESCRWIPTON
system with a 60-Hz pulse rae. The design use existing
Inf-stucur insofar as possible while maintaning project me prpoe scheme is shown in Figure 1. The. exstn ide-

goals. This paper summarizes the system specifications and coup linacm (SCL), which accelrafte beun from 100 AUV to
design status. 800 MV and comprises about 90% of the LAMPF linac, is

retained as an integral part of the proposal. The preseto front
end consists of three ion sucsthat proid H+,Hw, and

1. NRMODUCTON polarized W~ accelerated by= = CokotWangnerstors to
750 MeV. The three beams are merged, bunched, and miatched

Since the construction of the Los Alamos Proton Stormp Ring to a 201.25-Mgz drift-tube linac (PMi) f9r acceleration to
(PSR) (1], there has been a.strong program for neutron 100 May. Our concept replaces the three sources with a single
reseusch at the Manuel LuJrAn Jr. Neutron Scattering Cete H- source capable, of providing up to 40-mA peak current at
(LANSCE). IU PSR was designed to provide 80 kW Of beam 100 keV. Beam is then matched to a 402.5-Mfz radio-

pownto he ANSE Vllaion argt. n vew f afrequiency-quadrupole linac that bunches and accelerates beam
powe totheLANCE palatin taget Invie ofa pssile o 7.0 MeV. me next stage, of acceleration is Provided by a

upgrde for this facility, we have undertaken a study to 4M).5_flX DM to 20 ?V -An -. 36- .n Waccleraionlby an
delineate a system capable of delivering 1 MW of beam power 8os-moiz DTM to 100 MeV for matchinqg into do 3()544Jj
to an upgraded LANSCE facility with provision for a fuarther SCL. The mnchoices in this specifibatica involved
increas in power to 5 MW. mhe project is known as the considerations of bea dynamnics, reliability, and cost.
National Center for Neutron Research (NCNR). Additionally, the configuration can be upgraded in current by

funneling into the 805-MF~z DIL.

40M 7 MeV 20 MeV120g

1 ~100 e
Chopper MOV 2

Spaiatlon
Neutron
Target

Stations
Figure 1. Schematic layout of the NCNR study results.

Shaded areas show existing equipment.
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An chromatic transport line takes the beam north-east to The RFQ selected is similar to previous four-vane designs
the accumulator ring. The line also performs the function of constructed or proposed at Los Alamos [4]. The high output
dispersion scraping to remove off-momentum beam particles energy of 7 MeV requires an unusual length of 6.9 m. The
and contains magnets properly sized to avoid appreciable field RFQ features an integral copper vacuum, rf, and structural
stripping of the H- beam. Beam is injected by single-stage envelope and is constructed in eight electroformed sections.
stripping through a foil and, after accumulation for some 1790 Each pair of sections forms a loop-driven rf segment
turns, is immediately extracted. Beam is then transported to resonantly coupled to the others in a coupled-cavity structure.
two spallation sources and inserted vertically upwards into the The average structure power is 140 kW with a peak power
targets. Experiments at the neutron source generally require a (including beam) of 1.54 MW. Proven tuning alprithms have
regular pulse rate. Hence, pulsed equipment in the linac and been developed for this type of device. Dynamics calculations
ring must be capable of an 8.3 ms pulse repetition time to show that the structure will have over 95% transmission with
provide a uniform 20 and 40 Hz to the respective targets. an emittance of 0.02x cm mrad (rms normalized) at 38 mA.

MI. INJECTOR The 402.5-MHz DTL is designed with two tanks and a
total length of 5.43 in. Permanent-magnet quadrupoles are

Extensive development of high-current, high-brightness H- used in an FFDD configuration. Drift-tube bores are 1.8-cm
ion sources has taken place at Los Alamos both for use at diameter, approximately 10 times rms beam size. The DTL is
LAMPF [2] and for other projects such as the Ground Test similar to designs tested at Los Alamos on GTA and other
Accelerator (GTA) [3]. We require currents near 40 mA with projects. The total peak power needed is 1.48 MW. This is to
an rms normalized emittance of below 0.020x cm mrad and a be supplied by a two-tube klystron module with each tube
duty factor near 9%. No existing ion source meets all these providing a nominal 1.25 MW of rf peak power. Beam-
requirements although there are several applications for which dynamics calculations show little emittance growth with a test
one or more of the requirements has been exceeded. The 4X current of 38 mA.
ion source developed for GTA has produced, for example, over
60 mA at about a third of the required emittance. However, the The 805.0-MHz DTL is similarly constructed with a total
nominal duty factor for which it has been developed is 1%. length of 54.7 m and consists of 15 tanks. The lattice is a
The LAMPF ion source performs with adequate duty factor FFFOOODDDOOO configuration using 1.8-cm-bore
and emittance but produces a current of 20 mA. Similar permanent-magnet quadrupoles. From our loss estimates and
comments also apply to sources developed at other institutions, extensive testing of magnetic material, we do not believe that
With a modest development program, it is reasonable to radiation-induced deterioration of the magnets will be
extrapolate to the required performance, appreciable over a period of many years. The ratio of aperture

radius to beam rms size is greater than the factor of seven
A more difficult problem, for which no entirely generally used at LAMPF as a "safe" value. Beam-dynamics

satisfactory solution now exists, is that of chopping the beam at calculations show small emittance growth with a current of
a .49-MHz rate (436 ns on, 235 ns off) to maintain an 75 mA. The total peak rf power required is 5.8 MW to be
extraction gap in the compressor-ring stored beam. This is supplied by a klystron module similar to that used for the
currently done for the PSR by a slow-wave deflector in the 402.5-MHz DTL.
LAMPF injector region at 750-keV beam energy. Such a Matching between the four linac sections is done
scheme will be difficult at the low matching energy of the RFQ transversely with variable permanent-magnet quadrupoles and
in the NCNR scheme. Several other options are being longitudinally with pairs of buncher cavities. The buncher
explored, among them fast beam switching at a source plasma systems require a total of 50-kW peak power and are supplied
electrode with modest pulsed-power requirements. by six tetrode-driven supplies

IV. LINAC Studies and experimental results have shown that the
LAMPF SCL (100 to 800 MeV) is quite adequate for NCNR
purposes. Note that the LAMPF facility has functioned as a

Table I provider of beam at 1-MW levels at a repetition rate of 120 Hz
Linac Parameters with a micropulse frequency of 201.25 MHz. At these levels, it

operates under low stress and has had a long history of high
Average current 1.4 mA reliability. Our proposal nearly doubles the peak current.
Average vower 1.4 mAx 800 MeV=l.12 MW However, the increase in micropulse frequency to 402.5 MHz
Peak current 30 mA results in a similar charge per beam bunch; the single-bunchPepetii rate 2beam dynamics is hence unchanged. Because of the 65%
Repetition rate 20 + 40 Hz chopping duty factor, the peak-average current is 19.5 mA,
Beam duty factr 72 slightly above the present nominal current of 17 mA. Total peak
Macropulse length 1.2ims power is then nearly 41 MW, to be supplied by the existing 44-
Micaupulse frequency 402.5 MHz klyston system. Taking into account the ratio of total supplied
Chopping frequency, 1.49 MHz, 65% power to structure losses (-413), the additional average power to

duty factor be supplied is some 4%, well within the present rf-system
reserve capacity. Hence, no substantial upgrade is needed.
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A remaining question is the SCL response to the chopping VI. UPGRADE OPTIONS
pasern. Bem to the PSR is currently supplied at about one-
third the NCNR peak-current requirement and at twice the Although the major thrust of our study has been toward
chopping frequency with no perceived perturbation to the I-MW scenario, several options have been proposed for an
performance. Combined structure and beam-dynamics upgrade to 5 MW and we have included features needed by
calculations show that, under NCNR conditions, the cavity these options in our design. The new linac front end is highly
fields will vary uniformly in each tank by about 1% during the adaptable to funneling for increasing the current by the needed
chopping cycle but will have little effect on beam quality. This factor of 5 if a final energy of 800 MeV is retained. In this
point will be tested in an upcoming series of experiments, case further work is needed to establish the current-carrying
Further discussion of the linac stability is found elsewhere in capacity of the SCL and a multiple ring system would be
these proceedings [6]. needed.

Recent advances in fast adaptive feed-forward control The alternative, a higher beam energy of up to 2 GeV, is

techniques [71, proven on operating systems, will be very very attracive. Here a single ring, but with a substantially

useful in achieving low-loss beam control in the inac and will different lattice, appears feasible. Replacement of the CCL

soon be tested on the SCL. Studies are underway for high with a superconducting linac would use the existing LAMPF

current adaptations to tuning techniques such as the At infrastructure and would ensure insensitivity to the chopping

method. Programs are also in place to study halo growth and pattern that poses problems for a low-stored-energy room-

develop techniques that minimize beam loss [8]. temperature structure. Studies on upgrade alternatives are
continuing.

V. ACCUMULATOR RING VII. ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

The accumulator ring will be given short treatment here; it is We wish to thank the many individuals from LANSCE
described more extensively in an accompanying paper [91. The and AT and MP Divisions who contributed to this study.
major parameters are however listed in Table 2.
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Rinm circumference 168.9 m and G. A. Sawyer, "Los Alamos High-Current Proton
l\ccumulated turns 1790 Storage Ring; a Status Report," IEEE Trans. Nuci. Sri

-xtracted-beam-bunch lenath 503 ns NS-32, No. 5,2662 (1985).
gtored protons 1.3 x 1014

Meakustoredrcurent 57 A [2] R. York, D. Tupa, and D. Swenson, "Volume H- Source
Wverve extracted current 1.25 mA Development at LAMPF," these proceedings.

The ring is designed in a racetrack configuration as implied by [3] H. V. Smith, J. D. Sherman, P. Allison, "Pulsed H- Ion
Figure 1 and has dispersionless straight sections and arcs Beams from Penning SPS Sources Equipped with Circular
configured as second-order achromatic bends. Injection is Emitters," Proceedings of the 1988 Linear Accelerator
non-Liouvillean with a single-stage foil-stripping process and Conference, Newport News, October, 1988, p 164.
has an efficiency of better than 90%. First-turn losses by field
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in a specially configured magnetic field. Injection painting is Quadrupole," these proceedings.
done to minimize foil interaction and to control the transverse
distribution. This, along with an adjustable chromatic [5] K. Johnson, et al., "Commissioning of the First Drift Tube
contribution to Landau damping and introduced Linac Module in the Ground Test Accelerator," these
mhan noicities, is used to control ring stability by tune-spread proceedings.
damping. A clean extraction gap is maintained by a five-
harmonic barrier bucket to minimize extraction losses and to [6] M. Lynch, et al., "Linac Design Study for an Intense
avoid the electron-proton instability as well as to provide Neutron-Source Driver," these proceedings
adequate matching to the injected-beam longitudinal phase-
space structure. The injected beam is swept in energy to [7] C. D. Ziomek, "Adaptive Feedforward in the LANL RF
control the longitudinal distribution. High-order studies are Control System," Proceedings of the 1992 Linear
underway to assess space-charge nonlinearities and to map the Accelerator Conference, Ottowa, August, 1992, p 685.
tune space spanned by the beam. Correction of high-order stop
bands will be done by introduction of nonlinear elements. A [81 R. Jameson, "Design for Low Beam Loss in Accelerators
continuing program of theoretical and experimental studies is for Intense Neutron Applications," these proceedings.
underway to refine the design. Here we are particularly
challenged to maintain low losses (<10"3) and the design will [9] B. Blind, A. J. Jason, F. Neri, "Lattice Design of the LANL
include halo collimators. Spallation-Source Compressor Ring," these proceedings.
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VN- 111K lUS WEWITY ASPECT OF
AGS BOOSTER.POO OPERATION
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SUMMARY INJECTION STRATEGIES

Obsmilomof high ineasity effsets an tm proton Injction of tim Lime H- baesm is accmplisled uin
perfarmose of tdo AGS Rooster we piwiujed, including a 200 pig cotam stripping foil atin "Roomde vacu chm ber
passe operstood limits and orrection muthode. Mie Mhu foil is loatied to the inside (mm0 vshus) of twmohe s
trawovrveamwace., optimum twvmtmo~ig paints, damqmig Mwe beamt from th Lowinas =belinly manclmd to the Doadeer
of coherent tramevera oscillations sd corection of stopbmed lattice and stwemd onto the locally distoied epuillbsm o"bi
meomnaces thogh third-order are disciussed in addition to the at the foil using the -1nse liHe umaguetic ulements. Mhe
oboerved toespread due to spaes charp force. The iitial transverse anatterow ghy douablesdaringth& isp a fuPwhch
longitudinal phase space distribution, capture and acceleration hnave it still small (12 w m-in, 95%S norsliud) relativ, to
parameters and meamurhuzuts wre als given. Operational the Rooste aperture (80 x nun-nwr) mad also whrvela to the
tools and strategies reirnvet to the high intmasty setup ar anittance needed for high intensity acculeraboom.
motioned. The local orbit distortion is Ab-in, PIusdeg four be-ijcto ring magnets tha allow orthogonal tin--Ape- 1

OVERVIEW OF~ ACCELERATOR position mad angl conatrol of the auilibrivum orbit at tins
ijection poaL This bump as used to coupuuaft for the

The pressis hig intenity proton mnode of operation of 412.3nmn radial eobwa. f tefrbt at the foil diving the2S0p
fth Rooier synchrotron na as a rapi cycling (51k) mscm.. Ijection penod cesased by tim Maos dRdt at injction mad

wbwb accepts dhe 200 M.V Lina beami and delivers a to relax 6ve Orbi away from do foil after inajection. An
nomull 1.5 Goev bears to the AIS amoeerator. Mw. Rooste additional slow outward bump asures. dtdoth equilibriu
cirouusfreae Wsdesigned -to be % that of fth AGS so dhat orbit is completely off &e foi owce the fad bewa h
four Rooste cycles fil the AGS. Ry'requiring the eutraction collapsed.
rf heqnsucy of doeBoosteto betdo @mnas the injctionrf 5 __

frequency of the AGS (with tim ratio of harmonic numbers -=om
%), precise Isme to bucket tIs wft insachisid. Details of

09 
M

-10

-80 -6 X-jffiumetr2 0  0 20

6wFigure 2. Booster injection phase space showing the
comaponent of closed orbit moction due to the fad iqlection

Figurev 1. Rooste kyout.bu"

*Work perfrmed mdwr4s auspices of the U.S. Dept. of In order to a tnaume the enttamace growth dim to
Esergy. nmultiple peasses through &he foad, the fadt bun api trimmned to

1pa~gaddress, UK. offse the equilibrium orbit slihty tward the outside edge of
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69 hdl (midve to to lecaiia -es) Whspoe s I m correcting Ses at am uommt annoly at or near inec"in
qweMW unieg absolula injected bern position from a PUS Than. cmortlcsain GM maed Brgicly with do
loentd Idie lydwa tiuAn sm- of doe Mu, and trnjctoy -d geide "d q(t) finctian to .zr~Kqioli ad cHONrc
(relin to dom uspilikm arft) Juforani fron 69 on-line thrughout to cycle.
analyss of digitiud mlatit daft from a woeod PUB [3J. Secoaid and thud order stopbeed omunctioms liew been
Both of these unrinoat tediqmum have continued to give .uacuMly psansanzetid mn siuqie lctions of I, W*~ and
valabl benchmeark for operation. in maintaifing stable radial pofiio Smough extasmive study with low i - ity
injctio coaditions. beams as mus mgnet cycles tailored to giv a variety of time

. .pendces(4. This wock also i~duife two potentially
LONGITUDINAL CONSIDERATIONS inatntthiud order liu. driven by show seqo~le As"d

vwhic weon no originally correctabe but for wMuch
noe rf cycle begin. wth buach-to-buke njecti of the cornebuOs have bee. added to tebfm ltie allowing 6vm

fast chappe Lima barn into a moving 1.4 .V-s bucket at SIopliinid to be efficietY canyeefd fur.
Minec with 90 kV of rf voltage. The amrg distribation, of 1Ue injctio dll/& was increased to 3T/sec (a facor of

Som 200 MeV H- Lima boom was measured by bench rotation five over did used ladt yewr) and the trawdton to fill SO/
in a mbs-nabced bucket to be Ap/p - ± 3i 10~ for 90% of (7T/sec) was wsaorled to reduce the time spent at lower
ibm buam This enegy spread, together with the chuange in energes (largest time spreads) in otder to reduce do impact of
synchronous energy of the movng bucket for fth 250 las the perihera atophends on the bernm
injection pus length insappvoxinuiely eqa to the bucket
MWgh The result is en essentially uniformly filled HIGH IN I SITY TECHNIQUES
backet,leading to a bunching factor (averuge/peak current) of
0.47. Figure 3 shown a suunatamn range oscillograph of a For high intensity opuration, the trumeversepertur, of
kugibusha pickup for tho first 3 ms of the cycle. Using the thbmanchine is Mily utilized at injection. T1w differentiation
maxiivea available tf voltage at inection alleviates bern. of beam loss due to ibm transverse and lOngitudina tecaquMe
loading problems nd pcovides acapture efficiency of > 80%. invoked to get to highb intensity (e~g., fna bump prop.., rf

voltage and radial stering progranms) from loome dnve by
the high intensity itself (e~g., stopband losses for fivom the
operating point, rf berni loading) is critical in reiS ingthse
techniques. An invaluable aid in defining this equation is the
750 key chopper [51, the primary factioni of which is to
-chop- ibm Linac beam -in tiine to fit Wo, th Booster RF
buckets. This chopper cini als eimiad a preis fraction of
this prv-buchd bern altogether and threor reduce the
intensity while preserving the overal time development of the
injection prcssnvP . In this toode, the rf chopper behanves like
a -longitudinal sieve.P See Figure 4. By reducing dbm
normal 2M turM eta to 20 Miute tem, non-intenity

depedentbeam loss sources were cleenly identified.
Altenatlythis rf chopper permits injection of a few turna at

any time during the injectio interval which the allows
Figure 3. Mountain imape through the capture process. observationt of the survival of that part of the process; aan

in the abeence of high intensiaty effcts.
TRANSVERSE CORRECTION W~ith the tools available, it has been possible to defines

opeatonalystarting values for the injection, "sqclory,
Much of the control of the Booster machine paranfers injection field, injection, fas bump progrm, and if capture

is done from a high level perspctive. Mwe num dipoles and parameters independent of intensity meesuexanist. Stoptand
quadrupoles are powered in series from the Maine Magnet corrections were also defined from low intensity studies.
power supply. Dare nachine fnactions (e.g., tune and These aetopa have required little adjustment When imiuusity
chronuticity) have been neasured as a function of main field optim~ization is added ase a consabint.
and dB/dt. Variations of the bare tNes simply scale with Referring agin to the inection trectocy match,
(dBldt)IB. An ovelay of incremental tune ad daronuticity eqmpeinuts are in progress to explore the minttonal
can be mapdont thes bare nachine functions Allowing the nismatch of the injectio and equilibrium orbits, leadling to.a
use to deal only with &bm final tune. The uncoected machine known transver dilution or 'smoke ring*. While this is
closed o"bi is neary "il indeenen. Corection of the expected to be amo effective in fth vertical plume, it ha. been
transverse closed orbit distortions is acoonu1plisbed by pledto the horizontal pln as a by-product of reducing foil
xwwm*in the orbit harmonics (pinurily 44h, 3%h and 61h) and lose.Doumnato of fth beam size throughout the cycle
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REULTS FROM COMMISSIONIN THE
AGS 6009=E ORBIT SYSTEM*

AGS Depmrtmemt, Dmaobsvm National Laboratory
Upton. NY 11973

I. IMTODUcI'ON

Thu reort reit. um b. oiniu~aMg f lree In ordler so check out do. 3PM syastm tbs four xtrmadion
sis. dolb AGS Denier [I). the bueau position monitor bummp magmet wern cabl powered individually mud a differ-

57*.. whMA mowobatoarelaive acouracy of 0.36 mdini- use oritwasfrad byu*whtatng b.uuwApeluborbfitrm
W Suwergetgj oodrorbit which ha.quit large lbs buimped orbit. A typical .eslt is dbown a igur*=2.
- mud lthe Veddof curent corretion *ydam,

WM .hoisels at but a few percmnt of lthedd ofcrrent

1H. RESULTS FROM 4
TMB BE"M PQSITON MONITO SYSTEM

FigureI m o an - ucorrcdW orbit inth lbs O Deram 2
nuewierd by ldo bum. position moitor (3PM) syiimn j Z1
t a eiminursiao of * i~s where v±5..* numould hsv bass
exoioe. Weu orbit is Mily correctabi. by lbs 0n 10-

63t -seasoit food. daeldurkus So machim. --̀ u~pbut 1
it does =10 VNWqestions a to dovalidity Wlbsr*FI
SYalR, d lb. 0p~t dof lbainum&" lbmccura of lbs t

maveS. Inamoew amachim. l pso i are pasible -3
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Frigur. 2.
A difteemci orbt showing lbe effect of a bumpmap nuget The
Y-axis is lb. differe~nce, X, in nlinhRs divided by dos
square root of tbs local Twims betb function in nulsus The X-

x-s axis lis , the phase advance around lb. machine divided by 2mX ~~~Q. where Qis the tus.. 7U bwspmagnet islocated at *-
-3 .5. The formubla[3] X(s) -K coa(2 xQ ~is fittd

over do range -0.5 < * < +0.5.

16, )b 6 We canmwsune thattdieoutput of aDPM isgSivas by:

A~. of dsmomm.ncfOW orbit of the proton boom in X -a +b *x

lbs *f*mS f Dooulnr 3Pua and extacdo no qit ecus o whsere a andi b are constants, preferably 0 and 1, and x is dos
lbs spksof b. dmy ad Utactos ysteiM ctual positions of tde beamn in lb. BPM. We can evaluate each

Wo4 Ak pro udnder lbs muwpices of lbs UAS Dept. Of 3PM by powering ebeh of the four magnets at two diffeen
Currents, asumming the actual beamn position., 1, is that given

BMW~. by lbe cuovefitted to all twenty-two points, and thas counpar-
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iag the measswd positim siimt that called for by the fit. vacuum chamber, which an connected m as to add to tde
Pipm 3 oms a typical result. In m the BPM's am linema main field. As long as these effects am uniform from nmose
oer a mag of *25 mm, the average value of b is 1.006 to magnet they are of no consequence and there should be no
:.03, sad for diffaum orbits the BPM maesuru a clangp observable orbit dependence ondBl/dt. However,
in position to ma accuracy of 0.36 mm. In addition this orbits at two different values of dBWdt gives the result sbown
pmca alilrai the extractim bumps in situ to an accuracy in Figure 4, a significant effect. The orbit can be nicely fit by
art%. assuming a dipole, proportional to dB/dt, located at the

25 injection magnet, a special mngnet with a special vacuum
chamber. Subsequent, unrelated work discovered that the

20 correction system for this special cae was aniwired. After
Sfixing this case there still remained a small dependence on
s 1dB/dt, which we attribute to random errors in the eddy

0 currents. In particular for the Booster this orbit corresponds
to random bend errors of 0.01 milliradians or .2 Gauis..Table

5 1 summarzes the expected eddy current fields. We can
conclude that the individual elements are good to 3% to

0 produce this small an orbital effect. Them effects are not
,significant for the Boosr orbit but they do ena us to

project that the eddy current mextupoles are corrected to 3%.

-10 Table 1.
DIPOLE EDDY CURRENT FIELDS- 1 5 .... . ........ ...... .....

- -10 x 15 20 25 -SOUR
limetersGAUSS

Figure 3.
A plot for one BPM of X mnssured for various bumps versus Vacuum Chamber (7 Glms) -20
the beam position predicted by fitting the rmula of Figure 2
to all 22 BPM' Correction Wimding + 5

Random Error from Orbit 0.2

III. EDDY CURRENT EFFECTS

We can conclude that the BPM system is very good for 1.5
differnce orbits but we atill do not have any information on
the absolute orbit, shown in Figure 1, which can have many 1
possible sources - field errort, survey errors, or offset terms,
a, in the BPM's. Before pursuing this question we can
evaluate the absolute orbit as a function of magnetic field _ 0.5
strength, B, and as a fuinction of rate of change of field,
dB/&t. 0

The Booster is a rapid cycling machine, going from 600 -
to 5000 gan in 60 milliseconds, and it has stainless steel

vacuum chamber in the field. To compensate for the high
eddy currents produced in the vacuum chamber, a paive -
correction system [4] has bew installed which consists of field
windings placed on the chamber, which windings are powered -1.5
by windings around the magnet poles. The system is designed 0 0.2 0SI•, 0.6 0.8
to balance the sextupole component induced by currents in the
vacuum chambers. Thus there are four contribution to the
dipole field: 1. The main field of the magnets, by far the Figure 4
largest; 2. The dipole field produced by the currents induced A difference orbit comparing uncorrected orbits as in Figure
in the vacuum chamber, which retards the main fieW; 3. The I taken at dB/dt values of 5 G/ms and 70 G/ms. The original
dipole field produced by the currents induced in the windings orbits look quite similar and a significant difference becomes
aImad the magnet polo, which also retards the main field; apparent only on subtraction. The curve is generated as in
4. lhe dipele field produced by the windings placed on the Figure 2 by assuming a bump at the injection magnet.
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IV. CONCLUSION REFERENCES

Bunnm saveral aspects of the orbit were easily ex- [1) W.T. Weag, 'Operation of the Brookhaven AGS with the
pimined, a hir effort wa mad. to find a simple source for the Booster', these proceedings.
orbit of Figure 1, but without success. In the Booster design

m1,W randoms urvey errors for quedrupoles of 0.3 millime- [2] D.J. Ciardullo et.al, 'Design and Perforumance of the
U rms;i were assmend and 20 random distributions were Booster Beam Position Monitor System'. Proc. XVth Intern.
calculated. The worst result is shown in figure 5, and it Conf. High Energy Accelerators, Hamburg, Germany. July
agrees ruezwrkably well with our measured orbit. Apparently 20-24. 1992, Ed. J. Roesbach, Int. J. Mod. Phys. A, 2A. Vol.
the simplest explanation for our observed orbit is that the ran- 1. 245-247 (1993).
dom alignment errors have occurred in such a way that we
hav built a nuebin with an orbit in the fifth percentile. To [3] E. Wilson, 'Transvers Beam Dynamics", p.78; CERN
muintain our pronthuional pride we shall realign it in the next Accelerator School, CERN85-19, Geneva, 1985

iqrshuddown, and hope that the gods of chance aremr
&vrby disposed toward us. [41 G. Danby and L-W. Jackson, 'Vacuum Chamber Eddy

a Current Self-Correction for the AGS Booster Accelerator",
Proc. XIV Intemn.Conf. High Energy Accelerators, Tsukuba,
Japan, August 22-26, 1989, Ed D. Keefe, Particle Accelera-

a tors 27, Part II, 33-38 (1990).

:=S

-a f
BPM

-,-DATA -1988 CALCULA7ION
Figure 5.

The nmasured dafta of Figur 1 plotted along with a curve
generated in the 1988 design study which assumed a random
distribution of survey errors The conclusion is that the
messured orbit could well result from a random distribution of
survey errors, which were within our rms tolerances of 0.3
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The Effect of Global Survey Misalignment on the SSC

T. Garavaglia, N. Mahale, and J. Peterson
Superconducting Super Collider Laboratory

2650 Beckleymeade Ave., Dallas, TX 76237 USA

Absftd locations of the secondary monuments have random errors
with a - 0.5 -m. Even after the initial survey, other mis-

Survey enors in the global alignment of the SSC can alignment errrs can occur. Tunnel survey shows that the
affec its performance. These erros can result in an un- LEP transverse alignment is deteriorating approximately
certainty in the circumference of the Collider, and this can 140 pm per year [2]. In addition there can be a systematic
produce a mismatch in the transfer of bunches from the radial errr, ar o[served in HERA e3], due to horizontal re-
HEB to the SSC. An uncertainty in the half-circumference fraction during angular medsurement and inaccuracies in
of the Coibder will reduce the luminosity. To estimate thisfacindrgaguameueetadiacrcesneffthet, anexpreon w is giendfoe the luminosity. aoestmate f s the self-centering of the theodolite and targets. This error,effect, an expression is given for the luminosity as a fimc- masirmil value for HERA being 16 mm, is estimated to

tion of acning angle and half-circumference difference. In be 30-50 mm for the SSC b
addition, estimates are given for dosed orbit distortion,
vertical dispersion, and tune shift, resulting from circum-
ferential ermr . Suggestions are made for correcting the II. CIRCUMFERENTIAL ERRORS
effects resulting from global survey errors. Further details The arc length between two transfer monuments can be
may be found in [1]. represented by

I. INTRODUCTION S(Do) jPSS~eo) = •P)[ + ( -/p(#))2 +o°4• ( d•/ p(#) )2]1/2 d6'

Performance of the Superconducting Super Collider (1)
(SSC) will require precision in global and local survey with radius p(O) = po +e, +c2sn(v/go), where el (radial)
consistent with the survey precision required of individual sad 66o (angdar)are random errors, and C2 is the mrai-
components guiding the beam. Local transverse misalign- mum systematic radial deviation. To first order, the error
ment gives rise to a closed orbit error and a tune shift, in the part of the circumference between two monuments
and these effects should be within the range of the cor- is,
rectors. Survey errors also lead to an error in the circum-
feence of the Collider, which has two consequences. The AC(O0 ) = ±([(0r9?)2 + (po.59o)]6/12 2 280/i), (2)
first is a mismatch in the circumferences of the High En-
ergy Booster (HEB) and the Collider. Either this has to where fo - rIN for N transfer monuments in each arc.
be compensated by moving the orbit of the HEB or the The total uncertainty in the circumference resulting from
concomitant increase in longitudinal emittance has to be the two Collider arcs is at least
acceptable. The second is an error in the location of the
detectors ( half-cicumferential error) on opposite sides of ACte = --iAJ[(e 1 90)2 + (po6f0)2 ]1/2 : 4() (3)
the ring. The bunch crossing, if perfect on one side, will With p68o e180, and c2 = 0, (3) gives
be mismatched on the other side, and this will lead to a re-
duction in luminosity, which has to be corrected by moving AC.,, = 2werN/Y/. (4)
the interaction point where the mismatch occurs.

There are two principal contributions to survey errors. For N = 8, and el = 3o,, one finds at the three sigma level
The first is the uncertainty in the location of the princi- AC,rc, = 33(49) mm, with(without) sight pipes, The ran-
pal ms-vey monuments, approximately 4.3 km apart, at the dom error could be reduced with additional transfer mon-
tunnel level. This uncertainty, resulting from the Global uments. The systematic errors, however, could be the
Positioning System and transfer to the tunnel level, is major source of circumferential error. For the case with
of the order 3o - 15(22)mm, with(without) sight pipes,. C2 = 30 --, 50 mm, one finds a systematic circumferential
The second is the positioning of the secondary monuments. error 42 '- ±(120 -- 200) mm, which should be added to
Between the principal transfer monuments there are sec- the random error.
ondary monuments spaced at 30 m to 45 m apart. The In a straight section, the ideal distance between transfer

persted by the Urn.rdties R A, Inc. t monuments is R1. If one assumes an error vector i at each
the U. S. Department of Energy under Contract No. DE-AC3A- ideal location, then the vector distance between monument
5R404ft locations i and j is i" = R1 +- i - 6 j. When averaged over

0."7603-12~13-..t3S ~@ .199 3U3769



the angle between the vectors, one finds the change in the If there is a systematic uncertainty in the vertical align-
distance between transfer monuments to be ment of the transfer monuments, a vertical correction bend

a2  of order
r - ~ (5) ~ - 4D/so

would be required. For a systematic vertical error of

For each straight section, the maximum systematic dis- at each of N monuments, the maximum vertical deviation
tance error resulting from the misalignment of N, pairs of would be D = Ne12. For an arc, N 1- 0, c -. 10 mm,
transfer monuments would be Nia 2/Rl. and so = 35 km; thus a correction of , 9- 5.7p rad would

Between the transfer monuments, there are secondary be required. Between transfer monuments of separation
monuments spaced at R 2 - 30 m apart. For N2 pairs of so -, 4.3 km there are approximately 143 secondary monu-
secondary monuments with error vectors b, the estimated ments. If c - 1.0 mm for each secondary monument, then
distance error would be N2 b2/R 2. For both straight sec- a vertical steering correction of 67p red would be required.
tions, the change in the circumference of the Collider re- One sees that systematic vertical alignment errors require
sulting from systematic monument alignment error, would steering correction; however, there are steering correctors
be in each cell to correct for this effect.

2Nja 2/R 1 + 2N2b2 /R 2. With vertical misalignment we expect a contribution to

For random alignment errors, N1 and N2 are replaced with vertical dispersion. The equation for the dispersion is,

V'Ni and V/R, respectively. For values a = 10 mm, DY(s) + K(s)D(s)= lp. (9)
b = 1.0 mm, R1 = 4.3 km, R2 = 30 m, N 1 = 20, and en +D( s) = / (r)
N 2 = 72, there is a one sigma circumferential uncertainty If Py = QoPo, then DY(s) -Q 0 -D,(a). For a vertical
of AQyt~ tj. = 4.9 pm and ACTnd.m = 0.63pm. arc of sagitta d and length so, the radius of curvature is82

p-, 1. With d -- 100 mm, so '- 4.3 kin, and Po - 12 km,

III. CLOSED ORBIT ERROR we find Qo - 2 x 10s, which is negligible.
The tune shift associated with a circumferential error is

The dosed orbit error due to transverse misalignment for
N transfer monuments can be estimated from the formula, 6P (10)6v -.-=.44x×10- 4 ,(0
applicable to both transverse directions, UP

A Al 8 = + 2i) 1 I 2 (gr.]VfI 6 where =180 m and AC = 5 X 10-2 m.

A,=2 s/i-n(iV) IV. LUMINOSITY

where 0,,n is the rms angular deflection resulting from We assume gaussian bunches of distribution p(z, y.z)
monument alignment errors, and v is the machine tune. with standard deviations o,, a' and 0',, with z along the
With a three sigma alignment error, the deflection angle orbit. For nb bunches of circulation period To, with NB
would be %2 x 3o protons in each bunch, crossing angle 2a, and speed v rela-

t= (¶/N)3"(7) tive to the interaction point, the luminosity, which depends
(C/N) on the difference in half-circumference 6, is

With N = 20, one finds #,m, = 4.8(7) p rad, with(without) n,
sight pipes. For 6mg. = 305, nmin = 54, v = 123.28, and Z 6) = 2 vcoa(a)- pI (zI, Yl,zl)P2 (z 2, Y2, z 2 )dzdydzdi.

N = 20, one finds the random closed orbit error Az, = 0 (11)
2.3(3.4) mm, with(without) sight pipes, at the three sigma For bunches, which cross at an angle * relative to the z axis
level for monument alignment errors. and which have a distance 6 between their centers when one

As a result of surveying methods, systematic tilt errors bunch center is at the interaction point, the coordinates of
in the alignment of the magnets are not expected; however, the two bunches are
there is a possibility of systematic radial alignment error
in the location of the monuments and the magnets. If X = X2 = Z
there is a transverse systematic radial change along the
ideal orbit of the form p = pO + C2 in(lS/8o), where s is 11 = zain(a) + ycoe(a)
the ideal orbit length and so is the length over which the i = -zain(a) + ycos(a)
systematic error of maximum deviation C2 occurs, then the z = zcos(a) - ysin(a) - vt
angle which must be corrected is Z2 = zoos(a) + ysin(a) + vt - 6. (12)

0c , 2dp/dsl,=o = 221r/s0. (8) Integration gives,

For so = 4.3 km and Oe -. 45prad, this permits a maximum N2  • ' e-(Ii)(1+( )) ]
deviation of e2 -- 30 mm. There are corrector magnets in £(g , 6) = B . (13)
each cell to correct for this effect. TO 4iwor,,cos(&) 1 + (a )2
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As a minws of the overlap of the bunches we define the mm, one finds Af/lf = 0.57 x 10-6. For the Collider RF
lumirmty efficiency R(6) = C(, 6)4(a, 0), which is cavity, the nominal operating frequency is 360 MHz, and

Af -l 205 Hz, which is within the tuning range, 50kHz, ofR(6ý = 10xep-V (

For j" = 0.5 m, R(6 = 50mm) = 97.13% and R(6 = VI. CONCLUSIONS
100mm) = 89.14%. For #* = 10 m, R(6 = 50am) = It appears that a global tunnel survey with the use of
99.8% and R(6 = 100 mm) = 99.3%. sight pipes would be desirable in achieving the ideal design

The luminosity can be restored at one interaction point, requirements for the Collider. Although random errors of
preferably low P, with RF manipulations. The final 16- the order of 3o •- 15 -+ 22 mm in the transverse alignment
cusing quadrupole magnets can move the interaction point of the transfer monuments at the tunnel level would appear
approximately one meter within the detector. to contribute not more than a 50 mm error at the three

o level to the circumference of the Collider, a systematic
V. BEAM TRANSFER FROM THE HEB error of the type observed at HERA could contribute as

To match the bunches from the HEB to the buck- much as 120 --+ 200 mm to the circumference. The de-
ets in the Collider, it may be necessary to move the tectors can accommodate an uncertainty of the order of
closed orbit from its center. The Collider circumference o, , 70 mm in the location of the interaction point, and

(87.12km) is approximately eight times the HEB circum- the interaction point can be moved up to one meter with
ference (10.8km). It is better to move the HEB orbit and to tuning of the final focusing quadrupole magnets.

keep the Collider orbit at its center. If the error in the Col- If sight pipes are used for the global survey, certain loca-

lider circumference is ACHEB, then the error in the mean tions of these pipes would aid in the precision achieved in

radius is AHjBB = ACcou/16r. For ACc.,, = 50 mm, alignment. Sight pipes located at the ends of the straight

one finds Af,,B8 = 1.5 mm. Since aHZB = 9.1 x 10-5, sections would reduce the initial angular errors, which can
and (Ap/p)HBB - 4.9 x 10-4, the peak radial excursion occur in surveying the arcs. In addition, it would be helpful

of the dosed orbit of the HEB would be 6 HsBB - 1.5 mm, to locate sight pipes at arc midpoints and at the interaction
with ilHBB = 3.1 m. This is marginally acceptable. points.

We have received valuable technical suggestions from
Alternatively we may use the circumferential discrep- D. Larson, M. Syphers, and R. Wilkins.

ancy to accomplish fine cogging. If the circumferences of
the two machines are perfect, assigned buckets in the two VII. REFERENCES
machines can be brought within a distance of 360 meters. [1] T. Garavaglia, J. Peterson, and N. Mahale, "The Effect
Further alignment, called fine cogging, is accomplished by of Global Alignment Survey Errors on the Performance
introducing a mismatch, made zero at extraction, in the of the Super Collider,"SSCL-N-803, December 1992.
machine circumferences. Mismatch in the central orbit
could be used to do this fine cogging with a difference that [2] LEP Status Report, inProceedings of the XV Interna-
it is not brought to zero at extraction. If the slippage rate, tional Conference on Nigh Energy Accelerators, Ham-
due to surveying error, is comparable to 114 buckets/sec, burg, July 20-24 1992. To appear.
which corresponds to a slippage rate of one-half bucket in
fifteen turns in the Collider, then the fine cogging can be [3] F. L6ffler, and W. Schwarz, "The Geodetic Ap-
done in - 1.3 seconds. proach for HERA,"in Proceedings of the First Interna.-

Here we have to accept the mismatch and resulting di- tional Workshop on Accelerator Alignment, SLAC-375,
lution of the longitudinal emittance. The latter is found CONF. -8907190, UC-414, (A), pp. 101-127, October
from 1990.

Ae,/e, = 1 (15)

If the central bunch in a train from the HEB is centered on
an RF bucket in the Collider, then there will be an error in
the position of the end bunches relative to a bucket center
in the Collider of the order

Az = A~c.1(CiBg/CcW1). (16)

For ACcou = 50 mm, and a, = 70 mm, the longitudinal
emittance dilution is Ac,/e ~ 0.39%, which is a small
effect.

The change in the RF frequency due to the circumfer-
ential error is Af/f = ACconi/Ccou. For ACco, - 50
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ii"
Dealing With Abort Kicker Prefire I

in the Superconducting Super Collider

Superconducting Super Collider Laboratoryf

2550 Beckleymeade Ave., Dallas, TX 75237 USA

Ab.trc "sd-

The Superconducting Super Collider uses a single- "-
turn extraction abort system to divert the circulating beam - (afl~) .
to a massive graphite absorber at normal termination of -
the operating cycle or in case of any of a number of prede- +
fined fault modes. The Collider rings must be designed to 1 3-
be tolerant to abort extraction kicker prefires and misae
because of the large circulating beam energy. We have Is
studied the consequences of beam loss in the accelerator 2-
due to such prefires and misfires in terms of material heat-
ing and radiation generation using full scale machine sim-
ula"ons and Monte-Carlo energy deposition calculations,
Some results from thes calculations as well as possible

protective measures for minimizing the damaging effects

of kicker prefire and misfire are discussed in this paper. 0

I. INTRODUCTION 0.0 0.5 1.0 15
Time (pe)

The Superconducting Super Collider beam[1,2] con-

tains approximately 420 MJ of circulating beam energy Figure 2 Beam Loss Daring the 3 ps Kicker Rise Time
per ring at the operating design point, proton momentum
equal to' 20 TeV/c and a circulating current of 70 mA.
This amount of circulating beam energy is equivalent to beam from the full 87 km circumference of the Collider.
about 100 kg of high, explosives and must be dealt with by If one or more kicker module either prefires or misfires,
a reliable abort system. some fraction of the beam may not reach the absorber.

The consequences of such a beam loss on accelerator com-
ponents are discussed in the next section. in this paper

wt A particle tracing is done with STRUCT program[6]. Beam
f loss induced cascades and corresponding temperature rise

fl is simulated with MARS12 code[7].

II. ABORT PREFIRE PROBLEM

sAn abort kicker prefire causes large amplitude coher-
h ent betatron oscillation of the beam and results in halo

particles being intercepted by the collimators positioned
around the ring. These particles can induce overheating of

Figure 1. Collimators Locations in the West Utility the collimator jaws up to hundreds of degrees. The most
severe situation takes place at 20 TeV/c before or during

The abort system consists of 24 pulsed kicker magnets collisions.
which direct the beam through the field free region of a Simulations of this process have been done for the follow-
series of Lambertson magnets on to a massive graphite ab- ing assumptions. We assumed that the circulating beam is
sorber[3,4,5]. The abort kickers have a risetime of about cleaned to the 10a level by a scraper which leaves 99% of
3#s. Normally this system is triggered during the 4 Ps abort the circulating beam inside of 4a and 1% of the beam be-
gap in the circulating beam and takes 290 isto extract tween 4 and l0a. Collimators are located in West Utility,

-Operated by On uthm Reearch Association, Inc. foras shown in Figure I and in the Interaction Region (IR) of

th U.S. Departat of Cotrt No. DB-AC3&- the Collider (not shown) to protect low-beta quadrupoles
SOl4404s. against irradiation. For our initial simulations we assumed
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that these collimators are placed 4. inside the physical first method of overheating reduction is ineffective in this
aperture of Collider. With an admittance of machine of case and only via an antikicker is it possible to eliminate
729 mm.mrad or 27a of the circulating beam at top en- the danger of collimator and shadows damage.
ergy, the collimatori were therefore positioned at 23o, with The collimator jaw overheating is also strongly depen-
respect to the Collider closed orbit. dent upon the delay between prefire and start of antikicker.

For the worst case, when abort kicker prefire takes place The resulting kick and beam loss versus time for different
just after the longitudinal abort gap passes, one needs to delays (1.2 pi and 1.65 pi) are presented in Figure 3,4.
wait one full turn to resynchronize with the abort gap in At 1.8 pa delay the result kick exceeds 75% of one kicker
order to cleanly remove beam from the Collider. For this strength and collimator CIRV5 overheating exceeds melt-
case the overheating of JR collimator CIR5 considerably ing point. Collimator jaws overheating versus antikicker
exceeds the melting point of iron. In order to avoid over- delay is shown in Figure 5. An acceptable level of tern-
heating this collimator one could arrange to immediatly perature rise of about 300*C is exceeded at 1.5 ps delay
fire the next 23 kickers; however, according to our simula- between prefire of abort kicker and start of antikicker. Pro-
tions one would have to limit the interval of time between viding a short (< 1.5ps) delay is an important antikicker
the prefire and the start of the rest of the kickers to be less design requirement.
than about 5ps. Unfortunately the full abort kicker pulse
is unlikely to be contained within the abort gap and one IV. CONCLUSIONS
has an unsynchronized abort. Results of a simulation of Our simulations show that for large (> 20a) Collider
beam loss around the Collider during the 3ps kicker rise
time are presented in Figure 2. At low kicker field levels, collimators settings an unsynchronized abort is allowed if

halo particles are intercepted by a collimator in the IR and graphite shadows are used upstream of the first abort Lam-

by the first collimator in West Utility. The temperature bertson magnet and at a few critical collimator locations.

rise of these collimators are 4000C and 40*C respectively For smaller collimator settings (between 14a and 20o) an
At the level of about 10% of full kicker strength the antikicker with less than 1.5ps delay appears to be needed

deflected beam is intercepted by the first collimator in the to limit Collider equipment overheating to tolerable levels;

West Utility. We must protect this collimator by a graphite however, further study is required in order to understand

shadow and temperature rise in shadow is 250*C. At the multi-kicker prefire and other failure scenarios.

level of about 40% of kicker strength the beam is inter-
cepted by the graphite shadow of Lambertson magnet[8] V. REFERENCES
and the shadow overheating is a tolerable 8000C. [1] Site-Specific Conceptual Design of the Superconduct-

ing Super Collider, SSCLab, July 1990.
III. PREFIRE PROTECTIVE MEASURES [2] Collider Accelerator Arc Section, Element Specification

There are two ways we have investigated to avoid (Level 3B), SSCL Document Control # E10-000027,
overheating of collima.ors and shadows: August 1992.

- decreasing of the abort kicker rise time from 3 ps to 1 in [3] Collider Accelerator Utility Section, Element Specifi-
and cation (Level 3B), SSCL Document Control # El0-
- compensating a prefired kicker by another kicker with 000073, March 1993.
opposite magnetic field (antikicker).

Decreasing the abort kicker rise time yields a three fold [4] "Collider Preliminary Design Requirements Review
decrease in heating. For sufficiently short antikicker delay (PDRR): Copy of Presented Transparencies," Avail-

the full beam abort can be delayed until synchronization able SSCL Library, January 1993.

with the abort gap and thereby eliminating beam loss dur- [5] "Collider Abort Subsystem Conceptual Scheme and
ing the kicker risetime. Optics: Copy of Transparencies", Brett Parker, Avail-

Recent simulations[9] suggest that the dynamic aperture able SSCL Library, May, 1993.
of Collider at the top energy is around 121 and the life-
time of the particles with large betatron amplitudes, from [6] I.S. Baishev, A.I. Drozhdin, and N.V. Mokhov, SSCL-

12 to 20a, varies from 50 to 2 turns. The lifetime is less 306, Dallas (1990).
than one turn for amplitudes greater than 20o. For this [7] N.V. Mokhov, The MARS12 Code System, Proc.
case collimator jaws would have to be installed between of SARE Workshop, Santa Fe, 1993, See also
16-20a' from the circulating beam axis to protect supercon- N.V. Mokhov, Fermilab FN-509, 1989.
ducting magnets irradiation and the collimator jaws would
then intercept a more dense part of the circulating beam. [8] N.V. Mokhov, Collider Utility Section PDRR, SSCL,
This closer position would lead to an additional overheat- Jan. 1993.
ing about 20 times greater than for the 23 a positions. The [9] Y. Cai, Private Communication, Available SSCL Li-
overheating of the collimator CIRV5 jaw during an unsyn- brary, April 1993.
chronized abort increases to an inadmissible 900*C. The
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Design Status Report on the Cboilider Utility Straight Insertions

Brett Parker
Superconducting Super Collider Laboratory*

2550 Beckleymeade Avt., Dallas, TX 75237, USA

The lattice for the rings of the Superconducting Super Col-
lidei is divided into arc, a FODO aray of superconducting
quadrupoles and dipoles; interaction regions, places where
the beano are focused and brought into collision within Each sector location:

physics detectors; and utility section., places where in- Sector Mai Magonet Powlant l e
jection, acceleration, abort, halo-scraping, and other con- (tp. / - Sector Controls
trol and diagnostic functions are performed [1-3]. Re- AN30 N35 W
cent modifications to the utility region design are reportedAbr N2
here. Briefly these include lowering injection P-maxima, Ln oN5

by 40%; reducing the lengths and varieties of supercon-NotAr
ducting quadrupoles; improving conditions for injection
matching; increasing abort admittance; mitigating con- wj.-u N 15 HEB Injection & N55 0
ponent interferences; and identifying places for dampern West xeintlHlsow 50 East
and other beam instrumentation [4]. cluster l 10 Cluster

I. IN TRO D U C TIO N 

'15x NimentN

The rings of the Superconducting Super Collider are di- Line52
vided geographically isto east and west clusters and north S) 2
and south arcs, as shown in Figure I1. The east and westS4 53 50clusters awe in turn subdivided by function into optics mod-
ules, as shown in Figure 2. The design requirements for the Figure 1. Layout schematic of Superconducting Super Col-
interaction regions (IR) and hinge (HI) sections are di5- lider.
cussed elsewhere. T"he utility sections that are described
below include eight dispersion suppressor (DS) iections,
four transition to interaction region (TI) sections, two, tran-
sition to utility (TU) sections, and the east and west utility
straight (EU and WU) sections. After reviewing the desig
of the TU, TI, and DS sections, we describe recent lattice
changes associated with optimizing the design of the utility
straight sections.SOTNRH

ARC*~ OT I. H* I- VS0 T D W 0 X A0A
0 1 R I n 1S 8 u U

II. TRANSITION SECTIONS WUSTCLUSTRW= )

The TU section, which provides a region of, beam to sep- (
arate the muon vectors from theIR and utility straight ~ **VD *H *V
regions, is essentially ashort (12standardOWm are haff s u s u 8 1 R I It I a
dells) piece of arc with arc-like Twiss functions, as shown in EASTCLUJSTWWC)
Figure 3. Note that an with the. arcs, a few dipole pairs are Ot - 1111011111 1117 MR T -Itww ou~
removed at ir phase advance separation in order to provide A - wuvzumcfo mUom a u - EsT Unu.Y SlUIUIT
contingency space for futuire technical systems. H11 N-hNowihFsIemmOu

The TI lattice (not shown) functions are very similar toFiue2Sctolautshmi.
those for the TU. The TI consists of a single cell in whichFiue2Sctolautshmi.

Opratked by the Univmltles Resarc Associationa, Inc., for TM sUAUt bW kin bS adm by s

the U.S. Department of Eneargyuu Contrac No. DWaAC35- owasowow .L- .*um u"
89ER40486. NL Il otN
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PATH LWO (0) Figure 4. Dispersion suppressor lattice functions.

Figure 3. TU lattice functions.

all bending is omitted; however the dispersion, il o 0 across t062

the TI sections due to the neighboring DS sections. Each -M
TI has skew quadrupole convector magnets at mid-half cell iCRMPU -M

locations that are part of the global decoupling scheme. N o0 maim
The TI sections are potential take-off and return points N.PHF
for a diamond bypass configuration.

III. DISPERSION SUPPRESSOR SECTIONS v ,
The DS section, shown in Figure 4, is composed of cells
with three-quarters the length and two-thirds the bending 0,.
of an arc cell. This gives an L x 9 of half that of a standard 0 M M10 " M no 140
arc cell, and enables matching from full to zero dispersion PATH LENMM (M)
over the 270-ni extent of the four DS half cells. There are
1D6 sections surrounding the utility straight and IR sections utilitg .
(the HI performs as back-to-back DS sections) in order to y.
kill the dispersion in these regions. It is anticipated that secondary charged particles escaping from the scraper away
a controlled amount of dispersion will be introduced into from downstream superconducting magnet apertures.
the east utility straight in order to enable off-momentum One significant change involved moving the abort kick-
scraping in the EU. ers upstream of the central quadrupole doublet, both to

avoid the intense radiation field near the scrapers and to
IV. UTILITY STRAIGHT SECTIONS keep the abort kicker f B - dt at a manageable level. To

While the main superconducting quadrupole lattices are accomplish this the polarity of these quadrupole doublets
identical for the EU and WU utility straight sections, the on either side of the central dogleg was flipped. With the
two sections are quite different in nature due to the irclu- new polarity it is possible to reduce both the #-maximum
sion of extended warm regions in the WU for beam injec- and the lengths and number of distinct types of main su-
tion, acceleration and abort. The Twias functions for the perconducting quadrupole magnets as shown in Figure 6.
baseline (TOP-REVO) WU lattice are shown in Figure 5 At the request of the IR design team, the utility straight
for comparison to the current (TOP-REV1) lattice shown transfer matrix was further constrained to have a unit map
in Figure 6. The EU and WU straight in section are both as this simplifies the scheme for IR chromaticity correction
equal in length to 15 standard 90 in half cells. in the north and south arcs. Also we reduced by half the

In the central warm bend region of the WU is a series f B . di required for the injection kicker magnets by pro-
of symmetric and asymmetric Lambertson-style magnets viding lattice space for these kickers near to w/2 phase
that provides a means for dispatching a collider ring fill advance from the injection Lambertson magnets. Favor-
to an external backstop by firing a series of abort kicker able FODO-like lattice functions were maintained at the
magnets. Note that the beam scraper system (i.e., high- injection matching point.
intensity collimators) shares the same central dogleg with The design and review process for the WU has been
the abort system in order to point the neutral vector and greatly facilitated through an ability we have developed
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We wre currently midway through the Title I phase for
I ..... the WU underground tunnel design. It is anticipated that

j..a the data barn driven nature of the CAD model will be
R I important in future studies of construction, ins ation,AN OFoperation and maintenance. The CAD model forms a com-

plementary tool to the component data interface (CDI) inK I facilitatng accelerator design work [7].

V. SUMMARY

N •In summary the TU, TI, and DS sections have undergone
mnaqr design tuning which involved reducing the number
of different spool types and empty cryostat lengths. The

00 EU and WU have undergone significant changes during the0 m3 4o 0m m 10U 120 process of determining their detailed layout. We concluded
PATH LOW" (M) that early 3D CAD modeling has proved invaluable to this

Figure 6. Current TOP.REV1 lattice functions for west effort. Continued modeling will be critical in future efforts,
utility, which include special magnet, component stand, cryogenic

bypass, LCW, cable tray, and RF waveguide design and
installation work.
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AhItvdc
We review the importaut changes vade to the optics of the . __ __....__ __

bntarctioin maio= um(R) is, the cowU~er since the c~ueep- -

tail design (SODIt) of 1990. The miast sIicast mod- 3
Ilcagio is a now procedure for the -P uiquesse. Three 0.3-Tai
additioaal fasmilies if indep endently powered quadrupoles eta
changp the optics from injection to collision while the
strengths of the hinal foctas triplet'quadrupoles awe held 0 Mm-
constant. The phiesw advance from the interaction point
0P(I) to the arc quadrupoles is optimized to provide more I P
effective positions of the local corrector for the JR. Two
secondary foci wher, the IP is imaged have been incorpo.-
ratesw et uion both sides ofthe 1P. Other changes -. 0 **.*

inclade a significant reductio in the Op..k at injetion, op- -600 -400 0 400 000
timiued coigrtono the M = -'I section,- quadrupolfs Path LmZIth (in)
with 5CPS bore, minimized nuiulber of quad families, stan-
durd design of the vertical bends so'd reduced total lengthFiue.VrtclvwofaJR
of the magnets.,The optics allows Ifor a wide range of val-iue1 Vria ie fa R
ues for a, detect* space at each. 1P. The timl scenario for
the j9 squeeze is considered aswell. -quadrupoles are shown above the line and the defocussing

1. INTRODUCTION quadrupoles below. As before, the optics is antisymmetric
with respect to the IP. Each half JR is composed of three

The design of the i Us at the SSC has undergone several modules : the final triplet, the M = -I section and the
mcodifications since-the SCDR design [1]. At present thefe tuning section. Besides the quadrupoles there awe vertical
awe four lbs in One cllider, two, in the East cliuster and two dipoles placed in two steps, which bring the beams into
in the Wesd. Present plans call for the detector in the East collision. The final triplet quadrupoles, and adacent split-
IRs to crperate at lower r than those in the West cluster. ting dipoles are common to both rings. The beam. share
The modifications of the JR optics are the following: the -ae beam pipe inside these magnets. There is a verti-

-exclusion of the fial triplet quadrupokes from the 0 cal separation of 456cm between the beams in the M = -I
asqesse between injection and collision optics, thus pro- sections, which requires a 2-in.-i magnet design. The mag-
viding an independet squeeze for each ring; nets in the tuining section in the two riag are separated
- including a secondary focus on either side of the IP; by the standard vertical distance of 90 cm.
- providing a specific value of the phase advance across half The triplets focus the beams to extremely small sizes at
an JR to simplify local JR corrections; the IF. Therefore, these magnets are quite strong and the
- providin a wide range of possible values for detector beam is very sensitive to field errors in them. The most
space with minimal optical modifications; important change made in the present design is to keep
- use of standard 5 cm bore magnets in the IR. these quadrupoles at fixed gradients during the 0 squeeze.

eRae we review the above changes and discuss the optical The advantages are that the squeeze can be done inde.-
and geomentrical properties of the various IR configurations. pendently for each ring and no additional field errors are
The abovE modifications to the JR have not affected the introduced in the triplets during the squeeze. To keep the
rest Of the 5machine. same number of controls for the 89 squeeze, another 3 fam-

II.MAIN JR MODULES ilies Of quadrupoles, now labelled QL7, QL8, QL9, from
the regions outside the previous JR were included into the

Figure 1 shows a vertical schematic view of a complete JR. The 8 tuning quadrupoles QL4, QL5,..., QL9 form
IR. The dipoles straddle the horizontal lines, the focussing the tuning section. This change has increased the length

"Opaned y * U;;ai=m. Pemrdi A Indatis In. fo th of the JR from 1360 m to 1890 mn.
U.S. Dqpmw=mma at Fnma, unde cauiraft DR-AC3S-ISER4O486 Another new feature is the inclusion of a secondary fo-

0.71m uni3S.0 3778



At ijection, M is chosen to be 7m which is when the
chromaticity of the IR and the p.* are a minimum. The

Aa.. at injection is significantly reduced, from 13 3km in
the SCDR deign to 670m at present, by reveming theSpolart~y of the double quadrpole Qi,4, QL5.

In the earlim design the phase advance across an IR
was kept constant during the squeeze so that only thesu

-. of phase advances, #a + ft, woes haft an IR was held
constant, but not each of the terms. Present plans include
a set of local trim quadrupole@ and sextupoles, correcting
for the crossing angle [2] and IR chromaticity [3], located

8W next to the quadrupoles in the arc cells adjacent to the
IR. To optimise the above corrections, we require that p.

Souand p, be separately constant during the 0 squeeze. The
W 40 on am specific values chosen are p, = 3.75v and py = 31 acros

Nti L.Mtl (m) half an I and exchanged due to antisymmetry on the
other side of the IP. With 90" phase advance per cell in

Flge 2. Lattice functions in one-half of the JR with mag- the arcs, this makes the phase advance between the IP
nets at the top. and the outside cell quadrupoles to be a multiple of r/2,

i.e.

, a point t which the IP is iuaged. This im cP-pu.1= 12; 1-r=nv/2
be used for diapostics, and protection cogimators can be where for instance pf is the horizontal phase at an arbi-
pluid here to reduce the background at the IP. Two sec- trary F quad in the arcs. The above correctors are now at

y "foci awe locatat 541 m from the JP, symmetrically optimal positions with respect to the triplet quadrupoles,
am eas side of the IR, with fixed 2w phase advance from the main sources of IR perturbations. This choice also
the IP. They optically separate the two tuning sections keeps the phase advance between adjacent IPs to be r/2
which bve variable trander marices from the central re- (mod 2w) which minimizes the higher order chromaticity
giom (comprised of the two M = -I and two triplets) with of the two IRs combined.
constant gradients-

t the triplets and the tuning section is a mod- IV. MAGNET PARAMETERS
ale of 8 quadrupoles, known as the M = -I section. The
Ute matrix across this section is the negative of the In the present design we use optimized, realistic parame-
ideity matrix, hence the name. This section causes a ters of the JR magnets. Al the quadrupoles have Scm bore
cancellation of the vertical dispersion %, induced by the and maximum gradient of 191 T/m. The quadrupole gradi-
adjacent pai of dipoles, at the IP. The length of these ents in the triplets and M = -I sections are not changed
9mairupolus was sgificantly reduced by use of the FODO duft the f squeese while the tuning quadrupoles have
configuration instead of FOFDOD . The M = -I section variable gradients. The 5cm bore vertical dipoles have the
can be placed anywhere between the two sets of dipoles same design as the horizontal dipoles in the arcs. Only the
without aeting the rest of the IR. To reduce the chro. dipoles located next to the triplets need the larger aper-
maticity at collision and provide the most detector space, turn of 8.5 cm to provide enough space for the separated
this section was moved as far as possible from the IP. beams.

The positions of the quadrupoles in the tuning section
III. OPTICAL PROPERTIES and configuration of the M = -I section were optimized

to reduce the total length of magnets and number of dif-
A Primary optical goal is to provide a broad range of acces- ferent quad lengths. Excluding the triplets, there are only
sible low P" values. In the present design, the variable gre- 3 different lengths of IR quadrupoles : 8.0 m, 8.6 m and
dient qtadrupoles can be tuned to a minimum P" =0.25m 10.2m. Compared to the previous IR design, the total
for a detector free space of L" = 20.5 m, which is defined to length of magnets is reduced by 12%, which is about 392 m
be the distance between the IP and the triplet. However, for 4 bRe.
the baseline design requires only #* = 0.5 m at collision.
This corresponds to a ,.a in the triplets of 9 km. This is V. BETA SQUEEZE
the maximum value allowing a region of a good field qual-
ity in the 5 cm bore triplet quadrupoles. Figure 2 shows The characteristic feature of the low-# optics is an ex-
the lattice functions across one-half of the IR at collision tremely high Ope., value in the final triplets at collision
with 0* = 0.5 m. It is envisaged that future upgrades will optics. A much lower P,..• value is allowed at injection en-
increase the triplet bore thus allowing" = 0.25 m to be ergy because of the larger beam emittance. A smooth tran-
achieved, sition between the two optical configurations is achieved by
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The Parameter Spreadsheets and Their Applications

IL Schwitters, A. Cbao, W. Cbm and J. Peterson
Superconducting Super Coflide Laboatoqy
2550 Deckleymeade Ave., Dalls, TX 75237

Abeivct
This paper is to announce that aeat ofparameter spread-

abeets, using the Microsft EXCEL software, has bess de- oH-H
veloped for the SSC (and also for the LHC). In this pro-

garm, the input (or control) parameters and the derived I I
paramet are linked by equatios that express the accl- -

erator physics involved. A subgroup of parameters that
wre cosindered critical, or possible bottlenecks, has bown

highlighted under the category of "FIla'. Given certain
performance Soak, one can use this program to "tune" the . I I I
input parameters in such a way that the Bagged param-
eters not exceed their acceptable range. During the past
yeas, this program has been employed for the following
purposes: a) To guide the machine designs for various op-
ertion scenanos, b) To generate a parameter list that is
self-consistent and, c) To study the impact of some pro- Figure 1. The worksheets in the SSP program.
posed parameter changes (e.g., different choices of the rf
fireuency and bunch spacing).

in the laboratory as a quick design reference.I. INTRODUCTION
II. THE SSP PROGRAM

The Superconducting Super Collider (SSC) consists of a

linac and four synurotrons (three boosters and a collidr). The SSP pOpMM is in the form of 10 linked spWed-
There are a great number of machine and beam parame.- sheets, using the Microsoft EXCEL softwa as shown in
ters that need to be adjusted in a coordinated manner in Figure . At present it contains about 100 input, 280 de-
order to reach the specified goals of performance. For " rived, and 35 lagged parameters, linked to each other by
purpose, a set of EXCEL spreadsheets, the Spreadsheets about 160 equations.
of 3SC Parameters (SSP), has been developed as an inte- 1. The spreadsheets:
grated deeg tool to tune the machanes. Top-level parameters are in the "SSC* worksheet,

In this program, there are two categories of parameters which appears as a "window" on the computer screen.
- the input (or control) parameters and the derived par Overall injector parameters are in the "Injectoe work-
rameters. All are linked by equations that express the ac- sheet. Specific machine parameters are generally
celerator physics involved. A subgroup of derived param- listed in the corresponding worksheets. There is also a
eters that are considered critical, or possible bottlenecks, worlwheet that contains all the physical conesnts used
has been highlighted under the category of "Flag"e . Cntp - by the program. The "Flap' worksheet is set up to
cal levels have been assigned to each of the Bagged pa~ram- monitor the values of critical parameters. There are a
eters. The object of the game, given certain performance total of 35 flagged parameters at this moment as listed
goals (usually luminosity and beam energy at collision), in Table 1. Values in column B within safe operating
is to "tune" the input parameters in such a way that the ranges are indicated in column D with a "Green" flag;
flagged parameters not exceed their acceptable ranges. those outside acceptable ranges are fiagged "Red.

A number of cases have been studied using SSP, includ- "Mow" is used to indicate values near expected per-
ing different operation scenariks and the choice of some formance limits, which are described in Columns E
important beam parameters such as the rf frequency and and F. The macro-sheet, "Startup", can be used to
bunch spacing. A by-product of the program is the gener-
ation of the SSC Parameter List, which is now widely used open all the worksheets.

Operated by the Univauith. Research Association, Inc., for 2. The input parameters:
the U.S. Departunt of Enew under Contract No. DE-AC3S- The input parameters are entered individually in the
SOL1R404M. various worksheets. All are possible tuning "knobs",
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Table 1. Th~e Flap waochebeet (nominal can)
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8I. .. In Pouts ms a thnt, whe the input paramaas IV. DISCUSSIONvW'h a•w ,s.t, of coIMhSed parmetrswilldo.q to
rL .ad. Tbk inba~ s •speifi carleisneeded in orerk to &4=9 1. SSP is asy to on. By clcing amh mooneafew tie,

their vaus such " the color will turn back to pow or One MAY readily Make a J1 Igsmet on whether or not
rlw a proposed operaion scenaio or puam~ete chage

Table 2. Input Parameters would work. But SSP is neither robust nor bug-free.
Care must be taken before drawing conclusions.

case A B CT D 2. The present list of the flag is by no means complete.
ST•F!V) 20 20 20 2 More lag will be added to the future version when

S. (10scm'2 s1) 1 0.4 10 1 the necemary information becomes available (e.g., vin-
wnum, coupled-bunch instabilities, transition crossing,

eN (W mm-mrad) 1 3 2 1 ek.).
(C (T OeV4) 0.233 0.233 0.466 0.233

e" (m) 0.5 1 0.5 0.5 3. SSP is not written for optimization. In other words,
P".. (GeV/c) 1.219 1.219 1.7 1.219 the control parameters need to be adjusted manually
p (10- Tort) 1 5 1 1 rather than by a computer seach. Implementation of

a search procedure should be straightforward but may
tIn Case C, two medium luminosity IP'. are turned off to be premature at this time.
avoid large beam-beam tune shifts.

4. A similar program has been developed for the LHC
B. Parameter List and its injectors (PS Booster, PS and SPS).

An on-line parameter list has been generated by the SSP
program. The advantage of maintaining the list in such a V. REFERENCES
wayis that it is self-consistent and easy to update. The (1) T. Dartsand W. Chou, -SC Parameter List,- SSCL
parameter list is on the node SSCVX1.SSC.GOV. One can internal technical note PMTN-073P (May 1993).
have access to the list through a computer network either
inside or outside the laboratory, by typing SSCLAB as the [.j W. Chou and G. Schaffer, *Comments on the Collider
username [1]. The parameter list serves as a quick reference if Cavity in the SS,' SSCL internal technical note
guide and is consistent with the Level 3 Specifications of PMTN-036C (January 1992).
the machine designs.

(31 W. Chow, "'Camenets on Bunch Spacing in the SSC,'
C. Impact of Parameter Changes SSCL internal technical note PMTN-0060P (March

In the parameter space, when one changes, the others 19).

will follow suit. The SSP program is useful for this kind of
study. Here we present two examples.

1. The choice of the rf frequency:
The programn has investigated the impact of the rf fhe.
quency when it varies from 180 MHz to 480'M~s. It
shows that the changes of most beam paramiters are
small [2]. It is thus concluded that the choice should
be based on other factors, such as the beam trans-
fer from the HEB to Collider, the cost, and market
availability.

2. The bunch spacing:
The baseline bunch spacing in the SSC is 5 meters,
which is mainly determined by the requirement of the
detectors. But a larger bunch spacing is advantageous
to the luminosity. In order to accommodate the flex-
ibility of different bunch spacings in the accelerator
design, the program has been employed to study the
impact on the beam parameters when the spacing is
increased to a multiple of 5 meters, using either the
bunch coalescing scheme or the rf chopping scheme [3].
The possible bottlenecks are identified immediately by
the program and a follow-up study is now under way.
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Lattice Studies for KAON Factory Accumulator and Booster Rings

A. I. Ilev ", A.V. Budxko
M., T-A 60h October Anniversary Prospect, Moscow, Russia 117312

R. V. Servranckx
TRIUMF, 4004 Wesbrook Mall, Vancouver, B.C., Canada V6T 2A3

Aletv.ct a dierent structure in the superperiod: the bist half-cell

Somse Masultz of systeiafic Stu" of alte lo s ~ of each superpedod being empty creates a double waist
%Z the TRIMJ KAON Factory Accumulator and Boosr info injection. The tune of each superpetiod is 0.5, and

rings wepr . The aim bn to sek l s o hence the dispersion vanishes after pasng two superpe-
acompatible fre d bothe rings which have tohme folat ow- rods. The overall tunes are just above 5 in both planes.a+ aomp mtible form for both uigrs wich havte the follow- i. I shows the latice functions for this lattice. The
ing foatures simpe structure, disperion-free straight sec-
tions, high transition energy for the Boostir and a straight difierence in shape compared to the B-ring seems to be
section of about 7 m with fite disperion for H- injection acceptable (< 1 m) and has a bonus of leaving more room

into Accumulator. for the A-to-B transfer line. The momentum resolution at
...................... .2 .....-.. "_' _-2.2........ •'

1. INTRODUCTION

The development of the racetrack Booster lattice [1] stim-
ulated a search for a compatible racetrack design for the
Accumulator ang. The lattices for the Booter and for •
the Accumulator, slhaing the same tunnel, have diffmeren pV
requirements which prevent to designing Accumulator as %
an empter varinut of the Booster ring. The main co-n-
straints for A-nag optics re induced by the requirements
for H- painting [21, it. providing about =- 7 m long drift
unobstructed by quadrupoles for plcement of the 0 .inj .e.. ..-
tion septum, bupp manets and centrally locatý stip- DISTANCE (M)
ping foil; acliesvhg momentum resolution %. = q/V/ of
about 1.3- 1.5S 1 /2 ad,4 = 0 at the foal l ion, d,- Figure 1: Lattice functions for racetrack Accumulator ARS4.-vS.

pending on the rsoe of painted area and minimiuing A the foil 'i/v is about 1.58, that is near the optimum value
at Stripping fail. for the 40 Hs Booster scenario. However painting a smaller

A number of. alternative lattices for the Booster were transverse area, required smaller momentum resolution, is
considred with the aim of overcoming the wenke features more difficult - only small changes in q. can be achieved,
of the standard [1] lattice, ie. a rather large number and even at the expense of a higher beta-function at the
of quadrupole fmilis and lack of space in the arcs for stipping foil.
momentum collimation. For potential chromaticity correction four sextupoles are

arranged in each are in non-intereaved 1800 pairs and
II. ACCUMULATOR placed in high dispersion regions with extreme A.,, to re-

Two approaches have been investigated: 1) lattices with duce coupling between the pairs. This scheme perfectly

injection in the long straight sections, 2) lattices with - cancels sextupole-induced geometric aberrations, resulting
min a quite large dynamic aperture for on-momentum par-jection into the arc. Our study [3] indicates that the lat- tides ( d.a. > 1000r mm mrad ), though the chromatic

tice with injection in a straight section is fiexible for alter- aberrations are noticeable: off-momentum distortion in the
i' the momentum resolution, though it rFres retsuuag #-functions is about 2 m in both planes.
their straight section and/or ac, and exlibits good inco- During accumulation the peak current will increase from
hetent properties w.r.t. lear spae charge. However, the 0 to design value of 6.5 A ( depending on the beam distri-
bite dispesion required in both straights makes the trans- bution ). To study the dependence of the lattice functions
fer from Accumulator to Booster more difficult, involving on linear space charge we have developed code LiSp [4]
both hosisontal and vertical bending. It looks better to which is able to find a matched solution of envelope equa-
provide H- inection in an arc rather in a long straight. tions and then calculates Twis parameters, dispersion,

The sample lAttice investigated ( ARS4•_• ) has the transition energy and chromaticity, as well as providing
smwe number of cefl and superpeiods per arcas the Stan- the stbility analysis by computing eigenvalues k- of lin-
dard Booster racetrack lattice ( 5 = 4, N = 3 ) but ha erised envelope equations. We have found that the lat-

"on leave at MRUMP, Vamcouver, B.C., Canada tice is quite sensnit, to integer resonances, leading to blow
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up of sei ampliile function and/or dispemi. Thus ; ; --
the bare tumes ware chosen far om integers (5.28,5.32), .
so cbog of an ita occurs only at higher intensity
(about 10 A ); ior lower currents ( up to 14 A ) disperson
and 4mplttude f:ctions change only a little (ee Fig. 2). koo

to

tr ti 0t.0tr

ten1 062 0 0 s o 0 s u

0*1 'U = = ~DISTANCE (mn)

4 * "t 20 4o Pj a U Figure 3: Lattie functions for alternative racetrack Booster
Pea Cumt A) eakCareest XA] NWBIR.

Figure 2: ALL ~'~ dot-dashed), tunes vs. peak current for Per cell (108 degrees) the lattice has a higher peak beta-
aupeltieARSW wt, rctet nr function in the arcs (su 20 m) than the standard racetrack

splelttice A 4.U with gradient errorsO.1% rns. design. Since the arcs are not second-order achromats
The lattices considered so far for the Accumulator and chromaticity correction is more difficult. A comparative

Booster have a relatively large number of quadrupole fam- study of closed orbit corrections indicates that both lat-
ilies ( four imilies in the acs ). G. Raew [5) has pro- tices ( alternative and standard ) have similar good sta-
posed an alternative racetrack lattice for the Accumulator bility against misaignnents and field setting errors: the
ring, which has a remarkable feature of having only two maximum residual orbit excurson after correction does not
quadrupole famili. Unfortunately the divergence from exceed 3 mm. However, the variation of the peak disper-
the geometry of the racetrack Booster is unacceptable. sion in the arcs and the amount of spurious dispersion in
Ree's attempt at designing a racetrack lattice without the straight sections were found to be less in the standard
matched insertions has, however, prompted us to look at lattice: s4 < 1% against q4 < 4.5%, 4,, < 0.015 magainst
alternative designs for Accumulator and Booster. *,, < 0.034 m.

The alternative lattice for the A-zing has a triplet fo- Particle tracking for the chromaticity-uncorrected lat-
casing structure. Each arcs are made of 3 superpeuiods. tices, with misnments, field and systematic multipolar
Each superperiod consists of 3 cels with the central cell errors, have shown that d.a. for the standard lattice BRS4
being emfpty to provide an = 8.7 rn-long drift for injection. is in the range of about 750-950 r mm mrnd with dips near
Due to this structure and the phase advance per cell of Ap/p = 0 and 0.3%. The dynamic aperture for the alter-
W, the dispersion vanisbes over one superperiod with a native lattice lies in the range of about 350-750 amm mrad
local peak of f 3 in, and the corresponding momentum with two dips in acceptance near Up/p = 0.2% and 0.4%.
resolution is near the optimum ý. 1.3m 1 / 2. Advantages For low-amplitude motion the dominating resonances in
include the need for only two quadrupole types, and the both lattices are the coupling resonances P. ± a,,, which
same focusing structure in the long straight sections and can be corrected by skew quadrupoles, but as the amphi-
the arcs, making the lattice easier to commision and run. tude of the particles is increased, odd order coupling reso-
Disadvantages include the shorter straights, which result nances (mainly vs - 2rV and 3Y. - 2v,) become stronger,
in a potential problem of lack of space for the A-B trans- resulting in a quick loss of stability in the NEWBR lat-
fer line, and larger divergence of the ring shape from the tice. We found that for both lattices the d.a. dropped
current standard racetrack Booster. very fast with increasing multipolar harmonics B4 and B6

111. BOOST3R up to about 3- 10-4.
Both lattices exhibit simil momentum dependence

The alternative lattice investigated, NBWBA, has 5 cells of tunes and beta-functions, but the higher order of-
and two superperiods per arc, the tune of each superperiod momentum dispersion is much larger for the NEWBR lat-
being 1.5. Two empty celb are provided in each superpe- tice: ikyj = dxo./d6 % -0.018 m, also leading to a notice-
iod: one at the ends and one in the centre. Such an able momentum dependence of the yc. The effect on beam

arrangement is required in order to push up 7-. Transi- stability will have to be carefully evaluated.
tion is at -, s 13 and the peak dispersion is about 5.3 m. To reduce number of quadrupole families a modified
The straight sections are built from the same FODO cells standard lattice has been considered ( b-feblO ). The lat-
as the arc's superpenods. The nominal working point is tice has the same 8 x 3 FODO structure of arcs, but the
(7.83,6.74). ewpty cell in each superperiod is not shortened anymore.

The lattice funetions for this lattice are shown in Fig. 3. Each long straight is simply 3 regular empty cells which
Since canceling the dispersion at the ends of the arsm to- are similar to those in the arcs. Hence only 2 quadrupole
gether with zraing 7t required a rather high phase advance families are required, while space for momentum collima-
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01.0 P'
0.47 0.72 0.9 1.24 1.49 1.75

....... [AIw mmm mrad) I
DISTANCE (mi) Figure 5: Core, middle and tail widths against phase space density

Figure 4: Lattice functions for alternative racetrack Booter 44.41 0. ( dashed/solid fine - with/without quad. errors ).
A" ....e

tion is creatied, though at the expense of shortening each 4A A
straight by Ps 10.5 m. The available space in the straights ~ .7----

is still suflicient for if cavities and beam transfer systems. 2 .n A-
Some of the features of the lattice: 1) slightly higher peak '17- jai15
vertical beta-function in the arc ( 18.5 m) due to, Py IWU 140 os ;Z"- L24 to L
mismatch in the empty cells ( this can be eliminate by_______________
trim quads.); 2) working points either below half-integer

yts9, or abovehalffinteger -ft -d11 -12 (in both 1.7 LJO
case dispersion in the straight difers only slightly from V.2 ,mg
=0r ); 3) good stablty under space-charg conditions; 4) 1. I I

less room available for the A-B transfer line. LOS
This lattice seemnsto be aninteresting altemnative to the oil, em.1/cl 911 OJI to t u

standard design and has to be investigated in detail for
placement of all the necessary hrdware. Figure 6: 1 a'.v, -fe and JAI vs. phase space density for lattice

IV. SpAct-Cmesk mpac'rs iN Ti oSZ w/ queAakpole errors.

We would like to thank Prof. M. Craddock for hospital-
Self-con~dutet space-charge efects of the unbunched bea ity during our ( A.I., A.B. ) stay at TRIUMP. We are
in the standard racetrack Booster have been studied by us- grateful to him for his support and ecuamntdur-
ing a particle-in-cel computer code developed at INR [6]. ing this work. We have benefited from discussions with
Se-veral runs have been performed for 2-D initially K-V U. Wienands, G. Mackenzie, R. Baartman, S. Koscielniak,
and Gaussian distributions at a bare tune close to the Yu. Senichtev. Some of the work in the lattice designs has
half integer ( 7.65, 5.6 ). LiSp's prediction of enve- been aided by the suggestions and insight of G. Rees.
lope instability for beam with the phase-space density VI. RapuF~NCUS

(3= /ems. ) of ;w0.65- 1.25 A/ vrm-mrad has been
cnired by observing emittance blow-up for an initially (1] U. Wienands at aL, "A Racetrack Lattice for the TRI-

K-V beam in the ideal lattice, while an initially Gaussian UMP KAON Factory Booster,' in proc. of X1Ah lIst
distribution has shiwn a smaller growth of rms emittance. Conf. on High EiseMg Acced., Hamburg, 1992, p. 1073
After introducing rather strong quadrupole imperfections [2] C. W. rmaer, G. H. Rees, G. H. Mackenzie, "A sepa-
( gAG/G = 0.3% ) we have observed large rms and full size rated H- kInection System in a Modified Accumulator
esnittance growth in the x-plane in the range J -ý 0.72-1.3 Lattice for the TRIUMF KAON Factory,3 TRI-DN-
(see Fig. 5, where the core width, i.e. 38% of all particles, 89-1(98, TRIUMF, December 1989
widths of middle ( 68% ) and tails ( 95% ) are plotted ver- [31 A. Sey, -Lattice Studies for Accumulator ring,'" TRI-
sua phase-space density I/to). This can be compared with UMP, 1993, ( in preparation)
the results of a LinSp run for a lattice with quadrupole
errors ( Fig. 6 ). Here we clearly see a point of bifurca- [4] A. I. fliev, 'LiSp code for lattice parameters compu-
tion ( J ;t 0.853 ), where a unique ( untal ) eqilb tation, in presence of linear space charge," TRIUMF,
num splits into two branches. Bifurcation of equilibrium 1993, ( in preparation )
producess changes in the topological structure of the phase- [5] G. Rees ( private communication)
spac distribution, which have been observed in computer [6] A. V. Budsko, Yu. V. Senichev ,'Passing Through
simulatfions. Half-hnteger Resonance due to space-Charge Under

V. ACKNowLDmauNsw Difierent Initial Distributions,- these proceedings
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Reducing the Coupled-Bunch Oscillation in the Fermilab Booster by Optimizing RF
Voltage

JiP. SHAN, D. MCGINNIS, R. TOMLIN
Fermti National Accele.ra~tor Laboratory *P.O. Box 500O, Batavia, IL 60.510

Abstract coupled hiinchl mode, one around mode 16 and another
around mode. 36. Following the installation of resistive

In the Fermilab Booster, the coupled bunch oscillation is dampers [31 [4J in time- the RF cavities, modes around mode
excited between transition and extraction by parasitic high l6 are successfully damped. Modes '34, :15 and 36 still
order modes (HOM) in 17 RF cavities. The growth rate. persist. The niarrow hand active. damper is able to damp
is determined by the cohierent frequency shift and natural any one of three. modes, but not all of them simmitanlously.
Landau damping due to nonlinearity of RF wave-form. Thle Tile wide banad system is under design [51. The coupled
passve damping and active feedback are normally used to hunch oscillation is still the limitation of longitudinal per-
reduce coherent frequency shift. Here we report that Lan- formance. Operationly the couple. bunch oscillation is re-
dau damping can be enhanced through careful program- (lucetI by mistuning transition timing. If we try to operate
min~g of RF voltage through the acceleration cycle. It is at noinial(optimnized) -yj jummp timing and phase. jump tini-
very effective during ramping where synichronous phase Is ing, very strong CBM i's excite~d.
big and bucket area is very sensitive. to the RF voltage.. lit We. report the. couple hunch oscillation can be reduced by
the case of a stationary bucket, the. landau damping is not careful programming of RF voltage, after transition. The
sensitive to RF volatge. noionai RF voltage curve has bucket area larger than 0.2

ev-s, which is maumiclm larger thanm the. heani eniittaic~e (about
0.06 ev-s). So one way to increaswe the synchrotron tune

I litrodictiirispread is to let. beam fill the bucket by the. reduction of
1 Intro ctionR.F voltage [61J.

The Fermilab Booster is a fa-;t cycling syrmchrotrva, acc~el- 2 Review of Sacherer Theory
erating protons from 200 Mev to 8 (4ev in 33 ins. Thr
8 Gev beam extracted from the Booster will he injectred
inito the. Main R-im~g (MR), which hias a very limited trans.-
verse. aperture. To achmieve high tranismission iii the MR ' The rult- of thumb for coupled bunch instability is [71
it is (lesireable that thme Booster beam has small muotnei- .5 4
turn sp~read. Also the beam accelerated in the MR. will li->7(1)
either be tised to produce antiprotons, or coalesced to sin- . 7

gle hunch. Both the anitiprotona stackinig and the protoni where S is the synuchrot~ron tune spread inside the bunch,
coale-scing prefer beamm fromt thme Boost~er withl smnall loin,- midh AW... is thme coiteremit. frequency shift of mnode. in cause~d
gitinal ernit~tance. by a re.soiat~or shunt. impedance R, amid quality factor Q

In the. Booster thle lono-itudinal einittance growth is ditle jR D(2)0
to tranisition c~rossinjg and longitudinal couplded hunich inl- AXW11, = 2 ~ 2
stability after transition. Some years ago the 7yt jumip sys- 2Vj
tern. [11 was inmpletemat~ed t~o increase effective tranusition where I is heani ctirremut.. j.. synchrotron frequency at the
crossing speedl, thus reducing the longitudinal emlittance center, F,.. (4') is the form factor which specifie-s how ef-
blo0w upl through transition. Althoulgh thme -Y' jumnp did liciently thme resonator ran drive a certaiii mode in. Thme
reduce emittamice growth title to transition crossing, thme terin D) depenads on time attenutation of the resonator signal
smaller hunchi after transition resulted ill more pronlounlced betweeini two bininclines, aiul is about. I for high Q resonator.
longitudinal coupled bunch hist~ahility. So the -y, jumpj sys- i T qmu i~It-it.V we waitit. to Imaxintize is
teim was not. tseti operationally. So it. is couplde~ biinci .15 .

oscillation that. linmits the lonigituanal pierformanatce in the -Ir -(3)
Booster. A4, i' R

The individual coupled huinch oscillation anode lias heii Thme role ofnamode datmping andl the active feedback is to re-
identified to he strouglmly correlatedl to thme parasitic niodes dumce tbme effectiveshinit. iampedlance. Thle. R.F voltage should
in the R F cavities [2]. There are mainly two clusters of to be Ipro'raminnaed to maximize the figure of mnerit

*0gWeratell 11Y thlw 1.1iVimi1.ititeN fisearcl Assciatiepit lii.. u rFO~ 0:1 Vrj B (4)
rioiatra-t. wifli the. I I.S. Depa.;rtm r~imi l t.. Entergy. W,
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asuinig tdo form factor is a constant. Whet, 4.. is big,
we reduce RIP voltage by little to end upj increasing thle
f~ractional synchrotron turie spread dramiatically. Butt for a
stationary bucket, the. bunch length changes as V, .T

the first order approximation, ~-is proportional to the
sqluare of bunch length. Somo

FOM Cc* (5) 6

which has a very weak dependence on Vq. f 5"
>. 4W2

3 Result iu the FNAL Booster 2

By reducing the RF voltage after transit ion as shown~ in 22 24 26 23 .74 32 U4 ,A

Fig. 1, the coupledI bunch oscillation is success~fully re- i=b8WfC~-O

-duce~d. Comparing the spectrum in Fig. 2(trigged at 34ms,
1I5ms before extraction), coupled b~unch mnode has be-e-
lowered by 8 Db on the average of 32 pusles. Upon inspec-
tion, all three primary modes (34, 35 and 36) have been Figure 1: Tile RF voltage curve. after transition in the
damped. With this new RF curve, there is couple bunich Booster. Thle. o1( curve starts with ait bucket area 0.2 evs
oscillation till roughly 32ms in the cycle. After that tile. andl increase-s to larger thjai .4 evs at, extraction. The new
synchrotron tune spread is not big enough to suppress con- starts with, .1 evs anl increases to 0.2 evs.
pled bunch instability entirely. Tile. mountain range. plot
is shown at extraction with aldt RF curve at. Fig. 3 and
with the new one at Fig. 4. MA 6M SITIZING 515W. IAL AWYNO

As a result, the longitudinal emittance is further reduced date: 23-Mf-93 tim: 17:.4& 59
and the transmission efficiency is aincreased. A uew MR
intensity record is created 2.17 x 1012 for 6 Booster turns
(2.5 x 1012), which is helpful to improve tile anutiprotonl 2Udas
stacking rate. For 7 Booster turns, the booster can accel-
erate 2.6 x 1012, of which (2.53 x 1012) injectedl to MR. and
2.20 x 1012 accelerated to 120 (Irev.

six NEW

4 Discissionlo
SEX 01.1

The result in the booster verifies that the RF voltage. re-
ductioni is a very effective way to increase lanuda (lamp- I N
ing when d., is bigger anl becomes ineffective when syn- ".'
chrotron phase is small at. extraction.

The reason for big variation of coupled buunchi oscilla-
tion amplitude from pulse. to puilse is not well understood,
(4ood understanding of this variation may p~rovide uts b~et-
ter way to of controlling.

With upcoming 400 Mev upgrade, the intensity in the r7df
Booster will be doubled. So tile. cohierent frequency shift 0.eS9euz 48.820ft/div 494.141642

will also be doubled if the longitudinal einittance is thle
same as now. Hopefully the widebatud act ice feedback will Figure 2: Thle, beani s.pectrumu in the Booster at 34.5ms
come to the action. But the feedback system is only sensi- averaged with 32 pu~sles. The reduction of 8 Db in coupled
tive to the coherent dipole oscillation. Onuce. dipole oscilla- bunch miodes, withi new R.F rf curve is visible.
tion comets tinder control, thle p~otential higher order (likely
qluadrupole) oscillation will become a concern.
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Beta Measurements And Modeling The Tevatron
Norman M. Gelfand

Fermi National Accelerator Laboatory*
P.O. Box 00, Batavia UI. 60510, USA

Abs~c vary die stmrgh of a single quadnpole, at a point in tde lattice
7he Tevatron is currently operating as a collider with where it is possible to do so, and measum the resulting change

two low-P (00-0.25-O.5m) interaction regions denoted as BO in the tune in both planes. The change in tune is related to the
and DO. This lattice allows independent operation of the value of Pat that poin according to the following formula
interaction regions which required that the previous collider P.4z #v/(Ak2)
lattice, used in 1988-89, had to be modified. In order to see where Ak 2,-&B'[Bp] and AB' is the change in the gradient of
how well the lattice conforms to the design measurements of the quadrupole.
the function have been carried out at 15 locations in the new Because this relation is true only in the limit of very
Tevatron collider lattice. Agreement can be obtained between small A B', at which the change in tune is not measurable, tame
the measurements and a computer model for the Tevatron, changes were measured over a range of A B' and the data were
based on the design, only if the strengths of the gradients in fit to a second order polynomial. The slope of the fit at A B'-0
the quadrupoles in the low-P triplet are allowed to differ from gives the desired value of IL
their design values. It is also observed that the lattice is very The measurements of P using this procedure, were
sensitive to the precise values of the gradients in these made at 7 locations on both sides of the interaction regions at
magnets. BO and DO and at the location of a tuning quadrupole at B17.

I. INTRODUCTION During these measurements there were only protons in the
The Tevatron is currently operating as a collider with Tevatron.

two low-P (•-,0.25-O.5m) interaction regions denoted as BO It is obvious that no measurements, using this approach,
and DO. This lattice was designed to allow independent can be made at the interaction points since those points must
operation of the interaction regions so that the previous be left clear for the experiments. Further the low value of 0
collider lattice, used in 1988-89, had to be modified. The there means that even if a quadrupole could be placed at the
design of these new low-P insertions required the construction interaction point large changes would have to be made in the
of new, strong, quadrupoles to get to the desired value of gradient to observe any tune shift. Knowledge of the values of
10-0.25m. In addition new quadrupole correctors are required the lattice functions at the interaction point must come from a
outside of the triplet to match the lattice functions of the low-P model of the lattice.
insertion with the values in the lattice arcs at the matching m.COMPARISON WITH A MODEL
point, an essential requirement if operation of the interaction FOR THE TEVATRON
regions is to be independent. An accurate model of the Tevatron would be able to

In addition to a new interaction region at DO, the closed reproduce the measurements made of the P function described
orbit is a helix produced by electrostatic separators in order to above. As is seen the agreement between the measurements
reduce the beam-beam interaction between the colliding and the model using the design values for the the quadrupole
protons and anti-protons. This allows us to run with smaller gradients is not good (see figure lalblc). The reason for the
proton emittances and thus increase the luminosity,, discrepancy came from inadequate knowledge of the transfer
Additional separators are used to make the beams collide head functions (the relationship between the current in the magnet
on at the interaction points. This complicates operations but and the resulting gradient) of the strong quadrupoles in the
has only a small effect on the lattice functions. magnetic triplet.

As with any new facility it is very desirable to test how The P function in the present low-P Tevatron
well the actual performance matches the design expectations. lattice is very sensitive to small changes in the strengths of the
With this as our objective, the lattice function 0 was measured quadrupoles in the low-P triplet. Figure 2 shows the change in
at locations within the insertion, and also at one point in the the P function in the arcs when the gradients of the 232"
arc, and the results compared to the calculations of 0 based on quadnapoles at BO are changed by 0.1 %. In order to predict the
the design lattice. This note describes the results of that behavior of the 0 function in the Tevatron it is necessary to

-mlaiso. know the transfer constants, i.e. the relationship between the
current through the quadrupole and the resulting gradient, for

H. METHOD the magnets in the triplet to better than 0.1%.
The method used to measure the amplitude function [3 The fabrication methods used to construct these

was proposed by Courant and Snyder in their original paper on quadrupoles would lead us to expect magnet to magnet
the Alternate Gradient Synchrotron[l ]. The procedure is to variations in the transfer constant of 0.05% for the 232"

quadrupoles and 0.07% for the 132" quadrupoles. Thus the
*Operated by Universities Research Association Inc., under manufacturing tolerances are not good enough to enable us to
contract with the United States Department of Energy. predict the characteristics of the lattice. The other new
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The Status of the Fermillab Main Injector Project

D. Bosrt, W. Fowler, S. Holmfs P. Malin mad T. Pawl*
Fermi Naionl Accelerator Labommy*

P. 0. Box 500, Batavia, IL 60510

Afixed target physics. Two FMI acceleration cycles will be
required to fill the Tevatron for fixed target physics at

"The Fermilab Main Injector Project is a now 150 GeV Tevarmo energie. The FMI will permit several operational
syncdwsron now umder construction at the Fermi National scenarios which either do, or would, conflict with collider
Accelerator Laboratory. The FM! has been designed to operations at present. The production of antiprotom, for
awppoat a ha mtuy in excess of Six0 3 1 cm-2sec"I inthe example, requires the repeaed excitation of •h present Main
Tevatron protAsnttipmon collider while simultaneously Ring to 120 GeV on a 2.5 sec cycle. Small, but annoying
providing a 2 mlAp resonantly extracted 120 GeV beam proton losses during the acceleration cycle require the
which will prPevnt unique capabilities in the realm of rare blanking' of the DO collider detector for brief periods of time
neutral K decays and long baseline neutrino oscillation each cycle. This results in an apmroximately 15% lou of
experlmean& Expected performance chaacteristics of the available colitler luminosity at DO, as compamd to CDF at
Main injector will be reviewed, and the status of the Project DO. This is a result of the fact that the Main Ring runs
and the schedule for completion will be discussed patially through the DO detector (only avoiding the central

portion of the detector), rather than completely over the CDF
The Feridilab Main Injector is the final piece of a detector at BO.

pogumn, known a Fermilab Ill, which is designed to produce The critical justification for replacing the Main Ring
an approxmate factor of 10 increase in the Tevatron Coflider with the FMI, however, is the very small admittance of the
luminosity as compared with the current performance of present configuration of the Main Ring (approximately 12 x
6x1O30 cur2 W-I. [1 In itself, the Fermilab Main Injector mmmrad at 8 GeV). This limitation (which is a distinct
(FMI) is designed, and expected, to yield a factor of 5 increase reductio of the original admittance of the Main Ring when it
over the lminoity achieved by all the other modifications was commissioned 20 years ago) is the result of the
inmiled in the Tevatron complex prior to tie cmmissioing introduction of vertical dispersion from the CDF and DO
of the Main Injector. The primary design goal is to achieve an 'overpasses', even though the DO overpass is only a few feet in
opeating luminosity in the Tevatron Collider of at least verical dimenson Also, the incre in the nmber of Main
""xIO31 ;w2sec-l. All components of the Fermilab III king injection and extraction devices has futher limited the
propmm built and commissioned to dale have met or exceeded aperure. The F!I is designed with an admkttce at 8 GeV in
their design performaice, yielding a hope of not only excess of 40 x umrad. Great cae has been tken to place
achieving the 5x1031 cm 2 jW-•" luminosity, but perhaps injection and extraction devices at advantageous ocations in
reaching a level of pefmanceup to lx1032 cm' 23e'l. Te the lattice. Also, a 1.5 second cycle time to 120 GeV for
exact expectaim co be more peeisely stated after operation amiproton production and a 1.8 second cycle time for neutrino
of the Tevatron Collider with the Linac Upgrade (an earlier production is envisioned. These requirements have implied te
put of Fermilab 111) is acieved in late 1993. necessity of designing new conventional copper and iron

The FMI project goal is to functionally and physically magnets of good field quality over a large aperture with cost
repbl the operation of the 150 GeV accelerator (the original effective high rate ramping chracteristics. Power supplies and
Fermilb cionventional magnet "Main Ring") which presently if capabilities to match these specifications are also critical.
shwars the 6.3 km circumference main tunnel of the Fermilab On the other hbad, certain items may be rcycl from the
accelertor cmplex with the superconducting Tevatron. The existing Main Ring to the extent that quantities are available
150 GeV accelerator is the third accelerator of the four and the expected lifetimes are reasonable. Main Ring
accelerator cascade at Fermilab (Linac, 8 GeV Booster, 150 quadrupoles are such an example of devices planned for re-
GeV accelerator, Tevatron). After the aforementioned Linac utilization. Other items can be used for different purposes; for
Upgrade Project is operational, protons will be injected at 400 example, the 8 GeV tansfer line from the Boost t1 the Main
MeV into the Booster. Injector is approximately 750 metrs long and will utilize one

The FMI is an approximately circular (rather mome type of Main Ring dipole.
elliptical due to siting considerations) accelerator 28/53 the An active Research and Development program,
circumference of the present "Main Ring." Twelve (12) expected to cost $16.7MK is nearing completion. All the R&D
"Booster balches" ae presently used to fill the Main Ring and program is expected to be concluded in approxinmtely 18
tuanfrred to the Tevatron for injection and acceleration for months. This program has included the development and

testing of new FMI dipole magnets the associated dipole
Opemaed by the Universities Research A.sociatim, Inc.. magnet power suMppLes specialized quadrupole and sextupole

miter conrct with the U.S. Depatment of Energy magnets, and rf power amplifiers. The first two prototype
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dipoles wee completed in 1991 and extensively measured Challenge Grant funding. On August 15. 1992, the Title I
whb 'endpack' designs were dveloped. In conformance with package (in five volumes: technical systems, civil
a U.S.Departmat of Energy (DOE) business strategy construction, technical components cost estimates, civil cost

n in I1992 a program to execute the majority of estimates, and an energy conservation report) was submitted
the dipole magnet construction using outside commercial to DOE. After review, this material was accepted and in
vendm was developed. Twelve (12) additional R&D dipole September 1992 the Acquisition Executive approved KD-2
magnets ae now under construction, with Fermilab acting as (develop civil and technical Title 11 - i.e. bid packages - for the
the general contractor for the work, but with only final entire project) and a limited KD-3 (start project construction)
assembly (and less than 10% of the value added) being which was further augmented (but is still limited) in April
accomplished at Fermilab. Contracts, some with options to 1993. As a result, almost all of the available FMI
extend to production quantities, have been bid and negotiated appropriations are now under contract; the exception being
(some using Source Evaluation Boards) for copper coils, coil that to date no annual contingency funding has been required
insulation, magnet lamination steel, and steel 'half-core or requested. As soon as the planned FY93 bidding activity is
stacking.' complete, some of the contingency may be requested for

A prototype dipole power supply is under construction schedule advancement. It will also be necessary to have an
and nearing completion at site E4R where a ground level 'unlimited' KD-3.
tunnel enclosure was created for an SSC magnet test string Under the authority of the Acquisition Executive,
operated at Fermilab. The SSC testing is complete, and the several major contracts have been awarded. A fixed-price
equipment has been removed, and the site is available for a contract ($5.6M) has been signed with the architectural and
FMI test string utilizing the R&D dipole power supply engineering firm Fluor Daniel for the delivery of all the civil
powering a string of the R&D dipoles. A second R&D dipole Title 11 by April 1994. The point of closet approach of the
power supply will also be built. The rf R&D program has FMI to the Tevatron (near tangency) is known as MI-60 in the
included a comparison of commercially available components FMI lattice. This is the location of the FMI rf straight section.
with the performance rec rients. Units will be load tested It is also, above ground, the location of the largest of the FMI
this year. service buildings, housing the FMI rf and power supplies for

Congress first appiluriated funding for the FMI in one-sixth of the FMI. It is also the location of the 'drop hatch'
FY92 in the amount of $15M. This was later reduced by and associated underground labyrinth for FMI component
Congressional recision to $11.65M. For FY93 an additional delivery. Because of its proximity to the existing Tevatron,
$15M was appropriated, bringing the tot appropriated to date and the necessity to operate the Tevatron during construction,
to $26.65M. The latest approved FMI total project estimated it is a complex civil construction project. Significant amounts
cost (TEC), completed for the Title I review, is $194M in of sheet piling need to be driven in a line parallel to the
$FY$91, which translates to $222.5M in SFY$Then Year with existing Tevatron rf straight section labeled F0. Radiation
the presently assumed Office of Management and Budget shielding must be maintained. The structural integrity of the
(OMB) schedule for funding and escalation. The Total Project Tevatron enclosure and F0 buildings must be maintained. The
Cost (TPC) including R&D, spares, and Pre-Operating is pile driving must not disrupt the operation of the Tevatron
$FY$91 220.5M and SFY$Then Year 252.5M. with colliding beam. It was decided to work on this

No part of the FY92 appropriation was released by complicated project first. The civil work was divided, after
DOE until late in FY92, and then only for very limited discussion, into two pieces (mostly below grade and mostly
purposes. The development of FMI conceptual designs, FMI above grade) and bid separately, with the above grade work to
environmental assessment documents, approval of wetlands follow the labyrinth construction. Advantageous bids, below
mitigation designs, and the selection of an outside A&E firm the Title I and Title II estimates, were obtained. These were
(Fluor Daniel) has been previously reported [2]. These efforts for approximately $3.6M for the below grade and $2.5M for
were directed towards obtaining DOE Acquisition Executive the above grade construction. The below grade construction
approval of the first Key Decisions (KD's) in May 1992 and began in March 1993, and by the first week of May 1993
the acceptance by DOE of the FMI Environmental approximately one-third of the sheet piling area was driven to
Assessment as indicated by the publication of a "Final grade (of an expected total of about 7,000 square meters [1.75
FONSI" (Finding Of No Significant Impact) in the Federal acres] steel surface). Excavation had begun to the level of
Register. The FONSI was published in early July 1992. At below grade bracing. All construction at the MI-60 area
that time, based upon a very limited approval from the should be complete by April 1994. The next civil package to
Acquisition Executive, civil work began on the wetlands be prepared for bids is for site preparations, including most of
mitigation. The May 1992 KD's (KD-0 and KD-I) accepted the underground electrical and control cable conduit
the project baseline based upon the latest conceptual design construction, various water systems around the FMI, and
reort (CDR 3.1) and authorized the release of FMI Project provision for temporary power on aerial lines. Also,
funds for the development of Title I. This was the first federal construction roads for access for enclosure construction,
funding spent on the FMI at the A&E firm; all earlier work in located over the utilities, is required. This bid period closes at
support of the Environmental Assessment and the Wetlands the end of May, with award and construction expected to
Mitigation bid package was perftomed using State of Illinois begin in June 1993. In FY94 construction on the FMI Ring
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Enclosu•e In a counter-clockwise (viewed from above) originating directly from the FMI will be available, and that
fude from MI-60 should commence, contingent upon technical and civil designs are consistent with these
Acquistlion Executive approval and funding. requirements.

Als, consistent with Acquisition Executive approvals The project schedule is, at present, completely funding
received in April 1993, contracts for the first production limited. An example of this statement is the fact that based
quantities of dipole magnet copper coils and magnet steel will upon the actual commitment of over $20M for civil and
shortly be signed. It is already known, however, that as in the technical contracts in FY93 (using funds from FY92 and
case of civil contracts to date, the pricing for these first FY93) the latest DOVER review of the FMI project in March
technical component contacts is very favorable. 1993 agreed that not only could the FMI project responsibly

Additional accts of the past year include commit $52M as proposed in the DOE worksheets provided at
the approval of the FMA Preliminary Safety Analysis Report that review; the review committee wrote in its report that the
(PSAR) and DOE concurrence with the classification of the FMI could easily and responsibly commit $75M in FY94. The
facility as 'Low Hazard.' A Technical Safety Review President's budget request shows $25M for FY94, which
Committee concurred with the PSAR and accompanying severely limits progress towards the FMI and is estimated to
presentations. As recommended by the Technical Safety add about 13 months to the schedule. Unless some relief of
Review, a Civil Safety Implementation Plan was written and this constraint is obtained project completion could extend to
approved, based upon the Fermilab Civil Safety Procedures. late in 1998.
As suggested by the Technical Safety Review panel, a FMI project management is very encouraged by the
document to address the n,-'-civil construction safety progress of the project to date. Formal groundbreaking was
considerations of the FMI is under draft. The Project held on March 22, 1993. Progress on all civil and technical
Management Plan was approved by DOE March 15, 1993. design and R&D efforts has been rapid given the available
The Configuration Management Plan and a Project Control funding and Acquisition Executive approval rate. Actual
System are in various stages of draft and circulation and contracts have been placed at very favorable pricing. The
review with DOE. Advanced Procurement Plans were written physics priority of this project (second only to the SSC) for
and approved for the FMI dipoles and dipole power supplies, the national program has been repeatedly endorsed. These
including the procedures for using Source Evaluation Boards. endorsements are found in the HEPAP subpanels reports
A FMI Project Specific Quality Implementation Plan (SQIP) known as "Sculli" and "Witherell" reports. Project
was written, and associated SQIPs for various support management is anxious to complete the job and to provide the
organizations were prepared. These are under review. A DOE research community the advantages of this excellent research
audit of the FMI Project Quality Assurance (QA) plans and facility.
procedures was held in late April 1993.

The specifications for the FMI were prepared by the REFERENCES
staff of the Fermilab Accelerator Division. Based upon these
specifications, staff from the Main Injector Department and !1] S. D. Holmes, "Achieving High Luminosity in the
the Accelerator Physics Department of the Accelerator Fermilab Tevatron," Conference record of the 1991
Division have done a large amount of simulation (tracking) to IEEE Particle Accelerator Conference, San Francisco,
confirm that the dipole magnet design and lattice design are California, May 6-9,1991, pp. 2896.
acceptable. These studies have included confirmation of the
injection and extraction system design specifications, so that [2] D. Bogert, W. Fowler, S. Holmes, and P. Martin, "The
technical component design may proceed. Also, staff from Status of the Fermilab Main Injector," XVth

these departments have worked to ensure that a variety of International Conference on High Energy Accelerators,
fixed target physics options based upon research with protons Hamburg, Cermany, Vl. 1L p. 492, (July 20-24, 1992).
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Co. 1 trc~g Hig 14umrg Accdelertnr Under DOE's "New Culture" for
'and Safe: An EXampke the Fermilab 150 GeV Main Injector Proton

Synchroron

W. Fowler
Ferm Natkmal A~wraor LAeWy

P.O0. DWe 5M0 batevba ML 60510

Ah~c The NEPA legislation besides setting forth a national
policy for dbs environmmnt, established the Council on

Fenall*b has initiated cousnuctumed of a new Main Evrn ntlQuality (CBt)). The CEQ issued Reagulations
hebr(115006V profto symchreurem)-to tak fth plac of the for Implementing dhe Procedurl Provisions of NEPA. These

curren Maim Rifg accelerator. "New Cuhn enviomna rules ame found in fth Code of Federal Regulations (40 CFR
and safety qptdom have been addressed. The paper will Parts 130-5 06S). Thuis s where the methodology of
&Wdoti h necessary steps doa were mcomplisbad in order to Environmental impact Statements (EIS) with the final action
*oMb the permits which controlled the sart of construction, of a Record of Decision (ROD) was established. MAli the

Obviously these depend on site-specific cicustncs simpler process of -n Eaviroometal Assessment followed by
however, som. steps, are universally applicable. In the a Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI) or a
example floodplains and wetlands were affected and therefoe determination dthat E IS is required was outlied.
the National Environmental Protection Act (NEPA) As Watkins' emphasized, it is important to start fth

; Honi -Pln was a sdgiikutt Issu. 11W important feature was NEPA process as early as possible; however, It is obvious dom
to redhuce the relevant regulations to a concise: set of easily the. design kms to have progressed sufficiently dot enough

requhemenfta min to perform the work required information is available that environmental studies ame
in order to proceed with the accelerator construction in a feasible. In the case of the Fermilab Main Injector (FhM), this
timely fashion. The effort required and the associated time point was reached in the fall of 1989.
line will be presented so that other new accelerawo proposals The FMI will be a 150 GeV accelerator with a
can beandit from the experience gaine from this exuple. circumference of about cue-half that of the existing Main

Ring. The FMG would he situated tangent to the Tevatron at
L INTRODUCTON the FO straight section[2J in fth southwest corne of the

Fermilab site. The FM! is being constructed using newly
The paperfl] "Designing High Energy Accelerators designed (ibon and coppver) dip~ole mawaeb.

Under DOE!s "New Culture" for Envirconment and Safety: An Th 5,Jr, whose location Is shown in F~gur 1. must
Example, the Fermilab 150 GeV Main Injector Proton serve a numbe of purposes. It must function as a bi-
Syncharotron,- given at the 1991 conerence described the dietiouni injector into fth Tevatina. This means it must be
NEPA requirements that were ben moesrnenlMfedIP near and approximately tangent to the Tevatim. Secondly, It
to since, February 1990 when Amiral! Watkins (tL, th ne must receive 8 G3eV protons from the Booster and 8 GeV
Secretary o Energ placed Into effect his -Mew Culture. - anJXototR flOm the Andrt~lonm Sotirce. It must also provide

In, hIs February notice Watkins reiterated how, in 120 GeV protonsa to the antiproton targeL Finally, fth FMI
forming his Initiatives, "I found that many of the Departinenes mustn provide a 120 GeV beam to the present Feuinilab fixed
activities under NEPA badl been carried out in a decetralized target facility bard Wife.

norwalormandselfdefatig mnne. I lsostae The1 principal housing of the FMI utilize below grade
intention to become personally involved in NEPA decision e~srs wFIrn nlsr sa vlsipd eo
mnaking and to ensur that NEPA actions are more closely grade strulctuire, approximately 10,90W long, with a 10' wide
coordinated With fth governors. of the state which host DOE by 8! high cross section. Thle floor of the enclosure will be

Leveluxldat an elvation of 713'6above sea level, 18' to 33'
"windeed," Watkins continued, "mission goals are bes below existing grade. Earth shielding burm over the FM!

served by early and adequate NEPA planning, which avoids enclosure provide the required 21' of earth equivalent
the delays that often follow 11lth-hour consideration of NEPA sliieldiuig.
requirements, lbe resulting failure to comply fully With 'd:- Details concerning the "Status of the Fermilab Main
requiements and ultimately, the necessity to cure NEPA- Inject Project," VD). Bogert at al, are contained in paper
relateud deficiencies before an important project may proceed. Gc22[3J of this conference.
If the Departunent is to err in its judgment as to the extent to
NEPA review required of new projects% it should err on the H-F NVIRONMENTALLY SIGNIFICANT
side of full disclosure and complete assessment of ACTIONS
environmental pacL*

Beginning in April 1990, $200,000 of Illinois
Challenge Grant funds became available to conduct

*Operawe bY the Univesities Research Association, Inc., environmental studies and preliminary design. The first
und~erctmbIwt the U.S. Department of Energy activity was to prepare the application for the joint permit for

&4S3-120.f303,OsO 1993 HM37



Fluor Daniel drawings and specifications, was issued on April
u m maiou3. 1992 so that this was in hand when the DOE released the
amr 6oou funds for the weanmdiflooplain construction work.

witl Gmoms Due to favorable weather conditions in the fail of 1992,
*-all the wetland/floodplain work was compleed without

incident with the exception of planting of the newly created 8
acres of wetland area. Spring planting is now underway and a
five year monitoring program required by the COE is being
put in place.

SThe great blue heron okery which hal been iecated in
INECTOR the approximate center of the new ring, was abandoned prior

/ • ,a... to the start of the FMI construction. This was due to the
presence of a red-tailed hawk which decided to neut in the

MOMsame tree and drove off the herons as they arrived. The herons
took advantage of an alternate site in the center of the existing
accelerator ring where the trees had reached a height suitable
for heron nests and have not returned to the old site in
subsequent seasons.

Another important event occured on October 1, 1992
when a new provision of the "Clean Water Act" was brought
into enforcement. The Illinois Environmental Protection
Agency (IEPA) took on the task of enforcing the requirement
for permits for stormwater discharges associated with

Figure 1. Fermilab Main Injector location. Indian Creek construction activities in the State of Illinois. Since the FMI
crosses the ring at several points. Approximately 100 acres of was under construction at that time a National Pollutant
wetland is adjacent to the creek. The area of wetland that has Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) stoamwater discharge
been permanently filled is six acres. permit was required. The procedure adopted by IEPA was that

they issued a general permit on October 20, 1992. Fermilab on
filling of the wetlands and the modification of the floodplain September 24, 1992 based on an earlier draft issued a Notice
of Indian Creek. The application was submitted in September of Intent (NO!) to qualify under the Illinois general permit.
1990. Requirements include that Fermilab must have on file a

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (COE) issued the Stoenwater Pollution Protection Plan which is kept up-to-date
permit for filling the wetlands on June 26, 1991. Special by revisions as details of construction activities become firm.
conditions were included which required their approval of In addition, an Environmental, Safety and Health Procedures
construction drawings prior to initiating construction. for Soil Erosion and Sediment Control for Construction

In parallel, an Environmental Assessment (EA) was Activities was prepared. Of interest is that each contractor
prepared which required several dr-,ts. The submission to the signs a Certification that he understands the terms and
environmental part of DOE occurred in April 1991. After conditions of the NPDES permiL
publication for public comment the EA was found acceptable Figure 2 shows an air view of the Fermilab site with a
and a FONSI was issued on July 6, 1991. Of particular white oval indicating the position of the tunnel. The FMI
importance to the FMI Project was that this action included construction is entirely within the Fermilab site an4 with the
the finding that no EIS was required. If this had not been the exception of the wetlands referred to in the above, involves
case, the EIS process would have added an estimated 1 1/2 previously farmed, almost flat areas.
years to the project's duration. Illinois provided an additional
grant of $2,000,000 in the spring of 1991 of which $500,000
was specified for environmental efforts. IH. ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

Using the above plan, the funds expended for the
environmental effort for the FMI is estimated to be $1,400,000 While it is true that I played a major role in the NPDES
since Fermilab has matched the funds of the State of Illinois as activity before the stormwater permit was required beginning
required by the terms of the Grant. on October 1, 1992, the work associated with this new

Because of the availability of Illinois funds it was requirement was carried out by Rod Walton and Linda Even.
possible to hire the architectlengineering fim of Fluor Daniel
who prepared construction drawings and specifications for the
wetland/floodplain construction. These were submitted to the IV. REFERENCES
COE who approved the package on February 5, 1992, and on
July 15, 1992 the COE was notified in accordance with
another special condition that construction would start on July [1] William B. Fowler, "Designing High Energy
22, 1992. Accelerators Under DOE's "New Culture" for

The Illinois Department of Transportation/Division of Environment and Safety: An Example, the Fermilab
Water Resources also had to approve the work, which Main Injector Proton Synchrotron," Conference Record
included the creation of 22 acre-feet of floodwater storage, in of the 1991 IEEE Particle Accelerator Conference,
the floodplain of Indian Creek. Their permit, based on the Vol 2, p. 854.
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Figure 2. Air view of the Fermilab site with heavy white oval indicating the location of the new accelerator tunnel.

[2] The Main Ring and Tevatron Accelerators are designed section are labeled AO, BO ...... FO, and are spaced
with six straight sections, where the beam travels a equally around the ring.
short distance in a straight line, alternative with six arc
sections where it follows the path of a circle with a [3] D. Bogert et al, "The Status of the Fermilab Main
radius of one kilometer. These 150-m long straight Injector Project", paper Gc22 of this conference.
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Performance and Comparison of the Different Coalescing Schemnes, Used in
the Fermilab Main Ring.

L. Kourbanis, G. P. Jackson, X. Lu
Fermi National Accelerator Laboretory,*P.O. Box .500 Batavia, Illinois 60510

Abstract A~Ni

The two different coalescing schemes used in the Fermilabtos
Main Ring during the last coillider run are compared using
the ESME f 1] simulation program. The simulation resultswae
wre compared with the operational data. Finally, possible
improvements are suggested.L

INTRODUCTION

Two types of coalescing are being used in the Main Rfing -

during this coilider run. The first is the traditional type
of coalescing which was used b~efore (2], and the second is
the so called "SNAP" coalescing used for protons. The
voltage waveform vs. time for the two types of coalescing
is shown in Fig-I. In the regular type of coalescing 11-15 ____________

h=1113 (53 Mh8) bunches are accelerated to 1.50 GreV in
the Main Ring and the RF voltage is adiabatically reduced Figuire 1: Voliagf vs tirni: for Regular- and SNAP 6'oakesc-
by paraphasing to a low value (depending on the beam n
emittance) until the beam area fills the rf bucket. Then g
the bunches are coalesced Iby a rotation in a 2.5 plus 5.0
MHz bucket and recaptured in a 53 MHz bucket. The.U 1: AVs 01V21COI= M Owhole coalescing process in this case. takes about. I sec. -1119 COMD jIIAV uýI,. TE1 MLC

In SNAP coalescing the parapluasiuug has beeni re- ENIA EAM fm rw

placed with a rotation. The 53 MHz voltage is suddenly (OT-SM) COMANCE11 COiiNCZ1 AE
____ A_ E (NOV) AR (NOV) owreduced to 30-50 kV (depending on the beami eniittance) .041.60) 6.00

where the bucket height equals the. brain height. Then the 06.70 8.______

beam is left to rotate for a quarter of a period in order to 9.10 U.60

achieve. the minimum AE. The rest of the coalescing p~ro- 0.30 129 126. 1.9
ces is the same as in the regular coalescing. The SNAP

coalscig poces tkes bou 20 inec.The captuire- volt~age itsedl was 800 kV. reskilting in a final
loiigituchinal e-iiit~t.ance of 3.78 e.Y-sec. It turns out that

ESME COMPARISON P.eve iii regular coa~lescinig whiere the .53 MHz rf volt~age is
reduced till thie beanii fills the bucket., the inaxiimum buick-et.

The program ESME was used t~o compajre the two (ofl- height. achIieved is still larger t~hanu I-le AE of a rectangle
lescing schemes. We considleredl 11 buniches with variable wvith, base. equial to the .53 MHz bucket. width of 18.9 iuser
longitudinal emittance rotated in a 1)uicket. formied by 20.6 adarea 1-illto0 1the[alle11tal~.IiSNPcae
kV of 2.5 MHz and 4.12 kV of -'.0 MHz. Tlue~, values were ing. dhie to auouaiuuearit~ies in the rotation, the beami does
chosen because they are. the nuaximuni voltages available. no extendc to the edge-S of the bucke~t. As a re-sult, the

"*Opceraited by the -Uitivers.jties Repac Asminis untj..r 4-b AE after the rotation is larger thatt thme AE in the regular
tract With thle LI.. S. Depiu-tminuti if Enmergy coalescing. Table I coiathius the 9 5r% AE of the beami as
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Figure 3: Fraction of beam captured in .aitclite.s vs ion- "SNAP" Coalkwsclug

iutudinal emiffance for Rcgular and "SNAP" Coalescing
computed by ESME OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCE

ESME sinnrtlatioit results were (omiplared with experi-
"ient. by uIsing a Main1 Ring cycle with low intensity (tocalculated from ESME at the end of laraplhasing for reg- avoid emiittance hlowilp at, transition) and using an injec-

ular coalescing and at tihe emd of the .53 MHz rotation for tion phase unisrraatch to vary the longitudinal emittaince.
SNAP coalescing, compared at ditferent heam emittances. Tire results of thi.n comparison are plot.ted in Fig. 4 and
Also shown in the same table is the AE for the equivalent Fig. 5. From tes e. figurets we see that the experimelr-
rectangle. As shown in Tahle 1, tlie Iaralplmsing in regular tal data agree fairly well with the ESME simulation pre-coalescing leads to a blowump in the beam enittance of a dictions. The data also show that the capture efficien-
factor of 1.6, while the rotation in SNAP coalescinhg leads ties achieved with regllar c:oalescinrg are ablout 10% higher
to a blowup of about 2.0. The capture efficiency for both than SNAP coalescing for the same ernittancle. The prob-
coalescing schemes versus long. emittance ;s calculated lenr with regular coalescing is that at higher intenrsities the
by ESME is plotted in Fig. 2. As expected tile eflh'ienicy bunches becomne umistahle during the adliabatic deburich-
varies linearly with long. emittatace. The fraction of tile irg. having I remillt the blowutp of tile longitudinal emit-
beam captured in tile two nearest sattelite1 buckets as a ttnrce alld the evettrnal deterioration of the coalescing ef-
function of the longitudinal ennittance for tile two coale,- firietrcy. This is. tile rea'son that. regular coalescing is used
ing schemes is plotted in Fig. 3. Onfly for tre low int.e.•sit.y arntiprotons while SNAP coa-
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Ieeling is used for the protons. During collider operations
we coaece 13-15 proton bundihs with typical intensities
of 2 x 10L ppb and emittances of 0.28-0.30 eV-sec. The
capure efficiency varies Imtween 64 % for 15 bunches to
61 % for 13 bunch with about 20 % of the beamn cap-
tared in the two neighboring sattelites. Typical coalesced
proton bunches have intensities of 130 - 150 x 101 ppb,
while * few bunches have been observed with 165 x 109
ppb. Thee values agree with ESME predictions which are
58% for 16 bunches and 62% for 13 bunches. Antipro-
tow have a parabolic bunch intensity and emittance pro-
file, i.e the intensity and emittance is larger for the central
bunches. The typical longitudinal emittance of the central
antiproton bunches is 0.23-0.25 eV-sec and the cxalescing
efficiency is about 85-88% in agreement with the ESME
values of 89-92%. Typical coalesced antiproton intensities
are 65 x 100.

A new method of coalescing called SNAP has been suc-
cesfuffy tried in the Fermilab Main Ring in order to avoid
the instability problems happening during adiabatic de-
bunching at high intensities. In the future we. plan to add
a second harmonic cavity (106 MHz) in order to linearize
the rotation in the 53 MHz bucket. This will make SNAP
coalescing as efficient as regular coalescing.

REFERENCES

[1) S. Stahl and J. MacLachlan, "Users Guide to ESME
v.7.1", Fermilab internal notr TM-165O(2/90).

[2] P. Martin, K. Meisner, H. Miller, G. Nicholls, D. Wild-
man, *Performazi cc of tht. RF Bunch Cale•scing in
the Fermilab Main Riug" IEEE Trans. Nuci. Sci. NS-
32, No. 5, 1684 (1985).
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Operational Experience with Collimators in the Tevatron Collider

S. M. Pruss
Ferni National Accelerator Laboratory

P.O. Box 500, Batavia, IL 60510

Figure 1
ABSrIRACt ,,,.. -.aýi. 4 AW,.. m. s,..

During the last year the Tevatron Collider has been
running not only with two new low beta insertions and
delswsstatic sepaators to keep the protons and p-bars from
coliding anywh except where desired, but also with a new ___

collimator system. We report on this system, including |:
sensitivity of halo evolution to Tevatron operating point - 4-

IDMRODUCTION
In aprevious paper', Ireported on the design for the halo 41 13

scraper system to be used in the present Tevatron Collider run. All
In this system, eight scrapers are available. Because of the
sepaated _oris, protons and anti-protous must be scraped
independently. There are scrapers for both vertical and
horizontal planes. For every primary scraper, there is a
secondary scraper to catch particles scattered back out of the
edge of th prDmary scraper. This design has not been required is ni UsWM 4

for operaons, however. Of the eight scrapers installed, only E O MAI N RING RO i

fouar e normally used. The design provided for ie i EFFET OF MAIN RING RAMP
of using the scrapers to localize beam loss away from the It is fortunate that it has proved not necesary to use the
experiments sad thus use scrapers during colliding running as collimators to shield the experiments from losses during their
shields for the experiments. Just as in the 1989 run however2 , data-taking, since the Main Ring ramp stray field has a large
it is only necessary to scrape away the inita lare i effect on losses and reduces the efficiency of the secondary
hlob at the start of a store, and tn eolimor to clean up particles scattered from the primary.
about three beam sigma. If the machine parameters have been Figure 2.
set to keep the particle betatron tunes well away from ,,, Figure 2
resonance lhnes, then once the large betatron amplitude (halo)
particles have been scraped away, the background loss rates at
the two experiments are tolerable for them - 2 to 10 kHz.

SINGLE BEAM EXTINGUISH DATA 3 N'
The most significant change from the 1989 coilider run for i K. 5

the scraper system is the seperated orbits of the protons and Mn
anti-protons. It is no longer normally possible to scrape the .
halo of both beams with a single scraper. The single ...................
exception to that statement is any beam that has been lost
from the RF bucket and is losing energy by sychrotron
radiation. These particles, both protons and anti-protons,
gradually drift toward the radial inside of the machine and can
be removed by a single scraper at a high dispersion point,
Figure 1 below shows the effect of moving the primary anti- -_

proton verticle collimator down from above into and through i ,,
the anti-proton beam. The anti-proton intensity signal is References
somewhat noisy, but can be seen to decrease from -40E9 to 0 (1) S.M.Pruss. "A Design for a Beam Halo Scraper System for the
as the collimator moves from right to left from about 40 mils Tevatron Collider." in 1991 IEEE Particle Accelerator
to about -60 mils. The proton signal remains at about 350E9 Conference, San Francisco. Calif.. May 1991. pp. 2340-
all during this process. Finally, just below -100 mils, the 2341.
proton signal began to drop..This is consistent with the flying (2)S.M.Pruss.C.Crawford.D.Finley and M.Harrison, "Operational
wire measure of the beam sigma of 25 to 30 mils and a beam Experience with Using Collimators to Remove Halo in the
seperation of about 5sigma. Tevatron Collider." in 1989 IEEE Particle Accelerator

Conference. Chicago. IL.. March 1989. pp. 439-440.
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Reliability of the Fermflab Antiproton Source

E. Harms, Jr.
Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory*
P. O. Box 500, Batavia, IL 60510 USA

Abaow

This paper reports on the reliability of the Table 1 lists the dates and duration of physics
Fermilab Antiproton source since it began operation runs of the Pbar source. Data for this paper is limited
in 1985. Reliability of the complex as a whole as well to that gathered during these periods. The time
assubsystem performance is summarized. Also between runs has been spent on machine
discussed is the trending done to determine causes of improvement beam studies or shutdowns for system
significant machine downtime and actions taken to improvements and additions.
reduce the incidence of failure. Finally, results of a
study to detect previously unidentified reliability IH. RELIABILITY
limitations are presented.

Reliability was studied in three ways: by means
I. INTRODUCTION of recorded downtime, a Equipment Failure Report

(EFR) system maintained by Pbar source personnel,
The Fermilab Antiproton source consists of two and analyzing the frequency and reasons behind

storage rings, the Debuncher and Accumulator, which losses of stacks in the Accumulator.
operate at a nominal energy of 8 GeV, a production
target station, and beam lines connecting the rings A Downtime
and the target station to each other as well as the
Fermilab Bc ster and Main Ring During the current Machine downtime is recorded by an applications
Tevatron Collider run, the source has achieved an all- program resident on the Fermilab Accelerator controls
time peak stacking rate of 4.54 X10 10 pbars per consoles. Main Control Room operators log items that
hour and a record peak Accumulator intensity of cause any program interruption. Every entry provides
1.61X10 1 2  antiprotons. Typically, 2.7X10 7  the identity of the device causing the downtime, the
antiprotons are produced and stacked in the subsystem to which it belongs, the duration of the
Accumulator based on a flux of 1.8X10 12 120 GeV interruption, and detail of the problem. Off-line

analysis capability is also provided. Table 2protons striking the production target every stacking summarizes recorded Pbar source downtime since 1
cycle.Feray197

Since its first operation in 1985 the Antiproton February, 1987.The 1255.85 hours of recorded downtime is 7.6%
source complex has provided antiprotons for three of the total accelerator complex downtime during the
Tevatron Collider runs. During fixed target periods ithas served the needs of E760 studying the period. The two major contributors of Antiproton

source downtime are the antiproton production target
spectroscopy of charmormum states produced by Pp station and beam transport line power supplies. Both
collisions in the Accumulator [1]. deserve further mention.

Antiprotons produced by targeting 120 GeV
Table 1 protons are collected by the Lithium lens. Failures of

FNAL Pbar Source Operations History this device account for 245 of the 300 recorded hours
for Physics Runs that the target station was not operational. There

DAM luM2 PDUoRAoIORAU were eleven instances where repair or replacement of
(wnm a lens/transformer assembly was necessitated by

failures of the cooling water channels during the
14 Tevatron Collider 1988-89 Collider run. This period was the worst in

to MaY, 1987 terms of lens problems. During those 48 weeks of
4 July, IN8 48 Tevatron Collider operation an average of nearly 3 hours of target

to station downtime was accrued per week of source
4 Juneo 1989 operation. An average of 1.5 hours per week is the
10July, 1991 s E760 norm for the run in progress. Thanks to

to improvements in lens/transformer design and
20 Jan., 1992 manufacture, the lens problems of 1988-89 have not
4 May,1992 50 (to date) Tevatron Collidor been repeated [2].

to The second leading cause of target station down
"prsent time is failures of the pulsed magnet that bends 8

GeV negatively charged particles into the AP2 line.

Work supported by the United States Department Whereas five pulsed magnets failed between April
of Energy under Contract No. DE-AC02-76CH03000. 1987 and October of 1991, there has yet to be a
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hilure sinde a magnet of now design was installed in during normal operating periods; repairs and
,January 1992. The new magnet is a single-turn, replacements made during extended scheduled
wat e1Goled. radiation hard device. mainteac periods are not so documented. Figure 1

is a summary of EFR data.
Table 2

Summary of FNAL Pbar Source Downtime

Boms or asaorrmn100..50
3m. Dowwrns= or PDAx

_ _ _ _ Lj4o . 20001

goo"20. owo
sumlies a- ýPWO

Debunhehr power 122.13 9.7 , -ft Aw"MI

Accumlato inRuv s system 90.2 7.Debunche RIF systms 883i59 3.0

000u1mWm'_ooi systemst t _ .4 Figure 1
Sst s ic 5.41 2.0 Summary of FNAL Pbar sourceob soa t 2.Equipment Failure Reports

Production target 299.70 -23.9station, In general, three classes of power supplies are

Dieinmtice 13.5 1.1 used to excite Pbar source rings and beam line
Correction elements and 8.15 0.S magnets: those with output less than 1 kW for dipole

_ IIem_- orrectors, those with output in the 1 to 80 kW range
u laneous 168.51 18.4 for beam transport elements and ring quadrupoles

Controls 82.08 2.5 and sextupoles, and those with output more than 1
Total 1"To.8F I0.0 MW for ring dipoles and major beam line dipole

strings. The low power supplies contribute the second
leading number of incidents, yet the least amount of

The largest single contributor to beam line supply repair time because these supplies are more often
downtime both in terms of hours accumulated and replaced rather than repaired in the field. The middle
number of occurrences was the original power supply class has the most failures, though problems usually
for the pulsed extraction septum (Lambertson) lie with instrumentation or metering rather than
magnets from the Main Ring to the production target. actual internal problems. Devices comprising the
Thi device accounted for over a quarter of the total third class, while having the fewest failures, generally
for this category. In the summer of 1988 the power take the longest time to repair. A fourth class of
supply was replaced by that of a different design devices, shunts for fine control of individual elements
which to date has accumulated only 15.8 hours of in series strings of dipoles or quadrupoles, have their
downtime. share of failures as well.

More recently, overheating magnets in the AP2 The Accumulator and Debuncher each contains
line connecting the target station to the Debuncher three radiofrequency systems. DRFI, the Debuncher
have contributed approximately 30 hours of 53 MHz bunch rotation and debunching system, has
downtime scattered over more than 90 such generated the greatest number of EFRs in the RF
incidents. The frequency of such occurrences has been system category. This is primarily due to the larger
minilmized in part by ramping those magnet strings number of components in this system than in the five
most prone to overheating rather than running them others. DRF1 is comprised of eight cavities generating
DC. Plans are being formulated to mitigate such up to 1 MV each while the five other RF systems
problems in the future by flushing out the entire Pbar combined total six cavities generating substantially
source water system and adding filtering during the less voltage with a lower duty factor.
upcoming scheduled shut down. Traveling Wave Tube (TWT) power supplies

dominate the Stochastic Cooling generated EFR's.
B. Equ~pm. At Failure RSPOrtS Seventy-five such supplies drive the final stage of

amplification of the stochastic cooling kickers for the
Another reliability indicator is Equipment Failure nine cooling system used in the Antiproton source. No

Reports (EFl's). EfR's are written reports filled out single mode of failure dominates [4].
by technicians making repairs to or replacing faulty Microprocessor-based scanners for the beam line
components. The Pbar EFR system in its current Secondary Emission Monitor (SEM) grids are the most
configuration has been in place since May 1990 [31. troublesome diagnostics component. Many of these
Efr's are filled out only on components which fail devices ae installed in the beam line enclosures and
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are sensitive to the radiation found in those areas.
Some scanners, specifically those in the 120 GeV line Inl. SUMMARY
fm the Main Ring to the target station and near the
major bends in the injection and extraction lines, The Fermilab Antiproton source has been in
have been moved to the quieter environment of operation for nearly seven years. As a whole, it has
&4aot service buildings. The rate of failure of proved to be a reasonably reliable complex The best
devices so moved has dropped significantly. measure of stand-alone up time has come during
Additional scanners will be moved out of the tunnels periods of running for 3760 when 80% of the time
as resources permit. was accounted for either by antiproton sta" or

data taking. Such a measurement for Collider
C Lost Staci operation is complicated by set up time for antiproton

transers to the Main Ringffevatron and a generally
A third measure of reliability is the frequency of greater reliance on the other machines in the

loss of particles stored in the Accumulator, known Formilab complex. There has been an average of 91
colloquially as 'dumping a stack'. Figure 2 stacking hours per week during the present Collider
summarizes the frequency and reasons for dumped run which compares favorably with past operation.
stacks over the history of the Pbar source. On An analysis of the data has yielded no surprises
average, a stack is dumped once per two weeks of as far as uncovering previously undetected reliability
operation. The longest sustained stack was 39.4 limitations.
days achieved during November and December of Known unreliable components are replaced or
1988. upgraded as resources permit. Notable changes to

date include replacement of the power supply
IHUMon War energiing the pulsed extraction septa from the Main! Ring to the target station, improved design and30 manufacture of Lithium lenses, a target station

is 251~ c ý f pulsed magnet of better design, improvements to the
15 design of pulsed magnetic septum magnets, more

10~s .Co 15 reliable capacitors in the kicker magnet modules,
1 0 replacement of RG-220 coaxial cable for the kicker

0 ---- magnet systems [51, and relocation of selected SEM
1q57 198 1991 1992 grid scanners from the beam enclosures to service

vow buildings.

Figure 2 IV. ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
Summary of Dumped Stacks 1987 to present

The author thanks past and present members of
Dumped stack data from 1991 is unique in that the Formilab Accelerator Operations department for

the Accumulator was used as an experimental area providing down time information and Bernard Winer
for 3760. A typical week consisted of 42 hours of of the Fermilab Pbar source department for EFR
antiproton stacking, 92 hours of data taking and summaries.
time for experimental set up and scattered downtime.
Since most stores required decelerating the V.REFERENCES
antiproton beam to an energy less than the
accumulation energy of 8 GeV, what was left of the [1] S. Werkema, private communication
stack at the end of a store was dumped, an access [21 S. ODay, private communication
made if necessary, then the Accumulator turned back [3] J. Marriner, Fermilab Pbar source internal memo
on for antiproton stacking. Fewer component failures [4] W. Mueller, private communication
were encountered due to less stacking time per week [5] J. Petter, "Improved High Voltage Coax for
compared to Collider operation and because Antiproton Source Kicker Pulse Forming
unneeded loads were turned off once set up for a store Networks and Pulse Transmission", Proceedings
was begun. of the 1989 =R Pac e r C,

Over the history of the Pbar source, most dumped Vol. 3, pp. 1951-1953.
stacks have been due to failure of a component in the
Debuncher/Accumulator tunnel. Failure of a pulsed
septum or kicker magnet module was the culprit in
thirteen of the twenty-nine such cases.

Utility glitches or outages have contributed
twenty instances. Most such losses are traceable to
glitches on the transmission grid of the electricity
utility supplying Fermilab.

Only a handful of dumped stacks can be
attributed to human error.
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Multibunch Operation in the Tevatron Collider

J. A. Holt, D. A. Finley and V. Bharadwaj
Fermi Natimal Accelerator Laborutoryt
P. 0. BDo 500, Batavia, IL 60510, USA

expected to exceed 1 x 103 1 cm-2 a- 1. Since the number
of bunches per beam will remain at 6 for that run, the

Abstract number of interactions per crossing will exceed 1.57. Cer-
tain types of physics - not including the discovery of the

The Tovato Ca4ide at Fermilab in the world's high- top quark - awe done more efficiently if the number of in-
et enegy hadron calider, colliding protons with antipro- teractions per crossing is kept well below one. For the
tons at a center of mass enear of 1800 GeV. At pesent subsequent collider run, the typical initial luminosity is
six pralan bunches collide with six antiproton bunches to expected to remain near I x 1031Cm-2s'-. However, the
generate luminosities of up to 9 x 10 cmr-3-I. It is number of bunches per beam will be increased to 36, in
estimated that to reach luminosities sligificantly greater order to reduce the number of interactions per crossing
than IV cmn-s- 1 while minimsing the number of in- to 0.26. For this configuration, the minimum spacing be-
teractitnis per crsing, the number of bunches will have tween bunches will be 21 buckets. With the Main Injector,
to be incemsed. Thirty-six bunch operation looks like the the typical initial luminosity will exceed the Fermilab IIl
most proming plan. This paper looks at the strategies goal of 5 x 10" Cm-2 8-, and the number of interactions
for increasing the number of particle bunches, th, new per crossing will be 1.31, again exceeding one. If neces-
hudwm that needs to be designed and changes to the sary for the types of physics to be done, some modest
operating mode in filling the Tivatron. An interactive improvements to the Antiproton Source and the Tevatron
program which simulates the filling of the Tevatron col- can provide 99 bunches per beam with 7 bucket spacing.
lider is as presented. The time scale for multibunch This would keep the number of interactions per cromming
operatio and pogre towards running greater than six near one for luminoities of 1 x low M-28- 1 .
bienche is given in this paper.

I. INTRODUCTION I!. TEVATRON INJECTION
SIMULATION

The long range Fermilab program requires fully capital- An interactive X Window program has been developed
ising on the world's highest energy accelerator, the Teva. to model-the X W in wrrh- been dess.oped
trom, throughout the decade of the 90's. The program to model the Tevstron multibunch injection proces. The
ealls fo increasing the collider luminosity with each - program conts of three windows. The first window is
essive rnm until peak luminosities of > 5 x 1031 CM_=s- a control window which has a list of which proton and

with the Mainejector and integrated luminosities of in antiproton buckets are filled, a display of the number of
exces of 100 p5- per run are achieved, effectively dou- cromsings at the two experimental areas BO and DO, and
bling the mas rnge accessible for discovery, a menu bar. In the menu bar there are controls to inject

The present collider operates with 6 proton and 6 an- a single bunch, a batch of bunches, clear bunches, and
tiprot= bunches colliding at the two detectors, CDF and RI cog bunches for both protons and antiprotons. The

DO. For the present conafguration, the minimum spacing kicker rise time, flattop time, and fall time can also be

between bunches is 185 buckets. For the present typi- adjusted interactively. The resulting bunch configuration
Cal initial luminosity, 5 x 10ocm-#-l, the number of can *. saved to a file and recalled for later use. Figure I
interactions in the detectors per bunch crossing is 0.79 shows the control window with a thirty-six bunch bucket

(assuming a cram section of 45 mbarns). For the up- configuration.
coining collider run, the typical initial luminosities are There are two types of graphical displays provided. The
f first one is a snapshot of the Tevatron at the moment of

t Operated by the Uiversitie Research Asodatiosjac, time when proton and antiproton buckets number one are
nader coatract with the U.S. Department of Energy crossing FO (the RF straight section). The inner "hash"
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Figure 1: Bunch Injection Control Window Figure 3: Space-time Diagram

S -.

Figure 2: Snapshot in Time of the Tevatron Figure 4: A Time Snapshot for 99x99

marks represent protons, the outer "hash" marks repre- will have to be made for 36x36 operation. At present,
sent antiprotons. The second display is a space-time [1] the abort kicker rise time to full voltage is 4 inec. The
diagram of the Tevatron. Space (distance around the ring) present abort gap is 3.5 psec. The beam can be ejected
is plotted on the horizontal axis and time (in number of when the kicker has reached 75% of its full value. With 36
revolutions) is plotted on the vertical axis. Protons move bunches, the abort gap shrinks to 2.6 psec. Preliminary
diagonally up to the left, the antiprotons to the right. Fig- calculations [2] show that by changing the capacitance
ure 2 is a time snapshot of a 36x36 configuration. Figure and moving the beam orbits downward, this requirement
3 is a space-time diagram for the same configuration. can be met.

The program was used to simulate loading of the Teva- In the ninety-nine bunch scenario, the required antipro-
tron under various constraints. One constraint is that ton injection kicker rise time would be 112 nsec but the
there must be an equal number of crossings at both exper- abort gap would be larger than that for thirty-six bunches.
imental areas (BO and DO). Another important constraint Figure 4 shows a time snapshot for the 99x99 configurs-
is the abort gap length. There must be a large enough gap tion.
for the abort kicker rise time. A workable configuration
calls for three batches of protons and antiprotons contain-
ing twelve bunches each. The three batches are spaced REFERENCES
evenly around the ring. The protons can be loaded as
three batches of twelve bunches each. The bunches within [1] G. Dugan. Conpderation of BIech-Spacing Option.
a batch are twenty-one buckets apart or 376 nsec. The for Mali-Bnch Operation of th9e Tevatron Collider.
antiproton loading scheme will be to load four bunches Fermilab, TM-1637, December 1989.
three times for each of the three batches. Under this sce- [2] Bruce Hanna, private comunication.
nario a kicker with a rise time of less than 376 nsec and
a flattop of at least 1224 nsec (four antiproton bunches
twenty-one buckets apart) is required. A kicker meeting
these requirements is under development.

Some adjustments to the present abort kicker timing
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(uiom l Sxp~s UP with the Tevatron Collider using Separated Orbits

G3. Annala

Fendi National Accelerator Laboratory*. P0 Box SOD, Batavia. Miinis 605 10

Abstract H1. IPACF ONd THE TEVATRONd

Ift mar wil deemutsi , elm* 1aoibf Tevatro for the
399 eald.,w me. Oporatim sad cm ssoigOf

-Nipttl sPu~s 1- w low w beftioandona new ior
872"Mn fosiD"w azMPolu, No ewlfaws" Of the 0001110 The uvnegeM Of elecvmu*tl upuNatorS *boue call for
q will be disbaumud verdcal separaor to be placed Where the uuipOtm abort kicker

used to reside. Because of this, a new abort sytmn was
designed and installed elsewhere in Oth accelerator WA staiglit

L 11(fRODUCflOI4 Sqiunting the beams reqluires tha the particles go olf center
through devices with nonlinear fields. This gives rise to a

During the 1989 coildrru there was a single majo differeotial tUnet shift of fth two beams. To compmusele for
Uhoxentem at DO. Six prloto bunches anei six anetproton, this a distribution of sextupoles (fteddown sextqaloes) were
buniches traveled as the same clouud orbit, giving rise to 12 inutalled to diferentially control the tunes and campling.
bern crusings per tmn The beam-beal am sift caused the

igvetemtoo fll Mthe available tone spac at .025 nihts with The feediowin sextupoles were instaWled lpais with opposie
polon hinwskles of 80 E9 given a transvers emittance of 25 polarity to leave the chromaticity unchanged. The entire
x m mad. The proton emmittances were intentionally sytmn consisted of 46 sextupoles of which 38 were already
blowup to this level to allow for the survival of the installed in the Tevatren. 8 spool pieces needed to be chaned
amotwolos. Selveang the beams everywhere butt at the two, to a rype containin skew .iexuqioles. 28 power sopliies, were
inoteacton, points allows a factor of Aix higher proton densities added to run the fealddon .'y-Aem.
whil the heams ame colliding. The beams ate separated
awy%*her at 11ctlOn The low beta km*e,,, called far special quaakqioles ID extend

back 600 feet into dhe arcs 24 spool pieces bad to be replaced
Addig a aecondumajar Interaction point required fte adikition of by new low beta spools. The upsireun correction packages.i
,ncood low bees iosartlw. The insertion used in the 1989 run the spools, consisting of a steering dipole, a tune quaduliole.
was not matched to the lattice, so two identical new insertions; and a chromaticity sextupole, remained, but the secondary
vm hawk& cotsection packages were replaced by a low beta quadrupole.

Six skew quadrupoles and a single octupole (used only for
Titl I showarelevuant parameters to compare fth 1989 rum fixed target)wernyactive eementseliminated. n addiion

__________ ______ ______ the old insertion at 110 and 10 new quadrupoles, were
__ _ _ _ _1989 rnmIA installed at bothBO ned DO.

Zgntosuabnmch iCE 10 1.2E1I1
Phar merbunh 2.E 1 3.6 10The process of putting a new store into the Tevatron is done in

Pleomemittance 25ximm-mind 16: x mma many distinct sequence%. This is an operationally complex
ftoremllane18:x mam-uad 16: x mma process, so much of the Tevatron control system was upgraded

[1). In dhe past, the fill sequenc was baked in several places
bw Wream*,*.014 .001 to reload waveformus needed for the next step. The Tevatron

ftotn tue seead 014 003front emnl for the Cainac link and the control console computers
LonbdtyIAE.30 537 30were PDP-I Is. It was difficult to write and maintain the large

Tabl 1. application programs needed to run the collider. To solve
these problems. a new waveform generator was designed to
allow all the nec-essary waveforms to be preloaded and then
triggered on event. The control consoles were upgraded to

#Operated by the Universities Research Association. Inc.. under VAX work stations and many of the application programs
oatwith she U.S Daerument of ftr~.gy. were written to take advantage of thesec upgrades. The f=1i

0.71l8@-IW12S4503.OO 1993 IB



ad at ORPO W" t~do a MinI1Mbs 0 mvowoc~a m for bth tdo protom and atilprume lk bIws v 1 7/12
ai" 1Db Io bawpgw mc and the 4/7 rmounewm DeU taiso beam-bem owscitoms

mmnd thin working saecnbe foundin iitreawee M2 It dhe
macuamul orbit does mat go thrwet the cuea. of thewe
seftqils a~m uni theme circuits wa. tw- the bs Sume to
change. The Mainmal ume qmnmlupbl- cam be aluubed in

m. IMPLEmJTA11ONcomeert with the feeddown wextpales but amz die squarmed
HL eLEEMAIONtwoe am reitmit in aseqwsile Miediume ad baukground rooms

the lbodiowas ian uomily ruIn -to 0 wo during a eme.

A. SePWwOMa

1U nominal deuign separation of the beams, was 5 wasverxe
heem sigm'.. Tthi wmuqmpnded to about 10M KV for scame
of ft e -wara mdodles. There was a problemi with the

3hyi"a 'qurs. m newhe newboet udamp early in1 Me.a, so
the sytmn wa nitially turned an to 609 of nominali
01puAkla. Tug sepasntim was adequat ftr the beginningof
tha = 'as the antiprutna lifeme was several hours aIN
*ctlm As the pros. Wmgsmsdes inceaed, tho anmmpros
NOWha began-o, m111r during the injeetlm &an ponk The
somiqunte war eventually turned up to 115 S of their desig
value at 150 (EV to impirove the bet. lifeimeL J

7U pedbuma of the 0q ram has been excellent. There is L
on separtsor module that spark at lower a voltage when itsa
polarity is averse. This in only a problem when attempting Hraedin
to - protons on the andptwiprn orbit by reversing the

-10M't poblade. This is an activity dring studies and the
jProblem Is handled by bxncasing the vltag =n one eectrade, Three irnusvems beam sigma shows in this figure.
and duceasing the voltage an the electrode suscetibl to Piosanintensithy 1213li - Eftittnce 203 uun-mrad
qiaking. At this poinm in, time. only one sqrawo aqwk has Andliproton inensity5131EI- Emittance 16xamniwua
basn s*urveu dung mimnd operation and it hal little impact uopp of =fflI at %XV)OEV.
M fthquality of thesgore.

figure 1

B. Feeddown Sextupoks C. Low Beta Inseri~on

The feeddown sextupole.% have beent powered at low energies The installation of the new low beta inserts brought with it
wher de 1kphysical separation is lImg. At higher energy, the new quench protection systems and a larger burden on the
actual separation becomes smaller and the differential tune shif cryogenic system. These complications have been managed
is smaill enough to fit inside the working spatce. These successfully. It has been foiund however, that the magnet to
sextupiols have been adjusted during stores to study the effect magnet variation in tranisfer constants have introducedl beta
on himinasity lifetime and backgroundl rates but they normally enwor in the Tevatroti of significant magnitude [3]. Thlese
rim at zero current during physics runs. Figure I shows the enors have had amay minor impacts on the operation of the
where in tune space where the beaims actually exist with both collider. One adverse effect is that the maximum luminous
Me differential tune Ahif (.002 units. vertically) and the tune point for the DO experiment is not in The center of their
spread caused by beau-bearn foirces. detector. The collision point cannot be moved longitudinally

to maximize the interaction rate at both experiments
lbe horizontal proton tune sits oni the 7/12 resonance. but this simultaneously. Trim power supplies are being added to
is nat destructive to the low amnplitude particles. The high quadrupoles within electrical circuits to he able it) conect for
amplitude particles are affected by this 'sig'b order resoniance, the grAdient e~rnrs.
but they we tune shifted less and stay below the resonance.
The antipotos are shifted above the protons. so they can The design beta* for collider run IA is. M2 meter. The
resid between the Ws5 and the 7/12 resoniances. The vertical quadrupoles andl power supplies will allow further reductkio of
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ba Soth ba em.. hmw ask. 06 dffc. A maR labs *M of the goal is the poam emONA 16 X inonu
-u ~ M W, bw m u a U4 msit beta 0. bet thSe prote have bean achieved. but am with Pratm Mnladdox a

weliiliu aG *rwbhso i. aate WellPOwRsqylesftth o ~ hgasado"wn tblea 2.
The Improvements in the controls synte permitted the
Tevatram coflider to be turned am wit a minimum of
difficulty. Improvements in the odher acceluralmr have

D. AO Abort System allowed higher intensity beuns to be injected into the
Teva=i. Mwe Tevatrn upgrade to vepwned oibib bs ha mae
it possbl to turn this increased minensity into inceased

TMe sw abet system busifed at AO hu sperwed with grmn luaminosity.
eesUOCIMI &ysasm was timed in and commsionked in a-v shifts 0ID due Omt ther ba a b. ly mne p.1k. that
seudm a stum. By compwluams. Oth old dmou sysma was

myimibl 0 utding 31 strsIn the IM6 run becaime of _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

kkke pukes During the culy weeks of w IA. thee were ______ U4IA GOALS A.....
many quenches of the low hea quaminpole caused by beam Pat Pe uA 12 .E1
hms whim the new oabrt system fiked. It was found however ftw Per boc 10a10SA 10

d&i was not causd by the abort sylftini but by an RF Proto emlttance 36x9:Emma 20: X mAMMm
opration dane in the Main Ring 12IfVc bam was injected into Pboemipatow 16:mwagd 16: inn-min
the1 Tevatron. During bunchi coalescing, small amounts of ekyiurtd 00n7 A W
beoo would actually be captured in bukts in~ the Tevato Wel integrated Ii'20 b
abortgli. Iuiuiv______

Total integrated 2SprW30

Z Controls Improvements LW L.......I.. 5.37 E 30 1.97E 30 7
Mwe new waveformn generator used by the collider in a Cunac
465 cud built in hous. This cord is drives by clock events IV. REFERENCES
and we loaded asyucbonma with the operaion of the *Allder

Mwit65psums tie deendmtaefant waefr an (I) r P. Lucas. "Updatod Overview of the Tevatron Control
macn pameer TcnM wvenmr 7b opr~kd clk System". Proc. of One 19117 conference an Control Systems

has been upgraded several times wit only a cange of pm o Experimsental Phyics.m Vilarsw-srOllon. Switzerland.
The flexibility of this curd has proven itself throughout the cern 90.011.

am 121 D. SuergieJ and G. Goderre. -Beam-Beam Experiments in &be
Tevatron'. Presented at the IEEE Particle Accelerator

Three major application programs were written spcuicany to Conference. Washington. DC. May 19. 1993.
(1G. Goderre. W. Marsb. and G Annala Beta Measurements i

control the upgraded Tevatron colluder. The waveformn Me Teao thing se Beamn Position Monitors". Presented
generator and loader rill all tit the 465% and does complex at the IEEE Particle Accelerator Conference. Washington. DC.
manipulations of ramp tables durngS special apenasions[4J. May 17. 1993.
The orbit smoothing program was written to take care of all 141 D. Johnson. G. Goderr. 3. Hendricks. R. Johinson. and Rt.

astern dipole corrections Deededi. This program bas worked Jushel. 'Contrail of the Time and Energy Dependent
succssfllyto crret te Tvatrn otii .~ Parameters of the Upgradgd Tevatron Collider". Proc. of the

very sucssu ly obal*ly corc h eao wi.Te 1991 Particde Aixeler~ator Conference. IEEE 91CHMO3117
third programa that was written was the Sequencer. This- is
used 10 o vrhetate the operkati needed for collidler operittitn.
Tie sequencer was written so the user can interactively change
the sequence ofoperatlons perfomned. but istill contain enough
structure to allow for reliable execution of the fill sequence.
Each of these three programs replace programs that were
No"le by the old contols hardware.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The W~ade so the Tevo tron haalowed the collider to operate
at Luminosites Above the goal. Tabl 2 shomws h geels nezt
o 1the actual perfmomace of the acceeraor. The ACHIEVED

colimeam weke best dome during the run. he only envry tha
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Fermilab Antiproton Accumulator in the Main Injector Era

Vladimir Visnjic
Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory"

Batavia, IL 60510, USA

Abstract This defines the relation between f,,, and v, for a given
lattice, i. c. f•,, and the momentum aperture 4 :

I review the demands on Fermilab Antiproton Accumula-

tor in the Main Injector era and show that a major upgrade (ApV-
of the stochastic cooling systems is necessary. The main f 11 < fi. .-
possibilities for the design of the new lattice are outlined.
Three lattice designs are presented and discussed. From this we conclude that

1 Introduction 'Iq const. (2)
Summarizing, if the stacking rate is to increase by a factor

Presently, the Fermilab Antiproton Accumulator accepts a, the momentum compaction factor 9 must scale as vp/z.
for stacking Ux101 antiprotons every 2.4 seconds. With In eotme, the cooling rate is proportional to -9 and W has
the advent of Main Injector, the number of antiprotons in- to scale as zW.
jected into Fermilab Antiproton Accumulator is expected Presently, the stack tail systems use the 1-2 GHs band,
to increase about three times, while at the same time the while the core whose smaller frequency spread permits the
period between injections should decrease to 1.5 sec. Since use of higher bandwidth uses 2-4 GIz. There is also a 4-8
the cooling rate is proportional to the bandwidth of the GHz core momentumn cooling system. An upgrade to twice
system and inversely proportional to the number of parti- these values requires decreasing q to half the present value.
des in the beam, this will inevitably lead to slowing down 7T presently has the value 5.43, which gives q = 0.023.
the rate at which the antiproton beam is cooled. Since only the absolute value of q is important, we have
Since the flux to increases, while the energy aperture of two possible values, +0.011. The solutions are -ff = 6.74
the Accumulator does not, the voltage profile of the ma- for positive q and 7'r = oo for negative one. The latter
chine value would lead to too low dispersion for the purpose of

Ed = TWV1[A 1 (1) stochastic cooling and will not be considered further.
7T is determined by the values of the dispersion function

must stay the same. Here, ( = v/c, A = In If . ,, T in the dipoles,
the revolution period, W the bandwidth of the stochastic
cooling system, and q the momentum compaction factor T j < V., >i 9 , (3)

1 1 IpI1

T= 7- 2 where < il. >i is the average dispersion in a given dipole

and 9i its bend angle. From this expression it follows that
Among these, P, p, A, T cannot change. If Oi is to in- in order to increase 77T we have to decrease values of dis-
crease, Ed will remain unchanged if W and q scale such persion in the dipoles. At the same time, dispersion in
that their product remains constant. This can be seen the straight sections where the pickuiis and the kickers are
as follows. W and i are related by the requirement that located (high and low dispersion, respectively) must not
Schottky bands not overlap in the passband of the sys- change significantly. The lattice functions of one sextant
tem. The width of n-th Schottky band is nAf,.,, where (half of the superperiod) of the present Accumulator are

S- = , thus the width of the highest harmonic iii shown iin Fig. 1. On top of the picture is a schematic

the passband is fmJ,9q. This must be smaller than the representation of the lattice, with the height of the boxes
spacing betwe4, the hands J,0,. representing the field gradient.

"Operated by thie Univernitie,- Re~earch Auwiatiuin, law. ,taicler

conttract with the U.S. Dept. of Energy.

0.7803-1203-IW3503. b 1993 IE
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(1) maintaining its value in the high- and low dispersion
I J - sections,

T W MI- 1(2) maintaining the values of beta functions within reason-

7 ,(3) keeping the beta functions in low-beta regions as small
£ as possible.

S1 Similar investigation was done by G. Dugan in 19892.
The lattice obtained in this way is shown in Fig. 2 together

- with its lattice functions. A detailed description of this lat-
tice can be found in Ref. 3. (Small negative dispersion in
zero-dispersion straight section was added to counter the
small residual dispersion of the lattice.)

PeU IaeU (a),

Vig. 1L The plmmm lattice funcionso atm. etanta of the Accumu- 5

The following table lists the stochastic cooling systems a
in the Accumulator with their present and future band-
widths.

SYSTEM Present MI era
STACK TAIL Ap 1-2 GHs 2-4 Glh -. . . . .

STACK TAIL # 1-2 GHs 2-4 GHs o 40U

CORE Ap 2-4 GHz 4-8 GHz
CORE p 4-8 Glz 8-16 GHs Fig. 2 Theat tice ftuctonsofome extauttofthe new Accumulator

iattice obtained by varying the focusing strength.

TABLE I Bandwidths of stochastic cooling systems in
the Accumulator. The lattice has excellent properties regarding the stochas-

tic cooling needs and is technically simple to realize. Fea-
sibility issues are discussed in detail in Ref. 3. Possible

2 Options For New Accumulator disadvantage of this kind of solution might be a deteri-

Lattice oration of field quality, as some quadrupoles run in the
saturation region. This problem motivated the following

We shall consider only the possibilities which retain the two designs.
geometry of the present Accumulator lattice. In order of 2. Change the gradients and allow quadnipoles to
increasing complexity, we can move
1. Change only the quadrupole gradients; The problem of achieving stronger focusing in cer-
2. Change the gradients and allow quadrupoles to move; tain regions of the machine may be solved by moving
3. Add new focusing elements and change the existing quadrupoles, in addition to changing their strength. The
quadrupole gradients. resulting lattice together with its lattice functions is shown
In what follows, we shall examine these possibilities. in Fig. 3. The problem of the field quality is mruch less

severe than iii the previous lattice.
3 Examples o Lattices 3. Add inew quadrupoles and vary gradients

m of Here we want to avoid operating in the saturation regime
altogether. The Iasic req(iiremenut is thus that the field in

1. Change onu ly the quadrnpole gradients the large quadrupoles should remain at its present value.
Here one usees a lattice design program with optimization The additional focusing needed to obtain higher 'VT is oh-
capability (here MAD' was used) to vary the fields in the tained by adding a new q(uadrupole, as seen inl Fig. 4,
quadrupoles in order to decrease the dispersion in the re- where the lattice is shown. There is no change in the po-
gion of large dipoles, subject to the constraints of sitions of the lattice elements with respect to the present

lattice.
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It turns out that one new thin large quadrupole is suff

I J cient. The gradlient changes in existing quadrupoles awe
small, therefore there is no concern about the field quality.

SThis lattice and the related feasibility issues are discussed
in detail in Ref. 4.

C7.
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Puth Lont (m)

Fig. 3 The lattice functions of oa sextant of the new Accumulator
lattice obtained by changig positiko of quadnuhoes and varying
their focusng -treh.

.P .

0 20 40 t0
Path Ianth (m)

Fig. 4 The lattice functions of one sextant of the new Accumula-

tot- lattice obtained by adding one new quadrupole and varying the

focusing stegths of muall qudrpls. The large quadrupoles are
not changed.
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Study of Betatron Stochastic Cooling in Fermilab
Antiproton Debuncher

V. Visnjic and M. Hailing
Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory'

Batavia, IL 60510, USA

Abstract process the noise term Lt. becomes the dominant limiting
factor toward the end of the cooling cycle. We measure

Rhmults are shown of calculations and measurements of the the emittance of the beam 2.3 seconds after the injection,
effctivenes of the betatron stochastic cooling systems in and in order to compare the measurement results with the
the debuncher ring of the antiproton source at Fermilab. model we need 4 for finite times, i.e. we have to solve the
This system cools each batch of injected antiprotons from differential equation (1). This can be done analytically and
cc 8 v mm mrad to less than 1 n mm mrad rms emittance the solution is
in the 2.4 secoads between production cycles. The conclu-
,ions oncerning future improvements are summarized. ((g - 2- _M,)) gil,'xh-)

2-gM1 Introduction and Theory + fh (2)

The Fermilab Antiproton Debuncher presently accepts 2-gM

4x107 antiprotons every 2.4 seconds and prepares them where t' is an arbitrarily chosen time. Actually, because
for injection into the Accumulator for stacking. Besides e(g, 0) = e(O, t) it is advantageous to choose t' = 0. We are
the RF bunch rotation, the stochastic cooling (both Ion- interested in t at the time t = 2.3 seconds as R function
gitudinal and transverse) of the antiproton beam is the of gain. In the Debuncher W = 2 GHzl an• = 4 x
essential part of this process. In particular, the task of 107. We use the calculated value of M s 10 and leave
the transverse cooling systems is to decrease the betatron f,, to be determined from the measurement. Also, since
amplitudes of the beam by about an order of magnitude we measure e as a function of power rather than the gain
during these 2.4 seconds. With the advent of the Main we will substitute g = const. x VfP and determine the
Injector, the number of antiprotons injected into the De- proportionality constant from the measurement.
buncher is expected to increase about threefold, while the
period between injections should decrease to 1.5 sec. Since
the cooling rate is inversely proportional to the number of 2 Measurement Results
particles in the beam, this means slower cooling rate in
addition to shorter time available for cooling. It will thus We measured both transverse emittances at t = 2.3 sec-
be necessary to upgrade the present systems. To this goal onds after the injection. The measurement was done in
we study here the effectiveness of the betatron stochastic the following way. The beanm was injected and cooled at a
cooling systems in the Debuncher. given power for 2.3 seconds at which moment the cooling
The process of betatron cooling is described by the differ- was turned off. By moving the horizontal (vertical) scraper
ential equation (throughout the paper emittance is to be into the beam and observing the beam current on the log-
understood as the r.m.s. emittance) arithmic plot (for increased sensitivity), the closed orbit

dc W ' position ., (IA,) was determined. Typical plot is shown
T = -g-V (2 - g(M + (1) in Fig. 1. At each cooling power setting the scraper wa~s

moved in and at the same time the beam current was inoll-
where W is the amplifier bandwidth, N is numbeir of par- itored. For the Gaussian beam the current as a function
tides in the beam, g is the system gain, M is the mixing of the scraper position T., is
factor, and •tt is a quantity with the dimension of emit-
tance which represents the thermal noise of the system. I(:.) = I(oo)(1 -
Due to the rapid change of emnittance during the cooling

Opa•aed by the Utnivernitim, Reserh Awiati-n, lIsr. uader where I(oo) is the initial beam current and /I the ampli-
contract with the U.S.Dept. of Energy. tuzde fiunction at. the position of the scraper. The typical
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mmuxed curve I(z.) is shown in Fig. 2. 8

7

j6

4-

500 1000 1500 2000

Horizontal Cooling Power (Watts)

FIGURE 3 The measured values of the horitontal emittance af-
ter 2.3 s of cooling for various values of horizontal power. The power

" ~ _ _ _ in the vertical system was 1117 W. The curve is the fit of Eq. (2) to

the data.
Scraper poition [mm]

FIGURE 1 Determination of the closed orbit. 8
7

8 
6~

6 4

I 4I V ~0
0 500 1000 1500 2000

Vertical Cooling Power (Watts)

FIGURE 4 The measured values of the vertical emittance after

2.3 s of cooling for various values of vertical power. The power in the

0 horizontal system was 12.50 W. The curve is the fit of Eq. (2) to the

data.
.Scraper position [mm]

FIGURE 2 Typical measurement of the beam current as a fuc gain we obtain

lion of the scraper position (x.) P(Watts) = 4.44 x 106,q2 .

Our figures for cth are higher than those given in the Design
The results of the measurement are shown in Figs. 3 (hori- Report1 (s 24 r mm mrad) and those measured by M.
zontal) and 4 (vertical). In each measurement, the "other" Church2 (s. 36 ir mm mrad).
power was kept constant throughout the measurement.
We fit the function t(P) at t = 2.3 s to the data points.
The best fit is obtained for 3 Debuncher in the Main Injector

cth = 72.2 w" mm mrad Era

for the horizontal plane, and The experimental results shown in Figs. 3 and 4 suggest
that presently the optimal cooling power is about 1100-

fth = 75.9 v mm mrad 1200 W in each plane. The question is what we can expect
in the Main Injector era with three times more antiprotons

for the vertical plane. For the relation between pcwer and in the beam ane the repetition rate of 1.5 seconds. The
top curve in Fig. 5 shows the theoretical prediction for
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the holioatal emittance of the beam consisting of 1.2 x as a function of cooling power (no gain shaping) for these.
104 particle with the present system. The optimal power values of parameters we obtain the bottom curve in Fig.
turns out to be 9083 W in the horizuotal plane, leading to 5. The optimal power in this case is reduced to 7333 W,
the emittance of 1.2 v -m mrad, to be compared with 0.85 while the final emittance is 0.7 v mm mrad. More extensive
w mm mrad for the present system, Fig. 3. The possibility study of various options for the Debuncher upgrade will be.
of running at such high power is due to the fact that em published elsewhere.3

is inversely proportional to the number of particles N. It 8
is clear that the present system will have to be modified.
Besides increasing the power by an order of magnitude, 7
we mention here two more possibilities. So far we have 1 6
considered the gain to be constant in time and this is how E
the optimal gain was obtained (both in this paper and in E52

the real machine). The optimal gain, however, is a function a 4
of the emittance, ~.3

'= + (3)

and changes significantly durinj the cooling cycle, becom- 0
ing smaller as the beam size decreases. The reason for this 0 2000 4000 6000 8000 10000 12000
is that an increasing fraction of the power goes into the Horizontal Cooling Power (Watts)
noise when the beam emittance becomes small. By shap- FIGURE 5 Theoretica prelictions forenittmane1.Sueco wwa after

ing the gain such that it always follows the optimal curve, injection for Debumcher in the Main Injecit era (1.2 x 10P partkie).

Eq. (3) we can achieve optimization throughout the cycle. The top curve is for the present cooling system, the |mattom one for
By replacing the constant optimal gain by the gain shaped the 4-8 GHs stochastic coofing system.

according to Eq. (3), while keeping all other parameters
of the system unchanged, the final emittance is decreased References
by 25 % to 0.9 r mm mrad.
The other possibility is doubling the amplifier bandwidth 1 Tevatronl Design Report, Fermilab 1984.
to 4-8 GHz. This increases the cooling rate and decreases 2 M. Church, private communication.
the mixing by a factor of two. For the horizontal emittance 3 V. Visnjic, Fermilab report TM-1845.
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VNMRGY AND LUMINOSITY LIMITS OF HADRON SUPERCOLLIDERS

WiNlia .A Barkua
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ABSTRACT: normalized emittance, eg, the relativistic factor y and the
Extending the frontiers of experimental high energy p-function at the interaction point, pV, the luminosity is

physics in a manner that maximizes discovery potential
requires the building accelerators of ever higher particle L = -Nficy _ ~ p NII)
energies and luminosities. Both hadron and e+e" colliders 4 x en p* SB e rp 4 4 xn xe
have been proposed for this role. Based on a self-consistent (1)
computational model, this paper explores the features of 1 ( l)
hadron supercolliders beyond the SSC. The application of - p *
the presently available accelerator technologies embodied in e rp
the designs of the LHC and SSC to an ELOISATRON In eq. (1) I is the average current; rp is theclasical poton
operating at 100 TeV per beam would yield a collider with radius; 4 is the tume shift. The luminosity rises naturally
a luminosity of 10 34 cm"2 s-1 . Even higher energies and with increasing beam energy at the "price" of increased
luminosities a clearly possible. The paper concludes with practical difficulties in machine design. The difficulties of
an examination of the ultimate potential of synchrout- increasing the luminosity faster than linearly with energy
based colliders to explore PeV energies. are associated with increasing the beam curren

In analyzing the energy and luminosity limits of
L GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS supercolliders one looks to choose N, SB, P*, and en a a

The continuing search for understanding the nature of function of energy, E, subject to the following design
mass and the dynamical principles underlying the physical constraints: 1) Detector limitation - electronics cycling
universe has led particle physicists to explore phenomena and event resolution; 2) Beam physics - tune shifts, beun
at the energy frontier particle interactions. The modern lifetimes, emittance growth; 3) Accelerator technology -
tools for the experimental explorations are colliders with magnets, fault modes handling of synchrotron radiation
ever higher beam energies and ever higher luminosities. beemlin impedance, radiation damage of components.
Fig. I illustrates the performance trends for present and
future hadron colliders. What are the energy dependences of HI. SYNOPSIS OF SELECTED CONSTRAINTS
the physics and technology that determine these trends? Constraints deriving from the interaction region reflect

problems of event resolution and challenges of detector
1o 9 survival. For adequate event reconstruction, one ideally

1036 1 chooses the current per bunch and the bunch spacing so

?that the mean number of events per crossing, (n), is
"sufficiently low that the luminous region contains fewer4 1 than I event/cm. (n) depends on E via the inelastic cross-

r2 1034 section, Ginel;

103 reuie Cl s e ii nel agnra en

ESSC ( n) : in!S (2)

Furthermore, cycling of the data acquisition electronics
10 32 MAIN INJECTOR requires >:10 ns between crossings. In a-general sense the

UPGRADE -' p difficulties of dealing with the radiation from the collision

TEVATRON point are most simply expressed by the power in charged

l0~.......! l'' particle debris (per side); namely,

0.1 1 10 100 1000 Pdebris=350W( 1 inel)( ,0mb 2--eV " (3)

Energy (TeV) 13 orb 2 e

Figure 1. Luminosity goals of present and future hadron The fundamental beam-beam effect that limits

collideas luminosity is the tune shift due to the space charge of the
colliding beams. Although time shifts as high as 0.06 have

For simplicity, assume that both beams have bunches of been measured in e-e collidues the experience with hadron
equal population, NB with a spacing SB. In terms of the beams at the CERN SiPS and at the Tevatron indicates

0-7803-1203-1ft603.OO 1993 IEEE 3817



the d =&*a N state OR is 0.024 with aevam ilp ncs M.te beam. lomes, commullinS thw intability
bwaua poWIL 'Tis obarvaien mightsuggest dit h will require the uwe of a digital. ud-b-ue feedback

lvaswft on e MIMIed itha do hih sste. Te Uitsof SuO& a system have nam been
4 13 imeo kLs afwielth e uinlft -esmLUed However may experts consider T~w - 6 To

d a a xi~poeti isunkow. Auntonervaldtive to represent die limtiw of wailable feedbck electrenlcs
sa " isc - W Mqe maximm valu ofn A pre inmteraction Similar fee.i.k electronics can also control emittance
aon is th01 =6dth miw m valu. ofwt du po inteacion cams.oim-tuni modes uid

Sq IFNrvflIN J will hav to cope with a phenomenon gr Indv tlous.o iicicposraiaini

dotba ben roctslyunopriat o al colliders At enegies >lOe, T or hc oposdidei
I.L IMproue"ofbeae sncbouc rdiaionin begenerated. maximizing the hunlnosity while keep* iTRW

Vacuum the wODh o4 Xntraye rspn. o rheadiation Wil bheg > To pleces an upper limit on the Twan and a lower limit
ft Ualo to vacuu c-haymberp Tde rullatos will heatn do vertical apertue of fth dipoles Both Twal Slud b are
thner m wa s yof hemt rhadieatind peower gaW pnter fucin of Bdipole. The consequences of the contamints
ChinlofbeU 9pe , iy pvoroporaationa toW ghenergyted per on Twa and the bern pipe radius we both the operating
mturn Uofbd, toth Ie= curorenalto the andiiner sey ostspr of supyn poert the compressors and the

pootional U ID toMe binauo curvtren oft, e beandIs, pnerel Capital cos of providin for a larg magnetic fiel Volume.
puuprtll totheradis o curatue ofthebenu~Me most expensive siib-syslem of the supenmlllder is

y4 the magnetic trasport. In evaluating the prospects for a
UM - 6.03 x 10.-18 a eV/turn p (mean (4) 100 TeV ELK, the maximumn value of Bdtpole was taken

tDobe lO T. For the longer tean futur values as high as 15
Aste " i eostd UD i oldwll f T were considered. In that a 13.5 T dipole is presently

vacuum chamber, the beat must be removed with a under development at LDL, the assumption for the long
efficiency that is Ilimied by the Carnot efficiency of the termf is not just wishfu thinking.

1ruao which supply the cryogenic coolant. To limit
operatin power to practical levels the SSC design limits M.* PARAMETER STUDIES

, ~to 0.13 W/m on the magnet bore (at 4.2 *K). The Sel-cnistentI ~clianMiics of supercolliders at the
LACdesign Incorporaes a radiation shield at 20) OK inithighmest energies and luminosities me explored most easily
the 'vacuum chambier, penniting 1 Wi.. For supercoullder with a simple computer code for perfoming parameter
operation at the highest, possible energy or luminlosity, searches. ELOSCALE is a spreadsheet-format design code
toyne must be allowed to exceed 1 WI.. To limit th based on the scaling relations described ref. (2]. The input

po ctwmued oam also must, nhasem ft temperature of variables ase the Injecton and maximum beam energies,
Ikcedh on which the radiation is deposited; e.g., one the noralized emittane and the bunch spacing. A critical

nkalge o lpert the raditfion shield to 70 OIL Unfortunately, characteristic is the maximum permissible time shift pmr
raising Twin leads to seriou consequences for collider Uit-, 1io- Point - taken to be 0.01. The inputs describing
buninoity due to the tUmuvee resistive wall instability, the storage rnags mre as follows: the maximum dipole field,

Thuaverme displacemnSCtS of the beam from th Slid dipole fraction, and the vertical dipole apertue, the
cpWeiln of the bean chunber will grow due to the fljjige radiation power on the walls and the temperature of the
conductivity of the walx awali. The growth time [1] of the beam tube, the number of Interaction points, the crossing
Instability in a beam pipe of radius, b, is angle, the disanc from the collision point to the septum,

the scale value of P Sat 20 TeV, and the rf-systenr
- ND M rp Dav WO c lmEUi + Q) C1 (5 frequency. The injection chain consists, of a liac and four

(2XOa o8) 2 x y b intermediate boosters. AMi other characteristics of the
(2 : 0wai Oo a~)collitler mid fth injector chain ame computed in the code.

M is the number of bunches, awaU is the conductivity of
the Inner laye of the beam tube, wo is the revolution Table 4. Possible sets of characteristics of ELOISATRON
frequency, 8v is the fractonal tune, v-n, (use 0.1), aid C ELN434 ELN35 2ELN
is a covrrecion for the multiple metallic layers (equal to Cicmerne (ki) 355 355 355
2.87 + 2271 for SSC). The residual resistivity iratio (Rw) Bdipoae Ml 7.7 7.7 13
for copper plated onto stainlesssteelvaries as Maximum energy (TeV) 100 100 170[ 3Beam cunetut(*A) 100O 400 50

L0(RW)] = 3. M 16To93-+.4()bains power (OW) 12 0.33 0.33
416ro93+0.24 T Psync )(W/M) 5 20 20

[41telll Csossing angle: jzrad) 70 120 70
whee wanisnoralzedtoit vaueat 00K, 1. xInteraction regions (IR) 2 2 2wkwRw s oralze t it vlu a 30 & 1. XTune shift per IR 0.003 0.01 0.006

10.6 oh m-) Events/cm/crossing 1.2 9 2.4
As the resistive wail is an absolute instability, its Luminosity ( cur2 s- 1) 1034  1035 1034

gmwthcumom be Luudam damped by spreading the betatre
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A parameter exploration with ELOSCALE indicates Table 5. Two possible sets of characteristics of an
an appmech to construct a 100 TeV proton supercollider Ultimate ELOISATRON (UELN)
(ELN-34) with a luminosity >1034 cm' 2 0 at !Psync . 5  Center of maus energy I PeV
W/I by using the same technologies that are being Cir nc (kn) 1500 1015
realized for the LHC. Raising !sync to 20 W/m yields Bdipo() 8 13.5
1035 m- 2 s-1 (ELN-35). Parameters for both of these cam Bea.m energy 500 TeV
are given in Table 4. The variation of the luminosity of Beam current (mA) 800 10
ELN with •sync and operating energy are shown in Fig. 2. Mains power (OW) 2 0.5
Fig. 3 displays two examples of cost and operational (Psync) (WIr) 1400 55
sensitivities such as those dependent on Bijpole. Interaction regions (IR) 2 2

Limiting technology IR survival Management
16 Tune shift per nR 0.01 0.006

Luminosity (cm-2 s-1) .10 36 1034
12 5 00 W/n

en 0 :5 5 WhmV. CONCLUSIONS
A systematic parameter search with the ELO!SCALE

.5 2-0 Wm code shows that conventional proton synchrotrons are a
suitable technology for hadron supercolliders with an1, 1energy and luminosity much higher than those of the SSC.

0 -" In particular, an ELOISATRON operating at 100 TeV per20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 beam with a luminosity > 10 34 cm-2s-1I (ELN-34) could
Beam energy (TeV) be constructed by using technologies now available.

Figure 2. The luminosity ELN as a function of beam Assuming moderate advances in accelerator technology

energy for radiation loads from 20- 100 W/m. during its design cycle, one could expect to operate ELN atluminosities - 10 35 cm'2s"1I at 100 TeV/beani (ELN-35),

-0, Such a hadron supercollider based on conventional
technology would have the physics reach and discovery

60 potential at least as great as a 10 TeV e+-e- linear collider,6- for which no reasonable design concept now exists. With
further advances in a few key technologies, a PeV collider
based upon conventional proton synchrotron approaches

S2 - - - - would be technologically possible.
2 6 8 10 2 4 6 8 10 If existing technologies are extended into new regimes

B (T) B (T) (e.g., given practical, high Tc superconductors suitable for
magnet windings), one could extend the luminosity at 100

Figure 3. Variation of dipole aperture and luminosity TeV/beam to -10 36 cm"2 s"1. Such a supercollider would
lifetime with Bdip for ELN35. contain -500,000 bunches with associated beam crossing

IV. ULTIMATE SUPERCOuIJDER rates approaching 1 GHz yielding several tens of collisions

For the long term, ELOSCALE studies suggest the per crossing. As detectors are unlikely to accommodate or

ultimate potential of conventional storage ring technology even survive extremely high luminosities, a more fruitful

in the exploration of the high energy frontier of elementary pgrade of a 100 TeV class collider would be a 70% energy

particle physics. If the vacuum chamber of the storage ring increase in the existing tunnel (ELM-Up in Table 4).

operates at room temperature, then one could construct a ACKNOWLEDGMETS
hadron collider with a center of mass energy of I PeV and a The author thanks Prof. A. Zichichi for his kind
luminosity > 1036 cm 2 s1. With a circumference twenty hospitality at the Ettore Majorana Centre for Scientific
times SSCs and consuming - 2 GW of mains power, this Culture. The author's participation in the 19thand 25th
proton synchrotron may well be the ultimate supercollider. ELOISATRON Workshops provided a broad source of the

As the survival of detector components is doubtful at physics embodied in ELOSCALE. This work was partially
such a high luminosity, a more probable scenario for supported by Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory for the U. S.
UELN is to keep the luminosity at 1034 cm' 2 s" 1. In that Dept. of Energy under contract No. DE-AC0376SF00098.
case all of the technical sub-systems are much closer to the
present state of technology. In particular the vacuum sub- [1) SSC Site-specific Conceptual Design Report, 1990
system should be fairly close in character to that of the [2] W. A. Barletta, "Maximizing The Luminosity Of
ELN. The walls could be kept at 150 OK to limit the Hadron Supercolliders At 10 - 100 Tev", in Supercolliders
power to the compressors to 500 MW. Table 5 compares and Superdetectors, W. Barletta and H. Leutz, ed. World
the high and "low" luminosity options. Scientific, 1993
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A Copnae Dispersion-free Long Inserton for an FFAG Synchrotrour

Philip F. Mauds, j
7033 Shirly Drive, Oakland, CA 94611-1631 USA

Ab~act opt1 hImIze for the injection energy. As the enegy m us
An WAGsyumcluotro differs anasyncluecyclocro. doe total tune spread is reduced, mid doe moun of required

by having a large rads ialdO graftwen this larg gradient carrnation is also reduced. This meats dont a dc corncton
greatly 00 e ducsie maget volMuui while; maUIntin stable May prov to be entirely adeqante
orbits for all eneries but it does indoce substantial Should a dc correction eatirely within the dispersion-
nonlineaitles. A decade ago, the outhar ;proposed a free drift not be adequate, dhen orts could use the drift opeces
dIspeoralon 1frPee insertion for an WFAG that provides regions of irmmudiately a~lacen to the centra dispersion-free drift space.
smail volume for df cavities, stippers mad Injecton and In diem drift ~spae dier is disperson, but the overall width
extraction ulernent similar to a normal. synchrohamu' Here of tho beam is still relatively small Multipole magnets placed
we explolt this insertion to provide, compensation of the lowe in thes drift spaces with small but not zero dispersion, will
order nonlinear driving Adds. thereby greadly increasing the result ma a correction that changes with momnentum.
dynamic aperture as compared to an PMAG without; insertions.
The correction Adeds may be progranmed to L k the IL TME FFAG DISPERION-FRE INSERTION

mometon ormay e sati, prvidng ull ompnsaionat
Mhe injection energ. The exmnpl shown in the 1983 pape on the insertion

for ma WFAG is very symumetical. The central diwsperio-free
L INfhODUC1'ION drift space is twice a long as the drift spcsat either end.

As is the case with x-2x Insertion for normal synclrotrons, it
The proposed Europeon spafltin satuce requies an is possible to disotriut the total drift space, as desird. For

aecceeraow that can deliver 5 MW protonse to the spailotion example; it is posbeto place all of the drift space. excq*
sugt in a shot pulse In order to deliver such a larg bean what is needed between magnets, in the central dispersion-ee
power with acceptable losses, dhe accelerato should be dc with portion. As we approch such a configuraton, we wre forced
a high repe tit'on -rat. An WFAG synchrotron would appea to to Increse die focusing strengths, mand doempltd funactions
be an ideal sola~odL' The inherent nomlineariies of an WFAG vary mare wildly, makting it difficult to match die insertion to
(eqg <B~w4" overly hlmt dhe dynamc apertre for doil dhe remainder of die WFAG. An exmnple of such an
application, particularly for compqar t and hNohe energy asymmetric insadlon using rectangular bendig magnets is
machines where the AMel index. kr, is large. All essetia shown in Fig. 1. where the Courant and Snyder bets functions
resonances are strengly driven. However, if the WAG were and the, dispersionm shown for one half of the insersion.
to have digspeion-free insertions, at would be feasible to place
a nunber of correction elwr mats within these Imoertions to
compeone, the limiting resonances. This would greatly
increase the dynamic MaperdreA

One of 6he very nice features of an WFAG is the
capability of stacking a number of injected pulses to deliver
the beamn to die target at a much lower awe duan the repetition
rae of the acceleratoL A problem with stacking at such high
currents is the development of tails in doe particle distribution.
These tails, although stale would be expected to lead. to
Incrased. activatio through scatteing. With a disperson-hre
insertin it becme feasibl to add cooling to damp thes-aoig UAL

One would normally expec the correction maopets to
be programmed to follow the acceleration cycle (in the absence
of a smced beam), therby providing fth maximum dynamic
aperture throughout don cycle. However tho dynamic "apoert
needed is greatest at injectio, and the time spent at that Coatosieada will surely limit the number of
energy is relaitively long, particularly Niffaiabatic trapping is insertions, to three or so and thus dhe periodicity Wil be low.
employed. So one could consider static correction elements This is accepable becmause of the compensation. My firm

"Sapporied. in part by d ftheV Foshmretam iihich (KPA), Gernany
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Vacuum Technology for Superconducting Colliders

A. 0. Mathewson
AT Division, CERN, 1211 Geneva 23, Switzerland

Abs&Wa paicles since it is these residual gas molecules which scoa
the circulating picles and, with tize, graduully reduce the

In high anrgy proton-prom collidem such as the CMN beamitemaity. In order that the beam lifetime is not unduly
Large Hadro Coflider (LHC) project with a centre of mass reduced by this prceas low presumresm required.
collision energy of over 14 TeV and the American Since the vacuum chambers in these machines we at
Superconduct-in Super Collider (SSC) whr the cente of cryogenic temperatures the meaning of pressure has to be

-$ collision uergy reaches 40 TeV the relativistic protons cledy defied.
lose energy in the forn of synchrotron radiatio For adequat Although most vacuum gauges measure the molecular
benm-residual gas lifetimes in these machines the pass= density, conventionally we always refer to preSSUre, which is a

should typically be in the 10-10 Tou range. However the force per unit area. For a given gas density the pressum is

sychrotMn radiation impinging on the wals of the vacuum proiportiomnalto the temperatm For example at 293 K I Tour

chamber desorbs gas and may result in large psurea contains 3.3 1016 mol cm' 3 and at 5 K I Toir contains 1.93
detrimental to the operation of the collider. To achieve the 1018 mol cm-3. Thus, when converting a gauge reading to
required strong beanding in these machines it is neceuary, in molecular density the gas temperatur must be known.
the cue of the LHC, to employ dipole fields up to 9.0 T In the case of the LHC, CO pressures in the low 10-10
which need superconducting magnets operting at 1.9K. -Th Tor range at 5 K are required for beam-gas lifetimes in excess
vacuum chamber is theefore at cryogenic temperature and of 24 hours.
functions as a cryopump. At first sight this free cryopumping
may appear beneficial but in practice introduces several MI. SYNCHROTRON RADIATION
liabilities-for example, only a few monolayers of cryopumped
H2 akeady has a vapour pressure at 5 K in excess of 10-6 The cnaracteristics of the synchroro radiation in the two

Tar. These and other effects and constraints on the design of machines, such as the critical energy, power density and the
number of photons per second incident on the vacuum

dhe cold vacuum system will be described in detail, chamber wall along with the machine parameters which

I. NT ODUCTdON l ine them are given in Table 1.

Table 1
In high energy accelerators such as the CERN Large .,C ad SSC Parameters

Hadron Collider (LHC) and the American Superconducting
Super Collider (SSC) protons will be accelerated and stored at LHC SSC
energies up to 7.2 TeV and 20 TeV respectively in a vacuum
climber at cryogenic tperatures. The retivistic protons, Bending radius (i) 2700.27 10100
when accelerated in the magnetic fields of the benuing

magnets, will emit synchrotrn radiation with a critical energy Energy ('reV) 7.3 20.0
of 51.2 eV in the LHC and 284eV in the SSC. The Beam cment (A) 851.0 71.7
syncrotonM radiation photons impinge on the walls of the
vacuum chamber and desorb tightly bound gas which can give Critical energy (eV) 51.2 284.0
gas loads several orders of magnitude above the normal
thermal outpssing. Although the vacuum chamber at P f (s1 i- 1) 1.61017 1.01016

cryogenic temperatures is a very efficient cryoPump with a Synchrotron Radiation 0.41 0.14
very large pumping speed for the desorbed gases, the
combination of the photon induced gas desorptio and the Power loss; 0(W m 1)
pumping surface may turn out to be somewhat of a liability.

It is these effects associated with gas desorption by In both the LHC and the SSC the required dipole magnetic
synchrotron radiation from cold surfaces and other effects fields of 9.0 T and 6.76 T respectively are provided by
which place severe constraints on the vacuum engineer superconducting magnets. In the case of the SSC the magnets
concemed with the design and understanding of these vacuum run at 4.35 K but to obtain the 9.0 T in the LHC the
systems that will be described in this paper. magnets must operate at 1.9 K and hence the vacuum chamber

IH. PRESSURE REQUIREMENTS is also at that temperature.
To absorb the synchrotron radiation power at 1.9 K would

What interests the proton storage ring vacuum system require an excessive amount of refrigeration thus a separme
builder is the molecular density encountered by the circulating inner screen, a so-called beam screen, is necessary to absorbti e power at a higher temperure.

0-7803-1203-1/93S03.00 0 1993 IM 3828



The morn dma a factor of i0 highe beam currnt in the
LHC mur that many effects such a the power loss and the V. SYNCHROTRON RADIATION INDUCED
_oupiVg MMedance AMe moe iinp t It is for this reams GAS DESORPTION

that we have concentrated On a collider with the LHC
Pumunetem Synchrotron radiation phoons impinging on the side wall

of the vacuum chamnber can desorb large quantities of gas. The

IV. BEAM SCREEN d mechanism is complicated in that it is a two stage
pxoces whereby the prmary photons produce photelectrons

To minimize the coupling impedance of the beam screen which subsequently desorb gas by electron stimulated
the inter surface must have a high electrical conductivity desorption [1], [2]. Also the primary photons am scattered andandsuit"men aterialswouldbeAlor C. However, itrmust eflected thus producing desorption from all over the vacuum

be remembered that the beam screen is in a large dipole chamber surface although the p[3 ma].phoons hit a only
magntic iel whih dereLone side of the chamber [3].

mag-n i field which d A the a ouducivy e ectawn in the The photon induced neutral gas desorption yields at
magnetesihve effect. An additional effect arises in decas 63.5 eV critical energy, close to that of the LHC, for an

of magnet quench~es where the rapidly changing decreasing unbaked Cu plated stainless steel chamber at room

magnetic field induces large currents and hence large forces in u peaue atfunctinlof th e pondse at rowm

the beam screen. This is shown schematically in Figure I for tempenitur as a fubceion of the phoga doe [4s wbe shown in
the HC herethepropsedrecanguar rosssecionFig. 2. There it can be seen that the gases deore initially,

the LHC where the proposed rectangular cross-section in order of importance, are H2, C02, CO. H20 and CH4.
optimises the horizontal and vrical apertures available for the All gases during the long exposure to photons
beam. exhibited the same behaviour, increasing their yields

with dose until they reached a maximum and then
B-9 T decreasing with dose. Although H20 showed the

Sad T at 1.9K Slargest increase with dose before decreasing, the final
yield measured after a dose of 1.25 1021 photons/m
was still above the initial by a factor of about 2.7.

Mabianm induced After the maximum photon dose all desorption
Qwwhcum yields were decreasing and showing no signs of

levelling off.

r 102

SA 63.5 e Critical gy

10-0 SCPe H20

Figure 1. A schematic cross-section of the beam screen in the m Co2

1.9 K vacuum chamber. •C O
" " -04 "Oft' .. &L.,, l . !

For example in the LHC it is estimated that, during a L. 10
quench, the magnetic field would decrease at about 30 T s 1  CH
and would induce forces of 15 tons m-n1 in a 1 mm thick Cu
beam screen causing permanent deformation. The magnitude
of these quench induced forces excludes the use of thick layers
of such high conductivity metals as Al and Cu. The beam 10-5 1018 1 10. 1
screen, therefore, will consist of an inner layer of Cu of 10 10 19 1020 102 10 22
sufficient thickness compatible with impedance requirements
but sufficiently thin to minimise quench induced forces Dose photons/m)
deposited on an outer tube of a low magnetic permeability
material such as stainless steel to provide the necessary Figure 2. The photon induced gas dsption yields from an
mechanical strength, unbaked, 100 mm diameter, Cu plated stainless steel chamber

Since the conductivity of the Cu decreases with increasing as a function of photon dose at 63.5 eV critical energy.
temperature, a practical upper limit based on impedance
considerations is 30 K. In the critical energy range of e between 12 eV and

284 eV the initial desorption yields scale as ea [41 where a
lies between 1.08 and 1.33 depending -.n the gas species.
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By insgratim of Fire 2 the total qumaity of each gas 106
d tbed was obtained mmd this is shown in Fipure 3. The
equivauent of abot 0.3 nonolayers of H2, H20 mnd C02 were
hPmbId P'after a pbomk do of 1.25 1021 phOon/M followed 10-7

bal nnamof CO mW 3 1() 2 mnlgesof M.-. 3.60K

100 0"2
i •.-.--------93.37K

H HO I io9

1 -0C 2  M3.07K
1 , l 2.97KC0

10, . 0 01 1 Moolyer.

3 1021 - -........ 
.

0 10- 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5

1 Surface Coverage ( Mol. cm "210 16 )
10 Figure 4. The vapour preSuSre of H2 as a function of surface

10-5 coverage for differmt temperatures.

10 17 0 10 1 0 10 10 VI. ION INDUCED PRESSURE INSTABILiTY
Dose (photons/m)

The circulating proton beam will ionize the molecules of
Figure 3. The total quantity of desorbed gas as a function of the residual gas which will then be accelerated towards the

the photon dose. screen wall by the repetitive effect of the positive potential of
the bunches of protons (- 300 eV for 851 mA in the LHC).

ebeam screen will operate at around 10 K, t These relatively energetic ions will then desorb all species of
gas from the accumulated layer. The resulting increase in

desoibed gases will be pumped (physisorbed) by its large pressure leads to an increase in the ion bombardment and hence
condensing surface and slowly build up thick layers. the gas desorption. This gives another dynamic pressure

The gas which is physisorbed on the cold screen surface component: the notorious "pressure bump" mechanism of the
has a thermodynamic vapour pressure. For temperatures CERN Intersecting Storage Rings (ISR) which led to unstable
<10 K only the vapour pressure of H2 will be significanL runaway pressures for beam currents in excess of a certain
Initially, when the surface coverage is less than a monolayer, critical value.
the pressure will be very low and completely insignificant. Here, as in the case of synchrotron radiation above, there

But, as the first monolayer becomes completed, the vapour will be a progressively increasing effect as the desorption
pressure rises dramatically [5] and exceeds 10.6 Ton at 5 K as coefficients increase with beam dose and the accumulated
shown in Figure 4. Such a high pressure is unacceptable in a surface gas coverage. At a certain threshold value of the
storage ring such as the LHC or die SSC since the beam-gas product of beam current and desorption coefficient an avalanche
lifetime would be several minutes instead of the required will occur resulting in a pressure run-away and loss of the
24 hours. beam [6].

It is important, therefore, that the screen surface be as Fortunately, the high linear pumping speed of the cold
clean as possible initially so that the photon induced gas surfaces in the LHC and in the SSC vacuum systems helps to
desorption is small and the time to build up a thick layer is rase the threshold and, for H2, stability will be assured in the
long. LHC if the product of the ion induced gas desorption yield 11

Since it is not pure H2 which is cryopumped but a and the beam current I does not exceed 1300 A. The
mixture containing H2, CH4, H20, CO and C02, it is coneponding figure for CO is 700.

uncertain what the vapour pressure of this composite layer Since the 11 for 300 eV ions bombarding a 'clean' metal
will be. If the vapour pressure of the H2 component is surface is typically - 5 mol. ion'l, it is clear that, initially,
suppressed then this will be an advantage but another effect the product q I is well below the stability limit.
which is the pressure instability due to the ion bombardment However as the coverage of gas increases on the pumping
will not be affected, surface, so does the desorption yield and for thicknesses of

many monolayers it can have values as high as 104 mol ion-I
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M[u show.nIn Fume 5. Thus it is important that this build- onlyreducethe thdmyami vapour prm of 1H2 while
up o pa oan the screen surface be a slow pomsible i.e. the temperatures higher tiha 30 K me cluded for beam stability
syncMon radiaioinduced p desorption be a minimum. reasons. All other effects seam unaffected by semperure
This implies thmt the ime scaeen surface should initially be .s changes within tius rugs.
he ofdesoitiable gas aspossible. 1Ue introduction of disurbaed pumpng haobs in the screen

will, however, dramatically modify the LHC vacuum
behaviour [9]. Suppoe that 1% of the screen surface is

1c0nsidere to be pedfared with holes which communicate to
H Ion E=V; die mgaet vacuum tube at 1.9 K - boles which me asmmed

to be perfectly gas transpowet and perfectly opaque to

synchrotro radiation. If the tota pumping speed of the innerbeamv screen surfae is S Us-1 then for 1% bolas their pumnping
sWeed s=S/IO0 ls- (Fiure 6).

S10 3  Su-inle sstSeel
10 Chamber 1.9 K

10 1 0 1 2 3 4 5T"Po
10 10 10 10 10 10 10 S

Number of Monolayers of Hydrogen Synchrotron
Figure 5. The desorption yield for 500 eV H2 ions incident on Radiation

thick condensed H2 layeas. Q (gas)

An obvious way of reducing the amount of adsorbed gas is Hole Pumpn
by heating. However, any heat treatment must not increase Speed -S/100
the electrical resistivity of the Cu layer above certain limits.
Thus once more the vacuum engineer faces constraints in his
options.

Beam

VII. ELECTRON MULTIPACTORING scram

With bunched proton beams, pressure rises can occur due Figure 6. A schematic of the beam screen showing the

to electron multipactoring driven by the electric field of the desorbed gas and the wall and hole pumping speeds.

passing proton bunches [81. An electron is accelerated towards
the bunch, traverses the vacuum chamber and produces When the machine is first put into operation the initial

secondary electrons from the opposite wall which in turn are pressure will be Q/S Torr where Q is the quantity of each gas

accelerated towards the next bunch. If the secondary electron desorbed by the synchrotron radiation (Torr I'l) and S is the
yield is greater than unity, and if the time between bunches is pumping speed of the surface for each particular gas. The
correct, a resonance condition is fulfilled -multipactoring- and amount of gas pumped by the holes is P.s (Torr iV I) i.e. it
large electron currents bombard the chamber walls. These increases as the p ýýssure increases.
electrons can desorb gas from the surface causing large pressure If we consider only H2, then as the H2 slowly builds up on
increases. the beam screen surface the thermodynamic vapour pressure of

A simple calculation with the LHC parametes reveals that H2 will slowly increase and, if there were no holes, it would
the threshold currents for multipactoring are in the range of the increase to its value corresponding to the temperature of the
LHC beam currents. screen e.g. 10-6 Torr at 4.2 K. The holes, however, will

VIII. PERFORATED BEAM SCREEN pump a fraction of this H2 and an equilibrium will be reached
when the quantity of desorbed gas equals the quantity
swallowed by the holes i.e. Q=P.s. With the holes the

The major problems, limitations and unpredictable equilibrium pressure of 1H2 is therefore given by Qjs which is,
behaviour of the LHC vacuum system all stem from the build- for 1% holes, a factor of 100 above the initial H2 pressure and
up of the condensed gas layer. The much praised super cryo- the exra gas load condenses continually on the 1.9 K surface
pump becomes, even if not a nightmare, a long term liability. where its vapour pressure is negligible.
A modification of the screen temperature will not change the
situation. Operating the screen at 1.9 K for example would
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For the other gamie their pressues remain unchanged at X. CONCLUSIONS
QO since their vapour presure at dhe temperature of the beam
screen aw na dependent of the layer thickness.

The temperature and temperature uniformity of the ceen. It has been shown that, when designing vacuum systems
become unimportan. They only affect the equilibrium in which synchrotron radiation is incident on surfaces at

coverage on the a nen and, of coume, die time to achieve ft. cryogenic temperatures, the vacuum engineer may not be
However the temperature should be kept constant and, in completely free to choose the praiderL
particular, not be allowed to rise during machine opeation. Because of the power radiated by the synchrron radistion,
T7e condesin cryo-enm of the magnets may ope at any a screen at a higher temperature than t vacuum chamber my
temperature which keeps the thermodynamic vapour pressure be necessary to intecept this radiation.
of 1H2 low enogh, eg. 3 K for 10I0 orr after the build-up Beam stability cnteria impose strict upper limits on the
of seva ow enorgheg.3K fors o o r l electrical resistivity of the beam screen inner wall, and hence
of several or mo e pho tiys oi, the temperature, and also the diameter of the pumping holes in

However, should the photon induced gas decpeo b ie beam screen.
such that the pressure increase of 100 is too high and dcreases It is imperative that the vacuum engineer must ensure that
the b•em-gas lifetime, there will be a need for periodic the surfaces hit by the synchrotron radiation are as clean as
warming up and cleaning of the screen. However, the screen possible so wat the pressure increases, which are determined
should at all times be kept warmer than the magnet bore to by the diameter and number of die pumping holes, are
prevent contamination by intro-diffusion, especially when the consistent with the required beam-gas lifetimes ad the time to
machine is not operating. build up thick layers of condensed gas is long ie. months not

days.
IX. BEAM-PERFORATION INTERACTIONS
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Dynamic Vacuum In the Beam Tube of the SSCL Collider - Cold Beam Tube
and Liner Options*

William C. Turner
Se1n Sup"r CoAderal-
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Dallas Tean 75237-3997 USA

Abs&%Wc dbrecy illuminated stripe on die beam tube wall depends on
In this paper model equations =r derived for calculating the photon energ and is -4mm for the median photon energy

the beiim tube density of molecules deowbed by synchrotron .OSEFrit - 23eV. The vacuum design goals are 300hir beam
radiation in the SSCL 2M~V proton Collider and the lifetime, due to nuclear scattering and beam tube warm up
supporting simulation experiments at synchrotron light interval of the order once per operational year
sources. Cold 4.2K beam tUbe and arbitrary temperature liner (-2IO2 3photonsn). MWe 3001w beam lifetime requirement

ordistributed pump systms are consideredt. Physical effects crepnst naeaeH est x01m fC
aiddm; dir et rpion cqsrpn deopto o rrsodfoa vrg 2 est x0/m rC

physisocbe mleculies, the H12 eqiiru istiem axa density 5,407 /cm 3 . The cryogenic limit 0.6W/m[31
diffusion and distributed pumping. Convenien formulas are cresponds to local density limits 4x10101cm 3 for H2 and
given for extrcting the WIlevant physical variables from the 7x109/cm3 for CO. Accumulation of less than one monolayer
simulation experiments and calculating the anticipated beam of H2 in an operational year corresponds to an average
tube denity in the Colder. A numerical example ilustrating ptesponcoefficient:5 2xl0-5 -2/powton.
the imporatm physical effct is preented.1.BAIEQ TON

~~~I w f nrtODUCTONlds- ~ LI We begin by writing down equations describing the
The ne gen-io of pro co m-SC n volume density n and surfatce density s of H2 inside a 4.2K

wedition fins thet colld boretubeo superfcndutin magnehrtron beam tube of radius a exposed to synchrotron radiation. Some
The vacuum systems of such colliders require taking into cnnnso h ramn fohrgss(OC2C4 n
account the gas desorbed by syncrotron radiation toisr tube temperatures (20K, BOX) will be made below. The

adeqatebeamHft an mch'i availability. Although th equation for volume density is;
cold magnet bore; tube can in principle serv as a czyipun its V- +adi*(i-n)-
effectiveness can be limited by two effects. Firstly cryosorbed &W= + -cww* a-")-C'
gas is rather weakly bound to the surface and may be easily j 2n(1
desorbed, so the effective pumping speed may be severely AD Treduced. Secondly, in the case of the SSC, the saturation vapora
density of H2 at fte 4.2K magne operating tempierature In eqn(l) V . xa2 is the beam tube volume per unit axial
exceeds the crouhptquench limit by a fictor of fifty, length. The frwst two terms on the right describe
so accumulation of a monolayer of H2 anywhere in fth beam photodesorption of molecules. The desorption coefficient illI
tube must be avoided.[lJ The function of a line is to interoept molecules per photon is for chemically bound matter not
the photon flux and to pump the pbotodesorbed gases in a way previously desorbed and is a function of the integrated photon
that shields them from the synchrotron radiation. It will turn flux per unit length r and perhiaps the: photon intensity t.
out tha specifyin a line configuration that will work depends Th seond ter alow for th desrPtionof relatively weakly
on far less information than qualifying a simple beam tube b~ound physically sorbed molecules with desorption coefficient
without a liner if indeed such a tube exists. The situation with i'wihi ucino h ufc est fcysre
LHC is that because of the low 1.M niaguet operting molewhculis. At futon oufathe suvrface dnenst swofl epcrysbe
tempeaturie a 10-20K line has bow~ desiged in molcues Atlwsraecfrgeoewudepct
beginning to intercept the synchrotron radiation heat load.[21 depends linearly on the surface density s; 11, = nb6(2s where
For fth SSC it is reasonable to Intercept the synchrotron bma .Sm)
load at 4.2K so whether to install a liner is an open question. s ha ennralzdt h monolayer density sm. The third
Furthermore the temperature of the liner could be chosen to ter on the right of eqn.(l) accounts for the cryosorption of
correpond to any of the available refrigeration systems 4.2K, molecules incident on the surface; aw is the sticking
20K or 80K and each choice has its particul avna ge an prbblt e wall collision, Sw, = V4, / 4 is the ideal wall

Some basic synchrotron radiation parameters for the SSC pumping speed and ne is the equilibrium isotherm density of
ame photon critical energy - 284eV, photon intensity = molecules with srace desty s. The foith temalws for a
lxl016photonslms at 2OTeV and 72m. and synciarotro liner -r distributed pump with pumping speed C per unit axial
power = 140mW/in. The photons hit the vacuum chamber length. The last term allows for the axial diffusion of
wall at an Incidence angle -2mrad at a distance -20m from molecules out the ends of a finite length tube; Ac= xa~2 is
their point of emission an the protm orbit. The FWHM of the 2

___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ __ the tube cross section area and D=-aV is the Knudsen
O0perated by the URA for the US DOE under Contract No. DE-
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by a contractor of the U.S. Govefrnent under
contract mo. t2E-AC35-89ER40486. AccordinglY.
the U.5, Governmrent retains a nonexciusivt. royalty-
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dift bias codftcLst The equation for the surface density s of
aryoaaodoiw 0011ies ir 2~ 2n~~W

Aw - n2+OwSw(,-,,)- Ifrf. (2) 277T = 2
The faok trm In qn.(2) allows for the possibility of direct

pmoluction of phyasorbod molecules by the incident photonfula Thescn d ead thid wtmu we the same as In eqn.(0) but Given the density a(z), the suf esity s(z) is obtained by

with oppos• ,ila. All the terms on the right of eqn.(2) deftne solving the following implicit equatio for s;
the effective pumlping of the beam tube surface which we note 17'(s) = R2 +- -U-(n(z) - ne(s)). (5)
is reduced by the equilibrium isotherm and by the 1r

I. sorptoe cc recycling of cryorbed, molecules. One If ne << n(z) and rt2 << if«(s) then
morn equation is needed to describe the equilibrium isotherm
relatiU %to s. He we choose to represent the isotherm by a '(s)=- nz). (6)
BET equaton r

X=ay(3 If we make the further substitution '= if lJ the surface
[0(- y)( + (a - DAy)]

where x = s/sm andy = ne/nsat and ( = eO/T is a density is given explicitly by

dimenionless parameter. Eqn.(3) has the saturation property SW1=|gWYnw SM.
y -+ I as x -+ -. For any particular surface the equilibrium I n(J )
isotherm must be measured experimentally to determine sm We note that the diffusion out the ends of the tube is driven by
and a•t Hydrogen isotherms have been measured on stainless isotherm evaporation and q' desorption. If there is no 1q
steel by Benvenutl et al[41 and the 4.2K isotherm can be process then isotherm evaporation alone drives the diffusion
reasonably fit with sm = 6x10 1 5 H2/cm3 and a = l.37xi04. and sis given implicitly by;
In ref.[2] the saturation density of H2 was also determined to
be nst(cm"3 ) = 6.84xlO22e' 9 5 -8/T/T. For our purposes sm, ne(s)=n(z)= + "'• (8)

which depends on the particular surface, and nsat are the most B. Long 4.2K beam tube without a liner
important parameters and results are not too sensitive to A
uncertainty inoL The solution to eqn.(l) for n(z) with V- - 0, C = 0 and

HI. SOLUTIONS

The equations in Sec. B will be applied to tubes of length A- S 0 is;
L with -W2 < z < IJ2 and the boundary condition n(±/2) = 0 at
applied at the ends. In practice the density at the ends of a tube r 1~l
will be determined by the gas flow rate and pumping speed, I
which here we take to be infinite compared to the tube n(z) ni + '_+ne X1- (9)
conductance. It is straightforward to add a finite density o wSw awsw [
boundary condition to the solutions given below. Here we are
only interested in quasi-static solutions VW 0 so the time where _2 and = 2

0 - and we neglect possible z
at owSw 3 0w

dependence (slow) of n enters through the behavior of the de

desorption coefficients with increasing photon flux and dependence of TI and ne. The mean square axial distance a

increasing isotherm density due to the build up of surface molecule travels before sticking to the wall is 2X.2 and L21 X2
density on the beam tube. We characterize the length of a tube is equal to the wall pumping speed divided by the conductance
without a liner according to whether the surface density reaches of a tube of length L. Evidently as long as we are a few tube

& Adiameters from the end of the tube the cosh term is negligible
a quasi-steady state A -0 due to diffusion out the ends or and we have;

at
continues to build up due to crynsorption and 112. Tubes with + r + ne (10)
a surface reaching steady state are deemed to be "short", others aowSw awSw
"long". We first give the solutions for short and long tubes
without lnr and then give a criterion for short or long. The which is the solution obtained with axial diffusion neglected,
solution is then given for an arbitrary length tube with a liner. d2n
The presence of liner pumping again allows the surface to AcD--- , 0. Inserting eqn.(I0) into eqn.(2) we obtain for

reach a quasi steady state A -0. the surface density;

A. Short 4.2K beam tube without a liner r

The solution to eqn.(l) for density n(z) with V m. ,, O,;J (A +U2 )d(
a0

C=0 and AW-0 is; which just says all the desorbed gas winds up on the surface.
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rapid isotherm density rise although the pumnelers may be theC. NuNwdcal exampLe for 4.2K beam tubes same as those which would lead to such a rise in a muchIa this section we give an example to illustrate the longer tube. The 15m tua reaches the region of rapid isothermcGaW of the equatiom. The measurement of a complete set rise, but pumping at the ends clamps the density at 7.6x1010
of parmeters at 4.2K is incomplete so we take the following H2/cm 3 . The 90m case reaches the isotherm saturation region
assumed values: Il =- 2 = 4xl0"4 , TIi0 = 10, Ow _ 0.5, before intercepting the short tube solution. For the particular
7= 2.1xl0 4 cm/sec, a- 1.5cm. sm - 3xl0 1 5 H2/cm 2 , a = parameters chosen, pumping at the ends of a 5m long.3xl And f.1on16 T soquadrupole or spool piece would keep the density from=1 ptons/m/sec. The short tube reaching the value 4x1010 H2/cm 3 which would lead to a

solution eqn.(4) depends on the tube length which we take to beam loss induced cryogenic overload/magnet quench, but fallbe L - 1, 5, 15 and 90m. These lengths correspond short for a 15m dipole by a factor of two. Pumping at lm
approximately to: a typical beam tube sample for intervals would be required to keep the density at the 300hrpbokc sson• experiments, a Collider quadrupole magnet or beam lifetime goal level of 3x10 8 H2/cm3.spool piece, a Collider dipole magnet and a Collider half cell.D c mti
The long tube solution eqn.(10) depends on the integrated In this section we summarize a criterion for whether to
photon flux which we take to be r - lxl01 9 to 1x1023 use the long or short tube solutions to calculate n(O). For aphotons/n, corresponding to 1000sec to 100days of Collider given set of parameters calculate n(0) using the long tubeoperaton. The long tube solution is independent of length and solution eqn. (10). Then evaluate the expression;
is plotted versus r in Fig. 1. The three components of the 2
long tube solution awe also shown: (1) the ilI term, (2) the fn' 16x a n(O)Va
term and (3) the isotherm. The short !ube solutions are 3 LT (12)independent of r and we indicated by d horizontal lines in If S:5 1, use the long tube eqn.(10), if S > I use the short tube
Fig. I that are labeled with L = 1, 5, 15 and 90m. For a given eqn.(4).
tube length it is the lower density of the long and short tube E. Beam tube with a linersolutions which pertains. For this reason one always starts out The case of a beam tube with a liner is only interesting
at low r on the long tube solution and follows it until it when Cn >> A» Dd2n / dz'. In that case, and with the quasi
intercepts the short tube solution for the chosen length. when ari on V as

Fig.l:Short and long tube H2 density staapxmmatious V-m0 and A--0, the solution to

10 13 for the density is;

12 n = (+172)t (13)
L a •SM The solution for the surface density is the same as eqns.(5) to101 "-(8). Eqn.(13) is remarkable in its simplicity compared to

1010 L=Sm eqn.(10). It depends only on the desorption coefficient
'n= -1 + 12 to specify a conductance C that will meet theS 10 - lim beam lifetime criterion. Eqn.(13) is valid for any temperature
liner and is independent of whether on not there is cryosorption

lo (3) on the liner surface. The conductance C is related to the holes
3 in the liner by C = pNhAhV /4 where p is the transmission

10 probability, Nh the number of holes per unit axial length, Ah
to: (1) the area per hole and V the mean molecular speed. Although10a /the mean speed V1 may be higher than that corresponding to

1010 1020 1021 10o22 023 equilibrium with the liner, a conservative estimate of the
conductance may be made by assuming the molecules and liner

photons/m are in thermal equilibrium. When using eqn.(13) to estimate
the conductance it is important to include desorption of all the

From the results in Fig. I we make several observations molecules since the heavier molecules have slower speeds and
for the assumed parameters. The long tube solution is higher scattering cross sections. The calculational details
dominated by the q' desorption of cyrosorbed H2, which cannot be given here, but at present it seems possible to
increases linearly with r, until the isotherm density takes over specify liners with T = 4.2, 20 or 80K which will meet the

300hr beam lifetime requirement with an effective open holeat r - 8xl02 1 photonslm. The qi desorption of H2, which area of - 3%. This is small enough to allow a comfortable
drives everything, dominates the density only at very low safety margin for tranverse beam instabilities.
accumulated photon flux not shown in Fig. 1. We also see IV. REFERENCES
that L I and 5m tubes reach maximum densities of 3.4x10 8  [1] A. Maschke, SSCL-Preplint 86. Mar. 1992
and 8.4x10 9 due to pumping at the ends and do not reach the [21 A. Mathewson. this conference
wegion of rapid rise due to the isotherm. The relevance of this [3] R. Carcagno et al. Proc. of Supercollider-4, New Orleans,
is that short tube photodesorption experiments at synchrotron 19( pg. 897
light sources with tube lengths 1 to 5m may not observe the [4] C. Benvenuti et al, J. Vac. Sci. Technol., 13. 1172. 1976
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Distibuted Ion Pump Testing
for PEP.JI, Asymmetric 5-Factory Collder

K4 Ca~oron, F. Hodewe, W. Barletta, D. P~ueaet
Lawrence L~vrmnv National Laboratory

C. Foerster
van Natituna Laboratory

MMTODUcIION PUMP DESIGN
At its design level. PEP-11 will circulate asymmetric Ion pumps. using plat-type anodes have beow chosen

beans as 9 GeV and 1.5 A in a High Energ Ring and to achieve thesn pump~ing speeds. The five plate aniode
3.1 GeV with 2.1 A in aLow Enegy Ring. In additioun, the shown in Fog. 1, contdai four rows of pump Cell in a
vacauua systema of boih ring will be designed so operas at staggered arrangements to produce a cell-area density of
a maximum current of 3 A to provide for higher current 68%. Cells, with a 1.8 cm diameter. intercept a dipole
operation in the future Pumping for both rings is provided magnetic flux Varying from 1I00 Puts at the magnet pole
by sputter iot pump systems. cente to about 1450 gans at the pole edges. Although

In the High Energy RingN hghs. loads, deriving from understood that cell diamdte should cinceas with lower"n
the intuse photon radiation, are calculated at 1.06 X 10-6 fild we have elected to mainained a umifom cell diunete
Torr liters 0~ -1 using a desoptio cofficient (eta) of in order to maximize the sota number of cells in the Isua 1
2 x 10-6 molecules pholon-1 . Contact fingers, between the titanium cathodes and

To maintain an average pressure of 5 nTorr or less in dhmibU wells provide Conduction cooling for the cathode
the arc cells, lumped ion pumps we used in the 2 m long plates. These Vrog contacts spaced along the lengt of the
straight sections and distributed ion pumps we use-d ind cathode, wre designed to remove a heat flux of 0.01 W cm 42
6 m long dipol chambers where the conductance of the and the cathode plate have been shaped to provide the
vacuum chamber is prohibitively low. -nePCessary stiffness to carry the contact spring force. A

To achieve these pressures. the distributed ion pump formed screen-plate, separatin ftf beam tube from the
system is required to have pumping speeds of 110 liters pump chamber, contains 6 lines of slots pitched at 10 cm.
54 =-I however, a design level of 165 liters s-1 arn has The slots, 0.25 cm high by 9 cm wide, provide a calculated
been set to provide a factor of safety of 50% beasd on conductance of 1400 liters g-1 arl through the screen.
pumping alon.e Where possibfr, the slots in the screen have been aligned

4~

Figurre 1. Distributed ion piump with scren-plate

O.7S03.12OS-1j93s03.00 0 1993 IME
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wieh do spaees between the anode plates to improve dheGag G& Gue
wiarll codcandem oI doe pompymem combinatin, Also. ag

diebegMof the dot ees ban lected to keep the Q 5 Q 6 Q
ismdwcontrbutionto a neglgiible rd ad the height-
0-kolat ratio, of the sdot hasbeat chosen to minimize the P71 P5 P4j P6 IP8
ffecm of RF iiorkarero daring operation. Anode designs
wil hmsiherfie orsvnpk ad h o t pttrnin P9 Q9 P3Q3 Q1 NOP)
th miaebtch g e plate wil correspod to Pt1eQmode2 Qi P12

inTM PLA1rosQ1Crs
To validate the pumping speeds described above, we Gssuaem yrep-iig to test a series of ion pump designs with Gssuc

varying pump parameters that include calldiamtr P3C2 PIC12
spicing between maode plates B field B field unifrmity -4-P
and voltage. A tuh&4yp mode, uimilar to the former PEP P2 C23 2C12
deign, will a" be tested and a concluding experiment will
MRs a modd~el= used on the VuV said x-ra beunliame at
the National Synchrotron Light, Source to provide a C23 C12
comparison. Initial tesing will begin wnItb N2 gas. TYPcal contrd volume
however, die final design will be tested with the CO. C02,
H2, CH4. and lt=C gs~ mixtuUn Figurie 2. Pumping system schematic model.

TMST STAND

To test these designs, a test stand, that closely Mtsclmehon muatedileagt
simulates watual rnag conditions was designed using a 12 in Fig 3. insre s7 thts um oues dIpmole magnet

coto-ouemdel.b assoniin.2.t sals stalled from die right. The system is pumped down with a

Figurere 3. Dp chambendprn.vew
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1000 liters stubomolecular pump after which two, 400 system is programmed to monitoring pressures and to
liters s" ion pumps are used to bring the system into the display gas flows into the chamber, pressure differences at
1010 Toir hinge. A heating system, installed in the narrow the pump before and after gas injection, and pumping
space between the chamber and magnet pole faces bakes the speeds, all as a function of time. The test stand, now
chamber at 200°C during the high voltage conditioning of nearing completion at LLNL, is shown under construction
the module. Gas flow into the chamber will be determined in Fig. 4.
by measuring the pressure difference across an orifice of This work was performed under the ausices of the U.S.
known conductance. Once installed in the magnet, a Department of Energy by the Lawrence iUvermore National
programmable high voltage power supply conditions the Laboratory under contract W-7405-Eng4&
module to 7 kV in a nominal field of 1800 gauss while at
temperature. During a typical test run, a data acquisition

Figure 4. Dip test stand construction.
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NZin cap= F= iM W1 my ima
Psolo Nbrdni, Ma~ssim IftrizK, FPbrtutc Be'lmlm, Mario 1urro

SANSGUMW S.p.A.. Via Gallarate 215, 20151 Milano, iW.Y

Ab~tuf prvi- discrete punpiq ~aiities, an
required for aole in the CVotdus and

WRV pumps basned an nn evaqparble getter abomters region of storage rings or
coated strips find ideqpread use in synckmsatrua machins (6]. Som wvN-1
particle accelerators,, synchrwotrcn of NES pupa are high pumpingqed
radiation ~Idne and nuc~lear fusion empecially for hyc~mg., im u of
--- iin ftal devices. Dqepedingj on the mechanical UMlng parts, no ltree

gm -ric crtraints, pressur operation~ with the particle beem, loI w
conditicru and tie foreseeni gas k 1 0 np! WC , low cost. Miair mmn &umk
qitiai zed, getter Istrcb rePs, such as is the f inite sorption capacity for active
zafles, and caxtr Idges, can be deigned and gasses, such as 0D, N2, 002 an atwic

as~ld into a high-fficiancy pap. in requires periodical getter cczditcinga
the present paer the design and mo~derate -t-_ --- Iu-e (400 OC) to clean the
porerfoallMie of a newuly conceived High surface byr diffusion of the conitminants
Capacity Getter Pump (HOG) based an into the bulk. The freqeny of getter
sintered getter bodies, in the shape of ---liticnixq UkerKd an the gas load and
blW e instea of strips, is illustrated. the operating pressre conditionu required
¶bt porosity and the specif ic surface arma for running the epierluts. With this
of the bWd. and their araj.tin tim respect,, next gMneration machines, such as
Cartridge have been qptlinZed to high perfeoy-imrxes storage rings arid B
significantly increase sorption capacity at factories, will be I ratrie by

a giivn spad. nmee pumps are well suited increased thermal - -esi from tie wa~ls
for those whietoa *re a very high of the vacuum chamber and increased dynamic
ga load is expected durinag them achine loads &is to phxotn indc~xed damrczticn 1(7].
operat~ion. 7ha sintered getter bodie operating vacum repquirnts II will also
increate surface area and capacity, be -m ure1 stringent and pressure value
requdring less frequent reactivation aid lowier than ="0- tor rmzummary. In tim
facilitating greater overall life of the presmnt paetim design aid sorption
pup. A discuission of tim experiummnt-al dratisi of a newly co.mived NBG
results in term of sorption speed aid pump, whdic can overcome aboye, cited
capacity for various ass is presented. problems, are illustrated. This pump, which

is based an tim use of porous sintered
I. I~1T K getter, SIXMi significakntly larger sorption

capaity aid hioir puping speed per unit
No vaorbn Getter (NB.;) pusfind volume than NEG pumps making use of tim

Widespread use for maintaining vacum in a coated strip. It is therefore prticularly
variety of UWV -- prizmntal machines such wall suited for uantidz V standards
as storage rings,, synchxrotronu, particle under high gas load cortiiticn.u
accelerators, nuclear fusion devices. At
present, ccumrcialy available NB.; pumps 3:1. EE1E OF 7ME HI EWC GUMf M PUMP
mke use of metallic strips upon whdic tim
getter powdi is deposited aid umxncly NIX pumps based an modules aid
azxixcred by ccupressicn. gnee strips can cartridges are highy optimized structure
be inserted in suiitable region. couxucted in whichd the surfac area of tim deposited
to the vcum dhawer to provide an getter maternal, as well as the effective
effective ditriue puping system stiddnig probtability, i.e. the probability
[1], (2], [3]. Alternatively, they can be for a molecuile entering into tim gettering
shaped in nre ccuple structures,, much as structure to be captured,, are umxlaized. T1b
cartridges aid axhiles (4] (5], whdic can be furtber inr~ease tim sorption capacity per
assmbled into high efficiency pumps to unit volaume an approchd has benpursued
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IbA JS bmd ni the we at pzom g tters hes been ~secif zily C~*iaiad
SIFMMi ode insteadt of the &wring the E i fauring 110 1! to wJMwu

oatd ot , dbc at the high qict pecasity,, thus yvavdirir a lbatter
g wPAP (UW) p~tftg, having the accessbility for thege m1oleus to the

som ita ad im usat a Illmr IMU available gettern inrfus lily. I -, nh
200 pap is *x in tiqai. gmt-ic e arrimgent cif tim blade

_ ~imeif the cartridlge, as wonl as their
___ nobw and size, has also bow optimized in

cv, to -rar both large W cance
bebandjacut blade and high trappng
ef~cia~yfor the molecuile which hame

the ntrnsi sa-pton rsnitim for the

aintaredicnb aolnd far ~lqing aij
perf1nrcas.modet aised on iucminsi mtod

It8], as quite curate ccicn ta thmie
Sofpio For E get- a1lc to allHOW cate mad
as fncitio of get er verial INjUl~MtISm Of
numberi andz 3.5isi ofz bie thn hat

A areaiabl in a f qpab e size desi0r(60
Pit w8 rn. A dtaie arranninm of

b h.of p tun getters allowtoiallocmiitate
qetity ofgte matera of id theW pAii

RArvilrable in zasn uctan capcit aP20 n(0

speed,, d;9nomt posne qpecific handlim..
Pr6lm. Heating of the getter maternal
dimng thm activatimjp rcamam and the pun

qwraia~is accomp] J min in the Wc~totý
of fig*l by mown of a UIIV lamp. The getter
operating tweature is omitrolled by
umown of a t' 1rm owxpl.. 71mnks to the
relatively limited auotz* of getter

PI~G. I - Cut and top view of the high material full activationi to 5000C only
caPMAity getter PRP PLtoltype reqifres 250 watts. Zctarnal heating, even

tha*4 lows attractive, can be also
'urn getter cartridcoe is cao~ose of a y~vvided.

cylndrcalarray of nearly parallel
recivia para blade tiiil are m. uMMMMNO CW TWww C M~
inesetid In a stainlns steel retaining Ga1U 1w
stuatts and act as the gettering
elemnts. Gas wmaleals reach the gettering The HO~hkm been tested acdngto

tuctkibz dfrectly from, thm top mirface of tim dyrgiic f lowI intlxx, as descibed in
the p~p or fros the large central irmur detail in reference [9]. Activation of the
ctvit A- "e. I&* b]w arm Itipr11 by getter viterial was carried cat at 500oC
mixing and sintering lzqps ummt of St for 60 Minuutee. PUrity of the teant gases,
707 (3r70%- V24.5%- Pe 5.5%) and zircamim afkitted to the getter pmp ttnaagh the

-. he aku8strVIr oftm itr. tance was better than 99.99%.



~aum- awn reribly u by k for this gsis uctrmmly high, being
tna~loll, the PM a first tested I iatilly l imited bV the ~ittlm

farfthis gman the, after mminive VRMBon ly. A campriua babmn the
1919* it a am .ption QWV for CD, N2 and i. at the
-- mc BMWn (10] and those of the GP 200

18 pump, kokma an the -I~e strip rmtrg

-- 4 --- -1- -4- puming apsed (a factor two) and caacity
I II(a facto fi~fteen at 1001/s). &Ths pupin
L ~L L- -.-. 4t1hefr. PC prticularly wall suited for

-is 3j- -"me -I - tbr q1csiu e a high gm load or
4- ~- 4 o ~ mmtd~ m qprating cyclesame

61%mrlMMNWta Iftt Syap. m- Vbcun Tech. &

Dxlrnrh~limtcm, Wy pp- 175-1W8,

for the large electron positron aollidin:
ISO I I[til (UM "i WL=Inutrumn*s and Methods No.

aIYI Tor 1 1 (3] H.F. Dylla, D.M. M, m I J.C. CItrolo,
FIG.2mroa tmeatre ptiocum oi(00, A.G. Nmbm, A. Ponst, F. Hlazza "VaocuU
N. and H2) for the HOW prototype systes design for a 1.* 2 GeV electron

storage ring With mru-evaparabl. getter
reurtlzfor 00 and N2. Sorption jaulng Proc. AWS Tq~icl Camf. on Vbo=

tests wer carried out at ront~rtr.Design, af Syruiiratrc Llobt So~rc.
aiperiatal results are dwmn In fig.2. Argonme, jp. 389-403 (1990).
Initial puming qiss& of the HOW for 00, (4] A. ariosi, T.A. Giargi, L. Rosai
N2 and hydrogen are about 500, 300 and 1300 "hr- -' atstcso SMM-A jima-vaporal

1/8reepmtivly.7n 00 .oLption curve getter cartridges and their potential urn
dinarmesso slowly with the msmr 1ed q~mntity in fuion reactors "Proc. of the Int. Qmnf.

upto about 10 tarrn and than it rapidily on radiation U~fects and fritim tedhm. for
dtmgs. Mbin behamicu is a clea indication fufion reators, pp. 213-216 (1975).
af thn porousnature af the getter b]~ (51 K. hudij, L. Dolcino, F. Doni, B.
and thn hlig catziuctarm of the cartridge Pfzrario,, " A rmw ultrahigh vacum
structure. lbs ctization of them. two~ mta pump ", JeVbc.Sci.Tsctzxm1. A

parmarsresults in a contlxunom and 5(4), ~.2587-2590 July/Aug (1987)
effcintsorption process uddic goes an (6] S.R. In,, T. Nmruyin, S. YdmNuhi, S.H.

till the getter surface is nearly Be, "Peforom dh--acteristic of bx~ed
saturated. RW hach gas laad, an abrupt 1mvq~morable getter (=;) pWp J=aral Of
ducresise in pumping =m1 take.. place, Vacuu Society, Vol.34, NO 12, pp. 882-893

lmi only few, active sites are still (1991).
availablef for dhiopan and ron mm[7] N.B. Nistry, AIP (Omf. Proc. No. 171,
It 1q Iwoat-1r diffusion is negligible. 1, (1988).
Simi~lar binhavior is *xmm by nitrogen. (8] C. Pisani, "PRmlms of gas kimetics in

Diferetlyfrom OD and N2. and in systems with a&=-WMr walls". Vaaum 18,
agzm mmt with literature data, no decras.e No.6. pp. 327-334 (1968).
in the pumping speed for hydrogen has been (93 AMN prx P, rz 1 ;798-82.

remd up to the test does. in fact: (10] Italian Patent A~iainNO M92 A
thaiks to the hlig diffusivity of hydrogen 001753
into the allay lattice, tkis pump capacity (11] SRW internal Report No 20 (1988)
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ELETTA Vacuum System

14. mrnseiuaLa F. Deck. F. GicNMo, Rt. Kursvan, J. Mleutusuma F. Prada

SIMPnc-tnn PThuoswPukiciuo99,34012 Trine.ume Iy

*SSC Laborsato, 2M5 Deckleymeade Ave, Dallas TX 75237, USA

Abowx howrs and must be achieved soon after star up (short
Blemt is a third-geumeration synchroton light source conditiounig own).

which is being built especially for dhemus of high Iwlilluie Maschine parameters clisacterizing the Eletir vacuum
radiation from insertion devices and bending magnets. The syse we a follows:
UHY conditmion n a sooras Ann lead oo a longer beamn Bern awegy, E 1.5 (2.0) [6eV
lifetime - one of fth mon important criterion. The Eettra Be Curet 1 0 (
vacuum sysseme presents oMe pecularit"e which cannet be ai 55 (n
found in any already existing machine. The fina version of Cicmeec 260 ~ [ml)
bonding magnat vacoutu chamaber is I es1s11d1 After chemical Requmfe pesmec 260 es - [Ton
mad daumal condtionng the specific omlesing rat of ab euioutenewihbun 2e9 Tr
1.5e,12 Toir. I seci cm-2 was obtained. A microprocesso lr-
controlled system has been developed to perform balk&ou at IL. VACUUM COMPONENT AND MATERILMS
the unifom tenierature Mwe etched-foil type heonara e gloed FrEe trg igi a endcddt dp h

tftchamber and Microtherm insulation is used. UHV For e lanetra soltioraerng witchm beenydecided tromaop the
pump based on standard triode sputter-ion pump were at-hme ouin hc svr trciefo h

modified with ST 707 NEO (Non Evapordae Got) -I vacuum point of view because of the, efficient removal of
A special installation enables the. resistive activation of getters desorbed gas for away from the electron tr~ctorwe when fth
and significantly increases pumping: speed for hydrogen and Small dimensions of the beam chanber limit the conductance
other residual gSes (except methane and argon). All these .and then the pumnping effectiveness.
technological innovations improve vacouum conditions; in The electron beam chamber has a rhomboidal cross-section
Elmsr sunorin mg and consequently also the other parameters - 8x56 m2 internal dimensions and 2mmur thicktness - in
of our fight son= order to fit all of the magnetic elements, its specific

conductance is 30 W/s The rhomboidal shape is obtained by
L IN~ODUCION ollinga rud pipe of suit"ldiameser.
L U-MODU IIONThe bending magnet vacuum chamber is made by

Third generation light sources andedicated mchine to coupinog the rhomboidal chanber to the ante-chunber obtained.
be built especially for the use of mdlatlc fo inetin by machining a 6.5 cm thick stainless steel sheet. The

dra rahertha frm bndng agnts.Hig '1-- rhomboidal chamber is bent to the apropriat bending radius,
devxces rather ftha frvoms end av uns.Hg b rilliest anorer 5f 5 mn on axis, and connected to fth ante chamber via alI cmu
eagicueed that hig thea rviusgenreqationeb at sopasticantedero high dlot. which is machined on the outer port of the chamber
mltagntd, bihvcut highteam.cret eir 5SIh~i in order to let the synchrotron radiation photons go to

Elemsr light source, which is being built on Cam hill experimental beam lines.
ner JreseIay, consist of tremwp A non-standard sealing techniuew has been applied insa

nearTri~tethre man pts:number of vacuum chambes's connections. It is based on
I1. The 1.5 GeV full-injection linac already installed and VATSeaI-type, gaskets made of silvered copper with a smal

tested Hi situ (in future can be upgraded to 2.00e6V). edge on both sides. These gaskets have been extensively tested
2. The transfer line (it) from linac to storag ring. TL is in laboratory up to 300 OC without leaking problems. They

93 m lne 10Pumped by thirtee 60 1/M spurn-ion Pumps reuire about 8 Nm of sealing torque and due to their
which can obtain and maintain the average pressure 2.e" geometry, there is no clearsanc between the coupled flanges
mber. and therefore the beam impedanc conribution is minimum.

3. The 260 mn lon storage ring which is divided into si' Another important device to be installed in the vacuum
sectors. The ring contains 24 bending magnets and 12 sytmi the photon absorber (or crotch absorber). It should
straigt section, one is for beam injection. 11I are for be installed in each bending magnet vacuum chamber in orde
insertion device, radisticon beam lines, to absorb about 70% of the synchrotron radiation. Our design
in the storage ring the UHV conditions are necessary to of the absorber is based on an OFHC copper block on which

drastically reduce the elastic Coulomb gas scattering and an OFHC copper pipe is brazed for cooling water. A second
bremsstrahlung which strongly affect the beam lifetime. brazing to a stainless steel flange with feedthrouighs for water
Stored beam lifetime due to gas density must be more than 10 assures the vacuum tightness and failitates the assembly.
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A 4.8 m long vacuum chamber has been designed for IDs The installation of additional 12 lumped NEG pumps
installation. It has am elliptical cross-section with a cylindrical (LNPs) was inevitable in a straight section between two
mite-dcmber. All system will be pumped by four 60 1/s magnets where a SIP of comparable pumping speed cannot be
SIPs, if it will be necessary, NEG modules can be inserted fitted. This pump is based on NEG module inserted in a
inside. rectangular vacuum chamber, UHV feed-through is used to

An austenitic stainless steel ESR AISI 316 LN has been connect the NEG module with an external power unit for
chosen, for its very low magnetic permeability, its high yield activation of the getter. Pumping speeds of LNPs, also
stress and well known welding and cleaning procedure. developed in our laboratory, were measured at different
Inral surfaces and welds exposed to the vacuum must be free experimental conditions, as well [2].
of micinclusions and cracks. Surface rouShness must be less Totally 108 of 120 )/s and 24 of 400 I/s Varian StauCell
than I pm and fre of oxides or impurities, pumps modified with St 707 NEG modules me used.

All vacuum components were carefully cleaned and The total pressure in our vacuum chamber is measured by
finished to obtain the required vacuum level (<le.-10 mbar cold cathode (Penning) gauges TPG 300.
without the beam). A complete surface treatment included the The analysis of residual gas mixtures and partial pressure
following phases: measurements we performed by 6 quadrupole mass analyzers
i) Organic solvent degreasing - all principal Balzers 421 (one for each sector). Linearity, sensitivity and

contaminations were eliminated by means of organic stability tests of this instrument were done in our laboratory
solvents as the acetone or the benzol; for components [3]. Spectrometers can be used for leak checking, bake-out
contaminated by oil an additional cleaning with monitoring and local surface outgassing, when radiation hits a
perchiorethylene at 120 *C was necessary. surface.

ii) Ultrasonic washing - a bath in phosphateless alcaline
solution at about 60 'C for minimum 4 hours. IV. BAKE OUT PROCEDURE IN SIU

iii) Two phases rinsing - the first with normal water which
eliminated detergent residues, the second in A microprocessor-controlled bake out system has been
demineralized water, which removed the impurities from developed. The heaters are of the resistive deposit over a
the normal water. Kapton foil, which are glued to the chamber. The Microthern

iv) Drying - a hot air flow dries the walls and prevents dust insulation 3 mm of thickness guarantees the uniform
deposition on them. temperature of 180 °C in all parts of vacuum chamber. The

Cleaned vacuum components were than pre-baked and outside temperature does not exceed 95 OC (m were
degassed in the high vacuum oven. This treatment is believed performed without magnets ound the chamber).

by a number of authors to give a lower desorption yield. The Two control systems for both the sputter-ion pumps and

vacuum oven is 6 m long and 0.9 m of diameter cylindrical the bake out heaters have been developed. The first enables to

vessel made of stainless steel. It can be pumped by three oil- power four SIPs with only one power unit. There is a

free tubo pumps, fore-vacuum is obtained by means of a 500 possibility of individual reading of the absorbed current and

Vs piston pump. automatic current to pressure conversion. The second allows

Pre-baking was performed at 350 0C for 24 hours, while us to obtain a very uniform bake-out temperature by ramping

the pressue in the oven decreased down to e-7 mbar range. of 230C per hour.

Cooling procedure took of about 36 hours and on the end the
pressure was better than l.e-9 mbar. Before opening, the oven V. RESULTS OF TESTS
was saturated with dry nitrogen. The components were then AU tests were measured on the prototype of bending
taken out from the oven and immediately covered with flanges. magnet vacuum chamber. Bake-out procedure were performed
One of the flanges had a small pipe to flush inside dry at two different temperature: 150 and 180 °C. As it is
nitrogen. All flanges were closed, the pipe was cutting off and illustrated in fig. 1 - the lowest ultimate pressure was reached
as fast as possible cleaned and pre-baked vacuum components aft bake-outat 180°C.
were stored in anti-dst bags under overpressure atmosphere of Our prototype w1s pumped by two 120 IVs and one 400 V/s
dry nitogen. SIPs and one LNP. All getter modules were activated at

450 °C for 45 min. The quadrupole mass analyzer has detected
1IL PUMPING AND MEASURING SYSTEM peaks 2 (H2e), 16 (Cl-I4), 28 (CO') and 44 (CO2i) as usual

Eight moveable roughing pumps are used to obtain fore- for a baked UHV system. Water peak 18 could be observed

vacuum up to l.e-7 mbar in the storage ring. We have a onlysafterla bake-outprcedureat 150°C"
developed a new kind of UHV pumps based on standard triode The outgassing rate measurements have been performed

sputter-ion pumps (SIPs) combined with Non Evaporable connecting the bending magnet vacuum chamber light port to

Getter modules (NEG) St 707 (SAES Getter, Milano). a standard test-dome for measuring pumping speeds - fig. 2.

Pumping speeds of such modified SIPs were measured for
gases H2 , N2 and CO in our laboratory (1].
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10-3 ____________ situated betwe ten manti lemients to a reliable

10-5used. Thernfor we have developed and uteued rhomboidl-
We ~shaped 111018" with flat surfaces whole a special gasket

1107 L~ wamc I ensures vacuum tightness even after prolonged b"ke-"u

I VL CONCLUSIONS

10,12, . .. . -- - I All prseneed secheookgical innovations and measuements
0 510 15 led lo WNM oenditionuin the Eloravacuum systemu.We

Time [stop.J we conf ident dhat oir light source and particulmy our UHY
system will maet all the specifications before machines star

Pigm 1l. Presunedecreine afterbile-outt ~at 5 Au180 "C. '~~UPn etamber 1993.

~SIP. 1201/s + NEG

PG

PFgm 2I Dending magnet vaciuum chanaber outgassig rage memurements.

The prototype was pumped only by 520 Ils turbo pump. VII. RFRENCES
Outgassing rate was evaluated by the throughput method,[IR.KseaJ iruoaF.Pdl -mpnSed
preme PI an ,,2 In th upe and lowe R.r oftets- opterseIan 1.r M oiiedusva F.t Praal h"Pup ingtSee
dom wer metue wit BaadA r paes ofR rp SputtrocIon Puproiested wTithNE Mdues, s
ousgasi ngoa was determined afte both bake-od tmicesPh-ues, J bW etuo SW OR. Teristev, STM-9. Bradn,-upq
corrsponI ,g valuesM I.Se-12 TbrrJj9ec 1.cm-2 and 5.e-13 Sp2e of aMeruSova R.7 modunevat, Mi. Biemnardini. 3Ppn
Twrfjsec4.Cm 42 a, 10 uad 180)Oa-, repciey Sped - uofea nES 707u moduere at Dif emp. 199 d."3

Special bellows with mianeual RIF sliding contacts have M d -. EwcopetJ. Vacatesos Cc . Pfrew , -Comp. 1991. o
been succesfuily leak-tested subjecting them to may Sm. acllon3.mmertuioal A, F.Praceding"p.Tst of X1
thousands mechanical cycles at temperatures higher do o ogrsoNt Small Comrcia eMA Prceedn gs V ofo XIIn.
foreseen for the bdak-a in situ (4]. Co1993. .sla cez eTcnl.Voo iao

A non stanar~d flanginig technique has been used for [4 .l9 al isutodiTndiQoiinin d*
comcigthe bam position ! ionlr (RPM) to the vacuum c4] F. Pratll Ruato dF erIs Taerst di Quliiazo eSottren

chrbr I .te an mor tha 10 BPA distribuegd SicronContat Tripeste STM7a 9f CaeIa.ut iEl
then d machine's circumference. Many of them awe T TN9j.
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Vacuum Chamber and Crotch Absorber for
the SPrIng4 Storage Ring Vacuum System

K.Wataab, S.H.B, Y.Oik-awa, H.A.Sakaue, C.Y.Xu. S.Yokouchi
Y.Wang. S.Takahashi*, M.lrsudiiya*, Y.Yanagi**

RJKEN-JAERI Joint iban
2-1 Hirosawa, Wako-shi, Saitama, 351-01 Japan

Aboew4 in which photo-clectnu, reflected photons and SR-imlace
The whole vacuum system for the SPning4 storage ning is outgusses am efficiently trappd and b) winch can withstand
plumig to be completely installed in the ring by October the high photon beanm power, mnd 2) the design of the
1996. The vacuum chamber for dhe mnight sections consists chamber supports which can ensure the displacement anld
of a beam chamber and a slot-isolated antechamber in which deformation of the chunber within the accuracy of 0.03m m or
NWG strips m= installed Tb suppress the chambher less for a beaun position monitor (BPM), eam after reeated
deimnation at the BPM station duie to the pressure ciffenuic bale cycles. lb avoid the ex~cessive production of ozolne aid
between the atmospheric pressure and the vacuum, ribs are corrosives in the air surmuundlng the vacuum chambers,
mounted on the chimber hIn the bending magnet chamber, a synchroltron rulati on shielding is consildered in the crotch aid
cistributed ion pump is also installed The crotch mid absorber absorber design.
have been despnd to reduce their RF i mpehances mad the Vk are plumning to manufacwtur only one cell to estimate the
ralation level outside the vacuum dianber: In this paper we perfonanmce of the vacuum system frome various points of the
present details of the final design for the vacuum chanber, view in advance of manufacture of the whole vacuum system
a 1-ch and absorbec The chamber supporting system and the composing of 48 ceitLsThe manukature of the one cell has
structure of ribs ae also described, already been started

In this paper the crotches, absorbers, valcum chambers arid
L. INTRODUCTION their supporting stinuctures mt described

The SPuing4 [1) is a highly brilliant synchrotoron radiation
source which is presently wide oonstnuaction, and schediled IM CROTCH AND ABSORBER
for completion in 1997. The vacuum system (2] forms a ring Crotches (CR) m= placed! just dlwnsU=n of bending
of 1436m in ciruumference mnd consists of two cifferently magnets (BM),and absorbers (AB2,3) just upstresm of Dids
shmpled alumninum-alloy chamber extrusions, ciotches, two mid ABI,4 at both ends of the straight section for insertion
types of absorbers mid various; chamber components such as devices to absorb the nuition that passes between the CR
bellows and gate valves, and the electron beam. An about 50% of the baxdng magnet
lb achieve a beam lifttime of approximately 24 hours, the radatic. is absorbed by the absorbers (2]. Thus synchrotron

vacuum chamber with its pumping system should be desi gned radiation is almost interceted by CR's mid AN.s, mid not
so an to maintain the beam -on pressure of lnlbrr or less with intercepted by vacuum chambers. Isomeari views of the CR
a cirvulating current of lO0mA. The main pumping mrid AB1,2 mre shown in Figs. 1 and 2, respectively Structure
system is based on non-evaporable getter (NEG strips (3] of the AB3.4 folowingt the CR is similar to that of the CR.
which ame used in the straight mid bening chamber% - u

In alltion to the NWG strips a cistuibuted ion pump is
installed in a bend~ng magnet chanbec Lumped NECI (LNP) 0*WR&Mr
[4] and sputter ion pumps me used at the crotch and absorber Mazunmm alloy vacmam clamberbM e

locations. (WW-g
In our vacuum system, synchrotroln mtuition (SR) is almost*ia

intercepted by the crotches mid absorbers placed just 1111CM

rbwstrean and upstzan of bening magnets. An only
photon emission for energies less thai 106V with a angularWh
sprea larger than 1 .5mnmd in the vertical plane is intercepted -OP.
by a slight part of 10mm photon bean slot walls of '-e -9 b

dianbern. The important taksb for the vacuum system should (Swaap ingl 7 1.dmmad) oin

beconsidered as 1) the design [51 of crotches and absorbers a) Si

* The Kobe Steel, Ltd.(aww 1

SIsikawrjIma-Harima Heavy Inditstries
Co. ,Lt Fig I. ISO metric view of th e crotch

SHitadhi, Ltd
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lbowm dwaiolwei- of qixoxiiately 3-cm thickness. The
9phd.. of enegies less than 8D key ane almost stopped at

dom photon Musomban. but those higher than about 100 keV ane
escape ftom the cmtdaes and alhsorbem. Owing to the normal
incidence of the synchroron ralation on the photon asorbter,
the attenuation along the dmnt phtyon path traversing the 3-

Phdm b@Man thickness is of the orde of 10' at the photon energies of
200 keV. I red=c Further the raiation level outsxid the

Loomvacuum charnber, afthtionat shieking is necessitated ibe
shielcing for the croches is provided wi th tungs ten of a 3-
mum thickplate on the photonaliedw asushown in Fig. ,

Plg. isometric view of the dwerbe mid the lead shieding with a 4-mm thick plate for the
& Iu tbPs is peovied (see Fig.2). The. attenuatjo with the

An initial design for. main bodes of the AB3,4 and CR was aditional shielding becomes of fth W&~ of 1O-for the sowe
buesdon OI'IC x V; , This initial desig was aboadaned and photon energies.
preaw one changed to be an Al-alloy extrusion. As the
body materials the copper is bette than the Al-alloy because MI. VACUUM CHAMBE AND
of lower potodesoiption afte compared to that of the Al- ITS SUPPORFIN SYSTEM
alloy. Regwdess of this mawte, the reason that we choose the A. Vacuum Chamber
Al-aloy is reduction of the cost die to an comines of The vacuum chaimber for the straight sections consists of a
Uibrication. If we compwo two cues, an activation interval of hewn chamber aid a slot-isolated antechamber in which NEG
the LNP to be used at the crotch aid AB3,4 locations stripe we installed
becomes showte then that in the cue of using the copper The bencIlng magnet chunber includes a rectangular pump
because of mi earlier 6 , mine of pumping sppeeh due to higher channel, a been chamiber aid a slot-isolated antechamber in
photodesoiption rate of the Al-alloy. This brings aniincrease which NEG strips am installed The separation wall between
of the prossure At the beginning of the macline operation. the beam camibeir aid the pump chainne is perhated
this becomes some problem but would not cams a critical allowing the chimber to be evacuated by means oft a pump,
one, the so-called distributed ion pump (see Fig.3).
The number of photon Asorcber inserted in the CR was also

changed fioni two photon Arsotbers to ane This is for DIP Beam chamnber Slot NEU, strip Wtrco

reuhcing the SR power mnd its density imruated at the CR by
inoeinng the SR that posses between the CR and the -

electron beam. Thus the thermal load, in particular power --.-

density that wus a critical problem in the initial design is
x~ruaeA mid wemimakce the CR design coy.

The photon asorcbers =mae.sa of Glid Cop (Al mid A1203  p
dispersion strengthened copp 52 because of the, high sl!!vble
thermal stress of 60 kglmm . compared to 10 kg/mm of
OFHC. Thet thermal analysis results of the crotch have been Fig.3 Cross section of the bendng magnet chmnber
thesabed elsewbew by Y.Manmoto et. al.[6].
The caoch and absorber have the structure in which particles These chambers ae 6063 T5 aluminum extrusions aid

amd as refected photons, photo-electrons and SR-xinckued contain water channels for cooling aid bakeout. A 15
outgoses are eficiently Ur~edir and at also designed to binkeout is achieved with portable water-heating units. The
red=c their UP impec~aces. SR-induced outgusses we chamber is covered with thermal insulation to red=ubeaht
evwu&ata locally by the high cspacty pumnping system before losses. The LNP, gauges aid bellows are baked with heatng
the outgasses have a chanice to bounce into the bern chamber electrical tapes, and valves baked with rmi tde heaters.
The pumping system is composed of a lumped NEG The aluminum end Raniges ae joined to the chamber
pump(-50() 1/s at the CR and 350 I/s at the AD for CO) for extrusion with incomplete penetration weldnents not to
evacuating an md CO gasses, and a sputter ion pump (60 l/s) appea the weld bead on an inside, surfae of the beam chamber
for CII mid unmt gVoe. for low RF impedilce
The photon-beam powe (or maximum lower density) per a Chamber deformation, at the locations of -BPM~s due to the

crthis of shout 5 kW (-30 kW/cm ) aid the energetic pressure dfiference between the atmospheric pressure aid the
photon spectrum is extenided to energies in the several 100 vacum is shout 0. 14mm, while the deformation required for
IeV raige. 11b avoid the formation of ozone mid nitrogen the BPM's must be within the accurcy of 0.03mm or less.
atift in the air sormouring the vacuum chamtber, the To suppess the deformation, two ribs are mounted just beside
crotches aid asoeabers have been designed to be shielded the BPM on the dhamber as shown in Fig.4. The BPM is
agains syndurotoron radation. As mentioned above, the installed to the chamber with a laser bean weddng (Fig.5).
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11frncePtate5. ChuaxberSqiponk~g System
A damaber suppouting system for die typica straight uecdom

is dam~w in FiS.6 Two or three su;Vout per a section
epming on the place of the section =m used. . ueqpport is

rigid and tim. not allow daunber motion in my dration. It
is loaed near the end of the dianbet Ona of other tvm

Rgsuppots is composed of a led spring and the support withyle at oiini omdne h ohredo h
auimlhearing allowing a chamber dhermal JOpBsw

along the ulectron beu dairecion dining the chunbe bdm

chemube
FiX4. Chamber with ribs at the 9PM statioin 1Ue lot one, which is used for the longest one of dime

straight sections, is located qipr~oziauy at die both center
Rce IUS ROWWWO Pk" of the section mad for supporting fte dAsbe weight. The

pefrmpmance of fth supporting system has experimentally
been confirmed [71 The beAicng magnet chambers use dims
supports. TWo sliding slot guich are locaed at die au of

* ~die chunber to allow thermal expunsion in the q~poximate
* beun dction. eonter support isri LnAXdosan

t* chiecber in aydirection diring thebakecycle6
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[1]11. Kunitsubo, Rev. Sci. lnsuum, 63.1586(1992).
[2]T. Nishidbno et al, Conference Record of die 1991

Fig.5 Mount of die BPM IEEE.Pwrtidle Acceleator Confeamace, 'Vbl;A4 PP.2291-2300.
[3WY. P. Letek t al. J.Vic Soc. Jpn, 33 154(1990).
[41S. R. Inet al, J.V=cSoc. J1pm., 34, 882199 1).

_ _- [5XL.Wambeet al, tobe publi shed.in Proc.of XVth huma
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--- ;[6]Y. Morimoto et al, Paucof Topical Conkuaeneon
______Vacumu Deign of syndlumtons Light Souve, Argonne,

-Nov.(1990)PP.110-117.

___ [7]S. K Beectal, ibi PR 102-109.

Fig.6 Chamber supporting system for
dile typical straight section
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SYNRAD, a Msoal
Synchtro RadiatWo Ray-Tracing ProgrmI1

Roberto Kenean- ~~Sui ow dr-
2=50 Deckmyuds AMeow Dallas, TX 7=27 USA

-oun B fbi-la £rl2.960 10-7 Y3 ip(n], where y is the
A nsew MMIOd, SYNP.AD, ba een ade to &avltv c ho hn J onakn mYd

MOLFLOW [1J soft m. pachegsalowing Go bmbIoaaeerlI folow~ ing th n o Rmuianod, accrdig t thse,
(ldC) dahmlatlos of quymchmku rdafisom (SR) emma.. Mo 8 b elS itiutoacrigt h
goustbicel ~u~I-- m (3D -*Ibo o- fim~do (dM is 6 ibmteeCkxy Are 01e0e09)

pbtepowe and amru. and spectra ca be cakcdied. A ( -2.4S7 -10'0 E()OeV] 01 (y)()
toodel of the vacmu dm we is guted r- , and tbm profile. d
of SR-hadoced dewiptim awm obtained by amume of 4
SYNRAD. Tb.. duompios profilu es 'i = t mbadded in G y- yjK (Wjdy y - (2)
ibm vacuumn ahauduer mooda and ibm MC progrum hr So Y
caloulgia of UHV uxiendlar flow isnaud for obtining
relvant qudI s - ack ase amon ocams. pmnewire profiles,
pumping espd effci~aclas mad cowlhackmoes. Rimults of the
qiplicalio of SYNRAD and MOLI'LOW, and commsnY
wih acus pabliad data will he -iv

1. INTODUCTON

A aoarce of SR ma he described giving the kind of
particle, eiection or pint.!, and its umor B, beam enditanam
and bets flamdom, togethe with Themosnagetic fiedd
diutribetiom (21. SYNRAD calculates fthetzjctay 0f ibm
beum for the guW= nop et-c field and gausen photaus, in a X j
injected Muy rang (Bun, $=), according to the real
distributimms M2 3]. A iay-ftacing algorithm is inylumutead Fig. 1. Definition of dibe angles 0, 4, 'F and x.
whic follos dom photons, ftrdiWjcor and kePs trac ofinuieop msmrdllm 0.1bi( Y 4

inoin unit -f facets.(v~q)Izn7-(- Sim - facet ca
dmw~~ editgon lnr phost.am [lana hef mum ofbe and ibm veruca angle 'F is perated with distributionz [3]

defined using anohrpoam[]b omso bb3D
100d1ls Of MnY 01Mp can he8 21lyued Analytical fornualma F(IF) - 1,, + F0  (3)
describing tho miumni of SR do exist, but their qapication,
to real fib gonaftif is nwe always Forighe(o)w(1d+ For2I K 2  1-,.-g '2 (4)
iumancste d mmompticu of infnit didance fio FpYw +1JY3 jL+~F
point, in order to sme tabualaed angular epeetia diatiUtim,
aint applicable in VRmML in additon to that, ibm apoctal
disnltribons weammaiy gun. only fr th etclage' ,')(F(+"rV1 iI Y2J 5

M2 (i.e. tho maim.l angl* meamared in aplane orthogonal to3 s
the local plans of the orft), and little or no umotion of the
borizawual dilbuinion aegle, %can he found (4], smine venaly Mhere, F, Fp and F0 an ibm functions giving the vertical
-n integration overZ is oosiahdeed. dikbutamd for the total SR enxifed at sese and for ibm two

I Ionya-i whose polariuatiouas am paulin and orthiogonal
IL. THEORY OF SR AND COWMP ATIONAL to tdo local plan of ibm orbit reupctively2J. At ibis point

ALGORITHM doe horizoa angl X is needed. To obtain it, the following

With --Iume to Fig. 1, fowr =nlSW 0, , 'Fsad z -o forauaka[31 giving Fo easfafction of 0and +in used

he defimad and will he used in dom following. For a givirm I+y9) ( 0 - 0 W()
bumsmanergy, do local raditaof curvahurp Besa fkacioh of F(+TO)(19 +20si())+
as augatc field 2 is couputead at each point of ibm beam + 4  ~(6)
ubams goyd doe critical energ % is , tInIed1 by uwing ibm

10euamiby VIA. In., hrtwh U.S. DspL of 3e=i inuWCNUa No. ower0 and * oam overtd to 'F ad usng thequations

O-7U-l2U-L9MSS3.6.@ 1993 P



*icom (000100 cosh~)) (7) MI. APPUCA7IO0S{ 001-'t1 (ae)I~) 8 Fig. 3 shows two different SR flux spectra for the SSC at
a pmueon buam energ of 20 Toy, and a -mgoadt field of 6.6

Tis al -rth allow, the ginertion of amcli photon. afe T, in the photon sagy inteval (10r4 ,10)s, e,-284 eV.
clim t"orutm which Sanorate the vertical and
bWrIaomal dirbsdons aspwaitly. instead of "Kim the Fig. 4 shows the SR power spectra for the sum
vaules fOr X and 7 fromn a bidinsausionsil diatibudim. 7hW@~t3
prl)05(hff is "sr. and gVves goo agresment wiath th K1 h8 bSS iNV4Ote i

flgure reported a hitealure.If acewewithuagular specture
191<1/v about the wgmnt to the point of esmusbom is
cammidward, 7/32 of the total intensity honld be emitted out
of it; 17/112 for the parallel polarization asad 11/16 for the 10
orthogonal am 13]. In a bsnchumak non, SYNRAD generated

sm300,000 photons, in about 5 hour. rnnming on a S0
M&z 486 personal computer, and the SR power esitted out
of the coos was 0.22403 of the total, a facor 1.024 tim.e
greater than the theoretical value of 7/32.

Fig. 2 shows the scoring of the SR flux, in the photon
energy interval (10-4,10)%~, on a face orthogonal to the
beami tuasectosy, at a distance of 1000 cu. The horintal and 1
vertical width of the figu= covers angular intervals; of * 4.6
for both 7Zand 7. Nom thepIresaun r Pof two zininmin the '

-k 7-0.0, at IZ- *1.0, according to Ref. 5, peg. 39. ____1_ 166__ 161_1_____loll

Fig. 3 Solid line. total spectrumn dotted: within 1/y coce.

7*.4;*0 4 um n~
10. . ..

*. ~ /

A.0

IL WVi Ir MI"1 s a 12 1

Fig. 2 "1"I' w;*eaa.bmt Val

Usualy only the vertical power distrbitidon ca be Ibund
in Iiertur it s eay to calculate the spectral distnihatioms, Fig. 4 Solid lie toota qaectrum; dotted: within 1/v cone.
iAe. at selected photon energies ei, jogt choosing to heoton Fig. 5 and Fig.6 give the norn.aized horixontal and
energyisft-val about si with aparf adiI o vertical distributiorn for the SR flun and the SR power,

'~~','~f ~ ctledy The angular intervals awe *2.5 mmad for both X
to enerpyotonesmally and T. Thes uzaili decrease in the horizontal distrbution.

smama: the SR power, the SR flux, the SR power arecund %- s ne i~nvtigsd.. Nonetheless the overaill
adto~ SR AnU qspticm. This is obtIne* setting accuracy of these results is goo when compared to analytical

appr-of iatly I atIbue Of the fac09 Called tumcalecyltin [61
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Amam'in tin es.m wimv MM

4 1P4F 14P - Sb4 f3 7b4P -4V ,tP

InI at

Fig. 5 Normlnized SR flu spectrum, in (O.(128, 2840) eV. Fig. 7 XY-view of tho model. XZ-symietry plane.
Soi 'brznefl lYtdvrdclI. CONCLUSIONS

UUa1."WomS bDm@."N" Nois~ IM wis
tees ms~weSome of the posasblfities of a novel pogram for the

calculation of SR-relaed quantities hawe been descri-bed.

SYNRAD ro an 486-based persoaln computers under
DOS. Us seed has not beea optmind to for, and hunanded=

* ~into FORTRAN loguage for portabilty to fster panroPaniors
willbe iaplesenied inftefhuture

SYNRAD allows a ximple determination of SR fluxes
*and powems uner diffoast assumptions for the photon

so -' an hnusdi . qato with M1W

provides a unique tool for doe anlysis of SR-induced
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Vacuum Systim Desig ot the MFF.Dates South HaU Ring

E. UhWff R. AVWKi J. Flao2, X Jacobs, S. Sabczynski
D. Wang. A. Zolfaghar

Mrr-Dates Linea Accelerator Cne
Box 846 Mliddieton MA 01949

1Ue Mrr-Bates Inear Accelerator Center is now in leak check and diagnose problems.
the coalluig stage for the new South Hall Ring
(SHR). The SHR is a I1GeV electron trg/tece 5. Minimum SerAiM life of 10,000 cycles or 10,00 hours
ring with a 190 meter circumference and is designed for on all equipment.
circulating beams of 80 =A. 1Ue SHR vacuum system
was auumPleI I* n Januay 1993 with cmisong 6. Use of 316L stainless steel and Conflat type flanges in

strigin February. This paper describ~es the design of most constructiom Very large flanges use Helicoflex Delta
the vacouum system, hardware developed and operational Seals.
performance; during %

7. Ability to perform in situ bakeout to 1M0 C.
L INTODUCI'ON

The vacuum system for the SHR is an all metal system 8. All vacuum equipment including pumping ports,
which is designed and constructed to operate in the Ultra chambers, valves, beam monitors, bellows, and tranition,
Hfigh Vacuum, (UHV) regime. The following paramecters sectons are designed with a smooth internal bore to limit
have been used in the design of the vacuum system: beams induced RF wake fields.

1. Energies from .3 to 1 GeV, maximum, circulating I1. OPERATION
currents of 100 mkA, bending radius of 9.14 m. Thi yields From atmosphere, only one quadrant at a time may be
a maximum synchrotro power loss of approximately roughed out. First, a dry diaphragm pump, is used to get
1 kW to 27 in. Hg and then a large liquid nitrogen cooled

sorption system with capacity of 1.7 million torr-itcrs is
2. Design. goa of static pressures less than 5 x W0 torr. used toproid a totally oil free pump out from atm. to
Dynamic pressures of 2 x 10r' torr with a stored beam 5 x 10'4 tonr. At this pressure, the starcell triode, ion
after 100 Ala of operation, pumps easily start and quickly achieve 5 x 1W' ton. All

dipole ion pumps and dipol vacuum chambers have a
3. Ability to recover one quadrant of the ring ina 24 hr direct current heated ST 707 non-evaporable getter
period from planned or accidental venting, Pumps (NEGs). We then activate the NEGs for one hour

at 400 C while monitoring the Ion pump current to keep
4. Ability to monitor pressures with a computer interface the entire system in the 10r' tonr rang. After all the ion
and to log data. Use of residual gus analyzers (RGA) to pumps and NEGs are operating. the base static pressure

..... ... ~m m

.......
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#d1,**e pa SxWe.Ahw~er tank te1 lowe from ii z01 to 5 zW" torr. These, wmeb have Performed
bbatsm mhete 3' Wand Sx 10 bakd weE T=r 104 beads, we also installd in the ring.

JIL DIPOL VACUUM CH M ESA larg asmont of detailed engineering effort was put
There we sste 22.r dipol vacuum chmber. h indobto developing smo bore hardware which, meets, the

smi boa (noe Hgpws 1) They are fabricated bm raiemmueets, of lo highe order mode losses. The
%em1 0d* avuilable 6' x r z.12) wal 3161 stainless hard wes WI=dds 16 smooth bane pumping tee transition,
teel AVectM 6 1 toblag. 3161 was chosen for its low which ailow for iom pumpin in a regisan which switches

mr uri eimAbty 7he tubing is bedt the bard wa fr, om 6' x r rectangular to 2 1/2' circular eross section,
20 o edctin oardu f91 . ~ tt 14 smooth bore intercepting beama targets, 22 button
2hen saeton toaradu the 9.14 eleti fhe bhow ube s beam position monitors (1111M), 12 smoooth bore stripilime
tyahem trmadi t port and toG SauW length. After BMl, 6 IF sheled gate, valves, 60 smooth bore bellouu
chemical deArniug the ampgs and ports are TIG welded "amdee by c aciYcllmator yd usingu tee Som deui
using argon as a backing gas. After a &W cldean, all the werey modelted mode aciclraorlphleidsto coupledAbuncoch&-1ura were mounted to test setup where they wersuewne odswihcudladt ope uc
pumped down, leak and RGA checedd and W a instabilities. Als% all hardware was measured for
230 C for 48 hr. All chambers reached 5 x 10r* tort lnitudainal linpedanice, on a test setup, whack looled at
befor being removed frves the test setop and installed in freqenci~ees to 10 G~z. Figurcs 2 and 3 below show

the in.meaSueent of bellows withou shldM and with shield

Incorporated into the dipole vacum chambers is a CopigIpdneof Be~low
NEG a"ri which give localized rupil to CoplngIm ednc
gtea-. le gPW (Or a~pl H, 1%,Oý,CO). The strips 100
wreheld tofth insideradius of thecbamberan Macor 9 .... . ........

Pacers and connected to the outside by two hWO current...............
ketrugs nwe rim is a non-magnetic; Constantan ................
strip with a Zr-V-Fe, composition, sintered on to it The 7
NEG is activated by passing SD A throughi it cuig0
resisti heaftin to 400 C. Th strip have a high upn
speed of .71I/s/cm2 for R6. At pressures envisioned in the N '
ring, activation, wil only be needed twice a year. 30 .... .... . ..

Attached to the enterior of the dipole chamber are...
water cooling channels to dissipate the thermal load
caused by synchratron rdainThcooling aprovided 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 I
to fimit the temperature rise caused by the vey localizd Frequency (CHz)
heaftig Wit a synchrotron power loss of 1 kW

d I ',h e around the ring, the linea Power flRK Would
be.17 W/cm. With a minimum beam height of 1.15 mm,

the local pwow fluxs: a W/coO~ 7U water cooling Coupling Impedance of Bellow
channel is capable of dsiang this load. 100-

IV. VACUUM HARDWARE
This section gives, a brief summary of hardware in the

Smr vacuums systen as wel as Operation experience...s........... ......... ;.....
The ion pumps ware, purchased on the, basis of coat. The0
Starcel 'we punmps are thre different sizes, 601I/s forN 40 .........................................
straigh sectimu 12111s with direct heated ST 707 NEG. ............
for the arc sections and 230 I/s, for fth septum magnets 20 .... ............ .... ..... ............
and kickers.Terearwe atotal of 5lionpumps in the ring. 10 ..... ..........
Thes pumps are extremel easy to start off a sorption I I 5-..

pup. lion pumps are started with larg oe r suppii~ies 0 2 3 4 6 7 e 9 C

and then switched to 3 mA holding power supplies Feurc 07
developed for MiTr by a local company, Keruoo Inc. All
power supplies are monitored and controlled by a Figures 2 and 3.

cop irn the ring control room. Twenty eight IRS
inverted magactro gauges monitor the vacuum and
provid setpoint to operate the valves. These pougw read
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The maonh baem bdmu (PW.t 2,3,4 is similr in V. CON9MMI ONING TEST-d to a wk dudge by Dub UuW=k*SU at die The vacuum, sruem fior the SHR was competed in
MIL kbI hatontw a welded beAn iu*%k Is shielded by Jnamuay 1993 awd comuwu- started in Febriney.
a iertub W& sabe id c ontact anbotheaw& Bowvatmsaround thering w;in the W& ajlWn-m
Pith a to 30=-cor Amp Products Leuvertac strip Wo torr map. Initia operation was at 30 MeV afth

d"mob a mmli RF eantnct as both =&ds R. teub very low currents at 1-3 mA, in the storage mode without
had the ceusi on both enids to be the mos RIF Storage Iboa were humnted by loasn due to
Mmpat rtei for a VWo des~p. synchrotron radiation. The vncuum remained unhanged

darougWWu those tests. -After sucessfu storage at low
CWrets, the rnag was brought to 40 mA,4 half the design
curreot, and the vacuum in the arc setions rose to about
2 x 1#r toir. Base Pressures canutiued to improve after
beam was shut o(L Although the vacuum system as
designed for in situ, bakeout, we have not baked any

I I I I ~compoSints after insaflatkon. Mare snection vacuum valves
I~ we I..... rto beinstafled so tolimitthe amount of beamline

which needs to be vente to work on a section.
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Design of Vacuum Chambers for Experimental Regions of
Colliding Beam Machines

C. Hauviller
CERN, CH-1211 Geneva 23

Absiact clearance between the external envelope of the beam pipe
and the inner layer of the vertex detector is also very often

During the last twenty years, highly transparent a prime parameter for the installation.
vacuum chambers adapted to the requirements of the Finally, it should be borne in mind that adequate
detectors have been installed in the experimental regions of supports are of prime importance in the design of a
the CERN colliders: ISR, SPS and LEP. The general vacuum chamber and that forgetting this fact in the
method of design of the chambers is described: criteria for conception of an experiment may lead to rather
the choice of materials, methods of determining the uncomfortable situations.
mechanical parameters, manufacturing methods,
environmental constraints, ... An overview of possible III. BEAM PIPE SECTION
future concepts is also presented, in particular the use of
new materials. Having established the boundary conditions of the

design problem, it is now possible to determine the general
I. INTRODUCTION shape of the beam pipe. A lot of imagination can be

incorporated at that stage, but the solutions are usely
The vacuum chambers for the experimental regions of variants of basics. For example, all the vacuum chamber

the colliding beam machines are the main physical types ever installed in the ISR have been already
interfaces between machine and detectors. Consequently, determined in the early days of the machine[ 11.
their design is determined by sometimes conflicting The first question is the section: either circular or
requirements, but drawbacks for the particle detection due elliptical. An elliptical section can be matched more
to the necessary presence of the pipe could be minimized closely to the beam envelope and allows a minimization of
by a carefully optimized approach. No unique solution the distance between the first layer of detection and the
exists, but the aim of this paper is to try to give general interaction point. But the increase of the wall thickness, a
guidelines based upon experience acquired during the last consequence of a weaker non-circular section, hampers
twenty years on CERN colliders: ISR, SPS and LEP [1], considerably the above advantages and leads usually to the
[3], [5]. After recalling the requirements, design strategy relinquishment of this more complex option.
will be followed by general hints on shapes and materials Circular tubes which could be cylindrical or conical
and some remarks on manufacturing and an extrapolation with various wall constructions will be detailed below.
to future machines.

IV. DESIGN
II. REQUIREMENTS

The very large quantity of beam pipe types leads to an
General constraints from a collider together with those impossibility to provide a fully general design method.

from an experiment lead to the main design parameters, but Guidelines will be given for the simplest beam pipe, a
more factors specific to the machine type or to the smooth circular cylindrical tube. After definition of the
detectors have to be added, main parameters, it becomes possible to optimise the

On the machine side, the vacuum chamber should project in analysing their sensitivity to any variation.
obviously have an aperture large enough to allow the beam Vacuum and mechanical behaviours are treated separately
envelope, including all running conditions (injection, but they interfere one against the other during all the
stable beams, ...), to go through and a sufficient design process.
conductance to keep the required ultra-high vacuum. A
perfect electrical continuity is also a prerequisite. But one A. Vacuum
must also add specific requirements such as, for an
electron-positmn machine: The static pressure in the beam pipe is affected by the
- protection against synchrotron radiation, either large outgassing rate of the material, the conductance of the tube
aperture, in order that no particle hits the wall, or masks, and the location and type of the pumps. It can be
to limit the particle interactions to local zones; demonstrated that the pressure difference between the centre
- smooth section transitions to minimize high-frequency (Pmax) and the extremities (Po) of a cylindrical tube of a
losses, diameter D and of length 2L with two end pumps is

The beam pipe should be compatible with the rapidity independent of the pumping speed. Based upon LEP
coverage of the experiment. The main parameter is its experience on aluminium tubes, a conservative
transparency to emerging particles but other phenomena apprximton of this difference is
have to be taken into account: shielding against
electromagnetic noise, unwanted background created by Pmax- Po = 1.3 x 1012 (LjD)2 (P in Torr).
collisions with residual gases or, in electron-positron
machines, by synchrotron radiation photons. A sufficient
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The ben prownra Pa. depeindent of the available
pumping speed. is determined by background .
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Figure 2. Geometry of beryllium beam pipes

.1 Therefore, after having defined the vacuum pressure in
so 70 90 110 130 150 running conditions based upon background considerations

DnQ= DIANEMU (mm) and afte having defined the location of the pumps and the
support points, geometrical and material parameters can be

Figure 1. Pressure difference between interaction point di9sW&ec

B. Mechanical behaviour
A circular tube could be, in the order of manufacuiring

The main loads applied on a beam pipe are the external complexity, smooth, ring-stiffened, conical (simple or
pressure due to vacuum and the own weight of fth tube. multiple), courugated, a skin in tension between rings,:.
They lead to buckling and bending. The transparency of the first thre options is compared in

For a long smooth cylindrical tube, the minimum Fig. 3. ( The ring-stiffened tube is a 0.5mm thick cylinder
thiclkness t required to avoid linear buckling (non-linear reinforced by ribs 0.5mm thick, 4.5mmn in height, evenly

bifurcation before yielding) under vacuum is spaced by 60mm).

58 e a D,0.3'

with a safety factor of 4, E and v being respectively u-
NIYounig's modulus and Poisson ratio of the material (S. 1. g 0.2 - Alaahlu aloy

Units). Ito6m
But too long a distanc between supports may cause a N I

coupling between buckling and bending (ovalisation called -*

the Brazier effect) leading to an earlier failure. Bending
behaviour depends considerably upon the supporting
method; an example is given below to illustrate this
phenomenon. For a beami pipe simply supported only at
the level of the pumps, assuming that the maximum -

deformation should be less than the wall thickness, the......
Minimum value of tis 0.01 - 40

0.00 1.00 4.00 3.0
t5 pg

Figure 3. Trnspareny versus pseudo-rapidty
where pg is the specific weight.

FgRem 2 summairizes the application of this method to The smooth circular tube is the simplest beam pipe but
cylindrical beryfllium tubes. However, it should be noted its perforlmances at high rapidity are very poor. The ring-
that this is the worse supporting case and that an extra stiffened tube is a way to minimize the wail thickness
support point improves significantly the situation, while keeping the smoothness of the internal wall. A way
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to open a window at high rapidity is a cone but the pieces. But, if this continuous liner can be replaced by a
Allowable mnsudon angles ae limited in some machines sputtered metal, then fully reliable optimized vacuum
(1? at LEP) and the path length inside the conical wanl chambers could probably be obtained at a very competitive
(eonmreo ndMIS to the big jump) becomes arbitrarily large; price.
the latter drawback is even mplified by the fact that the
intmaction zone is not a point but finite and that charged Aluminium alloys are light metals which provide tie
particle tracks are curved in a magnetic field. A corrugated best cost-effective solutions. Almost any shape can be
tube is an elegant way to minimize the wall thickness at produced by precise machining, in particular ring-stiffened
low rapidity but at higher rapidity the number of wall tubes as thin as 0.5 mm, which could be adapted to any
crossings becomes prohibitive and this sort of tube is detector acceptance. Their design is complex but present
unacceptable in electron-positron machines. All attempts day analysis programs ae able to handle any buckling
to manufacture a skin under tension have shown that the problem. However, a great camr is required to suycessfly
ring mass becomes prohibitive and the trander of the large weld thin aluminium alloy parts to UHV standard
forces involved to the supports is a problem, especially
with nowadays light trackers. Titanium or stainless steel tubes could only be

competitive with a very thin wall. The common solution
VL MATERIALS is therefore to corrugate them but then a lower bending

rigidity means more supports and, at high rapidity, the
For the same design, the gain in transparency obtained number of wall crossings increases quickly above an

in using one material instead of another can be determined acceptable level. If the vacuum bake-out temperature can
in a rationalized way (2]. Considering the elastic buckling be limited to 150 0 C, then aluminium alloys are
as usual failure mode of a circular tube loaded by an preferable.
external pressure, it can be shown that if X0 is the
radiation length and E the Young's modulus, a non- VIL FUTURE COLLIDER BEAM PIPES
dimensional parameter XoE 1/3 gives a figure of merit of
materials. Table 1 allows to compare the principal ones. Beryllium is still considered to be the best option,

especially for the central part, but carbon fibre reinforced

Material Be CFC Al Ti Fe plastics become very competitive with the arrival of new
rigid fibres and reliable enough with the development ofE(f) I 2 20°0 70 110 210 new resinsand costing methods.

Xo(m) [ 0.353 0.271 0.0891 0.036 0.01os A cheaper option is to choose parts with fancy shapes
Xo rH I 2.34 1.581 0.37f 0.17 0.11 maclimed in aluminium alloys, especially for the forward

parts:, ring-stiffened or cone, the latter being more
Table I transparent at high rapidity at the expense of an important

"shadowed" zone.
But other ideas should not be forgotten, even if they

Beryllium gives uncontestably the best perfomance need more development: honeycomb sandwich or even
but tube geometry has been limited up to now to smooth machined beryllium-aluminium alloy, ... once tubes
cylindrical shapes. It has three major drawbacks:: safety become available.
hazids, manufacturing difficulties and, consequently price.
Beryllium particles, generated in the case of an implosion VIII. REFERENCES
or a fire, is highly carcinogenic. Obtained only through
powder metallurgy, beryllium is considered not to [11 J.- C. Brunet, J.-C. Godot - Chambres h vide pour region
weldable at UHV standards. Tubes are presently produced [1e.pC rne J.-C. G odot - (1971)
from a hot formed sheet brazed on a longitudinal splice dp e ISR-CERN-ISR-GE/71-25 (1971)
joint (Figure 2 shows dimensions of the longer vacuum [21 C. Hauviller, I. Wilson - What materials should we use to
tubes produced). Extruded tubes, proposed but not yet make the vacunu chambers in the ISR experimental
qualified, would permit more complex shapes. Heavy intersetions? - CERN ISR-GFh74-52 (1974)
transition ends, either in aluminium or stainless steel, have
to be brazed at both ends for welding to the other tubeL. [30. Grabner, C. Hauviller - Design aspects of LE

A large number of wall constructions can be called experimental vacuum chambers - IEEE 1987 Particle

composite [4]. Only two families will be mentioned: Accekw eice (1987)

sandwich and carbon fibm reinforced plastics (CFRP). [4] C. Hailler- Development of composite tubes for
A honeycomb sandwich made in Nomex honeycomb

glued to two aluminium skins has been installed in a experimental vacuum chambers of coiliders - 1988 Eurpean

collider and further development work has shown the Particle Acceleautor Conference (J1988)

viability of this option, unfortunately presently asleep.
CFRP tubes have been used with more or less [5] 0. - Gribeer, C. Hauviener- wit vacuum chambers for

success. The composite structure itself was always up to experimetl regons experience with the fis genraio
the expectations and new fibres arriving on the pe ects for the second generation - 1990 European Paricle

next yea will double the Young's modulus value of Accekcator Cnference (1990)

Table 1, therefore superseding beryllium. When a
problem appeared, it was always caused by the inner
metallic finer and its connections to the transition end
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Distributed Non-evaporable Getter Pumps
for the Stoae Ring of the APS*

R. Dortwopamd R. Bamoya

Advanesd MomnSource
9700 Soudi Can Avenne

Argomie, ML 60439

Abstrac Miir with a circulating current of 300 mLA. The low pressure
ApuarwofdiftrlbaeNn-evapoale Omer (NeG) stripass- a critical ao ambling doe machine to deliver long bemi life-

Sestblies is installed in each of 236 aluminum vacuum cbm times. 11m Sit ha 240 chambers over its 1104-. circumfer-
bmeOf odke 1104_rn stoag ring of he AdvaJced phnton Sam. aem. Each one of 236 aluminum. chembers contains a panir of
Distributed pumping is pmvided to remoems of di P St-707 Non-evposuble Getter (NcG) [1,2] strips. allowing for
Mailing fomM pon-stimulawe damoption occurring alimg the dirbuted pumping. Mus as an ideally aited pumnipmg me"ho
outer wail of die chiambers. M&his asn efficient way of pump- ovar condutne limited chambers whose crow section is

tug~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~~m beasiodcac slasd ln i enai.Tes n aFig. 1. Test results indicale doat the combination of
SOW(Y NeG strips ar conditioned at4OC for 45 mm. with 42 Vul ion pumps aid NeO strips achiev the desred chamber
A. Same prssives obtained awe as lowas 4 x 1011 Tom Th Prm 11e NeG strps ar desiged to be effective over a
N*G stip assemblies ame supported by a series of electricall 20-Yew wiefod. However. should one or more of the strips re-
Isahed 125-mm-loog, intrlokig stainless stee caIMe 4Wr relicm (04g, due to smealer tha udtcipeed expo-

Thee uiqu ineri Cjigfcte elemets proid sure to gSes while in a pumping made or accidenal domage).
dheibercumureOw" Mymd i would be deuiable to accomhdis thu in withou remtoving$dog thecm clme avae(-&6m a Pn"~eel chabers. Mwefbm mal klocking staiges stel (SS)

'AWOWa aid insalltio of assemnblies with a Mite as 150 mm 10 -
ex cearice etw en dacet ch mbu. avalmad iDU WDJSol~eG am blies bet ee two adjacent

chambers
L DNMODUMrON

The Mvanced Phtmn Source (AJPS). curnl unf ML NEG PUM? TEST
l 'at Argconne Nstioal Isboraiiy, is ai synchoton Teat were made [3] to detemine the effectiveness of the

ra ftba h hue chfalty. It incor1porates a 7-06V positum ýNeG strips evm before the novel replwaement design, usin the
stoWg ring (SR) designed ID maintain a pressure less than I Wmnterlcmg canes, lad been incorpormed. A 10-ft-long

Alumina Insulator and

ExtrdedAlumnumCarrier Strip

Channel Low Profile Support Clip

Pigau 1. Storag Ring Vacuum Camber Cross Section.
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stig chamber, similar to a section I type in a SR sector [4], strips (which have been Waned "links"). A typical instlatn
was clea•ed and isialed with two 30-1s sputer ion pumps, an of one of the NeG assembie is shown in pig. 2. The links are
angle valve for isolating t turb molecular rough pumping snappe together during istallaton of t NeG assembly and
complex, a nude ion pge, and a residual gas analyzer. A pair inserted into the corq=ding 2.5 x 32-mm slots which ran the
of St-707 NeG strips was mounted on SS continuous carrier length of the vacuum chamber. The links ae provided with faw-
strips that were electrically isolated from the NeGs by means of teeing support clips and 99.5% alumina insulator to support
ceramic insulators. The strips were constrained to the top and the NeG at regular inwrvals while maintaining electrical isola-
bottom antechamber walls within the grooved tracks that follow tion from the vacuum chamber.
the straightness of the chamber. The NeGs were electrically The use of an interlocking set of links for a carrier strip is
joined in sexies at the end opposite to the trance feedthrougbs. found to have the following advantages: (1) When installed, the
The entrance junction was made with a bana jack-type con- assembly has sufficient flexibility in the hozont plane to fol-
nector, enclosed in a muldcontact band. which solidly engaged low the 39-m radius of curvature possessed by some of the vacu-
the feedthrough with the Conflat seal closure action. The chain- um chambers. (2) The required space between chambers during
ber was pumped with a tubomolcular pump. This was fol- removal of an assembly is less than 150 mm. As the NeG as-
lowed by a bakeout at I_50C which lasted until a stable pressure sembly is removed, each carrier link is disengaged from its
of4 x 10"- TTrr was reached 36 hours later. The NeG strip was neighbor immediately upon exit from the chamber. This per-
then activated at 450C for 45 min. This was achieved with a mits bending of the NeG strip by itself to a radius less than 150
currm of 42 A through the NeGs. The expended power in the mm in the vertical plane, avoiding any adjacent hardware (see
NeG strip was sufficient to retain the temperature of the insu- Fig. 3). (3) The fore required to pull the assembly through the
lated aluminu walls at 150C without requiring additional slot in the vacuum chamber is reduced significantly compared
baking power. During the initial phase of activation, the pres- to a continuous strip (from approximately 10 kg down to the or-
swe increased to I x 10-5 Tr while the activation current was der of 1 kg or less on prototype units).
slowly raised towards its maximum. At the conclusion of the A detail of one of the typical links with fastening clip and
activation, the ion pumps were started. Finally, the trbo isola- insulators is shown in Fig. 4. The SS link, including the curled
tion valve was closed and, when the chamber walls cooled pin at one end• is stamped fo'r qat sheet material. A hole of
down to ambient temperature, the pressure stabilized at 4 x corresponding diameW is pwunc I in the other end of the link.
10-11 Torr. During installation, the curled pin of one link is sapped into the

hole of the adjacent link. The curled pin delail was required
IR. INTRLOCKING CARRIER SY M since approximately 33% of the vacuum chambers are curved

in the horizontal plane. For applications where only straight
Mechanical support for the NeG strips is accomplished chambers are employed, the curled pin can be replaced with a

through the use of 0.75-mm-thick x 125-mm nominal length SS vertical tab and the mating hole replaced with a sloL

Plan View of Mechanical Carrier System
(NeG Strip not shown)

NeG Strip supported NeG Strip supported
by High Profile Clips by Low Profile Clips

Elevation View of Installed NeG Strip Assemblies
Electrical Feedthrough

Figure 2. lýpical Installation of NeG Assembly.
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Two types of ftslenng suppor clip Noig and low profile.
types) a= ecoployed to support dhe NeG strip. As illustrated in
Fig. 2, the low profile clips maport the NeG strip further away
from the beame axis than the high profil clips. The low praftl
clips ar employed in regions where synchrotron radiation
passes between the NeWs In thiese regions, the NaG resides in
the shadow of the vacuum chunber, preventing damage to the
NeC in the event of beun missleering. The low profil clips are
not used throughout since the fArc reqluired to install the NOG
assemblies increases significantly when the low profile clips
are used. This is due to the reduced spacing beween low profile
clips (iLe., two clips per link). A reduced spacing between clips
is required for the low profile; supports so that the NeG is pre-
vented from contacting the vacuum chamber during activ'-
when the strip expands between clips due to differentialtb
expansion (Ne at 4500C and carrier at 150C).

Figure 3. NeG Assembly Removal. When high profile clips wec employed at the 125-mm inter-
val (i~e., one clip per link), the system is assembled so that clips
are staggered fum top to botom (see Fig. 2). This permits sag-
ging Of the top NeG strip without contacting dhe bottom strip
which itself may coincidentally expand upwards.

Other manufacturing considerations include the use of 316
SS, which reman non-magnotic even when woak hardened

OIL during farming and punching operations, and the removal of all
burrs from carrier links prior to assembly.
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Test Fabrication of a Copper Beam Duct for the KEK B-Factory

Yusuke Suetsug and Ken-ichi Kanasaws
National Laboratory for High Energy Physics

1-1 Oho, Tsukuba-sbi, Ibaraki, 305, Japan

Abstract duct. The duct is straight and the total length is 3.7 r.
A trial model of copper beam duct for the KEK The aperture of the beam channel is 100 mm in width and

B-Factory was fabricated and gas desorption rates were 50 mm in height. The thickness of the duct wall is 6 mum
measured. The duct consists of a cooling channel, a The pumping channel has three pumping ports for lumped
beam channel and a pump channel, which were extruded ion pumps. The duct material is the Class 1 0FC (Oxide
separately and welded each other by the electron beam Free Copper) provided from HITACHI Cable, Ltd. The
welding. The duct received only ultrasonic cleaning in flanges are made of 304 stainless steel.
a freon bath. The ultimate total pressure was about Each channel was independently extruded at first in
4x10-10 Tort after a baking at 150'C for 48 hours and a circular pipe with a proper size and then extracted to
the thermal gas desorption rate was calculated as about its design shape. They were welded each other by EBW
1.5X10-1 2Torr. l/(s. cm 2) in N2 equivalent. The measure- (Electron Beam Welding). The length of the beam duct
ment of the photon stimulated gas desorption rate was was limited by the volume (length) of EBW chamber at
performed using the synchrotron radiation with a crit- present. Due to the small total input power of EBW, the
ical energy of 26.3 keV from the TRISTAN Accumula- hardness of copper was not degraded except just near the
tion Ring. The photo-desorption coeff.cients in the order welding point. The bend and the twist were also both less
of 10-2 molecules/photon were observed for main gases than 0.5 mm/m. The flanges were welded by TIG welding
desorbed at the initial stage. These high gas desorption in Argon atmosphere inserting Inconel-625 between OFC
rates indicate that more careful surface preparation must and 304 stainless steel.
be necessary. Since we had no definite idea to specify what surface

treatment is the most appropriate for a copper beam duct,
I. INTRODUCTION no special treatment was tried to the duct except for ul-

trasonic cleaning in a freon bath to get reference data for
For the purpose of achieving a high luminosity, KEK future studies. The roughness of the surface is less than

B-Factory ringp are operated with high current beams. In- 10 pm, but we can see many narrow lines on the surface
tensity of synchrotron radiation (SR) emitted from beams plong the duct marked in the extraction process.
consequently becomes higher than any other existing e-- After assembly, the duct received two cycles of baking
e+ collider. How to treat this intense SR is a major subject up to 180"C and no air leak was detected. Constructing
in designing the vacuum system [1]. the vacuum system of copper beam duct has basically no

The choice of duct material, among others, has been technical problem.
the most important R&D point confronting us. Prospec-
tive materials are copper and aluminum alloy. Copper has III. MEASUREMENTS OF GAS
many excellent properties, i.e. a high thermal conductiv- DESOREMEN TS
ity, a high melting point and a low photo-desorption coef-
ficient. Our little experience on fabricating copper ducts
on a large scale, however, was one problem compared to A. Thermal gas desorption
aluminum case. The duct was evacuated by a turbo-molecular pump

We have made a trial model of copper duct to see the (300 1/s) and two ion pumps (130 I/a) combined with NEG
capability of the existing fabrication technique and to get a pumps (100 I/s). Two B-A gauges measured the total pres-
base for the final duct design. The thermal gas desorption sures in the beam channel and the pump head. The pump
rate and the photon stimulated gas desorption (PSD) rate down curve is shown in Figure 2. After a baking at 150"C
were measured using the model duct. The fabrication was for 48 hours, the pressure reached to about I x 10-10 Torr
successful but large gas desorption rates were observed, at the beam channel in N2 equivalent. The main residual
We outline here the fabrication of the copper duct and gas was H2. Ar was hardly detected. Assuming the total
report the experimental results. effective pumping speed of 300 1/s at the base pressure,

the thermal gas desorption rate was calculated as about
II. FABRICATION OF A COPPER DUCT l.5x10-12 Torr. 1/(s. cm2). This desorption rate is not

so good value as a vacuum chamber. Carefully treated
A plan of the copper duct manufactured is presented vacuum chambers of aluminum alloy or stainless steel give

in Figure 1. The duct consists of a beam channel, a pump the thermal gas desorption rate in the order of or leas than
channel and a cooling channel like a conventional beam 10-13 Torr. l/(s. cm2).

7 l03-123-l•0 .00 3 O 1993MM
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Figure 1. Plan of the copper duct.

I0 i Iangle to 0.50 mrad and 2.4 mrad, respectively. About 3
O Im out of 3.7 m long duct was directly irradiated by the

Ile * SR with a height of about 8 mm. The incident photon
NMO D flux N. per beam current per second was about 1.54 x 1015

photons/(mA. a). The total pressures and partial pressures
10"7 at the upstream and downstream side of the orifice (Or)

were measured by two extractor gauges (EXG1 and EXG2)
and two quadrupole mas analyzer (QMA1 and QMA2), re-

_. spectively. The photo-desorption coefficient rh for i-th gas
10 species is given by

=3.3x J1 A' molecules/photon,10-9 -- 20N, X

--4 where AP, is the pressure difference between the upstream

_0_0 _0 Tand downstream side of the orifice in Torr, Ci is the con-
10"t 0 ductance of the orifice (50 mm wide x 12 mm height) in l/s

Sand Ib is the beam current in mA. The downward beamline
from the valve GV2 was baked up to 1300C for 48 hours.

10." 0 '.- The base pressure of the copper duct was about Ix10-9
10 102 I0Torr.

Tine hOri]l Main gases desorbed was H2 , CH4 , CO and C02. The
Figure 2. Pump down curve of the copper duct. j7 for these gas species as a function of photon dose are

presented in Figure 4. The 9 at the initial stage is in the

order of 10-2 molecules/photon. The q decreases with pho-
ton dose with an average slope of - '- -1 beyond Ix1021
photons/m. The desorbed gas reached up to I Torr. I at

B. Photon stimuiated gas desorptioa (PSD) I x 1021 photons/m.
The photon stimulated gas desorption rate was meas- The q and the total quantity of desorbed gases are

ured using the synchrotron radiation (SR) from the larger by about one order of magnitude than the data
TRISTAN Accumulation Ring (AR) having a critical en- of copper ducts reported so far by O.Gr6bner et a1.[2],
ergy of 26.3 keV. Schematic diagram of the beam line is A.G.Mathewson et al.[3J, R.Gavaggio et al.[4] in DCI, and
shown in Figure 3. The duct received the photon directly H.J.Halama et al. [5] in NSLS, and almost the same or-
from the source at a 14.8 mrad incident angle. The x-y slit der as those of aluminum-alloy ducts [3,4,5]. All of copper
limited the photon beam vertical and horizontal opening duct refered, however, had received chemical etching be-
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Figure 3. Schematic diagram of the beamline for PSD measurement.

id' ~ with different surface treatments and to compare the qthis
year.
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FNAL* Main Injector Quiadrupole Vacuum Chamber

Larr Saner

PO ~OW 500 Datuvin U. 6(WlO USA

Abaaw otradloctve deliri would be swarated cansing sevee control
Recycling Mhe existin Main Ring quadrupolea presentd and disposal problems.

engineriag withm anaray of technical and mnvironmmntal In pIncI l, " the existing quad chambers could be salvagd
problumes. The solution addressed doe NOgW Mai.neto by cutting the end flanges hoarn the tubea and creathig

I- feuuet sa mxlmlxlo. of the horlsosal igPu k, 9u.ioptumtand procedures requ'pe topolishgand cean the bi
longitudinal apace Ilimitationms. magnet recycling time withi the maget. Once again radioactive debris would be
coasirdaft. tooling Wots and minimzing radoacIve debri gemuaWe in the form, of stailes chips (not particularly
Inserting A ewliy processed oval tubWde doks h existing star sever) and many gallons, of ceaning solutions, alcohol, and
shaped tube eliminated the need to sepwrae the Welded and fdstlle WaSWe. In aMR probi~lity this procedure would result
epokied h ealfcres thus satisying all the criteria, In elamuber somewhat inkrior to the newly fabricated dipole

chambers due to the limited qaece and awkward lengt to cross
L INTRODUCTION section rato.

Finally, it bas been determilned that the Mdrzoala and
Within the existing Main Ring enclosure some 200 vertical apertures In the new dipoles are also sufficient for fth

quadupIles provide focuing functions, for the 22 year old quskupoles.
sym . r & Camintly 127 of these quakuapoles are scheduled
for instlution into the Main Injector Ring. AMi Main Ring III. SOLUTION
quadls possess a sw doaped vacuum chamber formed from, 304
stinles saee sheet which is samiwiched betwee welded half The solution chosen which satisfies all the constraints

conaand are epoxy vacuum inmpregnated into place during the also is the most economical. It is planned to slip a new tube,
coll Imxprenamo process. The vacuuma chanbab stainess is identical In canes section to the dipole tube, througli the
unprocessed except for superficial cleaning at the time of existin star shaferilhdaub afte the Main Ring style flanges
fabrication and at magnet installation. Today, after two have been removed. 'The economy results fron purchasing
decades of pumping. the average Main Ring vrum pressure additional lengths offth dipole otub which incuis no additional
Is approximately 8x1lO 8 Towr while the desired Masin Injctor tooling or set up costs. After the tube las been positioned,
pressure is lx1048 Twa. In an effort to achieve the desired sligned, and welded within the quad, one and flange Is added
Mdan Inecto pressure apidly (on the order of six months) the prior to fina leak check It needs to be mentioned tho the
newly abricated dipoles will contan an oval chamber made of new quad chamber will also house a bern position monitor

eletroolledand chemically cleaned 316L stainless steel apximately one meter long. The fina cross sectional
assembled usin established ultra high vacuuma techniques. configuration is shown in FRg. 1.
Therefore it becomes important to -do something- with the
quad chambers to upgrade their vacuum perfornnuace newtly a

IL CONSTRAINTS xst uoacARM

The Main RItng is scheduled to provide protons to the
Tevmmatrn til Main Injector civil construction begins at the
RIF hall. At this time the final Main Ring shutdown will<
begin and is scheduled to conclude seven months later 71is+
time faune provides ample time to remeasur the 127 quads
and perform cosmetic upgrades to each magnet prior to
installaion into the Main Injector Ring. However, it is

imosbeto separate the half cores, "burn" the epoxy, AAWEW

reoethe vacuun chamber, rewrap the coils, assemble and MUM1TO

remeasure the magnet with a new vacuum chamber installed AW O

within the time allowed. Additionally, a substantial amount

O0permed by the Universities Research Association, Inc. under
contract with the U. S. D~epartment of Energy. Fig. I
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FNAL* Main Injector Dipole Installation Equipment
Keith Moravec, Fntz L^21ager Jay Lelbfrlez Larry Sane

FW81iNstiousl Acc aor walory
P.O. Box 500X OatavIa, IL 605 10 USA

Abe~nwrBased upon the magnet installation requirements andi
The Main Injcto NOI construction schedu le requires the parameters described above, a magnet installation -la andi

-s of several magnet installation vehicles concurrently. installation equipment design have boen developed. They have
During the interval when WI dipoles awe to be installed, both been developed to be user friendly. in addition, they hav been
existing magnet installation vehicles will be used in the Main designed to-be durable and withstand heavy use during the 28
RiNg (maiting accelerator) to support machine operations. month magnet installation period, and light use for the
This necessitates the development of a new magnet remaminder of the Main Injectors operational lif.
Installation system designed for use with the MI dipole
magnets. Because all magnet installation vehicles will be Iff INSTALLA71ON SCEAR1O
available for hI installaion following thedeomsing
at the Main Ring, the system should be as Inexpensive as The most challenging aspect of fth Main In0cto dipole
possible The chosen solution for MI dipole magnet mantInstallation is working within the physical puanetern
instailledn is as *Dlow&: a tnage / towmotor (the Tevatron of ath tumeL Carefu planning is required because of the
whdsk Could he doffetd) Will tow the Ma in nector dipoles to small toumel dimensions. Therefore a detailed pla for the
thefir histallatio site on dollies, then lift them slightly from Iamtalio. of the; IS dipole magnet has been developed aid
the dollies mad move them onto their maignet support swais. is oudined an the following page in six diffevent steps.

In stop 1. the magnet Installation equipomen Is shown in
L InTRODUCI'ON its srame location underneath two 20) foot diole magnets.

When stored. the magnet installer will not block the MI
Mai Ijeto dipole installation will be a refined vaulon tusmel aisle. This Is shown in Fig. 1 (Note that the cross

of 0thecwhnique developed for the installation Of several tige lde rectogangesrpresentthe magon mover sails.)
magnets in P - bar. This is in contrast to the traditional In step Zthe.magnet instal most be removed hmitss
nmignt installation equipmeut currently used in the Main stomp locatin undenamath fth dipole magnet and rolled into
Ring and Tevatron. ThU traditional magnet installatio the tunud aise (see Fig. 2)
vahkice wre dorawe6 self contained units with Be Abilty to In step 3. the dipole magne will be tOwed dkough the
low Me maget Orvono the tunnel and plac fth magnets, on tumed aisle to the installation site by the tugge The magnet
diher manept support stands. The WI dipole installation is supported by two dollies. See FHgur 3 for Illustration.
equipimen is not self codtained, and requires two separate In step 4, the magnet installers we moved into position
systems. A tugger and doily cmiaonwill be used for as shown in Figure 4. The magnet installers can be slid
hawing the dipol magnets through the MIl tuanne to the underneaft fth dipole magnet because of thei low proffle with
inaftaflio site A psir of specialized machines will be used the hydamafc jadc in the collapsed position.
for Mifing the magnet from die dollies and moving the magnet In step 5, the dipole magnet is lifted moved over the
onto the magnet suppor stands. magnet supoM stands and then lowered onto the Wtud& See

The spatial considerations of the magnet installation were Fgur 5 for illustration.
,the driving factors in the magnet installation plan and In step 6, the second doily is temporarily attached to the
installation machinery design. l7bs primary physical fiun dolly aid towed back to the main service building so pick
puaramte to be considered is the magnet sim. lbse W dipole up another magnet. Also, the nuil are stored underneath two
magnets will be built in 20 and 13 foot lengths. A common of the 6m dipoles to allow normal operations to continue in
c iissection, 22in. tall and 32 in. will be used. ThelIarg the tuneL.
magnets will weigh 20 tons In addition, the access to the
tunnel is restricted. Only the main service building has the il. MAGNET INSTALLER DESIGN
capacity to lower the magnets from ground level into the
tunnel. Thbe tunnel circumference is 10,000 feet. Therefore, The sole function of the magnet installer is to lift the
the maximum distance any single magnet must be moved is magnet off the dollies and then move the magnet to (tie
5000 feet. magnet support stands. The design shown in Figure 7 is the

current version of the magnet installer. It is approximately
__________________________ 100 in. long, 29 in. wide, and 13 in. tall. Simplicity and case

*Operated by the Universities Research Association, Inc. of operation are the primary design features. All three primmny
udrcontract with the U.S. Department of Energy. axes of the magnet installer are capable of controlled
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movement through hydraulic cylinders. Because the two The hydraulic system consists of a main circuit: pump,
magnet installers are used in coordination with each other, the reservoir, booster cylinders, and most valves, as an
potential for binding of the bearings is high, should the independent assembly. Some of solenoid actuated valves will
magnet installers be even slightly skew. Therefore, only one be located on the magnet installer itself. In addition, a remote
of the two nugnet installer rails will have position control control panel, connected to the main circuit by a cable, will
along the z - axis of the tunnel (axis along the particle path), allow the operator freedom to position himself in the best
while the other will be free floating to allow the magnet place possible to observe the magnet installation. This design
installers to be skew. In addition, the top plate of the magnet limits the number of hydraulic connections to each magnet
installer also serves as a turntable to allow for independent installer rail to four. A hose recoil mechanism (not shown)
operation of each magnet installer rail. will be used to keep the hydraulic lines orderly.

To allow the magnet installer to be moved easily, it will In addition, there will also be an electrical connection to
be equipped with polyurethane wheels with needle bearings. each magnet installer rail for the solenoid activated control
The front wheel is a caster design and the rear wheels turn on valves. As a safety precaution, spring centered solenoid
an axle independently of each other. This design allows for valves will be used so that the magnet will remain idle in case
good maneuverability of the magnet installer near the of a power failure.
installation site as shown in figures I - 6 and also provides
good Owing clawacoristics. IV. CONCLUSION

The torsion spring suspension on the magnet installer is
designed to sapport the installer during towing and to collapse A functional magnet installation plan and magnet
during magnet installation. This allows the magnet msal installer have been developed to meet the requirements of the
to be agile under most conditions, however, during magnet Main Injector dipole magnet installation. The magnet
installatim (when the magnet installer is lifting the dipole installation plan and equipment design are both economical
magnae) the suspenmon will collapse and the magnet installer and user friendly without sacrificing safety or installation
will be supported by the tunnel floor, rather than the wheels. efficiency.
This will increase durability, stability, and allow smaller
wheels mwd box beam to be used in the design.

TORSION SPRING

CROSSBEAM

THK HSR-65HA LINEAR BEARING

BOXBEAM

Figure 7 Isometrk View of Magnet Installer
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Solvents and Pum1 down Char"acterstics ofSLW Nb Cavitie*a%

M. .R, P. Kneisel amd F. DyUM
Covmm lamectron Bear Accelerator Facility

12000 feMMM Avenue, Newport News, Virginia 23606 USA

Absowc we reported in the following sections.
High-gperfance superconducting radio frequency In addition we have investigated the influence of the

(M) cavides wen pbced under UHV and low particulate solvents, viz. methaW and isopropyl, on the removal of water
cotditins when they go through the surface reatmetfrom e 5-cell Nb cavity. Futher. the effect of pumpdown
INOeesS, and ae kept undw thes conditions perm enly speed during fte initial evacuation process of the cavides on

fth mr, bod, before and during use in the acceleraWor. The
o o h • m iintheteves ,ndthe particulate generation (which is well known in the

oulgaming of the solvents dot come in contact with dme gasket i d
and tme cavity surfaces determine tie ultimate pressure that
can be obtained in the cavity. A systematic study of gaskets I. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
and various solverts was undertaken in order to understand
tde conditions that lead to a low ultimate pressum in a short A. Outgawag Everimenis
period of time. The resalts with Kalrez, Viton O-rings and For the pumpdown characteristics studies a small UHV
solvets like methatol, acetone, isopropyl and freon will be system as shown schematally in Figure 1 was amembled. A
Ixes d in this p aer. Also. we discuss the effect of a slow 501/sc turbomolecular pump was used for a short time for
or fast initial pumpdown in order to prevent the settlement of rough pumping the UIHV system, consisting of a 60 I/sec star
puticulates due to condumsation. cell ion pump (Varian), a residual gas analyzer (ROA, Hiden)

L INTRODUCTION and a standard UHV nipple as the vacuum chamber holding
the O-ring. At the beginning of each test, the UHV system

Superconducting accelerator cavities made from high- was baked at 425 K for 12 hours to reach an ultimate pressure
trom high-g i of p - 2.10-10 torr as indicated by the ROA with the dominantpurity niobium are prwesety limited in their high-gradient residua gas being H2. prir go loading the chamber with fth

perfotmance by either field emission loading or f treuaal- gas be ri or t ladinte c with the
magnetic breakdown at macroscopic defects. It is generally -ring material, it was vented with dry 99.999
accepted that field emission is either caused by artificial g nitrogl gas.
contamination of the sensitive cavity surfaces due to handling 3
and assembly procedures or by intrinsic emitters embedded in

fth surface. There are in addition indications that the78

condensation of residual gases in the evacuated cavities can
contribute to field emission loading. 0

Sevea precautions have been taken at CEBAF to
minimize the potential for artificial contamination [11:
CEBAFs basic building block-the cavity pair-consists of
two 5-cell 1500 M&z cavities, which are hermetically sealed
when assembled in a class 100 clean room after chemical Dry uiduNtog 6 11 10
surface treatment and final solvent rinsing. WdeNi

During this assembly procedure two csarmc rf windows
are mounted onto the fundamental power coupling waveguide, 1. Nipple 2. Cavity 3,5. All metal valves 4. ROA
the beam-pipe eids of the cavity pair ate closed off with high- 6. Ion pump 7. Particle counter 8. Two stage valve
vacuum 0-ring sealed gate valves and the higher-order-mode 9. Ion gauge 10. Rotary pump 11. Turbomolecular pump
couplers are attached to the HOM-waveguide openings. The Figure 1. Schematic of experimental setup.
oulgasing of all these components and in particular the
outgang of the 0-ring materials that come in contact with B. Canty Pumpdown and Particle Generation Experiments
solvent vapouws or solvents used for final rinsing of the For this type of experiments the same arrangement as
cavities and the cavity surfaces themselves determine the shown in Figure I was used with the exception that a 5-cell
ulimatepesme attainable in the cavity pair. cavity was the vacuum chamber and a 170 1/sec

Results of a systematic study [2] of the outgassing turbomolecular pump replaced the smaller pump.
c - *Wri of O-ring materials such as Kalrez and Viton
and solvents such as methanol, acetone, isopropyl and freon

* This wark win supported by DOE contract DE-AC05-84RR40150.
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Is 6*1 k p owile~ atio expermewisef do pg ed A siineI n proceism was carried out with etAnol-soaked
was Sgula-ed by a two-soap valve (HPS) codsistin of a Kairez and yuan 0-rings, but the pressure ainth sysems
maell by-pm valve made out of -n aperture mad a regular remained at 1.10- tonT ame after pumping for a msoh.
vibve A cemumurica particle dtection system (TSI, inc.) wa Sinilar resiults were oboalned with freon-soaked 0.rigs It
-b~ between tin cavity mid do pump to monitor the apposedati this time that the slow oupstain of eduol ad

amun Of ericle nw duin Cth ~ dn boo fr athmselves may be the neaow for such results. So it wa
decided to carry out the pumpdown characteristics of the

111. RESUL1TS AND DISCUSSION solvenitsi n the absence of many -dw maeiaL

A. Klra nd Vm O.bqsB. solvent
A. £ae 4vi&a ORh 0ing ws pliaced~ in the rupple and theo As usual, the UHV system was baked io reach a prossin

A viginKak. 0rin wa 2.10-10 torr and the nipple was vented with the dry
UHV system was pumped down to 2-10-5 our with theturbo nitrogen. The inner surface of the nipple was wiped with a
pump, mad the gette-ion pump was turned on after isolating clean cloth waned by the solvent under. invegstigain Mhe
tin torbapump. On reaching a pressure of 1.109 orr, die 0- pumpdowua followed do ,a procedupe - describd gbove
ding was removed fron the nipple and soaked in methanol for Figure 3 shows ine pumapdown characteristics of the solvents
5 minutes. The pumupdown procedure was repeated with die methanol, ethanol, isopropyl alcohL acetoe and freon. As
methanol-soaked 0-rint The same procedure was also can be seen the punipdown times for methanol mad acetone
adapted with die Vito 0-rang. Figure 2 shows the puIIpdown are much shorter to reach a pressur of 2.10-9 tour compared
characteristics of the virgin and methanol-soakted 0-digs to ethianol. isopropyl alcohol and freon. tn fact, it is very
The so ultimate pressur was obtained with both the Kairez dfiutt ec liaepesrso osdm1- orwd
and Won -rings after 50 hours of pumpdown. Thie residiual difficult topy ralchho ulianepedm fiof estano with otapoe em
RMecra for each 0-ring indicate tho besides H2. fluoine is de Othao. oxplachlmdfro ihotapoe ae
majo residhual component for Kalrez, and water in the case of
vilon. 10eI-I0 -. -

The methanol soaked 0-rings were not bakted during ine 0 Fmn qmpo terr
first 50 hours of pmnpdown except for out minute of hot air A Eb" i3 tow

mqp are donoi nipple. A final pressure of 1. 10- torr was = @ w tr
reached with ine IKalro 0-ring in 50 hours, whereas e -p Mh lirr

Viton 0-ring needed to bebaked for 2hours with 425 Khot a 10e
air cirosur onto ine nipple to reach an ultimate pressure of

2-1-9 orrin175 hours. The RGA spectra indicate that
methanol is ine major residual gas cornpo-lent besides 17
hydrogen with both of the 0-rings. Fluorine is still ine
dominant resiua gas in in case of Kalme aid water in case (
of ine Vito.. Since surface areas of both ine 0-rings are 10ro
similar (-30 cm2), one ciii directly compare their pumpdown
cbaactr-scs It appears that the Vito. 0-ring absorbs Iane

amounts of methanoland it needs tobe bakedout to desorb o
methanol. So the pumpdown characeristics of Kalrez are 0 20 40 60 60 100 120 140 160
superio to those of Vito. gake material. 11[n@ (h)

Figur 3.1 Pumpdown characteristics of solvents [saturated
10-4 ....... Vapor prenure at 20C0-svp].

0 Vk* KdbM C. Cavii Pumpdo~w
A *aookd icir At CEBAF a 5-oell Nb cavity is first rinsed with ultaspure

10' WMW.s soadmd Vwo bdod ftr 2 h at 75 hi water after tin chemical surface treatment followed by a
1P twofold solvent rinse with miethanol or isopropyl alcohol to
.0lor0 remove the water from the surface. Two cavities are

£ ~assembled into a pair with all the auxiliary components and
pumped down with a turbo pump for a period of 15 minutes;
then further pumping is done with ion piumps. This procedure
was adopted to minimize ine contamination of the cavity
surface with hydrocarbons from ine pumping sysiemi. Figure
4 shows die partial pressure (PP) of watner in a 5-cell cavity as
a function of pumnpdown time with the turbo pump and ion

. . .. .. . .pump systems for methanol and isopropyl alcohol solvent
0 s0 100 150 200 es Th unopm ytmrdcsdeP fwtrt k

Tim. (h) 10*8 torr rage within a period of 7.3 hours. The PP of water
Figure 2. Punapdown characteristics of 0-dning in ine methanol-rinsed cavity is lower than the isopropyl-
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rinsd cavity. h. *a case of *p ion qnip pumped cavity the IV. CONCLUSIONS
uIn - n Isver Improves to in 0* torrrp even after

Pumpiag for maethan 13 hours. Agian the PP of water Is In the absence of bdb&g sodvenw-osid yuan 0-ring
W in dom case of them oepropyl-inued cavity. we pr~okging the punydown time so reach lowur asuesi

comparison to Kaire 0-rings In addition, pumpdown tumes
____ ____ ____ ____ _ ae much shorter for methanol and acetsne compared to

ethanol, isapropyl alcohol and freon for achieving low
presums. Mudumol removes water mor effectively hom die

IL dHW betercavity pmnypdowu. with ion Iunp to lower

contrblbte to particulat reentraiment or particle generaion in
cavity pairs. Hlowever, fiast pumpdown is liely to remove
mare WaSW from cavity surfaces.
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D: Particl Generatin [1] P. Kneise et at., 'S u PrnCavities fion High
The artificial contamination of the sensitive cavity Thra Condulctivity Nbc m M flon CEand Re ining Rof

surfaces during the handling and assembly procedures is di rnf (1 n0 Electsh M eateiaMls optiong.n dnnRn
recognized as one of the mechanisms reulinsible for the field [17 (1990 B s MaterofialsCrporatiton.0rng n
emission loading at the cavities, despite precautions Hi 2 L0 Roo.vns -c tgssn eoft THoISS (1989.) igsan
assembly in a class 100 clean roam and the use of high-purity So31 u C EB AdYC inor TN cU18 i (18.

Enranmnto rd"patcuats ro onenato of Omont for Electronic Materials Processig,- J. Vac. ScL
solvents has been identified as the major source Of Twat A5,2067~ l* ( a198Patcl7).rain e
contamination in tdo silicon wafe processing technology [3.41 NuclDegain Chenometat. DaurnPum pwn Patil Geeati. Snd
mainly originating from particulate-laden proces vacuum TuclMaon . bnnin Duri, 933(1990). ac.S
chambers .ed load lock& ek .A, 3 19)

Since the cavity surfaces are chemically cleaned and
rinsed with very clean solvents, the reentrainment of
particulates is drastically reduced fit comparison. Furthermore
the cavities have low relative humidity conditions duue to the
dosning with solvnat, and the fonntio of lilpud particleadue
to fan initial evacuation is reduced.

Measurements have been done to verify these
assumptions: the number at particles measured during the
tuthroded pumupdowns is less than 4 per 25 liters at solvent
vapour removed from the, cavity pair. Further, this fast (2
minutes to reac~h 10-2 torr frMM atmospheric pressure)
removal of solvent from the cavity surfaces is expected to
diog away the reumaining wate molecules from the surface,
leaving a drier onu6rfac behind. Slow (20 minutes to reach
10-2 lair from atmospheric pressur) pumpdowns through the
orifice a~ppear so have produced more particles due to the

epninand als seem to have inhibited the removal at
waWe from the cavity surfaces insa short period.
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Leak Checker Data Acquisition System
John Payne, Jeify Gamon

SSC Laboraory, Accelerator Systems Divisim
Electrical Enginn Department
2550 Beckleymeade Ave. MS 4004
Dallas, Texas U.S.A. 75237-3946

Absftrc slots contains the data acquisition board custom designed
A portable, high speed, computerized, data logging for the Leak Checker System. The leak checker software can

system. The primary function of this system is to collect run on a PC without the I/O interface installed. This feature
"helium Readings' fom mass spectrometers. This system allows the engineers to examine the data files on a different
monitors up to 14 mass spectrometers, operating from as far computer, from the computer used in the test. For instance the
away as 1 kilometer, or clustered to isolate a helium leak data from a recent test can be up-loaded, from down in the
within 20cm. Data logging enables technicians to witness the accelerator tunnel,. across a network, to an office computer.
flight of the helium through the magnet string by a graphical Analysis of the data can be done in an area where the archived
plotting of every channel within microseconds of when the files we located.
helium was released into the vacuum. The readings are used to
locate vacuum leaks and provide acceptance testing of the H. THEORY OF OPERATION
vacuum system for a suing of superconducting magnets. The The Recorder Output' on the leak detector is an analog
secondary functions of this system are the documentation of output that would typically be connected to a multichannel
test conditions, archiving data sets for future reference, and chart recorder. This output is a very small voltage (0 to
providing a real-time display of all channels as the string of -5OmV) and the great distances between leak detectors means
magnets approach critical test conditions, that leak detector data could be distorted or attenuated

depending on the chart recorder location for each test. Since
I. INTRODUCTION these chart recorder printouts have been archived as a

By far the most time consuming aspect of magnet permanentrecord for acceptance testing, retesting at a later date
installation is leak hunting. In a completed machine (i.e. could indicate slightly different characteristics for a section of
Tevatron2 ) there are 1,200 cryogenic interfaces. A typical the machine. This new system for monitoring the leak
interface consists of a beam tube seal, several liquid helium detectors replaces the multichannel chart recorder with a
and nitrogen connections, and a room temperature isulating computer. The 'Recorder Output' of the leak detector gets
vacuum seal. Each of the cryogenic seals must be able to be digitized right at the leak detector and is transmitted to the
verified at room temperature with sufficient sensitivity to computer on a serial data bus. The digitizer module has a direct
assure that it will not leak liquid helium. On the average it analog input for monitoring any make of leak detector. The
takes only one-half hour to physically place a magnet, one leak detectors currently in use at the SSC Lboatory have an
hour to align it, and four man-hours to complete an interface. auto-ranging feature and have been modified for this new
However, it takes a total of 40 to 50 man-hours to install and system, to transmit the range setting associated w.dh the
leak check each one. A pumpout port is supplied on each digi Recorld Output.
magnet, near the downstream interface of that magnet. A
helium leak detector is put on each one of the four available
imerfaces and on the beam tube, and the cryostat is pumped
down. The first pumpdown on a fresh cryostat typically takes
3 hours to reach a pressure sufficiently low so that the
roughing pumps can be valved off and the leak detector opened
fully to the cryostat. When the leak detector is able to be put - - -
on its most sensitive scale, leak hunting can proceed.

Previous systems used individual chart recorders to record
the results of the leak check process. The scale of the SSC
project required a computerized system for recording,
analyzing, and documenting the leak check process. Existing
commercial systems were not able to meet the requirements of
this process.

This system utilizes digitizers daisy chained with a single
twisted pair cable. A portable computer connects to this
system and both controls and monitors the leak check process.
The digitizers do not require special addressing, setup, or field ige
adjustments as existing systems do. The system is user The application program uses three basic screens to work
friendly and requires minimal training for use by technicians. in. The main program screen will only be displayed if the I/O

The computer used for this system, is a portable IBM-AT expansion board is present in the computer. Otherwise the
type clone. This PC is equipped with 4 Mb of RAM, 120 Mb program jumps right into the 'XYPlot' screen. The 'notes'
hard disk, VGA color (flat screen) monitor, math co-processor, screen can be launched from either the 'main' or the %YPlot'
mouse, and 5 1O0 expansion board slots. One of these I/O screen. Each of the three screens share a common menu
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selection bar along the top of the monitor. These menu items The Helium Valve selection opens or closes the mass flow
will display help messages, open other screens, exit from control valve. This feature is currently not functional until
screens to previous screens, invoke screen dumps, and handle more information is available on the type of valve to be used
the chores of printing and copying the data files. for testing. This feature still serves a useful purpose if the

Leak Detector monitoring begins with the screen shown in valve is controlled manually at or about the time the computer
figure 1. This is the main screen of the application program. selection is toggled. If data logging is active, an 'OPENED"
From this screen the operators can monitor the status of all time stamp is saved every time the switch is toggled, for
the leak detectors simultaneously with incoming data displayed reference during an XY PLOT.
in the thermometer like rectangular windows. These windows
represent the 'fine' measurement of the leak detectors, and
corresponds to an analog meter movement. As the magnitude
of the signal from the leak detector increases, the shaded area
of the corresponding window rises upward. Directly above each
of the 'fine' windows is a 'Range' window that corresponds to
the 'coarse' tune of the Mass Spectrometer. This 'coarse' tune
is the power of ten multiplier, 0 to -10. To the left of channel
1 the upper and lower range limits are displayed along with the
actual value of the selected channel, scaled in the engineering
units of the leak detector 'Standard CC Helium per Air
Equivalent. Any active channel can be directly monitored by
clicking the mouse on the 'Channel' button.

The FileName 'datal' is the default name for data logging.
A unique file name should be selected before enabling the data
logging, AutoTest, or ScreenDump features. The 'Files'
option in the menu bar opens a window showing all the
existing files. Select any one of these or create a new file by Figure 2
entering the new name to use. Any errors with opening After a leak hunt test, with data logging, evaluating the
'FileName' results in opening the default 'datal' file. One of data begins. The XYPlot selection in the menu bar, will
the safe guards used to protect archived data is to make them a launch a new screen (figure 2) and read the data file named. In
'read-only' file. The 'Duration' is an indicator showing the this case the FileName is '121pm'. The plot will start at time
elapsed time while data logging is active, zero and continue to the end of the data file. The operator can

The ScreenDump feature acts as a frame grabber. Operators zoom in to any point in time during the plot by manually
can create up to 100 printable files of the computer screens, entering the desired start / stop times. As the plot is expanded
The files are in the format of the HP LaserJet III printer. An the data points will be represented as stars to differentiate
option in the 'Files' menu will sequentially send all these files between actual data and the connecting lines between points.
to the printer. Along the top of the plot are channel numbers in a color that

The sample period control determines how often the leak corresponds to the trace color for that channel. Individual
detector digitizes its reading. The period of the start pulse channels can be de-selected in ai plot if the data is obscuring
ranges from 200ttS (5Khz) to 50mS (20hz). When reading other channels, or just want to make screen dumps of some of
leak detectors spaced 90 meters apart, the suggested period is the channels. The 'Files' option brings up a choice of different
50 milliseconds. This value is derived from the fact that files to ploL Operators can view the latest test data or data
helium travels close to the speed of sound in a vacuum, and from previous tests. The 'Helium Valve Status', indicates all
the time of flight down 90 meters is -250 milliseconds. The the times that the helium was released into the system. The
5OmS sample rate provides 5 times over sampling to better 'Pump Out' display shows all the times that a pump out took
capture a difference between adjacent leak detectors. When place. Each channel can be plotted along with a 'flat base line'.
isolating a leak within a 1/2 cell, if the shortest distance is This line helps to determine when the helium reading starts to
-113 meter, the time of flight will be 1 millisecond and the rise above this point of reference. A rising trend indicates the
suggested sample rate should be 200 microseconds (x5). presence of helium at that point in time. The 'Normalize

The Auto-Test mode causes the system to automatically Pointe is the point in time to be used for normalization and for
sequence through a pre-defined number of settings. The drawing the 'baseline' shown with each channel. By clicking
AutoTest sequence is as follows: on the 'Normalize' button, the 'Reading' at the 'Normalized

1.) Set the period for 50mSec (Slow). Point' in time is subtracted from every Reading' in the block
2.) Enable data logging to 'FileName'. (for each channel).
3.) Save 20 seconds worth of data. The last program feature is the 'Note Book'. Selecting this
4.) Set the period for 200pSec (Fast) launches a new window to display a text file for general
5.) Open the Helium valve, purpose documentation. When the data file is re-examined at a
6.) Save 5 seconds worth of data. later date, observations noted here will be used as a reminder of
7.) Close the Helium valve, configurations, and the circumstances of this particular test.
8.) Set the period for 50mSec (Slow).
9.) Save 5 seconds worth of data. HI. HARDWARE DESCRIPTION
10.) Disable data logging. The PC initiates an analog to digital conversion by

transmitting a START pulse to all leak detectors
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simultane ly. The leak detectors send their own data, and all was connected to the !Seconday' port of the 3rd module. That
data from the leak detectors further away from the leak new A/D module would become #4, and what was 4th, 5th.
detector. Data can travel great distances without degradation. and 6th, would then become 5th, 6th, and 7th modules on the
Each leak detector module starts its A/D conversion at the computer monitor.
same time (+2itS propagation delays), and it takes 13 The asynchronous data transmission on the differential
microseconds to convert (using an ADC912 12 bit A/D twisted pair is accomplished by sending a synchronizing bit
converter). Every interface module lakes 8 microseconds, plus with every data biL The suggested cable for this system is
1.5 to 2 pS delay between interface mrsmissions, to send the 'shielded twisted paW (Belden DataLene), although 'ribbon'
dam back to the PC. Therefore 13+(number of modules* 10) cable can be used for short (<10ft) nis. The cable is driven in
= maximum sample rate. The present application program a differential mode terminated in 100 ohms, with 1500 ohm
limits the sample period to 200pS, so all 14 channels can be pull-up and pull-down resistors to compensate for the
monitored, at this rate, without concern of losing data. The capacitance of long cable lengths. The bit rate is 4Mhz, and
transmitted serial data consists of 12 bits of digitized analog was successfully tested at 8Mhz on 500' (150 meters) of cable.
input and 4 bits of range setting. The PC uses a programmable clock timer to transmit the

The diagnostics area is useful in troubleshooting hardware START signal, at a regular interval. After transmitting the
problems. The computer I/O board has two storage buffers, START the PC listens for responding leak detectors. Each
each buffer is 32k by 8bits, for the incoming data. One buffer leak detector module monitors the data bus. If no data is
is filled with incoming 16 bit data while the other is moving in the bus, the module will switch to the receiver
transferred to the PC main memory by the DMA controller. mode to wait for the START signal from the PC. The leak
After the transfer, the role of buffers is switched. The A/D detector module looks for the rising edge of the START pulse
conversions can take place with a precise fiequency, while to start a conversion, and transmits data after the failing edge
only the average frequency matters when the buffer is of the START pulse. When the Leak Detector module is
transferred. The 'Buffl' and 'Bufl2' windows are references to listening and waiting for a start pulse, it is standing ready to
the two memory buffers in the acquisition hardware. The hex transmit a START pulse to the next Leak Detector module
values displayed are the number of voltage readings further away from the computer. The leading edge of the start
accumulated before they get transferred to the IBM main pulse from the PC initiates a data conversion in all Leak
memory. As the value displayed approaches 'Ox3FFF (16k Detector modules. The falling edge of the start pulse is the
words), an overflow may occur causing a loss of data. The signal for a Leak Detector to tasmit its data. After a Leak
system has been successfully bench tested in the fastest mode Detector module transmits its data, it will drop the start pulse
(blOpS) with 7 input channels, and Data Logging enabled, to the next leak detector, and act as a repeater to relay the data
without the loss of data. This lOOpS mode should never be from leak detectors further away from the PC, back to the PC.
necessary, it serves only to demonstrate the limits of this The computer determines how many channels to display, by
system. A screen dump during high speed (200pS) transfers of how many leak detectors respond to the start pulse. Errors will
7 leak detectors showed an average of '0x1730' values be indicated in the diagnostic window if the number of leak
accumulated before being tansferred to the PC main memory. detectors changes during operation.
This indicates the system can easily read 7 leak detectors for
isolating a vacuum leak within inches. The 'Errors' window IV. DOCUMENTATION
displays the running total of the number of times the number The software for this application is written in ANSI C,
of input channels is not equal to the same number of input with some IBM assembly code. Procedures for modifying and
channels of the previous block of readings. This can occur if compiling the code are documented within the code.
digitizing modules are added or removed while the system is Data files created and associated with each test:
running, or if one of the digitizing modules becomes faulty. <FileName>.dat -> raw block of 16 bit data.

The A/D module dimensions are 12"x7"x4" and sits on top <>.ctl -> block sizes, # of channels, and sample rate
of the Mass Spectrometer. The future plans are to mount the o.txt -> documentation file
digitizer modules inside the Mass Spectrometers to eliminate <>.val -> helium valve log file
the extra power requirements and reduce the number of <>lpo -> pump out log file
interface cables. Digitizing modules may be configured many o'.pxx -> ScreenDump files ( up to 100 may exist)
ways depending on the test desired. Two bus ports are provided
on each digitizing module. Connection must always be made V. CONCLUSIONS
to the ?Prinary Bus' port of any sending module. Connection This system could have applications in other areas where a
to the 'Secondary Bus' port is an option, for 'close proximity' simple, low cost, portable data acquisition system is required.
applications. Any combination of sending modules is Battery operation could be used for systems requiring complete
allowable, providing that the 'Primary' port of each A/D portability.
module is used. For instance if six digitizing modules were
operating, each 90 meters apart, and an additional A/D module

1 Operated by Universities Research Association, Inc.,
for the US Department of Energy under contract No. DE-AC35-89ER40486.

2 The Fermilab Tevatron: Vacuum for a superconducting storage ring (1983)
C.L. Batelson, IL Jostlein, G.M. Lee, PJ. Limon, and L.D. Saner
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7%eoretical and Experimental Study of Sorption Processes
on Non Evaporable Getters St 7@7

3. Wenutmova F. DWlou
Slucrerone Thiese., Padriciumo ".,34012 Thiefe, Italy

Abuc eU.gwI (E)=sadnmtras I THEORE71CAL CALCULATIONS OF

widel andin vcuumMc~oW toobtain and to maintain O PMNE RG S
UHV conditions. For its optimal utilizainIt is iMPOrtan ID
know what types of Wntactons an domlnum during time A. Meodsd of wwbica pofenak*~
sorption process. Theoretia study on the sor"pain uce= of iThe combinackm of attractive and repulsive Wuas pivc the
molecues H2, Ni, Ar and CIII on the NEG St 707 surface most type of empirical potentials but they am vald only for
has been, prformed. By the method of emp*ircal potenial fth the unpolar and uncherged systems. To calculate intrerction
total inteaction energy was calculated as time sum of energies between more complicated systems die terms
dispersion. repulsion, electrostatic and inductive par Of the describing time coulombic and induictive part of interaction
energy. The NEG surface was represented as a cubic Mg~ 2  energ are a&ld. Howeve, Ohw addition "Abohisme time
structure The energetic profile- of approiching of gas eqiibim f atrctv and repulsive tems but in this time
mof dsrpion em I. , mdlirbf&Tertclvle only this is the simplest way to calculate time interaction
values obtained by the method of thermal desorption Ten ttaentrcgy ee between lthe polarn and chredsiu5
spectroscopy (TDS). Trappig effect of argion during Tettlitrcineeg ewe h amn n h
adsorption of other residual gases was also obseve. A low gaseous molecule can be approximatly devided into the
sorption probabiit of methane molecules on dhe NEG individual contiutions of.,k dispe ion repulsive, inductive and

m11e was also theoretically explained. coulombic forces:E=E a+F1+E

L INTODUCTION The contribution of dispersion (attractive) foames is [31:

Non evaporal~e gej r P ar-P e widely used to obtain IN ýor ED -- 4TCM4 (2)
UHV ondtios inparicl acmlenom las Wher C.. is time Utzwood-Muller [4,5 constant()

evocsie solr ckctmandodwvacuum systems. St 707
wdaf module strip manhuwtre bySABS Getter S.p.A. is a
ternary allyconsisting of [1]: ra 70%. V =24.6%and Fe C
5.4%. The optimum performance of the- St 707 gette is We.2 qi ,Uij
dobtaned ilber activation at a temperature of 300-500 OC under Xlii1 (3)
dynamic vacunm conditions. For its optimal utilization it is
important to know, what type of intercton during fth m is the mass of electron, c is the velocity of light. uxj, wje
sorption paroess an dominant, then ones can be evaluated the polarizabilities of Intersicting particles, Z,. jame their
accorin to values of sorption energy. -&molar diamagnetic susceptibilities, eo is the dielectric

Theoretical studies Of the elementary proes o permitivity of vacuum, r is the distance of the particles i and
inteactions between die surface and gaseous molecules are
only at the beginning. If durin dwc ireftraction of two M sysem reulio tam is expessed [31

telong raige forces we domnlwrt fth interaction energy
might be calculated according to the MAWmo Of empirical Eau WZB-otntils (4)

Values of srption energie obtained by the miethod of B sacnsatdtemndbycniions of minimal Cewg
empirical potntial could be compared by experimental values Bo nsa onbtantdeditermcine b

mesrdby die method of thermal desorption spectroscopy fo abud itrcon
MTMS. TDS provides the easiest way of predcting onigassiIN M1 6.L Cij
effect inside a vacuun cimanber. From time MAWhnis equation 2 (5)
which describes the desorpton from time surface a simple ro is the equilibrium disance equal to addlition of Van der
exprssin for calculati of garptio energie was derived [21. Wails adii of interacting atoms.
Sorption clmmceulstics of 112, N42, C02, Ar and 014 Were Indiuction part Of interaction energ is approximated [6]
measured in the umperature rangeof 20 - SW0C. DuringEl SLe)
adsorption of C02 on St 707 NEG surface a production of '~2 (6)
mmee wu observed.
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aj Isths0Puhainability of a gas Mohawkea"d a#) is do Therewre shown in fI&I 1i hcurves of sooalhaeraction
, qsmbyof hemu tlelil P o by ewmbx. energy with NEG surface, for gases 002., N2 and CM. The

710 P'lscuI II (coalhmbid)Wat, -, -1ctamg I~s vaows of sorption aim" cocosponib to 60 totlcw eneg doth-h by imawutios buy.. she ohugs distribution in the doeoem minimum of the eruption path
sarbeat qj aid doe chus dIsorIbution 04 of the sorbed
malu"Mb EC.1 IlL EXPERMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS OF

4=o(7) SORPTON ON THE NEG SURFACE

it the stuea Mohecwk has no permanent dipol momnit but A. Eiperbmmm Appwano~ and Pro cedwe
hoaquedriqol Moment, the elctrostaic port of uudeflctliois~ A WP 950 module with die St 707 NEG alloy was-OI C.- - qa 3c%-1 inst~ald in she, rectangular stainless stoe vacuum chamber.

Bcm4~4Iu(cos- luifTotal VPresme chug. wer measured by cold cathod WG
()300 Pwa'nigga~ .

whm ee 3iI gives di5 orientaion of the MDohawkd quadrupole A quadrupole amn aimlyzer Bakzers 420 was used to
moment versa tem pouitimu vector rq. Monitor the thermal desorption of gases. as well as the

composition of resida gams in the UJHV system. The -ss
N. SWfme MOdland CakdaldOe spectrometer was connected to -n MM P312 computer through

The structure of Zr-V-F. alloys was studied by XPS its RS232 interface. Mas selection and scanning was then
anamlysis [8). These structuresP . could have the cubic structure, performed from the computer. During the thermal desorption
7a(V1Fe1 ..2)2 of MBCu2 type, with lattice Parameters a - b - experiment several masses were selected and their signal
a - 0.745,0.734 or 0.706 am. Thene are 8 MSC02 molecules intensities as a function of temperature were storedI in the
in the face, cenamd lattice Mg asoms mr uniformly placed in comDPute
the distance of 0.291 amm Mg - Cu distance is 0305 nin. The .The vacuum system was bakted-out at 350 *C for 24
auface of St 707 NEG was represented by the known surface hours while die NEG module was passively activated at 260
of MgCu2, Mg asoms wer replaced by Zr atoms and Cu was OC. The pmesusre equilibriumn after cooling was reached in the
subeltuted by V. range of e-9 mber. Thean the NEG module was resistively

heated up to 500 V aid the desoiptio and mass spectra wen
messored

100- After obtaining well reproducibile, results, die NEG was
exposed to fth desired amount of test gases at room
temperature. When the prenure in the chamber was lower than

- 5.e~-10 MWar the NEC was heated up to 500 *C at a constan
0 0 heating rate. Selected masses and pressure changes we

E ~simultaneously Monitored.
The sorption energy was evaluated according to

E=omlnja (9)

N2 ~ WrR is h gcostant, v -kTihisa ratecoustant.khb
-200CHare the Bokwum' s and Phacks constants, respectively.

0 2 4 6 8 1C B. Results and Discussions
r (10.10 m] A typical desorption spectrumn is shown in fig. 2, together

Figur 1. Total energy curves of interactions between the with the curve of the, temperature increase.
NEG surface: and C02, N2 and M molecules. This desorption spectrum comprises two peaks: the first at the

temperture. of 78 OC (351 K), the second at 348 OC (621 K).
The analysis of resdua gases gives the highest intensity for

Compuser program ADt4EG gives a series of curves for mu 2 (H2+), 16 (CH4, Me.~ 0+), 20 (Ar4++, HF+), 28
dispersion and repulsion part of the interaction energy. (C+ N2+),40 WAr) and 44 (CG2 j).
hm*Wmo aid coulombic palts wer not evahutsed yu. there we Sorption energies calculated according to expression (9)
so lena about die NBG charmdstribuion published inth for both peak are 96 kJ/mol and 176 Wkinol, respectively.

liatr.Values I atomic- p laira ties, moatr diamagnetic The lowe energy corresponds to the weakly sorted molecules
infcptibl-tis aid van der Wools' radii of interacting atoms or atoms which are desorbed from the polymbiecular layers.

WON take from ref. [91.
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Synclumra radiatiun besnline p'arnesus

DemIN= . w1,V 1.MA 16 L~ev d/t 0.uud w4, mm D,m

SSCI 534 001045 284 1..0610 52 11.S

SSC2 534 300 1045 284 8.4-10'6 10 8 1.75

U108 740 600 1448 490 1.2.1017 12 16 5.0

SSC 2-16' 70 21322 284 1. 0-10 16 2 4 2

b alera beginning -xamns (b) vacuumn bake, no magnetic fiedd
Each tube sampleis Uengraved with a number and chemi- Tube OM3 was baked at 150'C for 24 tars and dhen was

cally treatd beta e~apenmets. Most of die tube have been exposed to photons on SSC1 bemnline up to 1021 pbtnsm
cleaned at dhe NSLS cleaning facility at BNL by using a rtAm- We did not notice any significant difference in photodesorp-
dind proedure, for dhis facility. To compare ph-1deopto tio. coefficients compared with an unbaked sample (tibs
regatta several tbabe were cleaned at the CERN cleaning fcil- #002) exposed to dhe smie photon flux in SSCI. For example
ity. Gemetlly no strong etch treatment was applied to the the intejpated anounts of desorbed 12/co wene: 1.0-1019/
tules The one exception was at CERN where two bulk Cu. 2.6-1015 molecukea/n for atub #M with bake and 7.0. 1018/
tubes wmr treated by a Wtong acid etcha. 1.3-1013 for tubs M0 without bakre.

Three "ype of experiments were performied: (a) no bake, Tube #032 was baked at 3500C for 24 tars and diem was
no magnetic Wild (b) vacuum bake at 1500C or 350'C for 24 exposed to photons on UlOB line at BNL. Reslt of dais
leg, no miagnetic field (c) no bake, with magnetic field. experiment we shown in Figure 2. The initial TI's for main

pek am reduced approximahuly an order of magnitude com-
M. BASIC RESULTS -ae to the unbaked tubs in Figure 1. However due to a

smaler rteof cesiupofthebaked nubsde thdesrption coeffi-
A. Silve Mlcioplawed Cu cleats are almost dhe sums at -1023 photons/rn for do. baked

So for eleven experiments have been done with Silvex and unbaked tubes
electroplated Cu nibs.; eight samples at BINP - dhres on die o____________
SSCI beunlinsaiad five on SSC2 - and dares samples at BNL. 10H

(a) no bake, no magnetic field 101bbeM
Five tubesoov been tesed under these experinmental con- 35Cb* 0

ditions, four at BINP sod one. at BNL. Generally result of all o
dime experiment are almost die same and have a small difffer- j 00 00

me in iniddu's. Initial ij's differ by ±50%, integrated des- 1i 00q~
orpdoonyieldsat 1022photaft by ± 20%. Atpical plot of 06 OR0
pl01011140 pt*on yield versus integrated photon flux is shown 0 0

0 o - H24 10%
00

0 0 .- 002 10" 10" 10, 10 l0 1, 10e

t -ttV Cub. ~~Figure 2. Ptooeopincoefficients for in usitu 3500C baked
X X 000o4 Silvex electroplated Cu.

+ *0 ~ (c) no bake, withimagneic field#10 X~SkX Two experiments have bee done with magnetic filone
X X ~~on the SSC2 beamline at BINP aid one on the U1011beal

0USla at BNL. At BINP we used an electromagnet with -5M00 vert-
10i,~ . ~ cal magnetic field. The experimental datarem shown in Fig-

1611 101, le e 1ý lo le m 3.Mos of he ime he mgneic feldwas switched e
howbnsh and for short periods it was "off". Only slight differencs

Figure 1. P1 odeso pdearpDn coefficients for unbakted Silvex between "on" and "off" periods were noted and are not visible
electroplated Cu. in Figure 3 (i~e. no initial differenc in poderhincoeffi-
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CM and qqpmuiuml 1016 hblow ofedmpe at 2  Cu8 and bulk Ca have xafhl do same uqulude otpboaodu-
wIth* aW hp 'oUf o mW~ field onas te comcldwoe e caption coefficien ad of pboiuksoabd as (iLewithina

aperinwat) ml. Cau a umher =all ml* an phawdas- ftclr of two). The 350C bake decreasd the amount of H7
aqvion for pboodelemi which leame doe sI,1 A simiaf desorbed at IOP pholoGWO by a &cto of Mmn and CO by a

1;mi11-at SM mud a pI u1mePa-t mognet with gverag factor of fim. Magnetic field has n effect on initial phouxdes-
* vniald aapad OWel am 1000 G and alo showed a very wptioa coefficiens and there is approuimeasy 10% highe

smal -oed Amd effect, pods ofao Ht12 with field "air canipsu eo field "'ono. at ~1023 pOWMin. Differences iS cleaning pmcedures, bakin
o- H2versus no bakting and mawrials we umost pronounced in the mi-

us1 desorption coefficients and sod to decrease io, lee tha a
atcz of two by the time a plioM flux -I0P plaen, ua bs

C02 been inched.

to potouorpic.coefficients and amount of potodesorbedH12I ~~~~~and CO for diffrent test samples at I0 btnb

1 moleculeculhoto
10 8 S TuibeSmnple aat HP3 n

oi- .. 1. H2  CO H2 CO
Omotna~R Elec Cu(S) 1.7-1- 4.4IPi ~ iio 1.3.1019

F~gue 3. coefii"''t fo -ive -bUA _
.i WitShvx Elec Cu(S), 9-3-10-5 1.4-1O 1.7.1019 2.8-1018

3SWC bakce
L. F&AUwA EecaVwp sud Cia Ee u .- 04 301- 3.-109 L-11

Oue sampbof Flebmaum eectroplated Co has been Wiste E BcC() 14l~ 301~ 3311 .. 0at BNL. Conmnimag withS~ Sile ibes the only essenial dif- wt _ _

A naore is in the ia~dmlq for H2 which is about fiv timies leaS Elec Cu(F) 1-3-10~ 2.8-10~ 2.8-1019 S.8.101
for the Fkhmam tubhe thm the SUMve tube shown int Figur 1.- _ _ --

Howeve at 1OP phoWon/r the lFlubuanmn and Silvex bithes Bulk Cu 92-10-5 2.010WS 2.4-10'9 7.4-10"
have essentially the ame mu akine of phoiodesorption coef- S - S~ex F - Flubmann

ficiens fo gallses.
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Thre OFHC bulk Ca samples have been bosted on SSCI Th Subr wol liet hn A. 0. Mathewson for his

at BWN and one at SM Outeaelly th inta;Inýn1Pin.'- assistance with the tes samples cleaned at CERN and for fritk-
coefficient obtained ft..A thesew exei an re approxi- fiul ~ o h~einep~ni
maely 2 to 5 times has then for elecroplaed sa 1e withb the
-mcleaimlgi procleth 1. adid~on a radher kedecreasei V1. tENTE

initil -em o coefficient was obtained with the CER
smong acid mtb procdmr crqared to fth ?L. procedure [1) A. Maschke, "Hydrogen desaptioa and the Search for the
with sAgh acid ech. Higgs, 55 print~ 86. Mar. 1992.

A.NiIFoIII40 SS [2] T. Kobazi and H. Halama, J. Vac. Scf. Technol. A 5, 2355

BINP n SSI bonim stoc aee titesub wath beaen done [3 ( 0.7 Grobeer, A.G. Mathewson, H. Stori and P. Strubin,

from. BNL expeimients pefmmed by Hslaama and Foer- Vacuum 33, 397 (1983).
swa.[41 Good agreement between the new and earlier data (41 C. Foerster, H. Halaina and C. Lann, J. Vac. Scf. Tech-
give confidence in ft ap ; p ' I I procedmmna not. A 8 (3), 28%6(1990).

IV. SUMMARY

in TubS 2 we aummerie the rstsof this Paper with a
cempaion fdesolptio coeflficients and amounvt odesorbd

gso t lop for R2 and CO. Leaving the 35C bake
addoat ISilvu and Flubmane elecoodeposited
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The Heat Load of an 80 K Liner for the SSC

J. Maddocks and A. Ydcei
S-n- - aducg Ser Colder Labi

2550 Reckleymea& Avenue, Dal•, TX 75237

Abfswt is the basic unit of the coilider, is 90 m long and consists of
Se n g Super Collider (SSC) will be the five dipoles, one quadrupole, and one spool piece). The

first proton machine in which synchrotron radiation syhchrotron radiation represents about 40% of the total 4 K
significtly affects the cryogenic system and the beam tube heat load. With an 80 K liner, however, the 4 K synchrotron
vacuum. Synchrotron radiation rqresents the single largest radiation load is replaced by a fix'ed heat load associated with
heat lod on the 4 K single-phase helium. It also provides a the liner, while the intercepted synchrotron load is transferred
mechanism by which hydrogen can be desorbed from the beam to the LN2 system. This fixed or static liner heat load is
tube wall, gradually worsening the vacuum. Insertion of a independent of the collider beam current.
perforated and beaed liner into the cold beam tube, together
with a strip of cryosorber, effectively creates a distributed . trace tube
cryopump. Such an anangement is an attractive solution to
possible vacumn problems, provided it does not increase the
heat load on the single-phase helium. In this paper, the
primary mechanisms of beat transfer from an 80 K liner are support
considered, and the results of Imeasements on heat conduction

through prottpcal mechanical uppo am presented. Figure 1. Crm-ecion of magnet bore tube with liner.

I. INTRODUCTION
Synchrotron radiation desorbs hydrogen from the beam For an 80 K liner to be practical, it must not impose a

tube of the super collider, reducing the vacuum and adversely heat load on the single-phase helium that is greater than the
affecting the luminosity lifetime [1]. One solution to this baseline dynamic heat load of the synchrotron radiation. A
problem is to place a distributed ciyopump within the beam conservative budget for the static heat loud has been set at 5 W
tube which will trap damodbed gasses.tube whichswl tripudesory dp cae effctd per half-celi, which is less than half the nominal baseline

A distributed cryopump can be effected by atahn-y.6trnrdainha la.Dtisae hw nTbe1
cryosorber to the cold (4 K) magnet bore tube. A csone ynrc htnradiationheatkod. Details are shown in Table 1.

tube, or liner, centered within the magnet bore tube shields the Non-negligible contributions to the static heat load arise from
cryosrber from the synchrotron radiation, and becomes the conduction through mechanical supports, blackbody radiation,

beam tube. By perforating a fraction of the liner surface with end conduction through interconnect pieces where the trace
small (on the order of 1-3 mam) holes, the lin yosode tube penetrates the 4 K bore tube, and conduction through the

assembly becomes a distributed pump. The liner temperature bea p m (RPM).
may be allowed to equilibrate at a temperaun close to tha of Table 2
the 4 K bore tube. However, actively stationing the liner at Static Liner Heat Load (W per component)
80 K is of interest because the synchroiron radiation heat load
can then be removed to the liquid nitrogen system. This, at Dipol ()m1 Spool Half-cell
least partially, decouples the allowable beam current from 0.e
heliuM cryogenic system. Active control is accomplished by IRradiation 0.20 0.06 0.04 1.10

means of 80 K helium flowing through a trace tube attached to IR ronaeio 0.20 0.05 0.05 0.35

the outside of the liner. A cross section of the magnet bore BPM 0.26 0.26
tube with an 80 K liner is shown in Figure 1. Total 0.75 0.61 0.65 5.01

Hf . HEAT LOADS One BPM is located at the lead end of each spool piece.
The SSC s the first proton machine in which the synchop ront and represents a major portion of the beat load attributed to theradiation heat load is significan t. At baseline operation the s o l o e e ,s n e t e ei ny o e p r h l -el t
synchrotron load is 10.85 W per half-cell. (A half-cell, which spool. However, since there is only one per half-cell, itscontribution to the total is small. The case is similar for

interconnect contributions, in that they are discrete not
*Operated by the Univ s Reseach Associatn, Inc., for dependent on length. There are seven interconnects per half-

the U.S. Depuarit of Energy under Contact No. DE-AC35- cell, one associated with each component. Trace tube
89ER40486. Thfe suOmitted manuscript has Ween authored penetrations of the 4 K bore tube have been carefully designed

loy a contractor of the U.S. Government un~er to keep the heat load associated with each one small. Thus the
]Contract No. DE-AC35-89ER40486. Accordingly.
]the U.S. Government retains a nor'exclksive. royalty-
[free license to publish or reproduce the published
form of this contrxibtion, or allow others to do so,

-or U.S. Government purposes.
O.7803-1203-X119350. o 1993 MuE 3879



sum of the interconnect heat loads is only 7% of the total
boatload per half-cOll. BPM and interconnect designs are
generally contsdered to be within budget. While this is a rather simplistic model, more detailed

Blackbody radiation from the 80 K liner to the 4 K bore numerical calculations indicate that it gives an accurate
tube and coaduction through mechanical supports combine to estimate of the total heat transfered by radiation.
generate the largest portion of the beat load, with conduction To evaluate eq. (1) it is necessary to know the bore tube
through the supports being the greater of the two. Radiation and liner tube diameters, the surface preparation of the stainless
is difficult to reduce to budgeted levels when the cryosorber, steel, the number and size of holes in the liner and the surface
which is likely to have an emissivity near 1, is taken into area of cryosorber. The last two numbers are not well known.
account. Conduction through the supports, however, is the The fraction of holes may vary up to 0.05, while the fraction
most difficult heat load to reduce, since long path lengths are of cryosorber coverage may be as high as 0.15. If (fh) and (fd
difficult to achieve given the limited radial space available, turn out to be near the maximum of their respective ranges,
Both radiation and support conduction are discussed in the they will dominate the radiated heat leak. This is especially
following sections. true in the case of the cryosorber.

As an example, assume a 33 nun liner with fh = 0.05,
EI. BLACKBODY RADIATION LOAD and a 42 mm bore tube with f, = 0.15. This arrangement will

Radiant heat exchange between the liner and bore tube is radiate 0.6 W/dipole with as found stainless, and 0.4 W/dipole
given by, with electro-polished stainless. For the same geometry, with

Q = oE(TI,4-_TC4), (1) fh = 0.03 and f. = 0.10 the heat leaks are reduced to 0.5
W/dipole and 0.3 W/dipole respectively. This last number is

where, probably achievable, but is still 50% greater than the budgeted
amount. Still, since radiation is only budgeted at 20% of the

E = I(I/ALeL) + (I/ABX(I/eB -)". (2) total load to begin with, this is considered acceptable.

The subscripts refer to the liner (L) and bore tube (B), e is the IV. SUPPORT CONDUC ON LOAD

emissivity (in this case both surfaces are stainless steel) and A A prototype support, shown in Figure 2, consists of four
the surface ae. stainless steel legs, bent in the middle, with a rectangular

In general the emissivity of a material is a function of cross-section of 6 mm x 1.2 mm thick. To provide the
temperature and surface preparation. The heat transferred by necessary rigidity, support legs are less than 17.2 cm long,

radiation between a stainless steel surface at 77 K and one at have both ends welded to the liner, and are spaced at 2 m

4.2 K has been measured by Obert etal. [2]. The results for a intervals.

variety of surface preparations are reported in terms of
emissivities, and reproduced in Table 2. C

Table 2 support ""
Emissivity of Stainless Steel [21 leg

"Surface [vrearation Emissivity from 77 K to 4.2 K
As found 0.120 ±5% Figure 2. Mechanical support
Mechanically polished 0.074 ± 5%
EectoVpHse 0.065 ± 5% The resistance to heat flow of each leg is the sum of the
Silver plated 0.013 ± 5% stainless steel resistance and the contact resistance between the

support and bore tube. Neglecting contact resistance, the beat

To determine the radiation heat load of an 80 K liner, it is leak through a single leg is
necessary to include the effect of holes in the liner tube and Q = (2AAL) I kd (5)
cryosorber on the bore tube. To account for these effects, i t cross s a r
average emissivities for the liner (EL) and bore tube (eB) are where A is the cross sectional area of a support leg, L is half
defined. Each is taken to be the weighted average of the the leg length and k is the thermal conductivity of stainless
appropriate stainless steel emissivity (e") and the hole (eh) or steeL Evaluation of the integral from 4 K to 80 K predicts a
cryosorber (k) emissivity. The liner holes are assumed to heat load of 0.06 W per leg. If all four legs are in contact with
have an emissivity of 1, and the cryosorber an emissivity the bore tube, this results in a heat load of 1.9 W per dipole.
between 0.8 and 1, depending on the particular cryosorber. This is less than the baseline synchrotron radiation load but

The resulting average emissivity of each tube is a linear nearly four times the static heat load budget.
function of the fraction of surface coverage (fh) or (fC). The material and geometry of the support are more or less

fixed by mechanical stability considerations and radiation
e = (1 - Bss)fh + 5., '3) resistance, so that contact resistance becomes the primary
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desn plameter with which to reduce the heat load. Contact In a final run, each contact point of a second support
Poistuce can be •prssedas was fitted with a Deirin button. The butons were attached by

Rconta - f(AT, kFG), (6) press fitting into holes drilled at the points of contaCL Only
the total Teat leak and liner emperat were m so that

where AT is the temperature difference across the contact, k is no conductance can be extracted from the data. The data ae
the mean thermal conductivity of the materials in contact, F is included in Figure 3. Although Delrin is an unacceptable
the force with which the contacts are pressed together, and G is material for use in the bore tube, the data give an indication of
a geometric factor related to surface roughness. In general, the effect of attaching plastic buttons to the supports should an
Rcontact is not well known. For this reason, tests were acceptable material be identified.
conducted to measure both the heat leak of a prototypic
support and the average resistance of a stainless-to-stainless V. DISCUSSION
contact [31 Blackbody radiation and conduction through the support

The total heat leak as a function of liner temperature for a system are the primary sources of 4 K liner beat load. In the
number of cases is shown in Figure 3. case of radiation, hole and cryosorber coverages would have to

be reduced to zero and electuo-polished stainless used in order to

0.3 meet the budget. However, the radiated heat load is a relatively

n As deliverd small fraction of the total heat load. Thus, it is concluded that

0 Defined Contact expensive surface treatment of the liner for the purpose of
A Roat 9 eg reducing the radited power is umnecessay.

0.2 0 Polish vac. can 00 The heat load due to conduction through the supports is
Delnin Feet coo a strong function of the force applied at the contact. The

6o applied contact force in the Collider will be determined by
0*1- AD AD U8 three factors preloading by compression of the supports at the

0 0.1 time of insertion in the bore tube, further loading or unloading
oP of support legs due to differential contraction during cooling,

comand resi of the lower legs ad unloading of the upper

0.0 , legs due to the weight of the liner. A simple model of the

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 differential contaction prdictianot reductionintde applied
contact force after cooling to 4 K, mad no preloading is

Liner Temperature (K) required. Thus, only the lower two suppo•t legs will be in
contact with the borw tube when the COflider is in operation.

Figure 3. Results of heat leak test on mechanical support these circ saces, the support heat leak will only be

0.7 W per dipole.Contact conductance generally obeys a power law Finally, it appears that the contact resistance can also be
dependence on tem e of the form increased by the addition of insulating buttons, though more

he=ala, (7) work is required to identify an acceptable material and confirm
that such is the case.

where a is a function of applied force and surface roughness.
In addition, VI. REFERENCES

Qi = Ac. hc dT, (8) [1] I. Maslennikov, et aL, Photodesorption Experiments on
SSC Collider Bearn Tube Configurations, these

with Ac the nominal contact area. Substituting eq. (7) into proceedings.
eq. (8) and integrating gives, [2] Obert et al., Emissivity Measurements of Metallic

n+1 I1/(n+l) Surfaces Used in Cryogenic Applications, Adv. Cryo
Tcontact (n+ l)Q bath 1 (9) Eng., 27:293 (1982).

Tbath n+ is much less than the leading term and can be [31 J. Maddocks, et al., Heat Leak Measurements and Thermal

neglected, so that average values of a and n can be extracted Modeling of a Mechanical Support for a SSC Beam Tube

from a log-log plot of Tcontact versus Qi. The value of n Liner, Proceedings of the F#fh International Industrial

measured in this way is 1.5 and compares favorably with Symposium on the Superconducting Super Collider.

stainless to stainless conductances published in the literature [41 D.N. Lyon, and WKR. Parrish, Low Temperature Thermal

[4]. The value of a was determined from the largest values of Conductivities of Two High Compressive Strength

Q, so the data could be used to predict an upper bound for the Materials, Cryogenics, 7:21 (1967).

heat leak. Its measured value of 0.75 is abon.. two orders of
magnitude lower than published data [41 for smooth stainless-
to-tainless contacts under similar applied load, and indicates
the potential sensitivity of the heat load to surface roughness.
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DFSGN OF LARGE APItTURE, LOW MASS VACUUM WINDOWS*
W. J. Leonhardt and M. Map.

AGS Department, Brookhaven National Laboatony
Asoiated Universities, Inc.

Uplon, Now York 11973

AbaM6 fiber (Kevlar)[3](4], and, after reviewing the results, it was
LAge vaum vessels are employed downstream of fixed judged dth Kevlar was the best candidate to develop for

targets in High Energy Physics experiments to provide a long designs at Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL). Typical
path for particles to travrse without interacting with air window materials ar shown in Table 1. To date, four large
Moleulesu. Then vemose generally have a la aperture apetue windows have been constructed and tested at BNL

Iknown as a "vocum window* which employs a thin including two circular windows of 91.4 cm and 96.5 cin
.mm to preserve t vacuum environmet yet allows the diameter and two rectangular windows measuring 61 cm x

paticle to peas through with a minimal effect on them. 122 cm and 86 cm x 193 cm.
Several larp windows have been built using a composite of
Keviar/Myla including circular windows to a diameter of II. DESIGN AND FABRICATION
96.5 cm and rectangular windows up to 193 cm x 86 cm.
This paper de•cribm the design, fabrication, testing and Current window designs used at BNL generally follow the
opemahag experience with these windows and relates the actual technique first introduced by Fermi National Accelerator
performance to theoretical predictions. Lab.[4] The window composite is a combination of Kevlar 29

and Mylar type A sized appropriately for the specific window
I. INTRODUCTION aperture. Components of a typica. window assembly are

shown in Fig. 1.
Some experimental beam lines at Brookhaven National In assembling the window, a Vitoa 0-ring is inserted into

Laboratory require large aperture, low ma- vacuum windows the vacuum window flange. Next an annular sheet of Mylar
to minimize beam loss and reduce background radiation in (Mylar ring) is used whose inner and outer dimensions are the
close proximity to beam detectors. These vacuum windows same as the window clamp flange. Over the Mylar ring goes
ar essentially a wall or membrane separating a vacuum space a full sheet of Kevlar and a full sheet of Mylar. Next comes
from atmosphere through which the beam passes, and they the window clamping flange which also has an 0-nng groove.
exhibit a vacuum integrity which allows them to be used in In this groove is an 0-ring of 1100-TO aluminum- This alu-
vacuum systems with a pressure of 104 Ton. The material minum 0-ring aids in clamping the composite window mate-
used for the windows must be thin and light enough so as to rials since earlier windows experienced premature failure due
have the mininmm effect on the beam, and, at the same time, to pullout from the flange. When assembling the window, the
be thick and strong enough to operate reliably and safely. In area opposite the Viton 0-ring is marked on both the Kevlar
the past, small aperture windows used Mylar as the window and Mylar pieces. The Mylar is roughened with sand paper
material. Mylar has a reasonably high tensile strength, good on the surface facing the Kevlar and the Kevlar is painted
vacmum properties, and its density is acceptable for the with a bead of epoxy in the sume area. Care must be taken
thicknesses required in small aperture windows. As the aper- so that the epoxy doesn't spread appreciably in the plane of
hurm get larger, the thickness of the window material must the window. The window assembly is then bolted together
increas so Mylar becomes less attractive. In addition, and properly torqued. When the epoxy cures, a vacuum tight
Mylar is not available in thicknesses greater than 0.36 mm; seal is formed which prohibits edge leaking of the composite
therefore, if used in large aperture windows, multiple layers material. The epoxy mix used is formulated to be flexible
would be required. and to soak well into the Kevlar providing a vacuum seal with

To create a window with a mass lower than Mylar, no problems.[5J The final sizes of the materials used in the
designs have emerged which use a composite of a thin sheet windows at BNL are as follows:
of Mylar and a reinforcing fabric. Reinforcing fabrics are Kevlar Mylar Composite
availa with tensile strengths an order of magnitude greater T Thickn Thicknem MM
than Mylar, therefore, smaller thicknesses are required for a 491.4cm 0.43mm 0.13mm O.05Sg/cm2

given aperture. However, Mylar in thin sheets is still used 496.5cm O.43mm 0.13mm 0.05g/cm2

since the fabrics cannot achieve any sort of a vacuum seal. 122x61cm 0.30mm 0.05mm 0.03g/cm2

Various reinforcing fabrics have been tried including carbon 193x86cm 0.43mm 0.05mm 0.04g/cm2

(graphite)[l], polyester fiber (Dacron)[2][3J, and aramid The circular windows represent the earliest use of this type of
window at BNL and thus the thicknesses and composite mass

* Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. reflect a very conservative design. The material thicknesses

Department of Energy. for the 491.4 window were determined by testing and, since
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a lopenough safety margin was present, these thicknesm aids in lowering the lippog or pull out forces. The te
wsmjudged adequate for 96.S window as well. Confidence windows using Keylar 29 had no short tem creepage. Long
gined with the use of the circular windows allowed the term creepag needs more study.
rectangular windows to be designed with a lower composite Window failure in both the circular end rectangular win-
m As a comaqrison, if the 122 x 61 cm window was dows was of the classic thin membrane failure type, with the
made only of Mylar, its thickness would be 1.4 mm and its windows rupturing along their edges.

- would be 0.19 g/emn2; therefore, the composite window
has a mas only 13% of a pure Mylar window. IV. THEORETICAL PREDICTIONS

II. SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS Classical equations used in predicting window per-
formance are given by Timeo]henko[6J as:

Safety regulations quie that a vacu•m window shall be
cycle three times at0%over operatingpressure to demon- S -Z [ E ( ,a (1)
strat its integrity in going from load to no load conditions;
however, since the behavior of Kevlar fabric does not follow
theoretical predictions, a cycling pressure of 100% over
operating pressure is used. These vacuum windows are w - K [ Pd, ]1/ (2)
typically used on large vacuum vessels, and considerable
shock wave would result in the event of a total window
failure. When Mylar is used alone as a window material, where w = window deflection S = stress
experience has shown that filure of the Mylar is similar to a p = pressure E = Young's modulus
balloon breas'iia and the resulting shock wave a sizeable t = window thickness
threat to life and prcperty. All composite window designs a = circular diameter or short side of rectangle
used at BNL are kydrnstatically tested to failure to indicate Z = geometric constant = 0.27 for circular
the nargin of safety present L- one atmosphere operation; 0.34 for rectangular
however, it was felt that a hydrostatic fi•st might not correctly K = geometric constant = 0.26 for circular
model a catastrophic failure so a fuil scale test was conducted. 0.36 for rectangular
The ,91.4 cm window assembly was attached to a vacuum Using these equations has shown that they do not predict
vessel with an internal volume of over 3100 liters and the ves- actual performance very closely, and testing is required to
sal pumped down to 10" Tort. A weighted pendulum with a safely size and optimize the window materials. For example,
sharp point was positioned in front of the window and swung looking at the Kevlar alone, catalog values of initial material
in puncturing the window in the center. While the Mylar split properties give window deflection calculations that are lower
across the full aperture, the Kevlar only suffered a hole the than observed while measured values of material properties
size of the puncturing elements and the tank bled up to give calculations higher than observed. Several factors may
atmosphere in a slow, gentle fashion. contribute to the analytical and material property uncertainties

and it is believed that most of them are due to the woven

1H. TESTING nature of the Kevlar.[5]
The above analytical expressions have been used with

All window designs have been hydrostatically tested to some success, however. If Eq. (2) is used to compute an

failure in addition to the cycle test described in the previous "aPparent pressure, using the deflection at failure and the

section using a test fixture. The window assembly was bolted properties for Mylar, that value can be used in Eq. (1) to

to the fixture as shown in Fig. 2 so that when presurized compute an *apparent stressw on the Mylar at failure, again

with water, the window is stressed in the same direction as it using Mylar properties. This apparent stress at failure corn-

is in experimental use. A pressure gauge was used to monitor pares reasonably well to the tensile strength of the Mylar;,
die ptherefore it is felt that at actual operating deflections, thethe pressure applied to the window, and a dial indicator was steslvlithMyacnbeomudndnoprig

placed in the center of the window to record the deflection of ftress level in the Mylar can be computed, and an operating

the window as pressure was applied to it. factor of safety can be determined.

Tests were conducted for various combinations of Kevlar
and Mylar on the 491.4 cm circular and both rectangular V. OPERATING EXPERIENCE
windows. The results are summarized in Table II. All the
tests were carried out using a Kevlar 29 fabric except the one Both circular windows have been installed in experimetal
where the Kevlar thickness is 0.25 mm. This thickness was beam lines. The u 9.41cm window was used in an experi-
Kevlar 49 since it was not available in Kevlar 29. Kevlar 29 ment wa, ass ran about six months. The vacuum was main-
is prefered over Kevlar 49 since it has a lower elastic tacled ab fves than i0" Torr and, although the window was
modulus while having the same tensile strength. This is more cycled about fives times, no problems were encountered. The
desirable in window applications wher the greater deflection 4, 96.5cm window ran for four six month periods. Initial
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vi~m 1anmnts whim fth window was cycled
ob^ taw bw cyce., do window dwdopied slow leaks. VACUJUMMwb. e Mwrn lo'hav, born caused by an older epoy MYLAR RING W4O

fe~~a wbakus adt a flexshn do owe curienty FLANGE VACUUM
wed. e Ohmsd kwuembdul bus baen Abid, doh window VSE

bus = wilbout problaims at vamum lewsb of 10 Toir. The
m V-1la windows wre a am do@*ag d o perating expel- MYLAR VACUUM
ionce is adty gy.U.&ib MEMBRANE

12 111111110107, Oh. duo@* of &ab KovbrlaMylar composite
windows his bur fkfibe devel~oed at DNL. These windows
bove ber effeaitivel used a a low mass alternative to MyAN
alom ad have bern shown to be both as&s and relibl.
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TABLE I - Typical Window Materials SNUBBER VALVE

Tenile__Figure 2 HYDROSTATIC TEST SETUP

Material Stregth Modulus* DniyTABLE U
______MN Mpg g/CM3

Kevlar 29 2,760 62,000 1.44 Test Window Size Thicknes, preums= at
________ ~~(8,200) (0. 736)** No __ ___ evrMya File

Kevlar49 2,760 117,000 1.44--
_____ _____ (18,000) (0.736) 1 91.4 circular 0.58/0.13mm 4.1 atm

2 0.43/0.13 4.1
Decron 1,120 13,800 1.38 3 0.30/0.13 2.0

4 122x61 rect. 0.38/0. 13 3.2
Stainless, 580 -1,276 200,000 7.83 50.30/0.13 2.5
Steel 304 ___ 6 0.30/0.05 2.3

Aluinu 30 6,00 2707 50.25/0.13* 1.5
Aluin1 31T960 27 8 *0.30/0.0561T69 193x86 rect. 0.43/0. 13 2.7
Mylar 172 3,450 1.40 10 0.43/0.05 2.5

(500)110.30/0.05 1.4

*IDasinty givm is for iniiu al stads and values * Kevlar 49 used this tes only; all otheirs Kevlar 29.
in pardenthus ain apparent density for vioven mateirial. **Not taken to failure, Jong tem cycle tes.
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Observation and Analysis for Motions of Trapped Microparticles
in the TRISTAN Accumulation Ring

Hiroshi Saeki*, Takuhi MomoWe*, and HJjime shimarn
National Laboratoryfor High Energy Physics

1-I Oho, Tsukuba-shi, lbaraki-ke, 305, Japan

Absract detected with each of the three lead-glass counters. The other
Signals of high-energy bremsstrahlung in the TRISTAN one is set at a straight chamber.

accumulation ring was observed with lead-glass counters, The b sstralhilung is detected with the ladglass counter
accompanid by a sudden decrease in the electron beam lifetime set behind plates made of lead (thickness 10-m). Each lead-
which occurred due to microparticle trapping in the electron glass counter is constructed with a lead-glasi block (360 mm
beam. The observation showed a trapped microparticle made a x 120 mm x 100 mm) and a photm tiplier. The lead-glass
periodic oscillation; the period was Is. The observation counters are shielded with lead blocks (thickness 100 mm)
coincides with the result based on our newly developed theory except for the detecting slit. The amplified signals from the
for vertical oscillation of a trapped microparticle. lead-glass counters are transmitted to a digital storage
Furthermore, the calculated variation in the beam lifetime also oscilloscope synchronized with bunch signals from a single
coincides with the actual variation in the beam lifetime. bunch electron beam as it passes a position monitor.

I. INTRODUCTION B. Observations of High-enery Bremsstraldung
Accompanying a Sudden Decrease in the Beam Lrethne

Observations of microparticle trapping phenomena in the If a trapped microparticle makes a periodic oscillation, it
TRISTAN accumulation ring with lead-glass counters have is expected that signals of high-energy bremsstrahlung
been carried out previously. It was found that microparticles corresponding to the motions of the trapped microparticle
in the beam chamber were actually trapped in the electron could be observed.
beam.[l-2] From signals of bremsstrahlung detected during Figure 1 shows signals from the lead-glass counter at the
microparticle trapping, the results of our theory developed straight chamber during microparticle trapping. The initial
giving the motion of a trapped microparticle and results of injected beam current of the single-bunch electron beam was
observations trapped microparticle motions with a wire 30 mA and the beam energy was 6.5 GeV. The beam current
simulating the electron beam, we expect that a trapped suddenly decreased at 25 mA. The beam lifetime also
microparticle makes a periodic oscillation around the electron decreased from 125 min to 72 min and did not recover. At the
beam, as shown in References [21 and [3]. beam current of 21 mA, signals of high-energy

But it is difficult to find precisely the motion of a tapped bremsstrahlung synchronized with the bunch signals from the
microparticle using the complicated theory based on many electron beam and signal of 0.15 ms duration were also
assumptions. Therefore, we carried out simple theoretical observed with the other counters. From results of test of lead-
analysis for a trapped microparticle motion, using our newly glass counters using a internal target, it was found that the
developed theory based on a vertical oscillation only. We also voltage of signals detected with the lead-glass counters was 15-
compared results of the observation and the analysis. 17 times higher than that of an electron with 6.5 GeV. Such

signals can be detected very little, during a sudden decrease in
II. OBSERVATION OF TRAPPED die beam lifetime.

MICROPARTICLE MOTIONS IN THE
TRISTAN ACCUMULATION RING

Motions of trapped microparticles in the ring were 1V . ....
observed with lead-glass counters, as shown in Reference [2]. o MO - k-Wr,,

If microparticles are trapped in the electron beam, signals of-
high-energy brestrahlung can be detected at the interacting 1 1.
location with intensity much greater than that of residual a

A. Measuring Insruments to Observe Motions of Trapped I4
M ic r o p a r t e s . . . . . . .
Four lead-glass counters were used to observe 0 2

bremsstrahlung. High-energy bremsstrahlung generated at Tim. Ws)

each source area corresponding to three bending magnets is

* Japan Synchrotron Radiation Research Institute, Minato. Fig. 1 Signals of high-energy bremsstrahlung caused by

nahamachi 6-9-1, Chuou-ku, Kobe-shi, 650, Japan a microparticle oscillating around the electron
** Miyagi National College of Technology, Miyagi, Natori- beam orbit, at the beam current of 20 mA.

shi, 981-12, Japan The horizontal time scale is 1 s/division.

O.7803-1203-1/93$03.00 @ 1993 IEE
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III. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF MOTIONS Therefore, the solution of Equation (3) shows the vertical
OF A TRAPPED MICROPARTICLE motion of the trapped micropizticle.

Figure 3 shows a result of approximation for dhe vertical
Assuming that a micoparticle to be trapped is just under oscillation of the trapped microparticle cogs to

the electron beam ais shown in Figure 2, it is expected that the duration, when QEz/in is 1.85 x 105 Newton/kg of the
trapped mcoparticle makes a vertical oscillation only, in both trapping condition in the TRISTAN accumulation ring shown
a magnetic field and no magnetic field. In Figure 2, Z is the in Reference [1], ti = 6.67 x 10-11 s, t2 = 1.26 x 10-6 s, Z0
vertical direction and Z0 is the distance from the bottom of the = 0.024 m, Lb = 0.02 m and the initial vertical velocity of the
beam chamber to the center of the electron beam. microparticle at the initial position is set to be 0.00005 m/s.

Considering the continuous vertical oscillation as shown As shown in Figure 3, the time interval of the vertical
Figure 2 and the basic equation in Reference [4], the average oscillation is about 0.7 s. Considering that the calculated
vertical acceteration 2, where Z is the distance between the vertical velocity at the electron orbit is about 1.1 m/s, the
microparticle and the bottom of the chamber wall, is given by transit time of the microparticle passed through the electron

beam is calculated as about 1.3 ms.

= mt2 -g
2 Z

Here Q is the charge deposited on the microparticle through 30 a 5
the photoelectric effect, Ez the electric field in the vertical I 0.

direction, m the mass of the microparticle, tl the time interval Z - -

while the electron bunch is over the microparticle, t2 the -l*
revolution time of the electron bunch and g the acceleration
due to gravity. 0

z
0 1 2 3 4 Time (s)

e- Fig. 3 A result of approximation for the vertical
oscillation of the trapped microparticle.
The horizontal time scale is I s/division.

IV. DISCUSSION

If a trapped microparticle makes a vertical oscillation as
Fig. 2 A model for vertical oscillation shown in Section III, it can be said that Figure 1 shows that

of a trapped microparticle. the microparticle made the vertical oscillation and that the
time interval is 1 s. It can be also said that signal of 0.15 ms
duration shows the interaction time per pass of the

Assuming that the electrons in the bunch are formed into microparticle. It can be seen that the observation coinside
Gaussian distribution, the electric field Ezo at the vertical with the calculated result based on our newly developed theory,
distance Z is given by in spite of the simplified electric field and simplified motion

of the trapped microparticle.
2_,12 When the energy loss caused by a trapped microparticleZ0 Ezl- e" ] Ibecomes more than 0.1 % of the energy of an accelerated

Z - nelectron, it is assumed that the electron is lost. Generally, the
Ezo = Z - Z + Eze 21b2 (2) beam lifetime T is given by

1 _ NpcrfAt (4)

where E. is the electric field at Z = 0 and Lb is the bunch r 4c ax (y
length. Substituting Equation (2) into Ez in Equation (1), the where Np is the total number of atom in the microparticle, s
vertical acceleration at Z is given by the total cross-section, f the revolution frequency, At the

.&ZZ2 transit time in a second, ax the width of the electron beam and
Qe2y the bunch length. Setting the diameter of the trapped

[ E +1  e 2 IZ-g(3 microparticle made of Al is to be 0.1 mm, as shown in
S [t Z0 - Z 2J Reference [1], the calculated beam lifetime is 72 min. When

the microparticle is made of Ti, the lifetime is calculated as 61
min. Compared results of the observation and the theoretical
analysis show that our theory for motions of a trapped
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I s a m S meaiomal prcime analysis for
ma gf a %wW ait pwscle wil be carded out.

pain obwvations in the TRISTAN
accumulvlon is wi be carricd out using an automatic
Osvnden osWm wi* lead- s momtm
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OVERVIEW OF AN 80 K LINER DESIGN FOR
SYNCHROTRON LIGHT INTERCEPTION IN SSCL COLIIDER

Q. S. Shu, W. Chou, D. Clrk, W. Clay, Y. Gorn. R. Nefvan,V. Kovachev, P.
Krausbaar, K. Leung, J. Maddocks, D. Martin, D. Meyer. L Mhelic, G. Monles.
J. Simmons, (. Snitchder, M. Tull, W. Turner, L Walling, K. Yu, and J. Zbsmlk

Superconducting Super Collider Labaorwy
2550 Beckleymeade Avenue, Dallas, "IX 75237-3997

Abstra•t The liner op uional temperature was required
The paper reports the efforts that develop a to be 80 K based on photodesmption data available

viable design for an SSC 80K Synchrotron from the CDG and SCDG nmmmmnts [1]. Those

Radiation Liner System. The liner is one method data showed that liners at lower temperatures 20 K

under consideration to minimize the presence of or 4.2 K had either unacceptable impedance
photodesorbed gases in the particl boam line margins or excessively long conditioning periods.
vacuum in order to assure an accepta.l, operational However, in January of 1993 new photodesorption
availability of the SSC Collider. Also the 80K liner data also indicated the viability of 4 K and 20 Kof t e S C C 11id r. lso th e 0 K lnF sy stem s [1].
is aiming at improving the Collider cryogenic The Cms lider Liner System Design addresses
thermal efficiency which would allow a potntial hotodeo tion, pi icle beam stability, magnetic
luminosity upgrade. The trade studies, engineering P
analyses, cmcep evaluation and detailed design ar field qualty, beam induced wake fields, RF
introduced. This paper also briefly discusses the impedancelcryogenicsdmagnet qtnchings
preliminary consideration of lower temperature (peci ay quenches induced Loripi tz pressure),
liners.and many other interdisciplinary technical

problems.

T. ASST LINER TUBES CONFIOURATIONI. INTRODUCTION

The Superconducting Super Collider (SSCL) As shown in Figure 1, an 80 K liner tube
is the first proton superconducting accelerator consists of a-. perforated tube located coaxially
designed to operate at 20 TeV (each beam) a inside the 4.2 K magnet bore tube. The ASST
beam current of 72 mA in which synchrotron Dipole Magnet (CDM) liner temperature is
radiation is a significant design' factor. The Collider maintained at 80 K by high pressure GHe loops of

l p0.25 g/s, as (A). The GHe flow is recooled by LNwill produce a synchrotron power of 0. 14 W/m and inheoongppofamne rsa.Aseil

18 kW total at 4.2 K. This synchrotron light will in the cooning pipe of a magnet cryostat. A scl
produce considerable photodesorbed gases in the end conducting cooling structure is designed to cool
beam vacuum. The photodesorbed gases may the ASST Quadnipole Magnet liner as Figure 1, (B)
greatly reduce the beam lifetime and scattered beam A w_ -P
power may lead to quenching of superconducting
magnets. The Collider availability may be
unacceptable without properly addressing this
concern. A liner is one method under consideration o._M
to minimize the presence of photodesorbed gases. OW _U

An 80 K liner also replaces the 4 K dynamic heat - _,,

load ofthe synchrotron radiation with a static heat . ..
boad, independent of the beam intensity, and -.
transfers the intercepted heat to the liquid nitrogen _____ i

s~mthat May improve Collider cryogenic thermal L_ _
n It would allow a potential luminosity

upgrade.

Operaed by the URA, Inc., for the U. S.

A! SUnrac No Figure 1. The CDM and CQM liner tubes.
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Figure 2. A CDM liner assembly in a CDM magnet.
since the (CQM) beam tube ID (32.3 mm) is much refrigerated through thermal conduction by 80 K
smaller than an ASST dipole ID (42.3 mm). Low GHe in a compact heat exchanger at the end of the
heat leak supports hold the liner in the center of the liner tube outside the CQD cold mass. The
beam tube. A thin layer of cryosorber (0.5 umm) on maximum temperature increase AT could be less
the inner surface of the 4.2 K beam tube pumps the than 5 K for a Spool Piece liner, and 10 K for a
photodesorbed gases through the holes on the liner CQM. The total heat load from a liner system in a
tube (1300 holes/n, D=2 mm for CDM liner, 2400 half cell to 4K is 5 - 6 W that is much smaller than a
holes/ m, D=l.5 mm for CQM liner). The CQM Collider baseline design.
liner tube is made of 1 mm thickness copper. The The RF joint and a good thermal contact joint
CDM liner is 1.25 mm bimetallic tube of an inner assure the continuity of the image current and aid
0.5 mm copper and outer 0.75 mm stainless steel, assembly and maintenance. The magnet

interconnect with these joints, and a compact heat
MI. ASST LINER STIIUCTURE exchanger are included in a cryogenic box. The

cryogenic box also allows each liner to have up to a
A liner system prototype has been developed 54-mm thermal contraction during cooldown and

for testing at the Accelerator System String Test warmup, as Figure 4. However, the liner is
(ASST) facility since the half cell (five dipoles, one discontinuous when routed through the Beam
quadrupole and one spool piece with a beam Position Monitor (BPM). Two options of BPM
position monitor) is an existing basic unit of the designs have been carried out. One is an 80K BPM
Colider. which is easy to connect with an 80K liner, but not

An extensive trade study has been performed to to a Spool Piece. Another option is a 4K BPM,
develop a retrofit 80 K liner structure and flow which is easy to connect to the Spool Piece, but not
return cooling loop, Figure 2. If an 80 K liner is easy to a liner. Figure 5 shows a 4* K BPM.
chosen for collider upgrade, the structure will help
its insertion into magnets to be retrofitted in the
tunnel. Figure 3 shows that a CQM liner is IV. ANALYSES ANDTRADE STUDY

A uniform and maximum possible liner inner
diameter (ID) is needed due to: (1) particle beam
commissioning, (2) particle beam dynamic stability,
and (3) safety margin. However, the maximum
liner ID is constrained by: (1) the available magnet
beam tube inner diameter (ID), and (2) the
minimum liner radial space. Using cooling, the
minimum liner radial space is 6 mm and using end
conducting cooling, the radial space needs to be 3.5
mm. Tables 1 and 2 show the maximum liner ID
and the liner impedances in various options,
respectively.

Figust 3. The end structure of a CQM liner.
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Table L Possible maximum liner ID in various cases.

Dhmle QjuI MWe Spoole
Oejut * Us* 11 .Sam ID. L~rA ID. Mee. nb. lD Une ID.

WAs a m aMA m- am
ASr 42.3 25.3 S2.3 15.3 32.3 25.3
GD2A&W 32.3 20.2 32.3 20.2 32.3 20.2
o" 42.3 31 42.3 31 42.3 31

Table 2. Comparison of impedances.

can Lim ID. 1o.Slou Z 03m) Z (o0i) Z (Mu) Saey
mm Covmeae M AM/ M WWI& M om/rn ,,rgi

Bselin 32.3 40 40 6.7
Widi HAW 25.3 2 mm. 2% 22 112 133 2
Valh ihn 25.3 2 mm. 4% 44 112 156 1.7
Wih How 25.3 2x6.2% 8 112 120 2.2
Wish HOW 33 2 mm. 4% 15 40 55 4.9

Besides, the liner tube design also must meet the following requirement:

1. Inner wall conductivity and thickness o*8 > 2 x 105 Ohms-'
2. Liner impedance Z Ln < 0.34 Ohm, Z T < 20 M Ohmnm
3. Inner wall photodesorption coefficient i = 0.02, a = 0.3 for H2
4. Liner pump speed 600 I/m/s for H2
5. Total liner heat leak to 4 K <I W for dipole
6. Cryosorbe pump speed 1200-3000 I/m/s for H2
7. Cryosorber pumping capacity 30 Torr I/m at 294K
8. Cryoscrb activation tenperature 294 K; regeneration < 80 K H2,

<294 K all Gases; recovery fraction > 98%
9. Liner quench survivability and ASME code 100 quenches in 25 yrs

10. Radiation dose tolerance 1400 MRad in 25 yrs

= M-- V. LOWER TEMPERATURE LINERS
a at&- r . - Several concepts of 4.J K and 20 K Liners
I have been studied as a result of the new

photodesorption tests. Concept A had a complex
extruded shape with three supports integ'al to the
liner tube. Concept B showed a circular beam tube
with three brazed hat shaped supports running the

-full length of the tube (to ensure even thermal
distribution between liner and bore tube). Concept

- -C showed the same support system as proposed for
-" 80 K liner, i.e., discrete supports located every 1

Figure 4. The liner interconnects. m. All three concepts would be optimized for good
--"--- -"- T--- themml contact between the liner and beam tube. In

u4wqiI1the three concepts, the cryosorber is located on the
- ��limer outer surface. Concept D considered addition
"."aw of a 4.2 K channel on the liner tube to boost cooling

00 ocapacity, The 20 K liner system concept is very
similar to the 80 K system, but with the option of
cryosorber on liner outer surface.

REMEENCES

1. 80 K ASST Liner Design Report, edited by Q.
Figure 5. A schematic of a 4K BPM S. Shu, in preparation.
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Thermal Model and Associated Novel Approach
for Synchrotron Rodiation Liner with End Cooling

Quawshmms Sho, K=i YU, Way"e Clay
Jim ~adock, Cilberto Monaies and Jon Thauti

2550 eAve. IS80, Dan TX 73237 USA

Aboct aof the coer tube must be of sufficient value due to
beth es (1) resistance wall: conductivity x

An end coductiVc aPPro has been 'Thickness > 2 x I0( 1-1 and (2) conducting heat
"diveloped to reduce the radiaspaceu budget of a transfer requirement. However, the RRR and
syhor radiation limer to permit doe metxmum thickness shall not be too larger in order to reducetuierrbe inner diameW (11). A themal th

hsalso lntbeeinnr dietor )antalye the Lorent pressure. This paper will focus on a
oeual has also been developed to a ayze the ermal model used to predict the thermal

thermal performane of such lins This approach perfomance of an end cooling liner for different
i- found to be acceptable for a liner in a 5 m long a
quadrupole magnpt and 3 m long spool piece, but
not for a krnger 15 m dipole. The heat transfer and IL THERMAL MODEL FOR END

5MV ýimt dsnibution were calculated respectively DIJTVCOLN
adong tdo sas of two diferent liner model: 20K and D~IECON
8K liner with different thicknesses (0.5 -2 0.3) Of An end conductive cooling approach for theliner tubes and different emiissivities (0.05 - 0.3) 5of 1 PeeadCMi honi iue1 h

S. Spolhemn CQM isshown in Figur 1. The
liner surfae for a variety Of m e tsThe WK Ke flows through a compact heat exchanger
model is also applied to the caseof an 80K liner loctat each end of the liner tube outside of the
connected directly to a 4K beam position monitor CQM cold mass. The rest of the liner tube is
(BPM). In order to utilize the end cooling, a good iriezt-- by thermal conduction. A compact heat
thermal joint and a compact hMat exchanger ar exchanger & a good thermal conducting joint is
designed, designed to utilize the end cooling approach and to

L INTRODUCTION assure an easy assembly.
A thermal model to analyse the end

A uniform and maximum possible liner inner conductive cooling was developed by Q.S.Shu and
diameter (ID) is needed due t: (I) ace beam K.Yu 11][2], assuming: % synchrotron radiation,

D nddduto:a 0. 14W / QL (heat leak through support)/2L; Qr
cmmnissioning, (2) particle beam u stability,
and (3) safety margin of impedance. However, the (heat leak by radiatiotI)f2L; L half length of the
maximum hiner IID is constrained by: (1) the CQM q0SpoolPiece; A the cross section area of

available magnet beam tube inner diameter (ID), and the liner tuber, L(T) the heat conductivity; k80)Cu
(2) the minimum liner radial space. Using regular 5. / m ; T (),] h -condu c m.it ;M

oo g- the minimum liner radial space is 6 a.50 W/(cm.K); X(80)d d - 0.045 W/(cm.K);
using end conducting cooling, the radial space ele 2 the emissivity.
needs to be 3.5 mm. The 80K synchrotron Qr - cA(T14-T2 4XIE2/(eI+C2 -"e!2)
radiation liner nrototype was designed to be tested at dc -(Q- QV (r)dX
tie SSCL A vlerator System String Test (ASST)
facility.. In the case of the 80K ASST liner, the if q,=(Q-QL-Qr)
253 mm design was chosen for the maximum liner Qx - -xCAdrrdx

I.' and x" 4.IAdIT4(JrffdXaX
Since the magnet quench induced Lorentz m- -t'MrA~dT/X+(d2 T/dX2d]

pressure on a CQM liner is much smaller than that we know Q i.+dxd

on a CDM liner, the pure copper tube was chosen d2T/dX2 = -I/[P.)A]

for the CQM liner material. The RRR and thickness TtX)=•{T2))A])X 2 + C1X+ C2boundary conditions:
T(X)IX=L = 80 K; T(X)ix. LL= 80 K

Operated by the URA, Inc., for the U. S. we have,
D M"aNem OEn=e under Contract No. T(X) (ql[2XT)AI)X 2 + (q/2V(nA])L 2

MEAC3-8940486K +80 (1)
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• Using the model: 1 )The temperature i
distribut.i-81mthe linersasfrunctons both of the g
emissivities and of the tube thicknesses wer
caclae.2) 'ftmaxui ATcwildbelessthan ' . "

ends an h ndl of the liner• is whecappe
layerot2umnsusedan4 0 l withlpmtrof | [ "0..5 mm was use. 4)-For C-M o is I £•

when copper of 0.Lmm. 5) The ain of th e =

effet ng the ,mag etfl: onTh copperathrema

conductivity is considered. Figures 2, 3, an 4

_ ___ Figure 3. Temperature distribution of 80K
" i liners as fu of liner surface tbcissivities.

" c" for S(o) Piece Haw, said f

Spoea PreSe Length (p)

nFigue 2. Tem peratue distribution of 80K Figure 4. Temperature distribution of 20K
as function of liner tlue thicknesses, liners with one end cooling only.
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,M ntEMAL MODEL FOR 80K LINER
WrTH A 4K BPM

If a 4K RPM is used, the 80K liner end
coucti oooling becomes momt complicated. As
shown in iRw 5. To reduce the heat leak through s
thbco = liner tube fromn 80K to 4K BPM, a 10 -

20bm kg piece of stainless steel tube is insert L -

betweea te .BPM and copper liner tube. The Thi,,** 0.,,

sync rot radiaton, the heat leak from liner to
BPM, the heat leak from liner to 4K beam tube and
the heat exchange between the liner and the 80K or
Glfe must meet the law of conservation of energy. 0 too we

Fast, we calculate a temperature distribution m, .

alongtbe S. S Liner tube; Fgure 6, Temperature distribution along an
S% X80K liner with a 4K BPM.

TWX) a - qX2/(2X A + Si X + S2 (2) IV. GOOD THERMAL CONDUCTING JOINT
The ampeaure distribution along the copper tube
shall satisfy Eq.(3) if L:5 X < . (3 A good thermal conducting joint concept, as

Eq TX).-q()/(2X)t c)+C1X+C2 (3) shown figure 1,. was proposed by Q.S. Shu & K.
(2) & (3) must meet the following boundary Yu. The joint makes liner assembly easier.

con~itions: Assume synchrotron radiation of a quadrupole to
TO() = 4 be 1 W. The heat transferred at each liner end is
TO(Lo) = 80 0.5 W. If the pressure on the Cu-Cu machined

W,€1Tc(X)/IX1Ix.L - )X{A•aT$(X)IaX)XI.L contact is 7 MPa, thermal conductance of the
Ta(L) -TCL) contact (at temperature range 5-25K) is h(T) =

The C1, C2, S, and S2 can be determined: 0.13T ( W/cm2-K ). The temperature across the
S2-4
S1 - [X cAc/(). sA$)] [80+qLo2/(2X. cAc)- joint AT(at 80K) 5 1K.

qL2 /,2 cAc)+qL 2/(2)L sAs)-41 V. COMPACT HEAT EXCHANGER
/PL cAcIJQL $As)-L+Lo1

C1 - [80+qLo2/(2A. eAc) - To make end cooling work, a compact heat
exchanger with a length of less than 5 cm was

I [X cAcL/(;, sAs)-L+LoJ developed. The total heat to be transferred by the
C2 =80+qLo 2/(2Z cAC)-Lo( [80+qLo 2  heat exchanger is Q=2 W. Design parameter used

/(2;L cAc)" qL2/(2% cAc) were: copper cooling tube ID=0.25 cm, mass flow
+qL2 /(2, sAs)-411 / cAcL/(, sAs) rate of the 80K GHe, dM/dt = 0.25 g / sec. the
-L+L 0o} temperature increase of GHe is AT. Re- GD/

Using Eq. (2) and (3) the temperature
distribution can be calculated & shown in Figure 6. 31812, Pr = ilCp/A ,0.357, h = 0.023 Cp G 00.2

( Pr0 .6 D60.2 ) . 0.0345. If three turns are used,
.K(SP blow) A I•• L - 28.75 cm, AT <I K.
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DESION OP ECR ION SOURCE VACUUM SYSTEMS

Jurej Pivaro
Joust Institute for Nuclear Research, FLNR, Dubna

Head Post Office, P.OJk. 79,101 000 Moscow, Russia

AbhvO,

The present work has been motivated primarily by VACUUM

the -diaussions and results reported by M.CAVENAGO 4PUMPS GAUGES

[11 and LHATANAKA ct al., (21 who indicate the t
requirements for vacuum systems of ECR ion sources. To
use ha surce as a posible source of high charge state t0
ions is very infteretg on upgrading present heavy 0 '

particle accelerators. The relevance of ion induced pre- 10°

main component of the source. Whereas, operating I011
pressure teaes for vacuum system of accelerators are l 1

- 10-9 Pa [3), the required operating pressure range

for the vacuum rstem of the ECR ion source is 10-2-

10-s Pa, respectively, Basically, it consists of stainless
steel, cooper beam tubes pumped with turboonoleulr, t-t

cryoeorption, getter - T1 - sublimation, NEG pumps
combined with sorption and rotary pumps. The Figure 1. Vacuum pumps and gauges used for pumping
combination of turbomolecular and rotary pumps is being
used for the time in the DECRIS ion source [4]. The and pressure measurement in ECR ion sources.

other suitable combinations of vacuum pumps as well as ECR ion source through the orifices in the anode and the
the pressure measusing pups are shown in Figure 1. extraction system of the source. Therefore , even water-

The paper is mainly oriented to more detail description cooling parts of the first and second stages and other
of influence of gas desorption process (ion induced small areas of the source , as for example the input flange
pressure instability) and neutral gases on the vacuum . of the high frequency generator, can be above ambient
system design of the ECR ion sources. temperature by 80 OC or more with a corresponding

increase in their thermal outgassing rate by an order of
I. DESORFrlON OF GASES magnitude or more [5-61. To establish the given pressure

for the given pumping speed the average thermal
The pressure of 0-5 Pa must be maintained inside the outgassing rate and the total average desorption rate

ECR ion source and its beam pipe despite of i) the must be below certain definite values.
thermal outgassing of surfaces, ii) outgassing due to the
desorption of weakly bounded molecules on the walls of
the vacuum system, in) the ions induced by extracted and The ions induced by extracted and accelerated beam
accelerated ions, iv) the diffusion of hydrogen from the can produce desorption of strongly bound molecules. The
walls of the vacuum system, !iv) the neutral gases desorption flow rate n1 , Q1 can be expressed by [71
produced inside the plasma of the ECR ion source, as
well as ivy) the desorption of molecules generated by a na =qcL(Ile)n or Q, =-qaL(Ile)p (1)
roentgen radiation. here are also observed diaretn
thermal effects produced by the radiation. The radiation where is the molecular desorption yield [molecules
is also penetrating to the region of the beam pipe of the ion"], a is the ionisation cross-section of extracted and

accelerated ions [m 2 I ( for example for high energy

protons a= 1.2x10"22 M 2 and for CO [3] ) L is the length
* Home address : Institute of Physics,. Slovak Academy of beam section [m], I is the beam intensity [A], e is the

of Sciences, D6bravski cesta 9, 842 2g Bratislava,
Slovakia.
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am i i ner ot uwnolaus in uuuf ma vacua cLWW
~ y~ ( J.4p is Owe pressure (Pa) Note, if lows awe "M.' ~

Wms kon tb redgmas, hene -n will represent a net ___________Amop"di l yrA P!. l iq < 0 "bcsm Pumpig" ca" be t _
"oa" d..|W. Owt rj4 actst like an ion pump. In the

preu osfthlon sla ce - desorption ism > 0 andthe
e*qdbiluu pre . carn be =ipressed asFigure 2. Layout of the glow discharge cleaning [3).

piQISeg M (2) HI. NEUTRAL GASES
Slff

The neutral gases ca= arise for example by
which gives •recombinations of ions with eletrons. The efficiency of

the process is very high at the low energy of electrons and
sufficiently long time of interactions of produced ions

p(). e (3) with electrons. At the low electron temperature the
1), a1V (3) neutral gases strongly influence on the balance of the

plasma which is created fromr charge particles.
SThe ion -loss rate due to the recombination process

where po = qA/ SZ. (4) can be described by the following equation [101

By inro~ding (&)

--5- =-an+ )
() " (5) where n,' is the concentration of the ions [anC 1, t is the

we obtain time [s] and xis the coefficient of recombination [cm,351.

The coefficient a may be approximated by

P=, P- (6) 10-19
I A •- -FT (9)

Heuer the "critical currentm product for S -+m cannot where T. is the temperature of electrons into the plasma
esceed [eV]. For the typical values reached in the ECR ion

e 6w sourceis n 5x+ a am'3 [11],Te, = 5M0 eV [121, a_-

(•7 )a = --. (7) t AxO-'5 cm 3s-1 , and at the volume of the second stage of

Therefore, *the pressure p is a function of the beam the ECR ion source of 15M0 cm3 (DECRIS), the
current 1. The higher is the current , the higher is the dQ"•
equilibrium pressure p. The conductance of the beam desotion rate will be given by
pipe and the pump distance are also crucial parameters dt
for vacuum stability. The remedy "defect caused by the
pressure bumps in the vacuum system of the source can = 2xt0 PaI s. (10)
be reduced by adding cryogenic, getter -Ml -sublimation,, dt

or NEO pumps, respectively [8-93. By 300 OC bakeout
and argon glow discharge cleaning of the source stages The neutral gas is also generated as a residual gas from
and beam pipes we can also reduce the molecular the usage gas flow rate. The usage rate for the solid and
desorption yield n1. By the way the required ion dose on gas materials is varied depending on a variety of
the beam pipe is typically 10 1tcm" 2 and result in that parameters. It has generally been confirmed by most of

ý:g 0. tests that the usage rates for many solid materials are

The glow discharge cleaning could be done as shown in approximately 1 mg h0 [13). It corresponds to

Figure 2. The discharge gas argon gives efficient zonsumptionof
sputtering and desorption of strongly adsorbed gas d8
molecules. On the other hand the addition of ozygen - =2.5xt0.Pal s1 " (Is)
produces from carbon contaminants on the surface CO dt

andC 2 which can easily be pumped out. The lowest usage rate has been obtained 0.1 mg h " for

The other very important sources of gases in the ECR a calcium run. The usage rate for gaseous materials are
Ion sources are neutral gases.
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40101dmst.ly 0.06 an (STP) min-1 [141. It cores- and the outgassing rate of the vacuum exposed srface
poub to a nuazlmam consumption of lower than 10"7 Pal s"& c&-2 The plasma tubes and beam

tubes must be made of stainless steel, steel with stable

dw 0o. IPal s4. (12) structure and with a low relative magnetic permeability.
dt The aluminium and cooper can also be successfully used

because of good mechanical properties, availability and
. tvery low desor""oM rates.

So, th. total neutral s for the gaseous materials As, it is practically impossible to separate the effects of
operat is given by diffusimon, outga•usng, and permeation which are manifold

higher in potymers as in metals [151, it is not
reco+mpended to use polymers for dean interior surfaces

d =.1 Pa 1 a (13) of the ECR ion source vacuum system.

In order to obtain suitable operation vacuum inside the VI. REFERENCES
beam pipe of the ion source of 10' Pa the effective [11 M. Cavenago, *Operation of the Legnaro ECR ion

pumping speeds for the solid material (S ) and the source, 'Proc. of the 3rd Euopean Pat. A- Coant.
(EPAC92), Vol. 2, Berlin, 24 - 28 March, 1992, pp.

gaseous (S,) operations have to be related by Su a 25 984- 986. Editors: H. Henke, H. Homeyer and 7h.
Petit-Jean-Genaz. Printed in Singapore by Fong andI s- and 10001 s", respectively. Sons Printers Pte. Ltd., 1992.

[2J K. Hatanaka and H. Nonaka, "Status of the RIKEN

IV OUTGASSING OP THE BEAM PIPE ECRIS, •Proc. of the It. Coaf. on the Physics of
Malt. barjed Ions and at. Workshop on ECR 1S

For every vacuum system the size of the required Grenoble, Sept. 12 - 16,1988, pp. 827 - 838.

pumps is directly related to the outgassing. The first [3) 0. Grobner, "Vacuum systems, 'Report CERN 85-
imported source is the static and thermal outgassing of 19,Geneva 1985, pp. 489.
weakly adsorbed molecules and diffusion of H 2 from the [41 A.A. Efremov, Al. Ivanenko, V.B. Kutner, J. Pivara
bulk of the material. The standard procedure to reduce and K.D. Tumanov, Vacuum system for the Dubna
the thermal outgassing is the well known bakeout of the ECR ion source DECRIS-14," PRm ofthe 3rd Euro-
beam pipe. The pressure inside an unbaked system is pre, Part. Ac. Co. (EPAC 92), Vol. 2, Berlin, 24-
mainly determined by water vapour. In a dean and well 28 March, 1992, pp. 1567 - 1569. Editors: H. Henke,

H. Homeyer and Ch. Petit-Jean-Genaz. Printed in
baked system H2 will be the dominant residual gas Singapore by Fong and Sons Printers Pte. Ltd., 1992.
constituent. Typically total specific outgassing rate q for [5) G. Egelmann, M. Genet and W. Wahl, J. Vac. Sd. and
unbaked 100 h pump down beam pipe constructed by Tecnol. A, 5, 2337 (1987).
stainless steel is 10.7 Pal s-i cmn2 at 293 K (q for baked 30, (6) BA. Trickett, Vacuum 28,471 (1978).
- 150 h pump down beam pipe constructed by the same [71 J.Pivar. femadmwrhanikaa& opika 4,121 (1988) (in
material at 573 K is 10"*Pa I s- an"2 ) [3). Slovak).

The second important source of gas in ion source is the [8] F. Donni, C. Boffito and B. Ferrario, J. Vac. Sd. and
so called "dynamic" outgassing in presence of the beam. Ter~nol.A, 4, 2447 (1986).
Here, strongly bound molecules can also be desorbed. [9] M. E. Malinowski, J Vac. Sd. &ad Tec.vol. A, 3, 483

The quantity of the outgassing rate very strongly also (1985).
dlpends on the finished treatment with used materials. [10] J.P. Rajzer, Fizika gazovogo razriada (Moscow,
However, in order to obtain the outgassing rate less as Science, Main Redaction of the Physics-Mathematics

108 Pa I s" cm"2 the vacuum system is not allowed to be Literature, 1987, pp. 130) (in Russian).

constructed by rubbers, polyamids, epoxy, viton and [11] R. Becker, E.D. Donets and G.D. Schirkov, *The
PME materials, respectivly, ion cooling in EBIS", Report E - 9 - 91 - 382, JINR

Dubna, Russia.
[121 R. Geller, B. Jacquot and M. Pontonnier, Rev. S;d

V. CONCLUSION Insw. 56,1505 (1985).

In practice, it is very difficult to construct very effective, 13) R.C. Pardo and PJ. Bi(9quist Re Sd. lust. 61, 239

reliable and cheap vacuum system for the ECR ion 1141 V.B. Kutner. private communication (1991) (in Ru-

source. The vacuum system of the source have to be 1 uan).

designed with respect of obtaining the vacuum of 10- Pa, [15] R.N. Peacock, J. Vac. Sd. and Tecnol. A, 17, 330
for about 10 h with a leak rate lower than 10.3 Pa I s (1980).
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DEVELOPENT0f OF DL5TRIBULED ION PUMPS
FOR S-2 BEAM VACUUM SYI'EM*

H. C. Hlamik, M. Mspe. and L. Mod"ru
AGS Department, Broolhaven National Laboratory

Associated Universities, Inc.
Upson, New Yock 11973

Abowadt
Maleve [21 proposed the first practical fornuala for

Ditrbuedion pumps (DI~s) will be used for the beam deriving the geometry of the Paming cells. Based on his
vaciwen syient of the S-2 ntow storage ring. The magnetic formulae, S increases with increasing B, R, L and V.
field intensity and aliguanet angle at the DIP locations we not Hartwig and Kooptsidis [3] pointed out later that S peaks at
uniform. The puI in beharvior of several different iwe pump a trution magnetic field, Ba,. They proposed diffeent
elemmist uder this non-unifom tagnetic field has been fornmulas for S at B below and above B.,1r For B < Btr,, S is
studied. 113 rmall are compared with fth theoretical a fluction of L,R, Band the premoreP. For BxBt, .S is
predictons Based on these result., the optimum design of independent of R and B. Howeve several recent studies
the r2 DINs has been developed. [5,6,7] indicated that S increased with R even. at high B. To

explai the dependence of S on R at high B, Siaetsugu and
1. ENTODUCTON Nakagawe [41 introduced doe cell length and radius dependent

total charge intensity Q and anode sputtering efficineny J.
For the pirecisio measurenent of the numo g-2 value, a Good agreement with experimental data was achieved when

mu sotomp ding [11 is being constructed at Brookhaven. S was modified by Q and J.
113 prinipl equpment of the storage ring is the continuous

1. ontngmeagn with a B of a 1.45 Tqsla and a Anadditonal variable for DlPsin th g-2 chambwris the
dianteter of 14m. Field homogeneity of I ppm is required in alignment su& Gl. No systematic study of the dependence of
tdo moion storag region which rules out the ose of the S on,0 in the Penning cells has been reported. Hartwig [31
conventional lum;ped ion pumps for the beam vaciunm DIP. suggested that the effect of the misslignment on thepupn
bave been used uextasvely in the hadig napeat chambiers speed can be estimated by replacing R with the afective
of the electron. storage rings as the mahinh vacuum pumps. radius R (0) (- R cos9 - 0.5 L sinG).
With the existing bending field and the vacuum. chamb~ers,
only Penning discharg cells'awe needed. In the S-2 berne H. DEVELOPNMEN OF DINs FOR g-2
chamabers, an are of 5cm by 50cm has been identified for the
installation of the DIN~. The magnetic field at this location The DIP locations in the S-2 beam chambers has B
ranges from 12 to 15 kilogauss and the alignment aonge ranging firom 12 to 15 kilogauss and 6 firom Oto 90. We
(between the direction, of B and the DIP anode axis) from 0' have measured the pumping speeds of fouar ion pump elements
to 9. The pumping behavior of the Peening cells in this non- at B from a few hundred gaus to 15 kilogauss and 6 fromn
homogeneous field has to be characterized before the 0-to 13*. The dimensions of the elements tested we listed in

implmetation of the DIPs. Table I. Elemnents Al and A2 harve the sames R and L while
B and C have larger cell radii. The results are summarized

The pumping spe of the Penning cells is a funiction of and compared with the predictions of the existing empirical
B, the anode voltage V and the geometry of the cells. To formulae.
prevent high voltage breakdown, V is usually limited to
around 5 kilovolt.. With the known B and V, we can Table 1.
maximier the pumping speed S by optimizing the geometry of DIMENSIONS (in cm) OF THE ELEMENTS TESTED
the pump elements. Empirical foruilse have been used by
accelerato scientists to derive the optimum dimensions, such ElistL IC
as the cell radius R, the cell length L and the gps. 8, 100MI
between the anodes and the cathode plate of the DIPs and to Al 0.6 1.9 9
estixnte the aehiewabl S. Thie details of these formulae cak U 0.6 1.914
be fouind in References 2, 3 and 4, and will not be repeated

Bh.91. 3

*Work peformed under the auspices of the U.S. Department C 1.2 2.5 57
of Energy.
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A bendi magnet with a pole gap of 13 cm, high, 25 cm 13". The pumping speeds wo derived a S -C(p
wide and 120 cm lokg was used to supply the rquid B. A Ppump)/Ppump.
jnnpi qng measurement sytem was constructed for this
study. It consists of a gas inlet chamber and a pumping The measured S of each element at diffm ot 0 ar plotted
chamber separated by an orifice with a conductance C of versus B in Figure 1. As predicted by the empirical foJrm-
0.9 f/sec for nitrogen. The ion pump element was mounted lae, S incrased with increasing B and peaked at B.I At B 4
in the pumping chamber centered in the magnet gpW. Ion Btr when B was smll S of elements Al and A2 nomied
gauges were used to measure the pressures at both chambers. constant with inceasing B. At large 0, S dropped off initially
Th pumping speed measurements we carried out at a then levelled off. For elements B and C, S dropped off
pressure of low 10" Torr. Nitrogen was used as a test gs. rapidly with increasing B at all the angles. This dependence
It was bled into the gas chamber through a variable leak valve of S on B for the large cells is not predicted by the empirical
and pumped by the element through the orifice. The elements formulae. The calculated S for elements Al and C, using
would pump gas at either 1.4 Tesla or 0.2 Tesla for a few Suetsugu's modified formulae [4] are comnpmd with the m-
hours befom the measurement began. The magnet was then sred S in Figure 2 for 0 -0 and 9. Resonable agree-
ramped to the desired B. The uge readings we recorded me-t between the measured S and the calculated S was
after a steady state was reached at the selected B, which obtained for element Al.
usually occurred in a few minutes. The above steps were
then repeated for the next B. To test the effect of the The effects of alignment on S are illustrated in Figure 3,
alignment on the pumping speeds, the pumping chamber was where S is plotted versus 0 for B - 0.2 and 1.45 Tesla. The
tilted to an angle 0 relative to the direction of B. The speed results were compared with the calculated results using Suet-
measuremets were then taken at this angle. Pumping speeds sugp's formulae and R (0). Reasonble agreemnmt between
at the following angles wer studied: 0, 3%, 6, 9, 11 * and the calculated S and the measured S was obtained for

40 4 0 50 0

so 0 ( R=6mmi

eent(d) Element C

L - 19 mmn F9Jm
L 2 9 2 C e l le 

5 7 C0

- deo 3degree

01.5 0 05 1 1.5

00. Magnetic Field B in Te"a Magnetic Field B in Tesla

Figure I. Measured pumping speeds of several ion pump elements as a function of the magnetic field.
The numbers above are the alignmet angles.
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410h110M At at lU45 T401-sda kwl for elmis 3 and C at 0.2 Taking all *w. facts jnob coinideration, the, opfinue call
Tede. radius seem io be ayound 6iNNN

Fies

1%WA Algf -- m1eo-5i-we af
o0 40 10

0 1 1.5 umod 11e

I isdns

AI(R

To limit doe pumping speed loss due to dhe oon"*ctace
In sm~mary, at high B, the mesmard pumpigng speedls of restriction to less dian 10%, Maleve [2] proposed dte d&e cell

the elements of small] cells amre sbstarbally highw than thos aUngd L should be between 3-4 times of R. or aroend 20nim.
of the demnmts of large cells ame at 9*. These results ame in The gaps 6 between die cells and the cadhode plates umust be
=0s00"l agreem1nt with the calculated results. The reasosuaby large for conductance purposes and to prevent
Puuqfin speeds of the elenimts of larg cell decreased high voltag breakdown. Caps of 5mmn will moed these

rpdywith increasing B, which ame we predicted by die requrements.
exsigempirical ftobela. At high B, die effect of mis-

shalinme on die pumping speed of elements with small cells A total of 250 cells of doe above geometry in three layers
is in reasonable agreemnut with those cal~culated using R (0). can be pecked at each g-2 DIP location. Based on Suaetugs

formnulae, as well as the perforwmne of elements Al and A2,
pumping speed of over 100 I/sec can be realized fwn% each

mI. OPTIMUM DIP DESIGN FOR g-2 S-2 DIP.

The results of our study indicate that die pumping speed IV. REFERENCES
of the elements with R a 9mmn dropped off rapidly with
increas ing B and 0, which sae the upper bound for the cell [1] V.W. Hughes, in Particle, Strng & CosmologyV, World
radius of the S-2 DIPs. The mininium cell radius can be Scientist, Singapore, p.868. 199.
estinited from pnd, the minmimum operating presureas [2J M.D. Maleve and E.M. Trachtenberg, Vacuum, 21, 403
defined byMaleve[12J.. At aP, of 1*101 Torr, the (1973).
smallest radius of tho pseudo ce~lb (te space between the [3] H. Hartwig and i.S.Kouptsidis, J. Vac. Sci. Technol.,
regular cell that gives extra pumping) should be 1.5mmt and U,~ 1154 (1974).
that of the regula cell 4um. Other measuremnmts [5,6,71 at [4] Y.Suetsiipi and M. Nakaigawa, Vacuum, 2, 761 (1991).
high B gave a mininmum radius of Snn, below that the [5] T.S. Chou, J. Vac. Sci.. Technol., Al 3446 (1967).
pumping speed droppedf off. This is consisitent with the fac [61 Y.Suetsugu and M. Nakagawa, Vacuum, 2, 625 (1991).
dot the total disharg intensity Q [41 decreases with R. [7] B.A. Trickeit, Vacuum, 2&, 471 (1978).
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9WHAT JOINING METHOD FOR THE NEW GENERATION OF
ACCELERATORS (SSC mad LQC)

R. GRIMU
Helicollex Company

PO Box 9899 Columbia SC 29290

.MONTUCLARD, MJ.EFRANCOIS, CH.ROUAUD
LA Carbone-Laode Ce Etanchit

90, Rue de I& Roche du GOe -42029 Saint Etienne Cedex - FRANCE

Abstract 2 tubes of 50 mm inner diameter for dwemal exclhane

More than 8600 Superconducting magnets will equip 2times 2 sof 65 nun and 150 mm inner diameter to

the SSC (Suprconducting Super Collider) aceerator carry superfluid helium at 2,2"K mmd 1.8K.

and about 3000 will be used for the LHC (Lare H All togehe there ate Jo tubes ranging in diameter from
Collider).Those magnets require a specific piping 43 to 150 mm which, once joined, must comply with
system with about 10 different lines ranging in diameter operating conditions as extreme as < 1.1001 Tnrr (<1.33
ftom 43 to 150 which are meant to provide ultra-high IO Pa initial vacuum, l.S superfluid helium, and 20
vacuum and helium cooling down to 1.8'K. bar helium pessure when a magnet quenches.

One of the joining method under consideration is
1we.ding. f. E NUMBER OF JOINING

qWe -have develop ed another solution which allows a OPERATIONS
quick and ultra-dean joining method, using a chain- Each one of the junctions is expected to be assembled 3
clamp on tapered flanges sealed with a HELICOFLEX" times over tme uife ofthe machine:
resilient metal seal.

-the first time by the magnet manuatur in order to
allow final inspection in termi of performance, i.e.

L OPERANGCONDITIONS OF THE LHC vacuum, supercodcvity, and magnetic field
PROTON COLLIDER MAGNETS.

-the second time durmig construction of the accelerator.
Those magnets will be installed above the existing LEP
accelerator built in a 27 km tunnel in Geneva- -the third time for eventual modifications of the
"Switemrand. accelerator which are likely to be decided over an

To be reached, the 7.7 TeV beam energy implies thexpe operating life of 20 yews.

of magnets allowing a magnetic field of about 9.5 T,
which have to olate at EL.8". II. TWO JOINING METHODS CAN BE

A magnet is built with 2 tubes which are located inside CONSI
the magnet body and have a 43 mm inner diameter A. Welding
where ultra-high vacuum is created, such figur The TIG-ORBITAL welding process is probably one of
be1ng known as the "two-in-one design".The required the most commonly used methods in industry for

vacuum level is, for a beam lifetime of 24 hours toi tubesmenl-to-ed intaorelia way.< 2.10•• at•'Kfor ydrgenjoining 2 tubes end-to-and in a reliable way.

<2. r t 5K fr hydrogen inally s a solution, it still must be

< 12. l0 Torr at 3*K for carbon monoxide remenbered that connecting surl.conducting magnets
A o t a bc imp requirements which this method makes

All around the a e body, in order to help raching t ifficult to comply with. For example testing the
mode, there are: magnets means having to weld all junctions and plugs

2 tubes of 50 mm inner diameter containing a cryogenic which then have to be cut-off for final installation on the
fluid at about 80"K for cooling puposes machine. The cut in that case can only be performed in
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accordance with UHV requirements, that is to say B. Test set-up and procedur:
without cutting oil and without any particle getting Pthase Is
inside the piping system. Furthermore the welding
operations must be carried out without oxidization in The 3 junctions are installed inside a cryostat having a
order not to have to perform afterwards chemical 300mm inner diameter.The cryostat is successively
cleaning of the surfaces. Over the life of the machine filled with liquid nitrogen, then liquid helium, then
similar difficulties will also be encountered whenever pumped using a turbomolecular pump in order to reach

on-site modifications are necessary. the 1.8K Superfluid helium temperature.

B. A demountable metallic junction: ffig.I) The inner volume of the junctions is evacuated to 10'
atn at AP=lbar and connected to an ASM52 Alcatel

In order to overcome the difficulties mentioned earlier leak detector which features a sensitivity better than
regarding the welding and cutting operations, we have l.10"" Pa.m3.s-l. The leak rate is permanently
developed and tested in collaboration with the CEA monitored over the 300"K/I.8"K/300"K temperature
(Comnissariat i l'EMergie Atomique) a joining system cycle which is repeated 6 times in a row, thus giving test
the principle of which is already well-known in UHV data from 18 different samples. The results are shown
applications (chain-clamp, tapered flanges, and seal), in Table 1.
which allows disassembling-reassembling cycles
without ever having to cut the tubes.

MU Ihm

W - W MW W ZR Is
omonMw T2 TY a3U

Sn"mmk .ml N063 $dM 2 m E
ROOM 1U hodw 11.11 s~ L at

ON"i k. Ahi 4 s at a a
Aplubt wim 3.21C. S b a 1h

El = Puimis opal. Io~rn mhs 1.1I0-1 Pa ml!.

IV. TESTS 1.10-1 hmulsul. 1@-l s• m.

A. Description of the tested system: (Fig 2 and 3)

A tested junction consists of:

2 - 63 mm- 304L stainless steel tapered flanges, In order to check further the behaviour of those

I Helicoflex seal having aluminium gr-1050 sealing junctions, an inverted testing arrangement has also been

jacket, used.

I stainless steel chain-clamp. This arrangement, even more stringent than the first
The chain-clamp when being tightened brings the one, is such that the junctions are pressurised with
tapered flanges together therefore compressing the seal. cryogenic fluid and installed inside a vacuum chamber

connected to a leak detector. Liquid nitrogen is first
The Helicoflex seal centered by means of metal cups introduced until 77"K temperature is measured at the
enures the required tightness by the plastic deformation thermocouple. Gaseous helium is then brought in
of its aluminium jacket against the flange faces, the instead, while the leak detector is monitoring the
inner spring providing the elasticity needed to keep the vacuum chamber for eventual leak. Then helium
performance steady over the operating life. ~i ae pt 5br h ekrt enpressure is increased up to 25 bar, the leak rate being

One of the major aspect of the test is to check the monitored over the whole temperature cycle

reliability of the system at LHC operating (300"Kf77"K/300"K) which is repeated 30 times in a

conditions.Tests were carried out at the CENG (Centre row. The results are shown in Table 2.

d'Etudes Nucldaires de Grenoble)[2] and CEA [I].
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rM,2 -b) flat flange-faces with compression stopped by the
-m, Hirmaco"lex internal compuession limiter-

~ - - -MM

mfW, C.& 30if

4Is4S* U S

Vk. -ISCUS-I-

Now t-c) flat flange-faces with compression stopped by a
metal ring located in dhe void space between Helicoflex

-pm w liieinner e udinter and tube new diameter-

- a a m - 0 - M-E

-Defmeadll, it must beano toed k that thwas d aeided toise Inl 3es cofgratioens, noheak halso beenobservdm(se
aluminium ast spea fuhlingutma forn2maor eaonsl phat ase2rsumlgts) n ak airan ute
wbspectare: Asaa conclusionerwed cannsayluhatuthosef demountaine

unerptet €or ndiumwichs finds itselfi hliumie bsomtie frteftr ntenwaclrtr sn
mjori (wbse ph uch as r suticigsrepnqik sue)nutigmges
oIn phtase . hasiui nitogequlno + gappushlicationsidoeyn ihth otsrnet eiblt n
secoandl, itwase mheantd to heck thatvthis mat iferia se anesrqieetsnhyastlowamchre

repctai l, nolakhsinbeen obc Csere usn almiiu moiectinofteya-ie

desied i 4gt-weight chan-clamp and an aluminium
Befor seal having a 4.8 n u cross-seteion diameter
which features high spingback capacity to compensate
for differential expansion during thermal transients

epe cydruing the cooling ptases.
The 3 enoegurlao nss were:

-a) seymmetrcy grooved flange-faces with metal-to-
metal contact as close to tube inner diameter as possible VI. REFERENCES

a [11 CEA :Nuclear Research Cenuer- Rhone Valley -Dpt

[2] CENG INuclear Research Center- Grenoble -Dpt e
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1-1 ObcsuiTlm, flsuai 305 JAPAN
RaeueeceffJ. Tbe expimmiel sad up far Rhs experiment is

Test sophas of mehauia atygm fremc~e (OFC were shows in F~W. 1. SyndhOirm radiatic from do PF d"n man-
xp osedto syuckoeecraidumfrmhho eas Factowary (PF) am do chuaber after being callimastd at amdie .s MW sin of c

of ME for a critical aurg of 4 keV. Ina expimais, we fth photon heassis 5 miain both direcdams. 7Ue sit also works
measurd the phokiulecua. yield said the Ibe duwta ms afiflosd3 Y/s conductuce (N, qmavaenat).
yil do@ to, syncloerc. niaiitn T110 itrahald susfaes OFC suatple (MML of four) we first aftbdid to Rh su~iea
wone als idiyra by AES. bolder. The sample boler is dhm set in a chamber made of

1. INTRODUCTION staaei; mad dirl oaugh a ceramic chamber. the mample holder Js
God"si. At this pont we ca micasmm die phokourwpr o-

Oxyges FneeCpr (OFC) has good propetes a Rhin&. duced an umles. A pbosoelociux stopper node of OPC an
odad for vacuum cp s an accelerator. Stich jpe-frint of theieadiated sampls soopossibly re dicaR descsptice
fies include high Wauaevt w..- shield chaacteristics fromn dwchinsbe due 0 to lf i ofisecondary particles. such
tdot we effective agaiest higk nrVr radiatiom OFC also a secondary dectuous mad aellected photom.

wiowrpotdeaidayields1-31. ML '~C3u B OFCswquple
accelmumsis afected bydthphasma ev Rhphoauaflu,
mad Rhe suaface tratentse et Same stU&Me foctsudg an a All samples are made of highpuity oxygem free cappes

photodesa pta rocass44-1OJ h lave dhown t photoele- (ASTM-F6W0s-I)lIJ. Talde I lists Rh sawples. Excqat far
eammitted frau imaisted sufaces = dRh main cause, at Samplel-2 (extruded). Rh average ronghmnus (Ma) ofia maime

- ~~~~fiziahd[1 smuplsaiseadier Ia.12.3 pmerO.Spm. Acetaueis
Mhe ptup ofe tis &Vh m evininas to study Rh effects of used far dtearsing with ultrasadic agitaio for 30 mm. HNO,

bradadanof rjch ydroom nrWadatn oOEC in terms of phot of 45% cancman by volume (from HN03of c65% cancen-
detrakmn psduchtia. suafac changes. mad desaitoua. Whie &rami by weigh) is used far add cieaing after adA clatimin
OFC samiples we irradiated by synalurotra radiatio pho- dokeosied wate is used far iingin methmao mid ft astrogen
latoma euid .hsaeption, an measured. The irradiated stafaces ae; used far (frying. There am two sode Mi ofexperniments: cm

we so anayzed by AMS. seriesis idicAed by "Snpll-' d Rhodhuis Smle2-
11. EXPHUMEWf The somples wer iradinted semRiay in each serie wditout ve-

Posure touar.
A. £~~wrtrmaseu Table 1. OFC!!!

Twhperas aw t te ~B121 o iP is rqpxned in deti in E n B L ~ J ~ .
wow 1d1egreainik)ng S

cermi -2 rawýMviý degreasilag 6.090
1-3ra Mn 1,020

Blos1-4 12 uihiu7 degrmng AM
2-1 0ý 1(inachining) degreasing 790
2-2 O.I(mscdtiutig) degreasing 12,390
2-3 0. 1(macliining) acid cleaning 27,34

FF2-4 l25ncin~ acid deonnin 49390

SRdhIII. RESULTS ANDDISCUSSON
Slt. Phowtekecton yiel

TMP ampe hoder Figure 2 msid Fig=r 3 show photoelectro yields in the first
photd Maperseries mid in Rh second series, respectively. The horizontel axis

Fig. 1 Experinmmt set up for the meainareament represents Rhe integrated photon dose which is initialized after
at BL-21 of the Photon Factory , KHCL each direc kirrdiation on to a sample. A beam dose ofIl mAoh
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mc. factor hers as sotion dogressng. :Hiowever tbe yields for ____0__
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Thedeereuin Mueadcy for th samples tastedwihH 3M
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higher dwm 100 photou=. Sample 2-3 aid 2-4 exper sacs, a Aj A
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WSghW than that of Sample2-2. lbe yield of Sample2 uais al- Others
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dsebehaviors ofph oelecvonyieldefarsamplestUcated with 0 apc Sau- -I -ape- ope-
HNO we due o nxde layer prodced in theaciddceamog SmlOSnpe- ape- ape-
stage This oxide layer possibly in thaes3 photoelectron Fig. 4 Surface cameeftration of Carbon, Oxygen,
ymeds lbe difference in yied. betweent Sample 2-3 aid 2-4 at and Co~pper by AES analysis.
photon doses higher than 10"I photons mesas dhat surface R n5sosAgrdptpoiaotidb e r
ziingimss fecwikoside ayrprodmctiaaink cd de Flm io shwsng The dsputteringraftis 120tAm in y kSi.V

sew lbs total doss, Le., thek - giega don frt= the beginputr-. bsuteigrtei 2 Am S
mugd~kxpummi isdifut ar achirrdiaion Inspae nvlet). lbe oxide Layer becomes thick after photon ura-

of this difference, 3k yields wre not so different among the
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The DAONE Main Ring Vacuum System

V. •himend, A. Cloza. H. Halhd, G. Rlfaox, C. Vaccmza
INDO-LaboIraua Nazionali Fracati - C.P.13 - 00044 Fmascati (Roma) - Italy

Abmow at NSLS [2]. Nine Sputter Ion Pumps, (SIP), and nine
Th DAONE Main Ring Vacuum System is designed for Tita•ilum Sublimation Pumps, (TSP), ae located in each me.

i mean operating pressure of 1 nTorr with a circulating for a total required pumping VOW of S - l.3 x 10 11/. The
curren of about 5 Aibeam. Finite elements calculations have TSP is designed taking into account the operatin needs of
been carried out to check the maximum possible deformation DAONE. A full sae prototype has been bult mid tested. The
for the Bending Quadrant vacuum chamber that will be made results of the measurements and the routine performance of
of Al 5083-H321. Water cooled copper absorbers are out vacuum system a reported in sectIm V.
employed to cope with the Synchrotron Radiation, (SR),
produced in the winlers and dipoles. The tioal gas load due IL MAIN RING VACUUM CHAMBER
to SR Is Q-2.6alO"5 Tort I/ per arc for CO, with a MECHANICAL ANALYSIS
p o orate q.-Ixl06 molec/ph, (after -4OAhr of
coanissioing), as measured at NSLS-BNL Nine sputter ion Ma Mining vacuum chamber is geometrically designed
pumps and nine titanium sublimation pumps are located i in such a way that most of the Synchrotron Radiation is
each arc to provid respectively, the 15% and the 85% of the stopped in the antechambers by water cooled copper
required pumping speed. absorbers The generated gas load will be pumped out by the

I. INTRODUCTION pumping stations located close to the absorbers which are
perpendicularly oriented with respect to the photon direction.

The DAONE 0-factory [1] is a twin ring 510 MeV ete" Each BQ chamber will be machined, inside and outside, from
collider facility under constaction at INFN-LNF in Frascati. two Al 5083-H321 plates and welded along the median plane.
To reach the desired luminosity value of L -5 x 102 cm- 2$-,. Several cross-sections of the DAONE Main Ring have
at y =1000, a stored beam of 5.3A and a mean pressure of been analyzed by means of a fiite-element code [3] in order
lxlO4 Torr are required in each ring. Four 10-meter-long to check the maximum deformation. Both two and three
vessels constitute the vacuum chamber of the bending sections dimensional (wherever possible) computations show, under
of each ring. The selected material is Al 5083-H321. A 10+20 the almospheric pressure and the bakeout temperature, a
mm slot divides the beam channel from an antechamber where maximum vertical displacement less than 0.3 mm In most
the absorbers and the pumping stations are located. The cases, and the stress field is far from critical condition. In the
maximum possible deformation of the vacuum chamber has quadrupole section longitudinal ribs we advisable, as first
been checked via a finite elements method as reported in calculations show a vertical displacement of the order of 0.5
section U. Water-cooled copper absorbers are provided to mm. The stress concentration has been investigad around the
cope with the high photon flux produced in the Bending fillets of the chamber, and the adaptive-mesh algorithm
Quadrants, (BQ). Mhe total gas load has been estimated from a methodically used. Due to several improvements and changes
photodesorption rate of q= lx 10-6 molecph for CO, after in the shape of the chamber, a final finite-element analysis
-40 Ahr of beam conditioning, as reported in section MI. TIhis will be carried out, via a CAD interface, as soon as the
q value is the result of an experiment on the UIOB beam line geometry will be frozen.

Figure I The DAONE Bending Quadrant layouL

0.7003-1203-I.300 I 01993IE
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D. SY HROW h& W ON INDUCED aubmanu and mWs of the Synchrotron Radlulem is incident
on a copper absorber, an alsab m tube cmuamlsi a a
bar was exposed to a white phot orn mand deorptlon

Fmz wlow w6 ei gMbeading magnms constitute t coodicmas wer measur. In Tble I the nslts obainebd for
b s ctioms of tSo "a Ring. Mlb total number Of Ph's the 11taopI rat of A2, 014, Co. CO!21 adW N2 gjW

emittled um te buadl mapu iss cli ng, ar repored. Due to the Mine es
dN betwSDAt E Mad UIOB pmusts, Vlihd Is Table 2, dhe

US = 1x I•- AGOV). -AA) = 12 x 1021 P/S. values, obtalud at the UIOB bewmle have to beuIllta= d
by a factor of 0.52, (see re. [11), In order to go the
aproPriate q-l.xl0"6 molecpb tor the DA*NE vacuum

Sthe wigglers about L 3 x1021 pk anre em itted, ad system .the total phtoec flux per arc is: IV. =TIANIUM SUBIUMATION PUMP DESIGN
Nw -=8.8sx12l0 phs. AND TESTS

To roach the required average prwen of 1 xTorr, the
lbew ls icsdreeso thepb o flux by: pressue in the BQ hs to be about 2 xTorr , sce the staug

sections must operate at pressures in the low 10"10 Ton"
Q= -. M  -1 = 2.6x 10_ Torr1*.s'.. range. For the pumping speed this constrmint yields:

3. 4 x 101 /

where q (mOakecp4) is the pIitodeiopton rate of the vacuum S = 2x10_ -=.3x
chamber. In order to estimte the right value of q/we set up an 2 1

experiment on the UIOB beamline at the VUV ring in This pumping speed can be achieved by employing TSPs,
Brookhaven [21, having critical energy ec =49V. Since the which are well suited to pumnp a large quantity of Hydrogen at
DAONE beam chamber and antechamber are made of low pressures [4], [5] and [6], together with sputter ion

pumps. In Figure I the BQ layout is shown where nine 200 I/s
Table I SIP's and nine TSPs are provided. In this way the required

c n q for H2, C CO , after pumping speed-for each TSP is:

N2 glow dischurge, for different values of acmulated s = 1.2 x 103 11S.lobown dose [2]. =1"x01"

n (molecules/photon) To test the capacity of a TSP to pump such a high gas
load for a reasonable time, i.e. to guarantee the desired men

photon dose 1x l02 5.5 x 10 *1 x 1024 pressure for a duration of two weeks without being switched
on, a first TSP prototype, simulating the opeuting condituas
in the BQ antechamber, has been built and tested at Frscati.

H2 I x1" 7lxI 0 6 x 10-
C14 <lxlO-7  -ixl0 4  Ix104

CO 6X10W 2.5x10- <2xi0- CO let T S ubi
(C02 -1.5x10e 6x10-7 4x10-7  orifice 1

*extrpolated Afler N2 glow 1 X 1018 aom2cm2  0=10eCe

Table 2 0=35
Comoarisofn l0D and DAONE VG -

VU'V DA'PNE~ WIG-

-cCi.E LR 0 14onmM 0=14015 VG 3V 490 208 330 eV
Flux corection 1 0.4 0.92 orifice on SIP

Low cem cut-off 5 0 0 eV -=2 M No
Angle of Inc. on 5.7 80-90 degrees

absoaberSI

coeecson1 0.5940 1/

W clM la 0.52
S.a Figure 2 Experimental set-up.
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IM oo Nis20 expodevlme apperalus is shown& A Varian bu been builk ad is now under testing. wee Figure 4.1 b th
flWI Fflunpfts Cartridg was anpkoym as, M source. new set-up the TSP piump is dlirectly connected with a full
T"hree in~s avail& iIn the standard cartridge for 3 scale prototype of a dipoel vacuai cbmber, In order to avoid
svais at IoWa evapemble TI. Three Varian B.A. vacuum any conductance between the TSP and the antechamber.
gsm"ws Wr used, two for the CO throughpwt determinatin FRthermore, an minterna sawtooth shaped structur has been
with fth arii method, VOl and V02, and the third, V03, to added to the TSP to Increase the unfice covered by the pwe
re c nd the provauu in ew experimenal chanber. A Vacuum film. Accurat measurements wec wow in jipqp at Frascat
Gmeroor SX-200 Residual Gas Analyzer was used to to test this method of increasing the sorption capacity of the
dOtrmn~e the partial pressures of the gas species. The pump, tn order to operate in an experimental set-up
psuaping speed Srofa pierflim ofmeaA bs[6]: reproducing the actual operating condid=on of DA#VNE

SEJIA - 3.64f(T/M)V2I. si-I cm-2 V. SUMaMAY

A vacuum system has been designed for the DAOE
The data available in literature [4] for the sorptioni Maine Ring. Due to the high Synchrotron Radiation load in

characteristics of flashed Ti films give f - 0. 38 as the the bending quadrants, a slot divides the beanm channel from
sticking coeffictenc of freshly deposited Ti, and the copper absorbers and pumping stations locations. Based
`23 x 10O- azomlcmI of CO as the total amount pumped by onthe poderpinyield of the Al vacuum chamber, afte

1900x IOt5 iLomcm2 of TIMIuFgure 3the curve of our on ieSP' n ieTS' ilb
TSP.s pumping speed M~ the total amount of CO pumped is preovmided oninge.hE ninorert guusse and avin e presswil e
reported, for 500 nominal monolayer. of deposited Mi, prvie inofr eacou twinorweek tof fullcrreant operation.sur
Cl'-293 K). In this prototype the are actually covered by Ti is o ~r o bu w ek ffAcretoeain
about 2400 cm2, leading to an initial sticking coefficient for VI. REFERENCE
CO of about fm- 0.6. This value is higher than the sticking
coefficient quoted in literature, but this can be attributed to a [1 Vigisok G., these proceedings
greater area actually covered by Ti, due to a deep sand- (21 Vaccareua C., Malama. H., Foerster C., to be publshd.x
blasting of the surface. Furthermore, in this preliminary [31 ANSYS, Swanson Analysis System Inc., Houston,
prototype. the presence of a short pipe, with different crows Pennylvan*a 15342 (USA)
sections between the TSP and the location of the vacuum 4]Hunm D. J., J. of Vac. ScL & Tech., 13, 471-4 (1976).
gauge affects the accuracy of the measurements. However this r5l Clausing R. E., Trans. of the 8th Nat. Vac. Symposium &
uncertainty is easily avoided directly connecting the TSP to 2nd International Congress, 345 (1961)
the experimental chamber, without limiting conductance: [6] Poerster C. L., Chou 'T. S., Halama H., L anai C., AEP
between the two, as planned for a second prototype. As Wu as Conference, Proceedings, 171, 334-41 (1988)
the sorption capacity is conceiiied, I Torr-L of CO corresponds [7 Roth A., "Vacuum Technology" 3rd ed., NJ"o~. 1990)
to about 14 monolayers of gas, in relative agreement with __

Hun's results considering that the thickness of our TIl film is
only -500 monolayer.. A second full scale prototype of TSP

of full
current

....................... ..... ...................... oaperat .o

10 -. ...................... ... ...................
-500 monolayers rIi

I _________________1________

0.01 0.1 1 10
Tot CO pumped (Torr 1)

Figure 3. TSIPs pumping speed vs. the total amount of CO Figure 4. Final -u11 scale prototyp of DAONE TSP and
pumped for 500 nominal monolayer. of deposited Ti. Dipole Vacuum Chamber.
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Vacuum Tracking

V. Ziemann
Stanford Linear Accelerator Center

Stanford University
Stanford, Ca. 94309

TableI: itiao of symbols used.
Quantity Units Explanation

Abstmract P [Torr] pressure

A method to determine longitudinal pressure profiles in the Q [Torr 1/s] gas flowz [in] longitudinal position
presence of pumps and outgassing elements in conductance z [m] specific conutan

limited vacuum systems by a transfer matrix formalism is [I/sm] linear pumping speed

discussed. The algorithm is capable of dealing with mul- q [Tort l/sm] specific outgassing rate

tiple connected vacuum systems. An implementation of S [1/s] integrated pump speed

this method in the computer codes VAKTRAK and VAK- L [1/8 element length

LOOP is briefly described.

I. INTRODUCTION Q = -cdP/dz, assempled in a state vector (P, Q, 1) which
reads

The longitudinal pressure profile P(z) in a conduction lim-
ited vacuum system obeys the following linear differential R11 = cosh(•/71L)
equation in the presence of pumps and outgassing ele- L sinh(v/8"L)
ments [1] =

cdz2 _ Sp = _9 R1) qL2 cosh(V/7•L) - 1
where the symbols are explained in table 1. We stress that c (s/c)L2

the presented method is only applicable in the molecular R21 = -cV/Thsinh(v/sL) (3)
flow regime, whereihe mean free path of the molecules is R22 = cosh(V/IL)
much larger than the dimensions of the pipes and manifolds
such that the viscosity of the gas is negligible. h= qL sL)

Under the assumption that the specific conductance c, I =7V L
the specific pumping speed s, and the specific outgassing R,3 = 1 , R3 1 = R32 = 0
rate q are piecewise constant, equation 1 is an ordinary
differential equation with (piecewise) constant coefficients.
Thus it can be solved by the method of transfer matrices.1  From eq. 3 we can now deduce special cases for elements
The general transfer matrix can be easily found from the which do only outgassing or pumping. A piece of beam line
sum of homogeneous and inhomogeneous solution of eq. 1, which neither pumps or outgasses is given by eq. 3 in the
namely limit q --+ 0 and & -- , 0. A long pump is given by q -- 0. A

P(z) = (•eaz + Ge-a q- (2) very short pump can be described by eq. 3 with L --+ 0 but+ constant integrated pump strength S = sL. The transfer

with a = V/&. Solving for initial conditions we obtain matrix of a long outgassing element is given by eq. 3 in the
withlimit of s --.0O.

a transfer matrix R for the pressure P and the gas flow
Given the transfer matrices it is possible to track a given

*work supported by the Department of Energy Contract DE- pressure profile through a vacuum lattice if the initial val-
AC03-7tSFhe51U. ues P0 and Qo are known. Another option is to find the

I This approach was originally initiated by the author at the Uni-
veraitIt Dortmund and led to the development of a PC band program initial values under the assumption of periodicity, i.e., if
CLOBIVAC [2) by M. Michel. one considers a sequence of equal vacuum cells. Given a

O-7803-120M193OM35iO 1993 IEEE 3909



One haa to keep in mind that this method is numneri-
cally touchy and the calculation of th- solution for very
long vacuum lattices is numerically unstable, so the user
must be careful iu interpreting the output. This problem
is alleviated as far as possible by using IUALS16 variables
in internal calculations. It should be noted that this prob-
lem mainly arises in systems with large pumps and small
conductance, i.e. systems, which are physically not well
designed.

The beam-gas scattering lifetime in a storage ring is de-
SN . . ." . . termined by the average of the pressure and the beta func-

ae° ... .Ation over the circumference of the ring [5]. VAKTRAK
jo .provides the option to specify a magnet lattice in TRANS-

Wall I_ .- I_. . . .A PORT style input [6]. This file is read and t-e periodic
Z be solution for the beta functions is determined. Then the av-

erages of 6, P, and flP are calculated and displayed. Using

Figure 1: Longitudinal Pressure Profile this routine it is easy to optimize the placement of pumps
in a vacuum system, and taking the detailed behavior of
the beta functions into account.

cumulative transfer matrix M through a vacuum structure

S( M V' (4) III. MULTIPLE CONNECTED
S0 1) VACUUM SYSTEMS

.where Mp i = Moui for i, 1, 2 and vi = M,3 for i = 1,2, So far we are dealing with single segments of beam line.
the periodic solution Ais given by Using periodic boundary conditions is equivalent to either

P0 = (1 - M)-1 T, (5) an infinite array of such segments or a circular segment. In
order to take more complex geometries into account such

where A stands for the vector (Po, Qo). as pump manifolds connected to beam pipes at various
Observe that a transfer matrix represents two equations locations, we have to generalize the concept of periodic

that relate two components of the input vector P0 to two boundary conditions.
components of the vector at the end of the vacuum beam This generalizatio,ý 's based on Kirchhoff-like rules for
line. By specifying two of the four values the system can vacuum systems [7; ('hey are based on the observation
be solved for the other two. In this way more general that in vacuum systems the pressure plays the same role
boundary conditions can be taken into account. as the voltage in electric circuits and the gas flow behaves

As an example consider a synchrotron radiation beam analogously to the current. Using these observations we
line. At one end it is linked to the storage ring which can can state two rules:
be assumed to be held at constant pressure and at the
other end it is closed off, such that the gas flow. is zero. If 1. the sum of gas flows into a no4e is sero,
the vacuum components in the beam line are specified the
system can be solved for the incoming gas flow from the 2. the sum of pressure differences around a closed loop
storage ring and the pressure at the closed off end. is zero.

These rules now take the place of periodic boundary con-
II. VAKTRAK ditions.

A further complication arises from the number of un-
The code VAKTRAK contains an implementation of the knowns we have to solve for. For our purposes we choose
matrices given by eq. 3. It first reads an input file that the pressure at each of the n nodes and the gas flows into
contains the sequence of elements and their correspond- and out of a link.. In this way we have to deal with n + 21
ing properties like length, conductance, pump speed and unknowns, where I is the number of links. Now we have to
outgassing rate and constructs the transfer matrices. The find the same number of relations among the unknowns in
code then prompts for the boundary conditions and con- order to find the systems' equilibrium configuration.
tinues to calculate the pressure profile and the gas flow. The first of the above rules relates the fluxes flowing into
Finally it writes a TOPDRAW [3] file that displays the and out of each node, thus yielding n equations anlong the
vacuum lattice, the pressure profile, and the gas flow as unknowns. The second rule allows us to use the transfer
shown in fig. 1. The details of operating VAKTRAK are matrices for each of the links j to relate the pressure at
explained in ref. 4. the starting node of a link P, and the gas flow into that
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link Q.j to the pressure of the ending node of link P. and ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
the gas flow out of the link Qi according to

Discussions with M. Michel, Univ. Dortmund are grate-
. • p. ) + ( vi fully acknowledged. I have profited greatly from discus-(P* )=( M P) + ( ) . (6) sions with and suggestions for improvement in both theQ~j = M M12 Q'i codes and this note from the first users of VAKTRAK and

In this way we obtain 21 more equations for a total of n+21 VAKLOOP, B. Scott, SLAC/SSRL, G. Bowden, SLAC and
J. Riftkin, SLAC.

linear equations among the pressures at the nodes and gas
flows into and out of the links. The solution of this system
is a simply accomplished by any routine that solves lin- REFERENCES
ear equations, e.g., those using a Gauss-Jordan algorithm.
One should, however, pay attention to numerical instabili- 1. 0. Gr6bner, Vacuum Systems, in CERN 85-19. p. 489.
ties, because the transfer matrix elements can become very
large. The cure is to use the highest available precision on 2. M. Michel, Uberlegungen zum Ultrahoci-Vakuumsys-
the computer implementation. tern fir DELTA, Diploma Thesis, Universitit Dort-

The described algorithm is implemented in the code mund, 1988.

VAKLOOP, which reads an input file that contains the 3. R. Chaffee, TOPDRA WER, SLAC-CGTM 178, 1989
segments (links) element by element just as VAKTRAK rev.
does with the exception that the segments are separated by
input lines that specify the starting and ending node of the 4. V. Ziemann, Vacuum Tracking, SLAC-PUB 5962,
following segment. VAKLOOP then calculates the transfer 1992.
matrices for each segment and sets up the linear equations
as described in the previous section and solves them. Fur- J. LeDuff, Current and Density Limitations M n Exist.
thermore the code generates plots like those shown in fig. 1 ing Electron Storage Rings, Nuci. Instr. Meth. A239,
for each of the segments. After the calculation is done a 83, 1985.

few consistency checks are performed (also needed for ac- 6. K. Brown, et. al., TRANSPORT Manual, SLAC-91,
curacy) to test whether the solution actually solves the 1977.
linear system. 7. G. Horikoshi, Y. Saito, K. Kakihara, An analysis of

complex network of vacuum components end its appli-

IV. CONCLUSIONS cation, KEK-Preprint-89-138, 1989.

8. H. Hirano, Y. Kondo, N. Yoshimura, Matrix calcula-
We presented a method to calculate longitudinal pressure tion of pressures in high-vacuum systems, J. Vac. Sci.
profiles in very general conduction limited vacuum net- Technology A6, 2865, 1988.
works. The method is implemented in computer codes
which allow fast and simple evaluation of the pressure in
such systems.

This method is closely related to a matrix formalism
treating charged particle beams in magnetic systems. The
pressure takes the role of the transverse position z and the
gas flow that of the angle z'. Some of the transfer matrices
discussed in the second section of this note can be directly
identified with magnetic elements. Pressing this analogy
a little further we can identify vacuum gauges with beam
position monitors. It needs to be investigated in the future
whether this can be used to determine the position of leaks
in vacuum systems.

In this note the pumps are assumed to be linear (S =
Q/P). However, thu. restriction can easily overcome. The
equations in this case will become weakly nonlinear, but
can still be solved iteratively [2].

Furthermore, the codes currently deal with one gas at a
time and the pressures are partial pressures for that gas. It
is easy, at the expense of a lot of bookkeeping, to improve
the codes to allow to deal with different pressures at the
same time.
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Future Accelerators in Japan*

Nobu Toge
National Laboratory for High tinergy Physics

I-I Obo, Tsukuba-shi, lbaraki 305, Japan

Abstract LIM t unit
This paper presents a brief report on the present status Energy 3.5 8.0 GeV

of future accelerator projects at the National Laboratory for Circumference 3018 3018 In
High Energy Physics (KEK), Japan. 'rune shifts (x/y) 0.05 / 0.05 0.05 / 0.05Beta at IP (X/y) 1.0 /0.01 1.0 /0.01 In

Beam current 0.52 0.22 AI. INTRODUCTION Energy 4pread 0.078 0.073 %

Bunch length (10) 5 nun
The KEK laboratory has been successfully opeiating the Bunch spacing 3.0 3.0 In

TRISTAN accelerator complex since 1986. It consists of a Bunch population 3.3 1.4 1010
2.5 GeV electron I positron linac, an 8 GeV Accumulation Eminttance (x/y) 19 I 0.19 19 / 0.19 nm.rad
Ring (AR) and a 29 GeV Main Ring (MR). Concurrently Synchrotron tune _0.014 0.070
with this operation, in response to recommendations by the Betatron tune 43 -39
Japanese High Energy Physics Committee, survey studies Energy loss / turn 0.84 4.1 MV
have been continued on new accelerator facilities at KEK. We Momentum 2.0x10- 4  l.Ox 10-3

have two major future projects, namely, the asymmetric compaction
RF voltage 4.4 47 MV

e+e- B-factory based on TRISTAN (TRISTAN-Il) and the RF fiequency 508 508 Mllz
Japim Linear Collider (JLC). The purpose of this paper is to Energy damping 2.4x10- 4  5.lx 0-4
outline those research activities and to present an update on decrement
their status. Bending radius 16.2 91.3 I

Length of bend 0.85 2.56
II. TRISTAN-II (B-Factory) maxnet

A. Overview Table 1. Parameters of TRISTAN-Il B factory
The eventual goal of a B-factory is to allow studies of

CP violation interactions in weak decays of b-mesons. The 1994.
KEK version of a B-factory aims to serve this purpose by The upgrade involves replacement of existing 30 MW
providing e-e- collisions at the T(4S) resonance with klystrons with 60 MW types and installation of SLAC-style
asymmetric energies of 8 GeV (e-) and 3.5 GeV (e+) [ 1, 21. pulse compression systems (SLED) which will amplify the

After considerable discussions on the ring parameters, ou accelerating power. It will increase the accelerating gradient
present working assumption has converged to build two new from 9 MeV/m to 25 MeV/m. With a modest extension of
rings within the existing TRISTAN tunnel. Best efforts will accelerating structures, the total energy of 8 GeV for electrons
be made to use existing infrastructures and facilities. will be achieved. The positron target will be relocated so that

Table I summarizes pertinent parameters of TRISTAN-If the positrons will be produced by 4 GeV electrons, resulting
for its low energy ring (LER) and high energy ring (HER). in a factor 20 increase of positron intensity to 3.2x 109 /
The numbers shown are for the Phase-I operation where every pulse.
fifth RF bucket is filled. We aim to deliver a peak luminosity To provide beams to the TRISTAN-l1 with improved

stability and good optical matching, enhanced beam
of 2X1033 CM-2s-1. Later in the Phase-Il operation, by diagnostic tools and improved timing control systems will be
filling all buckets, while maintaining the same particle built and implemented.
intensity per bunch, the final peak luminosity may reach
1034 cm-2s-1. Experiences to accumulate during the Phase-I C. Ring Lattice
will be essential in reaching the Phase-Il goal. An important consideration in the lattice design is to

maintain a sufficiently large dynamic aperture. This is to

B. Injector eliminate the need to alter the optics during injection, and to
obtain a long beam lifetime during collisions. The very small

The present KEK linac (S-band, 400 in long) produces P* would create a large chromaticity which needs to be
2.5 GeV electron and positron beams at 25 Hz (maximum 50 compensated without much compromising the operability of
Hz). It is currently used as the injector for the TRISTAN the ring. Our choice is a non-interleaved sextupole scheme
accelerator complex and for the Photon Factory (PF) ring. To 14], where each pair of sextupole magnets is placed x apart.
eliminate the need for accelerating beams in the TRISTAN-Il "'he cancellation of geometric aberrations helps maintain a
rings, the linac will undergo an energy upgrade [31, starting dynamic aperture with a good margin for the injection time.

Another ingredient in our lattice design is the use of a
1Tak presented at the 1993 Particle Accelerator Conference. May low momentum compaction of - 2.4 x 10 4 a, LER (factor
17 - 20. 993. Washington. DC.3 USA
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IM mduednim), ad possibly, at HERX Thi allows to lower ranes of HOM instabilities in the ug that can be comftolled
db RF voltte Vc, WWM ineasing w oe bunch length. It by using bunch feedback systms in fe Phase-I operation.
help to reduce coupd.bmnd instabilities, paticularly die Our pun is to enouag efohxt om differe• t cavity ideas
a due to 0 terdmental mode of die accleati cavities. t mad to make die &l decision 0n the normal

Very dtaled simulation wok is under way to evaum conducting t cavity within two YMs Component testi
s ring dasrcledsdcs in die presence of vious constructio of the bunch-to-bunch feedbtck i also presently under way

emom. Specification on beam position monitors for closed [13]. The full system wil be exercisedduring die higb-cawn
orWt coCoM , optics studiq and bear-bused magnet AR ino.
alient is exam•ied. Our estiMom of dynma apmic e st When the commissioning and operation of the
mainly rely on the SAD code which has been developed at TRISTAN-Il progresses, the beam intensity will be
UK [51. Teas to explore its validity have been repeated in continually inceaed. Eventually the flndamental mode
the machine study time at TRISTAN [61 and will contiune. instabilities will beconie inlolmble. At that time a trasition

The m-inteleaved sexupole lattice will be tesd at the to die upereodtihag cavities will be made. Yet maother new
TRISTAN MR in the fall of 1993. This will be done by idnawhichcameoutreceudyistobuildalage engy stowa
temporarily rewiring power-supply connections of the cavity and attach it to the accelerating (nofnal conducting)
existing sextupoles. cavity [11]. It will increase the Q value and rednue the cavity

de-tuning frequency. The overall system can act like a
D. RF ystym supeconductng cavity. Pilot studies on this possibility are

The RF system at TRISTAN-il must be carefully built also beginning [12).
to reduce the growth rate of transverse and longitudinal
coupled-bunch instabilities, where thmre are two types: (1) E. Interaction Region
higher-order-mode (K{OM) coupling (transverse and During the injection time, because of the large beam
longitudinal) and (2) fundamental / accelerating mode emnittannt, it is pretfWed to introduce a finite crossing angle to
coupling (longitudinal). reduce parasitic crossing beam-beam effects. However, a large

Superconducting cavities theoretically offer a good crossing angle could lead to excitations of synchro-beta
solution to both of these. Up to 28 cavities have been resonance during the collision time [14].
Operated at maximum fields of 7 MeVhn for 12 mA beams at Our present choice is driven by the desire to satisfy those
TRISTAN MR. For TRISTAN-il a new aluminum test conflicting requirements, with emphasis on the initial-stage
model has been designed and built [7]. The cold test has runs where the bunch spacing is relatively large (3 in). We
shown good results. A full-size Nb model has been recently have adopted a beam separation scheme based on a
completed. In the initial cooling test an accelerating gradient combination of a small crossing angle (half crossing angle 9c
of 10 MV/m was obtained with Q - 109 . The studies on = 2.8 mrad) at the collision point and a pair of separation
HOM absorbing materials are also on-going. The IB-400 bend magnets which are superconducting [15]. The final
ferrite made by TDK Co. Ltd. is currently tested in various focusing is obtained with supecodutig final quadrupole
aspects such as oulgassing rates, mechanical characteristcs magnets which are housed in the same cryostat eaclosure as
and capabilities to handle high RF powers. e aon beads [16].

To acquire full confidence over the superconducting This design allows certain flexibility to alter the crossing
cavity tednology, we feel it is important to exercise them in angle up to 6 - 7 mrad without a major beam-line
actual beam environments. While we plan some beam recomstruction, when the bunch spacing is made smaller in
experiments at the present TRISTAN rings in the neUr futm, the future. At that time, a Crab crossing scheme may be
the complete final design may have to wait for experiences at required. The beam line space Ibr Crab RF cavities will be set
real-life TRISTAN-H. Thereoe, our strategy is to support aside and the Crab R&D efforts will be continued [171.
the initial runs of TRISTAN-il with uomal conduting RF Our current discussions are centered on detailed plamnng
cavities. A candidate design is based on the damped cavity idea of the mechanical constnrction and evaluations of interface
[8], which was originally proposed by Palmer [9]. The first 2- and interference with the expe ental facility.
cell prototype cavity has been completed and a low-power test
is under way with and without RF absorbers. Measured F. Other Activities
damping of TM110 and TM011 modes agrees with The vacuum system to achieve 10-9 Torr throughout
expectations. High power testing is planned later this year. the nng under the strong synchrotron radiation power up to

Another idea of HOM damping (Choke-mode cavity) 10 kW/mn will use copper as the chamber material [18]. The
came out through efforts on the linear collider R & D, whach time profile of vacumi baking process has been estimated und
also need to deal with multi-bunches [101. It is equipped with the predictions appear promising. Assuming the presene of
a "choke" structure which traps the RF fundamental mode, 100 Us NEG vacuum pump, the vacuum pressure distribution
while the HOM components We allowed to escape radially has been simulated for a proposed beam-line layout. A trial
towards outside the accelerating region. A cold test has shown model (3.7 m long) of the full-size OFC vacuum chamber
good HOM damping duacteu•stics. (although straight) has been built. Studies to improve the

Beam tests of those cavities (both normal- and surface treatment process are under way.
P erorductig) a scheduled for-1995 at te TRISTAN AR. Ground motions over short (10 ms) and long time (days)

Existing hardware in the RF section will be replaced by test period have been monitored in the TRISTAN tunmel [19]. It
modules. A high beam current of 500 mA will be stored in appears that the seismic vibrations in the 10 - 100 Hz range
the ring by filling 128 bunches at 3.: rleV. It is anticipated is sufficiently small (the vibration amplitude is about 1 pm
that normal-conducting cavities alt ,. to bring the growth at 1 Hz) so that their effects on the beam tuning is
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1110806. Howeve aMid4um0hm) ID IMn term (Weeks) PMUinrO Unit
podmotionof n orderof 100 - 20 pt basbow Desauseugy E 150 250 GeV
9boarved. It is likely due to the tial wave but it is also PartciesI bunch N 0.7 0.7 1010
mildily correlated with the weather. This could cause a Bunches / pus Nb 90 90
g oblin ftr the taming stability of the ftn. Some kind of Rep. frequency frep 150 150 I&
feedback may need to be developed using sgnals from Bunch lanla VZ 67 laM
I~ottclvligsses Aceal. gradient Go 40 40 MeV/m

G. OWalook cieHwlnt Lac 5.0 5.5 km
We we hoping to obtain a government grant of the W ruli/wvelength a /A 0.18 0.18

TRISTAN-Il thi Year, which would allow us to begin Filn Un' Tf 75 75 nas
contmuction ia the Japuatese fiscal year of 1994 (to start AVC Total average Power into 11 20 MW
1994). If this turns, out so be fth ce, fth accelerator will be cavities

conisladsometime in 1998. Detailed schedules on the Total wan-OIut power 75 135 MW
tranition from the present TRISTAN4 configuration to the Penak poer cavity 300 300 MWm
TRISTAN-fL. machine study program&, and fth deteto de- ring emittance 30 30 nflRAl

commiSsioningS are being worked OUL W'Y
Bdetat IP P 10 10 mm

IM. JAPAN LINEAR COLLIER (JLC)10 00 P
AOvriwI Be=msize at IP ax 33 260 mm

Our motivation stemns from the notion that it is a 39 3.4n
sensible thing to start the next-generation electron - positron Crossing angle 9.0 7.2 mrad
hunem collider from the energy range near ECM = 500 GeV Beam diagonal angie 7irz 4.0 3.9 mrad

with fth luminosity 1033 - 1034 cm02 s1l [20]. The first Disruption parameter Dx 0.09 0.007
prinary physics target is a detailed study on productions and DY 7.7 6.0
decays of the (yet to be discovered) top quark. A search for # Of beamantrablunig ny 0.8 0.95
light Higgs mesons which are strongly suggested by SUSY. (BSM) photons
based Grand Unified Theories (GUr), is another iprnt Maximumn upsilon 0.15 0.39
menu. We also believe that the construction of a linear lnryls yBM 5 . .
collider of this energy range will give us important Geomietrical luminosity 0.63 0.70
experiences lo help &delop even higher energy linear W cold rs d a finto
in the distant future. pinch enhancement HD 1.71 1.72

pinWaft& work has bee done on fth nature of beam Luminosity L 3.5 6.3 103
interactions to occur at fth collision point [211. Theoretical _________ Icm2Is
studies on the final focusing optics, [22], beam dynamics, in
the linea accelerator [23], and simulations of backgrounds to Table 2. The parameter set-for the JLC-I, bused on
the ex;erimeda Wfaiity [241 followed. X-buud lnar cclerators, (Pammnetr with S- and

Extensive work has beon done to seatch for good machine C-band cues also exist [20]).
parameters to use for the &LC [20]. The parameter set for the
X-band (11.424 GHz) Miac cue is shown in Table 2. orthodox approach a thennionic gun driven by a grid pulsar

The current major R&D activities at KEK include for mnulti-bunch beam generation has been developed [26].
construction efforts of fth Accelerator Test Faci~~ty (AMh, The second approach, which may eventually tak over for the
participation in the Final Focus Test Beam at SLAC, R & D real-life JLC, is the RF-gun technology. By flashing the Sb-
on the RF power source accelerating structmes and others Cs target with a YAG laser light (0. 15 mW, 532 nan),

synchronized to a S-band RF, electron population of
D. Accelerator Test Facility (ATF) 2.3xl01 0 has beeni obtained [27]. Also polarized electron

The eventual goal of KEKX ATh is to demonstrate ultra- guns have beeni developed in collaboration with a group from
low emittmne (flat beam, -Xylp.x SXlOIS-/X10- rmdi), Nagoya University [281
required for future linar colliders, for a traini of bunches (up The 1.54 G3eV injctor linac at ATh will use S-buid RF.
to 20 bunches per train) at 1.54 GeV [25]. The beam energy New S-band klystrous have been developed which outputs 85
is somewhat smaller than what we antciat for the real-lire MW peak power for 4. pus long pulses (100 MW for I Its).
JLC, due to the constraints of the size of the available To deliver the required acceleating fiel of 33 MeV/m (this
experimental hall. Howeve, many parameters have been comes from the site constraint), a deal-iris SLED cavity has
chosen so as to follow the JLC configuration been developed. A stable peak SLE output of 380 MW has

The planned ATF consist of multi-bunch ejectron Suts been achieved for an input power of 80 MW with 4.5 Its
a bunhe system, fth beam transport line, a 1.54 GeV test pulse width [29]. An R&D on RF windows has, been carried
damping ring, a bunch compresso and the emittance out with a resonat ring, which has been specificlly built for
meauomnmssection this purpose. By a careful selection. of raw alumina, sintering

Creation of multi-bunches is the very first step in binders and by using the hot isostatic pressing method, it has
bulling the basis of the next linear coilider. As th ms been shown that alumina windows could be built to surviv

0.7803-I2(?3-193$03.0 1993 UME
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310 MW of S-bn=d RF power [301. The entire 1.54 Development efforts are being made on beam
(V N : will be ampktearly 1994. ins@rumeatMin devices such as wire aumne, beam pmrde

Parameters for the ATF test damping ring are moioors, fast signal processing electocs, beam position
swumized in he fte below, monitors [341. The wire scanner and a few other new

____noim e have been tested earler this yew in collamom
Unit with a group from Toboku University, using thicr electron

leam Mersy 1.54 GUV linac facility. Synchrotron radiation monitor to use at the
Repetition rate 25 Wt damping ring will be developed with a group at Institute for

oumfuee 135.6 m Nuclear Study, University of Tokyo.
Hrmoie number 330 DDetailed EGS simulations and beat calculations on thetof bunch trainsSof bunchham/s 20positron production target has been on-going [351. A

* of bunches/ train 20 prototype is planned to use 1.54 GeV electrons from the ATF
0 of plticles bunch (1 - 3) x10 10  linac.
Eaergy los / turn 0.173 MV
# of FoBo cells 36 C. Particpation in Fin• Focus Test Beam (FFTB) at SLAC
Longitudinal Impedance 0.30 As part of the U.S.-Japn collaboration program in High
thireshold Energy Physics, KEK has been part of the Fnal Focus Test
Momentum fompaction 1.97490-3 Beam (FFTB) collaboration based at SLAC. The goal of
Momntum companctio 1 .97x l0- mdFFIB is to exploit the high energy (47 GeV) low emittance
Natural entane 1.3tx10-~9  radm beam available at SLC, and explore the feasibility of
Wiggler pitch 40 cm extremely tight focusing at the interaction point required at
Damping time (x I y I s) 6.32 I 8.26 / 4.88 ms future linear colliders. The beam commissioning has recently
Tue (x/y) 16.2/8.3 started. A bulk of beam time is scheduled for summer this
Wiggler field strength 1.88 T
RF frequency 714 MHz year.
# of cavity ceUs 4+1 At the early stage of the projec physicists from KEK
Bunch length 4.73 mm participated in the optical design and error analyses in the
RF voltage 0.77 MV FFTB beam line [36]. Later, KEK has taken the
Energy slread 0.0773 % responsibility for fabricating the doublet of small-bore (13 -
Touchek lifetime 89 is 20 mm diameter) normal conducting final quadrupole magnets
Emittance with tatra-beam 4.47xl0- 6  rad.m [371. While those magnets have to create 140- 180 T/m field
(x I y) 4.47x10_8  rad.m gradient over up to 1.1 m of length, the higher-pole field
Phase advanoc/ell (x I y) 140/52 do#. components must be less than 0.01 % for sextupoles and
Damping partision number 1.3068 / 1.000 I below 0.1 % for octupoles. The fabrication accuracy,
(x I y /1 ) 1.6932 presently possible at 2 - 3 prm, allows so satisfy the octupole

requirement, but it is not sufficient for the sextupole errors.
Table 3. Parameters of the ATF test damping ring. Remaining errors will be corrected by using trim windings.

The support system of the magnets has an adjustable
The optics of the ATF damping ring uses an FoBo lattice table which is driven by high-power stepping motors and

where the horizontal defocusing is provided by combined Piezo-electric devices. Position controls with the full six
function bend magnets. This lattice creates a low dispersion degrees of freedom are featured. The magnet position will be
with relatively weak bead fields, and it helps tu reach a low monitored with a laser interferometer and micro-sensors. The
beam emittance. To control the damping time, wiggler fabrication of magnets has been finished earlier this year, with
magnets (21 m long) are introduced in the straight section complete magnet measurements. They have been delivered to
where dispersion is absent. Allowed magnet construction SLAC and the installation in the beam line has been recently
errors adalignment erors have been evaluated. The magnet completed.
support system with 5 pm accuracy with five degrees of A novel idea on measuring the small beam spot
freedom has been developed, and it is currently tested. parameters at the beam focal point has been proposed by a

The vacuum chamber design has been refined to reduce physicist at KEK [381. It utilizes an interference pattern oF
the impedance of the entire vacuum system, including the two laser beams as a fine strip target to place at the beam
beam diagnostic devices. Synchrotron photon absorbers are focal point. The laser photons interact with the beam througL
arranged so that they are not directly seen by the beam. The Compton scattering process. Beam spot size parameters are
design value of longitudinal impedance of - 0.1 0 appears deduced by knowing the width of the laser interference pattern
possible [311. and by measuring the modulation of the rate of Compton-

Beam extraction from the damping ring will be done with scattered photons. The monitor based on this concept is
a pair of two kicker magnets that are placed 180 degrees apart presently under construction. Creation of laser interference
in phase advance [32). This should reduce extraction orbit pattern has been confirmed. It will be installed at the FFTB
errors significantly. A detailed simulation work on the bunch early summer this year, and will be tested.
compressor is in progress, taking into account the effects of
the beam loading due to the multi-bunch nature of the beam D. RF Power Source Research and Development
[331. The present design will occupy about 40 m of length. It The linear accelerator at JLC will be based on some sort
is expected to compress the bunch length by a factor 1/10. of disk-loaded accelerating structure driven by high power RF

klystrons. From the wall-plug power efficiency point of
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LHC PROGRESS AND STATUS

The UIC Machine Group reported by C. Brianti
(ZRN Ewepcan - 1ns~o for Nuckea Researh

11-Geneva 23, Switzerand

wA~ Mae most impasowt Iue of diese collhisiw as
MalbsLEis a insomg, m Collier to be nseud gives in Tabl 1.

is the LIW tud for WiO ensi pM Pb ies sud op Emphuis is put on luminouity ises dhe point-lile
colleons. Amnveal mauii cpdnzulam, laledin a mum of qiuk-qisk interactions bomle thaft th cu

MWItIUMiPOMM Iva dlp*Ipawre (56 secions Im .. the -aP sd collision mergy E uammses. To
mm),wmlbe psuud lb irnm mms, " ao fieldratio maintain equally effective physics programmes, the
is (Ul T.V/11) Room results from, a inopet .. ie with houshauity d=Mod uciinoe as B2ad thus, to explare its
IndowauIly p lroiPucA coils assmbled at CERN mnhedidpoessucasHg -*2 4it w HCs
10OT with a limited urainlag wed ultkatey attained deie tos prvd luioste in of, the LIEi
10.5 T. dememoing thot operational fields in excess of dsge opoieImnsiisuecs f1 3 a~l
9 Tcambeobmleed.

Results from previous models ad a 10 nm-long
prontotpe will be given. In total seve of these prototypes
us -ea coustrocted by adustry. In December 1991, the
CERN Council wmumluosuy adopted a resolution sating
hAt doe LFIC is the righ mbive for the Fu-h-re of CERtN

madl rpequdmg a (htmlV opo a ii 1993, which is being
actively jP gq I d 6e isuminid in this report

1. INTRODUCTON

lMw geeral desig of the collider, which es~meniaily
comuists of a dog of high-field 11 I, -o ~i g magnets to
be instlle Above LUP in ii. 27 km tiumel, was described
in the IMt Intoatlomal Comfereace in Humbwg[ 11. A
Design SU* [2 vwas publishe in Iday, 1991.

lbs moges wse o the so-a"lle wo-lu-ne ucmxu
mrnely incorpmmimg two beass dharels in the same
M~echnici ucsue mmd cryoMdat (ig).

Sucht a 6mel Wuan. P added 1o L"P Ct prvide
11101 types1 Of cellofts am*il pPI-roso-lom, 110a11 kmu
(Pb-Pb) md or ftran-prolaw by collidin the LWP electron
beses MiO Zu of fth pant beams. ftg I Perqiectiv view of a'two-in-ate' dipole

Tabl I: LWC Main Pnornetes

eP -p Pb-ims

CA~euaergfor B-&87 T U1W] 14.0 1.3 1150
Luminosity [CW 2 CII 1034 2.5 1032 1.8 1027
Numnber of bunches 2835 so@ 50
Bunch spsein Wi 25 164.7 135

Paie~nh(P) 1011 3.0 1011 9.4107
* (a) 9.2 1010

Pa(P)rsa 4.7 1014 1.5 1014 5.2 1010
* (5) 4.7 1013

Nub oepeieo.2 1
Sat' inscpaintawy [m) 0.5 0.85, 0.26 0.5

32.7,.3.05
r.rn. zadliut at interection

POWn (X-y) 10011 15 120 I37 15.9
frm.s. collision lengt [Coll 5.3 3.8 5.3

Crssngmae sadI200 0 200
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3 UCTORS converslom of LHC mad LEP into a o-p collider. Th
eoanbas M ublimy of do two machi.m ha

Ik o sb mFWQIg 2) said been reducedw~ ek dCis1ion baLEt wilbe stWppd
NO W ao alsdug lle"Mn 11n10110el Limac, a 06 coolider Weore UK u inswe Rbt**6 copmllision
*00d 3seev PS am 06Y WS for pp operation wilI mywayreqie a iuewo bothLW iLEW- -• uier nmi0mlr wad e -mn~

The LHC lattice u4 No LMP, made o 16 alf-oct
(ohm 1.7 hm kn) is which one finds moecmi ly bde 14
ipq- p nuiM, rlf'culs of Rb me, dR 4 prndoh.l cells a o •ie
Oiersim pim wad Rtb bg wkh sectim . Each
oct ha beas speasley eqvWd wiet i am cryopac

L" 100GeV plot, iNS OW power cmner, set, aef. so do It cm beinyj lead. and mantained.
Two" of Rb eight long straight sections have; bees

reaseted for tRb machine: SS5 for beam demping ad S13
for bewam cenieg Paur Wtaght secios wil be equppe
with low-beta insertions: SS1 wad S12 rewmved for Iegs
LHC experimmu, the injection of the clockwise
circulating beam, is in SSI; SS4 (or 6) for ions collisions

room" and SS8 wher Rb **eto ofthe Rbdclockwb clcelat-
Ua inb bem will be made in a deooed low-bet,• The two

remaining straight sections, SS6 sad SS. am kept ia
reserve as possible alternatives or for wet yet qiecifled

,,, 4,mu.-- aplications (B-physics or gs-jet experimeft). This
"3 A 4 - layout is detailed in Fig. 3.

Fig. 2. Me WIC hInjectiono~x

The nominal high luminosit Maution reurstwo
Booster cycles to fill Rb PS circlimlerewsa with Rbe
injected beitm fir~accelerated by Rbe existing UP system
anIm 8, dmchW ad recatum d by anew a 0 MHz RF
system, to form a bunch rain with 25 as bunch sjing.
ra boacbes we Rb. compressed uing an 80 M& system ;
wad wansferned to dhe SI'S. Three such buach trains we
captued in do SI'S and compresed to fit into dhe stuadaid
2W MWz buckets by a new 0 MHz system, accelerated to
4500eV wad finally vaunsrred into theLHC, via two new
transe lines. The whole opeutian is repeated 12 times to
fi di etire• LIAC ckcnferamme

The New draleowpum rew
Int the uaBooster complex beams within 10% Of ocm I

lbe nominal parameters have been obtained after the
installation ofde new RFQ in fron of the lins. A ts of
the LHC pr-injector, up to PS eration energy, using
prttp ins configuration close to the r'ml version, is
scheduled for dand of Rbe year 1993. In the SPS. a Low$(")
prolotype of the 400 MHz LHC sup erconucting cavities
will also be installed this yer in order to test the bunch , -"(I)
compression technique which will be required before +bJ*

uianafe of the plm bunches ino LHC.

3. GENWRAL LAYOUT Fig. 3 LHC schemic layout

The two interlaced LHC rings we placed 1.21 m above 3.1. The arc balf-cell
Rb LEP ring. The LHC lattice must follow very closely As indicated in Fig. 4 the 51 m long arc half-cell
Rb LEP e•ometry, in particular Rhe two machines must contains three 13,15 m long bending magnets and a 6.5 m
have the same revolution time in order to allow a later long short straight section. In the straight section we
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ba~ * te aO mob vat. a bearn Poslida on meam h do LWj aminl owate. The mo~ to die lung
qdwoCMOO wonst r ms~, wNish a I la i plS straight sectia Inudeus twea bOt- valne which be"s

asil csso p4a th other use wil a Mole imousdwa- .. 1p of avebr Iw If qI. Fo
soul ockipo~le a aeeco. A set of lpols, dhe am romon the quadivipoles ma am e%*Wpe with

.4 iqshca me - mached lo sub mobati e elo be scum
cempeassos dh 11 errors iatroiseed by then.

s Iueabdug umr~ . Th bceta ci thea.ld aevo 3.3. Low-beta Insertles
%SjMMWW* "WE1IMNOW 4 o PI Iby enbfg 60 The low beta insertions ia SSI. 2,4 aid 8 me two
w* o opeiu 5 mt 6rm(s triplets. The oaW trpe mob of tw4wom~m Ii qi u

colmachos she disuersion, 191IsRa to fhe isnm trIplet 10
betss. sham tripleus a an of two 11 1ee magusta is

saJMa used So install the two beams in 6 shme - vWAcm
3 ~~chamber, so that the inoer Wrile ON single bore,

1113 3.4313M uaruoles. I11bm low beta W-0145ucin q wrqie
eaale o7 m .w &ms eft la. S S Ia ud 2

13 ~a collmawo is placed betweem doe ietuacnio. point en the
"qasshuoles of the imaw triplet in rder to potewt the.

F~g. The~ ~ gaint he secoadwies coming from the high buaosity
(ngew laoU wish beff ie lo diols b q fti protecton dobo deposition

(new laoutwit Om ongftoes)i a the se qInhee is about 30 t 40 W per qudpole, at
The diple )lum~inostie of 103 cur 2 $4.1
The an ape (dpoi andquaruple)of othDuring injoiction en acceleration the low betas wre

rings ane poweed. a unes, out supply per half-cOt3Mt detuned to value of P* of 15 m. In pp, mode the low
wh ie Ih tain quuthupols allOW = indeiedfll cotroil betas wre suqeezed in straight sections 1 and 2 down to 0-5
of the Mame of esch in ovar two ineegrs in both p=lus m. In ion collision nmode only SS4 is squeezed to the

A beam screen placed a. shown an Fig. S, inside fth same valm of~e
vacuum chanber allows the evacuaion of synchrotron
ruliation powe at about IOOK r1aPtherni at dhe 1.90K of 3.4. Cleaning Insertions
the .qero__cta m agnet mid vacuum chamber. The 'The magnets workcing at 1.90K Min

crouping is still unwted by the 1.90K vacuum stoo the 6 flu cabut uP proton per second which, at
chamber tugh holes in die berns men. Tbe design of maizunin luminosity. diffuses towar dite vacuum dumber
this screen has raised a number of inerestig problems due to the scatneing in the collisions ad the combined
detiled in a onua.pqer (31. effect of nion-limncuties and power converte ripple A

study of the heat depositiV-a! cProen due to these. loane
Sm*in St"i indiate doa the localized losses must be limited so a few
Che.*er 1.9 K 106 pawno. per second at high energy, while about 30

times mor are acceptable at injecio. The diffsio of
particles must be stopped before it reahe the super-
conducting elements; this is achieved in a dedicted
insertion placed in straight section 3 mid called she cleaning
insertion.

In this crosing point, the lattice is arranged g0 that the
beta values (and therefor the phse advance) wre dosaemne
in both planes. For each beam, a se of four collimators,

Fh~klonone prmr and darce secondenes are instldW betweenth de
two separato magnets with tie aim of trapping the. large
amplitude particles and absorbing them and fthir

secondaries. The very high capture efficiency requested is
the beam at amplitudes not laWe than about 6 a of the
trauasere distrbution. The inefficiency results from small
bean impact porarneters, alignment and mechanical errors
Mle computer progrms to simulate die cleaning process,

Sawnincluding enors, =c being prepared. The proper operation
Scream of the cleaning symste will be put, of the learning process

5~g sVacn chamber cronstion during die build up of luminosity after raunning in.

3.L. Dispersdum suppressors 3.S. Beam dump
The isprsin spprssos wenuie o 4 and, hlf-In various operation conditions it will be necessary io

Thls Oe dispersiontainppreshors ee mce 4 n ps derudo h dump the beams under clean conditions so that the
cell. Oe hlf-ellconain a horene manetin rde so superconducting elements are not deteriorated. Also, a
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I~h %W1 pls4Wbumm a iutiurig so uan uurower cables (- 13 mm) amade of
hsd~.inwa minu wrpc Iý~ of the su vesy shniwlo tho she need for do SSC. In mob a&mbomb indb" win momisoap valms. m ad-mih -bsdi em -

TAs rN01 = NOW Meainly 000" of POWOUr as for the 50mm apetue, the m-uroaao S o lem
Meem obb of Wlecting do baium he apst dernamse cmdft*abl d do Aed is seduced by - 5%.

Chiob hef ID dedic"Oted a 1h Rb blocks. The two At CERN new models we being built lo optumism doe

doe bomm Omp klch will be himd. The Wetie quadrupole has beoo designed by CRA-
lb bans dm m be able lo dumob the 530 M of Soclay and two fuil-sele mam are being bouil The Ima

Wh bam. A ceuwa cone of raphise a, -- ed by ane is bein lewd at cryagenic tp e at
alaminim Md *Wllde by mod"simeIe blocks is Prlostype of vmu v cm, recx- have also bee built

$?goNilad -m of them mdsifcWil -on first tams

4. MAGN WI'

lbOW d.m Ie of theR&D progmmeobaimed ddt

A 10m-loo Wn tw d % lminwhich two setof MA-Bx.Io5
col us Incorporated int an LHC two-aperture 8 ma a__10.5_T

.1 ý --a asNoedatCEA4 @61my both at4.5 K ad a M______
at 1.iL Sm -

As 4.5 K it behaved exactlya good HERA single 0
1111OIS while at 1.9 K it reahe the short sumple3M
AislofS3Tin fv*qmmche. u

-A low I u-long models ofall! croessection reached *A I j I ? 12 2 '
the* short-sampl field of - 8 T in two to three, ausmicsmi
"qemches m4.2 K; they almo, reache the shrt-suqipe 5WW 7
fide hf9.8 oo 10OT but Our & log training abov.,e 9 T. "o"CC=CERN LHC
The pmt =*byftatheW nches we Woet inmthe MAGNET MODEL

-' eOnds- I. puticui onl theequemehes co in the
central ps efr e the shu - -L- fied is touched. A M&g 6 Trunumg cumv of magnet modei
SW*l ps~mge built by UKE - Japen, with

Maruscables, c0-aims mad stee snuwcamouhe bais S. CRYOGENICS
of their own meiaav y imibe rmof [4].
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Status of the SSC

Richard J. Briggs
SuprcoducingSuper Collid.r LabWorty*

0Deckeymeade Ave., Dallas, TX 75237

Abstract by comparison with current practice. The transverse emittance
The Superconducting Super Collider (SSC) is a proton- represents a significant advance over currently achieved

protol dinc beam accelratr ch. when ompleted, will peormance. The very Im p number of bunches, and the
provide collision energie of 40 TeV in the center-of-tem a stored energy in the beams, is a major step beyond current
a lun iity of 1033/ACm/ec,-. This paper will desribe d experience (in beam stored energy, by about two orders of

status of the design and conui of the prject magnitude). The large size of the ring also leads to low
revolution frequenies, and very low frequency (< I kHz)

L INTRODUCTION resonances with the betatron motion.

The basic concept for th sup odu Super collider Table I
goes back over ten years, to the DPF summer study of 1982. SSC Colliding Beam Parameters
Based on technical successes in high field superconducting protons per rf bua 0.75 z 1,10
nmipe developments far the Tevatron, a 40 TeV center-of- B s rate M
mass proton-proton coilider was proposed as the next major
step in the high energy physics (HEP) program. In 1983 mldttance (Rms) Is mm-mrad
HEPAP recommended that the SSC be built as the highest em radus a -aeal - (EMs) s mmetr
priority in the USA HEP program.

In the following years, detailed conceptual designs (S*-.SM)
established the basic feasibility of the approach, leading to a Averee number or events per buaeb crossi•g 1.5
presidential decision to proceed with the project. A site in
Texas new Waxabachie was selected from over 43 proposals in Beal-boea tuae saf (toa) .007
25 states. In 1919, a contrai was signed with Universities ead-on -.4
iesearch Association to build and operate the SSC, marking long range -. 4

the formal beginning of this ambitious construction project. Rig cIrcumference 37.12 KM
Over the past four years, enormous progress has been made

in the construction of the SSC. and in the establishment of a otaion "reqem 3.44 kHz
new scientific laboratory on a "green field" site. At the Total number of bunches 17,424
present time, the staff working in Texas exceeds 2000 people,
and civil construction activities, including the completion of Totalp e energld Ing 418 megajoules
over five miles of tunnel for the collider, are well underway. Cycle time 24 hours

In this paper, we present a brief overview of the current
status of the accelerator design, development, and construction Synchrotron radiation power/ring 5.75 kilowatts

activities. A recent SSC publication can be consulted for
additional details, including the status of the overall SSCrprogrmn [1]. An important influence on this choice of parameters is the

desire for a limited number of proton-proton collisions for
H. BASIC PARAMETERS AND each beam pulse crossing (average of about 1.5 at the design

THE SSC COMPLEX luminosity). This parameter and the bunch rate of 60 MHz
strongly influence the design of the experimental detectors.

The requirements established at the outset of the SSC At a particle energy of 20 TeV, the synchrotron radiation is
project call for becoming an important factor in the collider design. The

0 20 TeV on 20 TeV proton-proton collisions synchrotron radiation heat load of about 18 kW is about half
0 a luminosity of 1033 cm"2 sec"1 at two or more of the total 4.2-K cryogenic load. In addition,the irradiation of

interaction regions the vacuum wall by the energetic photons (Ecrit = 288 eV)
0 four interaction regions provided for experiments will cause gas desorption, as in high energy electron rings.

(initially), and The 4.2-K beam tube may not provide adequate pumping
0 a design reference mission of 4500 hours/year, capacity for hydrogen; an R&D program is underway to

"The baseline parameters of the colliding beams that meet evaluate the desorption phenomenology and to investigate
these objectives are those given in Table 1. The individual approaches for its mitigation.
bunch intensities and beam-beam tune shifts are conservative nThe choice of a peak bending magnet field of about 6.6 T

in the collider dipole magnets lead to a ring circumference of
87 km. A schematic of the collider is shown in Figure 1. On

*Operated by the Universities Research Association, Inc., the west side, the injector complex is located on about 10,000
for the U.S. Department of Energy under Contract No. acres of land. Two interaction regions are also located on the
DE-AC35-89ER40486. west side. The large general purpose detectors will be located
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as 00 met aiim of do rim& to Oka advantag of the more JJJ SUpERCONDUCTING MAGNET AND THE
h~s~blspalaI c~dha..in thAt Was

lbs"- s w fth ao aitasi ACCELERATOR SYSTEM STRING TEST
mnatr Sim in Table 2. Theu two collider rnags and the The superconducting magnets represent the met costly

Miol 1 I* use aupu 4P k~in Sugust. singl element in the SSC project. and it is also a relatively
new technology compaWe to the other technical systems. A

I W ho wenomajor R&D program was established at MNAL, BML, and
LBL to develop SSC supercoducang magnets following the
.193 decision by HEPAP. When fth SSC Laboratory was
"pmahlidied in 1989, a major effort was undertaken toacir
the capability on site (in people and facilities) to cotnethis
R&D effort, and to creame the industrial capability to do high

haftraw production of the magnets.
NIM MU Ma o E"In January 1990, the SSC Laboratory decided to increase

4W~fthe aperture of the collider dipole magnets from 40min to
I Pfol WN be50 nu to meet the dynamic aperture requirements during the
CONIM XWinjection phase. This change required significant changes in

the collider dipole development plan. At this time the
2 rwabolMohmLaboratory committed to a system demonstration of one

2 pndwnchk' collider half-cell (the Accelerator System String Test) using
omos *mi in n IXanemled magnets, to be completed by

WaGNONOctober 1992. The half-cell consists of five dipole magnets,
3 Tmbonone quadrupole magnet, a spool piece, and prototypical quench
momt~ah"protection and sensor data acquisition systems.by W co"The development of dipole magnets for this demonstration

sm Wowswas carried out by MNAL and BNL, in collaboration with the
SSC Laboratory. Owce the industrial contracts were in place,
General Dynamics sent a team to FNAL, and Westinghouse

840 issumsent a tem to BNL. to build the dipole magnets, for the test.
These magnets all demonstrated excellent performance, and theFigre . he vealllaoutoftheSS wih he njctor system test was successfully completed in August 1992, sixwest complex located on the left and the east complex on the. wek sadm ofsheuelight of the diagram.L

Table 2.
Injectoll~ollider Parameters

_________ LinmK LEB MMU UED Collider
1intiýnrg '0.6 GeV 11.1 GeV IW0200 GeV 2 TeV 20OTeV

Cmircumfrnce (kin) (110 in long) 0.57 3.96 10.80 87.12

Cycle tine 0.1 sec 0.1 sec 8 sec 2x4.3 min -24 hours

Proton/ cycle ________ 1012 8XI012  2410 12  1.3XIO14

Protons/ bunch -1010 1010 1010 0.75410 10

Normalized rms emlttance <0.4 0.6 0.7 0.81
!(x mm mrad)______ ______ ______ ______
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Tesa of individual dipole magnets were run at temperatures The next acceleration stage is the Drift Tube Linac, which
below 4.2K, to explore the mechanical limits of these will accelerate the beam to 70 MeV. The first DTL tanks
magnets. At a temperature of I.gK, the quench current should be delivered around January 1994. The DTL consists
increased to almost 10 kA. as expected if it followed the of four tanks (supplied by Accelerator Systems Technology,
thmeetical short samnple limit. This corresponds to a magnetic Inc.) each powered by a 4 MW klystron (from Thompson
field of about 9.5 T, lowered somewhat from the I T/kA CSF). The Coupled Cavity Linac tanks are being
scaling because of iron saturation at these higher fields. manufactured by IHEP, Beijing. Commissioning of the first

At this point, over 20 full-length 50-mm prototype CCL module is scheduled for October 1994, and the Linac
collider dipole magnets have been tested. About 25 of the commissioning is currently expected to be completed by April
earlier 40 mm versions were also constructed and tested. 1995.
Magnetic multipoles of the 50 mm dipoles ae well within the The LEB magnets (resistive) are part of a collaboration
range required by the collider. With this highly successful with BINP in Novosibirsk. Delivery of the first production
prototype development work completed, the superconducting magnet is scheduled for October 1993. BINP is also
magnet program is now beginning the transition to industrial collaborating on the correction magnets, the energy storage
production capability, aimed at high rate production (10 inductors, and the RF system. Two tuner designs are currently
magnets/day). General Dynamics, the collider dipole magnet being tested, since this element is one of the higher risk items
"lead" contractor for development, is well advanced in the in the LEB.
construction of their production plant in Hammond, The MEB is a large, normal conducting synchrotron
Louisiana. A full length prototype magnet should be similar to those at Fermilab and CERN. A model dipole
available for testing in a few months. Westinghouse, the magnet has been built by FNAL, and is currently beginning
"follower' for the collider dipole and principal contractor for the testing phase. An agreement has been reached with
HEB dipoles, is constructing a plant in Round Rock, Texas. Moscow Radio Technical Institute to provide the dipole and
Babcock and Wilcox, contractor for the collider quadrupole quadrupole magnets, following a successful prototype
magnets, is outfitting their facility in Lynchburg, Virginia. demonstration phase.

One issue remaining in the superc, nducting magnet The HEB is a superconducting synchroton, using
program is the observation of relativeiy large ramp rate superconducting magnets similar to those used in the collider.
dependencies of the quench current in some recent prototypes. The novel feature of the HEB is its bipolar operation, required
This is not expected to be an issue for the collider, which to inject oppositely-directed proton beams in the two collider
ramps at about 4 A/sec, but it is a potential problem for the rings. Bipolar tests of magnets at FNAL and KEK have not
high energy booster magnets which ramps at about 60 A/sec. indicated any difficulties. The main issue in the HEB is the
A program to resolve this issue is underway, as a collaborative ramp rate dependence of the dipole magnet quench current
effort involving Westinghouse and the SSC Laboratory, with mentioned in the previous section.
cooperation from BNL and FNAL. Significant advances have been made in a number of areas

in the collider design and development activities, besides the
IV. STATUS OF THE INJECTOR superconducting magnets. The Utility Regions include

AND COLLIDER components such as injection magnets, beam abort systems,
and RF systems. These components are currently undergoing

The basic parameters %. fthe machines are given in Table 2. detailed design. The Interaction Region optics has received
A description of these machines and their design features can extensive review, and detailed design of the numerous specialty
be found in a recent conference paper [2] and in the SSC magnets required for this region is underway.
Annual Report [1]. In this summary, only a few highlights of As mentioned in Section 2, the gas desorption from
recent accomplishments will be given, synchrotron radiation in the collider arcs is an outstanding

To achieve the emittance goal of the SSC, we must start issue. An extensive R&D program is underway to evaluate
with a very high brightness beam out of the ion source and the impact of this phenomenon on collider operation, and to
through the Linac. The design goal for the Linac emittance is study various approaches for mitigating its effects [4]. Studies
several times smaller than that achieved at FNAL, BNL, or of gas desorption in cold tubes have been carried out at BINP.
LAMPE. An additional challenge is the very high level of The most recent data indicates strong reductions in the
reliability required to meet the overall availability goals for the desorption rate at lower temperatures, in disagreement with
SSC. SSC-CDG experiments in the late 1980's. Mitigation effects

An RF-driven negative ion volume source built by LBL include optimizing the copper plating process, coating the
for the SSC has operated at normalized transverse emittances tube with thin layers of gold, and using cryosorbent materials
less than 0.12x mnm mrad (RMS) at 30 ma. A dual Einzel to increase the local pumping capacity.
lens is used for the low energy beam transport (LEBT) section,
to match into the RFQ. This lens has introduced aberrations V. CIVIL CONSTRUCTION
that limit the transport through the RFQ to about 18 mA (in The first major civil construction on the permanent
agreement with particle simulation). The RFQ section was "campus" site is at the N- 15 area, on the northern edge of the
built by Los Alamos National Laboratory, and it has recently west campus. The Magnct Development Laboratory (MDL),
been operated, accelerating the H" beam to about 2.5 MeV. an 82,000 square foot building, is currently being used to
Very recent measurements of the emittance out of the RFQ fabricate prototype superconducting magnets. It will be used
indicate an emittance around 0.25n mm mrad at 18 mA, very in the future to make the small quantities of specialty magnets
close to the design goal [3]. used in the cluster regions of the collider. Adjacent to MDL
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ar buildings which house the cryogenic facilities for the N-15 VII. ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
section of the collider, and the Accelerator System Sutmr Test.
Another nearby building, the Magnet Test Laboratory (MTL), loThis paper is a report on the work of several national
is complete and equipment is currently being installed. It will aboratories, including SSC, and a large number of industrial
have ten test stands for cold testing of full length magnets, and contractors. The author hopes that their collective
it also contains a three magnet test string. Cable winding accomplishments are accurately portrayed in this brief report.
equipment and numerous short magnet test areas and are also VI1I. REFERENCES
provided in the MTh.

The first vertical shaft down to the collider tunnel was [1] Superconducting Super Collider - Laboratory Status
excavated at N-15 (about 250 ft.). This oval shaped shaft, Repor-1992 March 1993).
30 ft. by 60 ft., provided access for the first tunnel boring
machine. In the future, this shaft will be used for the delivery [2] G. Dugan, "Status of the SSC," XVth International
of magnets and other components to the tunnel. Four other Conference on High Energy Accelerators (Hamburg,
shafts of this size will be spaced around the collider ring. Germany July 1992).

Several other shafts in the northern half of the ring have K. Saadatmand, "Performance of the SSC Volume H
been completed, and four tunnel boring machines are in S3] K. adt ,"erformand of te (S a 1993,
operation. At the present time, over five miles of tunnel has Source, Preaccelerator, and RFQ System" (May 1993,
been excavated, about 10% of the collider ring. The this conference).
construction crews have broken a number of world records for [4] W. Turner, "Dynamic Vacuum in the Beam Tube of the
the tunneling "rate of advance" for four to five meter class hard SSC Laboratory Collider: Cold Beam Tube and Liner
rock tunnel boring machines (best day, best week, and best Options" (May 1993, this conference).
month). The aggregate tunneling progress has been close to
one mile per week from all four machines.

The construction of the tunnels and buildings for the first
machines in the booster chain is also well underway.
Beneficial occupancy of the Linac tunnel is imminent, and
installation of equipment will begin this summer. The LEB
tunnel excavation is complete, and the LEB-MEB transfer line
tunnel has been constructed. Beneficial occupancy of the LEB
tunnel is scheduled for January 1994. Bids have been received
on the MEB tunnel, and an award is expected soon.

VI. CONCLUSIONS
The SSC construction is underway. There has been

excellent progress in the superconducting magnet program,
now undergoing a transition to industrial production, and in
the civil construction (tunneling at the mtte of about one mile
per week). Since these activities are the critical path for
completion of the project, the technical progress still supports
a date of October 1999 for first beam to experiments. The
required funding levels in the past two years, and the current
guidelints from the Administration for the next four years, do
not support this schedule. The project is currently in the
process of replanning its activities, in accord with current
budget guidance. It is expected that the schedule will slip by
2-3 years relative to the original baseline.
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Design for Low Beam Loss in Accelerators for Intense Neutron Source Applications

Robert A. Jameson
Accelerator Technology Division

Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM 87545

Abstract
Control of beam loss in intense ion inacs involves keeping application avoids abrupt tsitions such as those that cause

beam spill below parts in 105-10 8 /m by preven total "hoti s3 at LAMPF and achieves L M s apertFire fators fsm

beam size from extending to the limiting aMertures. Starting 2-3 times larger than the LAMPF design. New designs,

from good rms design practices, new analysis of the machine including an anticipated error budget, am checked by simu-

architecture is described in terms of space-charge effects on lation with up to a few hundred thousand particles, and are

the machine tune, free-energy constraint, and halo-producing judged satisfactory if no particles are observed to hit the bore.

mechanisms. It is shown that halos ame produced by the ime- The simulations do show growth of the total beam size.

(or position-) varying nature of common linac aspects (such as The intent of this paper is to discuss aspects of total beam size,

misalignment, mismatching, acceleration, and construction the control of which is the true goal of loss minimization.

techniques) through collective core/single-particle interaction IL ARCHITCTURE OF PRESENT DESIGNS
dynamics plus resonances.

Two dominant features characterize the essentials of a
I. INTRODUCTION typical RFQ accelerating section, a DTL, or a long coupled-

High-intensity neutron sources can provide solutions to cavity high-beta ion linac (CCL). Typically the accelerating

society's requirements for defense and commercial radioactive gradient is held constant, because of rf power cost or sparking

actinide and fission-product waste disposal and generation of constraints. This results in rather small longitudinal focusing

electric power without a long-term waste stream [1-2], a that decreases with energy, so the longitudinal zero-curent

pulsed neutron research facility [3], production of tritium and phase advance per period decreases. The longitudinal tune

other special materials [4], conversion of plutonium, and die depression from the beam space-charge then stays about

development of advanced materials [5]. These neutron constant with energy, typically -0.4, a value at which the

sources are driven by large linear accelerators, with 30-300 space-charge and emittance have approximately equal effect.
mA proton current at energies of 1-2 GeV mn 10-100% duty There is phase damping with acceleration and the beam rms
factors for the applications in [1-4], and modules of up to 250 phase width shrinks, resulting in a larger rms longitudinal
mA cw deuteron current at 40 MeV for the materials aperture factor [6].
development prgram. Strong transverse focusing is relatively easy to obtain.

These accelerators would have up to a few hundred With constant transverse focusing per unit length, the external
megawatts of beam power, a large factor above the -1 MW focusing effect increases with energy as the space-charge
capability presently available at LAMPF. However, the fomes weaken. The rmis beam size shrinks, increasing the rms
power extrapolation is not fundamentally difficult; a factor of transverse aperture factor. The transverse tune depression,
-64 would be realized if LAMPF ran cw and all the rf buckets which may be strong (-0.4) at low energy, rapidly weakens.
were filled. The major challenge is to keep residual activation In terms of the plasma period of the beam, the 1-2 GeV
of the linac by stray beam loss low enough that remote linac is long - of order 100 plasma periods.

maintenance is not required; Le., average losses The emittance and aperture factor behavior reflect the
shouldnotoexeedpesentLAMPFlevels, traslating toarule- architecture, as shown in Fig. I for a typical 140 mA, 20-1500

of-thumb of <1 nA/GeVim. Dealing with more particles MeV proton linac. In this typical simulation, the error-free
buch is the main challenge of the extrapolation. Most of Pe linac is smoothly varying and the input beam is aroposed configurations require within 2-3 times more mathematical, clean-edged distribution injected on-axis andparopolsped configurons within 2-3 mimes smenarioa4-5. rms-matched.
particles per bunch, with the maximum scenario at 4 The tune trajectories are plotted on Hofmann's beam
Acceleration of peak currents of these magnitudes ast bee instability chart [7], Fig. 2, to check whether the observed
achieved, but attainment of the required low loss must growth can be explained in this way. The longitudinal/trans-
demonstrwatd verse rms emittance ratio stays at -2. At 20 MeV, the

Typically, in real linacs and in multiparticle simulations of tectories are rati o the ath-2. mode thethem, a high-intensity beam will develop a diffuse outer trajectories are initially below the 4th-even mode thresholds
"halo" that can contain as much as a few percent of the beam and a rapid equilibration occurs in 1/4 plasma period (-1-2"current. If this halo extendasto the bore radius, particles e tanks). The trajectory is above the 3rd-odd thresholds, and the3rd-even is not excited because the transverse tune is not
be scraped off. There is presently no analytical guidance to under its threshold. So the lower-order Hofmann modes do
performance at such low levels, and the physics in the underlin thres g oth.
simulation tools is also not accurate enough. Present design not explain frowthrpractice [3-51 concentrates on controlling the transverse and It is clear from Fig. 2 that the transverse/longitudinal
longitudinal r- s beam sizes in ways that insure maximum energy balance (or partitioning) is not equal through most of"longitudinal fars bm safe stay-clear ratios of bore-to-mis the linac [8,91 and thus free energy is available that can be"aperture factors" (or atay-clet-tos-beam-nth converted via nonlinear processes to size/emittance growth. A
within various constraints. Reference design work for the new major phase of present research now in progress is to modifythe machine tune so that various degrees of equipartitioning
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can be studied. Because the architectue economics specified oo

the longitudinal tune, equipatitioning means a decrease in the
transverse focusing with energy. Growth in rmsbeam size Fig.2. CC 2une 5 tajectes oHofman aiustbilitychart.
(perhaps a factor of 3-4) will occur along the machine, but if Typical 140 mA, 20m 500 MeV CCL (black arrows), and
total beam size growth is reduced, an overall improvement e paitin tune (white mows).
may msult. This work requires a self-consistent simulation 11. PHYSICS OF HALO BEAMS
code [8,9], which is being updated. These future studies of
beam-involved machine tunes may result in a hybrid tune, Preventing halo formation a priori is the point-of-view of
with better energy balance at low energies where space-charge the research thrusts of this paper. We know that this means
is more dominant, and stronger focusing at higher energies. keeping nonlinearities small in both the external fields and in

A supercnucting (sc) linac could allow the accelerating the beam space-charge, keeping the beam well matched, well
gradient to increase with energy, allowing equipartdioning aligned, and energy balanced, as much as possible within the
with smaller transverse beam size. This may be a major many constraints. The latter make it hard; for example, strict
argument for sc linacs, along with larger aperture and shorter equipartitioning is difficult to achieve practically, especially
length from higher gradient. with the need to change accelerator structure and use a higher

Using the rms matching equations and the equipartitioning harmonic rf at higher energy. Thus we do have to search for
relationship, scaling and optimization equations for the the mechanisms causing halo formation and how they affect
aperture factors can be formulated [6]. Unfortunately, they allowable error budgets.
are highly coupled and nonlinear and thus are not solvable The lower-order Hofmann instability modes did not explain
except under special circumstances, such as constant the results in this case. Other analyses [10-12] have related
equipartitioning ratios. In that case, the aperture factors are nonlinear field energy and diffusion to asymptotic rms growth
always larger at lower frequency. In other cases, optimum (from errors of energy imbalance, misalignment, rms
frequencies are evidenced in numerical studies, and some very mismatch, and input distribution mismatch) in transport
strong relationships are indicated, such as that the maximum systems, but these are not easy to apply to an accelerator, and
aperture factor always occurs at an almost constant tune all of these methods deal in a macro-effect on the beam bunch
depression. Some aspects of these kernel relationships have that does not reveal what really happens to particles that may
been discovered, but their basic forms remain elusive, form a halo. It had long been observed that particles
Finding these kernels would help greatly in understanding the originally in a well-sheathed beam core could later appear in a
scaling and optimization of low beam-loss designs, so the halo, meaning that substantial energy had to be acquired by
search continues, that particle, but the mechanism was not known. There were
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may questions - we halos generated con uousiry will fluctuation. The accelerawo is -n essentially periodic system,
they re appea P-if scraped; why do diffren wair conditions so coan fluctuations that ane excited will owilame periodically,
prothuce difkenet hub ffects? mid when a single-particle tine moves Int resonance with the

Substantial new Insight has beiss obtained by loa*in at core oscillation, resonant intraction result in large orbits
detale slngleputlcle behavkioIn computeir experiments Thus can particles move from the cente of the core into the
[131. Tho key mechanism is very simple. and the outer halo. The resonances bond to self-limit as the particle

phnoenology is elucidated in the experiments described btoe chanes when its orbit changes. The core/single-patrticle
below. Development of the corresponding theory and interactions give a unifying insight into the. halo-farming
analytical relation to atetl beam sin and machine tOlerances is contributions of mismatching, misalignment, energy
now required. As indicatd schematically in Fig. 3, unbalance, alterating-gradient focusiing, constant-bet linac:

sections, bunching. acceleration and other causes of besn core
fluctuation Some of the featre of the mnechaniism ame bref ly
summarized in dhe following.

The time-varying dynamics were first understood by
Paricl inoweobserving the behavior of an initially round, continuous, zero-

eniittance, strongly mismatched. 3-a Gaiussian beani lauriched
Parw wit boo owmdoninto a linear continuous radial focusing channel. Fig. 4 shows

its evolution. (When xor ychange sigp,the sipnof ris
reversed, and r' adjusted. to aid the eye.) At w4wp = 0.375

CW9Me:1m."tdmty lulueonplasma periods, some particles are still at rest nar the origin.
Then the outer tail sweeps through the origin, causing a local
density anomaly there that repels neaby particles, and also
slows or speeds up particles in the tail. This can be observed
at z/wp - 0.5 and subsequently. Repeated interactions of this

Fig. 3. Schemnatic of collective core/single-particle, halo- type result in folding of segments into a beam core
producing mechanism. (zdvwp3.875), from which new tail segments begin to emerge.

By rlWp - 9.750, the new tail extends almost as far as the
the collective interaction of single paricles with the beam original tail. The result of an abrpt scraping of the halo at
core. when a density change in the core or a relative motion z/'wp =50 can now be easily anticipated by considering the
betwee the particle and the core occurs within an apprapruate mechanism as described above - a strong central density
time, is a major halo-producing mechanism. Larg energy Oscillai~on is still present so halo continues to form.
transfers can occur in a single interaction; e~g., a particle with Fig. 5 shows the central density fluctuation induced by
initial We=aro motion can be slowed, stoppd, reversed, or be launching a warm (initial tune depression -0.4) mismatched
accelerated by a -slingshot" effect sanalgous to a spacecraft Gaussian beam, and the if' radius of the six particles (from a
passing a body in space A particle initially at rast inside the Set of 10K) that had the largest ff' radii at z/fwp - 10. The
core can receive a strong push from a nearby density sharp dip in rr' indicates a passage through the core, and it

0.000 zhwP 0.375 ztwp 0.500 z/wp 3.875 z"w

1 . ~ ~a 23, O --

--- 9-.-55 z/Wp

I. L- .L I"LI "L

R VOP i VSW 9 S 4

F ig i .4.Iiily14eitne nsnthdba nrda canl apda w 0
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charge). The beam radius and focusing stength ae chosen.re nodiAf ounemoel d __ ; t giving dhe tume depression. In r-r' phase space. dhe-- distribution has a quurish shape dit hampens with more Ome
depression (Fig. 6A) An initial distribution with tune shift
a/to = 0.4 was scraped with an elliptical rr' filter after 5

4 plasma periods (Fig. 6.b.). This excited a central density
oscillation, and the maximum beam radius grew back larger

3 than the initial value (Fig. 6.c.). As expected, the largest
3 radius particles were driven as described above.

The stationary loo = 0.A distribution was given an initial
2 mismatch of 1.5 in radius. After 20 plasma periods, rmis

emittance had grown only 2-3%, the maximum nms radius
I remained uchanged, but the maximum radius grew by a

1 e.factor of -2.4 (times the matched radius - includes all the
0 -a h mismatch) via a strong resonant interaction on the rising side

of the central density during the period from 8-14 z/wp.
0 2 4 z/wp 6 8 10 With an initial 50% beam radius misalignment (in x) of the

0/c7o = 0.4 Hamiltonian distribution, the rms emittance
Fig. 5. Warm mismatched beam in radial channeL oscillated to a peak of -15% growth, damping to 34% at 10

z/wp. The maximum radius grew about 5% beyond the shift
will be noted that the peak in rr' following each of these introduced by the misalignment. Only a small oscillation was
interactions with the core is larger (if the interaction occured excited in the central density over this distance. There was
when the central density was rising), or smaller (if the central about 20% damping of the x-centroid oscillation, with growth
density was falling). There is a resonant buildup during the in the y-centroid motion. The reason for the small total
first 5 interactions, with a change in single-particle tune that growth is that there is no resonant effect because of the wide
causes a slip to the falling density phase, resulting in loss of separation between the particle tunes (near 0.4) and the
energy and change of tune back into resonant growth again at undepressed betatron motion of the beam centroid. We would
the end. then expect more disturbance to a beam with less tune

Stationary distributions can be formed [14] for the time- depression, and this was indeed the case. A 50% x-
independent continuous radial focusing system using misalignment of a a/o -a 0.83 distribution resulted in 12%
functions of the single-particle Hamiltonian (including space- rms emittance growth over the first 6 zdwp. The maximum

beam radius grew 20% beyond the misalignment shift (or to
1.8 times, including the misalignment, the radius of the on-

i axis beam). The x-centroid oscillation (Fig. 7) damped about
.. , a factor of 10, with excitation of a central density oscillation

during the strongest part of the centroid oscillation damping,
that then continued at roughly constant amplitude and a
frequency slightly higher than that of the decaying centroid
oscillation. Fig. 7 also shows the rr' radius of the particle that
was largest at z/wp = 10, achieved by resonating with the co
position-oscillation on the rising edge of abs(xnea) during

., .... the first 6 z/wp. From 6-15 z/wp, the particle's rr' radius
. .. .W. ... decreas as it interacts with the admixture of centroid and

5.21 1 1 1 1 1 9 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 central density oscillations. From 15-20 z/wp, the centroid
oscillation is small and the particle moves out again in

5.1 . ......... resonance with the rising edge of the central density
oscillation. This evidence that misalignment effects ae worse

5 .- for a beam with small tune depression is another reason to
explore the equipartitioned tune of Fig. 2.

4.9 Energy equilibration via equ was demonstrated. -by injecting an unbalanced beam using the xx' distribution

S4.8 a froma/o = 0.1, and yy' from aaoo = 0.83 distribution. In

4.7 10 rwp, the rms emittance growth was damping out at -7-8%,
but the maximum radius growth was about 25% and still

4.6 ................... growing almost linearly. A strong central density oscillation

I 1was excited, with an increase in maximum radius on every rise4.5 ' ' ' in central density.

0 5 10 z/wp 15 20 The 60-cell bunching section of a high-current R-Q was

Fig. 6. (a.) Hamiltonian o/o = 0.4 initial distribution. also studied [13]. In this section, the beam is at injection
(b.) Scraped at ztwp = 5. (c) regrowth of maximum radius. energy and encounters a steadily rising bunching voltage. The

forming bunch makes a time-dependent density distribution.
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A hbw (order 0.2%) particles were awomaiouudy repelled strongly correlated with very close encounters with the
lamthatne.y ftr from die bunch pont in some cuas in§o the transverse xx'yy'aoigin.
twi bucine It w. fond dthe these cuzwdlnury orht war*

2.5 - x-memn)/2.
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Transmutation of Waste (ATW) - A New Method for Reducing
Better knowledge of how halos are actually formed gives the Long-Term Radioactivity of Commercial Nuclear Waste"

specific rationale for modeling descriptions of total beam LA-UR-93-732, Los Alamos Nati. Lab., sub. for publ. t
behavior, development of space-charge tun architecture, and Physics World, BristoL England.
scaling/optimization procedures. In future work, it is of [3] A. Jasmn et. aW.. "Las Alamos Design Study for a High Power
interest to explore fth features (e.g.. the relative growth of Spuilation Neutron Source Driver, these proceedings.
core vs. halo. limiting behavior, addition of multiple egmcn) of [4] "Accelerator Production of Tritium". JASON Report JSR-92.
each type of perturbation, plus others such as altentn 310, The Mitre Corporation McLean VA (199).

()R.A. Jameson. "Accelerator-Driven Neutron Sources forgradient focusing, constant-beta =ton of acclerto Materials Research" NIM in Phys. Resv. B56/57 (1991) 982.
and graded-beta acceleration - all sources of tied1 edn 986.
behavior. There are many practical aspects, e~g., tune strategy [61 RLA. Jamesn. -On Scaling & Optimizaion of High Intensity.
regarding misalignment, determination of adequate aperture Low-Bean-Loss RF Linacs for Neutron Source Drivers", LA-
factors, and error tolerances, that need to be worked out. P. UR-92-2474, Los Alamos Nat). Lab., Proc. 3rd Worsho on
Channell has begun theoretical modeling of the coresingle- Adv. Accl. Concepts, 14-20 June 1992, Port Jefferson, Long
particle interactions, and R. Gluckstemn has sketched a model Island, NY, American Institute of Physics.
for the resonance crossing with self-limiting behavior. We [M L Hofmaunn I. Bozsik., "Computer Simulation of Longtudinal-
must tie these together. describe th ta pra of beam Transverse Space Charge Effects in Bunched Beams". 1981
unider various conditions, and relate th ume qxa t h Linac Conf., LA-9234-C, Los Alamos. Nail. Lab p. W116-119.

[8 .A. Jameson. "Beam Intensity Limitations in Linearvarious resonances and number of particles that will be Accelerators", IEEE Trans. Nuci. Sci., Vol. NS-28. No. 3. June
excited. We hope to use this new insight into the actual halo 1981, pp. 2408-2412.
growth mecbuumsm to accomplish macro-modeling of the toWa [9] RL.A Jamieson, -Equipartitioning in Linear Accelerators". 198)
beam Size Linar Conf., LA-9234-C, Los Alamos, Nail. Lab., pp. 125-129.
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IS THERE A FUTURE FOR
HIGH ENERGY ACCELERATORS?

M. Tigner,
Floyd R. Newman Laboratory of Nuclear Studies,

Cornell University, Ithaca, NY 14&53-5001

Abstract

The question (f continuing viability of high energy accel- 29 0760692-oo3
erators as instruments of fundamental physics is discussed. I0 ,
It is aeon that the next decade in elementary CM energies \ P/W , *
beyond SSC may be achievable with accelerators that can % #
be imagined now. Beyond that there is room for doubt
that accelerators will be the instrument of choice. History 1
teaches that there is a good likelihood that our perspec- %
tive on the matter will be much different when we see the T
results from the few TeV region of elementary collision en- % Z
ergies.

"Eh
I. IMPERATIVES

The frontier of elementary particle physics has always been + P
defined by the smallest distance scale achievable in the lab- 2
oratory, i.e., the highest achievable ollision energies. This 1)-35 -inverse relationship between spatial resolution and momen- 0

turn implies that the cross sections of interest will descend Electron- positron
as the inverse square of the achievable CM collision ener- (Cross section)
jies. Known and projected cross sections for our current %
and near future parameter space are shown in Figure 1. -37

It e GOALS

In the "nesw term* we need to find and explore the t, 09
the Higg mechanism, the gauge structure of the Stan- ,0
dard Model and what ever else might crop up in the range 1 O2 le3 l4
between 100W of GeV and a few TeV. The vehicles will Ect0GOV0
be SSC/LHC and perhaps a 1/2 TeV or more electron
positron linear collider (LC). These we will consider here
to be more or les in hand.

In the "mid term" we have the energy decade beyond Figure 1: The elementary cross section as a function of
that, say a few hundred TeV for pp and 10 Tev for electron collision energy
positron collisions. Perhaps we'll be deep into supersym-
metry and the final expose of the Sv or seeing the first
manifestations of strings or more likely something that we
haven't imagined yet.

"T1hb wauk wa =Wwnd in pwr by tdw NSF.

0-7803-1203I33.00 @ 1993 EM 3931



While our imegnations ae not really capable of deal- V. FURTHER ACCELERATOR
ing with the *r term" at all we do have the notion that CONSTRAINTS FOR e+e
something uaniaftlg the unificatio of all the known in-
teractiens may coma to psm at the 10" GeV level, the While this situation is a bit more complex in detail for
Plauck scale. e+e- we can begin with similar considerations. The first

We have to ask, ae these energies and the luminoitie basic phenomenon to be considered is beamstrahlung the
implied even thinkable today? For the regions just beyond radiation of colliding particles in the collective field of the
SSC there is already a body of literature which grapples oncoming bunch. This process is characterised by an =m
with sone of the important isseas[1, 2, 3, 4]. In trying fractional energy lows
to se even further beyond we need to study some basic
constraints on accelerators that play together with the im- (-/E 0.22N 2 -7 f 2 )2
peratives of energy and luminosity. 6 =011, (5)

For physics utility this energy spread must be kept more
III. FURTHER ACCELERATOR or less constant at the few % level. The specific luminosity

is thus limited. (A similar phenomenon occurs in pp col-
CONSTRAINTS lisions but only at energies well beyond those considered

above.)
Important but not to be considered here are continuing For single pass linear colliders such as are now being
world interest in elementary particle physics, world econ- considered
omy, other human factors and accelerator and detector
technology. Here we will focus narrowly on energy(power) Pdi- PB(e.)- (6)
requirements. While the details are different for PP and Po, b reatns (a)
•+e- collisions the overall conclusions ae similar. Also, as is well known, basic relations lead to

In the case of pp we note that a certain amount of energy pa . 6112
is dissipated through lost particles at the IP. This is basic f o P / " (7)
and is characterised by the total inelastic cross section. 'f,,n
(For purposes of illustration we shall assume for a moment (Ideal focusing is assumed, i.e., no Oide limit). Remem-
that the wall plug to beam power efficiency of the machine bering that luminosity must rise with energy squared
is 100%.) The minimum power spent ,or dissipated, is ll= re•J,•b'/2.()

P ,,. = Nj,. X m; ( ~ lkW atSSC) , t Pl) 8 9 n (8)
Again the cube of energy appears in a difficult place.

Putting that together with

k t = £'.d (2) VI. CONSEQUENCES FOR e+e-

and the fact that luminosity must scale as energy squared Before converting into a scaling formula for max. energy
we find immediately that the dissipated power is roughly in terms of available power we should take account of ac-
proportional to the cube of the energy. If we assume that celerator efficiency
the luminosity is 103 in cgs units at 40 TeV in the CM
and use the high energy limit of the Particle Data Book PB = 1lCbem. • (9)
formula for the inelastic cross section we get a formula for If we take for our luminosity calibration point a figure
the dissipated power as a function of energy of 1034 cgs at 1 TeV CM and use beam power from the

highest specific luminosity version of LC(1/2 TeV), [ 0(1
Pdis (WI •- 3.5 x 10- 5E.3 In2 [5 x 10oEr2-] ; Ecr [TeV]. MW)], together with the efficiency from the highest effi-

(3) ciency version (0.2) we can get and use a scaling formula
for E as a function of ac power

IV. CONSEQUENCES FOR PP

If for the moment we assume that we need, for economic E (TeV] -I.•)(E) u/ 6(E) 1

reasons, to limit the disipated power to 0(1GW) then we 1 7T RD (1)
can solve our equation for center of mass energy to find (i0)Assuming that, for fixed energy spread, that in the fu-

E..- 0 (4000V) or 100 x SSC/LHC, (4) ture we can get 10 fold improvement in emittance and 2
fold improvement in efficiency and that again we are lim-

an interesting technical challenge for both detector and ited to about 1 GW in ac power, we find the maximum
accelerator but far short of the Planck scale. allowed energy of about 5 TeV.
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In that We" beyond you might imagine that, since en- current understandings and can only be used as a hint in
ergy spread due to bea--trabung is mall that we might which direction we should try to progres. It does seem
recover beam energy with some efficiency, [Witi which is de- from the above considerations that one strong emphasis
fined to include energy lost to beanmstrahlung. Our formula needs to be energy consumption per important discovery.
is them modified in a transparent way to Perhaps we could help ourselves focus on energy or inte-

grated power, IP, by rating our designs with an integrated

E- = EnaoM-.(11) power factor, IPF, giving the energy needed to produce
Vl-ia one interesting event. One would use some standard el-

For a 90% recovery efficiency we get a CM energy of about ementary cross section like the annihilation cros section

11 Tev. into muon pairs at the CM energy of momentary interest.

These examples are beamstrahlung limited. Suppose For example, at 0.5 TeV our most optimistic "design' for

that we are able to apply some sort of beam neutralisa- scaling required about 5 MW at 104 mu pains per 107 a

tion using, for example, 4 beam (e+e-e+e-)[5J and thus year or 513 J per 104 events for an IPF of 5 GJ/event.

avoiding to a l eWe In dosing, let's borrow an analogy from Prof. Okun[7J.

the idivbeautrablung toliolarge degree. Werstill have He sees the progress of physics as the building of a cathe-teindividual particle collisions (Bethe-Heitler cross see- dral of physical understanding. Accelerator based scien-

tion) to make radiation which will be lost from the system.

The power dissipated at the assumed luminosity at 1 TeV tists are building up from the foundation and the cosmolo-

will be about 2kW. This leads to an ultimate limit of 85 gists and "theoretical' theorists are building from the top

TeV if we restrict ourselves to 1 GW dissipation. down. We can hope that they will actually be able to
Before leaving this subject one might note that the EM meet somewhere inbetween in a region accessible to ac-Befre eavng hissubectonemigt nte hattheEM celerators. In this way we might hope to complete the

process we're confronted with would be much eased if we

could collide muons. This has not been included because cathedral even though accelerators can only cary us part

the problem of production and damping seem too daut- way to the Planck scale.

ing the face of the need for energy squared scaling of the
luminosity. Perhaps the future will show this too dim a REFERENCES
view. Also there are proposals for photon colliders but
from the present perspective the energy requirements seem [1] M. Tigner. Hadron Colliders Beyond the SSC, 1989
even more restrictive than cases mentioned. Again, per- SLAC Summer Institute on Physics at the 100GeV
haps the future will find a way around this restriction. Mass Scale. Stanford Linear Accelerator Center 1989.

[2] W. Barletta and H. Leuts, editors. Supercolliders and
VII. FURTHER CONSIDERATIONS Superdetectors. Ettore Majorana Centre for Scientific

Culture, Erice, Sicily, 1993.
We have somewhat, but not completely, arbitrarily chosen
1 GW as our allowed power consumption limit. Noting [3] 1& Palmer. Prospects for High Energy e+e- Linear Col-
that liders. Annu. Rev. Nucl. Part. Sci. 1990.49: 529-92

,k C p113, [4] M. Tigner. Imperatives for Future High Energy Accel-
a (12) erators, 4th Workshop on Advanced Accelerator Con-

we see that a large change in allowed power would be cepts, 1992, to be published as an AIP Conference Pro-
needed for even a modest change in top energy. Never- ceeding.
theless, perhaps we're thinking too small. In the Amateur [5J. B. Autin and P. Chen. Instability of
Scientist column of the April 1989 Scientific American[6] Compensated Beam Beamn Collision, 1989 Lake Ar-
it is suggested, albeit tongue in cheek, that the power from rowhead Workshop on Advanced Accelerator Concepts.
the sun might be the appropriate limit for a Planck mass towh e Proceedings 1993.
accelerator at 1020 W. However using our third power scal- APS Conference Proceedings 1993.
ing law we'd need something like 10" W to have the scaled [6] A. Akihito. Scientific American, April 1989, p 112.
luminosity it appears we would need. Perhaps an inter-
galactic collaboration is needed to do the job. [7] L. Okun. Proceedings of the 1993 ICFA Seminar,

DESY 1993.

VIII. OUTLOOK (t] In the formulae I have followed the common notations
also used in refa. 1-4.

One should not take the details of such predictions too

seriously nor should one be overly discouraged by them.
After all our forbears have spent the last 50 years building
what was seen by the sages of each generation as %he last
machine'. Our visions are clouded by the limitations of
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IL LANNO* WI 4M SWITZ7E1AND 1 CYCLOTRON RD, MS 47-112
PHONE: 517-55.220 PHONEL 23764710 DERKUBEY, CA 94720

PHONB: 51.41.37
AWUIICDANMP DAIRD63MO

DM AIF CERN &A4IRZ NMACEL, IL
EAST PISIIKL PACELrfY CH14211 GENEVA, 23 MACE M BARBIER ff4C

RO712SWITrZERLAND 3M0 RAYJOHN LANE
MIOPUWEL8 JUNICTION NY 12S33.099 PHONE: 767-2594 HHRNDON, VA 23I
PHONB: 914392-m PHONE:- 703M&275

DA340MARRMA
ANCIOWWWLD. GANIL DAUIZIA, WILIJM L
UNIVUREFY OPPAVIA WSW02 LAWRENCII DERKEBY LABORATRY
DWTOP E1l~RONZ 1P-14021 CAEN, CEDEX I CYCLOTR.ON RD.
VIA ABEIATBORAS18030 FRANCE 50-49
12710 PAVIA, ]PHONE- 314%U-54- BERKELEY, CA 947=
rrALY PHONE* 510.4865408
PHONE: 39 -383451M m DAANDIN, VlADIAMI

vaNSTuIBFOR NUCLEAR RESARCH DARLOW, DAVID L
ATWOOR,¶IWOMUSD6 60l OCT ANNIVERSARY PROWUBCT LOS ALAMOS NATIONAL LAD
11301 CORP. 7A MSHIUUI ANL
901 PENNSYLVANIA NE MOSCOW, 117312 LOS ALAMOS, NM 87545
ALBUQUERQUEl, NM PUB RUSSIA PHONE- 505465-2913
PHONE: X556203

DAI11IZYGIEDPASCAL DARNARDJOHN 3.
AVUILI. WS=.J CEA-PIN LLNL
MI! BP12 P0 BOX 550
P0 Box 846 BRUYERES, LB CHATEL, 91630 L440
?EIDDLEION, MA 01969 FRANCE UVERMORE, CA 94M5
"10Om 617-465460 PHONE- 133-169-26606 PHOND: 510.423.0675

AIVAZIAN, UDINK DaLRUSAmIS ROBB m. SINES, MICHAEL, J.
ION REAM APPLICATION lB LOS ALAMOS NATIONAL LAB TRIUMP
1001 DEULIAN AVE LANL, MS D410 4M0 WESBROOK, MALL
TUJUNGA LOS AIAMOS. NM 8754 VANCOUVER BC V~r2A3
MS ANMES CA %W84 PHON: 505465493 CANADA

PHONE SIS-53. PHONE: 604-=21047

DAAEnhIAN, 3A. 141ST DANOV NICK
13KWM ROOM B20 BLDG 22 UCLA
4304 WESSROOMALL OAmuwEMDURO, Mw20 PO BOX 634
VANCODUVER BC VEf-WA PHONE:- 301-97-36 TOPANGRA, CA900
CANADA PHONE: 310-206-553

PHONE 6"0622-1047



SMI WA7= C. IKn3n, plrDmI V. BRAT, CHANDRA X.
LAWMRC BRKELEY LABORATORY CEBAP - NATLAC•TO, LAI.
1 CYCLOIMON MU MS 71-9 1000 JEFERSON AVI. MSI6A MS 33 PO BOX 0
BRIKELEY, CA 947m0 NEWPORT NEWS, VA 23606 BATAVIA, IL W10

Amn, DON t, J. scouf NA7ATRLOCAN 8
BROOKHAVEN NATIONAL LAB ELAC LANL/DOE
BUILDING 911A PO BOX 4349 MS H811 IAINL
UFIlON, NY 11973 STANPORD, CA 94309 LOS ALAMOS, NM 87545
PIOND 516-.30-W PHONE: 415.-92&4732 PHONE: 301-903.=8

NATCUMAO6 KMaNM BitlNZN, KlAUS IL DIACINI, MARIA DIRICA
BROOIKIAVEN NATIONAL LABORATORY IAWRENCE BERKELEY LABORATORY 9NFN
BRDO 725C I CYCLOCIRON RD CP13
NAIL SYNIHROTRON LiOHT SOURE SOA-3104 PRASCATI,
UPTON, NY 11973 BERKELEY, CA 94720 ITALY
PHONE: 516-8.46 PHONE 510.46.4178 PHONE: 396*403SW

DISUCKM BK ERNSTEIN, DORM L. IICXZY M&TIUW E.
RiOM STANFORD LIEAR ACCERATOR CRBAP
2-1 HIROSAWA P.O. BOX 4349 12000 JEFFEWS AVE
WAKO SEAC-BIN SO NEWPORT NEWS, VA 23M6
SArTAMA, M1501 STANFORD, CA 94309 PHONE: 04-2-7347
JAPAN PHONR: 415-9263197
PHONE: 814M46-21111 31341061 DLANK AL

BUROU% YU FEMIaLAB
DImDUuD4 SlCN MS 341, PO BOX 500
BRUKER B 1 BATAVIA, IL 6510
13 WIKNGERSTRBHf VEUREY-VOROIZE, 38113 PHONE: 70440-•
KARLSRUHE 21, 7500 FRANCE
GERMANY PHONE: 337-616-900 fuEl, OSErL
PHONE: 497-2154967173 WJ. SCHAFER ASSOQATE% INC

DE i KIRJ. 303 LINDBERGH AVYE
DGG% MICHA•L C. SSC, LIVERMORE, CA 94550
TBSIA ENGINEERING LTD. 2550 BECKLEYMEADE AVE PHONR: 510.4474-
WAT1R IAN MS 9000
SORRIENGTON, RH3O 3EA DALLAS, IX 75237 WIGHAKI C. 3RUCE
UNfXKINGDOM PHONE 214-708.-4231 AE
PHONE: 449417- l BOX52

DERZ, MAR= DEEP RIVER, ON fMl-I
DWI ,AN MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY CANADA
BROOKHAVEN NATIONAL LABORATORY DEPT OF PHYSICS PHONE: 613-54-g21
BLJO 725C E. LANSING, MI 48224
NAIL SYNCHRCTRON LIGHT SOURCE PHONE: 517-353• IN, JAMES H.
UPTON, NY 11973 LOS ALAMOS NATIONAL LABORATORY
PHONE- 516-28-143 BHAND4I, RAKESH L AT-I, MS -1817

SSCL LOS ALAMOS, NM 87545
tE NEC, JAY 2550 BECKLEYMEADE AVE PHONE: 05-67-6627

QEAF MS# 1043
1200 JEFFERSON AVE DALLAS, TX 7527
NEWPORT NEWS, VA 2306 PHONE: 214-708943=
PHlONE: 0640-7085



L~rumDmu ROOKHAVEN NATION(AL LAIL DINY
ORlRUNIVUNTY BUILDING 91131 NCYIKESTR 8

IDMI RD UPTON, NY 1193 20 HAMBURG, 52
rACA, NY 14513 PHoma 514.,2-7 GERMANY

PHNe: 603325410 PHONE 04049%=M5

UcA=D, RICHD BNL RETIRED OGT, V. DIXON
NAOHAV 2 1ONAL LAB 310W 106 sr PERMUAAB

N5L8% WO. 735 C NEW YORK, NY 10OU5 M 3A PO, BOX 500
W1O) NY 11973 PHONE: 212-866-577 BATAVIA, IL 6W10
PIHON: 516-2327m' PHONE: 708.840.4010

AIRC&M, CTIUDIA LOS AIAMOS NATIONAL LAIL BORK COURTIANDI L.
1MPN AT-.A MS H1ll ARGONNE NATIONAL LAB.
(I013 LOS ALAMOS, NM 8754 EIP-207
PRASCATO ROMA, 00044 PHONE: 505665-=607 9700 S. CASS AVE.
ITALY ARGONNE. IL 60439
PHONE: 39- -6140343 BIJ, KE A. PHONE: 708-252.4871

ROCKWELL
BIIOQI(O)JOWH -J. Po BOX 263 ORDOILEV, MORDCI
mw WELLSVILLE, U)T 84339 BROOKHAVEN NATIONAL LAB

I200JE•I•ERSON AVE PHONE: 801-717740 BLDG 7253
NEWPORT NEWS, VA 23606 UPTON, NY 11973
PHONE: 804.249-7n1 -LURM, HANS P. PHONE: 516.&2-4768

LU-CAMD
0ANGELO 80 JEFFERSON HIGHWAY BORDUA% MICHAEL C.

AW O1W BATON ROUGE, LA 70806 LAWRENCE BERKELEY LABORATORY
ANLSAO WESTR PHONE: 04-925-7071 1 CYCOTRON RD, MS 64-121
DWI PMA PRMA BERKIELEY, CA 9472D
VIA N LORE=Z 8, GENOVA BLUM, ERIC PHONE: 510486-&79
ITALY BROOKHAVEN NATIONAL LABORATORY
"PHONE: 391.0556355M BLDO 72SC DORIAND, MICHAEL D.

NATL SYNCHROTRON LIGHT SOURCE ARGONNE NATIONAL LAB.
LACK, M AY UPTON, NY 11973 BLDG. 360

GORGE MASONUNIV PHONE: 16-282-2438 9V700 S CASS AVE.
12C a CXOP ENGR ARGONNE, IL 6439
PAMRAX. VA 2= B0LUM3EM LEROY N. PHONE: 78-252-42M
PHONE: 703-993.15I7 BROOKHAVEN NATIONAL LAB.

NSLS BLDG 72=C BNL SOSCH, ROBERT A.
BIASCHU, KIAUS W. UPTON, NY 11973 SYNCHROTRON RADIAI-)N CENTE
051 PHONE: 516-282-4600 3731 SCHNEIDER DR.
PUS 11552 STOUGHTON, WI 53589
D6100 DARMSrADT, BOCCARD, PAUL PHONE: 608"877-2197
GERMANY OLD DOMINION UNIV
PHONE: 004-961-51359383 PHYSICS DEPT ROSSER, JACQUES

NORFOLK, VA 23529 CERN/PS
DLASKIKWICZWCNHAELM I. PHONE: 804-683-3484 1211 GENEVE, 23
BROOKHAVEN NATIONAL LAB SWT1YERIAND
BM911 C UOGACZ, ALEX S. PHONE: 767-378-6
UPTON, NY 11973 FERMI NATL ACCELERATOR LAB
PHONE: 16-282-7049 PO BOX 500, MS 345

BATAVIA, IL 6510
PHONE: 7094M0-73



90MOUM , GN L 1MDGEE JAME8 V. BUNETr, DANIEL A.
SARGONNE NATIONAL LAI MXWN1r INC.
up IB MMAI AVE 9700 S CASS AVE. Po BOX 60
DALLAS, TX m 371T GAm1ERSBURG, MD 20ON-6
PfNI 214-746443 AROONNE IL O0W PHONEB 301-4-&754

PHONE: 70&452%V4
BOWING, DR=IA. BDURMAMK BirIrY a
cm" BIGGS, RXICARD J. DUKE UNIVERNff
13O J1FESMON AVIS SSC LABORATORY BOX 90319
NBWPOR" NEWS, VA 23 M0 2W LBYMEADE MS 1072 DURHAM, NC 2770343
PHONE 854-2.7w DALLAS, TX 75237 PHONE 9194W02644

PHONE 214-706-403
lOycV3 RiCHARD A. BUSSE, WINFRIED WtA.
SSRL4/SAC DROUK VICTOR L HAHN MEnrNER OW BERLIN (3.l4
MS OK,25n SAND HILL RD SSC LABORATORY BERRICH SCHWERIONENPHYSIK
MVNLO PARK, CA %W 2550 BEOCLEYMEADE AVE. BERLIN, D-14109
PlION& 415-926-3441 DALLAS. TX 75237 GERMANY

PHONE: 493-0604330
BMD jON . BROWMAN L. J•EN
Ip LOS ALAMOS NATIONAL LAS SY3K DBOS

P.a BOX SO B35 mMS HUS GROUP AT-7 CEBAF
LIVERMORE, CA 94550 LOS ALAMOS, NM 87544 12000JEFFERNAVE
PHONE. 51422-7 PHONEk S0.667-3108 MS 16A

NEWPORT NEWS, VA 2361
BOIOUN, VA BROWN, NATHAN A. PHONE: 804-249-7127
BROOKHAVEN NATIONAL LABORATORY UNIVERSnY OF MARYLAND
BLDO 725C LAB FOR PLASMA RESEARCH BY, JOHN m.
NAIL SYNCHROTRON LIGHT SOURCE COLLEGE PARK, MD 20742 LAWRENCE, BERKLEY LABORATORY
UPTON, NY 11973 PHONE: 301.405-4967 1 CYCLOTRON RD, MS 71259
PHONE: 516482~-SM BERKELEY, C'A 94720

BROWNE, MICHARILJ. PHONE: 510.4864929
BRENNAN, JOSEH M SLAC/STANFORD UNIVERSITY
BROOKHAVEN NATIONAL LAB. P.O. BOX 4349 CAl, SRAO-YANG
AGS DEPT. 911 B PALO ALTO, CA 94309 UNIVE.SrIY OF MARYLAND
UPTON, NY 11973 PHONE: 415-926-2680 LAB FOR PLASMA RESEARCH
PHONE: 516-282-3755 COLLEGE PARK, MD 20742

BRUHWILlR, DAVID L PHONE: 301.405-1605
BRESSLER- VINCiNT 3L GRUMMAN CORP. RES.
SLAC 4 INDEPENDENCE WAY CAl, YUNHAI
2575 SAND HILL RD PRINCETON, NJ 08540 SSCL
BIN21 PHONE: 609-520-I807 2550 BE•xLEYMEADE
MENLO PARK, CA 9M.1 DALLAS, TX 75237
PHONE.: 415964010 BRUNS, WARNER PHONE: 214-70•8-4S33

TU-BERUIN
BRIAI, 0GIORGI EIN'EIN U•E 1Y CALABRMETA, LUCIANO
CERN 100D BERLIN, 10 INFN
AC DW.-CH-1211 GERMANY VIALE A DORIA ANG S SOFIA
23 GENEVA, CH 1211 PHONE: 49-30-31423441 CATANIA, 95125
SWrI7ERIAND ITALY
PHONE: 412-276-73153 BUDNICK, JOHN L. PHONE: 9SS-422-59

IND. UNIV. CYCLOTRON FACILITY
2401 MILO S&A[PSON LANE
BLOOMINGTON, IN 47408
PHONE: 812-855-2932



AAo CARIJON, RANDOLPH L CARIKMUM, GEORE
UNWaRrv OF MARYLAND LOS ALAMOS NATIONAL LAB. SLAC
D OY RBSKARO BLVD GROUP M-4, MS-•940 PO BOX 4349
COU.8OE PARK MD 2M0,2 LOSAAMOS, NM 8754 MS-33
mONE 301-4054M PHONE 505467-9 SrANFORD, CA 90

PHONE 415-926-2442
CALUDNI MANUAL CARISINk, X U.
LLN. LOS ALAMOS NATIONAL LAB CAN, SHWAMO
70001ASr AVENUE MS HUS, AT-7 LAWRENCE BERK3LEY LABORATORY
LIVERMOM CA 94550 LOS ALAMOS, NM 87544 1 CYCLOTRON RD, MS 46.161
PHONE: 5104ZM PHONE: S0.662-3980 BERKELEY, CA 94720

PHONE: 510-48&7•4
CA1lAHAN, DDRA. CAiUTON, LINDA
LLNL CEBAF CASSEI, RICHARD
PO BOX ON L.794 12000 JElRSON AVE STANFORD LINEAR ACCERATOR
UVERMORI, CA 94550 NEWPORT NEWS, VA 23606 2575 SAND HILL RD, MS49
PHONE: 5104244066 PHONE: - - MENLO PARK, CA 940.

PHONE: 415-26.2299
CALUIN, RICHARDS. CAR, ROGER C.
STANFORD LINEAR ALaEERATOR SLAC CAMEO GAIA, PMWo
P.O. BOX 4309 PO BOX 4349 CEIRN
MS30 SIANIORD, CA 94309 CH-1211
SrANPORD, CA 94309 PHONE: 415-926-9 GENEVA 23,
PHONE: 415-9264478 SWIZERLAND

CAR1RLL, LEWIS PHONE: 04 -22 -765217
CALVBRF, JACK Crl, INC.
LAWRENCE BERKELEY LABORATORY 810 INNOVATION DR CAUSSYN, DAVID D6
I CYCLOTRON RD BLDG 64/220 KNOXVILLE, TN 37932 IND. UNIV. CYCLOTRON FAOLrIY
BERKELEY, CA 94720 PHONE: 615-966-7539 2401 MILO B. SAMPSON LANE
PHONE: 510.48-&5M9 BLOOMINGTON, IN 47408

CARRANIONY PHONE: 812455-196
CAMERON, PETER MITrr
BROOKHAVEN NATIONAL LAB PO BOX 846 CwVALUAX, GIOMD
BLDG 830 MIDDLEION, MA 01949 CERN
UPTON, NY 11973 PHONE: 617-245-660 C 1211 GENEVA,

swfl7ERLAND
CAMPISI, ISIDORo CARTER, HAMILTON B PHONE: - -

CEBAP BOX 2767
120 JEFFERSON AVE. BIG SPRING, IX 79721 CATALO R0BERT
NEWPORT NEWS. VA 23606 PHONE: 915-267.6717 LAWRENCE BERKELEY LABORATORY
PHONE: 804-249-7650 1 CYCLOTRON RD BLDG 46/161

CARUS, BRIAN F. BERKELEY, CA 94720
CAPORA•O, GEORG J. AMERSHAM/MEDI-PHYSICS PHONE: 1048664•
LLNL 3350 N RIDGE AVE
PO BOX 550 ARLINGTON HOTS, IL 60004 CILATA, CHRIIN M.
L440 PHONE: 7OB398.M8 LAWRENCE BERKELEY LABORATORY
' IVERMORE, CA 94550 1 CYCLOTRON RD, MS 47-112
PHONE: 510.422-2752 CARWARDMN, JOHN A. BERKELEY, CA 94720

ABA TECHNOLOGY, CULHAM PHONE: 510.486-7740
CARUM, DAVE 7722 STEVENS ST.
FEdRAB DARIEN, IL 60061
Po BOX s00 PHONE: 708-789-3011
BATAVIA, IL 66
PHONE: 709-403



-• L luo CH-PMAN, Gw CH UN,
DWBN4,ORATOrI NAZ DI LEONARDO sC. UNIV OF MARYLAND
LAS NA2ONAI• DBO LONARO 2550 DBCILEYMEADE AVE LAB FOR PLASMA RESEARCH
CO STE 125 COLLEGe PARK, MD 24
LBGNARO, 1-3= DALLAS, TX 75237 PHONE: 301-405-4998
ITALY PHONE: 214-708-330
PHONE 003.94U0ll CHEi, rim

CUARGIN, ANTHONY IL STANFORD LINEAR ACRELERATOR

CHA'MPIN, MAI3 & LLNL PO BOX 4349, MS-26
PEBMHAD PO BOX 808 144 STANFORD, CA 94309
WILSON & IURK LIVERMORE, CA 94550 PHONE: 415-926-&M4
RECEIVING DE' PHONE: 510422-5196
BATAVIA, IL 60510 CHiN, SNT
PHONE: 7084N03160 CHARLTON, GORDON I. SSCL

US DEFT OF ENERGY 250 BDEU.EYMEADE AVE.

CHAN, CHUN FA! 19901 GERMANTOWN ROAD MS 9000
LAWRENCE BERKELEY LABORATORY GERMANTOWN, MD 20874 DALLAS, TX 75237
1 CYCLOTRON RD PHONE. 301-909-4801 PHONE: 214-708-3516
4-230
BERKEEY. CA 947=0 CHASE, ME1AN L. CHEN, SHIJNCHI
PHONE' 510.4-7912 PERMILAB MIT

MS 309, PO BOX 500 NW16-176, MIT
CHANGt CUING HSING BATAVIA, IL 60510 CAMBRIDGF, MA 02159
SYNCHROTRON RADIATION RES crR PHONE: 70.840-304 PHONE: 617-2534033
NO 1, R& D ROAD VI
HSINCHU SC-DAS INDUST PARK CHATrOPADHYAY, SWAPAN CHEN, TIX G
HsI4CHU, 30077 LAWRENCE BERKELEY LABORATORY SLAC
TAIWAlK R.O.C. 1 CYCLOTRON RD, MS 871H SLAC M=SB,
PHONE: 880-057-40281 MS-71-259 P.O. BOX 4348

BERKELEY, CA 94720 STANFORD, CA 94309
CHANG, CHU RUI PHONE: 510.486-7217 PHONE: 45-842627

=55 BECKLEYM•jADE AVE CHmLI TUIANE ClDI.JyuAN
m1o0 CA/SACLEY LAWRENCE, LIVERMORE NAIL LAB
DALLUo TX 7= D I\se.A PO BOXSA Lt,4

PHONE: 214-708430 91191 GIF-SUR-YVErTr LIVERMORiE, CA 945M0
GIo\•YmVEI 91191 PHONE: 510-422-9M

CHAG,ALE W. PRANCE
SSC LABORATORY PHONE: 33169047420 oCmNG JACK C.
2550 B ,CKLEYMEADE UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND
DALLAS, TX 7M7 CHN, DO LABORATORY FOR PLASMA RESEARCH

PHONE: 214-708-36 SSCL COLLEGE PARE, MD 2074
2550 BECKLEYMEADE AVE PHONE: 301-40.-501

CHAOYU4CHIU MS-1042
CoEAP DALLAS TX 75237 CUINGo WiNN.HAO
12000 JEFFERSON AVE PHONE: 214-706.4511 UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND
M 12A DEPT OF PHYSICS
NEWPOKT NEWS, VA 23606 CHIN, CHIPING COLLEGE PARK, MD 20744
PHONEL 804449-2 MASSACHUSE•IS INST. TECHNOLOGY PHONE: 301409-618

MIT PLASMA FUSIN CENM
CAMBRIDGE, MA 02139
PHONE: 617-25340



Clm TocO ONG -t CiuuA~n cwum
F MWN RADIATION RES CM SEOUL NATIONAL UNPVEIY VWN

NO ,R&D ROADVI DEPT OF NUCLEAR ENGINEERING PHONE- 496-92425

HIWCHU SO-DAS. INDUST PARK SEOUL, 151-742

"09mU, 3077 KOREA CLAK, AVID J.
TAIWAN, R.O.C. PHONE: 028-W41 LARENCEBERELMEY LAB.
PROND 80&3974= I CYCLOTRON ROAD

CoO, JINNTUE BLDG. 88
aOIUYf, FUhISl PAL BERKELEY, CA 947M

CEA-C4/SACLAY4.NS PO DOX 125 PHONE. 510.486-7812

GIF SUR YVE'r 91191 POHANG KYUNOBUK, 700

PRANCE SOUTH KOREA CIAYTrON, CHRISIOPHER

PHONEk 331.69084435 PHONE: 85W-923 UCA
56-125B ENGR IV BUILDING

CHANG, I-HUNG CUWNACKUI ERIC LOS ANGOEIIS, CA 900

BROOKHAVEN NATIONAL LAB. ARGONNE NATIONAL LAB PHONE: 310-206-2039

BUILDING 9118 9710 S CASS AVE
UFIDN NY 11973 ARGONNE, IL 60439 CIAYO•NTHOMASKL

PHONE: 316-m2-7M0 PHONE: 709452-6M SSC LAB.
MS 1040

CHIN, JOHN W.. CHOV, WEUME 2550 BCEILEYMEADE AVE.

LAWRENCE BERKELEY LABORATORY SSCL DALAST X 75237

1 CYCLOTRON RD BLDG 46/161 2550 BECXLEYMEADE AVE PHONE. 214-708-4566

DBRKEIEY, CA 94720 MS-1042
PHONE- 510-48-7236 DALLAS, TX 75237 CiNDENIN, JAMES e_

PHONE. 214-708-4524 SAC

CHIN, YONG HO PO BOX 43494BIN 66

LAWRENCE BERKELEY LABORATORY CHOW, CARSON C. STANFORD, CA 94309

1 CYCLOTRON RD, MS 871H UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO PHONII: 415-926-2962

BERKELEY, CA 94720 DEPT. OFAPAS

PHONE. 510.48656"14 UNIVERSrIY OF COLORADO C9N% DAVIID
BOULDER, CO 03931 UCLA

Cl[Om1w4G-.CW PHONE. 303-492-559 405 HILGARD AVE

USC. LOS ANGELES, CA 90024

POWELLHALL CHUN% KJZ-HYUNG
UNIVERNTY OF SOUTHERN CAL SEOUL NATIONAL UNlVERSfTY CLOUt, PETER N.

LOS ANGELES, CA 90089 NUCLEAR ENG DEPI VISTA CONrROL SYS1TES INC.
SEOUL, 151-742 134 EASrOATE DR #8

CHO, MOO-HVUN SOUTH KOREA LOS ALAMOS, NM 85

PAl, OSTECH, KOREA PHONEL 02800-044 PHONE 505-62-484

PO BOX 125
POHANG CHUNg, YOUNGJOO COGHIMl COTLA

SOUTH KOREA ARGONNE NATIONAL LAB BABCOCK & WILCOX

PHONE: $25-7-920 BLDG. 362-ASD PO BOX 78S
9700 S. CASS AVE. LYNCHBURG, VA 24502

C19% YANGAI ARGONNE, IL 60439 PHONE. 804-522-6330

ARGONNE NATIONAL LAB PHONE- 700-252-4601
9"R0SCASS AVE D% COIKRAGAN, AHMET

ARGONNE, IL 6043 CIAPAJA EDMOND IBA

PHONE. 708-252-6616 CERtN CHEMIN DU CYCLOTRON, 2
SL DIVISION B-1348 LOtUAIN-LA-NEUVE

1211 GENEVA, 23 LOUVAIN -

PHONE. 022-767-4387 PHONE. 321-047-539



cOmaN a. CSIzIT, JOHN N. CRAfL, 3KM C

SSC LABORATORY LAWRENCE BERKELEY LABORATORY LSU-CAMD

I= AVE I CYCLOTRON RD, MS 71.2-9 30W AKBIORB DR

40 BERKELY, CA 94730 BATON ROUGE, LA 70613

DALLAS, IX 7=7 PHONE: 510-o86%in

PHOtJE 214-93843 CRAWFORD, JOHN F.
CONACC•J•,,MAX P.S.I

VOE MICR4IL U. SLAC CH-234 VIlLIJZN,

GRUMANlAOSPACE*L BECTRONIC P0 BOX 4349, MS 69 SWIrZERLAND

MSAO1-O6 GRUMMAN CORP SrANFORD, CA 94309,4n10

I EIHPAGB, NY 11714 PHONE: 415-926-3906 CoAWFORD, KENEF W.

PHONE: 316,346M7 CEBAF
CORNEIJUS, WAYNE D. 12000 JEFFERFSON AVE.

COLEMAN, IDIJ P. SAIC NEWPORT NEWS, VA 23606

SSC. 4161 CAMPUS POINT CT. PHONE: 804-249-7409

2550 BECKLEYMEADE AVE SAN DIEGO, CA 92128

MS 4010 PHONE: 619-4SB-3793 CRIST, CHARLES L

DALLAS, IX 75237 SSCL

PHONR: 214-706-M66 C ELUN USIE 2550 BECKLEYM]EADE AVE

NAF MS.1043

COrIXON, EUGENE P. 12000NJEFFSNAVE DALLAS, IX 75237-3997

US. DEPT OF ENERGY NEWPORT NEWS, VA 23606 PHONE: - -

2550 BU•OCLYMBADE, MS 1020 PHONE: - -

DALLAS, IX 7S237 CURRY, BILL

PHONE: 214-708-2421 CORONIS, SUSAN D. ARGONNE NATIONAL LABORATORY
DEPARTIMEI OF EEROY 9700 SOUTH CASS AVE

CONPE, MANOIL. 2586 GLENGYLE DR ARGONN1, IL 60439

LAWRENCE BERKELEY LABORATORY VIENNA, VA 22181-5511 PHONE 70252-763

I CYCLOTRON RD, MS/71-H PHONE: 703-281-9194

BERKELEY, CA 947D0 CUiN, MCAUR S,

PHONE: 5104865076 COSREL, LOUIS ROCKWELL IN.
NATL INST OF STIS A TSCHNOLOGY 4429 LUBBOCK DR

COIUNT, IU 245/C229 SIM1 VALLEY, CA 93063

SLAC GArrHERSBURG, MD 20699
PO BOX 4349 PHONE: 301-9754-8 CutaI• CHRIS

MS-0 CHEAF

STANPORD, CA 94309 COUTRAKON, GEORGE 12000 JEFFERSON AVE

PHONE: 415-9263 LOMA LINDA UNIV MEDICAL CENIER NEWPORT NEWS, VA 23606

11234 ANDERSON ST PHONE: - -

COOf U, RONALD C. DEFT RADIATION MEDICINE

BOAG/Em LOMA LNDA, CA 92373 CUTrLE, ROIL

130 ROBIN HILL RD SSC LABORATORY

GOLETA, CA 93117 OINE, J. JOSEPH 2.50 BECKLEYMEADE AVE

P"ONE: 80,481-. SSC LABORATORY DALLAS, IX 75237

2550 BECKLEYMEADE AVE. PHONE: 214-73-4231

C , WHIJAMJ. MS9000
SLAC/SSRL DALLAS, iX 72 D'AURIA, JOHN M

P.O. BOX 4349 PHONE: 214-708.4.53 SlMON FRASER UNIVERSITY

MAILSTOP 99 DEPARMThENT OF CHEMAISTRY

SrANFORD, CA 90 CRADDOCK, MICHAEL BURNABY, BC VSAIS6

WON& 415-926.34s TRnUMIF/UDC CANADA
4004 WESBROOK MALL PHONE: 604-291-4607
VANCOUVER, BC V6T2A3

CANADA
PHONE: 604-222-1047



DR ING, KMAR & DoDo JOax Jr.
~¶ ON L ABA13CRUBEARCI UJ4L
EDO m CHIALK RIVE LADWRATORMS PO Box 550

~MON, NY 11913 CHALK RIVER, ON KJIJWO L-"4
1Hwm 516.M.4d CANADA LIVERMORE, CA 94W5

PHONE. 604954-3311 PHONE: 510-423-511

30CLABORATORY D3 MA8CURE&U% JEAN nWIGOV owT
3mKBYBD AVE CEA OEIFUR ANOEWANDLE PHYSK

NonCEA/CEgrA 112 ROBE~RTMAYER SIR2-4
DALLAS, TX 7337 LE BARPI 33144 D40M PRANKFURLr
PROM 2344W30 FRANCEGEMN

PHONEL 56644-72 PHONE: OW7994SM0

ININLABORATORI NAZ DI LEONAR0 DEADRICIC, VREDERICK X. DEIAWKXJEA
LAB NA23ONALL DE LEGNARO LLNL ARGONNE NA77ONAL LAIL
CO PO BOX 5508 9700 S. CASS AVE.
LBOI4AR0, 1-308 1,A40 ARGONNE, IL 60439
frALY LIVERMORE, CA940

PHN. 008-49429M15 PHONEk 510.422-151 D.UU, CARO
-MOE UM~42fVY

11A211 LIM OM 3313K DW , SO=E D. P0 Box 513
LOSALAMOS NATIONAL LABORATORY US ASSIDC SOBMB EINDHVEI
PA.DX~ Bo #U6 PO BOX 1500 NonIIRIANDS
15 136 HUN1IvnLAEAL 3907
LOSALAMOS, NM 8750 PHONE: 2054Z-4779 DUJIaLISDIfMYI
"PHONE 50546-9414 CERN A.T. CR CRYOGEWI GRP.

DEDNIaM, fU"l IL CH12M1 GENEVA,
904=6 NAXAN D~r. OF ENERGY SW~rZERIAND
MANEIBUEBAIINOfWTOFPHYS[CS 19901 GERMANTOWN RD. PHONE:
8-14060 UfTaOCHLM, UrE~RIMN 1W MD 29874

ME33N PHONE. 301903-522 3111,43033E
PHONE 408-1614W3 BROOKHIAVEN NATIONAL LABORATORY

DMWA9.Tm W. BLD0. 1005S
WILys DEXI GRUMMAN CORPORATION UFI'ON, NY 11973
)A*,PLASMA FUSION COMMU SEWA~r AV&, MIS 829425 PHONE: S16.2343J
WZrNWI1672 9BTHPAGE, NY 11714

cAISRDGEMA 0813 PHONE: 516-5752M9 DEN HAN170% ]PATRIC IL
P1ION& 617433M%45 GRUMMAN ABROSPACE CORPORATION

DECKER, IRANZJOWR C/O ARGONNE NATL LAB
mvu, lunG.C 91005CABSAVE BLDG 367 T

UCLA/B P.O. BOX 4349 ARGONNE, I0L 6039
URI IV, 3M! 36-120 AMAL STOP 66 PHONE:- 700-7394010
LOSANOSIES CA 9M0 SrANPGRD, CA 94309
PHON13: 3104254012 PHONEL 415.926-364 DUIAUD UIQCIAUD9 X

DAVE, TIMUIW DECKERGWENN MS 16A, 1200 JEUFFESON AVE
00O24EL UNIVERSTY ARGONNE NATIObiAL LABORATORY NEWPORT NEWS, VA 23606
93 ITMNIELL SF 9=0 S. CANS AVE. PHOWE 304-249735
UUACA, NY 14U ARGONNE, IL 6043
POMote24MPHN me inow



SWI, Dfo~uboD1MAM0Ionm N. DoIWur smouj.
WWOKHAVZN NATIONAL LAIL LOS ALAMOS NATIONAL LABORATORY ARGONNE NATIONAL LAB
MMDOx wo0 AT-, NN 3317 97105CASI
WTOIK NY UMf LOS ALA14 NU 87545 W2)G 371
PROMe ma4ww HNwEL 3046s-1974 ARGONNE, IL O0W

PHONEL 70942534=6
so3u~aY ARUAV L, DIMAAL% GW
UNV4lITY OF MICDIAN DES DOUGLAS, ftAVI ROS
RANDALL LAB UNlVERSIT`Y OF CALABRIA C30"
AM# ARDOR M! 4IM911M REUDE, 8706 12000JEFFERSON AVE.PHOE: 3i3i-7"4 I ALY NWPORT NEWS, VA 2360

PHONE- 39&172-5333 PHONE:- 8044r&70-45
90wwz PAUL 1.
UNIVERSITY OlP MICHIGAN DIWA4CODRIM DOWN, , IIC1111
FERIEUAD M~l ii ImoTm. RBIEI 7IrAN
Po Box Soo PADRICIANO " 3M3 SCOENCZ PARK RD
RATAVIA IL 60610 7PIE5IU 34012 SAN DEWO, CA 9212
PHONE- 71340.8 IMALY PHONE: 619-552.923

PHONEL 60-3754224
D.OND, KDMOS4J. DRAGrAUZXJ.
BROOKHAVEN NATIONAL LAB DOAIU DONALDA. UNIVERSITY OF mARY'AND

BLDG708 SCLDEPARTMdENT OF PHYSICS
U~lON, NY 11973 25003IYED AVE. COLLEGE PARK, MD 2074
PHONE: 516-213-41 D 7AX 723n7 PHONE: 301-405-M6

PHIONE: 214-13-3736
DESMOWAR D. D&OZ1DINALEXANDER
ARGO)NISNATKONAL LAB. DOKAMIW OYL MO.L
9=10& CAN AVE. LOSA1AMO~ NATIONALLAB~ORA7DRy 2550 DB~CLYMEADE
BLDG.3wr P.O. Box we DALLAS, TX 753n7
ARGONNE, IL 6043 MP.7M5 SES Pil0Ne 214-M&UNM
PHONE: 70-207-7140 OSALAMOS, NM 87545

PHONE: 505-667-215 DtIMWNICHAEL
DUMlZRWI~IM Ww. ClEBAF
UNIV OF MARYLAND DONALDSONANThONY 1200JEFFERSON AVE.
REDOPT SrANPORD LiNEAR ACCELERATOR NEWPORT NEWS, VA 23w60
COLLBGE PARK, MD 2074 2575 SAND HILL RD, MS 49 PHONE: 804-249-7493
PHONE: 301.406-369 MENLO PARKA CA N=0

DANAANPHONE: 415-92-229 DUDASo AlAN J.
DBWALG MARYNN U lENS MEDICAL LABS

DONALSONK RENK
SLAC DUDNIKOY, VAIM

DMMON3WIkmLLAM 1200JEFFERSON AVE OAK RIDGE NA7XONAL LABORATO)RY
ATOMIC ENERGY OF CANADA NEWPORT NEWS, VA 23606 PO BOX 2005
CHALK RIVER, ONrARNO, KID U&3 PHONE: BLDG 920-2MS 37
CANADA OAK RID)GE, TN 37831.607
FROM 61V3-84-331 DOOUNJmEftFrEYC. PHONE: 615-574-1123

GRUMMAN
UEMMM, CALLI BLDG. 367-TP.I DUGAN, GERALD K.
DUKUNMIWVEAT 9=10& CANS AVE. 55l..

N ~ADlB0X19 ARGONNK~ IL 603 2550 mCLYMEADE AVE MS,-1047
BUInOAM, NE 27Nos.19 PHONE: 70-7306.1 DALLAST X 7=27-3997

pm. md266PHONE: 214-703457



W~I~SIR K.mcxuNI, grM E L, CARLA.
SLAC IOS ALAMOS NATIONAL LAB

390 W~51BA6AVE PO BOX 4349 P-14, MS D410

DAULA.%TX 7527 SrANFORD, CA 94309 LOS ALAMOS, NM $7545

PHON: 214-7"6417 PHONE 415.926-3162 PHONE. 505-065-313

NflT7% OBRRAI EDWAHWMRJOHN zHAWSOMlCHAEL

IRIUMP LAWRENCE BERKELEY IAB./ALS IUCF

4004 WE3SROOIC MALL I CYCLOTRON RD. 71H1 2401 MILO B SAMPSON IN

VANCOUVER, BC Vgr4A3 BERIELE, CA 94720 BLOODMIN0TOK IN 47406

CANADA PHONE: 510.48"107 PHONE: OV2.U5-J16

PHONE: 604-222-1047
EDWARDS, DON&LD A. ZIAASOK~TIMxJ

DUVAI*DRUJCZW. FERMILAB INDIANA UNIV. CYCLOTRON FAC.

KAMAN IN4rMUNMEAIION MS 345, P0 BOX 50W 2401 MIOLO SAMPSON LANE

POBOX 7413 BATAVIA, IL, 60510 BLO3INL. 8 I`N IN 47405

COLORADO SPRINOS, CO 3093 PHONE: 706.340.48O9 PHONE: $124055093

PHONE* 7194MIM83
EDWARDS HUME T. EISENER, KO@MAD

DWNIROGUR FERMI NAT'L ACCELERATOR LAB. CERN

IAWRENCOE BERELEY LABORATORY NIS 341, PO BOX SW SL.DIISION

1 CYCLOTRON RD BLDG 46/161 BATAVIA, EL 60510 GENEVA, CHI-1211

BEKLY, CA, 94=2 PHONE: 7084W0-4424 SWITZ ERLAND

PHONE: 510.486-776 PHONE: 41-22-7676111
ZDWAU3SJOHIN WM

11"ES MICHAEL D6 NICHOLS RESEARCH CORP. IZMZY, LOUIS

SERC DARESBURY LAB. 1604 SPRING HILL ARGONNE NATIONAL LABORATORY

DARESBURY SUflE 200 9760S. CASS AVENUE

WARRU40TON VIENNA, VA 22182 ARGONNE, IL 6"43

CHESHIRE, WM 4AD PHONE: 71)3493-972 PHONE: 708-2S2-7736

U19TDIIND-
PHONE: 92600M3142 EICKBOWI HAZJMUf DINA, PAUL J

051 SHAC
DILIA, H. FREDERICK PLANCKSMR P.O. BOX 4309

CEWA 6100 DARMSTADTI, SEANFORD, CA 9305

12000JEFFEMSON AVE. GERMANY PHONE 415926-243

NEWPORT NEWMVA 23606 PHONE: 061-S -3"936

PHONE: 804-249-7450 WuKzIIoinru s.
EINFELA DMTEfR BURILDINIDUSlum EC

DIMNIKOV, ALEXANDER 106 FORSCHUNGSZUENTR ROUSENORF 10NEW HOLLAND AVE

MARCPHYSIC3 DEFT. DO. 19, 8051 DRESDEN LANCAE1RM PA 1760

UNIVERSITY OF MELBOURNE DRESDEN, 8051 PHONE:- 717-2954=3

PARKVILLE, GERMANY
VICrO1RIA, 3052 PHONE: 493541M-13 ENEGRENTERRYA.

AUSTRLIA SSCL

PHONE: 613-344-53 EISMERDGoIERMEA 2
DESY/WEIZMANN DOT. DALLAS, IX753

I&WILY,10NCHARDA. DESY Fl, NCYIKE6MISR PHON: 214-766.76

2dfA NKNl)UwIERT HAMBURG,

P0 BOX 4349 GERMANY ENGWAU, DAVID

STANFORD, CA 9439 PHONE: 494406989109 UNIV OF IKIJNOIS

PHONE: 41S-921.ID 12000 ERSON AVE
NEWPORT NEWS, VA 23606
PHONE: sol-49.797



UIZZL• EiDInSIr 3. EVEArrs, PRILIWEq FAZIO, MICHAEL V.

MAC CEA LOS ALAMOS NATIONAL LAB
MN36 SERVICE DT/PB/MP-BP *3 MS .BS1
PO, SOX 4349 LB BARP, 33114 LOS AAMOS, NM 87545
SIANPORD, CA 94309 PRANCE PHONE: 5i546-3581
nioia 4L426-UP PHONE: 566440.0

FUEIA Rv"To
0rICKOn, ROGER FACCO, ALBERO IN SZIONE DI NAPOLI

SLAC IN•N LENARD MOSTRA DlOLTRBMARE PAD.20
P.O. BOX 4349 VIA ROMBA 4 LEGNARO NAPOLL, 8125
STANFORD, CA 94309 PADOVA, 35020 ITALY
PHONE: 415-926.36 ITALY PHONE: 398-172-53330

PHONE" 049-29-2311
AMMR, ERIC FEENDERD BENEDICT

NAVAL RESEARCH LABORATORY FANMIE, MICHAEL LAWRENCE BERKELEY LAB./AIS
CODE 671 LAWRENCE BERKELEY LABORATORY I CYCLOTRON RD.
WASHINGTON, DC 2037 1 CYCLOTRON RD BODG 46/125 MS 80-101
PHONE X 2-404-7720 BERKELEY, CA 94720 BERKELEY, CA 9472

PHONE: 510.486.4030 PHONE: 510.4867725
ESEEMANJ, AMES A.
BURLE INDUSTRIES, INC. FARKAS, ZOLTAN D. FERGER, FRnZ
1000 NEW HOLLAND AVYE SLAC CERN
LANCASTER, PA 17601 P.O. BOX 4349 CH-1211
PHONE. 717-295-2057 STANFORD, CA 94309 GENEVA,

PHONE: 415-926-3381 SWT17ERLAND
amN, S.K. PHONE: 0,2-767-2973
INR MOSCOW FAREHONDEH, MANOUCHEUR
60TH OCT. ANNIVERSARY PROSPECT RESARCH SCIENTIS FERGUSON, PATRICK
117312, MOSCOW MIT-BATES MDS COMPANY
RUSSIA Mrr.RATES LINEAR ACCELERATOR 1955 MOUNTAIN BLVD, SIB 101

PO BOX 846 OAKLAND, CA 94611
EVANSALBEW L MIDDLErON, MA PHONE: S10-3396457
US DEPT OF ENERGY PHONE: 617-245-6600
15005 CARRY BACK DR , I&A, MAO
GAIERSBURG, MD 20678 FATHIZADEH, MASOUD SINCROTRONETRIESTE
PHONE: 301-903.4896 ARGONNE NATIONAL LAB PADRICIANO 99

9700 S CASS AVE D-360 TRIESTE, 34012
EVANS, LYNDON R. ARGONNE, IL 60439 ITALY
CERN PHONE: 708-2S243 PHONE: 40-375-854
SL DIVISION
CH-1211 GENEVA, 23 FAURE, JEAN FURNOW, RICHARD C.
SWI ERLAND CEA-CEN/SACIAY-LNS BROOKHAVEN NATIONAL LABORATORY
PHONE 412-76-74823 G01 SUR YVEI¶ 91191 PHYSICS, 901A

FRANCE UPTON, NY 11973
EVANSJ 13• WINENIH PHONE: 331-690-8492 PHONE: 516-282-3741
ARGONNE NATIONAL LAR
ASD-360 FAWLEY, WILLIAM M. FESCHEWKO, ALEXANDER V.
9700 S CASS AVE. LAWRENCE BERKELEY LABORATORY INR/SSCL
ARGONNE, IL 60439 1 CYCLOTRON RD, MS 47-112 WIV. OCTOBER ANNIVERSARY
PHONE: 706-252-5110 BERKELEY, CA- 94720 PROSPECT

PHONE: 510.486.6229 7a, MOSCOW, 117312
RUSSIA
PHONE: 214-708-5603



13W4M53. IANZ, JACOB. UWKKS, WIUZAM RANDALL
LAWMENCE 30mni LABORATORY MASSACHUSEI¶S GENERAL HOS~frAL STANFORD LINEAR ACX39RATOR
I CVCLOTRON RD 14910111 sr. 3M 4w) PO BOX 4349
0/113 CHARLE19OWN, MA 02IN STANFORD, CA 9430

ui z. CA W=13 PHONE: 617-7U4-9=2 PHONE 4IS426.446

VlcELaCDE, HROM W4. YOWLER, WILLIAM L.

uumnu Iluinmq 3. BROOKHAVEN NATIONALLM lA.ERMILAB
MIAC BUILDING 1005 Po BOX 500
,420 UPTON, NY 11973 BATAVIA, IL 60510
PAO. BOX 4309 PHONE: 516-2M22219 PHONEk 708440-3M
STANFORD, CA 9W39
PHONE: 41S-9264M3 POERSTER, CONRAD L FOX, JOHN D.

BROOKHAVEN NATIONAL LABORATORY SLAC
IINCEARIZSL. DLDG 72SC DIN 33, BOX 4349
ARGONNE NATIONAL LABORATORY NAIL SYNCHROTRON LIGHT SOURCE STANFORD, CA 94309
RLDCL w0 UPTON, NY 11973 PHONE: 415-362719
ARGONNE, IL O0W PHONEL 516-2U24754
PHONE: 70S-234611 FRANZKE, DERNEAND 3.

FOLEY, JONN 051
FROMZ DAVID A. IEEE3 POSlYACH 11(ESZ LIBRARY
FERWdILAB D.6100 DARMSTADT, 11
P0 BOX 50 FOLEY, MICHAEL HL GERMANY
BATAVIA, IL 650M FERMI NArL ACCELERATOR LAB. PHONE: 615-1I-354Y
PHONE, moo U44se MS 340, PO BOX 500

BATAVIA, IL 6W510 FRASER, JOHN S
71ORft PAMUU PHONE: 708-40O-2515 TRIUMP
NSWC DD 4004 WESBROOK MALL
WE R36 P0MG, WINeJ1 s. VANCOUVER, BC V6T-2A3
10910 NEW HAdPHIRE AVE TRIUMF CANADA
ULVER SPRING, ND =001 4004 WEBSBICOK MALL PHONE- 604-2W-1047
PHONE 31-394-190 VANCOUVER, BC V61'-2A3

CANADA FREMMAARAFON
1,KALAN PHONE 604-222-1047 BROOKHAVEN NATIONAL LABORATORY
BROOKHAVEN NATIONAL LABORATORY BLDG 725C
PHYS=~ 901A FONTANA, JORGE RL UPTION, NY 11973
UPTON, NY 11973 UNIVERSrrY OF CALIFORNIA PHONE: 516-2B2-=0)
PHONE: 4375 VIA GLOR1ErA

SANTA BARBARA, CA 93110 FRIRDhICHS3 JR., CARL C.
11133,ANMON PHONE: 805-682-3317 LOS AL.AMOS NATIONAL LABORATORY

NRL Po BOX 1663
BEAM PHYSICS BRANCH FOUAIDY, MOHAMMED MS- 11827
CODE 6W3NRL LP.N. D'ORSAY LOS ALAMOS, NM g7545
WASHCIN'10N DC 20375-500 BAT. 100, DPI, CAMPUS WORMAY PHONE: 505-66745

91406 ORSAY, CEDEX
MIAIGUARJOHN FRANCE FRIESEL, DENNIS L

BROOKHAVEN NAhTIONAL LABORATORY PHONE: 694-164-97 IND. UNIV. CYCLOTRON FACLITY
BLDG 7258 2401 MILO B. SAMPSON LANE
NATLSYNCHRDTRON LGHT SOURCE FOUGERONCIAUDE BLOOMINGTON, IN 47401
UPTON, NY 11973 LAB NAIL SATURNE/CE SAQIAY PHONE: 812-855-2944
PHONE: 5162824S190 01?SUR YVE7rE. 91191

FRANCE
PHONE: 331.6904596



ujow'. OaGE, hCRAEA. GA2DUtLLjACQU
ZAC SPANG POWER CONtROL CEA
SAC Ml46 LAKESTREB r CEA/CEI•A
STrAWOPD CA 9M SANDY LAKIM PA 16145 PO BOX 2
MIOtE: 454M5 PHONE: 412-376-2349 33144 LB BARP,

FRANCE
MCUOUZ, HAW. Q4111 PHONE. 64400

CGERN ARGONNE NATIONAL LAB
CH-121 GENEVA, 23 9700 S CASS AVE GARDNER CHRIS
SWITZERLAND ARGONNE, IL 60465 BROOKHAVEN NATIONAL LAB.
PHONE: =.764-IA- PHONE] 706-2524.60 BUILDING 911B

UPTON, NY 11973
C, CtAIG T. GAIAYDA, JOHN N. PHONE: 516262-4537

ALLIED RONAL AEROSPACE CO. AROONNB NATIONAL LABORATORY
PO BOX 419159 APS/ASD 360 GARNER, JAMS I.
KANSAS cTY, MO 66141 9700. CASS AVE. 24L TECHNLOGY
PHONE: 816-997-3M1 ARGONNE IL 604 71=0 LAMSON AVE

PHONE: 709-2S2-7796 GARDEN GROVE, CA 92641
XUCHI, KYOKO PHONE: 714-846&1=

NSCLAT 1SU GALARDI, JUAN C.
MASIERS OF PHYU(3 BROOKHAVEN NATIONAL LABORATORY GAYR , ROIAND
S. SHAW LANE PHYSICS, 901A CERN/PS
EAT LANSING, MI 4U14-101 UPTON, NY 11973 CH-1211 GENEVA, 23
PHONEI 517-33-50%W PHONE: 516-282-3523 SWUZRLAND

PHONE. - -

FWJA, RAYMOND . GAILO, ALESANDRO
ARGONNE NATIONAL LABORATORY INPN-PRASCATI GARREN, AL
9700 S. CASS AVE PO BOX 13 SSC
ARGONNE, IL 63 FRASCATI, 00044 B-71H

ITALY LAWRENCE BERKEEY LAB
lUUrIIT, KEIONIII BERKELEY, CA 94720
FERMINATIONA LAB GAMME, GEORG• M. PHONEk 510-841-4283
PO BOX 500 MS 341 GRUMMAN AEROSPACE CORP.
BATAVIA, IL 60,10 MS B29-25 GEI.UAND, NORMAN M.
PHONE: 70.402507 1111 STEWART AVE FERPAIAB

B1rHPAGE, NY 11714 PO BOX 500, MS 345
FUNAKOSHIYSHIHIMO PHONE. 516-5754663 BATAVIA, IL 60510
K]K PHONE. 706-40.3619
OHO1-1 XSUKURA-U1I GANETIZ GZORGE
IBARAXI-KEK 305 BROOKHAVEN NATIONAL LABORATORY GO^ GIANLUCA
JAPAN BLDG. 92 INFN

UPTON, NY 11973 VIA DODECANESO 33
JIUNK, L WARN PHONE: 516-2624476 GENOVA, 16146
SSC LABORATORY ITALY
2550 BTa MEADE AVI. GARAVAGUA, 1THODOE PHONE: 39-10-153636
MS 1043 SSCL
DALLASIX 75237 2550 BECKLEYMEADE AVE GERASIMOV, ANDREI L.
PHOND: 214-706-4300 MS-1042 FERMlAB

DALLAS, IX 75237 PO BOX S00, MS 345
GAIEIEA WIlLIAM L PHONE 214-706.4526 BATAVIA, IL 60610
UCLA PHONE- 7044048101

ERMIABMS345
PO BOX sm
DATAVIA, IL 60510
MIONB: 70.84-0.206



UnS, mmHY GlOVE, DA•IO COA ET&VEN H.
u0 INFN NAVAL RESEARCH LAB
M VIA FL CERVI 20 CODE 6793

em SEGRATE (MIAN), 200 4SSS OVERLOOK AVE, SW
DALAS. TX 73al7 ITALY WASHINGTON, DC 20
PHONE 214-70S4223 PHONE: 392-239-2559 PHONE- 202-767-4004

, DONAo D GJAJAs IVAN IL GOI~M , DAVID A.
ARONNE NATIONAL LAB. UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND LAWRENCE BERKELEY LABORATORY
BLo. a0 DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS I CYCLOTRON RD, MS 71259
9=o& CASS AVI. COLLEGE PARK, MD 20742 BERKELEY, CA 94720
ARGIONNE, IL 6" PHONE. 301-405.6053 PHONE. 510.486-7222
PHONE. 708-2n4724

GLASS, HENRY GOLDEN, JEFF
GUOSH, ARUP FERMI NATIONAL ACCELERATOR LAB BERKELEY RESEARCH ASSOCIATES
BROOKHAVEN NATIONAL LABORATORY P.O. BOX 500 - MS316 PO BOX 852
BLDG. 902 BATAVIA, IL 60510 SPRINGFIELD, VA 22150
UFPONM, NY 11973 PHONE. 706-840.8105 PHONE. 703-750-3434
PHONE. $16-283974

GLOCK, HANS-WALTER GOLDMAN, MICHAEL A.
GELAA PINCHAS STFF JRANOEWANDLE PHYSIK BROOKHAVEN NATIONAL LAB
RAFAEL ROBERT MAYER SIR. 2.4 AGS DEPT 911B
PO BOX 2250 (24) D-603= FRANKFURT, UPTON, NY 11973
HAIFA, 31021 GERMANY PHONE. 516-282-5090
ISRAEL PHONE: 069-798-2292

GOUJUVA, NINA
GILCENI&CH, RONALD h. GLOVER, MIKE G. INSITIUE FOR NUCLEAR RESEARCH
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN SERC 60TH OCT ANNIVERSARY PROSPECT
NUCLEAR ENGINEERING DEPT RUTHERFORD APPLETON LAB. 7A
COOLEY BKDG, NORTH CAMPUS CHILTON, MOSCOW, 117312
ANN ARBOR, MI 48109-2104 DIDCOT, OX11OQX RUSSIA
PHONED 313-763-1261 UNITE) KINGDOM

PHONE: 023-582-1900 GONCALVES DA SILVA, CYLON
GILIESPIA GEOG HIL DIRECTOR
G.H. GILLESPIE ASSOCIATES INC. GLUKSMRN, iONBERT L LNLS/BRAZIL
12520 HIGH BLUFF DR, STE 330 UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND CX. P. 6192
SAN DIEGO, CA 92130 DEPARTIMENT OF PHYSICS CAMPINAS, 13093
PHONE. 619-792-0 COLLEGE PARK, MD 20742 BRAZIL

PHONE. 301-405-6054 PHONE. 551-925-42624
GnLPRcK, JI DOUGLAS
LANL GODLOVE, TERRY F. GONICHON, JEROME
MS: H FM TECHNOLOGIES MIT
LOS ALAMOS, NM 87545 9713 MANTEO COURT PLASMA FUSION CENTER
PHONE. 505-667-3159 FT WASHINGTON, MD 20744 NW16-184

PHONE. 301-567-3291 CAMBRIDGE, MA 0213
GIOVANNONI0 PAUL PAL PHONE. 617-253-.5132
CTA LTNERGIE ATOM GOLD, SAUL L
CE SACLAY DSM/DAPNA/S1'CM SLAC GONZALEZ, RODOULO E
OW SURYN[r 91191 PO BOX 4349 SSCL
FRANCE MS-33 2550 BECKLEYMEADE
PHONE 169-087-6 STANFORD, CA 94309 DALLAS, TX 75237

PHONE. 415-9264450 PHONE: 214-706-4223



o036, GtRIPmE, JAMES M. GUPTA, RAMESH
ICLABORATORY SSCL BROOKHAVEN NATIONAL LABORATORY
WBO ECKLEBYMEADE AVE 2W5 BECKLEYMEADE AVE BLDG. 902
ALIA.% TX 75237 DALLAS, TX 75237-3946 UPTON, NY 11973

NE: 214-70&8.3 PHONE: 214-708.3781 PHONE: 516-282-3974

VoI, LM. GRUNDER, HERMANN A. GURD, DAVE
ROPI'SSOR CHBAP SSCL

MJ UNIVEVff 12U00JEFFERSON AVE 250 BECKLEYMEADE
W" OP PHYSICS NEWPORT NEWS, VA 23606 MS 4002
ENTER FORADVANCED STUDIES PHONE: S04-249-7552 DALLAS, 7X 75237
HANDIGARH, 160014 PHONE: 214-706-3401
4DIA GUERRA, AL

CEBAF GUROL, HUSAM
1AB1R4 JOEL IL 12000 JEFFERSON AVE GENERAL DYNAMICS SPACE SYSTEMS
ORNELL UNIVERSITY NEWPORT NEWS, VA 23606 PO BOX 85990, C1-8260
)5 NEWMAN LAB PHONE: 804-249-7636 SAN DIEGO, CA 92185-5590
rHACA, NY 14650 PHONE: 619-547-8042
HONE: 607-272-4951 GUERRA, EDUARDO

SIAC GUR-, JAMES RICHARD
RNAMTs , VICTOR L. 2575 SANDHILL RD. USA SSDC
NIVERSTFY OF MARYLAND MENLO PARK, CA 94025 PO BOX 1500
AD FOR PLASMA RESEARCH PHONE: 415-926-3409 ATTN: CSSD-DE-N
OLLEGE PARK, MD 20742 HUNIVIILE, AL SS807-3722
HONE: 301-403-4956 GUHARAY, SAMAR L PHONE: 205-955-1568

UNIVERSrFY OF MARYLAND
'REIN, MICHAEL A. LABORATORY FOR PLASMA RESEARCH GUSEV, OA.
YNCHROTRON RADIATION CENTER COLLEGE PARK, MD 20742 EFREMOV INSITrIUE
731 SCHNEIDER DR. PHONE: 301-405-5013 POS MET•ALLOSRY
rOUGHTON, WI 53589 P.O. BOX 42
HONE: 6084877-2259 GUIDEE, PHILIPPE ST PETERSBURG, 189631

THOMSON TUBES ELEC RUSSIA

RUSER, MANFRED 13 AVENUE MORANE SAULNIER
IN FUR KERNPHYSIK BAT CMAVEZ VE•ZY ESPACE P0121 GUSEWELL, DIETRICH
O BOX 103960 VELIZY VILLACOUBLAY, 78148 CERN
;00 HEIDELBERG, FRANCE CH 1211 GENEVA,
IERMANY PHONE: 130.703-599 SWrrZERLAND

PHONE: 004-122-767

RIFFIN, JAMES L GUIGNARD, GILBERT F.
ERMILAB CERN/SL DIVISION GUY, FRANK W.
OX 261 CH-1211 GENEVA, 23 SSC LABORATORY
FAYNE, IL 60184 SWIrZERLAND 2550 BECKLEYMEADE AVE
HONE: 708584-2801 PHONE: 412-276-75975 MS 1043

DALLAS, TX 75237
RIMM, TE GUO, ZHIYUAN PHONE: 214-708-4313
SL INST. OF HIGH ENERGY PHYSICS
550 BBECLEYMEADE AVE. P.O. BOX 918 100039 HAAS, ALLAN K
IS4005 BEIJING, SSCL
IALLAS, TX 75237 P.R. CHINA 2550 BECKLEYMEADE AVE
HONE: 214-708.4232 PHONE: 861-821-3374 MS 4001

DALLAS, TX 75237-3946
PHONE: 214-708-5444



II

IA, IRVING EANNA,8 MYIYL EASTMAN, WDICER C.
iL BROOKHAVEN NAT[ONAL LABORATORY UCLA
CODS 6M NAVAL RESARC LAB NSLS BLDG. 725C UCIA PHYCS DEPT
WASHU13TNO DC X7 UPTON, NY 11973 400 HILGARD AVE
PHOND 202-'M7-3198 PHONE: 516432.46 LOS ANGELES, CA 9002-0S47

PHONE: 310.8546012
8U1M, 34B8N HANSK SIGMUND
ICARUS RESPARCH CERN E4ARr"NG, WALTER H.
7113 EXPAIR RD 1211 GENEVA, 23 CORNELL UNIVERSITY
BDEIHESA, MD 20814 SWITZERLAND NEWMAN LAB OF NUCLEAR STUDIES

PHONE: 767-340-1 rTHACA, NY 14853
HAHN, HARALD PHONE: 607-2SS-4951
BROOKHAVEN NATIONAL LAB HARDEK, THOMAS W.
BLDGO 1 LOS ALAMOS NATIONAL LAB. HARVIEY, MAmZ
UPTON, NY 11973 MS-H83 FERMI LAB.
PHONE: 5164U4483 LOS ALAMOS, NM 4S 12 JEFFERSON AVE

PHONE: 50.-679132 NEWPORT NEWS, VA 23606
HAHN, KYOUNG D. PHONE: - -
LAWRENCE BERKELEY LABORATORY HARDEKOPF, ROBERT A.
1 CYCLOTRON RD, MS 47-112 LOS ALAMOS NATIONAL LAB HARWOOD, LEIGH EL
BERKELEY, CA 94720 MS-H811 CHEAP
PHONE. 510.4865 LOS ALAMOS, NM 87545 12000 JEFFERSON AVE

PHONE: 505-667-1239 NEWPORT' NEWS, VA 23606
H1141MPSIAN, GARNICK PHONIL 804-3W97063
UCA DEPT OF mBcr. ENGINEER. HARDING, DAVID I.
56-12S3 ENGR IV BUILDING FERMLAB HASEIW07% HLMUT ED.
LOS ANGELEA CA 9004 P0 BOX 500, MS 323 CERN
PHONE: 310.206-2 BATAVIA, IL 60510 CH-1211 GENEVA, 23

PHONE: 708-840.2971 SW ERAND
HALBACH, KLAUS PHONE: 41276-7250-
LAWRENCE BERKELEY LABORATORY HARGREAVES, THOMAS A.
I CYCLOTRON RD BLDG 46/161 LFITON ELECTIRON DEVICES HAS, MATHEWA.
BERKELEY, CA 947%0 90 INDUSTRIAL RD FIELD EFFEC•S
PHONE: 510-486-5868 SAN CARLOS, CA 94070 6 EASTERN RD

PHONE: 41S-591-8411 ACrON, MA 01720
HAMILTON, BRETT J.
INDIANA UNIV. CYCLOTRON FAC. HARKAY, KATHERINE C. NATION, VINCENT
401MILO PW SAMPSON LANE FERMILAB CERN

BLOOMINOTON, IN 47408 PO BOX 500, MS 341 GENEVA,
PHONE: 812-55-162 BATAVIA, IL 60510 SWIT2ERIAND

PHONE: 708.8404639 PHONE: 767- -4773

ACCSYS TH LNOWGY HARMS, MICHAEL G. HA'O11)IH MICHAEL D.
1177 QUARRY LANE STANFORD LNBAR ACCELERATOR SSC LABORATORY
PLEASANTON, CA 94566 P.O. BOX 4349 2550 BBKLYMEADE AVE
PHONE 510.462-6949 MS-50 MS 1043

STANFORD, CA 943M9 DALLAS, TX 75237
HAM WILLIAM N. PHONE: 415-926-2915 PHONE: 214-708-4527
GRUMMAN
STEWART AVE HARMS, JR., ELVIN R. HEET, JOSEPH HL
BDTHPAGB, NY 11714 FERMILAB SSC LABORATORY
PHONE. 516,46-31& PO BOX 500, MS 306 250 MBEOBYMEADEAVE

BATAVIA, IL 60510 MS 1043
PHONE: "08.40-4376 DALLAS, TX 7S237

PHONE: 214-708-4516



Wu. J•,Y DnN1UNG, IMU L H1NDI HArMAM A.

CL 3SS. SLAC
10 IM BEXOL.YMEADE AVE. MS-33, BOX 4349

1S4e30 MS-lOW STANFORD, CA 94309
DALLAS, IX 723M DALLAS, TX 7523 PHONE: 415-926.154
NHON& 214-708,34" PHONE: 214-788-4571

HINKSON JIM
MMICEARD HEMAN, HARBLD LAWRENCE BERKELEY LABORATORY

BROOICHAVWENAJTONAL LABORATORY ARGONNE NATIONAL LAB I CYC.OTRON RD BLDG 46/12S
BLDG, 71C 970D S CASS AVE BERKELEY, CA 947M0
NATL SYNCHl.OThON LIGHT SOURCE EP DIV-BLDO 207 PHONE: 510486.4194
UPrON, NY 11973 ARGONNE, IL 60439
PHONEL: s1w"04911 PHONE. 708-2-5317 HIRAMOTo KAZUIO

ENERGY RES LAB. Hn"ACH1K, LTD.
M 1u, SAMUIL EM WERNER F 2-1, OMIuA-O.O

SLAC CORN 7-CHOME r'ACH.I-SH
IN 26 SL DIVISION IDARAKI-KEN, 319-12

P.O. BOX 4349 CH 1211 GENEVA, 23 JAPAN
STANFORD, CA 94309 SWITZERLAND PHONE: 029-453-3111
PRONE 415-36460 PHONE: 767-463-5

MIRTA, KOEl
v iDSON, TOM F. UANDER, CARL JOHAN xEK

LAWRBNCE BERKEL LABORATORY MLS.L NATL LAB FOR HIGH ENERGY PHY
I CYCLOTRON RD BLDG 46/161 PRESCATIVAGIEN24 IS•CUBA
BERKELEY, CA 94730 S-10405 S7OCKHOLM IBARAKI, 30
PHONE: S1049&467 SWEDEN JAPAN

PHONE: 46 -816-1112 PHONE: 298-641-1171
D OIJNDJ.
STANFORD LINEAR ACCLJEATOR HERRMANNSIFELD, WILIJAM L HIMHFELD JAY
P.O. BOX 4349 STANFORD LINAR ACLWATOR YALE UNIVERSTY
M346 2S75 LAN HIL RD 2008 YALE STATION
STANFORD, CA 94309 MENLO PARK, CA 94022 NEW HAVEN, CT 06520
PHONE: 415492&-91 PHONE. 415-926-334 PHONE: 20.30.67=

HImc-oN SCOrr MISSmMSo 7t[RL vT4N vm
UNIVOF COLORADO EDV, INC HITAC ZOSN CORPORATION
CA SFOXo390 4 WESTC"HEST PLAZA 3-4, SAKURAJIMA 141MME
BOULDER, CO 00 ELMSFORD, NY 12S23 KONOHANA-U OSAKA, S$4
PHONE:- 30-49240212 PHONE- 914-592-608 JAPAN

PHONE: 064-653-061
E EM HKWKL, mDENNIS W.
'IOINISCIB UNIVERSI'EAE' LLNL HO, CHING3HUNG
BIINUFER17,31-2 PO BOX 50, L418 ARGONNE NATIONAL LAB
I10 BERLIN, 10 IVMOPRE, CA 94550 807SADAMSSr, AFT1-D
GERMANY PHONE: S10423-46 WESRMONT, IL 60,59
PHONE 330-16X-W PHONE: 706-252-6148

HIMlT4OMAS AL
DImNalY, MICHAEL SXAC HO, DARWIN D.
AMERICAN 04911TUTB OP PHYSlCS SLAC MS-95 LAWRENCE LIVERMORE LABORATORY

STANFORD UNIV PO BOX 5,58, L-477
STANFORD, CA 9439 LIVERMORE, CA 94550
PHONE: 415-946-2004 PHONE: 510-423-9786



OAGHARnOLDA. BOUCKII'I1oWmi. HUDRA RD NST o 1.

MAC LAWRENCE UVERMORE NAT' LAB MEDI-HYCSS NCM

1OBOX4" IA440 7000 EAST AVE. 3W N. RIDGEAVE

STANFORD, CA 943 UVERMORE, CA %= ARINGTON HUTM, I. 60004

MONE& 415.2644 PHONE: 510.423-790 PHONE: 7083M-MOO

fOWIM•AI, 3R1CI HOVATER JAMES C. HUDSON, CHIARMla 1

MARKETING a SALES SURA/CESAF B /Em
TROMSON COMO]EN•X TUBES I= JEFFERSON AVE. 130 ROBIN HILL RD

40 CO(baME8 WAY NEWPORT NEWS. CA 23606 GOIUIA, CA 93117

TqYTONA, NJ 07511 PHONE: 808-249-765 PHONE: 80-611-2325
PHONxk 201-324

HOYER, BOON H. HUDSON, TAMMY
WVrrWATIRU GERON . lAWRENCE BERKELEY LABORATORY CHEBA
MSU/NSCL 1 CYCIOTRON RD BLDG 46/161 12000 JEFFERSON AVE

B. LANMING, M 4884 BERKELEY, CA 94720 NEWPORT NEWS, VA 23606

PHONE- 517-3l5-152 PHONE 510.486-7235 PHONE: - -

o0 AlUCIA, S SUIAN C. HUGHES, THOMAS P.
A NATONAL TSING HUA UNrVERSfIY MISSION RESEARCH CORPORATION

1000 EFFERSON AVE. TSINHUA UNIVERSITY 17=0 RANDOL RD, SE

MS8SA HSDNCHU, ALBUQUERQUE, NM 97106&4"

NEWPORTNEWS, VA 23606 TAIWAN, LO.C. PHONE. 50-7-7719

PHONE. 04-249-7171 PHONE: 886-357-27303
HUIZHONMG

UOGAN, MARKJ. HSUE, CHEN S. INSITIur OF ENGOINERING EECT

UC•A DEWFT OF PHYSCS SRRC BO 52346

4015 HIARD I R & D ROAD VI CHENiGDU, 61003
L= ANCIS, CA OM04 HSIN-CIU, 3W0 CHINA
PHONE. 3104823-012 TAIWAN, R.O.C- PHONE: 081-62-4395

PHONE: 035-71-450

HORAN, DOUGLAS A. HUMPHREV RUSTY
ARGONNE NATIONAL LABORATORY UANGo HAX STANFORD LINEAR ACCELERATOR

9700 CASS AVE-37IT INDIANA UNIV CYCLOTRON FAC. P.O. BOX 4349

ARGONNE IL 60439 2401 MILO B SAMPSON LANE STANFORD, CA 94309

PHONE: 70&-232-765 BLOOMINGTON, IN 47408 PHONE: 415-926-3197
PHONE: 812-855-5196

HOREIICK, DALE HUMPIIRISDAVID
SIAC HUANG, YUNXIANG LAWRENCE BERKELEY LABORATORY

2575 SAND HILL RD SSCL I CYCLOTRON RD BLDG 46/161

MENLO PARK, CA 9405 2550 BECKLEYMEADE AVE BERKELEY, CA 94720

PHONE: 415-26-2337 MS 9000 PHONE: 510-4866797
DALLA., TX 75237

NOWM PAUL A. PHONE: 214-7084223 HURD, JAMES W.

IBM TJ. WATSON RESEARCH SSCL

P.O. BOX 218 IUBBARD, EDWARD L 250 BECKLEYMEADE AVE

YORKTOWN HEIGmS, NY 10596 CONSULTANT DALLAS, TX 75723

PHONE: 914-945-265 5527 CHELSEA AVE PHONE: 214-708.4312
IA JOLLA, CA 92037

Ho% cuRm PHONE: 619.454-8660 HUR PATRICK Q

HOW -- FERMILAB

PO BOX s0, MS 340
BATAVIA, IL, 6010
PHONE- 708840-3014



Amm.m, JOHN JACK90%,BRALDP.
IWSNAMONANNAL LAIL LOSAIAMAOS NATIONAL LABORATORY FERMILAB
OR" w" M8.54 P.o. BOX 1663 PO BOX S0A, MS 341
LAN. MS 556 BATAVIA, IL 60510

S ALAMOS. Ntd 9W LOS ALAMOS, NM 87S45 PHONE 70840-27
PROM PHONE: SXS7-4344

JACKSON, L TER•Y
UrI OKANDIMNAL IRWIN, JOHN LAWRENCE BERKELEY LABORATORY
CEW SLAC I CYCLOTRON RD BLDG 46/W12
12IZEFFEIRSON AVEL BIN26 BERKELEY, CA 94720
MS12A SANFORD, CA 943 PHONE 510-486.43M
NEWPORT NEWS, VA 23606 PHONE: 415-9262M
PHONE O4-2,-7396 JACO, j-. RALPQ W.

ISHIZUKA, HOW= SIAC
L ZZOURENI FATMA FUKUOKA INTU OF TECH PO BOX 4349, BIN 50
SINCRlOTRONBTRIESIBTE IASHI-KU STANFORD, CA 94309
PADRICIANO 99 PUIOKA, 811-02 PHONE 415-926-2927
ThESM 34012 JAPAN
ITALY PHONE 092-606-3131 JACODBS, EDWARD A.
PHONE. 40 -375-8504 MEDI & PHYSICS INC.

ISMAJL 900 DURHAM AVE
IMUMTARKO UNIVERsIy OFTENNESSEB S. PLAINFIELD, NJ WMU
KEK 1200 LAUREL AVE AFr 3 PHONE 90B-757-7SIE
KEK, ACC. DIV., OHO 1-1 KNOXVILLE, IN 37916
UUBA PHONE: 615-73.049 JACODS, KEN

3ARAEn 3O5 MIT
JAPAN IWASHUAYOSMMUA PO BOX 846
PHONE 29645-298 ACCELERATOR LAB/ICR KYOTO UNIV MIDDLErON, MA 01949

GOKANOSHO PHONE. 617-245.6600
IH1OW, LI• UJI

SBATES LAB KYOTO, 611 JAFFERY, TARIQ S.
MANNINGROAD JAPAN SSC
MIDDILErW MA 01949 PHONE: 817-743,2M6 2550 BEciLEYMEADE AVE MS994
PHONE 617-4540 DALLAS, TX 757

JACK CEZANTA. PHONE: 214-706-2283
ILIV, AND• L SSC LABORATORY
ThUMP 255 BECKLEYMEADE AVE1. JUME, LUCIA
N60TH OCTOER ANNIVERSARY MS: 4004 UNIV DE SAO PAULO

PROW 79 DALLAS, TX 75109 LAB NATL DE WZ SINCROTRON
MOSCOW, PHONE 214-70"-3310 CAIXA POSTAL 6192
RUSSIA CAMPINAS, SAO PAULO, 1-970
PHONE 604-222-1047 JACHIM, STEPHEN P. BRA2IL

LOS ALAMOS NATIONAL LABORATORY PHONE. 551-92542634
4GLSARAn PO BOX 1663

cAo MS 11927 JAMES, MICHAEL F.
12000 JEFFERON AVE LOS ALAMOS, NM 37545 ATOMIC ENERGY CONTROL BOARD
NEWPORT NEWS, VA 23606 PHONE S5.667-9692 P.O. BOX 1046 SIB. B
PHONEL - - OTTAWA, ON K2M-1A3

JACKSON, AL4N CANADA
D40OI.8XOA3D LAWRENCE BERKELEY LABORATORY PHONE: 613.995-2730
DROOWIVEN NATIONAL LABORATORY 1 CYCLOTRON RD BLDG 80/101

NES BLDG. 17AC BERKELEY, CA 94720
UFUDH, NY 1197 PHONE. 510.486.6752



36014. A.31*140, CICHE 3~0N.ALAN A.
ULAK UNIVORRIY OF MARYLAND 810.
AT-DO 1313U1 PHYSICS DEPRMW4WirOO BYRMAI
LOS ALAMO M W75V5 COLLDOE PARK, MD 2074 DALLAS, 7X 75237
NIHOM 0#54m$37 PHONE: 301.42248M PHONE: 214-709646

JAM3OtK (OORML 301,OHUNm JONUICHARLUMM.
MCI0 ARGONNE NAT1IONAL LAB OAK RIDGE NAlIONAL IADORATI)RY
am0DCLYED AVE PHYSICS DIV BDWO 203 P0 Box 23w
DALLAS 7X 75W3 9700 S CASS AVE OAK RIDGE, TN 378314=6
PHONE: 214.705.3M6 ARGONNE, IL 6043 PHONE: 615674.4W5

NIONE:k 708-253-914
JAK GWOJ34N JON3MB WE M.
SYNCID301ROI RADIATION RE3M JOHN045, RONALD A. SLAC4WiANFORD UNIEvinriy
NO 1,R&D ROAD VI ARGONNE NATIONlAL LAB AM MS 26, SLAC, STANFORD UNIV
IUNNW= SC0-SDA INDUSr PARK 9700 S CASS PO BOX 4349
HUNOiCU, 30077 ARGONNE, IL 6043 STANFORD, CA 94W0
TAIWAN, R.OC. PHONE. 706-2524M PHONKE 4135-9262309
PHONE: 886%W57431=

JOuNsoN, DRAWT m. JONES, 619MU A.
J&ATAKMAV, RAGNAVAN PHYSICAL REVIEW L~rlERS 10*0/EM
850L I RESEARCH RD. 130ROBINHlUlLRD
2W5 BECOUEYMEADE, fOXm 100OOLBA, CA 93117
DAUlAS, TX 75237 RIDGE, NY 11961 PHONK: oos4n1-2=
PHONE: 2W4708404 PHONE:- 516-924-53

JORmAN KNYIN C.
JEINER DAVID L JOHNSON, CHRIIIINX A CSAP
Iu0r DEPT OF ENERGY 12000 JEFFERSONAVE.
241mILO AMPSO 1400 I AKE SHORE DRL#10Q NEWPORr NEWS. VA 23W0
DLOOMINOTOII IN 4740 CHICAGO, IL 60610 PHONE: 804-249-7644
PHONE. 81404w PHON9* 7os-254

-OSHCKAN
WII KCR33c. JOHNSON, KENNKIH F. UCLA DEFT OF BELTc. B4G0D3M

FERMILAB LOS ALAMOS NATIONAL LAB S256-B9ENGR IVIIDILDDIN
70 DOX SOS, M AT-10 MS H13 LOS ANGELES, CA 00=3

- i~ra KRKRD LOS ALAMOS, NM 8754 PHONE: 310-206-2=3
BATAVIA, IL da10 PHONE- S05464=27
PHONE: 13.S40-26 JOU3EW, AUAIN L

JOHNSONW3UANDP. GANIL
331814 134A. CBBAP BF506
IRIUd 12000 JEFFERSON AVIL P14M0 CAENi, CEDEX
4004WENROOK MALL NEWPORT NEWS, VA 23606 FRANCE
VANCOUVER, BC W~r-2A3 PHONE: 804449.7420 PHONE: 314-5453
CANADA
PH ONE: 604-222-1047 3030,WERNR JoWmIT, OHN H

PAUL SCHERRER 9491TIU713 CHRN
3114G DINGPSI WURBNIJNGEN + VILLIGEN SI.DIVISION

?INTERATED APPIED) PHYSIC CH 523 VILLIGEN, CH-1211 GENEVA, 23
30 THAYER RD SWFIlBRIAND SWI7E23RIAND
WAL111AM MA 02154 PHONE:- 004-15649=36 PHONE: 412-276-76643
PHONE: 617-48-Ml1



WIG, DONxOXo KAWMIEATOOD 5.
NAVAL R18ARC1 LABORATORY AllOCIATE PROF11R, LOS ALAMOS NATIONAL LAIL
00066714 POHANG ACCELEATOR LAIL P.O. BOX143mS P-H
WASHI40TOK DC 2087 Po BOX m DerT or BE LOS ALAMOS, NM 8736
wiome 3m 104m POHANG KYUNOPO0IC4 PHOmm 3504674697

KOREA
JM4%& BAN PlONE 8245AO KtiUA R

CWN CWAF
S.0EV WANGI 'MUON W 12M0JE'FERUON AVE
011211 GENEVA, 23 ARGONNE NATIONAL LAS MS 12A
SM I ON IAI) M~ S. CASS AVE. NEWPORTr NEWS, VA 23606
mHose 022-7674= ARGONNE IL WN PHONE. 8044494=5

KA&ANALDEpP. KARADIKOT, IVAN P. ZLEANSJOBN
NIXIM CHEAF BROOKHAVEN NATIONAL LABORATORY
POSr BOX 413 1200 JEFFERSON AVE. N. BLDG 72C
AlInuuRDmK NEWPORT! NEWS, VA 23606 NATL. SYNCHROTRON UGHTS9OURCB

TMNIRIANDS PHON 304-299.647 UPTON. NY 1197
PffOg 02.016ý PHONE 316-14724M

EARN, JEW&
XAANMrS, -E0X CL SURA/CE[BAF fluNK, DAME AL
1TIUM 12000 JEFFERSON AVE CisAP
4M06 WROOK MALL NEWPORT NEWS, VA 23602 12000 JEFFERSON AVE.
VANCOUVER, BC W~r-2A3 PHONE -- NEWPORT7 NEWS, VA 2360
CANADA PHONE 804-2494857
PHONE: 6406-23-0 K01D, K!UKOU

TOHOKU UNIVERSITY LAIL KILl, DIHRRJ4D
EARN. uiumew 1-2-1 ?4IKAPONE, TAIIIAKU-KU CERN
BROOCHAVEN NATION&ALLAB. SENDAI~, 9W GENEVE 23, M11211
EJILDmNoa3 JAPAN SW~rl7ERIAND
UPTON, NY 1197 PHONE 812-24-521I
Pl1ONE 3164-211238 KEIZoDUcm

Kit1Dl SloHED LAWRENCE BERKELEY LABORATORY
RALMR10mCH.CAL LABORATORY OF NUCLEAR STUDIES 1 CYCLAYRON RD BLDG 80/101
SUPER COLLIDER LABS FACULTY OF SCI, OSAKA UNIV BERKELEY, CA 94720

230 BZLYEAEAVE TOYONAKA PHONE 510-486-52n3
TALAX 7527 OSAKA, 560

PHONE. - JAPAN KENNEDY, KURT D6
PHONE 063-44115 LAWRENCE BERKELEY LABORATORY

KALllIIIW6ILIEELM 1 CYCLOTRON RD BLDG 46/161
SR. PIIYSICIE KAIIOUJIZAS, 1Dm BERKELEY, CA 94720
CORN USC PHONE 510-4367233
CERN-31. USC EE/ElP DEPT'
1211 GENElVA, 23 LOS ANGELES, CA 900894457 KENNEDY, WILLJ1AM L.
SWITZERLAND PHONE. 213-740.019 ARGONNE NATIONAL LAB
PHONEL. 412-M7-573M 5112 CENTER AVE

KAUGHEMS JUl15I ISL E, IL 6003
KA.Y.YKIIDSL STAFF PHYSICIST' PHONE. 703-2S2-6161

1118, THE UN11VEREI1Y OF TOKYO DOE
3.2-1 PMIDORIOIO EE-142 KERMVAN, RI031110
TANASHI WASHINGTON, DC 2ME 550
TOKYO, 138B 2S50 BECKLEYMEADE AVE
JAPAN DALLAS,1X 7523

mois 51-26-36 PHONE 214-703.431



~uc~. EAM8~KIMURA, WAINK 0. uNEMAUN41CM
C00IUL U?6inf I VICBPRESIDENT 0?RESARXII NATL LAS MOR 16011 ENERY PSI!
uLemmum~LasmB 111 iRNIca 1-1 OuaO IMUUMA
rIIIACA NY UM 275 NORTHRUP WAY MARAjUX
19C2 96294=53 BELLEVUE WA 9M05 JAPAN

PRO0*4 206427-04

lM105'FESON AV8 KEKNUIEP SL DIVMSON
NINV~OXT NEWS VA 2306 KEK.. ACC. DIV., 0OH0 GENEVA =I1,
PHONE: usSmwUB- SWITZERLAND

I3ARAKIM 305 PHONE.K 412-276-463
MKilCIAEL H. JAPAN
LAWRINCE BfhKUEBY LABORATORY PHO0NE- 298445-20 KrIAMU3A, HIDE)o
1 CYLTRONO RI. KEK
W58540 KIWRBYMRKW 3 1-10OH0, TSLXURA
u.ReZxxycA "m7 ShANFORD LINEAR ACCELERATOR IBARAKI, 306
PRO0*4 51041.721 MS 74 WAAN

P 0 BOX 4349 PHONE:- 2m64wSES
K24M4100o STANFORD, CA 94309

IA W R W 4CE ER E Y A B A T Y P SIO N E 415-926-2M K I A IS N, LO W ELL A.
314 MNOB VESTANFORD LINEA CERATOR

SAN DIEGO, CA 9=W KZKSINER, JOSUPH L PO BOX 4349, R".
PROM4 619455467 CORNELL UNIVERS1TY STANFORD, CA 9430

124 NEWMAN LAB PHO0NE: 415.921.27
KI.JoNAThA UA TDIACANY 14850

UNrVERSIKY OF VICTORIA PSIONEL 607-272.4951 muZEV4nwnuym ll
ýWE OF BCE EINDHIOVEN UNIV. OF 7BODIOWOGY
P0 BOX 3115 KIwKhROwDCa. CYCL 0214 Box 513
VWCERIA, 9C VSW-VJ6 DROOKI1N A71NA LAOATR ___SIDHV

CANADA PH1YSICS, 901A NEI IERIANDS
PHONE- 606.fl14 UPTON, NY 11973 PSIONE: 3140W7-4M

PHONE. 516-282-378
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UFlVtK NY 11M7 ULO DlD(W PHON13 214-7011
PHOa 3164212-2 OXOtd OXIROOX

m012 KINGDOM RIhDOGUI1 KAUW
3ANGANTIMMN R4 P. FIIOt 442-3(321900 TRIUMP
SSC LADS 4H wESBRooxMALL
M 4 00b SIC LABS FMCSJOHIN K VANCOUVER, DC VEF.2A

2M AVL somCANADA
DALLAS, 7% 7=27 2W Be MSCEY ADE AVE PHOMN 606-232104
PHote3 314-7011- DMJAST1X 75237-3597



UNWAM V OrW&MANIAD UIU FU BROOlCIAVENLAB
tA0OA1=T FD MASIAA 13MAR01 6W7 DARSY RD.LD "00113
C~LIMOPAW5,,D 3M0 LANDOVER ILLS MD 23 UrfO1I MY 11973

nie US~.2SPVIOM 301-77$4116 PHONE: S16404616

11inw AWRENCZ uinmzcmBY LABORATORY Smo
lOX= I3 CYCLOTRON RD, MS 4&42 2w DecKL EYMEADE AVE

7DUREDL JMIEY, CA 94720 M&4010
swamW PHONE 310-486.47 DALLAS, IX 75237-99
"l1Om 0WI153477 PHONE: 214-75-3M

1151JMMKKAU,, LAWRENCE DERKELEY LABORATORY ROG=% JON"P T.
STAFF UO3IEK 1 CYCLOTRON RD, MlS W10180 CORNELL UNIVERSIY
GRUMMAN COWORA12RESARCH DERIELY, CA 9472 232 NEWMAN LAB
4 WAY PHOtE& 51048&-73n1 171ACA, NY 14850

P33C~l~t~tO 560PHONE: 607-2354-3
PilOt .520.loi04 30i3~hi~cu4RunW.

3113, OO4JPWGOFFICE OF NAVAL RESEARCI ACCELERATOR PHYUICi1r
flO~KISRSW N QUINCY ST ESRF

NIMVE~RITYOUMAKVLANW. ARLINGTON, VA 22337 312n0

a3.696. RA04 14 W RENOBLE,
COUDE PRK, D 2142FRANCE

"nloi 301405-WP, 113I3MT1U0MA PHONE: 3374-683m

UCE, WEID P0 BOX 4725 3063,JAMEST.
WW~3ZL t4VEFV UNNSVUJE AL 23154723 BROOHA"VEN NATIONAL LAM
WRS4lA HONha. 2K-W-303 BLXKL 1005

fITACA, Wf 14M UPTON, NY 1197n
PHONE W7-294786 IoB3RTOSON COar! PHONE: S16-282,-7079

UNIV OFCOLORADO,
UACHARDUON,=R CAMPUS BOX 391 ROSENEWEIGo JAMES 3

BOULDERCO 30309 UCLA DEPT. OF PHYSICS
2550BEOCLEYMEADE PHONE: 303.492-6453 405 HILGARD AVE
DA UA*STX 73237 LOS ANGMELE CA 90M2PHOj 1470M FW BDNA~VID L. PHONE: 310-206-4541

LAWRENCE BERiaELY LABORATOltY
NKionW 1 CYCLOTRON RD. 30633 THOMAS

SLAC BIuKRKME, CA 94720 BNL
mmPHONE: 310.486460 BLDG 91113

P.OBOX 4360 UPTON, NY 11973
SIANOID, CA 9019 ROBINSONWILLIAM PHONE: S16-292-7084
PHONE: 435404M25 SSCL

2550 BECICLEYMEADE AVE. ROSS, MARC
ESIEP,101A.SUrrE 125 SLAC

LA*W3NCI3BBREIAYLAl. DALLAS, TX 7523 P.O. BOX 4349
W1571499 PHONE: 214-7084W0 L RD
I CYCLORON RD STANFORD, CA 94043
DSRICEZ, CA "M PHONE: 415-926&3526
PRO~M 506



wwkn oflN3S R!UAWM.IAWRUNGK 3
moww3om DROOMMHVEN NATIONAL LAIL LOX ALAMOS NATIONAL LAB
=I OSUVA, a BLDG. I=03-6 P0 BOXiak1~ms.MhZ

MRIJAM UPTON, NJ 11973 LOS ALAMOM NM 8754
~I'ose 4330&7M PHONE: 516-20.49M PHONE 504054W

MNUW,~R in 131 VELARD D. RINK, oUR

n12014m~v 2WBCK VIEESA MAIL Sro WH
NsWPogrtwsVA 3MW MIS4010 LOS ALAMOS, NM. 5134

moseo IN4W7621 DAL±A. TX 7= PHONE: $5"1
PHONE: 214-706-3716

m m FAXX NA&ASUDO
WXA/SC 31115,DON W. STAFORD L"4ARA(X33LRAT0R.

2w1 0EVBD AVE NAVAL SURFACE WARFARE CENTER 2057 SAND HILL RD, MS 49
W64006 R36 NSWC 10901 NEW HAROMPR AMENLO PARK. CA 9410
DAUlAS, TX "W SILVER SPRING, MD 2603 PHONB:- 4042626P
PHONE: 2*-706-11 PHONE. 301-394-23

SA~DATIOAmN cil-
DIMNJWI3KVL ItUSU,¶flIOMASJ. X 50.

UU4SLSARGONNE NATIONAL LABORATORY MS *1043
BLDG 72A 9700S. CASS AVE 25.0BECFLEYMEADE AVE.
UPTION, NY 11973 BDWG. 371T DALLAS. TX 7=23
PHONE: 31641204914 ARGONNE, IL 6M43 PHONE 214-708.431

PHONE. 70S-9-mmp
KlUX, W41. 1*0CCGINA
umRP u ORIRI0 am
BP 22 BROOKHAVEN NATIONAL LABORATORY
38MS 03340KB, CEDEX 911A SAC~RSCIIAIZ, RICHIARD J.
FRANCE UPTON, NY 11973 DUKE UNIVERSITY-PEL
PHONIL 337-162033 PHONE: S16-32"12 Box 90319

DURHAM, NC 27708.019
BO ~ ~ ~ RU RDO . li ONALD D6 PHONE. 919498.2W

SItC UNIVERSITY OF WNCOUN SrANORD LINEAR ACCELERATOR
373 SCHNEIDER DL MIS 26 SAIRAN, 36.
STOUGHTODN. WI SM P0BOX 4349 BROOKHAVEN NATIONAL LABORATORY
PHONE: 0411.2 STANFORD, CA 9W30 BLDG W2C

WHO? 1' 415-92&M3 NATL SYNCHROTRON LIGHfT SOURCE
BLIDOLMIEMAUS UPTON, NY 11973
UNIVERNTY OF MUNICH RVAN, ANTHONY PHONE. 516-282718
AM COULOMDWALL 1 BROOKHAVEN NATIONAL LAB
QARCHIN DAVAMA, 8066 BUILDING 83 SAGALOVSKV, ISONID
GERMANY UPTON, NY 11973 ARGONNE NATIONAL LAB
PHONE: Cl Uxp !vff1 PHONE. 516-282-3329 EP 207

9700 S. CASS AVE.
VMICHARIII I RIAXOY, L ARGONNE, IL 60439

(3RN ElPRBMOV DISIXTJUE PHONE. 7W8252.430
C1-1211 GENOVA, 23 METALLOSTROY
SWfl7ERI.AND PAO BOX 42 SAGAN, DAVID
PHONE: 10.0-2WM 18BM3 ST. PETERSBUR. 0 CORNELL UNIVERSITY

RUSSIA WILSON LAB
rITACA, NY 14853
PHONE. 687-2554802



UAN~Y~ £tRKA.MEAMCIAUWM c
SIn C LABORATORY WSAXAAMOS NA71ON4AL LAD

cm, 25MEBWSYMEADEAVE MlkS Hsu
1-@0 TOVOSU 34COMIL NOTO.KJ Ms 4002 LOS ALAMOS. NM VW54
7mm LIS DALLA&W1 75237 PHONE: 505465-M31

PH OM 4 " 436 m 4C U W M 10111

SX7QMWTA0DD tAWR34CE BEKELEY LABORA71OR
ULI.SUI 3. BROOKHIAVEN NATIONAL LAD I CYCLOTRON RD, N10 DO/"I

LAAININMLIVONIRNAM% LAB 3.D06m BEhXEZY, CA "m
1.4 'M D~I AE.UPTON, NY 1197 PHONE 310 4uKdM

]LVERNER3,CA 9M0 PHONlk 516.m.5432
sumawcHARxzw.

3AIUUWU~f&MJ VA WX ER A. FERMIIAB
VIJV3RSIff OP SOUFCABOLINS SrAIAPRD]LINEAR ACCELERATOR. Po BOX 500 MS 307
706 3 HOLLY ST. P0 BOX 4349, MS 12 BATAVIA, IL W810
COLUMBIA. SC 29W MENLO PARK, CA 94W6 PHONE- 7011460.4414
PHONR* 803-744003 PHOND 415-92&=07

ShMPMOWIUJAM SwumALE WALUR CERN
BROOKHIAVEN NAMDORAL lABORATORY CRRN -SL DIVISION
BLDG.o G1 ERME 23% .CH421 GENEVA 23, C011211
UPTON, NY 1IM7 ST1rBPLAND SWA17ERIAND
PRO 5136.3'm Ulo 787-a"

WANJAN RONAWLD1
EA 9MMumVM~ LAL ScIEMOmPUL W.
LOSALAMOS NA71ONAL LAB lAWRElNC DERKELZY LABORATORY TRIUMP
10 HW6 MP-9 LAME 1 CYCOTRON RD MS46161 4M0 WESBEDOIC MALL
]LOS AlLAMOS NM CM54 BERKELEY, CA 970VANCOUVER, BC WT 263
nuwe 315441-7208 PHONE. 510416.7)6 CANADA

PHOME 044-23.W4

YAIE UIVEmRWY& MIT& REV.LR CORNELLUNIVERSITY SCHNEMID3 AMI
218WE~rDUTAVE 369UPSON HALL SSC LABORATORY
P.O6 BOX as6 MITACA, NY 1465 110 EOCLEYMEADE AVE.
pw IIAVE CI 0o11 mPHONE 60-215-=1 DAllAS, TX 7=23
PHONE: 30343-S4=8 PHONE: 24-708.343

SCHA mRkGIX
ftww^UN,1UOAWJ.. WC LABORATORY SCHNEIDERWIUlAMJ.1

SANDIA NATIONAL LABORATORIES SSC0,210 DECKLEYMEADE AVE. CEWAF
641lM BEMW RESEARCH ]OPT 123 DAllAS, TX 75= 12M0 JEFFEIRSON AVE MS 518

P0 30K MI)PHONE 214-70&M77 NEWPORT NEWS, VA 2M63
MROUBOINM 87W8 PHONE:- W04409-7173

PROiM 35-95-1016 SCAHIGrmaD0Y
]LAWRENCE BERMS"E LABORATORY luNau, IWIlFOANG

E*4 W SCLAK 1 CYCLOTRON RD BLDG 80/101 CERN
So. BERKELEY, CA %=73 CHI 1211 GENEVA,
300~ZM3D PHONE: 510.48&M0 SWITZ2ERLAND
IIoIG PHONE. 767-29&4
DAZJAX 7X 7537 9CH4U1" RONALD
PRiOM 214-709.4503 SC LAB.

MS 100

DALLAS, TX 75237
PHONE: 24-731&5O



- M40"NAMU L LAN PHUM RHW SC
INU coAN vB STRUSEMNNALLEE 101 2550 UOLYEDAVE
AE)0tOUIL ELO 000 HAMBURG, 54 DALLJOS, IX 73337
PROM~ IS4QU4 GERMANY PHO?~k' 24-7011-5

PHONB:, 00-%-3130
2aInmRW% I .l 4SEN1 FR
LOG ALAMOS NATIONAL LABORATORY SCUWEFIIWI, ALAN & um
AT-1, MS NW? SrANP0RD UNIV4EREFYT
LOS ALAMOS, NM CM54 DErPT FPHYSICS 3N0,NICOLAS
PRON13 30461-i SrANFIORD, CA 94305 UNIV OPHIRlINOS

1205JEFFERSON AVE
SCERIDE. STAN 0. SCOTT, SON NEWPORT NIEWS, VA 23601
LOS ALAMOS NATIONAL [AIL PHONE: 80447-03
P0 BOXkI63 MS IWI S2ARSJAN35 0.
L)S ALAMOS. NM 9W54 CORNELL. UNIVERSITY SERVRANCID1, ROERGV.
PlioNE 503.667-545 IM4 NEWMAN LAB TRIUMP

ITHACA, NY 1435 BOX 48
SCHERAN. UCHAUL PHION& 67-255-553 OABRIOLA IS., BC V0WAI

UNIVERSITY OP DORTMUND CANADA
DORTMUND, 44M5 5s36331,JAN5 . PHONE 606-247-956
GERMANY SSRL/SLAC
PHONE: 4ft2417-5553 PO BOX 4349 SENSLERANDUWM.

SrANPORD, CA 94309 LAWRENCE BERKELEY LABORATORY
SCHULTZ. IDUDboN PHONEL 45.92643M6 1 CYCLOTRON RD, NIS 8711H
tCSD BERKELEY, CA 9UM2
PHYSK3S0319 SEEMAN, JOHN T. PHONE- 3104@6.4M9
950OILMAN DR. SrANP0RD UINEAR ACCELERATOR
LA JOLLA, CA 920934319 257 SAND HILL RD, MS 66 mEBODIY.P.
FUONZ 619494.4M7 MENLO PARK, CA 9430 EPREMOYV INITIUITE

PHONE 415-926.336dX69 METALLOSTROY
X EWANWZ PE P.OM BOX 42
MND UNI. CYCLOTRON PAaITJY 5311.PElTXR 18R3 ST PUTERSBUMO

INDINA UNI. LAWRENCE BERKELEY LABORATORY RUSSIA
CYCLOTRON FAaLIT I CYCLOTRON RD, NIS47-112
81,OOMI2*7J%4 IN 47403 BERKELEY, CA 94720 SHAFER,20EJEETSL
PHONE- 812435.36 PHONE. S1048&6-'S3 LOS ALAMOS NATIONAL [AIL

MIS HBU
3CHWAWXDUES.D SluLTYWaiAM C. LOS ALAMOS NM 87545
SIAC ARGONNE NA71ONAL LAB PHONE: 05067-377"
N333 BLDG. 362-ASD~
P.O. BOX 4349 9700 S. CASS AVEL SHANJIANPING
STANFOR3D, CA 9W39 ARGONNE% IL 6043 FERMUlAB
PHONE: 415-26-205 PHONE. 135-252-28S7 PO BOX 500, MS 341

BATAVIA, IL 60310
fiCmWCR"'ERMAII SKNTANAJI PHONE. 705040O4670
KIK-ARLSRUIIE SSC LABORATORY
P0 BOX 3660 2%50 BECKLEYMEADE AVE SHAPERO, DON
WARLSRIJHE 1, 7300 DALLAS. IX 7537 NATIONAL RESEARCH OOUNCL
GERMANY PHONE- 214-709-45n BOARD OF PHYSICS & ASTRONOMY
FIJON~k Q7.4x41w 2101 CONSTITIUIION AVE

WASHINCI1TN, DC 20418



^Gas U11 IL CUINA. U134943, 9MMLD 3.
RM W BoImumYLAN AROOMSNATIONAL LAB 73 WMOVIEESCNDEDODR

Am5 VMCISAVE SUJ4A VISTA, CO 31211
muimm"u, CAt 947 AROON, I. iam PHONE: 40.49-M

PHOM 706252-=33
-UM, WNA&WM11 SEU, QuAN-SIIW

IAWR34CU LlVUUMORB NATL LAB 3PIAR3A KDINE! W. SKa.
Po Box iOS LAO4 ARGONN#E NATIONAL LABORATORY 2530 ECLEYNEADE AVE.
UIVEMORE, CA 94550 9708CASS AVE usMS80
PHONE:. 5104231* BLDO 203 DALLAS, 7X 7=27

ARGONN EL O0W3 PHONE: 214-709O=
MRA. TOM j PHONE 7094252-405

BROOKHAVEN NATIONAL LAB SHUKEYW LA.
N=830 8WPFARDX)JHNC. EFR3OV INSITUIE
UPTONJ, NY 11973 SLAC POS. MEWALLO6FRDY

MlS 66. PO BOX 4349 P.O. BOX 42
MOUAK, OUPEF. SrANPORD, CA 94309 Sr PETESBURG, 189 631

BROOKHIAVEN NATIONAL LAl. PHONE:- 415-926-396 RUSSIA
NDom72-

UFIMN NY 11973 SHEYNIN, SAM SIBLEY, COLES R
PHOME 516-8234M6 SSCL MlrF BATES LINAC

2550 BECKLEYMEADE AVE PO BOX 346
UIVELRiCHARD L MS 406 MIDDIErON, MA 01949

WOSALAMOS NATIONAL LABORATORY DALLAS, TX 7523-3997 PHONE: 617-245-6600
P0 BOX 1663 PHONE: 214-703-362
MS: 132 S1EMANN, Ma)3W 3.
LOS ALAMOS, NN 9754S SHU, ICONG SLAC
PHONE: 3OS467-123 RESEARCH AISISANT7 MS 26, PO BOX 4349

DEPT OF PHYSIM3 UNIV HOUSDN SrANFORD, CA 94309
KIH AYIDY. HOUS`ON~,TX 77206-550 PHONE: 415-926.3892

CHALK RIVER LABS.,AECL, PHONE: 713-743.3531
SiN III AECL RESEARCH SIERGIKI, DONNA AL
CHALK RIVER, ON 1031-JO SHIN, HBIUAM-MG FERMHlAB
CANADA ssCL PO BOX 500, MS 304
PHONE: 613484-331 2550BECKLEYMEADE AVE BATAVIA, IL. 60510

MS-1062 PHONE 706.840.4833
umKLON, 303 DAllAS TX 7527
URA/WC LABORATORY PHONE: 214-706-4518 SIMPSONJIM
2550 EKIZMEADEMS 7000 ARGONNE NATIONAL LAB
DALLAS, IX 75237 SHOAFE, HAMID 9700 S CASS AVE
PHONE: 214-706.515 SrANFORI) IJNEAR. ACCELERATOR ARGONNE, IL 60465

PO BOX 4349, MS-46 PHONE: 706-252.658
8ERD3.AK3, 3)aL SrANFORD, CA 94309

BEV PHONE: 415926.295 SUAROCK, SMEAN N.
THYRATRON SECTION Ham"
106 WATERIMOWE LANE SHOGA, SAKANAKA 12000 JEFFERSON AVE
CHEMdSFORD ESSEX, CMI 2QU NAIL LAB FOR HIGH ENERGY PHYS NEWPOtRT NEWS, VA 23606
MIGLAND OHO 1-1, TSUKUBA SHI PHONE:- 804-249-7241
PHONE: )b436854M IBARAKU-KEN, 305

JAPAN SIMS, WIjLLM P.
PHONE: 81-296-64563 BROOKHAVEN NATIONAL LABORATORY

BLDG. 911B
UPTON, NY 11973
PHONE. 516-282-3271



UlaAI%. CNAmm [. SMnM joHN L SORTS, PASCAL
Co" ITrN ADVANCED INNOVATIVE 1CiH GANIL
WSI=BW11IRON AVE MSB 2309 RENARD SE, SIB 2 B31 0
NSWPOgR NEWS VA 23606 ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87106 P.1402 CAEN, CEEX
PHONE SlNW%7672 FRANCE

SWrM JOHN PHONE: 314-545-29
SING Oil V. BROOKHAVEN NATIONAL LABORATORY
BROOKHAVEN NATIONAL LABORATORY BLDG 725B SOUNDRANAYAGAM, R41PPU
BLDO 72SB NATL SYNCHROTRON LIGHT SOURCE SS(,
UFPTN, NY 11973 UPTON, NY 11973 2550 BECKLEYMEADE AVE
PHONE: 5164183$ 0 PHONE: 516-2824734 DALLAS, TX 752

PHONE. 214-708-5502
SRAXuMX* JOHN StIlM, U ELYN C..
UCO. CERN SOUIlr gm= DlR1N
2550 .ECKLEYMEADE AVE. 1211 GENEVA 23, CERN
!64W7 SW'IZERLAND CH-1211 GENEVA, 23
DALLAS, TX 75237 PHONE: 767-342-1 SWrIZERLAND
PHONE: 214-708-3654 PHONE: 41 -22 -767 388B

S14ITI, SiEVE
SMITH, DAVID L STANFORD LINEAR ACCELERATOR SPATAO, IBRUNO
SANDIA NATIONAL LABORATORIES 2575 SAND KILL RD INFN-FRASCATI
DEPT. 1239 PO BOX 4399 PO BOX 13
Po BOX 5308 STANFORD, CA 943QS FRASCATI, 00044
ALBUQUERQUE NM 8711M 5 PHONE: 415-926-3916 ITALY
PHONE: 30.$45-7141 PHONE: 694..032.3

SMITH, SUSAN L
SMITH, DON SERC DARESBURY LAB. SPECKA ARND
TAMU KECHWICK LANE ECOLE POLYIECHNIQUE
2202 CASTER LAKE DR WARRINGTON LPNHE
COLLEGE STATION, iX 77845 CHESHIRE, WM 4AD PALAISEAU, 91128
PHONE: 409-690.0926 UNITED KINGDOM FRANCE

PHONE: 092-560-3760 PHONE: 33 -69 -333160
SmM, GAtY A.
BROOKHAVEN NATIONAL LABORATORY SMYIHE, W. P. SPECKr, VICKI
BLDG. 911C UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND
UPTON, NY 11973 CB446 ENERGY RESEARCH BLDG
PHONE: 516-282-3473 BOULDER, CO 80309-0446 COLLEGE PARK, MD 20742

PHONE: 303-492-TT'r
SlMRfl, & VERNON SPENCE, WIL L
LOS ALAMOS NATIONAL LABORATORY SOLOMON, LORRAINE SLAC
AT-10, MAIL STOP g1818 BROOKHAVEN NATIONAL LABORATORY SLAC MS 66
PO BOX 1663 BLDG. 725B STANFORD UNIVERSITY
LOS ALAMOS, NM 87545 UPTON, NY 11973 STANFORD, CA 94309
PHONE: 50-667-2667 PHONE: 516-282-5491 PHONE: 415-926-3386

Sbl,f HAROLD L SONGJOSHUA J. SPENCER, JAMES L
SAC/STANFORD UNIVERSITY ARGONNE NATIONAL LABORATORY SLAC
1268 BLANEY AVE 9700 . CASS AVE. - 371T P.O. BOX 4349
SAN JOSE, CA 95129 ARGONNE, IL 60439 STANFORD, CA 94309
PHONE: 415-926-3S49 PHONE: 708-252-6537 PHONE: 415-926-2081



WSANUZ.FEUWA DIIMIL, AN38 N.EIKU8NIONIGER.

NAVAIL RHAW2I LAB FERMILAB ThuUMP

cOOIU6m P0 BOX 50W MS 341 404 WESBROOK MALL

WMHDOTGI4 DC 261 BATAVIA, IL 40310 VANCOUVER, BC Vlfr-A3

PHON13: 2037-34 PHONE:- 708440.4=2 CANADA
PHONE: 606%4Z10447

wimmIaWUioIUJ. IIUINDAVXCI CARIZS P.

ORUMANN AER000"CORPDl. CERN I1ILLMAN, ARNOLD N.

III SIEWAXIAVIL PS DIVISION BROOKHAVEN NA71ONAL LABORATORY

W049" 01-1211 GENEVA, 23 BLDG. 911D

DEIIIAGE, NY 11714 SWrr7ZRLAND UPTON, NY 11973

PHONE: 516-346.62 PHONE: 417-673483 PHONEL S16-282-4944

ontmoK m STVEUEINHAUER, LOREN C. IIDLT. InER H

W DEPAKITdEWC)OFENEIRGY sI!OPTRONICS UNIV OF COLORADO

1000~ R- .E. IDENCE AVE SW 2755 NORTHUP WAY DEPT OP PHYNSK

WASHIMGTOK, DC 26W DELLEVUE, WA 300 CAMPUS BOX 390

PHONE:- 3242-S6#7 PHONE. 206.IS1-im8 BOULDER, CO 8030
PHONE: 303.492-801

XrANZK, MICHAEL W- IrEINHOFF, R. LlZI '

SLAC US DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY hIr)VZRGREG D6

P.O. BOX 4349 1000 INEPENDENCE AVE SW LAWARENCE BERKELEY LABORATORY

BIN # 55 WASHIP40TON, DC 20S15 1 CYCIAOTRON RD BLDG 46/12S

SrANPORnD, CA 94=0 PHONK 202-586-3056 BERKELEY, CA 94720

PHONK: 415-426.4340 PHONE- 510.4877836
SMEANTSOV, SEEGUEI V.

XrANLU, JOHN W. JOINT 1NST FOR NUCLEAR RES. SIRAff, JIM 3.

LAWRENCE BERKELEY LABORATORY JINR, FLEROV LAB OF NUC REACr. FERMLLAB

I CYCLOTRON RD EDM 64 DUBNA, 141930 P0 BOXs50

BERKELEY, CA 9472 RUSSIA MIS316

PHONE: 510.48&M71 PHONE: 709-397-5236 BATAVIA, IL 60310
PHONE: 709-840-2340

6fAPIZ1DNGZFROZY& HIPIENSON, KENNUKH L

SSC LABORATORY SOILUMBERGER-DOLL RESEARCH SMRUSS, DEUCE P.

2350 DEKEMAEAVE OLD QUARRY RD VICE PRESIDENT

M& 900 REDGEPIEWD, Cr 06877 ComIN, BiNc
DALLAS, IX 75M) PHONE: 203.431-5320 PO BOX 1078

PHONE: 214-708.457 BROOKLINE, MA 0214640=0

SrESKI, DANNI 3 PHONE: 617-734-1649

SllCK, MARKWX BROOKHAVEN NATIONAL LAB

OS! DARMSTADT BUILDNG901A SIRIFFLER CHARLUS D6

PLANOCKSMI UPTON, NY 11973 UNIVERSiTY OF MARYLAND

P0917ACH 110052 PHONE: 516-282-4581 ELECIRICAL ENGD43MING

6100 DARPEFAIY, COLLEGE PARK, MD 2074

GERMANY SlEVENS RALPH RL PHONE: 301.40S-123B

PHONE: 061-S -35940 Los ALAMOS NATIONAL LABORATORY
PO BOX 1663 5TRINGFIRWA RAY A.

s1rEJR.20w3MR M& HB18 LOS ALAMOS NAT!. LAB.

SLAC LOS ALAMOS, NM 87545 MS H8S1

P.O. BOX 4349 PHONE: 050-6674Sm LOS ALAMOS, NM 17545

SIANPORD, CA 9430 F', NE: N50.667-1477

PHONE:- 415-926-3913



8TRMIN. I1 M. 8UDr, JOI TTALMAN, TICT4RD
01N3 AT. VACUUM GROUP CEBAP Sa.
CH 1212 RWEVA, 13000 JEFFERSON AVE MSS 2W0 BECKLEYMEADE AVE
SWn2RLAND NEWPORT NEWS, VA 2M DAULAS, TX 75237
FRON 412•.1.-m PHONR N0i-349-%53 PHONE: 214-708.M2

IIWAROVlG YV. SU1rMR, DAVID TAN& U11
Sa. w v~r OP ENERGFY AEr ASSOCIATES nIC.
25W D.BLYBADE AVE EB•4M, TN A370 TOWN C1qEB LANE
DAUlAS TX 7=7 DIV OF HEP #260

or n218.7S4513 WASHINGTON, DC 2M8 CUPERTINO, CA

PHONR- 408-996-1760
l=U, m UxUEZ SUZUI6, SHLNSUKE

NLHP JANRI SPRING-S PROJECT TEAM TANABl JACKT.
NAIL LAB/HIGH ENER Y MY KEK 2-4 SHIRAKATA SHIRANE LAWRENCE BERKELEY LABORATORY
ACCJW. 14-, OHOTSUKUBA-SHI TOKAI-MURA. NAKA-OUN 1 CYCLOTRON RD BLDG 46/161
IDARAKIKEN, 30 IBARAIa-KEN, BERKELEY, CA 94720
JAPAN JAPAN PHONE: 510486-4387
PHOND: 512*964 PHONE: 812-92-26096

TANAE, TOSMYA
SUIANOI TOM= SWAIN, GEORGE RIKEN, LASER SCIENCE RES OR.
Sm ISm mAVY IND. LiD LOS ALAMOS NATIONAL LAB 2-1 HIROSAWA
5007 rTO ZAKIlCHO PO BOX 1663 MS 1H847 WAKO
MIARA LOS ALAMOS, NM 87545 SAfIAMA, 351-01
HIROSHIMA, 72903 PHONE: 505-667-4433 JAPAN
JAPAN PHONE: 814846-2111
PHOND 084467-2434 SWENSON, DONALD A.

LiNAC SYSTEMS TANAKA, ! •mo
SUN, HYONG 115 MORENE AVE. BNL
UNIV OPMARYLAND WAYAHACHIE, TX 75165 AGS 911B
LAB FOR PLASMA REEARCH PHONE 214-.-3283 UPTON, NY 11973
COLLEGEPA.K MD 2•11 PHONE. 516-2=2-72B4
PHONEL 301-40"-56 SYIIERSMICHAEL

SSCL TANG, CHA-Mi
SUUWAN, CAROL A 2150 BEIcHYMEADE AVE NAVAL RESEARCH LAB
NAVAL RESEARCH LAB' MS-1042 11609 LAKE POTOMAC DR
CODE6793 DALLAS, TX 75237 POTOMAC, MD 20W54
WASHINGTON, DC 20375 PHONE: 214-7084519 PHONE: 202-767-4148

SUN, NING TACCONI, EUGENiO TANG, HUAN
SSC LABORATORY URA/SSC STANFORD LINEAR ACCELERATOR
250 ECLEYMEADE AVE, MS 4011 2550 BECKLEYMEADE AVE MS 66, SLAC
DALLAS, TX 7=5- MS4004 PO BOX 4349
PHOND 214-78.3.548 DALLAS, TX 75237 STANFORD, CA 94309

PHONE: 214-708-3334 PHONE: 4L5-926-2487
mEUlfD RONALD AL
CEBAF TAKEDA, OSAMU TANG, Y.
12000 JEFFERSON AVE MS SB TOSHIBA CORPORATION BROOKHAVEN NATIONAL LABORATORY
NEWPORT NEWS, VA 23 2-4 SUEHIRO-CHO BLDG 725B
PHONE: 804-249-7545 TSURUMI-KU NATL SYNCHROTRON LIGHT SOURCE

YOKAHAMA, 230 UPTON, NY 11973
JAPAN PHONE: 516-282-7012
PHONE: 045-509-6626



TArAwI, MM .IMNYKGfLA•Nl= TUr1V3r, MICEEL U.
SAC CORNELL UIIVERSfY CEN
KLWMMON DEFF. A. TEMNYKH NUCLEAR IsUDIBS LAS DIvs
UAC MS33 ITHACA. NY 14U50 1211 GENEVE, 23
II'AWPORD CA 9M30 PHONE: W7-253-4161 SWfl7ERIAND
Pp 41 54264454 PHONE: 767.415-2

TEMPLE, LEWIS L.
TA%3Yn% ROMAN 06 ARGONNE NATIONAL LAoAToltY THOMAS, MANRiD Q.
STANFORD UNBAR ACCEIBRATOR 900. CASS AV BOOHAVEN NATIONAL LABORATORY
3 2SAND ¢UlL RD BLDO 362-AM BLDG72
PO BOX 4399 BINO ARGONNE, IL 6049 NATL SYNCHROTRON LIGHT SOURCE
STANFORD, CA 9430W PHONE: 706-2524341 UPrON, NY 11973
PHONE: 415426-29 PHONE: 516-282-4681

TE AUM, PEnER
TAUSSIG, ROOMT. SLAC ' THOMPSON, KEVIN D.
BECHTEL CORPORATION MS 65 BOX 4349 CERCA
P.O. BOX 1647 STANFORD, CA 94309 1544 STICKNEY PT RD
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94119-M395 SARASOTA, FL 34232
PHONE. 415-76846.59 TENG, LEE PHONE. 813.921-4m

ARGONNE NATIONAL LABORATORY
TAILOR, BRIAN 9700 S. CASS AVENUE THOMPSON, PATRICK
LAWRENCE BERKELEY LABORATORY ARGONNE, IL 60439 BROOKHAVEN NATIONAL LABORATORY
I CYCLOTRON RD,N MS 46-125 PHONE: 708-2523405 BLDG. 902
BERKELEY, CA 94720 UPTON, NY 11973
PHONE: 510-486.4782 TEPIKIAN, SrEVEN PHONE: 516-282-7635

BROOKHAVEN NATIONAL LAB.
TAILOR, CLYDE BLDG. 1005S THUOT, MICHAEL L.
LAWRENCE BERKELEY LABORATORY UPTON, NY 11973 LOS ALAMOS NATIONAL LABORATORY
1 CYCLOTRON RD, MS 46/161 PHONE: 516-282-4845 PO BOX 1663
BERKELEY, CA 94720 MS:' 820
PHONE: 510.486.6236 THIAGARAJAN, V. LOS ALAMOS, NM 87545

SSCL PHONE. 505-667.7947
TAYLOR, THOMAS 2550 BECKLEYMEAD AVE
SMS 1042 TIEIENBACK, MICHAEL Q.
0 1211 GENEVA, DAL-AS, TX 75237 CEBAF
SWITZERIANJD PHONE: 214-70"7459 12000 JEFFERSON AVE
PHONE: . " MS-12A

TmIEBERGER, PETER NEWPORT NEWS, VA 23606
TAZZIOLI, FRANCO BROOKHAVEN NATIONAL LABORATORY PHONE: 804-249-7430
INFN PHYSICS, 901A
LABORATORI NAZ INFN UPTON, NY 11973 TIGHE, RICHARD
CP 13 PHONE: 516-2824M582 SLAC
00044 FRASCATI, SLAC MSSS,
ITALY THIELHEIM, KIAUS OSWALD P.O. BOX 4349

UNIVERSrTAT KIEL STANFORD, CA 94309
1AMKIN, RICHARD J. INST REINE/ANGEWANDTH KERNPHYS PHONE: 415-926-2151
MIT OTTO-HAN-PLATZ 3
PLASMA FUSION CENTER W-2300 KIEL, 1 TIGNER, MAURY
Mr NWI6 GERMANY PROFESSOR OF PHYSICS
CAMBRIDGE, MA 02139 PHONE: 494-318-4989 CORNELL UNIVERSITY

NEWMAN LABORATORY
rIHACA, NY 148S3.500

PHONE: 607-2S5-91



ThNG,A c. vTOYMAa, smnc TRWMANRONY1.
,IPHY3sYr PNC/OEC MAXWELL LA& INC-ROCBEZ DIV.

US NAVAL RnSAROI3 LABORATORY 4002 NARYIA-CHO 49 CENTRAL AVE.
CODE006 OARAI-MACHI RICHMOND, CA 904
WASHINGTON, DC 30 IDARAKI-KEN., 311-13 PHONE -10434464

ION.J: 3m-767aM JAPAN
PHONE 09466.&3= TNC, DOINGQE

KANDn GENERALBLECTRIC
LAB NArL SAUR /CE, SACLAY TRAKHf'ENIERG, EMIL M. OEMS-R, US RUE DE LA MINIERE
ow SUR YVmmTTA 91191 ARGONNE NATIONAL LAB BP 34 BUC, CEDEX
FRANCE 9700 S CASS AVE FRANCE
PHONE: 331490.818 ARGONNE, IL 60439 PHONE: 139-564-1L3

PHONE. 708-252-•WO
TOMDD ALAN INL TROST, HANSJOCHEN
GRUMMAN TRAN, PHUONG TEXAS A & M UNIVERSITY
4 INDEPENDENCE WAY GRADUATE STUDENT DEPT. OF PHYSICS
PRNCEITN, NJI 1550 UCLA TEXAS A & M UNIVERSITY
PHONE: 609-520.0420 DEPARIMENT OF PHYSICS COLLEGE STATION, IX 77B424=

LOS ANGELES, CA 90024 PHONE 409445-7727
TOMK, NOlU
KEK TRAVISH, GIL TRZECIAK, WALTER .
1-1 OHO UCLA SYNCHROTRON RADIATONA CElNER
TSUKUBA DEPT OF PHYSICS 3731 SCHNEIDER DR.
IBARAKI, 305 405 HHILAD AVE STOUGHTON, WI 5M39
JAPAN LOS ANGELES, CA 904 PHONE: 608.s77-2160
PHONE: 029484-5314

TRBOIEVIC, DEJAN TSIANG, EUGENE
TOMIZAWA, MASAHrID BROOKHAVEN NATIONAL LAEB 400 DAVEY GLEN RD # 4629
INSITIUIE FOR NUCLEAR STUDY BLDG. 1005S BELMONT, CA 9400
UNIVERSITY OFTOKYO UPTON. NY 11973 PHONE: 415-595-=
3-2-1 SFIDORI-O4 PHONE: 516-82-378
TANASIII, 188 7SOUPAS, NICHOL&OS
JAPAN TREADO, TODD BROOKHAVEN NATIONAL LAB
PHONE: 424.614-131 VARIAN ASSOCIATES BNL-923

150 SOHIER ROAD UPTON, NY 11973
TOMKINS, PERRYA. BEVERLEY, MA 01915 PHONE: 516-282-4979
VANDERBILT UNIVERSrTY PHONE: 50•8-922-60M
DEPT/. OF PHYSICS & ASTRONOMY TSYGANOV, EDWARD N.
NASHVILLE, TN 37235 TIEMBIAY, KELLY SSCL
PHONE 615-3438 CEAF 2550 BECKLEYMEADE

1200 JEFFERSON AVE DALLAS, TX 75237
TOOKIERJOSEPH NEWPORT NEWS, VA 23606 PHONE: 214-708-4541
SSC1 PHONE: 804-249-7155
2550 BECKIEYMEADE AVE TUCKER, PATSY
DALLAS, TX 75237 RIUBENDISALlY G. SSC LABORATORY
PHONE: 214-706.4570 BUDKER INST OF NUCLEAR PHYSICS 12000 JEFFERSON AVE

SIBERIAN DEPTr/RUSSIAN ACADEMY NEWPORT NEWS, VA 23606
TOSHIVUKI, SHIRA! 11 LARENIIEV AVE PHONE: - -

ACCELERATOR LAB/ICR KYOTO UNIV 630 090 NOVOSIBIRSK, 90
GOKANOSHO RUSSIA TURKOT, FRANK
UAi FERMI NAPL ACCELERATOR LAB
KYOTO, 611 PO BOX 500, MS 316
JAPAN BATAVIA, IL 60510
PHONE: 817-743-25606 PHONE: 708-840-442B



TIAN KU am V4 ACCA0%M=%, QYDOG VAN ZZMm JOUANNE
ShMAM&71OW4AOATRS DIPAXIMENTO DI SCL POISK CMEDAF, B A
10o Nam%, DWI no UNI'VERSMT OF NAPLJES 12000 JEFFERSON AVE.

ALJW1W NM VISS110 10U IYAOLTRIMARE PAD 20 NE WPORT NEWS, VA -2306
riumtam2 NAPOILI SWI PHONE: 3-2..ý

fTALY
1W,1A POE: 3X172.34S3 VANDEPSSIAMcDM

ARGONaNA71ONALLAVIORATIOaY
BLC3 VALUENA, BOOMkJI CHEMN DU CYCIDIOr , .2
9110. CANS AVE. CERN B-1363 LOUIVA0N-AA-NBUV
ARGONNE, IL MM043 bP*#MISIN WOUVAIN,
PHON13 7IS.2R4217 0I-1211 GENEVA, 23 .mLGIUM

swnzERUAND PHONEL 31047-S
i7inamn, z~wR PHOINE 412-27&7=
CBM.. DIVISIO VAYNCEK, DAVID L
1211 GENEVA, 23 - VALlCXMIRATMOI4DA. SLU
swFITERLAND SSCL LAWRENCE RERKELISY ABORATDRY
PHOINE mM76-M OEKOYEDAE I CYCLOTRON RD, 141I3

M54M BERKELE, CA 94=2
iuwu WIlIA C.DALLAS, X 7337 PHOME 510.4367251

sma PHONE. 214.-3706v
23= o VARNBTVDOUGILAL
DALLASTX 7237 VAN ABSELTWILEM L CIIINC
PHONE: 214-703.4541 BROO1KHAVEN NATlONAL LAS 310 MINNOVATION DR

BUIUDING911B KMOXVILLE, Th 37M3
URM, AN UPTON, NY 11973 PHONE- 610-906-7530
NAVAL SURFACE WARFARE C04R PHONE S16.22-777u
10903NEW HAMPEISIRE AVE VASSRMi4NM ISA .
WHrlE OAK VAN DEWEN, AIMN U ARGONNJE NATIONAL LAB
SILVER. SPRING, MD 2093640 ALLMIISIGIAL ABROS1'ACE 97005CABSSAVE
PHONE- 301-394-10 20002 B ANNISIE ARGONNE,. IL 604

KANSAS an'T, MO 64141 PHONE: losa-0-UU
UNCRINJAME PHONE. 316-99-2435
CHALK RIVER LABS., ABC. VD4ZANT, EENNIMS L
SIN. III VAN KERP, KAURENS G. CMAJ
CHALK RIVER ON K2J-IJ0 HOLEC 1200JEFFERSON AVE
CANADA P.O. BOX 23 NEWPORT7 NEWS, VA 2M60
PHONE. 613-534-M1 HIENGELO, 7SSOAA PHONE: 3804M-24-I

NETHERLANDS
MUN, KIAWS L PHONEk 317.446a=10 VEROMEANDRE

C1ERN CERN
CERN "L-IV. VAN SIAAGSKI P~ll L SL DIVISIN
01-1211 GENEVA, 23 GIL GILLEWIASSOCOATE DIC C111211 GENE3VA, 23
SWT17ERLAND POI BOX 4640 SWnrZERAND
PHONE- 2274673-734 HUNTSVULE, AL 3531

PHONE. 20546M0W VERNIEMGILIASM.
VACCAREZZA, CEIINTDA C. C.E.A
INFN-FRASCATI VAN 1EDEROEN ANNE POM1FAVERGER, 5149
VIA E. PERMI 40 NAIL SYNCHROTRON UIGIT SOURCE FRANCE
FRASCATI 00044 BROOKHAVEN NATIONAL LAB
fITALY DWJG 725B
PHONE: 30&4446%537 UPON, NY 11973

P90111 S16-23.4604



VIUAUIMN.WAXUMA, TOINEINIS WAND310 igmR
DO~MM&a w0 oIow KYUJSWUUN[V DEPT OFP4UC.. 34 BROOMHAVEN NATIONAL LABORATORY

P OX 349 MAKOZAiIU64104 BLDG. 9M
N/s 1T48 HIOASHMC U7WDK NY 11973

SATII.B WA tom6 FUKUOICA, 812 PHONE: S164fl-3974
PHONE: U&67723m WAAN

PHONE:- 092.641-1101 WANG CUANGUKO
YINOLAGEaNOm LAWRENCE BERIMLEY LABORATORY

vaI4LN WALDNIRGXOEDGA. 1 CYCLOTRON RD, MS 711
cr13 MARTHA S.R.L. ImPIAJf DERWEEYCA %=72
PRASCAT VIA URMANNO WOLF FERRARI 1S PHONE- 510.436473
MWALY MIIANO0, 2041
PRIOM 3%40%946 rrALY WAMG CRUMX

PHONE: 02-740.974 LAWRENCE DERWBLY LAB./ALS,
Y34A weimJ MS 2400
SSC LABORATORY WALD1614 PAlEIC LUCA I CYCLOTRON RD
2W5 OEMLBYMEADE AVE. ThELMA&SR.L. BEMKRKEEY CA 9472
DALLAS, IX 7M23 VI ERMANNO WOLF FERR-AR 1S PHONE- 510-48&"6
MGOME 24-70&.06 MILANO. 20141

ffALY WANG DAN Y.
"VLEMSAN4O L PHONE. 740 97446740P33 MAXWELL LABS INM
MLAC 4903 CXINhAL AVE
2S75SAND HILLRD. WALKERA NICHOLAS I RRiCMOND, CA 9U4M
1335 SLAC PHONE. 310..42B4
MPLO.O PARK, CA 94W2 DIN # 66
PHONE: 415.36.63 PO BOX 4369 WANG, DWA

SrANFORD, CA 94309 Mff/BA1US
VOG%,MARKI[ PHONE: 415-926.367 MT/BATESP.O. BOXS84
ARGONNE NATIONAL LAB MIDDLETON, MA 01909

LD 376TAIPSANN. WALINGW LINDA L. PHONE: 617-245466
ARGONNE, IL O0W S50L
PHONE: 709.2=4W6 2550 BECRIEYIEADE AVE. WANGA, DR

MS 400 UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND
voNG, 1RERIEIC C. DALLAS, 7X 7527 LAB FOR PLASMA RBEARCH
ARGONNE NATIONAL LABORATORY PHONE: 214-708.3771 UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND
"9N0S.CASAVD4UE COLLEGE PARK, MD 2074
BLDG. 362 WALTINA DEAN it. PHONE: 301.403461
ARGONNE, I. O0W MUCHENGNEE
PHONE: 7011-232kW3 ARGONNE NATIONAL LAB WANGo FUHUA

9700SCASS AVE SSC LABORATORY
WAIZ GARYD. ARGONNE, IL 60639 2550 DCKLEYMBADE
TpUMP PHONE, 706-25-97 MS 9000
4084WEINROOC MAIL DALL-AS, IX 75237
VANCOUVER, BC WI2AS WAIZ DIKIECR It PHONEL 214-709-4542
CANADA MLAC
PHONE: 6622141 P0 BOX 434 WANG C&NNGME

SrANFORD, CA %M30 UNIVERSITY OF HOUSIDN
WAME MASAWOI LB.P.P OF UNIV OF IIOEXION
UC3. WAN WomII HOUWN, TX 77206550
me0DUXEYUD AVE NSCL PHONE: 713-763-53W

DALLA%,TX 7523 U. LANEINO, Ml 432
PHOWe 214-7084)3 PHONE: 517-355-1023



UTrIFNG. WAIW3NMM&WJI
LAIOS BOJMRA RESADOI amO BROOKAmVEN NATIONAL LAIL
UNWU3ASIY OU MANYAI No 46000a Do~ NoSs
0011830PARK, MD 2174 2w5 DLYEEAVIL UPTlON, NY 11973
riinos 3364054W DALLAS, IX 75237 PHONE. 316-U..718

PHONE: A440-3116
lWANG~l wamlzmum
SAC WATWKN XIOIT A. CR

MAC, 14.36 LAX.N. CH-1211 GENEVA, 23
BrANfORD CA 9633 MS P44 WX RAD
PROM 415.96.373 LOS ALAMOS, NM 87544 PHON&. 767463".

PHONR. 35465-4223
UALNGTI.SW F. MEMN SVLVAR4
LOS ALAMOS NATIONAL LAD WRATMOWU, CMIVORD R, CERI4
AT.7, MS HUr EEV &LDIVISION
LOS ALAMMS NM 37545 106 WATERWOUSE LANE 23 GENEVA, 0H11211
PHON& s53467-5 CHELMSFORD BSSE3X CMUou SWrn2ERAND

ENGLAND PHONE. 74674
WANX UlE PONE: 024-535.347
amL WEKLDKOW4IIIMLW~A.
BMO07AM3BN~L WAE.1M5ERC DARESURY LA9OR.ATOY
UffON, NY 1197 M4SIAC KBCKWIOC LANEDARESBURY
PifOt 516-23-5750 SLAC~ MS d WARRIN(]TON

P0 BOX 4349 CHESHIRE, WA44AD
WANG,IVN JrFORLW, CA 9630 uNrwIMD INDOM
IND. UNIV. CYCOTYRON FAcLRT PHONE: 415-926-202 PHONE:- 092-5640.26
260 MILO 3. SAMPSON LAME
BLON4TONTZ IN 47483 WEAVERJIM WELCH, DALE L.
PHONE. 812)55-5190 UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND MISSION REmAR01 CORPORATION

234 OLD IEAtARDIDWN 173 RANDOLPH RD, S
WAMILER, TROMS F. COLLEGE PARK, MD 2074 ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87106405
LOSALAMOS NATI1ONAL LABORATORY PHONEk 53-751-773
AT-i, MS 1317 UzmER ogYc.
LOS ALAMOS, NM 3754 UC LABORATORY WELA316JMMEJ
Pflome 05-667-320 2S50 DECKLEYMEADE AVE. CO)RNELL UNIVERSETY

DALLAS, TX 7=27 WILSON LABl
WADIERDAVID A. PHONE: 214.70635 rIlHACA, NY 14853
ARGONNE NATIONAL LAB PHONE. 607-205677
910S CASS AVE WEBER%, GODIRIND A.
ARGONNE, IL 60639.4614 EINDHOVEN UNIVERSITY WENGo WU.TSUNG W.
PHONE. 708%2-23.93 PO BOX 513 BROOKHAVEN NATIONAL LABORATORY

5600MB EIINDHOVEN, BLDG 91143, BNL
WATNOCK, B(MEE1. NETHERLANDS UPIDN, NY 11973
SLAC/SEANFORD UNIVERSiTY PHONE. 516-253413
SLAC MS 26, P.O. BOX 4349 WXDUUNMMaIM Lr
STANIIORD, CA 9N30 INDIANA UNIV. CYCL0IRN FAC. WERKmAmL E1EV4 3.
PHOM- 415-926-17 260 MILO B SAMPSON LANE FERMILAB

BLOOMINGTON, IN 4740B PO BOX 50, MIS 341
WAIZIN GRAHAM PHONE: 812-855-2927 BATAVIA, IL 6310
TRIUMP PHONE. 7M303.36-2
4001 WESBIOCK MALL
VANCOUVER, BC W12A3
CANADA
"PHOm. 606-32.14M7



WALm u Vww AYW W. WMIIIII-
-miA LWAMC

UWUOlIANAV& F0 BOXJ0 S1s 3S 23ClME AVE
NUWNORIW NE VA OW4 BATAVIA, IL =510 M5410
"IlOse $148-uwo 1,110m 70161404 DAUAL iX 7=

moee n-7B,
WEZIMAmIL3

7MCLMADIMLOS MAM4OS NATIONAL LABORATOY wIN, AVIDL3
OXON 101I, MI) 31045-W17 P.O Box 141 ?IRNIED UNIVERSITY
PRNoE: 30140%= MSD406 DOTWF ou' CS BANNOz 1*ou2

LOS ALAMOS, NM 8V5W PMIRID, Cr 06%0-7n
WOIIJW G AlAN PHONE- 35-467-4413

UPIL~~w WNE I)MEM
L~flL4UWILIZDISON, CAOL A. INIs

PAm Box=4 LOS ALAMOS NATIONAL LABORATORY CX POIAL61ft
UIVORORZE CA 955M MSHMB CAMDINA% SP 13M5
PflOt5 5I0 423Q P.O. Box 1663 BRA23L

LOS AIAMOSNM 875W PloNE: 5"49-423m
1111111omjouN IL FHoNE: 55S467-M5
OAK RIDGE NATIONAL LABORATIORY WrIKOYKRMUCEAML.
10 BOXw 215UION, DOUIMfAC QDROOlKHAVEN NATIONAL LAR
=q201 hS.37 LOS ALAMOS NATIONAL LABORATORY INJEIDNG 91131

OAK R130014 T 3=43.M7 X-1 MS 1mS, lA.Q UPTON NY 1197
HONE 615574113 LOS ALAMdOS NM IS7S PHIONE: S16.in4107

HONE. 554"7.437
U~,MARONW1. v~ft&%wIC3IU

ARGONNE. NATIONAL LAB UWION, UN PAL
97408CASS AVE. CERN IP BOX 125
BLDG. 371 T SU., DIVISION FOIIANOMS 790
ARGONNE, IL 6043941114 mini2 GEMNEVA, 23 KOREA
PHONEt. 7045-3=-55 SWI17ERLAND PHONE: 562-792-22

PHONEL 7674U7-4
W1117104mKKNNE WOODLEY, MUMK D.
ITUAN DBFA WILSON, MARK SLAC
6=4)R SIERRA Cr US DEPT OF ENERGY SLACMS466
DUBLIN, CA 9W50 ER-343 P.O. BOX 4348
PH0~f 510428B-5 WASHINGTON, DC 2M8 SrANPORDII CA 94309

PHONE: 301-9034048 PHONEL: 415-9264081
WmKAWw U~~c
500. WILSOMP3RRY 3.WGrF, SCOTTF

2aoLYEDAESLAC ALLIED ROGNAL AEROSPACE CO.
Nwag PO BOX 4349 P0 BOX 419139
DALLAS, IX 7523 BIN 26 KANSAS CUT, MO 64141
PHONE. 214-7094W3 SrANPORD, CA 9W39 PlHONE 816-997-2549

PHONE: 415-926.3163
WEIN, 30W ARARD WL xIOUm
DEWY WINCHESTEN, StUSAN 550.
DEWY-OD -NOTKESM 85 FERMILAB 2W5 BECKLEYMEADE AVE
3000 HAMBURG, 52 SUflM 12S, M59000
GERMANY WINICK, HUMAN DAUASTX 7M23
PH ONE: 4OB08-994M SSRL/51.AC PHONE: 214-708.4218

PO BOX 4349, DIN 69
STANFORD, CA 9W39
PHONE: 4135-926.3195



ZThAcm UAIN VOVW^ ANDSW
~u~m nSWr Lc ABORATORY LAXALAMOS NATION4AL LABORATORY

OU101AM Mc 27No MULA& 7X 7537 LO0S ALAMOS NM 87W4

lET UNWVEWIlY OF MARYLAND LAWlZNCB BERKELY LABORATORY
DW~ rmANT1WJI OF PHYSICS I CYCLOTRON RD, US W1010

CA~U~-MA ISM.1 COLLEGE FAXW. MD 2N2 BERKELEY, CA 9471
iflONS QI.sm3. MIONE. 301-314-002 P1ONEk 510496M47

wustPDAO 1U3 mmA W ARD YOUNG6 LIAM
nowT SYNCHR.OTRON RADIATION4 RES CR LOS ALAMOS NATIONAL LABORATORY

LI2ELL m NO1,Rh D ROAD VI AT-i. MS HB17
USO BRLIN, 33 IWNOICU SC&A.DA 9NXISr PARK LOS ALAMOS, NM $3754
GeSfMANY HUJIOIU, 30077 PHONEL 505M7-1U1
PHONE 495463-3m TAIWA oc.C

mHoNR U86-.wK lOUA MON
WvS~ucAo LAWRENCI BERKELEY LABORATORY
com VTDG AN I CYCLOTRON RD, MS WIN10
0H1211 GENEVA, TRRIUM BERKELEY, CA 94720
SWfl2ORLAND 404 WEOIBROOK MALL PHIONE S10496-4170)
PHlONE oM746 VANCOUVER. 9C V61IA3

CANADA U% DAYED
X16 NOUNS PHONE: 04-W2-1047 DULY RESEARCH INM
BINDHOVEN UNIVERUflY 1912 MAC ARTHUR ST
P0 Box 513 TOKOCHJ, NONO RANCHIO PALOS VERDE CA 9073
CYCLOTIRON LAS 2.10 HFTACII ZOSEN CORPORATION PHONE 310448-71n3
simd EINHOEN, 1-1 HFlXIUBUASHI 143oMB
NE71MRLAMS -U.. CHIYODAKLF. TOKYO. 106 YU, MMu"

JAPAN 1AWRENCE BERKELEY LABORATORY
Y*MPOLUY DOWT PHlONE 332-178M52 I CYCLOTRON RD, MS 47-112
INIEORAISD APPUW ?HYSIC BERKELEY, CA 94720
SIIIIAYBR 3D YONKHARA,4 HIxwZ PHONE.' 5104366M47
WAL711AM, WA 00154 JAERSPRIG4 PROI~rEC~AM
PHONE: 617.489-1U 2-4 SHIAKATA SMRANE Y%, XI&OTANG

TOK0AI-URA, NAKA-GUN Mrr
1414,Tm mIKiuAAKmKN, 319-11 NW16 223 Mrl
SIL JAPAN CAMBRIDGE, MA 02139

2RKLYKDAEPHONE. 81Z2-2-2290 PHONE- 617-253-973
DALLAS= 7=27
mHote n4-7064=2 VOuK CIR m UKINomI, KODATASHI

CYCLOTRON LAIL NAIL LAD FOR HIGH ENE0RGY PHY.
YANG% MING JEN MICHIGAN SrATE UNIVERUJlY OHO 1-1, 7SUKUDA~-SH
FERM~lAB EASr LANSING, Ml 4832 IRARAKI-KOU, 30
P0 BOX 0wMSw JAPAN
BATAVI1A, MIL 460 M YOK, Ron PHONE. 812-986.45=3
PHONE: BIDO LANL

MS: 5 MS. H8338 YUIZTHOMAS J.
weS ALAMOS, NM 87545 ARGONNE NATIONAL LAD
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